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The Volkswagen Dasher
isn't a down-sized something
else. It wasn't wrenched into

shape overnight.

It's exactly the size we had
in mind, and so we've had

plenty of time to make it more of a
car instead of less.

For example, you have more than
one choice: the 2-door hatch-
back, the 4-door hatchback or

what we feel is the world's most
fascinating station wagon.
Whichever you choose, you

also get to choose either the
fuel-injected gasoline engine

or the optional diesel engine.
The Dasher Diesels deliver an EPA

estimated [36] mpg and an extraordi-

nary 49 mpg highway estimate. And
the gasoline engine is no slouch,
either, with [23] estimated mpg, 35
mpg highway estimate. Use "esti-

mated mpg" for comparisons. Mpg
varies with speed, trip length, and
weather Actual highway mpg will

probably be less.

Don't go away There's more per-

formance than you thought: a
gasoline Dasher Sedan will propel
you from to 50 mph in only 8.1

seconds*, quicker than a few
"sportscars."

More room than you thought: the

^^

Dasher wagon holds 31 cubic feet of

anything. Need still more? In 30 sec-
onds, the rear seats fold down and
you have 51.6 cubic feet.

More luxury than you thought: the

carpeting in every Dasher is really

plush and really everywhere. The
AM/FM stereo radio is standard. So is

the electric rear window defogger
The steel-belted radials. The quartz
clock.

There's nothing cheap about the

Dasher, including the price. But the fit

and finish are equal to just about
any car made.
The only thing you give up are

some old-fashioned ideas about
what g car oug ht to be.

'Dasher Diesel Sedan 0-50 mph in

13.0 sec.
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While a graduate student at the Uni-

versity of Arizona, Stan L. Lindstedt

became intrigued with desert shrews

because they "seem so unfit for desert

survival." "Unfortunately," he re-

counts, "these tiny insectivores are

difficult to observe. After a year and a

half I had not captured any. Finally,

with a little luck, and a good deal of

persistence, I found a method for cap-

turing them—overturning dead agave
plants." Lindstedt's work on the sur-

vival of desert shrews took place in the

Sonoran Desert of Arizona between
1974 and 1977. Currently an Interna-

tional Fellow of the Swiss National

Science Foundation, stationed at the

Anatomy Institute of the University of

Berne, Lindstedt is again studying

shrews, this time the Etruskian shrew,

the world's smallest mammal. Its

weight, two grams, is less than that of

a dime.

Coauthor James H. Jones is a first-

year veterinary student at Colorado

State University, where he is studying

aerodynamic valving of air flow in

avian lungs. He has done fieldwork on
bobcat density and prey selection in the

central Arizona desert. On tap is re-

search on the respiratory responses to

heat stress in ostriches, which he plans

to do this summer at the University of

Cape Town. His involvement with

desert shrews began in a graduate

school course in environmental physi-

ology at the University of Arizona in

which Lindstedt was the teaching as-

sistant. "My interest in the shrews

stemmed from the subject and from
Bud Lindstedt's research," Jones re-

calls. As a footnote, he adds, "My
Ph.D. work at Duke was under the pro-

fessor who had been the major profes-

sor to Lindstedt's major professor. I

stayed 'in the family,' so to speak."

The web forms of spiders have a spe-

cial fascination for William G. Eber-
hard . An arachnologist with a research

background in behavioral biology, he

has spent considerable time in the trop-

ics studying spiders and their webs,
and the insects that make adaptive use

of the webs. Eberhard, who received

his Ph.D. from Harvard, was once an

associate professor of biology at the

Universidad del Valle, Colombia. He
is now on the staff of the Smithsonian

Tropical Research Institute in Panama
and the Escuela de Biologia of the Uni-

versidad de Costa Rica.

"We were haunted by Darwin; his

ghost was always around," says John
K. Stevens about his six-week stay in

the Galapagos Islands with his wife

and coauthor, Katharine E. Parsons.

They first learned of the fish they stud-

ied there while honeymooning in

Maine six years ago. Born and edu-

cated in the United States, Stevens is

a neurobiologist who has recently

taken up a new post as associate profes-

sor of physiology at the Playfair

Neuroscience Laboratory, a neuro-

logical "think tank" at the University

of Toronto in Canada. His current spe-

cialty is the study of microcircuits in

cats' eyes.

Parsons was a student of her hus-

band-to-be in a college biology course.

She works as a free-lance writer of

health and science articles and has

spent about ten years doing nature pho-

tography.
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"The strikingly different uses of the

swastika in the Third Reich and in

India lead inevitably to speculation

about its original meaning," says

Stanley A. Freed, who with coauthor

Ruth S. Freed has studied urban influ-

ences and modernization in a village in

northern India. The Freeds first did

fieldwork in the village from 1957 to

1959 and recently returned from a fol-

low-up trip on which they noted the

changes that have occurred during the

last twenty years. Both authors are

Ph.D.s in anthropology from the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley and

have done research among several

North American Indian groups. Stan-

ley A. Freed is curator of anthropology

at the American Museum of Natural

History. Ruth S. Freed, professor of

anthropology at Seton Hall University,

New Jersey, is a research associate in

the Museum's Department of Anthro-

pology.

As a college student, Califor-

nia-born Henry T. Lewis began
spending the first of eleven summers
fighting forest fires as a park ranger

with the National Park Service. In an

attempt to understand why California

Indians had traditionally set fires in

grasslands, brush, and forests, he

learned that their strategy was similar

to what fire ecologists currently advo-

cate for the management of wildland

areas. This discovery led to his mono-
graph on Patterns of Indian Burning in

California and to his more recent re-

search and a film on the Indian uses of

fire in northern Alberta. Now a Cana-

dian citizen and chairman of the

Department of Anthropology at the

University of Alberta in Edmonton,

Lewis is making a comparative study

of aboriginal uses of fire in the tropical

savanna region of northern Australia.
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supplied by Save the

Children.
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Tahoe's Decline

Last fall, Charles Goldman climbed

into a seventeen-foot submarine and

dove 1 ,000 feet beneath the surface of

Lake Tahoe. It was his first chance to

see the depths of a lake he has studied

for twenty years. And what he saw in

the course of several dives confirmed

the assessment that he and the Tahoe
Research Group made in "Tahoe's
Troubled Waters" (Natural History,

January 1975)
—"Tahoe is changing

for the worse each year."

One of the things Goldman saw was

attached algae growing as far down as

600 feet. Tahoe is naturally nutrient

poor and would not be expected to have,

much algal growth. Nonetheless, it has

been increasing in fertility over the

years because of construction and de-

velopment around the lake. These dis-

turbances add to the burden of sedi-

ment (and nutrients) that streams and

spring runoff carry into the lake. Gold-

man also saw vast areas of lake bottom

covered with fine sediment that looked

"like a blanket of ooze."

Most important, according to Gold-

man, was his discovery of large num-
bers of pregnant mysis shrimp near the

bottom of the lake. After their intro-

duction as fish food about six years

ago, mysis devastated two native

forms of zooplankton, Daphnia and

Bosmina. Recent surface counts have

shown the shrimp population to be

leveling off, but since pregnant mysis

are staying near bottom and not migrat-

ing to the surface at night as they gener-

ally do, those counts are probably low.

Goldman's underwater exploration,

which was financed by a California

newspaper, the San Jose Mercury
News, was not without its pleasures.

He got a "completely new perspective

on the lake" and was particularly sur-

prised by the "incredible diversity of

the underwater habitat,
'

' which ranged

Experimental submarine begins descent into Lake Tahoe



A report on the great American forest.

Lookwhathappens
when Mother Haturegets

a littlehelp.

These log

slices dramat-
ically show
the value of

modem, scien-

tific forest

management.
Both (shown
36% of actual

size) are from trees

ofabout the same
age. The smaller one grew
in an unmanaged, overcrowded stand where it had to

compete for sunlight and moisture. The other is from
a grove that was thinned to give the best trees room
to thrive.

This isjust one ofmany ways forest management
can help meet a predicted doubling ofdomestic demand
for wood and paper products in the next 50 years.

The forest industry has learned how to help
Mother Nature grow more trees, faster, by applying
scientific forest management techniques: encourag-
ing natural regrowth, planting superior seeds and
seedlings, fertilizing, protecting against disease and
insects, thinning, watching carefully until time to

harvest— then starting the cycle again.

Demand keeps rising.

Forest management like this is vital because
every year Americans need more homes, more paper
products, more packaging and containers, more fuel-

wood, more of the thousands of other essential prod-
ucts that only the forest can provide.

So far, the country's commercial forest has been
able to keep up with demand. {Commercial forest, as
defined by the U.S. Forest Service, is all forestland

—

whether owned by individuals, government or the

industry

—

that is

capable
of, and
poten-

tially

available

for, growing
repeated

crops oftrees

for harvest. It in-

cludes land in Na-
tional Forests but not

in National Parks or Wilderness areas.)

But trees aren't grown equally fast by all com-
mercial forest owners. Though industry has made
striking advances on its lands, productivity is lower
on privately owned lands and seriously lagging in

National Forests.

Productivity notupto potential.

Overall, the U.S. Forest Service estimates aver-

age productivity of all commercial forestland is only

61 percent of potential. And at the same time, actual

acreage in commercial forests keeps shrinking, as

land is withdrawn for homes, highways and other

needs ofan expanding population.

So we as a nation still have a long way to go if

our wood and paper products are not to become scarce

and expensive.

If you'd like to be better informed on how impor-
tant it is to keep America's forests productive, write

American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150 for a free booklet, "The Great American
Forest."

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.
And tomorrow. And all the tomori'ows after that.

Trees. America^ frenewable resource.
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from ooze-covered bottom to grassy

hills to the sheer cliffs of underwater

canyons.

Good News, Bad News
Mark Newton and Russell Smith

saw a bleak future ahead for the Cali-

fornia mountain king snake when they

wrote "The Snake That Lost Its Habi-

tat" (Natural History, June/July

1975). An "ice age relict" that has lit-

tle appropriate habitat left in the state,

the snake occupies a particularly pre-

carious niche in the Santa Monica
Mountains near Los Angeles. There, it

lives only in the canyons, a habitat that

is also popular with developers.

The good news is that in 1978 Con-
gress passed the National Parks and

Recreation Act, creating, among other

things, the Santa Monica Mountains

National Recreation Area, a 150,000-

acre chunk of the mountain range

within which the National Park Service

is to buy undeveloped land. A land ac-

quisition plan was due to Congress at

the beginning of 1980, and in fiscal

1980 the Park Service is getting its first

acquisition funds.

The problem is in turning the legisla-

tive mandate into an actual park. The
Park Service has been authorized to

spend $155 million over five years to

buy land; of that, $35 million is for

1 980 . The White House tried to trim this

year's funds to $13 million, but Con-

gress restored the balance. Even so,

land in the Santa Monicas goes for as-

tronomical prices, with some of the

more luxurious homes costing $1 mil-

lion or more. And as might be ex-

pected, the Park Service will not

always be dealing with willing sellers.

Developers are opposed to the park and

have threatened to force the Park Serv-

ice into lengthy law suits.

Finally, the Park Service is not the

only government body concerned with

the Santa Monicas . The city of Los An-
geles and several smaller communi-
ties, each with their attendant agen-

cies, the state Coastal Commission,
and Los Angeles and Ventura counties

all have some stake in the mountain

range.

Even with the money and the law

behind it, the Park Service's work has

just begun.

The War on Evolution

In the 1970s, wrote Norman Newell

in "Evolution Under Attack" (Natural

History, April 1974), believers in the

biblical account of creation renewed

their crusade against the leaching of

evolutionary theory in the public

schools. Now they have carried the

fray from classroom to museum, chal-

lenging an exhibit on evolution in the

Smithsonian Institution's new Na-
tional Museum of Natural History.

Modern creationists are biblical fun-

damentalists, but frequently go forth

into the courts under the banner of

science, not religion. They claim that

the notion that God created the world

and all basic kinds of living things in

the biblical six days is supported by the

scientific evidence. On the other hand,

creationists also claim that the theory

of evolution is not science at all, but

disguised theology.

In the court challenge to the feder-

ally financed Smithsonian exhibition

—

"Dynamics of Evolution"—Dale

Crowley, director of the National

Foundation for Fairness in Education

in Washington, D.C., said the Con-

gress was, in effect, financing religion.

He charged that by presenting only the

theory of evolution without informa-

tion on other theories of creation, the

Smithsonian was using public money
to establish a "religion of secular hu-

manism" and therefore violating First

Amendment provisions for separation

of church and state.

In the suit filed in federal district

court in Washington, Crowley said that

he and his coreligionists were forced

either to violate their beliefs by visiting

the evolution exhibit or to give up their

right of access to public property. In

addition, he said, the Smithsonian was

out of bounds in giving any interpreta-

tion to the animals and other items in

the exhibit, since its congressional

mandate was only to display objects,

not to interpret them.

Judge Harrington D. Parker was not

impressed with Crowley's arguments

and dismissed his suit, saying that the

Smithsonian had not only the right but

the mandate to diffuse scientific knowl-

edge and that the theory of evolution,

as presented by the museum, was in-

deed science and not religion. As to

whether the offensiveness of the ex-

hibit infringed on Crowley's rights, the

judge quoted the Supreme Court deci-

sion in a similar case: "The state has

no legitimate interest in protecting any

or all religions from views distasteful

to them."
The exhibit opened last spring but

the decision was appealed, and until

the legal struggles are over, no one at

the Smithsonian cares to comment on

them.

James Gorman
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Deadly Botulism
Lethal and incurable, this centuries-old

disease is now thought to be the cause

of some cases of infant crib death

by Lance L. Simpson

Botulism is to modern medicine

what Billy the Kid was to the Old
West. It is an ornery and untamed dis-

ease known widely for its killing ways.

Botulism has earned this notorious dis-

tinction for two reasons. First, it is

caused by botulinum toxin, a substance

that is nature's most deadly poison.

Second, it is not curable. Patients

struck by the disease can survive only

if their bodies can withstand the toxin's

assault upon their nervous systems.

Botulism is most commonly en-

countered as a form of food poisoning.

Both history and legend suggest that

this type of food poisoning has been

known for centuries. During the past

few years, however, medical investi-

gators have discovered a new and un-

settling aspect of botulism that, sadly

enough, can only increase our fear of

this disease. To understand why, we
must first understand something about

the toxin and about food poisoning.

Botulinum toxin is produced by the

bacterium Clostridium botulinum, an

organism closely related to C. tetani,

the bacterium that produces tetanus

toxin. Were it not for the existence of

botulinum toxin, tetanus toxin would
be regarded as the most deadly poison.

Botulinum toxin is synthesized in at

least eight immunologically distinct

types. Generally speaking, individual

strains of C. botulinum synthesize only

one type of toxin. Although they differ

in their immunogenicity, the various

toxins all have a similar mechanism of

action in poisoning the nervous sys-

tem. Epidemiological studies have

shown that human outbreaks of botu-

lism are associated with four types of

toxins. Of these, the type known as A
toxin is the most lethal and the one that

has been most carefully studied.

For type A toxin to cause an out-

break of food poisoning, an unbroken
chain of events must occur. First, and
most obvious, a potential food must be
contaminated with C. botulinum.

Next, the food must be packaged in a

way that will permit the bacteria to

grow and multiply, and in so doing
produce the deadly toxin. Clostridia

are anaerobic organisms; that is, they

can live in the absence of oxygen and

can grow inside most containers used

by commercial food processors. To
prevent the growth of Clostridia and the

production of toxin, food processors

use various techniques: the most com-
mon is heating foods to high tempera-

tures. This retards bacterial growth and

completely destroys any toxin that may
have formed. In addition, most proc-

essed foods are cooked before they

are eaten, and this step inactivates the

toxin molecule, which is unstable at

high temperatures.

An outbreak of botulism is possible

only if a food is contaminated with

Please turn to page 18

Human Nerve Cell

Chemical
mediator

Detail (above) shows how nerve

endings transmit chemical signals to

other organs. A cellular structure

known as the mitochondrion (blue)

synthesizes a chemical mediator

(yellow). The mediator is stored

inside containers called vesicles.

When the nerve ending is stimulated,

the vesicles release the mediator,

which diffuses across the synaptic

cleft and triggers an impulse in the

muscle.
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ofgreat distinction and remarkabie beauty

d's Greatest Works of Literature • Beautifully Illustrated

Bound in Genuine Leather • Decorated With Real Gold

For generations, men and women of culture have collected leather-bound volumes '^h
world's great classics — for their own enjoyment and to hand down to their heirs. ^^,
with this invitation, you can affordably acquire "The 100 Greatest Books Ever Writteri"ln

one of the most luxurious leather-bound editions ever published.

It is not difficult to list the world's greatest books. The titles and authors leap quickly to

mind. And for good reason. The books that have been recognized as great, generation after

generation, are part of the world we live in. They have shaped our lives, our language, our
values, our outlook.

These books include novels like Melville's Moby Dick, Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities,

Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, Bronte's Wuthering Heights. They include serious— yet high-

ly readable— works of thought like Plato's Republic . . . heroic epics like Homer's Iliad .

.

sharp-witted satire like Swift's Gulliver's Travels .. . brilliant poetry like Whitman's
Leaves of Grass.

On everyone's list would be the great works of Shakespeare. Chaucer. Dante, Darwin,
and Twain. These are books you want on your bookshelf. Books you want your children and
their children to read. And now you can have them — the ultimate private Hbirary.
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The Volumes Themselves

are Works of Art

Your pride in this collection will be

twofold— arising both from the significance

and stature of each literary masterpiece . . .

and from the sheer beauty of each volume.

Every volume in this unique private library

will exemplify the ultimate in the art of print-

ing, binding, and illustration. The paper on

which these books are printed will be spe-

cially milled — to endure for generations.

Each book will be bound in leather, inlaid

with a 22 karat gold design which sets it apart

from all other volumes in the collection.

Genuine Leather Bindings

Today it is rare to find books bound in gen-

uine leather. The cost of such bindings and

the time required to create them has made
the crafting of such bindings an almost

vanishing art.

But each book in this collection will be

bound in genuine leather! The leathers used

will be only the finest, and many different

types of leathers will be used — calfskin,

cowhide, suede, sheepskin — to give even

greater distinction to the total collection.

As with every detail of these books, luxury

in binding will be the rule rather than the ex-

ception. Each volume will have the beautiful

lustre, wonderful feel, and distinctively rich

smell that is characteristic of only genuine

leather.

Intricate Cover Designs and

Gilt-edged Pages of Real Gold

Each luxurious leather binding will be

deeply inlaid with real gold — not only on

the front cover, but also on the back cover

and the spine. Then, to bring out the full

beauty of each cover design, every page will

be gilt-edged with this precious metal.

Elegant Finishing Touches

Each volume will have beautiful endsheets

of rich moire fabric and a matching ribbon

page marker. Each volume will be bound

with a "hubbed" spine that is characteristic

of only the finest books. In every respect, this

is to be a collection which rivals anything

seen in the great private libraries of days

gone by.

Exciting Diversity

The hallmark of a distinctive library is

diversity. Therefore, the volumes in the col-

lection will vary in size, in the leathers used,

in the gold designs on each binding, and in

the illustrations. Yet the collection as a whole

will exhibit an unmistakable harmony, be-

cause the volumes will be of consistent qual-

ity throughout.

A Truly Personal Library.

When you acquire this edition of "The
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100 Greatest Books Ever Written" you are

building a personal library that will be one of

your most prized possessions. To beautifully

identify each book in the edition as part of

your own private collection, a personalized

nameplate will accompany every volume.

Convenient Acquisition Plan

Because of the extreme care and craftsman-

ship required in printing and binding, the

books in the collection will be issued at the

rate of one per month. It will give you great

pleasure to see your collection becoming
more impressive with each passing month.

Comparable books bound in genuine

leather command as much as $50 to $75 per

volume. However, you will be pleased to

learn that the volumes in this collection will

be priced at only $31.50 each for the first

two full years. Future volumes will be sim-

ilarly priced subject to minor periodic adjust-

ments to reflect varying material costs.

If you desire, you may return any volume
within 30 days for a full refund. Moreover,
you need purchase volumes only as long as

you choose to do so; you may cancel your
subscription at any time.

R.S.V.P.

To accept this invitation, you need only

complete the Preferred Subscription Reser-
vation and return it to us. This simple step is

all that is necessary for you to begin building

a private library of your own that is sure to be
envied by all who seeit.

Preferred Subscription Reservation

'Cfic 100 Greatest fiooRs ^vcr*^ttcu

The Easton Press

47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, Connecticut 06857

No payment needed now.

Simply mail this

reservation today

Please send me the first volume of "The 100 Greatest Books Ever

Written" bound in genuine leather and reserve a subscription in

my name. Further volumes will be sent at the rate of one book per

month at $31.50* each. 1 understand that this price will be

guaranteed for the next two full years.

1 may return any book within 30 days for refund, and 1 may cancel

at any time. I understand that you will send me a list of books

scheduled for future monthly shipment. 1 may indicate which ti-

tles on this list, if any, I do not want to receive, thereby insuring

that 1 never receive any books I do not want.

*Plus $1. 75 per book for shipping and handling.

Name

Address

City, State - Zip

Payment Options (Check One)

;

n Charge each volume to my; n Master Charge D Visa

Card No. Expiration Date

n Enclosed is $33.25** (payable to Easton Press) for my first

volume.

D Bill me $33.25** Prior to shipment for my first volume.

Signature

••Connecticut residents pay $.35 5S to include sales tax



Clostridia and if the food is packaged

in a way that permits growth of anaer-

obes. At the same time, the packager

must neglect to use techniques that re-

tard bacterial production of toxin, and

the consumer must fail to cook the con-

taminated food. The low incidence of

botulism indicates that this chain of

events is not likely to occur.

Nevertheless, accidents do happen.

Each year there are several outbreaks

of botulism. Sometimes the outbreak is

confined to one family, as is usually the

case when a home-canned food is im-

plicated. More tragically, the outbreak

may involve dozens of people, all of

whom have consumed a commercially

prepared and distributed food. In either

case, the clinical outcome is the same.

To understand how botulinum toxin

exerts its poisonous effects, we must

take a close look at the human nervous

system and its fundamental compo-

nent, the individual nerve cell. Each

nerve cell has three main parts—a cell

body, an axon, and a nerve ending. A
nerve impulse normally arises in or

near the cell body and is conducted out-

Interaction between Botulism Toxin

and Nerve Ending

Three steps are involved. First, the

toxin binds to the outside surface of

the nerve ending membrane. Second,

the toxin enters the nerve. In the

crucial third step, the toxin binds

to the inside surface of the nerve

membrane. This prevents the

vesicles from releasing their

chemical mediators (yellow)

across the synapse and
thereby causes paralysis.

ward by the axon. The nerve ending,

or terminal, is a specialized structure

that transmits impulses from itself to

the structure that it innervates, or is

connected to, for example, another

nerve, a muscle, or a gland.

Nerve endings are not electrically

coupled to the organs they innervate.

Therefore, a nerve action potential that

is propagated down the axon into the

terminal cannot electrically excite the

organ to which it is connected. There

are several reasons for this; the most

important is that a small anatomical

cleft, the synapse, separates nerve end-

ings from the structures they innervate.

The gap created by the synapse pre-

vents nerve endings (presynaptic struc-

tures) from being electrically coupled

to innervated organs (postsynaptic

structures).

In humans, synaptic transmission is

a chemical process. Chemical media-

tors, known as synaptic transmitters,

are stored inside microscopic contain-

ers, or vesicles. When an action poten-

tial invades the nerve terminal, it

causes these vesicles to migrate toward

the nerve membrane and dump their

transmitter substance into the synaptic

cleft. The transmitter diffuses across

the synapse and collides with receptors

on the postsynaptic cell. The result of

this drug-receptor collision is the ini-

tiation of a new action potential.

There are many different synaptic

transmitters in the human body. Inter-

estingly enough, botulinum toxin para-

lyzes only those synapses at which the

transmitter substance is acetylcholine,

a compound that has numerous effects

on the human body. This specificity of

toxin effect is advantageous to scien-

tists because much is known about ace-

tylcholine-mediated transmission

.

Acetylcholine is synthesized inside

the nerve ending. Two small mole-

cules, acetate and choline, are enzy-

matically linked to form the transmit-

ter. Once synthesized, acetylcholine is

stored inside vesicles. When a nerve

impulse flows into the nerve ending,

the vesicles migrate toward the presyn-

aptic nerve membrane, then jettison

their stores of acetylcholine into the

synapse. The transmitter substance dif-

fuses across the synapse, where it

promptly bumps into cell receptors. As

already explained, the acetylcho-

line-receptor collision triggers a new
impulse.

Scientists have known for many
years that botulinum toxin poisons

cholinergic transmission, but research

is still being done to determine pre-
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most passionate
music
Yet he died
wiiisperingtlie
name ofawoman
lie iiad never met.
She was his patroness. ..his confessor. .his "Beloved
Friend" in an intimate 14-year correspondence. She was
the inspiration for his most romantic works. And yet he
shrank from meeting her even when she invited it.

Finally she withdrew her support from him. Yet

years later, on his deathbed, he whispered her name,
in gratitude? In love? In anger? The secret died with

Tchaikovsky But the passion that Nadezhda von Meek
Inspired lives on in some of the most soaringly romantic
melody ever penned, as you will discover in TIME-LIFE
RECORDS' magnificent four-stereo-record album,
Tchaikovsky—your introduction to the outstanding series
Great Men of Music.

Here is a connoisseur's choice of Tchaikovsky's
creations, recorded in finest stereo sound by artists who
have no peer You'll hear Van Cliburn's rendition of the
Piano Concerto No. 1 in B Flat Minor...Jascha Heifetz
and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (conducted by
Reiner) playing the Violin Concerto in D Major. ..the

Symphony No. 6 in B Minor (Pathetique), performed by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Monteux.

The boxed set on Tchaikovsky is only the beginning
of Great Men of Music—an unparalleled collection of the
world's greatest music, performed by leading artists of

our time. In future albums, you will thrill to the genius of

Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Brahms, Mahler, over 20
composers. And you'll listen with new understanding
because each album is enriched with a color-filled

booklet on the composer, plus illuminating notes about
the music.

Start by auditioning Tchaikovsky for 10 days free.

You'll receive four 12-inch LP stereo records (the kind that

usually retail for $6.98 each) in an elegant slipcase, the
background booklet complete with Listeners Guide,
AND the $19.95 deluxe edition of The Golden Ency-
clopedia of Music—yours free just for purchasing
Tchaikovsky and agreeing to audition future

albums.

If after ten days you decide you'd like to own
this $47.87 value, it's yours for only $19.95, plus
shipping and handling. If, however, you are not
completely delighted, return the album and
encyclopedia and owe nothing. Send no money
Just mail the attached card. Or write TIME-LIFE
RECORDS, Time & Life BIdg., Chicago, IL 60611.
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• More than 800 illustrations,

24 pages in full color
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a separate glossary of

1,000 famous names in music
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cisely what happens. Investigators be-

lieve that the interaction between the

toxin molecule and the nerve ending is

complex. More precisely, they believe

that at least three sequential steps are

involved and that when all three have

been completed, the cholinergic syn-

apse becomes helpless and paralyzed.

In the first step, the toxin binds to

the outside surface of the nerve mem-
brane, but this binding does not alter

the function of the nerve cell. In the

second step—referred to as a transloca-

tion step—the toxin molecule, or some
portion of it, enters the nerve. There

is uncertainty about how the toxin mol-

ecule gets from the outside to the inside

of the nerve, but according to one in-

triguing hypothesis, empty vesicles

that have released their acetylcholine

into the synapse may capture the toxin

molecule and transport it back into the

nerve cell. There are, of course, other

possibilities.

The third and crucial step in the se-

quence is the one that produces paraly-

sis of transmission. Most investigators

believe that once inside the nerve, the

toxin molecule binds to the internal

surface of the nerve membrane. In so

doing, it causes a change in the struc-

ture or function of the nerve mem-
brane. As a result, vesicles can no
longer meld with the nerve membrane
to release their stores of acetylcholine.

In effect, the toxin produces a "log-

jam." Although nerve impulses can

still be propagated into the nerve end-

ings, they do not cause the vesicles to

discharge their acetylcholine. Instead,

as time passes and the number of nerve

impulses increases, the vesicles be-

come backed up, in logjam fashion,

inside the nerve terminal.

This sequence of events seems very

intricate, an impression that might be

true if attention were limited to botu-

linum toxin. But if we examine the ac-

tions of other bacterial toxins that can

cause poisoning, a fascinating trend

begins to emerge. Most of the truly

poisonous toxins, such as cholera,

diphtheria, and tetanus toxin, possess

similarities to botulinum toxin. Most
notably, all of these toxins bind to the

outside of their target cells without pro-

ducing any ill effects. Only when the

various toxins move inside their target

cells do they begin to cause damage.
The target cells upon which botu-

linum toxin acts are cholinergic

nerves. Cells of this type are found in

both the central nervous system (the

brain, for example) and the peripheral

nervous system. Patients who suffer

from botulism, however, experience

poisoning only of their peripheral

nerves. The brain is protected by a

functional and morphological shield

called the blood-brain barrier. Botu-

linum toxin cannot penetrate this bar-

rier, so central cholinergic nerves are

spared.

The peripheral nervous system has

two major divisions, the motor system
and the autonomic system. The motor
system governs all types of voluntary

movement, such as walking, talking,

and breathing. Virtually all motor

nerves are cholinergic and as such are

vulnerable to botulinum toxin. The
victims of severe botulism will experi-

ence complete paralysis of all volun-

tary nerves.

The autonomic nervous system gov-

erns the function of many body organs

not under voluntary control, such as

the heart, the vasculature, the bowel,

and the bladder. Many, but not all, au-

tonomic nerves are cholinergic. Those
that are can be poisoned by botulinum

toxin. The effect of the toxin manifests

itself in many ways, including erratic

blood pressure and heart rate, constipa-

tion, and urinary retention.

Some organs, like the eye, have both

voluntary and autonomic innervation.

As a result, the function of the eye is

especially impaired by botulinum

toxin; symptoms include dilated pupils

and blurred and double vision.

For the patient stricken with botu-

lism, the experience can be devastat-

ing, if not fatal. The patient with severe

botulism cannot move, cannot even

breathe. All voluntary muscles are

paralyzed. In addition, there is wide-

spread disruption of autonomic func-

tion. Unfortunately, there is no cure for

botulism. There is no form of drug

treatment, and certainly no surgical

procedure, that abolishes the symp-
toms of the disease. Instead, physi-

cians must rely on two poor substitutes

for a cure, these being supportive ther-

apy and time.

Supportive therapy is an integral

part of the practice of medicine.

Loosely speaking, supportive therapy

means the use of artificial methods to

sustain a bodily function . For example

,

a botulism patient who cannot breathe

or who has difficulty breathing can be

maintained on artificial respiration.

Likewise, the patient who cannot eat

or swallow food will be fed intrave-

nously. If the bowel or bladder is not

working properly, artificial techniques

can be used to void the body of its ex-

creta. In short, every effort is made to
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sustain those bodily functions that have

fallen prey to botulinum toxin.

The second factor is time. If there

is any ray of hope for the botulism vic-

tim, it is that the effects of the toxin

are reversible. After many days or, in

severe cases, many months, toxin-in-

duced paralysis diminishes and then

disappears. There is as yet no clear ex-

planation for why the paralytic symp-

toms disappear, but there is a widely

held assumption. As time passes, the

nervous system may synthesize re-

placement parts for those that were at-

tacked by the toxin. Therefore, the

goal of the physician is to provide

whatever supportive therapy may be

needed so that the nervous system will

have time to mend itself.

In its best-known guise—as a form

of food poisoning—botulism is a dis-

ease worthy of dread. It is hard to

imagine learning anything that could

make the disease appear even worse

than it already is. But something new
and unpleasant has been learned.

Strictly speaking, foodborne botu-

lism is not an infection; it is a form of

intoxication. Ingestion of the bacteria

does not cause sickness. By contrast,

ingestion of the toxin can be fatal.

These matters prompt us to ask a logi-

cal question: If someone accidentally

ingests some Clostridia, will the bacte-

ria synthesize toxin inside the victim's

body, thus causing paralysis? This

question and the answer to it have led

to a chilling new discovery.

Ordinarily, Clostridium botulinum

cannot grow and multiply inside the

human body, so its toxin cannot be

synthesized and released. In part, the

organism does not grow well because

it is an anaerobe, and the healthy

human body is not an ideal growth me-

dium for anaerobes. However, there is

a more important factor to be consid-

ered. Within the human body, and the

gut in particular, various types of bac-

teria compete with one another for their

own biological niche, C. botulinum is

a rather weak competitor and as such

is not able to secure a niche; that is,

it cannot compete effectively when the

human gut has its normal quota of bac-

teria. If the normal quota is not present,

however, matters can be quite dif-

ferent.

There is a time during the human life

cycle when few bacteria are present in

the gut, when bacterial competition has

not reached a furious pitch, and when
C. botulinum can grow and produce its

deadly toxin. Shortly after birth, the

human infant's gut is virtually bacteria

free. If at this vulnerable time of life,

C. botulinum bacteria enter and colo-

nize the gut, the outcome can be a

tragic case of botulism.

Within the recent past, the first cases

of infant botulism have been discov-

ered. Futhermore, the incidence, or at

least the ascertainment, of the disease

is increasing. Some physicians fear

that the incidence of infant botulism

may exceed that of the better-known

foodborne botulism. They also fear

that many previous cases of infant bot-

ulism may have been wrongly diag-

nosed as other serious problems, such

as the sudden infant death syndrome

known as "crib death,"

As its name implies, sudden infant

death syndrome occurs rapidly and for

no apparent reason. For years, scien-

tists have sought an explanation for this

mysterious form of death. With the dis-

covery of infant botulism, the hypoth-

esis arose that some cases of crib death

might have been caused by botulinum

toxin. This hypothesis is now being

carefully examined by many patholo-

gists.

At the moment, medical investiga-

tors and public health officials are

working vigorously to determine the

true incidence of infant botulism. They

are also searching for ways to prevent

the disease from occurring and ways to

treat it when it does occur. Clearly,

these concerns are equally germane to

foodborne botulism. Whether botulism

originates from poisoning or as an in-

fant infection, preventive and curative

measures are desperately needed.

The reader will probably be sur-

prised to learn that preventive mea-

sures are, at least potentially, already

available . There does exist a botulinum

toxoid that confers immunity to botu-

lism, but it has not been, and may
never be, marketed. The pharmaceuti-

cal industry believes that the general

public is not strongly motivated to seek

immunization against botulism. Ac-

cording to this belief, it would not be

cost-effective to develop and market

the toxoid because too few people

would want to be immunized.

Current research is focused almost

exclusively on developing a cure. But

even the most optimistic scientist

would concede that that is not on the

near horizon. For the time being, botu-

lism remains a tragic and often fatal

disease for which there is no cure.

Lance L. Simpson is a pharmacologist

on the staff of the College ofPhysicians

and Surgeons of Columbia University.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Wallace's Fatal Flaw
"/ hope, " wrote Darwin, "you have not murdered . . . your
own and my child''

In the south transept of Chartres ca-

thedral, the most stunning of all medi-

eval windows depicts the four evan-

gelists as dwarfs sitting upon the

shoulders of four Old Testament
prophets—Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

and Daniel. When I first saw this win-

dow as a cocky undergraduate in 1961

,

I immediately thought of Newton's
famous aphorism

—
' 'If I have seen fur-

ther it is by standing on the shoulders

of Giants"—and imagined that I had

made a major discovery in unearthing

his lack of originality.

Years later, and properly humbled
for many reasons, I learned that Robert

K. Merton, the celebrated sociologist

of science from Columbia University,

had devoted an entire book to pre-

Newtonian usages of the metaphor {On
the Shoulders of Giants, Harcourt,

Brace and World, 1965). In fact, Mer-
ton traces it back to Bernard of

Chartres in 1126 and cites several

scholars who believe that the windows
of the great south transept, installed

after Bernard's death, represent an ex-

plicit attempt to capture his metaphor

in glass.

Although Merton wisely constructs

his book as a delightful romp through

the intellectual life of medieval and

Renaissance Europe, he does have a

serious point to make. Merton has de-

voted much of his work to the study of

multiple discoveries in science. He has

shown that almost all major ideas arise

many times, usually independently and

virtually at the same time. Thus, great

scientists are embedded in their cul-

tures, not uniquely divorced from
them. Most great ideas are "in the

air," and several scholars simulta-

neously wave their nets.

One of the most famous of Merton's

"multiples" resides in my own field of

evolutionary biology. Charles Darwin,

to recount the famous tale briefly, de-

veloped his theory of natural selection

in 1838 and set it forth in two unpub-

lished sketches of 1842 and 1844.

Then, never doubting his theory for a

moment, but afraid to expose its revo-

lutionary implications, he proceeded to

stew, dither, wait, ponder, and collect

data for another fifteen years. Finally,

at the virtual insistence of his closest

friends, he began to work on his notes,

intending to publish a massive tome
that would have been four times as long

as the Origin of Species.

But in 1858 Darwin received a letter

and manuscript from a young natural-

ist, Alfred Russel Wallace, who had

independently constructed the theory

of natural selection while lying ill with

malaria on an island in the Malay

Chartres cathedral, The Granger collection
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Archipelago. Darwin was stunned by

the detailed similarity. Wallace even

claimed inspiration from the same non-

biological source—Malthus's essay on

population. Darwin, in great anxiety,

made the expected gesture of magna-

nimity but devoutly hoped that some
way might be found to preserve his le-

gitimate priority. He wrote to Lyell: "I

would far rather burn my whole book,

than that he or any other man should

think that I have behaved in a paltry

spirit." But he added a suggestion: "If

I could honorably publish, I would

state that I was induced now to publish

a sketch . . . from Wallace having sent

me an outline of my general conclu-

sions."

Lyell and Hooker took the bait and

came to Darwin's rescue. While Dar-

win stayed home, mourning the death

of his daughter from scarlet fever, they

presented a joint paper to the Linnaean

Society containing an excerpt from

Darwin's 1844 essay, together with

Wallace's manuscript. A year later,

Darwin published his feverishly com-

piled "abstract" of the longer work

—

the Origin of Species. Wallace had

been eclipsed.

Wallace has come down through

history as Darwin's shadow. In public

and private, Darwin was infallibly de-

cent and generous to his younger col-

league. He wrote to Wallace in 1870:

I hope it is a satisfaction to you to reflect

—

and very few things in my life have been

more satisfactory to me—that we have

never felt any jealousy towards each other,

though in one sense rivals.

Wallace, in return, was consistently

deferential. In 1864, he wrote to Dar-

As to the theory of Natural Selection it-

self, I shall always maintain it to be actu-

ally yours and yours only. You had worked

it out in details I had never thought of,

years before I had a ray of light on the

subject, and my paper would never have

convinced anybody or been noticed as

more than an ingenious speculation,

whereas your book has revolutionized the

study of Natural History, and carried away
captive the best men of the present age.

This genuine affection and mutual

support masked a serious disagreement

on what may be the fundamental ques-

tion in evolutionary theory—both then

and today. How exclusive is natural

selection as an agent of evolutionary

change? Must all features of organisms

be viewed as adaptations? Yet Wal-

lace's role as Darwin's subordinate

alter ego is so firmly fixed in popular

accounts that few students of evolution

are even aware that the two men ever

differed on theoretical questions.

Moreover, in the one specific area

where their public disagreement is a

matter of record—the origin of human
intellect—many writers have told the

story backward because they failed to

locate this debate in the context of a

more general disagreement on the

power of natural selection.

All subtle ideas can be trivialized,

even vulgarized, by portrayal in un-

compromising and absolute terms.

Marx felt compelled to deny that he

was a Marxist, while Einstein con-

tended with the serious misstatement

that he meant to say "all is relative."

Darwin lived to see his name appro-

priated for an extreme view that he

never held—for Darwinism has often

been defined, both in his day and in our

own, as the belief that virtually all evo-

lutionary change is the product of natu-

ral selection.

Darwin often complained, with un-

characteristic bitterness, about this

misappropriation of his name. He
wrote in the last edition of the Origin

(1872):

As my conclusions have lately been much
misrepresented, and it has been stated that

I attribute the modification of species ex-

clusively to natural selection, I may be per-

mitted to remark that in the first edition of

this work, and subsequently, I placed in a

most conspicuous position—namely, at the

close of the Introduction—the following

words: "I am convinced that natural selec-

tion has been the main but not the exclusive

means of modification." This has been of

no avail. Great is the power of steady mis-

representation.

England did house a small group of

strict selectionists
—"Darwinians" in

the misappropriated sense—and

Alfred Russel Wallace was their

leader. These biologists attributed all

evolutionary change to natural selec-

tion. They viewed each bit of morphol-

ogy, each function of an organ, each

behavior as a product of selection lead-

ing to a "better" organism. They held

a deep belief in nature's "rightness,"

in the exquisite fit of all creatures to

their environments. In a curious sense,

they almost reintroduced the creation-

ist notion of natural harmony by substi-

tuting an omnipotent force of natural

selection for a benevolent deity.

Darwin, on the other hand, was a

consistent pluralist gazing upon a

messier universe. He saw much fit and

harmony, for he believed that natural

selection holds pride of place among

evolutionary forces. But other proc-

esses work as well, and organisms

display an array of features that are not

adaptations and do not promote sur-

vival directly. Darwin took particular

interest in two principles leading to

nonadaptive change: (1) Organisms

are integrated systems and adaptive

change in one part can lead to nonadap-

tive modifications of other features

("correlations of growth" in Darwin's

phrase); (2) An organ built under the

influence of selection for a specific role

may be able, as a consequence of its

structure, to perform many other, un-

selected functions as well.

Wallace stated the hard, hyperselec-

tionist line
—

"pure Darwinism" in his

terms—in an early article of 1 867 , call-

ing it "a necessary deduction from the

theory of natural selection."

None of the definite facts of organic selec-

tion, no special organ, no characteristic

form or marking, no peculiarities of in-

stinct or of habit, no relations between spe-

cies or between groups of species, can exist

but which must now be, or once have been,

useful to the individuals or races which

possess them.

Indeed, he argued later, any apparent

nonutility must only reflect our faulty

knowledge—a remarkable argument

since it renders the principle of utility

impervious to disproof a priori:

The assertion of "inutility" in the case of

any organ ... is not, and can never be,

the statement of a fact, but merely an ex-

pression of our ignorance of its purpose or

origin.

All the public and private arguments

that Darwin pursued with Wallace cen-

tered upon their differing assessments

of the power of natural selection. They

first crossed swords on the issue of

"sexual selection," the subsidiary

process that Darwin had proposed to

explain the origin of features that ap-

peared to be irrelevant or even harmful

in the usual "struggle for existence"

(expressed primarily in feeding and de-

fense), but that could be interpreted as

devices for increasing success in mat-

ing—elaborate antlers of deer, or tail

feathers of peacocks, for example.

Darwin proposed two kinds of sexual

selection: competition among males

for access to females and choice exer-

cised by females themselves. He attrib-

uted much of the racial differentiation

among modern humans to sexual selec-

tion, based upon the different criteria

of beauty that arose among various

peoples. (His book

—

The Descent of

Man and Selection in Relation to Sex
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[1871]—is an amalgam of two works:

a long treatise on sexual selection

throughout the animal kingdom and a

shorter, speculative account of human
origins, relying heavily upon sexual

selection.)

The notion of sexual selection is not

really contrary to natural selection, for

it is just another route to the Darwinian

imperative of differential reproductive

success. But Wallace disliked sexual

selection for three reasons: it compro-

mised the generality of that peculiarly

nineteenth-century view of natural se-

lection as a battle for life itself, not

merely for copulation; it placed alto-

gether too much emphasis upon the

"volition" of animals, particularly in

the concept of female choice ; and most
importantly, it permitted the develop-

ment of numerous, important features

that are irrelevant, if not actually harm-

ful, to the operation of an organism as

a well-designed machine. Thus, Wal-
lace viewed sexual selection as a threat

to his vision of animals as works of

exquisite craftsmanship, wrought by
the purely material force of natural se-

lection. (Indeed, Darwin had devel-

oped the concept largely to explain

why so many differences among
human groups are irrelevant to survival

based upon good design, but merely

reflect the variety of capricious criteria

for beauty that arose for no adaptive

reason among various races. In the

end, Wallace did accept sexual selec-

tion based upon male combat as close

enough to the metaphor of battle that

controlled his concept of natural selec-

tion. But he firmly rejected the notion

of female choice and distressed Darwin

with his speculative attempts to attri-

bute all features based upon it to the

adaptive action of natural selection.)

As he prepared the Descent ofMan,
Darwin wrote to Wallace in 1870: "I

grieve to differ from you, and it actu-

ally terrifies me and makes me con-

stantly distrust myself. I fear we shall

never quite understand each other."

He struggled to understand Wallace's

reluctance and even to accept his

friend's faith in unalloyed natural se-

lection: "You will be pleased to

hear," he wrote to Wallace,

that I am undergoing severe distress about

protection and sexual selection; this morn-

ing I oscillated with joy towards you; this

evening I have swung back to [my] old

position, out of which I fear I shall never

get.

But the debate on sexual selection

was merely a prelude to a much more



serious and famous disagreement on
that most emotional and contentious

subject of all—human origins. In

short, Wallace, the hyperselectionist,

the man who had twitted Darwin for his

unwillingness to see the action of natu-

ral selection in every nuance of organic

form, halted abruptly before the human
brain. Our intellect and morality, Wal-
lace argued, could not be the product

of natural selection; therefore, since

natural selection is evolution's only

way, some higher power—God, to put

it directly—must have intervened to

construct this latest and greatest of or-

ganic innovations.

If Darwin had been distressed by his

failure to impress Wallace with sexual

selection, he was positively aghast at

Wallace's abrupt about-face at the fin-

ish line itself. He wrote to Wallace in

1869: "I hope you have not murdered
too completely your own and my
child." A month later, he remon-
strated: "If you had not told me, I

should have thought that [your remarks
on Man] had been added by some one
else. As you expected, I differ griev-

ously from you, and I am very sorry

for it." Wallace, sensitive to the re-

buke, thereafter referred to his theory

of human intellect as "my special

heresy."

The conventional account of Wal-
lace's apostasy at the brink of complete
consistency cites a failure of courage
to take the last step and admit man fully

into the natural system—a step that

Darwin took with commendable forti-

tude in two books, the Descent ofMan
and The Expression of the Emotions in

Man and Animals (1872). Thus, Wal-
lace emerges from most historical ac-

counts as a lesser man than Darwin for

one (or more) of three reasons, all re-

lated to his position on the origins of

human intellect: for simple cowardice;
for inability to transcend the con-

straints of culture and traditional views
of human uniqueness; and for inconsis-

tency in advocating natural selection so

strongly (in the debate on sexual selec-

tion), yet abandoning it at the most cru-

cial moment of all.

I cannot analyze Wallace's psyche
and will not comment on his deeper
motives for hewing to the unbridgeable
gap between human intellect and the

behavior of mere animals. But I can
assess the logic of his argument and
recognize that the traditional account is

not only incorrect, but precisely back-
ward. Wallace did not abandon natu-

ral selection at the human threshold.

Rather, it was his peculiarly rigid view

ife*^^.,'
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of natural selection that led him, quite

consistently, to reject it for the human
mind. His position never varied—nat-

ural selection is the only cause of major

evolutionary change. His two major

debates with Darwin—sexual selection

and the origin of human intellect—rep-

resent the same argument, not an in-

consistent Wallace championing selec-

tion in one case and running from it in

the other. Wallace's error on human
intellect arose from the inadequacy of

his rigid selectionism, not from a fail-

ure to apply it. And his argument

repays our study today, since its flaw

remains as the weak link in many of

the most ' 'modern' ' evolutionary spec-

ulations of our current literature. For

Wallace's rigid selectionism is much
closer than Darwin's pluralism to the

attitude embodied in our favored

theory today, which, ironically in this

context, goes by the name of Neo-Dar-

winism.

Wallace advanced several argu-

ments for the uniqueness of human in-

tellect, but his central claim begins

with an extremely uncommon position

for his time, one that commands our

highest praise in retrospect. Wallace

was one of the few nonracists of the

nineteenth century. He really believed

that all human groups had innately

equal capacities of intellect. Wallace

defended his decidedly unconventional

egalitarianism with two arguments, an-

atomical and cultural. He claimed, first

of all, that the brains of "savages" are

neither much smaller nor more poorly

organized than our own:

In the brain of the lowest savages, and, as

far as we know, of the prehistoric races,

we have an organ . . . little inferior in size

and complexity to that of the highest type.

Moreover, since cultural conditioning

can integrate the rudest savage into our

most courtly life, the rudeness itself

must arise from a failure to use existing

capacities, not from their absence:

It is latent in the lower races, since under

European training native military bands

have been formed in many parts of the

world, which have been able to perform

creditably the best modern music.

Of course, in calling Wallace a

nonracist, I do not mean to imply that

he regarded the cultural practices of all

peoples as equal in intrinsic worth.

Quite the contrary. Wallace, like most

of his contemporaries, was an ardent

cultural chauvinist who never doubted

the evident superiority of European

ways. He may have been bullish on the
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capability of savages, but he certainly

had a low opinion of their life, as he

mistook it:

Our law, our government, and our science

continually require us to reason through a

variety of complicated phenomena to the

expected result. Even our games, such as

chess, compel us to exercise all these facul-

ties in a remarkable degree. Compare this

with the savage languages, which contain

no words for abstract conceptions; the utter

want of foresight of the savage man beyond
his simplest necessities; his inability to

combine, or to compare, or to reason on

any general subject that does not immedi-

ately appeal to his senses.

Hence, Wallace's dilemma: all sav-

ages, from our actual ancestors to mod-
ern survivors, had brains fully capable

of developing and appreciating all the

finest subtleties of European art, mo-
rality and philosophy; yet they used, in

the state of nature, only the tiniest frac-

tion of that capacity in constructing

their rudimentary cultures, with im-

poverished languages and repugnant

morality.

But natural selection can only fash-

ion a feature for immediate use. The
brain is vastly overdesigned for what

it accomplished in primitive society;

thus, natural selection could not have

built it:

A brain one-half larger than that of the go-

rilla would . . . fully have sufficed for the

limited mental development of the savage;

and we must therefore admit that the large

brain he actually possesses could never

have been solely developed by any of those

laws of evolution, whose essence is, that

they lead to a degree of organization ex-

actly proportionate to the wants of each

species, never beyond those wants. . . .

Natural selection could only have endowed
savage man with a brain a few degrees su-

perior to that of an ape , whereas he actually

possesses one very little inferior to that of

a philosopher.

Wallace did not confine this general

argument to abstract intellect, but ex-

tended it to all aspects of European

"refinement," to language and music

in particular. Consider his views on

"the wonderful power, range, flexi-

bility, and sweetness of the musical

sounds producible by the human
larynx, especially in the female sex."

The habits of savages give no indication of

how this faculty could have been devel-

oped by natural selection, because it is

never required or used by them. The sing-

ing of savages is a more or less monotonous
howling, and the females seldom sing at

all. Savages certainly never choose their

wives for fine voices, but for rude health.

and strength, and physical beauty. Sexual

selection could not therefore have devel-

oped this wonderful power, which only

comes into play among civilized people. It

seems as if the organ had been prepared in

anticipation of the future progress in man,
since it contains latent capacities which are

useless to him in his earlier condition.

Finally, if our higher capacities

arose before we used or needed them,

then they cannot be the product of natu-

ral selection. And if they originated in

anticipation of a future need, then they

must be the direct creation of a higher

intelligence: "The inference I would
draw from this class of phenomena is,

that a superior intelligence has guided

the development of man in a definite

direction, and for a special purpose."

Wallace had rejoined the camp of natu-

ral theology. Darwin remonstrated, but

failed to budge his partner.

The fallacy of Wallace's argument

is not a simple unwillingness to extend

evolution to humans, but rather the

hyperselectionism that permeated all

his evolutionary thought. For if hyper-

selectionism is valid—if every part of

every creature is fashioned for and only

for its immediate use—then Wallace

cannot be gainsaid. The earliest Cro-

Magnon people, with brains bigger

than our own, produced stunning

paintings in their caves, but did not

write symphonies or build computers.

All that we have accomplished since

then is the product of cultural evolution

based on a brain of unvarying capacity.

In Wallace's view, that brain could not

be the product of natural selection,

since it could always do so much more
than it did in its original state.

But hyperselectionism is not valid.

It is a caricature of Darwin's subtler

view, and it both ignores and misun-

derstands the nature of organic form

and function. Natural selection may
build an organ "for" a specific func-

tion or group of functions . But this pur-

pose need not fully specify the capacity

of a structure. Objects designed for

definite purposes can, as a result of

their structural complexity, perform

many other tasks as well. A factory

may install a computer only to issue the

monthly pay checks, but such a ma-

chine can also analyze the election re-

turns or whip anyone (or at least per-

petually tie them) in tick-tack-toe. Our
large brains may have originated for

some set of necessary skills in gather-

ing food, socializing, or whatever; but

these skills do not exhaust the limits of

what such a complex machine can do.

Fortunately for us, those limits in-
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elude, among other things, an ability

to write—from shopping lists for all of

us to grand opera for a few. And our

larynx may have arisen for a limited

range of articulated sound needed to

coordinate social life. But its physical

design permits us to do more with it

—

from singing in the shower for all to

the occasional diva.

Hyperselectionism has been with us

for a long time in various guises, for

it represents the late-nineteenth-cen-

tury's scientific version of the myth of

natural harmony—all structures well

designed for a definite purpose. It is,

indeed, the vision of foolish Dr.

Pangloss, so vividly satirized by Vol-

taire in Candide— "all is for the best

in the best of all possible worlds." As
the good doctor said in a famous pas-

sage, which predated Wallace by a

century, but captures the essence of

what is so deeply wrong with his argu-

ment:

Things cannot be other than they are. . . .

Everything is made for the best purpose.

Our noses were made to carry spectacles,

so we have spectacles. Legs were clearly

intended for breeches, and we wear them.

Nor is Panglossianism dead today

—

not when so many books in the pop

literature on human behavior state that

we evolved our big brain for hunting,

then trace all our current ills to limits

of thought and emotion supposedly im-

posed by such a mode of life.

Ironically then, Wallace's hyperse-

lectionism led right back to the basic

belief of an earlier creationism that it

meant to replace—a faith in the

rightness of things, a definite place for

each object in an integrated whole. As
Wallace wrote, quite unfairly, of Dar-

win:

He whose teachings were at first stigma-

tized as degrading or even atheistical, by

devoting to the varied phenomena of living

things the loving, patient, and reverent

study of one who really had faith in the

beauty and harmony and perfection of cre-

ation, was enabled to bring to light innu-

merable adaptations, and to prove that the

most insignificant parts of the meanest liv-

ing things had a use and a purpose.

I do not deny that nature has its har-

monies. But structure also has its latent

capacities. Built for one thing, it can

do others—and in this flexibility lies

both the messiness and the hope of our

lives.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.



Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania contains some of t/ie oldest fossil remains of Early Man. A day at this site

with Dr. Mary Leakey is being planned in August.

FIELD GEOLOGY OF THE GRAND CANYON

June 23 to July 2, 1980

A 10-day and 300-mile raft trip through the Grand

Canyon on the Colorado River, longest and fastest

Whitewater river in the country. Study of the first ^V2

billion years of Colorado Plateau history. Then, on to

scenic Zion and Bryce canyons to study the remaining

250 million years for this region for the last 3 days.

* EXCAVATION PROGRAM IN ARCHAEOLOGY
AND VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY

July 12 to July 25, 1980

Sites being excavated by research scientists and parti-

cipants of this program at Kampsville, Illinois and
at Kimmswick and Barnhart, Missouri. Kampsville

archaeological excavations are Late Woodland and

Mississippian (AD 400-1400); those at Kimmswick
and Barnhart are Late Pleistocene. An 1 1,000-year-old

Clovis projectile point, the earliest type manufactured
by Indians of North America, was found in close

association with mastodon and other Ice Age animals

at Kimmswick.

AN EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGICAL SAFARI

August 7 to August 28, 1980

Kilimanjaro; Olduvai Gorge; Rift Valley;the Serengeti.

All well known features of East Africa. During this in-

depth field study program, these, as well as other areas

of geologic interest in Kenya and Tanzania, will be

visited. Opportunities to collect fine mineral, crystal,

and fossil specimens are provided. In the great game
reserves— Amboseli, Tsavo, Ngorongoro, Serengeti —
the horizon-to-horizon herds of wildebeest and zebra

in migration, prides of lion and herds of elephant, or

the solitary cheetah and leopard, will be captured on

film. On safari, the peoples of East Africa, especially

the Masai and Kikuyu, become familiar companions.

All programs arranged and directed by Christopher J.

Schuberth, Curator of Education and Geologist at the

Museum. For further information and detailed bro-

chures, write or telephone immediately:

CURATOR OF EDUCATION
Illinois State Museum
Spring and Edwards Streets

Springfield, I L 62706
Telephone: (217) 782-7386
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GOD of

ELDORADO
THE HERITAGE OF COLOMBIA

is art and design

is iiistory and archeology

is astounding prehistoric technology

is breathtaking treasures

The unprecedented exhibition of 500 gold

objects—from breastplates, statuettes and face
masks to fantasy figures, sacred symbols and
fishhooks—premiered November 1 3, 1 979, at the

American Museum of Natural History. It is one of

the major cultural events in New York City

this winter.

The national tour of "Gold of El Dorado" is

sponsored by Chemical Bank, with additional

support from the National Endowment for the

Humanities and the Federal Council on the Arts

and Humanities.

Gold of El Dorado: November 1 3, 1 979,

through March 18, 1980

The Museum, as always, will endeavor to give

special treatment to its nearly half million

dedicated members. Tickets, which allow

members and their guests priority entrance to

the exhibition, have been mailed to all menibers
in the Greater New York metropolitan regio'n.

Members living outside the metropolitan region

who would like to see this exhibition should

write us at

Members Tickets
Gold of El Dorado
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024



"In the last year or so, GulfO
has spent about $250 million to

protect the environment around
Gulf drilling rigs, mines and re-

fineries," says Manuel Andino,
Gulf's Utilities Director at San
Juan, Puerto Rico.

"If any oil gets into

the water, the Bay
Skimmer can pick

it up fast."

"But I'd say the Bay Skimmer
was one of their best investments

$200,000 for a seagoing vacuum
cleaner for San Juan Harbor.

"We've had a refinery here for

25 years. About 15 million baneLl

of Gulfcrude oil and refined

products pass through this port

each year.

"That's a lot of oil, and ifany
it gets into the water, the Bay
Skimmer can pick it up fast. It wi

tailor-made for this job. We can g
right through an oil slick, and at
belt in the bow simply lifts the oi

off the water.

"The Bay Skimmer is just one
detail in Gulf's overall investmen
in protecting the environment
while keeping the oil flowing.

Responsible energy management
is a big challenge. It's expensive

and it's complex. But it's a job wor
doing, and I think we're doing
it right."

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge!

Gulf Oil Corporatii
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Powerful Nature can be large—

a

whale, a redwood tree, an erupting

volcano. Or small— this simple,
orange-feathered sea animal called a
crinoid.

500 million years ago, give or take

a few million, the ancestors of this col-

orful creature flourished throughout
the earth's oceans. So much so, in

fact, that their fossilized remains cov-
ered hundreds of miles of ancient sea
bottom with a limestone layer 100 feet

thick.

By Nature's reckoning, it's hardly

remarkable that an animal lived half a
billion years ago. What's so extraordi-

nary about these unsinkable survivors

is that they're still very much with us
today—looking and living almost ex-

actly as they did then!

What makes a magazine
powerftil?

if you had to be big to be powerful,
notjody would ever have heard of The
New Yorker.

If mass editorial appeal were es-
sential, Scientific American would
have disappeared long ago.

NAIU1^\I.HIS1T)UY

Then what determines a
magazine's power—its value for ad-
vertisers? Two things alone. The buy-
ing inclinations of its readers. And the
magazine's ability to influence them.

Powerftil readers,
powerfully attracted.

Natural History readers are won-
derful prospects. As their advanced
education, lofty job titles, and envi-

able average income can testify.

They come to us because they're

devoted to the natural sciences. And
so are we.
The natural sciences go by a formi-

dable array of names—t)iology, zool-

ogy, entomology, anthropology, and
dozens more. But reduced to their ba-
sics, the natural sciences are the
study of everything that's living now,
or has ever lived on earth.

A celebration of life.

Readers identify with Natural His-
tory because we're the only magazine
that covers the natural world they find

so fascinating. The only magazine
that mirrors their own pleasure in ex-
ploring the myriad forms of life that

co-exist under Nature's umbrella.

Man, too, is part of Nature

—

perhaps the most important, and cer-

tainly the liveliest part of all. Natural
History observes people in all their

rich variety From the tribal customs of

South Sea islanders to the tribal cus-
toms of Jamaicans living in Brooklyn.
From young drummers in Africa to ag-
ing Jews in California. Revealing
glimpses of man's impact on himself

and his environment.

A climate ofmutual
respect

In some magazines, scientific arti-

cles are written by journalists who've
learned just enough to stay one jump
ahead of their readers.

In Natural History, scientific articles

are written by scientists who can

write. Like biologist David Meyer, co-
author of the engaging article on cri-

noids. During his research, Dr. Meyer
has made more than 800 scuba dives
in the Caribbean and the Pacific. He
writes with authority And our readers
can tell.

Natural History readers are smart
enough to know when they're being
talked down to. So we never do. Our
authors are asked to write, not to suit

a mass audience taste, but as though
they were writing about their work to a
respected colleague in another field.

With a style like ours. Natural His-

tory will never be as big as Time. But
we have a power even much larger

magazines can never have. A power
that enlivens our pages, intrigues our
readers, and benefits our advertisers.

The power of Nature.

Powerful
Magazine

More power to you.

•^ M\TLFl\L
fibp HISTORY
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Desert Shrewd
To survive in the desert, a tiny mammal must venture

forth at night, conserve its water, and eat like mad

by Stan L. Lindstedt and James H. Jones

photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

The deserts of the southwestern

United States test, in a number of

ways, an animal's ability to survive.

The parched land has little or no free

water, and air temperatures during

summer days may exceed 120°F. Only
animals that can tolerate or avoid such

heat, and that are especially adept at

conserving water, survive.

Paradoxically, among the desert

dwellers there lives an animal whose
closest relatives are found almost ex-

clusively in lush, moist habitats. The
paradox is deepened by this animal's

size and diet, which suggest a minimal

tolerance of high temperatures and an

extreme need for water. It is the small-

est mammal living in any of the

world's deserts—the desert shrew.

This tiny mammal is found through-

out the southwestern United States and

northern Mexico, inhabiting parts of

the Sonoran, Chihuahuan, Mojave,

and Great Basin deserts. Although they

may be abundant in some areas, desert

shrews are rarely encountered by biol-

ogists. Much of the information about

their distribution has come, not from

firsthand observations, but from bones

recovered in owl pellets. In addition to

being the smallest desert mammal, the

desert shrew is also one of the world's

Gnawing on the tail of a bunch
grass lizard, a desert shrew
begins to feast on prey larger

than itself. The lizard was
asleep under an agave, where the

shrew discovered and dispatched it.

smallest homoiotherms (animals that

maintain a constant body temperature)

.

The animal measures only about one

and a half inches in length (about half

of which is tail) when fully grown, and

ranges in weight from less than three

grams (the weight of a penny) to five

grams (the weight of a nickel).

Desert shrews are born during the

summer in litters of three to six.

Naked, pink, and about the size of hon-

eybees, newborns grow rapidly, and

after two weeks their combined weight

may be twice that of their mother. For

her size, the mother produces milk at

a rate that must be a mammalian rec-

ord—and she does it without drinking

water. Two to three weeks after birth,

the babies' diet is supplemented in a

manner formerly believed to be

unique, among mammals, to canids.

Food is brought back to the nest and

regurgitated into the mouths of the

young. The shrews reach adult size in

four to five weeks and are out of the

nest and on their own by the time the

first cold nights of fall arrive.

Shrews are in the mammalian order

Insectivora. Because their diet in-

cludes great numbers of insects, they

consume large amounts of protein. The
waste product of protein digestion is

nitrogen, which is excreted in urine as

urea. If their kidneys could concentrate

urine no more than the kidneys of other

shrews, desert shrews would require

several times their actual daily water

intake just to relieve themselves of

urea.

While the desert shrew's potential

for urinary water loss is great, other

water losses could be even greater. To
maintain a constant body temperature



of about 99°F, they must use some
water for evaporative cooling. Unless

heat is lost by the evaporation of water,

the body temperature of an animal in

a hot environment will increase until it

equals that of its surroundings . In some
mammals, such as humans, evapora-

tive cooling takes the form of sweat-

ing; in shrews and many other mam-
mals it is accomplished by panting. As
long as enough water is available,

evaporative cooling can maintain body
temperature within tolerable limits.

The rate of heat exchange is propor-

tional both to the difference in tempera-

ture between the animal and its envi-

ronment and to the body size of the

animal . Just as a spoonful of soup heats

or cools more rapidly than a bowlful,

so the body temperatures of the small-

est animals are most sensitive to the

thermal environment surrounding
them. An animal or object exchanges
heat with its surroundings at a rate

proportional to its surface area, while

its capacity to store heat is proportional

to its mass. The smallest animals have

a large area for heat exchange and a

small body mass; therefore they heat

and cool rapidly. An animal with a

small body mass, such as a shrew,

must evaporate water at a much faster

rate (for its size) than a larger-bodied

animal when both are in the same hot

environment.

This relationship between body size

and the rate of heat exchange is also

a liability for small animals in the

cold—a smaller body cools faster

when the temperature is below body
temperature. As a result, smaller ani-

mals produce more heat per unit body
mass than larger animals. If it had the

same metabolic rate as a cow, an ani-

mal the size of a one-inch shrew would
need eight inches of fur to keep warm
at room temperature; conversely, a

cow's body temperature would exceed

the boiling point of water if it produced

metabolic heat as rapidly as a shrew.

To maintain such a high rate of me-
tabolism, shrews must consume a great

deal of food for fuel. This high food

intake is the basis for the legend that

a "shrew eats its own weight in food

each day." In fact, many do. How-
ever, the shrew's high metabolic rate,

necessary for it to keep warm in low

air temperatures, becomes a liability

when the temperature is high. A shrew

in a hot desert faces overheating when
heat produced by its high metabolism

is coupled with heat gained from the

environment.

Its metabolism could cause yet an-

other problem for the desert shrew—an

increase in all of the body's functions,

including respiration rates. Every rapid

breath of dry desert air is saturated with

water vapor from the moist lung sur-

face. If all of this water were lost with

each exhalation, the total water loss

due to respiration would be consid-

erable.

The potential water loss from all of



these sources would appear to vastly

exceed the amount of water available

to this nondrinking shrew through its

insect diet. Since shrews are otherwise

restricted to moist habitats that supply

them with abundant water, desert

shrews possess unique adaptations that

allow them to survive in the dry habi-

tat. Results from studies completed re-

cently at the University of Arizona sug-

gest how they surmount seemingly im-

possible obstacles.

Shrews do not construct burrows or

use those of other animals, hence they

are unable to avoid environmental ex-

tremes the way other small desert ro-

dents do. Instead, they use grasses and

other available vegetation to build

nests that insulate them against severe

external temperatures, and in so doing

they conserve water. These nests, as

small inside as one by one and a half

inches, are frequently built inside pack
rat houses or in leaf litter beneath dead
agaves. Consequently, these shrews

live in microhabitats that are mild rela-

tive to outside conditions. By this strat-

egy, the desert shrew effectively ex-

ploits its tiny size to avoid an environ-

mental stress that many larger animals

must confront directly.

The desert shrew also conserves

water by restricting most of its activi-

ties to the night. This behavior is un-

common among shrews, which usually

hunt both day and night since they can

starve to death in as few as four hours.

The desert shrew's senses reflect its

primarily nocturnal existence; al-

though its vision is poor, its long nose

and large ears appear to be extremely

sensitive. In fact, the desert shrew has

such well-developed external ears (rare

among shrews) that it is occasionally

referred to as the "eared shrew." It

may also have some rudimentary abil-

ity to echolocate prey, utilizing high-

frequency squeaks similar to the so-

phisticated sonar of bats, their near

relatives. The ears probably also act as

7' ^ -*^ V-*

Attacking a giant hairy scorpion,

a desert shrew rushes in to bite

the venomous arachnid, which raises

its tail in a typical defense

posture, left. Lashing out with

its tail, the scorpion tries to

sting its attacker, top. The shrew

jumps easily out of the way and

wins the battle by biting through

the scorpion's tail, bottom.

heat radiators, increasing the surface

area for heat loss when the shrew is hot

and in a suitable location to lose heat

by this means.

Voracious and energetic hunters,

desert shrews depend primarily on

their acute hearing to locate prey. A
shrew may leave its nest to forage and

eat many times during the night, at-

tacking almost any insect (including

49
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cockroaches, moths, grasshoppers,

and grubs), arachnid, lizard, or rodent

small enough for it to kill. Prey small

enough for the shrew to kill is fre-

quently larger than the shrew itself. If

it comes across several insects at once,

the desert shrew will dash about killing

or incapacitating all of them and will

stockpile the prey in its nest before eat-

ing. Desert shrews paralyze insects by

carefully crushing their heads without

killing them. Then, when they need to

refuel after a few hours, their insect

food is still alive and, more impor-

tantly, has lost little of the valuable

moisture that would have been lost if

the exoskeleton had been damaged.

Shrews take the largest or most heavily

armored insects by first biting off their

legs, before delivering ahead-crushing

bite. With enough prey collected in the

nest at night, the shrew has no need to

expose itself to daytime heat.

Even though they manage to avoid

the most extreme heat by staying in

their nests, desert shrews still face a

water shortage . An insect diet provides

some water, but for desert shrews the

key to survival is conserving what little

water is available by using some spe-

cialized physiological adaptations.

The shrew maintains a positive

water balance by considerably reduc-

ing two major avenues of water loss

—

urine and respiration. While its rapid

breathing rate tends to increase water

losses, a substantial fraction of the

water vapor that would otherwise be

exhaled is reclaimed through a remark-

able arrangement of blood and air flow

inside the desert shrew's nose. Inhaled

air is warmed to body temperature and

saturated with water vapor from the

moist nasal walls. Exhaled air is cooled

as it passes along the narrow nasal pas-

sage in the opposite direction to blood

flow in the walls of the nose. This

blood, previously cooled at the skin

and nose surfaces before flowing along

the nasal passage, absorbs heat from

the exhaled air, thereby cooling it. As

the air cools, much of its water vapor

condenses on the walls of the nasal pas-

sage, just as dew and fog form when
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With large insects such as

this praying mantis, a desert

shrew first bites off enough

legs to immobilize the

victim. A head-crushing

bite is the coup de grace.
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warm, moist air cools during the night.

The net result of this "countercurrent

heat exchanger" is that the cooler ex-

haled air contains far less water vapor

than if it were exhaled at body tempera-

ture.

Respiratory water loss is further re-

duced in these animals because they

take fewer breaths relative to other

shrews. Their low resting metabolic

rate—the lowest of all shrew species

—

decreases passive respiratory water

losses. Because they produce less in-

ternal heat, desert shrews need less

water for evaporative cooling. Conse-

quently, they can survive in air temper-

atures over 100°F, heat loads that

would soon be fatal for other shrew
species.

The shrew's other major avenue for

potential water loss is through the urine

because it must excrete a large amount
of nitrogenous wastes. However, uri-

nary water loss in the desert shrew is

also reduced. By concentrating far

more urea in the urine than most other

mammals, the desert shrew saves valu-

able water. Urea is concentrated by the

same physical principle that conserves

water in the nose—a countercurrent

system. However, in the kidney, in-

stead of heat being exchanged, urea is

concentrated along the length of ex-

tremely long tubes (nephrons), and the

final urine is four times more concen-

trated than that of humans. Since only

a few drops of concentrated urine are

sufficient to remove all of the shrew's

nitrogenous wastes each day, the result

is a substantial savings of water for the

animal. These few drops are used to

cement the feces together in a charac-

teristic fashion. A useful indicator that

a desert shrew nest is nearby is one of

these fairly conspicuous defecatoria,

which are always in the immediate vi-

cinity of the nest.

Another severe challenge to this ani-

mal's survival is presented by the often

unpredictable periods of food scarcity.

Birds can escape these periods by mi-

gration, and many desert rodents sur-

vive by hibernating or feeding on seed

stores. Shrews, however, are not

known to hibernate and they cannot

store their perishable insect food for

long. During the Sonoran Desert's two
dry seasons, late spring and late fall,

temperatures are mild, but insect abun-

dance is often low. At those times,

desert shrews spend the daytime hours

in a state of torpor, during which their

body temperature thermostat is reset

about 20°F below its normal level . This

"regulated hypothermia," unique

among North American insectivores,

allows the shrew to maintain a reduced

metabolic rate and stretch its available

Two sibling shrews mount an attack

against a wolf spider, above. They

have already bitten off several

legs, and the end is in sight. The
spiders are virtually defenseless

against these predators. Right, one

of the shrews carries off the dead
spider to its nest for later

consumption. (The shrews are so

fast that lights firing at 1/3,000

second cannot stop the action.)

energy reserves up to five times longer

than would otherwise be possible.

Physiological and behavioral frugal-

ity have allowed the desert shrew, a

member of a mammalian family nor-

mally restricted to cool, moist habitats,

to survive in the hot North American

deserts. Energy metabolism, water

loss, and daytime activity are all lower

in the desert shrew than in any other

shrew species. Maintaining a strict

economy of water and energy has al-

lowed it to successfully exploit an en-

vironment that would be lethal to its

closest relatives. The desert shrew's

survival is a prime example of the need

for conservation in an environment

where resources are limited. D
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The challenge that taces the

automaker of the 1980's lies

not in meeting tougher pollution

standards, nor in coping with

ever more restrictive safety regu-

lations—not even in accommo-
dating the petroleum shortages

that are fast becoming a regular

summer occurrence.

No indeed. The challenge lies

in meeting the myriad of societal

demands and still building auto-

mobiles that are worth driving.

Pessimists darkly predict

that it cannot be done and point

to the depressing number

of uninspired automobiles on the

market as incontrovertible proof.

Yet, fortunately, these gloomy

predictions do not take into ac-

count the inventive genius and

the obsessive determination of

theengineersatBMW in Munich,

Germany to build extraordinary

automobiles.

Against all odds the BMW
not only meets the demands of

1 1979 BMW ol Norm America, Inc The BMW Iraclemark and logo are registered IrarJemarks ol Bayerische Motoren Werke. AG



society, it also provides the sort

of exhilarating driving experience

that automotive enthusiasts have

all but given up for lost.

A SEEMINGLY INCONGRUOUS
COMBINATION OF

LUXURY, PERFORMANCE AND
EFFICIENCY

Conventional automotive wis-

dom has it that, inevitably, one

must choose between luxury

performance and fuel efficiency

A sufficiency in any one necessi-

tating a corresponding insuffi-

ciency in another

And in the face of this, the

BMW seems all the more re-

markable for requiring no com-
promise whatsoever

Round a particularly sticky

curve and the legendary BMW
suspension system—indepen-
dent on all four wheels—flexes
with an uncanny resiliency that

makes one feel as if the car

were built into the roadway A
sensation that results .from highly

advanced suspension technology

and the virtually perfect integra-

tion of man and machine.

The BMW power plant—

whether4or6cylinder—has long

been a model for modern design.

Press the accelerator and the fuel-

injected, overhead cam engine

responds in a manner that can

only be described as exhilarating.

Yet, the 320i (with 5-speed

standard transmission) delivers

an impressive [23 EPA estimated

mpg, 36 estimated highway

mileage and, based on these fig-

ures, an estimated mpg range of

[383] miles and a highway range

of 551 miles.

(Naturally our fuel efficiency

figures are for comparison pur-

poses only Your actual mileage

and range may vary, depending

on speed, weather and trip

length. Your actual highway mile-

age and highway range will most

likely be lower.)

And, while the BMW provides

as long a list of luxury items as

one could sanely require, its lux-

ury IS purposefully engineered to

help prevent driver fatigue.

Vital controls are within easy

reach; the tachometer, speed-,

ometerand ancillary instruments

arewell-marked and easy to read.

Its front seats are designed

to hold their occupants firmly in

place, and are so thoroughly ad-

justable that it IS all but a mathe-

matical impossibility not to find

a comfortable seating position.

SAFETY BEYOND STURDY
BUMPERS .

At BMW, automotive safety

was of primary concern long

before the first bumper law was
written.

The passenger compartment

IS encased in a solid steel "cage."

So strong is this construction

that the car could be dropped on

its nose from the fourth floor of a

building without significant dam-

age to the compartment itself.

Yet with all its sheer strength

—its computer-programmed

"crush zones," its double-braking

systems—the BMW features a

safety device even more estimable.

Its exceptional responsiveness

and handling characteristics give

it the ability to avoid accidents

as well as merely survive them.

All in all, in a time of lowered

automotive expectations, amidst

increasing mediocrity the engi-

neers at BMW have actually

improved the BMW.
If you'd care to judge for

yourself, telephone

your nearest BMW
dealer to arrange a

thorough test drive

at your convenience.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVrNG MACHINE.
BMVy, MUNICH, GERMANY
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Spider and Fly

Play Cat and Mouse
"Come into my parlor," said the spider
to the fly. The fly did—and had an excellent meal

by William G. Eberhard

The spider and the fly—the bum-
bling, defenseless victim pitted in a

hopeless struggle against a stealthy,

overpowering foe. This popular piece

of folklore is indeed an accurate picture

of the relationship between many
spiders and their insect prey. Never-

theless, spiders and insects have coex-

isted for more than 250 million years,

with spiders constantly evolving to be

more effective predators, and insects

evolving defenses against them. Not
surprisingly, with that much time and
the large numbers of species involved,

some unusual and complicated rela-

tionships have arisen. Recent research

has uncovered a few of them.

Consider, for example, the case of

the fly on the silken trapeze. When
most spiders move about, they lay non-

sticky trail threads behind them as

safety lines. As a result, foliage where
spiders have been active acquires a

number of loosely strung threads,

which accumulate until broken by
strong winds or rain. Observing such

a site at night, one can see that many
of these deserted lines have tiny insects

clinging to them. Most are flies of the

gall gnat family (Cecidomyiidae), but

representatives of at least seven other

fly families, along with occasional

small wasps and moths, also use the

tiny trapezes. The insects' styles vary:

An orb-weaving spider prepares to

eat an enshrouded moth. Such webs
are not well designed jor catching

moths, because a moth 's detachable

scales often stick to the web
while the moth falls free.
SJ. Krasemann; Peter Arnold

some hold on securely with all six legs,

some hang head down like bats or hang
on the broken end of a thread, some
hold on with their two front legs and
spread the others wide, and some hold

a line and copulate at the same time.

Huge numbers of flies have been found
hanging on spider lines. Enrique Lah-

mann and Claudia Zuiiiga of the Uni-

versidad de Costa Rica found more
than 500 flies on lines along the edge
of a short stretch of trail and calculated

that an average of about four flies were
clinging to each three feet of spider

thread; in just an acre of forest there

must be times when tens or perhaps
hundreds of thousands of flies are sus-

pended on lines every night.

The significance of these acrobatics

becomes clear with the realization that

as perches the silk threads are nearly

ideal defensive sites. There the flies

can rest and avoid contact with twigs

and leaves on which predators such as

ants and wandering spiders prowl. If a

spider does come out on a line, it gives

a resting fly ample, though inadvertent,

warning by vibrating the line, and the

fly leaves. Many flies have even devel-

oped a special defensive behavior asso-

ciated with the lines. When disturbed,

they buzz their wings in short bursts;

this causes the line to swing back and

forth, and presumably makes them
more difficult targets for potential pred-

ators.

Thus a number of flies have devel-

oped a defense against spiders by uti-

lizing the spiders' own discarded silk.

How flies can distinguish safe, non-

sticky trail lines from the sticky threads

in webs is not known. I have seen flies

perching on the nonsticky support lines

right at the edges of occupied webs;

somehow they avoided getting entan-



gled in the sticky central portion only

a few inches away. A mistake could

mean quick death, so the flies must be

able to consistently make the correct

choice or the silken trapeze habit

would not have evolved.

Flies are not the only insects that

have found protection by lodging with

spiders. Mike Robinson of the Smith-

sonian Tropical Research Institute

found that in New Guinea pyralid

moths rest by day on nonsticky lines

in the webs of the giant wood spider,

Nephila maculata. This huge orb

weaver, large enough to be roasted and

eaten by New Guineans, builds large

webs of very strong silk. There are in-

stances of birds being trapped for hours

in these webs, and experienced birds

carefully avoid known web locations.

Moths resting on such webs thus prob-

ably gain additional protection against

insectivorous birds that will not risk

predatory forays so close to the danger-

ous spider web.

Some insects have gone a stage

further in their relationships with

spiders and have become active food

robbers. For instance, some species of

the dance fly family, Empididae, hover

slowly near orb webs along the edges

of tropical streams and carefully land

on small insects that have become en-

tangled in webs but that are too tiny to

draw the spider's attention. Recently,

Randy Thornhill of the University of

New Mexico has found that another

group of insects—the scorpion flies, or

Mecoptera—also make a habit of land-

ing in the webs of spiders to steal prey

trapped there. Large insects, scorpion

flies cannot go unnoticed by the spider

being robbed. Instead, they regurgitate

a special liquid that serves a dual

purpose: it repels the spider when it

comes close to investigate, and permits

the scorpion fly to disentangle itself

from the sticky glue on the web's

threads. This technique is dangerous,

however, since spider attacks some-

times succeed, and Thornhill estimates

that one of the major causes of scorpion

fly mortality is predation by web-build-

ing spiders.

Ladder webs are ideal for catching

moths. A moth flying into the upper

part of the web would be stripped

of so many scales as it tumbled

downward that it would eventually

become trapped near the bottom.



Other groups of flies have evolved

even more effective tactics. One spe-

cies of the family Chloropidae can be

found during the day resting near an

orb weaver that hides off its web in a

curled leaf. When prey lands in the

web, the spider rushes out, bites it and

wraps it in silk, then carries it back to

its retreat to feed in relative safety. But

as soon as the spider returns with such

a food bundle, the flies begin to edge

in closer and closer. Their stealthy,

hesitant movements remind one of the

childhood game "red light, green

light." When they get close to their

goal, each fly unfolds a long sucking

proboscis, and sticks it gently into the

prey. After a minute or two of sucking,

the fly walks away with its abdomen
bloated, leaving the spider with its di-

minished meal.

This kind of robbery is brought to

perfection by some other flies related

to fruit flies. These, which were stud-

ied by Robinson, live with large orb

weavers that sit at the center of their

webs during the day. Some flies wait

on the web, and others actually sit right

on the dorsal part of the spider's body
where the spider cannot brush them
off. These flies do not have piercing

mouthparts, but feed by taking advan-

tage of the spider's method of eating

(no solid food is swallowed; instead

digestive juices are poured into the

prey, and when its tissues have been

broken down, the nutrient-rich broth is

sucked up). The flies wait until the prey

has been partially digested, then dart

down off the spider's back, suck up a

quick meal, and climb back on again.

An Australian species of this group has

become so closely adapted to the spider

that in addition to robbing its host, the

fly cleans it after its meals, carefully

mopping off the spider's mouth and

fangs and throwing in the extra service

of cleaning around its anus after it defe-

cates.

Moths are not outdone by flies when
it comes to odd and specialized rela-

tionships with spiders. Robinson has

found moth caterpillars living inside

the giant colonies of the social cobweb

Spiders are not alone in using webs
to capture prey. Here a fungus gnat

larva produces a sticky line for

its web; each line is tipped with

an adhesive ball. When prey gets

stuck, it is reeled in and eaten.

spider, Anelosimus eximus. The colo-

nial webs of this species sometimes
reach several cubic yards, the size of

an average room, and they persist for

many years in favorable locations. The
pyralid caterpillars living in the web
are never very numerous, but they

move about untroubled by the spiders,

which stage devastating mass attacks

on any other moving objects. The cat-

erpillars live entirely on the undigested

hard parts of the spiders' prey. Since

the spiders do not have chewing
mouthparts, they cannot cut up such

cuticular material, but the moth larvae

can, and their role is essentially that of

scavengers. In an experimentally con-

trived situation, one caterpillar did at-

tack a live insect before the spiders de-

tected its presence, but this may not

happen in nature.

Perhaps the ultimate in role switch-

ing is displayed by flies that make webs
themselves. These are actually larvae

of the fungus gnat family, Mycetophi-
lidae, and they spin webs consisting of

numerous sticky lines hanging from a

few nonsticky horizontal threads
where the larvae crawl. These sticky

curtains serve to trap tiny flying in-

sects, which are then reeled in and
eaten by the larvae. In one cave-dwell-

ing species from New Zealand the lar-

vae produce light, thus luring the prey

to its death. These webs are inferior to

spider webs because the sticky lines

swing free and easily tangle together,

even in a gentle breeze, but the larvae

are very common in quiet, protected

sites in the South American jungle

where they are apparently fully com-
petitive with spiders.

William G. Eberhard



William G. Eberhard

These descriptions of how their in-

tended prey turn the tables on them
make the spiders seem almost inept.

But spiders are a large, successful

group, and as might be expected, they

have evolved a few tricks of their own
for the insects. Since I am a spider en-

thusiast, I cannot end this article with-

out mentioning some of these.

One of the strangest came to light

only recently. It involves the trapeze

flies and an elongate spider that can

perform the feat of curling and uncurl-

ing its abdomen like a spring. In the

jungles of eastern Colombia these

spiders build strange webs consisting

of only a few long, nonsticky lines

strung between leaves and twigs with-

out any apparent organization. Such a

web would seem to be useless for en-

tangling insects; nevertheless it does

help the spider capture its prey. It func-

tions, not as a trap, but as a landing site

for trapeze flies. When a fly alights on
a line , the spider begins to move slowly

and stealthily toward it, taking up to

five minutes to move only three inches.

When it finally nears the unsuspecting

fly, the spider gently waves its front

legs, like a blind person tapping with

a cane. One touch is enough to reveal

the prey's location; the spider slowly

turns 180°, pulls out a sticky line with

its hind legs, and with the only quick

movement of the entire attack, sud-

denly loops the line over its victim.

Moths are also common spider prey,

but they are difficult for web spiders to

catch. This is because moths are cov-

ered with detachable scales, and when
they hit a sticky web, some of the

scales stick to the web while the moth
falls free. Two kinds of spiders, one in

New Guinea and the other in the

Americas, have independently devel-

oped similar, bizarre webs that are

probably adaptations to overcome this

defense of the moths. In both cases the

webs are extremely elongate and per-

fectly vertical and have thus been

christened "ladder webs." A moth
striking the upper part of a ladder web
has so far to fall that it is stripped of

scales and firmly entangled before it

can reach the bottom and free itself.

Another spider group has gone in for

even more sophisticated moth-catch-

ing tactics. These species' webs have

become reduced rather than extended,

and consist of only a single short line

from which a large sticky ball is sus-

pended. These "bolas spiders" hold

the line with one front leg and swing
the ball at passing insects. This seems
an incredibly ineffective way to go
about catching prey, but recent obser-

vations have confirmed what natural-

ists had long suspected—that the

spiders do not passively wait for prey

to chance by but actively attract them
by using a substance apparently similar

to one produced by virgin female

moths to attract their mates.

The spider begins by choosing an

exposed site and making a ball; then,

swaying slightly in the weak nighttime

breeze, it settles down to wait, holding

the line. The spider's tension is sug-

gested by the nearly constant twitch-

ing of its front legs. Alertness is essen-

tial, since the spider's sense of vision

is very poor. Probably it senses ap-

proaching prey by the hum of wings.

This charged scene may last for many
minutes before a fluttering white speck

appears in the moonlight, swinging

A mob of flies rests on the

nonsticky web of a comb-footed
spider. Whenever the spider comes
near, the flies take to the air,

hover until the spider retreats,

then return to their resting spots.

back and forth in the air downwind of

the spider. The moth approaches errati-

cally, seemingly unable to keep its

flight pattern steady in the gentle

breeze. But after coming to within

about three feet, it appears to sense that

something is wrong and speeds away.

More waiting by the spider follows,

until another erratic approach begins.

The moth hovers closer and closer, and

the spider, finally alerted to its pres-

ence, cocks its leg back ready to swing.

It starts several swings, but holds up
as the moth swerves first closer, then

farther away. Finally the moth slips off

to the side and disappears, only to reap-

pear moments later downwind and

begin another approach. Again it

comes close, and again the spider

cocks its leg. Suddenly, too fast for the

human eye to see, the spider swings,

and the moth flutters helplessly at the

end of the line. The spider descends,

embraces its victim while administer-

ing a paralyzing bite, then slowly

wraps it securely in silk.

These glimpses of spider-insect in-

teractions are by no means the end of

the story. Insects of several other

orders are involved in complex rela-

tionships with spiders in their webs,

and wherever one looks in depth at

spiders and their potential prey, all is

complexity. Nature has been much
more creative than our simple stereo-

types have led us to believe. This is

especially true in the tropics where the

diversity of organisms and the opportu-

nity for specialization are great. For

naturalists, the beauty of these seem-

ingly endless variations on basic pat-

terns is both a source of pleasure and

an inspiration to further study. D

Hanging from a support line, a

bolas spider of the genus

Mastophora dangles the weapon for

which it is named. The sticky ball

at the end of the line is swung at

passing insects such as moths.





A Fish with Double Vision

Native to the Galapagos Islands, this

animal has a most unusual optical system

Text and photographs by John K. Stevens and Katharine E. Parsons

The Galapagos Islands, which lie

about 650 miles off the coast of Ecua-

dor, are probably best known as a place

where Darwin made observations that

helped him develop his theory of evo-

lution. They are also famous for their

gigantic land tortoises and unusual

birds. In addition to these and many
lesser-known animals, the islands have

a small amphibious fish found nowhere

else

—

Dialommus fuscus. This fish is

probably unique in that its eyes have

two absolutely flat corneal windows

that form a prism and enable it to see

sharply in both air and water.

In order to study the fish and its opti-

cal system, we made a scientific trip in

1976 to Santa Cruz, the second largest

of the Galapagos Islands, and set up a

laboratory in the Charles Darwin Bio-

logical Station.

D. fuscus is approximately two to

six inches long. Its location and activ-

ity determine its body color, which

ranges from gold to black. Its eyes

have a brilliant iris of blue, black, and

red, and the two corneal faces of each

eye are set at an angle of 1 10 degrees

to each other. We found the fish most

often in the tide pools along the rocky

shores of this volcanic island. Since it

lacks a swim bladder, the fish main-

tains its position in the water with its

tail and fins, which it also uses to pull

itself out of the water. In fact, D.

fuscus spends up to 50 percent of its

time out of the water, coiled up on the

lava rocks waiting to jump either at

food or back into the tide pools to

escape its predators. It moves quickly

and is difficult to catch, which may be

one reason it has not been widely stud-

ied in the past.

D. fuscus is an aggressive and vora-

cious feeder. In the laboratory, it

would hop on a rock and literally tear

food from our fingers. In the field,

however, it curls into the small crev-

ices of the lava rock and feeds oppor-

tunistically off the tiny shrimp and

other crustaceans that the surf carries

in. Despite its small size, it can often

be located by the pecking noises it

makes as it snaps at its prey against the



This specimen o/ Dialommus fuscus
has just climbed out of the water.

In a few minutes its body will turn

black, matching the lava rock on
which it is sitting. Its blue,

prismatic eyes, with their clear

vertical division, will also

turn black on exposure to

the bright light.
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The prismatic effect seems to

have disappeared from the eyes

of this fish, which has just

jumped underwater. Its eyes will

soon change color, adapting to

the diminished light.

rock. With its extremely mobile head

and body it would often "fish" for

food stranded in tiny pools of water

only fractions of an inch in diameter.

To the casual observer, the fish appears

to be eating the rock itself. Because of

this characteristic feeding behavior,

the native name for Dialommus is

chupa piedra, "rock eater."

To leave a tide pool, the fish first

"hyperventilates," that is, takes sev-

eral deep breaths at the water's edge,

curls its tail around, and then propels

itself out of the water like a rocket. The

pelvic and pectoral fins work together

with the tail to move the fish's body

rapidly over the rocks. It leaps into the

air to escape terrestrial predators, such

as lava herons and carnivorous crabs,

or surfs across a tidal pool to another

rock. We often observed D. fuscus out

of the water for twenty minutes or

more, and during these terrestrial so-

journs it kept its gills clamped shut,

much as we keep our mouths closed

when holding our breath underwater.

During the course of our investiga-

tion we heard from a nature guide that

D. fuscus might inhabit other islands

besides Santa Cruz, so we persuaded

three fishermen (others refused be-

cause of the pervading rough seas) to
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Tiny shrimp, sometimes of

microscopic length, wash up in tide

pools along the coast and become

food for Dialommus fuscus.

The habit of pecking at these shrimp

and other crustaceans on the

rocks has caused the native population

to dub the fish the rock eater.

take us to Hood Island and Floreana

Island. On Hood, we found the fish in

only one location, on the island's south

side by a blowhole (a hole in the rocky

roof of a sea cave through which in-

coming waves force upward a power-

ful jet of water). We were astonished

to find the fish in small pools on ledges

well above the tide line—pools they

could only have reached by being

propelled up through the blowhole

under several hundred pounds of water

pressure.

On Floreana, which has sandy
beaches and where there is less surf

action than on Hood, we found only a

few of the fish in one of the bays. Our
three skilled fishermen were able to

catch the fish with their hats and their

bare hands while we struggled with

nets. For some strange reason, Dia-

lommus did not seem as amphibious or

as hardy on Floreana (two died after an

hour in our collection bucket) as the

fish we studied on the rockier islands

of Hood and Santa Cruz.

Its chameleonlike characteristics en-

able D. fuscus to blend into the back-

ground, whether under or above water.

On Hood Island, for example, when in

the water, the fish were a deep golden

color, like the algae peculiar to the tide

pools there; those on Santa Cruz, by

contrast, were green, brown, and tan,

blending with the tide pools on that is-

land. When the fish left the water, how-
ever, they changed color within a mat-

ter of minutes, turning black to match

the lava rocks. We do not know what

mechanism accounts for these color

changes. They may be triggered by ex-

posure to light or to changing levels of

oxygen or carbon dioxide in the fish's

blood

.

Despite these intriguing charac-

teristics, we focused our scientific in-

vestigation on trying to understand and

reconstruct the optical system of D.

fuscus. First, in the laboratory, we ex-

amined an eye in vivo with a conven-

tional ophthalmoscope, which made
direct viewing of the retina possible.

We then withdrew minute samples of

fluid from the anterior and posterior

chambers of the eye, and measured the

refractive indices of the aqueous and

the vitreous humors—the fluid and the

jellylike substances, respectively, in

the chambers.

To measure the focal length of the

fish's eye, we used a helium-neon

laser. First, the lens was removed from

the eye and placed in a solution with

a known index of refraction. The laser

was then shined through both the solu-



Horizontal section of the eye of Dialommus fuscus

The combination of the fish 's

prismatic cornea and the index of

refraction of 1. in the air leads to a

double image of the world when out

of the water. This double view, or

'binocular" of 20° to 30° overlap, may
contribute to depth perception or may
simply be an evolutionary aberration.

tion and the lens, which focused the

laser's parallel rays to a single point.

The distance from the center of the lens

to this point was recorded photographi-

cally and, as expected, corresponded

to the focal length of the lens.

Finally, we quick-froze a series of

whole eyes with freon and cut them

into 40-micron-thick serial sections.

Photographs of these serial sections

were used later to reconstruct the entire

eye on a computer. When all of this

information was put together, it be-

came possible to model the optical sys-

tem of the entire eye of Dialommus.

During our study, we found that the

refractive index of the fluids in the

fish's eye approximated that of sea

water. Consequently, it was clear—as

others had suggested before—that D.

fuscus had evolved an equivalent of a

The chameleonlike ability to blend

with its surroundings makes the

fish almost unrecognizable, above,

and barely discernible, right.



face mask that made it possible for the

fish to see clearly both in the air and

underwater. Just as we need an air

space in front of our eyes to see under-

water, so this fish needs a "mask" of

"sea water" to focus in the air.

Our model, however, predicted one
interesting difference between a face

mask and this fish's eye. Since the

eye's corneal windows consist of two
flat faces similar to a glass prism, set

at an angle of 110 degrees, and since

the fluids inside the eye match the re-

fractive index of water, the eye should

produce a normal image underwater.

But our analysis shows that when the

fish comes above water to feed and
looks directly at an object (through the

center of the ' 'prism ") , there should be

a 20- to a 30-degree field over which
it sees double, perceiving every object

twice with each eye. This double view
may simply be an aberration—the evo-

lutionary price D. fuscus has paid for

its aerial vision. On the other hand, it

may be a mechanism that makes depth

perception possible. Since D. fuscus

sees things twice above water, it can

make use of visual disparity cues,

which humans obtain from two eyes,

with only one eye. If true, this possi-

bility might represent a unique evolu-

tionary development that should be ex-

plored in greater detail.

We later confirmed empirically with

our photographs of the fish that a dou-

ble image probably does occur when
the fish is out of the water. Photographs
of the fish's eye taken at a sharp angle

showed the iris twice, demonstrating

that the cornea is indeed a prism when
above the water. Consistent with our

model, however, no double iris

showed up in any of our underwater
photographs.

We were most surprised to discover

that Dialommus had also evolved, in

the anterior chamber of its eye, a

photopigment that changes in optical

density on exposure to bright light.

Normally the iris is a brilliant blue, but

when the fish is exposed to bright sun-

light, the iris and the fluid in the an-

terior chamber of its eye turn black like

the rest of its body. Since the fish lacks

a constricting iris like that in humans,
this change presumably protects the

fish's retina from the brilliant equato-

rial sun. Thus, it appears that D. fuscus
not only has special vision but may also

have anticipated by several million

years the "variable density sun-
glasses" now available to humans. D
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Origin of the Swastika
Ceremonies in India have shed

new light on an ancient symbol

by Stanley A. Freed and Ruth S. Freed

Many theories of the origin of the

swastika are based on its

association with other symbols of

recognized meaning, such as this

clay female figure from a seventh-

century B. c. Boeotian grave.

The swastika is humanity's oldest,

most widespread symbol of any com-
plexity. The name is derived from a

Sanskrit word that means "object of

well-being." Originating some 6,000

years ago in the Middle East, the sym-

bol had spread over Europe and parts

of Asia by the early centuries of the

Christian Era. In recent times, the

Third Reich, exploiting the symbol's

mysterious magical power, impressed

the swastika into the consciousness of

the world. Hitler's early biographer,

Konrad Heiden, described the impact

of its first pubhc display in prewar

Germany: "In 1921, Hitler's new red

banner with a black swastika in a white

disk was unfurled in the open for the

first time. The effect was so inflam-

matory that Hitler himself was sur-

prised and pleased. [It] gave Hitler one

of his mightiest magical weapons. . . .

An uncanny power emanated from the

mysterious sign."

Because of the association of the

swastika with Nazism, the nations

most affected by the Second World
War regard it as a symbol of barbarity.

But apart from this recent, menacing

aspect, which covers only one percent

of its history, the swastika is a power-

ful sign of good luck. This quality, its

magical aura, and its symbolism have

roots in the most ancient civilizations

of Mesopotamia and Iran. In India,

where it is widely used in Hindu cere-

monial and as a decorative motif, the

swastika combines astronomical and

religious symbolism. This combina-

tion provides our best clue to its origi-

nal meaning, for a continuous religious

tradition can be traced from modern
Hinduism to the religion of the Harap-

pan civilization of the Indus Valley,

which has been dated to the third mil-

lennium B.C.

The trail begins with the earliest re-

corded occurrences of the swastika at

Samarra in central Mesopotamia and at

Susa in western Iran, where clear swas-

tikas appear on pottery from about

4000 B.C. About 3000 b . c
.

, the swas-

tika was depicted on pottery from Troy
in northwestern Asia Minor and, some-

what later, on seals from the Harappan
civilization. By the beginning of the

Christian Era, the swastika was well

established in an area from India

through western Asia into Europe.

This zone of primary diffusion largely

coincides with the area settled by
speakers of Indo-European languages.

Although widespread in the Middle

East and Asia Minor, it was notably

absent in nearby Egypt, except on im-

ported goods such as Greek pottery,

and was generally unknown in the rest

of Africa.

A later diffusion of the swastika took

place in central and eastern Asia. Bud-
dhism adopted the swastika from Hin-

duism, and as Buddhism spread from

India into Tibet, China, and Japan, the

swastika traveled with it, retaining its

symbolic meaning of good luck.

A swastika decorates this Hindu
temple in New Delhi. Perhaps

the best clues to the swastika's

original meaning lie in India,

where it has been used in daily

and ceremonial life since antiquity.

M. Chuzeville. Musde du Louvre





The true, hooked-cross swastika

was generally absent from the New
World before its introduction by

Europeans. At right is an exception,

one of several copper swastikas

unearthedfrom one of the 2.000-year-

old Hopewell mounds in Ohio.

Because of its isolated occurrence,

this find may be interpreted as

a case of independent invention of

a shape whose symbolism, if any,

would have been unrelated to the

swastika of the Old World.

The most vexing distributional prob-

lem regarding the swastika is the ques-

tion of its occurrence in the New World
in pre-Columbian times. Almost all of

the pre-Columbian designs alleged to

be swastikas, such as the cross in a

circle, which is common on shell orna-

ments, and the spirals that often deco-

rate pottery, bear only a modest resem-

blance to the typical hooked-cross

swastika of the Old World. The elimi-

nation of such dubious examples all but

removes the swastika from the pre-

Columbian New World except for one
case, the 2,000-year-old Hopewell
mounds in Ohio. There, in the early

1 890s , archeologists unearthed a cache

of copper objects that still constitutes

one of the most remarkable finds in

North America. Included were several

true swastikas, whose existence is puz-

zling, for there are no comparable ob-

jects from other sites in adjacent re-

gions. Ordinarily, artistic motifs dif-

fuse rather widely—for example, the

cross in a circle occurs in both the Old
and New Worlds. In post-Columbian

times. Europeans brought the swastika

to the New World, and American Indi-

ans have occasionally used it as a de-

sign element.

Scholars have proposed a consid-

erable number of theories for the sym-
bolic meaning of the swastika: that it

represents the sun, moon, the yearly

rotation of Ursa Major, cardinal

points, eternity, Zeus, Baal, fire, sev-

eral Hindu deities (among them Agni,
Indra, Vishnu, and Ganesh), light,

forked lightning, water, the union of

the sexes, fertility, and a fire-making

apparatus known as the fire drill . Rang-
ing from reasonable to far-fetched.

these theories rely on the proximity of

the swastika in various contexts to

symbols of recognized meaning or on
the reputed natural functioning of the

human mind. John, Prince Loewen-
stein, for example, in an article pub-

lished in 1941, wrote: "The swastika,

which from the earliest times was so

closely associated with woman, must
. . . have been a fecundity symbol

.

" He
cites such evidence as the presence of

the swastika on female face urns from
Troy dating to about 3000 B.C. and on
objects associated with women, such

as spindle whorls and loom weights.

A common proposition is that the

swastika represents the sun. In 1894,

Count Goblet d'Alviella, following

several other authors, argued the

theory largely on the basis of the asso-

ciation of the swastika and symbols,

images, and deities of the sun. The
frontispiece of his book The Migration

of Symbols shows Apollo, clearly rep-

resented as a sun god, with a swastika

on his breast.

Anthropologist Zelia Nuttall ad-

vanced a theory based chiefly on
"ideas which would naturally suggest

themselves to the mind of the primitive

observer." Such a person, observing

the yearly rotation of Ursa Major
around the pole star and concentrating

upon its image at four equidistant posi-

tions, would perceive the form of a

swastika. Her own experience illus-

trates the mental processes involved:

In a flash of mental vision I perceived a

quadrupled image of the entire constella-

tion, standing out in scintillating brilliancy

from the intense darkness of the wintry sky

... it bore the semblance of a symmetrical

swastikaof giant proportions. ... I left my

of Natural Kislory. Chicago

window, on that memorable night, with a

growing perception of the deep and power-

ful influence the prolonged observation of

Polaris and the circumpolar constellations

would naturally have exerted upon the

mind of primitive man.

Such interpretations are unconvinc-

ing principally because of the lack of

a clear connection between the form of

the swastika and its alleged symbolic

meaning. The circular sun is not read-

ily apparent in the angular swastika;

the connection between the swastika

and, for example, an elephant-headed

deity (Ganesh) or the union of the sexes

is even more obscure. Moreover, the

insight that comes from observing how
people actively use a symbol is lost

when interpretations are based solely

on archeological artifacts that repre-

sent dead cultures. The best context in

which to search for the symbolic mean-
ing of the swastika is in a living society

where the symbol has from ancient

times been a routine feature of ceremo-

nial and daily life. India provides such

a setting.

Swastikas are in constant use in the

north Indian village where we have

lived for extended periods. They are

prominent in ritual life, especially in

ceremonies that mark a beginning,

such as births and marriages. A priest

officiating at such rituals sometimes in-

cludes a swastika in the symbolic de-

sign, drawn in colored powders on the

ground, that serves as an altar for the

fire rite. In ceremonies of birth, mar-

riage, and at festivals, women often

draw swastikas on pots, the ground,

and walls. When a symbol repre-

senting a festival is removed after the

conclusion of the festival, women



Left: The swastika appears on one
of these Ashanti gold weights from
Ghana, used to weigh gold. Although
it probably represents a relatively

recent diffusion of the Old World
symbol, the West African swastika
could have evolved independently
as a result of experimentation
with geometric patterns.

Below: One of the earliest

known swastikas is painted
on a Samarran pottery bowl
dating to about 4000 b. c.





sometimes draw a swastika in its place

so that no evil may enter the empty
space. We observed the swastikas in

such rituals but did not always pay par-

ticular attention to them, since they

were ubiquitous. The villagers told us

that they drew swastikas because they

were auspicious, and we could not

elicit more specific information.

One day we were watching a cere-

mony known as barat lena (reception

of the wedding party), one of the series

of rituals that constitutes a wedding. At

barat lena, the groom is welcomed by
men of the bride's family. Since we
had often seen similar rituals, we ex-

pected to see nothing particularly new,
but this time we had a stroke of luck.

A large brass tray containing sacred

paraphernalia and symbols had been

prepared for the ceremony; on it was
a faint swastika drawn in turmeric. At

each of the nine points that, when con-

nected, defined its form (the center,

vertices of the angles, and the end
points of the arms), a pile of rice had

been placed.

We were forced to see with fresh

eyes what we had looked at many times

before. Like most people who have

written about the swastika, we had

been in the habit of looking at its arms.

Throughout much of the world today,

the swastika retains its value as

a symbol of good luck. It was spread

into Tibet, China, and Japan, left,

in association with Buddhism, which

adopted the symbol from Hinduism.

The prominent rice piles and faint arms
directed our attention to the nine points

arranged in a three-by-three square as

the essential feature of the swastika, a

shift of focus that led us to a new inter-

pretation of its symbolic meaning.

In Hinduism, there are nine super-

natural beings known as the graha.

They are the five planets visible to the

naked eye (Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn), the sun, and the

moon—all seven considered to be

gods—and the ascending and descend-

ing nodes of the moon, conceived of

as demons that pursue the sun and

moon and cause eclipses. (The nodes

are the points on its orbit when the

moon lies in the same plane as the sun

and the earth, the only times that

eclipses can take place.) Traditional

Hindu astronomy designates the graha

as planets; the gods and demons im-

manent in the graha are called the plan-

etary deities.

In Hindu samskaras (orthodox cere-

monies), the graha are usually repre-

sented by nine squares in a three-by-

three pattern, each one often bearing

the symbol of a specific deity, or more
simply by nine dots. The central square

represents the sun, the creating princi-

ple, around which are arranged the

other planetary deities that, together

with the sun, represent the entire uni-

verse. Further indications that draw-

ings of the graha are intended to en-

compass creation and the universe are

the one or more short, projecting lines

that are often drawn at the edge of the

three-by-three pattern of squares. Such
lines stand for the multitude of deities

not specifically represented in the

drawing of the graha.

If the design on this Mississippian

Indian pot had any meaning, it was
probably unconnected with the

symbolism of the Old World swastika.

Nevertheless, some archeologists

consider such designs to be

variants of the swastika.

In the context of a Hindu wedding
ceremony, where the nine planetary

gods are so prominent, the connection

between the swastika and the planetary

deities becomes obvious. The symbol-

ism of the swastika is contained in its

nine points, which represent the plane-

tary deities; the lines are a dramatic

way of connecting the points to make
them more visible. The swastika can be

drawn more quickly than a three-by-

three square, and there is a feeling of

motion and excitement about it. The
swastika may have been used as a sub-

stitute for squares or other repre-

sentations of the planetary gods so long

ago that its original meaning has been

forgotten. On one level, the swastika

represents the planetary deities; at a

deeper, or more general, level, it sym-

bolizes the power of creation and the

universe, just as does the three-by-

three pattern of squares that also repre-

sents the graha.

The connection of the swastika and

the planetary gods is often seen in de-

signs drawn to serve as altars for fire

ceremonies. We photographed one

altar displaying both a large swastika

and a small drawing of the nine

squares. This double appeal to the

graha was justified in this case, for the

ceremony was intended to protect a

male infant and his family from the

harmful effects of a malevolent astro-

logical sign. The baby had been born

under the sign of the Mula Nakshatra.

There are twenty-seven nakshatras, or

lunar mansions, conspicuous stars or

groups of stars that lie near the moon's
path as it revolves around the earth.

Recognized and named in ancient

times, they are believed to affect the



The swastika appears on seals

from the Harappan civilization

of the Indus Valley, which

dates from about 2300 to

1700 B.C. Hinduism is a

living religion with roots in

this ancient culture.

fate of individuals for better or for

worse. Rural north Indians believe that

the Mula Nakshatra has the most dan-

gerous influence. A male child born

under that sign either dies or, if he

lives, brings ruin to his family.

Invoking the powerful planetary

gods as protection from a malign nak-

shatra was doubly appropriate because

of a connection between the graha and

the nakshatras. In Hindu mythology,

the lunar mansions were the daughters

of Daksha (Ritual-Skill), who gave

them to the moon as wives. The first

offspring of this union were four of the

graha: Mercury, Venus, Mars, and

Jupiter. The four small circles in the

angles of the intersecting arms of the

swastika drawn for the Mula Nakshatra

ceremony may represent these four

planets born from the union of the

moon and four nakshatras; this added
symbolic element would be appro-

priate in a ceremony for a nakshatra.

To use the identification of the swas-

tika with the graha based upon cere-

monies observed in 1978 as grounds

for a theory of the origins of the symbol

assumes some continuity of Indian reli-

gious tradition from ancient times to

the present. Such an assumption is by

no means unjustified. Links between

the Harappan civilization of the Indus

Valley, which dates from the third mil-

lennium B.C. . and modern Hinduism

appear well established. Stuart Pig-

gott, in Prehistoric India, concluded

that Harappan religion was "essen-

tially Indian from the start
. '

' The swas-

tika appears on Harappan seals, as does

the grid, another symbol that depicts

nine points and may also have repre-

sented the planetary deities.

The relationship of the swastika and

the planetary gods fits the history and

distribution of the symbol rather well.

The necessary astronomical knowl-

edge existed at the swastika's apparent

place of origin. The Mesopotamians
had identified the five planets, and they

had also learned to "half predict

eclipses," as American anthropologist

Alfred Kroeber phrased it. Thus, they

would have known about the ascending

and descending nodes of the moon.
Moreover, the Mesopotamians identi-

fied the planets with gods.

When the week was invented in

western Asia, the names of the Baby-
lonian planetary deities were used to

designate the days. As the week dif-

fused over the Old World, the peoples

who accepted it, such as the Greeks,

Romans, Germans, and Indians, re-

named the days after their own de-

ities. The connection of heavenly

body-god-weekday from India to

Europe coincides with the area most
anciently identified with the swastika,

strengthening its interpretation as a

symbol of the planetary gods. Its com-
parative absence in other areas of the

world also is in accord with this inter-

pretation. In Egypt, for example,

where the only planetary deity was the

sun god, the original symbolism of the

swastika would have had -little mean-
ing. TTie swastika was probably spread

as much by the migration of the Indo-

European tribes as by diffusion; in any

case, it is more closely identified with

speakers of Indo-European languages

than with other populations and has

found its greatest use among them.

Consideration of the swastika as a

symbol of the planetary deities would

simplify some matters that have
occupied archeologists and historians.

The problem of alternative forms of the

swastika could be reappraised. Sym-
bols that lack nine clearly defined

points in a three-by-three pattern are

probably in most cases not swastikas.

A reanalysis of such forms would bear

on the problem of the diffusion of the

swastika, especially its presence in the

New World. The various spirals and
crosses in circles that pass for swas-

tikas in the New World probably had

nothing to do with the hooked cross of

the Old World. The copper swastikas

from the Hopewell find, however, re-

main mysterious. Whether the

Hopewell swastikas are evidence of

Old World influence or were inde-

pendently invented in the New World,

it is hard to explain why the design was
not further diffused.

In recent times, there appear to have

been two peak periods of scholarly in-

terest in the swastika: the first about the

beginning of the twentieth century; the

second during the period of the Third

Reich in Germany. At present, analy-

sis of symbols is one of the noteworthy

interests in anthropology. Yet one of

the most famous—or infamous—sym-

bols of all has been largely ignored.

Because of the many archeological in-

vestigations in the Old and New
Worlds since the Second World War,
this would seem to be a good time to

advance our understanding of this mys-

terious symbol, which recalls the dei-

ties and demons that guided human
destiny at the dawn of civilization. Its

principal heirs, the Indo-European

speakers, still respond to its mystical

power. D
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In specific instances, the details

of Hindu ceremonial suggest that

the swastika symbolizes ancient

planetary gods. Left: A swastika

is central to a design that will

serve as the altar for a fire

ceremony. On one edge of the

surrounding square is a grid that

represents the graha, nine

planetary gods. Below: In a wedding
ritual, a faint swastika, drawn in

turmeric, is marked by nine piles

of rice. This arrangement

emphasizes the nine points contained

within the swastika's form.



Indian Fires of Spring
Hunters and gatherers of the Canadian

boreal forest shaped their habitat with fire

by Henry T. Lewis

Following years of research—and

sometimes acrimonious argument

—

environmental agencies across North

America have begun implementing

programs of prescribed burning. They
are setting low-intensity, controlled

fires to change or maintain natural en-

vironments. In addition, many fires

started by lightning are now allowed to

burn in high-altitude wilderness areas

where there are few human habitations

or timber resources. Such forestry

management burning is not new. It has

been carried out on a small scale for

several decades within certain re-

stricted habitat types, such as the long-

leaf pine forests of southwestern Geor-

gia. But the widespread change in offi-

cial attitude marks one of the more sig-

nificant developments of this century in

the forestry and range management
sciences.

We are just beginning to appreciate

the complexities and sophistication of

this age-old custom. Anthropologists

have noted habitat burning by nearly

all known populations of North Ameri-

can Indians. Similar reports from Latin

America, Africa, Eurasia, and Austra-

lia indicate the near universality of

these practices among other hunters

and gatherers, as well as among pas-

toralists. Unfortunately, the opportu-

nities for direct observation have all

but disappeared, except for isolated

portions of Africa, Southeast Asia, and

Australia where burning takes place

surreptitiously or in the face of ineffec-

tive law enforcement.

The Indians of Canada's northern

boreal forests, or taiga, are among
those who until recently employed fire

to control and alter selected habitats.

In Alberta's remote northern section,

Slavey, Beaver, Cree, Chipewyan,

and Metis (so-called half-breeds)

maintained the traditional practices

until the completion of the Mackenzie

Highway in 1949, when oil field devel-

opments brought an end to the region's

isolation. With the intrusion of roads

and communication systems, environ-

mental agencies were finally able to en-

force existing fire laws. Today, just

when provincial and national agencies

are discovering the advantages of con-

trolled burning, only the oldest Indi-

ans, those over sixty, can recount their

own folk science of fire. (Members of

the younger generation may remember

occasional, secretive firing of isolated

meadows, but they are usually poor or

unwilling informants because they

have been much influenced by public

attitudes about fire.) A Beaver Indian

woman reminisces:

Why the bush is so thick is because they

stop burning; the Indians stopped burning.

From about five miles from here you could

see straight prairie right to Childs Lake and

that timber. Did you ever see them
prairies? My goodness, I even remember.

It was really prairie , just prairie , you know

;

here and there you see little specks of

woods, and if there were trees there, they

were quite huge.

In northernmost Alberta, the largest

grassland areas are the intermittent

prairies of the lower Peace River basin,

which range in size from thirty to more

than one hundred square miles. Mead-

ows of but a few to several hundred

acres are scattered widely, and deep

within the boreal forest, there are small
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clearings, or swales, in areas that re-

main waterlogged throughout spring,

summer, and fall. The countryside is

also broken by meandering strands of

grassland associated with streams and

more swampy water drainages. These

boreal forest sloughs, all but impass-

able in the summer, are the favored

habitat of beavers, moose, muskrats,

snowshoe hares, voles, and mice.

To Canada's wheat growers, this re-

gion constimtes a last frontier where

forestlands are still being cleared for

highly mechanized cultivation. The

original pioneer farmers, however,

were not faced with vast, uninterrupted

stands of forest. Those early settlers

who arrived in the first quarter of this

cenmry with their hand tools and

horse-drawn plows found extensive

prairies and parklands that supported



untold numbers of woodland bison, the

remnant populations of which are

today found only in Wood Buffalo Na-
tional Park. ("My father told me that

long time back there were plenty of

buffalo here, all the way to Cold Lake.

We were Plains Cree, not like those

bush people up north . Now it's all bush
here too," complains a Cree Indian

from Frog Lake in central Alberta.)

George M. Dawson, a naturalist and
government surveyor, wrote in 1879:

The origin of the prairies of the Peace River
is sufficiently obvious. There can be no
doubt that they have been produced and are

maintained by fires. The country is natu-

rally a wooded one, and where fires have
not run for a few years, young trees begin

rapidly to spring up. The fires are, of

course, ultimately attributable to human
agency, and it is probable that before the

country was inhabited by the Indians it was
everywhere densely forest-clad.

TheHigh Level-Fort Vermilion prai-

rie, an area of roughly one hundred

square miles, was regularly burned

each year. Smaller prairie-meadows,

such as Tall Cree, John D'or Prairie,

and those at Hay Lake and Bistcho

Lake, were also fired, as were myriad

small meadows, swales, and sloughs.

Within the whole of northwestern Al-

berta, a region of some 26,000 square

miles, an estimated 650 square miles

was burned in any given year. Ironi-

cally, these fire-maintained prairies

provided a measure of preadaptation

for the pioneer farming that displaced

Indians from some of their prime hunt-

ing lands.

Along with less dynamic conditions

(climate, soil, exposure, topography.

John D'or Prairie, a grassland

created by the Indians ' traditional

use of controlled burning, is

still maintained by annual spring

fires authorized by the

Alberta Forest Service.

permafrost, availability of seed

plants), fire serves to counteract the

tendency toward forest uniformity. A
mix of variably aged forest, brush, and

grassland types provides for a greater

number as well as a diversity of plants

and animals. In setting fires according

to an intended pattern, hunter-gath-

erers can reap these benefits and, at the

same time, reduce the risks of natural



fires, whose frequency, intensity, ex-

tent, and effects are unpredictable.

In northern Alberta, Indian fires

were characteristically set during the

first week of spring. Such spring burn-

ing can maintain herbaceous plants at

high levels of productivity year after

year in selected sites, without disrup-

tive effects. This is favorable for bison

and other game animals, especially

species that frequent the border areas

separating forest, grassland, and
water. In the boreal forest regions of

northern Canada, these species include

moose, elk, deer, bears, snowshoe
hares, beavers, muskrats, and further

along the food chain, a variety of de-

pendent predators. Even caribou,

which depend mainly on the lichens

and mosses of mature forest stands,

will at times forage in clearings or

along sloughs and riverbanks.

Spring burning promotes early

growth, an important advantage to

hunting and gathering in a region with

only sixty to eighty frost-free days a

year. With its surface cleared and
blackened, the frozen soil of a meadow
is heated by the sun, and growth occurs

two to three weeks earlier, and is

lusher, than in unburned areas. In

northern latitudes, where the natural

recycling of nutrients is slow, fires also

help "unlock" nutrients, increasing

their availability to plants.

The practice of spring burning thus

aided the northern hunter-gatherers in

meeting their subsistence goals. Other

reasons for burning meadows, whether

close to campsites and settlements or

farther removed on traplines and hunt-

ing grounds, were to reduce fire haz-

ards, facilitate travel, improve berry

patches, provide firewood (from fire-

scarred trees and brush at the edges of

meadows), and decrease populations

of black flies and mosquitoes. Aes-

thetic and religious feelings were

bound up with these practical consid-

erations.' 'Windfalls—where there' s all

dead trees—those aren ' t good places
, '

'

says a Slavey Indian. "Nothing lives

there, nothing is any good. We set fire

to those places in the spring. That way
the fire makes the forest live again."

In controlling fires, the Indians made
the same fundamental evaluations em-
ployed in forestry and range manage-

ment today. Foremost was the rule of

seasonality: fires were set in spring, oc-

casionally autumn, never summer.
The conditions under which grass

fires may be set during the early weeks
of spring persist for only a few weeks
or, in some years, for but a few days.

By mid-April, forest openings are

cleared of snow and the exposed

grasses dry much more rapidly than the

trees, shrubs, and grasses in nearby

forests. The dry meadows and prairies

can be burned cleanly and evenly,

while snow may still be scattered

throughout the forest understory and

along the shaded edges of meadows.
The likelihood of fire spreading into the

denser vegetation is affected by such

factors as wind, fuel types, the depth

and density of cover, temperature,

north-south exposure, and slope; but

the most significant deterrent to the

spread of fire is the greater moisture

content of the fuel in the shaded, thick

bush or forest. Directly linked to this

are cooler temperatures and a higher

above-surface relative humidity. Rela-

tive humidity is the easiest and most

A meadow has become lush three

weeks following a spring fire, while

unburned dead grass (foreground)

inhibits new growth. With annual
burning, the grassland area expands
as trees on the periphery are affected.

frequently measured variable for indi-

cating differences in burning potential:

in the grasslands it ranges from 25 to

35 percent, while under canopies of

brush and trees it is from 45 to 55 per-

cent.

Also important for spring burning is

that soils are still damp or even frozen,

with the result that surface fires do not

injure the subterranean portions of dor-

mant plants. Later on—at the peak of

summer growth, for example—an in-

tense grass fire will not only consume
above-surface portions of plants but

can also adversely affect tillering or

damage root systems. Instead of stimu-

lating seasonal growth, fires in late

spring and throughout the summer will

destroy existing growth and can signif-

icantly set back both grasslands and

forests.

In northern Alberta, the potential for

forest fires increases dramatically im-

mediately following the safe-burning

period. The driest months of the year

are April, May, and much of June, and

as forestry records show for recent

years, the greatest number of forest

fires—sometimes large ones—occur

during the latter part of May through

mid-June. Although these fires are

caused predominantly by humans, they

demonstrate the possibility of fire

spreading from grasslands to bush after

the early weeks of spring. The largest

number of lightning-caused fires actu-

ally occur later, during the rainy season

that extends from the latter part of June

through July and August. With the

greater heat of the midsummer months,

these lightning fires are generally

larger and more disruptive.

The act of firing itself—whether it

involved a fire drill, flint and steel, or

matches—was simple enough, but

considerable knowledge was required

to carry out controlled burning effec-

tively and safely. Conditions differ

from day to day, even hour to hour, and

may vary within a single region.

All calculations included the partic-

ular time of day. At the onset of spring

burning, fires might be set at midday

to take advantage of higher tempera-
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GAZE in astonishment as. Renoir's
lovely "Seated Bather" (shown

above) appears on your wall aglow with
all the vibrant reds, blues and greens
of the Impressionist palette. Or, thrill

to Rembrandt's famed "Aristotle Con-
templating the Bust of Homer"—one of
the world's costliest works of art. Or,
marvel as you view Titian's allegorical

masterpiece "Sacred and Profane Love"
just as it appears in Rome's Borghese
Gallery.

Until today, unless you had the means
to travel among the world's great mu-
seums and private collections, you sim-
ply could not know these paintings so

intimately. Now, as a member of the
McGraw-Hill Color Slide Program of
Art Enjoyment, they are but a few of

the magnificent art works you will en-
joy and more richly understand as you
view them in dramatic full-size and
glowing original colors!

Accept this $1 demonstration offer

If you mail the attached card, you will

receive a unique Album containing 24
color slides of priceless works by Renoir,
Monet, Degas and other important Im-
pressionist painters. These exquisite
slides are produced to exacting specifi-

cations in Florence on 35mm. Kodak
film. They come in individual 2" x 2"

mounts and can be used in any home
slide projector. (If you do not own a
projector, see special offer below.)

The color slides, however, are only
one part of this elaborate Album.
Bound into the center is an illus-

trated 48-page book by Albert

Chatelet, Director of France's re-

nowned Lille Museum—with a
guide to each of the slide pictures

and the complete story of the
Impressionist era.

If this demonstration pleases you, you
will be offered a new slide-and-com-
mentary Album approximately every
six weeks. Among the Albums in this

series are Italian Renaissance Painting-

the Origins of Modern Art—Romanti-
cism and Realism— a.nd other Albums
covering every major art period.

The cost is surprisingly low

The least you might expect to pay for

24 color slides of comparable quality—
if the subjects were available from mu-
seums and private collections—is $18-

$24. Yet, as a subscriber to this new Pro-

gram, you pay only $12.95 for each com-
plete Album—including slides and illus-

trated guide book. You may take as few

or as many as you like, and may stop

whenever you wish.

Your Introductory Album only $1

No obligation to continue

Send no money now. W'e will ship your
introductory Color Slide Album of Im-
pressionist Paintings and enroll you as

a trial subscriber. If you are thrilled

with the demonstration, send only $1,

plus a few cents for tax and shipping.

Thereafter, you will be offered a new
Album approximately every six weeks
at the subscribers' low price of only

$12.95. If not delighted, however, you
may return the Introductory Album
within 15 days, and owe nothing. Mail

the attached card today.
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The Green Parajo/—Bcrlhe Morisot
Nude in the Xun—Auguste Renoir
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The Loge-Mnry Cassalt

. . . plus 12 other Impressionist classics!
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15 days for a full refund.
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tures and reduced humidity. A week or

two later in the season, fires would be

set early in the morning or late in the

evening to avoid drier conditions.

The year-to-year frequency with

which grasslands were burned was im-

portant, since a meadow choked with

several years' growth of weeds and

brush presented greater problems than

one regularly burned. Prairies and

meadows with tall, verdant grasses

were usually burned each year,

whereas the sparser grasses found on

sandy, poor soils were fired less fre-

quently. The particular frequency of

burning, like seasonality, is distinc-

tively human and sets apart the Indian

pattern of burning from the natural

cycle of boreal forest fires.

Wind speed and direction were used

to advantage, with a moderately strong

wind favored for most burns. The
overall size of an area was also taken

into consideration. A small meadow or

slough burned more quickly, reducing

the risk that conditions would change

before the burn could be completed.

Normally, the large prairie-parklands

were burned first, and these fires are

described as sometimes having lasted

several days.

Where the terrain sloped, more in-

tense fires were achieved by burning

uphill; less intense by burning down.
A Cree-Metis explains:

See, you start a fire at the top of a meadow
in the afternoon, when you feel the wind

change, the way the cool air does at that

time. This way the fire burns toward the

low part of the meadow where all the wet

grasses are. And then it just goes out. It's

safe. You have to know the wind. You
have to know how to use it.

A combination of natural and man-

made firebreaks was regularly em-

ployed. Streams, lakes, and bogs pro-

vided natural barriers, as did the higher

humidity levels of brush and trees. Ar-

tificial firebreaks included adjacent

burned areas, whose relatively drier

fuels had been fired several days ear-

lier. Also stands of brush and trees

within a previously burned meadow
could be intensively fired—sometimes

weeks after the initial burn—with the

aim of extending the area of grasslands

or obtaining ready-dried firewood.

Because Indian campsites were es-

tablished on the edges of grasslands,

the fireproofing of campsites was an in-

tegral part of burning meadows and

prairies in early spring. To protect the

habitations, fires were set so as to first

spot-burn within settlements and then

burn outward, before running fires

were set to clear the adjacent grass-

lands.

Finally, people could help control

fires . Watersoaked spruce boughs were

used by women and children to beat out

flames at the edges of meadows and

around settlements. Besides being rel-

atively ineffective, however, this was
considered unnecessary when control

factors were understood and "things

were done right." Similarly, the mod-
ern fire fighting equipment that is de-

ployed at a controlled burn is there, not

as part of the controls, but as a safe-

guard against an escaped, uncontrolled

fire.

Although perhaps less than one per-

cent of the total area burned each year,

the largest number of fires involved

grassy swales and sloughs. Such small

fires, which could be carried out by one
or two men, were set throughout the

areas covered in the annual round of

hunting and trapping. These grassy mi-

crohabitats within the boreal forest are

important for predator and prey alike.

A Slavey Indian discusses the concern

for maintaining both grass and forested

areas:

Lots of animals that live in the forest come
to the meadows and sloughs to hunt. Mar-

ten, like, they live in the woods but they

hunt lots in the grassy places—specially for

mice. So you don't want to burn the woods,

just the sloughs and meadows.

The necessary foresight is evident in

what another Slavey Indian has to say:

Trappers burned when they were on their

way home from spring hunting. At that

time of year it was safe, and they burned

because it made it better for them in the

winter with more animals to hunt and trap

for.

Not infrequently, the hunter-trapper

passed through areas before they could

be effectively burned, but this problem

was partly offset by setting delayed

fires. Campfires were left smoldering

so that they would flame up when the

grasses were sufficiently dry but the

forest still wet. This is remembered by

a Cree Indian:

When we'd come off trapline, it might be

too wet to burn the sloughs or creeks [creek

beds]. So we'd just build a big campfire

and leave it. Maybe couple of weeks later

even, when the grass is really dry, the

grasses would all get burned up, but the fire

wouldn't go anywhere because it was still

damp in the bush. We didn't worry about

campfires in the springtime; but you had to

be careful during the summer cause you

could start a helluva big fire.



The ponds created by beavers and

frequented by moose were of particular

value to the Indians. Although some
sloughs and streams were burned each

year, beaver habitat was burned less

frequently, as a Slavey Indian ex-

plains:

It makes a lot of difference for the trapper

if an area was once burned. It's easier to

attract animals to these areas. As for the

beaver, it takes a while before they move
into an area that was burned; about four

years after the burn. The reason it takes that

long for the beaver to come to the burned
places is that the aspen don't grow as fast

as grass and some other plants that grow
after a burn. It is good for the moose too.

Portions of northern Alberta are

along the flyways of, and provide sum-
mer habitat for, enormous numbers of

ducks and geese, and from May
through September waterfowl were
(and still are) a prime food source. The
shorelines of ponds and lakes were
fired so as to enhance them for the

ducks and geese that fed there. A Sla-

vey Indian describes the process:

We always burned just before all of the

snow melted, before the ducks had started

to nest. But we didn't burn after the ducks
had nested; we knew when to burn and
when not to burn. The spring fires made
things good for the ducks, and it was good
for all kinds of other animals too.

Muskrat, important for their meat
and fur, also depend upon shoreline

habitats. "Muskrats like to eat the

grass roots, like the reeds that grow
round a lake or pond," says a Cree
Metis. "When you burn them, the

roots grow more and it makes it good
for the muskrats." Because the reed

and grass fringes of ponds and lakes

contain more moisture than the open
meadows, they were fired later in the

spring burning period. In the absence
of regular burning, marshy grasses be-

come matted and die, part of the grad-

ual process by which bodies of water

are transformed into grasslands.

Like other forest types, the boreal

forests contain deadfall areas where as

a result of age, disease, and high
winds, trees lie in tangled and nearly

impenetrable jumbles. Such areas are

all but devoid of game and are likely

to ignite during summer lightning

storms, threatening to involve the sur-

rounding live forest in dangerous and
destructive fires. A Cree Indian ex-

plains how, in the spring, the Indians

fired such relatively dry deadfall areas:

When you burn the deadfall places it burns
for a long time, not like the meadows

—

they burn out fast. Because there's all those

dead trees. Maybe the next year you come
back, burn it some more, and then pretty

soon it's all open and the moose really like

those places.

As forests age, the intensity of fires

increases substantially with the build-

up of older trees, dead wood, and de-

caying plant material. In the normal
course of events, older stands of trees

and the accumulations of forest-floor

litter are periodically removed and the

forest thinned or regenerated as a result

of lightning fires or, since the arrival

of hunter-gatherers in the New World,
man-made fires . Our historically recent

attempts to eliminate all fires have re-

sulted in greater and greater amounts
of fuel and ever larger, more disruptive

conflagrations. "This place used to be

called First Prairie, and it was all open-

like then. But now we got brush, trees,

and you get a [summer] fire now and
you got a helluva time

, '

' warns a Cree-

Metis from Hay Lake. "Everything
going to get burned up-like. When
there were spring fires it wasn't so bad,

even maybe you get a summer fire. But
now. ..."

The crown fires that annually de-

stroy hundreds of thousands of acres of

timber and brush—sometimes in fire

storms with extreme temperatures of

570° to 750°F—were undoubtedly less

common prior to 1900. This was be-

cause natural fires were unchecked,

and because the Indians, through their

practices of early spring or late fall

burning, added to the diversity of plant

communities. What ecologists have

now clearly established is that mosaics

of young-to-mature plant communities

are better protected against the incur-

sions of fire, disease, and bug infesta-

tion than are the more uniform, deca-

dent stands of aging brush and trees.

The Indians' knowledge of the use

and effects of burning was enriched by
their religious and ethical beliefs, in a

way perhaps similar to the conser-

vation ethic valued by present-day nat-

uralists. Despite differences in cultural

emphases. Slavey, Beaver, Cree, md
Chipewyan understood their forest

habitats as complex, interrelated sys-

tems of causes and effects. They fol-

lowed a practical, straightforward

logic, and as with modern arguments

in favor of the use of controlled burn-

ing, they recognized that selected and

prescribed burning was not simply an

imitation of the natural fire regime.

"They must be very wise, eh? Those

people? That time?" says one Beaver

Indian woman. D
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Arts

AUTHENTIC IROQUOIS "Old Broken Nose" False-
face, hand carved, $80.00, request photo. McCoy
Imports. Liberty, NY 12754

HANDCARVED, wooden Guatemalan tribal masks.
Primitive/grotesque. Approximately 6" x 12". $15
postpaid Some 24" high and elaborately painted,
$38 postpaid Also, superb Barracuda machetes
from El Salvador, with ornate handcrafted leather

sheaths $16 postpaid Pan Imports, Box 235, Keene,
NH 03431

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects
invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHM, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 10011

Books

FREE BOOK CATALOGUE Birds, Fishes, Mollusca,
Amphibians & Reptiles, Geology, Ivlexico: Travel &
Anthropology, Math. Engineering. Tolliver's Books
1634-NN Stearns Drive. Los Angeles, CA 90035

NATURAL HISTORY. BIRD BOOKS, Out-of-Print,

Rare. Catalogues $1. Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield. ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS. Rare, Out-of-Print.

Special Limited Edition imports. North American
Agent for publications of the British Museum (Natural
History). Rudolph Wm. Sabbot—Natural History
Books. PO Box 772. Woodland Hills. CA 91365
(213)346-7164

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Or-
nithology, Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1 00. Book
Chest. 19 Oxford Place. Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS.
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton.
98-55 Clapboard. Danbury, CT 06810

Camps

NATURAL SCIENCE CAMP in Canada,
, . . Co-ed,

ages 8-14, Serious nature study plus wilderness
canoe tripping. Banding birds, collecting minerals,
investigating marshes, etc Small informal groups.
Camp Blue Heron, Box NH, 511 Moms Place, Shll-

lington, PA 19607

Collectors' Items

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries.
25 different 35« Geo. Ford, P.O. Box 5203-M. Gulf-

port, FL 33737

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS, 1880's 1949, 33
different—$2.99, Catalogue 25e Edel's, Carlyle, IL

62231

70-1 10 YEAR OLD MAPS. All States. Stamp for Cata-
logue Northern Map Dept. HN. Dunnellon, FL 32630

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, Berlin 1 1 , West Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, fhendship,
Asian Exchange. Stehekin, WA 98852

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA
. NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! Jobs!

Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—Moneyback
Guarantee! "Australia Commission," Department
894-C1. National Press Building. Washington. DC.
20045

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75.000
jobs! Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportu-
nities. Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box
4116-NH, Hayward. CA 94540

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2.00. Interna-

tional Opportunities, Box 19107-RM, Washington.
DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries, All

occupations. Big Pay. Free transportation. Tax bene-
fits Latest Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld,
Box 645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . . . Intermountain-
4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: School, college
openings: U.S.A. $5.95. Abroad $5.95. Placement
sources U.S.A. $4.95; abroad, $4,95. EISF, Box 662.
Newton. MA 02181

Financial

BUSINESSES FOR SALE, Michigan. State price
range up to $1 ,500,000. Send $1 .00 for brochure to

Marvin Wyant. Broker. 1706 Tanbark, Jackson, Ml
49201

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government, (Never
repay ) Also, cash loans available. All ages eligible

Complete information, $2 (refundable). Surplus
Funds-NH, 1629 K St.. #502. Washington. DC.
20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries! Sampler: 5/$2,98. Free Brochure. Multi-

newspapers. Box DE-20A, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

ETHNICUISINE, 15 recipes any country. Full direc-

tions layman's terms $4 00 US. SASE. Box
12112NH2, Denver, CO 80212

HEARTY LUMBERJACK ROLLS, a homestead family

recipe. Send $2/SASE to: Cookhouse. 951 E. York-
shire, Stockton, CA 95207

INFORMAL FRENCH COOKING COURSE with his-

tory and mythology behind dishes prepared. Call

(212) 989-1519 eve. for more information.

PERSIMMON PUDDING RECIPE Unusual and deli-

cious. Send $1.00 and SASE to: Ballif's Breadbox,
P.O Box 591, Beverly Hills, CA 90213

RARE—WATERLESS COOKWAREI Carbon core,

stainless steel. Free Brochure. Valrog Ltd., 2114
Cypress Street, Wantagh, NY 11793

TEXICAN CHILI. Deliciously unique. Mild or hot. $1.

SASE. Chili, 535 E, Dale, Muskegon. Ml 49442

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY," Buy 500,-

000 Items (including Jeeps) low as 2? on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2,00 Surplus
Disposal. Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS—$35.20—CARS—$23,50—450,000 items!

Government Surplus—Most Comprehensive Direc-

tory Available tells how, where to buy—Your Area

—

$2 00—Moneyback Guarantee—Government Infor-

mation Services. Box 99249-DC1 , San Francisco. CA
94109

Merchandise

BOOMERANGS—INCREDIBLE RETURN! Unique
gift, fun sport Order free catalogue. Fast service!

BoomerangMan, 31 0-8 Park, Monroe. LA 71201

CEILING FANS. These functional, attractive units

come in white or coppertone and with 5 speed regu-
lators. They are fully warranteed. of course, and
should pay for themselves expeditiously with heat
savings. They'll also cool your house delightfully in

summer with minimal wattage. 48" fan, $94. Other
sizes and integral light fixtures available. Pan Im-
ports. Box 235, Keene. NH 03431

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES. Free color bro-

chure. Marchele Co. Dept. NHE. 720 Fort Washing-
ton Ave.. New York. NY 10040

FLANNEL SHEETS. 100% cotton, white, center
seam. 94 x 108, $9. 70 x 108, $8.50. Pair Pillow-

cases, $3.50. Free catalogue, swatches. Cloth-
crafters NH, Elkhart Lake, Wl 53020

NATURAL CYPRESS WOOD FURNISHINGS. Clocks,
Gifts. Free brochure. Natural Forest, 1815 S, Federal
Hwy.. Boynton Beach, FL 33435

Miscellaneous

ARE YOU CURIOUS as to how to trace your origins.

If so. send $2.00 to Information Technologies. Inc..

Box 311, 2619 Ponton Avenue, Bronx. New York
10461

Music

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND KITS—Harpsi-
chords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,
lutes, guitars. Free catalogue, Hughes. 4419 West
Colfax, NH, Denver, CO 80204

RECORDS—TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend
certificates; 100% guarantees Free details. Discount
Music Club. 650 Main St., Dept. 25-0180, New Ro-
chelle, NY 10801

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE, Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.
Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars. " published in Audubon Mag-
azine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

SPECIAL OPTICS LENS CLEANING/Polishing
Paper. Booklet 1004"x6" sheets $2.00, Falcon Prod-
ucts, Inc. Box 331 -NH, Hialeah, FL 33011

Photography

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Highest quality 35mm slides from the collection of the
Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology, Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.
Dept. 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850

COLOR FILM PROCESSING from 35mm, 120, 220
negative films. All printed as 5x7" enlargements. 36
exposures $18.00. 24 exposures $12.00. 20 expo-
sures $10.00, 16 exposures $9.00, 12 exposures
$7.50. Add 10% S & H charges. Send check to Tocky
Run Photo, 1438 SOM Center, Cleveland. OH 44124

Real Estate

CARIBBEAN: Choice, unspoiled, oceanfront proper-
ties. Free sales packet Write Robert Allen. Broker,

Cossayuna, NY 12823

FREE . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 2045-U Railway Ex-

change BIdg, 61 1 Olive St , St Louis, MO 63101, Ph.

Toll-Free: 1-800-821-2599; MO. Res. Ph. Toll-Free:

1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities' "CSovernment Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings—$2 00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-

RM, Washington, DC 20036



NEW! FREE! Big Spring Catalogue! Over 5.400
country properties described, pictured! Land,
Farms, Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement
buys! Selected best thruout the U-S. Over 700 of-

fices, 43 states All Across America! Yours Free from
the World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd
St., Dept, 5390, New York, NY 10017

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3 50/ACRE! New Buyer's
Guide shows how! Vacation! Investment! $2—Mon-
eyback Guarantee! "Surplus Lands Bureau," 894-
E1 , National Press Building, Washington. DC. 20045

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. From $650 for two weeks. Please
write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

FLORIDA LUXURY GULF CONDO. $325 per month,
four month minimum, Oct-March, 291 5 West 27th St

Panama City, FL 32405

VIRGIN ISLANDS, Limestone Reef Terraces. Excel-

lent view, service. Efficiencies $35, for 2 Island Vaca-
tions, RD 4, Princeton, NJ 08540. (201) 329-6309

Resorts

FREE! Map/Birdllst—Chiricahua Mountains Area

—

plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch. Box F-1 . Portal, AZ 85632

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver

City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in the
company of expert naturalist guides Each cross-
country skiing vacation is five days Limited to eight
guests. Geared to beginners, intermediates and ex-
perts. Daily sojourns into the 18,000-acre St. Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild" lakes, ponds,
forests and mountains Excellent winter birding and
chance to observe habitats of deer, beaver, bobcat,
coyote, bear, fox, otter, pine marten, fisher, mink
Evenings spent in cozy backcountry lodge. Hearty
homecooked meals Fireside programs feature
noted ecologists. historians, photographers, conser-
vationists. Adirondack Ski Tours. McMaster Rd.,
Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (518) 891-1080

ADVENTURE—STUDY TOURS. England: Children's
Literature; Nepal: Psychology and Meditation: India:

Performing Arts; New Guinea: Arts Festival; Thailand,
Burma, Sri Lanka and Nepal: Buddhism. Other
unique study lours to Java and Bali; Spam and Israel,

Eastern Europe and Russia; Africa; Mexico and Gua-
temala; Peru and Bolivia. Small Groups, expert lead-
ership College credit available. The Way of Travel,
Inc. 507 Lincoln Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95060

ADVENTURES—OBSERVE WHALES during winter
breeding. January through April, in Mexico's la-

goons. Sea of Cortez, Maui Hawaii, and Hudson's
Bay. Wildlife and natural history trip to Kenya, Zam-
bia. Zaire, Rwanda, and Galapagos. Small groups
conducted by expert leaders. Write for catalogue
Adventures International. 4421 -N Albert, Oakland,
CA 94619

BACKPACK THE SALMON RIVER WILDERNESS; the
"River of No Return" wilderness of Idaho. Beautiful,
rugged and wild. Trips for all abilities; running spring,
summer and fall. College credit available. Small, per-
sonal groups. Write or phone: David Petersen, Wil-
derness Trails, P.O. Box 9252. Moscow. ID 83843
(208) 882-1955 or (208) 634-2794

CANOE ARCTIC. Fly-in canoe expeditions into the
Heart of North America's last great wilderness—the
tundra and taiga of Canada's Northwest Territories
Discover the warm dry summers, spectacular sce-
nery, and unparalleled wildlife concentrations of a

land untouched by man. Photograph caribou herds.
white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzly, rich birdlife.

Virgin fishing. Six person parties assembled and
guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran
arctic canoeist All food and equipment provided.
Previous canoeing experience an asset but not es-
sential for all. Two-way radio. 12 days from $975; 18
days from $1275. For brochure write: Canoe Arctic
Inc., 9 John Beck Cres. S., Brampton, Ontario, Can-
ada L6W 2T2

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA.
July-September. Small groups with licensed guides.
Excellent food Wnte: Granville Nickerson (N). RR4
Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia BOS 1A0. Canada

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers!

Let our unique publications guide you through unu-
sually fascinating places. Ideal for railpass users.
Free catalogue Great Trips. Box 5199-N. New York.
NY 10017

EVEREST AND SIKKIM 1980 nature treks with Bob
and Linda Fleming, naturalists, authors ("Birds of

Nepal; Kathmandu Valley"). Everest National Park:
April-May (23 days). Sikkim (Kangchenjunga) Oct-
Nov (25 days). Himalayan birds, mammals, plants,

peaks, Sherpas. Nature Himalayas, 2726 Mocking-
bird, Kalamazoo, Ml 49008

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members.
Register with ERI to make your experience available
to expedition leaders. Archeology. Geology. Moun-
taineering. Oceanography. Ornithology. Paleonto-
logy. Sailing. Speleology. Zoology. Professors, insti-

tutions, expeditions, others use our research serv-
ices for locating personnel and information on coun-
tries, permits, maps, equipment discounts, funding
and more. Write: Expedition Research. Inc.. Box
467N. Annapolis, MD 21404

EXPLORE GUATEMALA/PERU- Two-week hiking,

canoeing and backpacking tours in CSuatemala and
Peru are designed to explore the natural wonders,
archaeological treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries. Write: High Country
Passage, Box 1100-NH, Hamilton, MT 59840

FASCINATING EGYPT/HOLY LAND/AFRICA: 10-

day and longer trips, fully guided, for sophisticated
travelers. Groups or Freelance. Forum Travel. 2437
Durant. Berkeley. CA 94704

HAWAII. NATURAL HISTORY TOUR Three islands.
April 5-14. 1980 Golden Gate Audubon Society
sponsored- Native birds, plants. Write: South Ameri-
can Wilderness Adventures. 1 760-H Solano Avenue.
Berkeley, CA 94707

Wilderxieas Eacpecaitionsl

Laguna San Ignacio, winter home of tl e California

Gray Whale or on our 5 day expeditic ns to Baia's

remote offshore islands. Group rat s available.

V For information-
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jEjfe, b30 Broadway, Su tel224(NI

P^'^gg^S-. San Diego, CA 92101
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ailable on our Christmas trip DEC 26 - JAN. 2

ITALIA ADAGIO eschews the forced marches of con-
ventional travel and explores the cities of central Italy

where mass tourism cannot go with Frieda Yamins,
American painter who has maintained a studio in

Florence for nineteen years You'll enjoy the elegance
of exquisite castle hotels and the fine Italian art of

exuberant dining! Departures June 21 and July 18
Detailed brochure available from: Italia Adagio. 162
Whaley Street. Freeport, New York 1 1520 (516) 868-
7825

LEARNING ADVENTURES. Six days exploring Ana-
sazi-Hopi-Navajo land, or Cheyenne-Crow-Lewis &
Clark Country. Ecologist, Anthropologist lecturers.

Camp out in incomparable scenery. Authentic expe-
nences. J G. Middleton, 13148 Georgia St., Boulder
City. NE 89005

LEGENDARY PERU (Bolivia. Ecuador. Galapagos)
and Maya (Mexico. Guatemala): 9-day and longer
trips. Fully escorted. Reasonably priced, for sophisti-
cated travelers. Groups or Freelance. Forum Travel,
2437 Durant, Berkeley. CA 94704

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpack-
ing, bus University or Continuing Education credit as
appropriate. Write Education Department, Chihua-
huan Desert Research Institute, Box 1334. Alpine TX
79830

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals, wild-
flowers. Small groups to United States, Britain,

Europe. Alaska. Himalayas. Bhutan. West Africa.

World Nature Tours. Box 693a. Silver Spring. MD
20901

NEPAL. PERU. PAKISTAN. AFRICA—hiking, nature
and mountain expeditions all over the worid. 72-
page, four-color 1980 catalogue available. Include
$1 for postage. Mountain Travel, 1398-NHSolanoAv-
enue, Albany. CA 94706

NEPAL, SRI LANKA, INDIA—Small group natural his-

tory explorations support local conservation projects.
Journeys, Box 7545NH. Ann Arbor. Ml 48107

SACRED MONKEY EXPEDITIONS international river

expedition Mexico and Guatemala. Exploration of

the Usumacinta River & its ancient Mayan jungle
cities Bonampak. Yaxchilan. Piedras Negras. Pa-
lenque. Two weeks. Feb-April. Write: Silverstar. Box
363N. Jerome. AZ 86331

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS. See the
fabulous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist- Brad's Tours. 401 E.

Mercer #31 D. Seattle. WA 98102.

WHALE EXPEDITIONS, come to Newfoundland this

summer and enjoy a spectacular holiday expedition
to observe the great whales, seabirds and porpoises.
For color brochure write: Ocean Contact. Trinity,

Newfoundland, AOC 280, Canada

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles,
whales, glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp. Box 827.
Valdez. AK 99686

WILDLIFE VACATIONS in Scotland. Orkney. Shet-
land. Iceland Write International Airmail: Caledonian
Wildlife Services. Kingsmills Gardens. Inverness IV2

3LU, Scotland

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified \s $150 per inch. All advertisements must
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Sky Reporter

A Star in Trouble
Within our galaxy there is a star

with unusual emissions that have
puzzled astronomers around the world

A star unlike any other previously

known is under scrutiny by astron-

omers. Although still preliminary, the

studies have inspired several imagina-

tive theories and much commentary in

the press. SS 433, as the star is known,
has even been the subject of a mono-
logue on the "Saturday Night Live"
television program.

The most striking property of SS
433, and the one that has brought it

such great notoriety, is the presence in

the star's spectrum of pairs of emission

lines, instead of single ones, with huge
blue and red shifts. These pairs of lines

are emitted by hot gas that is streaming

away from the star in opposite direc-

tions at about one-fourth the speed of

light. (The blue shift indicates matter

approaching the earth; the red shift,

matter receding from the earth. This

phenomenon is known as the Doppler
effect.) An emission line, a charac-

teristic spectral signature of an ele-

ment, appears as a bright, thin band in

the spectrum—the array of colors, or

wavelengths of radiant energy, that we
see when white light passes through a

prism. Large red shifts have been ob-

served before, in distant galaxies and
quasars, but this is the first known case

of a large blue shift in any celestial

spectrum, and the first case of a large

red or blue shift in a star within our

own Milky Way galaxy.

In the case of SS 433, the pairs of

emission lines with red and blue shifts

move constantly back and forth along

the spectrum. The two lines of each

pair always move in opposite direc-

tions. Thus the blue- and red-shifted

lines of a pair sometimes actually cross

each other, so that the hydrogen atoms,

say, that were streaming toward the

earth then stream in the opposite direc-

tion and vice versa.

The moving spectral lines of SS 433
were discovered by a team of Califor-

nia scientists led by Bruce Margon, an

energetic young astronomer at the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles.

After the initial observation was made
on August 2, 1978, Margon persuaded

colleagues from UCLA and from the

Lick Observatory near San Jose, Cali-

fornia, to record what he termed the

"bizarre" spectrum at every opportu-

nity. The team members ranged from
a graduate student to a department
chairman. With a battery of telescopes

on Mount Hamilton, Mount Palomar,

and Mount Wilson in California, and
with another telescope on Kitt Peak in

Arizona, they were able to observe SS
433 whenever circumstances permit-

ted.

The spectrum of SS 433 is so un-

usual that at first Margon could not

identify the atoms that emit three of the

strongest spectral lines, although such

identifications are usually duck soup

for a professional astronomer. Even
the physical process that shifted the

lines was uncertain at that time. The
California researchers considered the

possibility that the familiar Doppler ef-

fect was at work; that is, that the line

shifts were due to motions of the light-

emitting matter. In the case of SS 433,

however, the Doppler interpretation

seemed unreasonable. The implied ve-

locities of the light-emitting matter

and, especially, the changes in velocity

from week to week were considerably

greater than those found before in any

star.

Throughout the fall of 1978, theCal-

ifornians monitored the curious spec-

trum of SS 433. Although the puzzling

results had not yet been announced, I

was given a preview on a late October

visit to the control room of the four-

meter telescope at Kitt Peak. There,

Holland C. Ford, a UCLA astronomer

noted for galaxy studies, punched

some buttons and two spectra of the

star appeared on a computer display

screen . Ford had recorded them on two

previous nights. Each had a different

pattern from any spectrum I had seen

before, and the differences between the

two were pronounced.

By late fall the California team was
examining the possibility that the star

might possess an intense magnetic

field, perhaps 100 million times

stronger than the magnetic field of the

earth. In so strong afield, spectral lines

can split into pairs, each consisting of

a blue-shifted and a red-shifted line.

This process, called Zeeman splitting,

is named for the Dutch physicist who
discovered it when he placed a flame

between the poles of a powerful elec-

tromagnet.

A second research team was already

analyzing a critical test of the idea that

Zeeman splitting produces the red and

blue shifts in the spectrum of SS 433.

According to known physical princi-

ples, if an intense magnetic field were
present on SS 433, the emission lines

would be circularly polarized. In circu-

larly polarized light, the direction of

vibration of the light waves rotates like

the blade of an electric fan as the light

wave travels through space. Led by
James Liebert, an expert on polarized

light astronomy at the University of

Arizona, the second team had searched

for circular polarization in the spec-

trum of SS 433. They found no meas-

urable polarization and began to reex-

amine the idea that the huge line shifts

are produced by the Doppler effect.

In particular, the Arizona group

(which also included astronomers from

the Universities of Michigan and

Toronto) reasoned that if the line shifts

were due to the Doppler effect, all the

lines should be affected in a similar

manner. In other words, if one line

were red shifted by 10 percent in wave-

length, then every other red-shifted

line should be shifted by a like percent.

The early Arizona data on SS 433

seemed roughly consistent with this

Doppler interpretation, although there

were uncertainties. The astronomers

felt that they needed further spectra in
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order to tell whether, when the lines

moved along the spectrum, their new
red shifts would again correspond to

equal percentages of their wave-
lengths. Unfortunately, as the earth re-

volved around the sun, SS 433 soon

became unobservable. In California

and Arizona, the two groups impa-

tiently awaited the late winter when,

due to the earth's motion, SS 433

would again be in view.

The Arizona team was able to reob-

serve SS 433 in late February 1979,

while the California astronomers did

not get a crack at it until mid-March.

As Margon later described it to me, the

mid-March spectra, obtained at Lick

Observatory, had caught SS 433 in a

phase when the red and blue shifts were

relatively small. Each emission line

pair was then closely spaced and there

could be no doubt of the true, unshifted

wavelengths. This made the identifica-

tion of the emitting atoms certain. Ad-
ditionally, it was now obvious that the

lines were not simply pairs. They were
triplets, each consisting of a central,

so-called stationary line, and the no-

ticeably changing red- and blue-shifted

members. The pattern was in complete

agreement with the expectations of

Doppler theory, as was already recog-

nized by the Arizonans, but there was
no explanation for the very rapid veloc-

ity of the matter that produces the shift-

ing lines or for the changes in the line

shifts.

If the Arizonans reached their con-

clusion first, the Californians had an

equally interesting finding. Plotting a

graph of the velocities corresponding

to all the line shifts on all the dates of

observation, they found that the lines

were shifting back and forth in a repeti-

tive manner , with a period of about 1 60
days.

Theoretical astrophysicists strug-

gled to explain what kind of moving,
luminous matter might be connected

with SS 433 and produce the large and

Frank E. Brown
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Choose From Many OYNASCOPES'^'
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pocketbook is simple when you select a
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periodically changing Doppler shifts.

One class of theories ascribed the spec-

tral lines and their peregrinations to a

thin ring of luminous gas, wobbling in

space like the rim of a spinning, lean-

ing top, each wobble lasting 160 days.

Matter circulating around the postu-

lated ring at high speed would move
toward the observer along half the cir-

cuit, producing blue-shifted lines, and

then recede around the other half ring,

generating red-shifted emissions.

According to the ring theories, as

proposed in various forms by theorists

in England, Israel, and the United

States, SS 433 is a giant black hole,

with a mass of 100,000 to a million

times that of our sun. Surrounding the

hole, it is supposed, is the ring that

(depending on which learned specula-

tor one consults) consists either of mat-

ter sucked up from the thin gas of inter-

stellar space by the powerful gravity of

the black hole or of material drawn out

from an unfortunate companion star or

planet, doomed to circle the hole as its

guts are inexorably extracted by the

same immense force.

The menace of a giant black hole can

be disregarded, I'm relieved to say,

thanks to recent findings by three ex-

pert observational astronomers in Brit-

ish Columbia. Led by David Crampton

of the Dominion Astrophysical Obser-

vatory in Victoria, the three made a

detailed study of the "stationary" lines

of SS 433. Last August they reported

that even these lines shift back and

forth in the spectrum, although by

rather small amounts. This shifting has

a period of thirteen days and almost

surely represents the orbital motion of

a binary star. Analysis of the orbital

motion shows that the two stars in the

binary are each no more than about

twice as massive as our sun. Thus, the

posited enormously massive black hole

can be ruled out. Within a week of the

Canadian report, the thirteen-day

periodicity was confirmed by two

physicists from the University of Ore-

gon, who found a variation of similar

period in the brightness of SS 433.

In line with current thinking, one

member of the SS 433 binary system

is a relatively normal star, while the

other is a highly condensed object,

probably a neutron star or white dwarf.

According to this theory (of which

there are several variations), the nor-

mal star is losing matter to its con-

densed companion. As the transferred

mass spirals inward to the smaller star,

it forms a hot, flat gaseous structure,

called an accretion disk. Near the hub

of the disk, or perhaps even at the cen-

tral position of the condensed star, a

fraction of the accreting gas is expelled

at right angles, above and below the

disk, possibly by pressure from gas or

radiation or by magnetic forces. At any

given time, one jet of gas produces

light with blue-shifted spectral lines, as

seen from the earth, while the oppo-

sitely directed jet emits the red-shifted

lines. The accretion disk wobbles,

causing the two jets to trace out cones

in the sky once every 160 days. Thus,

the highly shifted and noticeably

changing spectral lines studied by the

California and Arizona groups come
from the jets of matter. The stationary

lines are emitted elsewhere, perhaps

from gas streaming between the two

stars of the binary system. Such a gas

stream would revolve with respect to

our line of sight once every thirteen

days, as the two stars go around their

orbits.

The foregoing is a necessarily con-

densed account of the findings about

SS 433, which is also a source of radio,

infrared, and X-ray radiation. The star

is under study with a wide variety of

telescopes on the earth and in space

satellites. From the visible-light stud-

ies that I have described, we now know
that it is a sort of giant lawn sprinkler

in the sky, spraying hot gas out in two

revolving streams. The next question

is, Where did it come from?

Maps of the surrounding area made
with radio telescopes show that SS 433

is in the direction of the central region

of a supernova remnant called W50.
The latter is the expanding cloud of gas

ejected in the explosion of a massive

star perhaps 20,000 to 30,000 years

ago. It seems likely that the condensed

object of the SS 433 binary system is

the remaining core of this exploded

star. Although a mere cinder of its

former self, the core is feeding on the

substance of its companion star. This

process is inherently unstable and can-

not go on forever. By an as yet uncer-

tain means, the core is also converting

some of this feedstock into the high-

speed jets that wobble slowly as they

shoot out into space, signaling across

the galaxy that out there, there exists

what UCLA's Margon once termed a

"star in some terribly weird kind of

trouble."

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratory for Astronomy

and Solar Physics atNASA 's Goddard

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland.



An Art Book
ThatTookCenturies
To Create

It took the American Museum of
Natural History four years to arrange its

exceptional exhibition of more than 500
pieces of ancient gold from Colombia.
But those few years are a brief time
when compared with the decades arche-
ologists have spent digging (literally!)

and studying the gold artifacts from
tombs, caves, and buried sites. And all

that time is short when compared with
the many centuries prehistoric Indians
practiced their craftsmanship and artis-

try to create these treasures.
So when it became the United States

sponsor for this outstanding collection,

the American Museum faced a dilemma.
Could we do justice to all this effort and
scholarship and beauty? We think we
have. First, by dramatically displaying
Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of Co-
/omb/a in one of our largest halls. The
glowing reports from visitors tell us our
efforts have been worthwhile. If you
don't have a chance to see the show for
yourself in New York, we hope you will

see it in Chicago, San Francisco, or New
Orleans on its year and a half tour.

The second challenge for the Ameri-
can Museum was the creation of an
appropriate book to accompany the ex-

hibition. We decided against a tradi-

tional catalog; against a small, boring
volume with tiny black-and-white pic-

tures that could never do justice to these
fine objects. Instead, we decided to pre-
sent a select number of the finest pieces
of pre-Columbian gold in a large, stun-
ning format. And to represent the three
important elements that make a great
art book we chose outstanding profes-
sionals.

First, photographer Lee Boltin. One
of the greatest photographers of art ob-
jects, he also took the famous pictures
of the Tutankhamun show. We sent him
abroad to find and record great pieces
of pre-Columbian art.

Second, archeologist Warwick Bray,
from the University of London. One of
the world's foremost authorities on pre-
Columbian art. Bray is also a skilled

writer, able to present fascinating back-
ground in a succinct, readable essay in

the book. Dr. Bray organized the Colom-
bian gold exhibition in London.

Third, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Amer-
ica's leading publisher of fine art books.
In a co-publishing venture with the
American Museum, Abrams designed
the book, supervised the preparation of

30 large color plates, and monitored the
fine-quality printing.

The result is an unprecedented exhi-

bition book. It is bold and big—each
plate is 16 by 11 1/2 inches—bigger than
this magazine opened up. The paper is

heavier than most posters. In fact, many
persons have purchased two copies of

the book in order to have one set of
these fine art prints for framing.

And now for the happy ending. Be-
cause the Museum is a co-publisher, we
are able to offer this soft-bound art book

at a major savings from its normal retail

price of $12.50. We are pleased to offer

Gold of El Dorado to subscribers for only
$8.95—a 28% savings off its regular
price. This special offer is valid only
during the exhibition and only while our
limited supply lasts. We suggest that

you order one or more copies immedi-
ately. Of course, if you are not satisfied

after you have had an opportunity to

examine it in your home, simply return

the book and the Museum will refund
the purchase price.

Natural
History
Books

Gold of El Dorado Book
American Museum of Natural History
77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

YES, I want to purchase. copy/ copies of the Gold of El Dorado book.
I n enclose payment of/Q authorize you to charge me $8.95 per copy (plus
$1.00 for shipping and handling).

My name

My address.

City .State. -Zip.

For charge orders only:

Charge to: Q Master Charge n VISA
n American Express Diners Club

Interbank* (Master Charge Only) I

^|

Account # i

=^
(All digits) ! -^

Expiration Date

Signature
(required if using credit card)

(Make checks payable to American Museum of Natural History)

Order

book(s) @ $8.95 $

Shipping and handling $1.00
N.Y. Sales Tax (if

applicable)

TOTAL $



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is in the constellation Sagittarius in early

January, moves into Capricornus on about the 19th, and into Aquarius

by mid-February. Although the sun passed the winter solstice on De-

cember 22 (the "shortest" day of the year), the latest sunrise doesn't

occur until January 4. While the time of sunrise changes little in January,

sunset will come noticeably later, causing daylight to lengthen rapidly

in the evening.

The moon is nearly full at the beginning of the month and quickly

moves into the morning sky. It will present an exceptional view as it

moves past Regulus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn from January 5 to 9 and

again from February 1 to 4. January phases are: full on the 2nd, last-

quarter on the 10th, new on the 17th, first-quarter on the 24th, full again

on the 31st. In February, last-quarter is on the 9th, new moon on the

16th. Apogee (when the moon is farthest from the earth) is on the 8th

in January, 4th in February. Perigee (nearest the earth) is on January

19 and February 17.

Stars and Planets Venus is brightening and moving into the part of

the ecliptic that keeps it high above the horizon after sundown. It be-

comes very prominent in January, appearing higher and remaining later

each night. Look in the west soon after sunset. After Venus sets, look

for Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn to rise in the east, beginning about 9:00

P.M. Those three objects, together with the star Regulus to their right,

make an exceptional sight from about 10:00 p.m., when they are well

up in the southeast, until dawn. Jupiter is the brightest among them.

Mars is next and brightening rapidly; Regulus to their right and Saturn

to their left are about equally bright.

January 3: The earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun.

January 5-9: The waning moon is nearest Regulus on the night of

the 5th, Mars and Jupiter on the 6th, and Saturn on the 7th and 8th.

January 7: Saturn begins its retrograde (westerly) motion.

January 17: Mars begins its retrograde motion. All three planets in

the late night sky. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, are now moving westerly

(retrograde). This will take all of them slowly closer to the star Regulus,

while Mars moves closer to Jupiter, and both Mars and Jupiter move

slowly away from Saturn. You can readily see these changes taking place

if you watch them during the weeks ahead.

January 19-20: The crescent moon and Venus will present an inter-

esting view in the early evening sky.

January 21: Mercury is at superior conjunction, in line with but

beyond the sun, and it now enters the evening sky.

January 26: The bright star near the moon is Aldebaran in Taurus.

About midnight, the moon covers Aldebaran, an occultation visible to

observers in the southern United States.

February 1-4: The moon again moves past Regulus, Jupiter, Mars,

and Saturn, presenting a dramatic view each successive night from about

9:00 P.M. until dawn. The three planets and Regulus are even closer

to one another than in January, and Jupiter and Mars are exceptionally

bright.

February 16: A total solar eclipse occurs today in Central Africa. It

will be partial over large areas of Europe, Africa, and Asia.

February 17: Perigee moon occurs 24 hours after new moon, enhanc-

ing the normally stronger spring tides today.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon

.

The map is for 11:15 p.m. on January I; 10:20 p.m. on January 15; 9:15

P.M. on January 31; and 8:15 p.m. on February 15; but it can also be used

for an hour before and after those times.
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At the Museum
Gift ofAkeley memorabilia includes

unpublished Congo journals

On the last page of the 1977-78 An-

nual Report of the American Museum

of Natural History is a short list of

"Gifts-in-Kind, Over $1 ,000" that in-

cludes, among other things, "one

carved skull rack from the Papuan

Gulf," "sixjeremejevites," "92snufT

bottles," and "notebooks, pictures,

and other memorabilia of the late Carl

Akeley."
Carl Akeley, as many Museum visi-

tors know, designed and collected for

the Akeley Hall of African Mammals.

In the early 1920s he revolutionized the

art of taxidermy by replacing the tradi-

tional stuffing—which became lumpy

and insect infested over time—with a

sculptured model of the animal's body

over which the skin was stretched. To

mount the Museum's African ele-

phants, Akeley invented a mechanism

that combined cement with air and

sprayed the foamlike mixture on a sup-

portive frame. Dissatisfied with the

movie cameras he used on his first Afri-

can expedition, he designed and built

one more to his taste; with it he took

the first motion pictures ever made of

gorillas. Akeley died in 1926 while on

a collecting expedition in Africa.

The Akeley memorabilia, a gift

from the estate of Akeley 's second

wife, Mary L. Jobe Akeley, arrived

late in 1977 in two cardboard boxes,

which were stored in a dark corner of

the Rare Book Room. The boxes were

opened, but nothing was removed or

cataloged until last fall, when Nina

Root , the chief librarian , decided to ex-

amine their contents.

The boxes were filled with yellow-

ing folders stuffed with letters and

notes, crumbling journals and note-

books held together with silk ribbons,

hand-tinted glass lantern slides, pho-

tographs, newspaper clippings, and

autographed books.

Most of the material, it turned out,

did not concern Carl Akeley at all, but

Mary L. Jobe Akeley—a well-known

explorer, mountaineer, and educator,

who had already led six expeditions to

the Canadian Northwest before she

married Akeley in 1924. Mary L. Jobe

was the first person to map the head-

waters of the Fraser River and the gla-

ciers of Mount Sir Alexander. She had

made several first ascents, and the Ca-

nadian government christened a peak

in the Rockies "Mount Jobe" in her

honor. Like most explorers, she kept

notebooks while in the field. In one

small notebook, marked 1917-18

Trail Notes Enroute. Wapiti, she had

recorded the progress of an early expe-

dition to Alberta. Every square milli-

meter of the notebook was filled with

a dense, almost illegible hand.

Oct. 15. Rode up to timberline at snow

line—It began to snow—[illegible] Blue

horse played out—Steep going—Drifts

waist deep—fell every 10th step—C.

hardly make Blue go—Finally made sum-

mit—Heavy snow. . . . Steep coming

down—Fell over rock head down—6 ft

—

Black & blue—Jack falling constantly—

Horses overtired. . . .

Oct. 17. Awake at 6—Not a great deal

of sleeping—Much groaning—Very

snowy but clear—Temperature 16° above

zero—Breakfast of bacon, peas, green

[illegible] flap jacks. . . .

Oct. 18. C. up at 5:30—1 lay until

6:15—H.G. terribly cold all night—slept

little—Jack awake and groaning most of

night—Dreamed of eating chicken at the

Mitchell's. . . .

Six years and several expeditions

later, Mary L. Jobe married Carl Ake-

ley, and some of her notebooks did

concern him. In 1926 she accompanied

him on the Akeley-Eastman-Pomeroy

Expedition to West Africa to collect

and photograph for the proposed Afri-

can mammal hall at the Museum. A
bundle of journals, tied with a red silk

ribbon, covered this expedition. Inside

the front cover of the last journal was

scribbled, "Kivu—High Camp on

Slopes of Mt. Mikeno. Nov. 14 et

Seq."

[Nov. 14, 1926] It was cold & it poured

rain. With the exception of a few moments

of sunshine each day, where for a brief

period the clouds lifted so that we could see

Lake Kivu and also the two volcanoes

Nyamlagira and Nyiragongo. The craters

we could see plainly almost every night as

its fiery furnace of boiling lava illuminated

the clouds & sky or as flames shot into the

heavens. . . .

Looking out of my tent it occasionally

seemed as if I were standing on the brink

of a gulf. The clouds were so dense & as

if the whole world were falling away from

me—at such times I could hear the song

of the thrush. . . .

The expedition stayed for several

days at a camp on the saddle between

Mount Mikeno and the volcano Kari-

simbi. Akeley was nauseated but in-

sisted on moving to their next camp.

When about V4 mi. away from the saddle

camp he [Akelely] stopped the boys & said

he was cold & would wait. It was dismal,

wet and dark just there so he walked back

to camp & sat down under the fly of the

work tent. ... He talked energetically

about the gorillas there. . . . Soon he began

to shake with a chill. In about half an hour

he began to get worse—then [illegible]

fever came & he ran a temperature of 103.

This I controlled & in about three hours,

a little after dark, he was normal. . . . The

next morning [Nov. 16] he said he had not

slept at all & was again nauseated & could

take no nourishment. . . . There was a

Evening Lecture Series

Africa has long served as a vast,

outdoor laboratory for the study of

animal behavior. Richard Van Gelder

will lead off the "Winter 1980 Aduh
Evening Lecture Series" with The

Greatest Show on Earth. In eight

slide-illustrated lectures. Van Gelder

will expose the private lives and loves

of a wide variety of African mammals,

from the matriarchies of elephants and

the harems of baboons to the solitary

habits of leopards and the hunting-pack

strategies of wild dogs. Van Gelder

travels frequently to Africa, both for the

Museum's Discovery Tour program and

as a research scientist and curator in the

Department of Mammalogy.
In a second series, Malcolm Arth,

anthropologist and curator in the

Department of Education, will explore a

wide range of human behavior in the

1980 "Anthropology Through Films"

program. The featured guests will be

filmmaker-anthropologists who will

discuss their work and answer

questions from the audience. In one

program, Robert Gardner will show

Deep Hearts, his new film about a

ceremony among the Bororo people of

Niger in which men compete to be

selected as the most nearly perfect. On

another evening, guests David and Judith

MacDougall will screen and discuss

their 1976 film. The Wedding Camels,

which reveals the complex progress of a

marriage in the making among the

Turkana people of East Africa.

These are just two of the many



heavy hailstorm. I kept Carl warm and

gave him hot water which was all he could

take. I said to him in the a.m. , "Well, I

have got them all hard at work, if that is

any consolation." He said, "It doesn't

seem to matter now. But out it will in the

long run . I know .

" I asked him , when [illeg-

ible] if he wanted me to stay with him—if

"he were afraid." He laughed a little laugh

and said, "No honey, I am not afraid."

[Nov. 17] From 9 to 11:30 he seemed
quite comfortable but very weak. ... I

propped him up on extra pillows & put

pillows under each arm. His eyes seemed
looking far up Karisimbi. ... I could still

feel his pulse faintly in his wrist but more
pronounced in his neck. Derscheid [a Bel-

gian zoologist and doctor who accompan-
ied the expedition] gave him more caf-

feine, believing he was in a stupor. But as

he never reacted to it, his soul must have
passed. ... It was not, however, until 2:30
that we could believe he was gone. . . .

For four days our boys worked excavating

a tomb for him out of the lava rock on a

high point above our tents. . . .

After Carl Akeley died, IVIary Ake-
ley took charge of the expedition; for

five more weeks she continued to col-

lect and photograph despite torrential

rains and the desertions of workers.

When she returned from Africa, King
Albert of Belgium called her to Brus-

sels and bestowed upon her the Cross

of the Knight of the Order of Belgium
in recognition of her achievements.

Mary Akeley explored, collected,

and mapped in the Congo, Zululand,

the Transvaal, East Africa, and Canada

until age forced her to limit her activi-

ties. She was 80 years old when she

died in Mystic, Connecticut, in 1966.

If you visit the Museum you can

glimpse the two volcanoes Mary Ake-
ley describes in her journal . In the Ake-
ley Hall of African Mammals, behind
the magnificent gorillas collected and
mounted by Carl Akeley, there is a

panoramic view of Nyamlagira and
Nyiragongo. The painting is based on
a photograph Akeley took near the spot

where he was later buried. Once while

passing this break in the trees, which
he thought was the most beautiful spot

in all of Africa, Akeley turned to his

wife and said, "Do you see now where
the fairies dance?"

Douglas J. Preston

lecture series and field trips offered by
the Department of Education this winter

and spring. To obtain a brochure and

registration form for the lecture series

and field trips, write to the Department

of Education at the Museum or call (212)

873-7507.

Discovery Tours
Participants on the Museum's 1980

Voyage to Classical Lands depart

February 20 aboard the m.t.s. Orion to

visit Egypt and Israel. Accompanied by
Museum scientists and lecturers, tour

members will learn about the

history, archeology, and geology of the

area as they cruise through the Suez
Canal and into the Gulf of Aqaba.
Prices, which include air fare, range

from $2,700 to $3,300 per person,

double occupancy.

The Orion is one of many ships the

Museum has engaged for its 1 980
Discovery Tour program. Travelers on
the Nile Cruises (several are offered)

will board flat-bottomed boats and sail

up the Nile River, visiting Thebes,

Karnak, the Valley of the Kings, and
other historical sites. In September,
ornithologist Mary LeCroy will lead

tour members on a houseboat trip down
New Guinea's Sepik River as part of the

Anthropology and Ornithology Tour of
New Guinea and Australia. Participants

on the Mongolia and,Central Asia tour

in June will take to the water to explore
the natural history of Lake Baikal in

Irkutsk, Siberia.

For more information about tours and

itineraries, write to Discovery Tours at

the Museum.

Music of tlie Andes
Tahuantinsuyo, a group of traditional

musicians from South America, will

offer an evening of music from the

Andes on Wednesday, January 9, at 7:30
P.M. in the Auditorium. The program
will be accompanied by dances from the

highlands of Colombia and slides of the

life and scenery of the Andes. Tickets for

Tahuantinsuyo are $7.00. For
information on ticket availability call

(212)873-7507.

Guided Tours
The Museum offers free tours, led by

Museum volunteers, to give visitors an

inside glimpse of the history of the

Museum and to provide an introduction

to the Museum's vast collections.

Visitors may join the Highlights and
History Tours at the second floor

Information Desk in late morning or

early afternoon. Inquire at the desk

for specific times on the day of

your visit.

Worlds in Balance

For the January Members' Program,

George Schaller, author of Mountain
Monarchs and other books on

endangered habitats, will compare two
widely different ecological systems and

the challenges they offer to scientists,

governments, and conservationists. The
swamps of the Mato Grosso south of the

Amazon and the fragile environment of

the high Himalayas will be the subjects

of his slide-illustrated talk, for which he

will draw on his own scientific work
and conservation efforts in both areas.

The Himalayas and the Amazon:
Endangered Habitats at Two Extremes
will be presented on Wednesday,
January 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Auditorium. Members are admitted

free; nonmembers may purchase tickets

for $3.00 at the door.

Puppet Show
Puppeteer Eric Bass will present The

World of Little Kasper on Sunday,

January 20, at 2:00 p.m. in the

Auditorium. The show, for children over

six and adults, is a series of tragicomic

vignettes featuring Little Kasper, a

three-foot puppet character based on a

German folk hero. Little Kasper sings,

dances, plays the xylophone, and

experiences the vicissitudes of life.

Phyllis A. Ehrlich in the New York
Times calls The World of Little Kasper
"sophisticated and humorous." Members
are admitted free; nonmembers may
purchase tickets for $2.50 at the door.

For more information, call (212)

873-1327.

The Big Step

Colony in Space will return to the

Hayden Planetarium after Star of
Wonder closes January 8. Colony in

Space, which premiered at the

Planetarium last September, explores

how human beings may first colonize

outer space in the early twenty-first

century

.
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Books in Review by Mary LeCroy

New Guinea Jewels

The Birds of Paradise and Bower
Birds, by William T. Cooper and Jo-

seph M. Forshaw, David R. Godine,

Publisher, $150.00; 304pp., illus.

An exquisite folio volume. The
Birds of Paradise and Bower Birds is

now available in the United States for

the first time, although it was originally

published in Australia in 1977. David
Godine is well known in this country

for publishing fine books , and the pres-

ent volume is no exception. It immedi-
ately invites comparison with nine-

teenth-century volumes featuring

hand-colored lithographs. More speci-

fically, from 1891 to 1898 Bowdler
Sharpe published a monograph on
birds of paradise and bower birds using

plates prepared by the then recently de-

ceased John Gould and adding plates

by other artists. This treatise was very

expensive even then and a limited

number of copies were produced. The
few complete sets that remain are for

the most part difficult of access. Since

then no volume has accurately por-

trayed the birds of paradise and bower
birds in color.

William Cooper's paintings are in

many ways reminiscent of Gould's

—

a distant, pastel forest shrouded in mist

forms a backdrop for the brilliant,

jewellike colors of the birds them-

selves. The earlier artists had meager
knowledge of the birds in life and had
to rely on museum skins and snatches

of field notes, but Cooper has made a

number of trips to Papua New Guinea
to study the birds in their natural habi-

tats. His plates reflect this firsthand

knowledge not only in the birds them-
selves but also in the vegetation, the

candid pencil sketches, and the many
field notes quoted in the text. Having
seen the original paintings for this vol-

ume, I can appreciate that some of the

subtleties of color, iridescence, and Blue Bird of Paradise
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Discovery Tours

Discover the Gobi, Central Asia & Siberia with
the American Museum of Natural History. An
outstanding experience with colorful costumes
and bazaars, impressive monuments and
architecture. Visit yurt camps and dinosaur
bone sites, and the deepest fresh water lake in

the world. The itinerary includes Moscow,
Samarkand, Bukhara, Tashkent, Irkutsk, the

Gobi and Karakorum.Tourljrice: $3041 per

person. For further information write to

Discovery Tours, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79 St., New York,

NY 10024 or call (212)873-1440.

deep, velvety black are lost in the print-

ing process. But I doubt that any
greater fidelity to the original is pos-

sible, short of the hand-colored plates

of the last century. The present plates

are very beautiful indeed, and the edi-

tion is a collector's item.

Joseph Forshaw states in the intro-

duction that this volume is designed to

supplement and illustrate in color the

standard work on these two families.

Birds ofParadise and Bower Birds, by
E.T. Gilliard (Natural History Press,

1969), which is still available. There-

fore, much of the material covered in

the Gilliard volume and most of the

theoretical considerations are omitted

from the present work. An intro-

ductory chapter orients the reader, and

write-ups of individual species give a

good general account of subspecies,

distribution, general life history, and

reproduction. Included in these species

accounts is much recent (post- 1 969)

information, some presented here for

the first time. Of particular importance

are Cooper's recent field observations

of display and mating sequences of

several species.

This, then, is not just a picture book.

Although the text is in one sense a ve-

hicle for the plates, the plates and text

together make it possible, for the first

time in two generations, for the public

to glimpse the almost unbelievable

beauty, diversity of form, and unique

behavioral patterns of these two fasci-

nating families. Unfortunately, the

cost will put this volume out of the

reach of many, but we may hope that

a smaller, less expensive edition will

be forthcoming, as was the case with

Forshaw and Cooper's Parrots of the

World. The new information in the text

deserves a wider audience.

Mary LeCroy, a member of the scien-

tific staff of the Department of Orni-

thology at the American Museum of

Natural History, is the author or coau-

thor of fourteen articles on New
Guinea birds.
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FOR ADULTS starting February, 1980

American
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Natural
History

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH—8 Tuesdays
starting February 19, 7:30-9.00 p.m. Fee: $40. Main
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Gelder, Curator of Mammals has studied the be-
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Museum's Discovery Tours to Africa.
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meadows; lichens of rocky and sandy places; algae
at the edge of the sea; and conifers.
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STATES—8 Thursdays starting February 14, 7:00-

8:30 p.m. Fee: $40.

Using color slides and recordings, Kenneth A.

Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the Museum and
author of A Country Lover's Guide to Wildlife, in-

troduces the exciting variety of amphibians, rep-
tiles, birds and mammals to be found in the New
Jersey Pine Barrens, the Adirondacks of New York,
and other remote areas in New England.
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single admission tickets will be sold.
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Additional Reading

Desert Shrew (p . 46)

A summary of scientific data and ref-

erences on the desert shrew can be

found in "Notiosorex crawfordi," by
David M. Armstrong and J. Knox
Jones, Jr. (Mammalian Species, No-
vember 29, 1972, pp. 1-5, published

by the American Society of Mam-
mals). Sierra Nevada, a natural history

of the desert by Verna R. Johnston.

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1970),

has a small section on shrews. The bio-

logical rhythms of dusky shrews are

discussed on page 96 of Mammals of

the Pacific States, by Lloyd Ingles

(Stanford: Stanford University Press,

1965). Illustrated by the author,

Konrad Z. Lorenz, King Solomon's

Ring (New York: Apollo Editions,

1961) is an anecdotal natural history of

a variety of animals, including shrews.

Desert Animals: Physiological Prob-

lems of Heat and Water, by Knut
Schmidt-Nielsen (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1964), explains how animals

survive in the desert. "Of Libyan Jirds

and Fat Sand Rats," by Martin Daly

(Natural History, February 1979), is

about another small desert animal.

Spiders (p. 56)

A classic natural history of spiders

by the great nineteenth-century natu-

ralist J. Henri Fabre, The Life of the

Spider (New York: Horizon Press,

1 97 1 ) gives detailed descriptions of the

curiosities of spider behavior. The
Common Spiders of the United States,

by James H. Emerton (New York:

Dover Publications, 1961), is an intro-

duction to American spiders (first pub-

lished in 1902 by Ginn and Company).
Spiders' habits, life histories, morphol-
ogies, numbers, and kinds are dis-

cussed in American Spiders, by Willis

J. Gertsch (Princeton: D. Van Nos-
trandCo., 1949). The Spider Book,by
John Henry Comstock, revised and
edited by W. J. Gertsch (Ithaca: Cor-

nell University Press, 1975), is a guide

for amateurs and beginning students to

the structure, habits, and classification

of American arachnids (first published

in 1912). An inexpensive guide is How
to Know the Spiders, by B. J. Kaston

(Dubuque: William C. Brown Co.,

1978). For scientific articles see the

Journal of Arachnology, published

three times a year by the American
Arachnological Society in cooperation

with the Graduate School, Texas Tech-

nological University.

Galapagos Fish (p. 62)

"The Eye Structure of the Four-

eyed Blenny, Dialommus fuscus Gil-

bert," by C. M. Breder, Jr., and E. B.

Grcss&r (Zoologica, vol. 24, 1939, pp.

239-44), was the first published ana-

tomical description of the species,

based on a preserved specimen. J. B.

Graham's "Aerial Vision in Amphibi-

ous Fishes," (Fauna, vol. 3, no. 1,

1971, pp. 14-23), is a colorfully illus-

trated review of amphibious and aerial

vision. Other marine creatures of the

Galapagos Islands are featured in "Un-
dersea Wonders of the Galapagos

,

" by
Gerard Wellington, with photographs

by David Doubilet (National Geo-
graphic, September 1978, pp.
363-81). See also "The Four-Eyed
Fish Sees All," by Thomas O'Neill,

with photos by Paul A. Zahl (National

Geographic, March 1978, pp.
390-95). Galapagos World's End, by
William Beebe (New York: G. P. Put-

nam's Sons, 1924), is a readable natu-

ral history with some discussion of

marine life. More scientific. The
Galapagos: Proceedings of the Sympo-
sia of the Galapagos International

Scientific Project, edited by Robert I.

Bowman (Berkeley: University of Cal-

ifornia Press, 1966), includes papers

on Galapagos sea life.

Boeotian female clay figure, seventh century B.C. M. Chuzeville. Mus^ du Louvre
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Swastika (p. 68)

Most available books about swas-

tikas are reprints of earlier works. The
Swastika, by Thomas Wilson (Wash-
ington: Smithsonian Institution,

1896), covers description, origin, and
dispersion throughout the world and

contains an extensive annotated bibli-

ography and many illustrations. The
Migration of Symbols, by Eugene F.

Goblet D'Alviella (New York: Burt

Franklin Publishers, 1972), devotes a

chapter to the swastika, which dis-

cusses geographical distribution, inter-

pretation of meaning, history of use,

and origin (reprint of the 1894 edition).

The first chapter of The Migration of

Symbols and Their Relations to Beliefs

and Customs, by Donald A. Macken-
zie (New York: AMS Press, 1970),

also deals with the meaning, distri-

bution, and use of the swastika (reprint

of the 1926 edition). Further back-

ground on Hindu astronomy and the

nine planetary gods can be found in A
Historical View of the Hindu Astron-

omy from the Earliest Dawn of That

Science in India to the Present Time,

by John Bentley (New York: Interna-

tional Publications Service, 1970), a

reprint of an 1825 edition.

Indian Fire Ecology (p. 76)

Fire and Ecosystems, edited by T.

T. Kozlowski and C. E. Ahlgren (New
York: Academic Press, 1974), is a col-

lection of papers on both harmful and
beneficial eff^ects of fire on a variety of

soils, soil organisms, birds, mammals,
and plants. A useful monograph avail-

able from Canada's Minister of Supply
and Service is The Effects of Fire on
the Ecology of the Boreal Forest, with

Particular Reference to the Canadian
North: A Review and Selected Bibli-

ography, Occasional Paper No. 32, by
John P. Kelsall, E. S. Telfer, and
Thomas D. Wright (Ottowa: Canadian
Wildlife Service, 1977). Man's Role
in Changing the Face of the Earth,

edited by W. L. Thomas (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1971),
has a chapter, by Omer C. Stewart, on
"Fire as the First Great Force Em-
ployed by Man."
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A Matter of Taste

Tasty Pasty
In Michigan, a Cornish delicacy

is given a Finnish flavor

Photographs by Dan Seitert
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Anyone who thinks that ethnicity in

America is a simple matter should

make a trip to the copper country of

Michigan's Upper Peninsula. There
are other reasons for visiting the area:

grand stretches of unsullied northern

woods, the oceanic expanse of Lake
Superior, wild rivers like the Yellow
Dog. But eventually the most ardent

outdoorsman will stop for a sample of

Superiorland's most typical local food,

the pasty, a large half moon of short

pastry filled with chopped meat and
vegetables.

The pasty (pronounced pass-tee) is

as much a feature of the Upper Penin-

sula landscape as the white pine. In

1968, sidestepping pressure to name it

the state food, Gov. George Romney
went so far as to declare May 24 Michi-

gan Pasty Day. Madelyne's, the pasty

world's equivalent of Stouffer's,

passed the million-pasty mark years

ago at its Ishpeming factory, and inde-

pendent pasty shops punctuate the fir-

lined highways. It was in such a place

that I—then just a boy with boyish no-

tions—first bit into a pasty. I stepped

up to the counter and asked for a

"pays-tee," only to realize from the

smirk on the waitress's face that I had
made a ludicrous error. The kind of

pasty I had asked for was available

only in shops specializing in the ac-

couterments of what is politely

termed exotic dancing. My other mis-

take was more sophisticated: I as-

sumed I was eating a Finnish delicacy.

The copper country is a Finnish en-

clave. People with Finnish surnames
abound, descendants of turn of the cen-

tury immigrants who came to work the

iron and copper mines or to clear the

The Finlandia Bakery caters to the

tastes of the Upper Peninsula 's

Finnish population. Here local

Finns can purchase sweet Finnish

cardamom bread, as well as

excellent Cornish pasties.

land and farm it. At Hancock, Finnish

Lutherans established Suomi College.

Suomi is the Finnish name for Finland;

it is also the name of a small upper
Michigan village. At one time, the

Upper Peninsula was a hotbed of Fin-

nish-language theater and newspapers,
fraternal lodges and mutual aid socie-

ties. Much of this has vanished, but the

Lutheran Church in Gwinn still holds

a service in Finnish once a month. In

1976, Central Upper Peninsula Fin-

nish-Americans united in a special

bicentennial celebration. And in down-
town Marquette, the Upper Penin-

sula's largest town (population 22,-

000), there is a restaurant and bakery
called Finlandia.

When I first stopped there in the mid-
seventies, the owner had a Finnish

name and served Finnish specialties,

such as the flat rye bread called rieska,

as well as excellent pasties. Even
today, when the new owner describes

himself as ' 'half-French, half-Polack,
'

'

a sign on the wall thanks customers in

Finnish (kiitoksia) and sells a sweet

Finnish cardamom bread. There are

still pasties, too, but they are no more
Finnish than lasagne.

The Michigan pasty was long ago
adopted by local Finns, but it came to

the state with the Cornish miners who
arrived about 1850. Their big hot pies

were the ideal portable lunch: you
could carry them in your pocket all

morning, enjoying their warmth, and
then you could eat them with your

hands, holding them upright so that the

juices drained to the bottom as you
worked from one end to the other.

Although there is no real doubt in

anyone's mind that the Cornish Cousin
Jacks and Cousin Jennies (as Cornish

people are known colloquially) were
the original pasty makers in Michigan,
the inquiring gastroethnographer can

uncover earlier, more widespread

sources for the dish. Pasties are men-
tioned in Middle English literature

written outside Cornwall. Chaucer and
Gower knew about pasties. Later on,

Shakespeare's Mistress Page, in The
Merry Wives of Windsor, offered a



The pasty was probably brought to

Michigan by Cornish miners who were

called Cousin Jacks and Jennies.

This restaurant in Marquette
acknowledges the pasty's origin.

"hot venison-pasty" to Falstaff. Nei-

ther Windsor nor the Globe Theater of

Elizabethan London was a center of

Cornish culture. Indeed, the word
pasty obviously derives from the same
Late Latin word for dough as such

modern terms as pasta, pate, and pate,

all of which have to do with moistened

flour, paste. And even the idea of a

free-standing meat pie surrounded by
dough has been universal in Europe
from the medieval period to modern
times.

In Finland, for example, in the east-

ern district of Karelia especially, there

are many kinds of small, filled pastries.

In The Finnish Cookbook, Beatrice

Ojakangas gives recipes for rye-flour

pasties, sometimes baked, sometimes
fried, with a slit in the middle. Some
are stuffed with ground meat, some
with carrots, some with salmon fillets.

some with cabbage. The Finnish name
for this family of stuffed pasties is

piirakkaa, an obvious cognate of the

Russian word for filled dumpling,

pirog. Finland's border with Russia

has swung back and forth over the cen-

turies, and the food of Karelia is heav-

ily Russified. But the Finnish culinary

imagination has put its own stamp on
the Karelian cuisine. No one can say

with certainty if piirakkaa or pirog

came first.

But just as the Cornish immigrants

to Michigan considered r/je/r pasties to

be theirs, the Finns must have thought

that the filled pies they had learned to

make in the old country belonged by
inheritance and tradition to them. Yet,

with the exception of a rarely seen, rye-

crusted fish pie called kalakukko, the

Finnish pasties of Finland do not seem
to appear on the tables of Michigan
Finns.

Latecomers to the shores of Lake
Superior, the Finns found Cornish

Cousin Jacks already well established

in the mines. The Cornishmen had the

advantage of speaking English (or at

least a special version of it) from the

start, and they were often foremen

supervising Finns. Like other immi-

grant groups, the Finns rapidly adapted

to the new culture they found in the

Upper Peninsula. One of the lessons

they learned was how to cook the lo-

cally well-entrenched Cornish meat
pie.

Bertha Hill, for example, learned to

make Cornish pasties from her mother,

who was born in Finland. But she also

learned regular Finnish dishes, such as

the baked cheese, juustoa, and the

oven "pancake" called kropsua. She
grew up in abicultural world, speaking

English and Finnish, cooking in two

styles. But in her lifetime, she has felt

strong pressures at work undermining

the strength of the Finnish component
in her background. Her name. Hill, is

a translation of a common Finnish sur-

name, Maki. Her son, who learned to

speak Finnish at home, was so mer-

cilessly mocked at school that he

dropped the language completely and

simply refused to use it.

Today, Mrs. Hill runs the kitchen at

a nearby country school and lives on

an eighty-acre, former homestead

farm, where she sometimes bakes in

the oven of a white porcelain , old-fash-

ioned Monarch wood-burning stove.

Her pasties (see recipe) are better than

any of the commercial pies I sampled

on a recent trip to the Upper Peninsula,



better even than the pasties at Kuz'n
Jax in Marquette. This is partly the

result of her skill as a baker and partly

because all her ingredients—from the

vegetables down to the ground meat
and lard—are produced on her farm.

But in praising Mrs. Hill's pasties, one
runs up against the question of authen-

ticity.

In the first place, can a Finn prepare

proper Cornish pasties? One local Cor-

nishman who ran a pasty contest dis-

qualified his own wife because of her

Finnish blood. This seems indefensible

to me on many grounds and even
smacks, in a genteel way, of the same
anti-Finnish prejudice that has made
"Finlander" a term of opprobrium in

the Upper Peninsula. As with all tradi-

tional recipes, the pasty is a battle-

ground of fiercely disputed culinary

theories. Among themselves, the Cor-

nish argue whether the dough should

have suet or lard as a shortening,

whether the filling should contain ruta-

baga, whether it is necessary to include

pork in the chopped meat, and how
coarsely or finely to chop that meat.

Some folks pull the crust up from both
sides and crimp it together at the top;

others pull it over from one side. Some
layer the ingredients; others mix them.
The pasty controversy recently erupted
in the pages of the Upper Peninsula

Sunday Times. Steamy letters were
written to the editor. One liberal Cor-
nishman from Wyandotte, Michigan, a

suburb of distant Detroit, plumped for

pasty diversity and lamented the disap-

pearance of Cornish culture. "The
Cornish-American," he wrote, "has
abandoned his folkways with un-

seemly haste. The only thing that sur-

vives in America of Cornish heritage

is the pasty, that triumph of the Cornish
culinary art, although even here much
has been lost."

Perhaps. Nevertheless, the pasty has
entered the mainstream of one Ameri-
can region, preserving something of

the flavor of Cornwall even when
adapted by Finnish hands. It is not

clear, however, how much longer the

Upper Peninsula pasty can hold its own
against the recent, aggressive inroads

of the fast food chains that bestride the

highway into Marquette from the air-

port, but for the moment, to paraphrase
a Cornish adage, the Devil seems to

have kept out of the Upper Peninsula,
"for fear of being made into a pasty."

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance
writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation offood.

Bertha Hill's Pasties

3 cups unbleached all-purpose flour

Salt

% cup lard

V2 cup suet, diced

1 medium onion, peeled and diced

3 medium potatoes, peeled and diced
3 carrots, peeled and diced

% lb. beef chuck, coarsely chopped
Va lb. pork loin, coarsely chopped

Pepper

Butter

1. Sift flour together with 1 '/2

teaspoons salt.

2. Cut lard and suet into flour-salt

mixture with a pastry blender until

well incorporated, so that dough
has the texture of coarse meal.

3. Stir in just enough cold water (a

little more than V2 cup) so that

dough will pull together into a

mass. Let rest for an hour, cov-

ered.

4. Preheat oven to 425 degrees.

5. Mix together the vegetables and

meats to make the filling. Season
to taste with salt and pepper.

Moisten with Vi cup cold water.

6. Take one-fourth of the dough and

roll it out on a lightly floured sur-

face to a circle 9 to 10 inches in

diameter. Trim the edges using an

inverted plate as a template.

7. Fill the circle with a mound of

one-quarter of the filling. Dot the

filling with butter. Place the filling

on one side of the dough and shape

into a mound that extends across

one semicircle.

8. Pull the uncovered semicircle of

dough over the filling and press it

down against the opposite edge.

Fold the crimped edge of the

dough over on itself and press

closed with the fingers. The pasty

should look like a bulging half

moon.
9. Continue in this manner until you

have four large pasties.

10. Bake on a greased cookie sheet.

After ten minutes, reduce heat to

375 and continue baking another

50 minutes or until done. The pas-

ties are cooked when a fork will

press easily through the crust and
into the potato pieces inside.

Yield: Four pasties
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lization, you'll enjoy continuing benefits on the best and most im-

portant books published today. Every Club book is as good as, or

better than, those sold in stores. As a Club member, you select from

the best and you don 't settle for the altered or inferior editions that

some book clubs send their members.

After a brief trial period, you'll also benefit from our Book-Divi-

dend'system, which lets you save at least 70% on current art books,

reference sets, literary classics, records, children's books and more.

Join Book-of-the-Month Club now, and shop for books the civilized

way —in Americas Bookstore?

Price shown is publisher's U.S. price.

Outside the U.S., price is generally somewhat higher

Pacts About Membership
You receive the Book-of-the-Month Club News^ 15 times a year

(about every 3!/2 weeks). Each issue reviews a Main Selection plus

scores of Alternates.

If you want the Main Selection do nothing. It will be shipped to you

automatically. If you want one or more Alternate books— or no book

at all— indicate your decision on the reply form always enclosed and

return it by the date specified.

Return Privilege: If the News is delayed and you receive the Main
Selection without having had 10 days to notify us, you may return it

for credit at our expense.

Cancellations: Membership may be discontinued, by either you or

the Club, at any time after you have purchased 4 additional books.



The 80th-Anniversary
Natural History

Photographic Competition
Is Open For Entries

To celebrate its eightieth year of

publication, and to entice you to

submit your best photographs,

Natural History has put together a

bountiful package of awards for the

winners of this year's photographic

competition.

The Grand Prize-winner of the

80th-Anniversaiv Natural History

Photographic Competition will be

invited to join the American Museum
of Natural History's two-week cmise

around Britain and Ireland in July

This $3,000-plus prize includes air

fare from New York and
accommodations on the luxury

cmise ship Orpheus.

The itinerary includes London,

Southampton, Dover, Edinburgh, the

Shetland Islands, Loch Ewe, Galway,

Holyhead, and Guernsey, with land

excursions to Canterbury, Hadrian's

Wall, Holy Cross, and spectacular

natural settings.

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of

the American Museum and
astronomer, and six other scholars

will introduce travelers to the

archeological, historical, and natural

treasures along the route.

The SOth-anniversary competition

also will award seventeen cash prizes

totaling $3,500. The winning entries

will be published in the July issue of

Natural History and exhibited at the

American Museum of Natural

History.

First prizes of $500 each will be

awarded in three major categories:

The Human Family; Animals

(including birds and bugs); and Plants

and Their Environment. Merit

Awards of $250 each will go to the

best entries in four categories:

Photomicrography; A Sequence in

Nature (up to five photographs);

Urban Wildlife; and Humor in

Nature. Ten Honorable Mentions of

$100 each will be selected from all

entries.

Competitors may submit up to five

entries in the competition.

The deadline is April L 1980.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope—
since we want to return your pictures

to you.

And good luck!

THE RULES
1. The competition is open to everyone

except employees of the American

Museum and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to five

previously unpublished entries (a

sequence is considered a single entry).

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

the winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints, either color or black and white, up

to 8 by 10 inches. Each must bear the

photographer's name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped

envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no later

than Apriil, 1980.

Pack them carefully and mail them to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

11 West 77th Street

New York New York 10024
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THE COMPANYTHAT
VIRTUALLYEWENTED
TRANSISTORIZED
HIGH FIDELITYHAS
JUSTREINVENTED
THE RECEIVER

For three decades the engineers at Sony have

been behind not just one or two, but eighteen major

technological innovations in high fidelity. One of our

engineers even won a Nobel Prize.

The fact is, much of the hi-fi equipment made
today is based on technology developed at the audio

labs "of Sony
And now Sony introduces the new STR-V55.The

receiver that, we assure you, will send the competition

reeling back to their drawing boards. Especially when
they note its list price.

A COMPUTER FINDS YOUR STATION.
Unlike our competitors, we didn't just make a few

improvements in an ordinary receiver and call it "new."

We actually reinvented it.

Instead of using the same basic tuning mecha-
nism that's been found in radios since the days of

Marconi, the new V55 uses microprocessor tuning to

insure crisp, clear, perfect sound. We call this "quartz

frequency synthesized tuning." Its totally computerized.

So there are no strings, pulleys, flywheels, or other

mechanical paraphernalia that can wear out and
become less accurate as the years go by. ; . -v^

Equally innovative is a memory feature
';>Vr, "

:J

Ihat lets you preselect up to eight AM or FM ' j

stations for instant push-button tuning. Use our

exclusive "memory scan" device and you automatically

hear 3.5 seconds of each. And there's a three-position

muting level switch that enables you to hear only the

stations you want to hear—and never the noise in

between.

PULSE POWER:ANOTHER SONY FIRST
Even the most sophisticated ear would have quite

a difficult time hearing any distortion in the new
-Sony V55 receiver. That's because, statistically, the V55
puts out 55 watts per channel from 20 to 20,000 hertz

with less than 0.02'^/f total harmonic distortion.

One of the reasons: an incredibly

advanced, Sony developed "Pulse Power

Supply." It not only completely ehm-
inates any trace of audible distortion,

but it's a fraction of the size and weight

of conventional power supplies. So it '

doesn't require a forklift truck to carry

it home from the store.

All this adds up to the elimination

of hum and noise and, when combined with the V55's

DC power configuration, delivers richer, cleaner

bass response.

ADVANCEMENTS, MORE ADVANCEMENTS
AND STILL MORE ADVANCEMENTS.
Naturally, we could go on and on about such

things as the V55's new transistor design which greatly

extends the high-frequency range for more accurate

sound reproduction.

Or about our switches that allow you to record

automatically from one tape deck to another—without

spending half your time rearranging wires.

Or about our special low filter device that lets

.. . .,
you remove subsonic noise from your records

j' without removing music.

Or about how'the V55 is the one state-of-

the-art receiver that won't require you to get a

second mortgage to purchase it. And we at Sony confi-

dently state it's by far the best investment you can make
in hi-fi this year.

For more information on the complete line of

new Sony receivers and the name of your nearest Sony

dealer write: Sony, PO. Bo.x CN-04050, Trenton, New"
Jersey 08650.

SONYAUDIO
It's all you need to know about high fidelity

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS: 55 walls per channel with 0.02% distorlion/Quartz freq. synthesis AM-FM/8 station memory IC (nonvolatiIe)/4 way tunme system/3 positi<

Power Supply/Hi-fj output transistors/M/C cartridge capability/Dual tape monitoring and dubbing controls/Subsonic Filter (15 Hz-l2dB per oct)/Gold-plaled phono input.

© l?79 Sony Industries, a division of Sony Corp. of America, 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. Soiiy is a registered u-ademark of the Sony Corporation.

1 tuning level/Pulst
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"The most complete
and most scholarlydictionary

of the English language"
-The Christian Science Monitor

The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary.

Yours as an introduction to membership in the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB®

YOURS FOR ONLY

$1995
(publishers list PRICE: $125)

You simply agree to buy 4 books

within a year.

rOR the price of an average dictionary,

you can now treat yourself and your fam-

ily to the world's best dictionary of the

English language. The contents of this

two-volume edition are identical to those

of the original thirteen-volume set, priced

at $495.

FEATURES
• Boxed set of two volumes, 9%" by 13'/2"

each.

• All 16,569 pages of the 13-volume original

included in 4134 pages of The Compact
Edition through a photo-reduction process

which permits printing of four pages of

original on one page of compact edition.

• Paper is 30-pound Special Dictionary

White.

• Binding is library buckram reinforced and
gold-stamped.

• Bausch & Lomb magnifying glass
included in special drawer of slipcase. 2"

by 3%" lens scientifically designed to make
reduced print easily readable.

Book critics call the OED a "miracle." Join

the Book-of-the-Month Club and this "mira-

cle" can be yours now. As a Club member,
you'll continue to enjoy benefits on the best

and most important books published today.

Bookstore Quality at Book-Club Savings
You conveniently shop at home at consider-

able savings. Whether you're adding up
your remarkable savings on the introduc-

tory offer, or on books you are offered as a

member, these are always true sav-

ings... because every Club book is as good
as, or better than, those sold in stores. You
don 't settle for the altered or inferior editions

that some book clubs send their members

Book-Dividends. When you remain a Club
member after the trial period, every book
you buy earns Book-Dividend® credits.

These entitle you to choose from a wide
variety of significant books at hard-to-believe

savings of 0/ least 70% . |

Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc.

Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17012 A113-2

Please enroll me as a member of Book-of-the-

Month Club and send me THE COMPACT EDITION
OF THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Bill me
$19.95 (in Canada $22.50), plus shipping and
handling charges. I agree to buy 4 books during
the coming yean A shipping and handling charge
is added to each shipment.

Mr.

Miss. (Piease print plainly)

..U-Jb

City.

State ..Zip

Facts About Membership
You receive the Book-of-the-Month Club
News^ 15 times a year (about every 3'/^

weeks). Each issue reviews a Main
Selection plus scores of Alternates. If

you want the Main Selection do noth-

ing. It will be shipped to you automati-
cally. If you want one or more
Alternate books-or no book at all-

indicate your decision on the reply
form always enclosed and return it by
the date specified. Return Privilege: If

the News is delayed and you receive

the Main Selection without having had
10 days to notify us, you may return it

for credit at our expense. Cancellations:

Membership may be discontinued, by
either you or the Club, at any time
after you have purchased 4 additional

books.



Authors

Mark Owens was teaching at the

University of Georgia when he met and

married one of his students. After their

marriage, Mark, who had a research

background in glacial geology, and

Delia Owens decided to go to Africa

in search of a suitable research project.

Their first choice was the teeming ani-

mal life of the Okavango Swamps in

Botswana, but unusual rains made the

area inaccessible. So they ventured

into what seemed the next best choice:

the Kalahari Desert. With a more than

slightly used Land Rover, which cost

them fifty dollars of their own precious

funds, they crossed 125 miles of sand

track and discovered a population of

brown hyenas in the Deception Valley

of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve.

That was in 1974, and they have been

studying hyena behavior and ecology

ever since. Their isolation and experi-

ences with the Land Rover have made
them keenly interested in aviation.

h^-

I

Edmund Carpenter teaches an-

thropology at the New School for So-

cial Research and communications at

New York University. His accompa
nying portrait was painted by a Biami

of Papua who saw him as a pale ances-

tor and rendered his likeness accord

ingly. An authority on the art and cul-

ture of the Arctic, but with a wide

ranging interest in other regions a:

well. Carpenter has lived and worked

among Eskimo and Indian societies foi

many years. He is the author of Eskimc

Realities: Oh, What a Blow Tha

Phantom Gave Me! and several other

books. His last article for Natura

History, in May 1978, was "Sileni

Music and Invisible Art."

Robert L. Smith confesses he was
"quite likely contemplating the bio-

logical and cultural consequences of

feminist demands" when he first ob-

served an egg-laden male water bug
and instantly chose it as the subject for

his doctoral dissertation in zoology

from Arizona State University. He has

subsequently traveled in Argentina,

Mexico, and the United States to study

these creatures and their paternal

brooding behavior. As assistant pro-

fessor of entomology at the University

of Arizona, Smith has expanded his

interest to include the behavior and

ecology of urban insects but has been
unable to shake his fascination with

giant water bugs. He expects to con-

tinue to study them "

' for the duration
. '

'

1



THETASTE BEiDND
IZ-YEAR-OLD PREMIUM SCOTCH
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GLENLIVET
AGED 12 YEARS
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Discover more.

Let your mature taste lead you from
the finest premium Scotch on up to the

most expensive 12-year-old Scotch in the
world. The Glenlivet. The ultimate in

Scotch.

Most premium Scotch is blended
and depends on several whiskies for taste

and smoothness.

Yet the unblended character of

The Glenlivet is noble enough to stand

alone. In this distinctive Scotch whisky
you'll experience an exceptional smooth-
ness and full-bodied richness, unmatched
in all other premium Scotch.

Try the taste beyond premium
Scotch.

The Glenlivet
Unchanged since 1824.

"..!;*: S-J.G. SMITH UM'l'



"I have been intrigued by the skin-

shedding behavior of snakes since I

was about nine,"" writes Leonard G.
Appleby. ""I now study snakes almost

exclusively and would describe myself

as a compulsive ophiologist
. "

" A native

of Surrey. England, where he makes
his home in the village of Surbiton, he

has studied the snakes of Great Britain

for forty years. In addition to his con-

tinuing work on ecdysis and thermo-

regulation, he is investigating the ritu-

alistic combat displays of male snakes.

Appleby is something of a sculptor,

using soft metals or wood as his me-
dium. The subjects, of course, are

snakes. He also reports that he enjoys

'"writing humorous prose in an inane

vein, and nonsense verse that's even

worse.'" Some of the former has been

published.

The 80th-Anniversary
Natural History

Photographic Competition
Is Open For Entries I'

To celebrate its eightieth year of

publication, and to entice you to

submit your best photographs.

Natural Histon; has put together a

bountiful package of awards for the

winners of this year's photographic

competition.

The Grand Prize-winner of the

80th-Anniversary Natural Histonj

Photographic Competition will be

invited to join the American Museum
of Natural History's two-week cmise

around Britain and Ireland in July

This $3.000-plus prize includes air

fare from New York and
accommodations on the luxury

cruise ship Orpheus.

The itinerary includes London.
Southampton. Dover. Edinburgh, the

Shetland Islands, Loch Ewe, Galway,

Holyhead, and Guernsey, with land

excursions to Canterbury, Hadrian's

Wall, Holy Cross, and spectacular

natural settings.

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of

the American Museum and
astronomer and six other scholars

\m\\ introduce travelers to the

archeological, historical, and natural

treasures along the route.

The 80th-anniversary competition

also will award seventeen cash prizes

totaling $3,500. The winning entries

will be published in the July issue of

Natural History and exhibited at the

American Museum of Natural

History.

First prizes of $500 each will be

awarded in three major categories:

The Human Family; Animals

(including birds and bugs); and Plants

and Their Environment. Merit

Awards of $250 each will go to the

best entries in four categories:

Photomicrography; A Sequence in

Nature (up to five photographs);

Urban Wildlife; and Humor in

Nature. Ten Honorable Mentions of

$100 each will be selected from all

entries.

Competitors may submit up to five

entries in the competition.

The deadline is AprilL 1980.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope—

since we want to return your pictures

to you.

And good luck!

THE RULES
L The competition is open to everyone

except employees of the American

Museum and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to five

previously unpublished entries (a

sequence is considered a single entry).

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

the winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints, either color or black and white, up

to 8 by 10 inches. Each must bear the

photographer's name and address.

5. Enclose a selfaddressed, stamped

envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no later

thanApril 1,1980.

Pack them carefully and mail them to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

11 West 77th Street

New York New York 10024



If you have ever taken a lux-

ury sports car through a tight

turn, you know the feeling.

It's the sense of supreme pre-

cision with which this trim,

compact camera proclaims

its riikon heritage. A feeling

that is borne out by the pro-

fessional quality pictures

the Mikon FE delivers with

automatic ease. And one
that, unlike other fine things

in life, is readily affordable.

With the Piikon FE, you can
simply focus and shoot . .

.

and rely on its Mikon elec-

tronics to give you sharp,

magnificently exposed
photographs, automatically.

Or, switch to manual opera-

tion and enjoy complete
creative control over every

exposure, more easily than
you ever thought possible.

Above all, this is a camera
that makes no compromise
in its supreme Nikon quality.

Stroke the advance lever,

and feel the smoothness of

precision gearing machined
to microscopic tolerances.

Press the exposure button,

and hear the shutter respond
with hushed precision. Look
through the bright, silver-

coated viewfinder, and see
your picture snap into sharp
focus with a fingertip touch.

Know, too, that the world's

greatest photographic sys-

tem stands behind your
Mikon FE. Add the dynamic
firepower of motor drive, at

up to 3. 5 shots a second.
Banish darkness wnth the in-

genious automatic thyristor

flash. Explore new perspec-
tives through more than 60
Mikkor lenses, the same
superb optics chosen by
most professionals for their

sharpness and color fidelity.

For the purist:

The Nikon FN
For those who prefer only

manual exposure control, the

Mikon FM offers the reliable

guidance of one-step elec-

tronic metering. It's as com-
pact and precisely responsive
as the FE and costs even less.

At your Mikon dealer.

Mikon Inc., Garden City, new York 11530.
In Canada: nikon Canada, Inc.

©Mikon Inc. 1979

Experience
a sense ofperfection.

TheNikon FE.



Postscripts

Turtles and the Revolution
General Anastasio Somoza-Debayle

was not known for being a friend of the

green turtle. His reputation had more
to do with the way he ruled Nicaragua.

But in 1977, even though he was re-

fMDrted to have an economic interest in

the country's turtle business, he
banned commercial-export turtling and
closed the several processing plants

operating in the country. His action

was at least partly due to the urging of

Bernard Nietschmann ("When the

Turtle Collapses, the World Ends,"
June/July 1974), who flew to Nicara-

gua at Somoza's request in 1975 to talk

about the plight of the fast-disappear-

ing turtles.

In July of 1979, Somoza was de-

posed (he is now living in Paraguay)

and Sandinista revolutionaries formed

a new government. The turtles were

not, of course, central to the revolu-

tion, and their fate under the new gov-

ernment was unclear until last fall,

when a government representative an-

' 'Postscripts " is a collection

of reports on what's new with

old Natural History articles.

nounced that Nicaragua, although it

was in financial trouble, would try to

establish a marine sanctuary for the

turtles if economic and technical assist-

ance were forthcoming from the inter-

national community.
Nietschmann, who was at the con-

ference where the announcement was
made, thinks the aid will come. If it

does, it will mean that the last large

pKjpulation of green sea turtles in the

western Caribbean will be protected

where it breeds, on the Tortuguero

nesting beach in Costa Rica (made a

national park in 1976), and in its feed-

ing area, the rich marine pastures of sea

grass off the eastern coast of Nicara-

gua.

But the turtles were only half of

Nietschmann's story. He had become
deeply involved with the Miskito Indi-

ans, who traditionally depended on the

turtle for food. In the 1960s, when the

first turtle-processing plants were set

Butchering green turtles on beacti. Nicaragua, 1971

up in Nicaragua, the Miskito began

their entry into a cash economy, hunt-

ing the turtles to sell. The turtles would
have eventually disappeared if this in-

creased hunting pressure had kept up,

but stopping commercial turtling left

the Miskito stranded partway through

a cultural change. What provision a

marine sanctuary would make for

them, or for subsistence turtling, is not

known, but their reaction to the 1977

Bernard Nietsctimann

closing of the plants was clear. As
Nietschmann reports in his book Car-

ibbean Edge (Bobbs-Merrill, 1979),

the Miskito he was closest to wrote him

in 1977, saying, "This is my word to

you. The government put the turtle on

control. It was one thing that you the

one that do it. All your friends give you

Hell. You get lots of cursing. Was
sad

. '

'

Please turn to page 12



20 Color Slides of
daVinci Masterpieces

foronly $1
(comparable
value $20)

IT"^ Turn your living room

w9i ^ 4(ifltr"
^^^^ ^°"^ '^'^^

^-^^ jlW|i,* private Art
A iBUfflB'tlf Gallery

.J„.s====^^^^^^^ Includes this"
Illustrated 40'page

Qallery Lecture Quide

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FOR ONLY $1

LEONARDO DA VINCI
Album with 20 beautiful c

eluding th
"Mona Lisa"
her true color;

derly

(shown above), radiant in
and actual size . . . the ten-
"Madonna and Child with
St. John the Baptist". . .

"The Adoration of the Magi". . . stunning
details of the legendary- "Last Supper". . .

and other priceless an treasures by Leo-
nardo. The Album also contains an illus-

trated 40-page guided lecture by Renais-
sance authority Helmut Wohl, who gives
you revealing background on the paint-
ings and the enigmatic genius who created
them.

The Color Slide Program
of the Great Masters

^ome with us. To meet the legendary Leonardo.
^--' And share in the exciting discovery of the

most celebrated masterpieces of all time.

Come to Paris, and behold the enigmatic
smile which has fascinated men for centuries . . .

Visit Florence, and discover young Leonardo's

first spark of brilliance in a painting that shamed
a great teacher . . .

Travel to a refectory in Milan ... to stand be-

fore the most unforgettable fresco in the world
and sense the impending martyrdom of Christ.

LEONARDO DA VINCI—the complete Art
Album with 20 full-color slides and handsomely
illustrated Gallery Lecture Guide—is yours for

only SI as your introduction to the McGraw-Hill
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters. There
is no obligation to buy anything more.

View the priceless works of art

in the full glory of the originals

Each lavish Album contains twenty color slides

devoted to the works of a famous master. Cre-

ated by art photography specialists in Florence,

Italy, these exquisite 35mm. slides achieve what
small print and art reproductions cannot—for

they capture the authentic colors of the original

works . . . with every subtle line and detail bril-

liantly revealed. And they permit you to view
each priceless painting on your home screen in

the full glory of the original.

In addition, bound into each Album is an
illustrated, 40-page Guide in which a noted
authority points out important aspects of each
painting and shares with you fascinating
glimpses of the artist himself.

As you view the paintings projected on your
wall and read the absorbing commentary, you
and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in the enjoyment of art. Indeed, it is

much like taking your own "private tour" with
an art expert at your side.

The Program is flexible—the cost is low

Approximately every six weeks, you are offered

a complete new Color Slide Album of 20 distinc-

tive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forthcom-
ing Albums will be devoted to the lives and
works of such great masters as Michelangelo,
Winslow Homer, Rembrandt, Gauguin, and
Picasso, Chagall, Van Gogh, Lautrec, etc.

If the slides were available from museums,
you would expect to pay as much as $20 a set.

Yet, as a member of this new Program, you pay
only $12.95 for each complete Album—includ-

ing 20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.

And you may take as few or as many as you like.

Accept this Si demonstration offer

To introduce you to the McGraw-Hill Color

Slide Program of the Great Masters, we will send

you Leonardo da Vinci, complete, for 15 days

trial. If you are delighted with the demonstra-

tion, send only SI, plus a few cents for tax and
shipping. If not thrilled with the introductory

Album, simply return it within 15 days; and you
will be under no further obligation. Mail the

attached card today.

If you do not have
a projector: here's

an unusual opportunit>
We can offer you the
sensational Kodak
Carousel BC 604
Projector supplied with
500-watt lamp, and 4-inch
f/2.8 Ektanar lens. This top-rated projector show
regular 2" x 2" 35tnm. slides up to 1/16-inch thick. It

has dependable gravity feed and you have instant ac-

cess to any one of its 140-slide capacity at any time.

List price SI 29.50-subscribers' price only S94.50. plus

tax. Remittance must accompany trial subscription form.
If you are not completely delighted with the projector,

you may return it in 15 days for a full refund.

If Reply Card has been removed, write McGraw-Hill
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters, Dept.
AY-147, 1221 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020.
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ARCHAEOLOGY

The Magazine
for

Past Lovers

Admit it— you've always
been secretly fascinated by
the mysteries of antiquity...

always wondered what life

was really like in ancient

Egypt, China, Greece,

Mexico, Peru. Find out in

ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine!
Six times a year its authori-

tative clearly-written arti-

cles and stunning color

photographs bring the

ancient world alive. Meet
the peoples ofthe past.

Marvel at their achieve-

ments, and admire the

beauty they left behind.

There's nothing else like

ARCHAEOLOGY. Try it

ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine,
Dept. 8202 P.O. Box 385,
Martinsville, NJ 08836

Please send ARCHAEOLOGY to:

Name

Address

City - -State Zip

One year $ 15 Payment enclosed

n Two years $27 Q Bill me
Add $3 per year outside U.S.A.

Send gift card signed

Feverish Lizards, and Crayfish, and Scorpions

Running a fever was once thought to

be the prerogative of warmblooded
creatures, whose internal temperatures

are independent of the weather. But, as

Matthew Kluger reported in ' 'The Im-

portance of Being Feverish" (January

1976), lizards can also develop fevers,

even though there is no question that

they are coldblooded. They raise their

temperatures by moving into the sun

or, in the case of Kluger's experi-

ments, under a sun lamp. And it seems

to do them some good. Sick lizards

kept in cages at feverish temperatures

fare much better than their counterparts

in normal and cool environments.

Now, fever has spread to inverte-

brates. Recent studies have shown that

crayfish and scorpions can develop

fevers. Crayfish injected with bacteria

and scorpions injected with prostaglan-

dins swam and scuttled to hot areas.

(Prostaglandins are hormones thought

to be instrumental in the development

of a fever.)

Evidence is also mounting that mod-

erate fevers have their benefits, which

might explain why the fever process is

so widespread. Leukocytes, white

blood cells that are active in fighting

bacterial infections, are more mobile at

febrile temperatures. And fevers re-

duce the amount of iron available to

bacteria. That reduction, combined

with high temperatures, has been

shown to inhibit bacterial growth.

Schistosomiasis, a Change in Strategy

In 1960, the word coming out of

China was that schistosomiasis (snail

fever) was under complete control and

eradication was imminent. Almost

twenty years later, in September of

1979, the New York Times offered the

news that China had undertaken a vast,

ambitious program to wipe out schisto-

somiasis by 1985.

Kenneth Warren, director of Health

Sciences at the Rockefeller Founda-

tion, was not surprised. Several years

ago, in "Precarious Odyssey of anUn-
conquered Parasite" (May 1974), he

set forth some of the reasons schistoso-

miasis, which affects 200 million peo-

ple, resists efforts to eliminate it. War-
ren believes that such efforts, now
being pursued in China, Brazil, and

Egypt, are futile with current tools. He
recently backed up his contention by

designing, at Kenya's request, a pro-

gram for control, not eradication, of

schistosomiasis.

The difficulty with attempts at eradi-

cation is that they require striking the

parasitic worm that causes schistoso-

miasis at every stage of its life. The
worm, at different stages, lives in

snails, humans, and in bodies of fresh

water while it waits to infect one of its

hosts. Eradication programs must in-

clude improving sanitation and pro-

tecting water supplies (eggs are ex-

creted by infected human beings), kill-

ing snails, and killing the worms in

human beings through medical treat-

ment. So far there is no vaccine. Anti-

schistosomal drugs are known for their

toxicity to humans. And no mollusci-

cides (snail-killing chemicals) have

long-term, residual action. The prob-

lems are formidable even if one doesn't

question the wisdom of killing large

numbers of snails with chemicals.

Warren sees a way out of these diffi-

culties in a significant characteristic of

schistosomiasis: infection is not the

same as disease. The worms do not

multiply inside the human body; they

produce eggs that are excreted. And
individuals infected by a few worms
may show no ill effects. Heavy infec-

tions, however, can cause a variety of

disease symptoms and can sometimes

be fatal. Another important charac-

teristic of schistosomiasis is that

schoolchildren have the highest inci-

dence of infection.

Warren's recommended program, to

cost $10 million over six years, would

involve testing children ages five to

nineteen in areas where schistoso-

miasis is endemic. Newly refined diag-

nostic procedures that allow quick tests

in the field would be used, and only

children with a certain level of infec-

tion would then be treated with drugs.

Warren has devised a one-shot medica-

tion program that reduces the toxicity

of the treatment by reducing the doses.

He believes the program is a simple,

economical alternative to eradication

programs and that it will be effective

in doing what can and should be done:

treating the disease of schistosomiasis,

not eliminating infection. The Kenyan

government has not yet decided

whether to go ahead with the program.

James Gorman



23 engrossing books of historyandworld affairs...

Mountbanen: Eighty Years in The Boer War. By Thomas Pakenham. The Devil's Horsemen: The Mon-
Pictures. Foreword by Lord Mount- The romance of the late Viaonan Em- gol Invasion of Europe. By Jan

batten. Private photos' which provide pire and the last great imperial^\

an intimate portrait of a fav "
*"" ""

ish hero. $16.95/$I0.95

America Revised. By Frances

FitzGerald. A riveting analysis of

American history texts and teaching.

$9,95/58.50

A Distant Mirror: The Calamitous
14th Century. By Barbara Tuchman.

A vivid reflection of life in the 14th

century. $15.95/$9.95

values up to $69.50
The Early Greeks B\ R J Hoppir The Twelve Caesars B\ Muhael
The emcrgenti. ol Greek tiviliza Gram From Julius in 49 B C.

lioninallilsarthjclogii.alandcul ihrouKh Domilian in 96 \Vl.

tural splendor. $25.00/$I3.00 S12.5C) $8.75

with trial membership The Cells. By Gerhard Hcrm
2000-year epic study of a fie

(First price is publisher's list. Boldface shows member's price.) people and their rise lo an cmi

The Confederate Nation: 1861- The Age of Arthur. By John
1865. Bv fimory M. Thmnai. Wliat the Marru. British history from .ISO-

confederacy was supposed to be-and 650 A. D. $17.50 $11.95

what it became. $l5.00/$9.95

The Napoleonic Wars: An Illus-

trated History 1792-1815. By Michael
Glover $22.50/$12.95 of Ro

period.

Richard the LionhearL By John

1 G:llmgliam. This legendary king emerges

h significant as one of the ablest ever to sit on the

$17. 50/$ 11. 50 British throne. $12.50/$8.50

4 Good Reasons
To Try The History Book Club

Big cash savings. Last year our members saved

33% on their Club purchases. Your total savings as

a trial member, including tiiis introductory offer,

can be more than 50%.
Liberal bonus plan. You can qualify for added
savings through bonus books, selected from our

full list of 1 50-200 fine works.

Exceptional quality. In its 33 years, the Club has

distributed over 1,000 books, including 72 award
winners. Our books are the equal of publishers'

editions, not economy reprints.

iMembership Benefits. A membership account
will be opened for you, to which your purchases

will be charged at the low member's prices. You
need pay only after you have received your books.

A postage-and-paclung fee is added to each ship-

ment. Every four weeks (13 times a year) you will

receive our Review containing descriptions of new
and recent selections. If you want the Editors'

Choice, do nothing; it will be sent automatically.

If you want another book, or no book at all,

return the card by the date specified. If you
should receive an unwanted book because you had
less than ten days to decide, you may return it and
pay nothing. We guarantee postage.

More fine books to choose from:

(First phce is publisher's list. Boldface shows member's pnce.l

520. Plagues and Peoples. Bv William H.

McNeill
'

$10.00/$7.75

665. The Hictites: And Their Contemporaries
in Asia Minor. By J.G. Macqueen. $18.00/$11.00

796. Power and Imagination: City-States in

Renaissance Italy. Bv Lauro Marlines.

$15.95/$9.95

841 . The Tower: The Tirniultuous History of

the Tower ofLondon from 1078.

Bv Derek Wilson. $14.95/$9.90

826. Prehistoric Avebury. By A ubrey Burl An il-

lustrated study of the people who erected Britain's

most spectacular standing stones. $19.95/$12.95

732. Germany: 1866-1945. By Gordon Craig.

$19.95/$12.95

733. People ofthe Lake: Mankind and its

Beginnings. Bv Richard E. Leakey and Roger

Lewin.
'

$10.95/58.95

770. Daily Life in the World ofCharlemagne.
By Pierre Riche. $22.00/$14.50

762. The Hundred Years War: The English in

France, 1337-1453. Bv Desmond Seward
$n.95/$8.95

157. A History ofthe Vikings. By Gwyn Jones.

$15.00/$9.95

The History Book Club
Stamford, Conn. 06904

Please enroll me as a trial member and

send me the four books whose numbers I

have entered below. Bill those on the left at

99c for all three and the fourth at the low-

member's price, plus postage-and-packing.

CD
I may return the books within three weeks

at your expense and owe nothing. Or, I

wili buy four more selections within a year

{not counting my choices above), and then I

may resign at any time. All Club purchases

are at low member's prices, and a postage-

and-packing fee is added to all shipments.

_Apt. no. -



New England Returns to Wood
Faced with soaring energy costs and a disquieting dependence on foreign oil,

this region has begun shifting to a former source of heat and power

by Colin High

We are witnessing the rebirth of the

use of New England forests, a trend

that is growing so fast it is not yet re-

flected in most government statistics.

Just as the bicentennial revived interest

in the early history of the area, so rising

fuel prices and supply problems have

produced a renewed interest in the

fuels of earlier times.

Although there are no statistics for

those times, we are fairly certain that

wood provided close to 100 percent of

the fuel needs of the Pilgrim Fathers,

as it undoubtedly also did for the

American Indians before them. Wood
continued to be the primary fuel for

New Englanders until the latter part of

the nineteenth century. It was used for

heating homes, for cooking, and to

produce the hot water needed on farms

and for cottage industries. It provided

charcoal for iron making and steam for

the early steam engines, railroads,

steamboats, and steam-powered saw-

mills. By 1850 there were thirty-six

steam-powered sawmills fired by wood
in Maine alone.

Along with water and wind, wood
was the energy source for the Ameri-

can industrial revolution. In the second

half of the nineteenth century, coal be-

came increasingly important as an in-

dustrial fuel in the United States, al-

though its use began relatively much
later than in Europe, where the wood
resource had been depleted much ear-

lier. Not until the early 1870s did coal

surpass the solar fuels—wood, water,

and wind—as the primary industrial

fuel.

Until well into the twentieth cen-

tury, wood remained the major home

heating fuel in New England, finally

declining only in the face of the abun-

dance of cheap and convenient oil, gas,

and electricity. By the time of the Arab

oil embargo of 1973, the use of wood
for home heating had declined to such

a degree that even in Vermont, one of

the most rural and wooded states in the

nation, less than one percent of all

homes used wood as the primary heat

source.

The situation in the rest of rural New
England was much the same, and in the

urban areas, wood heating was rele-

gated to the occasional use of the fire-

place. Instead of relying on home-

grown fuels. New England became de-

pendent on oil, mainly imported from

foreign sources. With the highest en-

ergy costs in the nation and the greatest

dependence on foreign oil, however.

> . \ I



What do you see
when you look at a

new house?

A new neighbor? A good investment? Fallen trees? It depends on your

point-of-view.

We see these things and more: an opportunity to meet society's need

for shelter, our employees' for jobs and our shareholders' for performance.

So we manufacture houses, and parts of houses (things like lumber,

plywood, cabinets and window frames); and we operate building materials

centers through much of the U. S.

We also farm the trees that stand behind these products, and
we're able to see clearly that society can have both, if we tend to our

forests resourcefully.

So we strive to reconcile your viewpoints, to manage our affairs in a

way that provides satisfactory jobs, products, profits and thriving trees.

If we succeed, everybody wins. Reason enough to try, don't you think?

Boise Cascade Corporation
A company woith looking at.
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The number of New Englanders

heating their homes primarily

with wood has increased from less

than one percent to about 20
percent since the Arab oil embargo

in 1973. Many homeowners now
cut their own wood.

the New England region is now look-

ing to indigenous energy sources,

especially renewable resources, to

meet its future energy needs.

Change has begun and is taking two
forms—conservation and a shift to

wood. As a result, oil consumption
may be 20 to 30 percent lower this

winter than in the past. Although con-

servation is becoming a national phe-

nomenon, the shift to wood for home
and industrial heating is so far being

led by New England. From less than

one percent of homes heated primarily

with wood prior to 1973, we now find

20 percent or more of homes in north-

ern New England heated primarily

with wood and more than 50 percent

partly heated with wood. There are

now enough fireplaces and stoves

being installed to drive those numbers
up very rapidly if home heating oil be-

comes scarce or much more expensive

.

During the fall of 1979. the tradi-

tionally quiet, steady business of cut-

ting wood for winter suddenly became

«->^

feverish, with prices shooting up and
waiting lists for deliveries of wood and
chain saws. Homeowners discovered

that the price differential between

wood and oil was so large that even

with the S300 to S500 or more spent

on a stove, they could save hundreds

of dollars in the first heating season.

If you are strong, like to be out in

the woods, and have access to a pickup

or trailer, you can go out and cut the

wood yourself in rural areas. Even
those who do not own woodlots fre-

quently find neighbors who will allow

dead and poor quality wood to be cut.

Public forests also have opportunities

for firewood cutters, and many large

landowners and timber and paper com-
panies permit local people to cut

firewood free or at nominal cost. Per-

haps half of all the wood now burned

in New England homes is cut by the

homeowner. Wood-cutting and wood-
splitting parties are becoming popular

as friends and neighbors turn to mutual

aid instead of calling the oil company.
Local businesses that sell wood stoves

and chain saws, build chimneys, or

rent hydraulic wood-splitters have

been doing a roaring trade. On the

other hand, local oil distributors have

been having a hard time and some
smaller, marginal companies may fail.

The resurgence of wood burning,

however, has not been without its

problems. Few people under forty or

fifty years of age have had much direct

experience of wood burning, and re-

George A. Robinson

cent migrants from the cities, who
often embrace wood heating with a re-

ligious fervor, have had no experience

at all. Not surprisingly, there has been

a spate of fires caused by ignorance and

poor equipment or poor installation.

Burning wood is an art. You need

to know your wood: the species, the

condition, and the moisture content. A
fast-burning, light softwood, such as

pine, is fine for kindling, but to hold

a good fire, you need oak, maple, or

hickory. Apple holds a fire well all

night and has a better aroma than any-

thing out of a can or bottle. White birch

looks beautiful in the grate of an open

fire, but the serious stove user is not

impressed by its heat value and tends

to regard it as a city dweller's wood.

The experienced wood burner will

use nothing but hardwood, except for

kindling. Hardwoods generally have a

much higher heating value per cord

than softwoods. Perhaps just as impor-

tant, they do not produce as much creo-

sote or as many sparks as pine, spruce,

or fir. Creosote is a big problem when
heating a house all winter, especially

a house with a modern, high-effi-

ciency, "airtight" stove. As the hot

gases driven off in the first stages of

burning condense in the stovepipe and

chimney, they build up and can catch

fire. Burning the stove hotter with a

good draft reduces creosote but makes

it difficult to keep a fire going all night.

Modern airtight wood stoves, so called

because they have precise air regula-

J



THE MAN

This one drives a Volks-

wagen Rabbit.

Now. We would love

to tell you what a bril-

liant choice he made.
How many different cars

he checked out. How
smart he was to

choose a Rabbit.

THESNOmiPlDW
DRIVETOTHE
SNOINPLOW?

But the fact is,

he didn't have
much of a
choice at all.

A snowplow
driver has two
crucial needs;

1) Easy starts in the

middle of winter

2) very good ma-
neuverability in ven/

bad weather
Which means he needs both

fuel injection for those starts and
front-wheel drive for that maneu-
verability. Guess what?

With the exception of our own
cars, there is only one car in the

Rabbit's class that gives you both

front-wheel drive and the option

of fuel injection: the Rabbit itself

And with these features it's safe to

say that only one car in this class

combines the starting ease and
maneuverability in snow like the

Rabbit itself the Rabbit itself.

Snowplow driver or not, we
think you'll be impressed with the

way the Rabbit is put together.

With its performance, its handling,

its carrying capacity.

Car and Driver was very im-

pressed: "The Rabbit does more
useful and rewarding things than

any other small car in the world"
Now the question is:

Does the man who drives the

snowplow own a Rabbit to help

him do his job?

Or does he do his job to help

him own a Rabbit?.

WIKSWIIGEN
ITI lis
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN MASTERPIECE

The magnificent cougar, at home in the beauty of the Colorado Rockies, is captured by

wildlife artist JAMES E. FAULKNER. When viewing this great work of art, it is easy to feel

the crisp autumn air and hear the hypnotic rustling of the golden aspen. Now a special

limited edition four color lithograph printed on heavy 100% rag paper.

THIS EDITION IS LIMITED TO ONLY 500 PRINTS

EACH SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO: NATURE'S NEST

$75.00 per print (unmounted)

We pay FIRST CLASS POSTAGE

101 Coyote Circle, Route 6

Golden, CO 80401 (303) 582-5466

Ireland... friendly, un-

spK)iled, inviting, exciting.

From sightseeing to shop-
ping, from castles to

cottages, to the Abt)ey

Theatre.And it's described

to perfection in this beau-
tiful 32-page full color

book. Take the first step

toward a perfect vacation

by writing, then see your
travel agent.

IRISH TOURIST BOARD
590 Fifth Avenue, Dept. D
n.Y., n.Y. 10036 LOVEi^

' IRISH TOURIST BOARD, 590 riPTH AVE., DEPT. D, n.Y., n.Y. 10036 "

flease send me your free. 52-pa9e color book, Trom Ireland With Love"

MY TFKAVEL AQEMCV IS

tors or thermostats, produce an even

heat but they do not solve the creosote

problem. The prudent stove owner
checks the chimney regularly for creo-

sote buildup and sweeps it often.

If there is an art to burning wood,
ther& is an even greater art to cutting,

splitting, and drying it. A few general

principles will guide the neophyte, but

only experience will make you an ex-

pert. Never cut wood shorter than you
need for your stove (better buy a stove

that takes long wood). Cut your wood
in the fall: that is when the sap is

lowest. Split it in the winter: frozen

wood splits the most easily. Cut at least

a year before you need to burn the

wood: dry wood burns better than

green wood. Wood cutting, splitting,

drying, and burning are best practiced

in time to the rhythm of the seasons.

But there is an art to the splitting of

wood, to the handling of mauls,

wedges, and sledgehammers, to know-
ing which wood splits easily (straight

ash or birch) and which will need a lot

of work with wedges and hammers
(elm and locust are notorious). My first

wood-heated winter in New England

cost me three splitting-maul handles

for lack of experience in these arts.

Since it presents so many problems,

why are so many people changing to

heating with wood? For some it is a

case of economic necessity. For the un-

employed and those on low incomes

who can cut their own wood, the sav-

ings, compared with oil, gas, or elec-

tricity, may amount to hundreds of dol-

lars a year and make the long, cold

New England winters bearable. But for

those with little time to spare, cutting

their own wood provides only a mar-

ginal return. And for people who buy

their wood cut, split, and delivered to

the home, costs range from about $75

to $120 per cord. At the top of this

price range, wood is more expensive

than oil at present prices, even if the

wood is dry. When wood is burned

green (moisture content 45 to 50 per-

cent by weight), the heating value is

only about 4,200 BTUs per pound

compared to an average of 8 ,500 BTUs
per pound for bone-dry wood. This

means that someone burning green

wood purchased for $75 per cord is

probably not saving any money com-

pared with buying home heating oil.

Nevertheless, many people are buy-

ing wood at $100 or more per cord.

Clearly, something other than saving

money must be motivating them.

Throwing a log on a blazing fire ob-

viously provides some satisfaction that



Learn how to get

the Lion's share
from today's

high interest rates
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Today's most exciting

yields are not at a bank.

Dreyfus Liquid Assets offers

you much higher yields than
savings accounts or interest

-

bearing checking accounts-and
you don't have the restraints on

6-month savings certificates.

Yields are earned and
compounded daily.

You get free checks for immediate
cash or to pay larger bills. This high-

yielding money market Fund makes the

perfect companion to the basic checking
account most people need.*

Easy withdrawals, by phone, with never a

penalty. Initial investment only $2,500; addi-
tions as small as $100.

Liquid Assets
600 Lincoln Blvd., Middlesex, N.J. 08846

For more complete information,
'^including management fee charges
and expenses, obtain a prospectus by

sending this coupon. Read it carefully before you
invest or send money.

Name,

Address.

City

State.
2260101

_Zip_

FOR A PROSPECTUS
Call toll free, dav „

or night, 7 days a week aOO-523-7601
In Pennsylvania I-80O-662-5180

FOR QUESTIONS
In New York Citv

SUNDAY 9A,M to 5PM
Mon. thru Fri. SAM to 8PM

(out ofNYC call collect) 212-223-O3O3

Out ofNY State call toll free
SUNDAY 9AM to 5PM

Mon. thru Fri. SAM to 8PM 8OO-223-5525



Speak German
like a Diplomat!

What sort of people need to learn a for-

eign language as quickly and effectively as

possible? Foreign Service personnel, that's

who. Members of Americas diplomatic

corps are assigned to US. embassies

abroad, where they must be able to con-

verse fluently in every situation.

Now. you can learn to speak German just

like these diplomatic personnel do— with

the Foreign Service Institutes Programmed

Introduction to German.

The U.S. Department of State has spent

tens of thousands of dollars developing this

course. It's by far the most effective way to

learn German immediately.

The Programmed German Course con-

sists of a series of tape cassettes and an

accompanying textbook. You simply follow

the spoken and written instructions, listen-

ing and repeating. The course begins en-

tirely in English. But by its end, you II find

yourself learning and speaking entirely in

German!

This course turns your cassette player

into a "teaching machine." With its unique

programmed' learning method, you set

your own pace— testing yourself, correct-

ing errors, reinforcing accurate responses.

v^auDia-fOMjm

The FSI's Programmed German Course

comes in two volumes. You may order one or

both courses:

n Volume i, Basic.

9 cassettes, 13 hours and a 647-page

text, $115

n Volume II, Advanced.

8 cassettes, 8V2 hours and a 333-page

text, $98.

(New York State residents add appropri-

ate sales tax.)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in hand-

some library binders.

TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THIS AD and mail

with your name and address, and a check or

money order. Or. charge to your credit card

(American Express, VISA, Master Charge,

Diners Club) by enclosing card number, ex-

piration date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's German
course is unconditionally guaranteed. Try it

for three weeks. If you're not convinced it's

the fastest, easiest, most painless way to

learn German, return it and well refund

every penny you paid! Order today!

Audio Forum
Dept. 351

145 East 49th St.

New York, N.Y. 10017

(212)753-1783

you do not get from hearing your fur-

nace turn itself on. In these troubling

times, that may be worth paying for.

Having an alternative emergency fuel
;

available also engenders a sense of se-

curity. There has long been a New '

England saying that wood warms you
1

twice: once when you cut it and once

when you burn it. Some people now

add a third time: knowing you are not

dependent on OPEC.
Although residential users are lead-

,

ing the shift from oil and electricity to

wood, industrial users are also chang-

ing over. If homeowners are motivated

by a mixture of economic and non-

economic reasons, industries have

generally made the choice for eco-

nomic reasons alone. Many of the in-

dustrial users who have switched from

oil are in wood-products industries and

bum the waste wood, sawdust, and

bark they previously considered of lit-

tle or no value. Starting with free or

very low-cost fuel from waste, they

have chalked up substantial savings in

the first few years of operations.

There are 150 wood-burning indus-

tries in New England, from small saw-

mills and furniture factories to giant

pulp and paper mills, which burn bark,

wood, and wood-derived black liquor

from the pulping process to generate

steam and electric power. Some of

these industries are powered almost en-

tirely by wood, and some, like the

Scott Paper Company's Somerset Mill

in Maine, occasionally sell power to

the electric grid. The Burlington Elec-

tric Department in Vermont retrofitted

a coal-burning power plant to burn

wood and now produces 7 megawatts

of electric power for the city of Bur-

lington. Although most of the indus-

trial wood boilers depend primarily on

low-cost wood wastes, the Burlington

electric plant and a much smaller steam

unit serving a hospital in Waterbury,

Vermont, are examples of plants that

burn wood harvested specifically for

energy by whole-tree harvesting.

Unlike regular logging techniques,

which normally use only the bole of the

tree, whole-tree harvesting removes all

the above-ground parts of the tree,

which are then converted by machine

into small chips. The chips are

transported in large semitrailer vans,

with twenty-ton loads, to an industrial

boiler for burning. Whole-tree chip-

ping has been used in New England

and elsewhere to provide fiber for pulp

mills and is expected to become the

primary method for harvesting wood

fuel for industrial use.
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CHARLES DAKLWI]N^

THE ZOOLOGY OF
THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. BEAGLE

a limited editionfacsimile reprint

Over 500 species of fossil mammals, The edition is sumptuously produced

mammals, birds, fish and reptiles are befitting the great importance, quality, and

described and illustrated by the best rarity of the original work. There has never

authorities of the time, edited by Charles been, nor is Hkely to be, another

Darwin. Among the numerous illustrations reprinting. A unique combination of

are 50 colourplatesofbirds byJohn Gould, scientific, artistic, and investment value.

Send for a FREE illustrated colour brochure

NOVA PAQFICA PUBLISHING COMPANY LTD.
P.O. Box 11106, Wellington, New Zealand

DISCOVER PAPUA NEW GUINEA AND AUSTRALIA
WITH THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
SEPTEMBER 6-29, 1980

Join Mary LeCroy, American
Museum ornithologist, and Keith

Buxton, Australian anthropolo-

gist, as we explore the habitats of

many of the world's most unusual

animals including birds of paradise;

witness Stone Age sing-sings, courtship

and initiation ceremonies; shop in tribal

village markets, cruise down the Sepik
and Karawari Rivers stopping to learn of

elaborate religious art forms and archi-

tecture; discover the Great Barrier Reef in

a glass bottom boat, the Australian out-

back, Ayers Rock, Alice Springs and have
many other exciting experiences.

Tour limited to 18 participants. For

itineraries and further information contact
American Museum Discovery Tours, Cen-
tral Park West at 79 St., NY NY 10024, or

call (212)873-1440.

American ^
Museum of »»

Natural

(yjyiiii History

Discovery Tours \ s. ^

On such a scale, wood can be har-

vested and delivered up to fifty or more
miles away at a cost of about $15 to

$20 per ton ($36 to $48 per cord). At
that price wood becomes competitive

with oil even allowing for the increased

capital investment and operation costs

associated with wood burning. In view

of this situation, the federal Depart-

ment of Energy, state governments,

and federally funded organizations,

such as the New England Regional

Commission and the Northeast Solar

Energy Center, are encouraging in-

dustry to change from oil to wood in

areas where wood is available.

In some areas it is possible that wood
for energy may develop into the re-

source's major use. In northern Ver-

mont, for example, just one proposed

50 megawatt, wood-fired power plant

will, if built, double the wood harvest

in the northern part of the state. If the

domestic fuel wood market is added to

this, wood used for energy may be-

come an important factor in changing

the forests of New England.

Proponents of wood energy can

point to several important benefits that

the growth of a large wood energy mar-

ket could have in the New England

forests. Wood as fuel could present the

opportunity to market the large quanti-

ties of rough, rotten, and otherwise un-

marketable trees that abound in New
England's forests. From a production

point of view, the present poor condi-

tion of the forests is the result of a long

history of overexploitation of the high-

quality trees, followed by a lack of

forest management to regenerate high-

productivity stands.

The lack of management occurred,

in part, because it was difficult to make
a decent return on the investment while

large stands of old growth timber were

available in the west and higher rates

of growth could be obtained in the

south. In addition, the land-ownership

patterns of southern and central New
England, which has many relatively

small owners whose primary income

comes from sources other than the land

and whose reasons for holding the land

are largely unrelated to forest produc-

tion, have made good forest manage-

ment more difficult. A wood energy

market for the poor-quality material

could provide the economic incentive

to improve the stands by selective thin-

ning and other management practices.

Many foresters see the biggest benefit

of wood energy as improvements to the

timber stands, a policy they have long

advocated but one that few landowners



A report on the great American forest.

Good forest manasement
means growingmore trees.

Hot sharing shortages.

It's no accident that the

most productive forests in

America are those owned
and managed by the forest

industry.

Although they make up
only 14% of the commercial
forestland, they provide
29% of the annual timber
harvest.

This is because the in-

dustry has learned that it's

not only possible to grow
more trees faster, but also

imperative.

It's a race against time:

Every year Americans need
more lumber and plywood to

build homes. More furniture

to make them liveable. More
paper and pulp to print the

books and periodicals that

educate, enlighten and
entertain. More packaging and containers for thou-

sands ofessentials, from milk to machinery.

The sobering fact is that within 50 years U.S. de-

mand for wood and paper products is expected to

double.

Yet not all the nation's commercial forests are

working equally hard to get ready.

What is a commercial forest?

Commercial forest, as defined by the U.S. Forest

Service, is all forestland— whether owned by individ-

uals, government or the forest industry— that is cap-

able of, and potentially available for, growing repeated

Who owns America's commercial forests?

Commercial forest acreage owned by the forest indus-

try, government, and non-industrial private owners.

Industry

14%

Private
58%

And how much do they produce?

Annual harvest from commercial forests owned by the

forest industry, government, and non-industrial pri-

vate owners _ .r-m ».,
Government

23%=
Industry
29%>

•

Source: U.S. Forest Service

crops of trees for harvest. It

includes land in National
Forests but not in National
Parks orWilderness areas.

On all commercial for-

estland, tree growth per acre

averages only 61% of poten-

tial, which is not good
enough. The greatest room
for improvement, however,
is in National Forests,
where trees now grow at

only 48% ofpotential.

Yet as the industry has
shown, the growth cycle can

be speeded by applying such

techniques as: encouraging
natural regrowth, planting

superior seeds and seed-

lings, fertilizing, thinning
and protecting trees from
disease, insects and fire.

How soon can we start growing more trees?

Since we clearly have the know-how to grow more
and higher-quality trees, how soon can this nation get

on with the job of increasing productivity on all com-

mercial forestlands?

The first step is to understand the problem. If

you'd like to learn more about the importance ofAmer-
ica's forests and the challenges they face, send for a

free booklet, "The Great American Forest." Write
American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150.

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.

And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America'sXrenewable resource.



could afford. Other benefits would be

realized by loggers using whole-tree

harvesting machines that increase pro-

ductivity and reduce the job hazards

associated with traditional logging.

Furthermore, whole-tree chipping

reduces or eliminates the slash left after

logging, which many landowners and

recreational forest users find so objec-

tionable. More open forests, with

larger trees and a mosaic of cuttings,

which could result from a well-man-

aged, selective whole-tree harvest,

would provide pleasant opportunities

for recreational use and a diversity of

habitats for wildlife.

Despite the advantages offered by

large-scale, whole-tree, mechanized

harvesting, there is no evidence that

such a forest-management program

will be adopted. At present, there are

no laws or economic incentives to in-

sure that it will take place. On the con-

trary, there may be short-term eco-

nomic incentives that make it hard to

practice good management. We know
that wood fuel is, and probably will

remain, the lowest-value wood product

of the forests and that wood is compet-

ing closely with other energy sources.

Loggers and landowners are therefore

under constant pressure to keep costs

down. To do so, loggers will have to

make large investments in feller

bunchers, skidders, and chippers to de-

liver fuel wood at a competitive price.

A typical operation will need $500,000

for equipment, and loggers will have

to be highly cost conscious and produc-

tive to make a return on the investment.

BA King

26

Large machines are undoubtedly

more productive in clear cuts than in

selective operations and that could lead

to a substantial increase in clear-cut-

ting. Clear-cutting may be right in

some circumstances, but it has a far

greater impact on the ecosystem than

other cutting practices. All of the re-

sults traditionally associated with log-

ging—increased runoff, soil erosion,

water-quality problems, stream-tem-

perature increase, nutrient removal,

fish and wildlife disturbance, and ad-

verse aesthetic and recreational ef-

fects—are more severe and difficult

and expensive to manage in clear cuts.

There is one further problem with

which we have relatively little experi-

ence, namely, the effect of whole-tree

harvesting on soil nutrients and the

long-term productivity of the forest.

Although in most respects whole-tree

harvesting produces the same results as

traditional logging, it removes from

the forest a much higher proportion of

the biomass. The removal of small

branches and leaves in whole-tree har-

vesting may be especially important

because the leaves and twigs contain a

disproportionately high concentration

of plant nutrients—nutrients that might

otherwise return to the soil in tradi-

tional harvesting. Moreover, we know
that the decaying wood on the forest

ffoor provides important sites for nitro-

gen fixation. To the extent that whole-

tree harvesting reduces the amount of

wood left to decay on the forest floor,

it will reduce the rate of nitrogen return

to the forest soil.

Although the impact on the nutrient

budget of the forest may be quite small

and may not affect forest productivity

in the first rotation after whole-tree har-

vesting, there is a strong possibility

that productivity will be affected after

successive harvests employing whole-

tree methods. If those methods were to

be used only for the first harvest, the

problem would be of less concern. But

there is no reason to suppose that log-

gers will want to return to traditional

methods in fumre harvests once they

Commercially cut firewood ready

for home deli\'ery may not save the

homeowner money at present. But

as the costs of heatitig oil and

electric rates continue to rise,

wood is bound to become more

and more economically attractive.



CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOWTO SAVE YOUR LIFE

AND THE ONE NEXT TO YOU
OVERCOMING YOUR PSYCHOLOGICAL RESISTANCE TO SEAT BELTS MAY BE THE KEY.

The facts are startling.

Experts estimate that about
half of all automobile occu-

pant fatalities last year might
have been avoided if the

people had been wearing seat

belts. That's because injuries

occur when the car stops
abruptly and the occupants
are thrown against the car's

interior. Belts prevent this.

Many people say they
know the facts, but they still

don't wear belts. Their reasons

range all over the lot: seat

belts are troublesome to put
on, they are uncomfortable,

or they wrinkle your clothes.

Some people even think
getting hurt or killed in a

car accident is a question of

fate; and therefore, seat belts

don't matter.

If you're one of those
people who don't use belts for

one reason or another, please

think carefully about your mo-
tivations. Are your objections

to seat belts based on the

facts or on rationalizations?

Here are a few of the

common rationalizations.
Many people say they are
afraid of being trapped in a

car by a seat belt. In fact, in

the vast majority of cases,

seat belts protect passengers
from severe injuries, allowing

them to escape more quickly.

Another popular rationaliza-

tion: you'll be saved by being
thrown clear of the car. Here
again, research has proved
that to be untrue—you are

almost always safer inside

the car.

Some people use seat
belts for highway driving,

but rationalize it's not worth
the trouble to buckle up for

short trips. The numbers tell

a different story: 80% of all

automobile accidents causing

injury or death involve cars

traveling under 40 miles per
hour. And three quarters of

all collisions happen less than
25 miles from the driver's

home.
When you're the driver,

you have the psychological
authority to convince all of

the passengers that they
should wear seat belts. It has
been shown that in a car, the

driver is considered to be an
authority figure. A simple
reminder from you may help

save someone's life. And
please remember children
can be severely injured in

automobile accidents, too.

Make sure Child Restraint

Systems are used for children

who aren't old enough to use
regular seat belts.

Because so many people

still don't use their seat belts.

the government has directed

that some form of passive

restraint—one that doesn't

require any action by the oc-

cupant—be built into every
car by the 1984 model year.

GM is offering one such
restraint—a new type of auto-

matic belt—as an option on the

1980 Chevette to gain insight

into its public acceptance.
By the 1982 model year,

we must begin putting pas-

sive restraints in all full-size

cars and, eventually, into the

entire fleet. But until you
purchase one of these cars of

the future, you can protect

yourself and others by using

seat belts and urging your
family and friends to follow

your example.

At GM, we're very con-

cerned about safety. So
please fasten your seat belt,

because even the best driver

in the world can't predict

what another driver will do.

This advertisement is part of
our continuing effort to give cus-

tomers useful information about

their cars and trucks and the

company that builds them.

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people



THE EDITION IS INEARIING COMPLETION

This
magnificent
replica of
Remington's
THE OUTLAW
cast in imperishable
bronze in a limited
edition of looo

Frederic Remington is perhaps ihe besi known

artist-chronicler of the Old West. Late in his

career, he created 23 dynamic hronzes. The

Outlaw, which he completed a few vears before

his death, is considered one of his finest works.

The Oullaw. originally cast in 190f), has

become a rare collector's item. .\n\ one

of the 40 or more originals is now

appraised at S135,000.

This limited edition replica is the second in a

group of Remmgton bronzes specially commis-

sioned by Museum Collections Inc., and issued

in cooperation with the Buffalo Bill Historical

Onter, Cody, % yoming. The first. The Hnini n

Husier. was fully subscribed and there is a

waiting list of buyers.

\ our purchase of this fine bronze will be

registered in the archiyes of the Buffalo Bill

Historical Center, and a Certificate of Owner-

ship signed by the director of The Historical

Center will accompany each sculpture.

The OuUaw, by Frederick Remmglnn.

Actual size l7Vi"utth imerican ualnul has,

Cast in bronze b\ the lost uar prarcss.

Kvery detail of Remington's original has been

recreated in the replica—but it has been

reduced one fourth in scale, foundry marked

and dated, so that it may neyer be mistaken for

one of the originals. This copyrighted edition is

being cast under the auspices of Museum Col-

lections Inc., using the lost wax process and

palination that was used for Remington's

original bronzes.

\i )i I AW acKlscxi to orck^r

now The^ final bronzes
are bein^ c ast - then tlx^

molds will be destroyed.

Ihr Diitlau. a I

' To own the The Oiillnir is to own an au-

I
Ihi-Mlic classic of VXeslern \rt. Kach bronze

I

is indiviHuallv hand-finished. Collectors

I linvc already reserved the major share ol

1
Ihls fine edition. We therefore urge you lo

I pLiic viiur order for vour bronze now. In

,

:i\{>h1 flisa[)p<iintrnenl

I

1
To order, call toll free...

I
l-H0()-243-l4')i>. or write: RichanI If alker.

\

I'residenl. Museum Colleclinns Inc.. Dept.

I
\<>2 Hox 71X1(1. (Greenwich. Conn. Illifi'td. Inr

I

illustraleil briH-hure.

I

/««,. prwc. SLi'.yi. )ou may reserve the next

I urailable numhcred bronze immediuleh In

I

•icndiufi us your check nou . Major credit cards

I honoml. I fire-month payment plan may lie

1
itrrunffed. U e urge you lo take prom jit uctlnii.

<>uaranleed re-purchase aRreemenl; Museum
t Collections Inc. will willingly re-purchase vour

numbered bronze of Ihe Outlaw anytime within

one year of vour date of purchase. Thus, your

investment in this bronze is fullv protected.

.( 'lime Inc. ('.(mpan\ /

have discovered the economic advan-

tages of whole-tree methods.

Indeed, the improving technology

for the production of composite wood
products suggests that the market for

wood chips to be used in the manufac-

ture of wood products may also in-

crease in the future. It has been sug-

gested that "energy plantations" of

fast-growing trees, harvested on short

rotations with whole-tree harvesting

methods, would be the way to produce

wood fuel quickly and cheaply. If put

into practice, this would be more like

agricultural crop production than for-

estry as we know it and might cause

soil erosion and water-quality prob-

lems that would parallel the seri-

ousness of those in agriculture. But

with or without energy plantations,

whole-tree harvesting is here to stay.

Just as increased harvesting of wood
for energy will pose difficult environ-

mental management problems in the

forest, increased wood burning in the

home and industrial plants will give

rise to air-pollution problems. Because

wood is a renewable resource and

wood smoke brings back pleasant

memories of evenings around the

campfire, a popular misconception has

grown up that wood burning is totally

benign. The problems of wood as fuel

may cause less alarm than the health

risks associated with coal or nuclear

fuels, but wood is certainly not without

some hazards.

Wood burning produces a wide

range of emission products, some of

which can present a health threat. The
emissions include particulates, nitro-

gen oxides, carbon monoxide, hydro-

carbons, and sulfur dioxide. The sulfur

emissions are very low when compared
with those of coal and most oils, and

that makes wood a preferred fuel where

sulfur dioxide pollution is a problem.

On the other hand, particulate emis-

sions, particularly where no control

equipment is used, are higher than

those caused by oil, being comparable

to emissions from coal burning.

Fortunately, particulate emissions

are relatively easy to control in indus-

trial boilers and the control technology

is widely available. Particulate emis-

sions from residential fireplaces,

stoves, and furnaces, however, are not

controlled and these emissions are a

cause for concern where there is a

heavy concentration of home wood

users. Many small towns in valleys

where temperature inversions occur on

cold winter nights are already begin-

ning to experience noticeable air-



From the conquests of the ancient Assyrians . .

.

to the growth of the American Republic—all in the

Take any 3 books for only H.OO each

(values to $7590)
if you will join now for a trial period and agree to take 3 more books-at handsome discounts-over the next 12 months

(Publishers- Prices shown)

69728. POWER AND IMAGINATION: City-States

in Renaissance Italy. Lauro Marlines. A fascinating

account of the transformation of the small medieval

towns of Northern Italy. $15.95

60555-2. MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY. Keith
Muckelroy. The ancient secrets of the ocean depths re-

vealed by today's archaeologists. Counts as 2 if your
3 books. $3'7.50

50595. THE GREAT EXPLORERS. Samuel Eliot

Morison. From the Cabots to Magellan— a vibrant story

of turbulence, lusty adventure and discovery. $17.95

42345-2. DISCOVERY OF LOST WORLDS. Edited
by Joseph J. Thorndike, Jr. Presents the major archae-

ological finds of the past 300 years, recreated in the

writings of well-known historians. Includes two an-

thologies of the archaeologists' original writings. Counts
as 2 of your 3 hooks. $34.95

55007. IMAGE OF THE NEW WORLD. Broth-
erslon and Dorn. The New World as seen through the

eyes of its original inhabitants. Filled with myths,
folklore, and knowledge. $19.95

59885-2. MAN'S CONQUEST OF THE PACIFIC:
The Prehistory of Southeast Asia and Oceania. Peter

Bellwood. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books. $29.95

82771. TEMPLES, TOMBS AND HIEROGLYPHS/
RED LAND, BLACK LAND. 2 excellent introductions
to the complex and fascinating subject of Egyptian \\\i-

xovy. The 2 count as one book. $25.90

75300. A SAVAGE WAR OF PEACE. Alisiair Home.
The first full history of the Algerian War. Illustrated.

$19.95

45220-2. ENGLISH SOCIAL HISTORY. George
Macaulay Trevelyan. Impressive survey of English man-
ners and morals from Chaucer to the end of the Victorian

era. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $29.50

41440. DAILY LIFE IN THE WORLD OF
CHARLEMAGNE. The fears, beliefs, social strucmre
and pitiless routine of life in the vastness of
Charlemagne's empire during the Middle Ages. $22.00

46260. EUROPE BETWEEN THE SUPER-
POWERS.AW DePorte $18.50

87680. A WORLD HISTORY. Williatn H. McNeill. A
classic, brilliant narrative of the four major Old World
civilizations—the Middle East, India, China, and Eu-
rope. $19.95

87890-2. WORLD PREHISTORY IN NEW PER-
SPECTIVE. Grahame Clark. Enormous, global survey
of all civilizations from the first palaeolithic gatherings
to the Aztecs. Counts us 2 cfyoiir 3 books. $29.95

44870. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHINA TODAY. Ere-

dericM. Kaplan, etal. Overview of the current structure

and workings of Chinese society. $25.00

57845. THE LAST DAYS OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA:
1910-1917. Miriam Koclian. An exciting, excellently il-

lustrated social history. $15,95

54995. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ARCHAEOLOGY. Glvn Daniel. $17.95

59537. THE MAKING OF ADOLF HITLER. Eu-
gene Davidson. The psychic and parliamentary mal-
functions of the Weimar Republic which enabled Hitler

to rise to power $17.50

78255-3. THE SHORTER CAMBRIDGE MEDI-
EVAL HISTORY. C.W. Previte-Orton. Two-volume
edition of the standard work of this period. 1200 pages,

300 photographs. Counts as 3 cfyour 3 books. $72,00

40825. THE COURTS OF EUROPE. 4 C Dickens.

The meaning and influence of the four centuries of

royalty. I ncludes 342 glorious photographs. $24.95

35493. BABYLON. Joan Oates. Describes the history,

daily life, art and architecture of the fabulous city of

antiquity. Beautifully illustr.ated with 137 photos, maps,
and drawings. $16.95

66400. THE ORIGINS OF THE SECOND WORLD
WAR. Maurice Baumont. Exposes the foibles, and con-

fusions of the world's leaders that ultimately led to the

holocaust. $22,00

74300-2. ROME AND HER EMPIRE. Barry Cunliffe.

A magnificently illustrated volume that makes the his-

tory of Roman civilization come alive. Counts as 2 (f
\our3books. $50.00

Yours FREE-
for joining now!
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9'/2" by 13'/2" hardcover atlas

featuring over 100 maps illustrating
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lllirx)isStateMusajrri and Christopher J. Schuberth,

Geobgist.and Curator of Education V \
present the 7th Annual

EASTAFRICAN nt if.r
n

SARAH
August 1-21, 1980

Olduvai Gorge . . . Kilimanjaro . . . Momt
famed place names in Tanzania and Kenya.

Tanzanite . . Rift Valley . . . Z/n/anthropus

.

are equally well known to science.

A once-in-a-lifetime 2,000-mile educa

tional holiday adventure in a magnifi

cent land where lion is king, th

giraffe is curious about you, and^

their homes in the Serengeti,

Ngorongoro, Amboseli, or

Tsavo will become as familiar

to you as they are to them. Best

of all, you travel in the company
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pollution problems from home wood
stoves.

Hydrocarbon emissions are an addi-

tional cause for concern because the

organic compounds present in wood
smoke are suspected of being carcino-

genic. When wood stoves are run

closed for long periods, the pollution

problem, like the creosote problem, in-

creases and the amount of organic mat-

ter released under those circumstances

can be much higher than normal. Emis-

sions from home wood burning are

completely unregulated at present and

any attempted regulation is likely to be

resisted by homeowners who have

changed to wood.
As can be seen, the wood-energy

market involves a number of trade-

offs. On one hand, if properly man-

aged, it might provide a way in which

the present poor-quality, low-produc-

tivity forest could produce more high-

value timber and fiber while maintain-

ing or improving environmental qual-

ity. Such management would need to

forego short-term profit for longer-

term profit. On the other hand, to sup-

ply the energy market at the lowest

possible price, loggers and landowners

might opt for maximum productivity in

the short term, which would probably

lead to increased clear-cutting and neg-

ative effects on the forest ecosystem

and downstream water quality.

The problems of management are

better understood now than they once

were and there is a will on the part of

most parties to consider environmental

issues and long-term productivity.

Nevertheless, the history of the exploi-

tation of New England's forests has

largely been a story of maximizing

short-term profit at the expense of long-

term benefits. That may be changing

but a mechanism for insuring manage-

ment for longer-term benefits has not

yet emerged.

Forests provide not only fuel but

also materials that can play an impor-

tant role in conserving energy in manu-

facturing processes. Wood products

use less energy than industrial substi-

tutes, such as plastics, steel, and alu-

minum. We may hope that in the rush

to get energy out of the woods to satisfy

an appetite developed on an abundance

of cheap oil we do not forget the multi-

mde of other benefits that well-man-

aged forests can provide.

Colin High is research associate pro-

fessor in the Resource Policy Center of

the Thayer School of Engineering at

Dartmouth College.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

In the Midst of Life . .

.

What would an algal mat think of the

fiery finale of our solar system ?

Great storytellers often insert bits of

humor to relieve the pace of intense

drama. Thus, the gravediggers of

Hamlet or the courtiers Ping, Pong,

and Pang of Puccini's Turandot
prepare us for torture and death to fol-

low. Sometimes, however, episodes

that now inspire smiles or laughter

were not so designed; the passage of

time has obliterated their context and

invested the words themselves with an

unintended humor in our altered world.

Such a passage appears in the midst of

geology's most celebrated and serious

document—Charles Lyell's Principles

of Geology, published in three volumes

between 1830 and 1833. In it, Lyell

argues that the great beasts of yore will

return to grace our earth anew:

Then might those genera of animals return,

of which the memorials are preserved in the

ancient rocks of our continents. The huge

iguanodon might reappear in the woods,

and the ichthyosaur in the sea, while the

pterodactyl might flit again through the um-
brageous groves of tree-ferns.

Lyell's choice of image is striking,

but his argument is essential to the

major theme of his great work. Lyell

wrote the Principles to advance his

concept of uniformity, his belief that

the earth, after "settling down" from

the effects of its initial formation, had

stayed pretty much the same—no glo-

bal catastrophes, no steady progress

toward any higher state.

The extinction of dinosaurs seemed
to pose a challenge to Lyell's uniform-

ity. Had they not, after all, been re-

placed by superior mammals'? And
didn't this indicate that life's history

had a direction? Lyell responded that

the replacement of dinosaurs by mam-

mals was part of a grand, recurring

cycle—the "great year"—not a step

up the ladder of perfection. Climates

cycle and life matches climates. Thus,

when the summer of the great year

came round again, the coldblooded

reptiles would reappear to rule once

more.

And yet, for all the fervor of his uni-

formitarian conviction, Lyell did allow

one rather important exception to his

vision of an earth marching resolutely

in place—the origin of Homo sapiens

at the latest instant of geologic time.

Our arrival, he argued, must be viewed

as a discontinuity in the history of our

planet: "To pretend that such a step,

or rather leap, can be part of a regular

series of changes in the animal world,

is to strain analogy beyond all reason-

able bounds."

To be sure, Lyell tried to soften the

blow he had administered to his own
system. He argued that the discon-

tinuity reflected an event in the moral

sphere alone—an addition to another

realm, not a disruption of the continu-

ing steady-state of the purely material

world. The human body, after all,

could not be viewed as a Rolls Royce
among mammals:

When it is said that the human race is of

far higher dignity than were any preexist-

ing beings on the earth, it is the intellectual

and moral attributes only of our race, not

the animal, which are considered; and it is

by no means clear, that the organization of

man is such as would confer a decided pre-

eminence upon him, if, in place of his rea-

soning powers, he was merely provided

with such instincts as are possessed by the

lower animals.

Nonetheless, Lyell's argument is a
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premier example of an all too common
tendency among natural histori-

ans—the erection of a picket fence

around their own species. The fence

sports a sign: So Far, but No Farther.

Again and again, we encounter sweep-

ing visions, encompassing everything

from the primordial dust cloud to the

chimpanzee. Then, at the very thresh-

old of a comprehensive system, tradi-

tional pride and prejudice intervene to

secure an exceptional status for one pe-

culiar primate.

I discussed another example of the

same failure in last month's column

—

Alfred Russel Wallace's argument for

the special creation of human intelli-

gence, the only imposition by divine

power upon an organic world con-

structed entirely by natural selection.

The specific form of the argument

varies, but its intent is ever the same

—

to separate man from nature. Below its

main sign, Lyell's fence proclaims.

The Moral Order Begins Here; Wal-

lace's reads. Natural Selection No
Longer at Work.

Darwin, on the other hand, extended

his revolution in thought consistently

throughout the entire animal kingdom.

Moreover, he explicitly advanced it

into the most sensitive areas of human
life. Evolution of the human body was

upsetting enough, but at least it left the

mind potentially inviolate. But Darwin
went on. He wrote an entire book to

assert that the most refined expressions

of human emotion had an animal ori-

gin. And if feelings had evolved, could

thoughts be far behind?

The picket fence around Homo
sapiens rests on several supports, but

the most important pillars embody
claims for preparation and tran-

scendence. Humans have not only

transcended the ordinary forces of na-

ture, but all that came before was, in

some important sense, a preparation

for our eventual appearance. Of these

two arguments, I regard preparation as

by far the more dubious and more ex-

pressive of embedded prejudices that

we should strive to shed.

Transcendence, in modern guise,

states that the history of our peculiar

species has been directed by processes

that had not operated before on earth.

As I argued in my recent column on

Lamarck (October 1979), cultural evo-

lution is our primary innovation. It

works by the transmission of skills,

knowledge, and behavior through

learning—a cultural inheritance of ac-

quired characters. This nonbiological

process operates in the rapid Lamarck-
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ian mode, while biological change

must plod along by Darwinian steps,

glacially slow in comparison. I do not

regard this unleashing of Lamarckian

processes as a transcendence in the

usual sense of overcoming. Biological

evolution is neither canceled nor out-

maneuvered. It continues as before and

it constrains patterns of culture, but it

is too slow to have much impact on the

frenetic pace of our changing civili-

zations.

Preparation, on the other hand, is

hubris of a much deeper kind. Tran-

scendence does not compel us to view

4 billion years of antecedent history as

any foreshadowing of our special

skills. We may be here by unpredict-

able good fortune and still embody
something new and powerful. But

preparation leads us to trace the germ
of our later arrival into all previous

ages of an immensely long and compli-

cated history. For a species that has

In Lyell's own day, a colleague

drew this satirical cartoon

of a future Professor

Ichthyosaurus lecturing his

students about a curious

skull from a previous creation.

been on earth for about 1/100,000 of

the planet's existence (50,000 of

nearly 5 billion years), this is unwar-

ranted self-inflation of the highest

order

.

Lyell and Wallace both preached a

form of preparation; virtually all build-

ers of picket fences have done so. Lyell

depicted an earth in steady-state wait-

ing, indeed almost yearning, for the

arrival of a conscious being that could

understand and appreciate its sublime

and uniform design. Wallace, who
later turned to spiritualism, advanced

the more common claim that physical

evolution had occurred in order, ulti-

mately, to link preexisting mind with

a body capable of using it:

We, who accept the existence of a spiritual

world, can look upon the universe as a

grand consistent whole adapted in all its

parts to the development of spiritual beings

capable of indefinite life and perfectibility.

To us, the whole purpose, the only raison

d'etre of the world—with all its complexi-

ties of physical structure, with its grand

geological progress, the slow evolution of

the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and

the ultimate appearance of man—was the

development of the human spirit in associa-

tion with the human body.

I think that all evolutionists would

now reject Wallace's version of the ar-

gument for preparation—the foreor-

dination of man in the literal sense. But

can there be a legitimate and modern
form of the general claim? I believe

that such an argument can be con-

structed, and I also believe that it is the

wrong way to view the history of life.

The modern version chucks foreor-

dination in favor of predictability. It

abandons the idea that the germ of

Homo sapiens lay embedded in the pri-

mordial bacterium or that some spiri-

tual force superintended organic evolu-

tion, waiting to infuse mind into the

first body worthy of receiving it. In-

stead, it holds that the fully natural

process of organic evolution follows

certain paths because its primary

agent, natural selection, constructs

ever more successful designs that pre-

vail in competition against earlier

models. The pathways of improvement

are rigidly limited by the nature of

building materials and the earth's envi-

ronment. There are only a few ways

—

perhaps only one—to construct a good
flyer, swimmer, or runner. If we could

go back to that primordial bacterium

and start the process again, evolution

would follow roughly the same path.

Evolution is more like turning a ratchet

than casting water on a broad and uni-

form slope. It proceeds in a kind of

lockstep; each stage raises the process

one step up, and each is a necessary

prelude to the next.

Since life began in microscopic
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chemistry and has now reached con-

sciousness, the ratchet contains a long

sequence of steps . These steps may not

be "preparations" in the old sense of

foreordination, but they are both pre-

dictable and necessary stages in an un-

surprising sequence. In an important

sense, they prepare the way for human
evolution. We are here for a reason

after all even though that reason lies in

the mechanics of engineering rather

than in the volition of a deity.

But if evolution proceeded as a lock-

step, then the fossil record should dis-

play a pattern of gradual and sequential

advance in organization. It does not,

and I regard this failure as the most
telling argument against an evolution-

ary ratchet. Life arose soon after the

earth itself formed; it then plateaued

for as long as 3 billion years—perhaps

five-sixths of its total history. Through-

out this vast period, life remained on
the prokaryotic level—bacterial and

blue-green algal cells without the inter-

nal structures (nucleus, mitochondria,

and others) that make sex and complex
metabolism possible. For perhaps 3

billion years, the highest form of life

was an algal mat—thin layers of pro-

karyotic algae that trap and bind sedi-

ment. Then, about 600 million years

ago, virtually all the major designs of

animal life appeared in the fossil record

within a few million years. We do not

know why the "Cambrian explosion"

occurred when it did, but we have no
reason to think that it had to happen
then or had to happen at all.

Some scientists have argued that low
oxygen levels had prevented a previous

evolution of complex animal life. If

this were true, the ratchet might still

work. The stage remained set for 3 bil-

lion years. The screw had to turn in a

certain way, but it needed oxygen and

had to wait until prokaryotic photo-

synthesizers gradually supplied the

precious gas that the earth's original

atmosphere had lacked. Indeed, oxy-

gen was probably rare or absent in the

earth's original atmosphere, but it now
appears that large amounts had been

generated by photosynthesis more than

a billion years before the Cambrian ex-

plosion.

Thus, we have no reason to regard

the Cambrian explosion as more than

a "fortunate" event that need not have

occurred, either at all or in the way it

did. It may have been a consequence

of the evolution of the eukaryotic (nu-

cleate) cell from a symbiotic associa-

tion of prokaryotic organisms within a

single membrane. It may have oc-

curred because the eukaryotic cell

could evolve efficient sexual reproduc-

tion, and sex distributes and rearranges

the genetic variability that Darwinian

processes require. But the crucial point

is this: if the Cambrian explosion could

have occurred any time during more
than a billion years before the acmal

event—that is, for about twice the

amount of time that life has spent

evolving since then—a ratchet scarcely

seems to be an appropriate metaphor

for life's history.

If we must deal in metaphors, I

prefer a very broad, low, and uniform

slope. Water drops randomly at the top

and usually dries before flowing any-

where. Occasionally, it works its way
downslope and carves a valley to chan-

nel future flows. These myriad valleys

could have arisen anywhere on the

landscape. Their current positions are

accidental. If we could repeat the ex-

periment, we might obtain no valleys

at all or a completely different system.

Yet we now stand at the shoreline con-

templating the fine spacing of valleys

and their even contact with the sea.

How easy it is to be misled and to as-

sume that no other landscape could

possibly have arisen.

I confess that the metaphor of the

landscape contains one weak borrow-

ing from its rival, the ratchet. The ini-

tial slope does impart a preferred direc-

tion to the water dropping on top

—

even though almost all drops dry be-

fore flowing and can flow, when they

do, along millions of paths. Doesn't

the initial slope imply weak predicta-

bility? Perhaps the realm of con-

sciousness occupies such a long stretch

of shoreline that some valley would
have to reach it eventually.

But here we come upon another con-

straint, the one that prompted this col-

umn (although I have been, I confess,

a long time in getting to it). Almost all

drops dry. It took 3 billion years for

any substantial valley to form on the

earth's initial slope. It might have

taken 6 billion or 12 or 20 for all we
know. If the earth were eternal, we
might speak of inevitability. But it is

not.

Astrophysicist William A. Fowler

argues that the sun will exhaust its cen-

tral hydrogen fuel after 10 to 12 billion

years of life. It will then explode and

transform to a red giant so large that

it will extend past the orbit of Jupiter,

thus swallowing the earth. It is an ar-

resting thought—the kind that makes
you stop and contemplate or that sends

shivers up and down your spine—to

recognize that humans have appeared

on earth at just about the halfway point

of our planet's existence. If the meta-

phor of the landscape is valid, with all

its randomness and unpredictability,

then I think we must conclude that the

earth need never have evolved its com-
plex life.

It took 3 billion years to go beyond
the algal mat. It might as well have

taken five times as long, if only the

earth had endured. In other words, if

we could run the experiment again, the

most spectacular event in the history of

our solar system, the explosive exhaus-

tion of its parent, might just as well

have had an algal mat as its highest,

mute witness.

Alfred Russel Wallace also contem-

plated the eventual destruction of life

on earth (in his day, physicists argued

that the sun would simply burn out and

the earth freeze solid). And he could

not accept it. He wrote of

the crushing mental burthen imposed upon

those who ... are compelled to suppose

that all the slow growths of our race strug-

gling towards a higher life, all the agony

of martyrs, all the groans of victims, all the

evil and misery and undeserved suffering

of the ages, all the struggles for freedom,

all the efforts towards justice, all the aspira-

tions for virtue, and the wellbeing of hu-

manity, shall absolutely vanish.

Wallace eventually opted for a con-

ventional Christian solution, the eter-

nity of spiritual life: "Beings . . . pos-

sessing latent faculties capable of such

noble development, are surely destined

for a higher and more permanent exist-

ence."

I would venture a different argu-

ment. The average species of fossil in-

vertebrate lives 5 to 10 million years,

as documented in the fossil record.

(The oldest may go back, although I

doubt the story myself, more than 200

million years.) Vertebrate species tend

to live for shorter times. If we are still

here to witness the destruction of our

planet some 5 billion years or more
hence, then we will have achieved

something so unprecedented in the his-

tory of life that we should be willing

to sing our swan song with joy

—

sic

transit gloria mundi. Of course, we
might also fly off' in those legions of

space ships, only to be condensed a bit

later into the next big bang. But then,

I never have been a keen student of

science fiction.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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We paythese scientists
to make our

production lines obsolete.

As soon as there's a better way
to do something, the old way becomes
obsolete.

And these scientists do nothing

but design new and better ways for

Western Electric to manufacture
products for the Bell System. In the

last two years, they and their col-

leagues at Western Electric's Engi-

neering Research Center have helped

cut costs by over $156 million.

They are a vital part of Western
Electric's commitment to helping the

Bell System keep the cost of com-
munications service down, while

keeping the quality up.

The Factory's Laboratory

The people at our Engineering
Research Center work full time on
manufacturing research. Over 50% of

them are PhD's.

At home in the factory as well

as the lab, they turn theoretical

experiments into real savings. For
example, while exploring ways to

improve production of telephone
circuit boards, they invented a totally

new material with which to make the

boards and a whole new way to

mass-produce them.
Another breakthrough is already

saving more than $2 million a year.

It's a new soldering technique that

makes 20,000 connections in less

than 60 seconds.

The list of money-saving
developments goes on. A new com-
puter program that makes technical

drawings in one-fourth the time of

manual methods. An automatic
system for sorting telephone parts

by color. A process that measures
the production of optical fiber

1000 times per second, keeping
its diameter accurate within

30-millionths of an inch. And there's

a new system that takes only

30 seconds to help align tiny

integrated circuits that are

200 times thinner than the thinnest

human hair.

These are just a few examples
of what the Engineering Research
Center does throughout all of Western
Electric's manufacturing operations
— developing new ideas in technology

to improve telephone products and
produce them at lower cost.

Anticipating the Future

Much of the work of the Engi-

neering Research Center is designed
to keep Western Electric ahead of

technology, by anticipating what
new processes will be needed for

tomorrow's products.

It's a total and ongoing commit-
ment. A commitment to provide you
with the highest quality telephone
service at the lowest possible cost.

Keepingyour comm iinications

system the best in the

world.

Western Electric



Hyenas of the Kalahari

In the desert, sometimes it pays to be a lone scavenger and other

times to feed communally. It all depends on the season

The night air is filled with sharp,

rasping cries and heavy breathing.

Dry, brittle grass cracks beneath the

stumbling feet of two brown hyenas.

Face to face, they spar—now thrust-

ing, now parrying—their long canines

glistening white in the moonlight.

Then from one comes a high-pitched

sound, not unlike a human scream, as

its neck is seized by its opponent's

powerful, viselike jaws. Dust ex-

plodes from the ground as the hyena is

shaken like a rag doll and blood

spreads through its blond neck hairs.

After several minutes, it breaks the ad-

versary's grip and lopes away pursued

by the victor. Soon, however, both

hyenas return to the carcass they were

fighting over and begin feeding side by

side as though nothing had happened.

Brown hyenas have always been

considered solitary animals, but the

above scene involved one of many fas-

cinating social interactions we have

observed during a five-year • study of

these carnivores. Since they are shy

and nocturnal, these animals are diffi-

cult to study in the wild and have been

the object of many misconceptions. In

the vast central Kalahari wilderness of
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Botswana, however, we located a pop-

ulation that had probably never before

encountered modern man and thus did

not fear us.

Confined to the arid and semiarid re-

gions of southern Africa, brown
hyenas differ greatly in appearance and

behavior from the better known spotted

hyena. They have striped gray legs and

a long blond mane over the neck, and

their sloping back is covered with long

dark hair. They stand about two feet at

the shoulder and weigh about 110

pounds compared with the spotted

hyena's 165 pounds. Of particular in-

terest is the brown hyena's social sys-

tem, which differs in many ways from

that of its spotted cousin.

The brown hyena's social organi-

zation is molded by its feeding habits,

Black-backed jackals swarm over

a gemsbok carcass on which a

lone brown hyena had been

feeding. By disrupting feeding

hyenas, the jackals compete

effectively as scavengers.

Delia and Ma;1< Owens





which are dictated by a harsh environ-

ment. The influence of niche exploita-

tion on social organization has been

demonstrated by Hans Kruuk in his re-

search on other members of the family

Hyaenidae. Kruuk has shown that

spotted hyenas separate to scavenge or

hunt small prey, but they also form

highly coordinated groups to hunt

larger prey such as wildebeest or zebra.

For scattered individuals, each with its

own goals, to be suddenly welded into

a well-oiled, efficient hunting ma-

chine, much social integration must be

accomplished in a very short time.

Communication by means of complex

visual, vocal, and olfactory signals

sublimates individual interests and ag-

gression and brings about the coopera-

tion needed for success in the hunt.

Thus, spotted hyenas possess a flexible

social organization that reflects the size

of prey to be hunted.

Another species, the striped hyena,

feeds only on small food items—in-

sects, rodents, fruits. Because they do
not need any degree of social integra-

tion or tolerance to catch small prey,

striped hyenas are solitary animals.

The eff^ects of brown hyenas' feed-

ing habits on their social organization

can best be understood in terms of the

often fickle central Kalahari environ-

ment. The seasonality of rainfall, for

example, has a strong influence on
what brown hyenas eat.

Our research is centered on Decep-

tion Valley in the huge Central Kala-

hari Game Reserve. Seven times larger

than the Serengeti Plains, the approxi-

mately 33,(X)0-square-mile reserve is

one of the largest game protectorates

in the world. Except for a few bands
of roving Bushmen, we are the only

inhabitants of this vast, untouched wil-

derness. The logistics of working in

this remote area, where we even have

to make our own maps, are formidable,

but the rewards of conducting research

in a pristine environment are compen-
sation enough.

The central Kalahari is not a true

desert, receiving sufficient moisture

—

up to twenty inches of rainfall between

Using its rear teeth, a brown hyena
gnaws on the rounded stumps of a

giraffe 's upper leg bones. The
huge animal had been killed by
lions two nights earlier in the

Passarge region of the Kalahari.
Johnson
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November and March—to support a

cover of vegetation. The area has none

of the naked, shifting sand dunes that

typify some of the other great deserts

of the world. But after the rains the area

is dry for eight months or more, and

periodic droughts lasting several years

are not uncommon.
The topography is gently rolling,

homogenous thornveld, transected by

three major fossil river systems, the

Passarge, Deception, and Okwa val-

leys. In more pluvial times these an-

cient river systems carried water to the

Makarikari, a huge inland lake to the

northeast. Today, these rivers never

flow and the valley slopes are stratified

with highly diverse habitat types essen-

tial to a wide variety of desert species

.

The meandering channels of the an-

cient rivers have become narrow, open

savannas where herds of springbok,

gemsbok, hartebeest, and a few wilde-

beest graze on the short, nutritious

grasses during the rains. The dune

slopes bordering the riverbed are bush

savanna, covered with taller grasses

and scrub Acacia, which sustain such

species as eland, steinbok, and duiker.

The dune tops sport an open to fairly

dense woodland of Acacia, Termina-

lia, and Combretum trees, which are

browsed by greater kudu and giraffe.

The central Kalahari is also rich in

small animals, such as porcupines,

springhares, mice, reptiles, and in-

sects, which are seasonally important

prey species for all the major preda-

tors, including brown hyenas.

Following the influx of prey species

to the fossil river valleys at the onset

of the rains, lions, cheetahs, leopards,

and wild dogs join the resident brown
hyenas and black-backed jackals, and

the predation frequency increases im-

mensely. With the kills, abundant car-

rion becomes available to brown
hyenas and jackals.

Almost with the last roll of thunder

in late March or early April, the sun

takes on a baleful look as though deter-

mined to burn away every drop of

moisture brought by the rains. The
long dry season has begun. As the

water holes and grasses lose moisture,

the springbok, gemsbok, and other

plains grazers assume a difi'erent life

style; they begin including more
browse in their diets, leaving the river-

beds for the bushy vegetation found on
the dune slopes. The dune soils' deep,

porous sand acts as a sponge, soaking

up and retaining moisture from the

rains. Thus the shrub and herbaceous

species growing there remain succu-

lent for long periods, and the browse

from these plants sustains the herbi-

vores during the long dry months. By
mid-July , the only sign of the past pres-

ence of ungulates on the ancient river-

beds are tracks in the crusted mud of

dry water holes and dusty game trails

that wind along the valley.

Brown hyenas are highly adapted for

the role of predator-scavenger in the

Kalahari where they must make use of

a wide variety of food sources. Their

adaptable nature is especially put to the

test by the rigors of the long dry sea-

son. To avoid the heat, browns are pri-
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A favored trick of jackals is to

sneak up behind a feeding hyena

and nip the larger scavenger on

its rear. While the hyena whirls

around, the swift jackal dashes

in to grab a bite out of the

carcass. Hyenas will often

attempt to chase the jackals, but

in hundreds of observed chases,

only one jackal was bitten.

marily nocturnal, lying up in holes or

under thick bush during the day. After

rising in the early evening, a hyena be-

gins a long trek in search of food. Often

covering distances of eighteen miles or

more in a night, the hyena frequents

those habitats most utilized by ungu-

lates and small prey. In this season few
items are too old or insipid to serve as

food. Months-old bones, horns, and

hoofs—the remains of kills made by
other predators during the rains—are

scavenged and assimilated by the

hyena's remarkable digestive system.

These remains are present in 33 percent

of fecal samples collected at this time

of year. Browns also scavenge the

dung of large predators and ungulates.

A favorite food is ostrich eggs, which

are eaten at the nest or cached for a later

meal.

Brown hyenas are also predators,

and the small prey taken can be an im-

portant dietary supplement in the dry

season when the carrion resource is

much diminished. At this time of year,

the hyenas hunt more frequently,

spending much less time on the now
barren riverbed and more time in the

thick bush of the sandveld. The most
common prey taken are rodents and

birds. Browns also hunt hares, bat-

eared foxes, and other small mammals.
While insects do not represent a large

proportion of the food intake in terms

of volume, in the dry months they are

found in 16 percent of the feces.

Hyenas take an occasional lizard or

snake, but reptiles are not important

dietary components in the central Kala-

hari.

Brown hyenas use a simple hunting

technique. While they may achieve

speeds in excess of forty miles per

hour, they are not dexterous in turns.

When in pursuit of a rat, the hyena
makes a short, lumbering dash; when
hunting a springhare, a long zigzag

chase. Chases may cover more than a

half mile, after which, if successful,

the hyena grabs the prey and gives it

a quick shake. Browns occasionally

stalk birds, lowering their body felid

style and taking halting, abbreviated

steps before lunging as the prey takes

flight. Of all hunting attempts, exclud-

ing insects, fewer than 10 percent are

successful.

During the dry season, lion prides

double the size of their home ranges

and are widely scattered. While lion

kills are the most important source of

carrion, the browns also often appro-

priate meals from the smaller black-

backed jackals. Mammal, bird, and

snake kills are stolen from jackals,

whose diet consists mostly of small

prey they kill themselves. One night as

we were following a female brown
hyena, she suddenly changed course

and ran 450 yards through thick bush

to where two jackals had killed a kori

bustard. As she dashed in and grabbed

the bird, the jackals scattered. Within

fifteen minutes, two other browns were
attracted to the scene, perhaps demon-
strating how important such food items

are in the dry season.

Among the most essential elements

of the hyena's dry season diet are the

fruits of wild melons. Seeds and rinds

of the tsama, gemsbok, and hookeri

melons make up as much as 50 percent

by volume of the animal's dry season

feces. There is no standing water any-

where in the central Kalahari for up to

eight months, so brown hyenas must
extract their moisture requirements

from the fluids of prey or from fruits.

Smell is the major sense used in lo-

cating food. In many places the hyena

cannot see more than a few feet ahead

as it walks along in the tall grass and

thick bush. Foraging hyenas often turn

abruptly into the wind and hold their

muzzle high to locate a scent. One
adult female we were following turned

120 degrees upwind, raising her

muzzle. She then ran a third of mile

through thick bush to where a gemsbok
was giving birth and attempted to ap-

proach it, but moved off after being

charged three times.

Of the food items available in the dry

season, few are sufficiently large to

meet a brown hyena's minimum daily

requirement. The hyenas could not

profitably forage in groups and must

therefore spend much of the dry season

traveling alone over large areas.

How does the brown hyena exploit

such extremely varied resources as the

sparsely distributed food items of the

dry season and periodic droughts and

the concentrated carrion supplies of the

rains? While the brown hyena is an

opportunist par excellence, efficient

occupancy of the scavenger's niche in

such a changeable environment as the

Kalahari requires more than simple op-

portunism. With food supplies ebbing

and flowing throughout the ecosystem

according to fickle rainfall patterns,

how are resources apportioned among
individuals during the good and bad

times? How does a female find enough

to feed herself and her young during

the long dry months? Who tends the

young while she is foraging, some-

times for days? The answers to these

questions lie in the brown hyena's so-

cial system.

Like spotted hyenas, browns live in

clans. A brown hyena clan consists of

three to four adult females, their young

of varying ages, a number of suba-
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dults, one dominant male, and usually

no more than two or three subordinate

males. The typical clan numbers ten to

thirteen animals. Adult clan members
maintain a social hierarchy through rit-

ualized fighting that includes neck bit-

ing, muzzle wrestling, chasing, and

other social displays.

The clan defends a territory of about

100 square miles against neighboring

clans. Defense of territory is usually

limited to scent marking the boundary;

foreign hyenas that trespass are chased

and severely bitten on the neck by clan

members

.

Like many social animals, brown
hyenas have a highly developed com-
munication system. Although they do
not ' 'laugh" as do spotted hyenas, they

possess a repertoire of vocalizations.

These are important only for close-

range communication, however, and

cannot be heard at a distance greater

than several hundred yards. The most
important means of communication is

olfactory investigation of individuals

and scent marking. As hyenas traverse

their territory, they scent mark, or

"paste" anal gland secretions to grass

stalks, as often as once every two or

three minutes. The paste apparently

contains spatial-temporal impressions

and information on individual identity

and social status, which permit the ani-

mals to avoid or locate each other.

One night, for example. Star, a fe-

male we have known for five years,

pasted a grass stalk at a water hole,

then moved south. Twenty minutes

later. Patches, a dominant female, ap-

proached the pasted stalk, smelled it,

and with hackles bristling, altered her

course and began walking quickly in

the direction Star had taken. She over-

took Star about a mile south of the

water hole, and chased and neck-bit

her for twenty minutes. On another oc-

casion, a hyena threatened another

hyena's paste that had become attached

to our truck bumper as we drove

through the grass. Brown hyenas also

paste near such items of interest as

carcass sites, water holes, and points

where they have cached food.

In their travels, clan members uti-

lize, and maintain through pasting, an

extensive network of common path-

ways, frequently meeting, greeting,

and then moving on together or

separating to forage alone. When
brown hyenas meet, they may simply

greet by raising their tails while engag-

ing in mutual anus sniffing, but this

greeting often develops into a bizarre

ritual we call the "carpal crawl."

Lowering itself to its knees with tail

raised and lips drawn up in a "grin of

appeasement," the subordinate indi-

vidual crawls around the other. The
dominant smells under the tail of the

subordinate as both pirouette in a small

circle. The dominant breaks contact by

simply walking away, only to have the

subordinate get up, follow it, and initi-

ate the interaction again by lying down
in front of the dominant. We have seen

this ritual occur in this leapfrog fashion

as many as five times. The entire affair

is accompanied by a squeak, sounding

somewhat like a rusty gate hinge, emit-

ted by the subordinate hyena.

During the rains, greater amounts of

carrion are left on and near the fossil

riverbed by the lions, leopards, and

cheetahs that focus their hunting ef-

forts on the large ungulates concen-

trated in the relatively confined area of

the range. Carcasses abandoned by

lions, or those appropriated by chasing

leopards, cheetahs, jackals, and ser-

vals from their kills, constitute the

most important food resource for

brown hyenas at this time of year.

Since brown hyenas depend so heav-

ily on carrion, they have developed

distinct relationships with other carni-



vores. They never feed with lions but

periodically visit the general area

where the big cats are feeding on a kill,

taking great care not to venture closer

than about 225 yards. The reason for

this became obvious to us one night

while two large male lions slept within

seven feet of the rear of our Land
Rover. After some time a brown hyena
appeared, moving silently toward us

over the bright, moonlit riverbed. The
hyena knew us well and approached
from the front; the vehicle obscured its

view of the sleeping lions. As the

hyena passed the rear of the truck, the

lions sprang up and began batting the

screaming hyena back and forth be-

tween them as though playing tennis.

Afraid to expose its rear, the hyena
kept howling and backpedaling until it

finally found an avenue of escape into

thick bush at the edge of the riverbed

.

It was apparently not seriously injured,

as we saw it again soon after the inci-

dent. Nevertheless, lions do kill

browns, and even after a pride has left

a carcass for a considerable time,

hyenas approach with great caution.

Hyenas frequently chase cheetahs

and leopards from their kills. One night

a male leopard killed an adult spring-

bok just outside our camp. One of our

ear-tagged female hyenas chased the

leopard off before it started feeding.

Later, the leopard returned to the kill

while the hyena was feeding. Raising

its tail over its back, the leopard

charged the hyena. She countered by
raising her tail and mane, then charged

straight at the leopard and chased it 500
feet into our camp and up a tree before

returning to the carcass. We have also

seen hyenas chase leopards into trees

on several occasions when there was
no kill in contention.

Although spotted hyenas and wild

dogs dominate brown hyenas, there are

so few of them in the central Kalahari

that they cannot be considered serious

competitors

.

Brown hyenas interact most fre-

quently with black-backed jackals

since these little predators are nu-

merous and their diet greatly overlaps

that of the hyena. Up to fifteen jackals

will compete with a hyena on a carcass,

often pulling at one end while the

hyena feeds at the other. The hyena

frequently interrupts its feeding to

chase them off, but the jackals are too

quick for the hyenas, and in hundreds

of these chases that we observed, only

one jackal was bitten across the back



when it was caught unaware by the

hyena. A jackal may at times creep in

to nip a hyena on the rear, and as the

hyena turns, the crafty little scavenger

darts around the opposite side, snatch-

ing a piece of the carcass. Jackals are

highly effective competitors not only

because of the amount they can con-

sume but also because they persistently

disturb the feeding hyena.

When a large carcass such as a

gemsbok is left by lions, enough meat,

skin, and bones remain to attract

hyenas for several nights. The hyenas

must be able to dissolve individual dif-

ferences and achieve a state of social

tolerance at a carcass so that they can

feed together. Behavioral mechanisms
such as visual signals, vocalizations,

and ritualized contests provide the

communication necessary for brown

hyenas to associate. Meetings at a

carcass constitute a social affair where

behaviors such as neck biting, muzzle

wrestling, chasing, and the carpal

crawl are prevalent.

Neck biting, the ritualized form of

combat in brown hyenas, often begins

with muzzle wrestling. The hyenas

stand face to face, turning their heads

this way and that, throwing their

muzzles up high and hard against each

other. Their mouths are wide open and

teeth exposed. Once one of the animals

has the other by the neck, the outcome

of the contest has been decided. The

victor then often shakes the loser so

vigorously that the latter's feet are

lifted off the ground. The sound of

teeth cutting skin can be heard. Fi-

nally , the loser is thrown to the ground;

the winner stands over it, shaking and

During the rainy season, large

herds of springbok, above, and

other ungulates provide ample prey

for large carnivores. The leftover

carcasses are a major food

source for hyenas in the Kalahari.

biting for up to eighteen minutes . The
rattling cry of the now subordinate

hyena can be heard for several hundred

yards. After disputes of dominance in

the social hierarchy are settled by these

contests, the hyenas feed together with

seldom a sign of aggression.

When the concentrated food re-

sources of the rainy season are gone,

the clan's home-range size doubles.

Even though they are widely dispersed.



clan members maintain contact

through the system of olfactory path-

ways.

The way in which brown hyena fe-

males raise their young is ultimately a

reflection of their feeding habits.

Brown hyena females give birth to one

to four cubs in a small maternity den

located within the clan's territory. The

female attends her cubs once or twice

nightly and may move them to three or

four new locations. When they are two

and a half months old, cubs are in-

stalled in a final maternity den near the

clan's large communal den. In this lo-

cation, cubs are gradually introduced

to adults and subadults. After a few

days in this den, the cubs are carried

by their mother to the communal den

where they are installed with other

young of varying ages. The estrus of

adult females appears to be staggered

so that only one litter of very young

cubs resides in the communal den at

any time. The communal den is the an-

swer to the problem of "what to do

with the cubs when you have to work

all night." It is a type of hyena creche

or kindergarten. Once the cubs are in

the communal den, all lactating fe-

males indiscriminately suckle cubs

until they are approximately fourteen

months old. Females, with and without

cubs, and young male relatives of the

cubs participate in raising the young by

bringing food items to the den.

Several advantages accrue to the

hyena population from communal den-

ning. After infant cubs are brought to

the den, the mother begins spending

less time visiting them and is often

away for two or three nights. In her

absence, the den is the cub's only de-

fense against predators. At the first

sound of any animal approaching,

small cubs dive through one of the den

openings and take refuge in cavities

they have previously dug in the walls.

Larger cubs "stand tall" at the den en-

trance. With hackles raised, tails

curled over their backs, and heads held

high, they present a formidable appear-

ance that often discourages some pred-

ators, such as wild dogs, from ap-

proaching. If a lion is seen, however,

all cubs take instant refuge within the

den and stay there until the danger has

passed.

Released from the responsibilities of

close attendance on cubs, clan females

can spend more time foraging. This en-

hances their chances of locating a car-

rion surplus, such as a giraffe or gems-

bok carcass, portions of which can be

transported to the cubs at the den. The

advantages of collective food provi-

sion by females and the security pro-

vided by the den facilitate the survival

of all the cubs.

Another benefit of communal den-

ning is that it provides much opportu-

nity for play and social development.

Each evening, just after sunset, cubs

engage in a riotous "happy hour" of

play. Chasing, muzzle wrestling, and

neck biting with shaking are all on dis-

play as cubs perfect those ritual behav-

ioral mechanisms that will secure them

a place in the social hierarchy as adults.

As the cubs reach adolescence, they

leave the den for short periods to forage

on their own, returning to sleep nearby

during the day. At sunset adolescents

go to the den to play or rest with

smaller cubs until an adult female ar-

rives. After having attended to the

cubs, the female leaves to forage, and

the adolescent cubs tag along begging

food. They also begin learning the net-

work of paths and, in general, the les-

sons of the scavenging way of life. As

adolescents reach subadulthood, how-

ever, adults begin rebuffing them with

severe neck biting. By about thirty

months of age, the young hyenas must

forage solitarily, and some males are

excluded from the clan.

Soon they will be full adults, with

a binary social mode—at times soli-

tary, often social. They will be be-

haviorally equipped to utilize the sea-

sonal variety of food resources in the

central Kalahari ecosystem. During

dry times, they will hunt or forage as

individuals, and during wet times

of plenty, they will come together

as social scavengers. Both roles enable

them to survive in a harsh land. D
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Ritualized combat, such as this

neck biting at the carcass of a

gemsbok, serves to establish

relative status within a clan.

The biting may be so vigorous

that one hyena will be thrown off

its feet and its mane colored

with blood from open wounds.



SOME OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL
SCENERYIN

NORTH CAROLINA
IS INDOORS.

The outdoor beauty of North

Carolina is legendary

Mountains a mile high.Beaches

that seem a mile wide.lhe stuff

dream vacations are made of.

But into eachvacation,there's a

chance that a little rain may fall.

And that'swhen you'll discover

that North Carolina's beauty isrit

just on the outside.

Indoors, the sun always shines.
|

From the canvases of painters like
"'

Frieseke and Renoir.

You can see the same scenery

Monet saw And flowers created

not by nature, but by Picasso.

You can see bones of dinosaurs

and great blue whales. Live sea

turtles and octopuses.Weathered

I

figureheads from sailing ships.

I
Things well worth seeing,even

I

when the sun is shining.

' You can visit the homes of the

famous. Carl Sandburg.ThomasWolfe. George Vanderbilt. Andrew Johnson.

And die homes of the not-soTamous. In historic cities lil<eWilmington,

Edenton,Beaufort, and the restored Moravian village of Old Salem.

You can watch a pot emerge from a lump of clay Or a sea bird from a

wedge of wood. Or a lengrfi of fine clodi from a tangle of rough, raw wool.



And, if you're near a city or college town, the evening's entertainment

I

could range from a world-famous rock star to a Broadway musical.

So, once you see North Carolina outdoors, see North Carolina indoors.

If you don't, you could miss some of the most beautiful scenery of all.
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Daddy Water Bugs
The eggs of many species of giant water bugs
are carried and cared for by the males

Text and photographs by Robert L. Smith

Giant water bugs of the family Bel-

ostomatidae lurk in the shallows of

ponds and streams throughout the tem-

perate and tropical regions of the

world. These drab brown, flattish in-

sects resemble dead leaves, but their

innocuous appearance is deceptive, for

all species, from the smallest (two-

fifths inch) to the largest (about five

inches), are voracious predators. The
water bug employs an ambush strat-

egy, waiting motionless for unsuspect-

ing prey to seek sancmary under its

leaflike form. The victim is seized with

strong, raptorial front legs and stabbed

with a stout, hollow beak. An anes-

thetic fraction in the water bug's saliva

chemically lulls the prey into a termi-

nal sleep. Other constituents of the sa-

liva are proteolytic and immediately

begin to liquefy prey tissues. The re-

sultant rich soup is imbibed by the bug

through its strawlike mouth.

With few exceptions, giant water

bugs are opportunistic, indiscriminate

predators. Their rapaciousness is leg-

endary. Although they usually feed on

aquatic animals smaller than them-

selves, they have been reported to at-

tack and successfully subdue prey

many times their own size and weight.

Several of the larger species regularly

capture frogs, water snakes, and fish

up to a foot long. There are two inde-

{jendent accounts of large belostoma-

tids having taken plovers. The birds

Giant water bugs are voracious

predators, often attacking prey

many times their own size. Left,

a water bug nymph consumes the

liquefied tissues of a dragonfly

naiad through its strawlike mouth.

apparently were attacked while wading

and managed to struggle ashore with

their molesters hanging on tena-

ciously. A postmortem on one of the

plovers found in a moribund condition

disclosed that the bug had been feeding

on the bird's liver. Their grandest prey

is revealed by the common name ap-

plied to species that inhabit streams in

Mexico and the southwestern United

States, "toe biters."

In a vindictive turn of the table, the

people of Southeast Asia collect large

numbers of giant water bugs, boil them

in brine, dry them, and market them as

a sort of entomological potato chip.

Some cultures in that part of the world

value the aromatic thoracic exudate of

certain species as a food seasoning.

I was attracted to the giant water

bugs, not by their predatory prowess or

their ethnoculinary importance, but

rather by the unusual reproductive be-

havior of species belonging to the larg-

est subfamily, the Belostomatinae.

Males and females in this subfamily do

not follow what we might consider the

customary parental roles. Female bugs

glue their eggs to the backs of their

mates and, having done so, leave the

encumbered males to care for and

brood the eggs until the young nymphs
are hatched, fifteen to thirty days later.

Before the turn of the century , scien-

tists believed that the brooders were

females carrying their own eggs. Some
(male) authors, apparently influenced

by their chauvinistic preconceptions,

went to the extent of inventing theories

of the oviposition process, which they

attributed to a long protrusile oviposi-

tor the female bug was said to extend

over her back. It took a woman scien-

tist, Florence W. Slater, to set the rec-

ord straight, although the charming

1899 report of her discovery reveals

something less than complete eman-

.Hll



A water bug (Lethocerus mediusj

waits motionless on a cattail stalk,

ready to ambush an unsuspecting

victim.
'

'Air straps
'

' projecting

from the rear of the bug provide

access to atmospheric air.

cipation. "That the male chafes under

the burden is unmistakable," she

wrote .

" In fact , my suspicions as to the

sex of the egg-carrier were first aroused

by watching one in an aquarium, which

was trying to free itself from its load

of eggs, an exhibition of a lack of ma-

ternal interest not expected in a female

carrying her own eggs." Slater went

on to say that when the male was at-

tacked (by an unidentified agent), "he

meekly received the blows, seemingly

preferring death to the indignity of car-

rying and caring for the eggs." Not

long after, the famous entomologist

J.R. de la Torre Bueno, in apparent

accord with Slater's humiliated male

hypothesis, wrote:

The egg-bearing male . . . dislikes exceed-

ingly this forced servitude, and does all he

can to rid himself of his burden. From time

to time he passes his third pair of legs over

the eggs, apparently in an endeavor to ac-

complish his purpose. If he is not able to

get rid of it, as sometimes happens, he car-

ries his burden till in due time all the little

ones are emerged, when he at last frees

himself from it.

These interpretations appear quaint

in the light of modern evolutionary

theory. Namral selection could not

have favored females programmed to

dispose of their eggs on the backs of

males if these eggs were then to be dis-

carded in places or conditions unfavor-

able to their development. On the con-

trary, it is important for oviparous fe-

males of all species to deposit their

eggs in places that will tend to maxi-

mize egg success and give the young

the best possible start in life. Following

this reasoning, I set out to confirm that

the back of a male water bug is the

optimal substrate for water bug eggs.

Belostoma flumineum, the bug
whose behavior previous workers had

observed, is one of the most common
United States species, occurring in the

shore areas of ponds from coast to

coast. I quickly located some in a pond

at Papago Park in Phoenix. While col-

lecting bugs to establish a laboratory

population, I observed egg-covered

males perform the remarkable behav-

ior pattern mentioned by de la Torre

Bueno: they vigorously stroked the

eggs on their backs with their hind

legs, which are lined with long swim-

ming hairs. Most applied a series of

several strokes with one leg, rested,

then stroked repeatedly with the other.

This stroking behavior seemed more

nurturant than malevolent. I wondered

if the male bugs were performing an

essential task, stroking to insure eggs

a constant supply of freshly oxygen-

ated water while at the same time re-

moving toxic embryonic metabolites.

If so, eggs removed from a male's back

and submerged in standing water might

fail to develop. In the laboratory, I re-

moved the gelatinous egg pads from

the backs of males and placed them in

deep dishes. I covered half of these

eggs with several centimeters of water;

A brooding male fAbedus herbertij

acquires a store of air at the water's

surface. If confined in a tank

without foliage for support, such a

male will drown unless he is able

to kick off his load of eggs.

the other dishes were left dry. As a

control for this simple experiment, I

placed several encumbered males in

identical containers filled with water.

The next day, I was discomfited to find

that a few of the control males had

died, and that the rest had somehow

removed their egg pads. Slater's and de

la Torre Bueno's words flashed

through my mind: "dislikes exceed-
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Between bouts of mating, a female

Abedus herberti deposits the fertilized

eggs on the male 's back, where

they soon darken. Females will

reject a male if he has no

brooding space to offer.

ingly," "to rid himself of the bur-

den," "seemingly preferring death."

Turning to the holding tank that con-

tained the rest of the bugs in a tangle

of filamentous algae and other aquatic

plants, I fully expected males either to

have died or to have shed their egg

pads, but found most of them resting

happily on the aquatic plants with their

eggs exposed above the water's sur-

face. Others were below the surface

stroking their eggs as I had observed

in the field. A small mystery had been

solved. Apparently , previous observers

had placed egg-laden bugs in aquar-

iums lacking vegetation that would
permit passive resting at the surface.

The giant water bug lacks gills. It

obtains a store of air at the surface by
extending out of the water a pair of

special posterior respiratory organs

called air straps. The air straps,

densely covered with water-shedding

hairs, provide a pathway for atmos-

pheric air, which is drawn into a reser-

voir under the wings, where it is avail-

able to the bug through abdominal and

thoracic spiracles, or breathing holes.

This permits the water bug to be active

underwater, much as an aqualung

allows a skin diver to explore the

depths. But the water bug, like the

aquanaut, must surface periodically to

renew its supply of oxygen. Female
and unencumbered male bugs float ef-

fortlessly for prolonged periods with

their air straps extended out of the

water. An egg-laden male cannot. The
mass of the eggs (up to two times the

male's eggless weight) weighs him
down, altering his center of gravity so

that he floats horizontally, with the air

straps below the water's surface. An
encumbered male must kick his hind

legs repeatedly in order to pop his pos-

terior through the surface film and ob-

tain a quick "breath" of air. Ap-
parently a bug cannot long sustain this

procedure without exhausting himself

and drowning. Little wonder that a

male confined to open water should opt

to relieve himself of his burden by

kicking at the egg pad until it falls off^.

As I had anticipated, the unattended

eggs failed to hatch. All eggs in static

water developed a fungus, and those

left in open air desiccated. In contrast,

of those left on the backs of males in

water containing aquatic plants, 95 to

100 percent hatched. Males had indeed

been brooding their eggs by exposing

them to atmospheric air and circulating

water over them while underwater.

Abedus herberti, another species of

belostomatid, has evolved a different

brooding pattern. It inhabits slow-

flowing streams rather than ponds, and

apparently sometimes needs all six legs

to hold its position against the force of

a changing current. Like B. flumin-

eum, it frequently rests in emergent

vegetation with its eggs exposed to the

atmosphere; but when below the sur-

face, rather than stroking, males do

"push-ups" (rock back and forth lon-

gitudinally) to circulate water over

their eggs. Only occasionally do they

pat the eggs with a hind leg to confirm

their presence. If the egg pad is re-

moved, the male stops brooding.

In observing A. herberti, I also

found that the brooding male declines

to feed on young nymphs, even if very

hungry . This inhibition may protect the

male's investment if most of the young
nymphs he is likely to encounter have

recently hatched from his back and

hence contain his genes. Significantly,

females and unencumbered males are

in no way restrained from cannibaliz-

ing nymphs . In the contentious ecolog-

ical economy of these creatures, an

unrelated consf)ecific nymph is a com-
petitor with no value as a mate; its only

utility to an adult resides in the calories

it contains. Another seemingly pecu-

liar but adaptive form of cannibalistic

behavior is the male's habit of "suck-

ing" eggs that fall or are kicked from

his back. While these eggs almost cer-

tainly contain the brooder's genes,

they have little or no chance of devel-

oping after being detached from the

male. So, the cannibalistic male is sim-

ply recovering a portion of his lost in-

vestment in the form of nutrient.

Brooding is not without cost to male

water bugs. The added weight and ir-

regular wetted surface of the eggs slow

a swimming bug considerably, and the

dynamics of brooding (push-ups or egg

stroking) undermine his cryptic strat-

egy. These factors almost certainly re-

duce the brooder's predatory effi-

ciency and may subject him to greater

risks of predation. Also, a bug cannot

spread his wings and fly when they are

covered with eggs, so he forfeits dis-
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persal options. But by far the most sig-

nificant sacrifice is the loss of opportu-

nity for polygynous mating: females

reject the encumbered male because he

has no brooding services to offer.

Females of almost all species have

been selected to invest more heavily

than males in the production of young.

This differential investment begins

with the female's production of rela-

tively enormous gametes. Eggs that

contain genetic instructions and nu-

trients are thousands of times larger

than sperm, which contain genes and
very little else. And where parenting

occurs, it is usually the female that is

obliged to nurture the embryos and
young for a protracted period. Males
typically maximize their contribution

to the future gene pool by mating with

as many females as possible. When a

male participates in the rearing of

young, he pays a price in time and re-

duced opportunities for mating. As
previously mentioned, nurturant male
water bugs forfeit the opportunity to

mate for the duration of brooding.

Although exclusive male brooding
is exceedingly rare among insects (and

other animals as well), reproductive

economics have occasionally favored

its development. When it does occur.

males should be very selfish about

whose eggs they brood. A male that

contributes to the care of progeny other

than his own (or those closely related

to him) is said to be cuckolded, and

natural selection is extremely intoler-

ant of cuckolds. The genes for such

unselfishness would be poorly repre-

sented in subsequent generations. A
selfish male that broods only eggs or

young containing his selfish genes as-

sures their propagation.

Usually, male insects contribute

nothing to reproduction beyond sperm
and therefore are not threatened by
cuckoldry. Paternal brooding giant

water bugs are exceptions—they in-

vest heavily and risk being cuckolded!

Female insects have sperm storage

organs (spermathecae) that allow them
to mate once and lay eggs over an ex-

tended period without the need to re-

mate. Stored sperm is a serious threat

to male water bugs that receive eggs

from nonvirgin females. Males are

incapable of determining if a female

has previously mated, and because

bugs do not pair bond, males do not

have the opportunity to jealously guard

their mates against alien insemination,

as do other animals, including human
males. Male water bugs have evolved

a different paternity assurance mecha-
nism. They insist on copulating several

times with a female before receiving

any of her eggs. After the initial round

of coupling, a male allows the female

only enough time to deposit two or

three eggs on his back before he de-

mands to copulate again. In order for

a female to deposit all of her eggs on
a male's back, she may be required to

copulate more than one hundred times,

and the alternating bouts of copulation

and oviposition may consume up to

two days. This is something of a zoo-

logical record, but the process serves

male interests very well. By observing

competitive matings involving a fe-

male and two males, one marked by a

dorsal stripe (a genetically dominant

trait), I have found that brooders are

able to assure paternity of virtually all

of the eggs they receive from pre-

viously mated females. This system

protects males against cuckoldry even
under fiercely competitive conditions

where a single female is repeatedly

mated to a series of different males.

A dramatic proof of the importance

of this paternity assurance mechanism
was provided by another exjjeriment.

I surgically removed part of a male
water bug's ejaculatory duct, then

paired him with a female previously

mated to a genetically marked male.

Although the surgically altered male
coupled with the female, he could not

ejaculate into and flush alien stored

sperm from her reproductive tract.

Consequently, the eggs he received for

brooding were fertilized by the marked
male . The vasectomized male had been
cuckolded.

That males court females is gener-

ally true for the animal kingdom. Be-

cause of their usually greater contribu-

tion to reproduction, the female is se-

lected to be cautious and choosy in

courtship. She is careful to mate the

best male from among many suitors,

assuring that her offspring will have

benefit of the best available male
genes. Males are generally not so

choosy; they tend to be promiscuous

because they have little to lose and po-

tentially much to gain from each suc-

cessful mating. The male demand for

willing females almost always exceeds

supply, hence females are a "limited

resource" for which males must com-
pete vigorously. Competition among
males may involve aggression or, more
often, elaborate displays. Biologists

conclude that females must prefer ag-

gressive, showy mates, because the

genes for these male characteristics are

so common in animal populations.

What would happen if the male's re-

productive investment were larger than

that of the female? The water bugs may
serve as a model . Although we have no
precise measure of how many calories

males and females actually invest in

reproduction, it is clear that male water

bugs make a substantially larger contri-

bution than traditionally expected of

their gender. My field studies of A.

herberti indicate that for at least part

of the year (the highly productive sum-

mer months) male back space may be

limited. Do the females compete for

and court their mates?

To some extent, this expectation is

fulfilled: it is the female water bug that

first and repeatedly approaches an ini-

tially passive male, who may reject

these amorous advances. But most

males answer with display; it is the na-

ture of their display behavior that is

unusual

.

I was excited to discover that the

male courtship display was a modified

version of male brooding behavior

—

push-ups, executed at about ten times

the brooding rate. A male's display

demonstrates his ability to brood effi-

ciently. Indeed, he shows himself to be

so energetic that he can afford to dis-

play at a rate several times faster than



necessary to assure development of

eggs, and the female is duly impressed.

It is not that female water bugs under-

stand the relationship between good

display and diligent brooding; it is sim-

ply that in the long run more eggs from

females with a preference for display

have hatched. This differential repro-

ductive success has resulted in female

populations composed almost entirely

of those with the preference.

Although A . herberti females prefer

mates that display, a heavily gravid fe-

male may lay her eggs on the back of

a nondisplaying male if he is the only

one available. This suggests that even

in insects, well known for their fixed

patterns of behavior, sexual roles in

courtship may depend on conditions of

the moment as well as on sex-linked

genetic programs. When eligible males

are limited, females may take what

they can get; when males are abundant,

females require a demonstration of

their quality.

Female water bugs pay a price in

time and added risks for male brood-

ing. They could be feeding and making
more eggs during the time expended

complying with male demands for

multiple copulations. Also, females

occasionally drop eggs when inter-

rupted by their mates to copulate. Both

sexes are almost certainly more vulner-

able to predation while mating because

of their conspicuousness and pre-

occupation. But the nurturant father

must have his way. He must assure pa-

ternity of the eggs he broods or the

genes for paternal care will quickly dis-

appear from the population.

Not all male giant water bugs are

compelled to brood eggs. Females in

what is believed to be the ancestral sub-

family, the Lethocerinae , mate and

then deposit their eggs on stout emer-

gent vegetation (such as cattails) above

the surface of the water. The eggs are

left unattended until they hatch, and

the young nymphs fall to the water.

Male lethocerines are, therefore, at lib-

erty to seduce as many females as pos-

sible.

This raises the most intriguing ques-

tion about water bug biology. How
were male Belostomatinae selected to

sacrifice unrestrained polygyny for pa-

ternal care and serial monogamy? Sim-

ply stated: Why did males give up their

promiscuous roving ways to become
devoted fathers? I think the females

had something to do with this.

Primitively, only nonbrooding
water bugs must have existed. These

species were almost certainly tied to

aquatic habitats containing emergent

vegetation for oviposition, as are the

modern representatives of the group,

which are found today the world over.

The change in brooding habits must
have taken place when, after mating,

a "kinky" female, rather than laying

her eggs on emergent vegetation,

deposited some on a male's back. Ac-
tually this event may have occurred re-

peatedly over a relatively long span of

time. Assuming that all brooders

evolved from one parent stock, how-
ever, their development must have oc-

curred some time before the supercon-

tinent of Pangaea broke up and the con-

tinents began drifting apart, for today

we find three genera of brooders in the

Old World and two in the New World.

Males should have had no particular

objection to the aberrant practice so

long as they were free to pursue and

mate with other females. Presumably,

males decorated with a few eggs were

no less attractive to conventional fe-

males who mated with them and went
on attaching their eggs to emergent

vegetation. Next we must assume that

some eggs hatched from a male's back.

When this happened, natural selection

had something on which to operate. If

the survival of male-borne eggs was
greater on average than that of those

laid on emergent vegetation, selection

would have favored females with a

penchant for laying eggs on males'

backs. The difference in egg success

may have resulted from differential

parasitism, predation, and cannibalism

of eggs on emergent vegetation over

those carried by males. By comparing

egg survival in modern brooders and

nonbrooders sharing the same habitats,

An Abedus herberti nymph hatches,

above and right. The male promotes
the development of his brood by

exposing the eggs to atmospheric

air, and when underwater, by

circulating fresh water over them.

I hope to discover what was advanta-

geous about the new strategy.

Whatever the explanation proves to

be, male opportunities for polygyny di-

minished as more females demanded
brooding services for their eggs. I sus-

pect that this trend progressed very rap-

idly to fixation, or genetic universality

in the population, such that encum-

bered males were rejected by all of the

females they subsequently encoun-

tered. Clearly, males had little choice

in the evolution of this new system;

they could only attempt to compensate

for their diminished opportunities for

mating by honing their paternity assur-

ance adaptations and increasing the

survival of the eggs they received.

Hence the evolution of repeated copu-

lation and the elaboration of male

brooding patterns.

Once male brooding had evolved,

giant water bugs were no longer tied

to habitats containing emergent vege-

tation. Consequently, the subfamily

Belostomatinae rapidly proliferated

and its new species invaded almost

every possible aquatic habitat, from

temporary ponds to the Sonoran Desert

streams, where some devoted fathers

and liberated mothers first caught my
eye and captured my imagination.
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Snakes Shedding Skin
How limbless ecdysiasts take it all off

by Leonard G. Appleby

Ecdysis, or shedding of the outer

epidermis, is one of a snake's most re-

markable habits. It so impressed the

ancients that they believed the snake to

be immortal, being reborn each time it

casts its skin. This is understandable to

anyone who has seen a snake just after

it has sloughed. Its colors then have the

appearance of fresh paint and the snake

itself is active and alert in striking con-

trast to its drab appearance and lethar-

gic behavior just prior to skin shed-

ding.

Why does a snake shed its skin? For

much the same reason we do (although

in scarcely noticeable fashion): to

renew the outer epidermis as it be-

comes worn. Once it has formed, a

snake's outer epidermis, or stratum

comeum, keratinizes, a process that

makes it tougher and more resistant to

wear; this is important in view of a

snake's close contact with the ground

and the considerable friction that re-

sults. Keratinization not only makes a

snake's integument resistant to abra-

sion but also prevents excessive loss of

moisture from the body. In addition, it

forms a barrier to ultraviolet rays,

which can be harmful if overabsorbed.

Snakes do not always wait for the

stratum comeum to become worn be-

fore growing a new one. For an adult

snake to follow one sloughing with

another within a few weeks is by no
means unusual. Just why it does this

is not known for certain; with captive

snakes, skin shedding in rapid succes-

sion usually occurs after a snake has

consumed large quantities of food fol-

lowing a period of fasting. As a rule,

an adult snake sloughs three to four

times a year, at intervals that are some-

times fairly regular, but often vary

widely. Skin wounds can cause fre-

quent sheddings, one following close

upon another in order to hasten heal-

ing. Skin lesions, whether due to injury

or disease, show marked improve-

ment—sometimes disappearing com-
pletely—when the outer epidermis is

renewed. But frequent shedding also

occurs in snakes that show no sign of

skin injury.

The more rapid a snake's metabo-

lism, the more frequently it will shed;

and generally, the higher the tempera-

ture, the more rapid its metabolism.

There are a number of tropical snakes,

however, such as pythons and boas,

which are capable of regulating their

metabolic rate regardless of tempera-

ture. Their metabolism does not neces-

sarily become more rapid as tempera-

ture rises because by varying the secre-

tion of certain hormones they can re-

tard their physiological processes and

estivate. During estivation shedding is

either minimal or nonexistent. Snakes

in temperate climates experience tem-

perature-induced high metabolism

only during very warm spells. On the

other hand, they usually demonstrate a

slowed metabolism after a large drop

in temperamre. When the temperature

becomes low enough, they hibernate.

Skin shedding does not occur during

hibernation, and in the case of a snake

that is preparing to slough when it

enters hibernation, the process is

halted by the prevailing low tempera-

mres and will not recommence until

warmer weather returns in the spring.

While its metabolism is dictated by

An arboreal Central

American green viper,

Bothrops lateralis, begins

to slough its outer epidermis.

Getting the skin on the head

to start peeling is the most

difficult part of the process.
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An oily secretion exuded by the

underlying skin tissue aids in

the removal of the stratum corneum.

The old skin of this rainbow

water snake is coming off in pieces

as it crawls over some tree roots.

temperature and hormone secretion, a

snake cannot operate at full capacity

until there is a substantial intake of

food. A snake that begins to feed after

a lengthy fast usually eats ravenously.

A sudden reawakening of appetite is

also likely after shedding, and the rapid

intake of a large quantity of food re-

sults in such an abrupt acceleration of

the snake's metabolism that a second

shedding of the skin follows a few

weeks later.

Nearly forty years spent studying

snakes has brought me to the conclu-

sion that the major influence on the fre-

quency of skin shedding is the amount

of food consumed. A snake that feeds

greedily sheds its skin more often than

does an indifferent feeder. But the sub-

sequent rapid growth in a snake that

feeds readily is not the prime cause of

frequent sheddings. An aged snake

grows very little, if at all, yet it will

shed more often when it is feeding well

than when disinclined to eat. For ex-

ample, an aged royal python in my pos-

session, which measured 58 inches

when captured, and which has grown

scarcely at all in the seven years since

then, will shed twice a year if it has fed

well over a period of several months.

But during fasting, the interval be-

tween one shedding and the next has

been as long as eighteen months. Like

most royal pythons, it is an erratic

feeder and frequently fasts for long pe-

riods.

In most cases, a sudden disinterest

in food signals that a snake is preparing

to shed its skin. Gradually, colors dull

and markings become less distinct.

The ventral scales and the skin between

the dorsal scales may take on a milky



gray color. But not all snake species

exhibit this graying phase, and it is

often difficult to determine whether
they are preparing to shed until the eyes

become obscured by a grayish white

opacity. All snakes exhibit this symp-
tom, and when its eyes begin to cloud

over in this manner, a snake is said to

be entering an "opaque." The eye
shield's opaqueness is caused by a

thickening of the outer layers of skin

and occurs as the new stratum corneum
starts to form beneath the old one. The
thickening epidermis also obscures the

colors and markings of the snake, most
of which are in the deeper layers of

skin. The Brazilian rainbow boa is one
snake that does not become drab as ec-

dysis draws near; instead its beautiful

reddish orange color is transformed to

a striking silvery white. The length of

time the eyes remain obscured varies

by species; for most it lasts five to six

days, although total opacity is only half

that time.

Generally, a snake is largely inac-

tive and prefers to remain hidden since

it is particularly vulnerable to attack by
other predators while its vision is im-

paired. A cool climate snake, how-
ever, will often emerge to bask in the

sun if insufficiently warm in its hiding

place. As a rule, a snake that is prepar-

ing to shed will not feed, although indi-

viduals vary, and some will continue

to feed until the eyes become obscured.

Others will feed immediately after the

eyes have cleared and before the skin

has been cast. But most will not feed

for several days prior to entering the

opaque stage and will only recom-
mence feeding when the old skin has
been completely removed.

Claw casings can be seen on
the freshly cast skin of a

yellow anaconda. The claws,

a feature common to pythons
and boas, are located near
the vents of the snakes.

Leonard G. Appleby

Overleaf: Most snakes become drab

as ecdysis draws near, but the

Brazilian rainbow boa is not one

of them. This snake's reddish

orange coloring is replaced by a

silvery white at shedding time.

Leonard G. Appleby
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When the moment arrives for the

skin to be cast, which occurs between

two and five days after the eyes have

cleared, the snake awakes from its tor-

por and becomes restless. To loosen

the old skin, it rubs its nose and the

sides of its jaws against rough surfaces.

Some snakes yawn frequently, an ac-

tion that sometimes causes the skin to

break free from the edges of the mouth.

Small snakes will often burrow just

below the surface of loose soil and thus

start the skin peeling. Normally, shed-

ding begins at the head, and getting the

skin to break free at this point often

takes the snake longer than ridding it-

self of the whole skin.

Once it has started to peel, the old

stratum corneum usually unfurls rap-

idly. Separation of the new epidermis

from the old. is assisted by a secretion

exuded by the underlying layers of skin

tissue. As the old skin comes away, the

presence of this secretion, which also

gives some snakes an oily appearance,

is revealed by the moistness of the

snake's body and the inside surface of

the old skin. This sticky secretion

causes particles of foreign matter to ad-

here to the skin that has been cast.

Where there is adequate separation be-

tween the two layers of skin, removal

of the outer one can be completed

within ten to twenty minutes.

As the skin comes away from the

head, the snake reduces its head rub-

bing and begins to push its way through

dense vegetative growth, where avail-

able. The loosened skin catches on
twigs and branches, which help to pull

it free as the snake moves forward.

Any narrow gap through which the

snake can squeeze itself will assist in

removing unwanted skin, and it is not

unusual to find the cast skin of a snake

draped in a forked tree branch. While

such aids to shedding help to speed the

process, they are not necessary. Once
the skin is free of the head and forepart

of the body, a snake is capable of re-

moving it through muscular action in-

volving alternate contraction and ex-

pansion of a small section of the body
at a time. This not only loosens the

skin, but also pushes it backward
toward the tail. The muscular action is,

however, only possible up to a point

just anterior to the vent. The snake ac-

complishes removal of the skin cover-

ing the tail by moving forward and al-

lowing the drag of the trailing skin to

pull it free.

Nearly all snakes can, under favor-

able circumstances, shed the outer epi-

dermis in one piece. This occurs com-
monly among the smaller species, but

the considerable weight of the large

pythons and boas often prevents them
from shedding in one piece. Their skin

often tears and is shed piecemeal.

Many snakes require a certain degree

of humidity to be able to achieve a per-

fect shed. Desert-dwelling snakes,

however, and others accustomed to a

fairly dry habitat, are able to remove

the integument easily and completely

no matter how dry their surroundings.

The cast skin possesses none of the

colors of its former owner, but may
show the markings quite distinctly.

Nearly all cast skins are either trans-

parent and colorless or semiopaque

and a dirty brown. Depending on the

species, some are very fine and deli-

cate; others are coarse and rough.

Pythons and boas, which have a pair

of claws at the vent position, also cast

the outer casing of the claws along with

the skin, although these often become
detached during shedding and are

not always seen on the shed skin. On
a perfectly cast skin every scale, in-

cluding the eye shields, can be seen.

In all cases the cast skin is longer

than the snake itself because the con-

necting skin tissue between the scales,

which underlaps them, becomes un-

folded and extended during shedding.

But the amount by which the cast skin

is longer than the snake depends

largely on the skin's elasticity, and this

in turn depends on the conditions in

which it was removed. A skin cast in

a very damp atmosphere will stretch

considerably more than one that is shed

under dry conditions. Consequently,

the cast skin of a desert-dwelling snake

may be only slightly longer than the

snake itself, whereas that cast by a

water snake in its natural habitat may
be longer than the snake itself by as

much as one-fifth the snake's length.

One of the snake's first actions after

it has released itself from the unwanted

skin is to take a drink of water, if possi-

ble. Many snakes not only stop feeding

while the new stratum corneum is

forming, but also do not drink. There

is considerable loss of moisture

through evaporation from the body
during the acmal casting of the skin,

and this must be replaced.

Shedding is an important event in

the life of a snake, for not only does

it acquire a new and roomier integu-

ment, but also minor skin wounds are

healed and unwelcome parasites such

as mites are left behind with the shed

skin that lies everted on the ground.

D

A shedding snake will often squeeze
through any available gap so that

its loosened skin will snag on
protuberances and come free as

the snake moves forward. Loose
tree bark can serve the purpose.

mos Blank. National Audubon Society; Ptioto Researchers



If Wittgenstein

Had Been an Eskimo
Even for profound philosophers,

literacy has its limitations

by Edmund Carpenter

The philosopher Ludwig Wittgen-

stein and the art historian Ernst Gom-
brich contend that we cannot see both

rabbit and duck in a single image si-

multaneously. Illusion, Gombrich
says, consists in the conviction that

there is only one way of interpreting

the visual pattern in front of us. Al-

though we may switch rapidly from

rabbit to duck, we cannot experience

alternative interpretations at the same
time. A shape cannot be seen apart

from its interpretation.

Discovering the rabbit in the duck
produces, according to Wittgenstein, a

surprise not produced by the recogni-

tion of either image alone.

Both men, famous for their analyti-

cal investigations, chose the same vis-

ual pun for intensive analysis and they

agreed on its interpretation. Moreover,

Drawing (rom nineleenth-century German |okebook

they invited their readers to play the

game themselves and test their conclu-

sions. But how do people from a dif-

ferent background, say Eskimos, per-

ceive visual puns? Can they see the

duck and rabbit simultaneously?

Visual punning is an ancient art. A
carving from the Canadian Arctic,

circa a.d. 1300, simultaneously rep-

resents a man in a hooded coat and a

dog or, phrased another way, a dog-

man, perhaps one popular in Eskimo
tales.

I once showed Dali's Paranoiac

Face, with its double image, to several

Eskimos. Painting was alien to them,

but visual punning was not; they

showed a craftsman's appreciation of

skillful work.

Eskimos love visual puns. So do
Melanesians and so did the Aztecs. In

our own culture, these double images

were much favored by surrealists and

perhaps have always and everywhere

delighted children.

Visual puns vary greatly, but all

share one characteristic: each line si-

multaneously serves two or more
images. That is, several figures occupy

one space or one figure plays several

roles in a single space.

The sheer technical challenge of

producing visual puns probably spurs

punsters to great efforts. I have seen up
to five images in one form. And that

form was probably just one aspect of

a multisensory pattern in which dance,

music, navigation, poetry, and dreams

commingled.
Literate man wants none of this. He

not only fails to create visual puns but

suspects the worst of those who do. Art

critic Rene Crevel, commenting on

Dali's puns, says, "It is by a frankly

paranoiac process that it is possible to

obtain a double image. ..."

The trouble with this view is that

psychotics don't produce double
images. Nor do children, although they

enjoy them. I say this with confidence

because I've searched at length for vis-

ual puns in the art work of both and

have yet to find one good example.

Drawings by psychotics sometimes in-

clude what appear, at first, to be puns,

but closer examination reveals more
confusion than coherence. By contrast,

Eskimo punsters demonstrate superb

control of multiple perspective. "Art,

being bartender," wrote Randall Jar-

rell, "is never drunk."

And puns, being art, are rarely acci-

dental. Of course, the punster may
deny his work. A Madison Avenue de-

signer who produced an erotic pun
called it an accident. So did the de-

signer of a 1951 West German stamp

commemorating Hans Bockler: in-

verted, Bockler became Stalin.

But visual puns don't just happen.

They aren't the scribblings of children

or madmen. They don't belong in phil-

osophical seminars or psychology

labs. And they are not gimmicks de-

signed to surprise. They are deliberate

works of art.

For years I regularly asked students

to draw visual puns and keep diaries of

their efforts. With rare exceptions,

each student started with one image,

then tried to superimpose a second

image. The results, as art, were awful,

and the diaries were records of frustra-

tion.

In contrast, an Eskimo carver, hav-

ing "discovered" a pun in unworked

ivory, releases it: the image steps forth

in all its complexity. Or a pun may
appear to a dreamer, who then executes

its likeness.

Such puns are implosive, like the

dreams or myths from which they

come. An Eskimo myth may include

both cause and effect, the way a mis-

sile's fuel is its engine and its engine

is its fuel. Entire Eskimo societies are



When inverted, a pre-Columbian gold

plaque from Code, Panama, reveals

a second head with a crown.

University Museum, University of Pennsytvi

A dog and a man can be

visualized in this carved Late
Dorset Eskimo figure, circa

A.D. 1300, from Mill Island,

south of Bassinland.

NationaJ Museum ot Canada



implosive: everybody is simulta-

neously involved with everybody.

There is no isolated self and no eleva-

tion of sight over the other senses.

This emphasis on sight is literate

man's mark and strength, but the other

senses suffer correspondingly. If used

at all, they are used like sight. All ex-

perience is translated into visual

models. We say, "Let's see what we
can hear."

The increasing number of native au-

thors—voices from the inside—is one

of the most interesting features of con-

temporary anthropology. These in-

truders into the visually oriented pro-

fession of anthropology are always

writing about how things smell, taste,

feel, sound: toes gripping roots along

a slippery bank; peppery food burning

the rectum; "he became aware of

gentle heat playing on his right cheek,

and a fine smoke teasing his nostrils;

while on the left he heard an odd gur-

gling sound. ..."

These inside reports, with their de-

scriptions of sensory awareness and in-

volvement, reveal how misleading the

traditional, outside "observations"

have been. My impression of much
tribal art is that it should be embraced,

all senses involved, not simply
viewed. Putting it on display is like

displaying an old, cuddly doll behind

glass.

Not long ago, when some British

children were asked, "What are the

twelve loveliest things you know?"
one boy answered:

The cold of ice cream.

The scrunch of dry leaves.

The feel of clean cloze.

Water running into a bath.

Cool wind on a hot day.

Climbing up a hill, looking down.
Hot-water bottle in bed.

Honey in you mouth.

Smell in a drug store.

Babies smiling.

The feeling inside when you sing.

Baby kittens.

A girl's list went like this:

Our dog's eyes.

Street lights on the river.

Wet stones.

The smell of rain.

An organ playing.

Red roofs in trees.

Smoke rising.

Rain on your cheeks.

The smell of cut grass.

Red velvet.

The smell of picnic teas.

The moon in clouds.

About 1900, Enos Mills, a mountain

guide, became snow-blind in the

Rockies at 12,000 feet. "My facul-

ties," he reports, "were intensely

awake." He could not use trails be-

cause of the depth of snow. Carrying

a long staff, he set out on snowshoes

to find the blaze marks on trees, which

he had made on his forward journey.

Making his way from tree to tree, he

thrust an arm into the snow, feeling the

bark of the trees until he discovered the

marks of the blaze. He resorted to the

trees for the points of the compass. He
knew that the canyon walls facing

south carried pines, while those facing

north carried spruce. Keeping pines on

his left, he traveled to the eastern side

of the range. To check this, he exam-

ined lichens on low-lying boulders and

moss encircling tree trunks, conclud-

Paranoiac Face, by Salvador Dali, 1934/35

ing that the area admitted light freely

from all quarters. He shouted, noted

from which direction the echoes came,

their intensity and cross-replies, and

concluded that he was going into the

head of a deep forest-walled canyon.

In the night a snowslide almost smoth-

ered him; enormous rocks and entan-

gled branches made his progress more
difficult. Suddenly he caught the scent

of aspen smoke. Under favorable con-

ditions a person with a keen sense of

smell can detect burning aspen for sev-

eral miles. Going forward into the

wind, he emerged from the woods
where the smoke was strongest and

knew a cabin was near. In fear of pass-

ing it, he stopped to use his ears. As
he stood listening, a little girl gently,

curiously asked: "Are you going to

stay here tonight?"

Children learn to separate their

senses when they learn, in class, to

read silently. Their legs twist, they bite

their tongues, but with enormous effort

they learn to fragment their senses, to

turn on one at a time and keep the

others in neutral. And so they are in-

doctrinated into that world where

readers seek silent solitude, concert-

goers close their eyes, and gallery

guards warn, "Do not touch."

All this is alien to Eskimo experi-

ence. Once, with visibility zero, I trav-

eled rapidly along a dangerous coast-

line, guided by an Eskimo who navi-

gated by the feel of wind and smell of

fog, by sounds of surf and nesting

birds, and particularly by the feel of the

pattern of waves and current against his

buttocks.

With such interplay and interpene-

tration of senses, no single sense can

be isolated. An Eskimo hunter who re-

lied on sight alone would return empty-

handed; a traveler who ignored odors

and winds and sounds would soon be

lost.

Recently, comparing paintings by

blind children with those of seeing

children, an experimenter found the

two indistinguishable until the age of

about six, at which point the seeing

children moved in the direction of opti-

cal imagery.

Patients who have undergone throat

surgery are forbidden to read, for there

is a natural tendency for a reader to

evoke absent sounds, and the throat

muscles work silently as the reader

scans the page.

Nothing was more alien to medi-

evalism than silent reading. Reading

was aloud, often as song, with ges-

tures. Physicians prescribed reading as



Beyeler Gallery, Basel, Switzerland

a form of exercise. Isolating one sense

from all others calls for enormous
training and self-control; it is probably

never fully achieved. Test this your-

self. Run water into the bath while

switching the light on and oft: the

sound seems louder in the dark.

Phonetic writing translated multi-

sensuous speech into one sense only.

The peculiar effect of translating the

many senses of the spoken word into

the visual mode of writing was to ab-

stract one sense from the cluster of the

human senses.

The phonetic alphabet and all its de-

rivatives stressed aone-thing-at-a-time

analytic awareness in perception. This

intensity of analysis was achieved at

the price of forcing all else in the field

of perception into the subliminal.

Literacy ushered man into the world
of the divided senses. The value ac-

corded the eye at the expense of all

other senses destroyed the harmonic
orchestration of the senses and led to

emphasis upon the individual experi-

ence of the individual sense. It created

a hierarchy of senses with sight high-

est, touch lowest. Aristotle, in the first

sentence of Metaphysics, says, of all

the senses, trust only the sense of sight.

Plato went further: he regarded sight as

the highest and touch as the lowest.

Sight is like no other sense: it favors

detachment. I am in sound and smell;

taste is within me; and touch presses

against me . But with my eyes I become
a detached observer, casting a hard eye

on all experience.

Literate man takes literacy for

granted, as if this sensory imbalance

were a natural state. Yet the silent, im-

mobile reader needs as much food as

a miner, more sleep than a farmer, and

clothing to conserve his energies. You
cannot teach a naked man to read.

Literate man, observing a pun, first

recognizes only the image rendered

vertically relative to himself. The art

historian Siegfried Giedion tells of a

paleolithic carving of a horse that was
on public display for decades. When
the heavy stone was rolled outside to

be photographed, everyone saw, for

The surrealistic landscape of Max
Ernst's Totem and Taboo, painted

in 1941/42, contains bizarre

faces, giant birds, and
other hidden images.

the first time, a second horse, inverted.

In both paleolithic and Eskimo art,

images are not rendered in relation to

the viewer. When handed a photo-

graph, Eskimos examine it as it is

handed to them, no matter how it is

oriented. They look at maps from any

direction, and if they understood Eng-

lish, I'm sure they would enjoy James

Thurber's NOW NO SWIMS ON
MON without turning it.

One may describe the alteration

from duck to rabbit as a perception, as

if the object had altered before one's

eyes. But the picture doesn't change,

just the observer's impression of it,

point of view, emphasis upon one or-



Lee Bonin, Rockefeller Collection. Metropolitan Museum of A

Lee Bottin. Rockefeller Collection, MetropoTitan Museum of Art

Both an latmul shield, left, and a

mask, right, from New Guinea

contain double images of

faces, which can be seen by

inverting the objects.

ganization over another. Suppose,

however, the observer has no "point

of view" or, more accurately, none re-

sembUng the private, delimiting one of

literate man. Suppose the observer's

art, language, and entire culture deny
privacy and stress, instead, group

awareness. Suppose, finally, no effort

is made to suppress the "baser" senses

or to make sight supreme.

Suppose all this and you have gone

a long way toward describing Es-

kimos, who have no private point of

view because they don't "view" life

or conceive of an individual as a

"point."

The artist M.C. Escher, whose vis-

ual puns have fascinated mathe-
maticians, wrote:

The border line between two adjacent

shapes having a double function, the act of

tracing such a line is a complicated busi-

ness. On either side of it, simultaneously,

a recognizabiliry takes shape. But the

human mind and eye cannot be busy with

two things at the same moment and so there

must be a quick and continuous jumping

from one side to the other.

Does the Eskimo, like Escher,

switch from one reading to another? Or
can an Eskimo hold two disjunctive al-

ternate readings simultaneously? We
know that a literate person can recite

a poem and meanwhile solve simple

arithmetical problems. But while one

is attended to, the other goes below

some kind of threshold.

Other cultures seem to differ in the

way they handle this kind of multi-

plicity of thought. Certain African

groups can carry on five simultaneous

rhythms: the melody and four percus-

sion parts. All players often have their

own downbeat. Three rhythms are

common in preliterate music: melody,

hand clapping, and foot tapping. This

is extremely difficult for literates who
"automatically" keep step to the

music.

And the Eskimos, do they actually

see the duck and rabbit simulta-

neously? Perhaps not, but they cer-

tainly see them faster, and in

quite a difterent way, than Ludwig

Wittgenstein.
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Quasars Confirmed
After more than a decade of controversy, the cosmological theory of these objects

has been substantiated, establishing that quasars are the most distant and
powerful sources of energy in the known universe

According to the cosmological the-

ory, the large red shifts found in the

spectra of quasars are due to the expan-

sion of the universe. In our universe,

all the galaxies in space are rushing

away from each other. The more dis-

tant a galaxy, the faster it is receding

and hence the larger its observed red

shift, which is caused by the Doppler

effect. Since most observed quasars

have larger red shifts than most known
galaxies, the cosmological theory im-

plies that the quasars are farther away
than the galaxies.

Other theories have variously

ascribed the red shifts of quasars to

powerful gravitational force within

each quasar; to a postulated violent ex-

pulsion of quasars from an explosion

within our own Milky Way (or a neigh-

boring galaxy); and to various new,

unproved, and speculative physical ef-

fects. In all cases, these alternative

theories state that quasars are less dis-

tant than indicated by the cosmological

theory.

"Quasar" is an invented word,

short for "quasi-stellar radio source."

It stands for a celestial source of radio

waves that resembles a star when seen

through a visible-light telescope but

that is not a star.

Most astronomers have accepted the

cosmological theory of quasars ever

since it was proposed in 1 963 . Like any

other "established" theory, it has had

a small number of vocal critics. In this

case, however, the critics have in-

cluded several of the world's most ac-

complished and distinguished astro-

physicists.

The basic objection to the cosmolog-
ical theory was raised because it im-

plies that quasars are extremely power-

ful energy sources. If quasars are as far

away as the theory tells us, then we can

deduce that the radio emission of a typ-

ical bright quasar may be 1 ,000 times

greater than the total of all forms of

energy radiated by the hundreds of bil-

lions of stars and many nebulae of the

Milky Way galaxy. Yet, such a quasar

is about 30,000 times smaller than our

galaxy. Further, some quasars emit

even more energy in the form of infra-

red waves, visible light, and X-rays

than they do as radio waves. To critics

of the cosmological theory, it seemed
unreasonable to suppose that so much
power can be generated in so small an

object.

To avoid this energy-production di-

lemma, some researchers decided that

quasars must be much closer than indi-

cated by the cosmological theory. If

they are closer, then it follows that a

quasar produces much less energy than

estimated above. Also, the red shifts of

quasars must then be produced by
something other than the expansion of

the universe.

Many astrophysicists believe that a

quasar is a type of immense outburst

in the center of a galaxy referred to as

the "underlying galaxy." In that case,

the light of the quasar would far exceed

that of the underlying galaxy and it

would be very hard to photograph the

galaxy. Thus, the claimed existence of

underlying galaxies would not contra-

dict the fact that quasars generally look

like isolated spots of light on telescopic

photographs.

To check the cosmological theory,

astronomers have searched for evi-

dence of an association between ga-

laxies and quasars. The two principal

techniques have been to look for the

underlying galaxies and to look for ga-

laxies that occur near quasars.

Galaxies occur in two kinds of con-

centrations, strong ones called clusters

and more diffuse ones called groups.

All of the galaxies in a remote cluster

or group are at roughly the same dis-

tance from the earth and thus have

roughly the same red shifts. Clusters

are such pronounced concentrations

that they can be easily recognized on
the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey

(a standard atlas of deep space).

Hence, many of the clusters that appear

in the Survey have been cataloged and
studied. They don't seem to contain

quasars. But the weaker concentra-

tions, or groups of galaxies, are hard

to spot on the Sky Survey and most of

them have not been cataloged. If qua-

sars were found to occur in galaxy

groups, and to have red shifts equal to

those of the member galaxies, it would
be clear that the quasar and galaxy red

shifts are caused by the same process.

Since galaxy red shifts are due to the

expansion of the universe, such a dis-

covery would prove the cosmological

theory of quasars. Likewise, the detec-

tion of an underlying galaxy with the

same red shift as its quasar would be

strong evidence for this theory.

According to a 1973 report by a Hale

Observatories astronomer, Jerome
Kristian, underlying galaxies would
most readily be detected as dim
"fuzz" around the photographic
images of the nearest quasars. Such
fuzz has in fact been observed around

several of the nearer quasars. This has

been interpreted as evidence for the

proposal that quasars are explosions in

galaxies. Nevertheless, it did not con-

firm the cosmological theory, since it

has not usually been possible to meas-

ure the red shift of the dim fuzz in the

presence of the overwhelming light of

the quasar. And even when fuzz is

found around a quasar, that fuzz may
not be an underlying galaxy but some-

thing else, for example, gas clouds

ejected from the quasar.

Going one step further, if the fuzz

is photographed well enough to show
that it really is a galaxy, and if the red

shifts of the fuzz and the quasar are

measured and found to be equal, there

may still be a loophole. Critics of the

cosmological theory can claim, in such
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a case, that what was photographed is

just an unusual galaxy with a very

bright nucleus and not a quasar at all.

Thus, I have always felt that the hunt

for underlying galaxies would not pro-

vide the most clear-cut proof of the

cosmological theory.

Over the past decade, there have
been several reports of red shift meas-

urements for adjacent quasars and ga-

laxies. In some cases, the quasar-

galaxy pair were found to have nearly

the same red shifts and those cases

were claimed as evidence for the cos-

mological theory. In other cases, the

adjacent galaxies and quasars were
found to have widely different red

shifts. This was taken to mean that qua-

sar red shifts do not result from the

same process as galaxy red shifts. Yet,

for either conclusion to be drawn, the

quasar and galaxy must actually be the

same distance from the earth. The pos-

sibility always exists that, as seen from
the earth, one object is in the fore-

ground and the other far behind, so that

they only seem to be next to each other.

To resolve the issue, a careful survey
of a statistically meaningful number of

quasars was needed.

In July 1978 , 1 was surprised to learn

that a galaxy near the quasar 3C273
had been found to have the same red

shift as the quasar. Although this might
be just one more report of an isolated

quasar-galaxy pair, an individual case
with little statistical significance, I

found the discovery remarkable be-

cause 3C273 is the brightest and best

known of all quasars. It is actually visi-

ble in amateur astronomers' telescopes
and its picture appears in nearly every
modern textbook on astronomy. I had
not imagined that the astronomers
working on tests of the cosmological
theory could have overlooked a galaxy
near3C273. For fifteen years, the larg-
est telescopes in the world had been
used to investigate quasars and espe-
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cially the problem of their red shifts.

But hindsight shows that many of the

studies had a scatter-gun character or

were even directed up blind alleys. The

3C273 finding, in contrast, was made
by a young astronomer with a medium-

sized telescope, as a byproduct of the

first truly systematic investigation of

the red shifts of galaxies near quasars.

The young astronomer was Alan

Stockton of the Institute of Astronomy

in Honolulu. Stockton had trained in

quasar research at the University of

Arizona in the late 1960s and has spe-

cialized in such studies ever since. His

systematic investigation of galaxy red

shifts appeared in the Astrophysical

Journal in August 1978.

Stockton assumed that quasars do

occur in groups of galaxies and that the

cosmological theory of quasars is cor-

rect. He reasoned that a careful search

of an area around each quasar, chosen

so that the area is no greater than the

size of a typical galaxy group, should

reveal faint galaxies with the same red

shifts as the quasars. The important

thing was to use a fair number of qua-

sars, chosen by a statistically valid

means, and thereby avoid the criticism

of the much-disputed, isolated cases

reported by earlier researchers. Stock-

ton selected twenty-seven quasars,

all of them close enough to the earth

(according to the cosmological theory

interpretation of its red shift) so that

galaxies in their vicinities would be

visible on the Palomar Observatory

Sky Survey. The quasars also had to be

positioned in the sky so that they were

observable with his telescope in

Hawaii.

For each of the quasars, Stockton

searched a circular area on the Sky Sur-

vey, with a radius of 45 arc seconds

—

about equal to the diameter of the

planet Jupiter as seen from the earth.

He also made new photographs, to in-

sure that small, dim galaxies were not

mistaken for stars or vice versa during

the Survey inspection. Seventeen of

the quasar areas were found to contain

a total of twenty-nine galaxies, while

ten were "empty." Some quasar areas

contained up to three galaxies.

Stockton photographed the spectra

of the galaxies with an 88-inch tele-

scope atop Mauna Kea, on the island

of Hawaii. He identified lines in the

spectra of twenty-five of the twenty-

nine galaxies and measured their red

shifts. Of the twenty-five, thirteen

(more than half) have red shifts corre-

sponding to velocities of recession that

are almost equal to those of the nearby
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quasars. These thirteen galaxies are lo-

cated in the areas surrounding eight of

the quasars. All the other twelve ga-

laxies differ in recession velocity from
their "nearby" quasars, with a wide
range of velocity difference: ten of the

twelve have recession velocities that

are over 15,000 kilometers per second

(9,300 miles per second) smaller than

those of the quasars, computed accord-

ing to the cosmological theory. These
much smaller velocities (red shifts)

imply that the twelve galaxies are fore-

ground objects.

If there were no relation between the

quasars and the galaxies, there would
be little or no clustering among the

velocity differences that Stockton

measured. But, as mentioned above,

about half of the galaxies have nearly

the same recession velocity, or red

shift, as their adjacent quasars. (They

agree to within 1,000 kilometers per

second.) The odds are vanishingly

small that this result is a statistical acci-

dent. In fact, Stockton calculates the

odds at less than one chance in 1 .5 mil-

lion. The only reasonable interpreta-

tion of his red shift measurements is

that a fair number of quasars occur in

groups of galaxies and that they have

the same red shifts as the member ga-

laxies of the groups.

Stockton's investigation seems to

prove the cosmological theory of qua-

sars. His report appeared more than a

year ago but no significant objection to

it has so far been made. Yet, what he

did was well within the capabilities of

the major astronomical observatories

of the world more than a decade ago.

Last November I asked a leading au-

thority on quasars why no one had car-

ried out this project earlier. The an-

swer, I was told, is that no one had

worked hard enough at the problem.

Many cleverly planned single observa-

tions had been made by others, but

only Stockton had been willing to in-

vest the time to make systematic spec-

troscopic observations of many very

dim galaxies.

The confirmation of the cosmologi-

cal theory of quasars was thus simply

the happy outcome of long hours at the

telescope. Twenty-five red shifts

turned out to be more informative than

any number of profound and imagina-

tive astrophysical speculations.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratory for Astronomy
and Solar Physics atNASA 's Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland.
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Books in Review by Walter H. Adey

Sunken Treasure

Living Corals, by Douglas Faulkner

and Richard Chesher. Clarkson N.

Potter, Inc., $45.00; 310 pp., illus.

Tropical coral reefs inspire a fasci-

nation that has generated a large vol-

ume of publications, both scientific and

popular. No single work could begin

to adequately describe these massive

and complex structures, and informa-

tion tends to be scattered throughout a

multitude of books and periodicals.

Collecting these materials for study is

routine for the worker in marine biol-

ogy but beyond the resources of the

general public. Guides and manuals

have been compiled for identification

of reef organisms; in the case of corals,

these publications deal primarily with

dead skeletons, and pictures and de-

scriptions of the living forms are infre-

quent and scattered . The appearance of

Living Corals would seem an impor-

tant step toward filling a gap in the liter-

ature, although this does not seem to

be the intent of the authors.

Diver-photographer Douglas Faulk-

ner has presented a collection of

194 spectacular color photographs of

reef corals. Seldom has the beauty of

these organisms been so dramatically

illustrated. Selection of the photo-

graphs to be included, as well as the

conception of the text, was apparently

based primarily on aesthetic consid-

erations, which is at once both the

strength and the weakness of the book.

What results is a hard-cover slide

show, intended to entertain and inspire

rather than inform.

Certainly Living Corals has all the

makings of a weighty tome: larger-

than-life photographs of 1 17 species of

living corals, covering 31 families of

both hard and soft varieties; taxonomic
verification by leading experts in the

field; collection data and reference

specimens deposited in the collections

of the Smithsonian Institution. The
book's review of the natural history of

the reef is highly personal but generally

informative and well written.

For these eff'orts the academically

oriented reader can be thankful. As
with extracting the pearl from the oys-

ter, however, there is a lot of other ma-
terial to get through in the process that

may not be to one's taste. In his com-
mentary, Faulkner argues that his pho-

tographs should stand alone as testi-

mony to the wonder of the reef, with

no running commentary to detract from
visual delight, but the realities of the

publishing world apparently forced a

compromise of this ideal. The resultant

union of art and science is a somewhat
awkward marriage of convenience.

Isolated in pristine magnificence, the

photographs occupy the body of the

book. Explanatory notes for each of the

illustrations are grouped together in a

separate section at the back. Reference

to these "captions" is made by num-
bers positioned discreetly beside the

photographs. This arrangement results

in an annoying need for flipping pages

back and forth between sections, a

process made more difficult by the

absence of an index and a not-too-

robust binding that failed after the first

day of this kind of treatment.

The scientific presence is further di-

luted in the notes, where information

is off^ered in a haphazard fashion. The
inquiring reader, seeking enlighten-

ment about a particular life form dis-

covered in a photograph, frequently

finds little more than highly personal

reminiscence or sentimental imagery,

occasionally spiced up by a whimsical

selection of common names invented

by the author, such as, "She Loves Me
Not Daisy Coral" and "Purple Poly-

ped Plankton Eater Coral
. '

'

The rate of discovery in reef re-

search usually outstrips the rate of pub-

lication, and much information is out-

dated before getting into print. Many
of the concepts presented in this book
have suffered this fate, especially in

relation to reef geology and sea level.

Although the Pacific's apparent sea

level has generally fallen for the last

5,000 years, this is not true every-

where; impossible as it may seem, the

opposite has occurred in the Indian

Ocean and the Caribbean. Measure-

ments of sea level change are not equal

in all parts of the globe. The surface

of the world ocean is perceived only in

relation to its impingement upon land,

even though it may be at a uniform

position. The upward or downward
movement of land masses affects the

apparent rise or fall of sea level on a

local scale.

A certain romanticism colors much
of the presentation of reef ecology.

The concept of the coral reef as a

"superorganism" can create as many
problems as it explains, erroneously

setting the reef apart from other simi-

larly complex and ancient ecosystems.

Localities of the specimens are iden-

tified by name only; no map is in-

cluded. Let the reader note that

"Belau," identified as the site of more
than 80 percent of the pictures, is the

native spelling for the Palau Islands,

although reference to this nomencla-

ture is not to be found in any map or

gazetteer. Clarification of this matter is

perhaps deliberately omitted. A desire

for secrecy may have been engendered

by the experience of the photographer,

who upon returning to a favorite site,

identified in a previous publication,

found it stripped by collectors.

During his years of association with

the underwater world of the coral reef,

Douglas Faulkner gained a reverence

for the life he observed there. It would

be an admirable accomplishment if this

feeling could be transmitted to a larger
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audience, so that the general public

might be equally impressed by the

beauty and complexity of this portion

of the environment, so often threatened

by human incursion. However, this en-

deavor is not promoted by embroider-
ing the obvious beauty, so effectively

captured on film, with the kind of

"plastic-flowery" prose favored by
both authors. Consider this description

of Symphyllia recta, the symphony
coral (it has orchestrated movements):
"The psychedelic concert of light on
pattern is magical. Mesmerized by the

pendulum tick of a metronome, I stare

at a white mouse, pink nose twitching,

scurrying along a cheese white line."

This sounds less like a representation

of any reef organism than the effects

of nitrogen narcosis. Straightforward,

well-crafted description would be a

much more effective extension of the

visual presentation.

Unfortunately, this opportunity to

produce a valuable reference on the

corals has not been fully realized.

These days it is a rare marine biologist

who does not dive and photograph, and
having this collection for comparison
is certainly helpful, as far as it goes.

However, major elements of the fauna
have been omitted, probably for lack

of a sufficiently ravishing photograph.

The Atlantic coral community has been
especially shortchanged.

An unwieldy degree of randomness
already exists in the literature and any
effort to organize it should be wel-

comed. Living Corals has the raw ma-
terial for a start in that direction.

Walter H. Adey, a curator in the

Department of Paleobiology at the

Smithsonian Institution, has spent the

past decade studying tropical reefs in

the Caribbean.

Tube coral Dendrophyllia gracilis
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its pages— become the stuff of memory
...leaving you and your family forever

enriched.

Books of enduring beauty

As you open each volume and turn its

pages, you will discover new delights.

The decorative endpapers and bound-in
ribbon page marker— carefully and
tastefully color-coordinated to the
book's covers. The page edges, gilded
with a special tarnish-free finish, adding
protection as well as beauty to each
volume. Magnificent illustrations, some

in full color. And the bookpaper itself,

specially milled to retain its beauty for

many generations.

For these luxurious volumes will be

crafted to retain their beauty. So that this

private library will be a lasting heirloom.

To be treasured by you and your family

now, and by your children and your

children's children in years to come as

"the fit inheritance of generations."

Imagine the satisfaction of glancing

around your living room and seeing this

treasury of great literature— the fifty

beautiful volumes which make up The
Family Library— the rich leather of their

distinctive spines enriched by 22 karat

gold ornamentation.

Imagine the pleasure of anticipation,

as you slide one of the volumes from its

place, open it at the bound-in ribbon

marker, and begin to read. Enjoying the

handsomely printed text, the fine, evoca-

tive illustrations.

And imagine, too, seeing your family

immerse themselves in these challenging

and enduring works of literature— and
reaping all the rich rewards which that

entails.

Return your application

postmarked by February 29, 1980

The Family Library of the World's Great

Books is being offered at this time at the

attractively low price of just S19.50 per

volume. But it is available at this price

only to those who subscribe to the com-
plete collection.

The accompanying application as-

sures you of the guaranteed price of just

519.50 per volume for the entire Family

Library. And you have the right to cancel

your subscription at any time upon 30

days' notice, or return any book, for any

reason, within 30 days. To be accepted,

however, your application should be

postmarked no later than February
29, 1980.

THE BOARD OF ADVISERS

The Franklin Library gratetullv acknowledges the assistance of the

very distinguished Board of Advisers in selecting the fifty great

books to be included in The Family Library.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE FAMILY LIBRARY
OF THE WORLD'S GREAT BOOKS

The Franklin Librar\'

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to The Family

Library of the World's Great Books, consisting

of 50 volumes bound in genuine leather com-
bined with fine fabrics. The books will be sent

to me at the rate of one each month, and the

issue price of S19.50* per book will be guar-

anteed to me for the entire library. However.

I have the right to cancel my subscription at

any time on 30 days' written notice, or return any

book within 30 days.

I need send no payment now. I will be billed

for each volume, individually, in advance of

shipment. 'P/us mv siaie sales lax and
S1.75P 'r book for

subject on '---^
andling.

Mr.
Mrs.
Mi..

rity

slntp 7 in

Please mail bv Februarv 29. 1980. 26
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Arts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi

2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new

rugs One-of-a-kind pieces; individually photo-

araphed. Specify interests^ Write for photos and

data Box 5896, Sfierman Oaks, CA 91 41 3 (21 3) 789-

2559

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Cle-

mente, CA 92672

Camps

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS! Color catalogue

$2 00 (refundable witfi purctiase). Bernardo, 2400

Westheimer, #108W(NHMP), Houston, TX 77098

NATURAL SCIENCE CAMP in Canada. . . . Co-ed,

ages 8-14. Senous nature study plus wilderness

canoe tripping. Banding birds, collecting minerals,

investigating marsties, etc. Small informal groups.

Camp Blue Heron, Box NH, 511 Morris Place, Stiil-

lington, PA 19607

Letteveol

Scrolls C. Certificates fbr

mknt? anb oth«r^wat&5
Callocwcitefb^fcectocochucc.

|

AMES Is ROLLINSON. INC.

[ 215 Porit JLvcSo.,Viept.ti TtXC. 10OO3 > -tTS-TOOO 1

STAMP YOUR ART OUT Create unique stationery,

giftwrap, mail-art, etc Unusual rubber stamps. Cata-

logue; send two 150 stamps. Inkydinks, RD1-419N,

Montgomery, NY 12549

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fiction, nonfiction and poetry. Free "Autfiors'

Guide to Publication." Write; Dorrarice & Company,

Dept AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful autfiors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects

invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-

script report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHN, 84 Fittti Ave-

nue, New York 10011

Books

HOW TO "WALK, FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!" 30 day

moneyback guarantee. Send $4.00 to David Ryne,

Box 1254H, fustin, CA 92680

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians searcfi world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock.

PAB, 291 8 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print,

Rare Catalogues $1. Searcfi Service, Patricia Led-

lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)

336-2969

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS. Rare, Out-of-Pnnt,

Special Limited Edition imports. Nortti American

Agent for publications of tfie Britisti Museum (Natural

History) Rudolpti Wm. Sabbot—Natural History

Books, P.O. Box 772, Woodland Hills, CA 91365

(213)346-7164

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3 000 titles, all sut^jects! Free catalogue; Hamilton,

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries. All

occupations. Big Pay. Free transportation. Tax bene-

fits Latest Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld,

Box 645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idafio, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings—all occupations! Free details . . .
Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Bircfi, Ctieyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS; School, college

openings; U.S.A. $5,95. Abroad $5,95. Placement

sources U.S.A. $4.95; abroad, $4.95. EISF, Box 662,

Newton, MA 021 81

Collectors' Items

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries.

25 different 350. Geo. Ford, P.O. Box 5203-M, Gulf-

port, FL 33737

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS, 1 880's— 1949, 33

different—$2.99. Catalogue 250. Edel's, Carlyle, IL

62231

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY!! Write

Today' Free Details! Mineral of the Month Club,

13057-H18 California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship.

Asian Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Orni-

thology, Colorplate, etc Catalogues $1,00. Book

Chest 1 9 Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 1 1 570

Education

AUDUBON ECOLOGY CAMPS offer outstanding ed-

ucational expenences for adults. Four exciting loca-

tions; fragrant woodlands in Connecticut; rocky sea-

coast in Maine; canoe country in northwest Wiscon-

sin; Wind River Mountains in Wyoming. Have fun

while learning in informal, friendly settings. Thrill in

the exploration and excitement of discovery. Field

trips aplenty with enthusiastic staff naturalists. De-

velop sense of individual responsibility for care and

use of our natural resources. University credit op-

tional One and two-week sessions depending on lo-

cation. July-August 1980. Write National Audubon
Society Dept. NH, 950 Third Avenue, New York, NY
10022 COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
are also invited to inquire about Audubon's challeng-

ing year-round travel/study/campout B.S and MS.
environmental degree programs and courses. Write

Dept. AEI, above address

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY. Write

Aspen Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A,

Aspen, CO 8161 1 or call (303) 925-5756

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY. Marine biology, botany,

and ornithology on 200 acre island. For high school

students interested in environmental sciences. Fac-

ulty-students ratio 1 .5. Two nineteen day sessions.

Contact Dr, Dennis Wint, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Nineteenth and the Parkway, Philadelphia,

PA 19103

Employment Opportunities

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-

tries! Sampler; 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multi-news-

papers, Box DE-202, Dana Point, CA 92629

"TROPICA"—Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants. 7,000

color photos, 1120 pages, $115. Request circular.

Roehrs, Box 125, E. Rutherford, NJ 07073

Gourmet Interests

BAY LEAF PACKET, filled with fragrant, fresh-picked

California laurel. Delicious recipe included. Just $3,

Pogue Vineyard, Geyserville, CA 95441

ETHNICUISINE. 15 recipes any country. Full direc-

tions layman's terms. $4.00 US. SASE. Box

12112NH3, Denver, CO 80212

AUSTRALIA . . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! Jobs!

Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—Moneyback
Guarantee! "Australia Commission," Department

894-C2 National Press Building, Washington, DC.
20045

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75,000

jobs! Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportu-

nities Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box

4116-NH, Hayward, CA94540

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2.00. Interna^

tional Opportunities, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC
20036

GOURMET SOUPS—6 delicious, different recipes.

$2 plus SASE; Soup, 692 Sisters View, Eugene, OR
97401

OLD COUNTRY STUFFED CABBAGE recipes. $2.

plus SASE. Flomar, 2201-A East Thomas, Phoenix,

AZ85016

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy 500,-

000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 20 on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2,00. Surplus

Disposal, Box 1 9107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS — $19.30! — CARS — $13.50! — 650,000

Itemsi—Government Surplus—Most Comprehen-

sive Directory available tells how, where to buy—
Your Area—$2—Moneyback Guarantee—"Govern-

ment Information Services," Department DC-2, Box

99249, San Francisco, CA 94109

Maps

MAPS OF THE WORLD AND UNITED STATES. All in

full color. Send 500 for catalogue. Pequoig Farm,

Dept. NH, 3346 Chestnut Hill, Athol, MA 01331

70-1 1 YEAR OLD MAPS. All States. Stamp for Cata-

log. Northern Map. Dept. HN, Dunnellon, FL 32630

Merchandise

HIKING BOOTS/OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR. Free:

Direct factory catalogue. Made in America. Finest

quality Write; Boots, Rt #1, Box 458, Nelsonville, OH
45764

FLANNEL SHEETS, 100% cotton, white, center

seam 94 x 108, $9. 70 x 108, $8.50. Pair Pillow-

cases, $3.50. Free catalogue, swatches. Cloth-

crafters NH, Elkhart Lake, Wl 53020

LIMITED OFFER!! Growing Useful Plants Learning

Kits $10.50 each: Songbirds and wildlife attracting

plants Medicinal plants. Insect repellant, Herba^

teas or Natural cosmetics. Each kit includes: 8 seed

packages, "Growing Useful Plants Handbook", and

Complete Germination—Transplant Unit, Guaran-

teed Catalogue 250. Naturalists, Dept. NH, P.O. Box

435, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

Music

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND KITS—Harpsi-

chords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcirners,

lutes guitars. Free catalogue. Hughes, 4419 West

Colfax, NH, Denver, CO 80204
^



RECORDSETAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend

certificates; 1 00% guarantees. Free details. Discount

Music Club, 650 Main St., Dept. 25-0280, New Ro-
ctielle, NY 10801

Resorts

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923, Alignment performed on our U.S.

Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," publistied in Audubon Ivlag-

azine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Ivlansion St.,

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON, Op-
tolytfi binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired.
Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day received.

Birding. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

Photography

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Higfiest quality 35mm slides from ttie collection of tfie

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornitfiology. Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, ampfiibians. Free catalogue.

Dept. 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Itfiaca, NY
14850

COLOR FILM PROCESSING from 35mm, 120, 220
negativefilms. All printed as 5 x 7" enlargements. 36
exposures $18.00, 24 exposures $12.00, 20 expo-
sures $10.00, 16 exposures $9.00, 12 exposures
$7.50. Add 1 0% S & H cfiarges Send cfieck toTocky
RunPfioto, 1438SOM Center, Cleveland, OH 44124

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Study nature, the landscape,
wildlife. Macro, b/w and color photography and the

view camera this summer with photographers from
the National Geographic. One and two-week work-
shops lor serious amateurs and working pros begin
June 1 . Write for color catalogue listing over 60 sum-
mer workshops. The Maine Photographic Workshop,
Rockport, ME 04856

Real Estate

FREE! Big Spring Catalogue! Over 5,400 country
properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,
Homes. Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys!
Seiected best thruout the U.S. Over 700 offices, 43
states All Across America! Yours Free from the

World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd
Street, Dept. 5390, New York, NY 10017

FREE
. . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and

pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-
nesses and town and country homes from coast to
coast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 2045-U Railway Ex-
change BIdg., 61 1 Olive St., St. Louis, MO 63101 . Ph.
Toll-Free: 1-800-821-2599. MO. Res. Ph. Toil-Free:
1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-
tionwide listings—$2.00. Surplus Lands. Box 19107-
RN. Washington

, DC 20036

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3.50/ACRE! New Buyer's
Guide shows how! Vacation! Investment! $2—Mon-
eyback Guarantee! "Surplus Lands Bureau," 894-
E2, National Press Building, Washington, DC. 20045

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. From $650 for two weeks. Please
write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY

VIRGIN ISLANDS. Limestone Reef Terraces. Excel-
lent view, service. Efficiencies $35 for 2, Island Vaca-
tions. RD 4, Princeton, NJ 08540. (201) 329-6309

FREE! Map/Birdlist—Chiricahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1 , Portal, AZ 85632

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches Maximum of

10-15quests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists

on staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St.

Simons Island, GA 31522

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers. birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver

City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in the
company of expert naturalist guides. Each cross-
country skiing vacation is five days. Limited to eight

guests. Geared to beginners, intermediates and ex-

perts. Daily sojourns into the 18,000-acre St. Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild" lakes, ponds,
forests and mountains. Excellent winter birding and
chance to observe habitats of deer, beaver, bobcat,
coyote, bear. fox. otter, pine marten, fisher, mink.

Evenings spent in cozy backcountry lodge. Hearty
homecooked meals. Fireside program's feature

noted ecologists, historians, photographers, conser-
vationists. Adirondack Ski Tours. IvIcMaster f^d..

Saranac Lake. NY 12983 (518) 891-1080

ADVENTURE in Colorado, Canada and the Adiron-
dacks for adult men and women. Our wilderness
workshops explore the world of spruce, fast water
and high rock of the Rockies, trace the canoe routes
of the voyageurs through the Temagami region of

Northern Ontario and roam the wild land of mountain
streams, waterfalls and hidden pools in the Adiron-
dacks. Choice of photography, backpacking, canoe-
ing, rockclimbing, and mountaineering. Designed for

beginners, weekend workshops to 21 day expedi-
tions. Credit option. Further details: Adirondack Insti-

tute, 75 Dana Hall, Skidmore College. Saratoga
Springs, NY 12866 (518) 584-5000 x 501

ADVENTURE STUDY TOURS. Nepal: Psychology &
Meditation, Trekking; England: Children's Literature;

India: Performing Arts; New Guinea: Pacific Arts Fes-
tival; Other unique programs: Africa; Java-Bali;

Spain-Israel; Mexico-Guatemala; Peru-Bolivia; East-

ern Europe;Russia, Thailand-Burma-Nepal. Small
groups, expert leadership. College credit. The Way
of Travel, 507 Lincoln St,, Santa Cruz, CA 95060

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Observe whales in

Mexico's lagoons. Sea of Cortez, Maui Hawaii, Hud-
son's Bay. Natural history trips to Kenya. Zambia,
Zaire, Rwanda, and Galapagos, Small groups; ex-

perl leaders. Adventures International, 4421 N Albert,

Oakland. CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL—INDIA—CEYLON—Paki-

stan by Geeta Tours & Travels. 1 345 Jarvis, Chicago,
IL 60626 (312) 262-4959

BACKPACK THE NEW RIVER OF NO RETURN Wil-

derness. Join our nature hikes into this 2'/2 million

acre treasure in central Idaho. Trips for all abilities.

We have twelve years of experience and guide trips

only in Idaho. Write: Wilderness Trails, P.O. Box 9252,
Moscow, ID 83843 (208) 882-1955

CANOE ARCTIC. Fly-in canoe expeditions into the
Heart of North America's last great wilderness—the
tundra and taiga of Canada's Northwest Territories.

Discover the warm dry summers, spectacular sce-
nery, and unparalleled wildlife concentrations of a
land untouched by man Photograph caribou herds,
white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzly, rich birdlife.

Virgin fishing. Six person parties assembled and
guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran
arctic canoeist. All food and equipment provided

Previous canoeing experience an asset but not es-
sential for all. Two-way radio. 12 days from $975; 18
days from $1275. For brochure write: Canoe Arctic

Inc., 9 John Beck Ores. S., Brampton, Ontario, Can-
ada L6W 2T2

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA,
July-September. Small groups with licensed guides.
Excellent food Write: Granville Nickerson (N), RR4
Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia BOS 1 AO, Canada

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers!

Let our unique publications guide you through unu-
sually fascinating places. Ideal for railpass users.
Free catalogue. Great Trips, Box5199-l4^ New York,

NY 10017

DISCOVER THE WORLD OF NATURE Expedi-
tions Australia and the Great Barrier Reef, Hawaii.

Galapagos, Alaska, New Zealand. Scotland, Kenya.
Tanzania, & the Seychelles. Expert leadership, small
groups. Write: Nature Expeditions International,

epi. NC, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

EVEREST AND SIKKIM 1980 nature treks with Bob
and Linda Fleming, naturalists, authors ("Birds of

Nepal; Kathmandu Valley"). Everest National Park:

April-May (23 days). Sikkim (Kangchenjunga): Oct-
Nov (25 days) Himalayan birds, mammals, plants,

peaks, Sherpas Nature Himalayas, 2726 Mocking-
bird, Kalamazoo. Ml 49008

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members.
Register with ERI to make your experience available

to expedition leaders. Archeology. Geology, Moun-
taineering, Oceanography. Ornithology, Paleontol-
ogy, Sailing, Speleology, Zoology. Professors, insti-

tutions, expeditions, others use our research serv-

ices tor locating personnel and information on coun-
tnes. permits, maps, equipment discounts, funding
and more Write: Expedition Research, Inc.. Box
467N, Annapolis, MD 21404

EXPLORE GUATEMALA/PERU. Two week hiking, ca-
noeing and backpacking tours in Guatemala and
Peru are designed to explore the natural wonders,
archaeological treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries. February to August,
1980. Write: High Country Passage, P.O. Box 1 100-
NH. Hamilton, MT 59840, (406) 363-1820

FASCINATING EGYPT/HOLY LAND/AFRICA: 10-

day and longer trips, fully guided, for sophisticated
travelers. Groups or Freelance. Forum Travel, 2437
Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Swissair flies you to special
hiking tours, led by popular author/mountaineer Fred
Jacobson. Zermatt, Saas-Fee, Lenk, Kandersteg,
Pontresina. Beautiful and challenging trails. Delight-

ful country inns. Superb cuisine, 8th summer! Write
Fred Jacobson, Dept NH, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Avenue, Chappaqua, NY 10514

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC—Trekking expeditions in

the Everest, Annapurna and Langtang areas of

Nepal. Box 481. Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 329-
8013/661-4551

LEAVE THE FORCED MARCHES of conventional
travel and explore the cities of central Italy where
mass tourism cannot go with Frieda Yamins, Ameri-
can painter whose second home is Florence. For the

discerning traveler who enjoys the diversity of Italian

culture, the luxury of castle hotels, and the fine Italian

artof exuberant dining! Departures June 21 and July

18. Detailed brochure available from: Italia Adagio,
162 Whaley Street, Freeport, New York 1 1520 (516)
868-7825

LEGENDARY PERU (Bolivia, Ecuador, Galapagos)
and Maya (Mexico, Guatemala): 9-day and longer
tnps. Fully escorted Reasonably priced, for sophisti-

cated travelers Groups or Freelance Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704



MOUNTAIN TRAVEL IN NEPAL. INDIA, PAKISTAN.
Africa. Alaska. 13 years' experience in arranging
high quality treks and expeditions on 5 continents-

72-page color 1980 catalogue (include $1 for post-

age)- Mountain Travel. 1398-NH Solano Avenue. Al-

bany. CA 94706

MULE SAFARI IN SWISS ALPS. 11-Day trips through
breathtaking scenery over the original mule trails of

the Valais Alps. Departures starting mid-May. For in-

formation contact Journeyworld. 527 Madison Ave-
nue. New York, NY 10022 (212) 752-8308

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpack-
ing, bus. University or Continuing Education credit as
appropnate. Write Education Department. Chichua-
huan Desert Research Institute. Box 1334. Alpine. TX
79830

"WllderXLess ES^peciitionsl
Superb pholo travel opportunities on our 8 day voyages

. Laguna San tgnacio. winter home of the California

on our 5 day expeditions to Baja's

ore islands- Group rates available

Pacific Seq,Faii Touni
530 Broadway. Suite 1224 (Nl

San Diego. CA 92101

Si Sin Diego agirrt for H & M LANDING

NEPAL. SRI LANKA. INDIA—Small group natural his-

tory explorations support local conservation projects.

Journeys, Box 7545NH, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107

TREKKING IN PERU, ECUADOR, BOLIVIA, Pata-

gonia. Venezuela. Wildlife safaris, cultural explora-

tion, climbing expeditions. 72-page color 1980 cata-

logue (include SI for postage) Mountain Travel.

1398-NH Solano Avenue. Albany. CA 94706

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS. See the

fabulous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist. Brad's Tours. 401 E.

Mercer #31 D. Seattle. WA 98102

WHALE EXPEDITIONS: come to Newfoundland this

summer and enjoy a spectacular holiday expedition
to obsen/e the great whales, seabirds and porpoises.
For color brochure, write: Ocean Contact, Trinity.

Newfoundland. AOG 2S0. Canada

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles^

whales, glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp. Box 827.
Valdez. AK 99686

WILDLIFE VACATIONS in Scotland, Orkney. Shet-

land. Iceland. Write International Airmail: Caledonian
Wildlife Services. Kingsmills Gardens. Inverness IV2

3LU. Scotland

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word: 16 word ($28) minimum Display
classified \s $150 per inch. All advertisements must
be prepaid- Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-
cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St., New York. NY 10024
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8th of month, ^wo m,onths prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov. 8). Camera-
ready art is required for display ads. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words: abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each. All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip. then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clanty. Thank you!

Additional Reading
Brown Hyenas (p. 44)

Since 1972 a long-term study has

been under way of the limiting factors

for the southern Kalahari's endangered

brown hyena population. M.G.L.
Mills, a leading contributor to this

study, summarizes some of his work in

"Foraging Behaviour of the Brown
Hyaena (Hyaena brunnea Thunberg,

1820) in the Southern Kalahari"
(Zeitschrift fur Tierpsychologie, vol.

48, 1978, pp. 113-41), which is also

a guide to some current literature on
brown hyenas. Two other papers are J.

D. Skinner's "Ecology of the Brown
Hyaena (Hyaena brunnea) in the

Transvaal with a Distribution Map for

Southern Africa' ' (South African Jour-

nal of Science, vol. 72, 1976, pp.
262-69) and "The Diet of the Brown
Hyaena (Hyaena brunnea) in the

Southern Kalahari" (Koedoe, vol. 21,

1978, pp. 125^9), by M.G.L. Mills

and M.E.J. Mills. Hyaena, by Hans

Kruuk (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1975), contains many black-

and-white photographs. While mainly

about foraging, hunting, competition,

and social behavior of the spotted

hyena, the book includes comparisons

with the brown hyena. A more detailed

study of the spotted hyena, written by

the same author, is The Spotted Hyena:
A Study of Predation and Social Be-

havior (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1972).

Water Bugs (p. 56)

Robert Smith's most recent papers

on the reproductive behavior of giant

water bugs include "Repeated Copula-

tion and Sperm Precedence: Paternity

Assurance for a Male Brooding Water
Bug" (Science, vol. 205, 1979, pp.

1029-31) and "Paternity Assurance

and Altered Roles in the Mating Beha-

viour of a Giant Water Bug, Abedus
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herberti" (Animal Behaviour, vol. 27,

1979, pp. 716-25). Robert and Janice

Matthews's Insect Behavior (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978)

provides entertaining and informative

accounts of reproductive behavior in a

variety of insect species, and Animal
''

"! Behavior: An Evolutionary Approach,
"" second edition, by John Alcock (Sun-
^^- derland: Sinauer Associates, 1979),
^^' draws examples of behavioral princi-

ples from the entire animal kingdom.

Sex, Evolution, and Behavior: Adap-
tations for Reproduction, by Martin

Daly and Margo Wilson (North Sci-

r- tuate: Duxbury Press, 1978), discusses
suit the evolutionary causes of sexual be-

?«la- havior.

Uiei Snake Skins (p. 64)

PP Skin shedding in amphibians and
jFkc reptiles is discussed in The Natural
terij History of North American Amphibi-
tJw ans and Reptiles, by James A. Oliver

UDOLDMANNUrrAROO
m: CUMBER.

\i in her fright, poor Lovckins fells over a precipice.

But Lovekans toddles away to look for MufFa
Gustave Verbee k in the Wew Yori( Herald, c

(New York: D. Van Nostrand Co.,

1955). Angus D'A. Bellairs refers to

shedding throughout his Reptiles (At-

lantic Highlands: Humanities Press,

1975) and also in The Life of Reptiles,

volume two (New York: Universe

Books, 1970). All about Snakes, by
Bessie M. Hecht (New York: Random
House, 1956), is a children's book on
snakes that discusses and illustrates

snakes shedding their skin. A technical

paper with further references is "His-

tological Changes in the Epidermis of

Snakes during the Sloughing Cycle,"
by P.P. A. Maderson (Journal ofZool-

ogy, vol. 146, no. 1, pp. 98-113).

Visual Puns (p. 72)

Ernst Hans Josef Gombrich has writ-

ten numerous books on art, perception,

and illusion. Of particular relevance

are Art and Illusion: A Study in the

Psychology of Pictorial Repre-
sentation, second edition (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1961) and

The Story of Art (New York: E. P.

Dutton and Co., 1978). His Illusion in

Nature and Art, coedited with R. L.

Gregory (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1973), has six chap-

ters by different authors, with discus-

sions of the science and philosophy of

illusion in art and nature, and many
illustrations and photographs. Ludwig
Wittgenstein's elegant, influential

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (At-

lantic Highlands: Humanities Press,

1972) represents his early linguistic

philosophy and relates logic and lan-

guage in his picture theory of lan-

guage. Norwood Russel Hanson dis-

cusses philosophical aspects of re-

search and discovery and argues that

the discovery of plausible scientific hy-

potheses is a rational procedure in his

Patterns ofDiscovery: An Enquiry into

the Conceptual Foundations ofScience

(New York: Cambridge University

Press, 1969). The book includes many
examples of optical illusions. An ar-

ticle from the November 1972 issue of

Scientific American, "Pictorial Per-

ception and Culture," by Jan B. Dere-

gowski, illustrates how people of dif-

ferent cultures perceive pictures dif-

ferently. This article can also be found

in Image, Object, and Illusion: Read-
ingsfrom Scientific American, with in-

troductions by Richard Held (San

Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co.,

1974).

Katharine D ' Agosta
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun moves through the stars of Capricornus in

early February, enters Aquarius about midmonth, and Pisces about

March 12. On February 16, a solar eclipse occurs: total in a path crossing

equatorial Africa, India, and China; partial over a wide area of the rest

of Africa and Asia; but not visible in North America.

The moon is just past full on February 1 , reaches last-quarter on the

9th, becomes new on the 16th, and first-quarter on the 22nd. Full moon

occurs again on March 1, last-quarter on the 9th, and new moon on

the 16th. During February, the moon occults (covers) Regulus twice,

on the 2nd and the 29th; Jupiter on the 3rd; Saturn on the 4th; and

Aldebaran on the 23rd; but no occultations will be observed from North

America. Apogee moon (farthest from the earth) occurs on February

4 and March 3. Perigee (nearest the earth) occurs on February 17 and

March 16, both shortly after the new moon, which will enhance the

effects of the spring tides each time.

Stars and Planets Bright planets are well located on February and

March evenings. Venus appears in the west during early twilight, bright-

ening, appearing higher, and remaining progressively later during both

months. Mercury also makes a two-week appearance in the evening

twilight beginning about mid-February, when it goes through a favorable

easterly (evening) elongation. The best show occurs a bit later at night,

however, when Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn follow Leo up the sky. The

leader of the group is Regulus, the brightest star in Leo. Close behind

are Jupiter and Mars, both far brighter than Regulus. Mars is about half

as bright as Jupiter and a bit more yellow. Last to rise and move across

the sky is Saturn, just a little brighter than Regulus. From February 1

through 4 and again from the 29th until March 3, the moon will move

past these objects. For Southern Hemisphere observers, the moon will

be so close that it covers Regulus, Jupiter, and Saturn in turn.

February 1^: Watch the moon slide past Reguius, Jupiter, Mars,

and Saturn. It is closest to Regulus on the night of the 1st, to Jupiter

on the 2nd, to Mars on the 3rd, and to Samrn on the 4th.

February 17: Perigee moon will bring strong tides this afternoon and

tonight. Binoculars may help you find Mercury, a bright, starlike object

to the right of the crescent moon during evening twilight.

February 18-19: Venus is near the crescent moon on both nights.

Mercury is at greatest easterly (evening) elongation on the 19th.

February 22-23: The star near the moon is Aldebaran, in Taurus.

February 24-26: Jupiter is opposite the sun on the 24th, Mars on the

25th, and both become evening stars. Mars is nearest the earth on the

26th, about 62,962,0(X) miles distant. This is almost double its distance

at a favorable opposition, when Mars becomes brighter than Jupiter.

February 29-March 3: The moon again moves past Regulus, Jupiter,

Mars, and Saturn on successive days. Note, however, how the positions

of the planets have changed from early February.

March 6: Mercury is at inferior conjunction, passing between the earth

and the sun and entering the morning sky.

March 13: Saturn is at opposition from the sun and becomes an eve-

ning star, joining Jupiter and Mars. All three planets are now above

the horizon at sunset and set before sunrise.

March 16: Perigee moon comes only two hours past the new moon,

and will cause exceptionally strong tides on this and the following date.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:10 p.m. on February 1; 10:15 p.m. on February 15; 9:20

P.M. on February 29; and 8:25 p.m. on March 15; but it can also be used

for an hour before and after those times.

# .
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At the American Museum
A curator solves homicide and missing persons cases and may
be on the track of the oldest missing person of them all

In the early 1950s, an anthropologist

at the American Museum of Natural

History received a telephone call from
the New York City Medical Exam-
iner's Office. They were working on a

difficult missing person case and
needed his expertise. Would he be kind

enough to help them out?

Most Museum scientists would have
been astonished to receive such a call,

but for anthropologist Harry Shapiro it

was all in a day's work. Since joining

the Museum's staff in 1926, he had

helped the police solve dozens of hom-
icide and missing persons cases.

This particular case, the most diffi-

cult he had worked on up to that time,

concerned a little girl in the South

Bronx. For three days after her disap-

pearance, the residents of the apart-

ment building in which she lived no-

ticed excessive heat coming from the

coal-burning furnace. The police had

reason to suspect that the janitor of the

building had murdered the girl, so they

shut down the furnace and sifted

through the ashes for bones. Because

the building's garbage was also burned

in the furnace, the police recovered

five ashcanfuls of tiny, charred bone
fragments.

"They wanted me to go through the

barrels," says Shapiro, "and identify

any human bones. I spent days and

days looking at the fragments. Of
course, most of them were just bones

from the dinner table. Many were im-

possible to identify. Finally, I found
three that were undoubtably human: a

fragment of the rim of the orbit [the eye

socket], a finger bone, and a fragment

of the pelvis. From these I was able to

deduce that the person had been a

young girl, perhaps ten years of age.

It was enough to convict the janitor of

murder."

Shapiro studied physical anthro-

pology under Earnest Hooton at Har-

vard and learned to draw a variety of

conclusions from human bones. By ex-

amining a skeleton, he can deduce such

things as the person's sex, age, weight,

height, and race. As a curator at the

Museum, Shapiro has studied the ge-

netics of diverse populations, includ-

ing the descendants of the mutineers of

the H.M.S. Bounty on Pitcaim Island,

the peoples of Tahiti and the Mar-

quesas, and the Jewish people.

He had been at the Museum only a

few years when he received his first call

from a despairing medical examiner.

The case involved a complete skeleton

that Shapiro identified with ease.

"That started it," he recalls.

Discovery Tours
Thirty-four Discovery Tour partici-

pants are now taking a 600-mile cruise up

the Nile River, accompanied by scientists

and lecturers from the American Museum
of Natural History. They are visiting the

temples and tombs of the past and explor-

ing the culture of Egypt today. C. Hack-

forth-Jones, an Egyptologist, Niles El-

dredge, a paleontologist, and John Far-

rand, an ornithologist, are sharing their

knowledge with tour members . Their lec-

tures range in subject from the composi-

tion of building stones and the symbolic

use of local wildlife in ancient Egypt to

modern Egyptian history and culture.

An identical cruise up the Nile will

depart on October 19, 1980. Other Mu-
seum-sponsored cruises and trips will ex-

plore the British Isles, Mexico, Maya
Mesoamerica, Morocco, Mongolia,
Alaska, New Guinea, and China. For

itineraries and further travel information

contact Discovery Tours at the Museum.

Element 79
GoW.'isthe topic of this month's mem-

bers' program on Wednesday, February

20, at 7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium.

George Harlow, a curator in the Depart-

ment of Mineral Sciences and consultant

for the It's Gold exhibition at the Mu-
seum, will show slides and a film and

discuss the history, characteristics, and

uses of gold. He will explore such topics

as how gold forms and where it is found

and will recount some of the legends and

myths surrounding this coveted metal.

The free program is open only to mem-
bers of the Museum.

Old New York
On Saturday, February 2, the Mu-

seum, in cooperation with the Archaeo-

logical Institute of America, will present

an all-day symposium entitled The Ar-

"Whenever they ran into human mate-

rial, they would call me up." In this

way, almost by accident, Shapiro be-

came involved in the practice of foren-

sic anthropology. During World War
II, at the request of the U.S. govern-

ment, he put together a set of guide-

lines and procedures for identifying the

unknown dead. Particularly difficult

cases were shipped to the Brooklyn

Navy Yard, and a limousine was

cheology of New York City. The sympo-
sium will involve panel discussions with

slide-illustrated papers. Participants in-

clude Bert Salwen, chairman and profes-

sor of anthropology at New York Univer-

sity, Nan Rothschild, professor of anthro-

pology at Hunter College, and Robert

Schuyler, professor of historic anthro-

pology. University of Pennsylvania. The
symposium will last from 10:00 a.m. to

4:45 P.M. in the Auditorium and is open

to all Museum visitors. There is no ad-

mission charge.

Kora Concert
In celebration of Black History Month,

Alhaji Bai Konte and Dembo Konte will

present a musical interpretation of Afri-

can folklore on Sunday, February 17, at

2:00 P.M. in the Auditorium. The pro-

gram is free to Museum visitors. Bai

Konte and his son Dembo will play the

kora, a 21 -stringed instrument of West

Africa, which sounds like a cross be-

tween a guitar and harpsichord. The kora

is the "KO" that helped to reunite the

Kinte and Haley family branches of

"Roots" fame. The Kontes are oral his-

torians and balladeers, called griots, who
keep alive the traditions and genealogies

.

of the Mandinka people of West Africa.

The program is sponsored by the Mu-
seum's Department of Education.

Body Language
Slim Goodbody will present the Febru-

ary members' family program on Sun-

day, February 24, at 2:00 p. M. in the

Auditorium. Sporting his "body suit,"

with its drawings of internal organs, he

will regale children with facts and stories

about the human body—how it works and

how to make it work better. The program

is free to members; nonmembers may
purchase tickets for S2.50 at the door.
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ered in China, nothing approaching the

completeness of the first bones has ever

been found.

Shapiro was a graduate student

when the fossils were unearthed in the

1920s. Early hominid fossils were rare

then, and he recalls that the discovery

made a sensation. Later, in 1931,

while doing research in China, he met
Davidson Black, who was working
with the fossils at Peking Union Medi-
cal College. Black let Shapiro examine
the fossils himself.

"Black died in 1933," Shapiro re-

calls, "and was replaced by a famous
German anatomist, Franz Wei-
denreich. By the summer of '41 things

were looking bad, so Weidenreich left

China and came to New York [leaving

the fossils behind] . His lab is now the

stafT room of the Museum. We became
very close friends. I remember one day
he came in to me in great despair. The
fossils had disappeared."

The skull of Peking man, created

from plaster casts of the fossils

at the American Museum.

An almost complete lack of hard in-

formation surrounded the disap-

pearance until 197 1 , when Shapiro was
contacted by William T. Foley, a

prominent New York heart specialist.

Foley had been a medical officer in the

United States Marine Corps stationed

in Tianjin in 1941 , and he gave Shapiro

some new information about the fos-

sils. In November 1971 Shapiro wrote

an article for Natural History in which

he recounted Foley's story ("The
Strange Unfinished Saga of Peking

Man").
The article made front-page news

across the country and reopened the

search for the fossils. Six months later,

Shapiro got a call from Christopher

Janus, a travel agent who had just re-

turned from China. The director of a
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A reconstruction by Franz

Weidenreich of what Peking

man probably looked like.

new museum at Zhou Guodian (where

Sinanthropus had been found) had got-

ten hold of the Natural History article

and was tremendously excited. He
urged Janus to do all he could to re-

cover the fossils for China.

Janus returned to the States and im-

mediately posted a $5,000 reward for

information leading to the recovery of

Peking man. Shapiro and Janus

worked together following up many
leads—mostly spurious.

"A strange story with an offer of

reward is bound to attract, shall we
say, imaginative people," admits

Shapiro. "There was a story about the

bones in a cabin high in the California

hills, and so on. We even had one

countess living in New Jersey who
claimed she had the fossils. It's been

one damn thing after another."

In 1974, Shapiro wrote Peking Man,
a book about the fossils and their disap-

pearance. The book concludes: "This

is a tragic end that I am not yet prepared

to accept until every clue has been ex-

plored and pursued."

Just recently, a new—and perhaps

vital—clue has surfaced. If the infor-

mation is correct, Shapiro explains,

then he knows where the fossils are

buried in China. "I'm reluctant to

discuss it now because I'm still nego-

tiating with the Chinese about it. It may
very well turn out to be nothing, like

so many other leads. I'm simply asking

'let's look into it.' Of course, I will

investigate this only with the complete

knowledge and cooperation of the Chi-

nese. After all, the fossils are theirs."

Douglas J. Preston

GLASS
DOMES

Clear Glass Domes offer a distinctive and

elegant way to serve cheese and other

snacks. Design options for bases are un-

limited and may be turned or made up as a

cutting board. Both dome styles feature an

integral knob handle. Wood not included.

Large glass dome

5 5/6" outside diameter and 5 11/32" height

04K12-FP $4.05 ppd.

Small glass dome

4 3/4" outside diameter and 5" height

04K22.FP $3.30 ppd.

Mass. Res. add 5% Sales Tax

Order by mail or call Toll Free
1-800-225-1153 (Ma. Res. 800-842-1234)

Master Charge, Visa, AmExpress welcome.

PROJECT SUPPLY
CATALOG

32 pages of exclusive

project components,
kits and plans which
you can turn into dec-

orative items lor the

home and distinctive

gifts. Our latest edition

features knife-making kits, clock move-
ments, glass domes, toy plans and parts,

dollhouse supplies and much more.

©WGDDCRAFT®^^ Dept. NH20 313 Montvale Ave.

^^
WOBURN, MASS. 01888 ^

JOURNEY TO SERENDIP
The island of Serendip in the

Indian Ocean better finown to

you as Sri Lanka or Ceylon offers

you the most unexpected discoveries.

You will see in this resplendent land

one of world's oldest cultures

and marvel at its ancient cities, built

before Rome was founded.

Optional excursions

to the architectural splendors

of North & South India and
the Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal;

the coral formations and tropical atolls

of Maldive Islands, wild life parks

where you can see leopard,

the rare black deer, loris, elephant

and various other species of
animals and birds; golden unspoiled

beaches of Bentota and Trincomalee.

For brochures write to:

JOURNEYWORLD
INTERNATIONAL. LTD

527 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N,Y 10022
TEL: (212)752-8308



A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

Moses and Manhasset
Why would modern Jews maintain a

kosher home in America?

When Solomon Carvalho explored

the Rocky Mountains in 1853 as the

daguerrotypist on John Charles Fre-

mont's last expedition, this Jewish ad-

venturer did not obey the dietary laws

of his religion. He ate horsemeat and

mule. Similarly, Sigmund Schlesinger

found no ritually pure butcher shop

after he survived the Battle of Beecher

Island, Colorado, in 1868, when he

and fifty other scouts held otf 700
Cheyenne and Sioux Indians for nine

days. "Killt a Coyote & eat him all

up," he wrote in his diary.

Many other Jewish immigrants ate

nonkosher food in America with far

less justification than Carvalho or

Schlesinger. Indeed, for some refugees

from Eastern European shtetlach, one

of the attractions of America was the

chance it offered to throw oft the con-

straints of kashrus, the elaborate sys-

tem of biblically based food customs

and prohibitions that had been manda-
tory in the pious homes of their

parents. My paternal grandfather emi-

grated to Utah in search of a secular

Utopia on homestead land in an

agrarian commune.
Thousands of other immigrants did

continue to maintain kosher homes in

America. But even the Lower East

Side of Manhattan, in its Jewish hey-

day before World War I, did not pro-

vide the same isolation as Russia's Pale

of Settlement, where orthodox Jewish

practice had flourished undisturbed ex-

cept by czarist pogroms and oppres-

sion. One of my mother's grandfa-

thers, a rabbi with the highest stand-

ards of talmudic observance, refused to

follow his congregation to New York,

convinced that the holy life was impos-

ible there. Because of Hitler, we will

never know whether he and millions of

other exterminated traditional Euro-

pean Jews would have continued es-

chewing pork, separating meat and
milk in the same meal, and otherwise

eating orthodox Judaism's idea of pure

food had they made it to the United

States.

Statistically speaking, my great-

grandfather's fear has been borne out

by history. Given ample opportunities

to assimilate into the American diet,

millions of American Jews have done

so. Even among those affiliated with

Jewish congregations, the majority

(1.1 million families) are Reform Jews

who are not required to keep kosher

homes. Orthodox and Conservative

congregations, which officially de-

mand the observance of kashrus, claim

at least 775,000 families. These fig-

ures leave out Jews with no formal syn-

agogue membership, most of whom
presumably do not adhere to dietary

tradition. Obviously, then, kosher

keeping has declined. But surely more
remarkable in this era of conspicuous

consumption and intermarriage is that

more than three-quarters of a million

American households still profess alle-

giance to the spiritual and practical

ideal of maintaining a kosher home.
Indeed, some American Jews raised

without any kosher principles are now
converting their lives and homes to

kosher practice.

Zelda and Irving Leibowitz, who
live in the New York suburb of Man-
hasset Hills, raised their five children

in a nonkosher home. Although they

belong to a Conservative synagogue,

their only nod to kashrus until recently

had been to avoid bringing trayf (non-

kosher foods such as pork and shell-

fish) into the house. Then they went

with a group from their synagogue to

a weekend retreat in Morristown, New
Jersey, a sort of conference sponsored

by the Lubavitcher hasidim, a sect of

Orthodox Jews very active in wooing

less observant Jews back to strict forms

of piety.

"I was very impressed," says Zelda

Leibowitz. "I wanted something more
than Conservative Judaism."

At the retreat she learned that the

Lubavitcher Women's Organization

was ready to help her kosher her home.
Late last year, Mrs. Leibowitz, with

the support of her husband, embarked
on a strenuous process that turned her

kitchen upside down and completely

changed her life and that of her family.

Lubavitcher representatives went

through every cabinet and closet, elim-

inating all foodstuffs not stamped with

a seal of rabbinical approval. They
scrubbed her countertops and rinsed

her pots with boiling water. Men took

the metal pots and pans outside behind

the house and burned them with a

blowtorch to remove any lingering

traces of food. They also took the pots

in cartons to a ritual bath in Brooklyn

for consecration. Unfortunately, uten-

sils made of earthenware, glazed

china, Pyrex, or Corning Ware cannot

be koshered, and Mrs. Leibowitz had

to give them all away. When I visited

her, she was using paper plates and in-

tending to replace her china with two

new sets: one for meat dishes, the other

for dairy foods.

Like all kosher principles, the sepa-

ration of meat and milk is the result of

divine ordinance enunciated in scrip-

ture and interpreted by rabbis over the

centuries. The basic idea sounds

simple, but it has ramified into a system

of daunting practical complexity. To

keep meat and dairy products from
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program, we'd like to send you an outstanding record that has

captivated thousands of Americans FOR ONLY $1.00!
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The Society is happy to offer a recording of such captivating
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contaminating each other, Mrs. Lei-

bowitz divided her kitchen down the

middle—with one side reserved for

meat, the other for dairy—and in-

stalled a second sink for her dairy

dishes. Meat utensils are tagged with

red tape, dairy with blue. She has

kosher kitchen soaps, also in red and

blue. She is not using her dishwasher

pending expert advice on whether it

can be salvaged. Many Orthodox Jews
have two dishwashers to eliminate any
doubt about milk-meat contamination

through a common machine.

The principle of meat-milk separa-

tion also introduces complications into

cooking and eating. A serious kosher

keeper does not want his body contam-

inated by internal mixing of meat and

milk in the digestive tract, so he eats

no dairy products for six hours after

eating meat. After a dairy meal, on the

other hand, the wait before eating meat
can be much shorter, unless one has

eaten a hard, aged cheese.

Then there is the basic question of

which raw materials and basic food

products are kosher and which are not.

Kosher meat comes only from animals

that have cloven hoofs, that chew their

cud, and that have been properly

slaughtered. Ritual slaughter—slitting

the throat swiftly with a knife—must
be performed by specially trained peo-

ple under strict rabbinic supervision,

and about half of each animal cannot

be used. Hindquarters are not kosher,

because the forbidden sciatic nerve is

too deeply embedded in the muscle tis-

sue to be removed except with great

difficulty. Ergo, sirloin steaks are

trayf. So is forequarter meat from an

animal with internal defects such as ad-

hesions on its lungs. And even bona
fide kosher meat has to be rinsed and

salted (see recipe) or broiled, some-
times both, to extract the blood, a for-

bidden substance.

These requirements are only the

most basic of the koshering rules for

meat. The average person in modern
society is simply not in a position to

comply with all the provisions. As a

result, it is commonplace to rely on
kosher butchers. Mrs. Leibowitz goes
to one near the Lubavitcher head-

quarters in Crown Heights, Brooklyn.
When it comes to seafood, she faces

an entirely different set of perplexities.

To be kosher, seafood must possess

both fins and scales. (Clearly, this

means that lobster and shrimp and
clams are taboo.) But a kosher fish

scale is special: it must be easily re-

movable and has to form a separate in-

tegument on top of the fish's skin. Mrs.

Leibowitz must therefore be able to

distinguish between species of fish

with kosher scales, and others (eels,

swordfish, sturgeon, and catfish) with

no scales or scales that are embedded
in the flesh. For guidance, she can turn

to a handlist of fish prepared for the

Union of Orthodox Jewish Congrega-
tions of America by James W. Atz,

curator and Dean bibliographer in the

Department of Ichthyology of the

American Museum of Natural History.

Mrs. Leibowitz and other strict

kosher keepers also have to be particu-

larly concerned about packaged foods

and food additives. In effect, they

depend on the judgment of profes-

sional kashrus supervisors who work
for food manufacturers. These experts

have to judge the kosherness of chemi-
cals undreamed of by the authors of the

Talmud, and they are not without their

critics.

"Kashrus supervision has become
'big business' with big business prac-

tices," wrote Rabbi M.D. Tendler,

faculty advisor to a student group at

New York's Yeshiva University,

which has published a brief Guide to

Kashrus. Rabbi Tendler, in his intro-

duction to the pamphlet, sounds like a

Hebraic Ralph Nader campaigning for

truth-in-labeling: "The secret process,

the half-truth or actual misleading in-

formation, and the privileged informa-

tion clauses written into kashrus-super-

vising contracts forbidding manufac-
turers from even answering questions

related to the kashrus of their products,

are . . . alien to our Torah community
and rejected even by our secular soci-

ety which now emphasizes the 'right of

the consumer to know.'
"

For her part, Zelda Leibowitz looks

for the seals of rabbinic approval on
packaged foods without puzzling over

what Rabbi Tendler calls "the inter-

face of food technology and kashrus

laws." But even this much scrutiny

adds to the special labor of her kosher

shopping in modern America.

Why go through all this? What rea-

son did the Lubavitcher hasidim give

Mrs . Leibowitz that could possibly jus-

tify the daily contortions of kashrus?

"No rational explanation is given in

the Torah," says the author of the Lu-
bavitcher Women's Organization's

cookbook. The rules of kashrus pro-

duce health only as a "fringe benefit,"

but the text continues, "we observe

them because they are the will of G-d
and were given to us for all time at Mt.
Sinai."

As a practical matter, however, the

elaborate ritual of kashrus sets Jews
apart from non-Jews, makes it virtually

impossible for them to eat comfortably

with Gentiles. By the very arduousness

of its requirements, kashrus encour-

ages the preservation of a separate Jew-
ish identity in a non-Jewish world. To
worry if a cheese was coagulated with

kosher rennet is to affirm one's Jewish
identity in a small but profoundly un-

ambiguous way.

Chopped Liver

(Adapted from The Spice and Spirit of
Kosher-Jewish Cooking, published by
the Lubavitcher Women's Organi-

zation, 770 Eastern Parkway, Brook-
lyn, N.Y. 11213)

1 pound beef liver

Coarse kosher salt

3 eggs, hard-boiled

1 large onion, peeled and chopped
2 tablespoons oil

Vi teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon pepper

1 tablespoon lemon juice (optional)

Vi tablespoon mustard (optional)

1. Since liver has too much blood in

it for salt alone to do an effective

job of koshering, it is not salted in

the regular way. It is salted on all

sides (with coarse kosher salt) and

also must be roasted over an open

fire or over the open flame of a gas

range (not an electric fire). If roast-

ing a whole beef liver, cut into it

across its length and width before

roasting. Thoroughly wash oft all

outside blood and remove all visi-

ble blood clots. Salt the liver imme-
diately before the roasting. Roast

over an open fire with nothing be-

tween the fire and liver so that the

blood can flow out freely. A thin

wire net with large holes may be

used to hold the liver over the fire.

Rotate the liver a few times, so that

all sides will be exposed to the fire

and become roasted. If you use an

open fire from a gas range, cover all

sides around the open fire so that no

blood can splash on the stove and

render it unkosher.

2. Grind liver, eggs, and onion. (For

added flavor you can saute onion in

oil first.)

3. Mix together well.

4. Add oil and seasoning and mix

again.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation offood.
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MEETINGTHE
DEMANDSOF
SOQETYISNO
EXCUSE FOR
BUILDINGA
BORING CAR.

If one accepts the dismal

prophecies emanating from
the automotive community,
it appears we are destined

to suffer a generation of thor-

oughly bonng automobiles.

Cars so utterly debilitated

by societal necessities,

safety regulations and anti-

pollution paraphernalia that

they no longer will be the
least bit interesting to dnve.

All this pessimistic doom-
saying, however, neglects
to take into account the

obsessive determination of

the engineers at BMW
in Munich, Germany to build

extraordinary automobiles.

Against all odds, the

BMW 528i not only satisfies

the laws of the land and the

demands of the gas tank, it

does so without ever once
violating our conviction that

extraordinary performance
istheonerationaljustification

for owning an expensive car

FEW CARS PERFORMED
THIS WELL BEFORE

POLLUTION CONTROLS .

"Expensive sedans,"

writes Car and Driver maga-
zine, "tend to ride like pil-

lows when you cruise them
and squeal like pigs when
you push them."

A bit caustic perhaps.

But, an analysis that makes
the performance statistics

of the BMW 528i seem all

the more remarkable.

Round a particularly hair-

raising curve and the leg-

endary BMW suspension

system— independent on all

four wheels—flexes with a

resiliency that makes one
feel as if the car were built

into the roadway.

Press the accelerator and
the528i'sfueLinjected,2.8-

liter, overhead cam engine

responds in a manner that

can only be descnbed as ex-

hilarating—even by pre-

pollution control standards.

Yet, the BMW 528i (with

5-speed standard transmis-

sion) delivers |I8] EPA esti-

mated mpg, 30 estimated

highway mileage and, based
on these figures, an mpg
range of 12951 miles and a

highway range of 492 miles.

(Naturally, our fuel effi-

ciency figures are for com-
parison purposes only. Your

actual mileage and range

may vary, depending on

speed, weather and trip

length. Your actual highway
mileage and highway range

will most likely be lower.)

LUXURY NEEDN'T BE
MERELY A FACADE .

One's taste for luxury

would have to be insatiable

indeed to imagine an ap-

pointment or convenience
lacking in the 528i.

AM/FM stereo cassette,

full-power accessories, air

conditioning, and the like,

are all standard equipment.

Yet each and every facet

has been strategically engi-

neered to help eliminate the

enormous strains of dnving.

Its seats are anatomically

shaped buckets. Its front

seats are so thoroughly

adjustable that it is all but

impossible not to find a

comfortable driving position.

All in all, in a time of

lowered automotive expec-

tations, amidst increasing

mediocrity, the engineers at

BMW have actually improved

theBMW528i.
If you find the notion of

owning such a car more
than a little intriguing, we sug-

gest you phone your nearest

BMWdealerand
he will arrange

a thorough test

drive for you.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
BMW. MUNICH, GERMANY

© 1979 BMW 0) North America, Inc The BMW trademark and logo are registered trademarks of Bayensche Motoren Werke, AG
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Nothing in the world of competitive

sport can match the Olympic challenge. It

is a challenge that demands not only the

best in human athletic achievement, but a
determination that can be summoned up
to overcome seemingly impossible obsta-

cles. Yet with all the talent, skill and
dreams the Olympic Games focus into

crystal clarity for a brief instant, there can
be only a few who wear the gold.

For Peggy Fleming and Jean-Claude
Killy, the intensity of their gold-medal win-

ning performances on the ice and slopes
passed through them for a few moments
of heart-stopping action most of us never
feel in a lifetime. But the memories of the

day live for them forever In photographs.
Canon is proud to be the Official 35mm

Camera of the 1980 Olympic Winter

Games. Under conditions of utmost sever-

ity, in a situation that decries compromise.
Canon photographic equipment will be
there to help deliver images that are as

good as humanly possible.

We'll be at the Games supporting pro-

fessional photographers with service and

THE OFFICIAL
35MM CAMERA OF
THE 1980 OLYMPIC

..l^^K WINTER GAMES

Canon

repair, systems support and supplemen-
tary or emergency equipment. Standing
behind our commitment to outstanding

photography by offering the best assis-

tance money skill and dedication can offer

But the Olympic Games are just one way
we try to prove our commitment. It's also in

every Canon product you buy. Proving itself

in every kind of shooting situation. It's a
quality standard that goes deeper than the

name on the pentaprism, the difference

between Canon cameras and others that

seem to offer equivalent performance. And
it's something that just can't be faked.

It's natural that when you think about
the Olympics, you think about superlatives.

At Canon, we don't use superlatives lightly.

We want to be the best we can be.

And we know you do, too.

1=^ Canon
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NEVER OIL
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When it comes to cars, the good don't die

young. And Volvos are so well-made they seem to

go on forever. (The current life expectancy of a

Volvo is now up to 17.9 years in Sweden.)

Witness the case of William Moser, a broadcast

engineer. Over the years he's bought five Volvos

and they're all still in the family You see, instead of

trading in his old Volvo every time he wants a new
one, he passes it on to a member of his family.

Because he believes his family is better off in a used

Volvo than in any new car.

According to Mr. Moser, "Every time I get a new
Volvo, my family is as excited about it as I am. After
all, they know someday it'll be theirs!'

So if you're tired of buying cars you run into the

ground in no time, do as Mr. Moser did. Buy a

car that could run in the "VOUVO
family for years. a car you can believe in.
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Michael Aris encountered Bhutan's

tradition of sacred dance during his

five years" residence in the country,

where he occupied the posts of tutor to

the royal family and head of the trans-

lation department. He has made field

trips with his Burmese wife and two

sons to Sikkim, Nepal, and northern

India. Currently research fellow in ori-

ental studies at St. John's College, Ox-
ford, Aris's major interest is Tibetan

and Himalayan history and culture. In

1979 he convened in Oxford the Inter-

national Seminar on Tibetan Studies.

His forthcoming book, Bhutan: The

Early History of a Himalayan King-

dom, is based on his Ph.D. dissertation

for the University of London.

Curator of the department of herpe-

tology of the Atlanta Zoological Soci-

ety, R. Howard Hunt has done much
of his research on the ecology and ethol-

ogy of spiders. In addition to his work

on the relationship between tarantulas

and narrow-mouthed toads, he is

studying the trapdoor spider and the

black widow. He writes that he "occa-

sionally finds the sight and sound of

humans repugnant and seeks relief spe-

lunking and rappelling in the moun-
tains of north Georgia

. '

' Hunt also fan-

cies himself a writer of horror short

In order to observe a mule deer

buck's behavior, Valerius Geist has

tagged along for hours as the animal

ambled through the woods. His knowl-

edge of deer and their habitat has made
such fieldwork almost routine. Born in

the USSR, Geist, now professor and

associate dean of the Faculty of Envi-

ronmental Design at the University of

Calgary in Canada, has made a spe-

cialty of ungulate ecology. Comment-
ing on his avocations and diversions,

he says that his "hobbies, daydream-

ing, research, and teachings are not

easily separated." He enjoys garden-

ing, cooking, wine, and "arguing until

there is no one left to discuss a subject

with."

Mary A. McWhinnie started work-

ing in Antarctica in 1963 aboard the

research vessel Eltanin. After several

cruises, she began investigating the
I

metabolic adaptations of antarctic

crustaceans in order to discover how
they carry on their life functions in

such a frigid environment. During that

smdy, McWhinnie spent an entire year

at McMurdo Station, becoming the

first woman scientist to winter over in

Antarctica. In 1975, she shifted her

base of operations from McMurdo to

Palmer Station, where she initiated in-

tensive research on the biology of|

krill . She designed large flow-through

seawater aquariums, now at Palmer,|

which have made possible the long-l

term captive maintenance of krill with'

consequent breakthroughs in the un

derstanding of the crustacean's biol

ogy. Altogether, McWhinnie has been

to Antarctica ten times. When not on

that ice-bound continent, she is a pro-

fessor of biological sciences at DePaul

University in Chicago.



i After working for several years in

dull education, coauthor Charlene J.

|'>enys returned to her first love, biol-

jgy, and is currently in the doctoral
' rogram of the Biology Department at

)ePaul. She has been working with

4cWhinnie, her adviser, for the past

ve years and has made four research

!
ips to Antarctica. During her first sea-

on there in 1975, she became inter-

sted in the swarming behavior of krill

nd the possible role of vision and bio-

iminescence in keeping the animals in

leir characteristic aggregations. "The
neer beauty of their luminescent dis-

lays," she says, undoubtedly contrib-

ted to that interest. Denys will spend
tie upcoming antarctic austral season

tudying krill vision. She adds that

considering what it takes to get to and
'om Antarctica, I am lucky that travel-

ig is my favorite avocation."
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Postscripts

The Slow Comeback of Gardiner's Ospreys

Dennis Puleston

Gardiner's Island in the 1930s and

1940s had perhaps the greatest concen-
tration of nesting ospreys in the

world—an estimated 300 nests produc-

ing about two young each. When
spraying of DDT began on neighboring

Long Island in the late 1940s, the os-

prey population plummeted. By 1965
there were less than sixty nests on the

island and only four young were
fledged. Thin-shelled eggs, a charac-

teristic sign of DDT ingestion by birds,

showed concentrations of more than 1

3

parts per million of the insecticide.

The spraying was finally stopped in

the mid-1960s. And, as Dennis Pule-

ston wrote in "Return of the Osprey"
(February 1975), the birds began to

make a slow recovery. By 1974, a total

of twenty-six young were fledged from
thirty-four active nests, and one un-

hatched egg showed only 3.59 ppm of

DDT.
Since then, Puleston reports, the re-

covery has continued, with a minor set-

back in 1979 because of cold weather

and rain when the young were hatch-

ing. In the two previous years the re-

productive rate crept over one bird per

nest for the first time since the mid-

1950s. In both years there were thirty

nests. Thirty-one young were fledged

in 1977 and thirty-four in 1978. (Last

year twenty-six young were fledged

from twenty-six nests.) Another en-

couraging sign is that an unhatched egg

in 1978 showed less than one ppm of

DDT.

The Difficulty of

Staying Frozen
Having one's body kept intact at 320

degrees below zero might seem cold

comfort to most of us. But for some
people suspension (after death) in a

large thermos filled with liquid nitro-

gen otters the hope of being brought

back to life, or cloned into a surrogate

second life, at some future time when]
the powers of science have grown.

In December 1971 Natural History \

reported on the case for and against!

cryonic suspension ("Immortality and

the Freezing of Human Bodies"). Atj

that time thirteen people had been fro-

zen and were staying frozen in the I

United States. Their numbers have not|

increased.

Last fall. Art Quaife, who runs the!

only commercial cryonic suspension

operation in the country, Trans Time,

Inc., in Berkeley, California, had

seven "patients" in cold storage.

Curtis Henderson, who describes

himself as the sole surviving memberj
of the Cryonics Society of New York I

(the others didn't die, they moved to|

California), said he believed there wasi

probably only one other body in thel

country that was being kept in liquid
j

nitrogen.

What happened to the others? Ap-

parently, they've been thawed, al-
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The 80th-Anniversary

Natural History

Photogrcq)hic Competition
Closes/^ril 1

To celebrate its eightieth year of

publication, and to entice you to

submit your best photographs,

Natural History has put together a

bountiful package of awards for the

vwnners of this year's photographic

competition.

The Grand Prize-winner of the

80th-Anniversary Natural History

Photographic Competition will be

invited to join the American Museum
of Natural History's two-week cruise

around Britain and Ireland in July

This $3,000-plus prize includes air

fare from New York and
accommodations on the luxury

cmise ship Orpheus.

The itinerary includes London,

Southampton, Dover, Edinburgh, the

Shetland Islands, Loch Ewe, Galway,

Holyhead, and Guernsey, with lanc^

excursions to Canterbury, Hadrian's

Wall, Holy Cross, and spectacular

natural settings.

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of

the American Museum and

astronomer, and six other scholars

will introduce travelers to the

archeological, historical, and natural

treasures along the route.

The 80th-anniversary competition

also will award seventeen cash prizes

totaling $3,500. The winning entries

will be published in the July issue of

Natural History and exhibited at the

American Museum of Natural

History.

First prizes of $500 each mW be

awarded in three major categories:

The Human Family; Animals

(including birds and bugs); and Plants

and Their Environment. Merit

Awards of $250 each will go to the

best entries in four categories:

Photomicrography; A Sequence in

Nature (up to five photographs);

Urban Wildlife; and Humor in

Nature. Ten Honorable Mentions of

$100 each will be selected from all

entries.

Competitors may submit up to five

entries in the competition.

The deadline is April 1, 1980.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope—

since we want to return your pictures

to you.

And good luck!

THE RULES
1. The competition is open to everyone

except employees of the American

Museum and their kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to five

previously unpublished entries (a

sequence is considered a single entry).

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

the winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints, either color or black and white, up

to 8 by 10 inches. Each must bear the

photographer's name and address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped

envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no later

than Aprill, 1980.

Pack them carefully and mail them to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

11 West 77th Street

New York, New York 10024

though Henderson and. Quaife saidj

they knew of no central source of infor-

mation on who is frozen where. Hen-

derson did point out that unless you canl

set up a trust for perpetual maintenance!

in a frozen condition, you have to relyj

on the good will of your descendants,

a risky proposition considering the cost I

of cryonic suspension. In 1971 it cost!

as much as $8,500 to be frozen andlj

$1,000 a year to stay frozen. Inflationl

has, of course, changed those figures,
j

At Trans Time, the cost is now $12,-

000 to start and $2,000 a year after]

that. If posterity gets cold feet, an un-

timely thaw may be in the offing.

A Historic Place,

Underwater
In January of 1781 the British war

ship Culloden, carrying seventy-four

guns, ran aground oft Long Island's

Montauk Point (not far from Gar-j

diner's Island). The British spent three

weeks stripping the ship and then^i

burned her to the waterline to prevent

the colonists from salvaging anything

from her. Nonetheless, unruly Ameri

cans managed to get some of the ship's

iron and copper before she disappeared

from view.

In 1971 Henry W. Moeller (coau-

thor with Steven A. Giordano of "The'

Search for the Culloden,'' December

1976) found the ship's remains and

conducted an underwater archeologi-

cal dig on the site. Last year Moeller'

s

efforts were rewarded in a small way
when the ship was named to the Na-

tional Register of Historic Places.

Being on the register affords some

protection to the site, since it marks

it as a cultural resource that must be

taken into account if a government!

project affects it. 1

Unfortunately, it affords no protec-j

tion against the colonists, who are still

snatching what they can from the more

than 500 wrecks that went down off

Montauk in the last 200 years. The dif-

ference is that now they have scuba

gear. The Culloden site has little left

to take, but Moeller suffered problems

from pilferage while he was waiting for

official approval to conduct the dig.

And many other wrecks with artifacts

of historic value are regularly picked

over by divers, according to Moeller,

who sees little hope for a change in the

situation. There are laws on the books

to protect the wrecks, but no real provi-

sion for enforcement.

James Gorman
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No, we're

not kidding.

You could

actually zip

from Lincoln
Center all the

way to the

ON 0NLY10 GALLONS
Lincoln Memorial and back (about

466 miles), on just 10 gallons with a
Rabbit Diesel.

Rabbit Diesels are the top two
mileage cars in the country. In fact, the

5-speed version

gets an EPA es-

timated [42] mpg,
56 estimated

highway. The 4-speed gets an envi-

able [40] estimated mpg, 52 estimated

highway.
(Use "estimated miles per gallon'

for comparisons. Your actual mileage
may vary with speed, weather and
trip length. Highway mileage will

probably be less.)

And don't forget, a Rabbit comes
with traditional Volkswagen crafts-

manship, front-wheel drive, loads of

room for people and things, and also

happens to be the least expensive
Diesel you'll find anywhere.

All that, plus the *1 mileage record in

the country.

Add it up, and not only is the Diesel

the choicest candidate of the year,

the Rabbit is the choicest Diesel.

So the next time you're considering

trading Fifth Avenue for Pennsylvania

Avenue, consider doing it in a 1980

Rabbit Diesel.

It'll get you something no other car

available in the country can get you
on only 10 gallons.

Home.



Wewon it one island at a time
Guadalcanal...Tarawa. ..Peleliu-places nobody had ;

ever heard of until they became bloody steppingstones

on the road to Japan. Island Fighting recaptures it all

as your introduction to the World War II series by^°
Editors of Time-Life Books.

Examine it witli no obligation to buy.

You'll see front line photographs of the assault off

Betio.. .jungle warfare in Papua... carrier action...the '

unique bag of tricks used by the U.S. Fifth Air Force,

from parafrags to skip bombs.. .the lonely heroism of

the coastwatchers far behind enemy lines.

Fast-paced yet authoritatively detailed, Island Fight-

ing takes you into high military councils and planning

sessions. You'll read about MacArthur's strategy battle

with the Navy and watch Japan shift from oHense to

defense as the fortunes of war changed with the fail of

Saipan.
]

The complete story of the War.

Whether you fought in World War II, lived through it or

simply want to know more about it, this is the account

you'll want to read. The action unfolds vol- _^
ume by volume from the first Axis attacks

and our harrowing early days of confusion

and defeat to the final days of victory. The ,j,

complete story told as only Time-Life »

Books could tell it. ^i\
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Time & Life BIdg.
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Coastwatcher scout escaped

Japanese captors to deliver vital

intelligence on Guadalcanal



So Firm a Friendship
Some guarding dogs follow, and defend,

a flock of sheep as if they were part of it

by Lorna Coppinger and Raymond Coppinger

In the Voyage of the Beagle, Charles

Darwin wrote, "When riding, it is a

common thing to meet a large flock of

sheep guarded by one or two dogs, at

the distance of some miles from any

house or man. I often wondered how
so firm a friendship had been estab-

lished."

In the spring of 1977, we began our

own attempt to investigate the basis of

this friendship, traveling from Hamp-
shire College in the hills of western

Massachusetts to the sheep pastures of

Europe, in search of a "new" biologi-

cal solution to an old biological prob-

lem: predation on sheep by wolves,

dogs, and other canids. High in the

newly green mountains of Macedonia

in southwestern Yugoslavia, we estab-

lished contact with several shaggy de-

scendants of this region's legendary

sheep-guarding dogs. For days we had

watched thousands upon thousands of

long-tailed, white-faced woolly sheep

being moved by shepherds from the

lowlands, through large culverts under

highways, up the eroded trails of the

foothills to their summer range in the

Sar Planina. Plodding along shoulder

to shoulder with the sheep, shepherds,

and pack ponies were the dogs: two or

three sheep-sized dogs for every half

mile of sheep.

To test for ourselves the dogs' repu-

tation we approached a flock of several

hundred sheep, watching the placid

dogs out of the corners of our eyes . Our

approach roused a dog from his after-

noon reverie, and he moved slowly so

that our path to the sheep now included

him. He seemed unconcerned and re-

laxed, but when we got to about fifty

yards from the nearest sheep, we de-

cided that we had reached our safe

limit. The dog still showed no overt

threat, but a slight change in his stance

and the lowering of his head and tail

as he watched us convinced us of his

guarding abilities.

In later months we would watch sim-

ilar behavior in dozens of Old World

sheep-guarding dogs: Italian ma-
remma, Yugoslavian sar planinetz,

Turkish (Anatolian) shepherd, Hun-

garian komondor and kuvasz, and also

two Russian-type ovcharkas (sheep-

dogs) that our colleague Susan Gold-

hor brought to Hampshire College

from the mountains of Turkey near the

Russian border. In all the dogs, we
noted what Charles Darwin wrote in

1 833 about the sheep-guarding dog in

South America: "It has no wish to

leave the flock, and just as another dog

will defend its master, man, so will

these the sheep. It is amusing to ob-

serve, when approaching a flock, how
the dog immediately advances bark-

ing, and the sheep all close in his rear,

as if round the oldest ram."

The year before, we had been dis-

cussing traditional European guarding

dogs with Richard Wheeler and Hud-

son Glimp at the Winrock International

Livestock Research and Training Cen-

ter in Arkansas. As leaders in the sheep

industry, they were well aware in 1976

From Portugal to Tibet, sheep-

guarding dogs, such as these

Hungarian komondor, are the pride

of shepherds. U.S. sheepmen,

plagued by coyotes and marauding

dogs, are now looking to this Old

World means of predator control.
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with less than 0.02% total harmonic distortion.

One of the reasons: an incredibly

advanced, Sony developed "Pulse Power

Supply." It not only completely elim-

inates any trace of audible distortion,

but it's a fraction of the size and weight

of conventional power supplies. So it

doesn't require a forklift truck to carry

it home from the store.

All this adds up to the elimination

of hum and noise and, when combined with the V55's

DC power configuration, delivers richer, cleaner

bass response.

ADVANCEMENTS, MORE ADVANCEMENTS
AND STILL MORE ADVANCEMENTS.
Naturally, we could go on and on about such

things as the V55's new transistor design which greatly

extends the high-frequency range for more accurate

sound reproduction.

Or about our switches that allow you to record

automatically from one tape deck to another—without

spending half your time rearranging wires.

Or about our special low filter device that lets

you remove subsonic noise from your records

without removing music.

Or about how'the V55 is the one state-of-

the-art receiver that won't require you to get a

second mortgage to purchase it. And we at Sony confi-

dently state ifs by far the best investment you can make
in hi-fi this year.

For more information on the complete line of

new Sony receivers and the name of your nearest Sony

dealer write: Sony, PO. Box CN-04050, Trenton, New
Jersey 08650.

SONYAUDIO
It's aU you need to know about high fidelity.

For three decades the engineers at Sony have

een behind not just one or two. but eighteen major

,'chnological innovations in high fidelity. One of our

ngineers even won a Nobel Prize.

The fact is, much of the hi-fi equipment made
)day is based on technology developed at the audio

lbs of Sony
And now Sony introduces the new STR-V55. The

;ceiver that, we assure you, will send the competition

;eling back to their drawing boards. Especially when
ley note its list price.

A COMPUTER FINDS YOUR STATION.
Unlike our competitors, we didn't just make a few

nprovements in an ordinary receiver and call it "new."

We actually reinvented it.

Instead of using the same basic tuning mecha-
ism that's been found in radios since the days of

larconi, the new V55 uses microprocessor tuning to

isure crisp, clear, perfect sound. We call this "quartz

equency synthesized tuning." Ifs totally computerized.

there are no strings, pulleys, flywheels, or other

lechanical paraphernalia that can wear out and
ecome less accurate as the years go by.

Equally innovative is a memory feature

lat lets you preselect up to eight AM or EM
ations for instant push-button tuning. Use our
Kclusive "memory scan" device and you automatically

^

ear 3.5 seconds of each. And there's a three-position

luting level switch that enables you to hear only the

ations you want to hear—and never the noise in

etween.

PULSE POWER:ANOTHER SONY FIRST
Even the most sophisticated ear would have quite

difficult time hearing any distortion in the new
ony V55 receiver. That's because, statistically, the V55
uts out 55 watts per channel from 20 to 20,000 hertz

iATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS: 55 watts per channel with 0.02% distortion/Quartz freq. synthesis AM-FM/8 station memory IC (nonvolatUe)/4 way tuning system /3 position tuning level/PuIsi

werSupply/Hi-f^ output Iransistors/M/C cartridge capabihty/Dual tape monitoring and dubbing controls/Subsonic Filter ( 15 Hz-l2dB per oct)/Gold-plated phono input.

1979 Sony Industries, a division of Sony Coip. of America, 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation.
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History

DiscoveryTours

Discover the world of

ancient and modern
Egypt on an American
Museum 600 mile Nile

Cruise. Explore with

three lecturers the rich

natural and archeoiogical sites of an area which has fascinated visi-

tors for centuries. A carefully planned itinerary (with a special two-day
program in London visiting the British Museum and London Zoo with

their keepers) provides a relaxing and thorough three-week Discovery
Tour. All of the major Nile archeoiogical sites as well as the important
wildlife regions are discussed and visited with your balanced team of

eminent lecturers. Share with Museum staff and friends an unforget-

table cruise. October 19, 1980 or February 8, 1981. For further in-

formation and itineraries write to the American Museum of Natural

History, Discovery Tours, Central Park West at 79 St., NY NY 10024,
or call (212)873-1440.

^S^^D AVAILABLE SOON a^^t:^)

CHARLES DAK•m^

THE ZOOLOGY OF
THE VOYAGE OF HM.S. BEAGLE

a limited edition facsimile reprint

Over 500 species of fossil mammals. The edition is sumptxiously produced
mammals, birds, fish and reptiles are befitting the great importance, quality, and
described and illustrated by the best rarity of the original work. There has never
authorities of the time, edited by Charles been, nor is likely to be, another
Darwin. Among the numerous illustrations reprinting. A unique combination of
are 50 colourplatesofbirdsbyjohn Gould, scientific, artistic, and investment value.

Send for a FREE illustrated colour brochure

NOVA PAanCA PUBLISHING COMPANY LTD.
P.O. Box 11106, Wellington, New Zealand.

of the need of United States sheep pro-

ducers for more help in protecting their

flocks from predators. Since 1972,

when the poison known as compound
1080 was banned on public grazing

lands, the coyote problem had in-

creased steadily across the western

United States, and so had the cost of

predator control. Despite the $30 mil-

lion spent in one year on control of

canids, well over a million sheep were
reported lost, mostly to coyotes.

Government statistics on losses to

coyotes in the major western sheep-

producing states vary from 8 percent of

all lambs born to 2 percent of the an-

nual sheep inventory. Percentages do

not, of course, reflect individual expe-

rience. Sheep farmers on the periphery

of a sheep-raising area frequently serve

as a buffer for those in a more protected

situation, and since their ranges are

more exposed to predators, they may
suffer heavier losses.

And, of course, what a loss means
to a shepherd is another thing. One
Massachusetts shepherd lost twenty-

five of his forty-four ewes in one night,

killed by dogs in his barn. His lambs,

in another section, survived, but then

he had to absorb the cost of bottle feed-

ing thirty-four two- to five-week-old

lambs. A Boston businessman who
raises cattle on thousands of acres in

Arizona told us that no loss is "accept-

able," and that an 8 percent yearly toll

would put him out of the livestock

business.

Modern research has produced so-

phisticated methods of predator con-

trol, including such lethal and non-

lethal devices as toxic sheep collars,

cyanide guns, repellent odors, traps

with tranquilizers, chemosterilants,

and supercharged electric fences im-

ported from New Zealand. Applying

these systems is fraught with frustra-

tions: scientists at Colorado State Uni-

versity concluded that no chemical

odor they had found would consist-

ently repel canids without also ad-

versely affecting sheep; researchers at

the Denver Wildlife Center noted that

commercially available tranquilizers

were prohibitively expensive for large-

scale use; at Texas A & M University,

investigators found that the resourceful

coyote, while preferring to go under or

through fences, rose to the challenge

of five-foot barriers and promptly

learned to jump them.

Besides these technical snags, there

is a controversy over what predator

control methods are acceptable. A No-

vember 1979 directive from Secretary
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Fill out this check (or use
your own)

and save the children
For only 52(t a day Qust $16 a month) you can befriend a needy child through Save the Children. Your money,

combined with that of other sponsors, can breathe new life into an impoverished village... help hardworking people in

their fight for dignity. . .turn despair into hope for a child who has known only disaster 52(( may not buy much where you
live. But for the poorest of the poor, where the need is so desperate, it can work miracles.

For your first monthly sponsorship contribution, just fill out and sign the check at the top of this page (yes, as long as

you indicate your bank name and account number, it is negotiable). Mail the entire page to Save the Children. Of
course, you may use your personal check if you prefer.

TELL US HOW YOU WANT TO HELP BY ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS.

Your name .

(please print)

Address

City_ State- Zip

What kind of child would you
like to help?
n Boy D Girl D Either

I What geographical area are
I you interested in?
Urgent need exists in all the areas listed

t>elow. Select an area, or let us assign a

child where the need is greatest.

D Where the

need Is

greatest

D Africa

D Bangladesh

D Chicano (U.S.)

D Colombia

D Dominican

Republic

D Honduras

D Indian (U.S.)

D Indonesia

D Inner Cities

(U.S.)

D Israel

D Korea

n Lebanon

D Mediterranean

D Mexico

D Southern States

(U.S.)

D Sri Lanka (Ceylon)

3 Would you like a picture of
1

"

' your sponsored child?
Shortly after we select

a child for you, we can
send you a photograph
and brief personal

history, if you desire.

Yes D No

iBr Mail to:

ISa^

4 Would you like to correspond
with your sponsored child?
If desired, correspondence can help

build a meaningful one-to-one relation-

ship. Translations, where necessary, are

supplied by Save the Children.

D Yes D No

5 Would you like information
about the child's community?
Several times a year you can receive

detailed reports on community activities

to benefit your sponsored child. These
community reports show how your

money is being used most effectively for

permanent improvements to the child's

environment—for health care, educa-

tion, food production, nutrition, and

community training. Would you like to

receive such information?

a Yes n No

6 Do you wish verification of

Save the Children credentials?
Save the Children is indeed proud of

the handling of its funds. Based on last

year's audit, an exceptionally large per-

centage (80.3%) of each dollar spent

was used for program services and

direct aid to children and their commu-
nities. Due to volunteered labor and
materials, your donation provides your

sponsored child with benefits worth

many times your total gift. Would you
like to receive an informative Annual

Report (including a summary financial

statement)?

DYes a No
(A complete audit statement is available

upon request.)

7 Would you rather make a
contribution than become a
sponsor at this time?
D Yes, enclosed is my contribution of

D Check here for general information

about our unique programs for aiding

impoverished children.

©1979 SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION, INC,

Save the Children

.
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50 Wilton Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880
Attn: David L. Guyer, President

YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
Established 1932. The original U.S. child sponsorship agency. Member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service. I
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WESO Ceramic Tile Stove
The elegcint. efficient alternative to metal

No metal stove can approach the ability of

European kachclofenn to capture, store and re-

lease heat from a brisk fire. The WESO com-
bines the heat-storage principles of these classic

tile stoves with modem combustion technology;

its breathtaking beauty conceals probably the

most efficient stove burning wood or coal you
can buy:

Tnje kachelofen heat mild yet penetrating, that

no metal stove can match Safer to use, safe to

touch Heats by natural convection and radiant

warmth for more even temperatures floor to ceiling

BF\ill-out ash pan — No scraping no ash mess!
Holds a fire to 12 hours Automatic thermostat

Preheated air inflow You see the fire flid(ering

biehind the front grille Top grille lifts for cooking
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Start planning for next winter now!

Serxi 5] for portfolio of bnxhures with tile colore

Ceramic Radiant Heat
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of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus stated

that official policy for federal grazing

lands would now emphasize nonlethal,

noncapture methods of control, that

only the animals actually doing the

damage would be removed, and then

only by humane methods. Thus the

conflict between the global need for

food and fiber and the ethical question

of attacking a wild species is intensify-

ing. On hearing the news from Secre-

tary Andrus, large-scale producers

began thinking seriously about live-

stock-guarding dogs.

Only two breeds of traditional Euro-

pean guarding dogs were known to a

handful of U.S. farmers by the mid-

1970s. Although both the French/

Spanish great pyrenees and the Hun-

garian komondor and kuvasz had been

available commercially for several

decades, the kuvasz was not used with

livestock, and the success of the others

as sheep guardians in the United States

was highly variable. Some dogs re-

duced predation while others added to

it. Farmers were naturally reluctant to

trust their sheep to unsupervised dogs.

In Europe and Asia, however, using

dogs to control predators has a long

history. For shepherds to have so many
big dogs, they all must earn their keep.

The Spanish shepherds who brought

sheep to the New World thought

enough of their guarding dogs to bring

them, too. Today, from Portugal to

Tibet, the various guarding breeds are

the prides of the shepherds and are kept

by many. Although wolf and lynx pop-

ulations are greatly reduced in most of

Europe and southwestern Asia, they,

along with human thieves, still pose a

problem to shepherds. In fact, the night

before we confronted our first sar plan-

inetz in the mountains of Yugoslavia,

a wolf had bothered the flock.

At Hampshire College, our initial

two years of research included import-

ing ten pups of three different breeds

from European working stock, breed-

ing and raising the first U.S. genera-

tions, noting behavior, and then plac-

ing seventy young dogs out on farms

and ranches across the country. Our

experience has mirrored much of what

Darwin recorded.

Darwin was one of many observers

who assumed that the guarding behav-

iors must reflect careful training:

The method of education consists in

separating the puppy, while very young,

from the bitch, and in accustoming it to its

future companions. An ewe is held three

or four times a day for the httle thing to

suck, and a nest of wool is made for it in !

the sheep-pen; at no time is it allowed to
j

associate with other dogs, or with the chil- i

dren of the family.

We found out, however, that the be-

havior of the guarding dogs is pri-

marily unlearned. There is little one

needs to do with these dogs to foster

three characteristic, and necessary, be-

haviors: nonaggression toward the

sheep, attentiveness to the sheep ("fol-

lowing instinct"), and defense of the

sheep. These behaviors contrast dra-

matically with those of herding dogs

such as border collies, which have

been bred to capitalize on their basic

instinct to stalk and chase. With herd-

ing dogs, the shepherd regulates the

rate and direction of the chase and in-

hibits its predatory outcome. Depend-

ing on how intense this instinct is,

farmers can select more timid breeds

or strains for work with smaller live-

stock, such as sheep, and more aggres-

sive dogs for catde.

If puppies of both guarding and

herding breeds are raised together, one

finds little difference in their behavior

until puberty (about seven months

old). Play behavior and social develop-

ment occur at similar rates, with the

guarding dogs tending to be more dom-
inant, apparently for reasons of size.

Of course, a small guarding dog bitch

may be dominated at the food pan by

a larger male herding dog.

Nearing puberty, the border collie

herding dogs we worked with suddenly

developed a new behavior called

"eye," in which the dog stares fixedly

at an object. It is basically a stalking

behavior. The frequency of this behav-

ior was extraordinary, sometimes ab-

sorbing the dogs during most of their

active periods. Eye became a perma-j

nent part of the dogs' play repertoires

and at times groups of border collies

would eye each other or some other

object (such as an apprehensive

chicken) for hours. One female would

kick up dust, leap around, and eye its

descent, over and over. Motion or the

anticipation of motion seemed to be an

important stimulus for eliciting this eye

behavior. Closely related, and also

age-dependent, are the behaviors of

other working breeds of dogs, such as

pointing in pointers and setters or re-|

trieving in retrievers.

The guarding dogs, on the other

hand, show no new motor patterns at

puberty. Instead, the dogs' juvenile be-

havior is retained and its strength inten-

sifies. They play and fight harder and,
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as Darwin noted, this can be a real

problem for sheep: "Their most trou-

blesome fault, when young, is their de-

sire of playing with the sheep; for in

their sport they sometimes gallop their

poor subjects most unmercifully."

Often an aggressive ram or ewe curbs

this overplayful behavior with a foot-

stamp or butt, or the shepherd inter-

cedes by punishing or restraining the

dog for a while.

Once past this juvenile stage, how-

ever, the dogs and sheep form a social

bond. An adolescent dog's sexual be-

havior often becomes part of the play.

A dog will solicit play from a sheep

with a play bow, followed by a chase

if the sheep will run. The sheep is at

a disadvantage in this play, often los-

ing wool or worse. If the sheep stands,

the dog may mount the animal and in-

clude pelvic thrusts, often protracted if

the sheep seems receptive. Another

sexual pattern exhibited by the dog is

to nuzzle the sheep's ear, sometimes

hanging on to it if the sheep tries to

move away. The result can be a torn

ear.

If the sheep demonstrates aggression

toward the dog's play bow by lowering

its head and walking slowly and stead-

ily toward the dog, the dog may retreat,

showing characteristic submissive be-

havior by lowering its haunches and

turning a back knee out. Frequently, a

guarding dog will start licking a

sheep's face in a routine reminiscent of

a food-begging performance used by

pups to get their mother to regurgitate

food. Sheep will often tolerate this

licking for long periods.

After the dog matures, the rambunc-

tious play decreases in intensity, al-

though many of these behaviors remain

long into its adult life. Two-year-old

dogs, more stately in motion, will walk

up to a flock, lick a face, nuzzle an ear,

act submissive, or mount a sheep. Ex-

perienced sheep pay little attention or

participate moderately.

The behaviors that spell success for

a guardian are absence of the stalking,

chasing instinct and a curious mixture

of juvenile, maternal, and courtship

behavior directed toward the sheep.

We often hear a shepherd say that the

dog thinks he is a sheep. More likely

the dog is treating th6 sheep as if they

were other dogs. Dogs dominate

sheep, drive them from food with a

characteristic vocal warning, nuzzle

their ears, and lick their genitals; even

try to copulate with them. Some dogs

and bitches will lick newborn lambs

clean and cuddle them in the crotch of



Howto tell original

printsfrom cheap reproductions.
Buying original prints is an excellent way

for the novice to make a modest investment in

beautiful works of art.

The buyer had better beware, however.

As more and more attention is being given

to art as an investment, more and more dealers

are trying to pass off cheap reproductions as

fine art.

At the Original Print Collectors Group, we
sell only fine original works to a growing num-

ber of people who are enthusiastic about buy-

ing good art at moderate prices.

One of our primary concerns is to educate

our customers, so that they'll be able to dis-

criminate and get true value for their money.

A few pointers, then about original prints:

Original prints, whatever the process used

to create them, are "hand-pulled" under the

artist's supervision, or by the artist himself.

I This means that any work produced photo-

graphically or by another purely mechanical process is

not an original print.

If vou t \aminc d print under a magnifying glass and

discover a regular

pattern of small dots,

you will know
immediately that it is

not an original work.
If the print is a

serigraph (produced

by a silkscreen proc-

ess), the ink will seem
rather like paint and

appear to be sitting

upon (rather than ab-

sorbed into) the paper.

Etchings and engravings will produce a physical

impression on the paper itself.

Contemporary original prints will always be signed

in pencil by the artist himself, to indicate personal super-

vision and approval of the individual print.

Original prints are always produced in limited edi-

tions, at the most several hundred copies. If thousands

of copies are available,

then the work is al-

most certainly not

original. (In most
cases, to assure that

the integrity of their

work is not violated,

artists will destroy the

plate after the edition

has been produced.)

The print will

have a figure on its

border, indicating the

number of prints pulled and the number of the individual

print in the sequence.

For example, the figure 50/ 100 means that the edi tion

has been limited to 100, and that this is the 50th print pulled.
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Is the edition limited and is the print numbered?

Did the artist personally sign the individual work?

There's a lot more to be learned about buying original

prints, more than we can tell you on this page.

But if you'll send for our free color catalog, we'll be

happy to tell you more, and show you the quality and

variety of the prints we offer.

They include limited edition etchings, serigraphs

and lithographs by both contemporary and traditional

artists with international reputations. Some examples:

Calder, Chagall, Dali, Miro, VdsareU, Picasso and Renoir.

If you decide to r ^ A
buy a print, we'll ' ^

frame it handsomely
and send it to you
with a full money
back guarantee. If

you're not satisfied

for any reason, you
simply return your

print and get a full

refund.

We'll also send

you a catalog , every two months, featuring new^ selec-

tions of prints, along with an informative newsletter.

If you're interested in investing in art, invest a 15<f

stamp in your art education and send for our catalog,

today.

Pierre Pages' Qua, d Orleans
lithograph. Signed limited edii
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their hind leg, curling around them as

if the lamb were a puppy.

All these behaviors lessen the

chances that a dog will kill a sheep and

also predispose the dog to follow the

sheep. The behaviors closely resemble

those that one might record among
members of a pack of wolves. The dog
is treating the sheep like other dogs; the

sheep are treating the dogs like other

sheep. Both sheep and dogs, together

in a flock, respond to each other's feed-

ing behavior and alarm signals, and

they sexually solicit one another.

In studying this social bonding, we
have tried to manipulate its develop-

ment. Cynthia Arons, a fourth-year

student at Hampshire College, divided

six litters of guarding and herding dog
pups shortly after birth and suckled

half on sheep and half with their own
mothers. She was looking for confir-

mation of the presumed benefit derived

from the traditional technique of suck-

ling piips on ewes, as reported to

us—as well as to Darwin—by nu-

merous shepherds. The dogs, now in

their second year, show no difference in

social attachments to sheep. In fact,

some Anatolian shepherd dogs, which

were donated to the project at an age

of six months and had never seen a

sheep before, seemed delighted with

their new friends in our sheep pasture

and went right to work. We still advise

farmers, however, to raise their dogs

under close observation, particularly

until they are at least a year old.

How then do the sheep gain protec-

tion from predators by the presence of

guarding dogs? First and most impor-

tant is that most predators will not risk

approaching a flock where one or more

lOO-pound dogs are on duty. Sheep

predators are mainly canids, and most

of the primary social signals are com-

mon to wolves, coyotes, and dogs.

Much of the time we cannot tell di-

rectly how effective the guardians are

because when they are with the sheep,

nothing happens. Predation is usually

erratic, so the lack of it is hard to meas-

ure, especially since it may be simply

the dog's presence or barking that

warns the predator away. Never-

theless, we have recorded some clear

instances of steady predation that

stopped, literally overnight, when

adult dogs were put out with the flock.

The second protective mechanism is

closely related to the first. Dogs are

attracted to other dogs. A potential

predator may enter a field with mutton

on his mind but he can be quickly di-

verted into sniffing rear ends and pos-
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More than three generations ago. Doctor

larles W, Ehot, the revered President of

in'ard University, made his now-famous

ection of the most powerful, most infiu-

lial works of mankind through the ages:

iE HARVARD CLASSICS.
He singled out ideas that changed history.

I

)vels with a timeless power to entertain,

i
lys. Amusing and, at the same time,

I >ught-provoking essays. Books that

nain as readable today as the day they

re written, because, unlike so many long-

gotten "best sellers," they speak to uni-
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turing with the guarding dog. If the

new animal establishes dominance
over the guardian then it might go on
to kill sheep, but more times than not,

size wins out and the shepherd finds a

submissive neighborhood pet, un-

harmed, in the field.

Third, our guarding dogs respond

negatively to any new stimuli, any

small changes in the routine activities

of a pasture. Barking is elicited by
minor stimuli; habituation to these is

slow. The guardians' apprehension is

heightened in the twilight periods of

the day, when coyotes and unwanted
dogs are most active. Guardians react

to potential encroachers with barking,

usually with their tail down and ears

back. This is typical "fight or flight"

behavior. In young dogs the tendency

is to flight, but the more mature will

stand their ground, although they sel-

Sheep raisers say that dogs

such as these Turkish shepherds

think they are sheep. More likely,

the dogs treat the sheep as if

they were other dogs: nuzzling their

ears, licking their genitals, even

trying to copulate with them.

dom move far from their ' 'supporting'

'

group of sheep. This means the dog
stays with the flock, approaching an

intruder and then retreating, its

courage waxing and waning according

to its proximity to the sheep. If there

are two or more guardians present,

they will form an alliance, which puts

a serious predator at a disadvantage.

Preliminary reports on the first trials

of our guarding dogs are encouraging.

The nearly seventy farmers and
ranchers who have been cooperating

with the Livestock Dog Project report

that during their first two years most of

the dogs have shown the social attach-

ment to sheep that is necessary for ef-

fective guarding. The rest of the dogs

may need another year to develop relia-

bility. Some may never make it.

How many sheep have been saved

these first two years? We have no hard

data yet, but most of those using the

dogs write that since the guardian

joined their sheep, very few predators

have ever been seen. One farmer did

lose eight sheep to two local pet dogs

while his two young guardians stayed

bunched with the flock. These litter-

mates have since been separated and

sent to other farms, and maturity seems
to be increasing their confidence.

Another farmer with three sheep pas-

tures and two dogs lost sheep one night

but only in the one unguarded pasture.

A third farmer who had been losing a

lamb a night lost no more once an expe-

rienced guarding dog joined his flock.

Darwin wrote,

A whole pack of the hungry wild dogs will

scarcely ever (and I was told by some
never) venture to attack a flock guarded by
even one of these faithful shepherds. The
whole account appears to me a curious in-

stance of the pliability of the affections in

the dog; . . . We can understand on no
principle the wild dogs being driven away
by the single one with its flock, except that

they consider . . . that the one thus asso-

ciated gains power, as if in company with

its own kind.

The bond formed between the two

species, dogs and sheep, results in a

firm friendship indeed. From both his-

torical and biological points of view,

guarding dogs hold the promise of an

environmentally sound, cheap way of

reducing predation on livestock.

Lorna Coppinger, a faculty associate

in biology, and her husband, Raymond
Coppinger, a professor of biology at

Hampshire College in Amherst, Mas-
sachusetts, run the Livestock Dog
Project at Hampshire's New England
Farm Center. They have been studying

the behavior and physiology of dogs

since the early 1960s.
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The World Wildlife Fund announces

a most important new porcelain collection

hummingDras
oftteuorld

by Robin Hill

The shimmering, iridescent beauty of hummingbirds-

captured in an enchanting collection of twelve cups and saucers

by one of the world's most distinguished bird artists . .

.

his first works of art in porcelain.

Each cup and saucer will bear

a new work of art created by Robin Hill

exclusively for tfiis limited edition.

And each will be decorated

with pure 24 karat gold.

The Artist. Robin Hill is recognized as one

of the world's finest bird portraitists. His

paintings of birds have been exhibited in

leading art galleries throughout the

world— including a spectacular show at

the famed Corcoran Gallery of Art in

Washington, D.C. He is represented in

many important public and private collec-

tions, including the Dublin Museum of Art

and the collection of HRH Prince Philip,

Duke of Edinburgh. And plans are being

made for a museum to house his work

exclusively—an honor accorded to few art-

ists throughout history.

Hummingbirds
—

"winged jewels" they

have been called—demanded a very spe-

cial medium, because of their brilliant

gem-like coloration and tiny size. And so

Robin Hill created a unique and extraordi-

nary series of works of art for cups and

saucers of fine porcelain, in a tradition that

dates back more than two centuries.

Thus, at the height of his career, Robin

Hill has now created his first works of art in

fine porcelain. An extraordinary series of

twelve collector's cups and saucers of fine

porcelain, portraying the glossy brilliance

and shimmering grace of humming-

birds—in authentic detail—with all his in-

comparable artistry.

Each of these twelve collector's cups

and saucers is a separate, unique, and

wonderful work of art created exclusively

for this limited edition. Together, they form

an extraordinary collection that will be a

treasured acquisition for everyone who

loves the beauty of birds, of art and of fine

porcelain.

The Hummingbird cups and saucers. The

collection is an official issue of the World

Wildlife Fund, the world's largest privately

supported nature conservation organiza-

tion. It is the World Wildlife Fund's first inter-

national issue in porcelain.

The cups and saucers will be crafted in

fine Bavarian porcelain, whose exceptional

whiteness is ideally suited to bring out the

dazzling beauty of the hummingbirds. And

each hummingbird will be associated, in

Hill's superb works of art, with its favored

flower. The vivid leaves and bright blos-

soms provide a perfect setting for the



hummingbirds sliown on the front and back

of each cup.

Here is how the great naturalist painter

John James Audubon described this beau-

tiful, tiny bird:

"A glittering fragment of the rainbow. .

.

moving through the air. . . as if by magic . .

.

yielding new delights wherever seen."

Robin Hill's meticulously accurate works of

art— at once brilliant and subtle, striking

and completely natural—capture these

miracles of nature in all their beauty, in as

.many as 16 separate ceramic colors. And
each cup and saucer is bordered by bands
Df pure 24 karat gold, hand-applied to

complete the design. The result is a collec-

,:or's joy. . .true limited edition works of art in

porcelain that will form a focal point of

oeauty wherever you display them.

.The limits of edition. The World Wildlife Col-

: ection of Hummingbirds of the World Cups
ind Saucers will be produced only once,

and in strictly limited edition, with an abso-

ute closing date of March 31, 1980.

The cups and saucers will be crafted

iolely for subscribers. Individual cups and
saucers will not be sold separately And

' here is a further limit of one subscription

3er collector.

I The total edition will thus be forever lim-

ted to the exact number of original sub-

scriptions entered by March 31, 1980.

Jubscription deadline: March 31, 1980.

The collection will be issued on a conven-
snt subscription plan, at the rate of one
':up and saucer every other month. The
)riginal issue price of just $39 per cup and
aucer is payable in two equal monthly in-

•tallments of $19.50 each. And each cup
ind saucer will be accompanied by a spe-
;ial stand, so that you can display them in

our own home just as they are shown on
lese pages—the saucer on its edge and
ie cup in front of it, forming a charming
:nd complete composition.

In addition, each cup and saucer will be
.ccompanied by a commentary written es-
ecially for this collection, describing the

ummingbird portrayed, its native habitat,

s favored flowers and much other fascinat-
ig lore. A Certificate of Authenticity, attest-

ig to the limits of edition, will accompany
ach collection.

There is no need to send any payment
'ith your application. But your Subscription

•pplication must be postmarked by March
1st, at the latest, to be accepted.

^di

Shown smaller than actual size.

The saucer measures 139mm in diameter,

&
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND

The World Wildlife Fund was formed to help

preserve life in the natural world, and to

help safeguard the world's natural envi-

ronment from irreversible damage. Its

scope is the whole of nature.

Since 1961, it has provided grants which

have backed over 2000 conservation proj-

ects world-wide. It has created or sup-

ported 260 national parks on 5 conti-

nents— a total area almost twice the size of

Texas. The Fund has rescued 33 animal

species from the brink of extinction. And it

has brought hope of survival to more than

100 other threatened species. There is still

more to be done.

The World Wildlife Fund has appointed

Franklin Porcelain to service and fulfill all

subscriptions to the Hummingbirds of the

World collection.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

ofthe world
An official issue of the World Wildlife Fund

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for Hum-
mingbirds of the World— a limited edition col-

lection of twelve cups and saucers in fine

porcelain, each bearing an original work of

art by Robin Hill.

I need send no payment now. Tfie twelve

cups and saucers are to be sent to me at the

rate of one cup and saucer every other

month. I will be billed for each cup and
saucer in two equal monthly Installments of

$19.50,' with the first payment due In advancel
of shipment.

'Plus my state sales tax and
S1 50 per cup and saucer Ipr shipping and handling.

Signature-
All applications are subject to acceptance.

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss.

Address

.

City,

State, Zlp_

Must be postmarked by March 31, 1980
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'TheUnic[ueFi%'

We have a collection of Daylilies

called 'The Unique Fifty,' and you can
take that name literally. There are fifty

mature plants in it, each the result of

hand-pollinating fine Daylilies in the

hope of getting even better ones. So
each plant is unique, the twin of no
other. None are named, but all have
better pedigrees than most named va-

rieties offered at higher prices. And
it should be possible to find two or

three plants so lovely you will want
to name them after dear friends or

loved ones, a nice thing to do.

This is the least expensive way to

buy Daylilies, the best low-mainte-
nance perennial for sunny locations.

Please order: 'The Unique Fifty.'

$65. — plus 10% for handling and pre-

paid delivery (Conn, residents please

add Sales Tax). Orders received after

April 10 will be shipped in September.
Yes, buy 'The Unique Fifty' with
friends to share cost — but shipment
must be to only one address.

Buyers will receive our nationally

known Gardening Publications Serv-

ice — Spring and Fall editions of The
Garden Book, our catalogues, which
really tire garden books (there is more
in them about how-to-garden than
about the 1,200 plants offered), plus

three issues of NOTES, an invaluable

reminder publication. This service, of-

fered by subscription for $5.00, is sent

without charge each year to active

customers. We hope you become one.
— Sincerely, Amos Pettingill

White Flower Farm
P I a n t s m e n

Litchfield 1502, Connecticut 06759

This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould
j

Death before Birth
In nature, and in Latin,

the exception probes the rule

Can anything be more demoralizing

than parental incompetence before the

most obvious and innocent of chil-

dren's questions: Why is the sky blue,

grass green? Why does the moon have

phases? Our embarrassment is espe-

cially acute because we thought we
knew the answers perfectly well, but

hadn't rehearsed them since we our-

selves had received a bumbled re-

sponse in similar circumstances a gen-

eration earlier. It is the things we think

we know—because they are so ele-

mentary or because they surround us

—

that often present the greatest difficul-

ties when we are actually challenged to

explain them.

One such question, with an obvious

and incorrect answer, lies close to our

biological lives: Why, in humans (and

in most species familiar to us), are

males and females produced in approx-

imately equal numbers? (Actually,

males are more common than females

at birth in humans, but differential

mortality of males leads to a female

majority in later life. Still, the depar-

tures from a one to one ratio are never

great.) At first glance, the answer

seems to be, as in Rabelais's motto,

"Plain as a nose in a man's face."

After all, sexual reproduction requires

a mate; equal numbers imply universal

mating—the happy Darwinian status

of maximal reproductive capacity.

At second glance, it isn't so clear at

all, and we are drawn in confusion to

Shakespeare's recasting of the simile:

"O jest unseen, inscrutable, invisible,/

As a nose on a man's face, . .
." If

maximal reproductive capacity is the

optimal state for a species, then why
make equal numbers of males and fe-

males. Females, after all, set the limit

upon numbers of offspring, since eggs

are so much larger and so much less

abundant than sperm—that is, each

egg can make an offspring, each sperm

cannot.

A male can impregnate several fe-

males. If a male can mate with nine

females and the population contains

100 individuals, why not make 10

males and 90 females. Reproductive

capacity will certainly exceed that of

a population made of 50 males and 50

females. Populations made predomi-

nantly of females should, by their more
rapid rates of reproduction, win any

evolutionary race with populations that

maintain equality in numbers between

the sexes.

What appeared obvious is rendered

problematical: Why do most sexual

species contain approximately equal

numbers of males and females? The
answer, according to most evolution-

ary biologists, lies in a recognition that

Darwin's theory of natural selection

speaks only of struggle among individ-

uals for reproductive success. It con-

tains no statement about the good of the

population, the species, or the ecosys-

tem. My previous argument was
framed in terms of advantages for pop-

ulations as a whole—the usual, conge-

nial, and dead wrong way in which

most people think of evolution. If evo-

lution worked for the good of popula-

tions as a whole, then sexual species

would contain relatively few males.

The observed equality of males and

females, in the face of obvious advan-

tages for female predominance if evo-

lution worked upon groups, stands as

one of our most elegant demonstrations

that Darwin was right—natural selec-

tion works by the struggle of individ-

uals to maximize their own reproduc-

tive success. The Darwinian argument

was first framed by the great British

mathematical biologist R.A. Fisher.

Suppose, Fisher argued, that either sex

began to predominate. Let us say, for

example, that fewer males than fe-

males are born. Males now begin to

leave more offspring than females

since their opportunities for mating in-
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"COUGAR Ljrge 'U x )0 oil

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MASTERPIECE

The magnificent cougar, at home in the beauty of the Colorado Rockies, is captured by

wildlife artist JAMES E. FAULKNER. When viewing this great work of art, it is easy to feel

the crisp autumn air and hear the hypnotic rustling of the golden aspen. Now a special

limited edition four color lithograph printed on heavy 100% rag paper.

THIS EDITION IS LIMITED TO ONLY 500 PRINTS

EACH SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO: NATURE'S NEST

$75.00 per print (unmounted)
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Ireland... friendly, un-
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Theatre.And it's described
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crease as they become rarer—that is,

they impregnate more than one female

on average. Thus, if any genetic fac-

tors influence the relative proportion of

males born to a parent (and such factors

do exist), then parents with a genetic

inclination to produce males will gain

a Darwinian advantage—they will pro-

duce more than an average number of

grandchildren thanks to the superior re-

productive success of their predomi-

nantly male offspring. Thus, genes that

favor the production of males will

spread and male births will rise in fre-

quency. But this advantage for males

fades out as male births increase and

it disappears entirely when males equal

females in number. Since the same ar-

gument works in reverse to favor fe-

male births when females are rare, the

sex ratio is driven by Darwinian pro-

cesses to its equilibrium value of one

to one.

But how would a biologist go about

testing Fisher's theory of sex ratio?

Ironically, the species that match its

predictions are no great help beyond

the initial observation. Once we frame

the basic argument and determine that

the species we know best have equal

numbers of males and females, what

do we achieve by finding that the next

thousand species are similarly or-

dered? Sure, it all fits, but we do not

gain an equal amount of confidence

each time we add a new species. Per-

haps the one to one ratio exists for an-

other reason?

To test Fisher's theory, we must

look for exceptions. We must seek un-

usual situations in which the premises

of Fisher's theory are not met—situa-

tions that lead to a specific prediction

about how sex ratio should depart from

one to one. If change of premises leads

to a definite and successful prediction

of altered outcome, then we have an

independent test that strongly boosts

our confidence. This method is embod-

ied in the old proverb that "the excep-

tion proves the rule," although many
people misunderstand the proverb be-

cause it refers to the less common
meaning of "prove." Prove comes

from the Latin probare, "to test" or

"to try." Its usual, modern meaning

refers to final and convincing demon-

stration and the motto would seem to

say that exceptions establish indubi-

table validity. But in another sense,

closer to its root, "prove" (as in

"proving ground" or printer's

"proof") is more like its cognate

"probe," a test or an exploration. It is

the exception that probes the rule by
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testing and exploring its consequences

in altered situations.

Here nature's rich diversity comes to

our aid. The stereotyped image of a

birder assiduously adding the rufous-

crowned, peg-legged, speckle-backed,

cross-billed, and cross-eyed towhee to

his life list gives, in unwarranted ridi-

cule, a perverted twist to the actual use

made by naturalists of life's diversity.

Nature's richness permits us to estab-

lish a science of natural history in the

first place, for the variety virtually

guarantees that appropriate exceptions

can be found to probe any rule. Oddi-

ties and weirdnesses are tests of gener-

ality , not mere peculiarities to describe

and greet with awe or a chuckle.

Fortunately, nature has been profli-

gate in providing species and modes of

life that violate the premises of Fisher'

s

argument. In 1967, British biologist

W.D. Hamilton (now at the University

of Michigan) gathered the cases and

arguments into an article entitled "Ex-
traordinary Sex Ratios" {Science,

April 28, 1967). I will discuss in this

column only the clearest and most rele-

vant of these probing violations.

Nature rarely heeds our homilies in

all cases. We are told, and with good

reason, that mating of brothers and sis-

ters should be avoided, lest too many
unfavorable recessive genes gain an

opportunity to express themselves in

double dose. (Such genes tend to be

very rare, and chances are small that

two unrelated parents will both carry

them. But the probability that two sibs

carry the same gene is usually 50 per-

cent.) Nonetheless, some animals

never heard the rule and indulge, per-

haps exclusively, in sib mating.

Exclusive sib mating destroys the

major premise of Fisher's argument for

one to one sex ratios. If females are

always fertilized by their brothers, then

the same parents manufacture both

partners of any mating. Fisher assumed

that males and females had different

parents and that an undersupply of

males awarded genetic advantages to

those parents that could produce males

preferentially. But if the same parents

produce both the mothers and fathers

of their grandchildren, then they have

an equal genetic investment in each

grandchild, no matter what percentage

of males and females they produce

among their children.

In this case, the reason for an equal

balance of males and females disap-

pears and the previous argument for

female predominance reasserts itself.

If each pair of grandparents has a lim-

ited store of energy to invest in off-

spring, and if grandparents producing

more offspring gain a Darwinian edge, '

then grandparents should make as

many daughters as possible, and pro-

duce only enough sons to insure that

all their daughters will be fertilized. In

fact, if their sons can muster sufficient

sexual prowess, then parents should

make just one son and use every bit of

remaining energy to produce as many
daughters as they can. As usual, boun-

tiful nature comes to our aid with nu- :

merous exceptions to probe Fisher's

rule: indeed, species with sib mating

also tend to produce a minimal number
t

of males.

Consider the curious life of a male
mite in the genus Adactylidium, as de-

scribed by E.A. Albadry and M.S.F.
Tawfik {Annals of the Entomological

Society of America, 1966, p. 458). It

emerges from its mother's body and

promptly dies within a few hours, hav-

ing done apparently nothing during its

brief life. It attempts, while outside its

mother, neither to feed nor to mate.

Now we know about creatures with

short adult lives—the mayfly's single

day after a much lengthier larval life,

for example. But the mayfly mates and

insures the continuity of its kind during

these few precious hours. The males of

Adactylidium seem to do nothing at all

but emerge and die.

To solve the mystery, we must study

the entire life cycle and look inside the

mother's body. The impregnated fe- i

male of Adactylidium attaches to the

egg of a thrip. That single egg must
provide the entire source of nutrition

for generating all her offspring, for she

will feed on nothing else before her '

death. This mite, so far as we know,

engages exclusively in sib mating;

thus , it should produce a minimal num-
ber of males. Moreover, since total re-

productive energy is so strongly con-

strained by the nutritional resources of

a single thrip's egg, progeny are

strictly limited, and the more females

the better. Indeed, Adactylidium
matches our prediction by raising a

brood of five to eight sisters accompan-

ied by a single male who will serve as

both brother and husband to them all.

But producing a single male is chancy;

if he dies, all sisters will remain virgins

and their mother's evolutionary life is

over.

If the mite takes a chance on produc-

ing but a single male, thus maximizing

its potential brood of fertile females,

two other adaptations might lessen the

risk—providing both protection for the
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male and guaranteed proximity to his

sisters. What better than to rear the

brood entirely within a mother's body,

feeding both larvae and adults within

her, and even allowing copulation to

occur inside her protective shell. In-

deed, about forty-eight hours after she

attaches to the thrip's egg, six to nine

eggs hatch within the body of a female

Adactylidium. The larvae feed on their

mother's body, literally devouring her

from inside (much like the gall midges

I discussed in December 1976).

Midges are insects, but mites belong to

a different group (Acarina) within the

phylum Arthropoda. Thus, the simi-

larities of rearing are convergent; they

reflect separate evolution, not common
descent.

Two days later, the offspring reach

maturity, and the single male copulates

with all his sisters. By this time, the

mother's tissues have disintegrated,

and her body space is a mass of adult

mites, their feces, and their discarded

larval and nymphal skeletons. The off-

spring then cut holes through their

mother's body wall and emerge. The

females must now find a thrip's egg and

begin the process again, but the males

have already fulfilled their evolution-

ary role before "birth." They emerge,

react however a mite does to all the

glories of the outside world, and

promptly die.

But why not carry the process one

stage further? Why is the male born at

all? After copulating with his sisters,

his work is done. He is ready to chant

the acarine version of Simeon's

prayer. Nunc dimlttis
—"Lord, now

lettest thou thy servant depart in

peace." Indeed, since everything that

is possible tends to occur at least once

in the multifarious world of life, a close

relative of Adactylidium does just this.

Acarophenax tribolli also indulges ex-

clusively in sib mating. Fifteen eggs,

including but a single male, develop

within the mother's body. The male
emerges within his mother's shell,

copulates with all his sisters, and dies

before birth. It may not sound like

much of a life to us, but the male

Acarophenax doc% as much for its evo-

lutionary continuity as Abraham did in

fathering children into his tenth decade.

Nature's oddities are more than good
stories. They are material for probing
the limits of interesting theories about

life's history and meaning.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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Sacred Dances of Bhutan
An ancient tradition of festival drama
is the protective ritual of a Buddhist kingdom

by Michael Aris

By chance, the first two British polit-

ical missions to reach the remote king-

dom of Bhutan in the eastern Hima-

layas, in the years 1774 and 1783, ar-

rived at the time of the annual Drom-
cho festival held in the summer capital

at Thimphu. "The whole together pre-

sented a collection of more fiendlike

visages than ever painter represented in

the temptation of Saint Antony, and the

wild and clamorous sound of the in-

struments seemed well adapted to

make such devils dance," wrote one of

the observers, recording the first West-

ern contacts with a rich and complex

tradition, which later travelers discov-

ered thriving in all those regions

throughout Asia where Northern (Ti-

betan) Buddhism, or Lamaism, pre-

vailed. Failing to understand this tradi-

tion in the context of history and Bud-

dhist doctrine, the early observers were

baffled by what appeared to be a maca-

bre and sinister spectacle. They could

not appreciate its significance for the

Bhutanese peasants who watched the

dances (chant) against the magnificent

backdrop of temple or fortress.

Bhutan is today the only inde-

pendent country where Northern Bud-

dhism survives as the state religion.

The performance of sacred dance as a

state ritual by trained monks and lay-

men in the national and provincial cap-

itals has all the support of the govern-

ment and royal family. At the same
time, quite independent of official pa-

tronage, several festivals of sacred

dance take place in local temples and

monasteries in Bhutan, just as they do

in other Himalayan regions untouched

by Communism from the north, re-

minding us that the whole tradition has

its origins in a private, indeed secret,

initiatory experience that has nothing

to do with governments.

How do we explain the basic para-

dox of dance in a religion whose most

powerful symbol is the Lord Buddha

The Royal Dancers and Musicians

of Bhutan will end their United

States tour with a performance in the

American Museum of Natural

History's Auditorium, at 3:00 p.m.,

on April 27. For tickets call (212)

873-1327. For a complete schedule of

the troupe's tour, contact the

sponsors. The Asia Society's

Performing Arts Program, 133 East

58th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.

sunk in concentrated irtmiobility, a re-

ligion that has always prohibited music

and dancing for its ordained disciples.

The answer is found in the whole de-

velopment of Mahayana ("greater ve-

hicle") Buddhism, which saw the in-

corporation of many ritual and medita-

tive techniques belonging to older,

non-Buddhist traditions. If these could

be adapted to the Buddhist aim of

escaping from the round of phenome-
nal existence by severing the root of the
'

' self,
'

' then they were easily validated

and absorbed under the heading of

"skillful means."

This process partly accounts for the

presence of large sections of the Hindu

pantheon in Northern Buddhism and

for the survival of many pre-Buddhist

deities of specifically Tibetan origin.

all with their primary characters more

or less neutralized in the interests of the I

nontheistic nature of Buddhism. These

myriad sets of gods and their attendants

acquired a supportive role, interpreta-

ble on several different levels of real-

ity. Ultimately, they were seen to arise

from, and dissolve back into, the uni-

versal matrix of the "Void.
'

' It became

the meditator's task to identify himself

with a deity to such a degree that he

realized in himself this process of cre-

ation and dissolution, thus freeing him-

self of its mastery and the perverted
,

view of reality that marks human exist-

ence.

The deity that is made the object of

meditation is usually the one asso-

ciated with the meditator's particular

school of Buddhism or the one favored

by his own teacher, although in some

cases it can be a matter of individual

choice. One of the principal ways of

achieving union with the chosen deity

is through the repetition of a mantra,

a string of syllables that contains the

deity's essence, while at the same time

visualizing the form of the deity in the

center of a mandala, a diagram of the

deity's heaven as it is conceived to

While the ritually important dances

are the domain of monks versed

in the sacred tradition, trained

laymen, right, perform many of the

auxiliary dances featured in

national and local festivals.





exist both within and outside the body
of the meditator. The initiate supple-

ments these verbal and mental exer-

cises by taking on the physical attri-

butes of the deity as expressed in a

mudra, a code of gestures that likewise

summons the essential nature of the

god. The deity in his heaven is often

conceived as performing a divine

dance, and there seems little doubt that

dancing as the god incarnate originated

as one of the secret experiences that

those initiated into the esoteric tradi-

tions of Buddhism, the tantras, had to

learn from their master. The Hevajra

Tantra explains:

Dancing as Sri Heruka with mindful

application, undistracted.

Meditating with thought impassioned,

the mind uninterrupted in its

concentration,

Buddhas and masters of the Vajra-

doctrine, goddesses and yoginis,

Sing and dance to their utmost in

this song and dance.

There comes thereby protection for

the troupe and protection for

oneself. Thereby the world is

reduced to subjection.

Among the cultural achievements of

the Lamaist world, the origin and his-

tory of sacred dance are perhaps the

least documented. There is as yet no
means of knowing whether the tradi-

tion was transmitted from India by tan-

trie masters or whether it arose sponta-

neously in Tibet in reaction to the writ-

ten descriptions of heavenly dance
contained in tantric literature. What is

sure is that the performance of sacred

dance as a public show only became
part of monastic curriculum after a

The Tagtshang monastery in Paro,

above, is associated with the

deified Indian sage Padmasambhava,
who, according to legend, introduced

Buddhism to Bhutan and Tibet. It

is in his heaven that some of the

sacred dances are supposed to

have been revealed to their

composers, who traveled there in

a dream or trance. Right:

Padmasambhava is depicted in the

T'ongdrol tapestry in Paro,

believed to offer enlightenment

to those who view it.

great deal of hesitation and some mis-

giving. Even today, the upholders of

the tradition insist that the dances must
not be performed as a worldly spec-

tacle, and there are still a few monks
and scholars who go so far as to decry

the very nature of these rites.

For the great majority of religious

practitioners, however, the dances are

an indispensable part of certain annual

rituals. They are a dramatic extension

of the liturgy, constituting the "gener-

ation of the deity in front," that is,

externally, which follows upon the

"generation of the deity in oneself"

accomplished as a ritual in the main
temple by the assembled monks. Both

stages, internal and external, revolve

around the creation of the deity's man-
dala, a circumscribed area rendered

safe from hostile influences into which
the god is led by his divine attendants.

In the liturgical ritual, the mandala is

a painted, sometimes three-dimen-

sional physical object. The main sec-

tion of the dance, consisting of clock-

wise circular movements, echoes the

formal structure of the painted man-
dala. This is preceded and followed by

phases of creation and dissolution.

As portrayed in many dances, the

deity is basically compassionate but

has assumed a wrathful appearance to

counter evil influences that cannot be

subdued by jjeaceful means. The cli-

max of most dances dedicated to the

wrathful deities occurs when an effigy

representing evil is stabbed and dis-

membered in an act of ritual murder.

Sometimes this is realistically per-

formed, with the blood-filled intestines

of an animal extracted from a dough

figurine and cast in all directions. The

base nature of the evil power is thus

1



annihilated, while the conscious prin-

ciple is released to a heaven—until the

following year.

On one level of interpretation, it is

the "self" that is thus destroyed. The
more usual view holds that what is de-

stroyed are the forces opposing Bud-
dhism in general or opposing a particu-

lar school of Buddhism. This belief

helped to give the dance its place in

state and community ritual. A whole
cycle of Tibetan sacred dances known
as the Black Hat, which is also very

popular in Bhutan, is said to imitate the

movements with which the Tibetan
monk Pelgi Dorje sought to distract

the anti-Buddhist king Lang Darma be-

fore assassinating him in a.d. 842.
The Black Hat dances and all the

other dances whose purpose is the de-

struction of evil are performed for the

sake of the whole nation or for a partic-

ular district in annual festivals of re-

newal and rededication.

Two major streams can be discerned

in the development of sacred dance;

both are represented in the Bhutanese

tradition. The first is mainly associated

with the Nyingmapa ("old order")

school, dating from the twelfth or thir-

teenth century. It depended on vision-

ary revelations—a source now consid-

ered dormant—for the authority of the

sacred dances. In a dream or trance the

composer would travel to the realm of

the deified Indian sage Padmasamb-
hava, and on his return he would teach

his disciples the heavenly dances he

saw performed there. The second

stream is associated more with the later

schools, which sought to rubricate and

codify those dances inherited from the

older schools, including the Nyling-

mapa, that could be regarded as au-

thentic in origin.

Both the revelational and codifying

traditions depended on dance manuals

(chamyik) to record the dances for pos-

terity. These texts are never used for

the purposes of practical study, how-
ever; they serve instead to remind the

chief exponents in case of doubt. Sepa-

rated from the living tradition of per-

sonal instruction, they are as incom-

prehensible as the notation found in Ti-

betan musical scores. Not only the

steps of the dance but the whole
process of meditative visualization has

to be learned directly from a master

(champon).

Certain mnemonic devices, such as

counting out the rhythm, are employed
to help the student memorize the com-



plicated steps. If one considers that

many festivals continue for up to six

days with very few breaks, some idea

is gained of this prodigious feat, yet it

forms only one small part of the entire

curriculum of study. A story found in

the biography of the sixth Dalai Lama
(of Tibet) tells how, as a boy, he had

to watch his dance master perform in

snow so that by observing his foot-

prints he could memorize all the dif-

ferent "thunderbolt steps," a tech-

nique of study peculiar to the Gelukpa
school at that time. The Dalai later

chastised himself for having watched

the performance merely as a show.

Long before Bhutan achieved its

unification and independence in the

middle of the seventeenth century, it

had developed its own sacred dance

traditions associated with the great

saint Pema Lingpa (1450-1521), the

ancestor of the present royal family.

His autobiography contains several

vivid passages describing the visions

he had of the dances performed in Pad-

masambhava's heaven. Today, the ex-

tensive repertoire credited to Pema
Lingpa has an auxiliary function in all

the major festivals and never forms the

principal item. His dances provide in-

terludes before and after the ritual cli-

max centering on the deity invoked in

the mandala. Many of Pema Lingpa's

compositions portray different sets of

divine attendants and acrobats, who
prepare a path to heaven.

Some of these dances have strong

shamanistic overtones derived from a

stratum of pre-Buddhist tradition cen-

tering on the village oracle and his state

of possession or flight to heaven. Cer-

tain of Padmasambhava's divine atten-

dants are known as pawo, the common
name for the village oracle in Bhutan.

An oracle, accompanying himself on
the pellet drum, performs the steps of

a snow cock before falling into a trance

and receiving the god into his body.

Pema Lingpa's ceremonial version of

this rite has two pairs of heavenly pawo
imitating the steps of the village oracle;

the dance is commonly performed to

welcome distinguished guests to a pal-

ace or fort, conceived here as a heaven.

The shaman's drum is also used in

the Drum Dance of Dramitse, attrib-

uted to Pema Lingpa's son Kunga
Wangpo, who saw it in heaven and had

it performed to consecrate a temple at

Dramitse in eastern Bhutan. As in the

case of several other dances, the per-

formers wear a variety of animal masks
made of wood or papier-mache. The
strange spectacle can have a grace and

dignity all its own even though there

are no opportunities to depart from, or

improvise on, its immutable form.

Sacred dance certainly had its place

in the complex of emotions, ambitions,

and reactions that were released in the

quest for Bhutanese sovereignty. Al-

though it had long been fragmented

into a number of clan territories and
ecclesiastical principalities, the

Performances by monks, below and
right, became accepted ritual

practice, despite the reservations

of some Buddhist scholars. The
royal dance troupe now on world tour,

however, consists only of lay dancers.

country achieved unification despite

the concerted opposition of successive

Tibetan regimes. This was accom-
|

plished mainly through the efforts of '

the great monk and scholar-statesman

Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal, who
arrived in western Bhutan as a refugee

in 1616. Hereditary prince-abbot of the

powerful Drukpa ("thunder dragon")
sect of the Kagyiipa school (the school

of "oral transmission"), he consoli-

dated the Drukpa hold on the western

region. His immediate successors ex-

tended the borders to their present

limits, and after much diflSculty, a

theocracy was established, with the in-

carnations of the founding Shabdrung
(Bhutan's equivalent to the Dalai Lama
of Tibet) acting as titular heads of state.

Temporal authority was delegated to

the office of the Druk Desi. The British

came to know the two incumbents as

the Dharma Raja ("king of religion")

and the Deb Raja ("regent"). (Both

offices disappeared after the present he-

reditary monarchy became established

early in this century, and the present

Shabdrung incarnation does not reside

in the country.)

The country was ruled from the huge

capital and provincial fortresses

(dzong) that dominate the major val-
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leys to this day. In these imposing

structures were housed communities of

state monks dedicated to the ruling

Drukpa school, and many government

officers were drawn from the country's

large monastic population. Some rose

from the ranks of the lay servitors, or

retainers, attached to each dzong.

Despite their lay status, they were re-

quired to observe a semimonastic code

of discipline. The institutions devel-

oped under the theocracy penetrated to

every region of the country and af-

fected every facet of its subjects' lives.

The triumph of the ruling Drukpa

sect (which ultimately gave the country

the name used by the Bhutanese them-

selves

—

Drukyul) is traditionally

ascribed to the sect's hold over its

guardian deities and, particularly, to

the intimate relationship that the

founding Shabdrung is supposed to

have had with them. How else, it is

claimed, could the Bhutanese have

repulsed no less than six Tibetan inva-

sions during the lifetime of the Shab-

drung, and many more thereafter.

There is little doubt that Shabdrung

Ngawang Namgyal himself used the

destructive forces of sacred dance in

acts of sympathetic magic directed

against the enemy rulers of Tibet. One

incident recalled in his official biogra-

phy tells how he took the lead in a

dance dedicated to the chief protective

deity Mahakala. Waving a banner

"like the black cloud blowing from the

vault of the sky at the end of time,"

he danced to the center of the courtyard

and there consigned to a triangular pit

a list containing the names of his ene-

mies, "so that he radiated a great bril-

liance which terrified all those who
stood close by."
The Mahakala ritual later formed the

basis of the New Year festival that is

still held in the old winter capital at the

fortress of Punakha. The masked
dances, known as the Punakha Drom-
cho, last for five days, and their special

feature is the formal role adopted by

selected laymen from eight villages

who act the part of a ceremonial mili-

tia, the successor of the Shabdrung'

s

personal army. They provide a scene

of extraordinary medieval panoply,

further enriched on the last day by a

long monastic procession to the banks

of the P'o-chu River. There, the head

abbot in the costume of the Black Hat

offers to the serpent spirits pieces se-

lected from all the mandalas that have

been consecrated by the monks
throughout the year. The apparel of the

abbot on that occasion reminds one of

temple paintings that show the Shab-
drung in his wrathful aspect perform-

ing a dance of destruction in the Black

Hat costume.

The uncompromising figure of the

founding Shabdrung looms over many
of the Bhutanese sacred dances and the

stories surrounding them. One typical

legend tells how the Mahakala dance

of the Legon Tsokhor happens to lack

a finale: While providing appropriate

accompaniment with cymbals from his

throne, the Shabdrung once sum-

moned a dancing emanation of this god
to bring him the soul of the enemy ruler

of Tibet, but the chief minister, who
was peeping from behind a curtain,

disturbed the god, causing him to dis-

appear before the completion of the

dance.

The festival of the Punakha Drom-
cho established by the Shabdrung as

the official New Year celebrations of

the government later served as a model
for the summer festival introduced to

the summer capital (now the perma-

nent capital) at Thimphu. While the

Punakha Dromcho centers on the deity

Mahakala, the Thimphu Dromcho is

appropriately dedicated to the god's

consort, Sri Devi ("glorious god-

dess"), and it ends with three days

given over to the worship of the deified

saint Padmasambhava, who has so

many legendary associations with

Bhutan. Underlining Padmasam-
bhava's importance for the Bhutanese

is the fact that in all the provincial for-

tresses and in several private monas-

teries, it is the dances dedicated to him
that take up their festivals. Thus, while

the capital region concerns itself

mainly with protective rites to guard

the state at large, the provinces turn to

the more conciliatory figure of Padma-
sambhava and his eight aspects, all of

whom appear robed and masked on the

final day of each festival to give their

blessings to the public. On occasion,

gigantic appliqued tapestries depicting

Padmasambhava are raised to form an

extraordinary backdrop. Objects of

great devotion, they are known by the

Overleaf: The Black Hat dances,

performed to subdue evil, are said

to imitate the movements with which

the Tibetan monk Pelgi Dorje

distracted an anti-Buddhist king

before assassinating him in a.d. 842.
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special term t'ongdrol, "liberation by

sight."

Many of the auxiliary dances per-

formed in the festivals are directed

toward the edification of the audience

rather than the achievement of a ritual

goal. Today a professional touring

group of trained laymen generally per-

forms these dances, but previously the

dancers were recruited from among the

lay servitors attached to each fortress.

Some of the richest and most inter-

esting items from the Bhutanese reper-

toire belong to this category of "atten-

dants' dances" (bdcham), including

all those attributed to Pema Lingpa out-

lined above.

Most didactic in purpose is perhaps

the Red Dance of the Rakshas, which

derives from the same tradition as the

famous Tibetan Book of the Dead. The

Lord of Death presides over a court that

judges a man for his past actions. His

release from samsara, or future rebirth,

is determined by how he reacts to the

fearful apparitions who are the god's

retinue, acmally his own karmic pro-

jections. Another dance drama, whose
purpose is to engender a feeling of faith

and renunciation, enacts the story of

how the poet-saint Milarepa
(1040-1123) saved a deer from a

hunter whom he subsequently con-

verted to a life of religion.

On a more mundane level, the sung

and mimed dance of P'ole Mole ("the

good man and the good lady") is con-

cerned with the virtues of marital fidel-

ity and derives from a Tibetan tale that

stems ultimately from an Indian tradi-

tion.

A poignant survival in this category

Left: While festivals are enjoyable

spectacles, those attending are also
j

believed to receive blessings.

Many dances are didactic in purpose;

the dancers in P'ole Mole, right,

enact a tale of marital fidelity.

of auxiliary dances is Chozhe
("dharma song"), the dance of the old

monastic bodyguard of the Drukpa. It

is supposed to be based on an incident

in the life of the sect's founder when
he countered the supernatural forces

opposing him on his journey to open

up the pilgrim route to the sanctuary of

Tsari in southeast Tibet. The slow and

stately gestures of stylized subjugation

performed in perfect unison by laymen
dressed as warrior monks seem to con-

vey something of the essence of the

Bhutanese tradition, which has always

striven for harmony between its secular

and spiritual ideals.

No performance is complete without

a clown (atsara), whose business it is

to provide light relief by ridiculing the

sacred dances, performing obscene

jokes, and acting as stagehand. He rep-

resents an aberrant figure who arose

from the national subculture only to be

absorbed by the traditional order. He
is comic but at the same time deeply

serious, for he stands ultimately for

unity and balance. His mask and name
show him to be an Indian teacher—

a

figure of fun because he is an Indian

with a big nose, but sacred because he

is a teacher.

Are the guardians of Buddhist ortho-

doxy shaking their heads dolefully in

some distant heaven of pure dance as

they look down on all these develop-

ments? In the Bhutanese experience

alone, the presiding authority for

sacred dance has filtered down a line

stretching from tantric yogis to a rein-

carnating theocrat and thence to the he-

reditary Buddhist monarch of today.

More and more folk elements and local

cults have gradually been brought in,

mming the spectacle outward toward

the audience and away from its inedita-

tive core. Few dancers now achieve

that perfect balance of body, speech,

and mind that is said to be the prerequi-

site for sacred dance. But what remains

is a vital and enriching experience, for

while the dancers may know they are

not gods, there still remain spectators

who sometimes see their gods come

alive. n
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^ Toad Sanctuary in a

Tarantula Burrow
A snake that tries to make a meal

of a tiny toad may have to face

the fearsome defense of a huge spider

by R. Howard Hunt

A western ribbon snake, its forlced

tongue flicliing, slipped through

boulder-strewn prairie grass hunting

for prey. Abruptly, it paused at a lime-

stone slab and began to flick its tongue

more rapidly, sampling the air for the

chemical cues that would tell it a toad

was near. Nearby, a narrow-mouthed

toad dipped and darted about a small

hole from which a ceaseless stream of

ants flowed. Its attention was riveted

upon the hole and the delectable ants.

Suddenly, a striped blur hit the nickel-

sized toad, engulfing it almost in-

stantly. As the ribbon snake's jaws en-

veloped the toad's entire body, the

doomed animal kicked and struggled,

but the quivering bulge moved farther

and farther down until it was only a

muscular ripple carrying the small

morsel to the snake's stomach.

Undetected by the ribbon snake, a

R. Howard Hunt

At the approach of a western ribbon

snake, a narrow-mouthed toad

scuttles toward the safety of a

female giant tarantula. Instead of

a toad, the snake will get a faceful

of spider feet and fangs.

second narrow-mouthed toad hunched

hard against one flat edge of the lime-

stone slab. The toad had seen the ap-

proaching snake and had stopped dead

still, its pointed snout pressed into the

soil. But the sham did not work, for the

snake again slithered forward toward

the small, brown lump that was the

toad. The lump stirred, then bounded

to the only escape possible—a burrow

beneath the slab.

Sensing another meal, the ribbon

snake followed the toad's scent trail,

which led to the entrance of the bur-

row. And just beyond, at the edge of

darkness, crouched the toad. With

lidless eyes fixed on its prey, the snake

tensed for a lunge. Suddenly a great

hairy body, propelled by eight hairy

legs, burst from the depths of the bur-

row, and a fully mature, female taran-

tula scuttled to within an inch of the

toad. Taking advantage of the situa-

tion, the toad fled to safety—beneath

the imposing black fangs of the taran-

tula. The confused snake reversed it-

self and disappeared into the waving

grass. Danger past, the narrow-

mouthed toad Gastrophryne olivacea

wriggled from under its burrow com-

panion, the giant tarantula, Dugesiella

hentzi.

In my youth, I tramped the grass-

lands west of Fort Worth, Texas, ob-

serving these fascinating mygalo-

morph spiders. One of my favorite

haunts was a narrow tract of land

crossed by a shallow creek and railroad

tracks. Construction workers on the

latter had ripped a vast number of 100-

million-year-old limestone rocks from

their bed and onto the flat prairie.

When I spotted a likely rock, I flipped

it over and often uncovered a startled



A female tarantula will defend
her egg case at any sign

of disturbance. Normally
aggressive, she is particularly

ferocious while her eggs

are incubating.

tarantula, which instantly raised its

fangs in a very threatening manner. I

knew that Dugesiella's weak venom
presents no real threat to humans. At
times, however, an annoyed tarantula

displays another defense tactic: using

its fourth pair of feet, it brushes irritat-

ing hairs from its dorsal abdomen. Fes-

tooned with barbs and reverse barbs,

and nearly impossible to work out once

embedded, these hairs hang in the air,

close by the tarantula, waiting for the

eyes, nostrils, and mouth of any auda-

cious attacker. (Expended hairs are re-

placed during molting, when the taran-

tula splits out of its exoskeleton and

emerges with a fresh skin.)

Considering the tarantula's irascible

nature, I was all the more amazed when
I found up to five western narrow-

mouthed toads in the same shallow

burrow with it. When I lifted the shel-

tering rock from a burrow containing

both toads and tarantula, the toads

dived under the spider, which assumed
a threatening fangs-up posture. As the

tarantula moved in response to me, so

did the toads. Repeatedly, they
squirmed and wedged beneath the

shifting tarantula. The panic ended
when I gently replaced the rock over

the unlikely group.

After a ten-year absence from Fort

Worth and the tarantulas, I returned in

the spring of 1975, determined to learn

more about the strange relationship be-

tween toad and tarantula. Intending to

re-create in a laboratory situation what
I found in the field, I collected several

tarantulas, along with their associated

rocks, soil, and toads. Under one plat-

ter-sized fossil ammonite, I found

more than I had expected: six adult nar-

row-mouthed toads; the chitinous re-

mains of pill bugs, millipedes,

crickets, and beetles; an old tarantula

egg case; the molt of an adult tarantula;

a lizard skeleton; and a large female

tarantula, measuring almost two inches

from fangs to abdominal spinnerets.

Although I usually assign numbers to

study animals, I thought it appropriate

to name this tarantula Ammonita, in

honor of her unusual shelter. Returning

to the laboratory, I reunited Ammonita
with her toads in a terrarium, two by
four by two feet deep.

Ammonita immediately started a

burrow under the fossil. Working sev-

eral nights like aminibulldozer, scoop-

ing out and carrying clods of earth with

her versatile fangs, she excavated a

spacious burrow six inches long and

lined the entrance with silk. Fortu-

nately for my observations, the burrow

had no bends or obstructions, and with

the aid of a penlight, I could see its

entire length.

As I had hoped, the toads moved in

with Ammonita and soon a routine de-

veloped. In the evenings, the tarantula

waited motionless at the mouth of the

burrow, ready to snatch a passing in-

sect, and one by one the six toads

brushed by her and skulked around the

periphery of the fossil. Once or twice

a week, Ammonita satiated her modest

appetite with a single cricket or beetle,

which she quickly reduced to a sticky

pellet between her fangs. The toads,

however, required seemingly infinite

amounts of termites and ants; on one

occasion a tiny male lapped up twenty

fire ants within five minutes.

Because of its tough and toxic skin,

a narrow-mouthed toad can wallow



freely among ants. But the distasteful

skin does not repel all snakes; the west-

ern ribbon snake, Thamnophis prox-

imus, can devour a dozen toads in short

order.

One evening, I released a twenty-

inch ribbon snake into Ammonita's ter-

rarium. As usual, the tarantula stood at

the entrance of her burrow, and the

toads foraged nearby. The snake soon

neared the burrow, but the toads

hopped toward their protector and the

tarantula held her ground. At the mo-

ment of truth, only one toad remained

under Ammonita, the rest having fled

to the innermost recesses of the bur-

row. With one back foot resting lightly

on the head of the toad, Ammonita
slowly raised her fangs. The snake,

evidendy sensing no danger in this,

crawled closer to the entrance, then

tried to inch past Ammonita. Sud-

denly, the tarantula jabbed with feet

and fangs. Startled, albeit uninjured,

the snake sped out of the burrow and

away from the thing lurking within.

In July, I gave Ammonita a mate,

and a handsome one at that: he had

I

splendid long legs, an auburn abdo-

men, and on either side of his grace-

fully curved fangs, a club-shaped

pedipalp. At the tip of each pedipalp,

a mature male tarantula possesses a

bulblike syringe containing micro-

scopic, sperm-packed capsules. This

sexual structure develops after the last

molt and signals an end, usually within

months, to the male's life span of one

decade. But before dying, he abandons

his sedentary life and wanders far

afield searching for a mate.

In his investigation of the terrarium,

Ammonita's mate-to-be passed the

silk-swathed hole beneath the fossil.

His feet touched the silk and jerked

spasmodically; his pedipalps rapped

against the hard soil. Ammonita rushed

him. He held her off by locking the

hooks on his first pair of legs into her

fangs and forced her into a nearly verti-

cal position. Working rapidly now, he

rhythmically brushed his pedipalps

against Ammonita's sternum, then in-

jected sperm into her genital pore. Im-

mediately afterward, I removed the

male to another terrarium where he

quickly aged over the next several

weeks. His movements became pro-

gressively feeble, and one entire leg

dropped off at the joint. His purpose

past, the male died one month after the

mating.

But Ammonita continued lively as

usual until October when she pushed
soil across the entrance of the burrow

until it was blocked. Soon the tempera-

ture in the unheated terrarium would

cool to 45° to 50° F. The rate of metab-

olism of the poikilothermic tarantula

and toads would then be reduced, al-

lowing them to hibernate in the dark-

ness of their sealed burrow.

April 3, 1976. Ammonita and her

toad companions emerged from hiber-

nation. In the following weeks and

months previous behavior patterns

were renewed with one exception:

Ammonita was even more aggressive

when chasing introduced snakes. As
usual, the toads had the run of the bur-

row; frequently, while moving about,

they squeezed past her rapidly swelling

abdomen.
May 31. Deep within the burrow,

Ammonita began a silken bag that was

to contain her eggs. She spun thicker

Baby tarantulas begin to pour
out of a hole they have ripped

in the silken sack that has

encased them for months, top.

Hundreds of spiderlings are born

at a time, after which they mill

about their mother's burrow.

Because their hairs are barbed,

they have nothing to fear from
their burrow cohabitants, the

narrow-mouthed toads.

In a terrarium experiment, bottom,

termites were dropped into a

tarantula burrow among the

milling spiderlings. The toads

preyed only on the termites and
spit out any baby tarantulas

that they inadvertently struck

with their tongue.

i



and thicker silk from her spinnerets

onto the walls of the bag, and the fol-

lowing morning she hulked menac-

ingly over the top of the completed egg
case. But she still tolerated the toads,

even when they squatted around the

egg case or bumped it while pursuing

termites and ants. I began to consider

the possibility that the toads' ant-eating

activities effectively reduced the num-
bers of this predatory insect in and

around the burrow and thus provided

a degree of protection for the egg case

now and the baby tarantulas later.

Throughout the incubation period,

the female tarantula periodically

moved her egg case out to the warmth
of sunlight streaming through a win-

dow and into the terrarium. Several

hours later she hooked her fangs into

a groove in the surface of the egg case

The snake is about to lunge at

the toad huddled under the hulk

of the tarantula. The snake is

also about to meet the tarantula 's

fangs. The toad will soon be

busily pursuing ants again.

and laboriously dragged it back into

her burrow.

August 7. Hundreds of baby tarantu-

las poured from several small holes in

the egg case. Most had already molted,

changing in the process from all white

to gray with a dark spot decorating

their abdomens. Anxiously, I watched

the toads hopping through the fuzzy

carpet of tender young tarantulas cling-

ing to the collapsed egg case and cover-

ing the back of the burrow. The toads

appeared to take no interest in the ta-

rantulas, which were approximately

the same size as termites; I did not ob-

serve a single toad either stalking or

eating a baby tarantula.

Thinking that even if the toads were
not so crude as to immediately annihi-

late their protector's offspring and that

they might accidentally ingest a baby

in some kind of feeding frenzy, I
^

dropped several dozen termites among
;

the tarantula babies. One toad leaped
;

into the writhing mass of termites and
its stubby tongue punched out and
claimed a soldier termite. Then others

crept past baby tarantulas and stalked

the rapidly dispersing termites. One
large female toad had pushed her snout

against a sluggish termite, when a baby
tarantula suddenly scooted past the tar-

i

geted termite and immediately found

itself glued to a tongue and headed into
j

the toad's mouth. But almost as ;

quickly and much more forcefully, the J

toad shook the tarantula from her |i

mouth—and I suspected why.
A microscopic check of scrapings '

from the abdomen of a baby tarantula

revealed thousands of barbed hairs: the

same hairs that serve adult tarantulas



so well in repelling enemies apparently

make youngsters unpalatable to the

narrow-mouthed toads.

In the following weeks, the baby ta-

rantulas dispersed throughout the ter-

rarium, and once again Ammonita was

alone in her burrow except for the

toads. To test their loyalty and Am-
monita's territoriality, I placed a half-

grown female tarantula into the ter-

rarium. The new resident excavated

her burrow beneath a piece of shale.

Before construction of this burrow,

there had been an accessible space

under the shale but the narrow-

mouthed toads had rejected it as a

home site. Now, however, two toads

abandoned Ammonita and moved in

with the young female who proved to

be an excellent protector: each time an

introduced snake poked its snout into

her burrow, she forcefully evicted the

trespasser. She began venturing farther

and farther from her burrow during

evening forays, and it was certain that

soon she would meet Ammonita and a

deadly struggle would result.

I knew the unequal contest had been

fought when one fall morning I peered

under the shale and found it vacant.

Deep within the inner sanctum of her

burrow, Ammonita stood over all that

remained of her rival: several frag-

ments of legs, a shredded cephalo-

thorax, and two glistening fangs. Scat-

tered around the chaotic pile of taran-

tula parts and snapping up ants that had

been attracted to the carnage were all

six narrow-mouthed toads.

As one male toad ducked under Am-
monita and she touched him with a

foot, I marveled at the interaction be-

tween these two dissimilar creatures.

In its association with tarantulas, the

narrow-mouthed toad has evolved an

effective defense against the pressures

of predation. The tarantula's fierce de-

fensive behavior excludes most of

those predators of a size dangerous to

the diminutive toad, and the micro-

habitat of the burrow and overlying

rock attracts small insects, providing a

ready source of prey for the narrow-

mouthed toads. And, with their appe-

tite for ants, several toads per burrow
can control these voracious invaders,

which might otherwise harass adult ta-

rantulas and consume eggs and spider-

lings. The relationship between nar-

row-mouthed toads and tarantulas

merits further study in all parts of their

common Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas,

Oklahoma, and Texas ranges. D
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Downtown Deer
It's hard for a predator to snatch

a mule deer on someone 's front porch

by Valerius Geist

Just north of Glacier National Park,

hard by the border of the United States

and Canada, lies Waterton, Alberta, a

small settlement dating back to the

days when the surrounding land served

as a game sanctuary. In 1932, the area

was designated the Waterton-Glacier

International Peace Park to commemo-
rate the many decades of good neigh-

borliness enjoyed by the two countries.

The Waterton of today, like other re-

sort towns in the Canadian Rockies,

follows the rhythm of the seasons. In

summer it is alive with the hustle and

bustle of visitors, and motels, cafes,

and service stations do a thriving busi-

ness. In winter, silence descends,

many buildings are boarded up, the

golf course is deserted, the big, castle-

like hotel on the hill overlooking the

valley is empty of humans, and most
roads are barricaded. The town is hi-

bernating until the next summer. All

this is little call to distinction since all

resort towns have a cyclic life, but a

visit to Waterton, preferably in fall,

soon makes one aware of another ele-

ment that gives the town a special char-

acter. Waterton is home not only to

people but also to a population of mule
deer.

On my first visit, years ago, I had

barely entered the town when I saw a

large mule deer buck resting on a

porch. He ruminated contentedly and

eyed the people on the street; only the

tourists stopped. To the residents the

deer are old hat. Beside the porch stood

another buck, calmly performing—as

is the way of mule deer—a marking
ceremony. A few houses down the

street, two other deer were grazing the

lush, well-fertilized lawns. And so it

went. In the back alleys the mud was
marked with a mixture of deer and peo-

ple tracks, and the campground's large

lawns served as an evening and morn-
ing rendezvous for a big group of mule
deer. Deer rested in front of the church

and reluctantly made way for wor-

shipers.

In the morning when schoolchildren

were on the road and deer were most
active, the happy state of coexistence

was most evident. It was even rare for

a youngster to make a snowball and

heave it at a deer. Typically, the chil-

dren did what children do, and the deer

did what deer do, and when a big rut-

ting buck passed children on one side

of the road, none paid any attention to

it. The citizens of Waterton had
learned to live with deer. Some neo-

phytes still struggled to plant gardens

and grow some ornamental bushes, but

the deer crossed any fence at will. A
few homeowners hung strips of metal

on some sacred little conifers they had

planted, hoping that the deer would be

spooked by the rattling tin. Indeed,

when the bucks horned these little

trees, the metal clanked loudly, adding

to the din made by antlers breaking

branches and stripping bark. I saw one

indignant woman rush out and, with a

broom, land a resounding whack
across the big bottom of a large buck

that was demolishing one of her trees.

Slightly ruffled, the old fellow jumped
off a few paces, shook his head, waited

until the woman returned to her house,

then resumed destroying her trees.

For as long as anyone can re-

member, deer have always been a part

of Waterton. Every Sunday in winter,

visitors come from the surrounding

Mule deer wander calmly through

the yards of people's houses in

the town of Waterton, Alberta.

Wind often blows the snow off

lawns, making ample forage

available during the winter months.
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Few ornamental conifers or

shrubs of any kind escape

the depredations of mule deer

resident in Waterton. What plants

are not eaten or trampled are often

horned by the males, as the buck in

the photo below is doing. Horning

can be a means of communication

between bucks and results in

broken branches and stripped bark.
A. and Peggy Bauer

towns to watch and feed the deer. Wa-
terton's cats live insecure lives, con-

stantly on the alert to avoid deer, for

an unwary cat is quickly treed or

chased into a house or woodpile by

deer. From the deer's point of view,

the town is an ideal place to be: coyotes

and mountain lions, which readily kill

deer elsewhere, do not enter the town;

the lawns and shrubbery provide a sea-

sonal, rich food source; and the houses

and hedges not only grant shelter from
the frequent high winds but also gener-

ate powerful vortexes that remove
snow around houses, allowing deer

access to green forage. While some
people are a nuisance, disturbing the

deer with their constant approaches to

watch or photograph them, they are

pests that the deer have long learned to

tolerate.

Mule deer in Waterton have become
extraordinarily tame and do not lose

their tolerance, even in summer when
they are dozens of miles away from
human settlements. I have sat with

mule deer bucks in their subalpine

summer range or followed them step

by step for miles, approaching to

within feet to see more clearly what
they feed on or to inspect the texture

of their velvet antlers or the extent and
' ind Donna Dannen, Photo Researchers

nature of wounds they have incurred.

All this is in sharp contrast to the

behavior of the closely related white-

tailed deer. While I have often fol-

lowed some fifteen to fifty paces to the

rear of a mule deer buck for the better

part of a day to study its behavior, I

found only one white-tailed buck that

did not object. Even following that

buck was not very fruitful since other

white-tailed deer spooked at our ap-

proach. White-tailed deer are common
in the park but they remain shy. I saw

them mainly at dawn and dusk or when
I came upon them accidentally in

cover. In some sanctuaries, white-

tailed deer do learn to tolerate people,

but I have never seen them acquire the

mule deer's degree of tolerance. Why
do two anatomically similar deer spe-

cies, related so closely that they pro-

duce viable, albeit sterile, hybrids, act

so consistently difl:erent?

Both mule and white-tailed deer are

rather primitive New World deer, a

branch of the family that has evolved

in North America for some thirty to

forty million years. New World deer

have primitive dentition and feet.

Compared with Old World deer, they

have lower-crowned cheek teeth and

larger phalange bones in their legs.

They are adapted for movement over

soft ground or uneven terrain; the ex-

treme adaptation of this type is found

in caribou, whose hoofs are modified

for traveling on snow crusts and bogs,

as well as for climbing on rocky ridges

and talus slopes. As in other lineages

of mammals, deer in warmer latitudes

are more primitive than forms adapted

to tundra, taiga, and periglacial re-

gions. The whitetail was originally

subtropical, with a preferred habitat of

patchy dense bush and wet plain cov-

ered with tall grass. It has radiated

widely and now occupies a variety of

habitats. The mule deer is a recent oft-

shoot of the same genus, but adapted

to slopes, rocks, deserts, and moun-
tains.

In comparison with mule deer be-

havior, white-tailed deer appear not

only consistently more "nervous" but

also far more expressive in their com-
munication. The two species have an

almost identical repertoire of social

signals, quite different from those of

Old World deer, but the difference in

expressiveness is noticeable in all so-

cial communication, from simple to

complex acts. For instance, both mule
and white-tailed deer extend a courtesy

to conspecifics when grazing in a



Robert Peterson. Time

The residents of Waterton have

become blase about the presence

of mule deer in their town. Some
gardeners still object to the deer's

eating habits, but even a whack

with a broom will not discourage a

buck from making a meal of a bush.

group. When passing another, how-

ever, a mule deer tends to lower its

head; a whitetail not only lowers its

head but also extends its nose and

crouches noticeably. In full submissive

behavior, a mule deer doe crouches

slightly, spreads her legs, pinches in

her tail, depresses her back, and keeps

her head high; a white-tailed doe, in

contrast, lowers herself almost com-

pletely to the ground, extends head and

neck, and moves off through the grass.

Nowhere is the difference in expres-

sion better seen than in the sparring

matches of bucks, a ritual highly devel-

oped in both species. Sparring matches

occur only between bucks of different

dominance rank, that is, between indi-

viduals whose rank disputes have al-

ready been settled. In mule deer, the

larger buck solicits sparring matches

by approaching a subordinate, but no

match begins until the subordinate re-

sponds (except between two bucks

who have a long sparring relationship)

.

When soliciting, a dominant ap-

proaches in a weak dominance display,

intercepts and tilts its antlers in front

of the subordinate. If it accepts the ges-

ture of the dominant, the subordinate

moves forward, engages antlers, and

begins the match. The subordinate also

breaks the contact by jumping back. At

this moment both bucks look up and

avert their eyes from each other for a

few seconds. Often the smaller buck

will then tilt its antlers toward the dom-
inant, which responds and another bout

of sparring ensues. These matches can

last in excess of half an hour and are

different from the rare dominance

fights between bucks of equal size and

status. Sparring matches have a dis-

tinct sporting flavor and do not lead to

settling of rank; dominance fights, by

contrast, are dangerous combat in

which contested ranks are resolved.

The sparring matches of white-tailed

deer contain the same elements, but

their execution differs. In response to

the soliciting dominant, a subordinate

white-tailed buck crawls on its belly to

the dominant, licks its face, and then

slowly rises and engages with its

antlers. The smaller buck may also

evade the larger by crawling on its

belly toward the rear of the larger male

and looking up at him in the process.

He may also repeatedly sniff' the tarsal

scent glands of the larger buck.

The responses of female mule and

white-tailed deer to courting bucks also

show interesting contrasts. Females of

both species move oft when a buck at-

tempts to court them. The mule deer

female trots forward and circles back,

with her head held low; her circle

forms a diameter of some five to ten

paces across, thirty to fifty paces if she

is hard pressed by the buck. The female

white-tailed deer also circles. Head

low, she bolts from the buck and gal-

lops off in a circle some two hundred

to four hundred paces in diameter.

Mule deer are relatively inex-

pressive in their behavioral signals. At

times, however, they act as if they had

to overcome a high resistance in other

mule deer in order to be noticed. Com-

pared with the whitetail, the mule deer

is more conspicuously colored, nois-

ier, and smellier. When bucks horn

shrubbery they do so loudly and usu-

ally for long durations; in fact, they use

horning as an orientation signal. When



two large bucks are out of sight of each

I
other, each listens in the direction of

I the other's horning. They then move to

I meet each other. To advertise their

: dominance, big bucks urinate on their

tarsal glands, special glands on the in-

side of their hocks; the larger the buck,

I the more it urinates on its hocks and

trubs them together. The hind legs of

a rutting mule deer buck tend to be

1 matted with urine; those of a white-

\ tailed buck are less soiled.

For effective communication, a

• message may have to be repeated a

number of times. In addition to such

repetition, an exaggeration of the mes-

sage may be necessary to crash through

the resistances of the intended audi-

ence. Mule deer social behaviors are

also often punctuated by "crashing

through" signals, akin to what physi-

ologists call rebound. (A nerve cell,

held back from firing, will respond ex-

cessively, or rebound, when released

from inhibition.) The courtship behav-

ior of mule deer illustrates these

methods of communication. Nor-

mally, the buck, his head held low,

approaches a doe from the rear, calls

softly, and averts his eyes. His facial

markings closely resemble those of a

newborn fawn, and his courtship call

is similar to a fawn's suppressed

distress call. In essence, he plays

"baby" to get close to the female and
to make her urinate. Once she urinates,

the buck tests the urine to ascertain her

state of estrus.

A doe does not always urinate in re-

sponse to this type of courtship. Urine
is her sole means of stopping and get-

ting rid of an excessively eager buck,

so wasting the liquid would not be in

her interest. When the "baby court-

ship" fails, the buck takes a different

tack. He stilfens and his nose begins

to twitch; he emits a long, thin moan,

and females around him become no-

ticeably tense. With a roar, he pounces

at the courted female, slaps the ground

with his hoofs, and gallops off after the

departing female, roaring with each

bound and slapping the ground. The
chase may go on for a quarter of a mile

.

Suddenly the buck stops, the female

stops—and urinates. During this "rush

courtship," a big buck acts as if all

inhibitions have been shed, and he be-

comes a roaring fury.

A white-tailed buck, by compari-

son, does not exhibit the baby court-

ship. He normally approaches a female

with a weak rush courtship, slaps the

ground once or twice, coughs a few

times, then gallops silently after the fe-

male. The precopulatory courtship of

the white-tailed buck is brief compared

with that of the mule deer and copula-

tion is a quick affair. In mule deer, the

male initiates copulation with a series

of mounts, usually six to ten, but some-

times in excess of forty. In whitetails,

such precopulatory mounts are rare.

After copulation, female mule deer

show abdominal contractions, which

can continue for up to an hour. Such
contractions quickly cease or are absent

in the white-tailed doe. Also, judging

from the fights that I witnessed, those of

mule deer bucks are more furious than

those of white-tailed bucks.

All this illustrates that mule deer

have a calm disposition which is shat-

tered only occasionally, permitting the

animal to act excessively. This calm-

ness pervades almost all of their biol-

Visitors from other towns are not

blase about the "downtown deer.
"

They flock to Waterton in winter to

watch and feed the deer. Caution

should be used in feeding the animals,

for a deer expecting a handout may
strike out with a hoof.

ogy. Mule deer probably manage their

stock of energy more efficiently and

live longer than the excitable whitetail.

They have a slightly higher life expec-

tancy and are slightly less fecund than

whitetails. The reason why calm mule
deer and nervous whitetails have

evolved appears to lie in their predator

escape strategies.

In social interactions where mule

deer run after one another, such as dur-

ing play or when a buck runs after a

doe, they do so at a fast gallop, low

over the ground. That is, they run like

white-tailed deer. When mule deer are

alarmed by a predator, however, they

attempt to escape by bounding in pecu-

liar, high-arching jumps, as if jumping

on a pogo stick. This bounding gait

sacrifices speed for height. Thus,

rather than speeding up when escaping

a predator, a mule deer slows down.

The whitetail often responds to

danger by hiding in cover and remain-

ing tense and motionless. This behav-

ior would not be adaptive unless cou-

pled with a quick getaway when the

deer is detected by a predator. The
whitetail's getaway is signaled by an

explosive motion, like the outburst of

a covey of flushed partridges. Then the

whitetail gains speed in an attempt to

put as great a distance between itself

and the pursuer as possible. The escap-

ing whitetail uses every means at its

disposal to maximize speed, such as

avoiding obstacles by running along

familiar trails, following the fresh

trails of other deer, and running down-
hill. It confuses pursuers by running

into water or by crossing the trails of

other deer, leading the predator on a

rally run. The hiding and lightning-fast



Sharing an area with humans seems

related to the mule deer's predator

escape behavior. A "calmness, " as

the author calls it, marks the

species ' response to an approaching

predator. The calm is reflected in

other behaviors of the deer and

may account for their lameness. In

contrast, the more "nervous"

whitetails do not enter Waterton.



Erwin A. and Peggy Bauer



Ill the intense courtship of mule

deer, below, a buck harasses a doe

to get her to urinate. By testing

her urine, he can determine her

state of estrus. Sparring matches

between bucks, right, are held

between a dominant and a subordinate

and do not affect status. Dominance

fights between deer of equal size

can be fierce and dangerous.
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escape are hallmarks of an excitable,

nervous animal.

When trying to escape from a preda-

tor, a mule deer does not avoid ob-

stacles; on the contrary, it heads for

obstacles, in particular, steep slopes.

With its high-arching bounds, it can

easily clear obstacles and can do so in

a zigzag fashion. A mule deer can

bound rapidly uphill, imposing a pro-

hibitive energy cost on a pursuer at-

tempting to follow at equal speed. The
bounding appears to have a function

beyond that of permitting rapid uphill

ascent or clearing of obstacles: it also

allows a closely pursued deer to move
in an unpredictable direction. That is,

as the predator lunges at the deer, the

deer accelerates upward and lands on

a spot that cannot be predicted. Such

evasive tactics are successful only if a

targeted prey jumps out of the preda-

tor's reach at the very last possible mo-
ment. If the prey jumps too soon, the

predator can reorient; if it jumps too

late, it is killed. A calm, unexcitable

individual is better equipped to judge

when to jump. Thus calm, unexcitable

mule deer appear to be a product of one

of their predator escape strategies.

Classical ecological theory has

made biologists look at differences in

64

food habits of coexisting species. This

approach has not been very successful,

however, in explaining ecological dif-

ferences between mule and white-

tailed deer since their food habits are

quite similar. What escaped the biolo-

gists" attention was that security is of

prime importance to an animal faced

by many predators. Thus, focusing on

antipredator strategies and the tactical

requirements that make them success-

ful has made me see a landscape inhab-

ited by mule deer and whitetails dif-

ferently from how I had seen it before.

Not food, but the tactical requirements

maximizing security appear to be the

best predictors of the whereabouts of

mule and white-tailed deer.

The success of mule deer today may
be an artifact of modern times, in par-

ticular the absence or scarcity of effi-

cient predators. Their tameness, how-
ever, and their willingness to share

with people the same general residen-

tial areas, particularly in national

parks, seems an accidental conse-

quence of their ways of escaping preda-

tors. We can enjoy them there, but

it does not pay to get too close. Some
will come for handouts and strike with

a sharp front hoof if they fail to receive

the expected cookie. D
Erwin A. Bauer
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The High Importance of the Lowly Krill

This small crustacean, crucial to the

antarctic food chain, is threatened

with possible overharvesting by humans

by Mary A. McWhinnie and Charlene J. Denys

Until very recently, Antarctica was

most familiar as the great white conti-

nent surrounding the South Pole, popu-

lated primarily by seals and those de-

lightful members of the avian world,

the penguins. To anyone interested in

ecology, Antarctica is also the area

where fur seals were hunted to near

extinction. But a ban on sealing has

allowed them to recover. The ocean

encircling the continent is, in addition,

familiar as the scene of the demise of

great numbers of baleen whales during

the whaling industry's heyday.

Now, world attention has turned to

a much smaller antarctic creature, the

shrimplike crustacean Euphausia
superba, commonly called krill. It is

one of about eighty-six species of eu-

phausiids, which are found in all of the

world's oceans, but it is the only spe-

cies properly called krill and the only

one that has generated much scientific

and economic interest. Although krill

are relatively small—an adult animal

may reach a maximum length of about

2.36 inches—their role in the antarctic

ecosystem is pivotal. Krill are a pri-

mary food source for almost all higher

species in the Antarctic—baleen

whales, seals, penguins and other

birds, fish, and squid. In fact, the

yearly southerly migration of baleen

whales to these waters to feed on krill

during the austral summer was what

made the Antarctic Ocean such a prof-

itable hunting ground for whalers. The
food reserves built up by the whales

during their summer krill-feast sus-

tained them to a great extent through-

out most of the rest of the year in more
northern waters.

Krill have a remarkably high protein

content, approximately 50 to 60 per-

cent of their dry weight. Their nutri-

tional value compares favorably with

other seafood and soybean products.

This attribute, combined with the

search for new high-protein food

sources for human consumption, ac-

counts, in the main, for a new interest

in krill. Another factor is the decline

in the number of baleen whales. Esti-

mates of baleen whale populations sug-

gest that from the early 1900s to the

present there has been about a 65 per-

cent decrease in their numbers. Thus,

whatever those whales used to con-

sume might now be available to a dif-

ferent consumer species—humans.

One aspect of krill biology that

makes them particularly attractive as

the object of a new fishing industry is

their habit of congregating in large,

dense aggregations, sometimes re-

ferred to as swarms. These are occa-

sionally sighted at the surface of the

ocean as large, reddish patches. The
largest recorded swarm measured

about 2,000 feet in diameter, but most

swarms average from 125 to 200 feet

in diameter and are found anywhere in

the upper 650 feet of water. In the aus-

tral summer of 1975-76, the West Ger-

man trawler Weser averaged eight to

twelve tons of krill per hour of net tow-

ing, with a maximum catch of thirty-

five tons in eight minutes. The poten-

tial for a new industry is clear.

From a scientific and conservation

point of view, however, things are not

so clear. Of primary concern is that any

new fishery not damage the antarctic

ecosystem. With the ravages caused by

unrestrained whaling still foremost in

world consciousness, particular care is

being taken to estimate what quantity

of krill might be safely harvested. This

reflects not only concern for safety in

terms of the maintenance of the krill

population itself but also safety in

terms of the survival of the numerous
species of animals that depend wholly

or primarily on krill as their food

source. The relative simplicity of the

antarctic food chain makes it particu-

larly vulnerable to disturbance and ir-

reparable damage.

As the numbers of baleen whales de-

creased over the years, the potential

krill surplus probably became a food

source for growing populations of

other animal species. Crabeater seals,

which inhabit antarctic waters and feed

primarily on krill, are known to be in-

creasing in number. Consequently,

there may be no actual surplus for

human harvesting. Humans, instead.
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might be competing for food directly

with the seals or with penguins and

other krill-eating animals. This compe-

tition would not necessarily entail

damage to other species, but might re-

duce their numbers to previous levels.

All estimates of the quantities of

krill that can be safely harvested and

the potential impact of the harvesting

on the antarctic ecosystem are, how-
ever, severely hampered by a lack of

detailed information on overall krill bi-

ology. The need for information has

become critical in the face of ongoing

small-scale fishing tests in antarctic

waters to determine the feasibility of

full-scale krill-fishing operations there.

The original studies of the biology

of krill were done during the British

D(5cover>' expeditions of the 1920s and

1930s. Nearly all the classical informa-

tion on krill is contained in a volumi-

nous 400-page work by J.W.S. Marr,

who was part of those expeditions and

investigated countless preserved

samples of krill. Marr laid down the

framework for all future research on

this species. His conclusions, pub-

lished in 1962, some thirty to forty

years after the expeditions, remained

essentially unchallenged until a system

was developed in the mid-1970s for

maintaining krill alive in a laboratory.

This development opened a new
door in krill research by permitting

captive animals to be studied over long

periods of time. The system itself is

quite simple, requiring only large tanks

provided with flow-through seawater,

maintained at temperatures below

39°F. Previous attempts to maintain

krill alive in individual containers

proved relatively unsuccessful for

long-term maintenance. Part of the

problem may have been lack of moving

water to promote filter feeding and lack

of temperature control.

That krill are found only in the Ant-

arctic reflects their extreme sensitivity

to what is for them elevated tempera-

tures. The Antarctic Ocean is defined

hydrographically by a moving bound-

ary previously called the Antarctic

Convergence but now known as the

Polar Front. Of prime importance in

krill distribution is the temperature dis-

continuity associated with it: south of

this boundary temperatures remain

below approximately 43°F, and north

of it temperatures are considerably

higher. Krill are superbly adapted to

their frigid, watery environment,

maintaining constant and often rapid



movement at temperatures in which in-

vestigators' hands are quickly para-

lyzed by the cold. The price for this

adaptation is an inability to withstand

any significant rise in their environ-

mental temperature.

A sizable portion of the early work

on krill was devoted to trying to deter-

mine how fast they grow and how long

they live. Nowadays, these questions

have become of utmost practical im-

portance because life span is directly

related to a population's ability to

maintain itself in the face of harvest-

ing. The longer it takes an animal to

mature, the less resilient is the popula-

tion.

Original estimates of krill life span

were devised by examining formalde-

hyde-preserved samples and noting

how many animals there were of any

particular length. Using this method,

most (but not all) of the animals were

found to be approximately one of two

sizes. An assumption was made that

each peak size represented animals that

were hatched within a given year, and

the conclusion was drawn that the

smaller group was a year old, and the

larger group two years old. Conse-

quently, the life span was estimated to

be a bit over two years.

The assumption, of course, is that as

animals get older, they get larger. It is

true that as a crustacean grows, it must

molt to replace its exoskeleton with a

larger version since its rigidity will not

accommodate an increase in body size.

So, generally, a crustacean such as the

lobster molts as it gets older and larger.

But krill have a peculiar biological

quirk—for them, molting is not neces-

Peter Johnson

Adelie penguins and crabeater

seals are two animal species

that feed primarily on krill.

After a good meal, the seals

'

excrement is tinted pink.

This Polish stern trawler,

although classified as a research

vessel, is equipped to catch,

process, and package krill. Poland

is one of several countries

actively engaged in fishing for

krill in antarctic waters.
John Polkmghom tor Arroworld Wildlife Cinema
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sarily tied to growth. Instead, for un-

known reasons, molting occurs at ap-

proximately constant intervals,

whether or not the animal has increased

in body size. Because of the patchy

distribution of phytoplankton—the

minute plant organisms that make up

the major food source for krill—and

extreme seasonal changes in light es-

sential for the photosynthesis of these

plants, krill cannot be assured of a

steady food supply. Occasionally,

specimens with empty digestive tracts

are caught. Since live krill are almost

transparent, it is easy to determine

whether they have eaten. (A well-fed

krill has a visibly green stomach, liver,

and intestine; the color is faint or ab-

sent in nonfeeding animals.)

For survival, krill must swim
throughout their lives; there is no rest,

ever. Resting causes them to sink, tak-

ing them down to ocean depths where

phytoplankton are absent because of

inadequate light for photosynthesis.

iFor krill to swim efficiently, good

muscle attachments to the exoskeleton

are a must. In times of inadequate food

supply, krill can actually molt them-

selves down to a smaller size and main-

tain swimming efficiency. A popula-

tion of krill kept in flow-through

seawater tanks over the winter (at

which time the phytoplankton content

of the water is very low) showed a dra-

matic overall decrease in length. If

their age had been ascertained solely

on the basis of size, it would have been

grossly underestimated.

Other attempts at establishing age

have been based on the state of sexual

maturity, determined both from the in-

ternal state of the gonads (the repro-

ductive organs) and from secondary

external sex characteristics. The adult

female has a cuplike structure, known
as the thelycum, on the ventral surface

into which the male places two base-

ball-bat-shaped packets of sperm
called spermatophores. Once placed

The bones of a baleen whale
litter a beach on King George
Island, off Palmer Peninsula in

Antarctica. These whales, known
to migrate to the Antarctic to

consume krill, became the easy
prey of whalers. Overharvesting
is estimated to have reduced their

population by about 65 percent
in this century alone.

Distribution of Antarctic Krill
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on the female, the sperm packets ex-

trude the sperm into a chamber of the

thelycum, where they remain until the

female is fully mature and releases her

eggs. At that time, the female rocks the

thelycum back and forth, forcing the

sperm out of a slit that the eggs must
pass. Fertilization is external. In the

process of passing by the slit, the eggs

are fertilized and released into the

water. Depending on her size, a female

may spawn 2,000 to 5,000 eggs over

a period of a few hours, but because

of natural mortality and predation,

very few of these progeny live to be-

come mature breeding adults.

Much effort has been put into ob-

serving the stages of development of

the thelycum as a clue to the rate of

maturation. The external sex charac-

teristics of many crustaceans, such as

crayfish, pill bugs, and sand fleas, are

known to regress to less mamre-ap-

pearing states after the reproductive

season is over. Krill have the same re-

juvenation strategy. Far from dying

after spawning, as had previously been

supposed, the female molts, thereby

ridding herself of the sperm packets

that externally identify her as having

been mature. Within a short time, the

ovary reorganizes to a seemingly juve-

nile state, with no mature eggs. And
so, the maneuver is complete. With no
ready clues to a previous spawn, no
one could guess that many supposedly

immature females found in samples

had already spawned.

How often female krill go through

this rejuvenation cycle is unknown. So
far there is clear evidence for one such

cycle; there may be more. Needless to

say, this state of affairs does nothing

to clarify how long they live, but to-

gether with evidence of their potential

for shrinking, it puts Marr's estimate

of a two-year life cycle into question.

More likely, females live three or four

years, perhaps more, and males prob-

ably have a similar life span.

While krill were spawning in the

laboratory, the temptation to try to rear

them from eggs was irresistible. With
adiameter of 0.039 inch, krill eggs can

conveniently be photographed during

cell divisions, the first rudimentary ap-

pearance of limbs, and finally, the

hatching of the first of twelve larval

stages, the nauplius.

This initial oval larval form bears no

resemblance to the krill' s later adult

form: it does not feed (its digestive
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tract is not yet complete and won't be

until it reaches the fourth larval stage),

its swimming capacity is quite limited,

and it has only three pairs of appen-

dages compared with an adult's nine-

teen pairs. The first two pairs eventu-

ally alter in structure and function and

become the antennae and antennules of

the adult, and the third pair gradually

transforms into one of the adult mouth-

parts , the mandibles . In terms of evolu-

tion, crustacean mouthparts are modi-

fications of legs. These transforma-

tions can be observed through the

many larval stages of krill develop-

ment.

Laboratory rearing was successful

only to the third stage, the metanau-

plius, after which the animals suc-

cumbed to an invasion of bacteria, a

common problem in rearing planktonic

species in captivity. Previous investi-

gators, working with preserved

samples caught at various times of the

year, have inferred that a larva takes

about nine months to pass through all

twelve stages and become a miniature

krill, at that time only about one-quar-

ter to one-half inch in length. Reliable

information on the krill' s first year of

life still awaits the laboratory rearing

of larvae through all stages.

Often, samples of krill fished from

the ocean are predominantly of a single

age—larvae, adolescents, or adults.

With about 24 million square miles of

Antarctic Ocean to inhabit, how do ag-

gregations occur at all, let alone age-

specific ones? Clearly, this propensity

for distribution in dense patches is

what makes krill a good food source for

animals and potentially a good fishery

resource. If krill of all ages were

evenly distributed throughout the vast

expanse of ocean, feeding on them
would be inefficient and fishing for

them impractical. Since swarms do not

appear to be uniform mixtures of all

ages, perhaps an understanding of how
krill form and maintain swarms, and

how the swarms themselves behave,

might allow for selective fishing; for

instance, swarms of mature animals

could be avoided during peak repro-

ductive periods.

True swarms, which can be at vary-

ing depths, are similar to fish schools

in that the animals are oriented parallel

to one another and the swarm appears

to move as one large, integrated orga-

nism. Some krill aggregations are not

so highly organized but apparently re-

main together. This togetherness is

maintained both horizontally and verti-

cally, as the krill tend to move closer

to the surface at night and to greater

depths during the day, apparently in,

response to changing light levels. How I

do they accomplish the feat of remain-

ing together?

One likely mechanism is light sig-

nals among the krill themselves. At;

night, the ocean is sometimes filled

with tiny, blue green lights that scintil-

late brightly like a fairyland creation.

Many organisms contribute to this

magnificent luminescent display; fore-

!

most among them are the krill. Each I

animal is equipped with ten round,
'

cuplike light-producing organs called i

photophores, which the animal can

flash on and ofT or keep brightly lit for

some minutes.

The chemical production of light by

organisms ranging from molds to fish

has fascinated people, probably for

millenniums, but its function in many
species is still poorly understood. A
clue to its function in krill may be the

observation that krill are attracted to

dim light. In laboratory experiments,

their attraction to light of different

wavelengths (colors to us) was tested

by shining a narrow beam of light into

a large tank and then taking flash

photographs of the krill distribution.

The animals were found to aggregate

in this light even though it was too dim
for the human observer to see. Perhaps

by producing light of their own, krill

are attracted to each other, forming and

maintaining aggregations.

Their large and prominent black

eyes are well adapted to life in rela-

tively dim light—a study of their opti-

cal properties has shown their eyes to

be sixteen times more sensitive to light

than are ours. In fact, when taking the

laboratory photographs, it became evi-

dent that krill were still responding by

aggregation to light intensities too faint

for us to see.

In this faintly lit environment one

also wonders what means mature

males and females use to recognize

each other for mating. The answer may
be pheromones (chemical secretions)

or some visual cue, for example, sex-

specific bioluminescent flash patterns.

Mating has never been observed, how-

ever, so theories about recognition are

still purely conjectural.

On one occasion, the peculiar be-

havior of two krill in the tanks sug-

gested that mating was occurring. The

two animals were hastily removed and

examined, and much to our surprise,

the head of one was missing. There

hadn't been any mating; it was canni-

balism that was going on. The color of
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the predator krill's gut confirmed that

j
it was making a meal of its peer; in-

stead of the usual phytoplankton green,

the intestine contained black eye mate-

rial and the liver was reddish from the

carotenoid pigments of the prey ani-

mal's chromatophores—pigment-con-

taining cells.

Casual observation of the tanks sub-

isequently showed a low but steady in-

cidence of cannibalism. The question

that arises is, was this a natural, normal

occurrence or an artifact caused by

captivity? We found that even in natu-

ral populations, some cannibalism

occurs and not necessarily in response

to low food levels. Among many well-

fed krill caught at sea, we would occa-

sionally find one with the telltale red

gut.

i In fact, the krill appears to be an

;opportunistic omnivore, rather than an

exclusive herbivore, as previously

thought. Krill have been found eating

pteropods (small snails with a foot

modified into a winglike structure with

which they "fly" through the water,

giving them the name "sea butter-

fly"), copepods, annelids, detritus,

land even chips of paint that have inad-

ivertently entered the holding tanks on
board ship. The constant filtering

movements the krill make with their

finely bristled thoracic legs are proba-

bly not as selective as once thought.

This makes good survival sense since

an omnivorous feeding habit is more
flexible than a selective one. To what

degree this flexibility affects the

growth (or shrinking) rate of krill in

low phytoplankton conditions belongs

again to the long list of questions on
their biology.

As these many studies on krill biol-

ogy are proceeding, so are the com-
mercial fishing tests and product devel-

opment both in the United States and

abroad. The Japanese and Russians

were the pioneers in krill processing as

well as harvesting. In both Japan and
the USSR, krill products have been
available for human consumption for

some years as cooked frozen whole
ikrill, pastes, and spreads. Chile has de-

!veloped a process for producing "krill

.sticks" similar to the familiar fish

.sticks in our supermarkets. Krill has

[reached the U.S. marketplace pri-

marily as food for pet fish. Krill are

also used, but not yet in the United
States, as a protein filler in any of a

number of products—sausages,
sauces, soups, meatballs, pies, and
stews. Because it has only a faint taste,

krill meat, like soybean meal, is an ex-

cellent high-protein extender for a

wide variety of food products. Beyond
its potential as a human food source,

krill meat may some day find uses in

domestic animal feed and in aquacul-

ture where the red pigments of the krill

impart a commercially desirable pink

color to the flesh of fish fed on them.

The development of new krill prod-

ucts does not stop with the meat, how-
ever. The chitin, or horny portion, of

the exoskeleton can be purified into a

substance called chitosan that has po-

tential application in such diverse

fields as water purification, chromatog-

raphy, pharmaceuticals, food stabi-

lizers, paper manufacturing, and adhe-

sives. In fact, the adhesives used for

gluing together the wooden airplanes

of World War I were derivatives of chi-

tin.

The raw materials for these products

are derived from a present annual har-

vesting rate on the order of 80,000 to

90,000 metric tons of krill by the

USSR, Japan, Poland, West Germany
(FRG), Chile, Norway, Korea (REP),

Argentina, and Spain. Such catch rates

are relatively small when compared
with estimates of standing stocks of

krill ranging from 125 million to 6 bil-

lion metric tons.

These stock estimates reveal two im-

portant considerations: first, that the

stock is indeed large and commercially

attractive, and second, that there is as

yet no reliable method of assessing its

actual magnitude. Stock assessments

made thus far have relied on scant data.

Some estimates have been based on
extrapolations of how large a krill pop-

ulation the phytoplankton of the Ant-

arctic Ocean could support; others

have relied on localized sampling of

krill. Given the patchy distribution of

both phytoplankton and krill, neither

method is very reliable. The possibility

of using satellite photographs of the

Antarctic Ocean for the detection of

large swarms of krill offers more prom-
ise but is still in its early stages of de-

velopment.

The combination of accurate stock

estimates and answers to basic biologi-

cal questions concerning krill holds out

the best promise of a harmonious com-
bination of resource utilization and

conservation. And the international

recognition of the need for additional

regulations reflects an awareness of the

necessity for judicious management of

Antarctica's unique resources and the

preservation of its remarkable ecosys-

tem for present and future human gen-

erations, n
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At the American Museum
Roaches who ride the city's buses now have a foe in the Museum

^

n

Dear Sir,

I'm hoping this is not another exer-

cise in futihty. Letters of complaint are

so easy to ignore, so I rarely, if ever,

write them. It seems only the danger

of public exposure produces any ef-

fect.

Most of the time, despite momen-
tary flashes of anger, one can shrug oft

the indifference, hostility, and even

outrageous rudeness unleashed by bus

operators on the unfortunate riders of

the New York City bus system.

But Roaches ! ! ! And from the many
sizes, second generations of them!!

How dare you inflict this on those who
support your system, pay your salaries,

and put their trust in you. Roaches—

I

win not sit still for them. This horde

of roaches was on bus number 8553,

October 4, 1979, at 2:50 p.m.

This obviously bespeaks gross neg-

ligence as well as total indift'erence.

Littered buses, soiled windows—bad

enough. But vermin? I can't imagine

the heyday the media could have with

such a news item, and unless some-

thing is done, and fast, I shall do every-

thing in my power to see that it is publi-

cized.

(Signed) A Disgusted Rider

Cockroaches have been riding the

city's buses for over fifty years. Gener-

ally, they have kept a low profile and

stayed out of trouble. In the last few
years, however, the dramatic increase

in the number of bus-riding roaches has

driven some of their fellow coinmuters

to the point where they have felt com-
pelled to write to the New York Cit>

Transit Authority (witness the aboveH

letter). After trying one ineffectual rem-

edy after another, the Transit Au-

thority finally turned to the American

Museum of Natural History last year

for help.

Joseph DeVito, director of safety for

the Transit Authority, explained the

peculiar and paradoxical nature of the

problem: "A few years ago, the T.A.

embarked on a comprehensive pro-

gram of bus washing. Believe it or not,

the more we washed the buses, the

more complaints we got about the

roaches.
'

' In response to the rising tide

of letters the Transit Authority stepped

Roaches often take free rides on unsuspecting humans.
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ap its insect bomb and fumigation pro-

igram. But the itinerant roaches, like

! roaches everywhere, held fast to their

I domain. Other remedies were at-

tempted : one ingenious engineer even

rigged up a grid of live wires in a favor-

lite roach hangout on one bus, but after

several electrocutions the bugs learned

to avoid the trap.

It was at this point that Herb Cran-

jnan, a Transit Authority executive,

;5uggested that an entomologist might

be able to help. Explains DeVito,

•'We hoped that by studying their

Dehavior, perhaps there would be a

|way—something like the Pied Piper

fof Hamelin—to get the insects to

jmarch right off."

i Betty Faber, a research associate in

the Museum's Department of Animal

Behavior and an authority on roach be-

havior, offered her expertise free of

charge. The T.A. gave her a transit

pass, and she began riding the buses

and visiting the terminals, jotting down
the behavior of the itinerant roach in

her field notebook.

Faber is used to following the va-

garies of roaches; she keeps her own
colony of wild roaches in the Mu-
seum's rooftop greenhouse, where

they share quarters with electric eels,

black-jawed fish, and various aquatic

and terrestrial plants. Faber provides

her roaches with protection from insec-

ticides, but the roaches have to shift for

themselves when it comes to food and

water. Each roach, in turn, assists her

in her research by wearing a numbered
tape strip on its back. At night, bathed

in the glow from an infrared light invis-

ible to roaches, Faber can be found

stalking her busy wards while they go
about their business or watching them
on closed circuit television from cam-
eras set up in strategic locations.

The cockroach, Faber explained, is

among the earth's most venerable in-

habitants. It has survived because it has

been able to cope with changing envi-

ronments. Its eclectic eating habits

may have helped: the roach has feasted

on everything from brontosaurus flesh

in reeking Cretaceous swamps to stray
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Faber follows the nocturnal habits

of her roaches with this special

magnifying camera that can "see"
in invisible infrared light.

crumbs in spotless Park Avenue kitch-

ens. It even eats the inner organs of

televisions sets and refrigerators.

The roach's adaptation to city life is

quite remarkable. Despite vigorous ef-

forts to eliminate them, roaches can be

found at the best addresses and in some
of the finest restaurants in New York.

(Faber cited one exclusive restaurant

that contacted her about a seemingly

imsolvable roach problem.) And, of

course, they are sometimes seen riding

the city's buses.

The bus-riding bug, Faber says, is

usually the German cockroach. Long
a victim of wanderlust, this peripatetic

roach immigrated to New York City at

least a century ago and established it-

self as the dominant species. (The

larger American roach is still around,

however.) Like most cockroaches, the

German roach is attracted to water.

Faber suggested that the comprehen-

sive bus-washing program may have

Guarding the Source
An important concern of anthro-

pologists has been how to preserve source

material of rapidly changing or dying cul-

tures. L.P. Greenhill.founder of theU.S.
Archives of Encyclopaedia Cinemato-

graphica, will present Film as a Means
of Safeguarding Source Material in Eth-

nology on Sunday , MaTch9, at 2:00 p. M.

in the Auditorium. During his discussion,

he will show a number of German ethno-

graphic films that are meant to be an ob-

jective record of human behavior for later

anthropologists to study. Most of the

films are presently stored at the Institute

of Scientific Film in Gottingen, West

Germany . There is no admission charge.

Discovery Tours
The Museum is ottering a tour of Papua

New Guinea and Australia this Sep-

tember. Museum ornithologist Mary Le-

Croy, a specialist on birds of paradise,

and Australian anthropologist Keith Bux-
ton will lead tour participants to the re-

mote areas of the South Pacific in search

of wildlife. Tour members will also ob-

serve the markets, villages, and ceremo-
nies of the indigenous peoples of the area.

The Museum is sponsoring other trips to

the British Isles, Alaska, and China in

1980. For further information, write to

Discovery Tours at the Museum.

made the city bus a wetter, and thus

more appealing, environment. People

eating on the buses provide the roaches

with food (she noted that eating on

buses is more common now than five

years ago), while the engine and heat-

ing system provide them with warmth.

But the real question is how roaches

get on the buses in the first place. "A
roach," says Faber, "could conceiv-

ably climb on a bus while it is in the

Microbes, Millipedes, and Mountain
Lions

The spring series of Workshops for

Young People will begin in April. The
weekend workshops provide an opportu-

nity for children in grades 4 through 7 to

learn about such topics as nature photog-

raphy, the microscope, mammals of

North America, human origins, and in-

sects. The courses run from two to six

weeks and cost between $10 and $20.

Write to the Museum for more informa-

tion.

The Rising Sun
Japan is the featured country in the

People Center during March. On four

weekends, the many facets of traditional

and modern Japanese culture and society

will be presented through lectures, films,

demonstrations, music, and workshops.

The programs, which will run from 1:00

to 4:30 P. M. on Saturdays and Sundays,

are free and open to all Museum visitors.

The Biggest of Them All

On Sunday, March 16, at 2:00 p.m.

in the Auditorium, Ismael Calderon, of

the Department of Education, will use

.sound recordings and films to illustrate

the environment, behavior, and ecology

of whales. The show, Whales, is open

only to members of the Museum and their

guests.

terminal. But the terminals, contrary to

popular opinion, are very clean and

most are unhealed. Anyway, it's like

climbing Mount Everest for a roach to

get on a bus by itself." She also dis-

counted the theory that roaches breed

on the buses. '

"I think it's safe to say that thci

roaches get on with the passengers and

then get off the passengers while they

are on the bus. These German roaches

will hang on tight when disturbed or

upset. A perfectly clean person could

be carrying a roach this way."
When Faber files a report with the

Transit Authority, she will recommend
simply that the buses be kept clean and

dry, especially the back-seat area,

where roaches and rubbish tend to ac-

cumulate. This approach may prevent

roaches from staying too long on any

one bus, but it won't prevent them

from getting on with people. That

problem, many agree, is unsolvable.

"There isn't that much you can do

about roaches, after a point," says

Faber, "except to learn to live with

them. Roaches are a lesson in humility

for all of us humans."
Or, as archy the cockroach, created

by Don Marquis, put it:

i do not see why men
should be so proud

insects have the more
ancient lineage

according to the scientists

insects were insects

when man was only

a burbling whatisit

archy and mehiiabel

certain maxims of archy

Douglas J. Preston



A report on the great American forest.

Theall-purpose forest

hassomethins for everyone.

The forest is one of the

nost useful resources the
blanet has been blessed with,

oroviding thousands ofprod-

ucts that are not only con-

!i/enient and pleasant but
essential: lumber and
Duilding materials, paper

oroducts, packaging, p^
chemicals, fuel.

But the surprising,

aountiful forest is also a
source of other enduring
Denefits:

Fishing streams, for

2xample.

Nature trails.

Swimming holes.

A place for Sunday
drives.

Grazing land.

Board and room for

wildlife.

Pure water.

And escape.

Sharing the benefits

All these can and do coexist in the working com-
mercial forests of America. {Commercial forest, as
defined by the U.S. Forest Service, is all forestland—
whether owned by individuals, government or the
forest industry— that is capable of, and potentially

available for, growing repeated crops of trees for har-
vest. It includes land in National Forests but not in
National Parks or Wilderness areas.)

But demands on the commercial forest are grow-
ing at an alarming rate. An expanding population

is placing new pressures on
the forest for recreation.
Thousands ofacres are with-

drawn every year for homes,
shopping centers and addi-

tions to Wilderness. And
ofeven more concern, Amer-
ica's consumption of wood

and paper products is ex-

pected to double in the

next 50 years.

Can the commer-
cial forest keep on pro-

viding these multiple ben-

efits indefinitely?

The big if

There is reason for cau-

tious optimism if the tech-

niques used by industry to

grow more trees, faster, can
be applied on all our com-
mercial forestland.

Unfortunately, trees are

not growing fast enough in

all commercial forests. Productivity is less on private-

ly oviTied land than on industry's and is seriously lag-

ging in National Forests.

So there is a long road ahead ifAmerica is to con-

tinue to receive multiple benefits from the forest.

If you'd like to be better informed on how impor-

tant it is to keep America's forests productive, write

American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150 for a free booklet, "The Great American
Forest."

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.
And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America's i renewable resource.

Ml
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Inside are workbenches from Denmark;

chisels and gouges from Germany:
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England: an ingenious saw-rasp from
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Arkansas stones , - . to name just a few of

over 400 special tools from around the world.

So. whether you're a serious

woodworker or a do-it-yourselfer, the

Leichtung catalog has the tools to help
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today!
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Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Marai

Two Satellites

in Search of X-rays

Information from observatories orbiting

in space bears on the question of whether
the universe is open or closed

The "diffuse background" of X-
rays that bombard the earth equally

from all directions in space has been
studied with two recent NASA satel-

lites, HEAO-1 and HEAO-2. The re-

sults indicate that the universe may be

filled with superhot gas or with an un-

expectedly large number of quasars or

possibly with both.

The diffuse background was discov-

ered in 1962. Ever since, astronomers

have differed as to whether it is truly

a diffused (that is, widely distributed

rather than localized) emission or the

result of innumerable individual ob-

jects, each of which produces X-rays.

The problem reminds me of the ancient

concept of the Milky Way as a lumi-

nous stream in the sky. Galileo's tele-

scope later revealed that the stream was
simply the summation of millions of

faint stars that cannot be individually

distinguished by the human eye. Is that

the case as well with the diffuse back-

ground of X-rays? Are our first X-ray
instruments just too crude to resolve a

myriad of cosmic X-ray sources?

The diffuse background actually

differs depending on the X-ray energy

at which it is observed. Shorter-

wavelength X-rays have higher ener-

gies and are called "hard" X-rays;

"soft' ' X-rays are those with lower en-

ergy and longer wavelength. Measure-

ments made since 1962 have shown
that the background of the shorter-

wavelength hard X-rays (those with

wavelengths less than about 1/1(XX) of

visible light) is isotropic, meaning
equally bright in all directions as seen

from the earth. This indicates that the

radiation is not produced by stars (or

by hot gas, for that matter) in our own
Milky Way galaxy. If it were, it would
be brighter in some directions than

others. The observation of isotropy

thus indicates that whatever produces

the diffuse background of hard X-rays

must be far outside the Milky Way, in

remote extragalactic space.

Measurements of the background of

the longer-wavelength soft X-rays, on

the other hand, do show pronounced

deviations from isotropy and indicate

that the background is largely pro- i I

duced within our galaxy. That makes
it difficult to observe the diffuse emis-

sion of soft X-rays from beyond our

galaxy, although observations of

bright "point" sources, such as distant

quasars, are possible. This difficulty is

germane to the story that will unfold

below, and is analogous to the effect

of a full moon in the sky, whose scat-

tered glow in the atmosphere makes it

hard for a viewer to see the Milky Way,
although individual bright stars can

still be readily perceived.

Each of the HEAO (High Energy

Astronomy Observatory) satellites that

observed the diffuse background car-

ried several instruments to study X-

rays from the cosmos. The payload of

HEAO-1 included an instrument

known as A2 that was designed to

study the overall structure of the uni-

verse as it might be revealed by X-rays

from distant space. HEAO-2, dubbed

Einstein to commemorate the great

physicist, carried a large telescope

capable of focusing an X-ray image

onto any of four onboard instruments,

as chosen by command from the

ground. With the aid of this telescope,
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the HEAO-2 instruments were em-
ployed to make the most sensitive ob-

servations yet possible of individual

X-ray sources beyond the solar system,

such as distant stars and galaxies.

HEAO-I was launched in August

1977 and shortly thereafter the A2 ex-

periment began mapping and measur-

ing the diffuse background. A most im-

portant task was to measure the inten-

sity of the background in hard X-rays

as a function of the wavelength of the

rays. The dependence of intensity on
wavelength, which is demonstrated in

the X-ray spectrum, gives clues to the

physical process that produces ob-

served X-rays. Further, if it should be

true that the diffuse background arises

in numerous individual sources, then

the spectrum of the background should

resemble the summation of the dimmer
spectra of many such sources.

Once HEAO-2 was launched in

1978, it became possible to accurately

measure the X-ray spectra of nearby

representative members of each class

of extragalactic X-ray source: ga-

laxies, peculiar galaxies (known re-

spectively as Seyfert galaxies, N-
galaxies, and BL Lacertae objects),

clusters of galaxies, and quasars.

Then, numerical trials with computers

might determine the recipe by which
many very distant members of these

classes of objects can blend together to

produce the diffuse background. The
question was, Do we need a quart of

galaxy clusters, a cup of quasars, and

just a pinch of Seyfert galaxies to make
the observed blend or must the spec-

trum of the diffuse background be pro-

duced mainly by vast numbers of just

one kind of source?

In March 1978, Elihu Boldt, a phys-

icist at the Goddard Space Flight Cen-

ter who is principal investigator for

hard X-ray studies by the A2 aboard

the HEAO-1 satellite, gave a progress

report on the measurements of that in-

strument. At the annual meeting of the

American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science in Washington,

D.C., he noted that although less than

5 percent of the data eventually to be

collected during HEAO-1 's operating

lifetime had been received at that time,

a basic finding had been made. He told

the assembled scientists that the X-ray

spectrum of the diffuse background

"suggests that it is a thermal emission

from a hot plasma at an effective tem-

perature of a half-billion degrees."

Plasma, as the term is used in astron-

omy, means electrified gas in which

electrons have been stripped away

from atoms. One interpretation of the

HEAO-1 measurements is that Boldt's;

suggested hot gas may produce the

background of hard X-rays that fills

distant space in a uniform maimer. In

that case, given the observed intensity

of the X-rays, and the gas temperature

as revealed by the shape of the X-ray

spectrum, one can calculate the density

of the plasma. This computed number

tamed out to be large enough, Boldt

found, that the mass of hot plasma

present in space "is about half that re-

quired for closure of the universe."

If this observation is correct—andi

Boldt himself now questions it—then,

these HEAO-1 observations have a

direct bearing on the fundamental cos-

mological question. Is the universe

open or closed? As most people know,
the universe was apparently born in an

enormous explosion, the Big Bang,

about ten to twenty billion years ago

and is still expanding. All the clusters

of galaxies in space are flying apart

i
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from each other as a consequence of

the Big Bang. As they fly apart, they

are gradually slowed down by the re-

tarding force of gravity. If the density

of matter in the universe is sufficiently

large, then some day (many billions of

years from now) , the galaxies will slow
:

down to zero expansion speed and will

then begin to fall back together, even-

taally all to meet in some cosmic catas-

trophe of the remote futare. If this is

the case, then the universe is

"closed." If, however, the density of

the universe is lower than a certain crit-

ical value, then the galaxies (although

gradually slowing down) will never ac-

taally reach zero speed. Like rockets

launched from the earth at speeds

above the earth's escape velocity, they

will fly apart forever. That situation de-

scribes an "open" universe.

The problem cosmologists have

faced in studying the question of an

open versus closed universe is that, al-

though there are some indications that

the universe might be closed, there has

not seemed to be anything like the
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amount of matter present in space to

insure that possibility. Photographs

from Palomar seem to show a universe

filled with glowing clusters of galaxies,

but, in fact, the galaxies are so far apart

that the universe consists mostly of

dark, empty space, or so it has seemed.

Hence the observed density, computed

from the occurrence of galaxy clusters,

was only a few percent of the critical

value required for a closed universe.

If Boldt's 1978 analysis is accurate,

however, we have evidence that the

density of the universe is at least a sub-

stantial fraction of the critical density

required for closure. (Analysis of fur-

ther HEAO- 1 data, reported in January

1980 by Boldt and others at the God-

dard Center, reduced the early 50 per-

cent estimate to 36 percent, which is

still a substantial number.) Whether

the universe is open or closed, the A2
experiment (if its measurements have

been correctly interpreted) detected

and mapped the majority of matter in

the universe. That matter is not mainly

in the form of visible objects such as

stars and galaxies, as astronomers have

generally assumed. Instead, it consists

mostly of the superhot plasma that ap-

parently fills space between the clusters

of galaxies. The plasma is so thin and

hot that it shines only in X-rays, not

in visible light. However, data from

the Einstein satellite indicate that the

superhot plasma may not exist.

Einstein was launched in November
1978. While its measurements and ob-

servations are revolutionizing many
areas of astronomy, three of its instru-

ments have had special application to

an explanation of the source of the dif-

fuse background. Those three instru-

ments, called the IPC (imaging propor-

tional counter), HRI (high resolution

imager), and the SSS (solid state spec-

trometer), have specifically addressed

the question of finding the recipe to

blend many single X-ray sources to

form one diffuse background.

Several aspects are involved in de-

termining whether a "perfect blend-

ship" actually exists. The respective

numbers and brightnesses of very dis-

tant X-ray sources must be determined

and the shapes of the X-ray spectra of

each type of source must be learned.

The IPC and HRI instruments were

used to detect X-ray emitting quasars

and galaxies at far greater distances

than previously possible. These instru-

ments made long-exposure X-ray

photos of fields of view that were se-

lected in order to avoid the Milky Way
and known, relatively nearby galaxies
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and other objects. The location of each

bright spot, or "point source" of X-
rays, revealed by the photos was meas-

ured and furnished to optical astron-

omers, who used the locations to deter-

mine the identity and distance of the

objects. Objects found in this way in-

cluded quasars, galaxies, and fore-

ground stars. In addition, thirty-five

already known quasars were photo-

graphed with the two instruments, to

determine the strength of their X-ray

emissions. As a result of this work, a

team of investigators at the Center for

Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, concluded that "a large frac-

tion of the diffuse background is due

to previously unresolved discrete

sources."

Particular support for this point of

view came from the IPC and HRI qua-

sar studies, which were led by astron-

omer Harvey Tananbaum of the Cam-
bridge group. The Tananbaum study

found evidence, as expected, that qua-

sars are at the distances implied by the

cosmological interpretation of their red

shifts, which states that the shifts are

due to the expansion of the universe

(see "Quasars Confirmed," Natural

History, February 1980). Further, by

combining the average X-ray emission

of a quasar of given visible-light

brightness, as determined by Einstein,

with the relative numbers of quasars of

different visible-light brightnesses, as

revealed in ordinary telescopic studies,

Tananbaum found indications that qua-

sars alone may be present in sufficient

amounts in distant space to account en-

tirely for the diffuse background of

hard X-rays. In other words, the back-

ground may be due to a superposition

of discrete sources.

In the meantime, the Goddard as-

tronomers have conducted new studies

with the SSS instrument on the Ein-

stein satellite. The IPC and HRI instru-

ments told us that there apparently

were enough quasars and other individ-

ual objects of sufficient brightness to

create the diffuse background, but they

did not indicate whether these sources

have spectra of the right shapes to

blend together. In fact, IPC and HRI
are soft X-ray instruments and thus

measure quasars and galaxies exactly

at the wavelengths where, as already

explained, the diffuse background

from distant space is «or observed. To
believe Tananbaum's conclusions, you

have to extrapolate from numbers and

brightnesses of quasars and other

sources observed in soft X-rays to

numbers and brightnesses of the same
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objects as they would appear in hard

X-rays.

In hard X-rays, however, the tech-

nology does not exist to observe so

many and such distant quasars as was

possible with the soft X-ray instru-

ments. Thus the SSS-instrument stud-

ies were addressed to measurements of

the X-ray spectra of nearby bright qua-

sars and galaxies. These studies found

that the spectra do not have the right

shapes. You cannot add together many
quasars and galaxies with spectra hav-

ing the observed shapes and simulate

the observed spectrum of the diffuse

background of hard X-rays. There

probably is a diffuse background of ex-

tragalactic origin in soft X-rays that

arises from quasars, but it is as yet un-

Dbserved from the earth because of the

interfering flow of soft X-rays from our

Dwn Milky Way.

My own conclusion is that the con-

:ept of a diffuse background of hard

X-rays as produced by individual ob-

jects at great distances is not yet

proved. Yet the HEAO-1 result, that

the background arises from superhot

plasma that fills the universe, is also on

somewhat shaky ground, and its origi-

iaal proponents no longer believe it.

The most likely resolution of the di-

lemma comes from the concept of evo-

lution in the universe. The objects

whose spectra were measured with the

SSS are relatively nearby. That means
that the X-rays that have been received

and measured from those objects were

produced during a relatively recent

epoch. On the other hand, the innumer-

able discrete sources that may make up
the diffuse background (if such is the

case) must be vastly farther away. That

means that the X-rays we are receiving

from them were produced during a

much earlier epoch in the history of the

universe. Perhaps the nature of the ob-

jects present in space has changed sub-

stantially since then. In that case, the

SSS studies of nearby quasars and ga-

laxies tell us only about recent times

and give little or no information about

the spectra of galaxies and quasars

long, long ago. In the early stages of

the universe, objects may have been

present that had spectra of the right

shape to produce the observed diffuse

background. If so, then the perfect

blendship existed; if not, the universe

I

may be closed and is mostly just a gas.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien-

tist in the laboratory for Astronomy
and Solar Physics atNASA 's Goddard
Space Flight Center in Maryland.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is in the constellation Aquarius until the 12th

of March, then moves into Pisces, where it arrives at the vernal equinox
on the 20th. After mid-April it moves into Aries. The effective equinox
(when days and nights are each 12 hours) occurs on March 17, but

the sun's center arrives exactly on the equatorial plane on March 20.

Both March and April begin and end with full moons. Phases in March
are: full on the 1st, last-quarter on the 9th, new on the 16th, first-quarter

on the 23rd, and full again on the 31st. Phases in April are: last-quarter

on the 8th, new on the 14th, first-quarter on the 21st, and full on the

30th. A penumbral lunar eclipse (barely dimming the moon's brightness)

occurs on March 1 . New moon for both months occurs near perigee

(when the moon is nearest the earth), two hours before perigee on March
16 and twenty-one hours after on April 14. The effect will strengthen

the spring tide on both dates. Apogee (when the moon is farthest from
the earth) occurs on March 3 and 30, and April 26.

Stars and Planets Get acquainted with the evening planets early in

March so you can follow their antics over the next several months. Venus
should be first on your list. Now going through a very favorable evening
elongation, it pops up in early twilight high in the east, so brilliant that

you might mistake it for a landing aircraft (or a "flying saucer"?). It

remains in the sky nearly four hours after sundown. Next are Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn, near the bright star Regulus in Leo. Look for them
in the east {opposite Venus) when it grows dark. Once you find them,

you can track them all night long, for they don't set until dawn. Jupiter

is easy to recognize, eclipsed in brightness only by the moon and Venus.
Mars (ruddy in color and next in brightness) and Regulus are to Jupiter's

west (right), while Saturn (about the brightness of Regulus) is to the

left and more distant. Once you sort out these four objects, you will

enjoy their changes over the next several months. Mars dims rapidly

and passes Regulus and Jupiter twice each. How? Just watch and see!

And the moon will be a special visitor to this group of objects on Febru-

ary 29-March 2, March 27-29, and April 24-25.

February 29-March 1 : The moon passes Regulus, Mars, and Jupiter.

March 1 : Beginning with Jupiter today, the moon occults Jupiter and
Saturn three times each, Regulus and Aldebaran twice each, and Mer-
cury once during March and April, but only two occultations (Aldebaran
on March 21 and April 17) occur over North America and neither will

be easily seen.

March 2: Mars passes Jupiter at 2:00 p.m., EST.
March 6: Mercury, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

March 13: Saturn, at opposition, becomes an evening star.

March 17: Mars passes Regulus at 4:00 p.m., EST.
March 19: The moon is near Venus tonight and Aldebaran the 21st.

March 20: Spring begins at 6:10 p. m. , EST.
March 27: The moon passes Mars, Regulus, and Jupiter tonight,

Saturn on the 29th.

April 2: Mercury, at greatest westerly elongation, is not well placed

as a morning star.

April 5: Venus, at greatest easterly elongation, is very well placed

as an evening star.

April 7: Mars is stationary and resumes direct (easterly) movement.
April 14: Venus passes Aldebaran tonight.

•k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:20 p.m. on March 1; 10:25 p.m. on March 15; 9:20 p.m.
on March 31; and 8:20 p.m. on April 15; but it can also be used for an hour
before and after those times.
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Reproduction by Duplication

For many plants, cloning is a way of life

by Robert E. Cook

Cloning is the most dismaying of pros-

pects, mandating as it does the elimination

of sex with only metaphoric elimination of

death as compensation. It is almost no

comfort to know that one's cloned, identi-

cal surrogate lives on, especially when the

living will very probably involve edging

one's real, now aging self off to the side,

sooner or later.

Lewis Thomas
New England Journal of Medicine,

December 12, 1974

People get very upset at the prospect

of cloning a human being. We have

been quite content to coexist with iden-

tical twins since Castor and Pollux,

perhaps because such twins are hardly

ever identical in the essentials of life.

But the possibility, although remote,

of taking a cell from one human being,

and with it creating such a twin, has

generated public anxiety, numerous
ethical questions, much rhetoric, and

on occasion, a touch of eloquence.

Plants, on the other hand, are quite

casual about cloning, with hardly an

ethical glance at the prospect of a world

populated by multiple copies of them-

selves. Many plant species, perhaps

most , have evolved the ability to repro-

duce asexually by one means or an-

other, whether it be the ground-level

runners of strawberries or the delicate,

asexual seeds of dandelion, hawk-
weeds, and blackberries. Asexual re-

production in plants is like growing it-

self; it is done with all the ease and

facility of producing a new branch.

In fact, many botanists prefer to call

this process clonal growth rather than

asexual reproduction. But their prefer-

ence arises from focusing on the

process. The result—a genetically

identical daughter plant that eventually

becomes physically separate and phys-

iologically independent from the

mother—suggests that reproduction of

a sort is indeed taking place.

Take the starflower, for example.

This modest little forest herb emerges

early in spring with five to eight

whorled leaves at the end of a delicate

stem and, sometimes, a tiny, white,

seven-petaled flower rising above

them. Throughout the summer the

plant produces no new leaves; the real

action is occurring below ground.

In late June, one or more under-

ground stems grow from the base of the

shoot and snake their way through the

tangled mass of roots, rocks, and litter

lying just below the surface of the

forest floor. In July, as the days begin

to grow shorter, the entire metabolism

of the individual changes. Nutrients

are shunted from the mother plant to

the thickening tips of the underground

rhizomes, where they are stockpiled as

proteins and starch to form a swollen

tuber complete with quiescent bud. In

August the whorl at the summit begins

to yellow and senesce, and the plant

transports the nutrients in the foliage to

parts below ground.

By October the mother plant has

fully disintegrated, as have the under-

ground connections to her newly
formed and genetically identical

daughters, which may lie up to three

feet apart. The daughters in turn re-

main dormant through winter and com-
mence growth with the warming of the

soil in spring. They emerge through the

litter in May, provisioned by the tuber

until newly formed leaves begin photo-

synthesis. What was once a single

plant has now become two, and some-

times three, physiologically inde-

pendent individuals.

Although the starflower displays a

rather modest rate of duplication ap-

propriate to its shady understory habi-

tat, there are some very impressive

clones that carry on rapid self-replica-

tion for ages. Grasses, for instance,

can acquire new ground through tiller-

ing, a process in which a bud at the

base of a blade begins to grow side-

ways, soon rooting to form a new shoot

beside the parent rosette of leaves, and

tillering in its turn. With time the origi-

nal physiological connection between

parent and offspring becomes dormant

and decays. Such clumps of grass may
vary in size and density depending on

how much lateral growth occurs before

the growing bud roots and sends up a

shoot.

Swedish botanist Daniel J. Harberd

became curious about how large such

clones might grow in old pastures and

grasslands. He knew that plants of

identical genetic constitution are self-

incompatible, that is, individuals

within the same clone cannot form suc-

cessful seed when the male pollen of

one lands on the female pistil of an-

other. Such a system, somewhat the

reverse of graft incompatibility in man,

has evolved in many species to insure

the exchange of pollen between geneti-

cally different individuals.

With large-scale sampling and

crossing experiments Harberd identi-

fied different plants that had arisen

from a single seed through sequential

tillering. To his surprise, he found in

one pasture a clone of the common red

fescue, Festuca rubra, which stretched

more than 240 yards. By calculating

the rate of tillering, Harberd estimated

the plant was more than a thousand

years old.

In a second study Harberd found an

entire pasture of creeping soft grass,

Holcus mollis, dominated by only four

genetically different types, one with

shoots growing almost half a mile

apart. Such clones, capable of contin-

ual expansion through great tracts of
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An Art Book
[ThatTookCenturies
To Create

1 It took the American Museum of

Natural History four years to arrange its

ixceptional exhibition of more than 500
:)ieces of ancient gold from Colombia.
3ut those few years are a brief time
vhen compared with the decades arche-
ilogists have spent digging (literally!)

:nd studying the gold artifacts from
ombs, caves, and buried sites. And all

hat time is short when compared with
he many centuries prehistoric Indians
)racticed their craftsmanship and artis-

ry to create these treasures.
So when it became the United States

ponsor for this outstanding collection,
jhe American Museum faced a dilemma.
Jould we do justice to all this effort and
icholarship and beauty? We think we
lave. First, by dramatically displaying
3o/d of El Dorado: The Heritage of Co-
ombia in one of our largest halls. The
slowing reports from visitors tell us our
ifforts have been worthwhile. If you
lon't have a chance to see the show for
'ourself in New York, we hope you will

iee it in Chicago, San Francisco, or New
)rleans on its year and a half tour.
The second challenge for the Ameri-

pan Museum was the creation of an
[ippropriate book to accompany the ex-
iiibition. We decided against a tradi-
ional catalog; against a small, boring
'olume with tiny black-and-white pic-
ures that could never do justice to these
ine objects. Instead, we decided to pre-
ient a select number of the finest pieces
)f pre-Columbian gold in a large, stun-
ling format. And to represent the three
mportant elements that make a great
irt book we chose outstanding profes-
sionals.

First, photographer Lee Boltin. One
)f the greatest photographers of art ob-
ects, he also took the famous pictures
)f the Tutankhamun show. We sent him
ibroad to find and record great pieces
)f pre-Columbian art.

Second, archeologist Warwick Bray,
rom the University of London. One of
he world's foremost authorities on pre-
Columbian art, Bray is also a skilled

writer, able to present fascinating back-
ground in a succinct, readable essay in

the book. Dr. Bray organized the Colom-
bian gold exhibition in London.

Third, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Amer-
ica's leading publisher of fine art books.
In a co-publishing venture with the
American Museum, Abrams designed
the book, supervised the preparation of
30 large color plates, and monitored the
fine-quality printing.

The result is an unprecedented exhi-
bition book. It is bold and big—each
plate is 16 by 111/2 inches—bigger than
this magazine opened up. The paper is

heavier than most posters. In fact, many
persons have purchased two copies of
the book in order to have one set of
these fine art prints for framing.

And now for the happy ending. Be-
cause the Museum is a co-publisher, we
are able to offer this soft-bound art book

at a major savings from its normal retail

price of $12.50. We are pleased to offer

Gold of El Dorado to subscribers for only
$8.95-a 28% savings off its regular
price. This special offer is valid only
during the exhibition and only while our
limited supply lasts. We suggest that
you order one or more copies immedi-
ately. Of course, if you are not satisfied

after you have had an opportunity to
examine it in your home, simply return
the book and the Museum will refund
the purchase price.

Natural
History
Books

t
Gold of El Dorado Book
American Museum of Natural History
77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

YES, I want to purchase. _ copy/ copies of the Gold of El Dorado book.
.„ , ,^ ui^py; v,u(jrcs ui trie ijoia oT ti uoraao book.ID enclose payment of/Q authorize you to charge me $8.95 per copy (plus

$1.00 for shipping and handling).
i^y vm'us

My name

My address ^^^
City .State.

For charge orders only:

Charge to: n Master Charge VISA
n American Express Diners Club

Interbank* (Master Charge Only) I i

Account #
I

^
(All digits) I

Expiration Date ^___
Signature.

-Zip.

Order

book(s) @ $8.95 $

Shipping and handling $1.00
N.Y. Sales Tax (If

applicable)

TOTAL $

(required if using credit card)

(Make checks payable to American Museum of Natural History)
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space and time must possess phenome-

nal abilities to withstand the vicissi-

tudes of climate and terrain.

The clonal record for size and age,

however, appears to be held by the

quaking aspen, Popidus tremiiloides,

found in unglaciated portions of the

Rocky Mountains in Utah. New shoots

are formed by buds that sprout from the

roots of a mature tree, and this clonal

growth is greatly stimulated when fire

or avalanche suddenly destroys the

mother stem. Some clonal stands cover

such vast regions of rugged mountain-

side that they were originally mistaken

for separate races of aspen. In 1921

Frederick S. Baker of the U.S. Forest

Service wrote:

In the spring when the leaves are unfolding

it is commonly noted that the leafing time

of adjacent bodies is quite dissimilar. Not

infrequently a line can be traced for up-

wards of a mile through the aspen where

on one side the leaves are half developed

and on the other the buds are just bursting.

This line is almost invariably clear-cut and

distinct with little intermingling of the two

forms. . . . The writer confesses an entire

inability to explain the causes of these two

widely distributed, but distinct and closely

intermingled races of aspen.

Their true nature remained hidden

for fifty years until aerial photographs

revealed clones occupying more than

200 acres. One genetic individual was

represented by more than 47,000 trees.

And the trees were of considerable size

and age, one hundred years old on the

average. The age of the entire clone is

unknown, although in Minnesota, an

aspen clone covering several acres

probably dates from the last glaciation

8,000 years ago.

Trees that clone usually do so

through the production of root sprouts,

and many herbaceous plants form new
shoots from the main stem through

buds that grow for varying distances

beneath the ground before initiating a

new plant. Other species, such as the

succulent herb Kalanchoe, are able to

fabricate tiny plantlets in notches at

the margins of their foliage; these

plants eventually fall to the soil sur-

face, begin growth, and establish a

colony surrounding the mother.

Somewhat similar in consequence,

although different developmentally, is

the ontogeny of apomictic, or asexual,

seed in numerous species, of which

dandelion (Taraxacum) and hawk-

weed {Hieracium) have been men-

tioned. In some cases a cell in the ovary

wall, genetically identical to all the

other cells in the mother's body, may
initiate the normal steps of seed forma-

tion. In other species there is a failure

in reduction division, the usual process

whereby the female egg is created with

half the mother's genes in anticipation

of fertilization by the equally reduced

male pollen. In such instances the egg,

containing a full complement of mater-

nal genes, may actually require the

chemical stimulation of male pollen

without actual fertilization before be-

ginning normal seed development.

Apomictic seeds combine the advan-

tages of cloning with the power to

disperse offspring great distances.

But what are the advantages of clon-

ing? The answer depends very much
on one's perspective. Certainly, plants

that are able to survive for thousands

of years are doing well by any stand-

ards. The problem appears when one

tries to decide what is meant by "the

plant." Through the eyes of a higher

vertebrate unaccustomed to asexual re-

production, the plant of significance is

the single stem that lives and dies, the

discrete, physiologically integrated or-

ganism that we harvest for food and

Sfeffl

A typical dinner from
Chez Valentin in Treichville,

Ivory Coast, might offer an
appetizer of country pate,

smoked salmon, or a mound of

chunked lobster in a delicious

cream sauce. For an entree

you might enjoy a rack of

baby lamb or "Veal Africain,"

which is a veal cutlet wrapped
around a banana and topped
with a delicate curry sauce. As barbecue galore.

for dessert, perhaps a flaming

rum omelette filled with fruit,

or a baked Alaska. As you can

see, the pleasures of the
palate prevail in West Africa.

Bon Appetit!

The roots of American
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Africa. When you go there

you'll find greens, yams and
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Now what are you waiting for? Isn't it timi
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Travel Agent or your nearest Air Afrique/.^r

France office today. Hurry
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West African cooks took the

versatile okra plant to the heights

of culinary excellence and gave
the world a soup called gumbo.

Africa begins with Air Afrique.

And it's just seven hours to the New Sun.

West Africa.
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OCT. From an evolutionary perspec-

;ve, however, the entire clone is a

fngle individual that, like you or me,

lad a unique time of conception and

ill have a final day of death when its

I
ist remaining stem succumbs to age or

ixident.

'. Natural selection will perpetuate

.lose combinations of genes that, in a

'articular environment, manage to sur-

ive and replicate identical or closely

;lated combinations. Clones represent

^Dmbinations that have achieved suc-

cess in an evolutionary sense by

jparating the genetic individual into

lany different physiological individ-

als. Each of these physiological units

lay be termed a ramet, while the entire

one, consisting of all ramets derived

I

oma single fertilization of pollen and

;gg, has been aptly called the genet by

jjhn Harper, a plant ecologist at Uni-

ersity College of North Wales,

arper has stressed that it is the genet

pon which natural selection operates.

.1 a large, widespread clone the death

f a ramet may have as little evolution-

;-y consequence as the pruning of a

'ranch in a large tree or the loss of a

;;g in an insect.

Cloning has some definite advan-

iges for species that produce many
imets. First, it is a form of growth,

1 increase in size through the initia-

|on of lateral shoots. As such, it en-

ances the ability of the genet to ac-

uire additional resources and, ulti-

i
lately, to produce an abundant crop of

jeds. In this sense cloning is no dif-

|;rent from a large and healthy tree

rowing additional limbs. But while

aks and maples produce tall trunks

nd overtop other individuals, a

preading clone subverts from
'ithin—or rather beneath. While still

;ceiving sustenance from the mother

lant, a daugher shoot may be able to

stablish itself with roots and green fo-

age right in the midst of a dense stand

f other individuals.

This is how grasses gradually ac-

uire turf, and the process has been

ptly compared to guerrilla warfare. At

s leading edge, a large genet, exten-

ively interconnected, presents an

rray of advanced raiders, each provi-

;oned by an elaborate logistical net-

/ork occupying already conquered ter-

lin. The tactical advantage of this

ompetitive strategy depends upon the

hysiological capability and duration

f the supply lines among ramets.

An additional possible advantage of

toning—conceptually distinct from
le guerrilla tactics—involves spread-
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ing the risk of mortality for the genet

among many separate ramets. Here the

advantage depends on a physiological

and spatial isolation among stems such

that the death of a ramet is an inde-

pendent event. An individual ramet

may suiTer an alarmingly high proba-

bility of dying, but the risk to the genet

grows smaller as the number of ramets

increases.

This spectrum of benefits—growth,

competition, spreading the risk of

death—is reflected in the diversity of

mechanisms whereby different species

grow and reproduce asexually—from

the large, integrated clones of prairie

and meadow grasses to the floating

seeds of dandelions, which are inde-

pendent from the moment of dispersal

from the mother plant. The relations of

dependence and independence be-

tween mothers and daughters are of

considerable ecological and evolution-

ary interest, but very little work has

been done to understand them.

Some interesting experiments have

been performed, however, in grasses,

such as Italian ryegrass, Lolium

multiflorum, using carbon dioxide that

contains radioactive carbon. The
leaves absorb the CO2 and, through

photosynthesis, create sugars that are

distributed to other parts of the plant,

carrying the "hot" carbon with them.

By sampling leaves of the mother plant

and daughter ramets at different times

after exposing the mother to radioac-

tively labeled gas, the experimenter

can trace and quantify the supply of

nutrients. During the development of

a daughter tiller, or ramet, the flow of

carbohydrates from the mother gradu-

ally decreases as the new shoot initiates

its own roots and leaves. Interestingly

enough, the umbilical cord does not

decay as the flow of resources

dwindles, but remains dormant for

some time. When the daughter shoot

is artificially pruned, maternal suste-

nance resumes immediately, allowing

the injured offspring to produce a new
set of foliage.

Similar studies among aspen ramets

have shown that the potential for inte-

grated physiologies may survive for

years. In the sweet white violet, Viola

blanda (with which I am working), the

ties between mother and daughter last

for only three or four years, while the

asexual offspring of the starflower are

on their own at the end of each growing

season.

If clonal growth and reproduction

are so successful, why should these

species bother with sex at all? While

this could be the subject of another

essay, I can say that many do not or

do so only infrequently. More pre-

cisely, one is often hard pressed to find

new sprouts from seed in the vicinity

of large and successful clones. In the

vast tracts of pasture grasses Harberd

studied in Sweden, he seldom found a

young seedling, and he suggested that,

were one to germinate, it would standi

little chance of survival among the traf-

fic of vigorous tillers. Anyone who hasi

really looked at such perennial herbs of!

the forest floor as lilies and wood asters

knows that they seldom reproduce by

seed. These findings, coupled with the

astounding size and age of some
clones, suggest that the successful es-

tablishment of new genets is a rare

event, and that the appearance of seed-'

lings is often associated with some dis-

turbance that removes the competitive

advantage of existing vegetation.

A particularly nice demonstration of

this can be seen in the work of Eino

Oinonen, a Finnish botanist who made
an extensive survey of the bracken fern

Pteridium aquilinum in southern Fin-

land. He first observed that many large

clones were growing in the vicinity of

villages and road junctions, and after

measuring their ground diameter,

guessed that their size and age were

related. He also knew that the sexual

spores of this fern require sterilized soil

for germination, a condition often as-

sociated with fire.

To confirm his hypothesis of great

age and historical origin, he traced the

records of encounters between combat

troops during the numerous Russo-Fin-

nish wars that periodically brutalized

the landscape from the thirteenth cen-

tury to the Second World War. (In ad-

dition to the numerous fires spawned

by battle, Russian soldiers baked bread

in small ground-pits, which marked

their encampments along lines of

march.) Remarkably good correlations

could be seen between the size of

clones found in particular locations and

the history of local troop movements.

All of this research suggests the fol-

lowing generalized spectacle of genet

and ramet dynamics through time. The

curtain rises with the massive destruc-

tion of vegetation by some disruptive

event such as fire or flood. Numerous

new seedling genets germinate from

seeds lying dormant in the soil. As it

grows and ramifies, each genet sends

out runners and advanced shoots

(ramets), until contact is made with

another genet. The landscape is rapidly

occupied by plants, and a long, pro-
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racted combat sets in with intertwin-

ng ramets battling for scarce resources

)f light and nutrients.

Many die at the front, succumbing

prolonged darkness and decay;

ithers advance, supplied from the rear

imd taking advantage of temporary

I ;aps in the opposing canopy or patches

')f disturbed turf. Over long spans of

lime, one genet, perhaps not as well

'idapted to the tenain or with many
ewer shoots when contact was made,

I

;radually loses more ramets than it can

eplace and slowly retreats to more

iiospitable ground. Numerous small

jind imperfectly adapted genets are

iiuickly invaded and conquered. After

ix thousand or so years of intense con-

sst only four or five remarkable genets

urvive, their precise center of distri-

lution determined more by the acci-

ients of germination than by the per-

ormance of the average struggling

lamet. Still, at the edges of their terri-

tory they continue to skirmish, each

yvell entrenched and none able to oust

jtie others. Only apocalyptic disaster

lan terminate the struggle and establish

new set of genetically reconstituted

ombatants.

; Very high drama indeed, but does it

eally represent what is happening in

ature? There is some suggestive evi-

i.ence. Lin Wu, a student of the Eng-

lish geneticist Tony Bradshaw, used

Electrophoresis to examine the clone

tructure of different populations of

sdtop, or creeping bent, Agrostis sto-

onifera, which produces clones
irough the vigorous initiation of run-

ers. By extracting proteins chemi-

ally and separating them in an electric

eld, he was able to determine whether

ivo plants were likely to be members
f the same genet. After extensive

lampling and statistical analysis he

,ould identify the total number of

lones in a population.

Bradshaw had long maintained an

iiterest in populations of grasses grow-

,
ng on soils contaminated with heavy

netals, such as lead or copper from

ocal mines and refineries. Within his-

orical times such grasses had evolved

tolerance for the toxic presence of the

letals, and Bradshaw suggested to Wu
lat he examine the number of genets

rowing in grass lawns sown on refin-

ry soils at known times in the past.

He chose lawns that were eight,

ourteen, and seventy years old; for a

ontrol, he examined the genets of two
ntolerant redtop populations growing
n uncontaminated soils as lawns of

jeatbut unknown age. To his surprise

Wu found that there were many more
genets surviving in the refinery popula-

tions than in the nontolerant lawns,

despite the stringent intensity of natu-

ral selection on contaminated soils. In

fact, each of the control populations

contained only two genets, and Wu and

Bradshaw could not believe that this

reflected the number of successful

seedlings at the time of establishment.

Apparently, extensive genet compe-

tition and elimination had long been

occurring. Equally surprising, and

somewhat puzzling, was the discovery

that despite quite different ages all of

the tolerant populations were com-

posed of roughly the same number of

genets, as though genet warfare on

toxic soils had not been occurring.

The explanation came in an exami-

nation of the structure of the clones.

The eight-year-old redtop consisted of

isolated clumps slowly expanding out-

ward. The fourteen-year population

displayed coalescing patches of grass

initiating contact, with bare islands of

soil between. The seventy-year-old

lawn was continuous. Wu and Brad-

shaw speculated that the severe condi-

tions for growth in contaminated soil

had accelerated selection for tolerance

but delayed the inevitable competitive

struggle between tolerant clones. This

suspicion was further confirmed when
a third, uncontaminated population,

growing under harsh conditions near a

sea cliff, was found to have a high

number of clones. In a sense, then, the

adverse conditions of rigorous and

stressful habitats may actually main-

tain a high diversity of genets rather

than eliminate them.

We don't know very much about the

real biology of most clones growing in

nature. Almost no theory and little ex-

perimental work has explored the

physiological relations of kinship be-

tween mothers, daughters, and grand-

daughters. Determining the consan-

guinity of a whole community of inter-

mingling shoots is a difficult task at

best, and the vast time scale upon

which clonal competition appears to be

occurring often renders direct tests of

historical explanations impossible. But

a start has been made, perhaps most

importantly in the realization, reflected

in the conceptual distinction between

ramets and genets, that the laws of nat-

ural selection are not constrained by

human notions of individuality

.

Robert E. Cook is an assistant pro-

fessor in the biology department at

Harvard University.

University of California, Berkeley

RESEARCH
EXPEDITIONS
V, PROGRAM

i
• Record Early Indian Rock Art

in California

• Excavate an Early California Coal
Mining Town

• Track Forest Monkeys in Kenya
• Map Egypt's Valley of the Kings
• Study Coral Reef Ecology in

Jamaica
• Record Temple Art in Thailand

• Collect Unusual Plants in Africa

• Explore Elephant Seal Behavior
in Argentina

UREP offers you the opportunity to be an
active member of a small field research team.
Your participation and tax deductible
contribution malte it possible.

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
YOUR SKILLS CAN HELP!

For more Information on these and other

expeditions, contact:

University Research Expeditions Program
(UREP), Desk NH
University of California

Berl^eley, CA 94720 or Phone (415) 642-6586
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Books in Review

The Foxes of Hokkaido

Fox Family, by Minoru Taketazu.

John Weatherhill, Inc., $25.00; 139

pp., illus.

There is a Japanese folk tradition

that claims foxes have the power to

bewitch human beings, and Minoru
Taketazu, author of Fox Family, may
be living proof of the validity of this

old belief. Taketazu, a veterinarian

with all the inclinations of a wildlife

biologist, has devoted fourteen years to

the study of the foxes of Hokkaido,

Japan's northernmost island. In 1966,

he began observing the Hokkaido
fox—a local variety of the red fox—on
a regular basis, becoming more and

more fascinated with these animals as

they became used to his presence and

he was able to follow their daily rou-

tine. His book presents a seasonal ac-

count of their lives, starting with their

winter breeding on the ice floes of the

Sea of Okhotsk and continuing with the

spring birth of the cubs and the rearing

and training of the young for the inevi-

table separation in autumn.

Complementing the narrative and

forming the body of the book are re-

markable photographs that illustrate

the behavior of the fox. Taketazu, who
denies he is a professional photog-

rapher, spent twelve years taking pho-

tographs, and those reproduced in this

book were chosen from some 70,000

shots. And what wonderful shots they

are: foxes mating, fighting, playing,

hunting, romping in dandelion-cov-

ered fields, or traveling over a vast,

snowy countryside. A series of four

photographs shows a vixen, perhaps

too full to eat, playing with a mouse
much the way a cat does. Many of the

photographs center on the cubs, from

their first emergence from the den at

about two weeks of age through their

training to hunt and survive on their

own. Foxes have exceptionally well-

developed senses of smell and hearing.

Detecting the presence of a mouse in

the undergrowth, the fox leaps into the

air in a graceful arch, then falls on its

prey with muzzle and front paws.

There are a number of photographs of

this hunting technique, apparently

more picturesque than effective since

the author observed one vixen repeat

her leap fourteen times to catch a single

mouse. There is such vitality and

movement in these photographs that

they appear to be the frames of a mo-
tion picture.

At the end of the book, there are

commentaries for the photographs,

keyed to small black-and-white dupli-

cates of the pictures, and a general dis-

cussion of vulpine biology.

Carol Breslin

''The vixen's hunting range has

extended to the farmlands and the

ponds beyond. As I watch her go
out, I wonder—probably together

with the cubs—what she will

bring home for supper. ..."





' 'On one rare occasion when this

vixen was full, she came upon a
mouse, and instead of eating it,

she observed its motions and did

no more than play with it for
a few minutes.

"



'Windless days are the best for

unting. If they listen carefully,

he cubs can hear the footsteps

! / small animals at the bases of

he wild poppies. As soon as they

ear a sound, they leap up and

ounce on the clump of grass

wm which the sound came.
'

'
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Antiques

ARMOIRES (Huge Selection), Tables, Chairs, Brass

Beds etc. Incredibly low prices! 11 AM -6 PM. 7 days
(212)691-6634

Arts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery: Hopi

2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques, Kachinas: old and new
rugs. One-of-a-kind pieces: individually ptioto-

graptied. Specify interests. Write for photos and data.

Box 5896. Sherman Oaks. CA 91 41 3 (213) 789-2559

AMERICAN SONGBIRDS. Hand carved, hand
painted. Free listing, $1.00 brings photograph. Rod
Spangle, 24 Fifth Avenue, Apt. 21 1 , NY, NY 1001

1

LEADED STAINED-GLASS. Kitchen-door windows
designed to order. Details. George McCullough. 816
Wagner, Ft. Wayne, IN 46905

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock.

PAB, 291 8 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

MIDWINTER FESTIVAL GAJESA (Cornhusk) mask.
14", Iroquois, $35, request photo, McCoy Imports,

Liberty, NY 12754

Ji ScnHWe. Certificates for

ments arCb (rttur^wartJs
Calioc vTcitz f^c fvec bcocHurC'

.

AMES is ROLLINSON. INC
l215 Parti avc5o.,Pepir.'^ ny.C-iooos > tT3-T00O

Astronomy

CONSTELLATION, STAR FINDER— 15 trans-

parencies, slide holder, red illuminated viewer. Beau-

tifully packaged for outdoor use. Send $16.95 to:

Mark Urbaetis, Box 250: Rexford, NY 12148

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects

invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHO, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 10011

Books

FREEi HOW TO RAISE GAME BIRDS" book for fun

& profit. Source for incubators, feeders, hatching

eggs, books. Marsh Farms, Box TV, Garden Grove,

CA 92642

FREE MAGAZINE featuring 500 books . . . natural

health, gardening, other interesting subjects. Pro-

voker Press, St. Catherines-568, Ontario L2R 7C9

HOW TO "WALK, FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!" 30 day
moneyback guarantee. Send $4.00 to David Ryne,

Box 1254H, fustin, CA 92680

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print,

Rare. Catalogues $1 . Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buokfield, ME 04220 (207)

336-2969

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany. Orni-

thology, Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1.00, Book
Chest, 19 Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 1 1570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton.

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury. CT 06810

98

WHY NOT ENJOY A PET RABBIT? Humane guide

$1 25. Dr. Pratt-Butler, 5166 Post Road, Bronx. NY
10471

Collectors' Items

INDIANHEAD& LINCOLN CENTS. 1880's-1949, 33
different—$2.99. Catalogue 25«. Edel's. Cariyle. IL

62231

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS; Colorful

collectibles. Samples, approvals $1. MilMed, Box
297NH, Aurora, CO 80040

Correspondence

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, fnendship.

Asian Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

ARCHEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL—Eight-week

field school in archeological excavation and survey

on Kayenta Anasazi Site in southern Utah. June 11-

August 9 No previous experience necessary Credit

or non-credit (15 quarter hours available). Enrollment

limited to 16. Write to Dr. Richard A. Thompson.
Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, Utah 84720

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY. Wnte
Aspen Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A,

Aspen, CO 81611 or call (303) 925-5756

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY. Marine biology, botany,

and ornithology on 200 acre island. For high school

students interested in environmental sciences. Fac-

ulty-students ratio 1 5. Two nineteen day sessions.

Contact Dr. Dennis Wint, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Nineteenth and the Parkway, Philadelphia,

PA 19103

"SMALL BUSINESS BOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED".

How to establish/improve a bookkeeping system. Il-

lustrated text, workbook, quizzes. Course $30.00 An-

derson, P.O. Box 1332, Tonopah, NV 89049 (702)

482-3666

ZION PARK SEMINARS—Summer, 1980. Series of

weekly seminars related to the geology, flora, and
fauna of Zion Park and Cedar Breaks. Credit or non-

credit Write Continuing Education, Southern Utah

State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . ,
. NEW ZEALAND WANT YOUi Jobs!

Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—Moneyback
Guarantee! "Australia Commission," Department

894-C3, National Press Building, Washington, DC.
20045 __^^
AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75,000

jobs' Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportu-

nities. Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box
4116-NH, Hayward, CA 94540

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Woridwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2.00. Interna-

tional Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC
20036 _^
OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries. All

occupations. Big Pay. Free transportation. Tax bene-

fits Latest Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld,

Box 645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings— all occupations! Free details .
.
Intermountain-

4Y. 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: School, college

openings: U.S.A. $5.95. Abroad $5.95. Placement

sources U.S.A. $4.95: abroad, $4.95, EISF, Box 662.

Newrton. MA 02181

Financial

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government. (Neve

repay.) Also, cash loans available. All ages eligible:

Complete information, $2 (refundable). Surplu

Funds-NH, 1629 K St., #502. Washington, D.C

20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun
tries! Sampler: 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Mult,

newspapers. Box DE-203, Dana Point. CA 92629 ,

Gourmet

DEEP DISH PIZZA. Now make authentic Chicago

style deep dish pizza in your oven. Professional 14

tinned-steel pan with 1 6 page illustrated recipe book

let. Gift Boxed. $9.95 ppd. Sassafras, P.O, Box 461

Evanston, I L 60204

DON'T CONVERT without our Recipe Converter. Me
chanical device changes any recipe to desired quan

tity, ingredients, servings. $5.50 ppd. Presently

Yours, Box 722, Syosset, NY 1 1 791

!Sre'

33S

aiii

ETHNICUISINE. 15 recipes any country. Full direc'

tions layman's terms. $4.00 US. SASE. Bo)

12112NH4, Denver, CO 80212

GALITZIANA GOURMET GRANDMA'S recipes-

kugel, kishke. knishes. Send $2, SASE. Gold, 4C

Stonecutter Rd., Levittown, NY 11756

HOW TO COOK WITH HERBS AND SPICES! Ovei

100 pages of recipes and tips from one of thi;

country's foremost young chefs. Send $3.00 to Dept

NH, 424 Mulberry St.. Newark, NJ 071 14

THE KEY TO GREEK COOKING. Over 400 delecta-

ble recipes $6.75. 2500 Clairmont Rd., Atlanta. G/'

30329

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy 500.-

000 items (including Jeeps) . . , low as 2i on dollari

Most complete information available—$2.00. Surplus

Disposal, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

SURPLUS JEEPS—$19,30!—CARS!—$13,501-
650,000 Items!—Government Surplus—Most Com-

pretiensive Directory available tells how, where to

buy—Your Area—$2—Moneyback Guarantee—

"Government Information Services," Department

DC-3, Box 99249, San Francisco, CA 94109

Maps

MAPS OF THE WORLD AND UNITED STATES. All in

full color. Send 50«i for catalogue. Pequoig Farm,

Dept. NH, 3346 Chestnut Hill, Athol, MA 01331

Merchandise

FOR PUREST WATER—All pyrex vented water distill-

ers fully automatic. No moving parts. Guaranteed.

Scientific Glass Companv, Dept, NH3, 113 Phoenix

N,W. Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!! Sinus sufferers.

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpen-

sive and used by doctors worldwide. Informative

booklet explains all and is available by sending $1 .00

to Hydro Med (NH), P.O. Box 91273, Los Angeles

90009

NEW AGE SEEDS! Medicinals, Insect Repellant, Her-

bal Teas, Wildlife Attracting, Rare Plants Catalogue

500 Naturalists, Dept. NH2, P 0. Box 435, Yorktown

Heights, NY 10598
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; -REE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and kits

—

Harpsichords, Hammered and Appalaclnian dul-

:imers, lutes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax,

vlH, Denver, CO 80204

RECORDS—TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels: no

)urchase obligations, newsletter; discount dividend

:ertificates; 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount

/lusic Club, 650 Main St., Dept. 25-0380, New Ro-

:helle, NY 10801

}ptics

ilNGCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

iculars since 1 923. Alignment performed on our U.S.

Javy collimator Free catalogue and our article

Know Your Binoculars, " publistied in Audubon Mag-
izine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

Vest Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

EITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON, Op-
Dlytfi binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
tamp for discount list. Specify literature desired.

arge stock. Orders filled postpaid day received,

iirding. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010.

'hotography

ilRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS,
tigtiest quality 35mm slides from tfie collection of tfie

1 Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds,

rfildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.

)ept. 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
4850

I 'HOTOGRAPHERS: Study nature, the landscape,
• /ildlife. Macro, b/w and color photography and the

iew camera this summer with photographers from
ne National Geographic. One and two-week work-

' hops for serious amateurs and working pros begin
une 1 . Write for color catalogue listing over 60 sum-
ler workshops. The Maine Photographic Workshop,
lockport, ME 04856

teal Estate

REE! Big Spring Cataloguei Over 5,400 country

properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,
tomes. Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys!

Elected best thruout the U.S. Over 700 offices, 43
fates All Across America! Yours Free from the

Vorld's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd
itreet, Dept. 5390, New York, NY 10017

REE . . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
lictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

esses and town and country homes from coast to

:oast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W. 47th St.,

;ansas City, MO 64112 Ph Toll-Free: 1-800-821-
'599; MO. Res. Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE! Ho-
nesites, farming, vacationing, investment opportu-
iities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

onwide listings—$2.00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-
tO, Washington, DC 20036

SURPLUS LjAND from $3.50/ACREi New Buyer's
5uide shows how! Vacation! Investment! $2—Mon-
^yback Guarantee! "Surplus Lands Bureau." 894-
;3, National Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20045

Centals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.
Wailable for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
ember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

he quiet woods. From $650 for two weeks. Please
vrite Bartlett Carry Club . RFD 3, Tupper Lake. NY

;HIRICAHUA MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA. Modern fur-

lished units for rent. Ideal for naturalists, writers, art-

5ts. Canyon Wildlife Cottages, Box 243, Portal, AZ
15632

JAMAICA'S BLUE MOUNTAINS—3 BR villa. Tropical

wilderness pools, paths. $450/week. Adelson, 605

W. I ll, NYC. (212)749-5493

St. John, Virgin Islands. Spend your summer vacation

in our two-bedroom beachfront house with spectac-

ular view. Pleasant climate year round! Summer ren-

tals from $325/week. Write: Seascape, Box 331 ,
Me-

dina. OH 44256

VIRGIN ISLANDS, Limestone Reef Terraces. Excel-

lent view, service. Efficiencies $35. for 2. Island Vaca-

tions, RD 4, Princeton, NJ 08540. (201) 329-6309

Resorts

FREE! Map/Birdlist—Chiricahua Mountains Area

—

plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1 , Portal, AZ 85632

IDAHO WILDERNESS. Small family homestead on
remote Selway River. No roads. Access by horse-

back along historic Nez Perce trail. Comfortable log

cabins, home-style meals, fishing, riding, hiking. Two
weeks—$660 Selway Lodge, Box 1 100-H, Hamilton,

MT 59840

LITTLEST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of

10-15guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists

on staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St.

Simons Island, GA 31522

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings. Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver

City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photography and
natural history expeditions to national parks and wil-

derness areas of Kenya, Zaire, Rwanda, and Zambia,
Africa. Visit Andes, Amazon, and Galapagos Islands.

Observe Polar Bears, birds, and Belugas Whales in

Arctic. Adventures International, 4421 N Albert, Oak-
land.CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-Pakistan
by Geeta Tours & Travels. 1245 Jarvis, Chicago, IL

60626(312)262-4959

ALASKA/CAMP DENALI: Mt. McKinley National Park

wilderness vacation retreat in the shadow of 20,320-

foot Mount McKinley. Wilderness Workshops and all-

expense "Sourdough" vacations include hiking, na-

ture lore, fishing, canoeing, wildlife photography,
birding, botany, gold panning and relaxing. 29th

year. Write: Box 67H, McKinley Park, AK 99755

ALASKA WILDERNESS and nature tours. Certified

charterboat travel to remote coastal areas: Alaska

Peninsula, Katmai National Monument. Kodiak Is-

land, and Afognak Island. Photograph seals, sea
lions, porpoise, sea otter, brown bears, and many
varieties of sea birds, also bald eagles. Write: Kodiak

Sea Charters, Box 2156, Kodiak, AK99615

BACKPACK THE NEW RIVER OF NO RETURN Wil-

derness. Join our nature hikes into this 2Vz million

acre treasure in central Idaho, Trips for all abilities

We have twelve years of experience and guide trips

only in Idaho Write. Wilderness Trails. P.O. Box 9252,
Moscow, ID 83843 (208) 882-1955

BIRDWATCHING TOURS. Twenty-five 1980 trips in

North, Central and South America and Western
Europe. Our 7th year of operating small, well-organ-

ized, professionally led birdwatching tours. Write

Northeast Birding, Box 100, Seal Harbor, Maine
04675

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA.
July-September. Small groups with licensed guides
Excellent food. Write: Granville Nickerson (N), RR4
Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia BOS 1 AO, Canada

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers!

Let our unique publications guide you through unu-
sually fascinating places. Ideal for railpass users.

Free catalogue. Great Trips, Box5199-N, New York,

NY 10017

DISCOVER THE OTHER WORLD OF NEI! Cultural

expeditions to Peru & Easter Island, Japan, New
Guinea, Nepal, American Southwest, Ecuador &
Peru, Yucatan & Guatemala, Polynesia. Expert lead-

ership, small groups. Write: Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept. NC. 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto,

CA 94306

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members.
Register with ERI to make your experience available

to expedition leaders. Archeology. Geology, Moun-
taineering, Oceanography, Ornithology, Paleonto-

logy, Sailing, Speleology, Zoology. Professors, insti-

tutions, expeditions, others use our research ser-

vices for locating personnel and information on coun-
tries, permits, maps, equipment discounts, funding
and more Write: Expedition Research. Inc.. Box
467N, Annapolis, MD 21404

EXPLOREGUATEMALA/PERU. Two week hiking, ca-
noeing and backpacking tours in Guatemala and
Peru are designed to explore the natural wonders,
archaeological treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries. February to August,,

1980. Wnte: High Country Passage, P.O. Box 1100-

NH, Hamilton, MT 59840. (406) 363-1820

FASCINATING EGYPT/HOLY LAND/AFRICA: 10-

day and longer trips, fully guided, for sophisticated

travelers. Groups or Freelance. Forum Travel. 2437
Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

GOBI DESERT, MONGOLIA, USSR—Extraordinary

journey 25 days, September 1980, $3299. Also,

Kashmir/Ladakh Trek, July 1980. Write: Travel Explo-

rations, Box 17641-N, Denver, CO 8021
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HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Swissair flies you to special

hiking tours, led by popular author/mountaineer Fred

Jacobson Zermatt, Saas-Fee, Lenk, Kandersteg,

Pontresina. Beautiful and challenging trails. Delight-

ful country inns. Superb cuisine. 8th summer! Write

Fred Jacobson, Dept NH, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Avenue, Chappaqua, NY 10514

rniMLAii/yY/n
WILDERNESS TREKS

- MORE THAN MOUNTAINS -
Physical & Cultural Quests to the Roof ol the World

KASHMIR. UDAKH. NEPAL, RHUTAN, CHINA

ITALIA ADAGIO eschews the forced marches of con-
ventional travel and explores the cities of central Italy

where mass tourism cannot go with Frieda Yamins,
American painter who has maintained a studio in

Florence for nineteen years. You'll enjoy the elegance
of exquisite castle hotels and the fine Italian art of

exuberant dining! Departures June 21 and July 18.

Detailed brochure available from: Italia Adagio, 162
Whaley Street, Freeport, New York 1 1 520 (51 6) 868-

7825

LEGENDARY PERU (Bolivia. Ecuador, Galapagos)
and Maya (Mexico, Guatemala): 9-day and longer
trips. Fully escorted. Reasonably priced, for sophisti-

cated travelers. Groups or Freelance. Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL IN NEPAL, INDIA, PAKISTAN,
Africa, Alaska 13 years' experience in arranging

high quality treks and expeditions on 5 continents.

72-page color 1980 catalogue (include $1 for post-

age). Mountain Travel, 1398-NH Solano Avenue, Al-

bany, CA 94706



NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours,

West Texas and Mexico, Rafting, hiking, backpack-
ing, bus. University or Continuing Education credit as

appropriate. Write Education Department, Chihua-

huan Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine. TX
79830

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals, wild-

flowers. Small groups to United States, Britain,

Europe, Alaska, Himalayas, Bhutan, West Africa.

World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD
20901

PERU-MACHU PICCHU, CUZCO: Exhilarating

horseback and rafting expeditions, 15 days.
Galapagos—Ecuador Highlands: Intensive study

tours on 60' schooner. Inca Floats, 5982N Balboa
Drive, Oakland, CA 94611 (415)339-9095

PERU, MEXICO AND GUATEMALA Explore the an-

cient Inca and Mayan Civilizations. Rafting, hiking

and backpacking expeditions at a Realistic Cost,

Write Sacred Monkey Expeditions. Box 363, Jerome,
AZ 86331

ROAM THEWORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations. Cheaper than staying home! TravL tips,

163-09B503 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

TREKKING IN PERU, ECUADOR, BOLIVIA, Pata-

gonia, Venezuela, Wildlife safans, cultural explora-

tion, climbing expeditions. 72-page color 1980 cata-

logue (include $1 for postage). Mountain Travel,

1398-NH Solano Avenue, Albany, CA 94706

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS. See the

fabulous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist. Brad's Tours. 401 E.

Mercer #31 D, Seattle, WA 98102

WHALE EXPEDITIONS; come to Newfoundland this

summer and enjoy a spectacular holiday expedition

to observe the great whales, seabirds and porpoises.

For color brochure write: Ocean Contact, Trinity,

Newfoundland, AOC 2S0, Canada

WHEN IN ROME offers private, custom tours of the

ancient city for discriminating travelers. For informa-

tion write 35 Park Avenue 2E. New York, NY 10016

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles,

whales, glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp. Box 827,

Valdez, AK 99686

WORLDWIDE ADVENTURE STUDY TOURS. Com-
bine vacation with learning. Small groups, expert

leadership. College credit available. The Way of

Travel. 507 Lincoln St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified \s $150per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St., New York. NY 10024
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov. 8). Camera-
ready art is required for display ads. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity. Thank you!

Additional Reading

Bhutanese Dances (p. 38)

The Sacred Dance-Drama of Bhu-

tan, an informative four-page mono-

graph by Mynak R. Tulka, can be or-

dered for $4.50 from the Asia Society,

133 East 58th Street, New York, New
York 10022. It is part of a packet that

includes monographs on Burmese

dances and Korean court music and

dance. The Asia Society also has a

thirty-minute color film. The Royal

Dancers and Musicians from the King-

dom of Bhutan, for rent or sale. A
complete study of the cham tradition,

Tibetan Religious Dancers, by Rene

De Nebesky-Wojkowitz (The Hague:

Mouton, 1976), contains the text and

translation of an important dance man-

ual composed by the fifth Dalai Lama.

Michael Aris discusses the traditions of

cham in "The Admonition of the

Thunderbolt Cannon-ball and Its Place

in the Bhutanese New Year Festival"

(Bulletin of the School of Oriental and

African Studies, vol. 39, part 3, 1976,

pp. 601-35). Tibetan Civilization, rev.

ed., by R. A. Stein (Stamford: Stam-

ford University Press, 1972), is on Ti-

betan culture.

Toads and Tarantulas (p. 48)

For a discussion of the relation be-

tween some insects and spiders, see
'

' Spider and Fly Play Cat and Mouse
, '

'

by William G. Eberhard {Natural His-

tory, January 1980, pp. 56-61). Ta-

rantulas are discussed in American

Spiders, by Willis J. Gertsch (Prince-

ton: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1949), and

in Gertsch' s revision of John Henry

Comstock's The Spider Book (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1975). Rela-

tionships of toads and tarantulas are

mentioned in R. Conant's Field Guide i

to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern

and Central North America, second

edition (Boston : Houghton Mifflin Co.

,

1975), and in Reptiles and Amphib-
ians of North America, by A. Leviton

(New York: DoubledayandCo., 1976).
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i(M lule Deer (p. 56)

E(i!i(*f Well illustrated, The World of the

ffii \Vhite-tailed Deer, by Leonard Lee

liiiC ue ni (New York: J. B. Lippincott

i)ii(i( tC, 1962), draws upon years of data

Le\i! gathering for its description of the life

.W' ;f the deer and includes a bibliog-

iphy. "Foods of the Rocky Mountain

lule Deer," by Roland C. Kufeld,

I.e. Wallmo, and Charles Feddema
JSDA Forest Service Research Paper

~ M-111, July 1973), is a short paper

I ith an extensive bibliography. A gen-
I al book that provides information on
lule deer is Raymond Edwin Chap-

iH's Deer (Poole: Blandford Press,

377). The Deer of North America,

llited by Walter P. Taylor (Harris-

«'• arg: Stackpole Co., and the Wildlife

lanagement Institute, Washington,
I.e., 1956), is comprehensive but

ated. A similar work. Mule Deer and
-; \'lack- tailed Deer, edited by O.C.
" vallmo will be published soon by

tackpole.

Jill (p. 66)

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, fif-

' ':enth edition, s.v. "krill" in the

licropaedia, gives a brief description

jid references to articles on ecology,

[iology, behavior, and the relation of

rill to the fishing industry. G. A.
lano's article "Antarctica—the Liv-

'g Legacy," in the 1980 Year Book
f Science and the Future (Chicago:

ncyclopaedia Britannica, 1979, pp.
^6-71), discusses the role of krill in

itarctic ecology. A general descrip-

on of the animal can be found in

': Krill," by J. F. Lohr (Oceans,
lay/June 1977, pp. 54-55).

- Katharine D'Agosta

Cougar and Elk
Captured forever for you in solid pewter. Beautifully

detailed with a feel for the natural majesty of these

wildlife creatures. The 5'/z oz. cougar $29.95; the 7'/t oz.

elk $33.75; or $59.50 for the pair. (Phces include

postage and handling.)

Send check or money
order with your name,

address and telephone. Or
include your VISA/Master

Charge number and expiration

date. Money back if not

satisfied.

BARMON Dept EE
343 Rumstick Rd., Barrlngton, R.I. 02806

(401) 245-0622
Send for free color brochure featuring

lull line of pewter wildlife figures.

Enter
the world
of Questers

nature
tours*

BAUSCH S. LOMB

SPORTŜ̂ ^r
•»^

r^©
OPTICS ^^

fi

When it comes to op-

tics, the Bausch & Lomb
name has had no peers

for over 100 years. Their

binoculars, riflescopes

and telescopes remain

the standard of excel-

lence against which
all others are judged.

Invest in a Bausch &
Lomb, and you've made
the buy of a lifetime.

Danleys

When you travel with Questers, you have the

advantage of our knowledge of the travel world.

And our experience of the natural world We are

travel professionals And our only tour program is

Worldwide Nature Tours.

Under the leadership of an accompanying
naturalist, we search out the plants and animals,

birds and flowers, rain forests, mountains, and
tundra seashores, lakes, and swamps of the

regions we explore At the same time, we include

the more usual attractions in touring—the cities,

archaeological sites, and people.

The current Directory of Worldwide Nature

Tours describes 29 tours varying from 9 to 36 days
and going to virtually every part of the world. In-

cluded are The Amazon, Peru, Patagonia, Galapa-
gos, Hawaii. Alaska, Death Valley Everglades,

Ladakh, Sri Lanka, Iceland, Scotland, Greece,
Australia, and New Zealand. Tour parties are small,

thepaceleisurely, and itineraries unusual.

Call or write Questers or see your Travel

Agent today for your free copy ofttie Directory of

Worldwide Nature Tours.

QUESTERS
Questers Tours & Travel, Inc.

Dept. Ml .(SO, 257 Park Avenue South
New York. N.Y. 10010 • (212) 673-3120

June 20 to July 6, 1980

A journey to America's last great frontier. Cruise through fabu-
lous Glacier Bay, with its whales, seals and teeming birdlife. Ex-
plore scenic Mt. McKinley National Park, and see giant moose,
white mountain sheep, barrenground caribou, golden eagles.
Visit volcanic Katmai, and watch brown bears fishing for salmon.
Fly to the remote Pribilof Islands, summer home to over a million

fur seals and countless nesting sea birds. Enjoy exciting wildlife

in wilderness areas almost untouched by civilization. Led by
Kenneth A. Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the Museum. For
further information write to Discovery Tours, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West at 79 St., NY NY 10024, or

call (212) 873-1440. A



A Matter of Taste

The Giant Snail of La Jolla
Commercial divers, sportsmen, and
otters pursue the tasty abalone

Emma Stark Hampton, Daughter of

the American Revolution and the dis-

tinguished Michigan lady after whom
my Detroit elementary school was

named, had in her time put together a

stylish amateur collection of rocks and

fossils, fish bills, and shells, which

came eventually to rest in an unlabeled

heap in a disused closet at the Hampton
School. The principal, a canny bureau-

crat who had been frequently pressed

by my mother to "enrich" my educa-

tional program, seized upon the neg-

lected Hampton trove as an ideal extra-

curricular project that would occupy

my vaunted intellectual curiosity and

also give the school its own museum
of natural history.

While other children sat in class,

studying the art of the paper wad, I

attended to my curatorial duties. Com-
pletely ignorant of biology and geol-

ogy, I spent many happy hours lei-

surely familiarizing myself with the

objects but not making much progress

toward their positive identification.

Fortunately, an older boy named Larry

Fishman, who had a modest grasp of

the relevant science, was my cocura-

tor. He knew a trilobite when he saw
one, and he was also able to tell me that

certain large, flattish, nacreous shells

with holes in them were abalones.

In that inland setting, where clams

and oysters were exotic beasts, it never

occurred to me that the gastropods that

had once lived in those iridescent shells

were edible. But like many other Mid-

westerners, when I grew up, I made my
way to California, oft whose shores

various species of the abalone genus,

Haliotis, cling to underwater rocks and

feast on kelp. Californians justly prize

the muscular tlesh of the foot, some-

times almost twelve inches long, that

holds this marine snail in place. In-

deed, abalone is such a delicacy along

our southern Pacific coast that it is pos-

sibly the most expensive indigenous

American food, at roughly fifteen dol-

lars a pound in markets, because it is

so scarce. Commercial divers and

sportsmen with scuba rigs have pur-

sued abalone so avidly that good beds

are harder and harder to find. And now
that the sea otter is environmentally

protected, this natural predator of aba-

lones is extending its range and further

depleting the haliotian supply.

This abalone dearth sounds like a

typically modern problem in which
overfishing, high population density,

and ecological tampering have deci-

mated a mollusk that had happily car-

ried on its vegetarian life cycle in

American waters for millenniums be-

fore the coming of our advanced civili-

zation. This scenario is true enough as

far as it goes, but the wholesale assault

on the abalone actually began very

long ago and must qualify as one of the

earliest human depredations of the

American biomass.

In the kitchen middens of Indians

who lived on what is now Catalina Is-

land, west of Los Angeles, about

4000-3500 B.C. , Clement W. Meighan
found shell remains indicating that

even then, without benefit of high tech-

nology, the abalone had started its up-

and-down career as a sometimes en-

dangered species.

In the lower strata that he excavated,

Meighan found a predominance of aba-

lone shells. They outnumbered the

next most abundant genus, Mytilus

(mussels), by a ratio of 4 to 1. In the

upper levels, the ratio had reversed.

Evidently, the Indians, preferring the

abalone to other shellfish, had eaten

their way through the abalone beds and

then switched over to mussels when
abalones became scarce.

Although contemporary Califor-

nians may seem to be repeating the

process, they have not yet switched to

mussels because of toxic pollution and

a dietary phobia against them. Fortu-

nately, they also have taken some

measures to turn the tide in favor of the

abalone. In a former sardine cannery

in Monterey, George S. Lockwood is

at work perfecting a commercially vi-

able abalone farm. Through careful,

enriched feeding and controlled light

and temperature conditions, he hopes

that maricultured abalones will put on

their desired weight twice as fast as the

ten years they would normally take in

the wild. Lockwood also sells small

abalones to the California Department
i

of Fish and Game, which plants them

in the ocean.

More prosaically. Fish and Gamei
patrols set up abalone fishing areas to

enforce the strict regulations enacted to ^

protect already established natural:

beds. Sport divers are permitted a max-

imum of four abalones a day, and these

cannot legally be stockpiled in the re-

frigerator since it is against the law to

possess more than four at a time. There

are also rules about minimum permis-

sible length. Red abalones, the largest

species, have to be at least seven,!

inches; pinks and greens, six inches.

Tougher, less desirable blacks, which;



by Raymond Sokolov

ing to rocks in the surf, are legal at

/e inches.

Divers measure their take under-

ater with the irons they use to pry

eir prey loose from the rocks. These

; ng flat blades are marked otf at five,

ix, and seven inches, and by law, they

I
ust not be thinner than an eighth of

I

I

inch so that they don't cut the aba-

fne. Since abalones have no clotting

(;ent in their blood, a cut means cer-

fin death, making it futile for divers

put back those that are too small.

Despite all these apparently stultify-

g regulations and what may sound

<ie a tedious amount of time spent

jiecking length, catching an abalone

still mostly a matter of stealth and

! leed. Give the gastropod warning that

you are there and it tightens its grip on

the rock, tightens it so that its poten-

tially delectable foot exerts a force of

400 pounds per square inch. In prac-

tice, once this happens, the game is up:

the hapless diver cannot pry the aba-

lone loose. Good abalone hunters slip

the blade swiftly under the foot and

pull immediately. Hesitation lets the

animal seize the blade, and once that

happens, hard prying can do little more

than bend and break the metal.

"The new diver has a difficult

time," says Bert Kobayashi, a Ph.D.

in marine biology from the Scripps In-

stitute of Oceanography at La Jolla,

who supervises the physical education

program at the University of Califor-

nia, San Diego. Kobayashi also

Photographs by Cfaig Arne:

teaches scuba classes and is the guiding

light of the UCSD diving club, known
as the Sea Deucers.

Recently I went with Kobayashi and

the Sea Deucers out beyond the famous

surf that pounds into Black's Beach in

La Jolla. With the town's sheer sand-

stone cliffs behind us, we pitched and

rolled out into the chilly, fifty-degree

Pacific in an inflated boat, until we
came to a field of kelp. The water was

about sixty feet deep where we
dropped anchor.

"Right down the anchor line," said

Kobayashi in his bass announcer's

voice. "Let's do it." Several wet-

suited bodies with breathing apparatus

flipped backward into the ocean and

disappeared except for the constant

stream of bubbles they sent up to the

surface.

Feeling queasy from the movement
of the boat while I sat waiting, I tried

to relieve the nausea by staring at dis-

tant points on the shore. We had come
quite far out to sea, I thought. As Ko-

bayashi had told me, "It has gotten

harder and harder to find abalones.

There are still areas that appear to be

virgin, but even there the average size

has decreased."

A pod of curious sea lions swam
around the boat, distracting me period-

ically from the cliffs, which are really

the visible portion of an immense un-

dersea canyon whose walls cause La

Jolla's splendid surf. Surfers, little

black dots much farther in, were out in

force riding the big waves.

After a few minutes, Kobayashi

emerged with a bag of red abalones,

the world's largest Haliotis. Some of

the other divers had found them too,

but the dive had been particularly hard

because the surge of the waves had

reached down abnormally deep and

roiled the bottom, sweeping the Sea

Deucers along at a speed that disrupted

the intricate search and surgical lunge

of abalone fishing. Even so, they had

pried loose enough abalones to make
a meal for all of us.

After red abalones have been

shelled, cleaned, and cut into several
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thin slices, two of these big univalves

will generally feed three people. But

getting to the cooking stage with aba-

lones is quite a job and, among other

things, requires a grasp of abalone

anatomy and physiology.

On the outside of the elliptical shell,

near one of the long outer edges, is a

line of holes. The animal's gills are

behind the holes, which are outlets for

water expelled from the gills. There is

a lip on the inner rim of the shell on

the side with the holes. The opposite

side has no lip, giving easier access to

the abalone iron.

You set the abalone on a table upside

down (with the foot up) and insert the

iron between the flesh and the shell,

pushing down as far as it will go and

then pulling it back and forth while ex-

erting some pressure upward, until the

muscle pops loose from the shell. Done
properly, this maneuver will remove

the abalone in one piece from the shell,

which has a beautifully iridescent inte-

rior, really a muscle scar where the foot

was once attached. Sometimes a tiny,

dark shrimp, Betaeus harfordi, drops

out of the shell. It is a commensal orga-

nism, sharing shelter and meals with

the abalone.

Along with the muscular, edible foot

comes a large blob of gonads—green

in females, cream colored in males.

Discard these and cut away the black

skin and the leathery outer layer of the

foot. What remains is a thick wedge of

hard abalone muscle. It has to be sliced

as thin as possible, which can be done

in a trice with a professional meat slic-

ing machine, the kind used in delica-

tessens. The Sea Deucers had impro-

vised special boards with two metal

rods set in them (or in one case, two

thin strips of wood). Kobayashi
showed me how to set a large, very

sharp knife flat on the supports and use

them as a guide. With the abalone

placed between the knife supports it

was possible to slice through the bot-

tom of the muscle, making a transverse

cut about an eighth of an inch thick.

He removed one slice and then kept on

slicing in this manner until the entire

muscle had been reduced to several

scaloppine, which should be chilled for

three hours to relax the muscle. Then

you pound them with the same kind of

toothed mallet that is sold for flattening

veal scaloppine.

This is not an optional step. An aba-

lone cannot be eaten until each slice

has been thoroughly pounded into flac-

cidity. At first, when you pound, the

slices curl up as if alive. You turn them'

over and pound some more until finally

you have a docile, extremely thin piece|

of meat, but you must not pound so

energetically that you turn the abalone

to mush or cut it to fragments.

Kobayashi soaks pounded abalone

slices in milk or beer. Then he dredges

them in seasoned cracker meal. Breadj

crumbs or cornmeal would also work

well. Once you have done this,, it is at]

last time to saute the abalone in hot oil

When they are golden brown, you eal

them, saying a little prayer so that con-

servation and mariculture will preveiitj

the extinction of this very fine gift from

the sea.

Seafood Simmer
(Adapted from The Northwest Cook-

book, by Lila Gault)

4 tablespoons butter

Va cup dry white wine

1 tablespoon shallots, peeled and'

finely chopped

1 tablespoon parsley, finely chopped

2 large abalones, sliced, pounded,

and cut into strips

2 large scallops, cut into pieces

1

.

Melt butter in a medium skillet over

medium high heat. When bubbling

subsides, add wine and boil for a

minute or so.

2. Add shallots and parsley and cook

over medium heat for 2 minutes.

3. Add shellfish. Cook for 5 minutes,

stirring occasionally.

Yield: 3^ servings

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance i

writer whose special interest is the his-

'

tory and preparation of food.



Gulf isvan pooling.

Because onevan is i/^flh 1,000 gallons.

"Every morning, 1,749 Gulf

employeeswho used to drive their

own cars to worknow make the trip

in vans," says Gulf's van pooling

Program Administrator Ken
Sawicki. "And the energy savings

are really amazing.

"Every van we operate saves 1 , 000 gallons of gas

every 38 working days."

"With 11 people to a van making

an average daily round trip ofabout

50 miles, we figure that each van
saves 1,000 gallons ofgasoline every

38 working days.

"With 164 vansnow operating

at fourteen Gulffacilities, we save

4,164 gallons ofgasoline every

working day! Ofcourse, van pool-

ing isn't the only way Gulfcon-

serves energy. We cut fuel consump-

tion ofour tank tmck fleet almost

13% , and ofour eight refineries by

20%, compared to 1972.

"Energy conservation is a tre-

mendous challenge, but we have to

meet it if this country is ever to be-

come less dependent on expensive

imported oil in the future. It's only

reasonable that Gulf, as one of

America's leadingenergy producers,

should work just as hard at being

one ofAmerica's energy savers.

"We put together a how-to-do- it

booklet to make it easier for other

companies to start van pooling. I'll

be glad to send you a copy ifyou just

write to me, Ken Sawicki, at P.O.

Box 2001, Houston, Texas 77001."

Gulf people:
energy for tomorrow*

Gulf Oil Corporation
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INAFUEL-
OBSESSED SOaETY
IS ITBLASPHEMY
TOSUGGESTTHAT
ACARSHOULD^

BE FUNTO DRIVE?



What with the threat of the

'(3S Line" eternally poised over

Di collective heads, our national

Df Dccupation with fuel efficiency

erfectly understandable.

The question must be

ed, however, does meeting

iH, demands of the gas pump
of to mention the endless

5t :am of safety and anti-

Dcution regulations—mean that

N\ are doomed to suffer a

i^ieration of terminally bonng

aiomobiles?

If one accepts as fact the

jimal cries of woe emanating

rm the automotive community,

tjould seem so.

!Yet, if one drives the BMW
3;)i, it becomes apparent that

:h IS not at all the case.

Indeed, while overcoming

);h5e seemingly insurmount-

ih obstacles, the BMW 3201

Drvides the sort of exhilarating

f:f
formance enthusiasts have

3lout given up for lost.

THE THRILL OF
ERFORMANCE WITHOUT

IJE SIN OF GAS GUZZLING .

Even before the words "gas
:r is" became a permanent
3c tof the language, small, prac-

1^ BMWotMorth America. Inc The BMW trademark and logo are registered

tical family sedans were not well

known for their performance

capabilities.

A truth which makes the

320i all the more remarkable.

Take a hair-raising curve and

the legendary BMW suspension

system—independent on all four

wheels—flexes with an uncanny

resiliency that makes one feel

as if the car were slotted into the

roadway.

Press the accelerator and

the four-cylinder, 1.8-liter, fuel-in-

jected, overhead cam engine

responds in a manner that can

only be descnbed as exhilarat-

ing, even by pre-pollution control

standards.

Yet, the 320i (with 5-speed

standard transmission) delivers

an impressive [251 EPA esti-

mated mpg, 36 estimated high-

way mileage and, based on these

figures, an estimated mpg
range of 13831 miles and a high-

way range of 551 miles.

(Naturally our fuel efficiency

figures are for comparison pur-

poses only. Your actual mileage

and range may vary, depend-

ing on speed, weather and tnp

length. Your actual highway

mileage and highway range will

most likely be lower.)

AN INTERIOR ENGINEERED
FOR SERIOUS DRIVING .

Perhaps no more succinct

an expression of engineering in-

telligence exists than the interior

of the BMW 320i-each facet

strategically planned to help pre-

vent driver fatigue.

Vital controls are within easy

reach. The tachometer, speed-

ometerand ancillary instruments

are well-marked, easy to read

and set in a control panel that

sweeps out to meet the driver

Its front seats are designed

to hold their occupants firmly

in place, and are so thoroughly

adjustable that it is all but

impossible not to find a comfort-

able seating position.

All in all, in a time of lowered

automotive expectations, amidst

increasing mediocrity, the engi-

'

neers at BMW have actually

improved the BMW.
If you'd care to judge for

yourself, phone your

nearest BMW dealer

to arrange a thorough

test drive.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
BMW, MUNICH, GERMANY.

of Bayensche Motoren Werke, A G



SOME THOUGHTS
ON REACHING EIGHTY

It is only human, I suppose, to give impor-

tance to birth dates and decades, and so we are

proud to celebrate the eightieth anniversary of

the American Museum of Natural History's

magazine. Natural History.

Most of the articles in this special issue have

been selected from the magazine's first half

century. They range from starlings to planets,

from the discovery of early humans to the fail-

ure to discover the Loch Ness monster. With

many articles, a postscript brings these ever

changing subjects up-to-date.

The authors, too, are a diverse lot, including

explorers, a president of the United States,

Museum presidents and directors, and Marga-

ret Mead. The illustrations come mainly from

the photographic archives of the Museum's li-

brary. Some of the articles have been trimmed

a bit because even in the good old days authors

tended to ramble on, but in order to preserve

the historical flavor of the times, we have not

changed the style or manner of presentation.

Some regular features also appear in the last

quarter of the magazine.

Perhaps a magazine, and especially this

magazine, should be wary about emphasizing

anniversaries. The month after month

publication—with each issue tied to the previ-

ous one and influencing the next—seems more

like a plant cloned from the root of the mother

plant. Certainly, Natural History of 1980 is

genetically related to its first issues of 1900.

And the environment of the Museum has

greatly influenced both.

Like a successful species. Natural History

has evolved during its 682 appearances in

eighty years. In typical American fashion, it

has grown bigger and fatter with age. This is-

sue is the fattest yet. It has also grown more

cosmopolitan both in its subjects and its audi-

ence. Its distribution and readership have dou-

bled in the past decade—currently nearly two

million people read our half million copies.

And with age the magazine has become more

colorful and prestigious, if the recognition

given last year and this year in the National

Magazine Awards and the Society of Publica-

tion Designers Competition is a criterion.

Fat, prestigious, proud, and eighty. Are

these signs of a magazine in its prime (and

therefore nearing its dotage)? Not really. Not

if the plans for growth, change, and great fu-

ture issues are considered. This year Natural

History will increase its frequency from ten to

twelve times a year. It will drop its book bonus

and separate calendar, but will include the cal-

endar with a fall issue and two months will be

special issues. The 1981 calendar, based on

artifacts from the Museum's new Hall of

Asian Peoples, will contain some of the most

beautiful pictures the magazine has ever pub-

lished.

If it keeps growing, expanding, changing

with the times, yet returning to its roots for di-

rection and consistency. Natural History

should be around for many more lively dec-

ades. In 1900, the Museum's second vice presi-

dent, Henry F. Osborn (later to become one of

its greatest presidents), wrote that the maga-

zine should keep members and the public "in-

formed of all that is going on . . . and [of] the

diffusion of natural science." That should

keep us busy for the next eighty years.

Alan Terms, Editor



JL^C.V.v/vLJoC' the pale golden glow of our fragile Sauvignon Blanc is an indication

of its taste, the winemaker must judge with his eye as well as his palate.

Every step we take, we take with care because
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TheWine Remembers
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COME SEETHE STATE
THATKEPTTHE

WORLD'SSECOND
OLDEST RIVER
FROM DYING OF

UNNATURALCAUSES
Its name, ironically is the New

River. It is 500 million years old.

Older than the first, tentative

fishes. Older than the trees.

And, not long ago, it almost

went the way of the dinosaurs.

Except for North Carolina, the

prehistoric river would be just

another man-made lake by now
But today it flows,unchanged,

through gentle hills and fertile

valleys. As a part of the National

Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

North Carolina,you 11 begin to

notice from the moment you

cross its borders, is a state that takes

nature seriously

\bu canwalk in vast mountain

forests that have barely changed

since the coming of man.

You can stroll beaches where

only the crabs and waterfowl are

permitted to take up residence.

From the Great Smokies to the Outer Banks, national and state parks and

forestlands cover not just hundreds of square miles, but thousands.

You can camp beside a waterfall, catchyour breakfast in a clear mountain

stream, and never see a sign of civilization.You can go looking for seashells

without having to look at high-rise condominiums. You can run the rapids.



;ai:
^et soaked to the skin.Go to places you'd never see from the window of a car

Do things you've never done, just because you've never done them.

So come. Enjoy But do us one favor, please.Try to leave North Carolina

the way you found it.Because that's exactly what we're trying to do.

For more information,about North Carolina, anda package offree booklets to helpyouplan your KI^^DTI-I C^AR^^IINA
next vacation, write North Carolina Travel, Department 361, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699. ^V^B> III V>»«-%I^Virii«ll "«*-*



Authors

Rudolph Martin Anderson (1876-

1961), born in Iowa, became a Cana-

dian citizen and joined the staff of the

National Museum of Canada in Ot-

tawa in 1913. From 1920 until his re-

tirement in 1948 he was chief of the

Division of Biology. Anderson served

as zoologist and chief of the southern

party on the Canadian Arctic Expedi-

tion of 1913-16, led by Stefansson,

and later edited the sixteen-volume

Reports, detailing the scientific results

of that venture.

^TrS"^-!
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Richard E. Byrd (1888-1957), a na-

val aviator, was perhaps America's

most famous and controversial polar

explorer. His claim to have flown over

the North Pole in 1926 was later dis-

puted on the ground that his plane was

incapable of making the flight within

the reported elapsed time. A year later,

with three companions, he flew across

the Atlantic Ocean. In the late 1920s,

Byrd established a base camp in Ant-

arctica, called LITTLE AMERICA, from

which he explored the continent. In

1955, he was put in command of all

United States antarctic activities.

Roy Chapman Andrews (1884-

1 960) joined the staff of the American

Museum in 1906. At the beginning of

his career, he specialized in the study

of whales and other aquatic mammals.
During the First World War, he called

the attention of the U.S. Food Admin-
istration to the possibility of using

whale meat as a food source (it was

then being used as fertilizer). As the

Museum's assistant curator of mam-
malogy and, then, as curator-in-chief

of the division of Asiatic explorations

and research, Andrews led three ex-

peditions: to Tibet, southwest China,

and Burma (1916-1917); to northern

China and Outer Mongolia (1919);

and to central Asia (1921-1930). He
served as director of the Museum from

1935 until 1942, when he resigned in

order to write. He lectured widely and

was the author of numerous books.

Harold Elmer Anthony (189|

1970) came to the American Museul
in 1911. He was chairman of the dI
partment of Mammalogy from 1942 ll

1958 and deputy director of the Mil

seum from 1952 to 1957. ExpeditionJ

were a hallmark of his life, and he lei

collecting trips for the Museum to ef
ery continent except Australia. He r|

tired in 1958 and served until 1966 ;

curator of the Frick Laboratory, a 1

sil research laboratory associated witj

the Museum. Among the specimens 1

collected for the Museum were edibfl

orchids, legless amphibians, a Moil

golian mummy, and a barking deerl

Frank M. Chapman (1864-1945;

served with the American Museum foi

fifty-four years. He was trained as i

banker but a voluntary assignmeni

dealing with the spring migration ol

birds in 1884 propelled him from a ca-

reer in banking to one in ornithology

He joined the Museum in 1888, jusi

before the "big blizzard," and became

curator of ornithology in 1908. Chap-

man originated the concept of the

"habitat group," which revolutionized

the showing of animals in museums. A

popular writer on birds, his Handbook^

of Birds of Eastern North America-

reached three editions in the year it

was published, 1895.
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1980 FORDBRONCO
Anewadvance in family4-wheeiers.

Exciting news for 1980: Bronco introduces

fwin-Traction Beam, the only truck in its class

vith independent front suspension. Feel the

Jifference on the road. And off.

Ford's new design Bronco gives you the best

jstimated mpg of any V-8 4-wheeler. Trim new
jize outside for easy maneuvering. All-new

nterior with more front leg room, improved
;limate control, new anti-theft features.

Bronco's built tough on a truck chassis,

:ested tough at Ford's Arizona Proving Ground,
rest it at your Ford Dealer. Ask about Ford's

corrosion perforation warranty. It's a no-cost

36-month limited warranty that excludes
exhaust system components. And ask about
Ford's Extended Service Plan, too.

Roomy interior
has all-new styling,

options like tilt steering

wheel, reclining

Captain's Chairs up
front, AM/FM stereo

with cassette or 8-track

tape player.

BEST V-8
ESTIMATED MPG

mp9
EPA EST*

Optional 5.0L (302 CID)
V-8 with automatic transmission.

"Compare this estimate with others. Your
mileage may differ depending on speed,
distance and weather California excluded.

New Bronco choices Include six

roof colors. Above: Landau Tu-Tone

with accent tape stripe. At top: Free

Wheeling Bronco shown with optional

tri-color tape stripe, styled steel

wheels, RWL tires, and more.

Independent front
suspension eases wheels over

bumps separately to give a

better ride than last year. Helps
off-road control.

FORD
FORD DIVISION



What do you see
when you look at your

newspaper?

It depends on your point-of-view.

You might see a timely source of useful information, jobs for many
people, or the short-lived ghost of a once-proud tree.

We see these things, and more. We see a big part of a business

our employees and shareholders depend on. We're one of the world's

leading suppliers of paper products.

We also see the trees that stand behind these products, and we
strive to manage them in a way that reconciles your viewpoints, so that

we can provide satisfactory jobs, products, profits and thriving trees.

If we succeed, everybody wins. Reason enough to try, don't you think?

Boise Cascade Corporation I

A company worth looking at.

M



Samuel H. Chubb (1863-1949) was

ilicated to the craft of mounting

l;letons of horses and other animals

i' ifelike, active poses. In 1892 he sold

\ first animal skeleton to the Ameri-

c 1 Museum, where he pursued his

s :cial interest up to the time of his

cith fifty-seven years later. He was

?i erviewed for Natural History in

1123 by A. Katherine Berger, the

mgazine's assistant editor.

Theodore D. A. Cockerell (1866-

48), an entomologist, was a prolific

^ntributor to scientific journals,

rticularly on the subject of bees, a

elong passion of his. By 1938
3ckerell had published 5,840 new
mes for species, subspecies, and
rietiesof bees. From 1888 to 1945 he
blished more than 1,200 scientific

pers (a few were coauthored). He
io developed the red sunflower, a

dely known variety, from a single

Id plant discovered by his wife.

Edwin G. Conklin ( 1 863-1952), pro-

fessor of biology and chairman of the

Department of Biology at Princeton

University from 1908 until his retire-

ment in 1933, did important research

in embryology and helped establish the

field as a discipline in its own right. In

addition, he wrote extensively on Dar-

winism and lectured on the relations

between science and ethics. He was a

strong supporter in the early 1900s of

the young field of experimental biol-

ogy. Conklin's book review reprinted

here is of a work by Thomas Hunt
Morgan, one of the pioneer experimen-

tal geneticists.

Raymond A. Dart (1893-) was a

professor of anatomy at the University

of the Witwatersrand in Johannes-

burg, South Africa, in 1925 when he

received a fossil skull found by a miner.

On examination of the skull. Dart's

conclusion was that he had found a

new fossil species, Australopithecus

africanus, intermediate in its char-

acteristics between apes and human
beings. Dart retired in 1959 as a

professor emeritus and still lives in

South Africa; he celebrated his eighty-

seventh birthday February 4.

Lincoln Ellsworth (1880-1951) was

a wealthy engineer, explorer, and ad-

venturer, who financed many expedi-

tions himself. He led the first trans-

arctic air crossing in 1926 and in 1936

was the first to cross Antarctica by air

Twice he financed and accompanied

Roald Amundsen, the Norwegian ex-

plorer, in polar air explorations. Dur-

ing four expeditions to the Antarctic,

Ellsworth claimed a total of 300,000

square miles for the United States.

Clyde Fisher (1878-1949) was a

member of the scientific staff of the

American Museum for twenty-eight

years and curator-in-chief of the Hay-

den Planetarium from its opening in

1935 until his retirement in 1941. He
organized the Museum's Department

of Astronomy in 1924 and campaigned

for ten years to get its planetarium

built.



Amadeus W.Grabau ( 1 870-1946), for

twenty years a professor of paleontol-

ogy at Columbia University, was a

leading figure in both paleontology

and geology. He pioneered advances in

stratigraphy, set forth the principles of

the field of paleoecology, and sup-

ported an early theory of continental

drift. In 1920 Grabau moved to China,

where he spent the rest of his life. He
became professor of paleontology at

the National University there and

chief scientist of the Geological Survey

of China.

1^^.

William K. Gregory (1876-1970),

an ichthyologist and paleontologist,

joined the American Museum in 1899

and retired in 1944. His specialty was
the anatomy and dentition of fish and
mammals. During the course of his

long career at the Museum he served

as curator of ichthyology and com-
parative anatomy and planned and su-

pervised a number of exhibits.

George Bird Grinnell (1849-1938)

was an American naturalist prominent

in conservation movements. In 1886 he

organized the first chapter of what

later became the National Audubon
Society, and in 1896 he helped found

the New York Zoological Society.
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David Starr Jordan (1851-1931)

was the first president (in 1891) of

Stanford University. He came there

from Indiana University, where during

six years as president he instituted

such innovations as elective courses

and a major field of study for students.

Jordan's discipline was ichthyology,

and he studied fish of the Pacific coast,

the Gulf Coast, Florida, Cuba, and the

major American rivers. His ideas on

speciation, reprinted here, grew out of

early field trips in the southern United

States.

William D. Matthew (1871-1

curator of vertebrate paleontology

the American Museum when the ;

cle reprinted here was first publisheJ

spent more than thirty years at tl[

Museum, starting in 1895 as an

tant in the Department of Vertebral!

Paleontology. He left in 1927 to bJ

come curator of the Paleontologica

Museum of the University of Califol

nia. Matthew wrote frequently fq

Natural History on paleontology

evolution.

Margaret IVIead (1901-1978) begai

her fifty-year association with thi

American Museum in 1926 as assisl

tant curator of ethnology in the De|

partment of Anthropology. A teachei

writer, and lecturer, she was knowi

throughout the world for her researcl

in the South Pacific and as a com

mentator on contemporary social is

sues.
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If you have ever taken a lux-

ury sports car through a tight

turn, you know the feeling.

It's the sense of supreme pre-

cision v/ith which this trim,

compact camera proclaims

its nikon heritage. A feeling

that is borne out by the pro-

fessional quality pictures

the nikon FE delivers viith

automatic ease. And one
that, unlike other fine things

in life, is readily affordable.

With the nikon FE, you can
simply focus and shoot . .

.

and rely on its nikon elec-

tronics to give you sharp,

magnificently exposed
photographs, automatically.

Or, switch to manual opera-

tion and enjoy complete
creative control over every

exposure, more easily than

you ever thought possible.

Above all, this is a camera
that makes no compromise
in its supreme nikon quality.

Stroke the advance lever,

and feel the smoothness of

precision gearing machined
to microscopic tolerances.

Press the exposure button,

and hear the shutter respond
with hushed precision. Look
through the bright, silver-

coated viewfinder, and see

your picture snap into sharp
focus with a fingertip touch.

Know, too, that the world's

greatest photographic sys-

tem stands behind your
nikon FE. Add the dynamic
firepower of motor drive, at

up to 3.5 shots a second.
Banish darkness vinth the in-

genious automatic thyristor

flash. Explore new perspec-

tives through more than 60
nikkor lenses, the same
superb optics chosen by
most professionals for their

sharpness and color fidelity.

For the purist:

The Nikon FM
For those who prefer only

manual exposure control, the

nikon FM offers the reliable

guidance of one-step elec-

tronic metering. It's as com-
pact and precisely responsive

as the FE and costs even less.

At your nikon dealer.

Mikon Inc., Garden City, new York 11530.

Experience
a sense ofperfection.

TheNikon FE.

©Mikonlnc. 1979



Henry Fairfield Osborn (1857-

1935) became president of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History in

1908 and kept that position for twenty-

five years, presiding over a period of

great growth for the Museum. He

came to the Museum from the faculty

of Princeton University in 1891. In

that year he founded both the Depart-

ment of Biology at Columbia Univer-

sity and the Department of Vertebrate

(then Mammalian) Paleontology at

the Museum. Although his original

scientific work was in vertebrate pa-

leontology, his interests were wide and

included conservation. Osborn devel-

oped a comprehensive theory of evolu-

tion that few scientists accepted. He
fought against the Tennessee antievo-

lution statute that resulted in the

famed Scopes monkey trial. And, like

some other scientists of his time,

including Edwin G. Conklin and David

Starr Jordan (also represented in this

issue), he had a strong interest in

eugenics, the improvement of the hu-

man race through selective breeding.

Chester A. Reeds (1882-1968) be-

came curator of the Department of

Geology and Invertebrate Paleontol-

ogy of the American Museum in 1925
and served in that capacity until 1938.

His association with the Museum first

began in 1910, after a brief stint as a

lecturer in geology at Bryn Mawr Col-

lege. Reeds was born in La Cygne,
Kansas, and received his Ph.D. from
Yale University in 1910. A Fellow of

the American Geological Society, he

published extensively in his field.

Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919),

twenty-sixth president of the United

States, had a lifelong interest in natu-

ral history. As a conservationist, he

was instrumental in reserving millions

of acres of land for public ownership.

Contributing to his reputation as an

outdoorsman is the story of how, on a

Mississippi bear hunt, he refused to

shoot a bear that had been captured as

a trophy for the White House. The in-

cident was popularized in a 1902 news-

paper cartoon and inspired the cre-

ation of the ever popular Teddy Bear.

Vilhjalmur Stefansson ( 1 879-1 962),

the Canadian explorer and ethnologist,

depended for the success of his Arctic

expeditions on living off the land

according to Eskimo ways. He wrote

several books about his explorations,

including My Life with the Eskimo,

The Friendly Arctic, Unsolved Mys-
teries of the Arctic, and Discovery.

^%;

Gilbert L. Wilson (1869-1930)

spent two months of each year, from

1908 to 1918, among the Hidatsa, or

Gros Ventre, Indians, gathering infor-

mation about their culture for the

American Museum. He published

monographs on the dog and horse cul-

ture complexes of this tribe. Wilson

looked upon the narrative, and the

demonstrations accompanying it, as

data, to be set down verbatim. His

method was to control the narrators as

little as possible, merely holding them

to a description of actual personal ex-

periences. At the time of the work re-

printed in this issue he was a graduate

student in anthropology at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota.



KING COB
The King Cobra... the largest venomous snake on earth. He can deliver more venom than

any other snake-enough poison to kill a 10-ton elephant in a matter of mere hours!

The unusual sensors in his flicking, forked tongue alert him instantly to the

presence of prey. His lethal venom is discharged through short, hollow ^
''

teeth... while his double-hinged jaw and elastic throat permit him to

consume prey much larger than himself. t

The King Cobra—deadly, mysterious, unpredictable— is just one

of the fascinating creatures you'll meet in Reptiles & Amphibians,

your introductory volume in the Wild, Wild World of Animals
library—based on the popular TV series from Time-Life Television.

Reptiles & Amphibians will bring you face-to-face with some of the world's

most elusive, dangerous, and useful creatures... all in their own way vital to

mankind in keeping the balance of nature. You'll discover:

Cuban knight anole is the giant of the
genus at 18 inches.

• Flying Snake of Borneo, actually capable

of "flight" between trees up to 40 yards apart. ..

• Anaconda, a constrictor which grows to a length of

more than 25 feet (one such snake was reported to have

devoured a five-foot caiman—whole!) . .

.

• Gila Monster, which hangs onto its prey with such

tenacity, it sometimes can only be torn loose with pliers , .

.

• Racer Snake, which can easily outdistance a man over rough

terrain by means of a complex serpentine locomotion . .

.

• Crocodile, slowly driven toward extinction by its own cannibalism

of its young . . . and man's greed for its hide.

• Eastern Diamondback, responsible for more deaths in the U.S.

than all other snakes combined ...

Discover the action-photo excitement of the

WILD,WILDWORLD OFANIMALS
Send for Reptiles &' Amphibians today for a 10-day free examination-and

begin your journey into the lairs of the earth's deadliest creatures!

The Wild, Wild World of Animals library takes you

on an incredible photographic safari. You'll roam jungles

and plains in The Cats to watch cheetahs, leopards and

lions. You'll dive to the ocean's floor in Dangerous Sea

Creatures to see the terrifying great white shark and the

needle-sharp teeth of the barracuda. You'll enter the

miniature world of Insects & Spiders to discover complex

social structures. Future volumes such as Monkeys &
Apes, Elephants & Other Land Giants, Bears & Other

Carnivores, introduce you to all of the animal kingdom's

astonishing creatures.
The poisonous tropical frog. . .toxin from
his skin can paralyze on contact!

To examine Reptiles^ Amphibians
for 10 days free, mail the attached
postage-paid card today!
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NORTH TO 88 AND THE FIRST
CROSSING OF THE POLAR SEA

By LINCOLN ELLSWORTH

"When one goes forth a-voyaging

He has a tale to tell."

IT
had always been Capt. Roald Amundsen's wish to

fly to the North Pole, and there if possible, abandon

one plane in order to refuel the other from her, and

with the remaining plane go on to Point Barrow,

Alaska. Because the interest of us both lay, not in the at-

tainment of the Pole—Peary having already been

there—but the exploration of that great million square

miles of unknown Polar Basin beyond, we took this into

consideration in planning our 1925 flight from Spitz-

bergen with two aeroplanes.

The story of our flight over the Polar Sea to within

120 nautical miles of the Pole has already been told. Al-

though we didn't reach the Pole, the flight had shown

that the meteorological conditions prevailing over the

Polar Basin olTered no hindrance to its successful explo-

ration by means of the proper kind of aircraft.

After our experience with airplanes we decided to

buy an airship, and we went to Italy because Mussolini

had one that appeared to fit both our needs and the size

of our purse.

The N.l, built to the designs of Col. Umberto Nobile

in the Italian State Airship Factory, and christened by

us the "Norge," was of semi-rigid construction, 349 feet

long and of 20 tons displacement. Her fuel capacity of 7

tons, to run her three 250 horse-power Myback motors,

gave her a range of 3500 miles, or about 70 hours, at a

speed of 50 miles per hour. Her gas capacity of 660,000

cubic feet was about Vi that of R.33.

The "Norge" was equipped with a Marconi wireless

direction finder, the tuning-circuit for which was de-

signed to cover a wide band of wave lengths; those used

ranged from 900 to 1400 meters. The energy for the

specially constructed valve transmitter was delivered

from a windmill-driven generator supplying 3000 volts.

There was a delay of several days after the long flight

from Italy to Spitzbergen, before the "Norge" was able

to proceed on her journey across the Polar Sea. Favor-

able weather conditions were essential. We needed a

clear sky with good visibility, and a favorable wind; also

a high barometric pressure and a low temperature.

These last two elements influenced greatly the lifting

capacity of the dirigible. For each degree Fahrenheit

that the temperature went down, the airship gained 80

pounds in lifting capacity, which was increased by 140

pounds for each tenth of an inch added to the baromet-

ric pressure.

The keel of the "Norge" looked like a flying store-

house when all was ready for the start at 8.55 o'clock on

the morning of May 1 1, 1926. The equipment included

tents, sleeping-bags, skiis, snow-shoes for those who
couldn't ski, rifles, shot-guns, ammunition, a hand-

sledge—the finest piece of workmanship I ever saw

—

made by Oskar Wisting on the "Maud," and a canvas

boat. Two men among the personnel, Amundsen and

Wisting, had the distinction of having been at the South

Pole, and now both were en route for the North Pole.

Provisions consisted of pemmican, chocolate, oat bis-

cuits, and dry milk, sufficient to last 16 men two

months, with a daily ration of 500 grams for each man.

On the walls of the cabin hung the pictures of Nor-

way's King and Queen, presented to the "Fram" on the

expedition to the South Pole in 1910; an image of the

Madonna which the Italians had brought with them;

and a four-leaf clover given to the ship by Major Scott,

who piloted the British airship R. 34 across the Atlan-

tic. In the keel hung the flags of Norway, the United

States, and Italy, to be dropped on the North Pole.

To those who made the first crossing of the Polar Sea

it will ever be "life's great adventure," for in all human
experience never before has man traveled so fast and so

far into the realm of the unknown. There is an indefin-

able something about such an experience, where illusion

and reality are so hauntingly intermingled, that ever

after it may well color one's whole sentiment of exis-

tence.

Two hours after leaving King's Bay we found our-

selves over the "pack-ice." What weather! The sun

shone brilliantly out of a sky of pure turquoise, and the

whalelike shadow that our airship cast beneath us

trailed monotonously across a glittering snowfield, un-

broken, save where wind and tide had rift the icy sur-

face into cracks and leads of open water. Three white

whales darted under the protecting shelf of an ice-floe,

and polar bear, frightened at the sight and noise of the

weird monster that took to the air instead of the sea,

dived into the sheltering leads, sending up columns of

spray that reflected the bright sunshine.

As we approached latitude 83 '/2 the snow-crowned

peaks of Spitzbergen merged into the deepening blue of

the southern sky, losing their identity, and all signs of

life vanished. Intermittent fogs rolling beneath us like a

great woolen ocean, hid the ice from our view. Ap-

proaching 88 we had to rise from 1 800 feet to more than

3000 in order to get over it. Latitude 87.44—what

memories! The motors were slowed down in commemo-
ration of our sojourn there the year previous, although

we were passing the exact spot 50 miles to the eastward.

In this latitude, during the summer months, it is diffi-

cult to separate days and nights, for the sun swings
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around the horizon at practically the

same altitude during the entire

twenty-four hours. But our Greenwich

chronometer told us we had been out

16'/2 hours, so the time was really 1.30

A.M., May 12. The fog had completely

cleared away and there was no wind.

The navigator who had been on his

knees at one of the starboard windows

since 1.10 with his sextant set on the

height and declination the sun should

have at the Pole, corresponding to the

given date, suddenly announced,

"Here we are!" as the sun's image

started to cover his sextant bubble. We
were over the North Pole! With motors

throttled and heads uncovered we de-

scended to within 300 feet of the ice

and dropped three flags.

"There is no more evanescent qual-

ity in an accomplished fact," says Con-

rad, "than its wonderfulness." Solic-

ited incessantly by the considerations

affecting its fears and desires, the hu-

man mind turns naturally away from

the marvelous side of events. And it

was in the most natural way possible

that, after crossing the Pole, we filled

our mugs with meat-balls immersed in

a liquid of hot grease, from a large

thermos cask, and, squatting down
anywhere out of the way of trampling

feet, devoured the first and only hot

meal of our entire voyage from Spitz-

bergen to Alaska.

With full speed ahead we settled

down to the monotony of routine

again, heading southward instead of

north, with the sun-compass settled for

Point Barrow, Alaska, 1500 miles

away. Ahead lay the world's biggest

unexplored area. What would it re-

veal, a lost continent, islands, or what?

Would we cross safely to tell the world

what we had seen? Hour after hour

passed, but only the same glittering

surface rift by wind and tide into

cracks and leads of open water, was

here as before crossing our route, in a

west-east direction. We reached the

"Ice-Pole" at 7 a.m., five and one-half

hours later.

This "Ice-Pole," so called because it

is the center of the Arctic ice-mass and

therefore the most nearly inaccessible

spot in the Arctic regions, lies in lati-

tude 86 N. and longitude 157 W. But

its inaccessibility was now conquered.

We had covered one half the dis-

tance between King's Bay and Point

Barrow. Of the seven tons of fuel the

ship carried, only about two tons had

been consumed. Here, strange to say,

we picked up the first sign of life since

leaving 83 '/2 (almost 700 miles), one

lone Polar bear track. What a chal-

lenge! What a mockery to our egotism!

Yet there it was, plainly crossing a

large ice-floe. Only a Polar bear, but

something alive and like ourselves

seeking—but what, away out here?

Anyway, it was something tangible

again. The sense of utter solitude—the

illusion of disembodiment—that had

taken possession of me, as I seemed to

float through the void like a lost soul,

beyond the confines of a three-dimen-

sional world, vanished, and in its place

sprang eternal hope and the desire to

achieve.

Just ahead, so it seemed, lay Alaska,

the goal of our dreams. "A little more,

yet how far it was; a little less, but

what worlds away." But as we ap-

proached its coast, fears assailed us;

for we ran into the only storm during

our entire voyage—fog, wind, and

sleet—and for thirty-one hours we bat-

tled. Ice coated the aerial wire and

froze the windmill driver of our gener-

ator, which supplied the electrical en-

ergy to operate the transmitter and

charge the storage batteries, and all ef-

forts to establish communication with

Alaska were of no avail.

Ice-crust formed on the bow of the

ship. This was alarming, not only be-

cause it loaded her down, but also be-

cause it spoiled her trimming. We
tried to counteract the eff"ect by mov-

ing the fuel from the bow tanks and

sending the crew aft. Needless to say,

our greatest danger lay in the ice that

was torn loose from the sides of the

ship by the whirling propellers and

thrown against the gas bags. An ice-

block of the most fantastic shape set-

tled on the sun compass, stopping the

clockwork and putting it out of action

for the rest of the flight.

It was a surprise, therefore, to find

by observation at 4 a.m., on May 13,

that we were in a nearly north-south

position on a line striking the Alaskan

coast and passing only twenty-one

nautical miles west of Point Barrow,

because it had been nearly twelve

hours since the last longitude observa-

tion. At 6.45 a.m., land was sighted

ahead on the port bow, and at 7.25

after a voyage lasting 48 hours, we
reached the coast. Flat and snow-cov-

ered, it was the most desolate looking

coast line imaginable, but it was land

and that was enough.

As we passed over the coast line the

fog became denser and denser, oblig-

ing us to go lower and lower in order to

be able to see far enough ahead so that

we would not run against obstacles. At

last, abreast of Cape Beaufort, it be-

came impossible to see any longer, anc

we rose through fog and cloud into

bright sunshine. Heavy layers of fog

drifted beneath us, and only now an

then through openings in it could w
glimpse the barren peaks of the Endi

cott range, over which we were pass

ing—far too little to enable us to mak
out our whereabouts.

When we believed ourselves as far!

south as we could go, we tried to getj

down underneath the fog and do our

best to find the way. We had to nose

down to an elevation of only three hun-

dred feet before we could see what lay

beneath. We were over drift-ice again.

Where were we? Unreal as it may
seem, our wireless picked up a strong

signal at this moment, which

thought might be Nome but we could

not tell for certain, because it was

communication with another station

and we couldn't get the signature. But

it gave us a position north of Diomede
Island and enabled us to set a course

for Cape Prince of Wales.

Very soon we were over open water
j:

which aroused our suspicions, for we|-

might just as well be on the outside of

Bering Strait and, with our course, i

heading straight for the Aleutian Is-

'

lands. Getting into sunshine again we
were obliged to take our observation

from the top of the ship, as the sun at

this latitude was so high that it was

hidden by the envelope in whichever

direction the ship pointed. The obser-

vation gave our latitude as 67.30. We
then went down through the clouds

and found ourselves over land, having

passed over the whole of Kotzebue

Bay, driven by a northerly gale of

more than 70 miles per hour. Heading

west to get to the sea again, we heard

the Nome wireless, which together

with the identification of the coast

line, gave us our exact position.

At 3.30 on the morning of May 14,

we rounded Cape Prince of Wales,

and, tired but happy, brought our air-

ship, coated with a ton of ice, safely to

rest at the little trading post of Teller,

91 miles northwest of Nome, after a

journey of 3393 miles, lasting seventy-

two hours, across the Polar Sea from

Europe to America.

Amundsen was the first to navigate the

Northwest Passage by ship. He did that in

1903-06, about a decade before the flight

described here. In 1969, following the dis-

covery of oil in northern Alaska, the S.S.

Manhattan, an American ice-breaking

tanker, became the first commercial ship

to sail the Northwest Passage.



EVERYBODY'S PUMNG
FOLUNIV THE LEADER.

As you've probably noticed, the

Volkswagen Rabbit's imitators are
multiplying like, well, rabbits.

But copies are copies.

And while others are busily copy-
ing the Rabbit's looks, they're also
busily complaining about meeting
the U.S. Government's 1985 fuel-

economy standards.

Volkswagen meets those economy
standards today.
And while debate over passive-

safety restraint systems drags on, you
can buy a Rabbit "L" with a system
that meets the 1984 safety require-

ments today
In short, cars that try to look like the

Rabbit from afar don't quite make it

from anear. But then, why should
anyone have thought they would?

Quality always tells. In handling.

In performance. In the paintwork. In

the way things fit.

Cor and Driver said that the Rabbit'

"has a structure that feels as substan-

tial as a Mosler safe."

So before you consider a car that

looks like a Rabbit instead of a car

that is a Rabbit, remember one thing:

It's one thing for a plastic surgeon
to make
Caliope
Brattlestreet nfirO IT
look like a movie llljr^ 1

1

star But it's
i*****^

something else

to know that you
have to snuggle
up every night with

Caliope Brattlestreet.
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A Country Path in May shown smaller than life size. Actual diameter: 9 inche

IN FINE ENGLISH PORCELAIN . .

.

The Country^ar
BY PETER BARRETT

I



A collection of twelve beautiful porcelain plates, each portraying

the charm and color of the countryside in a different month of the year.

Each plate bears an original work of art

and is individually decorated with pure 24 karat gold.

To be issued in limited edition.

Offered by direct subscription only,

with a further limit of just

one collection per applicant.

Subscription application valid until

April 30, 1980.

The beauty of a mountain stream in autumn, or

a country meadow dappled with summer sun,

possesses an enchantment that is universal. And
it is the rare ability to capture this unique form of

visual poetry — the beauty of the ever-changmg

countryside — that has established the English

painter Peter Barrett as one of today's most

gifted landscape artists.

And now, for the first time in his career, Peter

Barrett has undertaken the task of creating a

collection of important new works for issue in a

form particularly prized by collectors: a series of

twelve beautiful porcelain plates portraying the

entire panorama of the countryside.

Each of these original works has been com-

missioned by Franklin Porcelain and created

exclusively for The Country Year' porcelain plate

collection. After it is completed, none of these

plates will ever be issued again.

Each plate captures a different setting,

a different month of the year

To encompass all the splendors of the coun-

tryside in its changing moods, each plate will

depict a totally different setting ... in a dif-

ferent month of the year.

The April plate, for example, conveys the

loveliness of Spring from the perspective of a

secluded bluebell bower . . . The spirit of May
invites us to follow a quiet country lane . . .

August brings us to a golden wheatfield, where

swallows swoop low in search of food . . .

Wheatfields in August

The Colors of .Autumn in October

No detail, no matter how small, escapes Peter

Barrett's eye. Yet, over and above their sheer

beauty, these new works accomplish something

even more extraordinary. Because each plate ac-

tually seems to draw the viewer into the scene.

Challenging to create . . . satisfying to own

By letting elements of his art burst out of the

center of the plate and flow to its very rim, Peter

Barrett has given these works a unique sense of

depth and dimension . . . a feeling ofmovement
and vitality that brings life to every scene.

Furthermore, because of the precision of Bar-

rett's art, and the fact that he has used some
twenty-five separate colors in every work, this is

a collection as challenging to create as it is satis-

fying to own. Indeed, more than two years has

been devoted to its preparation.

To provide full scope for Peter Barrett's artis-

try and vision, each plate will measure a full nine

inches in diameter. The entire collection will be

crafted of fine English porcelain, whose tradi-

tional richness and vibrancy are exceptionally

well suited to dramatizing the subtle colors of his

art. And each scene will be framed within a

decorative circular border ofpure 24 karat gold.

A collection to enhance

any room . . . any home

Each of the twelve beautiful plates in the collec-

tion is a superlative work of art in itself Together

they constitute a gallery of fine art that is

breathtaking. Displayed upon the wall or shelves

of any room, these beautiful plates cannot help

but enhance the decor of your home.

But the plates are being made available on a

very limited basis. They will be crafted exclu-

sively for individual subscribers. And a further

limit ofjust one collection per subscriber will be

enforced without exception.

ffere in the United States, the collection will

be issued in a single edition, available by direct

subscription only — and only from Franklin

Porcelain. One plate will be issued every other

month, and the issue price is just $55 for each

plate and individual wall hanger.

Because of the international interest in Peter

Barrett's art, a second edition will be made avail-

able overseas, with equally stringent limitations.

In the tradition of the finest porcelain, the collec-

tion will be available only until the end of 1980,

at which time the subscription rolls will be per-

manently closed. To enteryour subscription, you

need send no money now. But the application

below must be mailed by April 30, 1980.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU; Franklin Porcelam

takes pride in the excellence of its limited edition

works of art. Therefore you may return any

plate in this collection, for any reason, within 30

days after it is sent to you and receive a full

refund or credit.

SUBSCRIPTION .APPLICATION

The Country Year

Valid only until April 30, 1980.

Further limit: One collection per applicant.

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for Peter Barrett's

'The Countr)' Year" — consisting of twelve plates

to be crafted for me in fine English porcelain.

1 need send no money now. The plates are to be

sent to me at the rate of one every other month
beginning in June 1980. 1 will be billed for each

plate in two equal monthly installments of

$27.50*. with the first payment due in advance of

shipment. 1 understand that 1 may return any plate

within 30 days alter it is sent to me, and receive a

lull relund or credit. pd,; ^y ^^ate sales tax

Signature

City, State, Zip_
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THE HAYDEN PLANETARIUM
The New Addition to the American Museum Which Will Contain the Latest

Example of the Most Wonderful Device Ever Developed for Setting Forth

Realistically and Impressively the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies

BY CLYDE FISHER

WHY did not somebody teach me the constel-

lations, and make me at home in the starry

heavens which are always overhead and

which I don't half know to this day?"

There will soon be no excuse for those living in the

metropolitan district of New York to utter this plaint of

Carlyle's, for in spite of smoke, haze, clouds, and the

glare of artificial lights, they will have opportunity to

become familiar with the night sky, thanks to the new

Hayden Planetarium which is coming to the American

Museum of Natural History. This realistic representa-

tion of the sky is evidently more important to the city

dweller than to the suburbanite, since the case of the

former is further complicated by the fact that a great

portion of the sky is hidden by the ever-present tall

buildings.

Devices to show the movements of the planets and our

moon in relation to the sun have been constructed since

the early days of Copernican astronomy, and no doubt

previous to the announcement of the sun-centered the-

ory of our solar system, there were devices to illustrate

Ptolemy's earth-centered system. As early as the latter

half of the Sixteenth Century, the great Dutch astrono-

mer, Huygens, and the great Danish astronomer,

Roemer, built a planetarium to represent the solar sys-

tem, as it was then known, according to the new

Copernican theory, and doubtless this invention had

much to do with the general acceptance of the sun-cen-

tered notion of our family of worlds.

After the general acceptance of the Copernican the-

ory of astronomy a great variety of instruments was

made for the purpose of showing the relative motions of

the then known bodies in our solar system—many of

them crude, but for the most part very helpful. Some
were limited to the earth and sun and moon, others just

to the earth and the moon, and still others to the sun and

all the known planets and satellites.

One of the most interesting and complicated of these

early instruments was built in England for Charles

Boyle, the fourth Earl of Orrery, and this one gave us a

new word for our dictionaries. The word "orrery" has

come to be applied to this type of planetarium.

The most famous orrery or planetarium of this type to

be made in America was devised and built by the "Fa-

ther of American Astronomy," David Rittenhouse of

Philadelphia. It is one of the most highly prized of the

historical astronomical instruments in the Franklin In-

stitute in Philadelphia, where it may now be seen.

Probably the largest, and certainly one of the best

of these old-fashioned Copernican planetariums ever

made is installed in the world-famous Deutsches Mu-
seum in Munich.

These planetariums or orreries consisted of a series of

globes to represent the various bodies of our solar sys-

tem, each revolving globe supported by a metal rod, the

whole system of sun and planets and satellites being

connected and propelled by gears so that their relative

motions were approximated. Ever since their first ap-

pearance, these devices have had and still have great

value in teaching, the three-dimensional mechanism ca-

pable of simulating the motions of the heavenly bodies

being incomparably more effective than flat pictures or

pages of printed text.

In these mechanisms just described the observer is

outside looking on—a condition that has been improved

by placing the model of the solar system inside a spheri-

cal glass globe, upon the outside of which is represented

the constellations with their principal stars and also the

Milky Way—a transparent celestial sphere, certainly

an improvement over the usual opaque celestial globe.

Examples of this type are the "Astrophane," made by

Mr. O. J. Russert, and the small Copernican planetar-

ium just inside the entrance to the Fels Planetarium,

made by Max Sendtner of Munich.

The next step in the evolution of the planetarium

seems to be the model of the celestial sphere with the

audience inside. This type has been developed in at least

three different countries. In 1758 Roger Long, Lowndes

Professor of Astronomy at Cambridge, built one at

Pembroke College. The globe was eighteen feet in diam-

eter and seated thirty persons. The only one of these

that the writer has seen is in the Museum of the Chicago

Academy of Sciences in Lincoln Park, built before 1913

by Dr. W. W. Atwood. It is known as the Atwood Celes-

tial Sphere. It consists of a hollow metal sphere in which

the most conspicuous stars of the sky are shown by

lights outside of small, round holes through the sphere.

The small audience is seated inside the globe, while the

latter revolves as the real sky seems to do. In all of these

devices heretofore described, so many astronomical

bodies and so many movements and relations have been

omitted that they are evidently inadequate.

Late in 1924 there appeared something new under

the sun, an apparatus that shows every object in the sky

that is visible to the unaided eye, and in a most realistic

manner. The rising and setting of the sun, moon, and
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stars are represented just as they occur

in nature, due to the rotation of the

earth on its axis. The moon goes

through its phases. The planets are

shown as wanderers among the stars,

their direct eastward and their retro-

grade westward motions being repre-

sented with great accuracy. Even the

precession of the equinoxes, together

with the swinging of the celestial pole

around a circle, which in the sky takes

26,000 years, is shown by this appara-

tus.

In this new projection planetarium

everything is shown on the inside of a

dome by projection of light from a cen-

tral apparatus. The optimum size for

this inverted bowl is from sixty-five to

seventy-five feet in diameter. This

hemispherical dome, which is white in-

side, becomes our artificial sky, and

since there are no pillars or posts to in-

tercept the light, the illusion of the

depth of space is perfect. One feels

that he has been suddenly transported

outside under a clear night sky. The
realistic appearance is beyond belief.

The projection apparatus, which is

located on the floor in the center of the

dome, is a bizarre-looking instrument

some twelve feet high, resembling a

huge dumb-bell with a long bar be-

tween the globular ends. The globes at

either end of the instrument are for the

projection of the fixed stars, one globe

being for the northern and the other

for the southern hemisphere of the sky.

Each globe consists of sixteen stereop-

ticons pointing in all directions with

one central lamp. The lantern slides or

diapositives are not square or rectan-

gular, but are so shaped that their im-

ages fit together like the cells of a

honey-comb, thus making a complete

picture of the starry heavens without

overlapping and without gaps.

The representation of the fixed

stars, including the Milky Way, is a

comparatively simple part of the per-

formance of the instrument, and yet it

is certainly the most impressive. It

matters not whether the audience be

made up of children or adults, or pro-

fessional people or laymen, the emo-

tional experience is always the same.

When the light is gradually dimin-

ished, bringing on the darkness of

night in the dome, and the stars are

"turned on," the audience gasps audi-

bly in surprise at the breath-taking

beauty of it. No one is prepared for

anything so realistic and so dramatic.

The names of the constellations may
be shown on this artificial sky by

means of a special set of projectors.

The advantage of this over outdoor

star-gazing in learning the constella-

tions is obvious. With an optical

pointer, or flashlight showing an ar-

row-shaped light, the lecturer can

point out any star, planet, or other

body in the sky. It is evident that an or-

dinary fish-pole pointer, even with a

tiny light at the tip, would be pre-

cluded by the large size of the dome.

In the bar of the dumb-bell between

the globular assemblages of stereop-

ticons showing the stars, are seven spe-

cial projectors, one for each of the five
j

planets visible to the unaided eye from

the earth and one each for the sun and
|

moon.

The whole apparatus has several I

different speeds, all of which are many
|

times faster than the real motions.

This makes it possible to condense a I

long astronomical story into a short

time, and with increase rather than
|

loss of drama, so that a child or

grown-up, who has not stopped learn-

1

ing, can get a clear undertstanding in a

few minutes of the seemingly intricate

though actually simple workings of the
\

heavenly bodies.

With the projection planetarium,

one can change his latitude at will. He
can go to the Land of the Midnight

Sun or to the North Pole, and observe

the apparent movements of the sun

and moon and stars there; or he can go

to the equator, or to southern latitudes

and see the Magellanic Clouds, the

nearest fixed star visible to the un-

aided eye, and the romantic Southern

Cross.

With the projection planetarium

one can go backward or forward in

time. He can set the instrument back

say 2000 years and note with accuracy

the configuration of the planets among
the stars at that time; or he can set it

back 5000 years, say to 3000 B. c.

when Alpha Draconis, the brightest

star in the constellation. The Dragon,

was our North Star; or he can set it

forward say 12,000 years when Vega

will be our North Star, and the South-

ern Cross will be visible from the lati-

tude of New York.

Dr. Philip Fox, formerly professor

of astronomy and director of the Dear-

born Observatory at Northwestern

University, brought the first Projec-

tion Planetarium to America and in-

troduced it to our people. Thanks to

the generosity of Mr. Max Adler, it

has been established in Chicago in

conjunction with the best astronomical

museum in America, and Doctor Fox

is director.
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Made possible by the generosity of

Mr. Samuel Pels, the second Ameri-

can projection planetarium has been

installed in the Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia, where it was opened last

November. Mr. James Stokley, for-

merly of Science Service, is director.

The third American projection

planetarium is soon to be installed in a

building nearing completion in Grif-

fith Park, Los Angeles. It now seems

quite certain that New York City will

have the fourth American projection

planetarium.

The educational value of the projec-

tion planetarium is now widely recog-

nized.

With Dr. Oskar von Miller, director

emeritus of the Deutsches Museum in

Munich, and with Mr. Waldemar
Kaempffert, science editor of the New
York Times and former director of the

Museum of Science and Industry in

Chicago, we believe that a combina-

tion of the Projection Planetarium and

a large Copernican Planetarium, simi-

lar to the one in the Deutsches Mu-
seum, will make an ideal teaching unit,

and in accordance with this belief we
have planned to install both types of

planetarium in our new building.

In the planetarium building, besides

the projection planetarium, which is

obviously the chief attraction, and the

large Copernican planetarium on the

floor below, which will be immensely

valuable in bridging the conception of

the apparent and real motions of the

heavenly bodies, there will be many
accessory exhibits planned to make the

whole astronomical hall a complete

and well balanced institution for stir-

ring the imagination and enlightening

the mind.

Among these will be the great col-

lection of meteorites belonging to the

American Museum. This collection

consists of several thousand speci-

mens, representing a few hundred
falls. Among them are three brought
from Cape York, Greenland, by Peary
—one of these, the Ahnighito, weigh-

ing 36 '/2 tons, being the largest meteor-
ite in any museum in the world. There
is also the famous Willamette meteor-
ite, weighing 15'/2 tons, which fell near

Portland, Oregon, and which has the

unusual deep pits developed after its

fall. Several specimens, one weighing a

few hundred pounds, have come from
the vicinity of Meteor Crater in Ari-

zona.

In short, this is one of the most spec-

tacular collections of meteorites in the

world, and it will be installed on the

main floor of the planetarium building

just outside the Copernican planetar-

ium. Up to the time when KirchholT

made the principles of spectroscopy

available, meteorites furnished our

only direct and positive evidence of the

constitution of any of the heavenly

bodies outside of the earth.

Large transparencies made from the

finest astronomical photographs in the

world will be shown on the walls of the

ambulatory around the Projection

planetarium dome on the second floor,

and on the walls of the first floor

around the Copernican planetarium.

Sundials of several types, dial-rings,

astrolabes, compasses, hour-glasses,

replicas of Galileo's telescopes, and

various instruments of historic interest

in astronomy will be shown in well

lighted cases.

A coelostat, a spectroscope, and a

spectrohelioscope, all functioning on

clear days, so that the results can be

observed by visitors, are included in

the plans.

A Ptolemic planetarium, three or

four feet in diameter, illustrating the

old earth-centered theory of astron-

omy, epicycles and all, enclosed in a

spherical glass globe, with a crank that

may be turned by visitors, is included.

A Foucault pendulum to show the

rotation of the earth on its axis, and a

vortex of water to illustrate the same
phenomenon are contemplated.

The modern trend in the interest in

astronomy will be shown, not only by

transparencies from some of the newer

photographs of spiral nebulae or gal-

axies, but also by a model of a galaxy,

and a model to show something of

what is known about the distribution

of the nearer stars in our own Milky
Way Galaxy.

All of the astronomical paintings by

Mr. Howard Russell Butler, which are

now shown in the Pro-Astronomic

Hall, as Professor Henry Fairfield Os-

born affectionately referred to it, will

be reinstalled in the new planetarium

building. These include the famous
triptych of eclipses (1918, 1923, and

1925), and we hope to add Mr. But-

ler's fourth picture of a total eclipse of

the sun, that of 1932. These are, with-

out much doubt, the finest oil paint-

ings of eclipses ever made. Perhaps as

high praise could be given to Mr. But-

ler's two paintings of Mars, as well as

to his other paintings in the hall.

On the outer wall surrounding the

Copernican planetarium, on the first

floor, there is planned a zonal oil

painting representing the zodiac, that

belt in the heavens in which the planets

are found. This painting will show the

mythological figures of the signs of the

zodiac and the principal stars of the

zodiacal constellations.

To greet the eyes of visitors as they

first enter the building, there is under

consideration a large decorative paint-

ing in oil, in three panels, illustrating

American Indian astronomical my-
thology. Although primarily from the

Blackfeet, the myths selected are those

of rather wide distribution with little

variation among the various tribes of

North America. The left panel shows

the Northern Lights of Aurora Borea-

lis in the form of an arch in all the deli-

cate colors, in which may be dimly

seen the figures of the White Men of

the North dancing around their camp-
fires. The central panel shows the sun-

Plaiiftainiiu Jo/iw under construction
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god on a brilliant yellow background,

the moon-goddess on a paler back-

ground, while in the upper right may
be seen the Pleiades as conceived by

the Indians, and in the upper left the

Big Dipper and the North Star. These

corner representations, with the Milky

Way or Sky Trail between them, are

shown in silver on a background of

deep blue. In the lower left corner is

represented the story of the creation of

the earth by the Old Man. On the right

panel is seen a symbolic Thunder-bird

in the clouds with the conventionalized

zigzag lightning striking from the

cloud to the earth.

The planetarium building has been

made possible by a loan from the Re-

construction Finance Corporation,

while the instruments, both the projec-

tion planetarium and the Copernican

planetarium, are the gift of Mr.

Charles Hayden of New York City,

for whose generosity a multitude of

persons will be sincerely grateful.

Many of Dr. Fisher's plans had been re-

alized by the time the Hayden Planetarium

opened to the public October 3, 1935. The
projection and Copernican planetariums

were in place, wall transparencies and But-

ler paintings were on display, meteorites

lined the walls, and the American Indian

allegorical painting greeted the visitor at

the entrance. But much has changed in the

forty-five years the Planetarium has been

serving the public.

The Ahnighito meteorite, which was

brought from Cape York, Greenland, by

Admiral Peary at the turn of the century,

was displayed in the Planetarium from its

beginning and was then mounted on a To-

ledo scale in the 1950s. In September 1979

it was removed to the American Museum's
Arthur Ross Hall of Meteorites (scheduled

to open in the fall of 1 980). The zodiac mu-
ral in the Copernican Room has been cov-

ered by twenty-two projection screens in

what is now called the Guggenheim Space

Theater. The Butler eclipse triptych is be-

hind a wall in IBM's Astronomia, and an-

other wall covers the allegorical painting.

No Foucault Pendulum was ever hung

here, but a collection of sundials and old in-

struments, the bequest of Miss Susan D.

Bliss, is still displayed in lighted wall cases.

A new wing added in 1973, courtesy of

the Richard S. Perkin Foundation, houses

our research library, as well as the Hall of

the Sun, which was funded by the Billy

Rose Foundation. The Sky Shows feature

our third Zeiss projection planetarium: the

first was replaced in 1960; the second in

1969, helped by the Hayden Foundation.

And we are approaching an attendance

figure of 23 million visitors.

We think Dr. Fisher would be pleased.

K. L. Franklin

American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
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THE ORDEAL OF GETTING
CIVILIZED

Troubles of an Indian Treading the White Man's Path

By gilbert L. WILSON

THE old Indian was wending his way upward to his

cabin, but stopped halfway up the hill. He was

too far away for us to see his features, as he stood

gazing earnestly into the evening shadows where they

fell on the rolling Missouri; then he turned again toward

his cabin.

The young reservation schoolmaster laughed.

"Old Wolf-eye," he said, "I guess he is thinking of

other days. He often comes out in the evening and

stands gazing at the river. He finds it hard to live like a

white man, but he is making a plucky try at it."

"Making any progress?" I asked.

"More than I would make if I were an old buck like

him. He's been out in twelve war parties and lifted a

half dozen scalps. He walks the white man's way now

—has a small trading store beside his cabin; and with a

few cattle and horses, and a potato field, and corn, he

manages to get out a pretty fair living."

"Does he know English?"

"No, can't speak it anyway. He attended the reserva-

tion school for a time, after he was thirty years old, and

learned to figure and spell easy words, so he can keep

accounts in his trading store; but he has to have an in-

terpreter if a white man comes in. Old Wolf-eye isn't a

bad fellow, honest as pure gold."

"Good qualities," I said.

"They certainly are; and Wolf-eye isn't above learn-

ing yet, if he is old. Last winter he let his squaw go down

to the woods every Monday and cut the week's wood. In

the evening the old buck went down with his pony and

sledge and hauled the wood home. I told him that wasn't

a white man's way; that our women didn't cut the wood;

men did that. He was much surprised. 'Indian women
always chopped wood in old times,' he said. 'I thought

white women did.' The next week old Wolf-eye went to

the woods with his ax, and in the evening his squaw

brought down his horse and sledge. I guess Wolf-eye

isn't as good an ax man as his squaw, for his load was

smaller." And the schoolmaster chuckled.

I had wondered what would be the trials of an Indian

getting adjusted to civilized life and it struck me that

here I had a real find, a native of the old school, who
could make clear to me the difficulties a barbarian must

experience in treading the white man's path. I deter-

mined to seek out Wolf-eye.

The evening of the next day found me with my inter-

preter. Wolf-eye's nephew, in the old Indian's cabin.

The sickly glow of a kerosene lamp half-lighted the

room. Wolf-eye sat rather back in the shadows, but his

face was toward the light and showed heavy but regular

features, with full lips, wide cheek bones, and kindly

eyes. He wore a calico shirt outside his overalls; on his

feet were moccasins. He was smoking a long-stemmed

pipe of redstone. Evidently he was expecting us. A comb
lay on the table and his hair, untinged by gray, was

newly kempt. Indian-like, Wolf-eye let me begin the

conversation.

"You Indians don't show your age," I began diplo-

matically. "I think you are older than I, but your hair is

black as a raven; mine is quite gray."

His answer rather startled me.

"I wish my hair was gray. Then I would be a white

man."

"But why would you want to be a white man?"
"Because then I could learn more about this world. I

can speak very little English; and there are not more

than 500 people to whom I can speak in my own lan-

guage. What can I learn of them? I know a big war has

just ended in Europe. What caused that war? I want to

know things." The interpreter's English was broken, but

I have put his words into intelligible idiom.

"But Wolf-eye," I said, "at least you can live like a

white man even if you are not white."

"That is not an easy path for an Indian to walk. In-

dian ways are not white man's ways, and one cannot

refuse to keep to the customs of his tribe. In olden days,

we Indians held our foods almost in common. When one

family ate, all ate. When one family starved, all were

starving. We could not do otherwise. There were few

families in the tribe which had not more than once been

saved from starvation by food stores of others, espe-

cially in winter.

"We do not live so close to starvation now, but we find

it hard to forget our old customs. A young couple, just

home from the white man's school, are eager to raise

wheat and build a good house. In the fall, they gather in

their crops and store up potatoes, beans, and dried meat

for winter. Then their relatives come to visit them, and

stay until all their food stores are gone. I do not think

white people do that.

"It is the same if we try to raise stock. Our agent tells

us that we ought to raise hogs. My son bought a pig to

raise. He built a pen for that pig, and fed it much corn;

and he subscribed one dollar for an agricultural paper,

to learn how to raise that pig. In the paper he read that

he should let the pig out every afternoon for fresh air. So

my son bought an alarm clock for two dollars, and set

the alarm every day for four o'clock, so he would re-
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member to let out his pig. The pig grew

big and fat, and the bigger it grew the

more corn it ate. That pig never

seemed to get enough corn. In October

my son butchered that pig. Then all

the families of his relatives came to see

that dead pig, and to every family my
son gave a big piece of meat. In four

days all the pig was eaten. My son says

it does not pay to raise pigs."

"But this reservation has fine graz-

ing lands," I said. "Why don't you

keep milch cows?"

"We tried to keep milch cows," an-

swered Wolf-eye, "for we liked the

milk. But none of our older Indians can

read or speak English. The Govern-

ment has allotted us farms and tells

the Indians they must live on their

farms. But these farms are far apart.

The 500 Indians of my small tribe are

scattered for fifty miles along the Mis-

souri River. They have no books to

read, no magazines to amuse them. An
Indian family becomes lonesome and

goes to visit friends; maybe they cross

the Missouri in a flat boat, and are

gone two or three weeks. When they

come home again they find their cows

dry; or the cows are wild, and kick if

the Indians try to milk them. Also the

coyotes have stolen the Indian's chick-

ens. One cannot keep a strong heart

when things are like that."

"But your young men are educated

in our schools. If they are ambitious,

they can join white communities and

live like white men."

"That is hard to ask of them. A
young man's heart yearns for his own

people. In olden times, a young man
was ambitious. He was eager to be a

warrior, not that he liked to fight, but

if he struck an enemy, everyone praised

him, girls smiled at him, and he could

marry any one he wanted. White men
are ambitious to make money, so that

others will think well of them, and they

can marry into good families. But we

Indians cannot get rich on this reserva-

tion, where all our relatives visit us and

eat our food. There is now nothing to

make us ambitious."

"But if your young men are edu-

cated and know English, why cannot

they compete with whites, and get rich

as white men do?"

"That is not easily done. Our reser-

vation schools are not good, and an In-

dian lad is not equipped as a white boy

is equipped. Then, even if a young In-

dian has a strong heart, there is not

much he can do on this reservation and

his relatives often try to keep him back

in the Indian ways."

ii
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"Cannot many of your young men
find employment with white people?"

"Some of them do, but white men
often refuse to employ Indians. Even if

trained to some trade, an Indian raised

on our reservation cannot know the

thousand-and-one little things that

will make him at home in white society

and which are such a help to one's

work."

"But white men usually treat Indi-

ans kindly, do they not?" I asked.

"Americans admire the Indians.

Many books are written about Indians

and their customs."

Wolf-eye answered with feeling, but

he spoke calmly

"For twenty years I have tried hard

to learn white men's ways. In all that

time I have met but three white men
who treated me like a brother, Mr.

Hall, the missionary, an agency clerk,

and a man who came to us from the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory. We Indians are proud. It hurts

our hearts when white men tell us we
are greasy and dirty. We do not like to

have them say, 'You are just like dogs!'

We Indians know very well how we
live, and that our old customs do not fit

into the life our young people must

learn to live. In old days, every young

man went each morning for a bath in

the Missouri; in winter he cut a hole in

the ice, and after his bath, rubbed him-

self with white clay. We lived then in

Like-a-fishhook Village, right on the

river. Now our fainilies are, inany of

them, two or three miles from the

river, and we have no baths in our cab-

ins.

"Our clothes are not neat and clean,

like white men's clothes. In olden days,

we dressed in skins, which we could

clean with white clay. Now our clothes

are of cloth, and we do not know how
to care for them. Many of our women
own washtubs, and know how to use

soap; but it is hard for them to heat

water in our cold winters. Our cabins

are small; our women cannot take their

tubs out of doors in the biting wind,

when the ice is four feet thick on the

Missouri; and if they wash the clothes

in the cabin, the air gets full of steam

while the water that splashes on the

floor freezes. Then the door is opened

to let out the steam and the room gets

cold; so we build a hot fire in the stove,

until we have to open the door again, to

cool the cabin. Our children thus catch

cold, and have lung sickness."

"But you have more to eat now than

you had when you lived by hunting,

have you not?" I asked.

"Yes, but we do not know how to

prepare many of our new foods. In old

days, when a buffalo was killed, our

women knew how to cook every part.

But our women cannot make things

like rice, potatoes, wheat, and oats,

into good-tasting foods. And this I

think very bad for sick people. An In-

dian woman's baby gets sick. The res-

ervation doctor is maybe thirty miles

away. That Indian woman gets scared.

She does not know what to do. She re-

members that when she feels tired, she

drinks coffee, and it makes her feel

good. So she makes a big pot of coffee,

and gives it to that baby. Maybe that is

why so many babies die on this reser-

vation."

"But you have many things, now,

that you did not have then. Do you not

live more comfortably?"

"In many ways, yes. We have iron

axes, and iron hoes and guns. Iron axes

make the work of our women easier.

When I was a boy, we still lived in

earthlodges, which our women built.

My grandfather told me that it was

hard to cut posts with stone axes, and

split puncheons with horn wedges. Our
iron hoes are better than our hoes of

bone; and we can cultivate more corn

now that we have plows.

"But I am not sure that gunpowder

has been a blessing. For a time that

made it easier to hunt game, but the

buffalo herds were soon killed off.

Then, in olden days, when we fought

with arrows, not so many men were

killed. After the Sioux got guns, they

could come opposite our village, and

shoot across the Missouri at our

women as they went down to get

water. The Sioux could not have done

that with arrows."

"I am sure horses are useful to the

Indians," I said, "and you have other

live stock, also."

"Yes, we have cattle; some families

raise pigs, and not a few have chickens.

But we have other live things from

white people that we do not like. We
have rats and a new kind of mice. We
did have lice in old times, but we never

had flat bugs that now get into our

beds."

"But I hear that the Indians are

having better health now that they

send more often for the reservation

doctor when they are sick."

"That is true. I think he under-

stands many white men's diseases bet-

ter than our medicine men do. Then,

too, he tells us that in the white man's

road we are now trying to travel, there

are many things that make us have dis-
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DOES SCIENCE FINALLY AGREE WITH
THE STORY OF GENESIS?
TWO BESTSELLERS BY DR. ROBERT JASTROW

"THE GREATEST WRITER ON SCIENCE ALIVE TODAY"*

$4 95

Now in two companion paperback bestsellers,

the author of RED GIANTS AND WHITE
DWARVES presents the clearest and most
compelling answers yet to the ultimate ques-

tions men have asked since the beginning:

How was the universe created' How did life

arise' Astonishingly, he shows that the expla-

nations offered by science are essentially the

same as the Biblical account in Genesis.'

GOD AND THE ASTRONOMERS
With extraordinary clanty. Jastrow explains

the scientific evidence that the universe

began in a giant explosion 20 billion years

ago. If every effect in science has a cause,

what caused the birth of the universe? Have
scientists, with exquisite irony, brought them-

selves face to face with the possibility of God?

$4.95

UNTIL THE SUN DIES Dr Jastrow traces the

chain of evolution from the first spark of life 3

billion years ago, through the age of the dino-

saurs to Space Age homo sapiens. And he

shows that the earth is among the youngest

planets in the universe and that humanity is

clearly an embryonic race, with roughly an-

other 6 billion years until the sun dies.

Illustrated throughout, including 8 pages in

full color, plus a new foreword written espe-

cially for this edition!

eases, that we did not know in our old

life. He says we will get lung sickness

if our cabins are not clean. My wife

sweeps my cabin every day and I

whitewash the outside and the inside

twice a year. If my child takes sick, I

send for the reservation doctor right

away. But my father was a medicine

man who said sickness comes from evil

spirits. If the doctor does not come at

once to my sick child, I sometimes sing

one of my father's sacred medicine

songs. I cannot always wait till the

doctor comes. Once a man from a mu-

seum wanted to buy my father's medi-

cines. I was afraid to sell them, be-

cause I knew the wonderful things

those medicines had done. I worship

the one, true God now, and I know it is

wrong to worship my father's medi-

cines, and I never do worship them.

Still, I know the magic cures they have

done, and I was afraid to sell them to

the museum until one night I had a

dream from my father's spirit that

they would be put into a big house

built of stone, in New York, where

they would rest forever and white peo-

ple could see them. I thought, too, that

it was perhaps best to sell them away

from the reservation. I am a Christian

now and if those medicines are in New
York the spirits that may be in them

will not get angry at me because I do

not worship them. It is. very hard for

me to be a Christian because I cannot

read the Bible much in English, and so

I cannot know all of God's command-

ments. Then, too, I see Christians do

things which the missionary tells me
are wrong when I do them. I do not un-

derstand it!"

"Your children will understand bet-

ter, perhaps, because they are now be-

ing taught the Christian way in the

mission schools."

"It is true; but they are learning

many things that I cannot believe. The

missionary teacher tells my son that

the earth is round like a ball. That

seems foolish to me. I have stood on

the top of one of the Rocky Mountains,

and the earth looked flat, just as it does

here on the prairie. The teacher also

says it is wicked to make war, and our

Indian warriors did wrong in old days

when they went out to fight other

tribes. Why then do white men make

war? In that big war in Europe, the

Government took many young Indians

from this reservation to be soldiers, to

fight the Germans. Why don't white

men leave off making war?"

And come to think about it, why do

white men make war?
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Carry-All
Wardrobe
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that reduces your travel time
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There's good reason why carry-on luggage is

the "in" way to travel. Fashion aside, it is a time
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Anytime a Chicago to New York flight takes an

hour and forty-five minutes and luggage retriev-
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need for a Carry-All Wardrobe.
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THE NEW PLANET
A DRAMATIC DISCOVERY

A Brief History of the Planets Known to Science, and the

Most Recent Triumph of Scientific Investigation

By CLYDE FISHER

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken.

—John Keats

THE finding of a new major planet had occurred

but twice since the dawn of history—so one can

understand the excitement occasioned during

the early weeks of 1930 by the picking up of an ultra-

Neptunian world. Predicted by the late Percival Lowell,

and first "sighted" as a faint spot on a photographic

plate, the discovery of the new planet was completely es-

tablished by Director V. M. Slipher and the astrono-

mers of his staff at the Lowell Observatory. A brief sur-

vey of the earth and neighboring worlds already known

possibly will help us to appreciate this recent dramatic

event, this triumph of scientific investigation.

To the ancients five planets were known, namely.

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. They, of

course, did not know that the earth belonged to this

group. In fact, for many centuries preceding the adop-

tion of the Copernican theory of astronomy, it was

thought that the earth was the center of the universe.

When we consider the matter, we realize that this

geocentric notion was a natural conclusion to be drawn

from observation. The sun was seen to rise in the east, to

pass over the sky, and to set in the west, and the next

morning it was again seen to rise in the east. It surely

seemed that the sun went round the earth. The moon

was seen to rise in the east, to pass over the sky and to

set in the west, and the next day it was observed to rise

again in the east. It also seemed that the moon went

round the earth. (We now know the moon does go round

the earth about once a month, but this motion does not

account for its daily rising and setting.) The stars were

also observed to rise in the east, to pass over the sky, and

to set in the west, and the next evening the same ones

were seen to rise in the east again. Thus it seemed that

all the bodies in the sky revolved around the earth, and

the earth seemed to be the center of the universe.

The great Ptolemy believed the earth to be the center

of our family of planets, and his system was orthodox

astronomy for fourteen hundred years. However, there

came a time when this theory received a rude jolt.

About the middle of the Sixteenth Century there was

published a book by the great Polish astronomer, Co-

pernicus, setting forth the theory that the sun is the cen-

ter of our system of planets, and that the rising and set-

ting of the various heavenly bodies is only an apparent

motion due to the rotation of the earth on its axis.

Mercury is the innermost of the known planets, ac-

cording to the Copernican system of astronomy. Al-

though it is 36,000,000 miles from the sun, it is still so

close to that huge incandescent body that it is generally

overwhelmed by the light of the latter. It can be seen

only when at or near its greatest eastern or western elon-

gation, that is, when it makes the greatest angle with the

sun. It is so close to the sun that it goes round that body

in eighty-eight of our days. We are not quite sure

whether Mercury has an atmosphere, but very probably

not. It is believed that it keeps the same side toward the

sun all the time, and that the temperature of that side is

high enough to melt lead. Mercury, like all the rest of

the planets, shines only by reflected sunlight, and since

its orbit is inside that of the earth it goes through phases

as our moon does, and for the same reason. If Mercury

had any satellites, it is believed they would have been

discovered at one of the recent transits of the planet

across the sun.

Venus is the second planet in order from the sun, and

it makes the circuit around that central body in 225 of

our days. Venus comes closer to the earth than any

other of the major planets. It comes nearly ten millions

of miles closer than Mars. When at or near its closest

position to the earth, Venus is the brightest object in the

sky except the sun and moon. There are only two known

planets that can go through the crescent phase—one is

Mercury and the other is Venus. The first person to see

Venus as a waxing and waning crescent was Galileo. If

Venus had any satellites, it is believed they would have

been discovered at the last transit of Venus across the

sun. Only two planets can come between us and the sun,

namely. Mercury and Venus. The last transit of Venus

occurred in 1882, the next will be in the year 2004. Very

little is known about the surface of Venus because

of the dense, opaque atmosphere which surrounds the

planet. This member of the solar system may have been

given the feminine name because of its great beauty as a

morning or evening star. When Venus is near the earth

and the telescope reveals it as a thin crescent, resem-

bling the new moon, the observer is no less charmed by

the surprising beauty.

The earth is the third planet from the sun, although

the ancients did not realize that it was one of the group

of wanderers through the sky, five of which they knew

besides. On our imaginary journey from the sun, the

earth is the first planet that is known to have a satellite,

and this satellite, which we call the moon, is the only

body in the sky which goes round the earth. The moon



One of these men drives himself to work,
drives himself home and
drives up his cost of living.

He doesn't see it that way. He's been driving

himself to the office every day for several years now. He
actually enjoys the ride.

Problem is, with today's energy crisis, the man on
the right is wasting both fuel and money Gas prices

alone make the trip expensive. And his auto insurance

premium is higher than it has to be.

The man on the left has decided to conserve and
save. When the gasoline shortage began, he and some
neighbors started carpooling to work. So together they

consume less gas. That cuts expenses right there.

What's more, because each of them drives fewer miles,

they save money on their auto insurance as well.

As a major group of property and casualty insur-

ance companies, we're doing our best to help you
keep your insurance rates affordable. That's why most
auto insurers are offering discounts to those individ-

uals who reduce the total number of miles or times they

drive to work.

For example, people who normally drive 30 miles

to and from work every day can save up to 22% on
car insurance premiums )ust by carpooling. All they
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of five.

People who switch to public transportation to get

to work save even more on their premiums— up to 31 %
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sure use only" a less expensive category.

Here's what we're doing to control costs:
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the total number of miles they drive each week to work.
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type of coverage you have.
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through the Insurance Crime Prevention Institute and
the National Automobile Theft Bureau.

Working through the Insurance Institute for Highway
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Investigating injury and repair claims more thoroughly

Here's what you can do:

Cut down on your driving by carpooling or by using
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Use your auto seat belt and shoulder harness.
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ways to lower the cost of your auto insurance coverage.

Lock your car Don't invite trouble.

Affordable insurance is our business—and yours.
This message is presented by the American Insurance Association, 85 John street, New York, New York 10038.



YOU CAN HELP SAVE THE
SNOW LEOPARD

owell Observatory

The SNOW LEOPARD is almost extinct and it is protected by law in Pakistan. The export

of a Snow Leopard skin is illegal and will jeopardize the survival of this beautiful animal.

Time is running out for the magnificent Snow Leopard. Although it is protected

by law, native poachers, using snares, guns, and poisoned spears, are

exterminating this high mountain cat for its luxurious pelt. Only a change of

attitude among local peoples toward this unique animal can save the Snow

Leopard from extinction.

In an effort to reduce poaching in Pakistan and instill pride in this "National

Treasure", RARE produced and distributed 2,400 bilingual posters to schools,

airports, government offices, shops, and other public areas. Latest reports from

local officials charged with enforcement of laws protecting this beautiful cat

have been most encouraging. The Pakistan government has requested 1,000

more posters. In addition, RARE would like to expand this campaign to include

those areas in India and Afghanistan where remnant populations of the Snow

Leopard are found.

For a contribution of $10 or more (tax-deductible), you will receive one of

these handsome, lull-color posters (actual size: 18"x24")—widely acclaimed

one of the handsomest wildlife posters ever—and help RARE continue this

campaign. We hope you will be as generous as you can.

Please make your check payable to "RARE, Inc." and send to:

Rare Animal Relief Effort, inc.

Snow Leopard Poster

7c National Audubon Society

950 Third Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10022

(a non-profit, volunteer organization devoted to endangered wildlife)

Percival Lowell

completes this circuit in about four

weeks, as can easily be observed.

The mountains and craters on the

moon were first seen by Galileo,

through the first astronomical tele-

scope ever made. These features of the

moon's surface may be observed best

at first quarter or on the two nights

thereafter, or at the equivalent time

about last quarter. At full moon there

are no shadows to bring out the relief

of the moon's surface. There are sev-

eral ranges of mountains on the moon,

the lunar Apennines being the most

extensive. This is a slightly curved

range four or five hundred miles long,

and rivaling the Andes of South Amer-
ica in height.

The so-called seas, so named by the

ancients, are now known to be plains,

for there is no water on the moon. A
large part of the surface of the moon is

abundantly covered by craters of all

sizes up to one hundred miles in diam-

eter, named for astronomers, philos-

ophers, and others. The Crater Coper-

nicus is fifty-six miles in diameter

while the Crater Tycho has a diameter

of eighty miles. Two theories for the

formation of these craters have been

advanced, namely, the volcanic theory

and the impact theory. According to

the former they are thought to be due

to volcanic action in a manner similar

to the formation of volcanic craters on

the earth. According to the latter they

are supposed to have been caused by

the falling of meteorites or plane-

tesimals into the moon. There is one

crater on the earth which seems to give

weight to this theory, and that is. Me-
teor Crater in Arizona. Aeons ago

there may have been many more on

the earth, but if so, the agencies of ero-

sion would probably have removed
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iSpeak Spanish
like a aiplomat!

What sort of people need to learn a
foreign language as quickly and effec-
tively as possible? Foreign Service per-
sonnel, ttiat's wtio. Members of
America's diplomatic corps are assign-
ed to U.S. embassies abroad, wtiere
ttiey must be able to converse fluently
in every situation.

Nov\/ you can learn to speak Spanish
just as these diplomatic personnel do-
with the Foreign Service Insti-
tute's Programmatic Spanish Course.
The U.S. Department of State has

spent tens of thousands of dollars de-
veloping this course. It's by far the
most effective way to learn Spanish at

your own convenience and at your own
pace.
The Programmatic Spanish Course

consists of a series of tape cassettes
and an accompanying textbook. You
simply follow the spoken and written
instructions, listening and repeating.
By the end of the course, you'll find
yourself learning and speaking entirely
in Spanish!

This course turns your cassette
player into a "teaching machine." With
its unique "programmatic" learning
method, you set your own pace

—

testing yourself, correcting errors, rein-

forcing accurate responses.

auDia-^aRum

The FSI's Programmatic Spanish
Course comes in two volumes. You
may order one or both courses:

D Volume I, Basic.

(1 1 cassettes, 16 hours), instructor's
manual and 464-page text, $115

D Volume II, Advanced.
(8 cassettes, IIV2 hours), instruc-
tors manual and 614 page text, $98
(New York residents add sales tax.)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in

handsome library binders.

TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THIS AD and
mail with your name and address, and a
check or money order. Or, charge to
your credit card (American Express,
VISA, Master Charge, Diners Club) by
enclosing card number, expiration
date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's
Spanish course is unconditionally
guaranteed. Try it for three weeks. If

you're not convinced it's the fastest,
easiest, most painless way to learn
Spanish, return it and we'll refund
every penny you paid! Order today!
Many other FSI language courses

also available. Write us

Audio Forum
Dept.453
145 East 49th St.

New York, N.Y. 10017
(212)753-1783
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Are Three Times the Size and Weiaht!

If you'd like to reduce the size anc
weight of your binoculars to an 11 Custom Compacts. At your
ounce and 3 inch high instrument Bushnell dealer or write Bushnell
that will give you the resolution
and light gathering you need,

Optical Co., Dept. NH 54, 2828
East Foothill Blvd., Pasadena, Ca
91107.

Bushnell Give Us A Look

them. Since there is neither atmos-

phere nor water on the moon, these

craters, regardless of their origin, have

probably changed little or none. Their

large size, whatever may have been

their origin, is probably correlated

with the lesser force of gravity on the

moon than on the earth. A man weigh-

ing 150 pounds on the earth would
weigh about twenty-five pounds on the

moon. Therefore volcanic matter, or

matter thrown by the impact of a body

falling into the moon, would be thrown

six times as far as on the earth. The
moon with its "seas" and mountains

and craters is a magnificent object

through even a small telescope. One's

first sight of the moon through the

telescope can never be forgotten.

Mars is the fourth planet from the

sun, and next outside the earth. It is

the one that appeals most to the popu-

lar fancy, on account of the perennial

question of whether there is life on this

neighboring world. Although Mars
does not come as close to the earth as

Venus, we are able by means of the

telescope to make out much more
about its surface, due partly to the

greater transparency of the atmos-

phere of the former. Mars presents a

ruddy surface relieved by darker

areas, polar caps, and the much-dis-

cussed "canals."

The polar caps can be seen with a

small telescope, and they have been

observed to change in size according to

the season, just as the polar caps of the

earth do.

The line-like markings on the sur-

face of Mars, which were first desig-

nated "canals" by Schiaparelli, have

occasioned much discussion. Whether
they are waterways bordered by vege-

tation, thus making them wide enough

to be seen through our larger tele-

scopes, is still an unanswered question.

The axis of Mars is inclined almost

the same as that of the earth; hence,

the planet must have similar seasonal

changes, since there is atmosphere and

water on the planet, but on account of

the longer time required for revolution

around the sun (687 days), the seasons

must be nearly twice as long as those

on the earth. A Martian day is 24

hours and 37+ minutes in length.

Since the temperature of the surface

of Mars has been measured and found

not too low to preclude the possibility

of life, and since there is air with oxy-

gen, and since there is water as vapor

in the clouds, which however are rare,

and solid in the polar caps, and prob-

ably liquid—these conditions consid-

II



Attractive Air Alive unit measures only 4V2" x 4" x 1
%"

and cleans a 20' x 15' x8' room in up to 15 minutes

AIRALIVE
Uses "Nature's Air Cleaners"
to electronically destroy odor,
smoke, dust, and pollen. Now
research shows it may do more!

Little-understood particles, called nega-
tive ions, are said to be nature's best air

cleaners. They attach themselves to dust,

smoke, pollen or anything else floating in

the air, and cause it to fall harmlessly to the

ground. Now there is growing proof that

negative ions may affect your moods,
health and sense of well being.

THE ION CONTROVERSY
For the past 20 years, scientists and

scholars -world wide have been study-
ing the effects of electronically charged
particles in the air called negative ions.

Russian scientists have recently proven
that the presence of ions in the air is es-
sential to animal life. Research conducted
at the University of California has shown
that plant growth is stunted when the ion

content in the air is decreased.
Some researchers claim there's evi-

dence that negative ions can relieve aller-

gic ailments and headaches, help control

virus, retard the growth of bacteria, in-

crease mental alertness and energy, re-

duce pain, tension, fatigue and depression
and produce sound sleep.

Interestingly, while the number of those
who believe that negative ions do, in fact,

produce these benefits, has grown, the
number of doubters has decreased over
the years.

THE ION IMBALANCE
The air is made up of molecules that

contain either a majority of electrons, mak-
ing them negative particles, or a majority of

protons, making them positive particles.

Although nature produces a nearly
equal number of positive and negative
ions, there are a number of reasons why
we are surrounded by an over abundance
of protons: air pollution depletes the num-
ber of negative ions in the air, the static

charge from synthetic fibers produces
positive ions and natural earth radiation,

that would normally produce negative
ions, is retarded by concrete and asphalt
covering the land.

In effect, we are breathing air that nature
never intended us to breathe ... air that

has been depleted of negative ions.
What is needed is a way to correct this

ion imbalance.

NATURE'S AIR CLEANERS
There is almost no disagreement

among scientists that negative ions are
unmatched in their ability to cleanse the air

of impurities.This is how they do it: nega-
tive ions attach themselves to dust, smoke
and pollen, neutralize them and cause

them to fall harmlessly from the air.

Engineers and doctors have recently

recognized this benefit and have begun to

take advantage of it. (Vlany now use com-
mercial units that emit negative ions and
effectively destroy odors and pollutants in

the air.

It has only been during the last year that

technology has developed an affordable

consumer model. These units were first

introduced in Europe where there is a high
level of interest in the benefits of

negative ions.

Now we are introducing one of the first

consumer units to be sold in this country!

ONE OF THE FIRST UNITS
UNDER $100

When we were offered the opportunity

to introduce Air Alive to the American mar-
ket, we jumped at the chance! Why? Be-
cause it's one of the first consumer models
in this country to be sold for under $100.
And because it's manufactured by West-
ern Systems, Inc., a pioneer in the ion gen-
eration field.

MOST COMPACT UNIT
ON THE MARKET TODAY

Air Alive measures only 472" x 4" x 1
%"

and puts out 3 trillion negative ions per
second per cubic centimeter.That's as
many or more than larger, more expensive
units now on the market. It is so powerful
that it cleans a 1

5' x 20' x 8' room in up to

15 minutes. Air Alive brings you more
cleansing power in its compact size.

WARRANTED FOR TWO FULL YEARS
Air Alive is an all solid state unit ... it has

no moving parts. The unit is so trouble free

that it is warranted by Western Systems,
Inc. for two full years, in the unlikely event
that anything should go wrong.

FREE BOOK
JUST FOR
TRYING
AIR ALIVE
Just lor trying ttieAir Alive I

unit, we are offering a 160
\

page bool< entitled "Tlie

Ion Effect"

Absolutely Free!

It is yours at no additional charge It's yours to keep
even if you should return the Air Alive unit during our

|

30 day trial period. "The Ion Effect" traces one
man's 10 year effort to discover the truth about the

effects of ions. Judge for yourself the benefits of

negative ions.

OPTIONAL AUTO ADAPTER
Now Western Systems, Inc. brings

something new to the American market
that Europeans have used for years ... an
optional auto adapter that allows you to

use your Air Alive home model in your car,

truck, van or RV. Hardware included for

mounting under your dashboard and
adapter plugs into your cigarette lighter.

30 DAY NO-RISK TRIAL

We believe Air Alive to be the most i

compact negative ion generator on the?
market today. It will destroy the dust,

smoke, pollen and odors in the air inf

your home, office or car

And we want you to decide for your- i

self whether or not you can benefit from {

the effects scientists are claiming thatf

negative ions can have on your health
^

and sense of well being

We offer you a 30 day, no risk trial pe- i

riod on every Air Alive unit you order. Iff

during that time you decide the Air Alive f

unit does not meet your expectations,

for any reason, you can return it for

prompt refund of the purchase pnce.

TO ORDER YOUR AIR ALIVE
Simply fill out the coupon and send it,

along with your check or money order, to

the address below. For even faster ser-

vice, call Toll Free: 1-800-527-7066. In

Texas call (214) 349-3120.

1 01 55-9 Piano Road • Dallas, TX 75238

Yes! Send me Air Alive units at $79.95 ea. and

Auto Adapters at $8.95 ea. Add $3.50 post-

age, handling and insurance charge. Texas residents

add 5% sales tax.

I UNDERSTAND I HAVE A 30 DAY
NO RISK RETURN OPTION.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

I
Check or Money Order enclosed

.

Charge to:

n Master Charge ,. .

VISA Expires.

Account Number

I

I

Signature_

Order Toll Free: 1-800-527-7066
In Texas Call: 1-214-349-3120
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WebstersNewCollegiate Dictionary.

Itswhere the words live.
America's best-selling dictionary doesn't just define words. It brings them

alive. Over 150,000 of them, old and new. Full of quotations, usage examples
and illustrations, it gives you a new kinship with "clone," lets you cut through
the mystery of "laser." It's a whole new meaning for "dictionary." Just $11.95.
A great gift. Merriam-Webster Dictionaries, Springfield, MA 01101.

FROM MERRIAM-WEBSTER®

DISCOVERY
TOURTO
THE NILE

History

DiscoveryTours

Discover the world of

ancient and modern
Egypt on an American
Museum 600 mile Nile

Cruise. Explore with

three lecturers the rich

natural and archeological sites of an area which has fascinated visi-

tors for centuries. A carefully planned itinerary (with a special two-day
program in London visiting the British Museum and London Zoo with
their keepers) provides a relaxing and thorough three-week Discovery
Tour. All of the major Nile archeological sites as well as the important
wildlife regions are discussed and visited with your balanced team of

eminent lecturers. Share with Museum staff and friends an unforget-

table cruise. October 19, 1980 or February 8, 1981. For further in-

formation and itineraries write to the American Museum of Natural
History, Discovery Tours, Central Park West at 79 St., NY NY 10024,
or call (212)873-1440.

ered together with the motions of the

planet—it seems to be the consensus of

opinion among astronomers that there-

is life on Mars.

Jupiter is the next major planet out-

side of Mars. It is the largest of the

planets, and requires nearly twelve

years to go round the sun. It rotates on

its axis in a little less than ten hours. It

has four large satellites and at least

five small ones. The four large moons
were discovered in 1610 by Galileo.

The observed variations in the times of

the eclipses of lo (one of the Galilean

satellites) with the varying distance of

the earth from Jupiter led Roemer in

1675 to make the first determination

of the velocity of light. Jupiter presents

only an outer surface of cloud, and
definite bands in these surface clouds

can be seen easily through a smalLtele-

scope. The surface of Jupiter is cold,

the thermocouple indicating approxi-

mately 100 degrees below zero.

Saturn, the sixth planet, is consid-

ered by some to be the most beautiful

telescopic object in the sky, due to the

rings, which were formerly referred to

as "the fiery rings" of Saturn. Now it

is known that these rings are composed
of myriads of small solid bodies or

moons, and that they are cold. Besides

the rings, Saturn has eight relatively

large satellites and one or two small

ones. Saturn is so far from the sun that

it takes nearly thirty years to go round

the sun.

Uranus, the seventh planet from the

sun, was discovered in 1781 by Sir

William Herschel. He saw it as a hazy

disc, slowly moving among the stars,

and at first thought it to be a comet,

and announced it as such to the Royal

Society. Very soon, however, its plan-

etary character was established, and

Herschel named it Georgium Sidus in

honor of the King of England. The
name, "The Georgian," was used in

the Nautical Almanac up to 1 850, but

it was disliked outside of England.

Lalande proposed the name, "Her-

schel," which is found in some of the

old books. Bode proposed the name
Uranus. The planet has a revolution

period of 84 years. Uranus has four

satellites, the orbits of which are in-

clined to the plane of the planet's orbit

and to the ecliptic more than 90 de-

grees, so that the motion of the satel-

lites is really retrograde.

Neptune, the eighth major planet in

order from the sun, was discovered in

1 846, after its elements had been com-

puted independently by Adams and

Leverrier, the story of its discovery



Invite the King of Comedy into your home
...and ioolc at ail the friends he'ii bring:

Bing Crosby • Al Jolson • Eddie Cantor • Judy Garland • Sammy Davis Jr.

Kermit and IVIiss Piggy • The Supremes • Raquel Welch • Pearl Bailey
Ethel Merman • Fibijer McGee & Molly and many, many more!

"If success is judged by the

number of friends" said

Bob Hope, "I've been very

successful!'

Now you can invite Bob
and over 40 of his friends

into your home to heip

you relive 50 of

America's greatest

years: the Bob Hope
years of comedy, humor,

meiodyand—mostof
all—memories.

From Vaudeville to

Viet Nam, Fibber IVlcGee

and Molly to Miss Piggy

and the rest of the Mup-
pets, our ^^- -s

King of

Comedy
is one of

the few

entertainers who has
conquered the stage of

Vaudeville and Hollywood...

radio and television . . . the

silver screen and the silver

jets, racking up more than

nine million miles in the air!

Three long-playing records

put you right there with

George Burns, as he and
Bob, Groucho Marx, Jack Benny
and Danny Thomas pay tribute to the im-

mortal Palace Theatre. You'll be on the

scene in 1941 at the USO show at March
Field. ..at another somewhere in the

South Pacific... listening to your radio as

the "Pepsodent Hour" goes on the air...

and on the "Road" to everywhere with

Bob and Bing.

Every minute of this incredible treasury

is authentic history, reproduced from old

broadcasts and records, then electroni-

cally enhanced for today's sophisticated

stereo equipment. And it is packaged in a
deluxe presentation case, framed in teak.

with an easel for easy
display!

In addition to priceless

hours of entertainment and
nostalgia, this treasury also

includes a fabulous, over-

sized 52-page book,
packed with more than

160 photographs, ranging

from four-year-old Bob in

a sailor suit to the Hope
family today, plus a sup-

porting cast of politicians

and soldiers, singers,

dancers, humorists, and
just plain people who
helped make America

what it is today.

Never before has
there been so versatile

an entertainer, one so
decorated and admired
as Bob Hope And never

before has his life and
achievements been offered

in such a memorable col-

lector's treasury. It's a festi-

val of amusement and mem-
ories that spans the gener-

ations ... a collection you'll

be proud to own and display

and enyoy. So don't delay. It

is not available in any store,

and we cannot guarantee this low price

forever Please place your order today.

Invite Bob and his friends into your
home for 30 days. Then invite your
friends in to listen and enjoy. If you are

not completely satisfied— if you don't

agree that this collection is both memo-
rable and outstanding entertainment—
simply return it within 30 days and we'll

refund your money. In full. There's no risk

whatsoever—except that you might miss
out on an outstanding opportunity!

BOB HOPE COLLECTION, P.O Box
6326, Denver, Colorado 80206.

BOB HOPE
AND HIS
FRIENDS

Golden Anniversary 3-Record Album with

Teakwood Framed Portrait Display Case
and Bob Hope's 52-page Photo-History.

standard sets with records plus 52-page book only SI 9.95 (in slipcase)

YOUR COLLECTOR'S PACKAGE INCLUDES
ALL THIS FOR ONLY $29.95:

• 3 12-inch LP's made of super-thick 100%
vinyl to assure long-lasting quality, elec-

tronically augmented for today's sophisti-

cated equipment.
• A handsome, heavy-duty presentation
case complete with Its own easel, featuring

a beautiful portrait of Bob Hope framed in

actual teakwood, ready for display.

• An oversize 11"x11" 52-page book, with

more than 160 photographs of Bob, his

family and friends

• Also available in 8-track tapes or cas-
settes. Teak-framed Bob Hope portrait in-

cluded.

30-Day No-Risk
Money-Back Guarantee

BOB HOPE COLLECTION, P.O. BOX 6326, DENVER, COLORADO 80206

YES, please rush me BOB HOPE AND FRIENDS in my choice of sets indicated below.

I understand I must be satisfied, or my money back.

SEND: Deluxe sets with records at $29,95" each.
Deluxe sets with 8-track tapes at $31 ,95 " each.
Deluxe sats with cassettes at $31 .95" each,
Standard sets with records at $19,95" each,
Standard sets with tapes at $21 ,95" each,
Standard sets with cassettes at $21 .95" each,

"PLEASE ADD $3 50 for each set orderea to cover postage, handling, and insurance
Colorado residents please add applicable sales tax

I enclose $ checK or money order, made out to "Bob Hope Collection"

Please charge my D VISA G Mastercharge

Card No

Signature

Name

Address-

City



For the photographer, astronomer, naturalist, educator,

or casual observer—Celestron has established a new
standard in superb telescopes and telephoto lenses at

affordable prices (from $245). All feature large observatory

type mirror/lens optics folded into a compact, lightweight,

portable telescope or telephoto lens. Close-up detail borders

on the fabulous from celestial subjects light years away, to

ships, planes, flowers, wildlife or people. Here is truly an
instrument that allows you to view or photograph the world

around you.

Free 4-page brochure or send $2.00

for 32-page full color catalog on
how to select and use a
Celestron telescope or

telephoto.

Celestron International

2835 Columbia St., Box 3578-8
Torrance, Calif. 90503, U.S.A.

Telephone: (213) 328-9560

Dealer Inquiries invited.

probably being the most dramatic

event in the history of astronomy up to

that time. The planet was found al-

most exactly where these two astrono-

mers had calculated that it should be,

from irregularities in the orbit of Ura-

nus. Neptune requires nearly 165

years to complete one revolution ;

around the sun. It has gone only about

half way around the sun since its dis-
i

covery. Neptune has one satellite, the :

orbit of which is inclined to the ecliptic

145 degrees. Hence the revolution of
j

this satellite is definitely retrograde.

On March 13, 1930, the scientific
i

world and the general public were

thrilled by the announcement of the

discovery of a ninth major planet. On
January 21st preceding, it had been

"sighted" on a photographic plate as a

faint spot, by Clyde Tombaugh, using

a stereo-comparator. After this its mo-

tion was observed for more than seven

weeks before public announcement

was made of the discovery. Had it been

a comet, it would have been observed

to be moving rapidly toward or from

the sun. The possibility of its being a

comet was soon ruled out. By studying

its motion, making allowance for the

motion of the earth in its orbit, the rev-

olution period of the new planet was

approximately determined. Then its

distance from the sun could be calcu-

lated from its period. This distance

considered with its magnitude made

possible the calculation of its size.

The new planet was found in the

constellation, the Heavenly Twins,

near the third magnitude star, Delta

Geminorum. At Lowell Observatory it

was estimated to be 15th magnitude.

Since that time at Harvard Observ-

atory it has been estimated to be 16th

magnitude. It is probably about the

size of the earth, at any rate much
smaller than Neptune. Its distance

from the sun is approximately

4,000,000,000 miles. Its period of rev-

olution around the sun is estimated to

be between 300 and 500 years.

Light, which travels 1 86,000 miles a

second, or 11,000,000 miles a minute,

takes more than six hours to come

from the new planet to us. The sun's

disc, if viewed from the new planet,

would be about as Jupiter is to us on

the earth.

Judging from the experience in the

cases of Uranus and Neptune, it seems

probable that the new planet will be

given some mythological name in

keeping with the custom.

The planet was named Pluto.

iil



A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

Antique Forgeries!
FEATURING ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE-TO-FIND STYLES
...AT A FRACTION OF THE COST OF THE ORIGINALS!

If you enjoy lovely old clocks, and treasure the a priceless old antique should. You get all the

wonderful warmth and friendly atmosphere beauty and charm of a true antique, plus the

they create - then you must collect these solid 'carefree' performance of a new clock. .

.

marvelous antique re-creations for your very all, at a fraction of the cost of the originals. So
own. These are not ordinary, high-gloss, new- hurry, supply is limited - order your fabulous

looking reproductions... but, rich, mellow- forgery today! Guaranteed for one year,

finished, true-to-life re-creations that look like

#75 THE FLORAL BOUQUET

#4 THE SCHOOLHOUSE CLOCK #2 THE LIPPINZANER HORSE CLOCK #50 THE CATHEDRAL CLOCK

ABOUT THE CLOCKS!
Ail the cases are 100% kiln dried solid wood. Sanded, stained, rubbed,
and carued by fiand. Pendulums are solid brass. Faces, traditional

white with brass rims, black roman numerals and hands. The time-

tested 8day, keywind, solid brass movement chimes the hours - and
is reproduced from the original Ansonia U.S. Patent of 1882. It

features tiie Graham dead-beat escapement, lantern pinions,

traditional X X 96" X .013" blued steel springs.

#2 THE HORSE CLOCK. Circa; 1880. 36"L X W/i'^N X 6"D.

Walnut with walnut finish. Large glass door. Glass panels on each
side. Only $110.

#4 THESCHOOLHOUSE. Circa; 1880. 22"L X 12"W X 4y2"D. Oak
with walnut finish. Round glass door with brass bezel. Gold lettering

on lower glass door. Only $79.95.

#50 THE CATHEDRAL. Circa; 1883. Z\y{\- X 13"W X 6"D. Oak
with dark oak finish. Large glass door. Glass panels on sides. Only
$115.

#75 THE FLORAL BOUQUET. Circa; 1885. 18i/2"L X 12"W X
4'/2"D. Hand-carued walnut with walnut finish. Round glass door.

Only $110.

BE CAREFUL AND REMEMBER...
a 'good' antique clock costs 3 to 4 times more than a reproduction.

And, like all antiques, almost all the good clocks are in museums or

private collections. What's leftover, are in such poor condition or with

so much restored - their working ability and antique value are in

serious doubt. © 1980 COTTAGE CLOCKS

Shipped Insured In A Moulded Foam 'Safety' Box!

Use Our Telephone 'Hot-line' For Credit Card Orders!
CALL (516) 673-5552 (9:30 to 4:30 E.S.T.)

COLLECTIBLE CLOCKS
Dept. D16
15 Wall Street
Huntington, N.Y. 11743

n #2 HORSE, only $110. plus

$5.50 ship/hdlg-

#4 SCHOOLHOUSE, only Card #

$79,95 plus $5.50 ship/hdlg.

n #50 CATHEDRAL, only $115.

plus $5.50 ship/hdlg.

D #75 FLORAL BOUQUET, Name _
only $110. plus $5.50 ship/hdlg. ^^^^

SAVE! Buy Any Two Clocks Or City_
More And We Will Pay All

Shipping & Handling Charges! State _

Please rush the clock(s) I have checked, I understand

that if I am not completely satisfied, I may return the

clock(s) within 1-year for a complete refund or credit.

ENCLOSED IS $_ . (Check or MO.)

N.Y. State Residents Add Sales Tax

CHARGE MY: D MASTERCHARGE D VISA

Exp. Date
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. Apt. #_

.Zip.
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THE EUROPEAN STARLING
AS AN AMERICAN CITIZEN

By frank m. chapman

II

THE American Museum may claim the doubtful

honor of being the birthplace of the first Euro-

pean starlings to be born in this country. It was

soon after their release in Central Park in 1890 that

William Richardson, then of the department of taxi-

dermy, found a starling's nest under the eaves at the

northeast corner of the north wing.

Since that date, the Museum has extended its area

from Columbus Avenue to the park, but in the same pe-

riod the starling has extended its range, locally, from

Montreal to Florida and Ohio. The one hundred birds

freed in 1890 and 1891 now have millions of de-

scendants. The starling has come to stay. Nature has

accorded him his "papers" and he exercises all the privi-

leges of citizenship.

It is a singular thing that both the starling and En-

glish sparrow were introduced into New York City by

the same person. Impressed by the abundance of birds

in England and by what he believed to be their com-

parative scarcity in this country, Eugene Schieflfelin de-

termined to make good the deficiency.

Inspired by the highest motive, he might, under

proper direction, have become the father of bird conser-

vation in America and have saved for us species we shall

never see in life again. But like many another pioneer

reformer, he blazed a false trail. Organizing and incor-

porating at Albany a society for the importation of for-

eign birds into New York State, he followed the intro-

duction of the house sparrow with that of song thrushes,

chaffinches, bullfinches, skylarks, nightingales, and fi-

nally the starling. Only the first and last of his attempts

to transplant European birds to our shores were success-

ful and in them he took no small amount of pride. Often,

after the release of the starlings, he came to the bird de-

partment to ask whether any had been seen recently,

and he was particularly pleased when he learned that a

pair had nested in the building.

These observations, made immediately following the

introduction of the starling, when its future in this coun-

try was still uncertain, recall the experiences of an ear-

lier generation of ornithologists who, with equal inter-

est, reported seeing English sparrows! I quote from the

annals of the New York Lyceum for 1867, page 287,

where George N. Lawrence wrote:

This familiar European species has been successfully intro-

duced in New York, and colonies have been established at sev-

eral distant points, where they could have been seen during

the past winter. After the extreme cold of last January ( 1 866)

when the thermometer marked ten degrees below zero, I no-

ticed them in their usual quarters, apparently unharmed. In

Jersey City, also, they are quite numerous. I first observed

them in the spring of 1 865. A friend, conversant with our local

native birds, informed me that he had seen a species in the

shrubbery around the church on the corner of 5th avenue and

29th street, with which he was not familiar; on going to ascer-

tain what they were, to my surprise I found them to be house

sparrows; they were domiciled in the ivy which grew on the

walls of the church, and were quite gentle and fearless, some

alighting in the street and dusting themselve quite near to

where I stood. I afterwards learned from our associate, Mr.

Eugene Schieflfelin, that he had been looking after them with

much interest; in fact he is entitled to the credit, in a great

measure, for this important acquisition to our city. In 1860,

and for three years thereafter, he yearly set free five or six

pairs, mostly in the neighborhood of Madison Square; seven

pairs were let out in the Central Park by the Commissioners,

in 1864.

After becoming thoroughly established in the upper

part of New York City, the starling began the campaign

for the acquisition of territory which is still in progress.

Following shore lines it spread north, east, and south,

and within ten years appeared at Ossining, New Haven,

and Bayonne. Another ten years saw it near Providence

and Philadelphia and in 1920 it was known from Maine

to Virginia.

Having colonized the coastal region, like other emi-

grants from over seas, it began to penetrate the interior.

It reached Ithaca, New York, in 1916, and the same

year was found at West Lafayette, Ohio, the first

known appearance of the species west of the Alleghe-

nies.

The Plains, the Rockies, and the Sierras will probably

prove obstacles in the starling's course, but no doubt he

will surmount them and sooner or later establish himself

throughout the greater part of the country.

During the thirty odd years of the starlings' residence

in America, none of our native land birds has apprecia-

bly increased in numbers. How, then, has the starling,

starting from a few pairs, become more abundant than

many of them? In attempting to answer this question we

discover some of the factors governing the comparative

abundance of species. In the first place, it is evident that

the starling has filled a place (technically, an "ecologi-

cal niche") not occupied by a native species. Without in

any way disparaging the American Museum as a home

for birds, indeed we always welcome them, what Ameri-

can bird, left to its own resources in Central Park, would

have reared a family under our eaves? The European

house sparrow (which we insist on miscalling the "Eng-



Bargain for a beautiful Dan
ask in the morning and enjoy a

licious martini in the evening,

le excitement, beauty and so-

listication of West Africa is wait-

g for you.

The African mask is not a

sguise. Nor is the wearer a man
etending to be a god. Rather,

ask and man become a god who
1 visible in its real form.

Music and dance were the

I rst African arts to attract the at-

Intion of travelers and histo-

tans. A shield from ancient
j-reece depicts an African
lumpet player. African sculpture

as not appreciated until the end

I' the 19th century.

Among the Dan people who
|/e in the Ivory Coast, the impor-

ice of a mask is in proportion to

size. The biggest, most impres-

fve ones, the "Masks of Peace,"

re sufficiently powerful to end
DStilities between villages.

Much of the great African art comes
from West Africa, and the best way to get

to and around West Africa is to fly Air
Afrique. We have the most complete
schedule of interconnecting flights be-
tween West African cities, New York, Eu-
rope and the rest of Africa.

Part of the
fun of West Africa

is bargaining. So
here are the rules

successful bargai

ing: 1. Start at half

the price you're
wi 11 in g to pay
2. Never hurry. 3.

Always keep your
sense of humor.

While African food is both varied
and delicious, you'll be pleased to know
that should you get a craving for Italian

food, or French food, or Oriental food, you
can usually find instant gratification in any
major city.

By the way, ifyou like hotels with air

conditioning and swimming pools, you will

find a hotel to your

Mas
martinis.!

The Cross of Agadez,
)ne of the most famous silver

ewelry designs in all of Af-
"ica, is worn by the Tuareg
oeople of the south Sahara
desert in Niger.

TheBateke people of the Republic of the Congo have a tradition where, upon the birth

of a boy child, a statue is carved by a talented villager. The purpose of this statue is to protect

the boy until he reaches puberty. Although the quality ofthese statues is very inconsistent, the
best of them are worthy of a place among the great works of African art.

Ancestors appear frequently in the sculpture of the

West African people. This emphasis reflects a basic fact

about the nature of African existence, that is that each Af-

rican is what he is and has what he has as a member of a

family, i.e., the descendant of an ancestor. It is this ancestor

sculpture that so amazed European cubists at the beginning
of this century.

The great wealth of West African art is just seven
hours away on a luxurious, non-stop Air Afrique jet from
JFK. For more information call your Travel Agent or

'

your nearest Air Afrique/Air France ticket office.

Traditional African cultures use

basketry for a wide variety of purposes.

Everything from houses to milk bottles

are woven in beautiful designs from
plant materials. Africa begins With Air Afrique.

And it's just seven hours to the New Sun

.

West Africa.
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lish" sparrow) could and does, and like

the starling it has succeeded. It is this

ability to adapt themselves to circum-

stances which, primarily, has enabled

these aliens to survive and flourish in

America. Again, like the sparrow, the

starling is hardy and non-migratory.

This means that he can withstand wide

climatic variations and, in default of

an inherited habit which would lead

him over routes followed by our birds,

that he runs no risk of flying out to sea,

or to some other place whence he

might never return. It is true he wan-

ders about after the nesting season,

but his movements are largely gov-

erned by a search for food and prob-

ably do not carry him far from his

nesting place.

When, therefore, he does have to

compete with flickers, or bluebirds, or

_/
/
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^y^^^

u
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t 1906
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North American breeding range of

Ihe starling, 1896-1922

Other hole-nesting species, for a home,

he is generally first to arrive and the

nine-points of possession are usually in

his favor. Moreover, he is pugnacious

and not averse to asserting his rights.

Also, he is prolific, raising, as a rule,

two broods, of which, because of the

protective character of the nest-site

and defensive ability of the parents, a

comparatively large percentage doubt-

less reach maturity. Need of only

limited territory when nesting is also

presumably responsible for the star-

ling's rapid increase. In some birds

sexual jealousy is so highly developed

during the season of reproduction that

they will not permit another pair of

their own species to nest near them.

But, I have recently heard of five pairs



of starlings nesting simultaneously in

the hollow limbs of a single willow

tree. Add to these various traits, om-

nivorousness in feeding habits, and we

have some of the reasons why the star-

ling has multiplied and spread.

Having with thoughtless hospitality

accorded the starling, house sparrow,

San Jose scale, gypsy moth, and other

pests, including certain members of

the genus Homo, free and unchal-

lenged entry to our ports, we now ask

(if to our sorrow, we have not already

learned), "Are they desirable?" So far

as the starling is concerned the ques-

tion is not to be answered in a word. It

can, however, be answered for we have

to thank American economic orni-

thologists for the most exhaustive

study of the starling's food habits

which have as yet been made.

The starling is here considered un-

der three counts: (1) its food habits,

(2) its relation to other species,

(3) its direct relation to man. The
study of the starling's food has been

conducted with great thoroughness

and the results reached doubtless ade-

quately express the bird's economic

status at this period of its American

history. They are summarized as fol-

lows:

As an effective destroyer of terrestrial

insects, including such pests as cutworms,

grasshoppers, and weevils, the starling has

few equals among the bird population of

the northeastern United States.

The most serious objection to the star-

ling on economic grounds arises from its

destruction of cherries. When its work is

combined with that of the robin, which is

fully as destructive and much less easily

frightened, the chances for a successful

crop of cherries, especially of early varie-

ties, are poor.

The starling's work on apples is confined

largely to isolated trees and to small, old

orchards. Late varieties suffer more than

those which mature at a time when there is

still a great abundance of wild black cher-

ries available. In the aggregate the apple

damage is not great and is practically ab-

sent in young, well kept, productive or-

chards. Injury to peaches and pears is neg-

ligible, and the damage to grapes is at

present confined to small arbors-the large

vineyards suffering very little.

An idea of the economic significance of

the starling's food habits is gained by com-
parison with the food habits of certain

well-known native birds, with some of

which it frequently associates. A thorough

consideration of the evidence at hand indi-

cates that, based on food habits, the adult

starling is the economic superior of the

robin, catbird, flicker, red-winged black-

bird, or grackle. It is primarily a feeder on
insects and wild fruit—less than 6 per cent
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of its yearly food being secured from culti-

vated crops. What damage it does inflict is

due not so much to the character of its food

habits as to the fact that the flocking habit

has allowed some minor trait to be empha-

sized to a point where local damage results.

The decidedly beneficial character of the

food habits of one, two, or sometimes three

broods of nestlings, numbering 4 to 6 to the

nest, adds materially to the favorable eco-

nomic status of the species.

The starling's competition with

American birds is largely restricted to

those that nest in holes and similar

sites. This includes chiefly the blue-

bird and flicker. The former is no

match for the relentlessly persistent

alien and even the flicker's larger size

does not always prevail against the

starling's aggressive tenacity.

Conflict over the food supply is neg-

ligible in summer, but serious in the

autumn and winter. For example, a

dogwood bearing a crop of berries suf-

ficient to supply a group of gentle-

mannered hermit thrushes with food

for a fortnight will be stripped by a

flock of starlings in a day. As a result,

the thrushes continue their migration

southward to winter beyond the pres-

ent range of the starling. But it is ap-

parently only a question of time when

the starling will be abundant in winter

at least throughout the Gulf States

where it will claim no small part of the

food supply of our native species.

There are times when the starling

makes such strong demands upon our

hospitality that even its friends resent

its presence. This is during the late

summer and early autumn when the

vast flocks of birds select a city park

or village lawn as a roosting place.

Crackles, robins, and martins are of-

ten associated with them and the

whole may number many thousands.

To the ornithologist such gatherings

possess great interest, but the tired

business man, who has come home to

sleep, not to study avian communism,

sees in them only a source of noise and

filth, and spares no effort to induce the

birds to move elsewhere. Frequently,

however, he finds it difficult to con-

vince them that they are not welcome.

The usages of civilization forbid the

murder of even the most undesirable

guest, and in default of firearms, Ro-

man candles have been effectively em-

ployed. Discharged into trees laden

with sleeping birds, they create con-

sternation without fatalities and fi-

nally make it plain to the feathered

throng that, while we may encourage

their cooperation in our gardens we
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can dispense with them after nightfall.

But the direct contact of the starling

with man extends far beyond its roost-

ing habits. These other relations, how-

ever, belong among those "imponder-

ables" which science can neither weigh

nor measure. They have to do with the

personality of the starling, with its

standing as a citizen and as a neighbor.

When a stranger enters an estab-

lished community, he is bound, more

or less, to disturb existing conditions,

and the extent and nature of the local

reaction to this disturbance deter-

mines his community status.

Viewed from this standpoint the

starling is heavily handicapped. In the

first place he is a foreigner. Now what-

ever we ourselves may be, whether our

forbears came over in the Mayflower

or on the Mauretania, there can be no

doubt that our birds are Americans.

As such they are not only the products

but expressions of their environment.

When, in early March, a moving nebu-

lous blur resolves itself into a flock of

redwings, they are less birds than the

Spirit of Spring. But if the hurrying

smudge becomes a passing troupe of

starlings, we regard it with disappoint-

ment or indiff"erence. It has no sea-

sonal significance.

So the notes of the wood pewee voice

the dreaminess of a mid-summer day

—uttered by the starling, they are a

mimetic travesty. But, after all, it is

only the chosen few who cherish these

intimate associations with nature that

resent the starling's violations of them.

To by far the greater number of those

who notice him at all, a starling he will

be and nothing more.

North American breeding range of
the starling, 1977
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TAUNGS AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE B
By RAYMOND A. DART

MAN is an omnivorous, bimanous, and bipedal,

almost erect, terrestrial mammal. The highest

living anthropoid apes are frugivorous, quad-

rumanous (or quadripedal), semi-arboreal, semi-erect

mammals. It is believed that man arose from a semi-

arboreal ancestor, to which the highest living apes are

the nearest mammalian relatives, and that this semi-

arboreal ancestor sprang, in turn, from an ancestor who

was entirely arboreal in habit. Indeed, there are those

who believe, that not merely man and all his near rela-

tives, the Primates, but the whole mammalian stock

came from ancestors who at one time lived entirely in

the trees. We are not concerned here with this more re-

mote origin of the Primates other than to note that they

are tree-livers and that their ancestors were tree-livers

from the earliest mammalian times.

In order to achieve his so-called erect posture and ter-

restrial mode of life, the monkey that was to be man had

to pass through a severe apprenticeship, of which there

were two initiatory phases, before he entered the third

phase or true freemasonry of manhood. These two

phases were firstly, the semi-arboreal (or semi-terres-

trial) which is typified by the living anthropoid ape; and

secondly, the entirely terrestrial man-ape phase which

has been hitherto typified by one representative only

—the man-ape of Taungs [Australopithecus africa-

nus], found in Bechuanaland, South Africa.

It has long been recognized by naturalists that two

such phases in man's evolution were probable; of the

first phase we have in the four living anthropoids and

many extinct ones a great deal of information concern-

ing not only its essential characteristics but also its site

of operation, i.e., in the tropical or subtropical forest

zone. The second phase has been appreciated only as a

theoretical necessity, and the scene of its occurrence has

been purely a subject of conjecture.

The Taungs remains show that this second phase was

a living reality; they demonstrate that man did not arise

"Minerva-like in full panoply" as a sudden sport from

some semi-arboreal ape, but that the anthropoid

achieved human status by laborious passage through

the terrestrial man-ape phase; finally they indicate, if

they do not actually prove, the quarter of the earth upon

which this penultimate act in the drama of humanity

was staged.

It is in these matters that the Taungs remains have

their significance. They have rendered real what hith-

erto has been theoretical.

The Taungs limestone deposit is a cliff at whose feet,

to the east lies the treeless (save for shrubs) valley of the

Harts River and whose plateau crest, equally devoid of

forest, stretches west into the Kalahari desert. The tem-

perature at Taungs fluctuates from 120°F. in summer

to severe frosts and biting cold winds in winter. The

average annual rainfall is about five inches.

It is an area which impresses one, by its heat in sum-

mer, and its cold in winter, and by its lack of rain, of

woods, of grass, of running water, and all things de-

lectable, as the most inauspicious spot for man's fore-

runners. It is a region once thickly populated by Bush

people and is now a native reserve occupied by a bas-

tard Bush-Bantu race of Bechuanas. But areas such

as this, habitable by mankind through his adaptabil-

ity, his intelligent use of weapons, and his quickness

of movement, are not habitable by the lumbering an-

thropoids of the tropics.

Hence, the appearance of Australopithecus, roughly

on the latitude of Johannesburg, was most unusual

and unexpected and can be explained only by the fact

that Australopithecus has partaken of those char-

acterstics which separate man from the anthropoids

and make it possible for him to exist in such unto-

ward environments. This belief that Australopithecus

profoundly differed from modern apes becomes

more reasonable when we consider the geographical

situation of Taungs. Lying in the Orange River

Wide World Photos

Raymond A. Dart
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human hair.
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Electric's manufacturing operations
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to improve telephone products and
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watershed, it is separated from the

Zambesi watershed by a vast open

tract of country which, to the west

(from Western Rhodesia to the Atlan-

tic Ocean) is the Kalahari desert, and

to the north and east (throughout Rho-
desia and the Northern Transvaal) is

occasionally wooded but is mostly

treeless prairie or veldt country. There

is no woodland approach to Taungs
from the north, east, or west. This open

and in large part barren country, inter-

posed between the tropical forest and

Taungs is, and has been from Creta-

ceous times, an effective barrier

against the migration of the semi-

arboreal anthropoids of Africa—the

chimpanzee and gorilla.

The efficiency of this barrier against

the migration of the living anthropoids

cannot be stressed too greatly when we
call to mind the fact that during Ter-

tiary times that barrier of desert and

plains has been effectively reinforced

by the fearsome carnivorous enemies

of Primates, whose possession it was. It

is obvious, prima facie, that the

Australopithecoid group which forced

this barrier into the remote Southland

had evolved an intelligence (to find

and subsist upon new types of food and

to avoid the dangers and enemies of

the open plain) as well as a bodily

structure (for sudden and swift bipedal

movement, to elude capture) far in ad-

vance of that of the slothful, semi-

arboreal, quadrupedal anthropoids.

They had thus attained a degree of

physical and psychical advancement

that sundered them irrevocably from

their tropical cousins. It is equally

clear that those who had successfully

traversed the barrier and established

their capacity to live in the latitudes of

the Vaal had no serious barrier inter-

posed between them and the southern

extremity of the continent.

We may therefore reasonably in-

dulge the greatest hopes of the discov-

ery of youths and adults of the same
and allied species in any part of South-

ern Africa, especially the Eastern

coastal areas where the climatic and

botanical conditions are so much more

amenable for Primate existence.

The formidable nature of the land

and animal barrier together with the

vicissitudes of life, to which this

Australopithecoid group was contin-

ually exposed in this country, is the

more important to bear in mind since

the factors which evoked the thinking

and planning powers of the anthro-

poid, and, with these powers, caused

the transformation from anthropoid to



man, are to be sought, not in any cata-

clysmal upheavals of nature, or fortu-

itous saltations of the germ plasm, but

rather in steadily and continuously op-

erating environmental conditions

which constantly and increasingly de-

manded the operation of choice and

cunning.

Such an environment is certainly

not to be found in any land belt con-

taining the easy refuge of trees where

the return to semi-arboreal existence

was possible as, for example, through-

out Southern Asia and the Eastern In-

dies.

Just as for the expansion of the

brain so, for the evolution of a more

erect posture, in which reliance would

be placed upon the feet and not at all

upon the hands, it was essential that a

large territory should be available in

order to make it impossible to return to

the forest. In this way the anthropoid

group should be committed over a

countless number of years to the use of

their upper limbs for fight and their

lower limbs for flight. An environment

of this type was present, because of the

barrier already mentioned, from the

Cretaceous times onward in Southern

Africa; and Southern Africa is the

only country which has elicited, hith-

erto, an anthropoid individual betray-

ing features such as one might expect

to result from the operation of these

unremitting and compelling environ-

mental conditions.

With reference to the epoch at

which the fossil was embedded in the

limestone, there is bound to be much
doubt until we know considerably

more about the geology of the deposits

themselves, and the general question

of ageing deposits in Southern Africa.

From a consideration, firstly, of the

position of this specimen in the cliif;

secondly, of the intensity of the infil-

tration of the lime to form the hard

stone in which it was embedded; and,

thirdly, of the fact that there is ample

evidence in the cliff itself that sand

was being incorporated in the cliff dur-

ing the depositing of the lime, I am of

the opinion that the limestone was de-

posited irregularly leading to the cav-

ernous structure, and that the inter-

stices were filling up with sand from a

very ancient period, in large measure

contemporaneously with the lime de-

position.

In his notes on the baboons found at

Taungs which he has kindly placed at

my disposal. Doctor Haughton re-

marks, "It is certain that the sandy

patches in the limestone and the bones
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embedded in them are of the same age

as the main body of the limestone."

Since there was a certain growth

forward as well as in height during the

lime deposition, both the horizontal

depth (250 ft.) as well as the vertical

depth (50 ft.) at which the remains lay

have a degree of significance. In other

words I look upon the fossil as Tertiary

and embedded while the lime forma-

tion was still in progress.

Since that time a ravine about one

hundred feet in depth and nearly

three-quarters of a mile long has been

worn through the hard calcareous tufa

when it was the original course of the

tiny Thabaseek "river," a sluit or

creeklike tributary of the Dry Harts

River.

Later the "river" was diverted to its

present course northward of the tufa

through the softer shales, and has

worn its bed to a point some two hun-

dred feet below the top of the cliff.

How long it has taken for these pro-

cesses to become completed it is diffi-

cult to say, but in view of the fact that

years may elapse without any running

water ever passing over the "water-

fall" at the head of the gorge through

the plateau's edge and along the

stream bed, and the further fact that

water rarely, if ever, is running during

a whole week in any year that rain

falls—when of course it may be a rag-

ing though small torrent for a couple

of days—it is impossible that the work
of erosion could have been rapid. It is

hardly necessary to say that in the pe-

riod during which the area has been

known, i.e., the last half-century, no

appreciable alteration of the confor-

mation of the stream or its channel has

been recorded. Assuming for the sake

of argument a uniform rate of back-

ward erosion of '/s inch per annum, it

will be seen that some 125,000 years

were necessary for the formation of the

dry ravine which is from 50 to 250 feet

broad—the cutting of the modern
river bed taking perhaps a somewhat
briefer but additional period. At all

events it is reasonable in the present

state of our lack of knowledge to esti-

mate the age of the river bed in terms

of hundreds of thousands of years

—possibly, as one has suggested, con-

temporaneously with the uplift of

South Africa in the Pliocene. In any

case the deposition of the lime deposits

took place prior to that period, i.e.,

prior to the formation of the dry ravine

and the present river bed, and so at a

very remote period, probably pre-Plio-

cene. There is no evidence to indicate
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that the Taungs man-ape did not in-

habit the district in those days of lime

deposition.

When Dart discovered the Taung skull

and wrote his famous 1926 article for

Natural History, anthropologists were di-

vided in their responses to the extraordi-

nary claims from southern Africa. There

was uncertainty about many aspects of

the strange creature: its geographical dis-

persal, antiquity, diversity, way of life,

and place on the evolutionary tree. Al-

most everyone doubted Dart's outlandish

claim that a creature with a brain size

scarcely different from that of the apes,

and one-third as big as that of modern

man, could have been a near relative of

the human species. They also doubted

that humanity had its origins in Africa.

In the ensuing years, Africa's sedimen-

tary deposits and dolomitic cave forma-

tions have yielded a broad array of evi-

dence that has answered many of the

questions provoked by the Taung skull in

1926. Fossils of Australopithecus have

emerged from the Transvaal, Tanzania

(where Olduvai is located), Kenya, and

Ethiopia. Convincing specimens of Aus-

tralopithecus have not yet been found in

Asia or Europe. So far, Australopithecus

represents an early African phase in hu-

man evolution.

The application of new technology has

given insights into the age of Australo-

pithecus. The earliest well-attested mem-
bers are dated to just under four million

years ago. A few older specimens, which

might have represented the same group,

might possibly take the earliest known

members to over five million years. Thus,

the genus existed during the Pliocene ep-

och of the Tertiary period and persisted

into the Pleistocene, the first epoch of the

Quaternary period. The most recently

dated forms lived about a million years

ago. Thereafter, Australopithecus disap-

peared from the record. The dating of the

Taung skull itself is still problematical,

however; estimates of its age hover be-

tween 1,500,000 and 750,000 years.

Careful anatomical studies have shown

that most of the features of Australopith-

ecus relate them to human beings. They
walked upright, as Dart originally in-

ferred; their hands, pelvises, legs, and feet

were humanlike in structure; their brains,

although small, resembled miniature hu-

man brains rather than ape brains; their

teeth, although large, showed a human
rather than an ape pattern. They are

classed as hominids, or members of the

human family.

Several kinds or species of Australo-

pithecus occurred. The earlier ones,

which lived mainly in the Pliocene, were

gracile; they belonged to the species A.

africanus. The later ones, which lived in

the end-Pliocene and on into the Pleisto-

cene, were a heavily built Transvaal ver-

sion, A. robustus, and an extremely

large-toothed, sturdy East African form,

A. boisei.

Most scientists agree that the earlier,

gracile A. africanus was most likely to

have been on or close to the lineage lead-

ing to the genus Homo: A. robustus and

A. boisei, on the other hand, were a spe-

cialized branch that died out about a mil-

lion years ago.

Although scientists still argue about

the names to be assigned to various fos-

sils, there is nearly universal agreement

that some populations of Australopithe-

cus were most likely to have been ances-

tral to modern man. With hindsight, we

see that Dart was right when he claimed

that a small brain alone was not suffi-

cient to disqualify the creature from the

exalted company of hominids.

Phillip V. Tobias

Paleoanthropologist Phillip V. Tobias

holds the same position in the Depart-

ment of Anatomy at the University of

the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg,

South Africa, that Raymond Dart occu-

pied fifty-five years ago when the Taung
skull was discovered. Since 1977 Tobias

has also been an honorary professor of
paleoanthropology, and this year became

dean of the medical faculty, a position

Dart also held.
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THE JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE
EXPLAINED

By CHESTER A. REEDS

AT noon on Saturday, September 1, 1923, Tokio

/-\ time, the Empire of tlie Rising Sun was stricken

by a power beyond human control. A violent

earthquake shook Tokio, Yokohama, Yokosuka,

Odawara, Hakone, Chiba, and other points about the

Bay of Tokio. Shortly thereafter fires arose in Tokio and

Yokohama and almost entirely destroyed those cities.

Seismic sea waves were also reported in some dispatches

and contradicted in others. At any rate, the devastated

region was completely isolated from the rest of the

world for days. There were more than 3,000,000 people

in the stricken zone at the time of the catastrophe and

the loss of life and property was so great that even a

week or more after its occurrence, reports were still far

from being complete.

This great earthquake was registered on seismograph

instruments on the opposite side of the earth and at

intermediate stations. The arrival of the first set of

earth waves in the eastern part of the United States was

registered at 10:12 p.m., Friday evening, August 31, the

main waves shortly before 1 1 o'clock, and the last waves

at 3 A.M., September 1 . It may be stated here that due to

the recognition of the international date line along the

180th meridian, the corresponding time in New York

and Washington was Friday, and due to the difference

in longitude often hours the time here was 10 p.m., Au-

gust 31, 1923. Some dispatches state that in Tokio the

initial heavy shock lasted not more than six minutes.

Whatever may have been the brief duration, the waves

which arose from this shock were spread out for five

hours on the seismographs in the eastern part of the

United States. According to dispatches from the Im-

perial Meteorological Station more than a thousand

"after-shocks," which were not recorded on distant seis-

mographs, accompanied this quake.

The earthquake map of Japan prepared by Dr.

Charles Davison in 1921 exhibits in a striking manner

the earthquake and non-earthquake regions as well as

the location of the eighty-eight volcanoes on or near the

principal islands of Japan. This map indicates that the

central portions of Japan, where active volcanoes are

numerous, are singularly free from earthquakes. A pe-

rusal of Prof. John Milne's catalogue of Japanese earth-

quakes, in which 8331 are listed between the years 1885

and 1892, shows that to every quake that was volcanic

there were five that were non-volcanic.

The Japanese Islands form an arc or festoon with the

convex side facing the Pacific Ocean. Furthermore, the

submarine features are of special interest. From the

contour lines for each thousand meters in depth it may

be observed that the Japanese Sea is shallow, with its

greatest depth a little over 3000 meters. The Pacific

Ocean, on the other hand, is very deep. The extraor-

dinary basin called the Tuscarora Deep reaches a depth

of 8000 meters at distances of from 1 10 to 240 miles

from the coasts. The gradient is unusually steep, being 1

in 27 off the coast of Nemuro, a maritime village on the

island of Yezo, 1 in 30 off the northeast coast of Hondo,

or the main island, and 1 in 16 (to a depth of 3000 me-

ters) off the southeast coast of Kazusa and Awa, near

Tokio.

Prof. F. Omori, the Japanese earthquake specialist,

has listed 221 destructive earthquakes in Japan occur-

ring from the fifth century to the present. Of the total

number, 114 originated inland, 47 under the Pacific

Ocean, 17 under the sea of Japan, 2 under the inland

seas, while the epicenters of 41 earthquakes are un-

known. Of these earthquakes 10 were very violent: 3 of

them occurred in central Japan, and 7 originated off the

southeast coast, each of the latter being accompanied by

seismic sea waves. During the same period there were

23 great sea waves on the Pacific coast and only 5 on the

Japan Sea.

[>;>;-:-] 1-10 epicenters

gS lO-lOOepicemefs

Davison's seismic map of Japan, based on Milne's list

of 8331 earthquakes for the eight years 1885-92,

shows that the number of earthquakes recorded

in the Tokio district during this period was less than

ten; also that the 88 volcanoes are distributed

throughout the mid-western portion of the islands,

except the Fuji chain to the southwest of Tokio.
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Similar results followed from
Omori's examination of recent strong

Japanese earthquakes. From 1885,

when the systematic observation of

earthquakes was begun, to 1905 there

originated in or around Japan 257

earthquakes, some of which were de-

structive while the rest, although not

involving great loss, were nevertheless

strong or moderate shocks each having

disturbed land areas of more than

25,000 square miles. The most active

region at present stretches off the east

coast of Yezo and Hondo, the number
of earthquakes which occurred in it be-

ing rather more than half the total

number in Japan. It is no great sur-

prise therefore to find that the violent

earthquake of September 1, 1923, took

place in the Tokio district near the

steep Pacific side.

An earthquake has been explained

as the result of any sudden displace-

ment within the earth's crust. It may
have a tectonic or a volcanic origin.

Tectonic earthquakes are due as a rule

to the displacements which effect the

growth of faults or fractures in the

earth's surface. Volcanic earthquakes

may be considered as those which are

caused by volcanic eruptions or dis-

placements along fractures of the vol-

canic mass, whether the volcano be ac-

tive, dormant, or extinct. The volcanic

earthquakes are of two kinds: first,

those which are purely volcanic in

their origin, and second, those which

are somewhat tectonic in character.

From seismograms taken on certain

active volcanoes of Japan, Omori di-

vides the volcanic earthquakes into

two groups: (1) those due to earth-

quakes which were not accompanied

by any outburst of the volcano, and (2)

those due to earthquakes which were

invariably coincident with the explo-

sions. The first group consisted only of

simple quake vibrations; the second

group began with slow tremors on

which, after a few seconds, quick vi-

brations were superimposed. The
earthquakes without explosions were

distinctly the stronger, for of the

14,085 shocks of this character re-

corded from 1911-16,21% were sensi-

ble, while of the 8847 quakes with ex-

plosions only 0.3% were sensible.

Tectonic earthquakes, the greatest

of all, occur in regions somewhat dis-

tant from volcanoes or far removed

from present or past volcanic action.

They are due either to displacement

along faults or to the warping of sur-

face beds of rock in the earth's crust.

As might be expected, faulting (the
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slipping of adjacent blocks of the

earth's crust on one another along a

fault-plane or fracture) predominates

over warping in producing earth-

quakes. The connection between the

crustal deformations and the earth-

quakes is shown by the coincidence be-

tween their times of occurrence and

the areas affected by them. It is impor-

tant, however, to notice that the

deformations are not consequences of

the earthquakes but rather the pri-

mary causes of the earthquakes. The

number of earthquakes accompanied

by crustal deformation is considerable.

In many cases, however, the observa-

tions recorded add little to our knowl-

edge beyond the fact that some move-

ment usually of elevation has taken

place. The principal reasons for con-

necting earthquakes with fault slips

are the following: (1) with every step

in the growth of the fault it is evident

that an earthquake must occur; (2) in

some great earthquakes the fault dis-

placements are manifest; (3) in all but

the weakest earthquakes the areas of

greatest disturbance are elongated in

form, their longer axes being parallel

to the fault lines of the district; (4) the

number of earthquakes in any region

far exceeds the number of the faults;

(5) in a series of associated earth-

quakes the center of the disturbance

migrates to and fro in the direction of

the fault; and (6) owing to the vari-

ations in the volume and displacement

of the rock mass, fault slips are capa-

ble of producing the weakest tremor as

well as the most violent shock.

The displacements along a fault

may be almost entirely horizontal or

almost entirely vertical, but in most

cases they are both horizontal and ver-

tical. Horizontal displacements are

usually manifested by the relative

shifting of objects previously in con-

tact or in line; vertical displacements

by the formation of fault scarps.

The great earthquakes which re-

move over-strained conditions in the

earth's crusts occur after short lapses

of time at different places in the seis-

mic belt or related earthquake zones.

They seldom, if ever, recur at one or

the same spot, for the earth's stresses,

having been temporarily adjusted at

that place, accumulate in the adjacent

seismic regions. Thus the Japanese

earthquake of December 23, 1854,

took place off the coast of Tokaido,

while the equally extensive shock on

the next day originated from the same
earthquake zone 200 miles to the west,

off the coast of Nankaido. Sympa-
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thetic stresses accumulating in widely

separated parts of the Pacific seismic

zone have been noted as follows:

(1) Off the northwest coast of Alaska

in 1899.

(2) Mexico and Central America. 1900

and 1902.

(3) Panama, Colombia, and Ecuador,

February 1, 1906.

(4) San Francisco, April 18, 1906.

(5) Aleutian Archipelago, August 16,

1906.

(6) Valparaiso, August 16, 1906.

(Note that Nos. 5 and 6 occurred

on the same date. No. 5 occurring

half an hour earlier than No. 6.)

(7) Chile, November 11, 1922.

(8) Six hundred miles northwest of San
Francisco on the line of the San
Andreas fault, January 31, 1923.

(9) South Pacific Ocean, February 3,

1923.

In this connection it is interesting to

note that after the great Japanese

earthquake of September 1, 1923, a

sympathetic quake occurred in Cal-

cutta, India, on September 10, and an-

other one in Paotingfu, China, Sep-

tember 14, 1923.

A larger view of the problem is nec-

essary in order to understand some of

the underlying causes of the recent

Japanese earthquake and of other

earthquakes. In the distribution of

earthquakes are to be found the loci of

the most pronounced earth movements
today, that is, the zones of present

maximum change in the strained fig-

ure of the lithosphere, or solid part of

the earth. In the case of the continen-

tal areas we have long known the posi-

tion of the earthquake districts. The
earth's crust trembles predominantly

along two narrow zones which lie

along two great circles of the earth

known as the Mediterranean, or Al-

pine-Caucasian-Himalayan circle,

and the circum-Pacific, or Andean-
Japanese-Malayan circle. As to parts

of the ocean floor which have been af-

fected by these movements, it is only

during the present generation that

methods have been perfected for locat-

ing the sites of earthquakes beneath

the seas. Modern seismographs, or

earthquake-registering instruments,

now record the sudden movements of

the earth's surface quite independent

of whether they occur at the bottom of

the sea, upon distant islands, or upon
the continents. The centers of large

earthquakes, determined by the late

Prof. John Milne for some fifty odd
stations of the British Association for

the years 1899 to 1911, appear as dots

on the map on this page. It will be

noted that the continental earthquake

districts extend outward for a distance

on the floor of the neighboring ocean

and that the disturbances are more nu-

merous for the undersea areas and
belts of festooned archipelagoes east

and southeast of Asia.

It may be noted further that the two

main seismic belts are closely related

to the geosynclines, or areas of sedi-

mentation, dominant folding, and up-

lift during Cenozoic time, that is, dur-

ing the last era into which geologists

divide geologic time. This area may
represent a period starting 3,000,000

years or more ago and continuing

down to the present. The areas of

dominant folding and uplift during

Cenozoic time have been superim-

posed as shaded zones on the accompa-
nying map. These two major circles

of earthquake disturbance include

within their limits the arcuate moun-
tain folds known as the Pyrenees, Alps,

Carpathians, Caucasians, and Hima-
layas of Eurasia and the Cascadian

and Andean mountain systems of

North and South America. These

great mountain masses began their ex-

istence in the early part of the Ceno-

zoic era and from their grandeur we
might judge that they are almost com-
pleted, but from the rather frequent

earthquakes that occur in and about

them we must conclude that the earth

forces which built them are still active

although in their relative maturity.

The mountains themselves are young

and although not all of them are in the

same stage of development, they are in

their prime. The festooned island

groups, however, such as the Japanese

archipelagoes and similar arcuate

forms off" the southeast coast of Asia,

as well as the Aleutian and West In-

dian arcs, represent younger mountain
chains of the late Cenozoic age which

are not yet fully exposed but are rising

from the floor of the ocean.

Japan, the land of "cherry blos-

soms," is an island empire rising out of

the sea. To most Americans Japan
presents a detached group of moun-
tainous islands beset with numerous
volcanoes and frequented by earth-

quakes. The oceanic waters which sur-

round these islands hide the stupen-

dous mountain topography and the

structure which powerful earth forces

have already built up and which they

are still erecting off" the coast of Asia.

Volcanoes and earthquakes are associ-

ated with the forces that build moun-
tains, for they perform much the same
function that safety valves do on a

steam locomotive. For centuries Japan
has had destructive earthquakes.

Omori, who has studied many of them,

concludes that the maximum epochs of

destructive activity recur on an aver-

age every 13 or 14 years. From the na-

ture of the case we may thus conclude

that earthquakes will occur in Japan at

rather frequent intervals for centuries

to come. This prophecy, however,

should not dishearten the Japanese na-

tion, for, besides its own progressive

development, it can take courage from

the fact that the Babylonian, Egyp-

During the period 1899 to 191 1, there were 276 major earthquakes sufficiently

severe to be recorded at all seismological stations scattered over the world. The
epicenters are shown on the map as heavy dots. The close association of recent

quakes to the belts of sedimentation, dominant folding, and mountain uplift

(shaded zones) during recent geologic time (Cenozoic era) is very marked.



tian, Grecian, and Roman civilizations

developed about the Mediterranean,

despite the fact that this region lies in

one of the world's active seismic belts.

The Japanese nation is aware of its

acute situation, for in accordance with

an Imperial Ordinance dated June 25,

1892, the famous Earthquake Investi-

gation Committee of Japan was orga-

nized. Its objects were to be: "In the

first place to investigate whether there

are any means of predicting earth-

quakes; and in the second place to in-

vestigate what can be done to reduce

the disastrous effects of earthquake

shocks to a minimum, by the choice of

proper structures, materials, positions,

etc." The Committee has included

some of the most brilliant men of Ja-

pan and has now worked enthusiasti-

cally and tirelessly for thirty years; but

no method of forecasting quakes has

been discovered and the second en-

deavor is the only one which had been

crowned with some success.

A moderate earthquake that struck near

Coyote Lake, California, about sixty miles

southeast of San Francisco, in August

1979, has cast serious doubt on hopes that

reliable prediction of such an event will be

possible in the near future. The quake, of

5.7 magnitude, occurred on the Calaveras

fault, a major branch of the San Andreas

fault, without any warning even though it

fell within a dense network of monitoring

equipment designed to detect just such an

earthquake.

None of the usual short-term precursors

of moderate quakes—clusters of small

quakes, tilting of the earth's surface, or

changes in the geophysical properties of

the crust—were observed. This has caused

great concern because evidence suggests

that it is this type of moderate shock that

triggers great, catastrophic earthquakes.

The feeling among some scientists is that

the Coyote Lake quake may be an example

of a class of nonpredictable earthquakes.

The problem seems to be that, under cer-

tain conditions, small areas of high stress

along a fault could make quake precursors

hard to find. The level of stress necessary

to produce a given precursor may be

reached, but the precursor warning might

appear over only the small area of the

stress and not over the length of the fault.

Or the stress may not be high enough to

produce any precursors before the break-

ing point of the fault is reached.

In 1977, the funding of this country's

earthquake prediction program was tri-

pled. At that time, the estimate was that it

would take ten years before instrument

networks "captured" enough earthquakes

of the right type to determine the practical-

ity of earthquake prediction. After Coyote

Lake, those in the business feel that it

could take much longer.
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Organized by the celebrated explorer Roy Chapman An-

drews and sponsored by the American Museum of Natural

History, the Central Asiatic Expeditions consisted of five

journeys into Mongolia and China, undertaken between 1922

and 1930. This extraordinary venture resulted in the first sys-

tematic study of what was then one of the earth's least-known

regions—the Gobi Desert. Audacious in concept, brilliantly

planned and executed, the Central Asiatic Expeditions con-

stituted the largest, best-equipped, and most costly program

of land-based exploration ever launched from the United

States up to that time. The budget totaled nearly $700,000

—

an unprecedented sum for such a project—and at the height of

the most ambitious season, in 1925, the expedition included

fourteen scientists and technicians, twenty-six native assis-

tants, five touring cars, two trucks, and.a caravan of one hun-

dred twenty-five camels.

Using automobiles and supported by camel caravans that

dropped fuel and supplies at rendezvous points, Andrews cov-

ered vast sections of the Gobi with a speed and efficiency

never previously attained in desert terrain. Even by today's

standards, the geographical range and scientific achievements

of these expeditions were impressive. Among the discoveries

were rich fossil deposits that contained an enormous variety of

extinct animals and plants, including the now-famous dino-

saur eggs laid by a creature known as Protoceratops, which

lived approximately 100,000,000 years ago. Excavations at

numerous archeological sites yielded a wealth of artifacts

relating to Paleolithic, Neolithic, and historical cultures.

Extensive studies were made of Mongolia's geology, an im-

mense area of the Gobi was accurately mapped for the first

time, and thousands of zoological and botanical specimens

were collected.

These accomplishments often involved serious risks. In

addition to natural hazards posed by the Gobi's harsh environ-

ment, Andrews and his companions had to contend with Mon-
gol bandits, Chinese civil wars, and severe political harass-

ment. Eventually, they were even thrust into the forefront of

Sino-American relations when the project became the target

of antiforeign sentiment in China. Indeed, at the conclusion of

the 1928 season the expedition's collections—eighty-seven

crates of fossils from Inner Mongolia—were temporarily con-

fiscated by a militant group called the Committee for the

Preservation of Ancient Objects; and only after prolonged

negotiations between the American Museum, the Department

of State, and the Chinese government was Andrews permitted

to return to the field in 1930, when the events described in the

following article occurred.

Unfortunately, 1930 proved to be the final season for the

Central Asiatic Expeditions; despite a concerted effort by An-

drews to continue his explorations, subsequent political devel-

opments in eastern Asia made further work impossible. "We
had barely scratched the surface of the Gobi's secrets," he

later wrote; and in terms of paleontology at least, this state-

ment was remarkably prophetic. Intensive research conducted

since World War II by Russian, Mongol, and Polish scientists

has established the Gobi as one of the world's most prolific

fossil-hunting grounds—a fact Andrews had suspected as

early as 1918 when he first began formulating plans for his

historic venture. Charles Gallenkamp

Research associate in Maya art at the Museum ofNew Mex-
ico in Santa Fe, Charles Gallenkamp writes and lectures on

the archeology, ethnology, and pre-Columbian art of the

southwest United States, Mexico, and Central America. In

1 976 he received a grant for research on the explorer Roy

Chapman Andrews, and with the cooperation ofthe American

Museum, he is currently writing Desert Quest: Roy Chapman
Andrews and the Central Asiatic Expeditions.
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THE FATE OF THE
RASH PLATYBELODON

A Prehistoric Death Trap Yields Its Spoils—Persistent Exploration by the Central

Asiatic Expeditions in Eastern Mongolia at Last Reveals the Most Favorable

Conditions Under Which Remains of Ancient Man Might Be Found

By ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS

I
USED to believe that conducting explorations in the

field was child's play in comparison to the difficul-

ties of financing an expedition. But searching for the

elusive dollar in the canon of Wall Street is infinitely

less nerve-racking than trying to steer a safe course for

an expedition's ship between the rocks of Oriental diplo-

macy. Disturbed internal conditions and fluctuating

politics present an almost unsurmountable wall to the

foreign explorer. Weeks and often many months are re-

quired before permission can be obtained to go into the

field.

The Central Asiatic Expedition was fortunate in be-

ing able to continue its work in 1930, after a year's delay

due to Chinese objections. Official sanction, however,

was not finally obtained until the middle of May, and we

could not leave for Mongolia until the 20th of that

month—^just five weeks later than in previous years.

A consultation decided us to send the camels to the

place just south of the Outer Mongolian frontier, where

we had discovered a jaw of the extraordinary shovel-

tusked mastodon in the autumn of 1928. We had only

partly explored that region and we hoped for great

things in a more intensive study.

Some two or three million years ago in the Pleistocene
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The expedition's camel caravan crossing the Mongolian dunes, 1925

Chinese cavalry escort the expedition on the way from Kalgan, 1928



Wolf Camp, Mongolia. July 1 9JO

period, a great lake had occupied this part of Mongolia.

The shore-line was clearly delineated by masses of

fresh-water shells. It was probable that along the bor-

ders of this inland sea there had been quicksand bogs

and muddy river bottoms in those far distant days when

the shovel-tusked mastodon roamed the savannahs of

Mongolia. Bogs and quicksands acted as traps then just

as they do today. They are one of the most fruitful

sources of well-preserved fossils and we began an inten-

sive exploration of the lake shore.

We pitched our tents on a flat plain overlooking a

great basin, cut and slashed by the knives of wind and

frost and rain into a thousand gaping wounds. Behind us

stretched a plateau which flowed away in great sweep-

ing billows, a seemingly flat expanse. It was only when a

horse or a running antelope disappeared suddenly from

the eye that one could realize that the plain was not as

flat as the top of a table. We knew from previous explo-

rations that this was a dangerous place, because for

many miles in every direction it was a waterless ex-

panse. Mongols could not live there except in winter; it

was inhabited only by antelopes, wolves, and desert

birds. We named our camping place Wolf Camp, be-

cause, during two months' stay, we shot thirteen of these

Platybelodon quarry five miles south of Wolf Camp. July 1 930



Fossils laid out on the floor of the laboratory

at the Peking headquarters. 1930

marauders which preyed upon the sheep and goats of

the Mongols, in a village grouped about a marshy pond

eight miles away on the lowlands.

Just below the tents on a narrow promontory, we dis-

covered many outcrops of bones. When the deposit was

opened, the skulls, jaws, and skeletal parts of baby mas-

todons far out-numbered all other animals. Evidently

this had been a bog near the shore of the lake. Mother

shovel-tusked mastodons with their babies had come

here to drink or feed. The mud was comparatively shal-

low and, although both the adults and young doubtless

became mired, the mothers, because of their superior

strength, were able to extricate themselves and some-

times get out their babies also. But others were not so

fortunate and many of them had been left to die. The

crowning specimen was the jaw and part of the skull of

an unborn baby. It lay in the pelvic bones of an adult fe-

male, the only adult which we found in the deposit. Al-

bert Thomson delivered the child with Walter Granger

as consulting physician, while the rest of us in the clinic

amused ourselves by calling them such insulting names

as "palaeontological midwives."

The most spectacular discovery of the year was made

six miles to the south of Wolf Camp by Pere Teilhard de

Chardin. In an amphitheater, marked by a shining

dome of pure white marl, hundreds of fossils were ex-

posed upon the surface but all in a very restricted local-

ity. Granger and Thomson, with their assistants, opened

the deposit. They found great numbers of shovel-tusked

mastodon jaws, skulls, and bones lying in a heteroge-

neous mass like a heap of giant jack straws. For six

weeks the men worked in this one spot, taking out the

most priceless specimens day after day. I used to sit on

the edge of the escarpment just above them, drifting in

imagination back to those past days when the waters of

a beautiful lake filled the enormous basin. Where we

worked, there had been a bay on the edge of which was a

deep well of soft sticky mud. Probably it was covered by

three or four feet of water on which grew a luxuriant

mass of tubers and succulent aquatic plants—the favor-

ite food of the shovel-tusked mastodon. One of these gi-

gantic beasts plowed its way slowly along the shore of

the bay, dredging up masses of trailing vegetation in its

great spoon-shaped jaw. Then with its trunk or mobile

lips the beast delicately selected choice bits and pushed

them far back into its huge mouth to be masticated by

the molar teeth. The plants floating over the death trap

of mud enticed the mastodon farther and farther into

the water. Suddenly it found that it could not withdraw

its feet. Struggling madly in the grip of the clinging

mud, it sank lower and lower until the water covered its

head and the last struggles were those of a drowning

beast. The trap remained baited and still other mas-

todons were lured into the well of death. Their huge bod-

ies sank upon those that had gone before, until the pit

was choked with masses of decomposing flesh. Eventu-

ally the lake dried up, but the bones remained entombed

until we came to open the grave on that brilliant day in

1930. Seventeen great spoon-shaped jaws were taken

out of this single deposit. With those obtained from the

"baby pit," the Museum has a superb age series repre-

senting almost every stage in growth from the unborn

young to the adult bulls with jaws five and one-half feet

long. This age series is only rivaled by that of the dino-
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THE MOTOR TRUCK
IN CENTRAL ASIA

By ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS
I remember once when we were returning to Kalgan

from Urga, the capital of Mongolia, we discovered that the

oil of our motor had all leaked out of the cans. It was im-

possible to go much farther and we were debating what to

do. As our car swung over the summit of a rise, we saw the

white tent and grazing camels of an enormous caravan. Of

course, Mongols would have mutton fat and why not use

that for oil! The caravan leader assured us that he had fat

in plenty and in ten minutes a great pot of it was warming

over the fire.

We poured it into the motor and proceeded merrily on

our way. But there was one serious obstacle to our enjoy-

ment of that ride. We had had very little food for some

time and were very hungry. When the engine began to

warm, a most tantalizing odor of roast lamb arose from the

car! Shortly, I even imagined that I could smell mint sauce.

Once again we were without cup grease for the cars and

Mrs. Andrews sacrificed all the cold cream and vaseline

which she had prepared for a summer in the field. Mongol

cheese, too, was substituted with good results.



saur Protoceratops, which demonstrates its growth

from the egg up to the very old males.

The expedition spent two months at Wolf Camp, busy

every moment on new and interesting discoveries. We
might have remained all summer at this one site, for half

a dozen other places were located which doubtless would

have proved as rich as those tombs we had already

opened. It is only in such deposits and in the river drift of

ancient stream beds that we may hope to find the re-

mains of primitive human types.

The summer's work indicated that this entire region

was so rich and important that several years of addi-

tional work were highly desirable. Upon cabled instruc-

tions from President Osborn, I went to Peking on the 1st

of September to open negotiations with the Committee

for the Preservation of Ancient Objects. Mackenzie

Young and I with one Chinese, Liu Shi-ku, drove down
in two cars. During the summer the region had been re-

markably clear of bandits, but it had been rumored that

great quantities of opium were to be brought in from the

west. This rich cargo had drawn bandits like flies to

honey. A hundred and twenty miles from Kalgan the

brother of one of our Mongols, Bato, told us that two

Chinese cars had been robbed the night before and two

men killed by thirty or forty brigands. He supposed that

they were still there awaiting other victims and advised

us not to go on. Mack and I, however, were heavily

armed and decided to go through. Either the bandits

had left or they were reluctant to attack us, because we

reached Kalgan without a shot being fired. A week

later. Mack returned accompanied only by Liu who
drove the second car. Before he left Peking I had a

strong presentiment that he would have trouble. It had

been raining hard and the trail was very slippery. A hun-

dred and ten miles from Kalgan a Mongol child ran out

to the trail and told them that bandits had just stopped a

caravan five miles away. Mack had either to turn back

to Kalgan or else proceed and take his chance. He de-

cided to go on. At a tiny mud-walled house in the bottom

of a valley, he saw the brigands dressed in Chinese sol-
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Excavating turtle skeletons near Camp Margetts,

September 1930

Model of the Platybelodon, or shovel-tusked mastodon

dier uniforms robbing a caravan of carts. He drove on as

fast as possible, but when his car was opposite the house,

the robbers opened fire with Luger pistols from behind a

mud wall. Slowing up a little. Mack took a snap shot at

one man who was doing the best shooting. His bullet

struck a stone, went to pieces, and took off part of the

bandit's face. Another struck a second man in the shoul-

der. A little farther on were a dozen robbers standing by

their horses. They opened fire with rifles as Mack went

by and then started to mount their ponies. He killed a

horse and this so discouraged the brigands that they gal-

loped away. It had been a neat little fight and the ban-

dits had been taught a pretty severe lesson. Fortunately,

neither Mack nor Liu were hit.

The whole Expedition returned a month later. Two
days after they had reached Kalgan the entire region

was taken over by bandits and all traffic on the plateau

ceased. Had our people been delayed, the consequences

would have been serious. It was only another evidence of

the good luck which has been a constant factor in the

success of the Central Asiatic Expeditions. The camels

carrying our collections were met at a village thirty-four

miles from Kalgan by Young and Liu and the fossils

brought safely to Peking.

I cannot speak too highly of the courage and loyalty of

every man, native and foreign, of the Expedition's staff.

Through their splendid efforts the season's work netted

the largest collection of any year in Mongolia. Ninety-

one cases of fossils were obtained. We all feel that in sci-

entific importance, as well as in bulk, this year's collec-

tions from Eastern Mongolia will equal if not surpass

those of any previous season.

During all of the past years of our exploration, we

have worked in central and western Mongolia where

late Tertiary strata appear not to exist. Although we

have opened a new volume in the history of the earth,

the proper conditions under which human remains could

be found were only discovered last year. It would be a

scientific tragedy if lack of sympathy in China forces us

to terminate our work.
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MY LIFE AS A NATURALIST
By THEODORE ROOSEVELT

I
DON'T suppose that most men can tell why their

minds are attracted to certain studies any more than

why their tastes are attracted by certain fruits. Cer-

tainly, I can no more explain why I like "natural his-

tory" than why I like California canned peaches; nor

why I do not care for that enormous brand of natural

history which deals with invertebrates any more than

why I do not care for brandied peaches. All I can say is

that almost as soon as I began to read at all I began to

like to read about the natural history of beasts and birds

and the more formidable or interesting reptiles and

fishes.

In the broader field, I sat at the feet of Darwin and

Huxley; and studied the large volumes in which Marsh's

and Leidy's palaeontological studies were embalmed,

with a devotion that was usually attended by a dreary

lack of reward—what would I not have given fifty years

ago for a writer like Henry Fairfield Osborn, for some
scientist who realized that intelligent laymen need a

guide capable of building before their eyes the life that

was, instead of merely cataloguing the fragments of the

death that is.

I was a very nearsighted small boy, and did not even

know that my eyes were not normal until 1 was fourteen;

and so my field studies up to that period were even more

worthless than those of the average boy who "collects"

natural history specimens much as he collects stamps. I

studied books industriously but nature only so far as

could be compassed by a molelike vision; triumphs con-

sisted in such things as bringing home and raising—by
the aid of milk and a syringe—a family of very young

gray squirrels, in fruitlessly endeavoring to tame an

excessively unamiable woodchuck, and in making

friends with a gentle, pretty, trustful white-footed

mouse which reared her family in an empty flower pot.

In order to attract my attention birds had to be as

conspicuous as bobolinks or else had to perform feats

such as I remember the barn swallows of my neighbor-

hood once performed, when they assembled for the

migration alongside our house and because of some

freak of bewilderment swarmed in through the windows

and clung helplessly to the curtains, the furniture, and

even to our clothes.

Just before my fourteenth birthday my father—then

a trustee of the American Museum of Natural

History—started me on my rather mothlike career as a

naturalist by giving me a pair of spectacles, a French

pin-fire double-barreled shotgun—and lessons in stuff-

ing birds, provided by Mr. John G. Bell, a professional

taxidermist and collector who had accompanied Au-

dubon on his trip to the then "Far West."

With my spectacles, my pin-fire gun, and my clumsy

industry in skinning "specimens," I passed the winter of

'72-73 in Egypt and Palestine, being then fourteen

years old. My collections showed nothing but enthu-

siasm on my part. I got no bird of any unusual scientific

value. My observations were as valueless as my collec-

tions save on just one small point; and this point is of in-



terest only as showing, not my own power of observa-

tion, but the ability of good men to fail to observe or

record the seemingly self-evident.

Two species of chats—Old World chats, of course,

which have nothing in common with our queer warbler

of the same name—were common along the edges of the

desert. One species was a boldly pied black and white

bird, the other was colored above much like the desert

sand, so that when it crouched it was hard to see. I found

that the strikingly conspicuous chat never tried to hide,

was very much on the alert, and was sure to attract

attention when a long way off; whereas the chat whose

upper color harmonized with its surroundings usually

sought to escape observation by crouching motionless.

These facts were obvious even to a dull-sighted, not

particularly observant boy; they were essential features

in the comparison between and in the study of the life

histories of the two birds. Yet neither of the two books in

my possession dealing with Egyptian birds so much as

hinted at them.

I think it was my observation of these, and a few simi-

lar facts, which prevented my yielding to the craze that

fifteen or twenty years ago became an obsession with

certain otherwise good men—the belief that all animals

were protectively colored when in their natural sur-

roundings. That this simply wasn't true was shown by a

moment's thought of these two chats; no rational man
could doubt that one was revealingly and the other

concealingly colored; and each was an example of what

was true in thousands of other cases. Moreover, the in-

cident showed the only, and very mild, merit which I

ever developed as a "faunal naturalist." I never grew to

have keen powers of observation. But whatever I did see

I saw truly, and I was fairly apt to understand what it

meant.

After returning to this country and until I was

halfway through college, I continued to observe and col-

lect in the fashion of the ordinary boy who is interested

in natural history. During the years when I "collected

specimens" at Oyster Bay or in the north woods, my
contributions to original research were of minimum
worth. I lived in a region zoologically so well known that

the obvious facts had all been set forth already, and as I

lacked the power to find out the things that were not ob-

President Roosevelt with naturalist John Burroughs (left) in Yellowstone National Park, spring 1903
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about to enter Yellowstone National Park, 1903

TR in Africa

vious, my work merely paralleled the similar work of

hundreds of other young collectors who had a very good

time but who made no particular addition to the sum of

human knowledge.

Among my boy friends who cared for ornithology was

a fine and manly young fellow, Fred Osborn, the

brother of Henry Fairfield Osborn. He was drowned, in

his gallant youth, forty years ago; but he comes as viv-

idly before my eyes now as if he were still alive. One
cold and snowy winter I spent a day with him at his fa-

ther's house at Garrison-on-the-Hudson. Numerous
northern birds, which in our eyes were notable rarities,

had come down with the hard weather. I spied a flock of

crossbills in a pine, fired, and excitedly rushed forward.

A twig caught my spectacles and snapped them I knew

not where. But dim though my vision was, I could still

make out the red birds lying on the snow; and to me they

were treasures of such importance that I abandoned all

thought of my glasses and began a nearsighted hunt for

my quarry. By the time I had picked up the last crossbill

I found that I had lost all trace of my glasses; my day's

sport—or scientific endeavor, whatever you choose to

call it—came to an abrupt end; and as a result of the les-

son 1 never again in my life went out shooting, whether

after sparrows or elephants, without a spare pair of

spectacles in my pocket. After some ranch experiences I

had my spectacle cases made of steel; and it was one of

these steel spectacle cases which saved my life in after

years when a man shot into me in Milwaukee.

While in Harvard I was among those who joined in

forming the Nuttall Club, which I believe afterward be-

came one of the parent sources of the American Or-

nithologists' Union.

The Harvard of that day was passing through a phase

of biological study which was shaped by the belief that

German university methods were the only ones worthy

of copy, and by the proper admiration for the younger

Agassiz, whose interest was mainly in the lower forms

of marine life. Accordingly it was the accepted doctrine

that a biologist—the word "naturalist" was eschewed as

archaic—was to work toward the ideal of becoming a

section-cutter of tissue, who spent his time studying this

tissue, and low marine organisms, under the micro-

scope. Such work was excellent; but it covered a very

small part of the biological field; and not only was there

no encouragement for the work of the field naturalist,

the faunal naturalist, but this work was positively dis-

couraged, and was treated as of negligible value. The ef-

fect of this attitude, common at that time to all our col-

leges, was detrimental to one very important side of

natural history research. The admirable work of the

microscopist had no attraction for me, nor was I fitted

for it; I grew even more interested in other forms of

work than in the work of a faunal naturalist; and I aban-

doned all thought of making the study of my science my
life interest.

But I never lost a real interest in natural history; and

I very keenly regret that at certain times I did not dis-



play this interest in more practical fashion. Thus, for

the dozen years beginning with 1883, I spent much of

my time on the Little Missouri, where big game was

then plentiful. Most big game hunters never learn any-

thing about the game except how to kill it; and most

naturalists never observe it at all. Therefore a large

amount of important and rather obvious facts remains

unobserved or inaccurately observed until the species

becomes extinct. But I vaguely supposed that the ob-

vious facts were known; and I let most of the opportu-

nities pass by. Even so, many of my observations of the

bighorns, white goats, prong-bucks, deer, wapiti, and

occasional observations on some of the other beasts,

such as black-footed ferrets, were of value.

To illustrate what I mean as "obvious" facts which

nevertheless are of real value I shall instance the

cougar. In the winter of 1 9 1 I made a cougar hunt with

hounds spending about five weeks in the mountains of

northwestern Colorado. At that time the cougar had

been seemingly well known to hunters, settlers, natural-

ists, and novelists for more than a century; and yet it

was actually impossible to get trustworthy testimony on

such elementary points as, for instance, whether the

male and female mated permanently, or at least until

the young were reared (like foxes and wolves), and

whether the animal caught its prey by rambling and

stalking or, as was frequently asserted, by lying in wait

on the branches of a tree. The facts I saw and observed

during our five weeks' hunt in the snow needed only the

simplest powers of observation and of deduction from

observation.

In South America I made observations of a certain

value on some of the strange creatures we met, but the

trip was primarily one of exploration. In Africa, how-

ever, we really did some good work in natural history.

Many of my observations were set forth in my book Af-

rican Game Trails; and I have always felt that the book

which Edmund Heller and I jointly wrote, the Life His-

tories of African Game Animals, was a serious and

worth-while contribution to science. Here again, this

contribution, so far as I was concerned, consisted chiefly

in seeing, recording, and interpreting facts which were

really obvious, but to which observers hitherto had been

blind, or which they had misinterpreted partly because

sportsmen seemed incapable of seeing anything except

as a trophy, partly because stay-at-home systematists

never saw anything at all except skins and skulls which

enabled them to give Latin names to new "species" or

"sub-species," partly because collectors had collected

birds and beasts in precisely the spirit in which other

collectors assembled postage stamps.

1 do not think there is much else for me to say about

my anything but important work as a naturalist. But

perhaps I may say further that while my interest in

natural history has added very little to my sum of

achievement, it has added immeasurably to my sum of

enjoyment in life.

Theodore Roosevelt, president of the United States from

1901 to 1909, died less than one year following publication of

this article. To perpetuate his life and work, the New York

State Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Building was dedicated

in 1 936, and its administration delegated to the trustees of the

American Museum of Natural History. The building, which

serves as the Museum's principal entrance, bears murals and

other decorations commemorating Roosevelt's character and

accomplishments.

TR at the Khartoum eymlihana
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44TURNING KOGMOLLIK"
FOR SCIENCE

Experiences of the Museum's Arctic Expedition

THERE could be no more simply told story of

hardship, of high hopes made futile by storm

and illness than that recorded in the latest let-

ters from the Museum's Arctic Expedition. The past

winter will long be remembered as the "hard times"

winter by the two expedition leaders, Messrs. V.

Stefansson and R. M. Anderson, "turned Kogmollik" in

the cause of science
—

"to turn Kogmollik" meaning to

join forces with the Kogmollik Eskimos of the Macken-

zie delta and eastward, dressing as they do and wander-

ing with them to get a living from the country.

Any man who goes into the Arctics expects the pos-

sibility of having to face starvation, unless he takes a

ship. It is impossible to carry with dog team or small

boat enough to serve for more than a short journey; and

if at the end of the journey, game proves scarce or

wandering bands of Eskimos cannot be located, retreat

from the difficult situation becomes problematic. In

such straits Eskimos sometimes have to sacrifice their

dogs; but unless worst comes to worst, they take such an

adventure as a matter for joking and with whetted cour-

age push on, perhaps in the face of a blizzard and

through deep snows. The explanation of the Eskimo's

cheerful view of the matter lies largely in his trust in the

hospitality of his fellow Eskimos. For in Eskimo char-

acter there has evolved great unselfishness and in Es-

kimo tribal life a rare communism, passing strange and

contradictory as it may seem that this should have taken

place in a land of cold and privation, opposed to the

selfishness and cruelty of most peoples of southern

countries where there are physical comfort and plenty.

A chief in the Arctics is not appointed or chosen, nor

does he inherit his title. He attains it from a reputation

for hospitality.

The Stefansson-Anderson Expedition differs essen-

tially from ordinary Arctic ventures in that whereas it is

usual to carry along everything that the party is ex-

pected to need during its stay in the field, in this in-

stance, little in the way of food, clothing or house ma-

terials was taken. This was the original plan, since the

primary aim of the expedition is ethnological. How can

a white man become familiar with the real life of primi-

tive peoples, with their language, folk lore and songs,

customs, beliefs and ambitions, except by living with

them in their houses and as they do? Therefore, the

leaders of the Arctic Expedition dress in Eskimo

clothes, which weigh no more than a spring suit yet "al-

low one to sit comfortably on a block of snow, with back



to the wind, fishing through a hole in the ice, the tem-

perature being -50° Fahrenheit, and to feel the cold no-

where but on the face." They eat Eskimo food also, a

great acquirement for a white man, and report that

since the first month's difficulties they relish all

—

raw frozen fish, eaten as one would eat corn from the

cob, boiled fish without salt, taken with the fingers, even

the Eskimo delicacy of boiled fish heads, and, of course,

seal oil, whale blubber and deer meat.

The Arctic Expedition left New York in May, 1908,

to make a scientific study of little-known Eskimos, espe-

cially those tribes east of the Mackenzie River, and to

obtain, of course, as much material as possible to illus-

trate Eskimo life and customs. Secondarily, it is to carry

on a zoological survey, procuring collections of mam-

mals, birds and fish, this work being in the hands of Dr.

Anderson.

Although the desire was to go directly to the eastern

Eskimo tribes, the final arrangements sent the expedi-

tion west to the Colville River area with the idea of

returning eastward by whaling ship. The latter plan in-

gloriously miscarried owing to the fact that no whaling

vessel visited the region during the whole season, the

first time such a thing had occurred during the forty

years since ships began to visit there regularly. Thus the

expedition was forced to winter in the lower Colville re-

gion.

Now it happens that the Colville, which is very poor

in game, is not the place one would choose in which to

spend a winter. The year before both dogs and Eskimos

had starved to death there and many families had

moved out. But the winter proved less difficult than had

been feared; spring came and the main energies of the

summer of 1909 were spent in getting eastward, with

much time lost waiting for whalers which never came.

Finally Mr. Stefansson succeeded in getting as far east

as Cape Parry, near enough to the Coppermine River

area for a dash there at the opening of the spring of

1910—if the intervening winter could be successfully

passed. It is this winter in the Cape Parry district that

has proved the "hard times" winter for the expedition,

set forth in the narrative of recent letters.

We landed, Nat-ku-tji-ak, his wife Pan-ni-gab-luk and

I, August 31, by the stranded wreck of the steam whaler

"Alexander," lost here in the summer of 1906, ten miles

east of Cape Parry. Our first object was to find deer, as we

were insufficiently clothed for the winter and had on hand

provisions for about two months only. After hunting inland

in vain two days, we decided to store most of our stuff in an

old house built by some Eskimos who pillaged the "Alex-

ander," then proceed to Langton Bay to look for deer.

As soon as possible we began edging southwest along the

coast, but it was slow work. Paddling a big umiak is slow

work under any condition for three people. A few days of

southwest gales would be separated from a few more days

of southwest gales by perhaps a half day of calm, but never

a breath of fair or land wind. Unfortunately for us we hap-

pened to have with us a map of the coast. When on Septem-

ber 7 we came to a bight in the shoreline which corresponds

Adm. Robert E. Peary, the first man to reach the North

Pole, called Vilhajalmur Stefansson "the last of the old

school" of Arctic explorers; "the worker with the dog and

the sledge."

Actually, the "old school" to which Stefansson be-

longed was that of the explorer as showman-celebrity.

Unfortunately, polar wastes proved ill-suited grounds for

testing media myths. The Norwegian explorer Roald

Amundsen warned that "certain death awaits" anyone

misled by Stefansson's talk of the "friendly Arctic."

Certain death awaited Stefansson's 1913-1-8 Arctic ex-

pedition. William Laird McKinley, the last survivor, re-

cently published a detailed account of this tragic venture.

The expedition was ill conceived and carelessly planned.

The ships weren't properly modified. Their cargoes

weren't sensibly divided. The pemmican lacked fat. The

staff were untrained in Arctic survival. There was abso-

lutely no leadership. With the main ship, Karluk, ice

locked and endangered, Stefansson left to go hunting.

When he returned, his ship was gone. It drifted west

with the ice, then sank. Most of its complement of twenty-

five (including an Eskimo woman and two children)

reached Wrangel Island. From there the captain and an

Eskimo crossed 200 miles of ice to Siberia, then traveled

500 miles along the coast to East Cape, where they sought

help. A relief party, six months later, found eleven dead.

Eight froze. Two starved. One killed himself.

Stefansson, accepting no blame, wrote an inaccurate

and uncharitable account of these events. To prove him-

self right, he organized another expedition: four men and

an Eskimo girl were left on Wrangel with provisions for

six months to last them a possible two years. Only the girl

survived.

Yet Stefansson became, in the press, the name in Arctic

exploration. No more. Those headlines are now forgotten.

Who now remembers Stefansson's report of a race of

"Blond Eskimos"? His tales of survival by ingenuity are

questioned. He was a good hunter, but he lived off the

people as much as off the land. On one occasion, when he

wrote of self-suflRciency, a companion, in his diary, wrote

of "two sleds heavily laden with 200 pounds of whale meat

and 400 frozen fish . . . purchased from Arlook."

Stefansson was a likable man and undoubtedly brave.

He was also a good writer. But while he entertained the

public, a number of quiet scientists began to explore this

last great unknown. They treated northern problems

practically, taking no unnecessary chances. Their goal

was the advancement of knowledge.

Surely the greatest among them was Knud Rasmussen,

who traveled across Arctic America from Greeland to Si-

beria, without mishap. This part-Danish, part-Eskimo

ethnologist combined field life with genius. Today the

world knows the Eskimos through his books, not because

the press proclaimed him, but because he recorded a

world more wondrous than anything conceived by "news

makers." Edmund Carpenter

An authority on the art and culture of the Arctic. Ed-

mund Carpenter teaches anthropology at the New School

for Social Research and communications at New York

University. His most recent article for Natural History

was published in February 1980.



excellently with one on the map into which the map makers

show that a large river empties, we concluded we had

reached this river, R. la Ronciere. The formation of the

coast simulated well the mouth of a large river. We all

agreed that the river must have trees, or at least large wil-

lows, as all good-sized rivers do, which would mean game,

and it seemed advisable to ascend it. The beach was cov-

ered with small spruce drift trees which promised well. I

made an entry in my diary to the effect that "R. la

Ronciere" differed from most Arctic rivers in that the

Lord had put it in the same place as had pleased the map
makers.

We ascended and found, sure enough, a river—small, it

is true, but we took it for one of the numerous delta chan-

nels of a large stream. We went for about five miles farther

and came to a small lake. We know now that "R. la

Ronciere" does not exist. It took us two days of fair

weather to get back to the open sea again, and we finally

reached Langton Bay September 13.

At Langton Bay, Mr. Stefansson and the Eskimos

hunted with little success. This was unfortunate because

all were short of deerskins. Each person in the Arctics

needs at least six deerskins for clothes and three for bed-

ding; in fact a total of nine skins is rather short

allowance. Also, by the end of October, considerable

anxiety began to be felt concerning the whereabouts of

Dr. Anderson's party. Eventually Mr. Stefansson and

his Eskimo started out to find him, first building a log

house with an open fireplace where the Eskimo woman
could stay to protect a cache of twenty-two deer. Travel-

ling was diflRcult but they reached the coast fifty miles

west from Langton Bay by November 18. Here they

found on the beach an old whale carcass, probably four

years old, and spent a day getting a sled-load of blubber

before proceeding. They had gone on only a day's jour-

ney when they were rejoiced to meet Dr. Anderson with

his six Eskimo assistants. The whole party returned to

the beach where the frozen whale was and spent the day

getting another load of blubber and in talking over the

situation.

Dr. Anderson had been traveling under unusual diffi-

culties because he had a large party of assistants to

make possible the transportation of supplies and collect-

ing equipment. He says respecting this, "Turning

KogmoUik has its disadvantages as well as its advan-

tages. Alone I could shoot more game than I drew out of

the pot and still have much leisure time for other work.

There was certain work to be done, however, which I

could not handle alone and diplomatic reasons com-

pelled me to become a communist out and out. This

meant a hand to mouth existence for a time with so

many to be fed, some worry, and much hard work, but

brought my boat and goods to the place where they had

to be."

The matter of assistants in the Arctics is a large prob-

lem. To hire an Eskimo means that his family also must

be fed and carried along with the expedition. Captain

Roald Amundsen is of the opinion that outside of the

scientific staff of an expedition Eskimos should best be

depended on for all work, his chief reason being not the

greater resistance of the Eskimo physically to northern

hardships, although that is true also, but that the Es-

kimo does not get homesick and is not continually down-

hearted. The Eskimo's disposition is such that whether

he be cold, hungry or in danger he seldom becomes dis-

pirited or sulky. Commander Peary has always spoken

in favor of Eskimo assistants and has always shown his

personal preference in being accompanied by them on

his dashes for the Pole. Mr. Stefansson who had previ-

ously spent a year with the uncivilized Eskimo agreed

with this opinion in favor of the Eskimo and the Muse-

um's Arctic Expedition was planned accordingly. He re-

ports, however, a wonderful change in the Eskimos as

iiSHa-a*'*",'
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Breaking camp on the south side of Harrowby Bay. June 1910
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Snow house with caribou skin roof. Prince Albert Sound. May 1911

regards pay for services since he was at the Mackenzie

delta in 1906. "Then they knew little about money and

one could hardly pay for anything. He might make gifts,

but pay was never asked and if offered needed explain-

ing by the statement that white men always pay for food

and work in their own country. So great is the change

that now an Eskimo seldom remains permanently satis-

fied with the most liberal pay for services."

While the reunited divisions of the expedition worked

getting a store of blubber, the leaders reviewed the past

and carefully studied the future. One thing was certain,

they must have the traps and ammunition that had been

left perforce in the old house beside the wrecked "Alex-

ander." Black and silver fox had recently been seen,

black fox with a value from six hundred to a thousand

dollars per skin. Besides there could be no more oppor-

tune time to get the things necessary for the Copper-

mine trip which would begin in the spring as soon as the

sun came back. It was, therefore, decided that they

should separate once again, and that Dr. Anderson with

two Eskimos and ten dogs should go at once to the "Al-

exander." The day they separated was one of the worst

of the year, -35° with a southwest blizzard. Going with

the storm. Dr. Anderson could proceed; going in the face

of the gale, Mr. Stefansson's dogs refused to work, and

his party was forced to wait till the storm abated. At last

they started, six people with two days' provisions, and

after fifteen days of struggle they got back to the log

house where they had left the Eskimo woman in charge

of the cache. Nothing could be more graphic than Mr.

Stefansson's description of these fifteen days:

On the whole trip we killed five ptarmigan and not a sin-

gle rabbit, though one of us hunted each bank all the way

up. The sun was gone and so the daylight was meagre, be-

sides it blew a blizzard every day. The whale tongue was

very bad eating, it had little to it but dry fibres and was

strongly impregnated with sea salts (other than NaCl).

When we had finished this we were really better off for the

stuff seemed to make us sick. We then ate sealskin, some

deerskin we had along for sole leather and our snowshoe

lashings, in fact every edible thing except clothes. Fortu-

nately we had seal oil. With about a cupful of oil a day one

does not feel in the least hungry but lazy, sleepy and weak.

All of us found it a little diflficult to take the oil straight.

We soaked it up in tea leaves, deerskin with long hair on it

and ptarmigan feathers.

Before they reached the end of these fifteen days

some of the Eskimos were taken sick, and did not re-

cover for weeks. These were indeed most discouraging

times. Mr. Stefansson was not able to go far from the

camp because of the sick Eskimos, there were seven peo-

ple and six dogs to feed, meaning a consumption of

rather more than a deer per day, while there was no light

but dim twilight for hunting, and every southeast wind

brought fog, every southwest wind, a blizzard. To add to

other causes for depression all were feeding wholly on

lean meat in Arctic cold where health and spirits depend

on the presence of fat in the food. Also it was at this time

that the oil for lights gave out:

At this time we had left only about a quart of oil, which

was soon gone and we were without lamplight all the time

the sun was away. This was especially inconvenient for the

women, as sewing in the dark is diflficult. There was more

than once a whole week, too, when I made no entry in my

diary because I could not see. One could write for about

two hours at noon, but I was usually hunting at that time,

always starting out before daybreak.

In addition, we were getting badly worried over the non-

arrival of Anderson and his party. They should have been

home by Christmas. We were especially afraid that on the

very day they left us in the blizzard they might have ven-

tured too far off shore on the ice and have been carried with



it to sea. The sick Eskimos were growing despondent. I

used to see deer almost every clear day (there was fog or

blizzard two days out of three) but on the clear days it was

so absolutely breathlessly calm that deer could hear you

and you could hear them from a quarter to a half mile

away. I therefore never got a shot at them. An Eskimo al-

ways looks upon such protracted ill luck as caused super-

naturaily. Taboos had been violated. They knew I had

eaten deermeat the day I killed a wolf, but worse than that

they knew of more than one case of my breaking the Sab-

bath. They were therefore certain they should never be able

to get any deer. One day, however, I shot a fawn. This

seemed to break the spell to the notion of the Eskimos.

In early January lack of food made some sort of a ven-

ture necessary, so a start was made for Langton Bay.

Reaching the old house by the wreck of the "Alexan-

der," they were astounded to find Dr. Anderson and one

of his Eskimos there, recovering from pneumonia. For-

tunately flour had been among the supplies left at the

house or the men never could have lived through. Polar

bears had broken in and devoured four boxes (500 lbs.)

of whale blubber, two slabs of bacon, spilled a ten-gallon

can of alcohol and "knocked things about generally";

but the flour they had not disturbed.

The letters report that in March all were "in fit condi-

tion, showing no serious after-effects," and that Mr.
Stefansson was expecting to start with his party during

the first week in April for the Coppermine.

The expedition is planning to come out of the field

soon, and great interest at the Museum attaches to the

time when the full results of the work will be known.

Making a zoological survey in the Arctics is a peculiarly

difficult task due largely to problems of transportation

of outfit and accumulating specimens; and the collec-

tions with duplicate series which the expedition reports

will be of great scientific value. With the close of this ex-

pedition, Mr. Stefansson will have five years' knowledge

of the Eskimo. He has accomplished much in getting

records of songs and short tales, working to ascertain

definitely the presence and variations of certain folk

tales throughout the tribes. He has complete lists of

words used by the Shamans in ceremonials; and he has a

large series of head measurements and many photo-

graphs. All results of the expedition will possess unusual

value, representing as they do, work accomplished in

spite of the almost insuperable obstacles set by the Arc-

tic winter and by the necessity of "turning Kogmoliik."

Stefansson left Langton Bay on April 21, 1 9 1 0, in search of

unknown Eskimo groups of the Coronation Gulf-Victoria Is-

land region. For a trip that he expected might last a year, he

went with three Eskimos, six dogs, and enough food for two

weeks—like his native companions, he had become adept at

living off the land.

On May 13, on the ice of Dolphin and Union Strait, Ste-

fansson's party came upon Eskimos who had never seen white

men, who lived as their ancestors had lived since time imme-

morial. "Here were not remains of the Stone Age, but the

Stone Age itself, men and women, very human, entirely

friendly, who welcomed us to their homes and bade us stay."

Even more startling, after crossing a portion of Victoria Is-

land to Prince Albert Sound, Stefansson met Eskimos with a

"light complexion [and] fair beards ... I knew I was standing

face to face with an important scientific discovery." He theo-

rized that these people might be descendants of Greenland's

"lost" Norse settlers. Upon his arrival in Seattle in the fall of

1912 he gave an interview in which, full of enthusiasm but

somewhat injudiciously, he dwelt at length on his discovery of

"blond Eskimos." The press loved the story, headlined it, em-

broidered it. Stefansson gained instant popular fame, but his

scientific reputation was slightly tarnished. "The most palpa-

ble nonsense that ever came from the North," was the scathing

comment of the famous explorer Roald Amundsen. The ensu-

ing wrangle overshadowed to some extent the enormous

achievements of the expedition, which with scant supplies, had

spent more than four years in the Arctic and had returned with

a wealth of scientific information and over 20,000 specimens.

On his way to the Arctic in 1908, along the Athabasca

River, Stefansson noticed tar "which here and there trickled

down the cut-banks of the river." Natural gas flared in the wil-

derness. To Stefansson it was "the torch of Science lighting

the way of civilization and economic development to the

realms of the unknown North." The Alberta tar sands are ex-

pected to yield 550,000 barrels of oil daily by 1985. Diamond

Jenness, ethnologist on Stefansson's next, last, and greatest

expedition (1913-1918) heard from natives on the Alaska

coast about a "strange lake of 'pitch' . . . which poisoned any

bird or animal that drank from it." Now a giant pipeline car-

ries oil from this region across Alaska.

When Stefansson discovered the long-isolated Copper Eski-

mos, he found them to be a people who knew no illness and

who were "more nearly satisfied with their condition" than

anyone he had ever met, and he feared they would be "crushed

by civilization's juggernaut." Within "ten years of our depar-

ture," wrote Diamond Jenness, "one-third of them had been

swept away by influenza." And many of the survivors were

suff"ering from advanced tuberculosis. Today, the land Ste-

fansson knew so well is empty. Most Eskimos live in a few

large settlements, in government-built three-bedroom houses.

They watch television programs brought to them by satellite.

But the huge warehouses and the great community hall

built by nineteenth-century whalers still stand. In the Beau-

fort Sea, which Stefansson crossed by dog team, giant dredges

build artificial islands and drills probe for oil and gas. At Cape

Parry, which he reached with so much trouble in August 1 909,

there is now a Distant Early Warning Line station. Ten miles

away, the boilers of the whaler Alexander, wrecked in 1906,

lie on the beach. And at Holman on Victoria Island, just north

of Prince Albert Sound where Stefansson and Nat-ku-tji-ak

first met the blond Eskimos, lives Jimmy Memogana. Now in

his sixties, he is considered to be one of the best hunters and

trappers in the settlement, just like his step-father, Nat-ku-tji-

ak, whom Stefansson called "my mainstay" and "the best of

all Eskimo hunters that I have known." Fred Bruemmer

Fred Bruemmer is a writer-photographer with a special in-

terest in the North. For the past seventeen years, he has

spent about a half of each year studying the people and

wildlife in the northern regions of the continent. His latest

book is Children of the North.



Drying wolverine skins on a meat and skin rack, March 1910
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An 1825 lithograph shows the pre-Revolutionary Blue Bell Tavern, on Broadway, north of what is now 181st Street

Broadway at 181 si Street, looking north, 1980
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A CHAPTER OF HISTORY
AND NATURAL HISTORY IN

OLD NEW YORK
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

THE wild life of New York City is for the most

part transient; we see only birds of passage. Dur-

ing the migrations, native birds sometimes drop

down into parks, back yards, or other open spaces, and

are recognized by the passers-by as different from the

English sparrow. People who know birds occasionally

recognize thrushes, blackbirds, warblers, and even scar-

let tanagers in the smaller parks; and sometimes other

birds appear, as when a few years ago I saw a woodcock

in Trinity Churchyard at Rector Street, and still longer

ago, one in Union Square, which, when startled, flew

straight east through 16th Street to alight no doubt in

Stuyvesant Square.

The larger parks, like Central Park and Bronx and

Prospect parks, permit birds to live under more or less

natural conditions, and shelter, besides the birds, a few

mammals—two or three species of squirrels, cottontail

rabbits, and other lesser creatures. A few years ago a

brood of wild black ducks was reared each year in Cen-

tral Park, and in the New York Zoological Park various

wild ducks are bred.

The presence of many people whose minds are occu-

pied with other things than wild life tends to make safe

not a few wild birds that spend the summers and rear

their young in safety close to the city throngs. In the

tidewater flats and marshes of Long Island City and of

the outskirts of Jersey City, there are still no doubt—as

there were a few years since—many places where black-

birds, coots, rails, shore birds, and other species not of-

ten seen, breed each year in safety. Duck hawks still

rear their young on ledges of the Palisades and it may
well enough be that near New York there are other

breeding places of large birds.

My boyhood was spent in the country on the banks of

the Hudson in Audubon Park. This had been the home
of John James Audubon, and was then six or seven miles

from the built-up portion of New York City. The only

way of reaching it was by train from the Hudson River

Railroad Station at Chambers Street, or by a stage

which twice a day plied between Saul's Tavern, at 162d

Street and Bloomingdale Road, and the corner of 36th

Street and Broadway. There were few buildings north

of 35th Street, and market gardens, which supplied veg-

etables to the city, began on the west side of the town

near 40th Street, and extended far into the country.

Ground for Central Park had just been set aside, but

nothing had been done to transform it from a great

piece of wild waste land.

The conditions about Audubon Park were thus those

of the country, and no doubt it was for this reason

—

because of its distance from the city and its freedom

from people—that it had been chosen as a residence by

the naturalist. In the woods and fields were found many
of the birds that occur anywhere in the country of the

eastern seacoast. During the migrations, ducks and

geese were seen flying up and down the river, or over

Manhattan Island; and a list of the birds would not, I

suspect, have diff"ered greatly from a bird list made any-

where else along the coast from Greenwich to Hacken-

sack.

A notable feature of the wild life in this once remote

region was the music of the birds, and chiefly the song

of the wood thrush, great numbers of which nested

among the hemlocks and white oaks and the under-

growth that stood there. Morning and evening each

singing thrush, perched on the stout branch of giant

white oak or hemlock—he seems to prefer that to a

twig—poured forth his liquid notes, which, clear as a

bell, rang out on the quiet air. Some people used to say

that the notes of the thrushes of Audubon Park seemed

to possess a clearer, more resonant quality than those of

others of their kind, and rather sentimentally connected

the sweetness of their song with the associations of the

place.

The mammals were not many. There were three spe-

cies of squirrels, of which the red squirrels were most

abundant and the grays least so; while, owing to their

nocturnal habits, the flying squirrels were seen only oc-

casionally, although actually they were numerous. Trin-

ity Cemetery was then enclosed by a high board fence,

painted gray-blue. The horizontal boards were fastened

to rough posts which were hidden by two vertical boards

nailed on each side of the post and meeting outside it at

an angle. In the high triangular chambers thus formed,

there was often much space between the post and the

boards, and here the flying squirrels used to make their

nests. Some one of the boys at last discovered this habit,

and after that most of the neighborhood lads main-

tained for a time a cage of captive flying squirrels, for

the little animals were very abundant.

There were many muskrats on the rather extensive

tidewater flats and coves of the Harlem River, and in

winter, with Jack Audubon, I often went over to these

flats to assist at the shooting of the muskrats.

At that time an arm of the Harlem River ran south

through what are now the Polo Grounds, about to 145th



John James Audubon's house stood between 1 55th and 156th Streets on the shore of the Hudson River

Street, but east of this arm was a tongue of land which

ran up toward McComb's Dam bridge. This is the

present Eighth Avenue. Crossing the tidewater flat—in

a general way about where the viaduct at 155th Street

now runs, but really somewhat south of it—was a little

footbridge, two planks wide, the planks resting on slen-

der poles driven into the mud of the bottom. A footpath

ran down the very steep hill near where 155th Street

now is, and the little footbridge led from this path across

to the solid land to the eastward. In this water there

were many muskrats, and after ice had formed over it,

they resorted to holes in the ice where we watched for

them. They were not often killed, but occasionally one

was recovered, and very often we believed we had killed

one that had gotten away. Jack Audubon was often per-

mitted by his father to carry his grandfather's gun, and

he used it on his shooting excursions.

None of the modern streets or avenues was then open,

and there were practically no dwellings along the Har-

lem River above Harlem Village. The steep, rocky bluff

which overlooked the Harlem River, between about

150th Street and the High Bridge, was covered with a

growth of tall, hardwood trees, chiefly oaks and chest-

nuts, and in these trees many crows bred as did also

woodpeckers, blue jays, and smaller birds. Little

screech owls often occupied the holes in trees aban-

doned by the golden-winged woodpeckers, and on more

than one occasion a small boy thrusting his hand into

the hole to feel for woodpecker eggs, found his fingers

deeply pricked by the sharp talons of the little owls.

Between 158th Street, which was the northern

boundary of Audubon Park, and Fort Washington, a

mile to the north of that, was a stretch of woods inter-

rupted in two places only by lanes leading from the

main road along the ridge down to private dwellings

near the river. In these woods were many rabbits, and I

have always believed that on one occasion I started

there a ruffed grouse.

At that time, and for many years afterward, there ex-

isted near the High Bridge—that is to say, just south of

175th Street, west of Tenth Avenue, and east of the

so-called Bloomingdale Road, now perhaps Broadway-

Eleventh Avenue—a considerable swamp which pos-

sessed a mysterious fascination for the boys of that time

and place. Green herons bred there in considerable

numbers; that is, we could always find a dozen nests.

The birds were tame, for after the novelty of discovery

had worn off, the boys seldom disturbed them and they

soon became accustomed to the boys. Woodcock bred

on the borders of this swamp, and were occasionally

seen there and shot at in autumn. South of the swamp,

which we called "the green heron woods," was a rather

wide extent of pasture land, interrupted by occasional

old stone walls and copses of undergrowth, to the point



where Tenth Avenue and the present St. Nicholas Ave-

nue cross—about 162d Street. After I had learned how

to prepare bird skins, this large triangle was one of my
favorite collecting grounds. It was varied in character

and was frequented by a multitude of migrating small

birds. For many years all this tract has been covered by

tall apartment houses.

In this large triangle, which must have been three-

quarters of a mile long, I recall but a single build-

ing—the old colonial stone structure known as the Cross

Keys Tavern. There was a tradition that once Washing-

ton had slept there, and when I was a small boy, and

perhaps much later, there still swung from a beam
projecting out toward the road—west—a large

weather-beaten sign on which were painted the two long

keys crossing each other which gave the house its name.

I cannot recall that it was ever used as a tavern.

During much of the winter the Hudson River was full

of ice, on which eagles and crows were constantly seen

perched or walking about, feeding no doubt on the

refuse and the bodies of animals thrown into the stream

farther north. There was a crow roost on a cedar-

crowned knoll north—or east—of the Harlem River,

but west of the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad and south of High Bridge. At daylight each

morning the crows flew westward to the Hudson River,

and on days when it was foggy or when it was snowing

they often flew very low, even among the tree tops. The

first crow I ever killed was shot just at dawn from one of

the upper windows of the house as it flew over.

Sometimes the eagles from the river alighted in the

large trees not far from the house, and at least on one

occasion one of the birds dropped a fish which was

picked up by the children.

After the small boys of the time were old enough to

carry guns, they devoted much of their time at certain

The village of Manhallanville, drawn here in 1834, lay on

the Hudson where the land dips down at 125th Street

seasons of the year to excursions after what they consid-

ered game. This game consisted chiefly of small birds,

robins, woodpeckers, meadow larks, wild pigeons, and,

at rare intervals, a rabbit, or even a duck. In the woods

north toward Fort Washington were many dogwood

trees, and in autumn when the berries were ripe, birds

came here in great numbers to feed on the fruit. We
used to sit near such trees and shoot the birds, which in

due course were brought home and cooked. As we grew

older we extended our wanderings farther afield, and

worked our way north to Tubby Hook and to Dyck-

man's Meadows on the Harlem River where small sand-

pipers and small herons were often to be had, and at

rare intervals a duck was found. Wood ducks and black

ducks were the largest game the boys ever secured.

A longer excursion was up to Van Cortlandt

Lake—the present Van Cortlandt Park, which we then

called "Bronson's." From the lake a stream flowed out

toward the Harlem River through a wide marshy

meadow, largely overgrown with flags and high grass.

The "View of the Jet at Harlem River" (ca. 1840) shows the Jumel mansion on the heights at left
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Bloomingdale Asylum, erected in 1818-20, was north ofpresent-day 1 16th Street,

between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue

This, in autumn, was a resort for blackbirds, and here

Wilson's snipe were sometimes started, but the small

boys never killed them, nor any of the quail which were

often seen, but which flew too fast for us.

One spring day I watched for a long time an osprey

repairing its nest in a tall tree on a hill northeast of Van

Cortlandt Lake. The nest seemed an old one, for it was

very large, and the bird, as it swung over the ground in

flight, was picking up bits of sod or of dry grass to use on

the nest.

I had been to Van Cortlandt Lake long before these

days, for when I was a very small boy two or three of the

Audubon Park families had driven up to the lake on an

all-day picnic. On this occasion my father, who was a

great angler, had followed up a brook running into Van

Cortlandt Lake and captured there an enormous trout,

perhaps the only large fish in the brook. I should not

dare to guess how long or how heavy this trout was, but I

remember that it was regarded with astonishment and

reverence by the other men of the party who had been

less fortunate than its captor.

One autumn, soon after my first gun had been given

to me, a woodcock made its appearance in our

garden—near what would now be the corner of 157th

Street and Broadway—and, until cold weather came,

gave me a great deal of shooting. After I had learned

that the bird was there I went out into the garden each

morning before breakfast, found the bird, and shot at it.

Later in the day I sometimes found it again and had an-

other shot. I never hit the bird, but had much excite-

ment in its pursuit.

Until as late as 1 890 or 1 895, quail and woodcock oc-

casionally made their appearance in Audubon Park.

The presence of the woodcock was always explainable,

but I never was quite clear in my mind as to where quail

came from.

Up to the time when that portion of Audubon Park

east of Riverside Drive was swallowed up by the

city— 1909—two or three broods of little screech owls

were reared each year in the great trees that grew in the

place. From the piazza and the front windows of the

house, in summer, the little owls might be seen almost

any day dozing in the holes in the trees or on the

branches. Now and then the children would find on the

lawn a downy young owl that had fallen from a nest,

and the work of returning the fledgling to a place of

safety was always an exciting task for the children and

for the parent birds.



The long-eared owl was occasionally seen on and near

the place, and it was reported that the barred owl bred

in the woods south of Fort Washington, although I knew

nothing more than the report. In winter the snowy owl

occasionally appeared, and the saw-whet owl was an-

other winter species.

Up to 1909 golden-winged woodpeckers bred in some

of the large trees on the place and it is quite possible

that today some of these birds may breed in the Trinity

Cemetery near by.

Such winter birds as the red and the white-winged

crossbills and the snow bunting were occasionally seen,

the crossbills as late as 1895-96, when a flock was ob-

served one Sunday hard at work on the cones of a hem-

lock tree close to the house. A bird seen in winter, but

not a winter bird, was a cardinal grosbeak, which made

its appearance in February, 1867, on a small dogwood

tree close to the house.

Wild passenger pigeons were seen each autumn at

this point, and the boys used to have not a little excite-

ment in shooting at them from the top of the house as

they flew over north and south. It was discouraging

work, for they really flew too fast to be hit, yet occasion-

ally we got one.

New York has been spreading out and exterminating

wild life for nearly three centuries. Thirty or forty years

before 1860 the Lispenard Meadows afforded good

snipe shooting, and in what are now Tompkins Square,

Central Park, Broadway from about 46th Street to the

North River, and Fifth Avenue at 32d Street, there was

good woodcock and rabbit shooting. The growth from

small population to great has taken place too often in

American cities to cause us much surprise. Our larger

wild life has for the most part disappeared, and popula-

tion has increased so rapidly and territory has been so

generally occupied that such changes will be less star-

tling in the future than they are today.

As transportation facilities increased between the

southern and the northern portions of Manhattan Is-

land, population spread northward, and with a growing

population, conditions became less favorable to the exis-

tence of wild life in upper New York. Broadway was

opened in this region about 1874, 1 think, and somewhat

later the elevated railway brought a host of people

northward. Nevertheless, it was not until after 1900

that the wild birds became notably fewer. But, after the

completion of the subway, the march northward of the

tall buildings began, and the transformation was rapid.

New York Bay Cooperized is an 1839 sketch inspired by the romantu no\els oj James Fenimore Cooper
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To insure accuracy in mounting a horse skeleton. S.H. Chubb took to the air to take photographs of a living animal
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MOUNTING HORSE SKELETONS
TO EXEMPLIFY

DIFFERENT GAITS AND ACTIONS
A Glimpse Behind The Scenes At The American Museum

BY A. KATHERINE BERGER

TO convey to the spectator, through the mounted

skeleton of a horse, some idea of the nicety of

adjustment of every bone, and the positions as-

sumed by it in relation to other bones during pulling,

racing, trotting, and walking, is no easy task, and before

accurate results are achieved, an amount of study, pa-

tience, and care is required little dreamed of by the ca-

sual observer.

For more than twenty years Mr. S.H. Chubb, of the

department of comparative anatomy in the American

Museum, has devoted all his attention to revolutionizing

osteological preparation of Museum specimens. In the

Museum collections is a nearly completed series of

mounted skeletons of the Equidae in which Mr. Chubb

is striving to represent with scientific accuracy and in

lifelike pose every possible type of horse. There is a

giant draft horse and, from practically the same stock,

although representing another breed, the Shetland

pony. The big horse has been developed through many
generations for extreme size, whereas the Shetland

pony has been reduced in size by man's selection and

breeding. A heavy type of horse is shown in the position

assumed when drawing a load. In contrast, there is the

remarkable horse "Sysonby," known as one of Ameri-

ca's most famous race horses, beautifully mounted to

show the running gait characteristic of his kind. The

pure-blood graceful Arabian, believed to be descended

from an entirely distinct wild species, is represented in

the skeleton of "Nimr"; and now the skeleton of "Lee

Axworthy," the champion trotting stallion of the world

(his record being 1.58 'A), is to be added, practically

completing the series of domestic horses.

To represent properly the changing curves of the

spine of the race horse when he is running his fastest,

Mr. Chubb conceived the idea of making photographic

studies of a race horse's back in action. Accordingly an

arrangement of ropes was prepared and fastened at one

end to the roof of the American Museum and at the

other to an adjacent tree. A swinging seat suspended

from the rope and steadied by guy ropes afforded an un-

obstructed vantage point for the accommodation of Mr.

Chubb and his camera. A race horse was borrowed for

the occasion. Certain points of the animal's anatomy,

previously determined upon by Mr. Chubb as best

marking the constantly changing curves of the spine

and the shifting of the muscles in action, were outlined

with white patches which would be clearly visible in the

photograph. Even the shadow of the horse cast by the

sun at right angles was taken into consideration to help

portray in profile the position of the horse's feet and

body at the moment of exposure. All being ready, Mr.

Chubb was hoisted fifty feet above the ground, and the

horse was raced back and forth below him while he took

photographic studies of the horse's back.

This new and unusual method of photography, also

used in the case of the "Lee Axworthy" skeleton, re-

sulted in a series of studies which proved of great value

in establishing accuracy of bone adjustment when the

skeleton of "Sysonby" was ready for mounting. These

studies were supplemented by frequent visits to race

courses where many observations were made of horses

in action.

There is much to be done from the moment the skel-

eton is dissected to the time the bones are finally

mounted. Sometimes these tasks are very time-consum-

ing; eleven months were required to prepare the skel-

eton of "Sysonby" for exhibition.

The writer had an opportunity to witness a part of the

preparation of the skeleton of the trotter "Lee Ax-

worthy," listening the while as Mr. Chubb explained

the process in progress at the time. Mr. Chubb was

seated at a long table busily engaged in scraping from

the sternum of the skeleton fragments of flesh and soft

tissue that still adhered to the bone. Near him on the

floor were several jars containing water in which were

immersed various parts of the skeleton.

"When sufficiently decomposed the ligaments and

tissues are removed and all that remains after dissecting

is scraped away as clean as possible," he said. "If the

surface of the bone dries too rapidly, it contracts and

splits, while the inside is still wet. Slow drying is pref-

erable and will prevent such injury by permitting the

entire substance to dry evenly. The next step is to free

the bones completely from all grease, that they may be-

come spotlessly clean and pure in color before they are

articulated."

Immersing the bones in benzine and exposing them

while in this medium to daylight and sunshine for a

number of weeks will accomplish the desired result most

successfully. The benzine must be changed two, three,

or possibly four times during this period, because it be-

comes saturated with the grease.



The skeleton of the racehorse Sysonby.

in position for permanent mounting

"After the benzine process," said Mr. Chubb,"the

bones are ready for mounting. First, I get a steel rod as

nearly as possible fitting the opening and extending the

length of the neural canal of the spinal column. This rod

I must shape to the curve of the spine. Then the verte-

brae are hung tentatively in place. Next, I gradually

study the bones of the legs, which I fasten together tem-

porarily so that any change can easily be made in the

angle of the joints. The legs are suspended by looped

cords passed over the heads of small screws, which are

inserted in the bones at various points. The other ends of

these cords are passed several times over horizontal rods

above. To these free ends are attached small weights

sufficiently heavy to prevent slipping, thus affording

easy and convenient adjustment. Now comes the deli-

cate task of getting the bones into the position which

seems to suggest the action I have in mind, and seems to

do it in a perfectly alive and satisfactory way. Getting

the ribs in position is a long operation. I take a very

small piece of pliable steel rod and fasten to it the sev-

eral ribs, each by means of a rubber band. Then I study

the little articulations. Finally, when they are all sat-

isfactorily placed, I devise a permanent brace to fit the

ribs and hold them enduringly in place. Every step,

meanwhile, is checked up and corroborated by constant

comparison with a great number of photographs.

"As I get the adjustment nearer and nearer perfec-

tion, I see errors in this part or that which were not ob-

vious when the bones as a whole were out of position. It

is simply a process of eliminating the errors until the

whole becomes perfect. When all is right, I drill small

holes where the bones come in contact with each other,

and into these holes drive steel wires just tight enough to

hold firmly but not tight enough to break the bone.

Where there are many little bones, wires are driven in

from opposite directions to bind all together as firmly as

possible. These wires are driven down just a little below

the surface of the bone, and the small holes which result

from this operation are filled up later with plaster."

In studying the trotting modifications found in the

skeleton of "Lee Axworthy," Mr. Chubb remarked that

these might possibly be found in a race horse, but

they were not evident in the skeleton of the race horse

"Sysonby." On the front pastern (but not in the hind) of

the skeleton of "Lee Axworthy" was a slight depression

in the bone due to extreme movement of the pastern

joint in the trotting action. Said Mr. Chubb, "I can

imagine that this might become adaptive and prove of

great advantage in that particular action, but we cannot

say that it has gone far enough at present to be of great

consequence."

This mounted skeleton of a donkey

relieving an itch was Chubb's last work

The skeletons of a horse and a man. painstakingly assem-

bled to depict the man in the act of seizing the rearing animal's

bridle, constitute the best-known example of Samuel Harm-

sted Chubb's art. The work serves today in graphic form as a

symbol of the American Museum of Natural History. "It

shows the superiority of intelligence over size," Chubb said of

what was one of his favorite pieces.

Born in 1 863, Chubb, the son of a doctor, became interested

in skeletons as a young boy and would drag home specimens of

dead animals for examination. His formal education ended

after grade school, and at the age of sixteen, Chubb went to

New York City, where he found work as a machinist. His first

connection with the Museum came in 1892, when he showed

samples of his osteologicai work to Henry Fairfield Osborn,

who purchased the skeleton of a cat for $40. Several years

later, Chubb left his job as a machinist to become a free-lance

osteologist, and in 1901, he became formally associated with

the Museum. Throughout his career, his training as a machin-

ist enabled him to prepare the steel bases and mountings

needed for the lifelike display of bones.

Chubb eventually became associate curator emeritus of

comparative anatomy and remained active in his work until

his death in 1949. In his nearly fifty years on the stalT of the

Museum, he worked on countless specimens, paying careful

attention to the tiny vestigial bones that are of special interest

to students of evolution. Only a fraction of these materials

were ever put on display, and today, even the cases containing

the skeleton of the racehorse Sysonby and other major pieces

have been moved to storage. There are no plans to place these

skeletons back on public view, but they will be distributed to

the Museum's various departments and to other institutions to

make them more available for research.
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SAMOAN CHILDREN AT
WORK AND PLAY

Childhood and Youth. A Tropical and Idyllic Land to Which the

Modern Psychological Problems of Civilized Youth Have Failed to Penetrate

By MARGARET MEAD

WHEN anthropologists make trips to the far

corners of the earth and search out the primi-

tive peoples who live there, they add to our

knowledge of the diflTerent ways of life under which hu-

man existence is possible, of the different kinds of de-

mands which human beings can meet bravely and well.

It was to add to our store of this kind of information

that I went to Tau, a little island in American Samoa,

and spent nine months living among the few hundred

South Sea Islanders who inhabit it. I went there to make

a study of Samoan children and Samoan girlhood, to

find out if the pains and pangs of growing up were as

difficult in Samoa as in America.

This was no problem which could be solved in a flying

trip. I could not just walk into the round, unwalled

houses, with their high thatched roofs and pebbly floors,

sit down on the mat which is always spread for stran-

gers, and say to the guest-house mother who sat nursing

one baby while a little older child tangled her half-fin-

ished mat, "Well, now, tell me, what are your children's

names? How old are they? And Flower is the oldest?

Does she take her responsibility seriously? Is she good

and obedient? Is she bossy with the other children? Was
she jealous when the new baby came?"—and then pass

on to the next mother and ask her the same kind of ques-

tions, putting the answers all down on cards, to be

counted and written up after I got back. If that mother,

in her soft Polynesian language in which her children

and I made the same mistakes, had answered my ques-

tions directly, I should not have understood her answers.

For they would have run something like this:

"Names—well, the baby's name is Pandanus Nut,

that's what we call it, or just Nut for short. But its name
from its father's father's family is 'The One that Does

Not Move,' and only yesterday my younger brother

gave it his name of 'Lighted House,' so perhaps we will

call it that now. And how old is he? Well, he was born

after the second Palolo Fish Feast, and before my young

cousin. Hibiscus, had her baby girl. He can't walk yet.

The next one to the baby is called Bonito Fish. He is a

boy. I don't know how old he is. And Flower, she is a

girl, is the oldest of my children who are at home. There

is that one, a boy, his name is White Stone, who lives

with my mother, and the girl, her name is Jelly-fish,

who lives with my first husband's sister in the next vil-

lage. No, my first husband isn't dead! He's married to

the sister of that woman with the banana leaf over her

head, who is going down to the sea for water. I don't

know what you mean by responsibility. Do you mean

she has got common sense in her head enough to know

that she mustn't play with her brother nor touch any of

his things? She listens easily, not like my brother's chil-

dren, who listen with difficulty to my brother's com-

mands. Is she bossy? Of course she is bossy to all those

in the family who are younger than she is, and listens to

the wishes of all those who are older. And which new

baby do you mean? My sister's baby, or my younger sis-

ter's baby, or my brother's wife's baby? But of course

she was glad when all the babies were born."

Only after I had learned to speak the language well,

and had spent long mornings sitting gossiping over a

coconut or a plate of bananas, after I had learned to

plait mats and blinds and helped the harassed homeless

Samoan children in the shade of coconut palms



The heir apparent of an important chief

people rebuild the village after a devastating hurricane,

and had spent even more hours with the little girls them-

selves, searching for shells, weaving flower necklaces,

coaxing land crabs with a low, sweet chant, or swim-

ming in a hole in the reef, did I come to know enough

about the Samoan way of life so that I could have

understood those answers.

Samoan children's names change often, at the whim
of any relative. As soon as they are old enough, they are

allowed to choose new ones for themselves upon any oc-

casion. And similarly they choose their own homes, liv-

ing now with a grandmother, now with an uncle. Fam-

ilies are not made up of father and mother and children,

but of some fifteen or twenty relatives among whom
there is no oldest child, because a young aunt or cousin

will be nearly of an age, among whom the same child is

never "youngest" for long. And in these great house-

holds the mothers take little care of their children after

the babies learn to crawl. The nurses are not young girls

but toddling five-year-olds, who trundle about upon

their hips babies that are too heavy to be lifted into their

arms. Samoan children are not carefully disciplined and

supervised until they are five or six, and then, properly

trained, given some freedom. They are spoiled and pam-

pered by their baby nurses until they are five, and then,

if they are girls, they are turned into nurses themselves;

if they are boys, they are turned over to the rough but

thorough discipline of older boys. At ten years of age

they are sturdy, well-behaved youngsters, although

their bringing-up seems so strange to us.

Samoan parents do not hide anything from their chil-

dren; they tell them no fairy tales about the birth of ba-

bies nor do they pack them off to a relative until after a

funeral. They believe quite literally that children should

be seen but not heard, should be present but make no

comments, should learn the important facts of life from

careful observation, not from random, groping experi-

mentation. And the children grow up, acquainted with

the rhythm of life and death, accepting life as simply

and unrebelliously as do their parents.

Nor do Samoan parents think children should not

work. The tiniest little staggerer has tasks to per-

form—to carry water, to borrow fire brands, to fetch

leaves to stuff the pig. And these slighter tasks are laid

aside for harder ones as soon as the child becomes

strong enough or skilled enough. At the preparation for

a feast to celebrate a visiting chief, a marriage, or a new

canoe, the little children feel very serious and impor-

tant, and go scurrying about the village, muttering,

"There are very great complications in my household."

Learning to run errands tactfully is one of the first les-

sons of childhood, and a child of nine will be trusted to

take a valuable piece of bark cloth to barter for a pig.

This attitude toward children as little adults although

lacking in experience and sometimes sadly devoid of

common sense, makes for a different kind of play also.

Samoan children have no dolls, no play houses, no tea

sets, no toy boats. For dolls they have real babies; at six

they are expected to sweep up the real house and pick all

the scraps off the floor. Little boys anxious to become

boatmen paddle about in real canoes within the safety

of the lagoon. Embryonic eel fishermen hold the bait for

their big brothers, but never play-act fishing in a pail, or

catch a leaf and pretend it is an eel. Yet they have their

games, playing at ball with square light balls made of

pandanus, stringing necklaces of flowers, playing round

games to merry songs of their own improvising in the

dusk. And in all these they but imitate their elders, who

follow a morning of work and an afternoon of sleep with

an evening of dance and song.

Strangest of all to us is the Samoan opinion of preco-

cious children. To be brighter than your age, to stand

out conspicuously above other children, this is the sin

for which a child is roundly scolded and sometimes

whipped. So it is that the happiest children are those

who like to be children, who put off responsibility, who

do what is asked of them without aspiring to more

grown-up tasks, those who answer in lazy content, "I am
but young."

"Samoan Children at Work and Play," Margaret Mead's

first article for Natural History, was based on her earliest

field research. In the preface to the 1973 edition of her book

Coming ofAge in Samoa, she recalled, "1 did not know then,

could not know then, how extraordinarily persistent Samoan

culture would prove, and how fifty years later the grace that 1

had attempted to record as something that was surely going to

vanish would still be there." Curator emeritus of anthropology

at the American Museum of Natural History, Margaret

Mead died in New York City on November 15, 1978.
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Two village girls: The one at left has been honored with the title uj laiipo
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CAN WE SAVE THE MAMMALS?
By

HENRY FAIRFIELD OSBORN AND HAROLD ELMER ANTHONY
The American Museum of Natural History is working hand in hand with the New Yorlc Zoological Society, with

the Boone and Crockett Club, with the American Game Protective Association, with the American Bison Society,

and the National Association of Audubon Societies, with the United States Biological Survey of Washington, with

the National Parks Service of the United States Department of the Interior, with the American Society of

Mammalogists, and with officers of the British, of the Indian, of the Australian, and of the British Colonial and Insu-

lar governments, to retard the inevitable Close of The Age of Mammals. This title is not the cry of the alarmist; it

is the expression of an actual and most melancholy fact, namely, that the glorious Age of Mammals is closing, that

man will soon be alone amid the wreck of creation; that many of the races of man himself are passing under the inexo-

rable law of extinction. The title "Can We Save The Mammals?" is designed to strike a note of hope as to what yet

may be accomplished toward salvaging for the future the little that remains of the wreck of the past.

FORTY years ago the birds of the world were in

great danger of extinction, partly because of the

ruthlessness of the man with the gun whom we will

not designate a sportsman; partly because of the frivo-

lous demands of the equally ruthless woman of fashion.

As a glorious reward to the friends of the Audubon So-

cieties in America and of the Plumage Bill Group and

similar societies in Great Britain, the birds have been

saved in English-speaking countries. Irresponsible de-

struction of game birds has been checked all over the

North American continent and birds of all kinds are

now multiplying. The destruction of birds of beauty and

of song for the relentless purposes of fashion has been

stopped so far as North America is concerned, and has

recently been arrested all over the British Empire; it re-

mains to check and stop it in the Latin countries. Not

yet can it be said, however, that the birds of the world

have been saved, because destruction of the superb

pheasant family (Phasianidae) of Eastern Asia and of

the still more brilliant birds of paradise (Paradiseidae)

of New Guinea and adjacent islands is still proceeding

with alarming rapidity.

The saving of the birds renders us hopeful that cer-

tain of the finest kinds of mammals, including those

which are nearing extinction from natural causes, as

well as many of the fur bearers that have been reduced

in numbers through persistent persecution, can still be

saved by three great movements along lines similar to

those which have resulted in the preservation of the

birds and of certain forests.

First, we may point out the alarming rate at which

the mammals are now being slaughtered for commer-

Siberian furs worth $100,000 on the wharf at Nome. Alaska, 1906
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cial purposes and demonstrate that such devastating

measures are ill-advised in that they are defeating their

own ends. By pointing out the inevitable consequences

of the rapid destruction of trees, conservationists were

able to save some of the historic forests of Europe and of

America. Those championing the right of survival of

our game animals may in like manner refer to the fact

that the unchecked destruction of any natural species,

whether it be a tree, a bird, or a mammal, may mean an

immediate monetary gain to a few individuals, but must

mean ultimate monetary loss, not to mention moral and

spiritual loss, to the entire community, while posterity

is thereby robbed for all time of what should rightly be

part of its heritage.

The second measure in this great conservation move-

ment is again similar in character, whether it concerns

trees, birds, or mammals: it is designed to prove that the

final destruction of a species is against the general wel-

fare, that it is unnecessary because stimulated by en-

tirely artificial and not by real human needs. We can-

not deny fur clothing to the Eskimo, a fur coat to the

northern woodsman, the reasonable use of furs in civil-

ized communities for dress and for ornament, any more

than we can deny the reasonable use of trees for eco-

nomic purposes, or of birds as a natural source of food

supply. It is not the reasonable use of mammals which is

bringing the great Age of Mammals to a close; it is the

unnatural uses created by entirely artificial means, such

as the wearing of furs purely as a means of display of

wealth and for the purpose of gaining social position or

standing.

Our third, and what may ultimately prove to be our

most effective, measure in trying to save the mammals

is that which has been applied to such advantage in the

case of the birds, namely, creation among our school

children of the sentiment of conservation, of the love of

nature, of the appreciation of the wonder and beauty of

mammalian life, of the realization of the great efforts

which nature has put forth to produce the mammal
kingdom, and of the enormous periods of time that have

been required for its evolution; the sentiment, moreover,

that mammals are the friends of man, that they are pro-

totypes of our strength as well as our weakness, that

they are among our best companions, that even some of

the wildest of animals will become tame and compan-

ionable as soon as the gun of the market hunter and that

of the sportsman are silenced.

These three watchwords of the mammal conservation

movement are like the little flags known as guidons

which direct lines of cavalry both in army maneuvers

and in battle. Conservation is, in fact, partly a matter of

skillful maneuvering following a long period of prelimi-

nary public education; it is also partly a matter of down-

right warfare. Some veterans, like the dean of American

conservationists, Dr. W. T. Hornaday, always sound the

battle cry; others, like the late lamented C. Gordon

Hewitt, leader of the conservation forces in Canada, try

to advance by the gentler methods of conciliation and of

education. To save the mammals it is certainly neces-

sary to marshal all our forces, both militant and persua-

sive, and to use all or any of these methods.

To enlist the cooperation of the readers of Natural
History, let us present as our first line of attack some
of the facts of the present period of slaughter which lead

us to believe that unless there is a drastic change of ac-

tion the Age of Mammals is coming to a close.

Showroom of Rosensweig and Schwartz, furriers, 1920s
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Nothing in the history of creation has paralleled the

ravages of the fur and hide trade, which, with the bone

fertilizer trade, now. threatens the entire vertebrate

kingdom. Furs are no longer worn primarily for protec-

tion in cold weather. Furs are now a fashion, just as

feathers were forty years ago. The trade has passed al-

most entirely into the hands of people of Oriental and

Asiatic origin. Millions of dollars are spent annually in

advertising. Furs are worn in midsummer purely for

personal adornment, or to make a display of wealth and

luxury.

Some realization of the destruction now going on

among the mammals is afforded by a glance at the sta-

tistics of our fur trade. After consulting a great number

of fur-trade journals and reports, Mr. Anthony has

compiled figures for the years 1919, 1920, and 1921,

showing the large number of skins sold all over the

United States at the fur auctions. The best of these jour-

nals is the Fur Trade Review, a large monthly publica-

tion given over to everything of interest to the fur dealer.

In the Fur Trade Review one can find a list of all offer-

ings at the different fur auctions, and it may be assumed

that these figures are sufficiently authentic to be used in

this article. In interpreting data of this nature, there are

several features to be kept in mind. It is possible that the

records of skins sold during any one year will not be a

true record of the actual killing for the period in ques-

tion, inasmuch as, during a time of high prices, skins

may be brought out of storage to be marketed under fa-

vorable conditions. A large number of skins sold during

POPULAR NAMES OF

THE ORIGINAL FUR
BEARERS WHICH HAVE
BEEN SOLD DURING
THE PAST CENTURY

Beaver

Chinchilla

Mink
Fisher

Marten
Ermine
Sable

Fur Seal

Red Fox Vulpes fulvus

Cross Fox
Silver Fox

Land Otter Lutra canadensis

Sea Otter Latax lutris

SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF

THE SAME FUR

BEARERS

Castor canadensis

Chincliilla lanigera

Putorius vison . . .

Martes pennanti

Mustela americana

Putorius arcticus . .

Mustela zibellina . .

Callorhinus alascanus

TOTAL NUMBERS
BOUGHT OR SOLD
BY THE FUR TRADE
DURING THE YEARS

1919, 1920, 1921

420,490

36,448

2,540,971

32.014

309,808

3,492,412

57,908

85,164

1,295,258

32,296

26,350

111,059

76

Total 8,440,254

FUR BEARERS RECENTLY INTRODUCED BY THE FUR TRADE TO REPLACE THE DIMINISHING

ORIGINAL FUR BEARERS

POPULAR NAMES POPULAR TRADE NAMES SCIENTIFIC NAMES

TOTAL
DURING
1919-21

Muskrat ....
Nutria ....
Squirrel ....
Marmot ....
White Hare . . .

Mole
Stone Marten . .

Red Sable . . .

Skunk
European Polecat

Wolf
White Fox ...
Bobcat ....
Raccoon ....
American Opossum
Australian Opossum
Ring-tailed Opossum
Koala' ....
Wallaby ....

Hudson Seal

Nutria

Squirrel

When dyed, as Mink or Sable

French Sable or Electric Seal

Mole
Stone Marten
Kolinsky

Skunk
Fitch or Sable

Wolf
White Fox

Lynx
Raccoon or, dyed, as Lynx
Opossum
Opossum
Opossum
Wombat
Kangaroo

Fiber zibethicus 14,109,288

Myocastor coypu 1,941,784

Sciurus vulgaris 14,858,316

Marmota sp 3,107,759

Lepus sp 3,713,036

Talpa sp 23,801,905

Mustela foina 107,075

Mustela sibirica 1,151,553

Mephitis sp. 6,895,674

Mustela putorius 1,094,411

Canis sp 1,094,502

Alopex lagopus 166,071

Lynx rufus 191,799

Procyon sp 1,713,700

Didelphys virginiana .... 9,787,742

Phalanger sp 4,265,621

Pseudochirus and Phalanger sp. 1,321,625

Phascolarctus cinereus . . . 208,677

Macropus sp 1,722,588

Total 91,253,126

'Technically the Koala and the Wombat are different, but the Koala is classed as "Wombat" in fur circles.
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Workshop of McKiffin, Driscoll, and Dorsey, manufacturers offur hats, coats, and other apparel, ca. 1900

a certain year may, therefore, have been collected over a

period of several years. However, as we have had a few

"boom" years, it is quite likely that all of such stored

skins were brought out sometime ago and disposed of, so

that the more recent figures probably indicate animals

killed within a year of their sale. Furthermore, lots of

skins may be sold at a spring auction and shipped to an-

other part of the country to be resold in the fall, thus

giving a duplication of numbers. However, omission of

the winter sales of 1921 from this list more than offsets

any duplication that may have occurred.

The discounted total of all skins sold for the three

years in question reaches the alarmingly large figure of

107,689,927 skins. Moreover, this figure indicates only

the slaughter of the animals which reached the market

as skins. To show properly the actual slaughter that is

taking place, one must allow for animals that were

killed but not sent to the market because their skins

were unprime, also for a considerable percentage of

wounded animals which, although they escaped the

hunter, were killed nevertheless, through his agency. A
glance at some of the more noteworthy species sought

by the fur trade that are indicated in the preceding table

will show something of the scope and demands of this

industry. Altogether the fur trade utilizes, at the very

least", about one hundred twenty-five species, the exact

number being difficult to determine because of the em-

ployment of trade names, which mean nothing to the

zoologist. Mr. Anthony has included in the table only

thirty-two of the more important species out of the one

hundred twenty-five species which are being destroyed.

A glance at the figures showing the number of skins

of beaver {Castor canadensis) sold demonstrates what

proper protection of a fur-bearing species may accom-

plish. Formerly trapped all over the American conti-

nent, beaver were brought almost to the verge of exter-

mination, but for many years they have been protected

and allowed to increase unmolested. As a result, during

the period of the past three years, about 420,000 skins

have come to the market.

The table indicates how relentless has been the pur-

suit of the muskrat {Fiber zibethicus), an animal which

at one time brought such a low price at the sales that it

was scarcely worth while to trap it; when muskrat fur

came into fashion under the trade name of "Hudson

seal," and the public demanded it, a systematic cam-

paign of trapping began which brought muskrat skins to

the market by the millions and now seriously threatens

the very existence of this species. Squirrel {Sciurus)

skins, most of which, we believe, have come from the

Old World, make up a huge total of more than

14,000,000, and this is another example of a skin, for-

merly valued very slightly, that has come into promi-

nence because of the demands of fashion. Skins of the

insectivorous moles ( Tatpa) reach even a larger aggre-

gate. The skin of the mole is so small that only since the

passion for furs has become extreme has there been any

incentive for men to molest this animal. Most of the

skins disposed of at the sales listed on the table must

have come from the Old World, and the mole, as anyone



knows who has tried to trap it, is an exceedingly diffi-

cult animal to capture. More than 23,000,000 of these

little animals were sacrificed to the insatiable demands

of the fur trade. The mole, it may be claimed, is a small,

insignificant species, and here and there among the list

of fur bearers are other animals for which no economic

value may be urged, but the presentation of this subject

is intended to show the great destruction of mammal
life, irrespective of species, and the possible desirability

of exterminating any particular animal does not enter

into the discussion.

The mink {Putorius vison), which was one of the first

fur-bearers to be trapped in this country and which has

remained a favorite for the past century, is an animal

that apparently nowhere survives in very great num-

bers. However, since its skin has brought such a good

price at auctions, our country has been combed over for

mink, and the annual average yield of the last three

years has risen to more than 500,000 skins. This is a

very serious, if not fatal, tax upon the ability of the ani-

mal to maintain itself. The winter fur of the ermine

{Putorius arcticus) has been worn from time immemo-

rial and has been the fur of royalty. Today its use is

much more general, witness the fact that no less than

4,400,000 skins of these little animals have come to the

market during the three-year period. Before the recent

craze for furs had begun, the skunk {Mephitis) enjoyed

the immunity which nature intended him to have, and

his skin brought such a low figure at the auctions that it

scarcely paid anyone to run the risk of removing it. Now
skunk fur commands such a high price that the trappers

have covered all the American forests and plains area

and more than 6,000,000 skins of this animal were dis-

posed of at the auctions held from 1919 to 1921.

The raccoon {Procyon) is another animal the fur of

which had but little value in early years; but to show

how its status has changed, it will be necessary only to

point out the total sales for the three year period,

amounting to 1,700,000 skins. One of the furs most

widely sold today was formerly worth but a few

cents—we refer to the American or Virginia opossum

{Didelphys virginiana). In those days there were few in-

dividuals other than boys who would give their time to

skinning it, but since it has come into fashion, a vast

number of market hunters have obtained the more than

9,700,000 skins subsequently placed on sale.

Black fox pelts, worth $300 each, hang on the wall of a storage room where furs from northern Canada are sorted
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Society ol Wisconsin

Three trappers from the vicinity of Fall River, Wisconsin, pose with the skins of more than 500 muskrats, ca. 1910

The average man has been led to suppose that wolves

of the forests and plains have become almost extinct

over most of the country. In the figures given for the

wolf {Cants lupus), there are lumped together a great

many species of coyotes and wolves, but, even so, the

very large total of more than 1 ,000,000 skins is very sig-

nificant of the great campaign that is being carried on

against this animal, and at this rate it will not be very

long before the wolf is extinct indeed. The red fox

{Vulpes fulvus) has been such a prime favorite that

great numbers of skins of this animal have come to the

fur sales, and we understand that in some regions of the

north the fox is virtually on the brink of extermination.

More than 1,200,000 skins taken during the three-year

period evidence a rate of destruction far greater than

that which an animal like the fox can survive. On the

other hand, the rarer foxes, the silver and the black,

have been protected and reared in captivity, and we

have learned upon good authority that most of the skins

sold are those of ranch-reared animals. The fact that it

was possible during the three-year period to place on the

market the skins of more than 26,000 ranch-reared

foxes furnishes a clew as to the proper methods for sup-

plying the fur market.

The sea otter {Latax lutris), which furnishes the

most beautiful of all furs, was represented on the fur

counters by only seventy-six pelts—a sad commentary

on the disappearance of this animal. Inasmuch as the

sea otter is protected over most of its known range, some

of the skins were doubtless taken illegally and unless

some radical change for the better takes place, it will no

longer be obtainable by the fur dealers. When the kill-

ing of the Alaskan fur seal (Callorhinus alascanus) had

reached such serious proportions that the government

found it necessary to intervene, and treaties were en-

tered into establishing the right of this country to pro-

tect this animal, the northern herds were placed under

supervision and the annual killing controlled by law.

This regulation has worked out most satisfactorily, and

a glance at the figures shows that over the three-year

period more than 85,000 skins were sold—a very satis-

factory total when one considers the high price com-

manded by the individual skin.

The figures just cited give a little insight into what



Pelting at Sterling Mink Farm, Lake Placid, New York
Bettmann Archiv

Selling silver fox skins

the fur trade is doing toward bringing about the close of

the Age of Mammals. In a few years some of the

mammals now sought by the trappers will be killed off

to a point where they will not repay trapping, the num-
bers taken being insufficient to justify the expenditure

of time and effort. Meanwhile, America has become the

center of the fur trade. Before the war London was the

world's fur market, but it now appears that the control

has passed to the United States, and the great market of

the present day is here.

The figures given out by the Fur Dressers and the Fur

Dyers Association show that in New York City alone

more than 80,000,000 skins were dressed and more than

97,000,000 were dyed by the members of this associ-

ation during 1918, 1919, and 1920. Thus it would ap-

pear that the life of this industry throbs in our own
country, and if any proscription is to be written, such as

may serve to prolong the trade itself, the initiative

should be taken by America. The more intelligent fur

dealers realize that the wild animals are an asset to their

industry, and judging by the editorials of the different

journals, and the articles that appear, we believe that

the majority of such fur dealers, if the matter were put

to a vote, would encourage more humane methods of

trapping and a more extended control over the wild ani-

mal supply. It would suit their own purposes better if

animals could be taken only during that part of the win-

ter when the furs are in their prime; the restriction of

the hunting period to such a time of the year would be

an important step toward the conservation of fur bear-

ers. But as matters now stand, when fur prices begin to

mount to such figures that a few skins represent many
dollars, then in the out-of-way places where laws have

but little significance at any season of the year, men go

out and kill every fur bearer that they come upon, and

run out their traps for whatever they may catch. There-

fore, we believe that if some more intelligent and hu-

mane methods of checking this appalling slaughter are

not soon inaugurated, the fur craze will have been the

means not only of closing the Age of Mammals but of

terminating a great industry.

From the standpoint of the naturalist, the Age of

Mammals has long since closed as compared with the

close of the Age of Reptiles, which occurred more

than three million years ago. Extermination of the large

mammals has been going on for a century; extermina-

tion of the small mammals has been extremely rapid in

the last two decades. In North America alone mam-
mals, broadly speaking, have disappeared within our

life time. The present rate of destruction throughout the

world from various causes is probably not less than fifty

million a year, of which thirty million represents the de-

mands of the fur trade. The bison is extinct in the

United States except for the animals preserved in parks.

Through the splendid efforts of the American Bison So-

ciety this noble quadruped is rapidly multiplying.

In Canada the wood bison is still holding its own and

is, perhaps, slowly increasing. The elk, or wapiti, has



disappeared from the greater part of its old range and is

now found in its wild condition in only a few of our west-

ern states. On the danger line of actual extinction is our

beautiful pronghorn antelope, the existence of which is

seriously threatened, especially because of the great dif-

ficulty in supplying it with its natural conditions of life.

Our other two large mammals, the Florida manatee, a

wonderful "living fossil," survives in a restricted area

and in limited numbers; the splendid elephant seal of

the Pacific has been completely killed off except for a

small colony in Guadeloupe Island. The sea otter has

been very nearly exterminated along the American

coasts. The American beaver is extinct over most of its

ancient range but has increased in an astonishing man-

ner in the areas where it is protected. Among the great

mammals of the sea the California gray whale is nearly

extinct. The right whale is in danger of extermination,

and the disappearance of the bowhead whale is also

threatened. The American Museum has thus far failed

in its efforts to secure examples of this splendid species

of whale before it disappears.

In many parts of the world, in Australia, in northern

and southern Asia, and in North and South America,

American Museum explorers are charged with the mis-

sion of securing single specimens of these fast-vanishing

remnants of the Age of Mammals before it is too late.

Many of the specimens which the Third Asiatic Expedi-

tion has secured will be among the last of their kind to

find their way to the great museums of the world, be-

cause Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews, the leader of the ex-

pedition, has observed that their numbers are limited

and that they are in near danger of extinction.

In 1972, 1.7 million items manufactured from wildlife

were imported into the United States. This figure had soared

to 164.6 million by 1977, for a tremendous increase of 9,582

percent.

In 1973, 2,800 game trophies were imported into this

country. Four years later, the figure was 19,300, an increase

of 589 percent. Skin and hide imports rose from 910,000 to

1.15 million during this same period, up 26 percent.

In 1974, 161.3 million live animals were imported. In

1977, the number was 164.8 million.

According to Nicole Duplaix, director of Trade Records

Analysis of Fauna and Flora, an office of the World Wildlife

Fund-U.S., there is only one inspector from the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service available at any one time at the Miami
airport, a major port of entry. Incoming shipments of wildlife

and animal products number hundreds per day.

Furs of commercially raised foxes. Woods Cross, Utah, 1939
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OVER THE SOUTH POLE BY AIR
Some Phases of the Polar Region Survey of 1928-30 Achieved with

All the Practicable Appurtenances of Modern Science

BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD E. BYRD
As Told to Albert D. Barker

IN two hundred years of Antarctic exploration, the

questions that have been raised about this great ex-

panse of land buried beneath the earth's largest

remnant of the Ice Age are as many as the blocks of ice

in the vast, floating pack that encircles it. To seek solu-

tion of a few of these problems and to do the seeking

with all the practicable appurtenances of modern sci-

ence was the chief aim of the Byrd Antarctic Expedi-

tion, though, as was inevitable, the first flight by air-

plane ever made over the South Pole was bound to

receive the public's principal notice.

Obviously I cannot in brief space chronicle the many

events of an expedition that required three years of

preparation; that left New York in August, 1928, and

did not return until June, 1930; that was moved about

20,000 miles in two ships; that built its own village upon

the ice and lived in it, usually buried by snow, 2300

miles from the nearest human dwelling; that for nearly

fourteen months thrived in an almost lifeless land, in

temperatures averaging about 16 degrees above zero in

the warmest month and about 42 below in the coldest,

did its work and returned without mishap.

To tell a fraction of this story is impossible, but I may

well touch upon some of the ways in which this big

undertaking differed from expeditions of the past and

pointed to the modern methods that will greatly hasten

the future scientific surveying of Antarctica.

Perhaps first comes to mind the extensive use made of

the airplane by this expedition, which landed three on

the ice barrier and flew them with entire success both

before and after the winter night and in temperatures

that were always low and often severe. The significance

of the airplane in exploration like that done from Little

America as a base is two-fold: It covers distance in min-

utes and hours instead of days and months, and it

broadens the horizon five-fold. Hardly less important is

a third related consideration. Using an aerial camera,

the explorer now for the first time is able to bring back

indisputable evidence of what is seen over wide areas.

There is no better illustration of these points than the

South Pole flight. Amundsen, in his heroic "dash" to

the Pole by dog team and afoot, required nearly 98 days

to go and come. The "Floyd Bennett" took us there and

back, with a minimum of physical hardship, in 19 hours.

While Amundsen at the best was observing a terrain

visible on either side for a distance of 8 miles only, our



horizon averaged more than 50 miles. On level snow he

commanded a panoramic view of 75 square miles; at

10,000 feet of altitude, we looked down on a world of

more than 50,000 square miles, and at much lesser al-

titudes still immensely exceeded his range of vision.

Further, as this expanse of milky snow and ice and

looming mountains unfolded, Capt. Ashley C. Mc-

Kinley, third in command of the expedition and its aer-

ial surveyor, was taking—instead of mental or pencil

notes—an overlapping photographic record. The area

covered in that one flight of less than a day's duration

was about 150,000 square miles, the new and less

known portions of which almost literally were brought

back to New York on photographic negatives. In the

various flights 150,000 square miles were surveyed by

camera, an area which, if you are curious to visualize it,

almost equals that of West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, and

Illinois combined.

The expedition made in all 23 flights and traveled by

airplane about 7085 miles. Through use of this modern

aid, the airplane, it covered an area of 500,000 square

miles, of which 250,000 had no overlaps and 200,000

square miles, it is estimated, never before had been seen

by man.

At the South Pole we were some 800 miles south of

Little America, which, as I have said, was 2300 miles

from any dwelling. An airline between our plane and

New York would have measured nearly 10,000 miles.

Below was nothing but a level plateau of dazzling

snow—which as the camera records it, looks like a sheet

of pebbled white paper. So we might, in all truth, have

considered ourselves to be stark alone at the "end of the

earth." Yet, in point of fact, my message that we were in

the vicinity of the South Pole was almost instantly re-

ceived at Little America, and quickly relayed to The

New York Times.

News that under former methods of polar exploration

might have reached "the outside" in a year or more,

thus became the property of the civilized world within a

few hours. With the radio, "the outside" has been

moved right into camp and into the kit of every airplane

and sledge party. No exploring or survey party left Lit-

tle America on an extensive trip without the means of

communicating with the base by radio. Indeed, on one

flight an operator, listening in at the Times station in

New York, caught the exchange of messages between

plane and camp.

Shortly after we celebrated Christmas, 1928, by

reaching the barrier ice in the Bay of Whales from our

outside base at Dunedin, New Zealand, we had selected

a permanent camp site on this great ice shelf a few miles

inland, and hauled by dog sledge the 650 tons of sup-

plies and material brought by the "City of New York"

and the "Eleanor Boiling." The planes were one of our

first concerns; as was the radio. Soon we had erected the

three metal 60-foot towers and set up the mechanism of

the Adolph S. Ochs station. Communication estab-

lished, not a day elapsed whose events were not reported

to the public. For the first time, a remote expedition was

regularly breakfast-table news; for the first time, the

members of such an expedition listened to radio broad-

casts from a big city station and received word from

their families; for the first time, business could be trans-

acted between such an expedition and its headquarters

9000 miles away in an air line.

The radio, however, was not limited in its functions

on this expedition to the practical uses that proved so

immediately valuable. Many phases of radio reception

and sending under the unusual conditions that were

inherent in the location were studied and recorded—for

instance, the varying phases of the local heaviside layer

throughout the seasons.

Dog team of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition on trip from LITTLE AMERICA base camp
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Byrd Expedition flagship. City of New York, returns to New York Bay

But radio and airplane were only two of an array of

modern aids to scientific investigation contained in the

expedition's equipment, which was unusually complete.

All the instruments requisite for geological, weather,

and other studies were at hand and put to thorough use.

The data records are being worked up and studied—

a

labor which will require months more.

Reporting officially by radio in June, 1929, to the

Secretary of the Navy on our discovery of the Rocke-

feller Range of mountains, I said, "Aviation has discov-

ered a new land, surveyed it and landed on it for sci-

entific investigation." Prof. Laurence M. Gould, second

in command of the expedition, its geologist and a leader

in various scientific endeavors, went by plane to the base

of this range, made extensive ground surveys with which

to check the air survey, and with his party climbed the

mountains to study the rock formations and take speci-

mens from several of the 40 peaks and ridges, the high-

est 2075 feet.

Next season. Doctor Gould, using sledge teams—and

let me say that the sledge dog, despite advances in sci-

ence, is still indispensable in the Antarctic—laid a line

of food and supply bases to the foot of the Queen Maude

Range, and made a thorough geological study of the

mountains and other formations at that point. Doctor

Gould on this trip found sandstone and carbonaceous

material, though his earlier findings had been mainly

confined to granite.



For nine months the expedition made continuous

photographic records of the magnetic elements, sup-

plemented by absolute measurements with instruments.

This work, done under severe conditions in snow and

canvas houses where the temperature averaged 20 de-

grees below zero, showed greatly disturbed magnetic

conditions. The observations covered the maximum of a

sun spot cycle of considerable importance. A very com-

plete part of the magnetic study was the record—as to

types, intensity, direction, and color movement—kept

of the auroras, which occurred on 90 per cent of clear

nights.

As the Antarctic is one of the greatest birthplaces of

"weather," we had the equipment of a first order Gov-

ernment weather observation station in charge of Wil-

liam C. Haines, meteorologist, but carried our studies

also into channels not usually entered. Hourly, day and

night, we took a systematic record of barometric pres-

sure, temperature, cloudiness and precipitation, wind

direction and velocity, humidity, visibility, and other

phenomena. With kites and pilot balloons we made
investigations of the upper air, reaching in these sound-

ings altitudes of more than 30,000 feet. To obtain wind

velocities and directions at various altitudes we made

about 400 pilot balloon observations. These were of im-

mediate use in determining the advisability of making

flights, but their significance is far greater, for they in

all probability will throw most valuable light upon at-

mospheric circulation in high southern latitudes. An in-

teresting 40-day continuous record, taken during the

last of our stay, provides in detail temperature, pressure

and humidity at various levels.

Living upon a great ice shelf, we of course were cur-

ious as to how far below us was the solid land. Sound-

ings with a sonic depth finder in the Bay of Whales close

to Little America gave a depth of about 1600 feet, oth-

ers to the south and east between 900 and 1000 feet.

Other hydrographic work included study of sea life, and

depositing message bottles, the recovery of which may
some day add to our knowledge of Antarctic currents.

In addition to the meteorological temperature

records, the expedition came away with data on the

temperature of the ice barrier itself in relation to its

physical makeup. Readings below the surface, checked

against air temperatures and heat of sun, showed many
interesting changes with the varying of the seasons.

These records were made in snow tunnels, snow huts,

crevasses, and at other subsurface locations where sun

and air penetration might be expected to have an effect,

or the extent of conductivity of the snow might be

checked. Conditions at Little America gave splendid

opportunity to measure the dust content of the air,

which was determined to be about one half that found

over the Pacific Ocean.

With the uniformly low air temperatures—almost

never above the freezing point—it is rather surprising to

examine figures obtained by our black bulb thermom-
eter, insulated to register the amount of heat radiated

by the sun, and find that it went as high as 1 1 5 degrees

Fahrenheit above zero. A rule of thumb indication of

the power that can be exerted by the sun in this bleak

land was given by a black tarpaulin fifteen feet square,

which sank nine inches into the snow in two sunny days.

Whenever I discuss with strangers the discovery of

new territory by the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, I brace

myself for the inevitable inquiry, "What use is it, now
that you have found it?" Always I reply that whatever

man finds, he finds a use for. This application of new
knowledge to human needs or wants may require a short

time, or it may require a century or more—but it inevi-

tably comes.

Flying over the South Pole has -become something of a com-

monplace. In the late 1970s, Air New Zealand began sightsee-

ing flights from Auckland and Qantas began flights from Syd-

ney. Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, a nephew of the

Admiral, was scheduled to fly over the pole last November 28

with geologist Laurence M. Gould, who was second in com-

mand on the original Byrd Expedition, to celebrate the fiftieth

anniversary of the Admiral's South Pole flight. The crash of

an Air New Zealand plane that day on Mount Erebus in Ant-

arctica caused a 24-hour postponement of the senator's flight.

Admiral Byrd rides up lower Broadway
in ticker tape parade



THE TROUBLESOME
NOTION OF EVOLUTION

At the start of this century, when Natural History began

publishing, the Origin of Species had been in print for forty

years. But the idea of evolution was still a controversial one.

In scientific circles, the debate was on how evolution oc-

curred. During the time covered by these articles (1913-

1926), some scientists supported the theory of natural selec-

tion, others believed evolution occurred through large-scale

mutations, and yet others saw evidence for natural laws that

governed the overall direction in which evolution progressed.

At the same time, experimental biology was a growing new

field. Thomas Hunt Morgan, with his experiments with fruit

flies, was revealing the complexity of the mechanisms of in-

heritance, and gaining the recognition that would win him the

Nobel Prize. Paleontologists were continuing to collect and

catalog fossils and interpret the record they uncovered.

The research, disagreement, and debate marked a prelude

to the development in the 1930s and 1940s of a scientific con-

sensus on evolution, which brought together, in a coherent

theory, work in paleontology and genetics and a new statistical

treatment of evolving populations. In this "modern synthesis"

the two main ingredients were variation (random small-scale

mutations) and natural selection.

These theoretical developments are not, of course, the

whole story. The idea of evolution had its impact on the

larger culture outside the laboratory and the museum. W.D.

Matthew, for instance, managed to see a clear, progressive

evolution in human morality. In 1920 he was convinced of the

moral superiority of his contemporaneous moderns to even the

heroes of the past. Matthew's ideas may seem quaint, but

Henry Fairfield Osborn's notions of racial superiority are far

from quaint. They are frightening, particularly because Os-

born was not alone in his belief in the supremacy of whites, in-

deed of northern European whites. A number of other scien-

tists shared such views, and they did not keep their ideas

within ivory towers. Two years before Osborn's article. Con-

gress passed, with considerable scientific support, the John-

son-Reed National Origins Act of 1924, setting up immigra-

tion quotas that favored northern Europeans.

To follow up all these articles, to bring evolutionary theory

up to date, to trace the cultural impact of evolutionary ideas

up until the present would require volumes. Today, the mod-

ern synthesis is itself being challenged, and the cultural fer-

ment continues. Religious opposition to the idea of human

evolution has never ceased, the innate endowments of human

beings of different skin colors are still debated, and violent ar-

guments continue over how much of human behavior and cul-

ture evolutionary theory can explain.

James Gorman

Gorilla: "That Man wants to claim my pedigree. He says he is one ofmy Descendants.

"

Mr. Bergh {founderofthe A.S.F.C.A.}: "Now, Mr. Darwin, how couldyou insult him so?
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A GREAT NATURALIST

ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE,
1823-1913

By henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN

THE nineteenth century in Great Britain, the Vic-

torian Age, will be compared in history with the

greatest intellectual periods in the history of

Athens, of Rome and Florence. Brilliant as were Eng-

land's achievements in art, literature and the spreading

of civilization, her achievements in science outshine

them all. No country has ever produced such a constel-

lation of stars of the first magnitude in the same brief

period of time, especially in the sciences of geology and

biology. The dominant figure of course is that of Dar-

win, whose influence upon the world of thought is to be

compared with that of Aristotle only. Anticipating and

surrounding Darwin were members of an unrivaled

group of men, beginning with Sir Charles Lyell, a geolo-

gist, and including Sir Joseph Hooker, the botanist, Al-

fred Russel Wallace, the naturalist, and Thomas Henry

Huxley, the anatomist and natural philosopher.

Wallace, the last survivor of this remarkable group,

died on November 7, 1 9 1 3, in the ninety-first year of his

age and the sixty-fourth year of service and discovery.

He followed by only a few months another member of

the group. Sir Joseph Hooker, who was present at the

Darwin celebration at Cambridge in 1909, the cen-

tenary of the birth of Darwin.

Because the fame of Wallace rests chiefly on his

codiscovery with Darwin of the theory of natural selec-

tion he is sometimes thought of as Darwin's contem-

porary but he was actually fourteen years younger and

made the discovery of natural selection twenty years

later than Darwin. He was always the first to recognize

Darwin's seniority and leadership. In his remarkable

journeys in South America and in the Malay Archi-

pelago, filling the years 1848 to 1862, Wallace was in-

fluenced by Darwin's classic work, best known as the

Voyage of the Beagle.

The simultaneous publication of the law of natural

selection independently discovered by these two great

naturalists was followed on the part of Wallace by a

lifetime of devotion to this chief principle of Darwin's

special theories of the causes of evolution. While Hux-
ley was the stalwart defender of the evolution theory

and of Darwinism in general without committing him-

self to either of Darwin's special interpretations of the

theory, Wallace devoted himself continuously to the

support of Darwin's special hypotheses. Yet almost

from the first he differed from Darwin in some very

important particulars. He never could bring himself to

believe that the mind and spirit of man were the results

of the same evolution process as that which had devel-

oped his bodily structure and that of all the lower orders

of animal creation. As early as 1864 he advanced the

hypothesis that so soon as man learned to use fire and

make tools, to grow food, to domesticate animals, to use

clothing, and to build habitations, the action of natural

selection was diverted from his body to his mind and

that thenceforth his bodily form remained compara-

tively stable while his mental faculties improved.

Five years later Wallace had definitely broken away

from Darwin's conceptions with regard to natural selec-

tion and developed the opinion that this law is wholly

inadequate to account for several of the bodily as well as

physical characteristics of man, such as his soft and sen-

sitive skin, his speech, his color-sense and his math-

ematical, musical and moral attributes. He drew the in-

ference from this class of phenomena, that a superior

intelligence has guided man's development in definite

directions and for special purposes, just as man guides

the development of many animal and vegetable forms.

Wallace like Darwin enjoyed the closing years of his

life in the quiet surroundings of a beautiful English

country home, and continued even to his ninety-first

year to be a great force in the world's thought. His pow-

ers as a writer were prodigious and in rapid succession

in his later years he brought out his volumes My Life,

the Wonderful Century, the World of Life, and Social

Environment and Moral Progress. In the World of Life

he no longer believes in the Darwinian explanation of

natural selection as adequate to account for the wonder-

ful adaptations which we find in the animal world. He
regards life as "a manifestation of creative power, direc-

tive mind and ultimate purpose." He thus returns in his

later years to the teachings of his boyhood, to those

which prevailed before the publication of the Origin of

Species. His final creed is found in one of the closing

paragraphs of the World of Life:

In the present work I have endeavoured to suggest a reason

which appeals to me as both a sufficient and an intelligible

one: it is that this earth with its infinitude of life and beauty

and mystery, and the universe in the midst of which we are

placed, with its overwhelming immensities of suns and nebu-

lae, of light and motion, are as they are, firstly, for the devel-

opment of life culminating in man; secondly, as a vast school-

house for the higher education of the human race in prep-

aration for the enduring spiritual life to which it is destined.
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MORGAN'S "HEREDITY AND
SEX": A REVIEW

By E. G. CONKLIN

THIS book is the outgrowth of the Jesup Lectures

for 1913 which were given by Professor [Thomas

Hunt] Morgan at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History. It is a very difficult thing to make a book

interesting to the general public and at the same time

valuable to scientific readers, but this difficult task Dr.

Morgan has accomplished in an admirable manner. His

book is a work of extraordinary interest to the intelligent

layman and at the same time one of great value to pro-

fessional biologists, and its wide success is attested by

the fact that the first edition was exhausted and a new

one issued within a year.

With remarkable clearness and brevity the author

presents the facts of the complicated structure of the

germ-cells, their origin, maturation, union in fertiliza-

tion, the way in which sex is determined and the mecha-

nism of hereditary transmission. He accepts unreserv-

edly the view that sex is determined at the time of

fertilization; if the egg is fertilized by one type of

spermatozoon a male is produced, if by the other type a

female results. He also holds that the evidence is "al-

most convincing in favor of the view that the chromo-

somes are the essential bearers of the hereditary quali-

ties." In favor of the chromosomal theory of heredity he

presents evidences drawn from cytology, from experi-

ment and from sex-linked inheritance. The latter is a

type of inheritance, first clearly distinguished by Mor-

gan, in which characters are transmitted to male or fe-

male offspring in exactly the way in which certain chro-

mosomes are transmitted. On the other hand in sex-

linked inheritance "the secondary sexual characters

appear in one sex only and are not transferable to the

other sex without an operation."

After discussing the principles of inheritance discov-

ered by Mendel the author presents the results of his

own work on the inheritance of sex-linked characters in

the fruit fly. This is perhaps the most important part of

this book, as it is one of the most valuable contributions

to the study of heredity which has been made in recent

years. The author concludes "that when inheritance fac-

tors lie in different chromosomes they freely assort and

give the Mendelian expectation; but when they lie in the

same chromosome they may be said to be linked and

they give departures from the Mendelian ratios."

Inasmuch as factors which usually lie in different chro-

mosomes may sometimes come to lie in the same chro-

mosome, Morgan has suggested that when the maternal

and paternal chromosomes pair in the maturation stages

Among the statesmen present was always William B.
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of the egg or spermatozoon, the chromosomes of each

pair may actually fuse at certain points where they cross

each other and thus portions of the chromosomes with

their factors exchange places. With this interesting hy-

pothesis as a basis he has been able by means of his

breeding experiments with fruit flies to plot the location

of particular inheritance factors in individual chromo-

somes. This work, although in many respects hypotheti-

cal, is well supported by evidence and it is probably the

most important work ever done on the "architecture of

the germ-plasm."

This book was written on the firing lines, as it were, of

biological science and it deals with many matters which

are not finally settled. It is inevitable that such a book

should encounter differences of opinion on the part of

other investigators in this field, but the author is pecu-

liarly happy in his manner of presentation. He writes as

one who is convinced and yet tolerant and open-minded.

His style is brief, keen, attractive, and best of all in a sci-

entific work he shows a thorough, first-hand acquaint-

ance with the phenomena described, and sound judg-

ment and good imagination in dealing with them.

MARCH 1916

PROGRESS
A Drama of Evolution in Five Acts

By T. D. a. COCKERELL

Argument—Evolutionary progress has not flowed in

a single continuous stream from amoeba to man; it has

branched and branched again, so that the ramifications

are more numerous than the mind can follow. The most

significant new branches have not arisen from the ends

of the old ones, but as entirely new departures from the

main trunk of the tree. Thus each great innovation, full

of meaning for the future, has at first appeared to con-

tradict the teachings of the past.

In these modern days, teachers, professing to hold the

learning of the past, are telling us that we "cannot

change human nature": that every wicked and vicious

thing has its roots in nature, and however much it is to

be deplored, it must be endured. This attitude is one of

the deep fundamental causes of the present war. Let us

learn indeed from the past, that significant progress is

always possible, but through narrow paths, which to our

eyes, blinded by the light of custom, seem dark and dan-

gerous. Hazarding these byways, many of us must fail,

but the few who succeed will win for the human race the

rich prizes of the future. This is not mere sentiment; it is

the teaching of science and of universal experience.

Act I

Beneath the waters of the ocean. Seaweeds, lobsters, crabs, mollusks, etc.

'

Time, Late Cambrian

Enter Amphioxus, Larval Tunicate and Balanoglossus

Amphioxus. We are not much to look at, but we are

All in the way of progress.

Our backs are stiffened by a notochord, and all above

A slender nerve cord runs from fore to aft,

Prophetic of a brain. This tiny spot, this little speck of

black.

Will some day be a pair of eyes, to knowingly survey

the world.

While these gill slits, ranged on each side, already

serve

To liven us with oxygen, gleaned from the waters

flowing through them.

All in the way of progress to be vertebrates, and in

days to come
Perchance, some creature with a soul.

Lobster. All in the way of progress! Are you mad?
I tell you, sirs, the progress of the past has not been

thus.

In years so many that to count by millions is

fatiguing.

In all the ages since the Cambrian dawn, and all the

unknown times before

Was never such a thing.

Your nerve cord dorsal! Do you know

You're upside down? Clean topsy-turvy, and this

somersault

You say is progress! You think the learning of the

past

Is nothing. The spirit of creation, giving lobsters,

crabs and snails.



Fine worms, starfishes and sea cucumbers: all this

Can now be set at naught, and you, clean upside

down.

Will lead the van of progress!

[All the animals laugh inordinately.]

Oyster. Our good crustaceous friend speaks truly;

let me ask

Where would your progress take you?

What is a vertebrate, and what this thing

You say might have a soul?

No science teaches of such things, nor any story of the

past;

A crab we know, a shrimp we know, a limpet is con-

crete and real.

But this absurdity you tell of, what is it?

A recollection of a dream that dreamed of dreams,

A twist of thought so meaningless that it is less than

nothing.

Come friends, forsake your quest and be like us!

Sea urchin. Moreover, just consider how you look:

Small, soft and pallid or mud-colored.

No legs, no spines, no shell, no gaudy hues

To make you seem in fashion, and in form

To mix in good society.

In truth there's nothing in your favor save the claim

That you mean progress, and that notion's so absurd

It serves but to condemn you.

Tunicate. Alas! What have we come to

In this mad quest for progress?

I fear 'tis as our friends declare, we're topsy-turvy,

And in seeking what is not, have lost what is.

For me no hope of excellence is left, no hope of being

fit to stand

With lobster, snail or maritime cucumber. Yet I may
show

My penitence in just one way, I may forego

These modern airs and change into a humble squirt-

ing sac.

Balanoglossus. And I also must hide my new con-

ceits.

And simulate a worm. I pray you friends.

In charity pretend I am a worm.

Amphioxus. Oh, comrades of such slender faith,

O'ercome by tory talk.

No future lies in store for you

But one dull round to walk.

Invertebrates you cannot be.

Nor vertebrates withal.

Alone among the beasts of sea.

The laughing stock of all.

My children are the heirs of time.

My sons will rule the earth.

When vertebrates come to their own.

And human things have birth.

OCTOBER 1916

THE LAWS OF SPECIES FORMING
By DAVID STARR JORDAN

SOME years ago I ventured the statement that tak-

ing any given species of animal, the nearest related

form would not be found along with it, nor at a

great distance, but on the other side of some barrier

which prevented intermingling.

This fact is almost self-evident, as far as the higher

animals are concerned. We very rarely have any diffi-

culty in determining the separate species in any given

region. For this reason those naturalists who read the

proposition have accepted it. Dr. J. A. Allen, one of the

highest authorities on birds, went a little further and

named it "Jordan's Law." But it existed in the nature of

things before it was mine, and I can be credited with its

ownership only for the sake of convenience in the discus-

sion of the many ways in which life manages itself,

which we call natural "laws."

In discussing the origin of species, we premise first

that species in nature exist—but not as closed cate-

gories. They arise through the perpetuation by heredity

of variants which are cut off from the original species by

some sort of barrier of land or sea, of temperature or cli-

mate, of food or enemies. Once cut off, their inadaptive

excrescences are pared away by selection, and at last the

new species, as well as the old, comes to fit its environ-

ment as the river fits its bed.

As regards the vertebrate animals this is the origin of

species. We can prove it in thousands of cases, as surely

as we can prove anything by experiment when nature

lays down its conditions. While now and then "muta-

tions" or discontinuous variations occur, especially in

domestic races of mixed origin, I do not know of a single

species of vertebrate animal which could even hypo-

thetically be supposed to have originated from a muta-

tion.

Among the different races or variants of birds, none is

recognized by name, or as having permanence, by com-

petent ornithologists, unless these variants have a geo-

graphical basis. Subspecies are therefore geographical

races, and these are the stuff that species are made of.

The word geography should not be construed too liter-



ally; one does not need to go far up a mountain side, or

into the depths of the sea, to find a condition of things

radically different from those at sea level, on land, or in

the ocean.

If there were one-thousandth part of the evidence for

the origin of species by mutation that is shown for the

origin by separation, the theory of de Vries would have

standing in science. But to show that species arise in

general through separation by barriers is not to exclude

any other influence whatever. We know of no species

however, which is not the product of internal influences

—heredity with variation—modified by the external

limitations arising from selection and isolation. What-
ever else may be a factor in the formation of species in

nature or in domestication, from these four we can never

escape—heredity, variation, selection, and segregation.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1920

SIXTY YEARS OF DARWINISM
A LOOK BACKWARD AND FORWARD

Molluscan shells of the sea-beaches and ocean beds of the millions of years of the

past suggest that evolution works gradually and continuously along

definite controlled lines—A field for future research

By amadeus w. grabau

DARWINISM then, in the sense of the modern

followers of Darwin, the Neo- Darwinians as they

have been called, is the doctrine that the

environment destroys the unfit and preserves the

fit—natural selection takes place; that the essence of

fitness is adaptation to the conditions of existence—the

best adapted will survive and hand on to their offspring

those characters which have made them fit; and finally,

that these characters arise as the result of fortuitous

variation; that is, variation apparently uncontrolled by

any known law.

But the environment, too, is constantly changing; the

Garden of Eden becomes a desert, roses bloom on the

site of a prehistoric Sahara. "There rolls the deep, where

grew the tree. . . . There where the long street roars hath

been the stillness of the central sea." Adaptations,

which under one environment insured survival, under

changed conditions spell death. The Megatherium, the

last of a long line of ground sloths, and well adapted to

the food of its native haunts, became enfeebled as this

food supply diminished in consequence of a change in

climate, and so fell an easy prey to its chief adversary,

the saber-toothed tiger. The sabertooth, in turn, fitted

with tooth and claw adapted to hunting and stabbing to

death those slow-moving thick-skinned herbivores,

faced starvation when the last Megatherium was

devoured, because from over-specialization this cat had

lost plasticity to adapt itself to the swifter-footed

grazing animals which formed the prey of its more agile

cousins, the true tigers, the lions, jaguars, and the other

great biting cats which still survive where man, their

principal enemy, permits it.

The struggle for existence denies opportunity to the

unfit; always and everywhere the fittest alone survive.

always and forever the weak go to the wall. That is

Darwinism pure and simple. Hope lies in a changing

environment—the fit today become the unfit tomorrow.

The law of the jungle cannot survive the jungle—the

militarist cannot survive in a nonmilitaristic age—nor

the Bolshevist the restoration of the reign of reason.

When the environment of common sense is rees-

tablished, the worker and the capitalist each again will

find his place, and the advantage to all will be seen in

the development of those qualities and powers which

will make the unfit of today fit to fill their proper place

in the united army of struggling humanity. That, too, is

Darwinism.

But, I repeat, Darwinism is not the sole factor in

evolution, at least not in the belief of many students of

nature. To begin with, the value of fortuitous variations

as a basis for selection is seriously questioned by many
who cannot accept minute changes in form and

character as of sufficient import to determine survival.

Color harmony with the surrounding habitat may
protect the animal by deceiving its enemy, the cam-

ouflaged ship has a chance to escape the lurking

submarine, where the one not thus protected will be lost,

but such adaptations are not small, they are large

variations from the normal. A single stripe, the first step

in the production of the protective design upon the

vessel, will not serve the purpose of deceiving the enemy
any more than a single green spot would serve a brown

Mantis upon green grass, or the first step in the

development of a pattern which makes the palatable

butterfly resemble the distasteful one, deceive the

hungry bird. But fortuitous variations are first steps,

they are minute beginnings in the production of a

serviceable whole and as such, cannot serve the purpose



of the finished product. To have selective value the

variation must be adequate; to become adequate it must

either arise suddenly, or develop by cumulative addi-

tions in the proper directions without reference to

immediate selectivity.

The attention of naturalists has of late years been

directed to those larger and apparently sudden vari-

ations which are seen to arise occasionally in nature, and

which are familiarly known as sports. The phenomenon

is illustrated by the short-legged ram, which appeared

suddenly in Massachusetts in 1791, and from which the

race of ancon sheep, once prized because of their

inability to jump fences, descended. Darwin at one time

attached great value to such sports, but later on

relegated them to a place of secondary rank.

But when the Dutch botanist Hugo de Vries dis-

covered sports of the evening primrose {Oenothera

lamarckiana) in a field not far from Amsterdam, and

found by experiment that these forms bred true to type,

that is, they were not fluctuating, but had constant new

MARCH/APRIL 1922

RECENT DISCUSSIONS
CONCERNING
EVOLUTION

To the discussion regarding evolution, precipitated by

the attack of the Hon. William Jennings Bryan upon the

doctrine in question, several members of the scientific staff

of the American Museum have contributed. In The New
York Times of March 5 President Osborn made a thought-

ful reply to Mr. Bryan, insisting that "truth is truth and

must prevail" and expressing the opinion that if Mr. Bryan

"with an open heart and mind, would drop all his books and

all the disputations among the doctors and study first-hand

the simple archives of Nature, ail his doubts would disap-

pear; he would not lose his religion; he would become an

evolutionist." In The New York Evening Post of April I,

Dr. William K. Gregory, curator of comparative anatomy,

showed the vulnerability of Prof. Francis P. Le Buffe's as-

sertions, particularly as applied to the central exhibit of the

hall of the Age of Man, in the American Museum. Dr.

Gregory has also given a number of addresses recently on

different phases of evolution. Before the Wagner Free In-

stitute of Science in Philadelphia he delivered between

March 4 and March 25 four lectures on "The Evolution of

the Human Face," on March 29 before the Galton Society

he presented "Notes on the Origin and Classification of

Homo sapiens," and on April 10 before the New York

Academy of Sciences a paper which he had prepared with

the collaboration of Dr. Dudley J. Morton, entitled "Has

the Human Foot Been Derived from a Gorilloid Type?"

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, associate curator of the de-

partment of ornithology, spoke before the Park Church in

Elmira—a Congregational church founded by a brother of

Henry Ward Beecher—on "Bryan and Evolution," in

which he pointed out that science has no quarrel with reli-

gion and then proceeded to present from many angles the

evidence for evolution.

characters, the attention of the scientific world was

again directed to this phenomenon, and careful breeding

experiments became the order of the day. De Vries and

most of his followers became convinced that not by

minute fluctuating variations about a mean, but by

sudden jumps, was progress made. From causes still

unknown, the elementary characteristics of an animal or

a plant now and then undergo a sudden rearrangement,

much as the colored glass particles in a kaleidoscope are

suddenly rearranged to form a new pattern, and this

new organic pattern constitutes a new elementary

species. Such an abrupt rearrangement of characters De
Vries called mutation, others have called it saltation,

and it is generally thought of as a process uncontrolled

by any known law. To the De Vriesians the new

elementary species thus produced are the only var-

iations from the type which count. They alone are

subject to natural selection; they alone mark the steps in

the progress of the organic world.

The Darwinian and the follower of De Vries have a

common starting point—they both concern themselves

with adult individuals. The voice of the elder Agassiz,

crying in the biological wilderness of the early half of

the last century, and exhorting naturalists to pay

attention to the immature stages of animals and

plants—those stages which lie between the embryo and

the adult—has never reached their ears, or if they

heard, they did not heed. But a disciple who followed the

master in his wanderings through the underworld,

where dead and forgotten generations of animal life had

written their own epitaphs on tablets of stone, listened

and learned and, by patient search among the ancient

life records, became convinced that the new faith into

which he had been baptized, pointed the true way to

biological salvation. Alpheus Hyatt proved what

Agassiz preached, that the immature stages of an

animal's life history furnish the key to its racial history,

that the young animal repeats the adult characters of its

ancestor which lived in the immediately preceding

geological period, and that this ancestor in turn had

repeated in its own youthful stages the characteristics of

a still earlier member of the tribe. Agassiz did not

accept the doctrine of evolution, but Hyatt recognized

the philosophic bearing of the facts uncovered by his

researches. Step by step, the history of each individual

type carried him backward in the history of the race

until the beginning was reached. Down the long corridor

of time he passed and took his pupils with him. Eagerly

each new inscription was scanned, and each pupil

selected that which to him seemed most promising, and

then began to unwind the long record of ancestral

achievement. And whenever the way seemed long, and

their courage began to fail, new vistas would open, and

the pursuit regain new vigor. And in this quest it became

increasingly more apparent that variation was not

fortuitous nor indefinite, but controlled along definite

directions. To be sure, the controlling force has not been

revealed, but the very definiteness of the variation

leaves no doubt as to the existence of such a control.
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THREE-TOED HORSES
A Fossil Record that Provides Direct Evidence of Evolution

By W.D. MATTHEW

WHAT were these three-toed horses anyway?

Why are they so important or so interesting

that literally thousands of scientific papers

have been written about them. Briefly, they are thus im-

portant because they can afford one of the best records

by which to test the truth of the theory of evolution.

The theory of evolution—commonly but wrongly

called "Darwinism"— is an attempt to explain the

present diversity of living beings and their various re-

semblances and differences in structure as due to their

descent from common ancestors and the slow, gradual

changes in each race in adaptation to its particular

mode of life. The doctrine of natural selection—Dar-

winism properly so called—gives as the cause of these

changes the gradual accumulation through innumerable

successive generations, of such minute differences as we

find always exist between individuals and tend to be in-

herited by their offspring.

All the evidence for evolution found in the anatomy

and structures and habits of animals, in their relation-

ship and distribution, in the growth and development of

the individual, in the breeding and selection of domestic

animals and of plants, and in the so-called "experimen-

tal evolution" which has converted into a science the

practical knowledge of the breeder, is, after all, indirect

evidence. However uniform its inferences, however

overwhelming its weight, however perfectly and ad-

mirably it explains innumerable details of structure and

habit for which no other reasonable explanation can be

found, it would be as nothing if palaeontology were

against it. If the actual remains of fossil animals showed

that they had always been as they are now since they

first appeared on the earth, then, indeed, we would have

to sweep aside the beautiful theory of evolution with all

the exquisite perfection of its explanations of every tiny

detail in the complex structure of the higher animals, as

an iridescent dream. We would have to say to the anato-

mist, to the embryologist, to the experimental evolution-

ist: "Oh, yes! Your interpretations and analogies and ex-

periments are ingenious and interesting, but you can't

prove evolution by them for they are in conflict with the

plain facts. The record of what actually has happened

shows that species did not come into being that way.

They were created in the beginning just as they are."

But the fossil record, this plain, direct, and unalter-

able record of what did happen during the past history



of the earth, does prove evolution, and wherever it is

complete enough, it proves it so directly and conclu-

sively that it removes it from the category of theories to

that of facts. It is, indeed, a very incomplete and frag-

mentary record. It owes its preservation and existence

rather to the chapter of accidents than to the normal

cause of circumstances. But, whenever there is anything

approaching a consecutive detailed record of any race or

type of animal, it becomes perfectly evident that the

race or type has not come into existence in its present

form, but has changed through numerous small or

minute gradations from an original type which is hardly

or not at all distinguishable from the original form that

gave rise to other races or types now widely different.

The best evidence of this sort is to be found among the

invertebrates, especially among mollusks, which include

many cases where the gradual change in a race can be

followed by numerous specimens from each stratum.

But while the evidence of these invertebrates affords

conclusive proof of evolution to the palaeontologist, it is

not always convincing to the layman. Many people may
be willing to admit that one species of clamshell has

changed gradually into another, but they will deny vig-

orously that a horse and a tapir are descendants of a

common ancestral stock, and angrily resent the imputa-

tion that they themselves are blood relatives of the chim-

panzee and the gorilla. Such a position is illogical, if

they only knew it, for if the proofs of evolution in the

anatomy of the lower animals are shown to be in accord

with the facts of their past history, then the much
stronger evidence in the anatomy of the higher animals

must mean the same thing in their case. But it is natural

enough, for the objections to evolution center around the

descent of man, and the average anti-evolutionist will

hardly see that his traditional view is endangered by

anything so remote as the humble mollusk.

The evolution of the horse, however, comes near

enough home to shake his confidence if he is opposed, or

to assure his belief if he is in favor of the theory of evolu-

tion. It is not the record in which we are most interested,

namely, that of the evolution of our own race. But it is

that of one of the most familiar domestic animals, the

changes in the structure of the skeleton are obvious and

the reasons for them easily understood, and the record

of the evolution of the race is a fairly complete one so far

as it goes.

The present distribution of the horse family, aside

from domestic horses, is limited to Africa and central

Asia. In the latest geological formations, however, of the

Pleistocene epoch, we find fossil remains of various spe-

cies of horse in all parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa,

North and South America. These species are all closely

related to the existing horses, one-toed, and with teeth

entirely similar to the modern species.

In the next preceding epoch, the Pliocene, we find fos-

sil horses both in the Old World and the New, and some

of them in the later part of the Pliocene of Europe are

also closely related to the modern horse and are placed

in the same genus, Equus. In the Lower Pliocene we find

three or more genera all evidently related to the horse

but of smaller size, with the side toes less reduced, com-

pletely formed in some species. In the Miocene there are

numerous species, all of them with the side toes com-

plete but small and slender, seldom reaching the ground.

They average about the size of a donkey, and their teeth

are shorter crowned than in the later horses. In the

Oligocene the horses are still smaller, averaging about

the size of a sheep, the side toes are less reduced so that

they reach the ground and help support the animal, and

the teeth are comparatively short crowned with simpler

pattern. In the Eocene the horses are still smaller, aver-

aging about the size of a terrier dog, their side toes are

quite large, and in the forefoot there is a fourth digit, so

that these are known as "four-toed horses." The teeth

are still shorter crowned and simpler in pattern.

These are merely the outstanding stages in a long suc-

cession of intermediate gradations that connect the

modern horse with the little four-toed Eohippus of the

Lower Eocene. Each gradation is found in its appropri-

ate geological stage, and not earlier or later. The

changes and gradations are seen just as clearly in every

bone of the skeleton as in the feet and teeth, and the

gradual evolution of the race is thus shown by direct and

overwhelming evidence. You may indeed, if you choose,

declare that each successive gradation was indepen-

dently created. Direct proof on that point is not at hand;

the genetic continuity rests upon inferential evidence.

But that the race as such evolved gradually, little by lit-

tle, through the millions of years of the Tertiary period,

is a matter of plain fact and record.

It is equally a matter of record that the now diverse

types of tapirs and rhinoceroses evolved gradually from

a common ancestral stock with the horses; and that all

the records of other races of mammals show them con-

verging backward in time toward a common stock. The

Eohippus is by no means as different from man as is the

modern horse and he is far closer in every detail of his

construction to the Eocene representatives of the group

to which man belongs (the Primates) than he is to man.

All other races of animals display the same convergence

toward a common ancestry in every detail of the teeth

and feet and skeleton.

The evolution thus shown as a fact of record in certain

portions of the history of various races which have been

preserved to us in the history of life, appears to be a sure

inference as applied to the whole, supported as it is by

the community of fundamental structure that prevails

through the whole living world, by the obvious adapta-

tion of each race to some particular habit of life, by the

proof that natural selection can and must operate to

bring about changes in the structure of the race in

adaptation to its habits. If we recognize that the records,

where they are preserved, show evolution to be a fact, we

cannot logically refuse to admit it in the undiscovered

portions of the record, upon the force of the immense

amount of inferential evidence in its favor, and, in con-

clusion, because it is the only real explanation of life, the

only one that rests upon natural law.
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SOCIAL EVOLUTION: A
PALAEONTOLOGIST'S VIEWPOIN

By W. D. MATTHEW

IN
a recent address a well-known newspaper editor is

quoted as saying: "To me the lack of proof of any

improvement of the human mind as far back as his-

tory goes is the most impressive proof of the creation of

the human mind, against the theory of evolution."

There is, however, another aspect of the human mind

in which I think there is very clear evidence of progress.

This is the moral or ethical as contrasted with the

intellecual side. Here, I think, one may see both in pre-

cept and in practice, a marked advance, a steady im-

provement, fairly continuous upon the whole, and

resulting in a notable contrast between the standards

that we see represented in the writings and actions of

early peoples, and those which prevail today. I use the

term "moral qualities" in its broadest sense to include

all those inhibitions and restraints, those actions and

thoughts which prefer the ultimate advantage of the in-

dividual to his present advantage, which sacrifice a

lesser individual benefit for the greater race benefit,

which tend to the development of social life and more

elaborate social organization.

"Apotheosis of Evolution," by E. Haeckel and G. Max

Consider the moral standards of the Old Testament

as compared with those of today. How would we regard

David, "the man after God's own heart"? An able war-

rior, no doubt, clever, active, well-meaning, magnetic, a

good fellow on the whole, but surely something of a

weak brother. How would he measure up with Wash-

ington, with Lincoln, with William Pitt? "The righteous

man sweareth an oath and keepeth it even though it be

to his own hindrance." Surely that is not so remarkable

in the modern righteous man as to call for special and

rather surprised commendation. "An eye for an eye and

a tooth for a tooth." Are these the ideals of our modern

treatment of criminals? Rather, one would say they are

the standards that prevail among the criminal classes

themselves.

Or, take the matter of self-control, of the regulation

and management of one's daily life and habits. How
many of the kings and leaders of olden time were able to

withstand prosperity, to refrain from indulgences that

shortened their own lives and ruined the prestige of

their dynasties in one or two generations? Does not the

whole of ancient history leave one with an impression of

gorging and feasting without regard for the morrow, of

snatching at the pleasures of the moment often at a ter-

rible future cost? Contrast with this the sober regularity

of the average civilized man of today, the diligence and

abstemiousness of most modern leaders, political or

financial. It is useless here to cite examples, but I cannot

but be impressed by a marked difference in averages.

Now all this is exactly what we should expect on the

Darwinian theory. Five thousand years, the most that

we can give to such historical records as bear upon the

present problem, is too short a time, if measured by the

recorded rate of progress in evolution, to produce any

perceptible change in the physical structure of man.

And his intellect, based as it is upon the physical struc-

ture and complexity of his brain, should show a simi-

larly slow rate of change. The specialist distinguishes

with difficulty between the skull of an extinct horse of

the early Pleistocene and that of its modern descendant.

Whether we estimate the length of the Pleistocene at

100,000 years or, as high modern authorities insist, at a

million or more, it is obvious that the evolutionary

change in this race during five thousand years would be

imperceptible. And this is equally true of any other race

of mammals of which we have a good evolutionary

record. By this measure one would not expect to see any

appreciable evolutionary change in the brain and intel-

lect of man since history began. On the contrary, if a

marked and obvious improvement in brain or other



physical characters had taken place during that time, it

would constitute an exceptional case of abnormally

rapid evolution, calling for explanation.

On the other hand, the moral qualities may be viewed

as partaking rather of the nature of fixed habits, view-

points, instincts, not directly correlated with the

complexity of the physical brain structure, and like

other instincts and habits, much more variable and

more rapidly modifiable than the physical structures of

the body and functions directly dependent upon them.

Natural selection will seize upon those variations

which are most useful for the individual or for the race,

and will accumulate them in proportion to the rate at

which they can be modified. Obviously the moral qual-

ities of man have for many centuries been at least as

important for his social advantage as any intellectual or

physical superiorities for his individual advantage. Be-

cause of their being more rapidly improvable, the prin-

cipal advance has been in these qualities. Indeed, I find

it difficult, as a palaeontologist, to look upon human his-

tory as other than a splendid record and display of the

operation of natural selection applied to races instead of

individuals, and resulting in social, not in individual,

evolution. This process of social evolution with its rapid

changes leading often to an astonishingly elaborate and

perfected organization, is by no means confined to man.

It is illustrated again and again, in various stages of its

development, throughout the animal kingdom. The

traces of its existence in extinct races are naturally ob-

scure and difficult to decipher; we are dependent upon

observation of living animal societies and inferences as

to the evolution of their habits.

From observation and comparison of such modern so-

cial communities, one may perhaps draw certain

conclusions as to the trend and limits of social evolution,

and apply them to the future of our own race.

(1) Marked tendency to a progressive uniformity

and fixity of type and habits. In the early stages of social

development one may observe a considerable flexibility

and individual initiative, a greater variation in the ac-

tion of the individual under given conditions. In the

more elaborated types of social life the individuals of

each class appear to think, act, and feel alike and to per-

form their respective duties in a more uniform and auto-

matic way.

(2) Although amazingly precise and elaborate social

relations are found among lower animals—insects

especially—yet the complexity of the community life

appears to be limited in many ways by the intelligence

of the individual. None of the higher animals has car-

ried social life to the extremes of precision and exact co-

ordination that we observe among the social insects; in

none of them is the individual so far sacrificed for the

benefit of the race. Yet the complexity of the social life

of the higher animals is in some respects greater—in

man it is far more complex.

The ultimate result of social evolution would seem to

be a precisely adjusted, uniformly acting organization,

working with the automatic accuracy of the complex

association of cells of which each individual is com-

posed. The degree of complexity which such an orga-

nization can attain before it reaches that precise adjust-

ment depends, as I see it, upon the intelligence of the

individual units which compose it.

If this be true, we must conclude that once such a fin-

ished social mechanism has been perfected, its further

progress must be relatively slow. While up to this stage

its evolution has depended upon the modifying and

perfecting of the moral or social instincts, henceforth it

must depend upon the far slower evolution of a higher

physical and intellectual type. From the short perspec-

tive of human history this phase of physical and intellec-

tual evolution is so slow as to be negligible. We may
fairly say that our present trend of social evolution will

tend to advance to a civilization far more complex, far

more precise in its adjustment, to continually more uni-

form group-types of individuals, not appreciably higher

in intellect but very much higher in morality; to elimi-

nate more and more completely the criminal, the idle,

the selfish individual, the unsocial of every type; and to

reach finally the goal of altruistic endeavor. This cannot

be reached, however, in a generation; such a mechanism

involves much higher standards of morality than now

exist in the average man, and requires also the elimina-

tion of all who fail to measure up to them. But that this

process is going on, and has been going on for some

thousands of years, I, who read history in the light of

palaeontology and evolution, cannot doubt. Nor have I

any doubt as to its ultimate outcome, regrettable in

some respects, desirable in many others, to the individ-

ual who, with growing social instincts, still retains some

of the flexibility and impatience of restraint and uni-

formity that are inherited from his remote forebears of

the wild tribes of primitive man. But what will be, will

be. We may try to read the future if we will; we cannot

alter it.
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THE EVOLUTION OF
HUMAN RACES

By henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN

FRANCE, from the close of the eighteenth century,

was the leader in Anthropology, the science of

man. In 1875, Armand de Quatrefages, professor

in the Museum of Natural History, Paris, delivered a

course of elementary lectures on "The Natural History

of Man" to audiences of working people in Vincennes.

These delightful lectures represent the pre-Darwinian

point of view and dwell with emphasis upon the unity of

human species and upon the intellectual, moral, and

spiritual distinctness of man.

In support of his opinion that all the greater and

lesser divisions of the human race belong to a single spe-

cies, namely. Homo sapiens, Quatrefages observes:

"Fertility is the law of union between animals belong-

ing to different races (mixed breeding)," whereas "in-

fertility is the law when animals of different species

unite (hybridization)." This argument is now known to

be invalid; we know that, both in nature and in experi-

ment, many distinct species and even distinct genera of

plants and animals occupying over-lapping geographic

areas interbreed freely and may leave a long series of

hybrid descendants, some of which are highly useful

both in plant culture and in animal culture.

If an unbiased zoologist were to descend upon the

earth from Mars and study the races of man with the

same impartiality as the races of fishes, birds, and

mammals, he would undoubtedly divide the existing

races of man into several genera and into a very large

number of species and subspecies.

There has been a profound change both in our knowl-

edge of facts and in our theories and conceptions since

the time of Linnaeus and even of Quatrefages, through

anatomical researches among the Asiatics and Afri-

cans. This is the recognition that the genus Homo is

subdivided into three absolutely distinct stocks, which

in zoology would be given the rank of species, if not of

genera, stocks popularly known as the Caucasian, the

Mongolian, and the Negroid:

Homo sapiens europaeus—North and south Eurasiatic stock,

wavy hair (cymotrichous) with intermediate cross section.

Broad- or long-headed. Tall to medium stature. (= Cauca-
sian.)

Homo sapiens asiaticus—Extreme East Asiatic stock.

Straight hair (lissotrichous) with round cross section. Broad-

headed. Medium to tali stature. (= Mongolian.)

Homo sapiens afer—African stock. Closely curled hair (ulot-

richous), flattened cross section. Narrow-headed. Short to tali

stature. (= Negroid.)

The spiritual, intellectual, moral, and physical char-

acters which separate these three great human stocks

are far more profound and ancient than those which di-

vide the Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean races. In

my opinion these three primary stocks diverged from

each other before the beginning of the Pleistocene or Ice

Age. The Negroid stock is even more ancient than the

Caucasian and Mongolian, as may be proved by an ex-

amination not only of the brain, of the hair, of the bodily

characters, such as the teeth, the genitalia, the sense or-

gans, but of the instincts, the intelligence. The standard

of intelligence of the average adult Negro is similar to

that of the eleven-year-old youth of the species Homo
sapiens. The wisdom teeth of the Negro are erupted at

the age of thirteen; the wisdom teeth of Homo sapiens

are erupted between the ages of twenty-one and thirty,

if at all. The young Negress may produce her offspring

at the age of eleven; the early maturing Hindoo woman
of Caucasian stock may produce offspring at the age of

twelve. Hundreds of other differences might be cited.

This is not said in disparagement of the Negroid race,

which displays many noble qualities of spiritual and

moral character, as observed by sympathetic and un-

prejudiced travelers like Herbert Ward, whose sculp-

ture has also revealed the superb physical development

of the native Negro.

The Mongolian is somewhat less profoundly different

from the Caucasian than is the Negro. The intelligence

and morale of the Mongolian may fully reach the high

Caucasian level, as shown in great periods of Chinese

history, but his physical development seldom equals

that of either the Negroid or the Caucasian, which give

rise to the tallest races in the world.

The hair happens to be one of the most conspicuously

distinctive and constant features of these three species

of man. Skin color is less uniformly distinctive. The

Mongolians are yellow to dark brown or bronzed in skin

color. The Negroids are generally dark brown to full

black. The Caucasians are extremely fair-skinned in the

North, light-brown-skinned in the South, very dark-

brown-skinned in subtropical Polynesian hybrid

branches, like the Hawaiians.

Each of these human species interbreeds with the

other and produces a great variety of half and quarter

breeds. Thus inter-fertility is not a bar to specific dis-

tinction or even to generic distinction in mammals. In

the family of Bovidae, for a parallel, several genera and

species freely interbreed, e.g., our domestic cattle {Bos

taurus) and the bison {Bison americanus).
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THE LOCH NESS "MONSTER"
By WILLIAM K. GREGORY

Two "monsters" in a single loch. A sinful waste of native talent!

ON a recent trip to the north of Scotland I stopped

off for a while at Inverness, which is the home
port of the "Loch Ness monster." Inverness is

as romantic and beautiful as only a Scotch city can be,

with its castle and kirk and verdant hills. A swift-flow-

ing stream carries the clear waters of the long, narrow

Loch Ness northeastward to the Moray Firth. So I

stood thoughtfully on the suspension bridge underneath

which the Loch Ness monster must have passed if it

came in from the North Sea. At that time the water was

pretty low, but in time of flood a good-sized seal or even

a killer whale might easily have passed up into the Loch

in pursuit of salmon.

The latest "photographs" of the "monster" look like

the dorsal fin of a killer whale.

One hesitates to contradict twenty million Scotch-

men, especially on their home grounds, but I noted for

future use that "Nessum monstrusum," as the animal

has been facetiously named, must be a creature of pro-

tean form and varying proportions. In a guidebook to

Loch Ness it is described and figured as an overgrown

edition of the Japanese "giant salamander," which is a

four-foot mud puppy with a head that has been flat-

tened as if under the foot of a behemoth. Another vera-

cious artist, however, represents the head as long and

narrow, but with a giraffe-like tongue. Unfortunately,

the lower jaw is not articulated at the posterior end. A
third depicts the monster as emerging from the Loch

and looking like a feeble libel on Charles R. Knight's

well known restoration of Allosaurus. A fourth imagi-

native genius has produced a masterpiece by combining

the features of several reptiles and mammals with the

back fins of a teleost fish. But nothing but the corpus

delicti satisfies the relentless scientist.

The fair city of Inverness teems with souvenirs of its

beloved monster: postcards ad lib. in the Scotch equiv-

alent of the "Five and Ten," little bronze monsters in

the jewellers' shops, wooden monsters for the bairns to

ride upon, and rubber monsters to take in bathing in the

already chill waters of the Loch. And the silver tide of

tourists still runs high. Surely the good beast is the

greatest benefactor of his country since Sir Walter

Scott. But why pick on Scotland for this innocent and

profitable amusement? Many a country could show

worse pastimes in the present period of world history.

The Luch Ness monster has never been found and no

one yet knows whether it is real or a hoax.



This obliging beast shows off his mammalian face and hind feet combined with reptilian scales and tail

'Sic 'em. Rover"
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The April sun moves out of the constellation Pisces into

Aries on the 1 9th, and into Taurus in mid-May. Note that the sun was in

Pisces when it passed the vernal equinox, even though that point along

the sun's path also bears the name "First Point of Aries," reflecting the

position of the vernal equinox 4,000 years ago.

The moon is just past full on April 1 (no fooling!), reaches last-quar-

ter on the 8th, new on the 14th, first-quarter on the 21st, and full again

on the 30th. Last-quarter occurs again on May 7, new moonon the 14th.

Perigee moon (nearest the earth) is on April 14 and May 12, apogee

(farthest from the earth) on April 26 and May 24. The perigee of April

14 will enhance the spring tide produced by the new moon some twenty-

one hours later.

Stars and Planets If you haven't met Venus yet, do so at once while it

still has some of its best nights ahead. Look into the west any clear

evening after sundown, and the brilliant planet will be high in the sky.

Hearing its brightest in early May. It passes the Pleiades and Hyades (in

Taurus) in early April, and the moon moves south of it on April 17 and

18 and May 16.

The sky around Leo, where Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn frolic near

Regulus, is also worth getting to know early this month. After dark, Leo

and the planets are in the east, opposite Venus, but they remain visible

all night, disappearing in the west near dawn. The three planets reverse

directions in April and May. Mars passes close to and above Regulus

and Jupiter within less than a week in those months and Saturn in mid-

June. Mars remains exceptionally close to Jupiter and Regulus through-

out the two months, although dimming as it moves away from the earth,

and the three are highlighted by the moon on April 23 and May 21. The
moon covers Jupiter and Saturn (also the planet Mercury and the bright

stars Regulus and Aldebaran) repeatedly in April and May, but the

occultations will not be readily visible from the United States.

April 2: Mercury, at greatest westerly elongation, is a poor morning

star.

April 5: Venus, at its greatest distance to the left (east) of the sun, is

an excellent evening star. It will be spectacular for the next six weeks.

April 7: Mars ends its retrograde (westerly) movement, turns back

east toward Regulus and Jupiter.

April 17-18: The moon is close to Aldebaran and Venus these nights.

April 21-22: The Lyrid meteors (15 per hour) reach maximum.
April 23-24: The moon passes Mars, Regulus, and Jupiter within

four hours, after midnight.

April 25-26: The moon is very near Saturn tonight. Jupiter, ending its

retrograde movement, turns around to move away from Regulus and to-

ward Saturn.

April 27: Communities using daylight time shift clocks ahead.

April 29-May 4: Mars moves past Regulus on the 29th, Jupiter on the

4th. The Eta Aquarid shower (20 meteors per hour, but swift and often

bright) reaches maximum on the 4th.

May 8: Venus is at greatest brilliancy in the evening sky.

May 13: Mercury, in superior conjunction, becomes an evening star.

May 15-16: The moon again passes close to Aldebaran and Venus

(more distant). A daytime occultation of Aldebaran occurs over North

America about 9:00 a.m., EST, on the 15th.

'A'Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the ho-

rizon. The map is for 1 1:15 P M on April 1; 10:20 P.M on April 15; 9:20 P.M. on

April 30; and 8:25 P.M on May 1 5; but it can also be used for an hour before and

after those times.
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Sky Reporter by J. Derral Mulholland

The Chandler Wobble
Small aberrations in the motion of the earth 's axis

may be associated with other terrestrial phenomena

When Galileo Galilei, speaking of

the earth, is supposed to have said

"and still it moves,"" he could not have

imagined how complicated are the

ways in which the planet does in fact

move. He was convinced by the Coper-

nican theory that we are in orbit around

the sun. Maybe he realized that the

slow motion of the equinox through the

constellations is caused by a motion of

the earth's axis relative to the stars. But

our planet, tugged at by forces from its

neighbors and fiawed by its own imper-

fections, also moves in less obvious

ways. It wobbles on its axis and pul-

sates with the tides; it slows down,
then speeds up, only to slow down
again. The study of these small internal

motions of the planet is now called

geodynamics, and it forms a major ele-

ment in our national scientific research

program.

Geodynamics was born in 1891 with

the discovery that the earth's crust slips

around with respect to the rotation

axis. The North and South Poles move
around the axis, so this is called the

polar motion. The area covered by this

wandering is only about thirty feet in

diameter, barely the size of a motel

swimming pool, but it may be related

to large-scale earthquake activity, tec-

tonic motions, variations in atmos-

pheric circulation, and possibly to cli-

matic changes. The first step toward

understanding those speculative corre-

lations, which, in turn, may provide a

possible basis for predictive theories,

is to find out by observation what the

earth is actually doing. Until now, the

earth has frustrated the theorists.

The linkages will seem less mysteri-

ous if we first know the background of

the discovery of the polar motion. The
story is of sociological as well as geo-

dynamic interest because it pitted an

untrained amateur scientist against

contemporary scientific leaders, and

the amateur won. He won because he

didn't know enough to make the wrong
assumptions.

Perhaps the first person to realize

that a polar motion should exist was
Leonhard Euler, the eighteenth-cen-

tury Swiss mathematician who devel-

oped the theory of rotating bodies. Sci-

entists already knew that the earth is

not a sphere, but is slightly squashed

at the poles. The distance from North

to South Pole through the earth's center

is about fifteen miles shorter than the

diameter of the equator. Because of

this, the earth spins like a child's otf-

center top. The top spins but if it is not

vertical, the spin axis wobbles. This

wobble is called a precession if it is

very slow or a nutation if it is faster.

The earth's spin axis precesses with a

period of twenty-six thousand years,

which we see as the motion of the

equinox through the constellations of

the zodiac. Euler predicted that, in ad-

dition, the axis should rotate with re-

spect to the solid earth, by a very small

and unpredictable amplitude, with a

period of ten months.

We like to think of the earth as solid,

as terra firma. The sheer solidity of the

ground under our feet has been a com-
fort to untold generations of humans
who have ventured onto the sea or into

the sky. But solidity is an ambiguous

idea. In high-school chemistry, we
learn that a "solid" is something that

"keeps its shape." Since our intuition

of "shape" is largely formed by the

abstract idealizations of Greek geome-
try, our understanding of solidity is

often confused with the idea of "rigid-

ity."" In our intuitions, the lumpy
spheroid that is our earth is transmuted

into a sphere. To say that a sphere

keeps its shape means that it is always

a sphere—rigid, unchanging through

the ages.

We know, of course, that this does

not describe the real earth. On the most

trivial of levels, the ocean tides ebb and

flow twice a day . More seriously , a few

years back, those living near San Fer-

nando, California, saw the San Gabriel

Mountains rise four feet within a few

minutes. The view from California's

Owens Valley provides spectacular ev-

idence of crustal motions, with more
than 3,000 feet of uplift in a single

epoch. The earth is not rigid.

Still, one has difficulty imagining

that its nonrigidity is very important.

Aren"t the tides just surface phenom-
ena, involving only a little bit of water?

Surely, even massive earthquakes

move only small pieces of the earth.

The force of intuition is so strong that

scientists, too, are prone to think this

way. For them, there is an even
stronger incentive—the mathematics is

much simpler for a rigid body.

Euler predicted that the axis of the

"rigid earth" should move in a small

circle around the geographic pole, with

a period of ten months. This would
cause the apparent latitude of all places

on earth to change, also with a ten-

month period. In principle, this circu-

lar movement would be found by

measuring the positions of stars in the

sky. The amplitude of the motion was
too small to be found with the astro-

nomical techniques of Euler's time,

but in the nineteenth century Lord Kel-

vin, the British mathematician and

physicist, revived the idea. Noting that

telescopes were much improved, he

urged observers and theorists to look

for the latitude variations. A specific

request in the late 1870s to the dean of

American astronomy, Simon New-
comb, produced no more success than

previous astronomers had had. The

problem was that although everyone

knew exactly what was being looked

for—the amplitude of Euler's pre-

dicted ten-month variation in the

earth's axis—no progress was possible

because the prediction was wrong.

The first breakthrough came from a

study totally unrelated to polar motion.

A study of stellar aberration, that is,

the apparent changes in star positions

due to the finite speed of light, con-

cluded that the observations were con-

taminated by a latitude variation in the
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site of the telescope. The period of the

unknown effect was uncertain, but it

was more like a year than ten months.

It was left for an amateur astronomer

and mathematician—in private life a

prosperous New England merchant

—

to crack the puzzle. Seth C. Chandler

probably didn't know enough theory to

make the usual mistake. He announced
in 1891 that Euler's variation was real,

but the period was fourteen months in-

stead of ten. This created a furor. As
happens even in our day, the theorists

were unwilling to believe an observa-

tion unless they knew a good theoret-

ical reason for it. They were quick to

claim that Chandler's analysis must be

faulty or that his observations were

bad. They could not imagine that

Euler's theory was so wrong.

Nevertheless, the observations and

the analysis withstood all attempts to

bring them down. Finally, Newcomb
found the answer—the earth is not

rigid. Euler's theory was not wrong, it

just didn't apply to the real earth.

Chandler's result was the first observa-

tional evidence of the earth's flexi-

bility, and Newcomb's qualitative ex-

planation is still the simplest known.
The speed of a spinning body is con-

trolled by its distribution of mass in

such a way that—in the absence of fric-

tion—the spin energy remains con-

stant. Every figure skater knows that

spin varies and can be speeded up or

slowed down as the arms are moved
toward or away from the body. New-
comb reasoned that the same principle

applies to the earth. If the earth were

rigid, there would be no latitude move-
ment, despite the enormous centripetal

effects of the equator whirling around

at 1,000 miles per hour. Because the

earth is flexible, however, the centrip-

etal "force" is not completely bal-

anced by the internal strength until

there is an elastic deformation, that is,

an increase in the size of the equatorial

bulge. This permits some of the mass
to move outward. Not only does this

slow the earth, like the skater, but it

also slows the motion predicted by

Euler. We know now that a flexible

earth without oceans would show a

polar motion with a period of approxi-

mately thirteen months. The sloshing

around of the oceans lengthens this to

fourteen months, Chandler's period.

To distinguish this motion of the real,

elastic earth from the theoretical mo-
tion, it is called the Chandler motion,

or the Chandler wobble.

Actually, Newcomb's explanation

only provided a cure for faulty intui-
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tion; it does nothing to explain what

really happens inside the earth to pro-

duce the Chandler wobble. We still

don't know. Some theorists believe

that there is convection in the earth's

core; others are just as convinced that

seismic activity drives the wobble.

It is difficult to imagine how convec-

tion could produce enough mass dis-

placement to produce the observed

polar motion, and this is not a very

widely accepted theory. Many more
experts consider that the seismic con-

nection is more likely. We are begin-

ning to realize that very massive earth-

quakes, especially those in tectonic

subduction zones such as the fabled

"ring of fire" of the Pacific Basin, in-

volve much more displacement of

mass than had been previously sup-

posed. This displacement is a possible

source of the wobble, equivalent to the

motions of the ice-skater's arms. Some
correlations between known earth-

quakes and observed polar motion

have been claimed, but the evidence is

not ironclad.

Chandler's discovery, once it was
accepted as real, meant that theory was
no guide to the behavior of the earth.

Concerted and frequent observations

were necessary to determine the true

character of the Chandler wobble. It

was still supposed, however, that the

real wobble was just as simple as

Euler's theoretical motion, so a short

observing campaign should suffice.

The International Latitude Service

(ILS) was established in 1899 for that

purpose, with five observatories spread

around the world on the same circle of

latitude.

Alas, reality is always more compli-

cated than we imagine. The movement
of the poles does not simply follow a

neat circle with the Chandler period of

fourteen months. The observed path

looks rather like that of a drunken turtle

on a racetrack, and the period is not a

simple fourteen months. Certainly, the

Chandler fourteen-month period is the

most important movement, but there

are also annual, semiannual, and ran-

dom components. The "short" ILS
operation is therefore being continued,

nearly ninety years after its start, in a

greatly expanded program called the

International Polar Motion Service.

We now know that the total polar

motion is produced by a combination
of causes—the Chandler wobble and
seasonal variations. Only the Chandler
wobble, the fourteen-month part of the

motion, is the result of shifts of interior

mass, whatever their cause. The sea-
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sonal (annual and semiannual) changes

in the earth's motion are the result of

impulses imparted to the planet by

large-scale atmospheric movements
and other seasonal mass transport,

such as snow accumulation and vegeta-

tion. Significant events of either kind

should produce abrupt changes in the

size of the wobble.

The cause of the Chandler wobble is

still uncertain, but the seasonal vari-

ations in the speed and direction of the

earth's rotation can be completely ex-

plained as effects of the weather.

Leaving its causes aside, does the

polar motion have any effect of impor-

tance? Certainly, the original, practi-

cal interest arose because astronomers

and navigators need to know where the

earth is in space in order to interpret

their observations correctly. More re-

cently, meteorologists have raised a

more intriguing idea about the polar

motion. About forty years ago a Japa-

nese scientist suggested that the Chan-

dler wobble causes changes in the glo-

bal climate. He and a few others have

continued to investigate this, and the

American meteorologist Reid A. Bry-

son believes that he has found a near-

perfect correlation between the polar

motion and abnormally heavy rainfall

in a particular region of India. While

there is no evidence that the correlation

is other than accidental or that the de-

gree of wetness in Poona has any con-

nection with worldwide climate ef-

fects, still, a possible correlation re-

mains an interesting idea for those who
worry about world food supplies.

The Chandler wobble is so small and

obscure that few of us are ever aware

of it, yet, although the subject is con-

troversial, a few specialists believe it

might come to play an important role

in the prediction of earthquakes and

drought. All one has to do, it is pre-

sumed, is measure how the latitudes of

places change. If only that were as eas-

ily done as said. One cannot observe

the Chandler motion or the seasonal

variations in polar motion. We can,

however, observe the total polar mo-

tion. Decoding those observations to

decide which part is Chandlerian,

which part seasonal, and which part

observational error is a ticklish busi-

ness. At present, specialists do not

even agree on whether there is only one

Chandler period or two, separated by

a few days. Most investigators assume

that the annual effect of the atmosphere

is of constant magnitude, but a former

director of the U.S. Naval Observatory

Time Service, one of our monitoring
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agencies, now claims that even this is

not true. The only way in which these

problems can be resolved is through

more accurate observations.

Nearly a century ago, a major con-

certed effort in geodynamics was
begun with the founding of the Interna-

tional Latitude Service. Today, the

space program and radioastronomy

provide new ways to determine the

polar motion with much higher accu-

racy. We don't yet know the details of

the inside of the earth, but geodynam-
ics provides the best promise for

gaining more understanding. Astron-

omy began with the need to predict the

seasons for planting and harvesting, re-

lated to the grossest motions of the

earth. The need for disaster avoid-

ance—navigational, seismic, and agri-

cultural—is now spurring our quest for

a deeper knowledge of the structure of

our earth, through space-age observa-

tion of the tiny details of those mo-
tions.

J. Derral Mulholland, who has ad-

vanced degrees in celestial mechanics

and astronomy, is research scientist in

the McDonald Observatory of the

University of Texas at Austin.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Dr. Down's Syndrome
The term he coined for tnsomy-21 is defamatory,
misleading, inaccurate, and dead wrong on all counts

Meiosis represents one of the great

triumphs of good engineering in biol-

ogy. Unless eggs and sperm contain

precisely half the genetic information

of normal body cells, sexual reproduc-

tion cannot work. This halving, or "re-

duction division," occurs during

meiosis when the chromosomes line up
in pairs and pull apart, one member of

each pair moving to each of the sex

cells. The union of two halves by fertil-

ization restores the full amount of ge-

netic information, while the mixing of

genes from two parents in each off-

spring also supplies the variability that

Darwinian processes require. Our ad-

miration for the precision of meiosis

can only increase when we learn that

cells of some ferns contain more than

600 pairs of chromosomes and that, in

most cases, meiosis splits each pair

without error.

Yet organic machines are no more
infallible than their industrial counter-

parts. Errors in splitting often occur.

On rare occasions, such errors are har-

bingers of new evolutionary directions.

In most cases, they simply lead to mis-

fortune for any offspring generated

from such a defective egg or sperm.

In the most common of meiotic er-

rors, called nondisjunction, the chro-

mosomes fail to split. Both members of

the pair go to one sex cell, while the

other comes up one chromosome short.

Offspring formed from the union of a

normal sex cell with one containing an

extra chromosome by nondisjunction

will carry three copies of that chromo-
some in each cell, instead of two. This

anomaly is called a trisomy.

In humans, the twenty-first chromo-

some suffers nondisjunction at a re-

markably high frequency. About 1 in

600 to 1 in 1 ,000 newborn babies carry

an extra twenty-first chromosome, a

condition technically known as tri-

somy-! 1. These unfortunate children

suffer mild to severe mental retarda-

tion and usually die at a young age

(average life expectancy is about six-

teen years). They exhibit, in addition,

a suite of distinctive features, includ-

ing short, broad hands; a narrow, high

palate; rounded face and broad head; a

small nose with a flattened bridge; and

a thick and furrowed tongue.

The frequency of trisomy-21 rises

sharply with increasing maternal age.

We know very little about the causes

of trisomy-21; indeed, its chromo-

somal basis was not discovered until

1959. We have no idea why it occurs so

often and why other chromosomes are

not nearly so subject to nondisjunc-

tion. We have no clue as to why an ex-

tra twenty-first chromosome should

yield the highly specific set of abnor-

malities associated with trisomy-21.

But at least it can be identified in utero

by counting the chromosomes of fetal

cells, thus providing an option for early

abortion.

If this discussion strikes you as fa-

miliar, but lacking in one respect, I

have indeed left something out. The
common designation for trisomy-21 is

Mongolian idiocy. Mongolism, or

Down's syndrome. We have all seen

children with Down's syndrome, and I

feel certain that I have not been alone

in wondering why the condition was
ever designated Mongolian idiocy.

Children with Down's syndrome can

be recognized immediately, but (as my
previous list demonstrates) their defin-

ing traits do not suggest anything Ori-

ental.

Some, to be sure, have a small but

perceptible epicanthic fold, the char-

acteristic feature of an Oriental eye,

and some have slightly yellowish skin.

These minor and inconstant features

led Dr. John Langdon Haydon Down
to compare them with Orientals when
he described the syndrome in 1866.

But there is far more to the story of

Down's designation than a few occa-

sional, misleading, and superficial

similarities; it embodies an interesting

tale in the history of scientific racism.

Few people who use the term are

aware that both words, Mongolian and
idiot, had technical meanings for

Down that were rooted in the prevail-

ing cultural prejudice, not yet extinct,

for ranking people on unilinear scales

with the ranker's group on top. Idiot

once referred to the lowest grade in a

threefold classification of mental defi-

ciency. Idiots could never master

spoken language; imbeciles, a grade

above, could learn to speak but not to

write. The third level, the slightly "fee-

ble-minded," engendered considerable

terminological controversy.

In America, most clinicians adopted

H.H. Goddard's term, "moron," from

a Greek word meaning foolish. Moron
is a technical term of this century, not

an ancient designation, despite the

length of metaphorical whiskers on

those terrible, old moron jokes. God-
dard, one of three major architects for

the rigidly hereditarian interpretation

of IQ tests, believed that his unilinear

classification of mental worth could be

simply extended above the level of mo-
rons to a natural ranking of human
races and nationalities, with southern

and eastern European immigrants on

the bottom (still, on average, at moron
grade), and established American
WASPs on top. (Goddard instituted

IQ tests for immigrants upon their ar-

rival at Ellis Island. He proclaimed

more than 80 percent of them feeble-

minded and urged their return.)

Down was medical superintendant

of the Earlswood Asylum for Idiots in

Surrey, England, when he published

his "Observations on an ethnic classifi-

cation of idiots" in the London Hospi-

tal Reports for 1866. In a mere three

pages, he managed to describe Cauca-

sian "idiots" that reminded him of Af-

rican, Malay, American Indian, and
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Oriental peoples. Of these fanciful

comparisons, only the "idiots who ar-

range themselves around the Mongo-
lian type" survived in the literature as

a technical designation. (I thank Dr.

Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban of Rhode Is-

land College for calling this story to

my attention, sending me a copy of

Down's obscure paper, and generally

sharing her thoughts with me.)

Anyone who reads Down's paper

without a knowledge of its theoretical

context will greatly underestimate its

pervasive and serious purpose. From
our perspective, it represents a set of

flaky, superficial, almost whimsical

analogies presented by a prejudiced

man. In his time, however, it embodied

a deadly earnest attempt to construct a

general, causal classification of mental

deficiency based upon the best biologi-

cal theory (and the pervasive racism)

of the age.

Down played for stakes higher than

the identification of some curious

noncausal analogies. Of previous at-

tempts to classify mental defect, he

complained:

Those who have given any attention to con-

genital mental lesions must have been fre-

quently puzzled how to arrange, in any sat-

isfactory way. the different classes of this

defect which have come under their obser-

vation. Nor will the difficulty be lessened

by an appeal to what has been written on

the subject. The systems of classification

are generally so vague and artificial, that,

not only do they assist but feebly, in any
mental arrangement of the phenomena
which are presented, but they fail com-
pletely in exerting any practical influence

on the subject.

In Down's day. the theory of reca-

pitulation embodied a biologist's best

guide for the organization of life into

sequences of higher and lower forms.

(Both the theory and "ladder ap-

proach" to classification that it en-

couraged are, or should be. defunct to-

day. See my book Ontogeny and
Phylogeny. Harvard University Press.

1977.) This theory, often expressed by

the mouthful "ontogeny recapitulates

phylogeny," held that higher animals,

in their embryonic development, pass

through a series of stages representing,

in proper sequence, the adult forms of

ancestral, lower creatures. Thus, the

human embryo first develops gill slits,

like a fish; later a three-chambered

heart, like a reptile; still later a mam-
malian tail. Recapitulation provided a

convenient focus for the pervasive rac-

ism of white scientists: they looked to

the activities of their own children for

comparison with normal, adult behav-

ior in lower races.

As a working procedure, recapitu-

lationists attempted to identify what
Louis Agassiz had called the "three-

fold parallelism" of paleontology,

comparative anatomy, and embry-
ology—that is. actual ancestors in the

fossil record, living representatives of

primitive forms, and embryonic or

\outhful stages in the grow th of higher

animals. In the racist tradition for

studying humans, the threefold par-

allel meant fossil ancestors (not yet

discovered), "savages" (adult mem-
bers of lower races), and white chil-

dren.

But many recapitulationists advo-

cated the addition of a fourth par-

allel—certain kinds of abnormal
adults within superior races. They at-

tributed many anomalies of form or

behavior either to "throwbacks" or

"arrests of development." Throw-
backs, or atavisms, represent the spon-

taneous reappearance in adults of an-

cestral features that had disappeared

in advanced lineages. For example,

Cesare Lombroso, the founder of

"criminal anthropology," believed

that many lawbreakers acted by bio-

logical compulsion because a brutish

past lived again in them. He sought to

identify "born criminals" by "stig-

mata'' of apish morphology—receding

forehead, prominent chin, long arms.

Arrests of development represent

the anomalous translation into adult-

hood of features that arise normally in

fetal life but should be modified or re-

placed by something more advanced or

complicated. Under the theory of reca-

pitulation, these normal traits of fetal

life are the adult stages of more primi-

tive forms. If Caucasians suffer devel-

opmental arrest, they may be born at a

lower stage of human life—that is,

they may revert to the characteristic

forms of lower races. We now have a

fourfold parallel: human fossil, normal

adult of lower races, white children,

and unfortunate white adults afflicted

with atavisms or arrests of develop-

ment. It is in this context that Down
had his flash of fallacious insight:

some Caucasian idiots must represent

arrests of development and owe their

mental deficiency to a retention of

traits and abilities that would be

judged normal in adults of lower races.

Therefore, Down scrutinized his

charges for features of lower races,

just as, twenty years later, Lombroso
would measure the bodies of criminals

for signs of apish morphology. Seek,
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with enough conviction aforethought,

and ye shall find. Down described his

search with obvious excitement: he

had, or so he thought, established a

natural and causal classification of

mental deficiency. "I have," he wrote,

"for some time had my attention di-

rected to the possibility of making a

classification of the feeble-minded, by

arranging them around various ethnic

standards—in other words, framing a

natural system." The more serious the

deficiency, the more profound the ar-

rest of development, the lower the race

represented.

He found "several well-marked ex-

amples of the Ethiopian variety" and

described their "prominent eyes,"

"pufffy lips," and "woolly hair ... al-

though not always black." They are,

he wrote, "specimens of white negroes,

although of European descent." Next

he described other idiots "that arrange

themselves around the Malay vari-

ety," and still others "who with short-

ened foreheads, prominent cheeks,

deep-set eyes, and slightly apish nose"

represent those people who "originally

inhabited the American continent."

Finally, mounting the scale of races,

he came to the rung below Caucasian,

"the great Mongolian family." "A
very large number of congenital id-

iots," he continued, "are typical Mon-
gols. So marked is this, that when
placed side by side, it is difficult to be-

lieve that the specimens compared are

not children of the same parents."

Down then proceeded to describe, with

fair accuracy and little indication of

Oriental features (beyond a "slight

dirty yellowish tinge" to the skin), a

boy afflicted with what we now recog-

nize as trisomy-21, or Down's syn-

drome.

Down did not confine his description

to supposed anatomical resemblances

between Oriental people and "Mongo-
lian idiots." He also pointed to the be-

havior of the afflicted children: "They
have considerable power of imitation,

even bordering on being mimics."

Some familiarity with the literature of

nineteenth-century racism is required

to read between these lines. The so-

phistication and complexity of Orien-

tal culture proved embarrassing to

Caucasian racists, especially since the

highest refinements of Chinese society

had arisen when European culture still

wallowed in barbarism. (As Benjamin

Disraeli said, responding to an anti-

Semitic taunt: "Yes, I am a Jew, and

when the ancestors of the right honor-

able gentleman were brutal savages

. . . mine were priests in the temple of

Solomon.") Caucasians solved this di-

lemma by admitting the intellectual

power of Orientals, but attributing it

to their facility for imitative copying,

rather than to innovative genius.

Down concluded his description of a

child with trisomy-21 by attributing

the condition to developmental arrest

(due, Down thought, to the tubercular

condition of his parents): "The boy's

aspect is such that it is difficult to real-

ize that he is the child of Europeans,

but so frequently are these characters

presented, that there can be no doubt

that these ethnic features are the re-

sult of degeneration."

By the standards of his time, Down
was something of a racial "liberal."

He argued that all people had de-

scended from the same stock and could

be united into a single family, with

gradation by status to be sure. He used

his ethnic classification of idiots to

combat the claim of some scientists

that lower races represented separate

acts of creation and could not "im-

prove" toward whiteness. He wrote:

If these great racial divisions are fixed and

definite, how comes it that disease is able

to break down the barrier, and to simulate

so closely the features of the members of

another division. I cannot but think that

the observations which I have recorded, are

indications that the differences in the races

are not specific but variable. These exam-

ples of the result of degeneracy among
mankind, appear to me to furnish some ar-

guments in favor of the unity of the human
species.

Down's general theory of mental de-

ficiency enjoyed some popularity but

never swept the field. Yet his name for

one specific anomaly, Mongolian idi-

ocy (sometimes softened to Mongol-

ism) stuck long after most physicians

forgot why Down had coined the term.

Down's own son rejected his father's

comparison of Orientals with children

afflicted with trisomy-21, although he

defended both the low status of Orien-

tals and the general theory linking

mental deficiency with evolutionary

reversion:

It would appear that the characteristics

which at first sight strikingly suggest Mon-
golian features and build are accidental

and superficial, being constantly associ-

ated, as they are, with other features which

are in no way characteristic of that race,

and if this is a case of reversion it must be

reversion to a type even further back than

the Mongol stock, from which some ethnol-

ogists believe all the various races of men
have sprung.

Down's theory for trisomy-21 lost its

rationale—even within Down's invalid

racist system—when physicians de-

tected it both in Orientals themselves

and in races lower than Oriental by

Down's classification. (One physician

referred to "Mongol Mongolians" but

that clumsy perseveration never took

hold.) The condition could scarcely be

due to degeneration if it represented

the normal state of a higher race. We
now know that a similar set of features

occurs in some chimpanzees who carry

an extra chromosome probably ho-

mologous with the twenty-first of

humans.
With Down's theory disproved,

what should become of his term? A
few years ago. Sir Peter Medawar and

a group of Oriental scientists per-

suaded several British publications to

substitute Down's syndrome for Mon-
golian idiocy and Mongolism. I detect

a similar trend in this country, al-

though Mongolism is still commonly
used. Some people may complain that

efforts to change the name represent

yet another misguided attempt by

fuzzy-minded liberals to muck around

with accepted usage by introducing so-

cial concerns into realms where they

don't belong. Indeed, I do not believe

in capricious alteration of established

names. I suffer extreme discomfort ev-

ery time I sing in Bach's Saint Mat-
thew Passion and must, as an angry

member of the Jewish crowd, shout out

the passage that served for centuries as

an "official" justification for anti-

Semitism: Sein Blut komme iiber uns

und unsere Kinder ("His blood be

upon us and upon our children"). Yet,

as he to whom the passage refers said

in another context, I would not change

"one jot or one tittle" of Bach's text.

But scientific names are not literary

monuments. Mongolian idiocy is not

only defamatory. It is misleading, in-

accurate, and dead wrong on all

counts. We no longer classify mental

deficiency as a unilinear sequence.

Children with Down's syndrome do

not resemble Orientals to any great ex-

tent, if at all. And, most important, the

name only has meaning in the context

of Down's discredited theory of racial

reversion as the cause of mental defi-

ciency. If we must honor the good doc-

tor, then let his name stand as a desig-

nation for trisomy-21—Down's syn-

drome.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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"I wanted to design a camera that takes
photographs no othercamera can.

Such was the challenge that

Maitani, the celebrated Olympus

camera designer, set for himself.

If he had listened to con-

ventional wisdom, he would have

folded up his drawing board and

gone home promptly at five.

instead, Maitani persisted.

And created the Olympus OM-2.

The fully automatic Olympus

OM-2 is the only camera that

measures the light c/ur/ng exposure.

Because two sensors read the

light that reflects off the film surface

the instant the shutter opens.

So the shutter may stay open

for up to two minutes as the camera

adjusts for changes in light and

ie OM-2 also embodies all

i/mous SLRs are justly famous

automatically closes at the precise

moment perfect exposure has been

achieved. No other camera can do it.

camera with a bright viewfinder and

well-proportioned controls.

And that's just the beginning.

You can snap on a five-frame-per-

second motor drive, or a winder, or

a 1,000mm lens, or any of 300 plus

components from the stellar

Olympus OM system.

The Olympus OM-2 is what

happens when a brilliant designer

sets his sights on the impossible.

To create what's possibly the

world's ultimate camera.

For information write Olympus,

OL/MPUS OM-2



At the American Museum

Aura of Feathers
by Phyllis Rabineau

Feathers have provided a medium
for artists in all parts of the globe over

thousands of years. Some featherwork,

regarded as wealth because of its

beauty, fragility, and scarcity, is asso-

ciated with high social status. Other

objects embody the symbolic connec-

tion of feathers and birds with spiritual

powers.

An intricate relationship between

wealth, status, and spiritual belief is

known from traditional Hawaiian cul-

ture, where feather costuming was

among the most valued possessions of

aristocratic chiefs. The feathers were

taken from tiny birds, members of sev-

eral species of honey creeper. They
were gathered by professional hunters,

who trapped the birds, plucked them,

and attempted to release them un-

harmed. Often only a few feathers

were taken from each bird, and their

consequent scarcity added to their

value. Areas of the islands where these

birds lived paid their state taxes in the

form of feathers.

The plumage was not merely

wealth, however; it was believed to be

highly charged with spiritual power, or

Feather Arts: Beauty, Wealth, and

Spirit from Five Continents, an exhibit

of more than 250 feather artifacts, will

be on display at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History from April

18 through August 31.

/nana, and handling it subjected peo-

ple to potentially dangerous inter-

actions with this power. Only individ-

uals who themselves had great mana.

men of high social status, could safely

work in feather arts. This work had to

be accompanied by religious observ-

ances, and the designs on completed

pieces were believed to result from

spiritual inspirations. High-ranking

women could clean and sort feathers

and make their own feather necklaces

or headbands, called leis. But only

aristocratic men could fashion the

most valuable objects, such as helmets,

cloaks, and shoulder capes.

There are several reasons feathers

seem charged with spiritual symbol-

ism, but certainly the most important

is the special ability of birds—flight.

To mankind, bound to the earth and to

the everyday concerns of life, flight is a

dream motif, a poetic metaphor. In vi-

sions, men fly to the heavens, visiting

spirits who can use their powers to as-

sure good harvests, cure illness, fore-

tell the future, and vanquish enemies.

Flight can also represent a joyous free-

dom of the soul.

The deeply religious Huichol In-

dians of Mexico view feathers as

prayers for life and decorate many ob-

jects with them, especially costuming

used on the sacred peyote quest. The
Huichol believe that because birds can

fly, they know all that happens in this

world and the world of the spirits.

Their plumes share this power and can

convey it to the shaman, a ritual

specialist who uses feathers to locate

and draw out the source of illness in his

patient's body.

The delicacy, fragility, and lightness

of feathers are also important sym-

bolic qualities. For example, ancient

Egyptians believed that after death the

soul was judged by weighing its heart

on a balance scale against the feather

of truth. If the heart was pure, it would

balance; a heart heavier than the

feather was burdened with sin and

would condemn the soul to hell. Down
is especially significant in many North

American Indian ceremonies as a

manifestation of great spiritual power.

A headman's dance from the Pacific

Northwest Coast is performed wearing

a headdress loosely piled with eagle

down. Released by the movements of

the dance, the down floats throughout

the audience, symbolizing the bless-

ings and spiritual strength of the head-

man. The fragile substance serves to

express the most potent of forces.

In many cultures, feather head-

dresses may serve as material mani-

festations of spiritual energy. Many
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Eighteenth-century Hawaiian effigy of the war god Kukailimok

Pair of Apaya-Kalinga head ornaments, Philippines

peoples believe that the head is the

center of this energy and ascribe spe-

cial power to the hair. For example,

the highland people of New Guinea, in

a belief reminiscent of the Old Tes-

tament story of Samson, see a man's

hair as the locus of his strength. The
ghosts of his ancestors live in his hair,

and a luxuriant coiffure is evidence

of their support. To enhance this

strength, the men augment their own
hair with wigs, combs, and other or-

naments. In Brazil, the shamans of a

group called the Tapirape used a red

feather headdress to draw into them-
selves the spiritual forces of lightning

and thunder in a dramatic ceremony
during which they struggled to over-

come the destructive power of these

elements.

Often, the mere form of a headdress

suggests spiritual energy radiating

from the head, in the manner of halos

so well known in Christian and Bud-

dhist iconography. With their shim-

mering colors and symbolic attributes,

feathers are ideally suited for rep-

resenting this aura.

The behavior of specific birds has

also figured in the symbolism of

feather arts, and in this respect no bird

has been more important than the ea-

gle. Many peoples have used the eagle

to symbolize the ideals and accom-

plishments of their culture and have

reserved its feathers for special uses.

This symbolism was especially strong

among native North Americans for

whom the eagle represented both secu-

lar and sacred power and often the

intermingling of both.

While Plains bonnets are easily the

best-known headdresses from North

America, many other kinds were

made. Some groups used eagle feath-

ers; others chose feathers from dif-

ferent birds of prey, especially owls,

which were admired for their stealthy,

nocturnal hunting and their frequent

association with the powers of sorcery.

Another North American bird asso-

ciated with magic was the jay, with its

reputation for mischief and stealing

from other birds' nests.

Folk sayings from highland New
Guinea compare men to bowerbirds, a

family with distinctive mating habits:

the male bowerbird builds a complex

structure, consisting of a dance plat-

form and viewing area, connected by a

gallery of upright stems. Upon the first

platform, he performs a courtship

dance while the female bird watches

from the nearby viewing area. In a

similar fashion, the New Guinea men
prepare special dance areas in their

villages, and bedeck themselves in

finery—much of it feathered—to

dance in hopes of dazzling and delight-

ing the watching women.
These men say that the physical

beauty displayed in their dances is

linked with both economic and spiri-

tual factors. The feathers and other

decorations are a form of wealth and,

therefore, marks of material success

both for the individual wearing them
and for the kinsmen from whom he has

borrowed some of the ornaments. Fur-

thermore, a good appearance is likely

to have the magical power to help a

man increase his available supply of

ornaments and other objects of wealth,

and also acquire more wives, who are

regarded as a special form of wealth.

Finally, a beautiful appearance is

impossible without the assistance of

ancestral spirits, who help a man hunt

birds for decorative plumage and also

help make the plumage look bright. To
assure these ancestral blessings, the

men observe various religious customs.

If these rituals are carried out prop-

erly, the spirits will congregate in a

man's hair and help him achieve his

goals.

Phyllis Rabineau, custodian ofcollec-

tions in the Department ofAnthropol-

ogy of Chicago's Field Museum of
Natural History, is curator of the

traveling exhibit Feather Arts.
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Czar Alexander's

favorite rocks

During the month of January, visi-

tors to the American Museum of Nat-

ural History may have noticed trucic-

ioads of unidentified wooden crates

being unloaded at the 77th Street en-

trance. Inside the crates, nestled in

cotton, wadded newspapers, and cloth,

were some 40,000 mineral speci-

mens—the largest mineral acquisition

the Museum has ever made.

The Museum bought the collection,

one of the world's largest, from Co-

lumbia University for $500,000, there-

by increasing its own collection by 80

percent. The purchase "puts our col-

lection on the map," according to

George Harlow, assistant curator of

Mineral Sciences. "Big collections like

this," Harlow says, "don't come up for

sale anymore—they've been gobbled

up."

Negotiations for the transaction be-

gan last year. According to Wallace

Broecker, chairman of Columbia's

Department of Geology (which in the

last few decades had shifted its re-

search emphasis from mineralogy to

other areas of geology), the university

felt that a museum would be better

able to care for the collection.

Most of the Columbia minerals

were acquired in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries when
many big mines were just being

opened. "Today," says Harlow, "you
couldn't get some of these minerals at

any price—their localities have been

cleaned out. The real strength of this

collection is its remarkable diversity.

There are Russian pieces from the

czar; South American, French, Afri-

can, Canadian pieces—it's all there."

The new acquisition will comple-

ment the Museum's present minerals,

which were gathered more with an eye

to the beauty of the stones than as a

systematic collection. The Museum,
for example, possesses about 2,500 cut

gemstones, including the Star of India,

which are beautiful but of lesser inter-

est to scientists than an assemblage of

drab clay ores from Africa.

The Columbia collection had been
assembled by generations of professo-

rial rockhounds, such as Thomas
Egleston, who brought back thousands
of specimens from the western United
States in the 1850s and 1860s. In

1869, Czar Alexander II traded some
of his prized minerals for specimens
from Columbia. The university re-

ceived a two-pound platinum nugget, a

cluster of large, deep green emerald
crystals flecked with mica, and as-

sorted beryls and topazes. Columbia
retained the platinum nugget, but the

American Museum now has the rest.

The collection also includes rare

uranium ores collected by Prof. Paul

Kerr in the 1940s and 1950s, when the

first commercial uranium mines were

being opened up. Kerr recalls collect-

ing at the Schinkolobwe uranium mine
in the Belgian Congo (Zaire) during

the early days of World War II. "The
green ore piled on the ground," he

says, "looked like alfalfa fields. There
was a galaxy of rare and unknown ura-

nium minerals. Those ore piles would

have made any mineral collector go

crazy." From one stockpile destined

for the ore crusher, he saved a two-

foot-long specimen of moss green tor-

bernite and specimens of jet black ura-

ninite and pitchblende.

Other collectors brought back ru-

bies from Burma, stibnites from Ja-

pan, a Kelly smithsonite from New
Mexico, and a "peerless" cluster of

Masked Dance-Drama
On tour for the first time in the United

States, the Royal Dancers and Musi-
cians from the Kingdom of Bhutan will

perform at the American Museum of

Natural History on Sunday, April 27, at

3:00 P.M. in the Auditorium. Wearing in-

tricate masks, dancers will enact scenes

from traditional Buddhist legend and

Bhutanese folklore. Tickets are $9 for the

general public, $5 for members. For infor -

mation, write the Membership Office.

Discovery Tours

In January 1 98 1 , C. Bruce Hunter, au-

thor of several books on ancient Mexican
ruins, will lead an archeology tour of the

Mixtec and Zapotec sites of Oaxaca,
Mexico, and other pre-Columbian areas.

Tour participants will also visit the an-

cient cities of Teotihuacan, Cholula, and
Xochicalco. For more information write

to Discovery Tours at the Museum.

Lopsided Brains

The evolution of the brain will be the

topic of the fiftieth annual James Arthur

Lecture. Norman Geschwind will present

Anatomical Asymmetry of the Brain in

Humans and Animals: An Evolutionary

Perspective on Monday, April 7, at 6:30

P.M. in the Auditorium. The lecture is

free and open to the general public.

Tahitian Voyage
In 1976, Ben Finney sailed a recon-

struction of an ancient, double-hulled

Polynesian canoe from Hawaii to Ta-
hiti—a distance of 3,000 miles. Finney

acanthite crystals from Freiberg, East

Germany. During the excavations for

the New York City subway system,

Columbia collectors dogged the foot-

steps of the engineers and collected,

among other specimens, some beauti-

ful garnet crystals and a rare

apophylite with white crystals.

Some of the minerals will replace

similar ones in the Museum's Hall of

Minerals and Gems, but it will be

years before they are put on display.

Harlow estimates that it will take at

least three years to catalog the collec-

tion even if the department buys a

computer to aid in the task. When the

new quarters of the Department of

Mineral Sciences were being built in

1979, the curators allocated space for

a large storage area to avoid the

warehousing headaches so many other

Museum departments were facing.

Nevertheless, the size of the Columbia
collection will cause storage problems.

"We built twenty years of expansion

into our new storage area," says Har-
low, "but this just about fills it up."

Douglas J. Preston

will recount his experience on Wednes-
day, April 16, at 7:30 P.M. in the Audito-

rium. He will show slides and films of his

voyage and discuss some controversial

theories of ancient human migrations.

Hokule'a: The Way to Tahiti is free to

members, $3.00 for nonmembers.

Alvin Ailey

The Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble
will give a free performance at the Mu-
seum on Wednesday, April 23, at 7:30

P.M. in the Auditorium. Tickets will be
distributed at the first floor Information

Desk starting at 5:15 P.M.

Films of India

Films by Satyajit Ray and Jean Renoir

will be among those shown in the Audito-

rium on two Saturdays, April 5 and 12,

from 1:00 to 4:30 P.M. This free program
will feature the lives, religions, and crafts

of the peoples of India.

Tlie Graduates

The Class of 1980 of the High School

of Performing Arts will present a free

afternoon of dance on Sunday, April 20,

at 2:00 P.M. in the Auditorium.

Golden Opportunity

It's Gold, a special exhibition in the

Roosevelt Rotunda, will remain open un-

til April 18. Ralph J.T. Bauer of the Mu-
seum's Department of Exhibition has

been commended for his ingenious design

of the free-standing exhibition in which

more than a million dollars' worth of gold

is displayed.

detail offeather headdress for an Uruba man, Brazil
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Antiques

ARMOIRES (Huge Selection), Tables, Chairs, Brass
Beds etc. Incredibly low prices! 1 1 AM-6PM. 7 days
(212)691-6634

Art

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi
2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new
rugS- One-of-a-kind pieces, individually photog-
raptied. Specify interests. Write for ptiotos and data
Box 5896, Sfierman Oaks, CA 91 41 3 (21 3) 789-2559

AMERICAN SONGBIRDS Hand carved, tiand
painted Free listing $1.00 brings pfiotograpfi. Rod
Spangle, 24 Fifth Avenue, Apt. 21 1 , NY, NY 1 001

1

AUTHENTIC IROQUOIS GAJESA (Cornhusk) Mask,
S37.00, request photo, McCoy Imports, Cold Spring
Road, Liberty, NY 12754

BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE, nature and wildlife prints
in color. Regular $3.00, send only $1 50 refundable
on purchase WW. Carmody Co Inc., 9998 Lindeman
Rd Bear Lake, Ml 48614

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON; original prints from the
rare first royal octavo (small) edition of 1840-1844 of

his immortal Birds of America, the Only octavo edition
of the great artist himself. Send one dollar for cata-
logue. Graphis Larissa, Inc., 10285-N Daystar Court
Columbia, MD 21044

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-
logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 Univer-
sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited. Fiction, nonfiction and poetry Free "Authors'
Guide to Publication." Write; Dorrance & Company,
Dept. AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects
invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
scnpt report. Cariton Press, Dept. NHP, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York, New York 1001

1

Bool(S

AMERICAN PREHISTORY PRESS GUIDE. Proven re-

search tool. Details; Library, 16 Croyden Street New
Hyde Park, NY 11040

A MOVIE IN YOUR POCKET. AWARD-WINNING
Pangaea Flip Book Flip the pages and see the an-
cient world break apart to form the present conti-

nents. Send $2 to MIYP1 , Inc., P.O. Box 677, Green's
Farms, CT 06436

CHILDREN'S GUIDEBOOK to Washington. D,C. in a
storybook form. $3.50 postpaid. Grandpa Ek, Box 48,
OIney, MD 20832

FREE! HOW TO RAISE GAME BIRDS " book for fun
& profit. Source for incubators, feeders, hatching
eggs, books. Marsh Farms, Box 7V, Garden Grove,
CA 92642

HOW TO "WALK, FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!" 30 day
moneyback guarantee. Send $4.00 to David Ryne,
Box 1254H, Tustin, CA 92680

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search worid-
wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock.
PAS, 291 8 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609)344-
1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS Out-of-Print,
Rare. Catalogues $1.50. Search Service, Patricia

Ledlie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220
(207) 336-2969

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Omi-
thology. Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1 . Book Chest
19 Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 11570

3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue; Hamilton,
98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

"TROPICA"—Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants 7,000
color photos, 1120 pages, $15. Request circular
Roehrs, Box 125, E. Rutherford, NJ 07073

Camps

NATIONAL PARKS IN THE SUMMER Ecology back-
packs in the splendor of Yosemite National Park,
coastal/marine studies by the Pacific in Golden Gate
National Recreation Area near San Francisco Sec-
ondary, co-ed, professional staffing. Yosemite Insti-

tute, Box 487, Yosemite, CA 95389 (209) 372-4441

Collectors' Items

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS; Colorful

collectibles. Samples, approvals $1. MilMed, Box
297NH, Aurora, CO 80040

Correspondence

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, fnendship,
Asian Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

ARCHEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL—Eight-week
field school in archeological excavation and survey
on Kayenta Anasazi Site in southern Utah June 11-

August 9, No previous experience necessary Credit
or non-credit (15 quarter hours available). Enrollment
limited to 16. Write to Dr Richard A Thompson,
Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, Utah 84720

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY Write
Aspen Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A
Aspen, CO 8161 1 or call (303) 925-5756

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY. Marine biology, botany,
and ornithology on 200 acre island. For high school
students interested in environmental sciences. Fac-
ulty-students ratio 1;5. Two nineteen day sessions.
Contact Dr. Dennis Wint. Academy of Natural
Sciences, Nineteenth and the Parkway, Philadelphia.
PA 19103

PARENTS—FREE ADVISORY SERVICE. Inde-
pendent boarding schools, summer study, private

camps. Since 1936. For free recommendations and
annual guide descnbing 400 programs, give child's

age, grade, interests, needs, geo. preference & en-
trance date. The Educational Register, Suite 16, 224
Clarendon St., Boston, MA 021 16

PRESCOTT CENTER COLLEGE offers the BA degree
in one of four program areas; Environmental Studies,
Outdoor Action, Human Development and Southwest
Studies. The focus is on active and personalized edu-
cation, allowing students to desion their own pro-
grams. Enrollment—75. Student faculty ratio—6;1.

Tuition—$2400. The College is located in the pine-
forested mountains of central Arizona. Write; Admis-
sions Office, 220 Grove Avenue, Prescott, AZ 86301

SMOKY MOUNTAIN FIELD SCHOOL Intensive
week-long summer workshops in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park Includes Summer Birds,
Wildflower Identification, Management Problems,
Conservation Issues, and More. Co-sponsored by
Smoky Mountains National Park and University of

Tennessee Continuing Education Division, 2016
Lake Avenue, Knoxville, TN 37916 (615) 974-6688

2I0N PARK SEMINARS—Summer, 1980 Series of

weekly seminars related to the geology, flora, and
fauna of Zion Park and Cedar Breaks. Creditor non-
credit. Write Continuing Education, Southern Utah
State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOUi 75,000
jobs! Big pay Free transportation. Terrific opportu-
nities Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box
4116-NH, Hayward, CA 94540

rectory and complete information—$2 00. Interna-
tional Opportunities, Box 1 91 07-RP, Washington DC
20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries, All

occupations Big Pay Free transportation Tax bene-
fits. Latest Computenzed reports $2.00. Jobworid
Box 645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . . . Intermountain-
4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS; School, college
openings; U.S.A. $5.95 Abroad $5.95. Placement
sources U.S.A. $4.95; abroad, $4.95. EISF. Box 662
Newton, MA 02181

Financial

PREPARATION OF YOUR TAX RETURN is an ongo-
:ng process. Learn how to gather all-important docu-
mentation to take advantage of little known intricacies
in the tax law having the potential to save you big
$$$$. Learn why tax returns may be selected for audit
and how to handle such situations if they should
arise. Send $2.00 to Information Technologies, Inc.,

Box 311, 2619 Ponton Avenue, Bronx, New York

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries! Sampler; 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinews-
papers. Box DE-202, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

ETHNICUISINE. 15 recipes any country. Full direc-
tions layman's terms. $4.00 US. SASE Box
12112NH5, Denver, CO 80212

HEARTY FISH CHOWDER Delicious family recipe,

$1.00 and SASE. 11173-IIOth Way No.. Largo, FL
33540

10 HOMEMADE WINE RECIPES, instructions. Dan-
delion, watermelon, rhubarb, cherry, etc. $4 00.
Brawner, P.O. Box 1066, Mattoon, IL 61938

THE KEY TO GREEK COOKING, Over 400 delecta-
ble recipes $6.75. 2500 Clairmont Rd., Atlanta. GA
30329

"TRIFLE TIPSY" CAKE! Easy Gourmet Recipe. Wick-
edly Delicious! $1.SASE. Box 131, Monmouth Junc-
tion, NJ 08852

20 AUTHENTIC AND ORIGINAL Mexican Hors
D'Oeuvre recipes. Includes my unique tasty guaca-
mole recipe $3.95. Margaritas Family Recipes, Box
983, Kalamazoo, Ml 49001

Government Surplus

PUBLISHERS" OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS. OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Woridwide Di-

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy 500,-

000 ITEMS (including Jeeps) . . low as 2? on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 00. Surplus
Disposal. Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS—$19.301—CARS—$13.50!—650,000
Items!—Government Surplus—Directory Tells How,
Where To Buy—Your Area—$2—Guaranteed

—

"Government Information Services," Box 99249-
DC4, San Francisco, California 94109

Merchandise

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!! Sinus sufferers.

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpen-
sive and used by doctors worldwide Informative

booklet explains all and is available by sending $1 .00

to Hydro Med (NH), P.O. Box 91273. Los Angeles
90009

SAVE THE SEALS—HARP SEAL hand silkscreened
in blue on white 100% cotton T-shirts. Adults;

S,M,L,X-L—$7.50. Childrens. 4-20—$5.50 Harp
seal on high quality aqua-blue notecards w/matching
envelopes—$3 50 Endangered Species, PC. Box
49194NH, Los Angeles, CA 90049
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Music

FREE CATALOGUE, Musical instruments and kits

—

Harpisclnords, Hammered and Appalachian dul-

cimers, lutes, guitars, etc, HOC, 4419 West Colfax,

NH, Denver, CO 80204

RECORDS—TAPES! Discounts to 73%: all labels: no
purctiase obligations: newsletter, discount dividend

certificates, 100% guarantees. Free details Discount
Ivlusic Club, 650 Ivlain St,, Dept, 25-0480. New Ro-
chelle, NY 10801

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bin-

oculars since 1 923, Alignment performed on our U,S,

Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Mag-
azine, Mirakel Optical Co,. Inc. 331 Mansion St,,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS. B&L. SWIFT. BUSHNELL. NIKON, Op-
tolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired
Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day received
Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam. NY 12010

Photography

ASPECTS OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR—spectacular
16mm film series by George Bartholomew, Professor
of Zoology, UCLA, Brochure available. Write Univer-

sity of California Extension Media Center, Berkeley,
CA 94720

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Highest quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology, Birds,

wildflowers. reptiles, amphibians Free catalogue,
Dept, 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850

FOCUS YOSEMITE. Field photography in Yosemite
National Park with Amenca's finest nature photog-
raphers—Philip Hyde and Tupper Ansel Blake, June
15-21, June 22-28, Rustic alpine setting, sumptuous
food $315, Yosemite Institute. Box 487. Yosemite.
CA 95389 (209) 372-4441

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Study nature, the landscape,
wildlife. Macro, b/w and color photography and the
view camera this summer with photographers from
the National Geographic, One and two-week work-
shops for serious amateurs and working pros begin
June 1 Write for color catalogue listing over 60 sum-
mer workshops The Maine Photographic Workshop,
Rockport, ME 04856

PHOTOS COPIED, 5x7 B&W print. $7,95, Original

returned, plus negative. Heritage, 2048 Kenton.
Aurora, CO 80010

Plants/Seeds

NEW AGE SEEDS! Medicinals, Insect Repellants.
Herbal Teas. Wildlife Attracting, Rare Plants, Cata-
logue 50(S Naturalists, P 0, Box 435-NH3, Yorktown
Heights, NY 10598

Real Estate

FREE! Big Spring Catalogue! Over 5.400 country
properties described, pictured! Land. Farms.
Homes. Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys!
Selected best Ihruout the U S Over 700 offices, 43
states All Across America! Yours Free from the
World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc. 60 E, 42nd
Street. Dept 5390, New York. NY 10017

FREE
, . , 296-PAGE CATALOGUE, Descnbes and

pictures over 2.700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-
nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast. United Farm Agency. Inc. 612-U W, 47th St,,

Kansas City,MO 64112, Ph Toll-Free: 1-800-821-
2599: MO, Res, Ph, Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS , , FROM $7,50/ACREi Ho-
mesites, farming, vacationing, investment opportu-
nities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings—$2 00 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-
RP. Washington. DC 20036

UPPER DELAWARE CANOEING PARADISE: 'A-mile

riverfront. 2 6 + acres, cabin. 3 shelters, no ameni-
ties, 115 mi, N,Y,C,, ideal group $20,000, Sunshine.
6135 Tyndall. Bronx, NY 10471 (212) 884-6727

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods From $650 for two weeks Please
write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake. NY

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS RETREAT Secluded
lodge overlooking peaceful, unspoiled mountain
lake. Superlative birding, canoeing, fishing, swim-
ming, hiking, bicycling, loafing All amenities, $1 ,250
monthly July/August, $1,000 September, Call (212)
877-3270

CHIRICAHUA MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA, Modem fur-

nished units for rent Ideal for naturalists, writers, art-

ists Canyon Wildlife Cottages. Box 243. Ponal. AZ
85632

RESIDENCE EXCHANGE HOLIDAYS, Vacation in

splendor, rent free! Exclusive, inexpensive. Box 545,
Charleston. SC 29401

Resorts

NEW MEXICO, Guided tours—wildflowers. birds,

prehistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Rancti. Silver

City. NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

FAMILY RESORT next to the B,W C A, in the Minne-
sota-Canadian wilderness Super nature program for

the entire family to complement good fishing and ca-
noeing. Family packages include cabin with fire-

place, meals and all activities Gunflint Lodge, Box
1 0OGT-NH. Grand Marais. MN 55604 (218) 388-2294

FREE! Map/Birdlisl—Chiricahua Mountains Area

—

plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch. Box F-1 . Portal. AZ 85632

IDAHO WILDERNESS, Small family homestead on
remote Selway River No roads. Access by horse-

back along histonc Nez Perce trail, Comforlable log

cabins, home-style meals, fishing, riding, hiking. Two
weeks—$660 Selway Lodge. Box 1 100-H, Hamilton.

MT 59840

LITTLE ST SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia, Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded. 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches Maximum of

10-15guests Excellentfood Professional naturalists

on staff- Little St Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St

Simons Island, GA31522

ST, JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS vacation apartment for

two Near beaches for snorkeling and National Park
for exploring, $275 weekly Barsel, Box 1 1 4, St, John,
USVI, 00830

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE STUDY TOURS, Nepal: Psychology &
Meditation, Trekking, England: Children's Literature:

India. Performing Arts, New Guinea, Pacific Arts Fes-

tival, Other unique programs: Africa, Java-Bali,

Spain-Israel: Mexico-Guatemala, Peru-Bolivia: East-

ern Europe: Russia. Thailand-Burma-Nepal Small
groups, expert leadership College credit The Way
of Travel. 507 Lincoln St .

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photography and
natural history expeditions through National Parks
and wilderness areas of Kenya. Zaire. Rwanda and
Zambia. Africa, Visit Andes. Amazon, and
Galapagos Islands, Observe Polar Bears, fasci-

nating birds and Beluga Whales in the Arctic, Small
groups accompanied by expert leaders Adventures
International. 4421-N Albert. Oakland. CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-Pakistan
by Geeta Tours & Travels. 1245 Jarvis. Chicago, IL

60626 (31 2(262...4959

ALASKA/CAMP DENALI: Mt, McKinley National Park
wilderness vacation retreat in the shadow of 20,320-
foot Mount McKinley Wilderness Workshops and all-

expense "Sourdough" vacations include hiking, na-
ture lore, fishing, canoeing, wildlife photography,
birding, botany, gold panning and relaxing, 29th
year Write: Box 67H, McKinley Park, AK 99755

ALASKA WILDERNESS and nature tours. Certified

charterboat travel to remote coastal areas: Alaska
Peninsula, Katmai National Monument, Kodiak Is-

land, and Afognak Island. Photograph seals, sea
lions, porpoise, sea otter, brown bears, and many
varieties of sea birds, also bald eagles Write: Kodiak
Sea Charters. Box 2156. Kodiak. AK 99615

"ARRAN OF THE MANY STAGS! " Relax/Learn. Eagle
country treks, cruises, cycle safaris, car trails. Bro-
chure: Rent-A-Ranger, Woodside, Sannox. Isle of

Arran. Scotland

BACKPACK THE NEW RIVER OF NO RETURN Wil-

derness Join our nature hikes into this 2% million

acre treasure in central Idaho Tnps for all abilities.

We have twelve years of experience and guide trips

only in Idaho. Wnte: Wilderness Trails. P.O. Box 9252,
Moscow, ID 83843 (208) 882-1955

CANOE TRIPS into the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
and Minnesota-Canadian wilderness. Complete Out-
fitting Top quality equipment and food. May to Oc-
tober Gunflint Norlhwoods Outtitters. Box 100GT-
NH. Grand Marais. MN 55604 (218) 388-2296

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA.
July-September Small groups with licensed guides
Excellent food Write: Granville Nickerson (N), RR4
Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia BOS 1 AO. Canada

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers'

Let our unique publications guide you through unu-
sually fascinating places Ideal for railpass users
Free catalogue Great Trips. Box5199-N. New York.

NY 10017

DON'T FORGET THE MAPS when you travel at home
or abroad. Send 500 for our Travel Map and Guide
catalogue Pequoig Farm. Dept. N1. 3346 Chestnut
Hill. Athol. MA 01331

EXPLORE PERU! Hike the ancient Inca trail. Thrill to

sunrise over Machu Picchu. Wander through Inca
ruins. Visit bustling Indian markets Two weeks of

wonder and adventure Contact High Country Pas-
sage. P 0. Box 1100NH, Hamilton. MT 59840 (406)
363-1820

GOBI DESERT. MONGOLIA. USSR—Extraordinary
journey 25 days, September 1980 $3299 Also,

Kashmir/Ladakh Trek. July 1980. Write. Travel Explo-
rations. Box 17641-N. Denver, CO 80217

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC. Trekking expeditions in

the Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal Free bro-

chure. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich. CT 06830. Toll free

(800) 243-5330

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL IN NEPAL. INDIA. PAKISTAN.
Africa. Alaska. 13 years' expenence in arranging
high quality treks and expeditions on 5 continents.

72-page color 1980 catalogue (include $1 for post-

age) Mountain Travel. 1398-NH Solano Avenue. Al-

bany, CA 94706

MULE SAFARI IN SWISS ALPS. 1 1-Day trips through
breathtaking scenery over the original mule trails of

the Valais Alps Departures starting mid-May. For in-

formation contact Journeyworld, 527 Madison Ave-
nue, New York, NY 10022 (212) 752-8308

NATURALIST/GEOLOGIST—guided trek combines
Navajoland by horseback, Lake Powell cruis-

ing/Camping, Monument Valley jeeping. May 21-27.

Sept 1-7. Also rafting Colorado River May 28-June
4, Sept 8-15. Other trips. North American source-
book also available ($8.95) Free brochure: Adven-
ture Guides. 36 East 57th, NYC 10022 (212) 355-
6334

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and Tours,

West Texas and Mexico. Rafting, hiking, backpack-
ing, bus University or Continuing Education credit as



appropriate. Write Education Department. Chihua-
tiuan Desert Research Institute, Box 1 334, Alpine, TX
79830

NORTH SCOTLAND; HIGHLAND WILDERNESS. Ex-

plore, study, interpret tlie wildlife, vegetation, terrains

& impact of man on a surpassingly beautiful land.

Small group led by local Scot wfio knows surfaces

& deptfis 01 fiis home place. 7-14 day programs, Apr.

thru Oct. Details; Albannach Ltd ,
Hamilton House,

Ross & Cromarty, Strathfeffer, Scotland

PERU-MACHU PICCHU, CUZCO; Exhilarating
horseback and rafting expeditions, 15 days
Galapagos—Ecuador Highlands; Intensive study
tours on 60' schooner Inca Floats, 5982N Balboa
Drive, Oakland, CA 9461 1 (4 1 5) 339-9095

PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI Glamorous old Africa of

the explorers, early hunters and traders has largely

disappeared; yet there are still certain regions known
to the fortunate few where the "story book" Africa still

persists. Safari to Luangwa and Kafue in Zambia and
the Kalahan in Botswana, 23 days, land portion

$2782.00 per person, plus air fare. Brochure from
Zambia Ain/vays, One Rockefeller Plaza, New York,

NY 10020

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER I Deluxe accom-
modations. Cheaper than staying homel TravLtips,

163-09B504 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SAIL BAHAMAS; Professor with Pearson 30. Begin-
ning May, 6 weeks. Thomas Casey, 243 Brookline,

Daytona Beach, FL 32018 (904) 253-9896

TREKKING IN PERU, ECUADOR, BOLIVIA, Pata-

gonia, Venezuela. Wildlife safaris, cultural explora-

tion, climbing expeditions. 72-page color 1980 cata-

logue (include $1 for postage). Mountain Travel,

1398-NH Solano Avenue, Albany, CA 94706

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS. See the

fabulous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist. Brad's Tours, 401 E.

Mercer #310, Seattle, WA 98102

WHALE SAILS—Photograph, observe with re-

searchers killer whales, other manne mammals of Pa-

cific NW Lectures, sailing. P. Bloedel, P.O. Box 732,

Friday Harbor, WA 98250 (206) 378-4036

WHEN IN ROME offers private, custom tours of the

ancient city for discriminating travelers For informa-

tion write 35 Park Avenue 2E, New York, NY 10016

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles,

whales, glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp, Box 827,
Valdez, AK 99686

WYOMING RANCH VACATION. The West's finest

family ranch, famous for over sixty years. Spectacular
scenery. Great food, fishing, riding, relaxing. Dr
Oakleigh Thome, II, resident naturalist. Call collect

or write Valley Ranch, Southfork N, Cody, Wyoming
82414.(307)587-4661.

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1.75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified IS $150per inch. All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts. All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to; The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St

,
New York, NY 10024

Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8lh of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov. 8). Camera-
ready art is required for display ads, A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity. Thank youl

Review by James Roy MacBean

Documenting People

and Places on Film

"Odyssey," a twelve-week television

series on anthropology and arche-

ology. Executive producer Michael
Ambrosino. To be shown nationally

on the Public Broadcasting Service

(PBS), beginning Sunday evening,

April 6, at 8:00 p.m., EST (check

newspapers for local time).

Over the past decade there has been

growing interest, both professional and
popular, in the development of "visual

anthropology." While the surge of

popular interest may be relatively new,

it should be pointed out that various

forms of visual anthropology have

been around for some time.

One hardly needs to be reminded

that Margaret Mead's use of film

dates back to her collaboration with

Gregory Bateson in Bali in the mid-

1930s. Franz Boas, who was influen-

tial in bringing so many innovations

into the mainstream of American an-

thropology, was also an early experi-

menter with the uses of photography

and film for anthropological fieldwork

and archival research. And one must
not forget the remarkable work of an-

other pioneer , Edward Curtis, whose
many paintings, drawings, photo-

graphs, and films of North American
Indians represent a treasure-trove of

visual anthropology.

Interestingly enough, both Boas and

Curtis, working separately, perhaps

even in professional rivalry with each

other, happened to shoot quite a bit of

film footage of the same Indian tribe,

the Kwakiutl of the Pacific Northwest.

Their respective ways of using film

—

revealing very diff'erent attitudes to-

ward the medium, the tribal peoples,

and the audiences for whom the films

were intended—are among the many
fascinating issues explored by a pro-

vocative new film on the life and work
of Franz Boas, the man often called

the father of American anthropology.

Entided Franz Boas (1858-1942), the

film is one of the highlights of the new
television series "Odyssey." This

series was put together by executive

producer Michael Ambrosino, who
also created the highly acclaimed sci-

ence series "nova."
In "Odyssey" the focus is on anthro-

pology and archeology, and while

these two disciplines are closely re-

lated, they do not seem to be equally

suited for treatment in the film and

television media. Having previewed

most of the series, I have to report a

split verdict, with the programs on

archeology being downright dull at

times (the program entitled Other

People's Garbage, for example, is ut-

terly devoid of interest, except briefly

in the section on excavating slave

quarters on a South Carolina cotton

plantation). On the other hand, the six

programs devoted to anthropology dis-

play a rich variety of filmic approaches

to a rich variety of subject matters and

are consistently excellent.

Fortunately, the superior quality of

the anthropology half of "Odyssey"

more than makes up for the deficien-

cies of the archeology side. With the

exception of the film portrait of Boas,

the anthropology programs consist of

ethnographic film studies that explore

various tribal cultures from around the

world. Of the five ethnographic films.
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iWay to "SCRUB"
the Air Clean!

Clear The Air with
"NATURES-AIRE"
IMal(es dust, odor and pollutants
(vanish— leaves the air country fresh

Diuovar nature's own "tacrat" lor Irath air. .

.

Ever notice how wonderfully fresh and clean the air is

after a good thunderstorm? Well, it wasn't the rain

that cleansed the air. . it was the negative ions gener-

ated by the storm. Now you bring that same natural

phenomenon into your home, office or car with

1 Natures-Aire, the ion generator that works like

I Mother Nature to cleanse, purify and refresh the air

you breathe!

'i Naluret-AIra— a conlroltad "thundaritorm"

ji That's right! Natures-Aire safely and electronically

' emits negative ions to create the same beneficial

I balance of Ions found in the great outdoors— right in

J your home. You just plug it in and it silently and

immediately begins to sweep unpleasant odors,

smoke and pollutants from the air— leaves it

refreshed and smelling sweet and country-fresh.

Unllka many similar products

Natures-Aire produces precisely the right balance of

ions— 25,000/cm3. Scientific research has shown

I

that much more or less would not have the beneficial

;
effect. In fact, Natures-Aire is now the standard by

I which Underwriters Laboratories measures other

negative ion generators. It is the first ion generator to

receive U.L. listing.

Negatlva Ions— Nature's "Good Guys"
Though you can't see them working, negative ions

actually grab on to particles of dust, smoke, organic

: and inorganic pollutants and sweep them from the air.

Just as negative ions cleanse the air after a thun-

derstorm, Natures-Aire cleanses the air in your home
with its gentle, controlled stream of negative ions

—

Nature's "good guys".

Natures-Aire—no matter where you live

Studies show that winds carry harmful pollutants

everywhere— even to tucked-away communities.

That's why Natures-Aire is so vital for everyone. In

the near future, negative ion generators will undoubt-

edly be standard equipment in airplanes, office and

apartment buildings. But you don't have to wait! You

can start protecting your whole family from harmful

pollutants and unwanted odors right now with

Natures-Aire.

Perfect when you entertain

You'll love breathing purified air everyday, but imag-

ine what a great benefit Natures-Aire will be when you
have parties. No lingering cooking odors to embar-
rass you— no smoke filled rooms when the guests

are gone! Yes , Natures-Aire will actually destroy stub-

born odors, smoke , dust and other harmful pollutants

in the air— not just cover then up with an artificial

"freshener" Lets the whole family breathe easier!

Just think what an important difference it will make to

your personal environment.

Proven safe and effective

Yes, Natures-Aires graphite conductive fibers are so

safe a baby could chew on them. And Natures-Aire

sweeps any airborn micron-size pollutants from the

air and deposits them in the wall or floor So ellective

at eiiminating smo/re and odors, you'li notice the

pieasant difference in lust minutes!

Now—Mountaln-AIre for your Car, Van,

Truck or Boat

Natures-Aire has a ' 'twin" that works wonders in your

car, too. It's called Mountain-Aire. You just plug it into

the cigarette lighter of your car and enjoy a smoke-
free, odor-free, pollutant-free freshness wherever

you go!

Put your nose to the test without riski

You're probably a little skeptical. That's okay— we're

so convinced that Natures-Aire and Mountain-Aire are

the most effective, revolutionary air purifiers around

that we' re prepared to offer you a 30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee. Prove it to yourself. Use Natures-Aire in

yourkitchen, bathroom, living room, bedroom (many
say they actually sleep better!) and Mountain-Aire in

your car and see for yourself if you don't notice the

refreshing difference right away

Small price— big rewardi

You can own the product of the future for just $79.95.

What a small price to pay for clean , invigorating air for

years to come! But remember— if you're not abso-

lutely convinced that Natures-Aire and Mountain-

Aire far out-perform other air purifying systems,

simply return your order for a prompt, courteous

refund.

Pure air. . .Pure valuel

Imagine! For fresh, pure air every day of your life

—

you pay just $79.95. A smalt investment when it

comes to protecting the well-being of your whole

family!

Safe enough for a baby ... yet effective enough to rid

your home of lingering smoke, odors and pollutants.

Leaves it wonderfully refreshed and sweet smelling!
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days for a prompt and courteous refund.
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Mountain-Aire Ion Generator(s) for my car or van at
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From Italy . . . The Ultimate in

HISTORIC SHIP
REPLICA KITS
Frame and Plank Construction

World famous SERGAL and
MANTUA kits: large magnificent

replicas (up to 51' long) witfi

beautiful walnut planking and com-
ponents and cast-brass details.

Virtually museum pieces wtien

completed Large-scale plans. En-

glish instructions, all materials in-

cluded. Also, fiundreds of other

superb Italian kits, plans and ac-

cessories

Send for 63-page full-color catalog,

only S3, refunded with first order.

MODEL EXPO, INC. Dept NH-4
25 Jusl Road. Fairfield. NJ 07006

Please send full-color catalog
S3 check enclosed.

Our team of botanical and

wildlife experts has compiled a

programme of tours that is both

exciting and imaginative.

BOTANY &
WILDLIFE 1980

China — the first botanical tours to China

staying in Peking, Chengtu, Mt. Omei,

Kunming and Hong Kong. Departures on May
4; May 18 and October 5 for 22 days.

Kashmir — flower hunting in beautiful

mountain country with easy pony-riding or

walking, botany excursions and three idyllic

days in houseboats at Srinagar. Leaving June
21 for 23 days with a stop*over in Delhi.

Papua New Guinea — the plant and bird life

with several days at the Bensbach Wildlife

Lodge, the Baiyer River Lodge and the Wau
Ecology Lodge. Leaving on August 9 for 26

days with a stop-over in Singapore.

Australia — the flora of tropical Queensland,

visiting the Girraween and Lamington National

Parks, the Atherton Tablelands and the Lake

Barrine National Park. Leaves September 8 for

23 days stopping in Singapore and Sydney.

Experts escorting the tours include Kenneth
Beckett, Anthony Huxley, Roy Lancaster and
Bryan Sage. Details of these and other tours

from our USA representatives:

East coast

Oonagh B. Church tel: (2121 228 5394

West coast

Lucile Coleman tel: (213) 824 9668

or direct from:

RAOUL MOXLEY TRAVEL
76 Elmbourne Road. London SW17 8JJ
Tel: (01 1 672 2437 England

three were originally produced in

Great Britain by Granada Television

for a British series called "Disappear-

ing World.'"

Broadcast on British television in

the mid-1970s, the "Disappearing

World" impressed both professional

circles of anthropologists and film-

makers and the general television au-

dience. There was an immediacy and

an authenticity in these films that en-

abled professional and popular audi-

ences alike to come away feeling that

they had not only learned something

about other cultures but that they had

also learned from the inside, as it were,

by getting close to the everyday lives of

individuals.

This, indeed, was the goal of Brian

Moser, who created the series. Moser
wanted as much authenticity as pos-

sible; he wanted to avoid the glib su-

perficiality or outright falsification

that can occur when a globe-trotting

film crew flies in, shoots from the hip.

and flies out a few days later. Moser
conceived of each film as a collabora-

tive eff"ort in which anthropologists

and filmmakers would work together

as equals and share in the overall con-

ception of the films. Moreover, each

project was planned to allow the

anthropologist-filmmaker team suffi-

cient time in the field to shoot their

film over many months of day-to-day

interaction with the tribal peoples.

The high quality of the finished

films in the series demonstrates the

wisdom of Moser's approach (al-

though the title "Disappearing]
World" was a most unfortunate

choice, full of rather dubious ideologi-!

cal connotations, and one that several!

anthropologists refused to be associ-;

ated with). But most importantly, the'

overall success of the series proved

that visual anthropology can be good

anthropology and, at the same time,

good entertainment of a high artistic

and intellectual order.

Although Michael Ambrosino's

current "Odyssey" series for Ameri-
can public television is hardly as

innovative—or as successful on the

whole—as "Disappearing World," it

does off"er, among other things, three

of the most interesting films from the

British series. The first of these to be

shown (May 1 1 ) is Ongka's Big Moka,
a joint creation of producer-director

Charlie Nairn and anthropologist An-
drew Strathern. It is a fascinating

study of the efforts of a "big-man," or

man of authority, in the New Guinea
highlands to organize his relatives and

tribesmen in a large, complex political

alliance system, the formation of

which depends on, and is publicly

sealed by, the giving of a huge gift, or

moka, comprised of pigs, ornamental

shells and feathers, cash, and various

other forms of wealth.

To be shown later in the series are

Masai Women (May 25) and The
Sakuddei (June 22). One of the most

highly acclaimed of the earlier British

series, Masai Women is a product of

the collaboration of producer-director

5i

Children in NIai, the Story ot a !Kung \\ oman,

afilm about the Bushmen of the Kalahari



ADVERTISEMENT

You don't know me, I realize . . .

But, I want you to have this before it's too late.

Hello . . . My name is Bud Weckesser. I'm

46 years old and I own a small company in

Dunkirk, New York. Our phone number is

716-366-8300.

A number of years ago I lived in an apart-

ment in Kent, Ohio. I had no savings and a

beat-up old station wagon that still wasn't paid

for.

One night my wife and I were playing cards

with some friends. Mary mentioned casually

that—on our budget— she was sure she knew

101 ways to fix hamburger. That hurt. So I

challenged her. "If you'll type up the recipes,"

I said, "I'll take out a small ad in the National

Enquirer and we'll see if anyone will pay $3.98

for your collection of recipes."

I rented a P.O. Box in Kent and placed a

small ad. It was surprisingly cheap.

Several weeks later I stopped by the post of-

fice. I walked over to my box. When I looked

through the little glass window on the door, I

almost dropped my key. The box was stuf-

fed—jammed — full of letters. All of them con-

tained checks for $3.98—and they'd come

from all parts of the U.S. and Canada.

The next few days were hectic, to say the

least. My wife typed the recipes. I had them

duplicated, stapled them together and our

crude little book was born. But, every day,

orders continued to pour in. And every day

we'd bank the money and send out our stapled

recipe booklet.

I decided to try another ad. This time I

placed a classified ad for some of my beer and

wine making recipes in Popular Mechanics.

Again, the orders poured in. Over $1,000.00

in just several weeks. And, as our business

grew, I corresponded with other people . . .

• A husband-wife team from Santa Barbara

put together a booklet about how to "win at

card games." It pulled $14,870.00 in just 5

months ... all cash orders ... all from a

small ad . . . all by mail.

• An Oregon man informed me he had

made over $14,000.00 selhng his small booklet

about getting rid of moles and gophers in your

yard. Again ... all by mail.

• A Maryland man wrote an 8V2" x 11"

booklet of business advice. So far it's brought

him over $140,000.00 ... all by mail.

Don't misunderstand. This isn't a get-rich-

quick scheme. It's a business, and, as such, it's

speculative. But test ads are cheap (as low as

$13.50 for a national ad) and the profit poten-

tial is staggering! An Ohio man I spoke with

put a large display ad in a national Sunday sup-

plement. A few days later the orders started

pouring in—mail sacks full of cash! Within the

next two months he received over $220,000.00

in CASH orders for his $3.00 booklet.

Perhaps you're saying to yourself, "Yes, but

this only works for a few lucky people." If

that's your thought—and I don't blame you

for being skeptical— please try this simple little

test. It won't cost you a cent.

1. Go to the library and get some year-old

issues of magazines with classified ads—hke

Popular Mechanics and Sports Afield, etc.

2. Select current issues of the same

magazines.

3. Compare the classified ads. Look at the

current issue then at the back issue. Note how

many of the same classified ads are still run-

ning, ONE YEAR LATER. People don't con-

tinue running ads for over a year unless they're

making money at it.

Let me give you some more amazing facts

about this unique httle business:

You can start at home ... in your spare

time . . . quietly ... it won't interfere with

your present job.

You can take out a test ad for as httle as

$13.50 in a variety of well-known national

magazines.

You don't even have to write a booklet

yourself. I'll show you how to obtain "how-

to" booklets at wholesale prices—or below.

They're already written, already printed and

ready to sell. Even better, you don't have to

buy them until you've tested your ad and have

the cash orders in hand. In short, you don't tie

up any money in stock or supplies of books.

You can set your own hours. All you

need is a post office nearby.

*• You can deduct up to 33% of the ex-

penses on your home if you set up your office

at home.

You can travel whenever you wish—or

just loaf much of the time. All you need to do

is pick up your mail twice a week—or have

someone do it for you. You'll open orders,

remove the checks (95% of them don't

bounce, believe it or not) and bank your

receipts.

In the afternoon or evening, you can

type the labels for the small envelopes you'll

use to ship your booklets. Drop them off at the

post office and you're done. No bosses, no

layoffs, no strikes, no rat race.

I've put all of my instructions—every

secret—in a simple Starter Guide. And if

you're wondering why I'd share my business

with you—especially if it's so profitable

—

here's why:

The range of topics and ads is almost in-

finite. I won't be competing with you nor you

with me. I've got a whole drawer full of ideas I

haven't even tried yet. There's plenty of room

for everyone.

I'll show you

—

• How and where to get national ads for

only $13.50 ... ads you can run month after

month.

• How to obtain FREE ADS—YOU PAY
ONLY IF THE AD IS SUCCESSFUL.

• How to start with no money in books or

supplies.

• Where to obtain hundreds of pre-printed

booklets—at super low wholesale prices.

• How to word your ad— I'll include

various sample ads.

• How to set up your office in a spare room

or basement.

• I'll also include a giant list of "how-to"

topics.

• Plus ... all the sample ads, forms, lists,

addresses, and details you'll need to get started

within only 10 days.

If you're still skeptical, let me offer you a

most unusual guarantee. I'll send you my
Starter Guide to inspect. Keep it for one year.

That gives you plenty of time to actually try

my materials. If, at the end of one year—or

anytime in between—you want your money

back, just return what I've sent you. I'll issue

you a full refund within three working

days—no nonsense, no delays. That's our

iron-clad guarantee.

Also, please feel free to POSTDATE your

check THIRTY days. If you're not satisfied

with my materials just send them back within

30 days and I'll return your original UN-

CASHED CHECK.
To begin, just write the words. Dollars In

Your Mailbox on a piece of paper. Enclose

your check or money order for $12.95 and send

it to me. Bud Weckesser, at my address: Green

Tree Press, Dept. 127 , 10577 Temple Road,

Dunkirk, N.Y. 14048, If you wish First Class

Air dehvery, please add $1.00.

Or, you may charge it to your Master-

Charge or VISA card—be sure to include your

account number and expiration date.

For EXTRA FAST SERVICE, call us at

716-366-8300 and give us the credit card infor-

mation over the phone. You'll receive my
materials for one year at absolutely no risk to

you. That's our unconditional guarantee.

© 1979 Green Tree Press
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The distinctive features of thi

Giant Panda and her playful cul

expertly reproduced in a genuine Regal

China porcelain decanter. This third

sculpture in The Beam Collection is a

handsome trophy you or a friend will

value long after enjoying the choice

contents . . . 750 ml of 100-month-old

Beam whiskey. Artist's sculpture

authenticated by Dr. Lester E. Fisher,

Director of Chicago's Lincoln Park

Zoological Gardens. 12y2 inches tall.

Available gift boxed where fine

spirits are sold.

For a full-color poster, send SI.00 to

Dept. 14, 500 N. Michigan, Chicago 60611.

80 Proof. Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. Bottled by the James B. Beam Distilling Co., Clermont, Beam, Ky.

Who says you can't spoak

anothop language...fast!
LEARN ONE OF THESE FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

AFRIKAANS
ARABIC
(Modern Standard)
CHINESE
(Mandann)
CHINESE
(Cantonese)

DANISH
DUTCH
ENGLISH
FINNISH
FRENCH
GERMAN
GREEK

HEBREW
HINDI
ICELANDIC
IRISH
ITALIAN
JAPANESE
NORWEGIAN

POLISH
PORTUGUESE
RUSSIAN
SERBO-CROAT
SPANISH
(Castillian)

Over 4 million people have

learned to speak a foreign

language the Linguaphone

way. You can. too.

Linguaphone is the easy,

interesting, natural method

used by schools and
universities world-wide. You

listen to and imitate flawless

native speakers. Get started!

SPANISH
(Latin American)
SWAHILI
SWEDISH
ZULU
and many others

FREE

RECORDED

« DEMONSTRATION!

> native speakers. Get started! ^

, . .
, i-i i of North America 112 Merton Street ^^

Linguaphone Institute

I want to learn a new language
in my own home Rush FREE
demonstration recording, plus

an illustrated brochure that

gives a complete explanation

I understand I will be under no
obligation,

Linguaphone
Ifor

'.^' Languages

of North
Toronto, Ont.

Z^ Mr.

D Mrs.

D Ms-

Canada M4S 1A1

Age

Address

City State Zip

I am most interested in; D French D Spanish

n Italian D German D Hebrew n Other

A wholly-owneO subsidiary ol Weslinghouse Learning Corporalic

Christopher Curling and anthropolo-

gist Melissa Llewelyn-Davies.
Through a combination of voice-over ^

commentary, direct intervie'ws with
\

tribal women, and several scenes of

'

vivid interaction among the Masai
themselves (with English subtitles of

the Masai dialogue), this film provides

a sensitive insight into how these

women feel about their roles in a soci-

ety where all prestige and property are

the exclusive domain of the males.

Also included are two ethnographic

films that are not from the British

series

—

Cree Hunters of the Mistas-

sini, a Canadian production that fol-

lows the Cree Indians as they fly north

in winter to spend several months on

their traditional hunting, trapping,

and fishing territory (to be shown June

8); and the long-awaited release by

John Marshall of a new film on the

Bushmen of the Kalahari (which will

be seen April 13). Marshall compiled

this new film, called N.'ai, the Story of
a !Kung Woman, out of footage that

spans three decades and was shot in

the course of seven major expeditions

by the Marshall family to study the

!Kung Bushman tribe.

An ethnographic film with a thirty-

year time span is absolutely unprece-

dented. The picture of social change

that emerges from N!ai should shake

up some of the dominant notions in an-

thropology, especially that of "the

ethnographic present," a euphemism

that all too often functions as an ex-

cuse to avoid the present entirely, to

eliminate or ignore any signs of social

change over time in favor of narrow-

minded concentration on whatever can

be found—or "reconstructed"—of the

old, "traditional" culture.

An extreme and touchingly naive

example of this romantic, nostalgia-

oriented approach to anthropology is

provided by the revealing photograph

of Franz Boas at work in Ted
Timreck's marvelous film-portrait,

Franz Boas (1858-1942), to be shown

April 20, The photograph shows Boas

setting up a scene in which his

Kwakiutl Indian subjects, in tradi-

tional garb, are ostensibly demonstrat-

ing a particular aspect of their tradi-

tional culture. But this photograph

reveals that Boas is holding up a huge

curtain to block the modern picket

fence and painted two-story frame

house that stands just behind his

staged scene of "traditional" Kwakiutl

culture.

Indeed, one of the many issues ex-

plored insightfully in this rich,
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Appledore Island, Gulf of Maine

A cooperative field station of Cornell

University and University of New Hampshire.

Credit courses, one week to one month, in:

field marine science, vertebrate and inverte-
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ocean resource management, phycology
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optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists
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them. Write for it today.
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Dover Scientific

multilevel film on Boas's life and work
is precisely the question of how anthro-

pologists collect, use, and conceptual-

ize the visual data they obtain. Ted
Timreck has found film footage of

Kwakiutl dances that were staged and
shot by Boas, who then cut the footage

up into individual frames, marked
them, and handed them over to an art-

ist whose task it was to make drawings

and maquettes for later use in prepar-

ing dioramas. And Timreck has also

found, and included in Franz Boas,

some wonderful photographs of Boas

modeling various traditional Kwakiutl

hunting, dancing, and ceremonial

gear. Such photographs ultimately tell

us more about Boas the man. Boas the

actor, Boas and his extreme identifica-

tion with the tribal peoples he studies,

than they tell us about the Kwakiutl.

But that is all part of the picture, if I

may play with words here, of how an-

thropologists work with visual data.

The important thing to keep in mind

—

and something that separates anthro-

pology from archeology—is that in an-

thropology there is significant work
being carried out in the visual media

—

film, video, and still photography. In

the case of ethnographic film, for ex-

ample, we who watch the film can
share in the excitement and discovery

that accompany actual fieldwork in

progress, fieldwork being carried out in

the very film we are watching.

In archeology, on the other hand,

apart from aerial photography or un-

derwater filming (one "Odyssey" pro-

gram shows the recovery of material

from a sixteenth-century Spanish ar-

mada warship that sank off the coast

of Scotland), little work is carried out

through film, video, or photography.

These visual media may indeed be

used to document work that was origi-

nally done by other means, but what
we then get—and the "Odyssey" pro-

grams on archeology give us more
proof of this than we need or want

—

are illustrated lectures. And these il-

lustrated lectures are particularly

deadly when, as in The Chaco Legacy
(June 1), they are slickly spiced with

endless panning shots of picturesque

ruins at sunset, and with celestial

choirs providing metaphysical mood
music on the soundtrack.

James Roy MacBean teaches film at

Rutgers University, where he is coor-

dinating efforts to establish a research

institute in film studies. A noted critic,

MacBean is the author of Film and

Revolution.

NEVER BEFORE — has pure gold been added to perhaps

the most beautiful of all United States silver coins — the

Walking Liberty half dollar.
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The Franklin Mint Record Society presents

the ultimate private library of recorded music

ecordimsc)

A unique collection of the greatest performances ever recorded,

selected by an international panel of music authorities

and presented on 100 records of superb proof quality.

or the first time in history, the

world's greatest works of music

-and the greatest recorded

performances of those works—

,
have been brought together in

• one unique collection of dis-

tinctively high-quality records. Truly the ulti-

mate collection of fine recorded music.

These are the supreme masterpieces of

man's musical genius, performed by the most

outstanding artists of the century. Together,

they form a record library unprecedented—

and unsurpassed— in the entire history of

music. The 100 Greatest Recordings of
All Time.

The greatest music—and the greatest

performances

An international panel of renowned music

authorities was appointed to participate in

the selection of these great recordings. This

distinguished panel considered countless re-

cordings of each of the greatest works of

music— a momentous task.

For instance, members of the panel re-

viewed 24 recordings of Beethoven's 7th

Symphony and chose the one recording they

considered superior to all others: Toscanini

with the New York Philharmonic.

From 30 great recordings of Tchaikovsky's

Nutcracker Suite, the panel selected the

one greatest performance: Arthur Fiedler

and the Boston Pops.

Similarly, the recordings of other great

symphonies, concertos, sonatas, rhapsodies,

ballet and vocal music were reviewed and

the most outstanding performance in each

instance recommended.
The creation of this definitive collection

has been made possible through the cooper-

ation of leading record companies both here

and abroad. And now, The 100 Greatest

Recordings of All Time is being issued by

The Franklin Mint Record Society.

Among the works chosen for this collection

are immortal masterpieces by Beethoven,

Brahms, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Schubert,

Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Verdi— performed
by such superb artists as Vladimir Horowitz,

Jascha Heifetz, Enrico Caruso, Van Clibum,

Isaac Stem, Artur Rubinstein, Leontyne Price

— with the world's great orchestras under the

direction of Toscanini, Ormandy, Bernstein,

Stokowski, von Karajan, among others.

In every sense, the ultimate private library

of recorded music— to be cherished for a

lifetime, and presented as a legacy to later

generations.

Superb proof-quality records

Each record is exceptional for its clarity and

tonal quality— capturing the beauty of to-

day's finest performances and of the historic

performances of the past. Indeed, the re-

cordings of legendary greats such as Caruso

andPonselle have been remarkably improved

by electronically removing imperfections in

the earlier recordings.

A superior vinyl material, containing its

own anti-static element, is used in the pro-

duction of these records. This special ma-
terial, and the process by which the pressing

is made, results in a record that is more
rigid, durable and resistant to dust. A record

that has true fidelity, clearer sound quality

and a long life.

To further assure their quality, the records

are pressed in a special "clean room" similar

to the facility in which The Franklin Mint

produces its flawless proof-quality coins. In

this atmosphere-controlled clean room, the

most meticulous attention is paid to the

pressing of the records. And the records are

carefully inspected to make certain that the

full quality of each original recording is

faithfully preserved.

Together, these important features enable

the Society to create a collection of proof-

quality records— records that offer greater

clarity of sound, and are quieter and clearer.

Handsome library cases provided

To house these magnificent proof-quality

records, special library cases are provided

for all 100 records in the complete collection.

Each library case holds two long-playing

12" records and is sturdily hardbound and

attractively designed. Displayed in a book-

shelf, breakfront or cabinet, these handsome

library cases will be an impressive addition

to any home.

The fifty library cases also include specially

written and illustrated commentaries discuss-

ing the great masterpieces and their com-
posers, and providing fascinating background

information on the famous orchestras, con-

ductors and soloists included in the collection.

Thus, you will enrich your understanding

of great music— and you will introduce your

entire family to a world of pleasure and cul-

tural satisfaction.

Created solely for subscribers to this series

The 100 Greatest Recordings of All Time

are produced exclusively for those who enter

subscriptions to this series. The collection

may be acquired only from The Franklin

Mint Record Society. It will not be sold in any

record stores.

To begin building your private library of

the world's greatest performances on proof-

quality records, mail your application by

May 31, 1980.
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Please enter my subscription for The 100

Greatest Recordings of All Time, consisting

of one hundred proof-quality records in spe-

cially designed library cases. I understand that

I may discontinue my subscription at any

time upon thirty days' written notice.

No payment is required at this time. I will

be billed for each record in advance of ship-

ment at $10.75* plus $1.75 for packaging, ship-

ping and handling. My records will be sent

to me at the rate of two per month.

'Plus my state sales lax

Limit: One collection per subscriber

Please mail by May 31, 1980

Mrs.

Ms._

Signature _

City

State, Zip

GUARANTEED PRICE: In spite of strong

inflationary pressures in the record industry,

the price of $ 10.75 per record will be guaranteed

to each subscriber by The Franklin Mint Rec-

ord Society for every record in the collection.
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A Matter of Taste

Morel Victory
Nostalgia as well as mushrooms is the object of the Boyne Hunt



by Raymond Sokolov

When Gerald Ford was president,

certain Washington wags predicted

that he would fire the White House
chef and bring in someone from his

hometown of Grand Rapids who knew
how to cook the cuisine of Michigan.

Not particularly a fan of Ford, I was

nonetheless stung to hear the food of

my natal region so scurrilously dis-

missed as a gastronomic nullity. True,

Michigan could boast no local dishes

worth matching against Louisiana

gumbos or Key lime pie, but we had

raw materials second to none: Lake
Superior whitefish and Traverse City

cherries. Come to think of it, Michigan
was also the best place in the country

to find a delicacy that even the White
House chef, a Frenchman whom Mr.

Ford wisely did not dismiss, would

have been delighted to present to

the most discriminating international

guests. Morels.

Morels are generally conceded to

be the most delicious of all mush-
rooms. But they are hard to find in

most areas and fruit for only a few

short days in the spring, usually in

May. Also, no one has ever succeeded

in cultivating morels. The true gour-

met will never pass up an opportunity

to eat their distinctively pitted, fur-

rowed caps.

On my most recent trip to France,

which took place providentially in

May, the giant asparagus was in sea-

son, but I needed no special encour-

agement to opt, at the legendary Res-

taurant de la Pyramide in Vienne, for

a first course of morels and cream in

puff pastry. The patronne must have

employed a small army of people to

scour the woods for all the morels she

served that Sunday. Morels camou-
flage themselves brilliantly in leaves

and underbrush. Stands of oak, tulip

poplar, and old elms, abandoned apple

orchards and burned-over fields are

all likely places to look, but no set of

conditions is guaranteed to produce

morels, and they often pop up singly

rather than in bevies. At least they do

seem to grow in the same places year

after year.

Once, taken to proven morel sites in

Rockland County, New York, I came
away with four pounds, a gift from the

forest worth, to me, its weight in cav-

iar. And so I felt confident that I could

hold my own with the mycophiles who
assemble each May at Boyne City,

Michigan, for the National Mushroom
Hunting Championship.

That the woods around Boyne City

were full of morels was obvious even to

the casual motorist driving north from

Detroit. At the Sugar Bowl Restau-

rant in Gaylord, the jumping-off place

for the northern Lower Peninsula,

morels were a "special" on the menu.
We were only a few miles from Boyne
City now, and farmers' mailboxes had
mushroom signs on them to show they

had morels for sale. At other times of

the year, residents of this hilly, wooded
region might vaunt its ski slopes or its

lakes or remind you that Ernest Hem-
ingway came here as a boy on vacation

from Oak Park, Illinois, and later

wrote about the area in his Nick Ad-
ams stories. But in mid-May, the

morel is king in the Boyne Valley.

In Boyne City itself, on the morning

of the first day of the two-day champi-

onship, a banner over the main street

welcomed contestants. The marquee of

the Boyne River Inn said: "Have
a Mushroom Burger." Nearly every

store window had been painted over

with mushroom scenes, and children

had worked botanically accurate

morels into brightly colored cartoons

featuring Big Bird, the Cookie Mon-
ster, and Snoopy. One precocious

youngster executed a faintly risque

window painting and captioned it:

"Boyne City has Wild-n-Crazy Mor-
als."

The hoopla didn't stop there. At the

registration area manned by the Boyne
Valley Lions and the Chamber of

Commerce, there were mushroom T-

shirts and stationery for sale. A small

carnival midway was opening as con-

testants from all over the country lined

up at 7:00 a.m. to get their official

numbers and paper collecting bags.

Then there was a motor parade of con-



testants through the town and on out
to the secret hunting grounds.
Some 200 cars snaked their way to

a remote road that ran past farms up
to the edge of a woods. Here, we ail

piled out and waited for the starting

signal. Most of the contestants were
outsiders. Only about twenty-five peo-
ple were local, and they had to com-
pete in a separate division because
they knew the territory too well. Dana
Shaler, a young millwright from near-
by Advance, had won twice before in

the local division. The rest of us were
mainly first-timers.

"I would say 90 percent of the peo-
ple come to say they've been in a na-
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tional event," said Bud Bates, one of
the organizers of the contest. He was
quick to point out that participants

have come from as far as Hawaii and
Alaska. But, he added, most come
from Ohio and Michigan. And when
you stop to talk to the contestants, it is

clear that they have more on their

minds than the tinny luster of winning
a hokey national contest.

Homer Syfert, 77, who worked in

the Detroit Post Oflice for thirty years
before retiring, has been coming to the
Boyne hunt for the past ten years. He
has made it to the finals nearly every
year but has never won. His interest in

mushrooms goes back to his boyhood

on a farm south of Decatur, Illinois. "I
once picked eleven bushels," he said.

"My father told me which ones to pick.
You have to look on hills facing south.
In Illinois, there were more woods
then. All our neighbors ate mush-
rooms."

Paul Whipple also grew up on a
farm—in Michigan—and learned how
easy and safe it was to pick morels. To-
day, he works as a painting contractor
in Muskegon, Michigan, but during
the season he drives north more than a
hundred miles and spends three days
foraging for mushrooms that he will

parcook, freeze, and eat for the rest of
the year. For Whipple, and many
other entrants in the National Mush-
room Championship, the contest is in

large part just an excuse to relive their

youthful involvement with mush-



-. rooms. Poised and ready to charge into

,1 the Michigan woods, they are hoping

;1 to win some public acclaim for a vesti-

ij
gial skill learned as part of an agricul-

i tural, postfrontier Midwestern up-

;.
bringing.

To the outsider, who had always

thought of morels as part of a sophisti-

-. cated European culinary world, it was

I a surprise to discover that this Ameri-

can heartland tradition of mushroom-

; ing centered almost exclusively on the

elusive members of the morel genus,

Morchella. But as with most folk tra-

ditions this one has a pragmatic logic

f

behind it.

Midwestern woods, like all woods,

teem with hundreds of mushroom vari-

eties, many of which are toxic or ined-

ible. Morels, however, are delicious

and safe, virtually foolproof. Because

they fruit so early in the season,

there are almost no other mushrooms
around to confuse them with. And
morels don't even look like classic

mushrooms. They have neither gills

nor pores. Their cone-shaped caps are

pitted or ridged. Once you have seen

one, or even a picture, you can never

mix them up with anything else, ex-

cept possibly the false morels, which

have wrinkles, not pits or ridges. Also,

the cap of the true morel is attached

directly to the stalk, whereas the head

of the false morel is attached only at

the top and hangs down over the stalk

like a skirt. It is the case that one true

morel, Morchella semilibera, is only

partially attached, but the exterior of

its cap is ridged in the same way as

other true morels. In any event, a look

at the photographs in a mushroom

field manual will make positive and
safe identifications a simple matter, as

simple as they were for farm folk in

Michigan and Illinois earlier in the

century.

When Homer Syfert was growing

up, his family and their neighbors were

too cautious to attempt foraging for

other kinds of mushrooms that re-

quired more sophisticated knowledge.

They had the sense to know the limits

of their mycological information, so

that what they didn't know didn't hurt

them. They were certain, however,

that Morchella looked different from
"ordinary" mushrooms even if they

didn't realize that it belonged to a spe-

cial class of fungi, called ascomycetes,

whose spores are produced in a micro-

scopic saclike cell called an ascus.

(Most of the mushrooms in the woods
are basidiomycetes, fungi whose
spores are found on spinelike projec-

tions, or basidia, on the outside of a

club-shaped cell.)

The Syferts and the Whipples did

know, however, that true morels are

hollow and should be sliced in half

lengthwise, examined for insect infes-

tation, and then thoroughly rinsed to

remove sand or dirt. They did not have

to be reminded not to use plastic col-

lecting bags—plastic causes morels

to wilt almost immediately—because

there weren't any in those days. But

they did master the simple technology

of morel preservation.

Drying is probably still the best

way, and you can do it most easily in a

fruit and vegetable dehydrator. Bar-

ring that, spread the morels out in an

oven set at the lowest temperature,

with the door open, and leave them
there until they are crisp. Store in jars

in a cool dark place. Reconstitute by

soaking one cup of mushrooms in two

cups of hot water for thirty minutes.

You can also saute morels in butter

until all moisture has boiled away and

then freeze them with decent results.

This kind of morel lore was easy to

come by as one waited for the contest

to begin. Morel hunters are basically

generous with information. But once

the actual competition began, once we
had all run uphill into the woods, it

was every man and woman for himself

and herself.

Ninety minutes later, breathless

from the chase, I returned to the start-

ing line with a slim but still precious

bag of fifteen morels. Others had hun-

dreds. I didn't survive the cut and had

to sit out the finals the next day, when
Paul Whipple won the outsiders' title
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with 309 mushrooms and Dana Shaler

copped the local division champion-

ship with 445.

That is a lot of morels, but contest

veterans were quick to remind us that

the highest total in previous years was

well over 900, and that the largest

single mushroom ever found in the

state— 10'/2 inches tall and weighing

14 ounces—would have dwarfed any

mushroom picked that day.

Even so I was impressed with the su-

perior skills of the winners, impressed

until I stopped on the way south at a

farm with a roadside mushroom sign.

A little girl led me into a garage filled

with bushels of morels. She had col-

lected them after school and on week-

ends, just as generations of Midwest-

erners have done before her. "I know
where to look," she explained noncha-

lantly. For her and a few other farm

children in the Boyne Valley, the Na-
tional Mushroom Festival was irrele-

vant. In their world, what matters is

that the woods are still able to produce

their bounty—and their parents have

shown them where to look for it.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation of food.

Morel Souffle

(Adapted from Morel Mushroom
Cookbook, by Betty Ivanovich, R-B
Food Products, 7626 Auburn Road,

Utica, Michigan 48087)

Vi pound morels, chopped

4 tablespoons butter, approximately

Heavy cream
3 tablespoons flour

Salt

Pepper

4 egg yolks

5 egg whites, beaten until stiff but

not dry

Bread crumbs

1

.

Saute the chopped morels in 3 ta-

blespoons of the butter for 5 min-

utes. Meanwhile, butter the inside

of a souflle dish and set aside.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

2. Remove mushrooms from pan with

a slotted spoon, draining juice thor-

oughly back into pan. Reserve

mushrooms.
Measure the cooking liquid in

the saute pan. Add enough heavy

cream to make Vi cup liquid. Pour

this mixture back into the pan. Add
the flour. Heat, stirring constantly,

until the mixture reaches the boil.

It should be smooth and thick.

Remove flour mixture from heat.

Stir in salt and pepper to taste and

continue stirring until cool.

Add mushrooms to cooled mixture.

Stir in egg yolks, one at a time, mix-

ing until well incorporated.

Fold in egg whites and pour souffle

batter into buttered souffle dish.

Sprinkle lightly with bread crumbs.

Dot with butter. Bake for 30 to 35

minutes, or until the top springs

back when touched lightly.

Yield: 3-4 servings
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Keith Kennedy, left, was invited to

Mackinac Island in 1977 to look into

an outbreak of Lecanium scale, a fruit

tree pest. He soon realized that he had

"stumbled onto a 'textbook' example"

of how a chemical used against one

pest (in this case flies) can indirectly

cause an outbreak of another pest. An
assistant professor of entomology at

Michigan State University, Kennedy
now devotes his research to scale

outbreaks in urban environments, sev-

eral of which have occurred in Michi-

gan because of fly- and mosquito-

spraying programs.

Uncovering the solution to the

Mackinac Island insect problems, ac-

cording to coauthor Richard W. Mer-
ritt, required not only study but also

the consumption of "mass quantities of

Mackinac Island fudge," one of the re-

sort's claims to fame. Merritt, an asso-

ciate professor of entomology at Mich-

igan State, is primarily interested in

aquatic and semiaquatic insects of

streams and flood plains, although the

dung-breeding flies of Mackinac Is-

land were well within his experience.

His graduate work was an ecological

study of the insects associated with

cattle droppings.

Don Moll grew up along the banks

of the Illinois River in Peoria, Illinois.

He spent much of his boyhood fishing,

swimming, and collecting "critters" in

the river. Along the way, he developed

a strong interest in the ecological

changes that brought the river from its

former pristine condition to its present

polluted state. An assistant professor

of ecology and vertebrate zoology at

Southwest Missouri State University,

Moll's fascination with turtles led him

to combine his two interests in a study

of how the river's turtles have fared

through a century of change. Field-

work on turtles runs in the family.

Moll's brother, Edward, published an

article on Malaysian turtles, "Drum-
mers Along the Perak," in the May
1978 issue of Natural History.
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Here's one exclusive Club everyone can
easily enter! Ford's advanced Club design

means more move-around room for driver

and plenty of inside passenger comfort. Built

tough: Separate body-on-frame construction,

rugged Twin-I-Beam suspension. See your

Ford Dealer. And ask about Ford's

Extended Service Plan.

Welcome inside tiie

Club. Ford's Captain's

Club Wagon comes
with fold-out snack/game
table, four recline/swivel

chairs, and seat/bed.

Built
FonI

'300 Six, optional 4-spd. manual
transmission. Compare these
estimates with others. Your
mileage may differ, depending
on speed, distance and weather.
Actual highway mileage will

probably be less than estimated.
California estimates lower.
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In your own home, you can

exhibit original work by artists who
are represented in the world's great

museums and galleries.

Artists like Calder. Chagall. Dali.

Miro. Picasso. Vasarely.

At the Original Print Collectors

Group, we offer moderately priced

limited edition prints by these and

other well-known artists.

Our offerings include signed origi-

nal etchings, engravings, lithographs,

woodcuts, and silkscreen prints.

Each print we offer is signed and

numbered by the artist. Custom-framed.

Accompanied by a certificate of authen-

ticity and a full money-back guarantee.

And each print has been chosen

not only for its beauty but for its

investment value.

(Works by the artists we offer tend

to appreciate, sometimes as much as

30% in a single year. Perhaps that's

why The Wall StreetJournal, Business

Week, Money, AP, Barron 's and UPI
have quoted us as an authority on
investing in art.)

For more information, send in the

coupon. There's no obligation.

You'll find out about the special

pleasure of owning original art,

instead of just visiting it.

I
Original print collectors group, Ltd. I

! 120 East 56th St, Dept. NH-20, New York 10022^
I - PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE COLOR CATALOG. ^

LATEST NEWSLETTER AND OTHER INFORMATION
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Signed limited edition of 170.

Joan Miro's Flore, original lithograph.

Signed limited edition of 50.

Claude Weisbuchs Le Trio, original lithograph.

Signed limited edition of 250.



For the last decade, John Bockstoce

has spent nearly six months of each

year in arctic Alaska carrying out

ethnographical and archeological re-

search on various aspects of Eskimo
whaling. His work sites have included

the Seward Peninsula, Point Hope,

Point Barrow, Cape Nome, Saint

Lawrence Island, and Herschel Island

and Resolute Bay in Canada. He is

currently directing a historical study

of Alaskan whaling and fur-trading

shipwreck sites for the Alaska Depart-

ment of Parks, and also continuing his

research on commercial whaling and

walrus hunting in the Bering Strait re-

gion and the Arctic Ocean. Bockstoce

is curator of ethnology at the New
Bedford Whaling Museum in Massa-

chusetts.

Spacecraft-generated data on other

planets presented a challenge to An-
drew P. Ingersoll that he could not

refuse. "There was an opportunity to

try to understand weather and climate

in a broader context than offered by
study of the earth," he says. An atmo-
spheric scientist who deals with heat

budgets, winds, and climates, Ingersoll

is professor of planetary science at

California Institute of Technology. He

was an investigator on the Voyager

missions to Jupiter and is planning to

work in a similar capacity on the Voy-

ager data from Saturn. Born in Chi-

cago but educated in the northeast, he

received his B.A. from Amherst Col-

lege and his Ph.D. from Harvard Uni-

versity. Ingersoll has lived in Califor-

nia for the past fourteen years. In

addition to five children, he has "a

menagerie of pets."
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Postscripts

A Plethora

of Pox Viruses

Five years ago in "The Dubious

Gamble Against Smallpox" (August/

September 1975) Pascal J. Imperato

took a somewhat skeptical look at the

efforts to eradicate smallpox. This

month (to the delight of Imperato and
everyone else), the World Health As-

sembly is due to announce formally

that smallpox has been eradicated

from the earth. The news has been out

unofficially since last fall, when the

last strongholds of smallpox in Africa

were confirmed to have been free of

the disease for two years.

Imperato wrote about the logistical

difficulties of tracking down every last

case of smallpox (he directed a small-

pox eradication program in west Af-

rica for six years), and he also dis-

cussed some of the questions about the

nature of the disease that have contin-

ued to interest researchers.

Could there be an animal reservoir

of smallpox, he asked, from which the

virus might reemerge to infect human
beings? Might any of the various ani-

mal pox viruses turn out to be variants

of smallpox that could be transformed

into smallpox itself (variola)? The lat-

ter question became particularly

pointed when Russian scientist S.S.

Marennikova reported in 1978 and
1979 that starting with a monkeypox
mother strain and growing it on a

chick embryo membrane or in ham-
sters, she was able to come up with

something indistinguishable from
smallpox. It was already known that

monkeypox on rare occasions infects

human beings, although it seldom

spreads from one person to another.

Now, Frank Fenner, of the Austra-

lian National University and chair-

man of the who's Global Commis-
sion for Certification of Smallpox

Eradication, says that the evidence has

accumulated to the point where it is

clear that Marennikova's virus could

not have come from monkeypox. Other

investigators have failed to duplicate

her work, and genetic mapping of the

pox viruses has shown that monkeypox
and smallpox are, in effect, stable, dis-

tinct species. One cannot be trans-

formed into the other by one or even

several mutations.

As to whether smallpox can main-

tain itself in animal populations, there

is strong evidence against this possibil-

ity. Donald A. Henderson, dean of the

School of Hygiene and Public Health

of Johns Hopkins University, and for-

merly in charge of WHO's efforts

against smallpox, points out that there

has never been an outbreak of the dis-

ease that was not traced to human
sources. If there were animal reser-

voirs, untraceable outbreaks would be

expected. And, of course, there have

been no new eruptions of smallpox in

the past two years.

On the other hand there are the con-

fusing reports of the discovery of

"whitepox" in animals. Six such inci-

dents have occurred, four reported by

Marennikova. Whitepox is a puzzle; it

is indistinguishable from smallpox in

laboratory tests. Dr. James Nakano of

the Center for Disease Control in At-

lanta, head of the WHO Collaborating

Center for Smallpox and Other Pox
Virus Infections, says we "really don't

know" what whitepox is or where it

comes from. Henderson points out,

however, that "in each instance in

which whitepox was isolated, work was
proceeding in the same laboratory

with smallpox. Thus, it is impossible to

state with certainty that these

whitepox isolates do not represent con-

taminants."

Imperato, now chairman of the De-

partment of Preventive Medicine and

Community Health at Downstate

Medical Center in Brooklyn, New

Smallpox virus

6

Monkeypox virus



Get thejumpon action pictures.
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Ifyou can see it happening, you can

taite a picture of it with the depend-

able Minolta XG-1.

Because the XG-1 measures light

in a way that makes action photogra-
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clear Mosauitoes
From a Third of a
Acre*or More Witlt

Patio Guard
Developed by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture,

perfected by Pestolite,™ it

actually draws up to 300 different

insects away from where you stay!

Patio Guard takes the best time of day away from

ttie Insects and gives it to you and your family to

enjoy It makes outdoor living and entertaining

bug-free, buzz-free and bite-free!

A Lure Like A Magnet

Tfie government developed it. A lure like a

magnet. Irresistible to mosquitoes, moths, gnats,

wasps and beetles. About 300 annoying flying

insects in all.

This development, by the U.S. Dept. of Agricul-

ture at Its field laboratory in Beltsville, Md., was
as timely as it was extraordinary Because we
also learned about the dangers of D.D.T. just

about then.

Naturally, this government research was public

property But there were problems that remained

to be solved. What the U.S.D.A. had shown, be-

yond doubt, was the fact that light sensitive,

phototropic, insects would always respond to a

particular kind of ultraviolet light. More, that the

lure of the light extended far beyond the sup-

posed ability of these insects to see. At the very

minimum, insects were attracted by the light over

as large an area as 1/3rd of an acre—14,250

square feet!

Foolproof, Safe, Silent

The light attracted. But it didn't kill the insects.

This is where Pestolite stepped in and created a

simple, totally foolproof, completely safe and si-

lent way to get nd of every bug attracted to the

light, killing without chemicals, without polluting

the environment, or without electrocution.

Patio Guard can't harm your children or your

pets. It only kills bugs. And so effectively it's

approved by the Environmental Protection

Agency recognized by the Food & Drug Adminis-

tration as well as the USDA for use where food is

packaged, in hospitals and commercial kitchens.

Low, Low, Cost

Pestolite's achievement is notable in other ex-

tremely important ways. The other companies

'TTiis Js the area otfjcially accepted as e((ective by the State of

Calilornia! It signifies the tested and proved minimum insect

control you can achieve under virtually any circumstances

that used this discovery came up with bug killers

that are no more effective: in fact, ignore the

peskiest ones and electrocute the other insects

with a popping sizzling sound. And their units sell

for $125.00 and $150,00 more.!

Mosquitoes Come Out As the Sun Goes Down

So, with Patio Guard you get the best as well as

the least expensive model by far. In the late after-

noon or early evening you'll be able to relax in the

shade, linger over your barbecue, stay by the

pool, play tennis while it's cool—without being

bothered by mosquitoes. Even after it rains you

can forget about sprays, throw away those

smelly citronella candles.

And you'll be able to stay outside as late as you

like. Imagine watching TV, playing cards, sitting

and talking, even reading or relaxing in a ham-

mock as you enjoy the evening breeze. Yes, for

the first time ever, you can spend summer eve-

nings outside instead of cooped up in an air con-

ditioned room or hiding behind screened doors

and windows.

Operating Procedure

Patio Guard mounts in minutes, virtually any-

where. On a tree, any kind of fence, the side of

your house, even a brick wall. Set if up about 25

feet from where you generally stay. Fifty feet may
be even better Then plug it in. Ordinary house

current is all that's needed, though you may have

to use an extension cord. The operating cost is

less than 30 cents a month.

The ultraviolet light, with the exact frequency

for maximum effectiveness, is produced by a

unique, fluorescent-type bulb constructed of

special glass and housed in scintillating reflec-

tors. Often called "black light " because it's in-

visible to the human eye, it seems to compel the

insects to come ever closer Actually captuhng

them because they can't—or won't— fly away
Just why It works no one knows. Not the scien-

tists who developed it, not the entomologists who
tested and confirmed the phenomena. They do
suspect, however, that the light's effectiveness is

somehow connected with the constant early

evening and night time propagation (sex) activity

of these insects.

The End Of Them
Captured, unable to escape or fly away, the

mosquitoes, moths, gnats and other insects are

caught in a down-draft (created by a small elec-

thc fan) and plunged into the water in the pan

below where they're drowned. All you do is

change the water about once a week, emptying

the tray in the bushes where the birds eat all the

bugs. It's a clean, simple, seconds-a-week pro-

cedure.

CREDIT CARD BUYERS

CALL 800-228-5959
Nebraska Residents Call 800-642-8777

In operation 24 hours, 7 days a week

You can have the Patio Guard not tor $199.95

or $160.00, but for just $49.95, plus $3.95 ship-

ping and handling.

(vioreover, because you can't get the Patio

Guard in any store, we'll send it to you to try

without hsk or obligation for 15 days. It does what

the government says, what we promise, or return

it to us for a complete refund.

Credit card holders may call the toll free

number above. Or send your check made out to

Dimensions Unlimited to the address below.

(Illinois residents include 5% sales tax.)

Designed to stand up to all kinds of weather, to

provide years of trouble-free service. Patio

Guard is covered by an unconditional one-year

warranty The special UV bulb will be replaced

free if it fails for any reason—except negligent

damage— within 6 months.

Order your Patio Guard today. It is a bargain at

the price, but the pleasure of bug-free, bite-free

summers around the house is priceless.

£//i^z./,af/reif

733 Lee Street B,

DesPlaines,IL 60016
© Dimensions Unlimited. Inc. 1980

Dept. 10-2575



York, reports that he is encouraged by

the lack of untraceable outbreaks of

smallpox and by the lack of good evi-

dence for animal reservoirs, but says

that some viral diseases spend long pe-

riods of time in animal populations be-

fore reemerging and that more time in

a smallpox-free world is needed to lay

to rest definitively the possibility of an

animal reservoir of the disease.

Electricity in

Lampreys
Salamanders have the enviable abil-

ity to regenerate amputated limbs. In

"Skin Batteries and Limb Regenera-

tion," October 1977, Richard Borgens

wrote that the source of this electrify-

ing skill was, indeed, electricity.

The salamander's skin, it seems, is a

kind of battery; in transporting posi-

tive sodium ions into the body, it gen-

erates an electric current. When Bor-

gens changed the makeup of the water

salamanders lived in or used chemicals

to block sodium transport, he was able

to turn off the battery and disrupt limb

regeneration.

Borgens has now turned to the lar-

vae of the sea lamprey, a primitive ver-

tebrate that can partially regenerate

its spinal cord when it is severed.

Borgens, and his coworkers at Yale,

Lionel F. Jaffe and Melvin J. Cohen,

discovered currents of up to half a

milliampere entering the cut surface of

lamprey spinal cords immediately

after they were severed (the currents

declined after that). A current of this

level, channeled through the proper

resistance, could power one of the

light-emitting diodes used in hand held

calculators.

That does not mean, says Borgens,

that lampreys are an answer to the en-

ergy crisis. But the currents are the

largest steady biological currents that

have been observed in association with

development or injury. And the experi-

ment, reported in the February issue of

the Proceedings ofthe National Acad-
emy of Sciences, offers some hints as

to the biological effects of the currents.

Most of the current is caused by the

flow of sodium ions; calcium ions may
also play a part. Previous research has

shown that some of the processes asso-

ciated with elongation in cells are un-

der ionic control. The currents may
also produce a strong enough electric

field to cause the migration of cellular

bodies such as mitochondria, which

tend to aggregate in the area where the

cord has been severed.

James Gorman

Russ Kinne Photo Researchers



A Naturalist at Large

Malaria Safari
From Kenya to New Jersey, from liver to bloodstream,

a victim traces the course of drug-resistant malaria

by Richard Van Gelder

On Sunday, March 12, 1978, the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory's Kenya safari was camped in

tents along the Galana River in east-

ern Tsavo National Park. Before

breakfast, some of us went on a long

drive along the river's edge, where we
had lovely views of graceful, long-

necked gerenuks, standing gazing at

us from the red termite hills, and rare

glimpses of beautiful lesser kudu
bucks that observed us from behind

screens of green brush. At lunch that

day (during which an ostrich invited

itself into the dining tent), I dutifully

reminded the group that it was Sunday
and that everyone should take his or

her antimalarial (chloroquine), and
carefully took my own. That after-

noon, a few of us were rewarded with a

sight of a huge leopard as it bounded
out of an acacia shrub and brazenly

walked off into tall grass.

March 14 was our last day in the

field, and we spent it at Lake Jipe, on

the Tanzanian border, where we saw a

variety of water birds, including the

rare pygmy goose. Along the way we
had seen oryx, hartebeest, a huge herd

of two to three hundred elephants, and
even nesting secretary birds. During

our seventeen days in Kenya we saw
more than 60 species of mammals and

340 species of birds. At dusk that last

Tuesday night, I sat on the roof of a

lodge at Taita Hills and watched the

waterbuck reflected in the waterhole.

Far off there was a little flash of white,

which I deciphered as the wind ruf-

fling the white mane of a lesser kudu,

otherwise invisible in the dark. That
evening a mosquito bit me. Since I am
seldom bitten by mosquitoes, I remem-
ber it clearly. As that mosquito bit, its

saliva carried into my blood some tiny

organisms that had been waiting in its

salivary gland for this moment.
About two weeks earlier, while our

group was still in London, that mos-

quito had bitten someone else in the

Taita Hills. Although whoever was
bitten probably was not suffering the

acute stage of malaria, and even

though that person may not have had
fevers for years, swimming in his or

her blood were crescent-shaped micro-

organisms, both male and female, of a

species of protozoan (one-celled ani-

mals) called Plasmodium falciparum.

The mosquito, a female of the genus

Anopheles, sucked up some of those

crescents along with the victim's

blood. Within fifteen minutes the

small male crescents had extruded

long, whiplike tails and were swim-

ming about in the mosquito's stomach

in search of the larger, sedentary fe-

male forms. When the males found the

females, the whips broke free from the

crescents and penetrated the females,

which had become rounded. Male and

female together formed the equivalent

of a fertilized egg.

During the next two weeks, while

our group traveled from London
through the northern Kenya parks,

these cells became embedded in the

stomach wall of the mosquito. Each
cell divided to produce more and more
cells in a wartlike cyst. Perhaps fifty

such cysts formed in the mosquito's

stomach. Then the cysts burst, and the

tiny cells (perhaps 200,000 of them)

made their way to the mosquito's sali-

vary glands.

Two nights after my mosquito bite,

our safari group flew from the Nairobi

airport to London, where we changed

planes, and by the afternoon of March
17, I was home again in New Jersey.

By this time the organisms passed on

to me by the mosquito had found their

way to my liver; in the liver cells, they

were dividing rapidly and increasing

their numbers.

The next six weeks were routine. I

caught up on accumulated office work

and correspondence, lectured to a

graduate seminar at City University,

advised the Springfield, Massachu-

setts, museum on their proposed new
African hall, gave a talk about African

animals to the fourth grade at the local

elementary school, finished a paper on

the nomenclature of domestic animals,

and worked on my notes on the spiral-

horned antelopes. And I also took my
children to Acadia National Park in

Maine for five days.

During those six weeks, however,

something else was happening. The
falciparum protozoans spent about

eight days in my liver; then, having in-

creased manyfold, they all left my liver

and invaded my bloodstream. There

they met their first setback. Normally,

they would have penetrated my red

blood cells to feed on the hemoglobin

within them, but also in my blood at

this time was chloroquine, which I had

continued to take after the trip, and it

killed almost all of them. It is those

few that did not succumb that have

made medical history.

Those few surviving protozoans

were different from the other malaria

parasites in east Africa: they were re-

sistant to chloroquine. They main-

tained themselves at low level in my
blood, gradually reproducing, not sex-

ually, with males and females, as they

had first done in the mosquito, but by
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simple division, or splitting. In two

days, each protozoan could produce

from eight to thirty-two descendants,

which then went out to invade more

red blood cells.

Eventually, assuming that I had

passed the time when any parasites

could remain in my blood, I stopped

taking chloroquine. Of course, the

parasites that did remain, flourished.

By April 30, some six weeks after the

mosquito had bitten me, there were as

many as 200 parasites in every drop of

my blood, perhaps a billion in my
whole body.

During the night of April 30 I had a

chill. It was not severe, but I remem-
ber huddling deeper into my covers.

When I awoke, I didn't feel well, but I

didn't feel all that sick, either, and I

went to the office as usual. Early that

afternoon I had a headache and felt

uncomfortable. I asked one of the

other people in the office if there was a

virus going around. I was told there

was some 24-hour bug and assumed
that I had it. I left for home early that

afternoon and took a nap. That eve-

ning I had a temperature of 102°F.

Assuming I had a virus, I started tak-

ing aspirin every four hours and
drinking lots of fluids. By noon the

next day I was well and had no fever.

But I had some indigestion, so I

stopped taking the aspirin. I awoke the

next morning with a temperature of

104.5° and knew I needed medical

help. A local doctor examined me, took

some blood, and sent me home—back
to the aspirin and fluids. He said that

if I did not respond, I might have to be

hospitalized.

Thursday, May 4, is a haze. I know I

had fever and chills, and I was prob-

ably delirious. I was lucid long enough,

however, to cancel a speech dedicating

the new laboratory building at the

Quincy Bog Natural Area in New
Hampshire on Saturday, and to ar-

range for another speaker. The next

day I was admitted to a local hospital,

where, within ten minutes, micro-

scopic examination of a blood smear
showed that I had malaria.

Just finding malaria parasites in

blood smears is not enough. There are

four kinds of human malaria (there

are other kinds in birds, monkeys, and
rats). Two of these are relatively com-
mon; the other two are rare, although

widely distributed. Probably the com-
monest of all is Plasmodium vivax,

which exists in both temperate and
tropical areas. It is usually called ter-

tian or benign tertian malaria because

it has a 48-hour fever cycle. (The Ro-

mans, from whom we get the word ter-

tian, counted the initial day as number
one, so forty-eight hours later would be

the third, or tertian, day.) The other

common type is P. falciparum. It has a

40- to 48-hour cycle and is called sub-

tertian, malignant tertian, or aestivo-

autumnal malaria. The identification

of the kind of malaria is important be-

cause the human cycle diff"ers accord-

ing to the species that is present. In the

falciparum malaria, for example, all of

the parasites leave the human host's

liver and enter the blood system where

the rest of their activities take place. In

the vivax type, the liver remains a res-

ervoir of infection, although the fevers

are caused by the multiplication of

parasites in the blood system.

Taxonomy, the science of classifica-

tion, is a major activity at the Ameri-
can Museum, where I have been a tax-

onomist for many years. I am often

asked what useful purpose taxonomy
serves, and now I have another exam-
ple of the importance of being able to

classify animals correctly, this time

protozoans.

The slides of my blood were rushed

to an expert malaria taxonomist, one

whom the Museum retains as a spe-

cialist in tropical medicine. He identi-

fied the parasites inhabiting my red

blood cells as P. falciparum. With my
fever approaching 105°, I was started

immediately on medication, which

consisted of large doses of chloroquine

for three days. By the end of that time,

no malaria organisms could be found

in my blood, and after four days in the

hospital, I was discharged to recuper-

ate at home from the damage done by

the protozoans to my liver and blood.

My recovery was slow, slower than I

had expected from my reading about

certain explorers who, after a day or

two in bed, were up and on the march
right away. I was anemic from the de-

struction of red blood cells by the ma-
laria parasites, my liver was enlarged,

and I had other side eff"ects, either

from the malaria or the medication,

including lack of stamina, indigestion,

ringing in the ears, and occasional

outbreaks of hives. After a week at

home, I went back to working half

time at the office, and at the end of

May, a month after my first chill, I

was working full time.

Falciparum malaria does not re-

main in the liver and all of the para-

sites are out in the blood system when
the fevers occur; thus, it is very vulner-

able to treatment with chloroquine.

Although it is the deadliest of all kinds

of malaria—Alexander, Borgia, and
Cromwell are thought to have been

among its victims—falciparum is now
the most readily treated. The therapy

for vivax malaria, on the other hand,

involves not only an attack on the or-

ganisms in the blood with chloroquine

but also subsequent treatment with an-

other chemical to attack those that re-

main in the liver.

On June 9 I started driving south to

attend the meeting of the American
Society of Mammalogists in Athens,

Georgia^. I had some work to do along

the way in Shenandoah and Great

Smokies national parks. The first

evening in Shenandoah National Park

in Virginia, I walked to the top of a

small hill to view the sunset and found

it unusually hard going. I decided that

my past month of inactivity had taken

its toll. Two days later, in the Great

Smokies, near the border between

North Carolina and Tennessee, I

started walking to the top of Cling-

man's Dome, the highest point in the

park. It was a mild climb, but I

couldn't make it more than halfway.

Although I didn't realize it, the pres-

sure I felt in my chest was my enlarged

liver, and throughout my blood, ma-
laria parasites were devouring the oxy-

gen-carrying hemoglobin.

Two days later, on the morning of

June 13, I was at the meeting of the

board of directors of the American So-

ciety of Mammalogists, and I com-
plained about the air conditioning be-

ing too chilly. An hour of sitting in the

hot Georgia sun did not warm me, so I

returned to my room and took a nap.

When I woke up, I took my tempera-

ture. It was 102°. I went to the local

university hospital and told the doctors

I thought I had malaria again, even

though I had presumably been cured.

A blood smear was made, and I was

examined. Since no parasites were

seen in my blood, and there were no in-

dications of malaria from the exami-

nation, the doctors suggested that I

had a virus. Much relieved to have

only a virus, I returned to my room and

started on the prescribed aspirin and

fluids. By the next day I was well and

went to the meetings. But early that

afternoon I felt feverish again and

went back to my room. My tempera-

ture was 102°, and I started on the as-

pirin once more.

I was very sick the next morning, the

15th, and I called the hospital. They
admitted me and within a few minutes

had identified malaria parasites in my
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blood smears. The laboratory techni-

cian, who had had experience with

malaria infections in Vietnam, even

identified them as P. falciparum. The
doctor attending me was not able to

get in touch with the Museum's New
York specialist, who was away, so she

contacted the nearby Center for Dis-

ease Control in Atlanta. Once more I

was given the chloroquine treatment, a

somewhat higher dose this time, and

again, after a few days, no parasites

could be found in my blood. After five

days in the hospital in Athens, I flew

home. I was extremely weak from ane-

mia but seemed to have suffered no

major liver or kidney damage.

The Museum's tropical disease ex-

pert was still away, so I visited another

specialist. He examined the micro-

scope slides of the parasites that I had

brought back and confirmed the iden-

tification of P. falciparum. The Cen-

ter for Disease Control also confirmed

that this was what I had had both

times—except that falciparum ma-
laria is not supposed to recur after

treatment, at least not if it has been

picked up in east Africa. (Chloro-

quine-resistant malaria was, however,

known from Southeast Asia, and other

areas.) There was a suspicion that I

may have had a mixed infection of vi-

vax and falciparum malaria, but the

specialists had to agree that there was

no sign of vivax in any of my blood

smears. They began to think that I had

not told the truth about taking the

medication. During World War II,

GI's in the Pacific, unhappy at turning

yellow from the atabrine medication

then in use, became adept at feigning

swallowing the pills and later discard-

ing them. Although chloroquine has no

such effects and I knew that I had

taken the medication, the doctors also

knew that I shouldn't have had fal-

ciparum malaria again. They put me
on a five-week course of chloroquine

once more, trusting me to take the pills

and also requiring me to have my
blood tested every week.

Again my recuperation was slow. By
mid-July, however, I decided that I

was well enough to start a mild exer-

cise program, and within a few days

was walking a brisk mile in less than

fourteen minutes. But I had to stop

this regimen when the constraining

pressure I had felt before in my chest

returned. On July 27 1 finished my five

weeks of medication, and in August I

returned to the office.

There was a lot of accumulated

mail, as well as a big pile of scientific

journals. Going through Science, a

weekly published by the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, I saw an article by two research-

ers at Rockefeller University in New
York. They had been culturing fal-

ciparum malaria parasites in their lab-

oratory, and by adding dilute chloro-

quine solution to the medium, had

found out how rapidly the parasites

could develop resistance to chloro-

quine. Although the amounts of

chloroquine they used were minuscule

compared with the quantities that had

been in my blood, in as little as five

weeks, the protozoans were able to

withstand three times the dose of

chloroquine that had killed them at

first.

I wrote to the Rockefeller para-

sitologists and told them of my case.

Even though my doctors did not really

believe that I had had resistant ma-
laria from east Africa, indefinable lit-

tle twinges here and there led me to be-

lieve I still had malaria. I told the

Rockefeller scientists that, if I did

have malaria, my parasites might be of

extreme interest to them since they

would probably be far more resistant

to chloroquine than any that they had

cultured in their lab. The Rockefeller

scientists wrote that they were inter-

ested, but I could also read in their let-

ter their doubts that I had really had a

recurrence of falciparum malaria.

They suspected that I had had the vi-

vax type. That would explain my re-

lapse since I had not had the therapy

that would eliminate the vivax para-

sites in the liver. Nevertheless, they

told me that they would want a blood

sample, and how it should be taken, if I

had another attack.

On August 22 I awoke as usual at

5:30 but felt a little under the weather.

Call it a premonition, but I decided to

take a thermometer to the office with

me. Together with my son, Russell,

who was working as a volunteer in the

Museum's photographic archives, I

left the house at 6:30, chatting along

the way with my usual CB associates.

Cookie Monster, Grease Monkey,

Caveman, and Humpty Dumpty.
About 9:00 I had what I now know is a

typical malarial headache and took my
temperature—it was 99.4°, not abnor-

mal. Nevertheless, I knew I had

malaria again and called Russ, who
decided to go home with me. By the

time we were back in New Jersey, my
temperature was down to 98.8°, but I

still knew I was having another attack

of malaria. I arranged to have a blood

smear made at a local hospital, and by

early afternoon, they admitted me as a

patient, having once more found the

parasites in my blood.

We telephoned the New York spe-

cialist who had treated me after the

second attack, and he had me trans-

ferred to a New York City hospital.

When I arrived early that evening, I

was met by one of the Rockefeller doc-

tors, whom I had called immediately

from New Jersey, and I handed him a

large plastic container with ice and a

sample of my blood that I had had
drawn for him as soon as the malaria

had been confirmed. By that night,

when they finally started giving me
medication—large doses of chloro-

quine again—my temperature was up

to 103°.

I was now beginning to make believ-

ers out of the experts, but it was hard.

The cultures that the Rockefeller re-

searchers had started "took" and be-

gan growing and dividing. After two

days even they had to admit that I

didn't have vivax. They had also ex-

cluded one of the rare types. That left

falciparum or the other rare type. By
the next day they were convinced that

I did indeed have falciparum malaria

and that I seemed to have one of the

first cases of this form from east Af-

rica that was resistant to chloroquine.

Shortly before my trip, a Dane had

contracted a case of drug-resistant

malaria on a tour in Africa, and later

that year a Georgia man, who had

been on a safari in Tanzania, came
down with malaria that proved resis-

tant to chloroquine. There had been

reports of possible drug-resistant ma-

laria cases from east Africa before

this, but without solid documentation.

The Morbidity and Mortality Weekly

Report of the Center for Disease Con-

trol in Atlanta for November 24, 1 978,

reported on all three of these cases,

saying they "present the strongest evi-

dence to date that chloroquine-resis-

tant P. falciparum malaria has ap-

peared in Africa."

While the chloroquine was again

knocking down the parasites in my
blood those first three days in the New
York hospital, samples of my blood

were flown to the Center for Disease

Control. There they began culturing

the parasites and also inoculated a

South African owl monkey with some

of my blood in hopes of establishing

the parasites in that poor creature. My
previous records of malaria were ex-

tracted (despite an early computer

output that showed no record of my
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case) and the first two attacks were re-

confirmed as falciparum.

After a day or two without fever, I

began to feel pretty well and had little

of the discomfort and weakness that

followed the first two attacks. My
main problems were a shortage of

puncturable veins for the technicians'

frequent samples and some soreness

around the ribs from their constant

probing to find out if my spleen was
enlarged (it wasn't, although this is of-

ten a characteristic of malaria) and
how big my liver was (it was enlarged).

I was looking forward to an early re-

turn home and was greatly disap-

pointed to find that they were going to

keep me in the hospital for a consider-

able time.

The main experience with chloro-

quine-resistant malaria has been with

strains from Southeast Asia. At the

beginning of the Vietnam war about 5

percent of the falciparum malaria in

Southeast Asia was resistant. By the

time we left, the malaria in that region

was more than 95 percent resistant.

New medicines to overcome this resis-

tance were developed, but most were

so destructive to the patient that they

were almost worse than the malaria it-

self. Ultimately, however, a reasonable

Southeast Asian "cure" was developed

from a new combination of drugs. And
so, two days after I had finished the

chloroquine treatment, I was put back

on medication, a powerful modifica-

tion of the Southeast Asian treatment.

This continued for five days, and fi-

nally, twelve days after I had been ad-

mitted, I was allowed to go home to re-

cuperate. It was the beginning of

September, almost six months since

the Kenya trip, when I was discharged

from the hospital.

One of the first things that I had

asked when it was finally confirmed

that I had resistant falciparum ma-
laria was whether anyone else on our

tour could have gotten it and not yet

have experienced an attack. I was as-

sured by all of the experts that if the

other tour members had not come
down with it by August, there was no

likelihood that they would. 1 assumed
that I would have heard if anyone else

on the tour had been sick with malaria,

and I had not.

We tend to think of malaria as a

tropical disease, but it is not. At one

time it ranged throughout most of

eastern North America as far north as

Quebec, and it has been known to oc-

cur as far north as the sixtieth parallel

in Russia. The digging of the Erie Ca-
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nal was almost not completed because

of the presence of malaria in the Mon-
tezuma Marshes (now a wildlife ref-

uge) in upstate New York. In 1935

there were more than 4,400 deaths

from malaria in the United States. By
1946 the total had been reduced to

341. At present all of the malaria in

the United States comes from outside

the country. In 1977 there were 480

cases of malaria reported (as required

by law) to the Center for Disease Con-

trol. About one-third were acquired in

Africa, and more than half were

caused by P. falciparum, and of these,

two cases ended in death. Of twenty

people on a 1 977 Kenya tour similar to

ours, three did not take chloroquine as

a preventive. Each of the three came
down with falciparum malaria and one

died within three days, never having

sought treatment.

Malaria is considered to have been

one of mankind's greatest killers. As-

sociation with night air was made
early, and the name malaria itself re-

fers to "bad air." Another association

was made with swampy regions. Al-

though swamps are breeding places for

mosquitoes, the damp night air, not

the insects, was generally thought to

convey the disease.

All who have been to Africa remem-
ber the tall, yellow-barked acacia trees

that grow along streamsides. The early

explorers called these acacias "fever-

trees," a name we still use. In the past,

overnight camping near these acacias

was sure to result in illness.

A French Army physician in Alge-

ria, Charles Louis Alphonse Laveran,

discovered the malaria organism in

1880, just a century ago, but it was not

until 1898 that Ronald Ross proved

that the malaria parasites were depen-

dent upon certain mosquitoes for their

transmission. Both Laveran and Ross

won Nobel Prizes—Ross in 1902 and

Laveran in 1907. Since Ross, the war

against malaria has largely involved

two aspects—control of mosquitoes

and chemotherapy against the disease

in humans. The greatest success in the

war against malaria came in the years

after the Second World War, when the

combined availability of DDT for mos-

quito control and chloroquine for pre-

vention and therapy served to reduce

the disease to its lowest level in history.

Indeed, public health officials hoped

that they would soon see malaria to-

tally eliminated from the earth and

projected 1960 as the year in which

malaria infections would be reduced

by 90 percent worldwide.

Alas, that hope is now gone. Not
only has there been an increase in the

resistance of the protozoans to chloro-

quine, as I know all too well, but mos-

quitoes have become more resistant to

DDT. The economics of the current

energy crisis has also affected malaria-

control programs, with some of the

poor nations giving up altogether for

lack of funds. And a very human prob-

lem has occurred in many regions

where, despite the funds provided, the

money seems to have disappeared into

the pockets of officials without any

control activity taking place.

Evidence of the losing battle ap-

pears in the figures of nearly 500 cases

in the United States in 1977, and

1,500 cases in England, which has

much greater traffic from malaria

zones. In the decade prior to 1973, the

annual number of civilian cases of

malaria in the United States was a

fairly constant 100 to 200, but it rose

to 302 in 1 973 and to 480 in 1 977. Spe-

cialists, noting a growing incidence in

places where the disease had been at

low levels not too long ago, estimate

more than 1 50 million cases of malaria

will occur this year, with a million

deaths in Africa alone.

The fight against malaria continues,

however. The emphasis has shifted to

attempts to find a vaccine that will

prevent humans from coming down
with the disease. The development in

recent years of a means of culturing

falciparum malaria in vitro and the

ability to infect owl monkeys with the

parasites have aided progress toward a

vaccine. But problems remain. For one

thing, the protozoans go through var-

ied phases in the human body, and

each form can cause different immune
reactions by the host and respond dif-

ferently to experimental vaccines. An-
other major problem is that, unlike the

response of the body to bacterial and

virus infections, immunological re-

sponse to parasites is slow, and to in-

troduce the vaccine to the immune sys-

tem it is necessary to use a stimulant,

called an adjuvant. Under experimen-

tal conditions, monkeys injected with

vaccine and adjuvant are known to

have survived malaria infections suffi-

ciently to indicate that they received

marked protection from the injections

—but they suffered tertible side ef-

fects from the adjuvant, making it un-

acceptable for human use. A search is

on to modify or eliminate the adjuvant

as a route to a successful vaccine, and

laboratories in several parts of the

world are hard at work on this prob-

lem. For the investigators, a Nobel
Prize may be the reward. For the rest

of us, the savings of millions of lives

from the worst of human parasites is

the stake.

What is the cost of malaria? For me,
it meant ninety-two days out of work,

twenty of which I spent in hospitals.

Thanks to a vast accumulation of sick

leave, I was paid my salary for work I

didn't do, and my health insurance

paid thousands of dollars for hospital

and doctors' bills, incidental lab fees,

and medication. In addition, there

were expenses to my family that would

not have been incurred had I been

healthy. I also lost income from con-

sultation, writing, and lecturing fees.

All in all, the minimum direct cost of

my case was in excess of $27,000. The
indirect losses may be even greater be-

cause, among other things, a year of

recuperation has delayed my return to

Africa to continue my studies of ante-

lopes in Botswana, and I have lost con-

tact with my identifiable animals.

While neither salaries nor hospital ex-

penses are so high in the third world

countries where malaria is most preva-

lent, one can readily imagine the drain

that the 150 million annual cases have

on the economies of those nations.

It was certainly no fun to have ma-
laria or to see myself written up in the

Center for Disease Control's Mor-
bidity and Mortality Weekly Report

or in the Journal of the American
Medical Association as "a 49-year old

zoologist. . .
." It was frightening to

roll around with the "sweats," have a

104.5° fever, and experience what I

can only call premature senility during

my ever-so-slow recuperation. And, al-

though I have been free of malaria

symptoms since September, and trust

that I am cured, I have to stay healthy

until next September to convince the

doctors. On the other hand, there has

been some intellectual challenge and I

have broadened my knowledge of an-

other zoological area. And, in the test

tubes at Rockefeller University and in

some monkeys at the Center for Dis-

ease Control, "my" falciparum may be

growing and dividing and may some-

day lead to the development of a safe

vaccine for this scourge, and perhaps a

Nobel Prize for the investigators.

That's as close as I'll ever get to it.

Richard Van Gelder, curator ofmam-
mals at the American Museum of
Natural History, is afrequent traveler

to Africa. He had never contracted

malaria before.



Moneydoesgrowon trees.

(And vice versa.)

Consider/

the wonder-
fully versatile

American forest.

It provides

all Americans with
useful wood and paper
products, recreation, natural

beauty, protection for watersheds and wildlife.

But it goes even farther, making these less ob-

vious, but no less important, contributions to the
country's economic well-being:

Jobs— millions of workers in the woods, in the

factories that turn wood and fiber into thousands of

essential products, and on construction sites all over
this growing land.

Taxes— billions of dollars a year, going to sup-

port schools, hospitals, public safety, countless other
vital public services.

International trade— wood products we export

help strengthen the American dollar and improve the
nation's balance ofpajTnents.

Inflation deterrent— the more productive the
forest, the more likely that the nation's supply of

wood and paper products will be adequate to meet
sharply increasing demands— and will be available
at reasonable prices. Thus, a productive commercial
forest, growing trees for today and tomorrow, be-

comes a significant inflation fighter.

Your stake in the commercial forest

So every American has a stake in increasing the
productivity of the commercial forests. {Commercial
forest, as defined by the U.S. Forest Service, is all

forestland — whether
owned by individuals,
government or the for-

est industry— that is

capable of, and poten-
tially available for,

growing repeated crops

of trees for harvest. It

includes land in Na-
tional Forests but not

in National Parks or Wilderness areas.)

So far, the commercial forest has been able to

cope with all the demands made on it. But we can't

expect it to continue to provide its benefits auto-
matically.

Why trees need money too

If wood supply is to keep up with the predicted

doubling of demand in this nation over the next 50
years, expenditures for replanting and regeneration

will have to be substantially increased.

And the greatest potential for improvement is on
publicly held land.

So that means the nation needs to establish

policies and take actions to encourage productivity

—

not only in the National Forests but in other forests

as well.

If you'd like to be better informed on how impor-

tant it is to keep America's forests productive, write

American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150 for a free booklet, "The Great American
Forest."

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.

And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America's Frenewable resource.



This View of Life

The First Forebear
Did we multicellular creatures evolve

by division or amalgamation?

by Stephen Jay Gould

I spent the last day of our late and

largely unlamented decade reading

through a stack of New York Sunday
papers for the last weekend of the

1970s. Prominently featured, as al-

ways in the doldrums of such artificial

transition, were lists of predictions

about "ins" and "outs": What will the

eighties reject that the seventies trea-

sured? What, despised during the sev-

enties, will the eighties rediscover?

This surfeit of contemporary specu-

lation drove my mind back to the bio-

logical ins and outs of the last transi-

tion between centuries. The hottest

subject of biology in the last century

did suffer a pronounced eclipse in our

times. Yet I happen to maintain a

strong fondness for it. I also believe

that new methods will revive it as a

major concern for the remaining dec-

ades of our century.

Darwin's revolution led a generation

of nineteenth-century natural histori-

ans to view the reconstruction of life's

tree as their most important evolution-

ary task. They did not focus narrowly

upon little twiglets (the relation of li-

ons to tigers) or even upon ordinary

branches (the link between cockles

and mussels). They sought to root the

trunk itself and to identify its major

limbs: How are plants and animals re-

lated? From what source did the verte-

brates spring?

In their mistaken view, these natu-

ralists also possessed a method that

could extract the answers they sought

from the spotty data at their disposal.

For, under Haeckel's "biogenetic law"

—ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny

—

an animal climbs its own family tree

during the development of its embryo.

The simple observation of embryos
should reveal a parade of adult ances-

tors in proper order. (Nothing is ever

quite so uncomplicated, of course. The
recapitulationists knew that some em-

bryonic stages represented immediate

adaptations, not ancestral reminis-

cences; they also understood that

stages could be mixed up, even in-

verted, by unequal rates of develop-

ment among different organs. Yet they

believed that such "superficial" modi-

fications could always be recognized

and subtracted, leaving the ancestral

parade intact.) E.G. Conklin, who
later became an opponent of "phy-

logenizing," recalled the beguiling ap-

peal of Haeckel's law:

Here was a method which promised to re-

veal more important secrets of the past

than would the unearthing of all the

buried monuments of antiquity—in fact

nothing less than a complete genealogical

tree of all the diversified forms of life

which inhabit the earth.

But the turn of the century heralded

the collapse of recapitulation. It died

primarily because Mendelian genetics

(rediscovered in 1900) rendered its

premises untenable. (The "parade of

adults" required that evolution pro-

ceed only by an addition of new stages

to the end of ancestral ontogenies. But

if new features are controlled by genes,

and these genes must be present from

the very moment of conception, then

why shouldn't new features be ex-

pressed at any stage of embryonic de-

velopment or later growth?) The as-

sumption that ancestral reminiscences

could always be distinguished from re-

cent embryonic adaptations had not

been sustained. Too many stages were

missing, too many others discombobu-

lated. The application of Haeckel's

law produced endless, unresolvable,

fruitless argument, not an unambigu-

ous tree of life. Some tree builders

wanted to derive vertebrates from

echinoderms, others from annelid

worms, still others from horseshoe

crabs. E.B. Wilson, apostle of the "ex-

act," experimental method that would

supplant speculative phylogenizing,

complained in 1894:

It is a ground of reproach to morphol-

ogists that their science should be bur-

dened with such a mass of phylogenetic

speculations and hypotheses, many of

them mutually exclusive, in the absence of

any well-defined standard of value by

which to estimate their relative probabil-

ity. The truth is that the search . . . has too

often led to a wild speculation unworthy

of the name of science; and it would be

small wonder if the modern student, espe-

cially after a training in the methods of

more exact sciences, should regard the

whole phylogenetic aspect of morphology

as a kind of speculative pedantry unwor-

thy of serious attention.

Phylogenizing fell from general fa-

vor, but you can't keep an intrinsically

exciting subject down. (I speak of

high-level phylogenizing—the trunk

and limbs. For twigs and small

branches, where evidence is more ade-

quate, work has always proceeded

apace, with more assurance and less

excitement.) We didn't need "Roots''

to remind us that genealogy exerts a

strange fascination over people. If un-

covering the traces of a distant great-

grandparent in a small overseas village

fills us with satisfaction, then probing

further back to an African ape, a rep-

tile, a fish, that still-unknown ancestor

of vertebrates, a single-celled forebear,

and even to the origin of life itself can

be awesome. Unfortunately, the fur-

ther back we go the more fascinated

we become and the less we know. In

this column, I will discuss one classic

issue in phylogenizing. It is an exam-

ple of the joys and frustrations of a

subject that will not go away: the ori-

gin of multicellularity in animals.

Ideally, we might hold out for a sim-

ple, empirical resolution of the issue. A
sequence of fossils perfectly intermedi-
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rates a computer, electronic eye, mo-

tor, film developing capacity and a
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a photographic breakthrough that
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ate between a protist (single-celled an-

cestor) and a metazoan (multicelled

descendant) would erase all doubt. But

the transition occurred in unfossil-

izable, soft-bodied creatures long be-

fore the inception of an adequate fossil

record. The first metazoan fossils from

some 600 million years ago do not sur-

pass the most primitive modern meta-

zoans in their similarity to protists. We
must turn to living organisms, hoping

that some multicelled descendants still

have appropriate marks of ancestry.

Genealogical reconstructions are

based on the similarities between pos-

tulated relatives. "Similarity," unfor-

tunately, is not a simple concept. It

arises for two fundamentally different

reasons. The construction of evolution-

ary trees requires that the two be rig-

orously separated, for one indicates ge-

nealogy while the other simply

misleads us. Two organisms may
maintain the same feature because

both inherited it from a common an-

cestor. These are homologous similar-

ities, and they indicate "propinquity of

descent," to use Darwin's words.

Forelimbs of people, porpoises, bats,

and horses provide the classic example

of homology in most textbooks. They
look different, and do different things,

but are built of the same bones. No en-

gineer, starting from scratch each

time, would have built such disparate

structures from the same parts. There-

fore, the parts existed before the par-

ticular set of structures now housing

them: they were, in short, inherited

from a common ancestor.

Two organisms may also share a

feature in common as a result of sepa-

rate but similar evolutionary change in

independent lineages. These are anal-

ogous similarities; they are the bug-

bear of genealogists because they con-

found our naive expectation that

things looking alike should be closely

related. The wings of birds, bats, and

butterflies adorn most texts as a stan-

dard example of analogy. No common
ancestor of any pair had wings.

Our difficulties in identifying the

trunks and limbs of life's tree do not

record muddled thinking about meth-

ods. All eminent naturalists, from

Haeckel on (and even before) stated

their procedure correctly: separate ho-

mologous from analogous similarity,

discard analogies, and build genealogy

from homology alone. Haeckel's law

was a procedure, unfortunately wrong,

for the recognition of homology. The
goal is, and has been, clear enough.

In a broad sense, we know how to

identify homology. Analogy has its

limits. It may build striking external,

functional similarity in two unrelated

lineages; but it does not modify thou-

sands of complex and independent

parts in the same way. At a certain

level of precision, similarities must be

homologous. Unfortunately, we rarely

have enough information to be confi-

dent that this required level has been

attained. When we compare primitive

metazoans with different protists as

potential relatives, we often work with

only a few features held in common for

any contrast—too few to be sure about

homology. Moreover, small genetic

changes often have profound effects

upon external, adult form. Therefore,

a similarity that looks too uncanny and

complex to arise more than once may
actually record a simple and repeat-

able change. Most importantly, we
aren't even comparing the right organ-

isms, but only pale reflections of them.

The transition from protist to meta-

zoan occurred more than 600 million

years ago. All true ancestors and origi-

nal descendants disappeared eons ago.

We can only hope that their essential,

identifying features have been re-

tained in some modern forms. Yet, if

retained, they have surely been modi-

fied and overlain with a plethora of

specialized adaptations. How can we
separate original structure from later

modification from new adaptation?

No one has ever found an unfailing

guide.

Only two scenarios have been fa-

vored for the origin of metazoans from

protists: in the first (amalgamation), a

group of protistan cells came together,

began to live as a colony, evolved a di-

vision of labor and function among
cells and regions, and finally formed

an integrated structure; in the second

(division), cellular partitions formed

within a single protistan cell. (A third

potential scenario, repeated failure of

daughter cells to separate following

cell division, has few takers these

days.)

We immediately come up against

the problem of homology. Did multi-

cellularity arise only once? Or several

times? When we decide how it arose

once in the most primitive animal,

have we explained its occurrence in all

animals? In other words, is the multi-

cellularity of various animal lineages

homologous or analogous?

The metazoan group usually re-

garded as most primitive, the sponges,

arose by the first scenario, amalgama-

tion. Modern sponges are little more
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than loosely knit federations of flagel-

lated protists. In some species, cells

can even be disaggregated by passing

the sponge through a fine silk cloth.

The cells then move independently, re-

aggregate into small clumps, differen-

tiate, and regenerate an entire new
sponge in its original form. If all ani-

mals arose from sponges, then multi-

cellularity is homologous throughout

our kingdom, and it arose by amalga-

mation.

But most biologists regard sponges

as an evolutionary dead end without

subsequent descendants. Multicellu-

larity is, after all, a prime candidate

for frequent, independent evolution. It

displays primary features of analogous

similarity: it is reasonably simple to

accomplish, it is highly adaptive, and

it is the only potential path to the bene-

fits it confers. Ostrich eggs notwith-

standing, single cells cannot become
very large. The earth's physical envi-

ronment contains scores of habitats

available only to creatures beyond the

size limit of a single cell. (Consider

only the stability that arises from be-

ing large enough to enter a realm

where gravity overshadows the forces

that act upon surfaces. Since the ratio

between surface and volume declines

with growth, increasing size is the

surest path to this realm.)

Actually, multicellularity evolved

separately in the three great higher

kingdoms of life (plants, animals, and
fungi), and it probably arose several

times in each kingdom. Most biologists

agree that all origins within plants and

fungi occurred by the amalgamation

of protistan colonies. Sponges also

arose by amalgamation. May we then

close the issue and state that mul-

ticellularity, although analogous both

across and within kingdoms, evolved in

the same basic way each time. Modern
protists include colonial forms that

display both regular arrangement of

cells and incipient differentiation. Re-

member the Volvox colonies of high

school biology labs? (I must confess

that I don't. I attended a public high

school in New York just before Sput-

nik went up. We had no lab at all, al-

though it arrived in a flash just as I

left.) Some volvoxes form colonies

with a definite number of cells ar-

ranged in a regular manner. The cells

may differ in size, and reproductive

function may be confined to cells at one

end. Is it such a big step to a sponge?

Only among animals may we make
a good case for another scenario. Did

some animals, ourselves included,

arise by division? This question cannot

be answered until we resolve one of the

oldest riddles in zoology: the status of

the phylum Cnidaria (corals and their

allies, but also including the beautiful,

transluscent Ctenophora, or comb-jel-

lies). Almost everyone agrees that the

Cnidaria arose by amalgamation. The
dilemma resides in their relationship

with other animal phyla. Almost all

possible schemes have their support-

ers: cnidarians as descendants of

sponges and ancestors of nothing else;

cnidarians as a separate branch of the

animal kingdom without descendants;

cnidarians as the ancestors of all

"higher" animal phyla (the classical

view of the nineteenth century); cni-

darians as degenerate descendants of a

higher phylum. If either of the last two

schemes can ever be established, then

our issue is settled—all animals arose

by amalgamation, probably twice

(sponges and everything else). But if

the "higher" animal phyla are not

closely related to cnidarians, if they

represent a third, separate evolution of

multicellularity in the animal king-

dom, then the scenario of division must
be seriously considered.

Supporters of a separate origin for

the higher animals generally cite the

platyhelminths (flatworms) as a po-

tentially ancestral stock. Earl Hanson,

a biologist at Wesleyan University,

has been a leading crusader, both for a

platyhelminth origin of higher animals

and for the scenario of division. If his

iconoclastic view prevails, then the

higher animals, including humans of

course, are probably the only multi-

cellular products of division, rather

than amalgamation.

Hanson has pursued his case by

studying the similarities between a

group of protists known as ciliates (in-

cluding the familiar Paramecium) and
the "simplest" of flatworms, the

Acoela (named for their failure to de-

velop a body cavity). Many ciliates

maintain large numbers of nuclei

within their single cell. If cellular par-

titions arose between the nuclei, would

the resulting creature be enough like

an acoelous flatworm to justify a claim

for homology?

Hanson documents an extensive set

of similarities between the multi-

nucleate ciliates and the multicellular

acoeles. Acoeles are tiny marine
flatworms. Some can swim, and a few

live in water up to 800 feet in depth.

But most crawl along the sea bottom in

shallow water, living under rocks or in

sand and mud. They are similar in size

to the multinucleate ciliates. The in-

ternal similarities of ciliates and
acoeles reside primarily in their shared

simplicity, for acoeles, unlike conven-

tional metazoans, lack both a body
cavity and the organs associated with

it. They have no permanent digestive,

excretory, or respiratory system. Like

the ciliate protists, they form tempo-

rary food vacuoles and perform diges-

tion within them. Both ciliates and
acoeles divide their bodies roughly into

inner and outer layers. Ciliates con-

centrate their nuclei in the inner layer.

Acoeles devote an inner region to di-

gestion and reproduction and an outer

region to locomotion, protection, and
the capture of food.

The two groups also display some
outstanding differences. Acoeles build

a nerve net and reproductive organs

that can become quite complex. Some
have penises, for example, and impreg-

nate each other hypodermically
through the body wall. They undergo

embryonic development after fertiliza-

tion. Ciliates, by contrast, have no or-

ganized nervous system. They divide

by fission and have no embryology, al-

though they do indulge in sex via a

process called conjugation. (In conju-

gation, two ciliates come together and

exchange genetic material. They then

separate and each divides later to form

two daughters. Sex and reproduction,

combined in nearly all metazoans, are

separate processes in ciliates.) Most
prominently, of course, acoeles are

cellularized; ciliates are not.

These differences should not debar a

hypothesis of genealogical relation-

ship. After all, as I argued previously,

contemporary ciliates and acoeles are

more than half a billion years beyond
their potential common ancestor. Nei-

ther represents a transitional form in

the origin of multicellularity. The de-

bate centers instead on the similarities

and on the oldest and most basic issue

of all: are the similarities homologous

or analogous?

Hanson argues for homology, claim-

ing that the simplicity of acoeles is an

ancestral condition within the flat-

worms. His detractors reply that the

simplicity of acoeles is a secondary re-

sult of their "regressive" evolution

from more complex platyhelminths,

which have intestines and excretory

organs.

Unfortunately, the similarities that

Hanson cites are of the sort that al-

ways produce unresolvable wrangling

about homology versus analogy. Many
are based upon the absence of com-
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plexity in acoeles, and evolutionary

loss is easy and repeatable.

Moreover, the simplicity of acoeles

is a predictable result of their small

body size. Many physiological func-

tions, including breathing, digestion,

and excretion, must proceed through

surfaces and serve the entire body's

volume. Large animals have such a

low ratio of external surface to internal

volume that they must evolve internal

organs to provide more surface. (Func-

tionally, lungs are little more than

bags of surface for exchange of gases,

while intestines are sheets of surface

for the passage of digested food.) But

small animals maintain such a high ra-

tio of external surface to internal vol-

ume that they often can breathe, feed,

and excrete through the external sur-

face alone. The smallest representa-

tives of many phyla also lose internal

organs. Caecum, for example, the

smallest snail, has lost its internal res-

piratory system entirely and takes in

oxygen through its external surface.

Other similarities, cited by Hanson,

may be homologous, but these are so

widespread among other creatures

that they merely illustrate the broader

affinity of all protists with all

metazoans, not any specific pathway
of descent.

Hanson is well aware that he cannot

prove his intriguing hypothesis with

the classical evidence of morphology
and function. "The best we can say,"

he concludes, "is that many suggestive

similarities are present [between cili-

ates and acoeles], but no rigorously de-

finable homologies."

Is there another method that might
resolve the issue or are we perma-
nently condemned to unresolvable

wrangling? Fortunately, we now have

a potential source of such information

—the DNA sequence of comparable
proteins. All protists and metazoans
share many homologous proteins.

Each protein is built of a long chain of

amino acids; each amino acid is coded

by a sequence of three nucleotides in

DNA. Thus, the DNA code for each
protein may contain hundreds or thou-

sands of nucleotides in a definite order.

Evolution proceeds by substitution

of nucleotides. After two groups split

from a common ancestor, their nucleo-

tide sequences begin to accumulate
changes. The number of changes
seems to be at least roughly propor-

tional to the amount of time since the

split. Thus, overall similarity in

nucleotide sequence for homologous
proteins may measure the extent of ge-

nealogical separation. A nucleotide se-

quence is a homologizer's dream.

Techniques are just now becoming
available for the routine sequencing of

nucleotides. I believe within ten years

we will be able to take homologous
proteins from all the ciliate and meta-

zoan groups at issue, sequence them,

measure the similarities between each

pair of organisms, and obtain greater

insight (perhaps even resolution) for

this old genealogical mystery. If

acoeles are most similar to protist

groups that might achieve multicel-

lularity by evolving cell membranes
within their bodies, then Hanson will

be vindicated. But if they are closest to

protists that can reach multicellularity

by integration within a colony, then

the classical view will prevail, and all

metazoans will emerge as the products

of amalgamation.

The study of genealogy has been un-

fairly eclipsed in our century by the

analysis of adaptation, but it cannot

lose its power to fascinate. Simply con-

sider what Hanson's scenario implies

about our relationship with other

multicellular organisms. Few zoolo-

gists doubt that all higher animals

achieved their multicellular status by

whatever method the fiatworms fol-

lowed. If acoeles evolved by the

cellularization of a ciliate, then our

multicellular body is the homolog of a

single protistan cell. If sponges,

cnidarians, plants, and fungi arose by

amalgamation, then their bodies are

the homologs of a protistan colony.

Since each ciliate cell is the homolog of

an individual cell in any protistan

colony, we must conclude—and I do

mean this literally—that the entire hu-

man body is the homolog of a single

cell in a sponge, coral, or plant.

The curious paths of homology go

further back. The protistan cell itself

may have evolved from a symbiosis of

several simpler prokaryotic (bacterial

or blue-green algal) cells. Mitochon-

dria and chloroplasts seem to be the

homologs of entire prokaryotic cells.

Thus, each cell of any protist, and each

cell in any metazoan body, may be, by

genealogy, an integrated colony of

prokaryotes. Shall we then view our-

selves both as a congeries of bacterial

colonies and as the homolog of a single

cell in a sponge or onion skin? Think

upon it next time you swallow a carrot

or slice a mushroom.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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The Alien Strategy
Not all parasites trust to luck

by Milton Love

I was perhaps ten years old when I

saw Invasion of the Body Snatchers.

Sitting in the darkened theater, greed-

ily ingesting copious quantities of taffy

and caramels, I watched spellbound as

aliens from outer space took control of

human bodies. Young sophisticate

that I was, the film's impression on me
was sufficiently profound that I spent

most of that year sleeping with a night

light.

Art being but a poor reflection of

nature, it is not surprising that some
organisms practice their own form of

"body snatching"—entering a host

and shaping host behavior to their own
needs.

The lot of most parasites is not a

happy one. The chances are remote

that any single individual will survive

to reproduce because in many species,

the parasite must pass through one,

two, or three intermediate hosts before

landing in the "definitive" host, the

one in which it attains mature form.

And many parasite larvae are passive

guests, trusting to chance that they

will be passed from host to host.

To overcome these long odds, many
species follow Gen. Nathan Bedford

Forrest's advice on how to win battles:

"Git thar fustest with the mostest"

(there is evidence that he phrased this

somewhat more grammatically). A fe-

male human roundworm, Ascaris

lumbricoides, for instance, may pro-

duce as many as 200,000 eggs per day,

flooding the environment with prog-

eny.

Some parasites have opted for a dif-

ferent strategy: they alter the normal
behavior of their hosts so as to increase

their chances of transmission to other

organisms. An example is the sheep

liver trematode, Dicrocoelium dendri-

ticum. Although a sheep is the defini-

tive host, intermediate ones through

which the worm must pass are a snail

and an ant. Since ants do not form the

bulk of a sheep's diet, the problem
would be to increase the opportunity

for sheep to accidentally swallow in-

fected ant hosts. We might expect

there to be any number of frustrated

sheep liver trematodes frittering away
their golden years inside ants.

In fact, the worm overcomes this di-

lemma by burrowing into the ant's

brain and forcing it to behave so as to

optimize the chances of its being in-

gested by a sheep. Normal behavior

for an uninfected ant is to be active on

the soil surface during the cool morn-

ings and afternoons, retreating to bur-

rows during midday, when higher tem-

peratures might be detrimental. A
parasitized ant, however, climbs up to

the top of a grass blade during morn-

ing hours, clamps its jaws into the

blade, and becomes immobile. As mid-

day temperatures rise, the ant retreats

down the blade, only to return in the

cooler afternoon.

This is an elegant relationship in-

deed. The ant's (and the parasite's)

chances of being eaten by sheep are in-

creased, but the host's midday retreat

is still allowed, insuring that the host

will survive the higher temperatures

and repeat the behavior if necessary.

Other parasites make their hosts

more available to their usual pred-

ators. Brachylecithum mosquensis, a

trematode found in robin livers, breaks

down the antipredator mechanisms of

its intermediate host, the carpenter

ant. Although normally small, reclu-

sive, photophobic animals, when in-

fected, carpenter ants are quite obese

and remain out and visible—slowly

circling or remaining immobile for one

or two hours. Infected hosts are also

more active during cooler hours when
the birds feed.

In these two cases, the parasites in-

vade the brains of their hosts, but this

is not always necessary to alter behav-

ior. The tapeworm Ligula intestinalis

infects the body cavity of its interme-

diate host, small fish such as stickle-

backs, and the gut of its definitive host,

fish-eating birds. The worm larva fills

up much of the fish's body cavity, and

the belly distends markedly, appar-

ently causing great stress. Infected

fish are more sluggish, less apt to join

schools, and more likely to swim near

the surface. This behavior and their in-

creased size make infected fish more
visible and available to fish-eating

birds.

In at least one relationship, a para-

site behaves so that only part of its host

is eaten. Snails are the intermediate

hosts of Leucochloridium macrosto-

mum, a trematode utilizing songbirds

as its definitive host. After entering

the snail and undergoing a number of

morphological changes, the worm lar-

vae migrate to the snail's tentacles.

Once in place, the larvae swell enor-

mously, becoming bright green with

yellow brown rings. As the infected

tentacles expand and become trans-

parent, they reveal the multihued

parasite within. At this point, the nor-

mally shadow-dwelling snails become
attracted by light and the parasite be-

gins to pulse at forty to seventy beats

per minute, causing the tentacles to vi-

brate. Attracted to what appear to be

brightly colored, swaying insects, the

songbirds pluck off the snail's tenta-

cles, complete with the undoubtedly

smug parasite.

Transmission of parasites does not

always depend on hosts being eaten.

Here too, some parasites increase their

chances of survival.

Sphaerulaha bombi is a nematode

that infects queen bumblebees. In late

summer and fall the queens burrow

into soil banks and hibernate. There

they are infected with adult female

nematodes. Once inside the queens,

the females produce larvae, which

eventually take control of the bees. In-

stead of making burrows when the

next hibernation season arrives, in-

fected bees fly about continually and

dig small soil depressions into which

they deposit nematode larvae. The in-

fected queens die soon afterward.
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forever with the invention of the Hasselblad fully

interchangeable camera system.

Never before and never since has there been a camera

system to equal the Hasselblad-the standard of versatility

and quality around the world. That's why Hasselblad is

the overwhelming choice of professionals in every area

of photography, from fashion to photo-journalism.

At the heart of the Hasselblad System is the 500C/M,
with its interchangeable lenses, film magazines,

viewfinders and film winder. The possibilities for adapt-

ing this basic camera to your own purposes are limitless:

22 different lenses, 7 film magazines, 8 viewfinders.

3 winding devices, 4 focusing screens, and a vast array

of specialized accessories.

The Hasselblad 500C/M is easily held in the palm of

your hand, yet it gives you the quality advantage of its

large 2V4 x 2V4 negative size.

The Hasselblad System has made a profound contribu-

tion to photography. It could make a profound difference

to you. For a luxurious folder, write to:

HASS£LBLAD
Victor Hasselblad Inc.

10 Madison Road, Fairfield. N.J. 07006, USA



SpEAk pRENch
liliE A diploiviAT!

What sort of people need to learn a for-

eign language as quicl<ly and effectively as
possible? Foreign service personnel, tfiat's

wfio. Members of America's diplomatic
corps are assigned to U.S. embassies
abroad, where they must be able to con-

verse fluently in every situation.

Now you can make a start on learning to

speak French just as these diplomatic per-

sonnel do— with the Foreign Service Insti-

tutes Basic French Course.
The U.S. Department of State has spent

tens of thousands of dollars developing this

course. It's by far the most effective way to

learn French at your convenience and at

your own pace.

The Basic French Course consists of a

series of audio cassettes and an accom-
panying textbook. You simply follow the

spoken and written instructions, listening

and repeating. By the end of the course
you'll find yourself learning and speaking
entirely in French!

This course turns your cassette pfayer
into a "teaching machine. " With its unique
pattern drill " learning method, you set your
own pace— testing yourself, correcting

errors, reinforcing accurate responses.
The FSI's Introductory Basic French

Course comes in two parts. Part A provides
an introduction to the simpler forms of the

i^BUDia-faMJin'

language plus a basic vocabulary. Part B
introduces more complex structures and
additional vocabulary.

You may order one or both parts of the
Basic French Course:

n Basic French, Part A. 11 cassettes (16
hours) and 200-page text, $115.

D Basic French, Part B. 18 cassettes (25 Vz

hours) and 300-page text, $149.

(New York State residents add sales tax)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in

handsome library binders.

TO ORDER, JUST CUP THIS AD and mail it

with your name and address and a check or

money order. Or. charge to your credit card
(American Express. VISA, toaster Charge,
Diners Club) by enclosing card number,
expiration date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's French
course is unconditionally guaranteed Try it

for three weeks. If you're not convinced it's

the fastest, easiest, most painless way to

learn French, return it and we'll refund every
penny you paid! Order today!

Ivlany other FSi language courses_a^^so
available. Write us.

Audio-Forum
Dept. 502
145 East 4gth Street

New Yorl<, N.Y. 10017
(212)753-1783 S^/

UNUSUAL
That's the ideal description of the regal
island country of Sri Lanka, once known as

Ceylon. It's a fabulous spectacle. Whether
you're looking at our ancient cities, won-
drous wildlife or miles of beaches. The
ultimate is our festival of the August moon.
Located in the Jasmine-scented, mountain
city of Kandy, you will feast your eyes on a
thousand whirling dancers, a hundred cos-
tumed elephants, and more drummers than
you've ever seen. The torchlight acrobatics

of this 2,000 year old Perahera will, in just a

few days, leave you with a lifetime of
memories.
We have an unusual variety of tours — 75

in all — ranging from 3 to 21 days. The
prices'? Unusually low! Accomodations
begin at $5. Deluxe sells for $45.

Sri Lanka is a most unusual warm
weather vacation or convention spot. Only
one hour from India, three hours from
Katmandu, Bangkok and Singapore. Write
for a color folder and tour digest that

includes special airfare.

sri LonKQ
Pearl of the Indian Ocean.

Ceylon Tourist Board/DepI
609 Fifth Avenue. New York

NH 85

, NY. 10017

City/Sl3le/Zip

while the larval worms mature, males
and females mate, and the fertilized

female worms lie in readiness for un-

parasitized queen bees.

Shaping host behavior is not the

only mechanism by which a parasite

may increase its survival or reproduc-

tive potential.

Intriguing examples include the so-

called parasitic castrators, organisms

that sterilize their hosts, either directly

(the parasite living within the gonads
and destroying reproductive tissue) or

indirectly (producing or stimulating

the host to produce substances that

lead to sterilization). Many parasites,

including dinoflagellates, ciliates,

trematodes, tapeworms, and copepods,

have been implicated in this strategy.

The barnacle Sacculina is a dra-

matic case in point. Emitted into the

water as a planktonic larva, the barna-

cle attaches itself to a crab. The barna-

cle larva degenerates into a mass of

relatively undifferentiated tissue and
flows through a dartlike tube thrust

into the host. These cells are carried by

the host circulatory system to the gut,

where they multiply, forming an intri-

cately branching network that soon

spreads throughout the body. The de-

nouement is that the host may not ma-
ture sexually, reproduce, or molt.

The benefits of host castration to the

parasite are not always apparent and,

indeed, in many cases may not exist. In

several instances, however, it is possi-

ble to postulate advantages accruing to

the parasite. There is some evidence

that castrated hosts live longer and
grow larger, perhaps because energy

that might normally go toward repro-

duction can be utilized for tissue build-

ing, antibody production, and so on.

For the parasite this could mean a

longer reproductive life (because the

host lives longer) and greater fecun-

dity (often directly correlated with

host size).

It would be dramatic to end this dis-

cussion by reporting that parasites (in

the manner of Brachylecithum) influ-

ence human behavior—that, for in-

stance, the larval stage of a bear para-

site can cause humans to spread

themselves with honey and hurl their

bodies in front of astonished (and de-

lighted) bruins. But there are no such

parasites.

Now, if I were just sure of that, I

could turn off my night light.

Milton Love is a research associate in

the Department of Biology at Occi-

dental College, Los Angeles.



An Art Book
ThatTookCenturies
To Create

It took the American Museum of
Natural History four years to arrange its

exceptional exhibition of more than 500
pieces of ancient gold from Colombia.
But those few years are a brief time
when compared with the decades arche-
ologists have spent digging (literally!)

and studying the gold artifacts from
tombs, caves, and buried sites. And all

that time is short when compared with
the many centuries prehistoric Indians
practiced their craftsmanship and artis-

try to create these treasures.
So when it became the United States

sponsor for this outstanding collection,

the American Museum faced a dilemma.
Could we do justice to all this effort and
scholarship and beauty? We think we
have. First, by dramatically displaying
Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of Co-
lombia in one of our largest halls. The
glowing reports from visitors tell us our
efforts have been worthwhile. If you
don't have a chance to see the show for
yourself in New York, we hope you will

see it in Chicago, San Francisco, or New
Orleans on its year and a half tour.

The second challenge for the Ameri-
can Museum was the creation of an
appropriate book to accompany the ex-

hibition. We decided against a tradi-

tional catalog; against a small, boring
volume with tiny black-and-white pic-

tures that could never do justice to these
fine objects. Instead, we decided to pre-
sent a select number of the finest pieces
of pre-Columbian gold in a large, stun-
ning format. And to represent the three
important elements that make a great
art book we chose outstanding profes-
sionals.

First, photographer Lee Boltin. One
of the greatest photographers of art ob-
jects, he also took the famous pictures
of the Tutankhamun show. We sent him
abroad to find and record great pieces
of pre-Columbian art.

Second, archeologist Warwick Bray,
from the University of London. One of
the world's foremost authorities on pre-
Columbian art. Bray is also a skilled

writer, able to present fascinating back-
ground in a succinct, readable essay in

the book. Dr. Bray organized the Colom-
bian gold exhibition in London.

Third, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Amer-
ica's leading publisher of fine art books.
In a co-publishing venture with the
American Museum, Abrams designed
the book, supervised the preparation of

30 large color plates, and monitored the
fine-quality printing.

The result is an unprecedented exhi-
bition book. It is bold and big—each
plate is 16 by 11 1/2 inches—bigger than
this magazine opened up. The paper is

heavier than most posters. In fact, many
persons have purchased two copies of
the book in order to have one set of
these fine art prints for framing.

And now for the happy ending. Be-
cause the Museum is a co-publisher, we
are able to offer this soft-bound art book

at a major savings from its normal retail

price of $12.50. We are pleased to offer

Gold of El Dorado to subscribers for only
$8.95—a 28% savings off its regular
price. This special offer is valid only
during the exhibition and only while our
limited supply lasts. We suggest that
you order one or more copies immedi-
ately. Of course, if you are not satisfied

after you have had an opportunity to
examine it in your home, simply return
the book and the Museum will refund
the purchase price.

Natural
History
Books

Gold of El Dorado Book
American Museum of Natural History
77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

YES, I want to purchase __,.^,._, ,,,^ „„,„ „, ,_, ^^,a^j^jID enclose payment of/Q authorize'you to charge "^mTiiBrgs'per^copy (dIus
$1.00 for shipping and handling).

.copy/ copies of the Gold of El Dorado book.

My name

My address.

City _State -Zip.

For charge orders only:

Charge to: Master Charge OVISA
n American Express Diners Club

Interbank # (Master Charge Only) | i

Account # j

^
(All digits) '

Expiration Date

Signature
(required If using credit card)

(Make checks payable to American Museum of Natural History)

Order

book(s) @ $8.95 $

Shipping and handling $1.00
N.Y. Sales Tax (if

applicable)

TOTAL $



Horse and Buggy Island
This renowned Michigan resort fought
its dung-breeding flies with pesticides

until a new insect plague emerged

by M. Keith Kennedy and Richard W. Merritt

Mackinac Island, one of the oldest

and most famous tourist attractions in

Michigan, nestles between the Upper
and Lower Peninsulas where the wa-

ters of Lake Huron and Lake Michi-

gan meet to form the Straits of Mack-
inac. The island was well known to

Indians and early explorers more than

300 years ago, and its strategic impor-

tance was recognized by the British,

who, in 1779, established Fort Mack-
inac to protect English fur traders

from American troops during the Rev-

olutionary War. For the past 200

years, however, it has been the island's

scenic beauty that has lured such fam-

ous tourists as William Cullen Bryant,

Harry S. Truman, John F. Kennedy,
and Gerald R. Ford.

In addition to scenery, Mackinac Is-

land has a unique feature that helps to

attract over 750,000 visitors a year

—horse-drawn carriages are a major
means of transportation on the island.

No automobiles are allowed. Tourists

take guided carriage and horse tours,

pedal around on rented bicycles, and
take walks along numerous trails. The
famous Mackinac Island fudge pro-

vides an additional attraction, and lo-

cal islanders commonly refer to the

thousands of tourists who descend

daily on the island during the summer
as "fudgies."

The island's decidedly turn-of-the-

century atmosphere is due to its Victo-

rian architecture and horse-filled

streets. But the maintenance of this at-

mosphere is not without drawbacks.

The approximately 500 to 600 horses

needed each summer to meet the

transportation needs of the increasing

number of visitors produce an enor-

mous amount of manure. The manure,
in turn, provides breeding sites for

two nasty pests, the housefly (Musca

domesticd) and the biting stable fly

{Stomoxys calcitrans). These flies

typically breed in disturbed manure
that has been mixed with straw and
urine, which in most instances occurs

in and around stables and adjacent

barns. Despite efforts to dispose of the

manure, enough has persisted in recent

years to allow the development of in-

tolerable numbers of flies.

Houseflies are more than a simple

nuisance to fudge shops and storekeep-

ers. Annual outbreaks of dysentery

were once common on Mackinac Is-

land, and public health officials be-

lieved the excessive housefly popula-

tion was a contributing factor. At one

time, many of the island's residents

used cooking utensils fitted with spe-

cially designed fly screens or cages to

keep these ubiquitous pests from con-

taminating food during cooking and
dining.

Stable flies also pose a serious prob-

lem because of their vicious biting

habit. Carriage horses frequently be-

come skittish from numerous bites,

and humans are often targets for

hungry stable flies.

Both fly species were a part of nine-

teenth-century life, especially in towns

with large concentrations of horses.

But filth fly problems, not an appetiz-

ing topic, are rarely mentioned in de-

scriptions of American frontier life.

How many Westerns have shown John

Wayne, Roy Rogers, or Gene Autry
fighting off flies in the local saloon?

Despite their lack of historical rec-

ognition, dung-breeding pestiferous

flies are a potential problem wherever

large numbers of livestock are kept in

small areas. Prior to 1945, sanitation

was the major method recommended
for fly control on Mackinac Island.

Unfortunately, many livery owners de-

voted most of their time to the tourist

trade and made few efforts to haul ma-
nure regularly from stables to the is-

land landfill for disposal. Manure was
frequently piled in alleys or dumped
inconspicuously along roadsides. Sani-

tation was often neglected by many
who were convinced that it was a waste

of time.

In the summer of 1945, the national

conference of state governors was

scheduled to be held at the island's

famous Grand Hotel. This created an

urgent need for a fly-free environment.

At precisely this time the U.S. Army
released the insecticide DDT for ex-

perimental civilian use, and a project

was quickly developed to test DDT
sprays as a potential fly-control

method on Mackinac Island.

The project was an immediate suc-

cess, providing "astonishing" fly con-

trol, according to islanders and public

health officials. The mayor of Mack-
inac Island was so impressed with the

new "miracle drug" that he set fire to

several hundred fly traps at a special

ceremony to usher in a new era of

chemical warfare against flies. The
pesticide treadmill had begun to roll.

DDT was used for fly control until

late in 1949 when the fly population

showed high levels of resistance to the

chemical. This was one of the first

documented cases of insect resistance

to DDT in the United States. For the

next five years, other chemically

similar substances, such as methoxy-

chlor, chlordane, lindane, and dieldrin,

were used in various combinations

with DDT with unsatisfactory results

because the flies also developed

resistance to these pesticides. Ma-
lathion, one of the second generation

of chemical pesticides and a common
component of widely available house

M. Keith Kennedy
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and garden sprays, then came into use.

It was used until 1964, when resistance

again became a problem. From 1964

until 1977, Cygon (dimethoate),

which is in the same chemical group as

Malathion, was used exclusively. It

was applied with a mist blower every

three to four days during the summer.
In 1978, Mackinac Island house-

flies tested at the USDA Insects Af-

fecting Man Laboratory in Gaines-

ville, Florida, proved to be five times

more resistant to Cygon than a labora-

tory strain known to be resistant to

several other pesticides. Upon hearing

this news, the islanders promptly be-

gan referring to the two-winged pests

as "superflies."

In the past few years, a second seri-

ous insect problem developed on the is-

land: an outbreak of the European
fruit lecanium scale {Lecanium corni

complex) that seriously affected many
of the shade and fruit trees in the city

and in Mackinac Island State Park. In

its adult, immobile stage, the lecanium

scale (about the size of a large

ladybug) uses its sucking mouthparts

to draw nutrients out of the tree. The
scale's hard, waxy covering protects it

from most liquid insecticides.

Trees infested with large numbers
of scale lost branches and suffered a

general decline in vigor. Plum trees, a

favorite host of the scale, were espe-

cially hard hit. In the early 1940s,

plums were extensively planted on the

island, and Mackinac plum jams and
preserves became popular in the local

area. The scale, once a devastating

plum pest in Eastern Europe, appears

to have contributed to the plum de-

cline on Mackinac Island during the

Mackinac Island, which lies between

Lakes Huron and Michigan, has lured

tourists for 200 years. Cars are

banned on the island, and visitors

walk, ride bicycles, or use the

ubiquitous horse-drawn carriages.

last twenty to thirty years. Today,

most of Mackinac's few remaining

plum trees are in poor shape, suffering

from the scale and from black knot, a

fungal disease.

The scale problem, not the flies,

prompted the state park personnel to

call us in. Normally, lecanium scale is

kept at low densities by numerous
parasites and predators, but in their

absence, scale can quickly increase to

damaging levels. Did something on

Mackinac Island eliminate or reduce

the scale's natural enemies? We asked

ourselves this question when first con-

fronted with the problem. After a pre-

liminary investigation of the island's

fly-control program, the answer be-

came apparent. The Cygon spray op-

erators routinely directed the mist

blower spray into the lower canopies of

trees along the control routes in the

city and in the state park. A quick

check showed that all the scale-in-

fested trees were on or near this route.

The scale's natural enemies were being

effectively eliminated by the Cygon
spray, while the scale itself, suscepti-

ble only to dormant oil sprays or appli-

cations directed at its crawler stage,

was not affected. Released from its

natural controls, the lecanium scale in-
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creased to outbreak levels. The control

program directed at a primary pest

(pestiferous flies) had induced an

outbreak of a secondary, previously

unimportant pest, the lecanium scale.

But apart from the scale outbreak,

the control program was in trouble.

The island was slowly losing its chemi-

cal war against flies. The bulging arse-

nal of new insecticides that existed in

the fifties and early sixties was no

longer available by the late seventies,

and the effectiveness of any new
chemical was quickly compromised by
the flies' ability to develop resistance.

Fly control on the island had reached a

point where alternatives to the current

program had to be considered if satis-

factory results were to be obtained

without further upsetting the island's

ecological balance.

The city council and the Mackinac
Island State Park Commission, which

maintains Fort Mackinac and ap-

proximately 80 percent of the island's

2,465 acres, jointly sponsored the fly-

control program. In 1977, we proposed

to these organizations that a new fly-

management system be considered.

Our proposal emphasized an inte-

grated approach using selected cul-

tural, chemical, and biological control

techniques instead of a single control

method. We placed the primary em-
phasis on sanitation—prompt and ef-

fective disposal of manure from stables

and other potential fly-breeding areas.

Our proposal did not go unchal-

lenged. For over thirty years, residents

and seasonal shopkeepers had relied

totally on insecticides. Spraying was a

relatively low-cost, minimal-labor con-

trol method that required little knowl-

edge, cooperation, or energy expendi-

ture by individuals. In addition, many
summer residents and local business-

men were interested only in short-term

fly-control eff'orts, and any control

program extending beyond Labor Day
was of little interest to them. A strict

sanitation program placed responsibil-

ity with individual residents and busi-

nessmen. "The trouble with sanitation

is that it might not get done," one of

the city councilmen said at a town

meeting. "An eff'ective sanitation pro-

gram would require the city to hire

personnel to enforce the sanitation

regulations," he said, while chemical

control was "like a great big police-

man." The councilman was right: a

sanitation program required the en-

forcement of existing or future ordi-
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nances, as well as cooperation between

city and state park personnel and un-

derstanding from residents and busi-

ness persons.

After much discussion, the city

council and the state park commission
voted to support our program for a

one-year trial period. The money pre-

viously spent for insecticides and a

spray crew was to be used to fund the

new, integrated fly-management pro-

gram in 1978.

We shortly discovered that the is-

landers generally did not understand

where the flies came from or where
they were going. The adult fly had
been the nuisance stage and the major
target for years, and there was little

interest in the immature stages or

knowledge of where they occurred.

The local newspaper reported that one

Part of the island's new pest-

control program was to improve

sanitation in stables and corrals.

Both the stable fly, above, and the

housefly breed in the disturbed

manure found in these areas.

city council member was concerned

that the city might be paying Michi-

gan State University personnel to con-

trol pests that lived on property owned
by the state parks. Our dispersal stud-

ies used dye-marked stable flies to

show that adult flies were moving

freely throughout the island with little

concern for property rights. An educa-

tion program was initiated through

newspaper stories, word of mouth, and

a short documentary movie, shown at

council meetings, that concentrated on

the life history (breeding sites, dis-

persal habits, and so on) of the flies.

Once they understood that the major

breeding area of houseflies and stable

flies was disturbed manure, the resi-

dents were more easily convinced that

sanitation measures would reduce the

adult fly population, and the program
received increased support.

In the spring of 1978, we initiated a

field study on Mackinac Island to de-

termine adult population densities and

major larval breeding sites of the

housefly and stable fly. This informa-

tion was necessary to concentrate con-

trol eff"orts where fly breeding was

heaviest and to evaluate the effects of

the integrated control program after

implementation.

We determined the major larval

breeding sites by closely examining

horse manure piles, droppings, and or-

ganic wastes in and around corrals,

stables, feed-storage areas, feeding

troughs, and garbage cans and other

waste receptacles. In cooperation with

Richard Patterson, of the Insects Af-

fecting Man Laboratory, we sampled

adult stable fly populations by placing

fiberglass panels coated with a sticky

material at major breeding sites. The
fiberglass panel reflects ultraviolet

light in such a way that large numbers
of adult stable flies are attracted to it,

and the sticky material traps them.

These traps have proved extremely ef-

fective in providing accurate indexes

of adult densities in the field and can

also serve as a control device if the

panels are treated with an insecticide

(for example, Permethrin) instead of

an adhesive material. USDA studies

have shown that in seven to eight days

this method can successfully reduce lo-

cal stable fly populations around barns

by 84 to 90 percent. Because houseflies

are not attracted to the fiberglass pan-

els, we used other types of traps con-

taining commercial housefly baits for

them.

We also planned to release two spe-

cies of tiny parasitic wasps, Muscidi-

furax raptor and Spalangia endius. to

evaluate their potential for controlling

flies on the island. Both wasp species

attack the pupal stage of the fly, kill-

ing the larvae and preventing adult

emergence. Just when we felt the pro-

gram was gaining general acceptance,

the local newspaper carried an article

entitled "Tiny Wasps Could Replace

Insecticides in Combating Flies." This
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The island's architecture and

old-fashioned transportation

provide a turn-of-the-century

atmosphere. Scouts on the march,

facing page, confront another

aspect of life before the

advent of the motorcar.

alarmed many residents because they

associated wasps with yellow jackets

or hornets. Although the wasps in-

volved were small (less than a millime-

ter long), solitary parasites that at-

tacked only fly pupae, we were often

questioned about the size of the wasps

or their nest and how injurious the

sting was to humans. City and park of-

ficials asked if we would need addi-

tional money to control the wasps once

they controlled the flies. From that

time on we referred to the wasps as

parasites and emphasized them less

than other control measures.

In addition to searching for larval

breeding areas and monitoring adult

fly population densities, we tested sev-

eral other control methods on a trial

basis. Using a pyrethroid insecticide.

we tried localized spraying of major

adult fly resting sites, such as sides

of stables and manure wagons. Pyre-

throids are synthetic versions of

pyrethrins, naturally occurring insec-

ticides produced by chrysanthemums

and other plants. We did this sort of

spraying only in emergencies when

adult fly populations reached outbreak

proportions.

We also recommended the following

sanitation measures to stable and store

owners: cleaning manure from barns

and stables on a weekly basis; remov-

ing fallen feed from cracks in horse

stalls and adding rock salt or lime to

these sites to prevent larval develop-

ment; covering all trash cans; provid-

ing flyproof screens for store windows

and doors; laying a cement floor where

manure wagons were parked to elimi-

nate breeding areas and facilitate

cleanup; and composting manure to

prevent larval and pupal development.

Finally we conducted a public opinion

survey on the island to better under-

stand reactions of tourists and resi-

dents to pest fly problems.

By the end of summer 1978, we had

learned a great deal about the fly and

people communities on Mackinac Is-

land. We had located and mapped ma-

jor breeding areas for fly larvae and

major adult resting sites. We discov-

ered who was contributing to the fly

problem through poor sanitary prac-

tices and who was willing to cooperate

with the program. Our public opinion

survey showed that flies were not as se-

rious a problem to tourists as they were

to residents. Of 1,000 tourists sur-

veyed, only one said that the flies

would keep him/her from visiting the

island again.

Ed Gersabeck, a graduate student

who was working with us, established

a rapport with many of the islanders

and state park and city personnel. He
became known variously as the Bug
Man or Lord of the Flies, and as the

Dear Abby of the island for problems

ranging from how to get rid of mos-

quitoes, horseflies, and no-see-ums

(small, biting gnats) to how to kill the

bats that lived in the governor's sum-

mer house. To date, we are still trying

to convince some of the island resi-

dents that our role is not that of gen-

eral exterminator. However, as a re-

sult of our initial integrated control

attempts during the first year, adult

stable fly densities in selected areas

declined 25 percent, and the amount of

Cygon insecticide applied was reduced

from 235 gallons to less than one. Be-

cause of this initial success, we wen
funded for an additional year.

We expanded our pilot control pro

gram to the entire island in 1 979, usin^j

sanitary measures, poison panel traps

localized spraying, and parasite re

leases. The results were significant: wi

achieved a 40 to 50 percent decrease

in the adult stable fly populatio:

throughout the island; housefly popu

lations declined by an estimated 25 t

30 percent. On a larger scale, we com
pletely eliminated the broad area in

secticide spray program, which in tur

reduced environmental contamination

In addition, we initiated and supporter

the passage of a strong ordinance tha

would impose fines on those not com
plying with established sanitatio:

measures.

The discontinuance of the insecti

cide fogging was not without negatiw

consequences, however. During 1978

79, there were apparent increases in]

yellow jacket, mosquito, and horseflyl

populations, as well as an increase in

the lilac leaf miner. These increases,

observed mainly by island residents

suggest the nonspecificity of the previ-

ous control program.

At the present time, we plan to con-

tinue the integrated fly-management

program on Mackinac Island this sum-

mer. The most important job ahead is

training city and state park personnel

to take over the program when our in

volvement ends. The program requires

their total cooperation, as well as that

of summer residents and businessmen

The serious ecological problems that

resulted from the original chemical

control program—increased insecti

cide resistance in a pest population

(housefly and stable fly) and a second

ary pest outbreak (lecanium scale)—
\

are not unique to Mackinac Island. In

the late 1960s, an intensive insecticide

control program for mosquitoes in the I

California-Nevada resort area of Lake

Tahoe led to an outbreak of pine

needle scale {Chionaspis pinifoliae).

More recently lecanium scale out-

breaks have occurred in two Michigan

cities that regularly fogged their

streets with insecticide for mosquito

control.

The failure to consider the eff"ects of

pest-control strategies on the total

ecosystem led to serious consequences

in all these situations. As we have

demonstrated, however, the use of an

integrated pest management approach

can provide efl"ective control and is

more compatible with our natural en-

vironment, n
Mackinac Island Stale Park Commis:
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Dirty River Turtles
That Illinois River has its silt,

has its sewage, has its turbid waters,

but those old turtles just keep rolling along

by Don Moll

The Illinois River is comparable to a

fine old painting—both are easier to

admire from a distance. From the

heights of Peoria's Grandview Drive,

the river appears as a broad silver band

of tranquil beauty, coiling through

patches of forest and cultivated fields

in great serpentine loops on its slow

journey to meet the Mississippi, nearly

175 miles to the south. Drop down

from the bluff and stand on the

riverbank at Waterworks Park and the

idyllic image is quickly shattered by

the odor from the bloated bodies of

carp and gar washing against the

shore. They move on thick, oily green

water in rhythm to the backwash tides

generated by the barge and motorboat

traffic moving continually through the

narrow channel. No rooted aquatic

vegetation is visible and the only birds

in view are grackles and ring-billed

gulls, garbage eaters working the bod-

ies along the shore. The Illinois River

has not always been so, but unlike the

paintings of the old masters, the river

has not aged well.

When Pere Marquette first traveled

the Illinois Valley in 1673 he wrote,

"We have seen nothing like this river

that we enter, as regards to its fertility

of soil, its prairies and woods; its cat-

tle, elk, deer, wildcats, bustards,

swans, ducks, parroquets, and even

beaver." Capt. Howard Stansbury, in

1838, described the valley as "one to

The polluted Illinois River flows past Starved Rock State Park

near Utica. Smooth soft-shelled turtles, left, have declined in the

river because silt has covered the sand bars they need for nesting.



five miles wide, deeply overflowed in

every freshet, filled with bayous,

ponds, and swamps, and infested with

wild beasts." Throughout the nine-

teenth and early twentieth century

conditions were only little changed

from these early descriptions of most

of the river and adjacent flood plain.

The region was a richly vegetated fish

and wildlife paradise, famed for its

bass fishing and waterfowl hunting.

Weekend trains known as fisherman's

specials hauled in carloads of anglers

to sample the river's richness, and a di-

verse array of sportsmen, including

President Benjamin Harrison and the

gangster Al Capone. shot duck from

its shores. A booming mussel fishery

supplied pearls and shells for buttons,

while commercial fishing provided

tons of fish for the markets of Chicago

and the cities of the eastern seaboard.

Turtle fishing was also big business

at the turn of the century, and an all-

time high catch of 547,000 pounds,

based mainly on snapping and soft-

shelled turtles, was recorded for 1899.

The first reference, in 1892, to the

quality of the Illinois River as a turtle

habitat was given by the naturalist

Harrison Garman in a comprehensive

synopsis of the reptiles and amphib-

ians known from the state at that time.

His judgment of the river's excellence

was based on the large number of tur-

tles observed, the extensive sloughs.

the numerous sandy shores suitable for

nesting, and the ample animal and

vegetable life, which provided food

and shelter for the resident turtles. Al-

vin Cahn, author of The Turtles of Il-

linois (1937), remarked similarly that

the river's favorable environment of

slow-moving water, swampy flood

plain lakes, and abundant, sheltering

vegetation was responsible for its very

large turtle population.

Inevitably though, as the human
population of Illinois expanded during

the late nineteenth century, the river

was increasingly subjected to the pres-

sures imposed by the developing cities

along its banks and the clearing and

draining of its fertile flood plain for

agricultural use. The northern part of

the river changed rapidly into an open

sewer as Chicago grew and flushed its

sewage and stockyard wastes into the

Illinois River via one of its tributaries,

the Des Plaines. To accomplish this,

special canals were constructed, and in

1871, the Chicago River's flow was re-

versed to carry wastes away from Lake

Michigan—the source of Chicago's

drinking water—and into the Illinois

River system. The resultant effluent

flow killed and bloated river fish by the

ton, and in a reference indicative of the

pollution tolerance of many turtles, al-

beit with a somewhat uncomplimen-

tary ring to it, E. W. Nelson noted: "In

July and August when the water is

worst even the mud turtles leave the

river in disgust and seek less odorous

homes" (Report of the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Fish and Fisheries for

1875-1876).

During the first two decades of the

twentieth century the upper hundred

miles of the river became practically

anaerobic and nearly fishless. In the

late summer of 1912, a vertebrate sur-

vey near Morris yielded only a few

fungused bullheads, a frog, two snap-

ping turtles, and a soft-shelled turtle in

water described the year before as

emitting foul privy odors and carrying

floating, pan-sized, putrescent masses

of soft, slimy matter borne up by gases

from beneath. The central and lower

stretches of the river remained rela-

tively unaffected by these problems,

and with improved sewage treatment

techniques and regulations, the condi-

tion of the upper river improved dra-

matically. The major destroyer of the

old river ecosystem has been a seem-

ingly benign substance—silt.

The slow-flowing Illinois has always

had some trouble carrying its load of

suspended soil particles. With in-

creased clearing and drainage of flood

plain forests and wetlands in exchange

for more row crop acreage, an impor-

tant buffer between the river and pro-

portionately increasing soil runoff has

been lost. Channelization of feeder

tributaries, urban storm runoff, and

flooding of adjacent bare agricultural

land during high-water periods have

caused a tremendous increase in the

suspended soil load of the river. An ex-

Sc'.iu'JL' und indusinal wastes poiiri/ii; intu ihc rncr have

depleted oxygen levels. Severe fish kills have resulted, providing

abundant food for such turtles as the common snapping turtle.



tensive lock and dam system has fur-

ther reduced the silt-carrying capacity

of the river by slowing its already slug-

gish rate of flow, while heavy barge

and boat traffic and large bottom-

roiling populations of introduced carp

function synergistically to keep the

river in a constant state of turbid flux.

Not surprisingly, the drastic

changes in the river environment have

caused great and largely unwelcome

changes in the composition and struc-

ture of its biota during the span of a

turtle's lifetime. Rooted aquatic vege-

tation has been nearly eliminated from

the river and adjacent lakes, and the

once rich macroinvertebrate, fish, and

seasonal waterfowl faunas have de-

clined accordingly in numbers and

condition or have been replaced en-

tirely by more pollution-tolerant

forms. The industries dependent upon

these populations have crashed with

them. Commercial turtling declined as

the economic value of the catch fell,

and commercial fishermen, the main

turtle catchers, looked elsewhere for

employment after the fin fishery also

sagged.

If by any stretch of the imagination

a silver lining can be found in this dark

picture, it would have to be based on

the remarkably detailed documenta-

tion—by aquatic biologists of the Illi-

nois Natural History Survey and its

predecessor, the State Laboratory of

Natural History—of the changes that

have occurred over the last hundred

years. From the 1870s to the present

day, a distinguished chain of workers

—Stephen Forbes, Carl Kofoid, Rob-
ert Richardson, William Starrett,

Philip Smith, Frank Bellrose, and

many others—have watched and re-

corded in unparalleled detail the de-

mise of the river and its biota, earning

the Illinois its title as the "most stud-

ied" river in the world. One of the few

gaps in this documentation has been

the efl'ect of habitat alteration on the

ecology of the river's turtle fauna.

Having grown up along the banks of

the Illinois River, and from early on a

student of turtles and local natural his-

tory, I became intrigued by this gap in

turtle knowledge and began to search

for clues. Cahn's 1937 work was a

mine of information on the natural his-

tory of Illinois River turtles in the rela-

tively unpolluted period of the early

twentieth century, and Phil Smith's

treatise on the amphibians and reptiles

of Illinois in 1961 gave important dis-

tributional information. Largely lack-

ing, however, was published ecological

information from the transitional pe-

riod to the badly polluted modern con-

dition, and on the status and ecology of

the present turtle fauna. To solve the

former problem, I became a skulker in

museum basements, private collec-

tions, and the musty storage closets of

the Illinois Natural History Survey

and other agencies, where specimens,

mice, and unpublished information of

the old river biologists were housed.

For the latter problem, I began trap-

ping the turtles of the river and re-

maining flood plain lakes and wet-

lands. After several years of such

investigations a relatively clear, and
initially surprising, picture of the riv-

er's turtle populations during the criti-

cal period of change has emerged.

Despite drastic habitat modifica-

tions, my trapping campaign of the

mid-1970s showed large, thriving pop-

ulations of painted, red-eared, map,
false map (now believed to be com-
posed of at least two morphologically

similar sibling species previously un-

recognized), spiny soft-shelled, stink-

pot, and common snapping turtles still

inhabit the river, as they did in the days

of Garman and Cahn. On a sunny

spring day, logs and stumps near the

banks are crowded with the common
basking species, serenely unperturbed

by the passing stream of river traffic

and water skiers. The eastern mud
turtle and the alligator snapping tur-

tle, two species apparently always rare

in the river, were not collected during

my study, and although both may still

turn up occasionally, their status re-

mains uncertain.

Three species that were once surely

abundant in the river or adjacent flood

plain wetlands have weathered the

modern changes badly. The smooth
soft-shelled turtle and the Illinois mud
turtle are probably gone from the

modern river ecosystem. Both require

extensive areas of clean sand—a habi-

tat largely extirpated from the Illinois

River by the choking layers of mud
now deposited upon the once common
sandy bars and bottoms along its

course. Mike Plummer of Harding

College found that smooth soft-shells

in the Kansas River will not nest on

sand bars, the principal nesting sites

for this species, if they are covered by

silt, even if they were used extensively

before coverage. Egg clutches laid be-

fore coverage are doomed to failure,

probably because the hard, sunbaked

surface that develops prevents emer-

gence of the hatchlings entombed be-



neath. The last museum specimens I

could find of this species collected

from the Illinois River system came
from the lower river and from Chau-
tauqua Lake in 1940, three years be-

fore the great spring floods of 1943

and 1944 dumped tons of silt into the

river and adjacent lakes, drastically

changing their ecological makeup. Un-
published records indicate that smooth

soft-shells were present elsewhere in

the river at least through 1942 and

probably later.

Although unproved, similar factors

are probably partly responsible for the

decline of the Illinois mud turtle. Lab-

oratory studies I have conducted indi-

cate the mud turtle, more of a pond

dweller than the smooth soft-shell, has

great difficulty digging into any but

loose, sandy substrates. The extensive

drainage of the ponds and wetlands of

the flood plain and adjacent sand prai-

ries has undoubtedly been a major rea-

son for the mud turtles' decline. David

Thompson, the first collector of this

turtle in Illinois, reported in the 1920s

that he had seen twenty to twenty-five

specimens along a ninety-mile stretch

of river between Meredosia and Peo-

ria; in 1931, eleven more specimens

were collected at Meredosia Bay. I

trapped the same stretch of river and

the bay for this turtle regularly be-

tween 1971 and 1976 without success,

but remnant populations still exist a

few miles east of the river in

semipermanent sand prairie ponds.

The Blanding's turtle, once common
in river sloughs and wetlands, has been

hurt by rising water levels from lock

and dam construction in the thirties.

which inundated large areas of flood

plain marsh habitat, and by drainage

of other remaining wetlands for in-

creased row crop acreage. A few are

still present here and there, their bril-

liant yellow throats making them
easily visible when they take a breath

at the water surface, but their popula-

tions are greatly diminished from

those of the early days.

Why these populations declined

seems fairly evident, at least qualita-

tively, but of equal or greater interest

to me, and a happier subject to cogi-

tate on, is how so many species have

survived, and in such large numbers,

the destruction of the old river envi-

ronment. Even more surprising, analy-

ses indicate that several species resi-

dent in the mucky river ecosystem of

the 1970s are growing and reproduc-

Tom McHugh, Photo Researchers
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'fil-

ing at a faster rate than ever. Some de-

tective work points to the reasons why.

There are no written records of tur-

tle growth rates, and only incomplete

reproductive data available from the

nineteenth and early tv/entieth century

period, to compare with the current

data supplied by my trapping pro-

gram. A properly preserved turtle,

however, can yield a wealth of ecologi-

cal information, and fortunately many
such specimens are available in private

collections and museums scattered

throughout Illinois. Most were col-

lected incidentally, beginning in the

1870s, during fish surveys by Illinois

Natural History Survey biologists, but

one particularly valuable group of

specimens housed in the musty, plas-

tic-vine-shrouded catacombs of the

Chicago Academy of Sciences was col-

lected in the course of state her-

petological surveys by Francis Lueth

and Phil Smith. Duly recorded and
cataloged by location and date of cap-

ture, they remained largely untouched

until I dug them out in 1976. Through
a small incision in front of a hind leg, I

could quickly remove the digestive and
female reproductive tracts for later

analysis, with no apparent damage to

the specimen. Growth rings indelibly

etched into the plastral shell scutes of

many species can be used to calculate

growth rates through application of

simple formulas. With fragmentary

dietary and reproductive data in the

early literature and unpublished

agency files, and our knowledge of the

early river environment provided by

INHS biologists, a clearer picture of

turtle ecology in the early river and its

changes through time emerges.

Turtle survival in the drastically

changing conditions of the river and
adjacent flood plain lakes during this

century is basically a result of the tur-

tle's longevity and its capacity for be-

havioral and physiological opportun-

ism. Largely independent of aqueous

oxygen levels, the turtles have not

fallen victim to the modern river's

chronic oxygen depletion, which has

doomed many fish species. The dearth

of rooted aquatic vegetation, once used

extensively by the river's turtles for

food and shelter, has evidently not af-

fected them much either. The in-

creased turbidity of the water may in

part compensate for the lack of shel-

tering vegetation since a small sub-

merged turtle is virtually invisible to

any sight-hunting predator at a dis-

tance of only a few centimeters. Also,

populations of turtle predators, such as

largemouth bass, northern pike, great

blue herons, and common egrets, have

declined as water clarity was reduced.

The loose soil of plowed fields, so

abundant adjacent to the river, offers

fine nesting areas for most turtle spe-

cies, and only heavy egg predation by
raccoons and skunks seriously limits

the hatch.

Another key to the success of many
of the turtle species is their ability to

eat whatever the river provides. Large

populations of maps, paints, sliders,

stinkpots, and soft-shells thrive in

areas of the river with no benthic

macroinvertebrate fauna or rooted

aquatic vegetation whatsoever.
Drowned insects, bottom mud and de-

tritus, and floating fish carrion make
up the bulk of their diet. Many species

that were highly herbivorous as adults

in the old days are now strict carni-

vores and detritivores throughout life.

Even the morphologically specialized

map turtle, which has broad alveolar

jaw surfaces for crushing mollusks (a

main food source in the old river envi-

ronment), seems to be doing well on an

insect and carrion diet. High-water pe-

riods provide easy access to terrestrial

vegetation, insects, and other normally

inaccessible terrestrial fare. (During a

high-water period on the Mississippi

River, I collected a big female false

map turtle stuffed with red-winged

blackbird nestlings.) Fish kills caused

With the decline of the mollusks on which it was adapted to

feed, the tnap turtle, left, switched to a diet of insects

jflS* and carrion. The eastern mud turtle, above, is rare in the river.



by low oxygen levels or severe winters

occasionally provide feasts for turtles.

Of major importance to the turtles

are localized irruptions of benthic, pol-

lution-tolerant insect larvae popula-

tions. Populations of midge or caddis

fly species appear regularly enough

and in such tremendous density as to

provide a reliable, highly nutritious

diet for turtles. Once established, these

benthic larval populations may be

present over a period of years, but can

fluctuate widely in density in different

years or be eradicated completely for

reasons not yet understood. Lake

Chautauqua, for instance, had tre-

mendous midge larvae populations in

the early 1950s but is now nearly de-

void of benthic insect larvae. The false

map turtles of the Illinois River spe-

cialize in this food resource and are

found only in areas where large

benthic larvae populations exist. The
highest turtle growth rates and repro-

ductive potentials for several species

were observed in specimens collected

from such areas. Their digestive tracts

were usually packed with larvae.

Specimens collected from more barren

areas usually had much lower growth

and reproductive rates. Turtles I col-

lected from Lake Chautauqua in the

1970s had grown more slowly and pro-

duced fewer, smaller egg clutches each

year than did the available turtle

specimens collected from this lake in

the 1950s. For example, most painted

turtles collected here between 1950

and 1951, when insect larvae were

abundant, produced three clutches of

about eleven eggs each per year, while

specimens obtained from the barren

lake of 1 975-76 usually only produced

one clutch of four to five eggs annu-

ally. Several of my other study areas

also confirm this relationship of di-

etary quality with growth and repro-

ductive success, first noted in papers

by Whit Gibbons and Donald Tinkle

concerning painted turtles of Michi-

gan's badly polluted Kalamazoo
River.

An additional food source for some
Illinois River turtles has become avail-

The turbidity of the Illinois

River, combined with its silt

load, helps obscure immature
turtles, such as this red-eared,

from predators. This species

is thriving in the river.

able in recent years. Since 1970 a pol-

lution-tolerant exotic mollusk, the

Asian clam, Corbicula manilensis, has

extended its range into the Illinois

River and is becoming well estab-

lished. Digestive tract analyses of map
turtles from the lower river indicate

that the Asian clam is being utilized as

a food source and may replace the cur-

rently depauperate fingernail clam

and snail populations that were once a

staple of the map turtle's diet.

Although we can be thankful for

this persistent remnant of the old river

fauna, we obviously can take little

credit for its continued existence. The
resident turtles of the modern river ex-

ist there in spite of us. They have

adapted to current conditions because

of their flexibility and opportunism.
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Aesthetically, the modern river is a

grotesque imitation, a travesty, of its

former self, and I am greatly saddened

that I can never see what Marquette or

Forbes or even Cahn could take for

granted.

But, strangely, the lure of the river

is still there, and a love for the place is

deeply ingrained in those of us who

study it or fish it or who have long lived

along its shores through the hell and

high water to be found there. I believe

this feeling for the river stems from

our memories, whether first- or sec-

ond-hand, of what it once was. The

vestiges of the good old days may take

the form of a pair of wood ducks star-

tled from the riverbank brush or the

occasional sauger or northern pike still

hooked by river fishermen. For me.

however, the sliders and maps lining

the logs along the channels and

sloughs on a hot, sunny spring day re-

call the lazy tranquility of the old river

as nothing else can. The big old "red

ears"' sitting there have seen it all; they

have watched the place change, and I

wonder whether they will cope with

the rest of the century as well as they

did with what is already past. D
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A whale hunter from the village of
Gambell. Saint Lawrence Island, is

about to hurl his harpoon into a
bowhead. The future of such hunting,

and the status of the bowhead, are

seriously in doubt.



Battle of the Bowheads
The International Whaling Commission claims there are too few. The Eskimos
contend there are enough. At stake is the survival of the whales and a culture

by John Bockstoce

As he bent over the bow of his

whaleboat, knocking the gHstening ice

from the harpoon Hne, Luke Koo-

nook's face was expressionless. He ig-

nored the 10 degree north wind that

stabbed at his bare hands and worked

his way aft along the gunwhale of the

eighteen-foot sealskin-covered boat.

Five or six of his sons and nephews

joined him, and while they worked, I

saw each one instinctively flick his

eyes at the ink black ribbon of water

that separated the shore-fast ice, on

which we were standing, from the

moving ice pack.

Their faces, too, were impassive in

the fierce cold, showing a discipline

born of years of arctic hunting; the

only indication that they felt the cold

at all was a slight change in their

stance as they tapped one caribou-skin

mukluk against the other, forcing the

blood back into their feet.

We were one of a dozen whaling

crews stationed a mile offshore in the

Chukchi Sea near Point Hope, Alaska,

where the Eskimos spend two months

of each spring waiting for the bowhead

whales to swim past on their spring mi-

gration from the Bering to the Beau-

fort seas. The bowheads, some of them

sixty feet long and weighing fifty tons

or more, follow narrow cracks in the

ice along the northwest coast of Alaska

from the Bering Strait to Point Bar-

row. And it is in these waters that the

Eskimos have gone whaling for a thou-

sand years.

When the whaling gear was in or-

der, Luke turned to me and brought up

a subject we had discussed earlier;

clearly, it had been on his mind during

the intervening half hour. His eyes

were bloodshot and red-rimmed from

thirty-six sleepless hours spent pad-

dling after several bowheads, and I

could see he was deadly serious.

"If they stop us whaling, I don't

know what we'll do. We have no other

way of life. Point Hopers are whalers."

He was referring to the Interna-

tional Whaling Commission's (IWC)
recommendation that Eskimo whaling

should be stopped. Although the IWC



subsequently modified its stand to al-

low a small quota, Luke, like most Es-

kimos, saw the action as a direct threat

to his way of life.

Norman Omnik, one of the crew,

added, only half jokingly: "Whaling is

our Christmas, Fourth of July, and

Thanksgiving." He was right. The
whale hunt not only provides the Eski-

mos with a vast amount of food but it is

also deeply interwoven with their cul-

ture. Their celebration of whaling at

important festivals throughout the

year reaffirms their cultural unity and
uniqueness, their kinship and other so-

cial ties, and their close, respectful,

and finely balanced association with

nature.

"The bowhead is the most endan-

gered of whale species," Ray Gambell,

the secretary of the IWC, told me re-

cently. "Further Eskimo hunting

could possibly result in the bowhead's

extinction. . . . [the IWC] had to act in

what it saw to be a desperate situa-

tion."

Thus, for the first time, the IWC,
which regulates the catch of whales

among member commercial whaling

nations, has come into conflict with an

aboriginal people. Since 1972 the

IWC had been issuing increasingly ur-

gent warnings about the Eskimo hunt,

but the roots of the problem are far

older, reaching back more than two

hundred years.

The Eskimos began whaling in

northwestern Alaska about a.d. 800.

Their whaling developed from a con-

stellation of factors, the most impor-

tant among them being the acquisition

of toggle-headed harpoons and in-

flated sealskin drag floats. The har-

poons held firmly under the whale's

skin and the float's retarding force

tired a whale as it tried to escape.

These inventions allowed the Eskimos

to base their hunting economy on the

sea's resources—seals, walrus, and

whales—which were more reliable and

less subject to disastrous fluctuations

than those of the land. Using the drag

float and improved harpoon head, Es-

kimos no longer needed to fight an ani-

mal directly by holding the harpoon

line; instead the float did the work and

took the punishment. So practical

were these inventions that Yankee
whalers adopted them in the nine-

teenth century, and Eskimos continue

to use them today.

Another, equally important factor

was an increasing Eskimo population

that allowed each village to send out a

number of crews. The catch increased

dramatically when the Eskimos
hunted in concert and concentrated on

one whale at a time. When a whale

was towing a dozen or more floats,

tired and unable to submerge, it could

easily be killed and towed to shore-fast

ice for butchering.

Eskimos used all of the whale: skin,

meat, and entrails for food; blubber for

fuel; bones for tools and building ma-

terials; and baleen—the long, flexible

plankton-straining plates in the

whale's upper jaw—for lashings and

craftwork. And they preserved the per-

ishable parts year-round by storing

them deep underground in cache pits

dug into the permafrost.

In the early nineteenth century,

Alaskan Eskimos probably took about

forty whales a year, and this vast

quantity of food allowed them to live,

unlike other Eskimo groups,
sedentarily in villages of up to 500 peo-

ple, developing rich and complex so-

cial, artistic, and mythic traditions

through which was shot the lore of the

whale hunt, its glory and bounty.

But underscoring all was the Eski-

mos' fundamental understanding that

without the whale, their society could

not survive. Their palpable fragility

was periodically driven home to them
in lean years when adverse winds

closed the shore leads all spring, forc-

ing the whales far out to sea where the

hunters could not reach them.

Despite these fluctuations the Eski-

mos and the whales lived together in a

relatively stable ecosystem, but that

stability was destroyed forever by the



The painting Right Whaling in the

Bering Straits and Its Varieties

depicts different aspects of bowhead

(also known as arctic right whales)

whaling in the late nineteenth

century. Fully loaded with oil, the

ship under sail is heading past one of
the Diomede Islands on its way to

home port. The head of a bowhead is

being hoisted aboard the ship in the

center, while the ship at far right is

boiling a batch of oil. The men in one

of the dories are lancing a bowhead

at the surface, under the watchful

eyes of walruses hauled out on ice

floes. Below: The portrait of Capt.

Thomas Welcome Roys was taken in

the mid-] 860s. Note Roys's missing

left hand, lost in an accident while

experimenting with a rocket harpoon.

arrival of commercial whaling fleets.

Although they did not reach the Be-

ring Strait until 120 years ago, the

seeds of the destruction they caused

had been sown a century earlier by

stirrings within the New England

whaling industry. In the 1750s ships

first began to carry tryworks—for

melting blubber into oil—allowing

them to shed the fetters of their shore

refining stations and range far into

new waters.

They quickly entered the South At-

lantic and by the 1790s had rounded

Cape Horn. They reached Hawaii in

1819, then Japan, and in 1835 a Nan-
tucket whaleship found whales off the

northwest coast of America in the Gulf

of Alaska. But by far the most impor-

tant discovery came in 1848 when
Capt. Thomas Roys of Sag Harbor,

Long Island, decided to probe the wa-

ters of the Bering Strait. With a

crew nearly mutinous from fear of the

ice pack, Roys sailed his ship past the

Aleutians into seas where only a

handful of large vessels had ever been.

His boldness was rewarded when he

reached the Bering Strait and sailed

into a field of whales—bowheads so

numerous, fat, and docile that he filled



his ship with 1,800 barrels of oil after

only a month's hunting. On his return

to Hawaii word of his phenomenal suc-

cess reached the Honolulu Friend, a

missionary newspaper that whalemen
carried round the world. So electrify-

ing was the news that it set off an oil

rush to the Bering Strait. Roys's dis-

covery was fortunate for the world's

whaling fleets because catches were

declining in other seas. For a time the

immensely productive whaling
grounds of the western Arctic gave the

whalers a reprieve. Before the indus-

try's collapse in 1910, whaleships from

the United States, Germany, France,

Australia, and Hawaii made more
than 2,600 cruises there, probably kill-

ing more than 20,000 bowheads.

But the waters of the Bering Strait

were as dangerous as they were lucra-

tive. In sixty years more than 1 50 ships

were lost to gales, ice, and shoals. The
industry was able to accept these ter-

rible losses as long as the price of

whale oil remained high and the

catches large. But after the Civil War,
both declined—oil because of the new
petroleum industry and the catches be-

cause of the massive overhunting.

Smart owners sold their ships; the oth-

ers turned to walrus to increase their

oil returns and in the 1870s nearly ex-

tirpated that population by killing as

many as 100,000.

Although the whalers had relatively

little direct contact with the Eskimos

up to that time, their depletion of the

whale and walrus stocks had an enor-

mous impact on Eskimo society, and it

was to grow greater still. In the late

1870s the price of baleen began to

climb steeply, driven up by the fashion

industry's call for narrow waists and

the consequent need for baleen

("whalebone") as stiffeners in corsets.

Because the bowheads produced the

largest and finest quality of baleen, the

whaling industry redoubled its efforts

to catch them.

As the price of baleen rose in the

1880s (it would eventually pass five

dollars a pound at dockside, making a

fully grown bowhead worth $10,000 in

turn-of-the-century dollars), the in-

dustry responded in two ways: it intro-

duced steam auxiliary powered whale-

ships, which could pursue the whales

into the farthest corners of the Arctic,

and it set up shore-based whaling sta-

tions at many points in northwestern

Alaska to hunt in the Eskimo fashion

during the spring migration.

These last thrusts nearly drove the

whales to extinction. Ironically, it was

their very scarcity that saved them. As
the number of whales declined, the

price of baleen rose so high that it

stimulated the introduction of cheap

substitutes—chiefly spring steel

—

which quickly undercut the market,

bringing it from five dollars a pound in

1 907 to seven and a half cents in 1912.

With the crash in prices came the in-

dustry's death. Soon the Eskimos were

once again alone in hunting the

bowhead. Although they had the seas

to themselves for the first time in more

than six decades, conditions were

vastly different. There were few

whales left to hunt, probably fewer

than 3,000, and the Eskimos were

now using manufactured whaling

weapons—the darting gun and bomb-
lance shoulder gun.

American whalemen had developed

the guns to help prevent the loss of

bowheads, which once harpooned, of-

ten escaped into the ice, towing lines,

gear, and boats. The darting gun was
mounted on the harpoon shaft and

fired a small bomb into the whale the

moment it was struck; the shoulder

gun fired a similar bomb from a dis-

tance and aided in killing a wounded
whale. Used together, they were effec-

tive tools for minimizing the number
of "struck and lost" whales.

From about 1920 to the late 1960s

the level of Eskimo whaling remained

relatively constant with about fifty

crews, based in villages from Saint

Lawrence Island to Point Barrow, tak-

ing about ten to fifteen whales a year.

The situation changed abruptly in the

1970s when the number of crews and

whale catches began to increase dra-

matically, rising roughly threefold by

1976. Before this time the number of

crews had been limited by the high

cost of outfitting and maintaining

them. But with the boom in Alaskan

construction projects, particularly the

trans-Alaska pipeline, it became pos-

sible for an ambitious Eskimo to earn

the $9,000 or so necessary to buy the

darting and shoulder guns, bombs,

harpoons, floats, lines, boat, sleds,

Skidoo, tent, stove, and food and thus

to attain the prestigious position of

whaling captain.

But the changing character of Es-

kimo whaling did not go unnoticed,

and as the whale catch began to rise, so

did scientists' and conservationists'

concern about the impact on the

bowheads. In particular, they worried

about the unknown, but at least pro-

portionate, increase in the number of



wounded whales—those struck and
lost by darting or shoulder guns—that

were not retrieved, many, if not most,

of which are assumed to die.

As the catch rose in this decade (it

reached 48 whales in 1976 with an-

other 43 known to have been wounded;
28 and 77, respectively, in 1977), the

Scientific Commitee of the IWC is-

sued repeated warnings about the pos-

sible consequences of the increasing

hunt. In 1976 it underscored its con-

cern by passing a resolution asking the

United States to reduce both the catch

and the loss, but the United States

took no important action regarding

this request.

Then in 1977, with international

sentiment rising against the uncon-

trolled bowhead hunt, the IWC voted

to rescind the Eskimos' exemption

from the otherwise total ban on

bowhead whaling that had been in

force since 1931. Ray Gambell wrote,

"Clearly this was a drastic measure
but the evidence presented by the sci-

entists indicated that there was a real

risk that the expanded slaughter of the

bowhead whales, many of which were

going to waste, would lead to the ex-

tinction of the stock within the foresee-

able future."

Before 1977 the U.S. government
apparently did little to keep the Eski-

mos abreast of developments in the

IWC, so when word reached them in

June 1977 of the IWC's decision, their

reaction was sharp and angry. They
claimed the action tampered with their

domestic affairs and abrogated their

inalienable native hunting rights.

Belatedly, in September 1977, the

On the ice a mile ojf Point

Hope, Alaska, in the Chukchi
Sea, Eskimo hunters watch and
wait for bowheads passing on
their spring migration from
the Bering to the Beaufort seas.

Up to a dozen native whaling

crews from villages in the area

participate in the annual hunt.

With the use of such manufactured
weapons as the darting gun and
bomb-lance shoulder gun, the

Eskimos have the potential for
taking more bowheads than they

ever have in the past.

government began a series of public

hearings to invite suggestions and

criticism. One proposal called for dis-

tributing free beef to the Eskimos so

that they would not have to shift their

hunting pressure to the already de-

pleted caribou herds. The Eskimos re-

torted that their nutritional needs are

only half the problem; that equally im-

portant is their whole cultural matrix

within which whaling plays a funda-

mental part; that removal of the whale

hunt would result in starvation of an-

other sort.

At the root of all the arguments was

the central question of the number of

bowheads alive today. Because very

little is known about the whale's

present or former numbers (it is the

least known of all the great whales),

the arguments for and against Eskimo
whaling often return to one conjec-

tural point or another. I know of no Es-

kimo who would question the impor-

tance of maintaining a viable bowhead
population, yet few accept the U.S.

government's most reliable current es-

timates of about 2,200 whales.

The IWC's action and the Eskimos'

rebuttal put the government in an

awkward position. During the summer
and autumn of 1 977 it became increas-

ingly clear that the United States

would have difficulty in resolving the

contradiction between its previously

strong stand in favor of whale conser-

vation (the Marine Mammal Protec-

tion Act of 1972 is one expression of

this) and the Carter administration's

support for human and minority

rights.

As a signatory to the conventions

that established the IWC, the United



States is bound to carry out the IWC's
recommendations within its bound-

aries, unless it files a formal objection

to the action within ninety days of no-

tification. To have accepted the 1977

recommendation would have meant
halting Eskimo whaling: to have ob-

jected would, according to conserva-

tionists, have squandered the progress

that had been made through the gov-

ernment's support of whale conserva-

tion.

The political atmosphere in Wash-
ington was highly charged in Septem-
ber and October 1977 as the antago-

nists waited for the government's

response. Groups at high levels in the

State Department (the government's

representative on the IWC), the De-
partment of Commerce (with respon-

sibility for marine mammals), and the

Department of the Interior (represent-

ing Alaska natives) debated the gov-

ernment's action.

On October 21 United States Dis-

trict Court Judge John J. Sirica, act-

ing on a request from the newly

formed Alaska Eskimo Whaling Com-
mission, issued a temporary restrain-

ing order requiring the State Depart-

ment to file a formal objection to the

IWC's recommendation. But on the

day before the ninety-day period ex-

pired, the State Department was able

to have Sirica's order reversed by ob-

taining a ruling from the Circuit Court

of Appeals in Washington. Finally,

within hoursof the deadline Chief Jus-

tice Warren E. Burger of the Supreme
Court upheld the ruling of the Appeals

Court by refusing to consider the doc-

ument.

The government then sought the



On the chase, a crew, far left, paddles

after a bowhead they have spotted in

the vicinity. After the whale has been

harpooned and killed, cooperating

crews gather around the floating

carcass, left. The whale's flippers are

tied together, below, to facilitate

towing the dead animal to a spot

where the butchering will take place.

The skin, meat, and entrails will be

used for food, the blubber for oil. the

bones for tools, and the baleen for

lashings and craftwork.

only middle ground available, propos-

ing a bowhead quota of fifteen whales

caught or thirty struck, whichever

came first, as well as the development

of a strong research program to learn

more about the whales' biology and

numbers. In December the IWC re-

jected the proposed quotas and agreed

to a limit of twelve caught or eighteen

struck.

The Alaska Eskimo Whaling Com-
mission observers at the meeting

quickly protested the quotas, claiming

they were insufficient to meet the nu-

tritional needs of the whaling villages.

At least one observer predicted that

the quota would be violated, but most

agreed to abide by it to demonstrate

their good faith, their ability to regu-

late themselves, and their strong desire

to participate in the formation of new
regulations.

They were largely successful. Al-

though the village of Barrow exceeded

its quota by one whale, the Eskimos

stayed within the overall limits. At the

June 1978 IWC meeting the United

States presented its estimate of the

bowhead population, 2,260 whales,

with the caveat that the counting pro-

gram is in its infancy and that more

surveys must be conducted before full

reliance can be placed on the figures.

And the IWC, expressing sympathy

for the problems of the Eskimos, in-

creased the quota to eighteen whales

caught or twenty-seven struck for the

1979 season.

Nevertheless, in July 1978 the Eski-

mos of the North Slope Borough (com-

prising the whaling villages north of

Kivalina) brought suit against the gov-

ernment, claiming that the regulations



John Bockstoce

were illegal because the IWC conven-

tion was not established to include ab-

original whaling. In early 1979 the

court dismissed the action, stating that

the convention was a matter of foreign

policy, hence outside its purview. The
Eskimos appealed the ruling in the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, where

the case remains as this is being writ-

ten.

Then in February 1979 the IWC
and the Department of Commerce,
wanting to understand the issues more
fully and to seek equitable solutions,

jointly convened an international

group of scientists to study the ques-

tions. The scientists (specialists in arc-

tic biology, anthropology, and nutri-

tion) concluded that although there

was no credible scientific basis for al-

lowing any bowhead catch, and al-

though alternative sources of food are

available, whaling is so culturally im-

portant to the Eskimos that it should

be allowed to continue at some level.

Although the Eskimos, the IWC,
and the U.S. government temporarily

achieved an uneasy modus vivendi, it

did not last long. During the spring of

1979 there was a growing wave of sen-

timent among the Eskimos—by no

means uniform, but centered particu-

larly in Barrow—to ignore the IWC
quota and to accept the Alaska Eskimo
Whaling Commission's contention

that forty-eight whales are a safe and

desirable number to harvest. (The Es-

kimos apparently reached this figure

through a tactical blunder by Richard

Frank, U.S. commissioner to the IWC,
who stated that a harvest of 2 percent

of the total bowhead population was a

reasonable figure—an assertion
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strongly denied by many scientists.)

But the 1979 season turned out to be

poor, and the Eskimos were unable to

reach even the IWC quota, thus defer-

ring the issue until 1980.

If the Eskimos exceed the IWC
quota in 1980, the government will be

in an extremely difficult position

—

and one it is possibly unprepared to

deal with. Hitherto, the government

seems to have been preoccupied with

the relatively noncontroversial ques-

tions of counting the whales and of

sponsoring other basic research, but

equally, it seems to have ignored the

serious social dilemma of the bowhead

issue by assuming that, if need be, law

enforcement can ultimately control

the problem.

Conventional law enforcement is, of

course, based on a general public ac-

ceptance of laws and a disapproval of

lawbreaking. In the bowhead problem,

however, the government confronts a

society that has, on this issue, lost most

of whatever confidence it once had in

the government; to many Eskimos the

issue is increasingly seen as racial.

Some law enforcement officials con-

cede that it would be exceedingly diffi-

cult to enforce any laws regarding

whaling in northern Alaska.

What will happen this month and

what the government's response will

be remain to be seen. But one thing is

certain: the bowhead whale issue is far

from settled and beyond it lies the

broader question—as yet unan-

swered—of the rights of Native

Americans versus those of all Ameri-

cans regarding the maintenance of

wildlife and ways of life, together, in a

shrinking world. D



Using pulleys, whalers from the Point

Hope area haul the carcass of a

bowhead onto the shore ice, far left.

The butchering begins with the skin

being sliced in a pattern of even

strips, left and below; in this case by

hunters from Gambell. As important

as the meat and other products

derived from bowheads is the actual

hunt. The activities that accompany

whale hunting are deeply woven into

the matrix of Eskimo culture,

reaffirming cultural unity and
kinship and other social ties.





By Jove
Photographs and data from the Voyager spacecraft that flew past

Jupiter yielded several surprises about the planet and its satellites

by Andrew P. Ingersoll

The two Voyager spacecraft ihal

flew by Jupiter in March and July of

things; a many-particle ring close to

Jupiter, a new satellite at the edge of

the ring, active sulfur volcanoes on the

satellite lo, lightning and auroras on

Jupiter (the latter generated by parti-

cles from lo's orbit), and turbulence

that acts to increase rather than de-

crease the energy of Jupiter's large-

scale cloud motions. Besides their in-

trinsic interest, these discoveries help

us understand related, phenomena on

the sun, the earth and other planets,

and provide clues about how the solar

system began and how it is evolving.

Sending a spacecraft to Jupiter is



like sending one to another solar sys-

tem, something astronomers would

like to do but haven't done yet. Jupiter,

the giant planet, resembles the sun in

many ways. Both release heat inter-

nally, although by different mecha-
nisms. Both are fluid rather than solid

objects, with complicated patterns of

surface flow features. The same ele-

ments—mainly hydrogen, helium,

carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur

—

are present on both objects in nearly

the same proportions. Jupiter has four-

teen known satellites; the sun has nine

major satellites (the planets) and

many minor ones (comets and aster-

oids). And both Jupiter and the sun

have left records in the surfaces and
bulk properties of their satellites that

tell of violent early histories.

It was known before Voyager that

Jupiter is mostly hydrogen. No other

substance has such a low density for an

object of such large size. Jupiter's den-

sity is only slightly greater than that of

water and is about one-quarter that of

the earth. The next most abundant Jo-

vian element, helium, contributes

about 20 percent of the planet's mass;

all other elements together contribute

an additional 5 percent.

Jupiter's internal heat had been de-

tected from high-altitude aircraft be-

fore Voyager. More refined measure-

ments by Pioneer and Voyager space-

craft confirmed calculations based

on the assumption that this energy

was trapped when Jupiter formed.

This confirmation lends support to

the idea that both Jupiter and the sun

started as dispersed clouds of dust and
gas 4.6 billion years ago. High tem-

peratures were generated as the mate-

rial fell inward. On the sun, nuclear

fusion released additional energy as

hydrogen atoms began sticking to-

gether to form helium. On Jupiter, in-

ternal temperatures were never high

enough for nuclear fusion to occur, but

enough heat was generated to last into

the present era. The fact that Jupiter

now radiates between 1.5 and 2.0

times the energy it receives from the

sun agrees well with theory.

Another current idea about solar

system formation is that high tempera-

tures on the early sun determined the

composition of the planets. An object

forming from a collapsing gas-dust

cloud is thought to pass through a vio-

lent early phase. During this phase,

gas and volatile ices are driven from

the region near the central body—the

sun. Satellites (planets) forming from
material in this region are made of

The Great Red Spot, an atmospheric

storm about twice the size of the

earth, and the turbulent clouds

around it are shown in exaggerated

color. The bluish oval at the bottom

is a smaller storm system.

metals and their oxides. Satellites

forming farther away are made of the

more abundant gases and ices. This ac-

counts qualitatively for the differences

between the rocky inner terrestrial

planets and the gaseous outer planets

of the solar system. It also accounts for

density differences between Jupiter's

four large satellites— lo, Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto—also known
after their discoverer as the Galilean

satellites.

The density of a satellite-sized ob-

ject is largely a function of its composi-

tion. Metals are the most dense, fol-

lowed by metallic oxides (rocks), then

ices and liquids, and finally, gases.

Voyager determined the mass of each

Galilean satellite by measuring its

gravitational pull. The volume was de-

termined from Voyager images. These

observations confirmed earlier infer-

ences that the innermost Galilean sat-

ellites, lo and Europa, are mostly rock,

while the outer satellites, Ganymede
and Callisto, have increasing propor-

tions of ices and liquids. Because hy-

drogen and oxygen are abundant ele-

ments, water is likely to be the plen-

tiful ice on the outer Galilean sat-

ellites.

Thus Voyager lent support to the

idea that the sun and planets formed

simultaneously from a cloud of dust

and gas. Star formation by this process

seems relatively common throughout

the universe. Therefore, by inference,

planetary formation is also relatively

common.
Planetary rings provide further

clues to the origin and evolution of

planets and satellites, so Voyager's

discovery of Jupiter's ring is poten-

tially significant. Material that is or-

biting a planet can pull itself together

to form a satellite unless the compet-

ing pulls of the planet's gravity and

centrifugal force due to orbital motion

are too strong. Rings form from mate-

rial that is inside the so-called Roche
limit, where the two competing effects

balance each other. Saturn's ring con-

sists largely of snowball-sized chunks

of water ice, gently rubbing together

as the inner material slowly overtakes

the outer material in its orbital motion.

Collisions long ago damped out any

large out-of-plane motion. Since snow-

ball-sized particles have stable, long-

lived orbits, Saturn's ring, at least,

could be as old as the planet itself.

Jupiter's ring by comparison is ex-

ceedingly thin— it was only discovered

when the Voyager spacecraft's imag-

ing system took a picture showing the

ring edge-on. In this configuration the

light rays traverse the maximum pos-

sible path through the rings, and the

contrast between the ring and space is

greatest. Although snowball-sized par-

ticles cannot be ruled out, most of the
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particles appear to be small, about one

ten-thousandth of an inch in size.

These inferences are based on the

way the rings scatter sunlight. Parti-

cles of this size are subject to light

pressure and other small forces that

cause their orbits to decay. Eventually

the particles spiral in to the planet's at-

mosphere and are lost. These particles

cannot be as old as Jupiter itself.

Voyager also discovered a small sat-

ellite orbiting right at the outer edge of

the ring. The satellite undoubtedly
helps to sharpen this edge and fix its

location. The satellite might also be

the source of material for the ring,

which could therefore be a secondary

object, owing its existence to the small

satellite discovered by Voyager.

During the final stage of planetary

formation, as the last large objects

were swept up by the planets and satel-

lites, planet surfaces were bombarded
by these large objects at high velocity.

Many planets and satellites still bear

the scars of this last phase of planetary

accretion. The moon, Mars, and Mer-
cury all have terrain that is entirely

covered by craters. Evidence that these

surfaces are ancient comes from the

current rate of formation of craters,

which is far lower than that required

to cover these surfaces in the time

since the solar system began 4.6 billion

years ago. Obviously, the cratering

rate was higher when the planets were

still accreting material. It is now be-

lieved that this heavy cratering phase

lasted for less than 10 percent of the

current age of the solar system. Re-

gions that are not saturated with

craters were presumably "resurfaced"

after that period ended.

Voyager images of the four large Jo-

vian satellites clearly show an increase

of surface ages as one proceeds out-

ward. That is, the number of craters

per unit area increases with distance

from Jupiter. Since all the satellites

are thought to have formed at the

same time, with the same heavy flux of



impacting bodies, the differences in

surface ages must reflect the different

rates of burial of features.

By the above reasoning, the outer-

most large satellite, Callisto, is an in-

active body whose surface hasn't

changed for 4 billion years. The next

satellite, Ganymede, shows a mixture

of surfaces, some heavily cratered, and

some bearing evidence of more recent

faulting and other internal activity.

The third satellite inward, Europa, is

crisscrossed with linear bands of inter-

nal origin, but has only a small number

of craters (three were seen by the Voy-

ager earnerSls). Interestingly, the earth

has about the same density of impact

craters in this size range, approxi-

mately ten miles in diameter. The low

density on earth probably reflects the

effects of erosion and sedimentation in

obliterating ancient features.

Jupiter's innermost large satellite,

lo, has no visible craters. Assuming a

flux of impacting bodies today that is

similar to that on the earth, the rate of

burial would have to be at least one

inch in twenty-five years in order to

bury the craters that would otherwise

be visible. This would be a high rate of

burial for an object such as our moon,

which has no atmosphere or active vol-

canoes. The difference between lo and

our moon is undoubtedly related to the

active volcanoes and other geologic ac-

tivity discovered by Voyager on lo.

Current understanding of this high

activity has come partly from theory

and partly from new knowledge of the

environment around lo. Both the grav-

itational and magnetic fields of Jupiter

are important. A small object in orbit

around Jupiter would be in a weight-

less state and therefore would experi-

ence no internal stresses due to Jupi-

ter's gravity. However, a satellite-

sized object experiences different

amounts of gravity at different loca-

tions about its surface and interior.

This differential pull accounts for the

tides, and tides are very powerful on an

object like lo. It was recently pointed

out that the other Jovian satellites

cause lo to bob up and down in Jupi-

Volcanic eruptions on lo, some

with plumes almost 200 miles high,

were first found by Voyager 1

.

This evidence of volcanic and

other geologic activity on the

satellite was unexpected.



ter's gravity and therefore to experi-

ence large changes in the tidal forces.

Id's tidal flexing creates heat, which

presumably has melted the satellite's

interior. The heat escapes when mol-

ten material and hot volcanic gases

reach the surface. Eruptions of eight

active volcanoes were observed on lo

by Voyager.

In addition, lo is subjected to steady

bombardment of ions and electrons

that are trapped in Jupiter's powerful

magnetic field. This magnetic field is

tied to Jupiter, and rotates with a ten-

hour period. At lo's orbit, the speed of

rotation is huge, thirty-five miles per

second. This causes large electric cur-

rents to flow in the vicinity of lo, either

through the satellite itself, through its

tenuous atmosphere, or through the

doughnut-shaped torus that consti-

tutes its orbit around Jupiter. These

electric currents can also cause heat-

ing, which may acount for some of the

obliteration of surface features. In con-

trast, the earth's moon orbits well out-

side the influence of the earth's mag-
netic field and so is spared the elec-

trical phenomena that lo experiences.

The activity at lo causes other prob-

lems for that moon-sized object.

* Whereas Jupiter's outer satellites have

retained large amounts of water, lo

has literally been "cooked" to a point

at which only relatively less volatile

substances remain to power the volca-

noes. One such substance is sulfur.

The rich colors of lo are probably due

to sulfur molecules. Voyager identified

sulfur dioxide frost in the spectrum of

light reflected from the surface. Pre-

sumably this frozen crust gradually

thickens as more material is ejected

from the volcanoes, and eventually

melts under its own weight to form a

sulfur dioxide ocean. lo's internal

heat, generated by tides or electrical

currents, then vaporizes the sulfur di-

oxide, which breaks through the icy

crust and erupts again as volcanic gas.

The expansion of the gas is strong

enough to send plumes almost 200
miles high into the partial vacuum
around lo, but not strong enough to

cause a major part of the gas to escape

lo's gravity. A substance such as

water, which is more easily destroyed

in space, would presumably have es-

caped long ago under these conditions.

Still, some of the sulfur does escape.

Light from electrically charged sulfur

was detected by Voyager coming from
the torus defined by lo's orbit. This
tenuous ring of charged particles, with

Jupiter at its center, seems to be the

source of huge auroras that cause Ju-

piter's atmosphere to "glow" in ultra-

violet light. The sulfur ions and their

electrons are driven by electrical

forces down the magnetic field lines

from lo's torus into ring-shaped zones

at Jupiter's north and south poles. The
role of the sulfur torus was not

anticipated before Voyager. On the

earth, auroras are also due to the im-

pact of charged particles from outside

the atmosphere, but those particles

originate on the sun rather than on the

earth's moon.

The other Galilean satellites may
also have oceans beneath their icy

crusts. As mentioned earlier, their

bulk densities suggest that the propor-

tion of lighter substances such as water

is greater for the satellites farther

from Jupiter. lo's bulk density is basi-

cally the same as rock, and rocky

mountain ranges protrude from the

flat, frozen crust of the sulfur or sulfur

dioxide ocean. In contrast, the outer

satellites have extremely subdued
topographic relief. The craters on

Callisto and Ganymede do not have

high, raised rims and deep central de-

pressions like those on the moon and
Mercury. The outer satellite craters

are made visible by variations in color

and texture of the material that was
posed by the impacting events. This

lack of topographic relief indicates a

weak crust at the time craters were

forming and is consistent with the hy-

pothesis of a high ice-to-rock ratio for

these satellites.

Jupiter itself exhibits a rich variety

of surface markings, all having to do

with the dynamics of the atmosphere.

Every visible feature is a cloud. The
solid surface, if there is one, is just a

rocky core about one-eighth the size

of the planet. Only the minor atmo-

spheric constituents can condense to

form solid or liquid cloud particles that

are visible in a photograph. And only a

small fraction of the condensates are

colored. The most abundant condens-

ing substances—water, ammonia, and

ammonium hydrosulfide—form white

crystals when they condense. Thus
color is a subtle process on Jupiter, in-

volving minute amounts of trace con-

stituents. Yet color is one of the spec-

tacular features of the Voyager
images.

Again, as on lo, sulfur is a prime

candidate as the coloring agent. Im-

ages of lo and Jupiter together show
many of the same colors. However, in

a hydrogen-rich atmosphere, most of

the sulfur is tied up as hydrogen sul-

fide gas. This chemical equilibrium is

constantly being disturbed by several

processes that have sufficient energy

to break the bond of sulfur and hydro-

gen. One of these processes is light-

ning, which was discovered by Voy-

ager in photographs of Jupiter's night

side and in the electromagnetic emis-

sions that propagate out of the atmo-

sphere. Another is ultraviolet radi-

ation from the sun striking the top of

the atmosphere. A third is the charged

particle flux from lo and Jupiter's

magnetosphere. And a fourth process

that can alter the chemical composi-

tion is rapid transport of material from

great depths and high temperatures in

Jupiter's interior. Besides sulfur, other

colored substances that are produced

in these ways are phosphorus and or-

ganic (carbon) compounds.

There is strong evidence that Jupi-

ter's different colors are associated

with clouds at different altitudes. In

some regions the dominant vertical

motion is upward, causing white and

red clouds to form, while in other re-

gions the dominant motion is down-

ward, causing brown and blue colors.

The above processes make colors,

but do not account for the large-scale

patterns of color or the long lifetimes

of the patterns. For instance, the Great

Red Spot has been in existence for

more than 100 years, and may be the

same feature reported by astronomers

using the first telescopes 300 years

ago. The three white ovals in a latitude

band to the south of the Red Spot

formed about forty years ago and have

changed little since that time. And the

large bands that circle the planet at

constant latitude are also very stable.

These bands—dark belts and lighter

zones—change their appearance in

time periods of months to years, but on

the average their positions and widths

are stable.

This long-term stability is remark-

able for atmospheric features that are

not directly tied to a solid surface. Ob-
servations by Voyager of vigorous tur-

bulence on small scales only heightens

the mystery. For example, small spots

circle the Red Spot with periods of six

to ten days. Features in the disturbed

region to the west of the Red Spot last

only one or two days. At all latitudes

the dominant pattern of motion in-

volves counterflowing eastward and

westward currents alternating in lati-

tude. Small spots caught between two

such currents roll like ball bearings

with periods of several days. It is re-

markable that any features can last



longer than the turbulence itself, that

is, longer than several days.

The motions described above are all

measured relative to Jupiter's rapidly

rotating interior. The winds reach

speeds greater than 300 miles per

hour. As on the earth, the rotation of

the planet as a whole plays an impor-

tant role in the dynamics of these fea-

tures. Spots whose rotation is clock-

wise in the Northern Hemisphere or

counterclockwise in the Southern

Hemisphere are high-pressure re-

gions—at least at the cloud tops

where motions are observed. Spots

whose rotation is opposite are low-

pressure regions. These highs and lows

at the cloud tops may be caused by ex-

pansion or contraction of the gas un-

derneath. In this respect, the large

high-pressure systems on Jupiter re-

semble such low-pressure systems on

the earth as extratropical cyclones and

hurricanes. Both systems are formed

by the vertical motion of warm air at

their centers. The presence of a solid

surface underneath accounts for the

differences in the circulations at high

altitudes. On the earth, rising air is not

immediately replaced at the surface,

and a low pressure area forms. On Ju-

piter, rising air is immediately re-

placed from below; the incoming air

lifts the column and causes high pres-

sures at high altitudes.

The above qualitative associations

are confirmed by temperature mea-

surements made by instruments on the

Voyager spacecraft. The explanations

do not, however, account for the long

lifetimes or banded appearance of Jo-

vian atmospheric features. This prob-

lem has not been solved, but the an-

swer may lie in the absence of a solid

underlying surface and in the presence

of an internal heat source.

Careful study of the eddy motions

divulged in sequences of Voyager im-

This thin ring around Jupiter

was discovered by Voyager 1.

It contains tiny particles of

about one ten-thousandth

of an inch in radius.

ages has revealed that the short-lived

Jovian eddies do not destroy the large-

scale structures. It was discovered that

the eddies transfer their kinetic energy

into, not out of, the counterflowing

east-west currents. Presumably this

energy is dissipated to heat when the

currents rub against the layers under-

neath. The energy for the eddies must

come from another source, in this case

the buoyancy of hot and cold parcels of

gas. Such a transfer of energy also

seems to maintain the earth's mid-

latitude jet streams and some of the



major ocean currents such as the Gulf

Stream in the Atlantic and Kuroshio

in the Pacific. However, terrestrial

. ocean currents owe their permanent

configurations to continental bound-

aries, and the earth's atmospheric jet

streams meander over wide ranges of

Ganymede, the third of the Galilean

satellites, as seen from a distance

of about 53 thousand miles, exhibits

a variety of impact craters of
different ages. The brightest

craters are the youngest.

latitude. Thus it is surprising that Ju-

piter should have as many cloud bands

as are observed and that they should

occupy such permanent locations.

Evidence that the Jovian currents

may extend deep into the atmosphere

beneath the clouds comes from the

fact that the cloud colors and visible

markings change more than the cur-

rents do. Observations of the motions

of large spots go back over seventy

years. Owing to lack of suitable fea-

tures for tracking, not all Jovian cur-

rents are visible from the earth at any

one time. Nevertheless, virtually every

major current that has ever been seen

in seventy years of earth-based obser-

vations is visible in any ten-hour se-

quence of high-resolution Voyager im-

ages. The cloud bands, however,

change their appearance and color on
a time scale of a few years. For in-

stance, dramatic changes occurred in

the clouds during the four to five years

between the Pioneer spacecraft en-

counters and the Voyager encounters,

yet the latitudes of the currents did not

change. Thus the differences between
Jupiter and the earth with respect to

longevity of flow patterns may be due
to the great mass and huge inertia of

the deep atmospheric motions below
the Jovian clouds. The role of the deep
atmosphere remains one of the major
unknowns in the study of Jupiter's at-

mospheric circulations. D



Jefferson Davis's Camel Corps
The feasibility of a camel cavalry was
tested in the southwestern United States

by Gerald Carson

In the late 1840s a group of junior

army officers engaged in protecting

the southwestern frontier of the Unit-

ed States—a mountainous terrain de-

ficient in the grass and water needed

by cavalry horses and pack mules and

recently doubled in length by the an-

nexation of Texas—began to think

about camels.

One officer, Maj. Henry Constan-

tine Wayne, was especially enthusias-

tic about the concept. Wayne was a

West Pointer who had been brevetted

for gallantry at Contreras and Chu-
rubusco in the Mexican War. He pro-

ceeded to dig deeply into the subject of

camels—the different breeds, their

characteristics, economic usefulness,

and thriftiness in Asia and Africa. He
found that there were two distinct spe-

cies: the one-humped, or Arabian,

camel, Camelus dromedarius, poeti-

cally called the ship of the desert and

used chiefly as a saddle animal; and

the two-humped, or Bactrian, Camel-
us bactrianus, a heavier, slower-mov-

ing beast of burden. The dromedary
was simply an Arabian camel of

higher breeding, great speed, and
endurance, but not a different animal,

zoologically speaking.

Studying isothermal lines Major
Wayne became convinced that cli-

matic conditions in Texas, New Mex-
ico, and California corresponded to the

mean temperatures within the paral-

lels of latitude limiting what he called

Camel Land. It was beyond argument
that in their native environment cam-
els moved faster, endured longer, car-

ried more freight, and required less

water and forage than horses, mules,

or oxen.

Working his way up through the

military bureaucracy, Wayne made a

formal recommendation to the War

Department that the importation of

camels should be undertaken to test

the feasibility of camel cavalry. The
idea reached Sen. Jefferson Davis,

then chairman of the Senate Commit-
tee on Military Affairs. He liked it.

And he knew, as a matter of history,

that the French had used the drome-

dary with marked success in Egypt

during the Napoleonic campaign and
again in Algeria. Davis had com-
manded a regiment during the Mexi-

can War and understood the problems

of military and civilian communica-
tion in arid regions. He also wanted

surveying and reconnaissance work
done on an all-weather, transcontinen-

tal railroad route south of the Gila

River (later the line of the Southern

Pacific Railroad) that would close the

vast gap between the civilization and
commerce of the eastern states and the

defenseless Pacific coast, and permit

the South to share the economic advan-

tages of the China trade and the devel-

opment of the gold fields of California.

The problem was acute, calling for

imaginative new initiatives to make se-

cure the onward march of empire.

In 1851 Senator Davis tried to get

an amendment to the army appropri-

ation bill for the purchase of fifty cam-
els and the hire of ten camel drivers,

but objections were raised that the

west was too cold for the animals, the

expense too extravagant—the sum re-

quested was $30,000—and a good deal

of humor was expended upon the

project in the Senate. A year later the

House of Representatives, with sup-

port from the War Department,

passed a camel bill but the Senate

again rejected it.

Public support appeared in favor of

the proposal. John Russell Bartlett,

author and ethnologist, who had spent

three years in the southwest as U. S.

commissioner to run the boundary line

between the United States and Mexico
under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hi-

I



m dalgo; archeologist George Robins

Gliddon, who had lived in Egypt for

twenty-three years and served there as

vice-consul; and George Perkins

Marsh, traveler, diplomat, and physi-

ographer, who had lived in the Levant,

all spoke up for the camel experiment.

Marsh lectured on the subject at the

The Search for Water, 1867. Painting by Erneste de Narjot

Smithsonian Institution and wrote a

book about it entitled The Camel: His
Organization, Habits, and Uses, Con-
sidered with Reference to His Intro-

duction into the United States.

A year later (1853) Jefferson Davis

became Secretary of War in the ad-

ministration of Pres. Franklin Pierce

and strongly recommended the camel
experiment to Congress but without

success. In 1854, his annual report to

the president again stressed the tenu-

ous line of communication through

Texas to the department of the Pacific

and the large population of Indians in

the region who were nomadic and
predatory. "I again invite attention,"

Davis wrote,

to the advantages to be anticipated from
the use of camels and dromedaries for

military and other purposes, and, for the

reasons set forth in my last annual report,

recommend that an appropriation be

made to introduce a small number of the

several varieties of this animal, to test

their adaptation to our country.

In 1855, with support from western

legislators and President Pierce, Davis

at last secured the sum of $30,000 for

camel purchases. The secretary moved
quickly to procure the animals. The
mission was placed in the hands of

Major Wayne and Lt. David D. Porter

of the Navy, who later achieved na-

tional fame for distinguished service

during the Civil War.
As directed, in precise and meticu-

lous orders from Secretary Davis,

Wayne visited zoological gardens in

England and France. In Paris, he also

consulted with French officers who
had had experience with camels in Al-

geria. Lieutenant Porter, in command
of the storeship Supply, sailed to Italy;

at Pisa he inspected camels owned by

the duke of Tuscany, and reported that



each camel could do the work of four

horses. Wayne and Porter rendez-

voused at Spezzia, then visited various

ports in the eastern Mediterranean

—

Tunis, Smyrna, Salonika, and Con-

stantinople. In a gesture of goodwill to

the president and people of the United

States, Mohammed Pasha, the bey of

Tunis, gave the two officers a camel

but it had to be unloaded at Alexan-

dria because it developed an ailment

called the itch, for which there was no

cure. By this time Wayne and Porter

had become expert camel traders and

although many tried to defraud them,

they could not be imposed upon. Past

mistakes were liquidated; in one in-

stance they sold a couple of unsuitable

animals to a butcher at Constantino-

ple, "who bought them," Porter said,

"for purposes known only to himself."

After a visit to Egypt the Supply

sailed back to Smyrna to complete the

cargo and on February 15, 1856,

headed for the Texas gulf coast with

nine swift dromedaries from Egypt,

twenty burden camels, and four others

of mixed breed. On the three-month

return trip, the weather was often so

rough that the beasts had to be

strapped down on the camel deck to

save them from injury. Wayne occu-

pied himself in writing a long report to

Secretary Davis and translating var-

ious works about camels from the

French, while Porter kept a daily jour-

nal about the animals' health and their

management aboard ship, recording in

detail how they were rubbed, curried,

oiled, and salted, also noting the birth

of a baby camel at sea, which was

named "Uncle Sam."
The ship dropped anchor in the Bay

of Matagorda eight miles from Indian-

ola, Texas, on the afternoon of April

29, 1856. The camels were in the care

of native drivers, grouped together by

the Americans under the generic name
"Arabs," regardless of their ethnic

mix. They had acquired anglicized

names and nicknames, such as Greek
George, Long Tom, Mico, and Hi-

Jolly, which was Texan for Hadji Ali.

Wearing red blankets, the animals

were lightered to the wharf at Powder
Point, three miles below Indianola.

The camels, touching solid earth after

their long confinement, reared, kicked,

cried out, and broke halters, while the

inhabitants of Indianola and Powder
Point happily concluded that a free

circus had come to town. Porter specu-

lated that camel fighting might recom-

mend his ungainly charges to the in-

digenous sporting population.

The Supply promptly undertook a

second voyage, and early in 1857,

forty-four camels were landed at the

mouth of the Mississippi River. A
third load was delivered at Indianola

by private interests as a cover for the

importation of slaves. These camels,

having served their purpose, were

turned loose to range the coastal coun-

try and were killed off by cattlemen.

Meanwhile, Wayne had tested the

camels' usefulness. A strong male

loaded with 1,256 pounds of hay rose

easily and walked off with the burden.

Trips to San Antonio for supplies dem-
onstrated that six camels could move
as much freight as twelve horses in

half the time, traverse muddy roads on

which horses could not pull wagons,

and climb mountain trails where no

wheeled vehicle could roll.

The animals proved to be docile, ex-

cept in the rutting season, but the

army hostlers and wagon masters

didn't like them and the camels' smell

terrified the horses. Nevertheless,

when the native drivers, in their color-

ful red coats and blue pants, rode into

Houston, signaling their approach by

the jingling of large bells suspended

from the camels' necks, they created a

sensation. People watched entranced'!

as the camel drivers switched a camel's
i ]

legs and the obedient beast kneeled
j

and rose at the word of command. A i

Texas newspaper poet wrote in cele-fj

bration of the exotic visitors in the col-

umns of the Indianola Bulletin and a

Miss Mary A. Shirkey of Victoria

knitted a rather smelly pair of socks

for President Pierce from the pile of a

government camel. For this courtesy

she received appropriate thanks, and

Major Wayne thought that perhaps

camel hair would be a spinoff from the

experiment that would have economic

value. Secretary Davis, in his final re-

port at the end of 1856, assured the

president that the effectiveness of

camels in the American West had

been established.

John B. Floyd, who succeeded Jef-

ferson Davis at the War Department,

shared his predecessor's views on the

adaptability of the ship of the desert to

conditions on the plains, mountains,

and deserts of the southwest. But he

was not able to persuade Congress in

1859, or again in 1860, to increase the

American equity in camels. Mean-
while other officers had made success-

ful trials of the camel herd in survey-

.
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ing parties. Lt. Edward F. Beale in

1857 had thoroughly tested a portion

of the camel herd while laying out the

Great Wagon Road through Indian

country. This expedition surveyed the

route from Fort Defiance in New
Mexico to the Colorado River or state

line of California, near the thirty-fifth

parallel.

The lieutenant was the only man in

the party who liked and understood

camels. There had been a contretemps

involving the native drivers who had

come to America with the animals.

The drivers had refused to budge from

their headquarters at San Antonio,

"alleging that they had been badly

treated by the government," Beale

wrote in his journal, "not having re-

ceived the pay due them since January

. . . the appropriation having been ex-

hausted, no one is authorized to pay

them," although they "have perform-

ed their duties very faithfully." Beale

had a good eye for the natural beauty

of the landscape they passed through

and for a picturesque scene. The cam-

els, led by old Mahomet, stretched out

in a "long line of . . . grave and patient

followers"; as they wound down the

slope of a bluff they made "a picture

worthy of the pen of a great artist."

Beale found that it was indeed true

that the camels could go without water

for two days or more without difficulty

and noted that, ironically, it was their

task to carry breakers of water to sus-

tain the horses and mules. As for for-

age, they actually preferred bitter

herbs and dry shrubs such as grease-

wood, the low-growing brush prevalent

in dry valleys, or the screw bean, a

form of mesquite, to the finest grama
grass. To the Oriental ruminants, the

prickly pear, spiny mesquite, even the

maguey with its tough blades and

sharp needles were consumed with rel-

ish as "camel clover."

According to Alex E. Sweet and J.

Armoy Knox, two adventurous news-

papermen, sharp observers with a

sense of humor, the camel was a vora-

cious feeder, with a strong preference

for cactus leaves and mesquite pods,

"but he does not confine himself alto-

gether to a vegetable diet. When op-

portunity offers, he will reach up after

the glass insulators of a lightning-rod

or telegraph pole, and conceal them in

his commissary, or he will stand by the

hour meekly chewing up a wagon-

sheet, when he cannot get a chance to

Embarkation of Camels, by G.H. Heap

eat the well-rope or a wheelbarrow."

At the beginning of the Civil War
the government camels were kept in a

camel pen with sixteen-foot walls of

stone, concrete, adobe, and timber, at

Val Verde. This military post, sixty

miles southwest of San Antonio near

the headwaters of a tributary of the

Guadalupe River and three miles from

Bandera Pass, was the permanent sta-

tion of the Texas camels. Lieutenant

Beale's camels remained in California,

unused. An attempt was made to em-

ploy the beasts in carrying the mail,

but post office officials, ignorant of the

management of camels and not in-

clined to learn, successfully resisted

the plan. During the war the Califor-

nia herd was sold to an entrepreneur

who found buyers in circuses and zoo-

logical gardens.

In 1861 the Confederate forces

seized the camels at Val Verde but the

southern government was too overex-

tended by the war to carry the experi-

ment forward with vigor. The Confed-

erate post office department used

some of the camels; other animals car-

ried cotton, a bale swung on each side,

moving the cotton to Matamoras and

returning with salt from Salt Lakes.

Still others were turned loose and be-

came wanderers. No particular care

was taken to prevent their escape and

they came to be regarded as a nui-

sance. Three were caught in Arkansas

by Union soldiers. Another strayed

west through Bandera Pass. When the

camels were repossessed by the United

States, the War Department no longer

had the resources for carrying on the

camel experiment. The railroads were

coming and the whole idea of camels

suffered from its close association with

Jefferson Davis, officially a traitor for

becoming the Confederate president.

(Davis's citizenship was restored only

two years ago, in 1978, when President

Carter signed the necessary legisla-

tion.)

During the Reconstruction years the

animals at the Val Verde station were

scattered. Some ended up in the

Ringling Brothers circus and camel

driver Long Tom went with them. The
government turned others loose in Ari-

zona where they thrived and multi-

plied. In 1870 a Nevada salt miner

rounded up twenty-five in the Carson

River district. The camels must have

been numerous and troublesome in

Nevada because the state legislature

passed a law in 1875 making it a mis-

demeanor for the owner of "any camel

or camels, dromedary or dromedaries
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completely private. A large investment can
be stored safely in a small place-like an
album or safe deposit box. No one ever

needs to know you are investing in stamps.
Our members' names are held strictly

confidential.

Now. our professional service makes
investing in rare U.S. stamps simple. Vou
can participate with confidence in the

rapidly rising values of rare U.S. stamps.
For as little as S20 per month. FNI will help

you build a rare stamp investment portfolio

on a regular monthly basis. As a subscriber
to Rare U.S. Stamp Investments, you are

given the opportunity to capitalize on the

experience and know-how of our stamp
experts.

Each stamp is accompanied by a
certificate of authenticity and a full money-
back guarantee. And each stamp is chosen
not only for its beauty, but its investment
value. Rare stamps offer one ofthe last truly

great investment opportunities In America
today.

For FREE DETAILS, call TOLL FREE (24

hrs.) 800-621-5809.
(IdIU. call 800-972-5858) or mail coupon todsy.

JFNI NH2
313 .Nolana Ave.

o«TOR»Tti. McAllen. Tx. 78501

J
Yes. send me FREE DETAILS.

i Print .Name

J Address

JCity

. . . knowingly and willfully" to permit

their property to run at large "on or

about the public highways of the state

of Nevada."

Sightings of government camels and

their descendants continued for the

rest of the nineteenth century. They
were seen ranging with cattle, and of-

ten a lumbering old beast showed up at

a roundup. One came out of a mes-

quite bush at Refugio at milking time,

a grotesque figure. "The cow," Chris

Emmet wrote in Texas Camel Tales,

"departed without ceremony." A herd

was seen near Oatman's Flat on the

Gila River in 1875. A decade later a

little boy of five whose father was com-

mander of the army garrison at Fort

Selden, New Mexico, saw an extraor-

dinary sight that he recollected later in

life. "One day a curious and frighten-

ing animal with a blobbish head, long

and curving neck, and shambling legs,

moseyed out of the Jornada [Jornada

del Muerto] . . . the animal was . .

.

one of the old army camels." The little

boy was Gen. Douglas MacArthur.

In 1890, or maybe it was 1891, nine

camels roaming on the western edge of

Death Valley, California, appeared,

silhouetted against the sky, before the

eyes of two gold miners who thought

they were seeing ghosts. The miners,

Shep Searcy and Charlie Fisher, were

lying down at the time, trying to drink

from a mud puddle, when Shep said,

"Do you see what I see?"

Fisher answered, "I do not know
what you see, Shep, but it looks like

Barnum's circus to me."

'Courier of the Desert," by Ywn
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Then the camels sniffed, snorted,

land ran away. When the miners re-

iported their experience at the next

Kown, people thought they were crazy.

"The attempt to make use of camels

might have succeeded under different

conditions," wrote the late Walter L.

Fleming, dean of Vanderbilt Univer-

sity and an authority on the experi-

ment in all of its ramifications. The op-

eration lost its strongest advocate

when Jefferson Davis left the War De-

partment. Major Wayne, the camels"

best friend, who had both theoretical

and practical knowledge of the ani-

mals, had joined the Confederate

army in 1860. Beale, who once drove a

hundred miles in a sulky drawn by a

team of camels with whom he carried

on a conversation in Syrian, was dis-

couraged by officialdom from pursu-

ing his experiments. Finally the rapid

expansion of the rail network made
transportation by beasts of burden a

picturesque but historical anachro-

nism.

Thus endeth a story of the Ameri-

can West, filled with desert dust and

camel musk. The camel drivers,

strangers in a strange land, lost in the

alien culture of the Anglo-Americans,

deserve a last word. Greek George, a

sturdy man with a Homeric beard, be-

came George Allen and died an old

man in Whittier, California, Septem-

ber 2, 1915. Long Tom went with the

Ringling Brothers circus, as men-

tioned earlier. Hi-Jolly wandered for

decades over the desert as a prospector

and was reported to have died in Ari-

zona in 1902. But J.W. Walker, who
had herded camels at Val Verde, told a

different story. He said that some fel-

lows saw an old camel browsing near a

town where they had gone "to get 'wet

up' a little" at a saloon. Standing at

the bar they told of seeing the camel. A
dark-skinned man standing near them

asked quietly, "Boys, where is that old

camel?" After they told him, he pulled

his hat down hard and walked off in

the direction that they indicated. The
next day, cowmen hunting strays

found Hi-Jolly and the camel lying

dead. Hi-Jolly's arms were around the

animal's neck.

"I don't suppose this story is true,"

Walker recalled, "but that's the way
I'm always going to believe old Hi-

Jolly died."

Gerald Carson is author of the book
Men, Beasts and Gods: A History of

Cruelty and Kindness to Animals
(Scribner paperback).
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WebstersNew Collegiate Dictionary.

Itswherethewords live.
America's best-selling dictionary docs more than define words. It brings the

language to life and life to the language. With 150,000 words, including 22,000

new entries, you'll get a taste of "fast-food" instantly, feel an affinity for "clone,"

and experience the delirious world of"disco." "Dictionary" never meantsomuch.
Just $11.95. A fine gift. Merriam-Webster Dictionaries, Springfield, MA 01101.

FROM MERRIAM-WEBSTER®

Free tour information to
the Orient is at your fingertips:

800-835-2246, Ext. 141
JAL takes you to the Orient you want to

see. With dozens of tours from the heart

of Japan to the isles of the Pacific.

An example: Oriental Heritage tour, 25
days for $3937. Visit Tokyo, Kyoto, Nara,
Seoul, Manila, Singapore, Bali, Jogja-
karta, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Chiang-
Mai, Hong Kong. Stay in deluxe hotels,

enjoy exciting a la carte dine-around
program and comprehensive sightsee-
ing, lour group limited to 24.

Fully escorted.
For information on all of JAL' s Happi Holidays

Tours, call the above toll-free number," see your
Travel Agent, or mail this cou|x>n.

Rates based on double occupancy and economy air

fare from the West Coast and are subject to change.
Additional charge for June-October peak season.
"Continental U.S. only, except KA.

Please send me details of the tours

checked below.

Japan Air Lines
P.O. Box 10618
Long Island City, New York 11101

The waywe are
is the way we fly.

UAPAN AIR LINES
D Oriental Heritage #1004
D Other Happi Holidays tours

Address-

City



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon Since the moon was full on the last day of April, it be-

comes a morning object on May 1, waning in phase, rising after dark,

and remaining in the sky past dawn. Last-quarter is on May 7, new

moon on the 14th. It becomes an evening object again when the young

crescent appears at sundown on the 16th or 17th, reaching first-quarter

on the 21st and full on the 29th. Phases in June are: last-quarter on the

5th, new moon on the 12th, first-quarter on the 20th, full on the 28th.

Perigee moon (nearest the earth) is on May 12, June 4, and June 30;

apogee moon (farthest from the earth) is on May 21 and June 18.

Stars and Planets Bright planets continue to dominate the evening

sky: Venus in the west; Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn (and the nearby

bright star Regulus) in the east. But an experienced observer will see

signs that they are past their prime. Venus is high and bright at sun-

down, better than it has been all year. After mid-May, however, it will

be noticeably lower and will set earlier on each successive night. Its

brightness will begin to fade toward the end of May. Jupiter, Mars, and

Saturn are conspicuous in Leo, along with Regulus, its brightest star.

They will be well up in the south at dusk, setting in the west a few hours

past midnight. Jupiter and Mars are very close to Regulus in early May,

and Mars is still quite bright. They will present an impressive gathering

of bright objects. But the configuration decays after midmonth as Mars

moves swiftly away to the east (left) and dims. Mercury moves from Pis-

ces, through Aries and Taurus, into Gemini; Venus drifts from Taurus

into Gemini before mid-May; Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn remain in Leo,

Uranus in Libra, Neptune in Ophiuchus, and Pluto in Bootes.

May 4: Mars and Jupiter are in conjunction. Mars now moves from

west to east (right to left) past Jupiter. The Eta Aquarid meteor shower

(20 meteors per hour) reaches maximum.

May 8: Venus is at greatest brilliancy in the evening sky.

May 13: Mercury, in superior conjunction, becomes an evening star.

May 15: The moon occults (covers) Aldebaran over North America

at about 9:00 A.M., EST.

May 16: The moon is near Venus tonight.

May 21-23: The moon offers an exceptional opportunity to identify

Regulus, Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn as it moves past each in turn.

May 23: Saturn resumes its direct (easterly) motion.

May 24: Venus begins its retrograde (westerly) motion.

May 31-June 1: Mercury and Venus are in conjunction at 1:00 P.M.,

EST, on both evenings. Mercury will appear as a bright object very close

to Venus.

June 11: The moon occults Aldebaran over North America at about

7:00 P.M., EST.
June 14: Mercury, at greatest easterly elongation, is well placed as an

evening star.

June 15: Venus, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky. hold the map in front

of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the lower half of the

map with those in the sky. When you face the other directions, roll the map to

bring the corresponding compass point (east, south, or west) to the bottom,

and match the stars in the sky with those on the lower half of the map. The

map represents the sky at about 1 1-12 P.M on May 1; 10-1 1 P.M. on May 15;

9-10 P.M. on .May 31; and 8-9 p.m. on June 15. It shows only planets and moon

phases above the horizon at those times.
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Antiques Communities

ARMOIRES (Huge Selection), Tables. Chairs. Brass

Beds etc Incredibly low prices! 1 1 AM-6 PM, 7 days

(212) 691-6634

Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS Pueblo pottery; HopI 2nd

and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kactiinas. old and new rugs No
catalogue One-of-a-kind pieces; individually ptioto-

graphed. Specify interests Write for pfiotos and data.

Box 5896. Sherman Oaks. CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

AUTHENTIC MUSEUM REPRODUCTIONS of extinct

Rancho La Brea mammals Saber tooth cat. $200
Send $1 for catalogue Valley Anatomical Prepara-

tions. 20614 Skouras Drive. Canoga Park, CA 91306

ENDANGERED SPECIES soft sculpture/toy patterns.

12 page catalogue. $1 Lorna, P.O. Box 10388N. Ala-

meda, NM 87114

LOST ART REVISITED, Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue. $2, Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH. 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

NOTHING PRESERVES the timeless honor and prestige

of a family name like a historic Coat Of Arms! For

yours, write: Athol Heraldry. Box 9N. Athol. MA 01331

TAPESTRIES, PILLOWS— Animals, birds. Learn new
unique method with simple stitches. Sheehan, 262
Viapecoro, San Lorenzo, CA 94580

Bool( Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHQ. 84 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10011

Books

IZAAK WALTON—The Compleat Angler and His Tur-

bulent Times. L.&A. Pool. Steinhour Press, lllus. 135

pages. $15 prepaid, from Larry Pool, West Cornwall,

CT 06796

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search worldwide

titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock. PAB.
2918 Atlantic. Atlantic City. NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY. BIRD BOOKS Out-of-Print, Rare.

Catalogues $1.50 Search Service, Patricia

Ledlie— Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220
(207) 336-2969

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Ornithol-

ogy, Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1. Book Chest. 19

Oxford Place. Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS,
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue; Hamilton, 98-

55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

SAND IN OUR SHOES guidebook to Pharaonic Egypt,

Polly Price, Box 30083, San Antonio, TX 78385

"SECRETS OF THE LAST GIANTS" lesser-known,

amazing, big animal behavior and facts. 120 pp illus..

(6x9 ink drawings) $3 75. Hilite Books. Box 4427, Riv-

erside, CA 92514

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672 (714) 492-2976

Camps

NATIONAL PARKS IN THE SUMMER. Ecology back-

packs in the splendor of Yosemite National Park,

coastal /marine studies by the Pacific in Golden Gate
National Recreation Area near San Francisco. Second-
ary, co-ed, professional staffing, Yosemite Institute,

Box 487, Yosemite, CA 95389 (209) 372-4441

Collectors' Items

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS; Colorful col-

lectibles Samples, approvals $1, MilMed, Box 297NH,
Aurora, CO 80040

INTEGRATE WORK AND FRIENDSHIP with progressive

social values in six rural communities, including Twin

Oaks and East Wind. Cooperative, nonviolent,

nonracist. Where women may lead and men nurture

children Information send $2.00 (free if needed); Fed-

eration of Egalitarian Communities. Box 40-NH. Tecum-
seh, MO 65760

Correspondence

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship. Asian

Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY. Write Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A, Aspen,

CO 81611 or call (303) 925-5756

LOW-IMPACT WILDERNESS SKILLS and natural sci-

ences. Backpacking courses for all ages in Maine, Yel-

lowstone, or Canyonlands Park. University credit avail-

able. East/West Wilderness School, RED 3, Hebron.

ME 04238

Employment Oportunities

19TH CENTURY DESSERT RECIPES including whole

wheat cake and cookies. Send SASE and $1.00 to:

Jane Goodale. Dept. NH. Route 198, Chaplin, CT
06235

TROPICAL BREEZES FROM LATIN AMERICA in your

kitchen recipe booklets; 25 superlative sauces. 16 daz-

zling desserts; 20 unforgettable main dishes, all three

just $12.00/$4.60 each. Narda Vallejo (3), Casilla 500,

Guayaquil, Ecuador, South America /Airmail

AUSTRALIA , . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17.500

Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report!
$2—Moneyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission,"

Department 894-C5, National Press Building, Washing-

ton, DC- 20045

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75.000

jobs! Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportuni-

ties. Latest employer listings $2 AUSTCO. Box 4116-

NH, Hayward, CA 94540

ESCORTS, KENYA SAFARIS Tour Company needs

qualified naturalists /ornithologists to escort groups on

2-week Kenya wildlife safaris. Top Professional affili-

ation required. Departures throughout 1980/81. Apply
with resumes; KLR International, Inc. 424 Madison Ave-
nueJ^JewYork^gYlOOIT

LIFE SCIENCES—ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS! Employ-

ers . Strategies .Job Banks! Sample $1.00. Job-

search, Box 3069-NH1, Gaithersburg, MD 20760

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information— $2.00. International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries, All oc-

cupations. Big Pay Free transportation. Tax benefits

Latest Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld, Box
645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings—all occupations! Free details , , , Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS— ADMINISTRATORS; School, college

openings; USA. $5.95 Abroad $5.95. Placement

sources U.S.A. $4.95; abroad, $4,95, EISF, Box 662,

Newton. MA 02162

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler: 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy
500,000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 2it on dol-

lar! Most complete information available— $2.00. Sur-

plus Disposal. Box 19107-RR. Washington, DC 20036

SURPLUS JEEPS— $19.30!—CARS— $ 13.50!-
650,000 Items!—Government Surplus— Directory

Tells How, Where To Buy— Your Area —$2—Guaran-

teed— "Government Information Services," Box
99249-DC4, San Francisco, California 94109

CHERRY LIQUEUR. Delicious. Easy to make. Full direc-

tions $1 SASE, Box 4058, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87196

"ELECTROFLAMME" Table-top gourmet cooker from

Switzerland Great for fondues, wok-cooking, etc. For

information write; Temac Import/Export Co.. Box 192,

Armon k, NY 10504 ^_^
MOUTH-WATERING VEGETARIAN MAIN DISHES,

Four nourishing recipes. $2 SASE. Box 25, Goldens

Bridge, NY 10526

Hobbies

BIRD BUNGALOWS. Inviting birds to your home is a

worthwhile activity. Send $2.25 for plans. Nature, Box

266, Lithonia, Georgia 30058

Merchandise

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF M Sinus sufferers.

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpensive

and used by doctors worldwide. Informative booklet

explains all and is available by sending $1 .00 to Hydro

Med (NH). P.O. Box 91273. Los Angeles 90009

"SAVE THE SEA TURTLES" T-SHIRT Handsome tur-

tle illustration, 3 colors on tan 50/50 shirt. Very nice de- ;

|

sign. Adult sizes. $6.95. CDR Graphics, Rt, 1 Box
502A, Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

SOLAR POWERED MUSIC BOX. Great Gift. $29.95.

Send $1 for information. 1080 South Gilpin. Denver,

CO 80209 (303) 777-1357

Music

FREE CATALOGUE! Harpsichords, harps, hammered

or Appalachian dulcimers, banjos, mandolins. Com-

'

pleted or kits. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Denver,

Colorado 80204

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
;

collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know Your

Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
^:

Optical Co.. Inc., 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie,

NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON,

Optolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send \

stamp for discount list Specify literature desired Large

stock Orders filled postpaid day received, Birding, Box '

5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010.

OPTIC DISCOUNTS; Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand

Names—Free Catalogue. Thos. Manetta. 61 Hoffman

Avenue. Elmont, NY 11003

Photography

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the Cor-

nell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds, wild-

flowers, reptiles, amphibians Free catalogue. Dept.

44. 159 Sapsucker Woods Road. Ithaca. NY 14850

PHOTOGRAPHY POSTERS; Weston, Adams, Bras-

sai , , , Elegant lithographic images Listings; 25(1: Posi-

tive Images, Box 1939NH1, Kingston, New York 12401

PHOTOS COPIED. 5x7 B&W print, $7.95, Original re-

turned, plus negative. Heritage. 2048 Kenton. Aurora,

CO 80010
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WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIOS, For list

write Don Hall, Scenic Photograptiy, 23531 Ave
Topanga, Mission Viejo, CA 92691

Real Estate

FREE , , 296-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency, Inc
,
2045-U Railway Ex-

change BIdg , 611 Olive St., St Louis, MO 63101, Ph

Toll-Free: 1-800-821-2599; MO, Res, Ph. Toil-Free: 1-

800-892-5785

NEW! FREE! Big Summer Cataloguei Over 5,400 coun-

try properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,

Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Se-

lected best thruout the U S Over 700 offices, 43 states

All Across America! Yours Free from the World's Larg-

est! Strout Realty, Inc
, 60 E 42nd Street, Dept, 5390,

Hew York, NY 10017

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7,50/ACRE'
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment opportuni-

ties! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus nation-

wide listings— $2 00 Surplus Lands, Box 19107-RR,
Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the guiet woods. From $650 for two weeks Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS RETREAT: Secluded
lodge overlooking peaceful, unspoiled mountain lake

Superlative birding, canoeing, fishing, swimming, hiking,

bicycling, loafing All amenities $1,250 monthly

July/ August, $1,000 September, Call (212) 877-3270

COTTAGE ON BEAUTIFUL INLET near ocean barrier

islands Boat, motor, guide. See thousands of nesting

birds, dig clams, fish, $300 per week. Box 342,
Accomac, VA 23301

SANIBEL ISLAND Shells, birds, blessed quiet 2-bed-

room, 2-bath, Gulf-front luxury condominiums Pool,

golf, tennis. From $250/week, Sanibel Siesta, 1246
Fulger St

,
Sanibel, Florida 33957 (813) 472-4117

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain lake;

informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, family rates,

American Plan, Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake, NY
12864

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chiricahua Mountains Area
—plus Illustrated brochure of our nature lovers'

retreat— Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ
85632

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT. Fleet of sailboats,

two-masted schooner, heated pool, tennis Write for

folder, Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing on
this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with miles

of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of 10-15
guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists on
staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St. Simons
Island, GA 31522

SANIBEL ISLAND, PL and Boca Grande, PL Gulf front

2 BR, 2 Bath condominiums for rent Completely fur-

nished, all amenities. Magnificent beaches, pool, tennis,

shelling and bird-watching. Give yourself a beautiful va-
cation. E.G. Kerr, P.O. Box 546, Franklin, Ml 48025
(313) 851-1030

SPRINGTIME BY THE RIO GRANDE Birding, hiking,

rafting. Good food, lodging. Plum Tree, Pilar, NM
87571 1-505-758-4696

ST JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS vacation apartment for

two. Near beaches for snorkeling and National Park for

exploring $275 weekly. Barsel, Box 114, St John,
U.S. VI. 00830

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE STUDY TOURS Nepal: Psychology &
Meditation, Trekking; England: Children's Literature; In-

dia: Performing Arts; New Guinea: Pacific Arts Festival,

Other unique programs: Africa: Java-Bali; Spain-Israel;

Mexico-Guatemala; Peru-Bolivia; Eastern Europe; Rus-

sia; Tliailand-Burma-Nepal Small groups, expert lead-

ership College credit The Way of Travel, 507 Lincoln

St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photography and
natural history expeditions through National Parks and
wilderness areas of Kenya, Zaire, Rwanda and Zam-
bia, Africa. Visit Andes, Amazon, and Galapagos Is-

lands. Observe Polar Bears, fascinating tiirds and
Beluga Whales in the Arctic Small groups accompa-
nied by expert leaders. Adventures International, 4421-

N Albert, Oakland, CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-Pakistan by
Geeta Tours & Travels. 1245 Jarvis. Chicago, IL

60626 (312) 262-4959

AFRICA/EGYPT. 10-day and longer, expert escorts,

reasonably priced Groups /Freelance Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

ALASKA WILDERNESS and nature tours Certified

charterboat travel to remote coastal areas: Alaska

Peninsula, Katmai National Monument, Kodiak Island,

and Atognak Island Photograph seals, sea lions, por-

poise, sea otter, brown bears, and many varieties of

sea birds, also bald eagles Write: Kodiak Sea
Charters. Box 2156, Kodiak, AK 99615

BACKPACK THE NEW RIVER OF NO RETURN Wilder-

ness Join our nature hikes into this 2'/2 million acre

treasure in central Idaho Trips for all abilities We have
twelve years of experience and guide trips only in

Idaho. Write; Wilderness Trails, P O Box 9252, Mos-
cow, ID 83843 (208) 882-1955

ECUADOR NATURE
EXPEDITION

Extraordinary naturalist-led
tour includes 1 week in the
Galapagos Islands, 1 week in the
Andean highlands and 1 week in the
Amazon jungle, jui, Aug, Nov. igao

Write; South American Wilderness Adventures
1 760-EN Solano Ave. . Berkeley CA 94707(41 5) 524-51

1

1

BACKPACK THE SISKIYOU HIGH COUNTRY of North-

ern California Photograph unique conifer forests. Fish.

Hike, Goldpan the wild and scenic Smith and Klamath
rivers Trips for all abilities Redwood forest day trips.

Running all seasons. Don Gillespie. Siskiyou Treks. P O.

1362, Crescent City, California 95531 (707) 487-5202

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA, July-

September. Small groups with licensed guides. Excel-

lent food Write: Granville Nickerson (N), RR4 Annap-
olis Royal, Nova Scotia BOS 1A0, Canada

CANOE TRIPS into the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
and Minnesota-Canadian wilderness. Complete Outfit-

ting Top quality equipment and food. May to October
Gunflint Northwoods Outfitters, Box 100GT-NH. Grand
Marais, MN 55604 (218) 388-2296

DON'T FORGET THE MAPS when you travel at home
or abroad. Send .50 for our Travel Map and Guide
catalogue. Pequoig Farm, Dept, Nl , 3346 Chestnut Hill,

Athol, MA 01331

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places Ideal for railpass users Free cata-

logue Great Tnps, Box 5199-N, New York, NY 10017

GALAPAGOS/MAINLAND ECAUDOR/PERU Travel-

Study May, June. July. January departures One/two
weeks in Galapagos. Ecuador, Peru optional. Economi-
cal University credit available. Details: Dr R Lainhart,

Biology Dept ,
Towson State University. Towson, MD

21204 (301) 377-4112

INTERNATIONAL BACKPACKING & CLIMBING New
Zealand, Kenya, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Mexico,
Alaska, Canadian Rockies North Cascades instruction

in snow, ice, rock climbing. North Cascades Alpine

School, 1212 24th N3, Bellingham, WA 98225 (206)
671-1505

LEGENDARY PERU (Bolivia, Ecuador. Galapagos) and
Maya (Mexico. Guatemala): 9-day and longer trips.

Fully escorted Reasonably priced, for sophisticated

travelers Groups or Freelance Forum Travel. 2437
Durant. Berkeley, CA 94704

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpacking,
bus University or Continuing Education credit as ap-
propriate. Write Education Department. Chichuahuan
Desert Research Institute. Box 1334. Alpine, TX 79830

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals, wild-

flowers Small groups to United States, Britain, Europe.
Alaska. Himalayas, Bhutan. West Africa World Nature
Tours, Box 693a. Silver Spring. MD 20901

PERU AND THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS 19 days. July

& August. 1980. Visit Lima. Cuzco and Machu Picchu
followed by a week cruising the Galapagos by yacht
Small group Expert guide. Write: South American Wil-

derness Adventures, 1760-PG Solano, Berkeley. CA
94707

PERU-MACHU PICCHU, CUZCO: Exhilarating horse-

back and rafting expeditions, 15 days Galapagos-Ec-
uador Highlands: Intensive study tours on 60' schoo-
ner Inca Floats, 5982N Balboa Drive, Oakland. CA
94611 (415) 339-9095

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations. Cheaper than staying home! TravLtips,

163-09B505 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SCOTLAND, ORKNEY, SHETLAND AND ICELAND,
Comprehensive program of nature trips Write: Caledo-
nian Wildlife at MacGregor Travel, 33 Lewis Street.

Greenwich. CT 06830. or call toll-free: (800) 243-5330

TO UNGAVA BAY/LABRADOR, non-commercial ca-

noeing expedition. Dangerous, participation at own
risk David Scheffel, Anthropology Department, Memo-
rial University, St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS See the fabu-

lous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics with

professional naturalist. Brad's Tours, 401 E, Mercer
#31D, Seattle. WA 98102

WHALE SAILS—Photograph, observe with research-

ers killer whales, other manne mammals of Pacific NW,
Lectures, sailing, P, Bloedel, P,0, Box 732, Friday Har-

bor, WA 98250 (206) 378-4036

WILDERNESS ALASKA Cruise among eagles; whales,

glaciers and fiords, Arctic Tramp, Box 827, Valdez. AK
99686

WYOMING RANCH VACATION, The West's finest

family ranch, famous for over sixty years Spectacular
scenery Great food, fishing, riding, relaxing Dr,

Oakleigh Thorne, II, resident naturalist Call collect or

write Valley Ranch, Southfork N, Cody, Wyoming
82414, (307) 587-4661,

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word, 16 word ($28) minimum Display
classified \s $150-per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St ,

New York, NY 10024,
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading.
Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov 8), Camera-
ready art is required for display ads, A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation



WHAT STAR IS THAT?

The ISO-VUE STAR POINTER will tell

you. Just point it at any star or constella-

tion to find out its name!
It will also find any star, planet, or

constellation for you, too. And it points

to it, and holds up a map of it at just the

right angle for your time and place—any-
where, any time. And much, much more.
Complete instructions, sky maps and

Star Cards for the 32 major constella-

tions. Satisfaction guaranteed, or full re-

fund. $7.95 -I- 95c postage. ISO-VUE
6306 K Baylor Dr., Tucson, Arizona
85710.

A MARVELOUS GIFT FOR
A SCIENCE-MINDED FRIEND!

For the sixth year, we invite adventurous
travelers to join us on our fascinating

Naturalist s Safari

in Rajasthan
with a visit to Tiger Haven
in Utiar Pradesh and. in-

cluding attendance at the

Pushkar camel fair by lull

moon:

NOVEMBER 14 TO
DECEMBERS. 1980

This original tour of Northern India

is designed for people whose inter-

ests lie in watching and photograph-

ing animals and birds in their natural

surroundings, riding elephants and
walking in unspoiled countryside.

Agra and the great palace cities of

chivalric Rajasthan - Jaipur, Jodhpur

and Udaipur — are also visited.

The tour offers a great variety of won-
derful scenery, as well as the oppor-
tunity of studying flora from Himalayan
foothills to the desert. In the cities we
stay in deluxe hotels: accommodations
on safari are at lodges in lovely wild-

life parks and in the sandstone hills

of ihe Rajasthan desert.

Detailed brochure available Irom:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

The Orion Nebula
Why is this well-known object

expanding in only one direction?

by Stephen P. Maran

Anyone who has leafed through an

illustrated book on astronomy has seen

a picture of the Great Nebula in

Orion, also known as M42. The bright-

est and perhaps most spectacular neb-

ula in the heavens, it is a cloud of hot,

glowing gas. Located in Orion's

Sword, M42 is about 1,500 light-years

from the earth. Even when seen

through an amateur astronomer's

small telescope, the nebula is a superb

sight. At its heart are four hot young
stars, known as the Trapezium for

their simple geometric pattern.

Orion itself is a striking constella-

tion. It contains many bright stars and

straddles the celestial equator, so it is

at least partially visible from every

spot on earth. Thus, it was natural for

Galileo, in 1609, to turn his new tele-
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scope in Orion's direction. He scanned

the region around the Sword and

found that diffuse patches of the

Milky Way were telescopically re-

solved into a myriad of tiny stars. And
yet the Great Nebula, which must

ihave been plainly visible, is not men-

tioned in Galileo's notes. Instead it was

a French lawyer and astronomy buff,

Nicholas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc,

who discovered the nebula in 1610

with one of Galileo's own telescopes.

Peiresc's discovery was apparently

overlooked or forgotten, and a Swiss

astronomer, Cysatus, "discovered"

M42 anew in about the year 1618. His

report was well preserved (although at

least one famed seventeenth-century

astronomer was unaware of it), and a

cursory inspection suggests that most

modern accounts credit Cysatus rather

than Peiresc with finding the Orion

Nebula.

The noted astronomer who was ig-

norant of even Cysatus's "discovery"

was Christian Huygens, a Dutch op-

tics expert and clockmaker. As late as

1656, he too reported "discovering"

the Orion Nebula. Huygens compared
it to "an opening in the sky through

which a brighter region was visible."

His drawing of the nebula and those of

later astronomers who studied it dif-

fered greatly from each other, leading

to the suspicion that M42's shape

might have changed. But the differ-

ences in the sketches of the nebula

were the result of artistic license taken

by the observers, who were confronted

with the difficult task of drawing a

telescopically viewed object of amor-
phous appearance while working in the

darkened surroundings of an observa-

tory.

The designation "M42" comes from
the serial number of the Orion Nebula
in a catalog of nebulae and star clus-

ters published by the French astrono-

mer Messier in 1 784. By the late eight-

''I ONLY SPEAK ENGLISH.
BUT,WITH MY CRAIG
TRANSLATOR, I CAN MAKE
MYSELF UNDERSTOOD TO
OYER 2 BILLION PEOPLE."

Jim McKay

ilven world traveler

Jim McKay needs a little help

now and then making himself

understood. That's why he

carries the Craig Translator and

Information Center.

It's his

communi-
cation key

in fifteen

languages:

English* French,* Spanish,*

German* Italian f Japanese f

Dutch,* Arabic, Russian, Chinese,

Danish, Norwegian,* Portuguese,

Swedish, and Finnish. He just

snaps in a tiny language capsule

and has the world at his finger-

tips. And he can

use three differ-

ent languages

simultaneously,

translating from one to another

at the touch of a button.

We've doubled capacity of the

most popular capsules to approx-

imately 2000 words each, plus

49 common phrases.

A remarkable

phonetics capsule*

shows you how to

pronoimce words

or phrases in

French, German, Spanish and

Italian. Japanese, Russian,

Chinese, and Arabic are

displayed phonetically.

We've added information

capsules: a Nutrition Guide and

Calorie Counter f a Bar and

Wine Guide*' and Business Terms,

even a Word Game capsule

including Anagrams and Hang-
man, and a Las Vegas capsule

that lets you play Black Jack

without losing a penny.

Visit your

Craig dealer and

try out the Craig

Translator and

Information Center. And when
you're traveling, you'll never

find yourself at a loss for words

mailable now.

vailable shortly.

Translator and Information Center

.HM.ifl^f^

oo»«

Craig Corporation 921 W. Artesia Boulevard

Compton, California 90220 ©Craig Corporation, 1980
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BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $265.00 Postpaid $159.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on high quality

optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection oi telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc.. plus valuable information on how to properly select

them. Write for it today.

OIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

EXPLORE THE

GALAPAGOS
THE BUCCANEER

'

'Largest Galapagos ship"

Complete cruises from $469
All outside Air conditioned Staterooms, Private

battis. Includes all meals aboard. Stiore excursions

conducted by multi-lingual naturalist guides.

Write lor brochures, deck plans, larltfs. Itinerary

GALAPAGOS, Inc.

Suite 1109C-150 S.E. 2nd Ave, Miami, Fla 33131

X City/State/Zip

i^
Share ihe Thrills

01 Exploring f

outer space;

$15 Crating
Charge

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES'^
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
poclietboDk is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE-the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

620 Oakwod Ave
. W Hartford, Conn. 06110

?> TM Registered U.S. Pot. Office

CRITERION IVIANUFACTURING CO., DepI NH 91
620 Oakwood Avenue.. W Hartford, Conn 06110
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Name

Address
.

City _State

eenth century, it was known that some

of these "nebulae" had spiral-shaped

features. Today we know that such ob-

jects are not gaseous nebulae like

M42, but are spiral galaxies, island

universes far larger and more distant

than the Orion Nebula. However, this

modern distinction had not been made
when, in the 1 780s (and on subsequent

occasions well into the nineteenth cen-

tury), much effort was spent in the at-

tempt to discern spiral features in the

Orion Nebula. Some astronomers did

"find" spiral forms in the Great

Nebula, just as some astronomers

claimed to "see" canals on Mars. But

in fact there are none.

By the 1950s, it was known that the

Orion Nebula is an H II region, mean-

ing a cloud of electrically charged, or

ionized, hydrogen and other gases that

are heated by ultraviolet radiation.

That radiation also excites the gases

electrically, causing them to glow.

Most of the radiation that excites

the gases in the Orion Nebula comes

from the hottest of the four Trapezium

stars. Ultraviolet radiation streams out

from this star equally in all directions,

heating and exciting the surrounding

gas. This simple explanation can be

found in many texts, but the actual sit-

uation is more complex.

Since a hot, unconfined gas will ex-

pand, the above simple theory would

lead us to expect that the hot gas of the

Orion Nebula is flowing outward.

Such is the case on the side of the neb-

ula that faces the earth, as shown by

the presence of blue-shifted emission

lines in the spectrum of the nebula.

These shifts, caused by the Doppler ef-

fect, indicate that gas is indeed

streaming toward us. By the same to-

ken, the gas on the far side of the neb-

ula should be moving away from us

and hence should produce red-shifted

spectral lines. But lines of the latter

type are not present.

There is known to be some interstel-

lar dust (microscopic rock particles) in

the Orion Nebula. This finding sug-

gested the following explanation for

the lack of red-shifted lines from the

far side of M42: there might be more

dust in the far half of the nebula than

in the near half, dimming the light

from the far side and making the pos-

tulated red-shifted lines invisible from

the earth. This explanation, however,

has been ruled out by observations

with a radiotelescope.

Although visible light is absorbed by

interstellar dust, radio waves are not.

Observations of a radio wave emission

For the fourth year, we oiler a small

group ol adventurers a unique travel

experience:

The
GreatWhite Bears

OCTOBER 16 TO 21. 1980

Each year, in late October, hundreds
of 1000 pound polar bears migrate

towards the shore of Canada's vast

Hudson Bay and wait there for the

coming of the winter sea ice.

From our comfortable Churchill base

we again make forays to see and

photograph the remarkable and stir-

ring sight of these wild carnivores

roaming free.

The unique expedition is limited to

twelve members plus our team of

highly experienced leaders and staff,

involves the hire of helicopters and
hardy guides for the group's protec-

tion, and is unavoidably costly.

Detailed brochure available trom

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036

TELEPHONE (212)354 6614

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
losing non-technical language and
a light touch Roy Hartkopf gives

.vou a tmsic understanding of
applications of

,lculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of

math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own home at min'
imum cost.
Order Now: SS.95 plus 95« hdlg.

EMERSON BOOKS. INC.
Dept 866 E, Buciianan, NY

1091

1

10 Day Money Back Guarantee
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^ERAHERA
Festival of the August Moon

Join a special tour to Asia's most

spectacular celebration honoring

the Sacred Tooth Relic of the Bud-

dha. A hundred elephants, dancers,

drummers, temple bells, the crack-

ing of whips, blazing torches that

light a myriad gems create the stun-

ning pageantry of the Kandy
Perahera.

You also tour the countryside to see

ancient cities in the interior, the hill

country, coastal villages, spice gar-

dens, tea estates and craft centers.

Extensions to the mountain valley

of Kashmir and to the temple cities

of South India are available.

For information please contact:

JOURNEYWORLD INT'L LTD.

527N/IADISON AVENUE . NEW YOI?K, NY 10022

TEL (212) 752-8308
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line of hydrogen, made in the 1960s,

thus were capable of surveying the en-

tire Orion Nebula, whether or not

there is much dust in its far half. Nev-

ertheless, those measurements failed

to turn up the anticipated red-shifted

emission. Instead, they revealed the

same pattern of motion in the nebula

that had already been found in the vis-

ible-light spectrum: the gas was ex-

panding toward the earth, but not

away. This is not just a simple case of

the nebula as a whole moving toward

us (as opposed to its expanding in

size), for in that case we would observe

identical blue shifts at all positions on

it. The nebula really is expanding, but

only in one direction.

The gaseous outward flow of the

Orion Nebula is not uniform and some
of the nebular gas does not even par-

;
ticipate measurably in the flow. An
important clue to the conditions of the

flow came in a 1966 study by James B.

, Kaler, an expert on nebulae at the

University of Illinois Observatory in

Champaign-Urbana. He examined the

radial velocity, that is, the motion

along the line of sight from the earth,

as revealed by Doppler shifts, of seven

types of ions in the Orion Nebula. (An
ion is an electrically charged atom that

has lost one or more of its electrons; in

the case of this nebula, as a result of

exposure to ultraviolet radiation.)

Kaler discovered that although the

velocities of the various ions in the

Orion Nebula diff"er greatly, they dif-

fer in a systematic way. The cooler

ions are moving at about the same
speed as the Trapezium stars. In ef-

fect, these ions constitute a gas that is

nearly at rest with respect to the center

of the nebula. This does not mean that

the cool gas is at the center; being clos-

est to the hot, radiating stars, the cen-

ter should be hottest. However, Kaler
found that the hottest ions are moving
rapidly toward the earth.

If the Orion Nebula is expanding to-

ward us but not away, then something
must be confining the rear hemisphere
of the nebula. The discovery of radio

emission from formaldehyde and other

complex molecules in the direction of

the nebula, made during the early

1970s, revealed what the obstacle

must be. These molecules can only ex-

ist in a very cool gas, shrouded from
disruptive ultraviolet light by thick

dust. The radio observations indicated

that a large dark cloud, more massive,

denser, colder, and dustier than the

Orion Nebula, lies just behind it. The
thin expanding gases of the nebula

cannot penetrate the denser medium
of that molecular cloud. Hence they do

not flow toward it but only toward us.

Infrared telescopes reveal that new
stars are forming behind the Orion

Nebula, in the thick gas and dust of

the Orion molecular cloud. As the new
stars evolve, their surface tempera-

tures will increase and they will emit

large amounts of visible and ultravio-

let light. This radiation will evaporate

some of the dust around them and will

heat and ionize the gas in their vicin-

ity, causing it to glow. The process, as-

tronomers now believe, has already

taken place in the Orion Nebula; the

Trapezium stars that formed at the

edge of the dark cloud behind the neb-

ula have heated their surroundings to

form a glowing region, or "blister" in

the jargon of astrophysics, around

them. The blister is the Orion Nebula
and its expanding gases flow toward

us; at its rear, the warm blister is

slowly eating away at the boundary of

the mother cloud, warming the adja-

cent cool material in the manner of a

spreading infection.

The freshly warmed material at the

back boundary of the Orion Nebula
probably corresponds to the cooler gas

found by Kaler that is not perceptibly

expanding. As that material is exposed

to more ultraviolet light and is heated

further, it joins the rapid flow away
from the dense cloud, like steam issu-

ing from a kettle. A few isolated

clumps of dark material do exist on the

near-side boundary of the Orion Neb-
ula. The gas at the rear of these

clumps faces the Trapezium and hence

is slowly warming up. As it warms, it

expands away from the dark clumps
and thus flows toward the Trapezium
and away from the earth. This limited

flow away from us and toward the cen-

ter of the Orion Nebula is an exception

that confirms our understanding of

what is happening in the nebula and
why.

The astronomers of earlier times

could only explore the Orion Nebula in

visible light; nevertheless, they found

it an impressive object. Radio and
infrared telescopes now verify that a

previously unsuspected dark molecu-

lar cloud is actually the principal ob-

ject in the Sword of Orion and the par-

ent body of the Great Nebula itself.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff sci-

entist in the Laboratory for Astron-

omy and Solar Physics at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Maryland.

Journeys in the Himalaya

STONES OF
SILENCE

by George B. Schaller

America's foremost field

biologist describes his quest to
study and save the rare wildlife

of the Himalaya.

"I almost feel tliat I have
climbed those awe-inspiring
ranges .... I was fascinated
by the descriptions of the
creatures living in those
remote places and ... of the
peoples living there and
their way of life."

—Jane Goodall

It Sings... —Smithsonian

12 pages of color photos,

39 sketches, 6 maps

Send $15.95 and necessary tax plus $1.00
for shipping to:

Dept. ATE-NH
The Viking Press

625 Madison Avenue. New York, NY. 10022

WHICH EXERCISER PROVIDES
THE MOST IDEAL C.V. EXERCISE

Exercise Bike D
Treadmill D
Nordic Track V

^ordic/rack
Jarless, Total-Body

Cardiovascular Exercise

Duplicates XC Skiing for the

best motion in fitness

Better than treadmills ... No body-
damaging, jarring motion. Doesn't neglect
the arms and shoulders. NordicTrack is

smaller, lighter, more portable, doesn't
require motors and is very quiet.

Better than bikes . . . Stand-up position
provides far more uniform leg muscle load
ing. Makes high heart rates easier to attain
Arms and shoulders exercised just as effec
tively as the legs. More muscle mass
volved. Adjustable arm and leg resistance

For more info PSI, 125 L Columbia Ct
Chaska MN 55318 612-448-6987
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'An eternally

fascinating

subject."

THE

ANIMAL
FAMILY

Dr. Philip Whitfield,

Consultant Editor

Illustrated by Richard Orr
and Michael Woods

This vivid and beautifully illus-

trated book presents the miracle

of animal reproduction in clear

and comprehensive detail. Over a

period of centuries, animals have
evolved rituals for survival that

perfectly fit their ecologic niche.

This book is "all about things like

courtship, mating, home-build-
ing, territory, birth and the
caring for the young The pro-

fuse illustrations... are not only

beautiful pen-and-ink work, they

illuminate as no photographs
could." -Los Ange/es Times. With
over 500 two-color illustrations.

$19.95

INORTON

"A gorgeous, colorful, and
fascinating celebration
of the United States."

- Washington Star

In this broad and brilliantly illus-

trated book, authors from many
fields explore the evolution and
present condition of the Ameri-
can environment. By means of

landscapes from the Smith-
sonian's galleries, unprecedented
color photography, and dramatic
diagrams, the face of the nation

appears here as it has never been
shown before- historically boun-
tiful, scientifically challenging,

and culturally unifying. 400 pho-

tos, many of them in color, and
drawings. $21.95

The
American Land

A Smithsonian Exposition Book

At all bookstores

After Audubon
by Peter Farb

On the Road with John James Audu-
bon, by Mary Durant and Michael

Harwood. Dodd, Mead and Company,
$19.95; 576 pp., illus.

Following in the footsteps of a noted

traveler—reconstructing a lost world

and illuminating it with modern scien-

tific knowledge—is an inherently fas-

cinating genre that in recent years has

resulted in books retracing the paths of

Homer, Saint Paul, Darwin, and oth-

ers, yet it has produced no very memo-
rable book—until this one. Durant and

Harwood have given us an eminently

readable, endlessly fascinating journal

that retraces Audubon's comings and

goings from his arrival in the United

States in 1803 to his death in northern

Manhattan Island in 1843. They have

achieved this partly because they have

combined the "in-the-footsteps-of

genre with another that is best exem-

plified by Roger Tory Peterson and

James Fisher's Wild America (1955).

This second type gives the follower of

footsteps a partner, with the result that

two knowledgeable travelers can com-

pare notes, offer different points of

view, and in general enliven the inevi-

table dull stretches of the journey. Du-

rant and Harwood are invariably in-

formative, enthusiastic, and cheerful.

They have done their homework in

reading all of Audubon's writings and

many works about the American land,

they know their ecology and natural

history, and they are sensitive observ-

ers of human life as well.

The pattern of the book is first, to

offer for each place a brief quotation

from Audubon's writings, then follow

with a modern description, additional

facts, interpretation, a dialogue be-

tween the authors, and sometimes

their dispute with Audubon. This pat-

tern is invariable and might have be-

come boring in such a long book, but it

gains flexibility through the liveliness

of the writing, the freshness of the au-

thors' impressions, and the occasional ji

badinage between them. Potential dull

spots are enlivened with humor, as

when Durant and Harwood become
impatient with the precious bird

names given streets in Louisville, Ken-

tucky, and compete in making up some

of their own: Rue Cuckoo, Rail Road,

Tern Pike. The writing is often imagi-

native, as in this description of the

mockingbird: "The mocker's song puts

Michael in mind of Latin declensions.

It speaks to me of embroidery stitches.

The song is like a sampler—rows of

elaborate stitches, no two rows alike,

and each row sewn in bright silk flosses

with a gold needle."

To write their book, Durant and

Harwood compressed Audubon's four

decades of travel into a little more than

As this issue went to press, Natu-

ral History was saddened to learn

of the death of Peter Farb on April

8, 1980.

a year of their own traveling. They

;

logged some 35,000 miles—by auto-

mobile, Mississippi River towboat,

cutter, ferry, and their own legs—from

.

Labrador to the Dry Tortugas off'

southern Florida and west to Montana
and Texas (Audubon never accom-i

plished his desire to cross the Rockies

to the West Coast). They explored the

rivers and creeks, bayous, shores, for-

:

ests, and prairies that Audubon had t

known, and also the once-wild lands i

that are now the slums of large cities.
,

j

Their travels began in Mill Grove, I

Pennsylvania, where Audubon had ar-
,'

rived in 1803, age eighteen, the illegit-
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United States to escape conscription

into the French army. From there they

t inquire into Audubon's early mercan-

tile businesses in Louisville and Hen-

tderson, Kentucky, search out descen-

i dants of Audubon's storekeeping part-

( ner in Saint Genevieve, Missouri,

trace his route down the Mississippi to

Saint Francisville, Louisiana (where

Audubon was to stay for eight years),

following him even when he was him-

self retracing the footsteps of Alexan-

der Wilson, then on to South Carolina

and Florida, northward to Canada, to

the Missouri River—in short, search-

ing out virtually every place, even

those seemingly of little consequence,

that Audubon mentioned in his exten-

sive writings.

It is all here, almost every move Au-

dubon made, down to the completion

of the Birds ofAmerica—called by his

contemporary Baron Cuvier "the most

important monument which has been

erected by Art to Nature"—and the

near completion of the Viviparous

Quadrupeds of North America. The
i story ends with Audubon's death, the

1 subsequent impoverishment and hard

luck of his family, the rats devouring

I the unsold copies of the Ornithological

i Biography, the copper plates of the

bird engravings sold as scrap metal,

and the sale of the original paintings

i for a mere $2,000 to the New York
Historical Society (which did not fully

exhibit them until this past decade).

The authors' journey is arduous, but

• we rarely grow weary accompanying
' them, in large part because they man-
age at every stop to evoke the time

I past, to supply us with interesting

i facts, and to guide us through the

many inconsistencies in Audubon's
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work. They provide, for example, a

very helpful key to the fanciful names
Audubon often gave various birds

—

such as Brown Eagle (he probably

meant both the immature bald eagle

and the adult golden). Dun Diver (the

female common merganser), French

Mocking Bird (brown thrasher), and

Irish Goose (double-crested cormo-

rant).

So much research and traveling

hither and yon on the part of the au-

thors would hardly have been worth

the trouble were Audubon not a

complex and interesting personality.

Everyone knows of the prodigies he

performed for conservation and his

pioneering efforts in systematically

studying the fauna of a continent. But

not generally advertised by the local,

state, and national Audubon societies

that have taken his name are his less

praiseworthy traits: he was a habitual

liar (he claimed, to mention just one

fabrication, to have studied with the

great French artist Jacques Louis Da-

vid), a plagiarist (a shameless pirate of

bird illustrations by others), a poseur

(on a sales trip to England, he smeared

his hair with bear grease and dressed

up in frontier costumes he never wore

in America), a butcher (he blasted for

sport many more birds than he needed

for copying or for food), and an irre-

sponsible family man (leaving wife

and brood to fend for themselves).

I have always considered particu-

larly distasteful Audubon's opportun-

ism regarding native Americans, and I

am glad that the authors do not gloss

over these facts. The Audubon who
had expressed sorrow at the plight of

the Seminoles, the forced relocation of

the Cherokees, the rapid disappear-

ance of the Indians of Labrador made
a complete reversal after being taken

to task as an Indian lover. He was soon

to label the Indians "savages," even

blaming them for dying in such great

numbers from the white man's small-

pox. Nor do the authors avoid pointing

out that he was a dandy, a salesman, a

merchant who developed his passion

for natural history only when his life

was considerably more than half over.

They are skeptical where skepticism is

needed, as when they give the lie to

some of Audubon's outrageous claims;

they touch on Audubon's shabby treat-

ment of Alexander Wilson; they de-

plore his gulling of the naturalist Con-

stantine Rafinesque with fanciful de-

scriptions of birds and fishes, which,

published in scientific journals, must

have set American natural history
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back a decade. The outrageous myths

Audubon created to hide his bastardy

are also discussed: he invented a birth-

place for himself in a Louisiana man-

sion (instead of the actual trader's

house on the island of Santo Do-

mingo), an aristocratic Spanish moth-

er (instead of the real French cham-
bermaid), and he even confided to his

family and close friends that he was

really the Lost Dauphin, that missing

offspring of Louis XVI and Marie An-

toinette.

As husband and wife, Durant and

Harwood are interested in the rela-

tions between Audubon and his ex-

traordinarily indulgent wife, Lucy.

Early in the book, Mary Durant puts

under scrutiny a seemingly enthusias-

tic letter by Lucy about Louisville, the

first place to which she accompanied

Audubon when he left Mill Grove to

become a storekeeper. Lucy praises

11 the gardens, the welcome given them

I by the inhabitants, and the privacy

Uhey enjoy. Michael Harwood takes

I

Lucy at her word, but Mary Durant
': reads "negatives, spoken and unspo-

ken, in every line." Durant points out

I that Louisville was then known as the

Graveyard of the Ohio because of the

prevalence of diseases, its main street

was known as the Slough of Despond
because of the muddy hog pens and

wastes from slaughterhouses, and the

neighbors who allowed them privacy

were prostitutes, gamblers, and drunk-

ards. Later in the book, Durant recalls

Lucy's often quoted statement, "I have

a rival in every bird"—but believes

that things were much more complex

than that. Durant and Harwood spec-

ulate about Lucy's reactions to her

vain, impudent, braggart husband who
made foolish investments in his hope to

get rich quick. They suggest that Au-
dubon may not have remained celibate

on his travels, for he alludes to his flir-

tations and to the pleasures of what he

calls "horizontal patterns." About
halfway through the book, Durant de-

cides that she is not fond of Lucy: "I

get the strong impression that she was

among those self-righteous people who
never let you forget just how noble

they have been."

I have dwelt on the less pleasant as-

pects of Audubon's life not because

this is a muckraking book or a psycho-

biography but rather to impress on you

that this book is much more than a lit-

any of places and sights and that the

authors, while mindful of the contribu-

tions of Audubon, do not worship

blindly. By the end of the book, follow-

ing the footsteps of Audubon has be-

come for Durant and Harwood not just

an exploration into the heart of a con-

tinent but also a journey into the heart

of Audubon. Concludes Mary Durant:

I realize for the first time that I know
more about John James Audubon than I

do about anyone else in the world, except

myself. . . . I've read his Journals, his mail,

his anecdotes, his essays. We've stood in

his tracks, tramped his woods and

marshes, his riverbanks and seashores,

climbed his hills, seen his vistas, slept un-

der his skies and his moon. We have fol-

lowed him down the arches of the years,

and this moment, at his gravesite, is the

day of his death.

Mary Durant writes that her eyes

then fill with tears—and such trusted

companions have the authors become
that we don't find anything sentimen-

tal about it at all.
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Additional Reading

Mackinac Island (p. 34)

Silent Spring, by Rachel Carson

(New York: Fawcett World Library,

1978), is a compelling introduction to

the many ways humankind has altered

and damaged the environment
through the use of chemicals. Robert

van den Bosch's article "The Melan-

choly Addiction of Ol' King Cotton"

(Natural History, December 1971, pp.

86-91) discusses the disastrous effects

of the heavy use of insecticides to con-

trol insect predation on the cotton

plant. In The Pesticide Conspiracy

(New York: Doubleday and Co.,

1978), van den Bosch further explains

how pesticides kill more than pests and

how insects adapt to poisons. R. L.

Rudd discusses pesticides in the food

chain and the fate of pesticides in the

environment in Pesticides and the Liv-

ing Landscape (Madison: University

of Wisconsin Press, 1964). "The Un-
foreseen International Ecologic Boo-

merang," edited by Taghi Farvar and
John Milton {Natural History, Febru-

ary 1969, pp. 41-72), presents reports

on the effects new technologies have

had on the environments of underde-

veloped countries. "Natural Decline of

a Pine Needle Scale {Chionaspis pini-

foliae [Fitch]), Outbreak at South

Lake Tahoe, California, Following

Cessation of Adult Mosquito Control

with Malathion," by R. F. Luck and

D. L. Dahlsten (Ecology, vol. 56, pp.

893-904), is a specific account of the

disruption of the balance of nature by

a pesticide. The Theory and Practice

of Biological Control, edited by C.B.

Huffaker and P.S. Messenger (New
York: Academic Press, 1977), pro-

poses economically and ecologically

sound systems of pest control and dis-

cusses the philosophy, theory, basic bi-

ology, and ecology of conventional bio-

logical control. An older collection of

articles on insect problems in agricul-

ture is Introduction to Insect Pest

Management, edited by Robert L.

Metcalf and William Luckmann
(New York: J. Wiley and Sons, 1975).

Biological Control by Natural En-
emies, by Paul Debach (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1974), is

an undergraduate-level text. A soon-

to-be-revised edition of Perspectives in

Urban Entomology, edited by G. W.
Frankie and C. S. Koehler (New York:

Academic Press, 1978), one of the first

books to examine the urban pest prob-

lem, will focus more on the social im-

plications of urban entomology and
will have further reports by Richard

Merritt and Keith Kennedy on the

Mackinac Island fly problem.

Illinois River Turtles (p. 42)

Turtles of the United States, by

C.H. Ernst and R.W. Barbour (Lex-

ington: University Press of Kentucky,

1972), generally treats life histories of

United States turtles. An older ac-

count, covering seventy-nine species

and subspecies, is Archie Carr's

Handbook of Turtles: The Turtles of
the United States, Canada, and Baja

California (Ithaca: Cornell University

Press, 1952). Turtles: Perspectives

and Research, edited by Marion Har-

less and Henry Morlock (New York:

J. Wiley and Sons, 1979), is a compila-

tion of data from the most recent turtle

research. Turtles of the World, by Pe-

ter Pritchard (Neptune: T.F.H. Publi-

cations, 1966), is a reference used by

herpetologists. River Ecology and
Man, edited by Ray T. Oglesby, Cla-

rence A. Carlson, and James A. Mc-
Cann (New York: Academic Press,

1972), includes the chapter "Man and

the Illinois River," by W. C. Starrett.

More specific information can be

found in Man's Effect on the Fish and
Wildlife of the Illinois River, by H. B.

Mills, W. C. Starrett, and F. C.

Bellrose (Urbana: Illinois Natural

History Survey Biological Notes, no.

57), and Amphibians and Reptiles of
Illinois, by Philip W. Smith (Illinois

Natural History Survey Bulletin, vol.

28, art. 1).

Bowhead Whales (p. 52)

Not much has been published on Es-

kimo whaling. Alaska Whales and
Whaling, a colorful issue of Alaska

Geographic (vol. 5, no. 4, 1978), in-

cludes articles on "Early Native

Whaling in Alaska" and "Modern Es-

kimo Whaling," along with others on

kinds of whales, whale distribution,

and the history of whaling. More on

the history of whaling can be found in

John R. Bockstoce's Steam Whaling

in the Western Arctic (Seattle: Uni-

versity of Washington Press, 1978).

Thomas Welcome Roys: America's

Pioneer ofModern Whaling is a biog-

raphy of the whaling captain whose
steam-powered factory ship and
winch-operated device to retrieve

sunken whales greatly increased the

whaler's ability to process the kill.This

book, coauthored by Frederick P.

Schmitt, Cornelis de Jong, and Frank

H. Winter, will be published later this

year by the University Press of Vir-

ginia. The conflict between cod fisher-

men and the endangered humpback
whale is discussed in "The Humpback
is Not Over the Hump," by Jon Lien

and Bora Merdsoy, Natural History,

June/July 1979. The "Additional

Reading" column of that issue de-

scribes seven more whale references.

For the story of the Eskimo walrus

hunters of Little Diomede Island, see

Fred Bruemmer's "Life on a Cold

Rock" (Natural History, March
1977, pp. 54-65).

Jupiter (p. 62)

Two articles in Science, "Mission to

Jupiter and Its Satellites" (June 1,

1979) and "Mission to Jupiter and Its
j

Satellites: Voyager 2" (November 23,

1979), and the August 30, 1979, issue

of Nature, entitled Jupiter and lo: A
Special Supplement, offer a wealth of

information on the Voyager missions.

See the March, May, September, and

October 1979 issues o( Astronomy for

many short, colorful articles on Jupiter

and its moons. "Jupiter," by John H.

Wolfe, appears with eleven other arti-

cles on the solar system in the Septem-

ber 1975 issue of Scientific American.

In "The Meteorology of Jupiter" (Sci-

entific American, March 1976, pp.

46-56), Andrew Ingersoll analyzes

weather patterns on Jupiter as re-

corded by Pioneer 10. Isaac Asimov

discusses early records of Jupiter and

recent discoveries about atmosphere,

composition, and the Great Red Spot

in Jupiter: The Largest Planet (New
York: Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard Co.,

1976). Moons and Planets: An Intro-

duction to Planetary Science, by Wil-

liam K. Hartmann (Belmont: Wads-i

worth Publishing Co., 1972), and

Joseph Chamberlain's Theory of

Planetary Atmospheres: An Introduc-

tion to Their Physics and Chemistry

(Chicago: Academic Press, 1978) are

college-level textbooks. A useful, al-
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though dated, technical reference is

the comprehensive Jupiter: Studies of
the Interior, Atmosphere, Magneto-
sphere, and Satellites, edited by T.

Gehrels (Tucson: University of Ari-

zona Press, 1976). Jupiter's moons are

featured in "What Voyager Saw:

Jupiter's Dazzling Realm," by Rick

Gore {National Geographic, January

1980, pp. 2-29). The 1979 edition of

Robert Jastrow's Red Giants and
White Dwarfs (New York: W. W.
Norton), a general history of the uni-

verse, includes color photographs of

Jupiter and its moons taken from Voy-

ager. Starting in October 1980, the

Public Broadcasting Service will pre-

sent "Cosmos," a thirteen-part televis-

ion series, written and narrated by

Carl Sagan. The executive producer is

Adrian Malone ("Ascent of Man,"
"Age of Uncertainty"), and episode

six will be devoted to the Voyager 1

and 2 missions to Jupiter and beyond.

Camels (p. 70)

Much of the information on the

U.S. government's camel experiment

is buried in monographs and official

publications. Some data are scattered

throughout books that may be more
accessible than government publica-

tions. For books on Jefferson Davis,

see the AMS Press reprint of Jefferson

Davis, Constitutionalist: His Letters,

Papers and Speeches, volume 2, edited

by Dunbar Rowland and first pub-

lished in 1923, and Jefferson Davis:

American Patriot 1808-1861 , volume

1, by Hudson Strode (New York: Har-

court. Brace and Co., 1955). Both vol-

umes of Robert McElroy's Jefferson

Davis: The Unreal and the Real (New
York: Harper and Bros., 1937) were

reprinted by Kraus Reprints (Mill-

wood, 1969). Information on the

United States camels can be found in

Chris Emmett's Texas Camel Tales

(Austin: Steck-Vaughn Co., 1932,

repr. 1969) and in Lewis Burt Lesley's

Uncle Sam's Camels: The Journal of
May Humphreys Stacey Supple-

mented by the Report ofEdward Fitz-

gerald Beale (1857-1858), published

by Harvard University Press, 1929.

Jefferson Davis's own account of the

experiment appeared in his 1857 Re-

port ofthe Secretary of War, Commu-
nicating, in Compliance with a Reso-

lution of the Senate of February 2,

1857, Information Respecting the

Purchase of Camels for the Purposes

of Military Transportation (Sen. Ex.

Doc. No. 62).

Katharine D'Agosta

1980 is the ninth year in which we operate
our sensibly priced cruises in privately char-
tered ships to the Galapagos Islands oil

Ecuador: and we continue to oiler leisurely

cruises designed for the discerning traveler

who is interested in ecology, wildlile and
photography.

For budget-minded travelers we repeat our
popular

^Discover^
Galapagos

cruise in the comfortable new 80-pas-
senger mv Santa Cruz', accompanied
by our own cruising staff including a

ptiysician and an eminent naturalist

leader who gives talks and leads us in

the field:

AUGUST 31 TO SEPTEMBER 12, 1980
with Mr. Fred Bruemmer, Canada's
great naturalist/photographer

We spend a weel< at these unique is-

lands, with ample time for daily shore
expeditions under expert guidance: and.

before the cruise, we enjoy three days
in Quito. Ecuador's lovely capital, with

excursions in the Andes, and then make
the spectacular road journey to the coast.

Descriptive brochure and a reprint of the

article Galapagos, a Unique Experiment.
from Mainstream magazine, are available

from:

Regisleredm Ecuador

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK. NY 10036
TtLEPHONE (212) 354 66M

JACK DANIEL
SQUARE GLASS SET

Mr. Jack Daniel was the originator of the

square bottle for his whiskey and always

wanted to have a matching square glass.

Well, here it is! This hefty square glass

(each weighs 14 ounces) is the perfect

companion to a bottle of Mr. Jack's finest.

The inside is rounded to make drinking a

pleasure and the original design is fired on

for good looks and durability. My S15.00

price for a set of 4 glasses (8 oz. capacity)

includes postage.

Send check, money order, or use American

Express, Visa or Master Charge, including all

numbers and signature.

(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax ) For a colo

catalog full of old Tennessee items and Jack Daniel'

^ memorabilia, send $1 00 to above address. ^
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At the American Museum;

Skin and Bones
Lying on the floor, arms out-

stretched, is the frozen body of a fe-

male gorilla. Stretched alongside her,

also frozen, is a male jaguar. Shelves

on the far side of the room hold stacks

of skins, including tanned elephant

hides from Teddy Roosevelt's collec-

tion awaiting the day when they will be

used to restore the elephant herd in the

Akeley Hall of African Mammals. As-

sorted animal remains and skinned

carcasses in plastic bags are scattered

about the room, and in the far corner,

two Siberian tigers stare at the scene

with fierce but sightless eyes.

The mammalogy freezer is often the

first stop a dead animal makes upon
arrival at the American Museum of

Natural History. Most animals are

collected by curators and other scien-

tists on field expeditions, but the Mu-
seum also receives animals that have

died in zoos. The female gorilla, for ex-

ample, died at the Bronx Zoo, and
after an autopsy, she was given to the

Museum.
Dead animals are useful to the Mu-

seum in several ways. Field specimens

are used primarily for research (al-

though some find their way to exhibi-

tion halls) and are valuable for a wide

range of scientific studies in evolution,

phylogeny, and taxonomy. Zoo ani-

mals may be used for research or

teaching.

The problem Museum technicians

face is how to reduce an animal

—

which may weigh up to 1,500 pounds

—to skin and bones. The process,

while fascinating, is not without its un-

pleasant aspects.

Bill Coull is the senior technician in

charge of preparing animal skins. The
tannery where Coull works is across

the hall from the freezer; among other



We got this oil by cooicing rocicsS'

"Cooking isn't exactly the right

word," says Gulfengineer John
Selters. "Actually we heat the

rock — oil shale — to about 90(f¥.

The heat releases a kind ofoil called

kerogen. The idea is to refine

the kerogen and use it instead of

petroleum.

"The oil sluilc IS mined 800 feet down

There are huge oil shale

deposits in America. According to

some calculations, these deposits

contain as much oil as there is in

the Middle East.

"Gulf and another oil company

are equal partners in a project

in Rio Blanco County, Colorado,

to make shale oil a practical

alternative to expensive imported

crude oil.

"It's a costly proposition. We're

still at the development stage and

production is years away. But we'll

need the oil then even more than

we do now.

"Of course Gulf is still working

hard to find and produce all the

domestic petroleum and natural gas

we can. But we're also working hard

on alternatives. Oil shale is just one

ofmany. It takes energy to produce

energy, and at Gulf we're giving it

our best shot."

^ ^,d Gulf people:
energy for tomorrow*

Gulf Oil Corporation

"The liquid is shah oil. The rock is oil shale."
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Birds of Ecuador (Aug)
3 weeks, Andes to the Amazon

Ecuador Nature ExpedltlonfJu/, Aug, Nov)
3 weeks, Andes, Amazon & Galapagos

Costa Rica Natural History (Dec)
2 weeks, rainforests, mountains.

Pacific & Atlantic coasts

Galapagos Islands (Jul. Nov)
1 week cruising this extraordinary

archipelago + Ecuador or Peru

Peru Natural History (Aug)
Birding, Inca ruins, tropical ecology

Peru Jungle E;:pedltlon (Aug)
Manu National Park + Cuzco and

Macfiu Picchu, 2 weeks

Birds of Peru (Aug)
3 weeks, tropical rainforests to desert

Pacific coast + Inca rums

• Expert Naturalist Guides • Small Groups

Write lor free brochure:

SOUTH AMERICAN
WILDERNESS ADVENTURES, Inc.

1760-N Solano Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707

. (4151524.5111

^^^^^\Zw bV
Donald
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examples 01^5 %o(or and 84
The Weavers of Peru:

Fortv-five Centuries of Tradition

tanning equipment it contains vats,

beaming boards, and sawdust tum-

blers. The skull of a pigmy right whale,

which Coull is repairing, dominates

the center of the room, and trophy

heads donated by generations of

sportsmen hang on the walls. The tan-

nery adjoins a large room where

mounted specimens from former ex-

hibits are stored.

The first step in preparing a hide

Coull explains, is to remove it from thi

animal. When a large animal, such a:

the gorilla, is frozen, it will take sev

eral days to thaw out, so Coull oftei

paints parts of the skin wit!

formaldehyde to retard spoilage. Afte:

skinning the animal, Coull throws th<

skin over a beaming board and re

moves excess fat and flesh with ;



Southwest (^ m^mk

Indian
Country
Explore Ihefeesi' of the Indian Southwest on

a leisurely 16-day expedition. Visit Santa Fe,

Chaco Canyon, Mesa Verde, Monument
Valley, Navajo National Monument, the Grand

Canyon, Hopi Mesas, and Canyon de Chelly.

Savor a Hopi dinner, kachina dances,

the spectacular tablelands of the Southwest . . .

Expert leadership, small groups, outstanding photography.

iber: to 25

ural interest yearrouno

K
Nature Expeditions International
599 Conege Ave. • Dcpt, Nl • Palo Aiio, CA 94306 • (415)328-6572^
T/CfftE THE /VOR/ES/
PATENTED SySTE/M.i ^.^ (5.<'*J3

4 CANADA. CA, 91

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonriction.

All authors, subjects. Name the Iwok—we'll

find it! (Titie alone Is sufHcient) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 70

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

.Ver-v Literate T-Shirts
are. Virgrnia WooH. Tolkien. Hemingway, Ptousl

George Sand. Auslen. Poe, Dickinson Thoreau, Nabokov
Melville. Twain. Brechi. Kalka. Dosioevsky, Sherlock

Holmes. Dr Watson, Ptol Monarty, Alice m Wonaerland

Cheshire Cai. Dashiell Hammett, Einslem. E = MC-.

Beethoven, Bach, Mozan, Verdi. Van Gogh. F L Wnghi.

'Alben Schweitzer Roben E Lee. flaspuim. Freud. Jung

SIZES: S.M.L.XL T-SHIRTS: while S7 d/S25 red or blue

S9 4/S33 SWEATSHIRTS: (gray) Sid 2/S26 NIGHT-
SHIRTS(noXLl redorblueSl2 2/S22 TOTES: Si2. 2'

S22 APRONS; S11 2/S20 Foreign remit m u S dollars

00 per 4 pieces Catalogue 50

HISTORICAL PRODUCTS

i

As in 1978 ana 1979. we invite adventur-
ous travelers to loin us on carefully

surveyed forays to remote Indonesia

River Safari

in Borneo
with visits to wildlife reserves and
archaeological sites in Java and Bali

SEPTEMBER 7 TO OCTOBER 1. 1980

Nine days are spent tounng West and
Central Java, including a three-day
visit to the splendid Uiung Kulon
Nature Reserve, followed by a train

journey to the Borobudur, the world's

greatest religious monument, which
see at rise.

We then fly to Borneo, to cruise for

one week on the Mahakam river and
its tributaries, striking deep into the

Dayak country 'with its remarkable
wildlife, where we attend village cer-

emonies and sleep one night in a

native longhouse. The tour ends with

two days of well-earned comforts on
the island of Bali, and is escorted
by an accomplished leader.

Detailed brochure available from

MANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

beaming knife, a technique thousands

of years old. When the skin is reason-

ably clean, CouU shaves it to a uniform

thickness with an electric shaving

knife, removes cartilage from the ears

and nose, and splits the double layer of

skin around the lips and eyes.

The skin is now ready to be tanned.

Coull soaks it for ten days in a solution

of salt, alum, and soda ash to preserve

it and render it pliable. In the final

stage of skin preparation, he rubs

neat's-foot oil into the hide and allows

the oil to soak in. When the skin is dry,

he puts it into a sawdust-filled nine-

foot drum where it tumbles for about

an hour to remove excess oil.

The carcass is another story. It may
either be reduced to bones immedi-

ately or refrozen for future prepara-

tion. Steve Medina is the senior techni-

cian in charge of osteological

preparation. "There are," he says,

"two primary methods of preparing a

carcass—bacterial maceration and the

bugs." Maceration is used for large

animals whose skeletons do not need to

remain articulated, while the "bugs"

(dermestid beetles) work best for

smaller animals and for portions of

bigger animals when curators want the

complex skeletal parts to remain ar-

ticulated. Maceration takes place in

the osteology preparation area, a

large, sunny room that looks out over

Columbus Avenue. Along one wall are

six tanks: three small, stainless steel

sinks, two converted bathtubs, and one

enormous vat used for macerating

larger animals, such as whales and ele-

phants, and for bleaching bones that

will be used for exhibition.

The first step in bacterial macer-

ation is to "rough out" the carcass by

eviscerating it and trimming off excess

muscle and tissue. "You don't want to

take off too much," says Medina,

"otherwise it will take longer to mac-

erate thoroughly." The roughed-out

carcass is placed in a tank of lukewarm

tapwater, where it remains for perhaps

a week. During that time, bacterial ac-

tion digests and dissolves muscle, fat,

and other tissues, which float to the

surface as a scum that is easily drained

off, leaving the bones behind. The

bones are finally boiled in a solution of

cleaning soda, and any remaining bits

of tissue are removed by hand. Macer-

ation, as you can imagine, generates

quantities of unpleasant gas. Although

large vents above the tanks draw off

most of the rising vapors, Medina says

that "it can get pretty bad in here."

For preparing smaller specimens.

<Ak Treasures From
'W!W The Earth

^A Color Portfolio of Natur

/I Specimens and Cataloi

^ of Minerals. Display

J Stands. Books and
y Natural Jewelry. S2.00

^^'

Dover Scientific
BoxSOIICLonqlslandCit"" V innK

Quality canoes,
^- dinghies

and motorboats.

INFLATABLE BOATS FromS60,toS1800.
All pack small- All give

years ot reliable
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> ^
for FREE

Sea Eagle. Depl NH-6. SI James. New York 11780

^ Maine
^w S,

Maine Windjammer
Sailing Vacation

Coasting Schooners

Isaac H. Evans
Lewis R. French

$325 weekly

Brochures CAPTAINS LEE & FGSS.Box 482 L
Rockland. Me. 04841 Tel. 207-594-8007

HSH T-SHIRTS
L3^9emout^ Bass Smallmouth Bass Rainbow Troul.

Mu Norlh

Crappie. Blue Gill. Tarpon Shark. Perth Allanlic

Salmon. Red Salmon BarrBCuda Bluehsh. Flymg

Fish Blovilish Japanese Sea Horse olhers

Brochure 'I DO

•103 ea. 4/'25ni Specify S M. L XL

STREAMERS»PO B0X6946-Z

PROVIDENCE. R I 02940

^ragoiflCingdom

Nestling between Tibet and India

are the remote kingdoms of Bhutan

and Nepal ringed by the most spec-

tacular mountains in the world.

Their incredibly beautiful Hima-

layan valleys are literally open air

museums of art and architecture be-

jewelled with painted shrines and

Buddhist monasteries.

Joumeyworld's tours to these

shangri-la lands takes you through

the unforgettable countryside of

Bhutan, called Druk Yul or land of

dragons by its people. The fascina-

ting sights of Kathmandu valley

and jungle safaris at Tiger Tops in

the famed wild life game reserve in

Nepal are part of these tours.

For information please contact:

JOURNEYWORLD INTl LTD.

527 MADISON AVENUE . NEW YOf?K. N Y 10022

TEL (212)752-8308



/rom The American Museum
oj Natural History

COSTUMES OF THE EAST, by Walter A. Fairservis, Jr., shows the great

variety of exotic, romantic garments worn by the peoples of Asia, from the

Middle East to China, from Lapland to Japan. Cultural and geographic

aspects of the clothing are discussed, and beautiful color plates

and black and white drawings show the rich detail of the costumes.

Anthropologists, clothes designers, and devotees of Onental art will

appreciate the value of this book both as a reference and for sheer

pleasure. Cloth $15.00, paper $5.95

ANCIENT MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA, by Gordon F. Ekholm, analyzes

the art and architecture of precolumbian Middle America. Superb

color and black and white photographs by Lee Boltin picture items from

the Museum's Hall of Mexico and Central Amenca. Archeologists and

sculptors will find this book beautiful as well as informative. Paper S5.00

BUTTERFLIES OF THE AMERICAN TROPICS, by William Phillips Comstock,

is the definitive work on the genus Anaea. With 30 full-size color plates

and hundreds of detailed drawings, this authoritative publication is

a must for collectors of extraordinary books as well as for collectors of

Lepidoptera. Cloth S25.00

CURASSOWS AND RELATED BIRDS, by Jean Delacour and Dean Amadon,

explains and illustrates the habits and biology of curassows, guans, and

chachalacas, a fascinating group of gamebirds from tropical Amenca.

This large volume has 30 magnificent color plates of paintirigs by

Albert Earl Gilbert. George Miksch Sutton, and David Reid-Henry, as well

as many drawings, photographs, and maps. Ornithologists and

lovers of fine bird paintings will delight in this work based on several field

trips and extensive research. Cloth $20.00

NATURALIST'S COLOR GUIDE, by Frank B. Smithe, is important to all

naturalists, especially ornithologists, whether amateur or professional

Part 1 a pocket-size binder with 86 swatches of named, measured colors,

is essential for precise identification and description of birds and

other animals. Part II, a paperbound supplement, discusses each color,

how it was named and measured, and the work of vanous color

specialists, such as Robert Ridgway. Part 1 $9.00, Part II $5.00, both

parts together $12.00. Part III available soon.

Museum members may take a 1 0% discount. Send orders to:

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

77 WEST 77TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10024

ENCLOSED IS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR S

COSTUMES MEXICO BUTTERFLIES.

COLOR GUIDE: PART 1
PART II BOTH

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY

the famed dermestid beetles are the

preferred method. These small, vora-

cious beetles eat the flesh of an animal,

leaving behind a spick-and-span, ar-

ticulated skeleton. The dermestids

have attracted much attention from

the press and have been featured in

the New York Times and the Wash-

ington Post. Visitors to the dermestid

room—a dark, humid chamber in

which the beetles thrive—must negoti-

ate an assortment of specimens in alco-

hol, mounted specimens, and an an-

cient plaster cast of an elephant ear.

The beetles' current assignment is

some fifty dried bats, a monkey, a fox,

and an iguana. Given the right condi-

tions, the dermestids take about a

week to polish off an animal, at which

time they are lured off the bones by a

new feast. The clean skeletons are then

I
-sires

01

|3o?

Peruvian Weaving
^

For forty-five centuries the weavers of

Peru created intricate and sophisticated

'

textiles. For the May members' pro-j

gram, Wednesday, May 14, at 7:30 P.M., I

in the Auditorium, Junius Bird and John
|

Cohen will use contemporary and ar-|

cheological evidence to discuss thej

weavings of Peru and will premiere
j

Cohen's new film The Weavers of Peru.

Members are admitted free, non-

members may purchase tickets for $3.00
j

at the door.

Glass Menagerie

A menagerie of insects and other!

arthropods will be displayed in the Edu-|

cation Hall on Sunday, May 11, fromj

1 1:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. Insect Day, the

May family membership program, willj

feature live tarantulas, black widow spi-1

ders, centipedes, scorpions, and cock-j

roaches—all safely ensconced behind!

glass. Museum curators will also be ex-|

hibiting some of their favorite mounted
j

specimens from the collection. Insecti

Day is open only to members of the Mu-

seum and their guests.

Tlie Past Researched

The New York Society of the Archeo-

logical Institute of America and the Mu-

seum's Department of Education are

presenting Visions of Antiquity, a film

series that deals with different aspects of

several archeological excavations. Exca-

vations in Egypt, on the island of Thera

(Santorini), and of a sunken Greek ship

will be the focus of three Monday

evenings, beginning May 5. Filmmakers
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placed in a sealed cabinet with moth-

halls to kill any stray beetles, which

ifould otherwise continue to gorge

(hemselves on specimens in the collec-

jons. A final immersion in a solution

if ammonia removes any remaining

urease, odor, and bits of tissue from

he bones; after this, they are dried, la-

Heled, and matched with their skins

tnd other parts before being installed

n the research collections.

Such specimens are now ready to be

tudied by Museum curators, outside

icientists, and graduate students. Last

near, the Museum's Department of

iVfammalogy made more than 300

loans, involving 4,000 specimens (most

orepared with the above methods), to

scientists and institutions around the

world.

Douglas J. Preston

'mi

Bl)

)/te

and archeologists will lead informal dis-

cussions after two programs. For tickets,

write the Department of Education at

ithe Museum.

i({jji|liisect and Spider Films

The Museum's Department of Educa-

tion is offering a free weekend film festi-

val. Insects and Spiders, on May 10 and
11 from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the Audito-

rium. The films explore the lives and
habits of butterflies, bees, spiders, ants,

termites, and other small creatures.

Feather Arts

A new exhibition at the Museum ex-

plores the use of feathers in art, religion,

and decoration. Feather Arts: Beauty,

Wealth, and Spirit from Five Conti-

nents covers 1 ,000 years of history, fea-

tures 250 artifacts made of feathers, and
illustrated with historical photo-

graphs, engravings, and brilliant

mounted bird specimens. Some high-

lights of the exhibition are an eflRgy of
the Hawaiian war god Kukailimoku,
collected by Capt. James Cook; feather

baskets made by the Pomo Indians of

California; and a White Mountain
Apache war headdress.

New Guinea Headdresses
A companion exhibit to Feather Arts

explores the complexity and variety of

headdresses from New Guinea and in-

cludes photographs of the birds of para-
dise used to create them. Papua New
Guinea: A Feather in the Cap will re-

main on display in the Akeley Gallery
until September 1.

Colleen McCullough,

author of

THE THORN BIRDS

AUSTIOrLIA
"If you're up for adventure,

come on Down Under."
"Join a rugged safari tour where the paved road

ends. Begin a journey you can only make In Australia.

Experience spectaculars like my own beautiful 'Thorn

Birds' country—the awesome Outback. The Great Bar-

rier Reef. Living deserts and tropical rain forests.

"Our adventures are as varied as the land. See kan-

garoos, cockatoos, emus and koalas. Go game-fishing,

mountain-climbing, bush-walking, camel-trekking. Ride
| (gj,T,g

a sheep station. Skipper a yacht. Or pan for gold. .

"With lower-than-ever airfares, Australia welcomes \
Aiifiress

you with good, down-to-earth values. Come on Down . city

Under—it's even better than the book." | .

See your Travel Agent or mail this coupon

I

for your free Travel Planner

(Australian Tourist Commission
Distribution Center, P.O. Box A-1,

Dept. 151B-934 Addison, IL 60101

My special interest is _

_Zip_

/^s^

100%
PURE COTTON
DRESS SHIRTS

Arrow's new COTTON-EASE" Dress Shirls give you both

cotton comtort and machine care performance New collar

styling, full cut bodies Wl\x or match perfectly propor-

tionerf. Short Sleeves S19.00. Long Sleeves S21.00

FOR TALL MEN I Nfcl.. 15, lo 18, - Sleevri 34 lo 38 )

QtV
I

Style & Drscripti

No 7309 Arrow Whrte Long STbbws

B Long SleB>BSNo 7311 (

No 7312 Arioav Tsn lonj Sl«e»ii

No 73 77 Arrow Whno Shorr SJeeje

Nn. 7378 Arrow Blue Slion Sl««»e

No. 7379 Arrow Tan Shorl Sleeve

Neck/Sle

D Check enclosed Shli

D Charge my Credit Card
\ ^

D AMERICAN EXPRESS D VISA D MASTERCHARGE

Price

My Telephone Number „

Addn
City-

n CHECK HERE FOR FREE CATALOG
!,| J||-|f—.Ci7|3c 3220King-SizeBldg.
eI^II m ^I^IScj Brockton, MA 02402

Historic Artifact Preserved

Forever in SOLID GOLD I

Exact replica of American arrowhead
(probably Sioux) found in Minnesota.
Limited edition casting in guaranteed 14K
solid gold. Available as pendant or ear-

rings. . .treasure it for yourself or give as

the perfect gift!

PENDANT
(Includes 16" solid gold fine chain) .... $225

EARRINGS (for pierced ears) $290

Also available in STERLING SILVER
Pendant $40 Earrings $65

Check, money order, Mastercharge, Visa

(Mass. Res. 5% tax)

HAMILTON-ART COMPANY
241 Walnut St., Hanover, MA 02339

(617)294-1906 or 871-0807

Guaranteed 3 week deliverv

L.



A Matter of Taste

In Search of

a Proper Tillamook
The demand for Oregon's own
cheddar cheese leaves

little time for aging

by Raymond Sokolov

First there were the mountains of

the Coast Ranges and, in between

them, lush green meadows. The cli-

mate was mild and grass grew thick all

year. This dairyman's Utopia was what
Joe Champion saw when he landed by

whale boat in Tillamook Bay one April

morning in 1851. Champion had sailed

down the Oregon coast from Astoria at

the mouth of the Columbia River to

settle this remote but lovely corner of

the earth.

"The Indians," wrote Champion,
"generally seemed pleased with the

prospect of having the whites to settle

among them [poor fools].

"They showed me a large hollow

Spruce Tree into which we conveyed

all my property."

He lived in the tree for a month and
then built a cabin. That same year,

other rugged pioneers followed Cham-
pion to Tillamook, driving herds of

cattle that waxed fat on the pristine

pasture and gave milk in wonderful

abundance. But there was no practical

way to ship the milk out of Tillamook.

The only land route over the summit of

the Coast Ranges was an Indian track.

The county did not get a rail connec-

tion with the outside world until 1911.

Boats were undependable and slow.

Milk was bulky and perishable.

Cheese was the answer. It was com-
pact and kept extremely well. So the

Tillamook pioneers made cheese from
their milk and in 1855 built a ship

called the Morning Star to carry it up
the Columbia River to market.

Little cheese factories sprang up
everywhere, amateur operations that

resulted in a bewildering array of

cheeses—some good, some bad. Even-

tually, in 1894, an itinerant cheese-

maker from Ontario, Peter Mcintosh,

introduced the standard cheddar pro-

cess he had learned back east.

By 1 894, cheddar was already an es-

tablished part of life in many parts of

North America. The first cheddar fac-

tory in the United States had been set

up in 1851 by Jesse Williams near

Rome, New York. This hard, bacteri-

ally cultured whole-milk pressed

cheese was British in origin, where it

was invented some time before 1664,

in the Somersetshire village of Ched-
dar, near Bristol. Yet it assimilated it-

self in the New World so well that it

was often known as American cheese.

New Englanders spoke of it familiarly

as rat cheese or store cheese.

Tillamook cheddar ought to have

been just another example of the same
ubiquitous product. But those sturdy

Pacific Northwest yeomen who made
it aged their cheddar longer than the

standard six or seven months. They
liked their cheese as sharp and mature

as possible. Two whole years of curing

was not unusual.

Something else crucial separated

the Tillamook cheesemakers from

their competitors in other places, even

from those in other locations along the

Oregon coast. The Tillamook factories

had a flair for modern marketing. As
early as 1909, they banded together as

the Tillamook County Creamery As-

sociation, standardized their produc-

tion, and adopted Tillamook as an ex-

clusive trade name.

Today, you can learn all about the

progressive consolidation of the Tilla-

mook factories in the museum at the

giant plant on Highway 101 just north

of the town of Tillamook. Out in front

is a full-scale replica of the Morning
Star, which is the Tillamook logo.

The plant itself is now the only fac-

tory producing cheese for the Tilla-

mook label. It is a model of spotless

automated mass production and
worlds apart from the cheesemaking of

olden days commemorated in the ex

hibit of antique cheese vats and tools i

the plant museum or from the battered

fifty-gallon copper cheese kettle in the

Pioneer Museum in town.

In the visitors' observation area of

the plant, you can watch the cheese-

making process through a glass wall

Oregon's strict health laws forbid visi

tors going out on the plant floor, but

the overhead view of the five 15,500

quart vats is dramatic all the same. A
sea of milk cultured with lactobacill

and rennet curdles while automatic

stirring devices sweep slowly througl

the vats. Whey gradually drains out o

the vats, leaving behind curds that re

mind you of scrambled eggs. Then ;

man appears. He cuts a lengthwis'

ditch down the middle of the vat, leav-

ing the curd packed together on eithei

side. In a few minutes, the curd is firrr

enough to be turned without breaking

and it is time for him to "cheddar" the

cheese. He cuts the curd into slabs sev

eral inches wide. He works with ma
chinelike precision, cutting dozens o

identical loaves of curd, then turning

them so that whey runs out uniformh

and rapidly. The firm slabs then trave

on a conveyor belt to a milling ma
chine that cuts them into fingerlikt

pieces, washes them, adds a smal

amount of salt, and packs them ir

hoops.
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.Cheese kitchens. Tillamook Cheese Factory

Each hoop holds forty pounds of

curd, which is pressed for three hours.

The pressed blocks go into a curing

area with a ten-million-pound capac-

ity, where the temperature is always

38 degrees Fahrenheit. Federal law re-

quires that Cheddar be cured for sixty

days. Medium Tillamook is, in fact,

cured for three months. The sharp

Cheddar ages for seven months.

; On my way out of the observation

I

area, I walked through the factory gift

shop and bought some sharp cheese. In

the parking lot, I cut into the package.

feeling in direct contact with Tilla-

mook pioneer days as the annatto-col-

ored cheese emerged. The Coast

Ranges loomed on the horizon. Morn-

ing Star II was only a few feet away. I

tasted the cheese.

It was mediocre. Not bad. Clearly a

Cheddar, with a respectable tang to it,

but not the stellar cheese I had once

tasted in the home of a New York epi-

cure whose Oregonian wife had im-

ported it from a special source in her

home state.

But I had been warned. James

Beard, himself an Oregonian, had told

me I would probably not find old-

fashioned, aged Tillamook cheese in

Oregon. The demand is too great these

days. The cost of holding the cheese in

the curing room for two years is pro-

hibitive. M. Wayne Jensen, Jr., direc-

tor of the Pioneer Museum and the son

of a cheesemaker, told me much the

same thing. He remembered when

farmers used to leave cheeses in the

factory curing area to age like cigars in

the Dunhill humidor room. He even

remembered tasting a cheddar that



had been cured right through World

War II. "It was a bit crumbly," he

conceded, "but good, good and sharp."

Nevertheless, he didn"t know where I

would find even a two-year-old cheese

today.

James Beard had suggested that I

might ask around at the factory. Some

of the employees might be aging

cheese at home. I left my car and ac-

costed the first worker I saw. "Yes,"

she said, "I've got some in my refrig-

erator right now. I keep it sealed in the

back of the vegetable drawer for two

years. Just turn it once a week."

If I wanted to buy some old cheddar,

she said, I might try at the market up

the coast in Bay City.

The C & W Markette is a little

country store in a very small town.

You would not ordinarily stop there on

your way north along the gorgeous

coastal highway. And even if you did,

you would probably notice nothing

special about the place except for the

homemade beef jerky in the meat de-

partment. But the well-informed turo-

phile at the C & W walks briskly to

the back of the store and snaps up

some peculiar little packages of ched-

dar in plastic bags. They sell for more

than the brand-name cheddar in the

same display area, but the price is not

at all outlandish: S3.45 per pound.

They look just like other cheddars, but

they are sublime. Not aggressively

sharp, yet undeniably vigorous, these

special cheeses are luxuriously dense

but not at all crumbly. They are, in-

deed, curiously smooth, with a com-

plexity of taste that would make Peter

Mcintosh proud.

"I buy medium cheddar from the

factory by the ton," says Frank Walz,

proprietor of the C & W. "Then I age

it at 32 degrees for three years. It's

easier that way. It would go faster at

55, but rd have to turn it all the time."

Tradition dies hard in Oregon. The

Tillamook central plant keeps the leg-

end of its cheese alive, and it manufac-

tures the raw material for traditional

aged cheese. Frank Walz, who mi-

grated west from Minneapolis twenty

years ago. does the rest. And in my
New York refrigerator, five pounds of

factory-sealed cheese sits quietly in the

back of the vegetable drawer. 1 turn it

from time to time, thinking of pacific

cows, thick grass, and Joe Champion

in his hollow spruce.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation of food.

Tillamook Cheese Factory. 1913
Tillamook County Pionei

Oregon Fish and Cheese Casserole

(Adapted from Carol Cate's Clam

Dishes and Rock Fishes, available

from Carol's Cookbooks, P.O. Box

795, Winchester, Oregon 97495)

1 Vi pounds rockfish (fleshy white fish)

fillets

1 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon pepper

1 cup whole-kernel corn

1 Vi cups green beans, cooked

2 cups cooked potatoes, sliced

'/4 cup butter or margarine

2 tablespoons lemon juice

2 tablespoons grated onion

1 tablespoon chopped parsley

2 medium tomatoes, peeled and sliced

'/4 cupgratedcheddarcheese(l ounce)

1

.

Cut fish into 3 or 4 serving-size por-

tions and sprinkle with half the sah

and pepper. Preheat oven to 350 de-

grees.

2. In a large, well-greased casserole,

place in layers the corn, green i

beans, and potatoes, sprinkling

each layer with the remaining salt

and pepper.

3. Combine butter or margarine,

lemon juice, onion, and parsley.

Dip fish into mixture and arrange

on top of potatoes. Cover with to-

mato slices and cheese.

4. Bake 1 hour and 1 5 minutes or until

fish flakes.

Yield: Three to four servings

Welsh Rarebit

(From Bert Greene's Kitchen

Bouquets, Contemporary Books)

2 tablespoons unsalted butter

3 egg yolks

1 teaspoon Dijon mustard

Vi teaspoon beef bouillon powder

1 teaspoon imported soy sauce

Dash of hot pepper sauce

Pinch of ground allspice

Vi cup light beer

10 ounces sharp cheddar, grated

1 tablespoon heavy cream

1 teaspoon Scotch whiskey

4 slices hot buttered toast

1. Melt butter in a double boiler.

2. Beat the egg yolks with the Dijon

mustard, bouillon powder, soy

sauce, hot pepper sauce, and all-

spice. Stir in the beer.

3. Add the beer mixture to the melted

butter; place over simmering water.

Stir until hot. Add the grated

cheese, Vi cup at a time, stirring

constantly in one direction with a

wooden spoon until • mixture is

smooth.

4. Stir in the cream and Scotch. Do

not let mixture stand more than 5

minutes before serving over hot,

buttered toast.

Yield: four servings



If you have ever taken a lux-

ury sports car through a tight

turn, you know the feeling.

It's the sense of supreme pre-

cision with which this trim,

compact camera proclaims

its Mikon heritage. A feeling

that is borne out by the pro-

fessional quality pictures

the nikon FE delivers with

automatic ease. And one
that, unlike other fine things

in life, is readily affordable.

With the nikon FE, you can

simply focus and shoot ...

and rely on its Mikon elec-

tronics to give you sharp,

magnificently exposed
photographs, automatically.

Or, switch to manual opera-

tion and enjoy complete
creative control over every

exposure, more easily than

you ever thought possible.

Aboue all, this is a camera
that makes no compromise
in its supreme Nikon quality.

Stroke the advance lever,

and feel the smoothness of

precision gearing machined
to microscopic tolerances.

Press the exposure button,

and hear the shutter respond

with hushed precision. Look
through the bright, silver-

coated viewfinder, and see

your picture snap into sharp

focus with a fingertip touch.

Know, too, that the world's

greatest photographic sys-

tem stands behind your

Nikon TE. Add the dynamic
firepower of motor drive, at

up to 3. 5 shots a second.

Banish darkness with the in-

genious automatic thyristor

flash. Explore new perspec-

tives through more than 60
Nikkor lenses, the same
superb optics chosen by
most professionals for their

sharpness and color fidelity.

For the purist:

The Nikon FN
For those who prefer only

manual exposure control, the

Nikon FM offers the reliable

guidance of one-step elec-

tronic metering. It's as com-
pact and precisely responsive

as the FE and costs even less.

At your Nikon dealer.

Mikon Inc., Garden City, Mew York 11530.

Experience
,

a sense ofperfection.

TheNikon FE.

©nikon Inc. 1979
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MQIMGTHE
DEMANDSOF
SOaETYBNO
EXCUSE FOR
NHUNNGA
BORMGCAR.

If one accepts the dismal
prophecies emanating from
the automotive community,
it appears we are destined
to suffer a generation of thor-

oughly bonng automobiles.
Cars so utterly debilitated

by societal necessities,

safety regulations and anti-

pollution paraphernalia that
they no longer will be the
least bit interesting to drive.

All this pessimistic doom-
saying, however, neglects
to take into account the

obsessive determination of

the engineers at BIVIW
in Munich, Germany to build

extraordinary automobiles.

Against all odds, the

BMW 528inot only satisfies

the laws of the land and the
demands of the gas tank, it

does so without ever once
violating our conviction that

extraordinary performance
IS theone rational justification

for owning an expensive car
FEW CARS PERFORMED
THIS WELL BEFORE

POLLUTION CONTROLS .

"Expensive sedans,"
wntes Car and Dnver maga-
zine, "tend to ride like pil-

lows when you cruise them
and squeal like pigs when
you push them."

A bit caustic perhaps.

But, an analysis that makes
the performance statistics

of the BMW 528i seem all

the more remarkable.

Round a particularly hair-

raising curve and the leg-

endary BMW suspension
system— independent on all

four wheels—flexes with a
resiliency that makes one
feel as if the car were built

into the roadway.

Press the accelerator and
the 528i's fuel-injected, 2.8-

liter, overhead cam engine
responds in a manner that

can only be described as ex-

hilarating—even by pre-

pollution control standards.

1979 BMW ol North America, Inc The BMW tiademarl, and logo are registered trademarks of Bayerische

Yet, the BMW 528i (with

5-speed standard transmis-
sion) delivers [18] EPA esti-

mated mpg, 30 estimated
highway mileage and, based
on these figures, an mpg
rangeof[295lmilesanda
highway range of 492 miles.

(Naturally, our fuel effi-

ciency figures are for com-
panson purposes only. Your >

actual mileage and range
may vary, depending on
speed, weather and tnp
length. Your actual highway
mileage and highway range
will most likely be lower)

LUXURY NEEDN'T BE
MERELY A FACADE

One's taste for luxury

would have to be insatiable

indeed to imagine an ap-
pointment or convenience
lacking in the 528i.

AM/FM stereo cassette,

full-power accessones, air

conditioning, and the like,

are all standard equipment.
Yet each and every facet

has been strategically engi-

neered to help eliminate the
enormous strains of dnving.

Its seats are anatomically
shaped buckets. Its front

seats are so thoroughly

adjustable that it is all but
impossible not to find a

comfortable driving position.

All in all, in a time of

lowered automotive expec-
tations, amidst increasing

mediocrity, the engineers at

,

BMW have actually improved!
theBMW528i.

If you find the notion of

owning such a car more
than a little intriguing, we sug-

gest you phone your nearest
BMWdealerand
he will arrange

a thorough test

drive for you.

THE UlTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
BMW, MUNICH, GERMANY

Motoren Werke. A G
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Soon after arriving as a student at

Florida Southern University from his

native Baltimore. David S. Lee noticed

the conspicuous mounds of pocket go-

phers dotting the landscape. Six years

ago, having taken a position with the

Florida State Museum, he began to

study the elusive, subterranean ro-

dents that were responsible for the

mounds. At present, Lee is curator of

birds and mammals at the North
Carolina Museum of Natural History

and goes afield every year to observe

more of the life style of the pocket go-

pher. He is also involved in an exten-

sive study of the sea birds of North
Carolina's offshore waters. A writer

and photographer as well as a biolo-

gist, Lee has developed an avocational

interest in native orchids and ferns.

As a boy in Maine, Bernd Heinrich

was already involved with caterpillars;

he hunted them to raise into moths and

butterflies. His subsequent Ph.D. work

at the University of California at Los

Angeles began as a project on the feed-

ing behavior of sphinx moth caterpil-

lars, but ended as a study of tempera-

ture regulation in the moths them-

selves. A professor of entomology at

the University of California at Berke-

ley, Heinrich now concentrates his re-

search on the physiology and behavior

of foraging insects, a subject he cov-

ered in his recent book. Bumblebee
Economics (Harvard University Press,

1979). He is also a marathon runner

and last February, at age 39, set his

best time for the 26-mile, 385-yard

course—2 hours 22 minutes. (The

Olympic record is 2 hours 9 minutes

55 seconds.)
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Cloud physics is John Hallett's

particular interest, in pursuit of which

he flies through storms in research air-

craft and conducts laboratory and

field studies on growth processes of

hailstones and snow crystals. Born and

educated in England, Hallett has lived

in the United States for two decades.

He is research professor of atmo-

spheric physics at the Desert Research

Institute of the University of Nevada
and concurrently teaches graduate

and undergraduate courses in atmo-

spheric and environmental science.

Reid A. Bryson is a professor of

meteorology and geography at the

University of Wisconsin, Madison,

and since 1970 has been director of the

university's Institute for Environmen-

tal Studies. In line with his interdisci-

plinary approach to subjects under

investigation, he has applied climatic

information to cultural changes

among North American Plains peo-

ples. Bryson has been on archeological

digs in Canada and the United States,

has studied climatic modification in

India, and has written widely on

climatic subjects for scientific journals

and the popular press. Future research

projects include an effort to develop a

unified theory of climatic changes.

Dmitri Ivanovich Bibikov is a senior

researcher with the Institute of Evolu-

tionary Animal Morphology and Ecol-

ogy of the USSR Academy of Sciences

in Moscow. His current research into

the ecology of carnivores and rodents

also embraces the field of medical

zoology. In 1972, while attending the

General Assembly of the International

Union for the Conservation of Nature
in Banff, Canada, he participated in

that organization's Wolf Working
Group. That triggered his interest in

wolves, one that he is still pursuing,
along with his earlier studies of mar-
mots. Bibikov has done fieldwork in

central Russia, the Caucasus, the
Trans-Baikal region, the Far East, the

mountains of Central Asia, and the
deserts of Kazakhstan. He lists his

hobbies as hunting and fishing.



Bells Toll Warning
to Whales

"When we wrote that article, the

fishermen saw no way out except kill-

ing whales," Jon Lien recalls of the sit-

uation in Newfoundland last spring.

As he and Bora Merdsoy reported in

"The Humpback Is Not Over the

Hump" (June/July 1979), whales

chasing capelin, a small fish that cod-

fish also feed on, were becoming en-

tangled in cod traps, wreaking eco-

nomic havoc on the fishermen.

Now things have improved some-

what. When they wrote the article.

Lien and Merdsoy had just developed

a means to extricate whales from
traps, and they have since refined it.

More important, they came up with a

workable and inexpensive device to

A team from the Memorial University of Newfoundland
extricates a dead humpback whale from a cod trap.

Postscripts

warn whales off cod traps, which are

set just under the surface. By attach-

ing an underwater bell, which costs

about $2.50, to the traps, they were

able to drastically reduce whale entan-

glements. In tests, 89 percent of the

traps without bells were hit by whales

while only 30 percent of the traps with

bells suffered whale damage.

Lien and Merdsoy are still experi-

menting with warning devices for gill

nets, which are set so deep that the

bells will not work, but not so deep that I

the nets do not suffer whale damage.

Nonetheless, the fishermen are not as

frantic as they were. At least, says

Lien, there were no petitions in New-
foundland last year to lift Canada's

ban on whaling.

The Origin

of "Winter Sleep"

When Henry Van Twyver and Tru-

ett Allison wrote "The Evolution of

Sleep" (February 1970), they specu-

lated that among the blessings of slum-

ber for mammals was energy conserva-

tion. Since they need to maintain a

constant body temperature, warm-
blooded animals have high energy de-

mands, and Van Twyver and Allison

proposed that sleep could have evolved

as a way for such animals to "turn

down the body's 'thermostat' and con-

serve energy."

Apparently, they were on the right

track. Recent work with small mam-
mals by Craig Heller of Stanford Uni-

versity and Ralph Berger of the Uni-

versity of California at Santa Cruz
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOWGM''PROJECT CENTERS"
CREilTE CARS

FROM CONCEPT TO CUSTOMER IN THREE YEARS AND THREE BILLION DOLLARS

Throughout the history of

the automobile industry, prod-

uct change was almost always

evolutionary. But in 1973, GM
determined that the times re-

quired revolutionary changes. It

started its first Project Center—
which by itself heralded a revo-

lution in the use of science and
technology to meet the chang-

ing demands of the market-
place. A few months later, the

Arab countries launched the oil

embargo. Fortunately, machin-
ery was already in motion in

GM to create and develop new
cars and components in a new
way and faster than ever before.

GM's first Project Center
brought out totally new full-

size cars: smaller, yet roomier,

and far more efficient than their

predecessors. The advertise-

ments said they were "designed

and engineered for a changing
world"—and they were. Another
Project Center, begun in 1975,

developed the immensely popu-

lar GM X-cars.

Led by the five car divi-

sions. Project Centers gather
people, ideas, and knowledge
from all 30 divisions and staffs

of General Motors. In the first

stage, which we call "concept-

ing," experimental engineers,
environmental scientists, for-

ward planners, and marketing
experts pool their thinking.
Their objective: what the mar-
ketplace will require. This is the

most important stage. Here we
must determine not only what

kind of car, but how many we
might be able to build and sell

years later. Economics, cus-

tomer tastes, availability of

various kinds of fuels must be
compared with state-of-the-art

technology—and what steps
must be taken to advance that

technology quickly yet surely.

In the "concepting" stage,

a new car is conceived. If the car

is to be sold to customers three

years later, construction of new
plants must begin and basic

tooling must be ordered.

The second phase of the

Project Center takes 24 to 30
months. It encompasses devel-

opment, design, structural
analysis, handling analysis,

emissions, noise and vibration,

safety, reliability, serviceability

and repairability, manufactur-
ing, assembly, marketing, fi-

nancing.
Advanced product engi-

neers and research scientists

work with the one hundred fifty

to two hundred people at the

Project Center and thousands
more in the staffs and divisions

to transfer new science and
technology to the new car. Com-
ponents are hand-built and
"cobbled" into existing models
for road testing.

Prototype cars are hand-
built at a cost of more than
$250,000 each. These enable
the Project Center team to de-

termine how newly developed,

pretested components operate

as a unit. Then, pilot models will

be built from production tooling

and tested some more. New
technology, such as structural

analysis by computer, saves

time. Lead time has been re-

duced by 25% from ten years

ago, when cars were far less

complex.
After almost four million

miles, nearly three billion dol-

lars, and nearly three years of

work, the new cars— quite un-

like anything before them—
start coming off the production

line at a rate of better than one a

minute.
There are now eight

Project Centers in General
Motors. Four are developing
new cars using hydrocarbon
fuels, one is creating an electric

car, and others are working on
computerized engines and
emission controls, a new kind of

automatic transmission, and the

inflatable restraint system.

New and revolutionary
cars can't be mass produced for

the road overnight. But by put-

ting all the parts of General
Motors to work together, we
found a way to speed up the

process. We have integrated the

creativity of thousands of

human minds to make invention

into reality when it's needed.

This advertisement is part ofour
continuing effort to give custom-

ers useful information about
their cars and trucks and the

company that builds them.

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people
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What yourhome could
have in commonwith the Met,

the Tate,and the Louvre.
Beautiful, original works by artists who are represented in the world's great museums

and galleries can be \ours for very- reasonable prices.

VC'e offer original etchings, lithographs
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supports the view of sleep as intimately

connected with temperature regula-

tion. Heller says their studies suggest

that hibernation, which involves

greatly lowered body temperatures

and has a clear energy-conserving

function, is an evolutionary extension

of sleep—actually of one kind of sleep

called slow-wave sleep.

He also points out that this notion

has been anticipated in the common
parlance of biologists, who called hi-

bernation "winter sleep," and in the

German language, in which the word

for hibernation is essentially the

same

—

Winterschlaf.

This new view of hibernation is

based on several lines of evidence.

During both hibernation and slow-

wave sleep a part of the brain known
as the hypothalamus regulates body

temperature. And during both hiber-

nation and slow-wave sleep body tem-

perature drops.

Furthermore, hibernating mammals
descend into hibernation through

slow-wave sleep. Recordings of electri-

cal impulses from the brain show an

increasing predominance of slow

waves until an animal reaches 77°F,
below which one can't get a good EEG
(electroencephalogram). Animals that

go into shallow torpor—a state be-

tween sleep and hibernation in which

body temperature drops a few de-

grees—show a predominance of slow

waves tliroughout their torpor greater

than that during normal sleep.

These similarities in EEG and tem-

perature regulation, says Heller, put

sleep, shallow torpor, and hibernation

on a continuum, and suggest that hi-

bernation is not an evolutionarily

primitive phenomenon but a special-

ized adaptation that evolved out of

slow-wave sleep.

What is not on the continuum is the

other kind of sleep—called REM
(rapid eye movement), or paradoxical,

sleep. During this kind of sleep the

eyes move rapidly and the brain exhib-

its electrical activity that resembles

the pattern of wakefulness, while the

muscles (paradoxically) lack tone,

leaving the body effectively paralyzed.

What puts REM sleep off the contin-

uum is that it is also characterized by

a lack of thermoregulation. The hypo-

thalamic temperature control present

at other times is absent.

Why it is absent is as much of a puz-

zle as REM sleep itself, for which

a physiological explanation, according

to Heller, is not yet in sight.

James Gorman



Yes, come backstage. Wander through the

music stands. Look in on the performers
warming up. The stage manager. The
anxious composer.
Keep going. Wander to the performer's

studio. Share the final preparations the

day before the concert. Be there the

month before the concert. The year
before.

Go to the rehearsals. The auditions. The
lessons. The exercises. The selection of a
teacher. The making of a repertory. The
promotion. The choosing—and arranging
for—the concert hall.

What makes this performance happen?
Even more intriguing—What (besides
talent) makes this PERFORMER happen?

Now you can find out from the artists
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The new bi-monthly magazine for concert-

and opera-goers, for performing pro-

fessionals and serious students, for

teachers and coaches.
Every issue, you'll explore the "how-to's"
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articles often written by virtuosi them-
selves For example, the premiere issue
alone includes these inside stories that

you just won't find anywhere else:

• Flutist Paula Robison tells how she
prepares and stages her famous concert
series ("Paula and..."), now in its 4th

season

• An exclusive in-depth article on how the
New York Philharmonic auditions to fill a
place for one violinist

• Pianists Emanuel Ax and Ann Schein
affectionately remember their master
teacher Mieczyslaw Munz
• A dynamic picture story on a recording
session with English horn player Thomas
Stacy

• A special 16-page guide to summer
festivals throughout the country: artists,

dates, locations, public transportation,

driving directions, and a lot more
• How it feels to be a child prodigy grown
up—from one who knows

In every issue, you'll learn from

accomplished artists how they develop the

techniques that define virtuosity. How to

design exercises for a particular repertory.

How different artists prepare for their

concerts.

Successful teaching techniques—as

seen by both the master teachers and their

virtuoso students. How composers make
opportunities for having their work
performed. What goes into selecting a

recital hall How to produce a recording.

The special challenges of editing and
performing early music.

There will be regular features about new
books, recordings and performances
throughout the country, as well as...

Visits to concert halls in major cities

—

and reports on their sound quality,

audience comfort, frequency and types of

concerts, and more.

Reviews of reviewers.
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nEveryone Here Spoke Sign Language"
For many generations on Martha's Vineyard,

deafness was no bar to a full social life

by Nora Groce

The fifth of April, 1715, had not

been a good day for Judge Samuel
Sewell of Boston. On his way to the is-

land of Martha's Vineyard there had

been trouble finding a boat to cross

Nantucket Sound. The vessel then lay

for hours without wind, and once it

was across, the horses had to be pushed

overboard to swim for shore on their

own. Sewell and his company reached

shore at dusk—cold, hungry, and in

bad humor. Finding a group of local

fishermen nearby, the judge engaged

one of them to guide him to Edgartown

and later noted in his diary: "We were

ready to be offended that an English-

man ... in the company spake not a

word to us. But," he continued by way
of explanation, "it seems he is deaf and

dumb."
This Englishman was indeed deaf,

as were two of his seven children. His

is the first recorded case of what we
now know to be a form of inherited

deafness that was to appear consis-

tently within this island population for

more than 250 years and affect dozens

of individuals. Probably one or several

of the small number of settlers who
originally populated the area brought

with them a trait for hereditary deaf-

ness. As long as the "gene pool" re-

mained limited in the small island pop-

ulation, this trait appeared with high

frequency in subsequent generations.

This post office-general store

was often the scene of sign-

language conversations.

i|'

Put another way, the founders of this

isolated society had a greater likeli-

hood of perpetuating the trait for con-

genital deafness than if they had been

part of a larger, changing population.

Martha's Vineyard offers what I

feel to be a good example of the way in

which a community adapts to a heredi-

tary disorder. Lying some five miles

off the southeastern coast of Massa-

chusetts, the island was first settled by

Europeans in the early 1640s. The
population, of predominantly English

stock with some admixture of indig-

enous Wampanoag Indian, expanded

rapidly, owing to a tremendously high

birthrate. Families that had fifteen to

twenty children were not uncommon
and twenty-five to thirty not unheard

of. Although several hundred house-

holds are listed in the census records of

the mid-eighteenth century, only

about thirty surnames are to be found,

and during the next century and a half

only a handful more were added to the,

original group of names.

After the first generation, marriage

"off-island" was rare. While Vineyard

men sailed around the world on whale-

ships, merchantmen, and fishing ves-

sels, they almost invariably returned

home to marry local girls and settle



One of these men drives himself to woric,

drives himself home and
drives up his cost of living.

He doesn't see it that way. He's been driving

himself to the office every day for several years now. He
actually enjoys the ride.

Problem is, with today's energy crisis, the man on
the right is wasting both fuel and money Gas prices

alone make the trip expensive. And his auto insurance
premium is higher than it has to be.

The man on the left has decided to conserve and
save. When the gasoline shortage began, he and some
neighbors started carpooling to work. So together they

consume less gas. That cuts expenses right there.

What's more, because each of them drives fewer miles,

they save money on their auto insurance as well.

As a major group of property and casualty insur-

ance companies, we're doing our best to help you
keep your insurance rates affordable. That's why most
auto insurers are offering discounts to those individ-

uals who reduce the total number of miles or times they

drive to work.

For example, people who normally drive 30 miles

to and from work every day can save up to 22% on
car insurance premiums just by carpooling. All they
have to do is drive to work two days a week instead
of five.

People who switch to public transportation to get

to work save even more on their premiums— up to 31 %
in some states. Their car becomes classified "forplea-

sure use only" a less expensive category.

Here's what we're doing to control costs:

Offering premium discounts to those who reduce
the total number of miles they drive each week to work.

Discounts will vary by company by state and by the

type of coverage you have.

Cracking down on insurance fraud practices

through the Insurance Crime Prevention Institute and
the National Automobile Theft Bureau.

Working through the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety to make cars and roads safer

Investigating injury and repair claims more thoroughly

Here's what you can do:

Cut down on your driving by carpooling or by using

public transportation.

Use your auto seat belt and shoulder harness.

Talk to your insurance agent or company about

ways to lower the cost of your auto insurance coverage.

Lock your car Don't invite trouble.

Affoidable insurance is our business—and yours.
This message is presented by the American Insurance Association, 85 John Street, New York, New York 10038.
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down. Women married off-island even

less frequently than did the men. Con-

tact with the mainland was said to be

more sporadic than with foreign coun-

tries. In the nineteenth century, island-

ers claimed that more of their men had

been to China than to Boston, only

eighty miles away. Even today, many
islanders have never been to the island

of Nantucket, barely eight miles to the

east.

Throughout the seventeenth, eight-

eenth, and nineteenth centuries, mar-

riage patterns on the island followed

the customs of any small New England

community. Most of the islanders,

however, could trace their descent to

the same small nucleus of original

settlers, indicating that although they

were unaware of it, considerable "in-

breeding" took place. The result was
that during these two and a half

centuries, within a population averag-

ing little more than 3,100 individuals,

hereditary deafness occurred at a rate

many times that of the national popu-

lation. For example, in the latter part

of the nineteenth century, an esti-

mated one out of every 2,730 Ameri-

cans was born deaf. On Martha's

Vineyard the rate was closer to one out

of every 155. But even this figure does

not accurately represent the distribu-

tion of deafness on the Vineyard.

Marriages were usually contracted

between members of the same village,

creating smaller groups within the is-

land's population characterized by a

higher frequency of deafness. The
greatest concentration occurred in one

village on the western part of the is-

land where, by my analysis, within a

population of 500, one in every twenty-

five individuals was deaf. And even

there the distribution was not uniform,

for in one area of the village during

this time period, one out of every four

persons was born deaf.

The high rate of deafness on the is-

land brought only occasional comment
from island visitors over the years. Be-

cause most of the island deaf lived in

the more remote areas of the island,

few off-islanders were aware of their

presence. Vineyarders themselves,

used to a sizable deaf population, saw

nothing unusual in this, and many as-

sumed that all communities had a

similar number of deaf members. Al-

most nothing exists in the written

records to indicate who was or was not

deaf, and indeed, only a passing refer-

ence made by an older islander di-

rected my attention to the fact that

there had been any deaf there at all.

While most of my information on

land deafness has been obtained fro|

the living oral history of islanders no

in their seventies, eighties, and nine;

ties, part of my genealogical data wa'

acquired from the only other study c

this deaf population. I came to know c

it when an 86-year-old woman I wa
interviewing recalled that her mothd
had mentioned a "teacher of the dea

from Boston" at one time taking a

interest in the island deaf. Thi
"teacher of the deaf turned out to b

Alexander Graham Bell, who, havin]

recently invented the telephone

turned his attention back to his life

long interest in deafness researc'

Concerned with the question of herei

ity as it related to deafness. Bell bega

a major research project in the earl

1880s, which was never completed

Nineteenth-century scholars, with;

out the benefit of Mendel's concept o

unit factor inheritance (which only re

ceived widespread circulation at thi

turn of the century, although it hai

been published in the 1 860s), were at

;

loss to explain why some but not al

children of a deaf parent were them;

selves deaf. Selecting New Englano

because of the older and unusualH

complete records available. Bell be

lieved that by tracing back the geneali

ogy of every family with two or mon
deaf children, he could establish some

pattern for the inheritance of deafness

He soon found that practically everj

family in New England with a historj

of deafness was in some way connectec

with the early settlers of Martha's

Vineyard, but he was unable to ac-

count for the fact that a deaf parent die

not always have deaf children and scN

he abandoned the study. Although

Bell never published his material, he

left dozens of genealogical charts thali

have proved invaluable for my re-|:

search—particularly because they

corroborate the information I haver

been able to collect from the oral his-;

tory of the older islanders.
!

Since Bell's time, scientists havei

found, through the construction andi

analysis of family pedigrees and the)

use of mathematical models, that con-)

genital deafness may result from sev-1

eral causes: spontaneous mutations in-;

volving one or more genes; an already;

established dominant or recessive in-

heritance, as Mendel demonstrated; or

factors otherwise altering normal de-:

velopment of the ear and its pathways

to the brain. Human populations, of:

course, cannot be studied with the

same exactness as a laboratory experi- (



Great ideas last forever
Great inventions have the power to forever change the

past.
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ment. However, the appearance of ap-

parently congenitally deaf individuals

is far too frequent on Martha's Vine-

yard to be mere coincidence, and the

evidence collected thus far points to a

recessive mode of inheritance.

While the genetic nature of a he-

reditary disorder in small populations

is something that both anthropologists

and geneticists have studied, there is

another question, rarely addressed,

that is of equal importance: How does

the population of a community in

which a hereditary disorder exists ad-

just to that disorder—particularly one

as prominent as deafness? In modern

society the emphasis has been on hav-

ing "handicapped" individuals adapt

to the greater society. But the percep-

tion of a handicap, with its associated

physical and social limitations, is tem-

pered by the community in which it is

found. The manner in which the deaf

of Martha's Vineyard were treated

provides an interesting example of how
one community responded to this type

of situation. "How," I asked my infor-

mants, "were the island deaf able to

communicate with you when they

could not speak?" "Oh," I was told,

"there was no problem at all. You see,

everyone here spoke sign language."

From the late seventeenth century

to the early years of the twentieth, is-

landers, particularly those from the

western section where the largest num-
ber of deaf individuals lived, main-

tained a bilingual speech community

based on spoken English and sign lan-

guage. What is of particular interest is

that the use of sign language played an

important role in day-to-day life.

Islanders acquired a knowledge of

sign language in childhood. They were

usually taught by parents, with further

reinforcement coming from the sur-

rounding community, both hearing

and deaf. For example, recalling how
she learned a particular sign, one el-

derly woman explained:

When I was a little girl, I knew many of the

signs, and the manual alphabet of course,

but I didn't know how to say "Merry

Christmas." and I wanted to tell Mr. M.
"Merry Christmas." So I asked Mrs. M.,

his wife. She could hear and she showed me
how. And so I wished Mr. M. "Merry

Christmas"—and he was just so delighted.

This women then described how she

taught her son, now in his late seven-

ties, how to speak the language.

When my son was perhaps three years old,

I taught him to say in sign language "the

little cat and dog and baby." This man.

who was deaf, he used to like to go down to :

our little general store and see people come '

and go. One day when I went down there, I

took my son there and 1 said to him, "Go
over and say 'how-do-you-do' to Mr. T.,"

j

the deaf man. So he went right over, and
i

then I told him to tell Mr. T. so-and-so—

a

cat, a dog, and whatever. And wasn't Mr.

T. tickled! Oh, he was so pleased to know a

little bit of a boy like that was telling him

ail those things, and so he just taught my
son a few more words. That's how he

learned. That's how we all learned.

Particularly in the western section

of the island, if an immediate member
of the family was not deaf, a neighbor,

friend, or close relative of a friend was

likely to be. Practically all my "up-is-

land" informants above the age of sev-

enty remembered signs, a good indica-

tion of the extent to which the lan-

guage was known and used. In this

section, and to a lesser extent in the

other villages on the island, sign lan-

guage formed an integral part of all

communications. For example, all in-

formants remembered the deaf par-
J

ticipating freely in discussions. One re-

marked:

If there were several people present and

there was a deaf man or woman in the

crowd, he'd take upon himself the discus-

sion of anything, jokes or news or anything

like that. They always had a part in it, they
i

were never excluded. '.

As in all New England communi- i

ties, gathering around the potbellied '.

stove or on the front porch of what '

served as a combination general store I

and post office provided a focal point

for stories, news, and gossip. Many of

the people I have talked to distinctly

remember the deaf members of the

community in this situation. As one

man recalled:

We would sit around and wait for the mail

to come in and just talk. And the deaf

would be there, everyone would be there.

And they were part of the crowd, and they

were accepted. They were fishermen and

farmers and everything else. And they:

wanted to find out the news just as much as

the rest of us. And oftentimes people

would tell stories and make signs at the

same time so everyone could follow him to-

gether. Of course, sometimes, if there were

more deaf than hearing there, everyone

would speak sign language—^just to be po-

lite, you know.

The use of sign was not confined to

small group discussions. It also found

its way into assembled crowds. For ex-

ample, one gentleman told me:

They would come to prayer meetings; most

all of them were regular church people, you

siie:

seiE
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Now you can create country fresh air in

YOUT home or office. And also watch
dgarette smoke, pollen, dust, and other

airborne particles disappear from your envi-

ronment, for less than three cents a week.
All it takes is a small 2'/2 pound pollution

fighter named lonosphereTM Which we're

convinced, is the most
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superbly engineered
under $200 air ionizer

on the market today.

Bar none.
The Sharper
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'j sphere through the
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Ionosphere
purifies the air you
breathe more efficient-

ly than any fan,
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Other significant differences? For one, a

vastly superior ion emitter than you'll tind

elsewhere. This easily removable element is

made from surgical stainless steel bristle, not
the more commonly used copper "fuzz" or
nickel-plated points. Stainless steel is known
for its excellent durability, and this special
design guarantees years of consistent ion
output. The Ionosphere's emitter will last a
lifetime, and cleans easily under hot water.

On other units, you'll also find inexpen-
sive plastic cases. When exposed to a high
voltage tield, these petrochemicals can be
converted to a harmful gas. But Ionosphere's
tile case is completely safe.

More ions uen't necessarily better.

One 4 " Ionosphere generates approxi-
mately 3.8 trillion ions every second. Unlike
other units which produce an excessively
high output (at the source only), the
Ionosphere creates a more naturally bal-

anced ion environment. You should also

avoid units without stated levels of ozone
production (Ionosphere is among the lowest).

IHEJUR IONIZER

Wliy do we need ionizers at all?
Urban life has upset the natural electrical

balance of the air. Modem conveniences like

heating, air conditioning, telephones and
televisions greatly deplete negative ion
levels, robbing the air of its natural cleansers.
This is also why we feel uncomfortable under
fluorescent lights.

lonsphere restores this balance in just

minutes. The air smells good again, even
after smoking.

And, as a result of its work, you may
need to clean your walls in a year or so. But
be glad that same soot was kept out of

your lungs.

Tty one, or order a system.
The $89 Ionosphere comes in white

(#946) or black ceramic (#945). Or you may
expand your fresh air environment at an $18
savings—with fliree units at $249; 2 white,
one black, (#947). Either way, you can
experience the freshest air you've probably
ever breathed, without obligation. Iono-
sphere comes with full instructions and
a one year warranty. And if you're not
delighted, simply return your order
within two weeks for a prompt and
courteous refund.

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE.
I: !

B Credit card holders may call the toU-

,;; free ordering number, seven days a
2; week, anytime. Please have the product
fi number ready. Or send your check, add-
'

ing sales tax in CA (5.34 for one, 14.94
: for tiiree). Plus $3.50 delivery. Please

;' order now to insure early delivery.

800 227^3436
In California 800 622-0733

IHE SHARPER IMAGE
260 California Street,

San Francisco, CA 94111

(415)
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know. They would come when people of-

fered testimonials, and they would get up

in front of the audience and stand there

and give a whole lecture in sign. No one

translated it to the audience because every-

one knew what they were saying. And if

there was anyone who missed something

somewhere, somebody sitting near them

would be able to tell them about it.

The deaf were so integral a part of

the community that at town meetings

up-island, a hearing person would

stand at the side of the hall and cue the

deaf in sign to let them know what vote

was coming up next, thus allowing

them to keep right on top of things.

The participation of the deaf in all

day-to-day work and play situations

contrasted with the manner in which

those handicapped by deafness were

generally treated in the United States

during the same time period.

Sign language on the island was not

restricted to those occasions when
deaf and hearing were together, but

was used on a regular basis between

the hearing as well. For example, sign

language was used on boats to give

commands and among fishermen out

in open water to discuss their catch. I

was told:

Fishermen, hauling pots outside in the

Sound or off Gay Head, when they would

be heaven knows how far apart, would dis-

cuss how the luck was running—all that

sort of thing. These men could talk and

hear all right, but it'd be too far to yell.

Indeed, signs were used any place the

distance prohibited talking in a normal

voice. For example, one man remem-
bered:

Jim had a shop down on the shore of

Tisbury Pond, and his house was a ways

away, up on the high land. When Trudy,

his wife, wanted to tell Jim something,

she'd come to the door, blow a fish horn,

and Jim would step outside. He'd say,

"Excuse me, Trudy wants me for some-

thing"; then she'd make signs to tell him
what she needed done.

On those occasions when speaking

was out of place, such as in church,

school, or at some public gatherings,

the hearing communicated through

signs. Such stories as the following are

common: "Ben and his brother could

both talk and hear, but Fve seen them
sitting across from each other in town

meetings or in church and telling each

other funny stories in sign language."

Island people frequently maintained

social distance and a sense of distinct

identity in the presence of tourists by

exchanging comments about them in

sign language. The occurrence of what

linguists call code switching from

speech to sign also seems to have been

used in certain instances. For example,

I was told:

People would start off a sentence in speak-

ing and then finish it off in sign language,

especially if they were saying something

dirty. The punch line would often be in sign

language. If there was a bunch of guys

standing around the general store telling a

[dirty] story and a woman walked in,

they'd turn away from her and finish the

story in sign language.

Perhaps the following anecdote best

illustrates the unique way island sign

language was integral to all aspects of

life:

My mother was in the New Bedford

hospital—had an operation—and father

went over in his boat and lived aboard his

boat and went to the hospital to see her ev-

ery night. Now the surgeon, when he left

him in her room, said they mustn't speak,

father couldn't say a word to her. So he

didn't. But they made signs for about half

an hour and mother got so worked up, they

had to send father out, wouldn't let him

stay any longer.

Sign language or rather sign lan-

guages—for even within this country

there exist a number of distinct lan-

guages and dialects—are languages in

their own right, systems of communi-
cation different from the spoken lan-

guages used by hearing members of

the same community. It has often been

noted that American Sign Language,

the sign system commonly used among
the deaf in the United States today, is

influenced by French Sign Language,

introduced to America in 1817. The
data from Martha's Vineyard, how-

ever, clearly support the hypothesis,

made by the linguist James Wood-
ward, that local sign language systems

were in use in America long before

this. By 1817 (the year the American

School for the Deaf was founded in

Hartford, Connecticut), deaf individ-

uals on Martha's Vineyard had been

actively participating in island society

for well over a century. Because they

were on an equal footing, both socially

and economically, with the hearing

members of the community, and be-

cause they held town offices, married,

raised families, and left legal and per-

sonal documents, there must have ex-

isted some sort of sign language sys-

tem that allowed full communication

with family, friends, and neighbors.

It may prove difficult to reconstruct

the original sign language system used

on the island during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, but study of

this question is currently under way.

Whatever the exact nature of the orig-

inal language, we know that it later ,

grew to acquire many aspects of the '

more widely used American Sign Lan- I-

guage, as increasing numbers of deaf

island children were sent to the school

in Hartford during the nineteenth cen-

tury. This combination of the indig-

enous sign system with the more stan-

dardized American Sign Language
seems to have produced a sign lan-

guage that was, in many respects,

unique to the island of Martha's Vine-

yard. The most common remark made
,

by islanders who still remember the

language is that they find it very diffi-

cult or are completely unable to under-

stand the sign language spoken by off-

islanders or the translations for the

deaf that are beginning to be seen on

television.

The use of sign language as an ac-

tive system of communication lessened

as the number of individuals in the

community with hereditary deafness

gradually disappeared, the last few dy-

ing in the 1940s and early 1950s. This

decrease in the number of deaf can be

attributed to a shift in marriage

patterns that began in the latter part

of the nineteenth century, when both

hearing and deaf islanders began to I

marry off-islanders. The introduction
I

of new genes into the once small gene

pool has reduced the chance of a reap-

pearance of "island deafness."

As the number of islanders born

deaf dwindled, younger generations no

longer took an interest in learning sign

language, and the older generations

rarely had the need to make use of it.

Today, very few people are left who

can speak the language fluently, al-

though bits and pieces of it can be

recalled by several dozen of the oldest

islanders. A few signs are still kept

alive among those who knew the lan-

guage and on a few of their fishing

boats. As one gentleman, well along in

his seventies, told me recently:

You know, strangely enough, there's still

vestiges of that left in the older families

around here. Instinctively you make some

such movement, and it means something to

you, but it doesn't mean anything to the

one you're talking to.

This article presents some of the ma-

terial Nora Groce has collected in re-

searching her doctoral dissertation in

anthropology at Brown University.

Her work has been supported, in part,

by a grant from the National Institute

of Mental Health.
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The Worm-Asthma Controversy
Do certain worms cause, protect against,

or have no connection with asthma?

by Robert S. Desowitz

Every now and then those two Brah-

mins of the medical press, the New
England Journal of Medicine and the

British publication the Lancet, serve

as forums for debates whose resolution

affects the health of us all. Most of

the arguments have been publicized in

the popular press, for example. Does

a fat free diet reduce the risk of car-

diovascular disease? Do coronary by-

pass operations benefit the patient

more than the surgeon? Another con-

troversy, which has kindled a certain

passion in a specialized coterie of fol-

lowers of the papers and correspon-

dence in these journals and elsewhere,

has been whether parasitic worms can

cause asthma. The affairs of the heart

are well known but the worm-asthma
debate is undoubtedly unfamiliar to

the general population. Nevertheless,

to the two million American asth-

matics whose illness costs them an

average of 1 2 to 30 percent of the total

family income, any new revelation on

the possible causes of their affliction is

a breath of life.

If the association between asthma

and intestinal worms seems peculiar,

the origin of the story is even stranger.

The opening chapter was set, not in

Nigeria or Nicaragua or some similar

tropica! country where an intestinal

zoo is so common as to be a way of

life, but in Niagara Falls, Ontario.

Over the years a doctor there named
Tullis noted what seemed to be an ex-

traordinary number of asthmatic
cases, 14 percent of ail nontubercular

patients, seeking medical attention at

the Niagara Peninsula Sanatorium.

He also found that the usual provoca-

tive agents (allergins), such as pollen

and house dust mites, did not appear

to be the cause of asthma in the ma-
jority of those patients. With remark-

able intuitiveness, considering Ontar-

io's nontropical geography, Tullis

decided to look for intestinal parasites

in his patients. After careful exami-

nation of fecal specimens, he found the

sign of the worm—their characteristic

eggs—in 198 of 201 patients with

bronchial asthma, while all of his al-

lergy-free controls were "clean."

In 1971, Tullis published his find-

ings in the New England Journal of
Medicine. The worm-asthma hypoth-

esis was quick to excite the interest

of the biomedical community, and
other studies were undertaken in an

attempt to confirm Tullis's assertion.

Confirmation was not forthcoming.

From Boston and from the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, inves-

tigators failed to find a single worm
in any of their asthmatic patients.

The failure to confirm Tullis's find-

ings didn't really dismiss the worm as

an allergin. The argument was that

while Boston, Massachusetts, and
Rochester, Minnesota, might be worm
free, Niagara Falls, Ontario, because

of its location, was not.

Lake Erie's Canadian bathing

beaches are near the Welland Canal,

which connects that lake to Lake On-
tario. Through this canal passes a

lively international maritime com-
merce manned, in some cases, by

tropical seamen and, as stowaways,

their intestinal parasites. The sewage

discharge from these boats is thought

to float to the beaches where the in-

fectious worm eggs are washed ashore.

Under these unusual circumstances,

the local population is believed to be

exposed to that ubiquitous tropical

triad of parasites, the roundworm (As-

caris lumbricoides), the whipworm
{Trichuris irichiura), and the hook-

worm {Necator americanus and An-
cylostoma duodenale).

While the Niagara Falls debate was

taking place, Carolyn Coker Huntley,

a professor of pediatrics at North

Carolina's Bowman Gray School of:

Medicine, proposed that still another I

allergin, the dog roundworm, Toxo-
',

cara canis, was of equal, if not greater,

'

importance in provoking asthma. T.

canis is not sufficiently adapted to

complete its development to sexual

maturity in a human host. However,

when embryonated eggs containing

the minute infective larvae are acci-

dentally ingested, as can happen when
children grub about in contaminated

soil, the larvae hatch and remain for

years in the body tissues without ma-
turing further. The infection, known
as visceral larval migrans (VLM), is

characterized by an enlarged liver and

serious lesions of the eye if the larvae

invade that organ. Huntley observed

that for many of her patients with

VLM, the initial symptom was an

asthmalike condition, and she sug-

gested that there might be a consid-

erable number of individuals in whom
VLM manifests itself mainly as a pul-

monary disease. This was an inter-

esting idea, but since it was based

solely on clinical insights (it is almost

impossible to recover the microscopic

larvae within the body), it remained

a theory without experimental foun-

dation.

The Huntley hypothesis was of par-

ticular interest in Hawaii because the

islands have the highest prevalence of

asthma in the United States. Could

some of the "Waikiki wheeze" be due

to parasitic dog worms? Again we

were confronted with the problem of

making a direct, parasitologic diagno-

sis, and administering a provocative

test dose of worm eggs to asthma pa-

tients was clearly unacceptable. How-

ever, parasites, whether they be

worms, bacteria, or vjruses, leave a

distinctive spoor, the specific antibody

the host produces in response to their

intrusion.
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The wonders
and beauty of

all the Americas
are yours.
Come to our Andes. Come to our

Amazon. Come to our America.

We've found the most exciting ways
through our mysterious jungles,

soaring mountains and fabulous

cities. We know where nature is

perfectly preserved. And we can

show you the most relaxing beaches
and exciting nightlife. And hotels

and restaurants that are always

superb. All through Ecuador

And all through South America.

Let our Escapade Ecuatoriana tours show you our America

r1. Ecuador Siempre.
Guayaquil, Cuenca, Quito, Otavalo. 10 days
to really get to know Ecuador

2. Project Galapagos.
Quito, Galapagos, Otavalo, Cuenca. 15 days
in the wilds and wonders.

3. Jewels of South America.
Quito, Bogota, Medellin, Cartagena. 12 days in.

the most beautiful South American cities.

4. Ecuador & Peru Combo.
Quito, Lima, Cuzco option. 10 days to see
two uniquely beautiful counthes.

We can help you select just the right South American
Escapade Ecuatoriana tour. For expert advice,
please see your Travel Agent.

Ecuatoriana Vacation Center "" °°"

Suite 1760, One Biscayne Tower
Two Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, FLA 33131

Escapade Ecuatoriana tours sound like the perfect way
to see ail of Soutfi America, Tell me more

I I 1. Ecuador Siempre EH 3. Jewels of South America
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LUXURYCAR SHOULD 1ALK TO
A PSYCHIATRISi:"
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John Boston, a Texas psychiatrist, owns a '73 Volvo.

He bought that Volvo because, as he puts it: "I had
admired what Volvo had done in the area of safety. The
car seemed well-built. It offered solid European
craftsmanship without the inflated price."

We wanted Dr. Boston's opinion of the new Volvo
GLE, which has a full assortment of luxury features as

standard equipment— and a price tag thousands of dol-

lars below that of the well-known German luxury sedan.

"It's an excellent value. In my opinion, the individual

buying this car would have a strong, unsuppressed need

-Dr. John Boston, psychiatrist

and Volvo owner, Austin, Texas

to get his or her money's worth. He or she would prob-

ably also have a strong enough self-image not to need a

blatant status symbol."

When we told him that some people were actually

paying five to ten thousand dollars more for a luxury

car. Dr. Boston's response was characteristically succinct.

"That's not using your head."

Finally, we asked Dr. Boston if, when he was ready

for a new car, he'd consider the Volvo GLE for himself.

"I'd be crazy if I didn't!' "VOIJVO
A car you can believe in.



Using an exquisitely sensitive radio-

active technique to measure specific

allergy antibodies (given the scientific

shorthand designation of IgE), we

tested the serum of asthmatic children

to determine whether they had anti-

body specific for dog worms. We ex-

pected that a few of the patients in

our study would be serologically posi-

tive but were startled to find that 45

percent of the group had antibody to

these parasites (less than 10 percent

of the nonasthmatic control group had

"worm" IgE). The immunologic trail

not only led to Toxocara canis but it

revealed that the mosquito-borne

parasite of dogs, Dirofilaria immitis,

was also involved.

D. immitis, better known to dog

owners as heartworm, is an important

cause of debilitating disease in ca-

nines. Only recently have we become
aware of its potential threat to

humans, and the parasite is now con-

sidered to be an emerging zoonosis,

that is, an infection transmissible from

animals to humans. The life cycle of

D. immitis is typical of filarial, or

threadlike, worms. Birthed in dog tis-

sues, the larvae circulate in the blood

until picked up by a mosquito in which

they mature into infective stage lar-

vae. The infected mosquitoes often

bite humans and dogs indiscrimi-

nately, inoculating either host with

their charge of infective larvae.

Like the dog roundworm, heart-

worm is incapable of completing its

normal life cycle in humans. Instead

it migrates to the lungs where it pro-

duces a lesion that gives an X-ray pic-

ture similar to that of a malignant tu-

mor. That is the extent, so far, of the

clinical knowledge of human dirofila-

riasis, but as with many other "new"
diseases, there are undoubtedly several

additional manifestations, including

allergic hypersensitivity, that have not

as yet been identified.

The worm-asthma hypothesis pro-

voked the interest of physicians and
biomedical scientists working in the

tropics. If the few Niagara Falls

worms could cause so much asthma,
the allergic potential of the staggering

worm burden of the world's warm re-

gions must be enormous. If the theory
were true, the globe's girdle between
the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
should be literally wracked by an enor-

mous asthmatic spasm. Asthma had
never been considered a significant

medical problem in the tropics, where
the multitude of regional diseases,

many of them life threatening, is so

great that a "mere" allergy might

have been overlooked.

Contrary to expectation, the epide-

miological studies carried out in the

tropics indicated that not only were in-

testinal worm parasites not the cause

of asthma, they actually prevented it.

One investigator searched for asthma

in The Gambia, the narrow, coastal

West African nation that extends in-

land partway through Senegal. He
found that asthma was virtually ab-

sent from the rural population but

common in city dwellers. The country-

side encourages a personal crop of in-

testinal parasites that come from the

soil, while the city environment is rel-

atively protective against these infec-

tions. Basing his hypothesis on known
immunological phenomena associated

with worms, this researcher attributed

the absence of asthma in the rural pop-

ulation to the plethora of worms. A
group of workers in the Department

of Medicine at Ahmadu Bello Univer-

sity in Nigeria came to essentially the

same conclusion. Finally, there was an

account from a self-infected parasi-

tologist in England. In a letter to the

Lancet, this specialist wrote that he

had had severe hay fever each summer
since the age of eight. Then, in the

course of one of his experiments, he

had need of a regular supply of

hookworm larvae and decided to be-

come his own biological supply house.

For two years he periodically sub-

jected himself to infective-stage

hookworm larvae and during those

years he remained completely free

from hay fever.

Ultimately, the pro-wormists and

anti-wormists were joined by the no-

wormists. Investigations carried out in

Tanzania and the Gaza Strip failed

to show any relationship of intestinal

parasites to asthma. Asthma was
found to be as prevalent among city

dwellers as among rural agriculturists.

There were as many asthmatics with

worms as nonasthmatics with worms.

So now we have three propositions.

One is that parasitic worms cause

asthma. Another is that parasitic

worms prevent asthma. And the third

is that parasitic worms have nothing

whatsoever to do with asthma. Which
proposal is correct? Probably under

certain conditions and in certain in-

dividuals any one of the three relation-

ships is possible. The logic of this con-

fusion can best be understood if we
first examine the nature of allergy.

Allergy is a kind of immune re-

sponse. The body's immune system

screens and rejects foreign substances,

be they parasites, microbial patho-

gens, or someone else's heart. The sys-

tem is complex beyond belief, and al-

most beyond understanding, but

essentially it consists of two cooper-

ating agencies: a cell-mediated, or cel-

lular, arm and a humoral, or fluid,

arm. The cell-mediated arm is staffed

by macrophages—large cells that in-

gest and digest pathogens and other

particulate matter—and by other cells

that send chemical signals for the

macrophages to assemble where
needed. The humoral arm secretes

proteins—the antibodies found princi-

pally in blood serum—when con-

fronted by a pathogen or other anti-

genic substance. The antibodies have

a specific configuration that allows

them to combine with the antigen to

render it innocuous.

Without the development of an im-

mune system, animals, including

humans, undoubtedly could not have

evolved or survived. The ubiquitous at-

tack of a huge array of invading mi-

crobes probably would have precluded

survival. However, the IgE "allergy

antibody" acts somewhat differently

from other antibodies and seems to

make no adaptive sense. Unlike other

classes of immunoglobulins, IgE does

not combine directly with the antigen

against which it was specifically elabo-

rated. Instead, one end of the antibody

molecule fixes to special receptor sites

on the surface membranes of certain

types of white blood cells and cells

present in connective tissue. All these

cells are, in a sense, packets of poten-

tial dynamite. They manufacture and

store histamine and other substances

whose action on blood vessels and
other tissues is manifested by the

symptoms of the allergic state. For-

tunately, these substances normally

remain within their cellular store-

houses. (In an earlier article, "Har-

monious Parasites," Natural History,

September 1977, I described how they

are released when the cell-fixed IgE

molecules become bridged at their ex-

posed ends by the allergin.)

That is the how of allergy. The why
is still not completely understood, al-

though both genetic predisposition and

the nature of the provoking allergin

play a role. Five classes of immuno-
globulins have been recognized—IgG,

IgM, IgA, IgE, and IgD. When an in-

dividual is exposed to an antigen, a

group of specialized cells, the plasma

cells, are switched on, begin to pro-

liferate, and then manufacture and se-
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Crete one of the five classes of antibody

that will specifically combine with the

antigen. In most humans this will be

the IgM and IgG classes but some in- 'f

dividuals may switch on other classes.

In allergic individuals the genetically

directed response is, primarily, to

switch on a clone of IgE-secreting

plasma cells. Thus, allergy is an in-

herited factor but only in the broad

sense. For example, a person who is

allergic to fish will not pass on that

particular allergy but will pass on the

tendency to become allergic. The

allergin that plagues the parent may

be very different from the one that

plagues the child.

The chemical and structural acro-

batics that turn an antigen into an al-

lergin have not, as yet, been identified.

We know that certain antigens are

more likely to switch on an IgE re-

sponse than other antigens. Pollens

and house dust mites, for example, are

more allergenic than bacteria or vi-

ruses. But of all the allergins, the para-

sitic worms are the most powerful in

stimulating IgE production.

In normal individuals, the serum

IgE concentration is less than 200

units per milliliter; in hypersensitive

individuals with pollen allergy it is

some 400 to 600 units; in those with

worm infections it usually ranges from

1,000 to 5,000 units. Some of this IgE

is specific antibody for the worm, some

of it seems to be nonspecific "rubbish"

antibody, and some of it may be di-

rected against completely different

allergins. Experiments have shown

that worm infections can potentiate

IgE antibody responses against com-

pletely unrelated allergins. If these ob-

servations hold true for humans, an in-

dividual with worms could be more 1

hypersensitive to pollen, for example,

than an individual without worms. To

make matters even more confusing,

other experiments have shown that

some parasitic infections suppress im-

mune responses to unrelated antigens.

In that case, our wormy individ-

ual would be less sensitive to pollen

than his "clean" counterpart.

Within this maze of conflicting ex-

perimental observations may lie the

answer to the worm-asthma contro-

versy. It is probably a matter of de-

gree. A few worms in "immunologic

virgins," such as the patients in Ni-

agara Falls, may stimulate production

of specific IgE antibody to the worms

and/or potentiate IgE elaboration to

other allergins. A large number of

worms and constant reinfection, such



as occurs under the unsanitary con-

ditions of much of the world's warm
and wormy regions, would probably

stimulate nonspecific, as well as spe-

cific, IgE and also suppress the im-

mune responses to other antigens. The
large amount of nonspecific rubbish

antibody in those with worm infections

would act as "blocking" antibody, pre-

venting the release of histamine and

inhibiting allergic asthma. Worm
loads of an intermediate magnitude

might have no effect on the inhibition

or production of asthma and the other

manifestations of allergy. Other fac-

tors, such as the kind of worms en-

demic to a particular region and the

immunogenetic character of the pop-

ulation, may also be imposed Upon this

speculative scenario.

I said earlier that the immune re-

sponse that causes the allergic state

made no adaptive sense. What benefit

can be gained from hay fever, food al-

lergy, or asthma? But unless Darwin

is to be denied, at some time in mam-
malian evolutionary development the

allergic reaction must have had selec-

tive advantage. It may have begun, for

instance, tb give the intestinal worm
an "asthmatic attack."

All mammalian species have unwel-

come intestinal worms embedded in

the lining of their intestines, and it has

now been shown that IgE plays an im-

portant role in getting rid of them. The
IgE becomes fixed to most cells in the

intestinal connective tissues. These
cells localized about the worm dis-

charge their pockets of histamine
when the parasite's antigens, probably

their metabolic products, couple to the

antibody. The histamine and other

pharmacologically active substances

act on the parasite to give it an "al-

lergic spasm" that causes it to vacate

its site and be swept away in the feces.

Thus when that first mutant plasma
cell tentatively produced an antibody

molecule that became fixed to host

target cells, it may have served man's
distant ancestors as an agent to de-

stroy or expel worms. Unfortunately,

what may have started as a good thing

became a disaster, and eventually,

there developed an IgE plasma cell

population that recognized and re-

sponded to all the allergins that now
bedevil us. However, relief from al-

lergy may yet be found to reside in

the creature that could well have
started it all—the worm.

Robert S. Desowitz teaches tropical

medicine at the University of Hawaii.
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This V?'^"' of Life

The Belt of an Asteroid
An extraterrestrial object may have brought
mass extinction on the earth 65 million years ago

by Stephen Jay Gould

The ten plagues of Moses are the

archetypal disasters of Western
thought. I am therefore not surprised

that popular explanations for major

catastrophes in the history of life have

tended to follow their scenarios in

spirit. The most famous (although

not the most profound) mass ex-

tinction occurred some sixty-five mil-

lion years ago at the close of the

Cretaceous period. All surviving di-

nosaurs died, as did their giant cousins

in the air (pterosaurs) and in the seas

(ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, mosa-

saurs). The oceanic plankton virtually

disappeared with dramatic suddenness

at a boundary that geologists call the

plankton line. Several major groups

of marine invertebrates perished, in-

cluding all ammonites and the curious

rudistid clams, which looked like

corals and formed reefs.

Evidence for the cause of this great

dying is so sparse that speculation

receives free rein (and reign). The
primal scenarios of Moses force them-

selves upon us. Theories of pandemics

run wild recall the murrain that

killed Pharaoh's cattle and the boils

"breaking forth upon man, and upon

beast." Poisoning of the oceans by

copper washed in from the land or

by a lens of fresh water spreading out

from a fractured arctic lake re-

minds us of the Nile turned to blood

—

"and the fish that were in the river

died; and the river stank. . .
." Dra-

matic change of climate conjures up
the great hailstorm that fell "upon
man, and upon beast, and upon every

herb of the field. . .
." Voracious pred-

ators and parasitic pestilences have

their counterpart in the successive

deluges of frogs, lice, flies, and locusts

that Pharaoh endured. Even the slay-

ing of the children recalls the common
(if rather silly) speculation about

primitive mammals happily munching
on dinosaur eggs. The only Mosaic

plague that has not been well rep-

resented among the catalog of late

Cretaceous disasters is the great dark-

ness that blanketed Egypt for three

days
—

"even darkness which might be

felt."

I am happy to report that this

serious otnission has now been rec-

tified. I am even more delighted

to report that this latest entry has

a basis in evidence of an entirely

new sort. It has made legitimate, for

the first time, a large class of

explanations heretofore characterized

by perfect plausibility in theory com-

bined with utter lack of confirming

evidence—extraterrestrial events.

Would you believe an asteroid so

big that it hit the earth and threw

up a dust cloud thick enough to

block photosynthesis entirely for a

decade? Pharaoh almost tossed in

the towel after a mere three days.

But let me bypass the asteroid for

a few paragraphs to discuss some
ground rules and principles about

mass extinction.

The major theories of mass ex-

tinction can be divided into two groups

according to their stance on each

of two issues: source (within or outside

the earth) and rate (truly sudden

or only relatively rapid). The earth

itself is a source for some proposed

causes, either by such physical mech-

anisms as changing climates engen-

dered by shifting continents, or such

biological factors as disease, compe-

tition, and collapse of food chains. Ex-

traterrestrial hypotheses have ranged

from variation in solar output, to cos-

mic radiation from nearby supernovae,

to impacts of various bodies. Some
notions of rate posit not merely a rel-

atively rapid blip in the vastness of

time but true cataclysms, disasters on

the short scale of a human life—extra-

terrestrial impact theories, for exam-
ple. Other determinants of mass ex-

tinction would be too slow to note

during a hutnan lifetime, but do their

work in thousands or even millions

of years, against a backdrop of billions.

Most of these implicate changes of

climate, including drops in sea level

and the growth of glaciers.

Geologists, like all folks, have their

prejudices. They prefer causes ema-

nating from their own domain, the

earth. Since Lyell's day they have

been trained to view major change

as the accumulation of small inputs

based on processes that can be ob-

served in the relatively calm geologic

present. These preferences have com-

bined to give cataclysmic extrater-

restrial theories a poor shake. Yet

I think that few geologists would

deem it inherently impossible, or even

unlikely, that the earth might have

suffered grievous cosmic insults at

very infrequent intervals during its

vast history.

But there is another reason, better

than traditional prejudice, for the

low esteem of extraterrestrial catas-

trophes. Geologists have not known,

even in principle, any way to obtain

direct evidence for them. What direct

sign would a supernova or pronounced

tainnif
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variation in solar intensity impose

upon the eartii? Indeed, the traditional

argument for cosmic ray zapping by

supernovae relies upon total lack of

evidence—the fact of mass ex-

tinction accompanied by no rec-

ognized geologic agent that might

have caused it! Thus, many geologists,

including myself, have long found

themselves in the uncomfortable po-

sition of viewing extraterrestrial ca-

tastrophes as inherently plausible but

rooting strongly against them because

we knew no way of obtaining evidence

for such catastrophes even if they had

occurred. The asteroidal theory has

changed all that.

The facts of the Cretaceous ex-

tinction exert constraints upon the

types of theories we may propose

to explain them. We know, for ex-

ample, that the extinctions occurred

throughout the world and in all major

environments—land, air, and sea. This

alone virtually invalidates the entire

panoply of popular theories that would

attribute the extinction of dinosaurs

to a cause related only to their sup-

posed lumbering inefficiency—mam-
mals eating their eggs, flowering

plants pumping too much oxygen into

the atmosphere, hyperpituitarism aris-

ing from large size and leading to

sterility. Any harebrained idea can

win notoriety in a context of such

public fascination. Someone once pro-

posed in all seriousness that male
dinosaurs simply became too heavy

to mount their partners for sexual

intercourse, although I could never

figure why little Velociraptor became
extinct along with its giant cousins

(not to mention what the giant bronto-

saurs were doing during the 100

million years or so of their success).

The primary fact of dinosaur ex-

tinction is its timing as part of a

global mass dying. We need a general

theory, not a set of facile speculations

for single groups.

We also know that the Cretaceous

extinction included some aspects of

geologically sudden death and others

of more lingering demise. For some
groups, the final phase of the Cre-

taceous seems to have acted more
as a coup de grace than an ex-

terminating angel. Dinosaurs and am-
monites had been in decline for mil-

lions of years. The dinosaur fauna

of the latest Cretaceous did not in-

clude one of everything around a

waterhole (as the multicolor chart

on my kid's wall suggests), but a

sharply reduced assemblage consisting

largely of Tyrannosaurus, Tricera-

tops, and a few smaller creatures.

We can also correlate these slower

declines with some geologic events

often implicated in extinctions (but

please remember that correlation need

not imply cause). Sea level declined

steadily throughout the late Creta-

ceous; the continuous seaway that

had split North America in two,

running from Alaska to the Gulf

of Mexico, withdrew gradually in

both directions. As sea level dropped

and continents grew in height and

extent, temperatures began a general

decline that continued throughout the

next seventy million years, culmi-

nating in our recent (and still un-

completed) cycle of glacial ages.

Falling sea level has accompanied

nearly every mass extinction that the

earth has suffered; this correlation

is about the only aspect of mass

extinction that evokes general agree-

ment among geologists. Its negative

effect upon biological diversity also

makes sense—for falling seas drained

the extensive but shallow continental

shelves, thereby removing a large

chunk of living space from the domain
of shallow-water invertebrates, the

dominant fauna of our fossil record.

Harsher conditions then spread across

the land as the increasingly erratic

and generally colder weather of a

more "continental" earth prevailed.

No dinosaur may ever have eaten

an ammonite (although the giant

mosasaurs, overgrown varanid lizards,

did), but the coordinated decline of

both groups may be causally related

to dropping sea levels.

Yet we cannot attribute the entire

Cretaceous extinction to a gradually

deteriorating climate. Something
more dramatic must have happened,

as the plankton line testifies. Perhaps

this dramatic cause gained greatly

in effect because more groups than

usual were in decline and therefore

susceptible to a coup de grace. In

this sense, any complete theory of

the Cretaceous extinction will be a

complex combination of a dramatic

end superimposed upon a general

deterioration. On the other hand, a

fair percentage of groups are always

in decline, and catastrophes will al-

ways administer the coup de grace

to something. Extinction is no shame,

but rather the ultimate fate of all

major groups; dinosaurs and ammon-
ites had done better than most.

In any case, geologic evidence con-

strains us to look for a cause that

is worldwide in effect, able to ex-

terminate groups in all major habitats,

and geologically sudden for at least

some of its results. Which brings

me back to asteroids.

The asteroidal theory, like so many
interesting hypotheses in science, had

its root in a study with markedly

different aims (you cannot actively

look for the utterly unexpected). A
team headed by Luis and Walter

Alvarez at Berkeley, California,

thought that they might use the

amount of iridium in sediments as

an indicator of their depositional rate.

Iridium, a rare metallic element of

the platinum group, is one to ten

thousand times more abundant in

asteroids and meteorites than in the

earth's crust and upper mantle. (Since

both the earth and meteorites con-

gealed from the same source, we
must assume that the earth as a

whole contains as high a percentage

of iridium as the meteorites.) But

the earth melted and differentiated,

and such heavy, unreactive elements

as iridium sank into the inaccessible

central core. The smaller bodies that

form meteorites and asteroids never

differentiated and therefore maintain

iridium in its primeval abundance.

Hence, most iridium in the earth's

sediments comes from extraterrestrial

sources. Working with the common
assumption that meteorites and cosmic

dust intrude on the earth as a fairly

constant rain, the Alvarezes reasoned

that sediments high in iridium must

have formed slowly since relatively

less earth-based debris had accumu-

lated to dilute the cosmic influx.

But the Alvarezes were not pre-

pared for the anomalously high con-

centrations of iridium that they found

in two places: in the Umbrian Ap-

ennines of Italy and near Copenhagen.

Iridium levels were 30 times higher

than average in Italy and 160 times

higher in Denmark. Moreover, an

analysis of twenty-seven other ele-

ments in the Italian sample showed

that none departed by more than

a factor of 2 from "average behavior"

in ordinary sediments. The anomaly

involves iridium alone.

The Alvarezes wondered if they

could apply the style of explanation

they had originally favored: could

sedimentation have been slow enough

in these two places to yield such

a high concentration of iridium from

the normal cosmic rain alone. But

they could find no evidence or even

think of any reason for believing

i



that these sediments had formed dur-

ing a virtual shut-off of normal, de-

positional processes in the ocean. In-

stead, they were forced to reverse

their perspective: sedimentation had

been more or less normal; the iridium

represented a genuine cosmic influx

of unusual amount, not an undiluted

gentle rain. The Alvarezes had an-

other outstandingly good reason to

favor such a reversal. Both samples

came from thin clays deposited at the

very top of the Cretaceous—co-

incident with the great extinction.

But what extraterrestrial source

might both have produced the iridium

and acted as a cause of the great

extinction. The Alvarezes looked first

to that venerable old standby of cosmic

theories—the supernova that exploded

near the earth and zapped our planet

with so much cosmic radiation that

many creatures mutated themselves

out of existence. Yet, after flirting

with the idea (partly in public) for

a while, they dropped it—to my great

delight, for it has never made any

biological sense to me, despite its

almost knee-jerk popularity in the

"disaster literature." Radiation in-

creases the mutation rate and yields

a population with more variation.

But more variation per se leads neither

to extinction by prevalence of mon-
strosities nor to unusually rapid rates

of evolution, because evolutionary

tempos seem to be controlled by

a different force—natural selection.

Ordinary populations possess enough
variation (without external goosing)

to permit evolutionary rates so rapid

that they appear instantaneous in

geologic perspective. Mutation rates

so high that they kill animals directly

(not through the passage of defective

genes to offspring) require supernovae

too close to our sun to be plausible,

given the spacing of stars in our

part of the galaxy.

The Alvarezes now cite three rea-

sons for rejecting a supernova:

1. A supernova would also have

produced a high concentration of

an ion of plutonium (^"Pu),

yet the Italian and Danish clays

contain levels of this ion ten

times below the predicted value

for a supernova..

2. Iridium occurs as two common
isotopes ("Tr and "^Ir). Since all

the objects of our solar system

had a common origin, the ratio of

these two isotopes should be the

same in meteorites and in the

small amount of iridium indig-

enous to the earth's crust.

Iridium formed in other stars

might exhibit a different ratio.

The ratio in the anomalous Ital-

ian and Danish samples matches

that of the earth's indigenous

iridium and probably came from

our solar system.

3. In order to zap the earth with

as much iridium as the Italian

and Danish samples contain, the

exploding star would have to be

so close to our sun that the

probability of such an event

becomes too small to be believed.

Since the ratio of iridium ions

led the Alvarezes to seek a source

within our own solar system, they

turned to objects that might hit the

earth with reasonable probability and
do sufficient damage. Most asteroids

orbit the sun in the large space

between Mars and Jupiter, but a

few have more erratic orbits, and
some, called Apollo objects, cross the

earth's orbit in their wanderings. Since

the asteroid Apollo was discovered

in 1933, twenty-seven others that

cross the earth's orbit have been
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sighted. Astronomers discover an aver-

age of four more each year, while

two independent estimates yield about

700 for the probable number of Apollo

asteroids more than six-tenths of a

mile (one kilometer) in diameter. The
Alvarezes conclude that occasional

collisions between Apollo asteroids

and the earth are inevitable.

In short, their current scenario for

the Cretaceous extinction calls upon

the impact of an Apollo asteroid

approximately six miles in diameter.

They calculate that such an object

would have produced a crater about

100 miles in diameter and injected

enough dust into the atmosphere both

from its own pulverization and by

dismemberment of the earth around

it to have made our entire planet

as dark as Egypt during Pharaoh's

ordeal. Photosynthesis might have

been completely suppressed for a dec-

ade or so, leading to immediate death

of the photosynthetic plankton (with

their short generation time measured

in weeks) and a subsequent collapse

of the oceanic food chain based upon

them. Most species of large terrestrial

plants might have survived through

the dormancy of their seeds, but

the parental plants themselves would

have died and taken their dinosaur

herbivores with them. The Alvarezes

calculate that Apollo asteroids of this

size could have hit the earth with

sufficient frequency to cause the six

or so major extinctions that have

punctuated the history of life since the

inception of an adequate fossil record

some 600 million years ago.

This scenario is not devoid of major

problems. I am most disturbed by

the special pleading required to make
the pattern of extinctions come out

right. I can buy the oceanic argument,

but balk at the Alvarezes' attempt

to explain why three terrestrial groups

got through the great darkness rel-

atively unscathed: plants, small ver-

tebrates (mammals and birds), and

nearshore vertebrates. In a classic

case of eating and having their cake,

they permit mammals to survive by

eating seeds, yet call upon those

very seeds to save the plant species

that engendered them. Their expla-

nation for nearshore vertebrates is

grounded more in hope than in logic:

survival "may be due to their ability

to utilize food chains based on nu-

trients derived from decaying land

plants carried by rivers to the shallow

seas."

The Alvarezes are also suffering

from too much of a good thing,

for levels of iridium in the Danish

sample are embarrassingly high. They
calculate that average asteroidal

iridium mixed with about 100 times

its mass of earth material (the amount
needed to conjure up the great dust

cloud) should increase mean iridium

levels in sediments by only about

one-tenth the Danish amount. The
Italian sample runs closer to ex-

pectations.

Other problems may be in store.

One uncertain study argues, from

the fine stratigraphy of magnetic re-

versals, that the plankton line is not

coincident with dinosaur extinctions

—

a small effect for the more leisurely

concept of geologic suddenness (which

might span many thousand years), but

potentially fatal to the Alvarezes re-

quirement for true simultaneity. I feel

that the Alvarezes assume the proper

attitude toward this report: they ac-

knowledge it forthrightly, note its

uncertainties, admit that its later con-

firmation would greatly weaken or

destroy their hypothesis, and then

predict—on the basis of their theory

—

that the report is both probably in

error and greatly in need of more

study.

But I care little whether the aster-

oidal scenario itself is correct. The
remarkable aspect of the Alvarezes'

work—the part that has produced

buzzing excitement among all my
colleagues, rather than the ho-hum
that generally accompanies yet an-

other vain speculation—lies in their

raw data on enhanced iridium at

the very top of the Cretaceous in

two separated places. For the first

time we now have the hope (indeed

the expectation) that evidence for

extraterrestrial causes of mass ex-

tinction might exist in the geologic

record. The old paradox that we

must root against such plausible

theories because we know no way to

obtain evidence for them has dis-

appeared.

When I started my career as a

paleontologist, I used to argue that

mass extinctions might be rip-roaring

fun to discuss but relatively unim-

portant for the ultimate disposition

of life and its history. I was then

caught up in some common prejudices

about inherent, stately progress as

a hallmark of life's history. The mass

extinctions, I thought, might disrupt

the process severely, setting the clock

of progress far back. But time (to

a geologist) is not a severe constraint;



life would recover, moving on (and

past) as before.

I can't think of any other idea

I once held (after age five) that

I now regard as so foolish (except

the thought that the N.Y. Giants

might catch the Brooklyn Dodgers

in 1951, which they did—thanks

again, Bobby Thomson). The history

of life has some weak empirical ten-

dencies, but it is not going anywhere

intrinsically. Mass extinctions do not

simply reset the clock; they create

the pattern. They wipe out groups

that might have prevailed for countless

millenniums to come and create eco-

logical opportunities for others that

might never have gained a footing.

And they do their damage largely

without regard to perfection of ad-

aptation (the most gorgeously de-

signed photosynthetic plankter could

not survive a great darkness, while

some marginal competitor might

squeak through and become a progeni-

tor of the next dominant group).

Who knows? Without the great

Cretaceous extinction, dinosaurs

might have rallied and still dominate

the earth (they had already lived

for far longer than the sixty-five

million years since their demise).

Mammals might still be a small group

of ratlike creatures casting about for

an occasional bit of protein in a tri-

ceratopsian egg.

Among the Cretaceous mammals
that witnessed the great event, we
know a single primate named Pur-

gatorius. It may not have been the

only member of our order, but there

probably weren't many of us back

then. Suppose that Purgatorius hadn't

pulled through—and remember, it

probably owed its continuation to

luck or to adaptations not related to

features we value in primates be-

cause we have capitalized upon them.

Primates would not have reevolved.

A giraffe on the plains might now
be surveying the creation from on

high and smugly regarding itself as

the finest of all God's creatures.

Our current existence is an extended

function of such enormous improba-

bilities. We may owe our evolution,

in large part, to the great Cretaceous

dying that cleared a path, yet per-

mitted our ancestor's life to tread

upon it. That asteroid may well have

been the sine qua non of our existence.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.
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The Pocket Gopher Mound Probe
Their architecture riddles the landscape,
but the builders rarely come into view

by David S. Lee photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

People who live in pocket gopher

country know well the conspicuous

mounds of sandy soil made by the un-

derground rodent. But few have ever

seen the little animal, for the pocket

gopher spends practically its entire life

in a self-constructed burrow system,

rarely venturing aboveground.

I was reminded of the pocket go-

pher's low public profile one summer
while trapping research specimens

near Gainesville, Florida. Curious

about my digging activities, people

would sometimes gather, and when
told the object of my search, they were

eager to see the subterranean animal.

The usual comment was that even

though they had seen the mounds for

most of their lives, they had never seen

the animal that made them. Most on-

lookers, surprised at the gopher's ap-

pearance, remarked that it resembled

a rat. Indeed, its appearance must
startle people who for generations

have called pocket gophers "salaman-

ders," and who likely conjured up an

interesting bestiary in their attempts

to visualize them.

The origin of the name salamander

as applied to the pocket gopher is not

clear. One possibility is that it is a cor-

ruption of "sandy-mounder," a name
derived from the telltale piles of soil

displaced from the animal's burrow
system. Salamander is apparently re-

served for the southeastern pocket go-

pher, Geomys pinetis, since its western

counterparts are simply called go-

phers. In the Southeast, however, the

name gopher is usually reserved for a

reptile—the gopher tortoise. These
tortoises also make burrows in the

ground, and they frequent the same
habitat, within a similar geographical

range, as the pocket gopher. The need

to distinguish these two animals may
have resulted in the regional name
salamander.

The southeastern pocket gopher is

physiologically and behaviorally tied

to a narrow association of fire-main-

tained xeric plant communities. The
association with fire is another pos-

sible origin of the name salamander,

which means "fire animal," for after a

ground fire, the mounds of soil are not

only more conspicuous but often more
numerous. Thus, the local name could

have the same derivation as that of the

fire-loving salamanders of European

folklore.

Pocket gophers are found through-

out much of the southern United

States and Central America, where

more than 300 forms have been de-

scribed. They achieve their greatest di-

versity in the southwestern United

States; a smaller number of species

and subspecies are known from areas

of the West Coast, the Midwest, and

the Southeast. All pocket gophers are

medium-sized rodents (6.5 to 8 inches

in body length) with fur-lined cheek

pouches in which they carry food.

These external pouches, or pockets,

extend from beside the mouth down
along the sides of the neck. The ani-

mal's large, exposed incisors are used

as picks in burrowing. Dirt and sand

do not get into the mouth, however, be-

cause the lips close behind the front

teeth. The body is thickset and strong;

the skin very loose and covered with

short, soft hair. Although generally

rodentlike in appearance, a pocket go-

pher looks strikingly out of proportion

because of its enlarged head, shoul-

ders, front legs, and claws. Its ears and

eyes, on the other hand, are dispropor-

tionately small.

One of the most interesting aspects

of the natural history of pocket go-

phers is their adaptation to an under-

ground life style. Although the south-

eastern pocket gopher uses a resource

(roots and rhizomes) not shared with

any other local vertebrate, lives in a

self-contained world of moderated

temperature, and is fairly free of pred-

ators, the adaptations needed for a

subterranean life are many. A low

metabolic rate and the ability to obtain

moisture from plant material enable

gophers to compensate for a lack of

free water in their burrow environ-

ment. Marked seasonal changes in

food storage behavior, burrowing ac-

tivity, and metabolic rate help gophers

cope with annual fluctuations in tem-

perature and food availability. Even

superficial inventories of fresh mounds
indicate considerable variations in sea-

sonal activity, with the greatest num-
ber of new mounds appearing in the

spring and the fewest during pro-

longed dry or cold periods in summer,
fall, and winter.

Because the sealed tunnel system

limits air exchange with the surface,

pocket gophers must also be adapted

to living in an atmosphere low in oxy-

Large shoulders, front legs, and
claws are adaptations for burrowing

that enable the southeastern

pocket gopher to construct

extensive tunnel systems. Its eyes

and ears are relatively small





The digging activity of gophers

has a strong effect on soil

composition. Noncapillary porosity,

organic matter, phosphorus, and
nitrogen are higher in areas

where the rodents are present.

gen and high in carbon dioxide. Stud-

ies done by Perran Ross when he was a

student at the University of Florida

show a marlced tolerance to high con-

centrations of carbon dioxide in this

species. Ross also concluded that lower

metabolic rates help limit oxygen re-

quirements of pocket gophers and re-

duce their respiratory water loss. The
high relative humidity of their closed

environment may make regulation of

body temperature by evaporative cool-

ing a problem; perhaps their naked tail

and feet aid in the dissipation of excess

body heat.

The closed burrow system provides

effective protection from predators,

and pocket gophers have a relatively

low mortality rate. This situation is

balanced by an equally low reproduc-

tive rate. Studies suggest that south-

eastern pocket gopher males are sex-

ually active all year and that females

have at least two annual peaks of re-

productive activity; yet more than 90

percent of all animals trapped were

adults or subadults. The young of the

year made up less than 10 percent of

the sample. Embryo counts averaged

only 1.5 per pregnant female. Such

limited reproductive potential, while

unusual for a small rodent, is not so

surprising when one considers the

pocket gopher's low vulnerability to

predation.

With such a solitary life style within

a self-contained burrow system, how
does one pocket gopher find another of

the opposite sex in order to mate? It is

possible that males spend some time

aboveground in search of females, and

they may locate females in estrus by

odor. Exposure to predators might ac-

count for a decrease in the percentage

of adult males in the population (40

percent) compared with the percent-

age of males in the juvenile population

(50 percent). Nevertheless, most

searching takes place below ground.

Males habitually construct long,

straight tunnels, which greatly in-

crease their chances of encountering

the randomly directed burrows of fe-

males. On trapping expeditions I have

occasionally used this bit of knowledge

to wager with unsuspecting students as

to the gender of the occupant of a par-

ticular burrow. One romantic male we
encountered had tunneled in a per-

fectly straight line for more than 150

yards. When we captured him he was

at the front line extending his tunnel.

After mating, the males and females

block off their tunnels to each other.

Due to the conspicuous mounds, the

geographical and ecological distribu-

tions of pocket gophers can be easily

studied. Mound inventories along road

shoulders and other open habitats are

readily made from a car. Thus, large

tracts can be surveyed intensively and

in a short time, with roads serving as

convenient transects. By recording

locations of colonies on county road

maps, I was able to compare them with

detailed regional soil and vegetation

maps. In areas that have not been

modified by man, I found that south-

eastern pocket gophers occur most fre-

quently in upland scrub and sandhill

plant communities that are main-

tained in a subclimax stage of ecologi-

cal succession. In most cases fire

caused by electrical storms serves as

the policing agent, preventing dense

understories of vegetation from be-

coming established. When fire is an al-

most annual occurrence, only the her-
:

baceous ground cover burns, and the

open, parklike stands of such fire-re-

sistant trees as longleaf pine and tur-

key oak are not seriously damaged.

After several years without fire,

enough herbaceous growth accumu-
lates to support fires hot enough to kill

the turkey oaks and intermediate-

sized pines. Both types of fire are im-

portant in maintaining the open-cano-

pied, herb-dominated savanna. Pocket

gophers are not adversely affected by

these fires; in fact, they are dependent

upon them for survival since the fires

maintain open areas where the go-

phers can burrow more freely and feed

on rhizomes.

Because of modern land-use prac-

tices, sandhill and scrub habitats are

rapidly disappearing. Yet in many
places the pocket gopher seems to be

holding its own. Road shoulders, pow-

er line rights of way, and railroad em-

bankments provide adequate habitat

as well as avenues of dispersal across

unfavorable areas. During a period of

several years I watched a population of

pocket gophers expand its territory

along the road shoulder of a central

Florida interstate highway. From here

the animals had access to a number of

disturbed habitats—lawns, orchards,

and golf courses—that suited their

needs. Artificially maintained habitats

may provide a higher-quality environ-

ment than natural communities and

may be more attractive to colonizing

individuals. On the other hand, some

peripheral populations have disap-

peared in the last several decades.

The late H.B. Sherman was very in-

terested in southeastern pocket go-

phers, and during the 1930s and 1940s

he collected series of animals from

many areas. Since many of his collect-

ing sites no longer support extant pop-

ulations, Sherman's collections, now at

the Florida State Museum, are per-

haps our best documentation of the

historical range of the pocket gopher

in the Southeast. Sherman's studies in-

dicate that there are four distinct spe-

cies in the area, although two, G.

colonus and G. cumberlandius, are

confined to a small area in coastal

Georgia, and another, G.fontanelus, is

known only from the city of Savannah.

G. pinetis occurs throughout the re-

mainder of the coastal plain of Geor-

gia, much of Alabama, and north and

central Florida. Within this area its

distribution is not uniform. Because of

the taxonomic work of Sherman and
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others, five subspecies are recognized.

These appear to have had their origins

during periods of high sea levels when

populations were partly or entirely iso-

lated. During the Pleistocene, glacial

ice covered major portions of North

America, and sea levels receded, ex-

posing large areas of land. Throughout

the area vast savannas developed.

Most of the larger animals that lived

on the savannas died out toward the

end of the Pleistocene, but some, such

as llamas, peccaries, and tapirs, ex-

tended their ranges into South Amer-

ica as their north temperate popula-

tions were being extirpated.

Several years ago, while examining

a rich Pleistocene fossil bed near

Gainesville, Florida, paleontologist

David Webb of the Florida State Mu-
seum and I found remains not only of

ground sloths, camels, giant tortoises,

hyenas, and giant cats but also of

smaller fauna. Webb showed me fossil

fragments of harvest mice, rabbits,

cotton rats, rice rats, and pocket go-

phers. The gopher fossils dated back

7,000 to 2 million years, yet were simi-

lar in all measurements to recent G.

pinetis. At the same time, they cannot

be separated with any precision from

species from the Southwest.

Based on patterns of distribution,

the southeastern pocket gopher is of

western origin. Many other species

found in the same plant communities

occupied by southeastern pocket go-

phers also originated in the West. The
American whip scorpion, eastern dia-

mondback rattlesnake, indigo snake,

gopher tortoise, scrub jay, and burrow-

ing owl are but a few of the "western"

species found in the Southeast. Most
are found in close association with

sandhill and scrub habitats, some ex-

clusively so. Many plants with similar

distributional histories combine with

the fauna to form a "western" land-

scape.

The fossil record of pocket gophers

is not the only indicator of a long his-

tory in the Southeast. Perhaps just as

revealing is the large assemblage of

animals that has evolved within the

protective confines of the pocket go-

pher's burrow system. The burrow is

an environment in which exposed root-

lets, stores of roots, bulbs, and rhi-

zomes, and the pocket gopher's grass

nest furnish nourishment for many in-

sects and other arthropods. Forty

years ago two entomologists from the

University of Florida, T.H. Hubbell
and C.C. Goff, investigated the com-
mensal arthropods of pocket gopher

burrows. Of the sixty species they

found living in the passageways, at

least fifteen were highly modified for

subterranean life and have never been

found anywhere except in pocket go-

pher burrows. One of the most com-

mon inhabitants is a blind camel

cricket, Typhloceuthophilus floridan-

us. In appearance, this unpigmented

insect with its elongated appendages is

as impressive as its name. Like many
inhabitants of pocket gopher burrows,

the camel cricket appears to be a scav-

enger, feeding on fecal material and

organic debris. The pocket gopher it-

self is host to many specialized inter-

nal and external parasites, most of

which occur exclusively in or on

Geomys. The name Geomydoecus
scleritus, given to a certain biting

louse that usually infests pocket go-

phers heavily, reflects this exclusive

relationship. Humus and decaying de-

bris provide a food source for mites,

springtails, and minute arthropods.

These, in turn, are food for a variety of

small predators—spiders, centipedes,

and beetles—indigenous to these bur-

row systems.

Although pocket gophers do not

normally eat insects, they must pre-

sent a considerable hazard to their

small coinhabitants because in its

comings and goings, a pocket gopher's

body practically fills its narrow under-

ground runways. In order not to be

crushed or buried in the soil that is of-

ten pushed in front of the gopher as it

hurries along, delicately built insects

such as the camel cricket must stay in

different passageways or in small tun-

nels that they excavate for themselves.

Captive blind camel crickets main-

tained in artificial burrows are quick

to respond to any vibration by seeking

some retreat. Those that cannot find

cover scamper wildly about, then run

down the burrows away from the dis-

turbance until they locate a place of

concealment.

Attempting to collect some of these

commensal arthropods, I found that

they fled from my digging activities

and, in particular, the air that entered

the exposed tunnels. Only if the tun-

nels were sealed from the outside

would the various insect traps that I

placed in the runways achieve results.

Trapped insects had to be maintained

in closed containers with high humid-

ity; prolonged exposure to the outside

environment proved fatal to most of

them. Unable to survive outside the

burrow, these specialized insects must

disperse from burrow to burrow

through temporary connections made
by the gophers during the mating sea-

son or when the young tunnel off" from

the mother's system. This dispersal

method must be an eff"ective one, for

every burrow system examined con-

tained large numbers of these special-

ized arthropods.

There are also many free-living or-

ganisms commonly associated with the

mounds of soil pushed up by pocket go-

phers. In the early 1960s, John Fun-

derburg and I made an intensive study

of the fauna associated with pocket go-

pher mounds. Frequent ground fires

leave large areas almost bare of sur-

face debris, and we found that animals

seeking cover often used pocket gopher

mounds as a refuge. Numerous inver-

tebrates and at least twenty species of

reptiles and amphibians were discov-

Although males may occasionally

come to the surface in search of a
mate, pocket gophers spend almost

all of their time below ground. As a

consequence, they are seldom the

victims ofpredators.

ki
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ered living in the mounds. One-third of

these were fossorial species that seem

to be regular inhabitants of the

mounds, and some, such as the sand

skink and the mole skink, were seldom

encountered anywhere else. The moist

earth in the mounds creates a micro-

habitat that appears to be an impor-

tant factor in the maintenance of cer-

tain amphibian populations during

prolonged periods of drought, and sev-

eral species of reptiles regularly use

the mounds as a site for depositing

their thin-shelled, leathery eggs. I

have not conducted any follow-up

studies to test the importance of this

type of cover for small terrestrial ani-

mals, but from my observations I be-

lieve that several species would have

difficulty living in scrub and sandhill

habitats if it were not for these

mounds. Most would probably exist at

lower population densities.

Although there have been no studies

in the Southeast, the impact of the go-

pher's digging has been documented in

other regions. A thirty-year study of

the northern pocket gopher, Thom-
omys talpoides, in Utah revealed that

noncapillary porosity, organic matter,

total nitrogen, and total phosphorus of

the soil were considerably higher in

areas where the rodent was present.

This strongly suggests that Geomys
may have an important role in the soil

composition of natural upland habitats

of the Southeast.

The current center of abundance of

the southeastern pocket gopher is in

north-central Florida, where numer-

ous sand ridges provide great expanses

of suitable habitat. Densities decrease

outward from this area, with many
outlying relict and semirelict popula-

tions in Florida, southern Georgia, and

Alabama. The exact pattern of disper-

sal and later isolation are difficult to

explain. Today the species is absent

from many areas where apparently

suitable habitat exists. Rivers, which

could theoretically provide barriers to

dispersal, might explain the absence of

pocket gophers from some localities

Pocket gophers are highly tolerant

of the raised levels of carbon

dioxide in their sealed burrow
systems, and their low rate

of metabolism helps to limit

both oxygen consumption and
respiratory water loss.

but seem to have little effect in pre-

venting colonization of other areas.

There is considerable documenta-

tion, in historical times, of the decreas-

ing range of the southeastern pocket

gopher. Early lumbering removed

most of the larger stands of longleaf

pine, and in some of these areas thick-

ets of turkey oak now predominate.

More recent forestry practices use

monocultures of faster-growing pines.

In areas where there has not been ex-

tensive site preparation, pocket go-

phers are able to persist until the rows

of young pines reach an age where

they form a closed canopy. Then the

herbaceous layer disappears and so do

the pocket gophers. Because of the vast

acreage of these tree farms, there is lit-

tle opportunity for the animals to dis-



perse to newly cleared areas. The older

residents of large sections of Georgia

and Alabama remember "sandy-

mounders" in places where they no

longer occur. Forest fire-prevention

policies have undoubtedly had a major

impact on many fire-dependent sa-

vanna ecosystems. Annual plowing

also eliminates pocket gophers from

extensive agricultural areas. Farmers

often kill animals that find refuge in

bordering areas because these rodents

do not restrict their diet to the rhi-

zomes of grasses when something else

is available. Young citrus groves pro-

vide suitable habitat, but many grove

managers believe that gophers eat the

trees' roots and usually try to trap

them out.

Deprived of their ancestral habitat.

southeastern pocket gophers are either

extirpated or forced into artificially

maintained habitats where they often

become pests. In its native environ-

ment this beautifully adapted and

highly specialized survivor of a Pleisto-

cene ecosystem is an important con-

tributor to its community, deserving of

more than remnant stands of savanna

and scrub.
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Artful Diners
For some caterpillars, table manners
are a matter of life and death

by Bernd Heinrich

After the trees regain their foliage

in the spring, the larvae of innumer-

able species of moths and butterflies

begin to feed on the leaves. In turn, the

forests are invaded by hordes of birds

that feed the larvae to their rapidly

growing young. Thus, the danger of

predation is high for many caterpil-

lars. Nevertheless, their primary task

is to feed and assimilate food that may
be the sole supply of energy for the ac-

tivity and reproduction of their adult

phases.

Vertebrate herbivores also have to

cope with predation. Squirrels, rab-

bits, and deer spend a large part of

their foraging time scanning for pred-

ators and must often compromise feed-

ing efficiency in order to be prepared

to flee. Caterpillars, because they

move so slowly, can do relatively little

to escape birds that detect them. Their

main defenses are to remain unde-

tected or taste so bad that birds won't

bother them. And bad taste must be

advertised if it is to do its work in time,

so noxious caterpillars are usually

brightly colored and conspicuous.

The evolved strategies of using poi-

sons and irritating hairs and spines, as

well as intimidating displays, are

highly effective in repelling birds and

other potential predators. But none of

these strategies is effective against all

predators at all times, particularly if a

predator is hungry enough. The ideal

strategy is to remain totally unde-

tected. Some caterpillars approach

this ideal, and the variety and sophisti-

cation of the strategies used by the

hundreds of thousands of lepidopteran

species to remain undetected bring to

mind the words of the distinguished

nineteenth-century naturalist Louis

Agassiz: "The possibilities of existence

run so deeply into the extravagant that

there is scarcely any conception too ex-

traordinary for Nature to realize."

The extravagances of caterpillars,

and their effectiveness, are well

documented in a vast body of litera-

ture that has been produced over the

past century on the subject. But one

problem has not yet received attention.



Not a dog at all, but a moth larva

{family Megalopygidae), this South .

American caterpillar is not pleasant

to pet or to eat. Its hairs come off

and lodge in the throats ofpredators,

and stinging spines under the hairs

add to its defenses. Thus armed and

conspicuous, this caterpillar has no

need to hide leaf damage, as its

messily chewed perch attests.

Kjell B. Sandved
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Hugh B. Cott, who brought the subject

of caterpillar defenses against pred-

ators up to date thirty years ago in a

fascinating book, inadvertently sug-

gests the problem when he describes a

sphinx larva so effectively camou-
flaged that it "may as easily be discov-

ered with the hand as with the eye. . . .

The only clue as to its whereabouts is

partially eaten leaves."

The problem, which neither Cott

nor anyone since has investigated, is

leaf damage. Do birds key in on leaf

damage in searching for caterpillars?

If so, then to remain totally undetected

may present a problem to a caterpillar

that uses its food, the leaves, as a

source of cover. A caterpillar that con-

sumes the cover over its head not only

exposes itself but also leaves an indel-

ible record of where it has been. It

would seem that the caterpillars must
do something to avoid this problem,

and indeed, while studying the forag-

ing behavior of caterpillars near Lake
Itasca in northern Minnesota I found

that a variety of caterpillar foraging

strategies seem to have evolved as a

compromise between feeding effi-

ciently and avoiding predators.

Leaves come in an incredible array

of shapes and sizes, varying from the

long, needle-shaped leaves of pine to

the broad ovals of tobacco. Sophisti-

cated handling techniques are re-

quired to harvest these efficiently.

Bees learn to handle different kinds of

flowers to get the pollen and nectar,

but for the most part each species of

caterpillar feeds on one species of

plant, and the way in which a caterpil-

lar handles the leaves is inborn and
automatic, having been fine-tuned

through eons of natural selection.

In some cases the feeding behavior

seems to have been shaped primarily

to enhance feeding efficiency, rather

than predator avoidance. The pine

sphinx caterpillar, for example, is long

and green striped, mimicking a group

of pine needles. The caterpillar could

potentially feed in the simplest way by

biting into the nearest leaf tissue avail-

able (thus chopping needles off). It

does not do so, however, unless it is

confined in the crowded quarters of a

jar or other container. When on a free

branch, a larva always feeds on nee-

dles one at a time by "walking" up to

the tip of a needle with its prolegs

(while its clasper remains anchored

near the base). The leaf bends, and the

caterpillar begins to feed only when it

reaches the tip. It then proceeds to eat

the needle down to the base. After fin-

ishing, it "walks" up another needle to

repeat the process. As a result of this

behavior, no food drops to the ground
to be wasted.

The consequences of wasting food

are potentially critical for larvae that

have large appetites and feed on small

herbs that are scarce or widely distrib-

uted relative to the caterpillar's loco-

motor abilities. In the Mojave Desert,

for example, the caterpillars of the to-

bacco sphinx feed on jimson weed. The
widely scattered food plants are a

scarce resource and are sometimes
denuded by these caterpillars. In the

laboratory ten years ago I observed

that these caterpillars eat entire to-

bacco leaves by remaining under a leaf

near the base, feeding forward from

the petiole, and bending the leaf as

feeding proceeds gradually to the tip.

Far left: This stick caterpillar

(family Geometridae) feeds at

night and remains motionless all

day, at some remove from the leaf

damage it has caused. It eases the

strain of maintaining immobility

by spinning a silk thread to tie

its head to a twig. On the other hand,

the saddleback caterpillar (family

Eucleidae), left, advertises its

stinging hairs with bright colors.

Leaf bending not only results in eco-

nomical harvesting but also shields the

caterpillar from the sun and predators.

The caterpillars routinely bite into the

midrib and petiole near the base, thus

bending the leaf toward them more
easily, but they do not chew through

the leaf near their perch, which would

waste considerable amounts of food.

Not all feeding behaviors evolved for

efficiency, however. Anne J. Alexander
reported nearly twenty years ago
that the larvae of certain heliconiid

butterflies in Trinidad that feed on the

leaves of passion flower plants (Passi-

floraceae) weave silk between the stalk

of the leaf and the stem to which it is

attached. These silk attachments guard

against the leaf being detached while

the caterpillar is on it. (Possibly the

plant attempts to protect itself by shed-

ding leaves that hold a caterpillar.)

Some heliconiid larvae crawl to the

tip of a leaf, turn around, and then

chew furrows into the leaf to the mid-

rib. They then eat the portion of the

leaf they have marked off. Alexander

speculates that the furrows serve as

territorial markers, moats of a sort,

that may aid a caterpillar in defending

its feeding ground against other larvae

or predators. An alternative explana-

tion is that the furrows are barriers

against a chemical defense mounted
by the plant against the caterpillar.

One South American caterpillar

(genus Anaea) carves up the leaf of its

food plant to leave uneaten a number
of rough models of itself dangling near

the midrib on which it perches. Pre-

sumably, birds pecking at the models

are discouraged from finding the real

caterpillar.

We know from many examples that

the way caterpillars manipulate and

feed on leaves is a highly complex be-

havior that has evolved under a variety

of selective pressures. But we are not



A dagger moth larva fAcronita

leporina/, thought to mimic thefoam
of spittlebugs or bird droppings,

feeds y\hile perched on top of
leaves. To avoid leaving noticeable

leaf damage that Mould attract

birds, it "cleans its plate."

After finishing a meal, it backs

donn the stem and snips off the

remnant of leaf. Neatly severed

stalks of previous meals are visible

in the background of this sequence.

certain that birds hunt for caterpillars

the way most humans do—by looking

for leaf damage. We can, however, ex-

amine the potential for such behavior.

In addition, whatever cues they may
use in locating caterpillars, the birds"

searching strategies should have, over

the millions of }'ears. resulted in the

caterpillars evolving counterstrategies.

Thus, the behaviors of the caterpillars

may reflect the hunting strategies of

the birds.

The ability to recognize damaged
leaves rests, first of all. on the ability to

discriminate between different geo-

metrical shapes. This ability is well

documented not only in birds and
other vertebrate animals but also in in-

sects. Karl von Frisch long ago showed
that honeybees learn to associate re-

ward with specific geometrical de-

signs. Other experimenters have
shown that common pigeons, which

normally have no need to diff"erentiate

leaf shapes, are able to discriminate

between elm, maple, and sassafrass

leaves, pro^^ded they are motivated by

food rewards. (It is important to note

that the pigeons are discriminating be-

tween classes of objects, for none of the

leaves of any one species are identical.)

Russ Greenberg of the University of

California at Berkeley has shown that

in Panama the blue dacnis flies di-

rectly to leaves with feeding damage to

glean insects, and the scarlet-rumped

cacique specializes on insects hidden

in leaf rolls. .A.lso, in a study of the for-

aging behavior of the northern oriole

in Colorado during an outbreak of

pyralid moth caterpillars on cotton-

wood. Bruce Edinger of the University

of Minnesota found that the birds

keyed in on rolled leaves, unrolling

them to extricate caterpillars that

were totally hidden from view.

Rolling a leaf up and eating the roll

from the inside is but one of many
strategies evolved by caterpillars to es-

cape predation. Like most such strate-

gies, however, it is only effective until

"found out" by the predator, and it is

only found out, thus becoming disad-

vantageous, when it is common. This

principle was demonstrated in 1952 by

L. De Ruiter of Oxford University in

his experiments on the camouflage of

caterpillars that mimic sticks. De Rui-

ter found that chaffinches and jays do

not normally peck at sticks, but if a

bird accidentally finds a stick caterpil-

lar, then it pecks at sticks that resem-

ble these caterpillars. The birds con-

tinue this behavior only if they are

rewarded occasionally. If the stick cat-

erpillars become rare, the birds gradu-

ally desist from pecking sticks and

stick caterpillars. Thus, when they are

rare, camouflaged caterpillars enjoy

relative immunity from predation, but

when they reach epidemic proportions,

they are disproportionately preyed

upon and their populations are gener-

ally stabilized.

The same principles appear to apply

to all predators, including humans. As
a simple test I led my field ecology

class at the Lake Itasca Biological Sta-

tion to a balsam poplar sapling and in-

structed them to search for the four

camouflaged caterpillars I knew to be

on it. In previous tests they had all dis-

covered different species of brightly

colored noxious caterpillars within sec-

onds. Search time was only limited by

the time needed to scan the foliage.

This time, however, the sapling con-

tained four stick caterpillars. The

"predators'" did not know what to ex-

pect, and they were instructed not to

disclose to each other what they might

discover so that they would search in-

dependently and without expectation.

It required fifteen minutes before one

of the six persons found one of the

three 1.3-inch-long larvae. Thirty-six

minutes elapsed before anyone found

the other species of stick caterpillar

measuring 1.6 inches in length. Two
people with normal eyesight had not

found the latter caterpillar after one

hour, when I terminated the experi-

ment because of student unrest.

Although the caterpillar leaf dam-

age was evident at a glance, the larvae,

which remain motionless throughout

the daylight hours, were not resting

near the leaf damage left from their

nocturnal feeding. The leaf damage in

this case was a reliable cue only insofar

as it directed search to the appropriate

tree. Like the hidden sphinx larvae de-
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scribed by Con. the caterpillars would

have been discovered by the naive hu-

man predators much sooner had they

searched by hand rather than by syt.

One person who did not find the large

caterpillar nevertheless noticed a small

nymph of a pentatomid bug walking

within two millimeters of the caterpil-

lar. Like De Ruiter's chaffinches and

jays, the students, after seeing one cat-

erpillar, were able to locate all of them
within four minutes, even though they

had been placed on another sapling.

The experiment was repeated with

other camouflaged caterpillars, and

the results were similar.

The tendency of the untrained hu-

man predators was first of all to scan

for chewed foliage. I would be sur-

prised if birds, to whom finding cater-

pillars is a matter of life and death.

rather than fun or college credits, did

not also make use of this and other

cues. A whole tree can be scanned for

leaf damage in seconds, thus localizing

subsequent detailed search.

The obvious strategy of the stick

caterpillars, which I found to be

shared by many other caterpillars

prized by birds, was to feed onh" at

night, when no birds were hunting for

them, and to hide at some distance

from the feeding area. .-X brown larva

of the .Abbot's sphinx moth, for exam-
ple, often hid all day. pressed motion-
less against a grapevine, its food plant,

six or more feet away from the large

leaves that it could not possibly con-

sume in one meal. This strategy is

costly in terms of feeding efficiency

because the early summer nights in the

north are much shorter and cooler

than the davs. Bv feedina onlv at

night, the caterpillars more than halve

the time available for feeding: also,

cool caterpillars feed much more
slowly than warm ones.

Some edible caterpillars eat both

da} and night, remaining permanently

at the leaf without moving as much as

a half inch from the feeding position

until a leaf is finished. These caterpil-

lars waste little time and motion and

grow quickly through the dangerous

lar\'al period. But their camouflage

must be excellent, and they must have

a strategy to deal with the problem

presented earlier: they must minimize

the appearance of leaf damage. They
do this in various ways.

The larvae of the hummingbird
clearwing sphinx moth chew first one

side and then the other of the leaves of

viburnum, their food plant, gradually

paring a leaf down in size, rather than

chewing holes into it. While feeding,

they remain partially covered by the

leaf. The Cerisy"s sphinx larv^a feeds at

each poplar leaf until it is completely

consumed before moving to the next

leaf. A number of notodontid lanae
combine mimicry of the leaf or the leaf

petiole with a strategy of minimization

of apparent leaf damage b\' resem-

bling the leaf edge that they have just

eaten. They feed forward on the leaf,

"fitting in" the leaf they have con-

sumed. To do this they attach them-

selves to the leaf edge rather than to

the midrib or petiole. They mimic the

leaf in its finest details, including

blemishes, and in one species {Xerice

bidemaia) that feeds on elm, the jag-

ged, toothed edge of the leaf.

In contrast to the above "clean"

feeders, all of the noxious (spiny, poi-

sonous) caterpillars are "messy" eat-

ers. They feed while perched on the top

of the leaf, often plainly visible, and

leave conspicuous holes in the leaves,

which can be seen from afar. For ex-

ample, while feeding on willow, the

spiny mourning cloak butterfly larvae

generally consume the leaves to the

midrib, starting from the base of the

leaf and moving toward the tip. The tip

of the leaf is usually left uneaten be-

fore the caterpillar starts on another

nearby leaf. When many of these com-

munal caterpillars are crowded to-

gether, they move around and eventu-

ally consume most of the leaves,

leaving only the petioles and midribs.

But when individual caterpillars are

put on plants, they always leave messy,

tattered leaves: no single leaf is fully

consumed. Other unpalatable caterpil-

lars, such as the poisonous monarch
lan'ae, also only eat a portion of each

leaf, leaving the rest on the plant. The
hairy, unpalatable tent caterpillars

leave conspicuous tatters on the huge,

unfinished basswood leaves. But leaf

size does not appear to be important;

they also do not finish smaller leaves

such as poplar and cherry.

Messy feeding can, how^ever, be

raised to a fine art to confuse pred-

ators. The American copper under-

wing lan'ae also feed on basswood

leaves, but unlike the tent caterpillars,

these green lar\'ae are highly desirable

to birds. These caterpillars always re-

main underneath the basswood leaves,

and they are particularly fond of hid-

ing benseen two partially overlapping

leaves. One large basswood leaf can

supply most if not all the food for the

entire lar\al arowth of one of these
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small caterpillars. A larva could thus,

because it has to feed, be condemned

to advertise its presence for its entire

life by the holes it leaves. However,

after chewing a hole in a leaf from

their hiding place beneath the leaf,

these caterpillars immediately shift

position, moving three feet or more to

chew another hole in a distant leaf. As

a consequence, a branch with one of

these caterpillars soon has numerous

leaves marked by conspicuous small

holes, but the majority of these leaves

have no caterpillar near them.

In contrast to hiding and blending

in with the background, a variety of

caterpillars all over the world have

evolved to be white and visible. They

rest and feed conspicuously from the

top surface of leaves. It is thought that

they mimic bird droppings, groups of

woolly aphids, or possibly the spittle

from spittlebugs. All of these models

are inedible to birds, and the caterpil-

lars' defense lies in being falsely iden-

tified. It is to their advantage to be

seen from afar, since close examina-

tion would reveal any imperfections of

their mimicry. If birds use leaf dam-

age to localize their search, then these
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caterpillars must minimize the evi-

dence of their feeding to prevent a

bird's close inspection. In addition, un-

like most other caterpillars, they must

perch directly on the leafsurface, rather

than on the petiole or underneath on the

midrib. This should have consequences

for their feeding behavior.

At Lake Itasca I observed larvae of

two species of dagger moths with coats

of long, fine, silky white hair. From a

distance I frequently took these cater-

pillars for bird droppings or for the lo-

cally abundant bubbles of spittle from

spittlebugs. (I was surprised to see

them change their disguise overnight.

Just before they start to wander on the

ground to search for a pupation site,

these caterpillars molt their skin, shed-

ding their bright white coat for one

The emperor moth caterpillar (family

Saturnidae), with its elaborate

spines, has no need of camouflage.

with drab-colored hair that blends in

with the background.)

As predicted, being on the leaf at all

times while still growing, these cater-

pillars fed both day and night. But

their feeding behavior showed other

surprises. First, they fed alternately on

each side of the leaf, gradually whit-

tling it smaller and reducing their

perch. Obviously, the remnant of the

leaf could only be eaten from the

petiole, but perching on the petiole

would be inconsistent with their dis-

guise: bird droppings are not attached

to leaf petioles. One might predict that

the simplest behavior of the caterpil-

lars would be to crawl headfirst off a

leaf when the perch becomes too small

and climb onto a neighboring leaf,

leaving behind a partially eaten leaf.

The actual behavior is by no means

so simple. Because I never found par-

tially eaten leaves near these caterpil-

lars, I therefore made detailed obser-

vations to determine how they might

dispose of them. Invariably, after the

leaf perch became too small, the cater-

pillar backed down the petiole, stopped

for a few seconds to chew through the

petiole until the leaf remnant was

clipped off, and only then, turned

around to walk headfirst down the re-

mainder of the petiole toward another,

neighboring leaf. This highly complex

behavior could not have evolved if it

did not have functional significance,

and it would have been perfected only

under strong selective pressure, par-

ticularly since it wasted potential food.

The leaf-clipping behavior of edible

caterpillars that mimic conspicuous

inedible objects should be advanta-

geous to other caterpillars as well. If

birds cue in on leaf damage, they

might also find camouflaged caterpil-

lars that only feed at night and hide in

the daytime. A caterpillar can only

creep several feet on its food plant

—distances that mean little to a forag-

ing bird. A caterpillar well hidden on a

twig might still be found by a bird

searching near the leaf damage left by

the caterpillar during its nocturnal

feeding.

At Lake Itasca I found (after some

practice) many catocola underwing

moth caterpillars resting on basswood



twigs that showed no overt leaf dam-

age. Looking closer, I found that some

of these apparently ungrazed limbs

had nearly as many petiole stubs as

whole leaves. It seemed unlikely that

an underwing larva could eat a whole

leaf in one night. The answer to this

puzzle could be found by looking at the

ground. Cleared ground under bass-

wood trees was frequently littered with

green leaves, and almost all of them

were partially eaten in the feeding pat-

terns of the underwing caterpillar. In

addition, these fresh leaves on the

ground had short petioles, rather than

the typically long petioles of whole

leaves. Leaves do not spontaneously

fall off by breaking at their strongest

area—the petiole. (The few whole

leaves on the ground had the full

length of the petiole attached to them.)

These observations raised the interest-

ing question. Could these caterpillars

also be clipping off the leaves after

feeding on them? I started to watch

the underwing caterpillars feeding be-

havior directly and observed that, as in

the dagger moth larvae, after a cater-

pillar finished a bout of feeding, it

backed down the petiole and then

chewed through it, causing the leaf to

drop off. The caterpillar then turned

around, crawled along the branch, and

resumed its hiding posture on the

branch, four to eight inches from

where it had fed.

After making these surprising ob-

servations, I looked more closely at

other caterpillars and observed the

same behavior in another underwing

caterpillar feeding on poplar, in the

waved sphinx feeding on ash, and in

big poplar sphinxes feeding on willow,

with extremely short petioles, as well

as on Cottonwood, with extremely long

ones. I also observed the behavior oc-

casionally in the Abbot's grape sphinx

and in a notodontid leaf-edge-mimick-

ing larva on oak.

Furthermore, I found large numbers

of partially eaten, chewed-off leaves

under other forest trees—white birch,

red oak, burr oak, and elm. Along one

gravel road shaded by forest trees I

Scent papillae extended to emit a

noxious chemical, this West African

caterpillar (family Paplllonldae) is

using Its second line of defense

against predators, which It calls

into play when Its camouflage falls.

found as many as forty-seven clipped

leaves per square yard along the road-

side, and for miles, the roadside was

littered with freshly clipped leaves. I

did not succeed in finding out which

caterpillars had cut off these leaves,

but once I started looking for partially

eaten, clipped leaves, they suddenly

became ubiquitous wherever there

were trees over bare ground.

The practice of clipping off the re-

mainder of the leaf after feeding ap-

pears to be a behavior common to

many caterpillars and results in con-

siderable wasted food. Interestingly,

sphinx caterpillars that usually clipped

off leaf remnants stopped this behavior

on the last several leaves eaten before

leaving the plant to pupate.

The leaf-clipping behavior is by no



means a haphazard accidental process.

For example. Abbot's sphinx larvae

chew through the petiole at a relatively

specific point two to five millimeters

from the leaf blade; nearly the whole

long petiole is left on the vine. Since

the vine and the petiole are of similar

thickness and appearance, the cater-

pillar may thus avoid cutting through

the entire vine (thereby destroying its

entire food supply) by mistake. Cater-

pillars that are hairy, spiny, or poison-

ous, such as the tent caterpillars and

the larvae of the monarch and mourn-

ing cloak butterflies, never chew

through the petiole after finishing a

leaf. Those caterpillars that eat the en-

tire leaf, such as the larvae of the

polyphemus, puss, and Cerisy's sphinx

moths, do so occasionally.

In addition to leaf clipping, various

other feeding behaviors of caterpillars

may well have evolved under the selec-

tive pressure exerted by foraging birds.

If this hypothesis is true, it has some-

thing to say not only about the cater-

pillars but also about the birds, whose

foraging behavior may be more com-

plex and sophisticated than previously

thought.
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Need
some
help?

Then

consider the following:

The car you 're look-

ing of has a CIS
fuel-injected engine
that can take you
from to 50 in 8.5

seconds.

And power-assisted

disc drum brakes that can

take you from 50 to in less

than three.

It has 4-wheel independ-

ent suspension to keep you
from going like this on bad
roads.

And front-wheel drive to

give you responsive han-

dling even in bad weather.

In back, there's a trunk so

large it can hold six suitcases.

All standing up.

And inside, there's room
enough for a family of four.

Got it yet?

I
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Well, maybe if would help

to know that for all its im-

pressive performancB on the

road, this car still turns in a
pretty spectacular perform-

ance at the gas pump.
It gets an EPA estimated

|25] mpg, 40 estimated
highway (Use "estimated

mpg" for comparisons. Your

mileage may vary with

weather, speed and trip

length.

Actual highway mileage

will probably be less.)

You still don't know?
Then we should probably

mention one last thing.

This car doesn't look like

what it is, and most people

have a hard time guessing.

So why don't we just tell

you.
WecallittheJetta.

Of course, Autoweek had
a different name for it.

They called it, "another

winner from Volkswagen."

THMK
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When Hail Breaks Loose
A phenomenon of spring and summer, hailstorms

are a menace to agriculture around the globe

by John Hallett

i
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Hailstorms cause about $700 mil-

lion damage a year to crops in the

United States. This is more than one

percent of the total United States agri-

cultural production. Hail is primarily

a phenomenon of temperate climates.

The hail season in the United States is

spring and summer, April through Oc-

tober, and the area most frequently af-

fected is where Colorado, Nebraska,

and Wyoming meet, a region known as

hail alley. But hail falls frequently in

the plains of Kansas, Oklahoma, and

Texas, along the Pacific coast from

northern California to Washington,

and occasionally in every state of the

union.

Hailstones vary greatly in size and

shape. They can be as small as a pea or

as large as a grapefruit. They can be

conical, round, or oblate, dimpled or

knobbed with protrusions. The largest

stones weigh from one to two pounds

and fall at a speed of some 100 miles

per hour. People have been reported

killed by hailstones in India and a

1977 plane crash in Georgia was at-

tributed to hail. But the greatest dam-

age from hail is to high-value crops

such as fruit and vegetables and is

caused by small stones that can blan-

ket the ground and occasionally accu-

mulate to a depth of several inches.

How is hail formed? Hail is associ-

ated with thunderstorms, and while al-

most all thunderstorms probably pro-

duce hailstones, only some of these

storms produce hail that survives to

reach the ground. The size and sever-

ity of the storm, the water content of

Hailstones come in a variety of sizes

and shapes and can fall at velocities

of up to 1 00 mph. They have been

known to smash windows, dent car

roofs, and kill antelope.

the storm cloud, the temperature, and

the strength of the vertical air currents

are some of the factors that determine

the kind of hailstones that will form.

Large-scale, severe storms with a high

moisture content and strong updrafts

produce hailstones of sufficient size to

fall to earth almost intact. Less vigor-

ous storms produce only small stones,

which often melt as they fall.

Clouds that produce thunder and

lightning—like all clouds that meteor-

ologists label cumulus—begin as moist

air near the earth's surface. When
heated by the sun, the air becomes

buoyant and rises. With increasing al-

titude, the pressure decreases, allow-

ing the air to expand and cool. As the

moisture condenses into liquid, drops

form and heat is released. Thereafter,

as the cloud continues to ascend, it

cools somewhat more slowly and re-

mains warmer than its surroundings,

which become progressively colder at

higher levels. Upward growth contin-

ues as long as the air remains buoyant.

For thunderstorms, this process stops

only when the cloud reaches the tro-

popause, a region of the earth's atmo-

sphere about ten miles above the

ground where the temperature begins

to increase, rather than decrease, with

additional altitude.

As a thunderstorm grows on a

warm, sunny afternoon, the top of the

puffy cumulus cloud can be seen first

to grow upward and then spread out

sideways when it reaches the warmer

air of the tropopause. This gives the

thunderstorm cloud its characteristic

anvil shape. In less vigorous storms,

the cloudy air rises at some 20 to 30

mph; in more severe storms the ascent

can be as rapid as 100 mph. As already

mentioned, this is also the speed at

which the biggest hailstones fall.

At temperatures of as much as 60° F

below the usual freezing point of

water, clouds often consist of drops

that have "supercooled," that is, have

Runk/Schoenbergei



Hailstone Formation

Schematic section through a

typical anvil-shaped storm cloud

shows altitude and temperature

at which hailstones fortn.

remained liquid. Most liquids super-

cool in this way when divided into

minute droplets. For these supercooled

liquid drops to start freezing, tiny im-

purity particles that serve as a nucleus

must be present. A bucket of water

usually has many such particles, which

cause the water to begin freezing at

only one or two degrees below the

freezing point. In a thunderstorm

cloud, only about one in a million

drops contains such particles, most of

which are dust or tiny bits of mineral

that originated in clay soils and were

carried aloft by the rising air. Al-

though the cloud drops themselves are

quite small —their diameter is about

the same as that of a human hair

—

they are still some hundred times big-

ger than the particles that cause them
to freeze. The atoms in these particles

are arranged in a hexagonal pattern

just like those in natural ice crystals.

Although their spacing is a little dif-

ferent, from the point of view of the

surrounding water molecules these

particles mimic an actual ice crystal

and cause freezing at temperatures of

only 20° or so below the freezing point

of water, which is 40° higher than

pure water.

After a supercooled drop freezes, it

grows in the form of a snow crystal.

When it reaches a size of almost one-

hundredth of an inch, it can fall fast

enough to collide with still liquid

neighboring cloud drops. The colliding

drops freeze to each other on impact

and form a light, air-filled aggregate

that resembles fresh snow. These ag-

gregates are soft hail particles that

grow in a conical shape and can attain

a size of about a half inch. They are

oriented with their growth side facing

downward as they fall, collecting more
and more moisture drops on their

broadening base.

When cloud drops are collected in

this manner at a rate so fast that there

is not sufficient time for each drop to

freeze individually, hard hailstones

form. As additional liquid drops col-

lide with these growing, falling hail-

stones, they splash against the stones

and some of the drop water spreads out

to form a thin liquid layer that freezes

from the inside out. This process takes

place with faster-falling larger stones

and also with stones—approximately

the size of cherries to golf balls—that

grow in clouds containing a large

amount of water.

In the bigger storms, the hailstones

sometimes grow to resemble a wet

snowball. Not enough of the heat of

freezing is carried away by the air

to allow the collected water to freeze

solid, and a mixture of ice and water

results. Differences in the amount of

water present in different parts of the

storm cloud through which the stone

falls result in either clear or opaque ice

layers on the stone. Opaque ice is

caused by small air bubbles that de-

velop if the water drops freeze so

quickly that the air dissolved in the

water cannot be expelled. Clear ice re-

sults from drops that freeze more

slowly. Alternating layers of clear and

opaque ice are characteristic of large

hailstones that are kept aloft by strong

updrafts as they grow in air that con-

tains varying amounts of liquid water.

A large stone may have as many as ten

or more of these alternating layers,

which can be readily seen when the

stone is sliced into thin sections.

The center of a large stone is some-

times a conical soft hailstone; on other

occasions it can be a frozen raindrop.

The smaller stones grow on one side

only, in the shape of a cone, like soft

hail. Oblate stones result from occa-

sional flipping while falling to the

ground. Knobby stones result from the

preferential collection of cloud drops

on irregularities that were initially

formed at random. Individual knobs

can grow as long as one inch.

Only a few soft hailstones or frozen

raindrops grow to become large hail-

stones. The updraft in the thunder-

clouds carries the smallest stones up

and out of the cloud top; others melt as

they fall. Hail that develops into large

stones grows continuously, often re-

maining suspended near one altitude,

several miles above the ground, for as

long as ten to twenty minutes before

falling out. This can happen when the

fall velocity of the largest hailstones is

identical with the maximum updraft

velocity in the cloud. In storms that oc-

cur from Colorado to Texas, well-or-

ganized updrafts occasionally reach

sufficiently high speeds to keep the

growing hailstones aloft until they

achieve the size of a grapefruit. These

stones will fall when their fall velocity

becomes great enough to overcome the

updraft or the updraft weakens.



Can hailstorms be suppressed? At-

tempts to modify them have been

made throughout history. The Romans
shot arrows toward the storm. In medi-

eval Europe, church bells were rung

—

a practice that tended to increase the

casualty rate because lightning often

struck the unprotected belfrey, elec-

trocuting the bell ringer. With advanc-

ing technology, the hail cannon, a de-

vice that fired a ring of smoke and gas

instead of a solid missile, became pop-

ular. The sound of the discharge was

supposed to break up the hailstones. It

at least provided some psychological

comfort. Cannons were later replaced

by rockets, which exploded aloft with a

resounding bang. None of these reme-

dies had any obvious success.

In recent years, the concept arose

that artificially increasing the number
of ice particles in storm clouds might

produce a relatively larger number of

the less damaging very small hail-

stones, which would melt before reach-

ing the ground. This possibility be-

came a reality in 1946 when it was

discovered that the dispersal of pellets

of dry ice, at a temperature of -95° F,

or of silver iodide smoke (whose parti-

cles act on an atomic scale like tiny ice

crystals) causes ice crystals to form in a

suflficiently cold cloud. But this seeding

technique must be used very carefully

since only a small increase in the con-

centration of hailstones might make
matters worse.

In spite of many uncertainties, hail

suppression experiments have been un-

dertaken around the world with varied

claims of success. Rockets now used in

the Po Valley of northern Italy contain

silver iodide and are fired so as to ex-

plode in the heart of approaching

storm clouds. The hope is that this will

cause the production of a large num-
ber of ice crystals that will spread out

and form small, harmless hailstones.

Local farmers support the operation

and believe it is useful. A project in

Switzerland in which silver iodide

smoke was released from burners on

the ground indicated that while the

hail was not significantly changed, the

John Colwell Irom Grant Heilman

rainfall was enhanced. Aircraft seed-

ing of hailstorms with silver iodide has

been carried out in Kenya and South

Africa, with claims of some hail reduc-

tion. Russian experiments in 1961 in

the Caucasus, for which a striking de-

gree of success was claimed, fired ar-

tillery shells containing silver iodide

into likely looking clouds, identified by

a large radar echo.

Assessing the results of these experi-

ments is nof easy. Tl^gre is no doubt

that the silver iodide that reaches the

colder region of supercooled clouds

produces ice crystals; the question is

whether the crystals are distributed

widely enough to have the desired ef-

fect of forming the centers of a suflR-

cient number of small hailstones.

Many scientists were and are skeptical

of the statistical techniques used to

claim success. Could a claimed reduc-

tion of hail have occurred through nat-

ural variability? Hail fall is notori-

ously changeable from place to place

and time to time.

Recent experiments aimed at test-

ing these claims of hailstone suppres-

sion were carried out in Colorado from

1972 to 1974. The experiments, de-

signed to investigate the effect of seed-

ing hail clouds with silver iodide re-

leased from aircraft, used an extensive

array of instruments to measure the

amount and size of hail falling at the

ground. The results tended to be incon-

clusive, although very large effects,

such as the 60 to 70 percent reduction

in hail claimed in the Soviet Union,

were ruled out.

There is still much to learn. Even if

we were able to modify some hail-

storms on a local scale, other storms

are so large that the use of aircraft or

rockets would present a formidable

technological challenge, and the possi-

bility always exists of inadvertently

enhancing the hail fall on the edges of

the very areas chosen for protection.

Because the optimum conditions for

the growth of agricultural crops and

hailstorms remain the same—a warm
and moist climate—raising crops in

hail-prone regions will continue to be a

risky undertaking for a long time to

come. n

This mangled cantaloupe is

representative of the multimillion-

dollar crop damage done annually

by hailstorms.
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Wolves in the USSR
The state of the art

of Russian wolf management

by Dmitri Ivanovich Bibikov

For centuries, man has engaged in

incessant and persistent struggle

against the wolf, a highly organized,

large predator preying on wild and do-

mestic ungulates. This strife has re-

sulted in wolf extermination in many
Western European countries and in

most of the United States. The exis-

tence of the species is endangered even

in Europe's most protected mountain

areas—the Pyrenees, the Apennines,

the Balkans, and the Carpathians.

Diminished wolf range and numbers
appear to be inevitable with increasing

human transformation of the land-

scape, population growth, and urban-

ization. This process is natural and in

some ways justified, since in developed

areas the wolf's regular functions are

taken over by man. Game manage-
ment evidence from some European

countries shows that high numbers of

wild ungulates and their good physical

condition have been achieved in the

absence of the wolf. There is also no

doubt that farmers, cattle breeders,

and hunters would be opposed to pay-

ing a tribute to the wolf by reintroduc-

ing it into its original range.

Recently, ecologists have given

strong evidence of the wolf's positive

role in maintaining equilibrium in

The central Russian forest wolf,

which can weigh up to 175

pounds, is the largest subspecies

found in the USSR. Its

favored prey is moose (called

elk in the Soviet Union).

ecosystems little disturbed by man.

This role consists of control of ungu-

late numbers and maintenance of pop-

ulation fitness. But the decrease of

wild nature offers little chance of wolf

preservation in most of its range.

In the USSR, the wolf is a common
and widely distributed beast badly af-

fecting cattle breeding and game man-
agement. Similar to the New World,

in the USSR the geographical vari-

ability of the wolf has received little

attention. In the Soviet Union, seven

wolf subspecies have been distin-

guished, distinct as to size and color-

ation. Their ranges and morphological

features call for further investigation.

The wolf is not an endangered spe-

cies in the USSR. This is why control

is still an urgent problem where the

wolf is a human competitor, for exam-

ple, in areas of extensive cattle breed-

ing and management of ecologically

important wild ungulates.

In the USSR, the current century

has seen two peaks of wolf numbers,

both of which followed years of war

and economic difficulties when wolves

were not controlled. At the end of the

1940s, the number of wolves in the

country was roughly estimated at

200,000, and they were affecting cat-

tle badly. Active control, with annual

kills of 40,000 to 50,000 head, reduced

the wolf population considerably by

the early 1960s. The annual kill num-
ber was then fixed at 15,000.

However, the early 1970s saw a new

rise in wolf numbers. In the Ukraine,

in Byelorussia, and in central Russia,

wolf populations increased twofold

over a five-year span. The reasons

were slackening control efforts, re-
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duced wolf density, and popularization

of natural conservation. In recent

years, hunting agencies and societies

have contributed considerably to in-

creased efforts at controlling wolves.

Conducive to control were such mea-

sures as an increase in the premium for

killed wolves: for an adult it is now up

to 100 rubles and for a young, up to 50

rubles. Wolves are killed throughout

the year by all means, including shoot-

ing from helicopters, vehicles, and

aerosledges.

Undoubtedly, wolf numbers will

again drop below the early 1970s level;

that is, there will remain fewer than

50,000 wolves in the USSR. Their

range in the European USSR is likely

to be reduced to half of what it once

was. But wolf populations in the moun-
tains of the Caucasus, Central Asia,

and Siberia are not likely to decrease

in the near future. These are sparsely

populated areas, difficult of access,

and no effective hunting techniques

are available.

Wolf populations are most vulner-

able in open landscapes—tundra,

steppe, and desert—where hunters use

aircraft. Wolf-control data for open

landscapes indicate that the tundra

Canis lupus albus and desert C.l.

desertorum subspecies are endan-

gered. Preservation of genetic variety

within any species being important,

this can hardly be justified.

With a huge range and environmen-

tal diversity, wolf ecology in the USSR
varies to a great extent geographically.

First and foremost, this involves popu-

lation densities and feeding. The wolf

being a territorial animal, both in the

Soviet Union and the United States,

population density may exceed one in-

dividual per ten square miles only in

such exceptional cases as in ungulate

winter yards and in some reserves. For

six years, sixty wolves inhabited the

Kzyl-Agach reserve in Azerbaijan, an

area of less than 400 square miles.

The wolves maintained the population

of wild boars on which they largely fed

at a relatively stable level of 700 to 800

individuals. About 100 wolves dwell in

the Caucasian reserve, which has an

area of 1 ,000 square miles. Fifteen res-

ident packs in the reserve remain in

permanent home ranges of 25 to 60

square miles. Territoriality limits wolf

numbers in these reserves. (These are

biosphere reserves—no hunting or

timber harvesting is allowed and only

limited recreation is permitted.)

Wolves used to be abundant in the

Ranging throughout much of
temperate Europe and Asia, the

red deer is essentially similar

to the North American elk.

Wolves take a toll offawns and
old and injured individuals.

forest-steppe zone of central Russia,

the Ukraine, Povolzhie, and western

Siberia, but systematic human pres-

sure has considerably reduced these

populations. A density of ten to twenty

individuals per 400 square miles has

only been recorded in highly v/ooded,

sparsely populated areas. In the tun-

dra and desert, the wolf has always

been scarce, the mean density not ex-

ceeding one to two individuals per 400

square miles. We have recorded wolf

population densities of up to twenty in-

dividuals per 400 square miles in the

range of the saiga antelope—an ani-

mal that has recovered greatly from

near extinction—in the Aktyubinsk

region of Kazakhstan.

The diet of the tundra wolf is wild

and domestic caribou, and in the east-

ern part of the region, bighorn sheep as

well. Taiga wolves feed mainly on elk.

In Siberia and the Far East, the

wolves' diet is supplemented by deer,

roe deer, and wild boar. When ungu-

lates are scarce, blue hare is an impor-

tant component of the wolf diet. In the

western forest-steppe region, the wolf

takes roe deer (the Baltic republics,

the Ukraine), wild boar (Byelorussia),

and deer. In the desert zone, the bulk

of the wolf diet includes saiga and

goitred gazelle, and in the river val-

leys, deer and wild boar. In mountain-

forest ecosystems, the wolf consumes

deer, wild boar, mountain goat (in the

Caucasus); mountain sheep, roe deer,

deer, wild boar, and mountain goat (in

the mountains of Kazakhstan and

Central Asia). The role of domestic

ungulates, specifically sheep and

goats, increases in the wolf diet where

pasture livestock farming is well devel-

oped and wild ungulate resources are

small.

Seasonal variability in wolf feeding

is marked by a reduction in the propor-

tion of ungulates in the summer diet, a

time when small animals are abun-

dant. The intake of carrion also in-

creases in summer. Feeding specializa-

tion in individual wolf families has also

been recorded. For example, over a

number of years the major diet compo-
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nent of a wolf family in the Caucasian

reserve was deer; that of a neighboring

family was mountain sheep and wild

boar. Near the edge of this reserve,

some wolf families specialized in kill-

ing domestic animals. Most fre-

quently, those were nonterritorial

groups. It appears that techniques of

hunting certain prey types were passed

on to offspring.

The wide dispersal of wild boar in

central Russia in the 1960s and 1970s

has so far not resulted in a wolf

changeover to feeding on them. The
wolves continue to consume their tra-

ditional diet—elk. In recent years,

however, evidence has been recorded

of some wolf families killing wild boar.

Studies of wolf relations with ungu-

late prey have been the focus of atten-

tion in the USSR. Naturally, a diver-

sity of prey species and environmental

conditions over vast areas has led to

highly contradictory inferences. The
wolf's role as a population quality im-

prover is definitely not appreciated in

areas where the predator under study

lives on domestic animals. Many
game-management specialists regard

the wolf as harmful. A number of pub-

lications are available on red and axis

deer population reduction by wolves.

specifically where these animals have

been introduced. Ungulates accli-

mated in game preserves invariably

lose their capacity to resist wolves. The
selective role of the wolf, well studied

and necessary in wild nature, has been

lost under such conditions.

Along with their American and Ca-
nadian colleagues, Soviet scientists

have given conclusive evidence of the

wolfs useful role for its prey popula-

tions in ecosystems slightly affected by

man. In fact, studies in Crimean re-

serves have demonstrated a degener-

ation of red deer in an overdense popu-

lation in the absence of wolves.

Similarly, a sharp reduction of wolf

numbers brought about a substantial

increase in the number of sick caribous

on the Taimyr. Similar evidence is pro-

vided by the Darwin reserve, where the

elk population was healthy, its num-
bers increasing despite annual kills of

about fifty animals by numerous
wolves. Following the introduction of

wolf control, the Darwin elk herd was
reduced by bad skin diseases.

Observations in the Caucasian re-

serve revealed population growth in

deer, wild boar, and mountain goat

during a period of intensive wolf con-

trol, the number of the wolves being

reduced to between twenty-five and
thirty by 1960. The number of ungu-

lates exceeded 30,000, and winter

feeding yards were destroyed under

the impact of too many animals. From
1965 to 1971, few wolves were killed,

and their population increased. Ungu-
late populations subsequently began to

decrease. From 1971 to 1975, the

predator-prey ratio was stabilized at 1

to 300. This allowed an average take of

4,800 pounds of prey per wolf per year.

Both pastures and the physical condi-

tion of the deer have improved. In the

area under study, as in the United

States, deer six years of age and older

(59.2 percent) and fawns (25.1 per-

cent) were preferentially killed by the

wolves. Comparison of evidence indi-

cates that wolves have a less deleteri-

ous effect on ungulate reproduction

than human hunting, which eliminates

the most productive animals.

The wolf's epizootic role is not yet

clearly understood. Many authors em-
phasize that wolves eliminate sick

members, which makes the prey popu-

lation healthier. A considerable body
of evidence is available, Soviet sources

included, on the wolf's pathogenic

role, particularly in regulating helmin-

thoses. Also imperfectly understood is

the role of the wolf in retaining the ra-

bies virus. The wolf carries and trans-

mits this infection in nature; however,

the virus can exist in the absence of the

wolf. Foxes and raccoon dogs are

prime carriers in some Western Euro-

pean countries. It should be taken into

account that in the presence of the

wolf, fox numbers are not high.

Wolves hunting saigas exhibit a pro-

nounced prey selectivity. During the

rut, for instance, wolves are known to

take weakened and exhausted males

most frequently. Similarly, during fall

saiga migrations we observed wolves

keeping near small antelope groups

that followed the multithousand major

herds. In such small groups, the pro-

portion of inferior and wounded indi-

viduals is high (up to 5 percent). Cre-

ating test situations through pursuit of

small groups, the wolves overtake the

Nuzzling up to their mother,

two pups display the close

familial bonds of wolves.

Social status, so important

in the hierarchy of a clan,

begins to be formed at this age.



inferior individuals lagging behind.

Dead saigas, which are common on

migration pathways and. specifically,

at human hunting sites, are another

source of easy food.

Wolves are not always so selective

when preying on saigas. For instance,

when wolves take pregnant females

and newborn young it is a matter of

chance as to which will fall prey. The
death rates of pregnant females and

young are negligible, however, because

of the large concentrations of saigas. It

appears that the concentration of

many thousands of calving females in

a territory of a single wolf family is an

adaptation of the saiga to wolf preda-

tion. According to our observations the

death rate of young saigas reaches 20

to 30 percent in the inferior groups

that lag behind the main herds. Small

stray groups of pregnant females are

hardly a population elite, however, and

their high loss of young to wolves may
actually benefit animals in the major

herds by reducing predator pressure

on them.

No selectivity in wolves taking

saigas appears to be operating at river

crossings. The antelopes are aware of

the water obstacle hazard and ap-

proach it with great caution, avoiding

reeds and other cover that wolves use. If

the predators manage to attack saigas

during a crossing, losses are bound to

be great: dozens of saigas of both sexes

are commonly killed.

There occur situations when wolves

kill quite healthy and efl^cient individ-

uals. This happens under deep snow-

cover conditions when frozen crust

handicaps ungulate escape. The possi-

bilities of useful selection are also

limited in wild boar and Caspian seal

populations, since wolves largely kill

young individuals. Thus the problems

of wolf-ungulate management are

very complicated, no unambiguous so-

lutions existing.

Changes in wolf ecology and behav-

ior under human impact, in particular,

years of hunting, have not yet been

considered. These are of great interest,

as a high degree of nervous activity in

wolves has resulted, as well as a dem-
onstration of their high capacity for

adaptation to new conditions.

Although the wolf is now most

abundant in sparsely populated terri-

tories, its present-day distribution is of

a secondary nature, having been

caused by human activities that ousted

the animal from densely populated

areas. As early as the beginning of the

current century, the wolf's optimum

range was in the forest-steppe zone

where it preyed mostly on domestic

animals—wild ungulates having been

long exterminated. The wolf's range

widened following human distribu-

tional patterns. The change in range

can be best traced in the plain-taiga

zone, a landscape unfavorable for the

wolf because of its deep snow cover in

winter. The expansion of the wolf

range in this zone was fostered by the

following factors: an increase in the

road network due to logging (which fa-

cilitates the wolf's movement under

deep snow conditions), new settle-

ments, and better feeding conditions at

the expense of wild and domestic ani-

mals. The wolf penetrated to the arid

deserts of Turkmenia and Uzbekistan

thanks to irrigation and formation of

water reservoirs near artesian wells.

Along with a marked trend to avoid

humans, the opposite behavioral pat-

tern has also been observed in the wolf.

Not infrequently, wolves have adapted

to living near man to feed at dumps
and livestock burial sites. A similar

pattern has been revealed for coyotes

in the United States.

Under conditions of human harass-

ment, familial wolf groups tend to

break up and total population numbers
are reduced. The wolves acquire

greater mobility: they migrate fre-

quently and at longer distances. Our
observations of wolf packs in the Smo-
lensk region revealed that in winter

wolves would often migrate over dis-

tances of 18 to 24 miles, leaving their

territory completely during a single

night. They would return after a few

weeks, but commonly only for a short

time. Extensive migrations have also

been recorded in the Ryazan region.

In addition to large-scale migrations

and a partial loss of territory conserva-

tism in some wolves, a substantial

change in the pattern of using killed

prey has emerged in recent years.

Where previously, a pack kept near

the dead prey for a few days, wolves

now only confine themselves to a single

feeding, after which they move long

distances. This new behavior precludes

the use of bait to keep the wolves at the

site for better hunting.

Generally, wolf behavior is most

conservative. This is particularly true

for their habit of howling. It would

seem that an animal that changes its

behavior flexibly to protect itself

would find it natural to get rid of this

habit, which attracts hunters and

hence is fatal to survival. However,

this does not happen. The communica-

tive significance of howling must be so

high that this behavior cannot be rear-

ranged even at the hazard of species

survival.

The situation in regions where the

structure of the wolf population has

been depleted through extensive con-

trol is quite peculiar. Unable to find a

mate, lone wolves (both males and fe-

males) mate with dogs, which yields

cross populations. This is a most un-

usual adaptation to extreme conditions

created by man. Currently, such

crosses have been recorded in more
than ten regions in the USSR, and

their numbers and ranges have been

increasing. Wolf-dog crosses studied

in the Voronezh region resembled

wolves externally or were intermedi-

ate. The bulk had wolf fur coloration

but black-and-white patches were

found in many individuals. Crosses are

closer to true wolves ecologically, but

they are less robust, preferring to at-

tack small livestock, fowl, and dogs.

By the early 1970s nine populations of

wolf-dog crosses were recorded in the

Voronezh region. By 1976 only three

of them remained following a recovery

in wolf numbers from 22 to 26 to 230

to 250. The earlier reduction in wolf

numbers followed the occupation of

the woodlands by wild dogs, which

badly affected all living things, deer

included. With wolf population recov-

ery, wild dog numbers were reduced.

Thus the problem of wolf control is

complicated enough.

The solution calls for profound

studies, including the problems of the

expansion of the ranges of crosses and
wild dogs. In recent years wolf ecology

studies in the USSR have intensified.

Data obtained should form a basis of

wolf control measures that will reflect

a differential attitude to this animal in

keeping with its actual role in the

economy and wild nature. The re-

gional projects of wolf control will re-

duce the wolf's range in the USSR.
This reduction is necessary in many
areas, but preservation of the diversity

of ecological and geographical wolf

forms should also be stressed. D

In the central Russian twilight,

a wolfpack gathers at a favored

rest site on the border between

dense forest and open fields.

Potential prey can be easily

spotted from such a vantage point.
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Recent drought in the Midwest
devastated the corn crop. In like

manner, severe droughts in the

Great Plains during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries are believed

to have destroyed the agricultural

base of the Indians of the region.

I photographs by Jim Brandenburg



Ancient Climes on the Great Plains

Past variations in climate wrought dramatic changes in the life styles of prehistoric

plains peoples. Future variations could have similarly far-reaching consequences.

by Reid A. Bryson

The environmental factors that af-

fect human occupation and use of the

land must be taken into consideration

if we are to understand history. Cli-

mate is one of these factors. It helped

to shape the history of the American

West and may play a comparable role

in shaping the region's future. Two ex-

amples from American prehistory

should suffice to make the point.

The Indians of the northern part of

the Great Plains, a vast area that

stretches roughly from the eastern

slopes of the Rocky Mountains to be-

yond the Mississippi River, once lived

in villages scattered across the region.

They grew rain-fed corn and hunted

deer and bison. Radiocarbon soil dat-

ing indicates that after about a.d.

1 200, the villages were abandoned and

became covered with wind-blown dust.

Studies show that the twelfth century

marked the beginning of a two-cen-

tury-long period of frequent drought in

the northern Great Plains. Variations

in airstream patterns are presumed to

have been the cause.

Similarly, the Pueblo Indians of the

Mesa Verde, in what is now southwest

Colorado, abandoned their homes

about the year 1300 after having suc-

cessfully maintained an agricultural

society in the area for several centur-

ies. Tree-ring studies indicate that a

succession of severe droughts over sev-

eral hundred years probably made

farming impossible and caused the

Pueblo Indians to migrate south and

west.

Our western climate can be under-

stood only in terms of special topo-

graphic features. The American West

is primarily a high plateau, with

mountain ranges that modify the flow

of air across its surface. This combina-

tion of mountains and mid-latitude

westerlies blowing almost at right an-

gles to them dominates the climate of

most of the North American conti-

nent, even far east of the Rockies.

In essence, the western United

States is too high for most of the moist

low-level air coming from the West

Coast to cross. The kinetic energy of



the west winds is usually insufficient to

enable the air to rise from near sea

level along the Pacific coast to the

crest of the Sierras and the Cascades.

Much more air leaves the east side of

the Cordilleras near the ground than

arrives at the West Coast near the sea.

(The Cordilleras is the North Ameri-

can mountain system that includes all

the mountains between the Rockies on

the east and the Pacific coast.) The ex-

cess comes from atmospheric levels

near the height of the plateau—about

4,000 to 5,000 feet. Because of the lo-

cation of the various western mountain

ranges and the character of the air,

there are three dominant routes by

which this mid-level Pacific air moves

eastward to the Great Plains. These

may be thought of as the Southern Pa-

cific, Union Pacific, and Canadian Pa-

cific routes, for those railroads were

laid out to take advantage of the least

difficult passages through the moun-
tain ranges.

The southern route for the eastward

passage of Pacific air, roughly along

the Mexican border, carries the great-

est flow in winter when the westerlies

are far south. This air passes over the
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southwestern desert in California and

Arizona and south of the Rockies, and

flows across either the semiarid south-

ern portion of the Great Plains, known

as the Llano Estacado, which extends

over most of the Texas Panhandle and

part of New Mexico, or northward

along the Front Range of the Rockies

about as far as Denver. The air is sea-

sonally hot and very dry as it descends

down the slope of the mountains and

into the Great Plains.

The middle air route follows the

broad, lower area of the Columbia

River valley on the border between

Oregon and Washington, the Snake

River area of southern Idaho, and the

break between the southern and north-

ern Rockies represented by the basins

of Wyoming. This route is at a latitude

near that of the maximum wester-

lies—about 40 degrees north. Its mild,

dry airstream flows eastward roughly

parallel to the Union Pacific Railroad

route and can often be traced as far

eastward as Ohio and Pennsylvania.

This dry airstream coincides with the

most easterly extension of the western

grasslands.

The northern Pacific air route

The upper treeline is largely

determined by temperature; the

lower one by dryness. As the

airstreams flowing across North

America shifted from one century

to another, the northern forest

underwent dramatic changes. Above

is a contemporary woods on the edge

of the prairie in South Dakota.

A prairie preserve in northwest Iowa,

left, on the edge of the Great Plains,

looks like this today. Over the

centuries, the plains have changed

from riparian woodlands to steppelike

stretches having few trees to

a "sea of grass."
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across the Canadian Rockies has no

broad system of passes through which

the lower-level air can flow. But the

relative ease of vertical movement of

the Pacific air at Canadian latitudes,

combined with the strength of the

westerlies, makes it possible for rather

low-level Pacific air to cross the moun-

tains. This air is mild for its latitude,

even in winter, and is, of course, dry.

The eastern half of North America,

with its broad Hudson Bay-Mississippi

Valley system of lowlands is open to

the unimpeded flow of cold arctic air

southward and of warm, moist tropical

air northward. Between these two ex-

treme types of air, the west winds drive

a wedge composed of the three modi-

fied varieties of Pacific air.

The seasonal dominance and inter-

play of all five of these air types de-

fines the climatic regions of North

America and puts controls on the dis-

tribution of plant and animal life. The

variation in length of time the various

airstreams dominate in a given area is

at the heart of climatic change.

On special occasions when the west-

east airflow overtops the mountain

ranges, it undergoes compression,

heating, and drying as it sinks down

the leeward slopes, and a dramatic, in-

tense Chinook—a warm, dry wind

—

occurs. Of a milder nature but broader

scale, the three Pacific airstreams also

undergo warming and drying as they

descend to the Great Plains. Together,

these air masses set the climatic pat-

tern of the American West.

The depth of penetration of south-

ern and western moisture-bearing air-

streams has varied in the past, causing

changes in the amount of water avail-

able to the rain- or snow-bringing me-

teorological processes. The spilling of

cold airstreams into the topographic

basins of the Cordilleras has also

caused widely felt changes that influ-

enced the character of the West in ear-

lier times and continues today to affect

water supplies and agricultural prac-

tices in areas traditionally short of

water.

In early summer, at about the end of

June, the west winds of the mid-lati-

tudes shift northward and contract

into a smaller vortex around the North

Pole. With this change the moist tropi-

cal air penetrates more readily north-

ward over the Great Plains and ex-

tends into the southwestern United

States as well. This event raises the hu-

midity, initiates the summer rains of

the Southwest, and provides midsum-
mer showers on the northern regions of
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the Great Plains. At the same time the

cyclonic storms of the westerlies shift

northward and diminish, decreasing

the rains of the Pacific Northwest and

moving the warm chinook zone north-

ward to flow across the spruce forests

of Canada.

In winter, a shallow layer of cold air

pours southward from the Arctic, fill-

ing the central lowlands and the plains

up to about a 2,500-foot elevation, on

the average, along the edge of the

northern plains. The westerlies in that

season are farther south than in sum-

mer and more dry air moves eastward

through Wyoming and south of the

Sangre de Cristo Mountains, the

southernmost range of the Rockies in

Colorado and New Mexico.

During relatively cool and generally

more winterlike periods in earth his-

tory, the arctic air reaches farther

south in summer and the westerlies are

farther south and stronger. In warmer
periods, the arctic air occupies a more

restricted region, the westerly wedge

of chinook climates is farther north,

and so are the thundershowers derived

from tropical air streaming north-

ward.

The upper treeline in the United

States Rockies is largely determined

by temperature and the lower treeline

by dryness. In similar manner, the

northern Canadian treeline is bounded

by year-round cold arctic air and the

southern treeline by the warmth and

dryness of year-round chinook-domi-

nated air. The shifting of the air-

streams from one century to another

should make dramatic changes in the

tundra and the northern forest and,

thus, in the economic base of the peo-

ples of the Great Plains.

I acquired personal knowledge of

just such past environmental changes

serendipitously in the early 1960s

when my field partner, Robert Ra-

gotzkie, a biologist-meteorologist-

oceanographer at the University of

Wisconsin, and I were exploring fossil

soils over an area in excess of 150,000

square miles in and north of Manitoba,

Canada.

In the course of our investigations,

and those of some colleagues, we un-

covered soils that recorded north-

south movements of about 200 miles in

the northern forest border along the

line from Churchill, Manitoba, to

Great Bear Lake in Canada's North-

west Territories. Radiocarbon dating
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of the soils showed that more than

3,600 years ago the forest was far

north of its present limit. It subse-

quently retreated abruptly southward

(to approximately its present position)

2,000 years ago. By the late twelfth

century, it had advanced fifty to sixty

miles north. A second, abrupt south-

ward shift of the forest border in about

1200 indicated an expansion of the

realm of arctic air that brought a

change in the pattern of the westerlies

farther south.

Data from various other sources

corroborate the story of the fossil soils.

The extent of sea ice and cold-induced

famine years in Iceland, written rec-

ords from Europe, pollen data from

the Midwest, and glacial data from

Switzerland all record the occurrence

of cooling at the high latitudes and a

southward shift of the westerlies about

the year 1200.

With the use of modern data, David

Baerreis, an anthropologist from the

University of Wisconsin, and I recon-

structed past summer rainfall changes

in the United States that should have

accompanied the increased strength of

the summer westerlies in mid-lati-

tudes. The reconstruction indicates

that a slight expansion of the arctic

area, combined with a slight increase

of the westerlies in the latitudes of the

United States, produces a dramatic

decrease of midsummer rainfall in the

northern and central regions of the

Great Plains, the Northwest, and large

areas of the Southwest. The recon-

struction also shows more rainfall

along the West Coast, but even a dou-

bling of July precipitation in that re-

gion still doesn't represent much rain.

To verify our theory of what might

have happened in the twelfth century,

Baerreis and I undertook a series of ex-

cavations of Indian sites of the Mill

Creek culture in northwestern Iowa,

where villages appeared to be occupied

after 1200. Despite the use of several

types of data—plants, seeds, and pol-

len, for example—from a number of

sites, the evidence consistently pointed

to a substantial environmental change
from prairies with riparian woodlands
to steppelike conditions with far fewer

trees. Investigation of garbage pits in-

dicated that the meat diet of the Mill

Creek villagers also changed, with a

dramatic decrease in the consumption
of deer—a woodland browser—and an

increase in the consumption of bison

—

a short-grass grazer.

Our study concluded that the

twelfth century marked the beginning

of a two-century-long period of fre-

quent, severe drought in the northern

regions of the Great Plains. On the

high parts of the plains, always more
marginal for agriculture, the drought

terminated the life style of prehistoric

Indian tribes of the area. Farther east

the Mill Creek people managed to last

through most of the next two centur-

ies, but with the strongly modified sub-

sistence base already mentioned.

Our reconstruction also showed a

complex pattern of changed rainfall in

the Southwest, where numerous stud-

ies strongly indicate a disruption in the

occupations of inhabitants, reduction

of the area occupied, and a strong cul-

tural modification in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. The cultural

changes included a switch from stone

to adobe pueblos, as prehistoric peo-

ples moved from canyons to broad val-

leys like the Rio Grande; a noticeable

difference in ceramic styles; and the

disappearance of the Great Kiva, a

structure used for ceremonial pur-

poses.

This account of some investigations

of the thirteenth century contains a

message for the future. The rainfall

pattern of July 1974 (and of other re-

cent years) had a strong similarity to

the pattern of the thirteenth century.

Since what has happened once can

happen again, we must seriously con-

sider whether we are at the beginning

of a very long period of drought or at

the end of a short period.

The droughts of the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries left the American
West changed in ways that are per-

ceived today. For example, nomadic

hunters largely replaced the western

villagers of the previous time. Many of

the new inhabitants were Athabas-

cans—northern people—as might
have been expected with the expansion

of the Arctic. The Pueblo cultures of

the Southwest had also changed. The
great period of the Anasazi, or Basket

Makers, and of other Indian cultures

such as the Mogollon was over and

their area of occupation was drasti-

cally reduced. Only the Hohokam,
who lived in the semiarid region of

what is now central and southern Ari-

zona and who practiced irrigation,

continued in about the same numbers

as before the droughts.

At about the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, another hemispheric

climatic change occurred. The first

step in hemispheric cooling, after the

medieval warm period of about 900 to

1 200, had occurred at about the begin-
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ning of the thirteenth century. The
second step into the "Little Ice Age"
(from the thirteenth to the twentieth

centuries) was largely completed im-

mediately prior to 1600. Arctic ice ex-

panded; many glaciers grew in such

places as Iceland, Ellesmere Island in

Canada's Northwest Territories, and

Switzerland; the price of wheat in Eu-

rope skyrocketed; and the American
West was changed climatically. We
can be fairly specific about certain fea-

tures of this new climatic situation be-

cause it continued into the period of

scientific observation—the early

1800s—and did not end until about

the beginning of the twentieth century.

To understand the changes that oc-

curred during the Little Ice Age, we
must consider a few more details of at-

mospheric behavior, particularly the

development of the north-south mean-

dering of the high-altitude westerly

winds. When the Northern Hemi-
sphere chills, most of the cooling takes

place in the Arctic and sub-Arctic.

This cooling is associated with a south-

ward expansion of the west winds to-

ward the equator, similar to the expan-

sion of 1200. Additional southward

movement of air masses, with further

cooling, extends the west winds far

enough into the tropics to produce a

phenomenon called dynamic instabil-

ity, in which the upper-level west

winds, instead of flowing eastward

with gentle north-south undulations,

frequently break into great loops.

These loops may carry tropical air far

north into the Arctic and arctic air far

south into the tropics.

From the point of view of climate,

the most important attribute of these

big loops of air is that they are slow-

moving. Meteorologists often refer to

their effects as "blocking." (The term

is something of a misnomer since the

loops don't actually block anything,

but storms do not usually pass through

them.) We know from both recon-

structions and direct scientific obser-

vation that such situations were far

more common during the Little Ice

Age than in the twentieth century.

These blocking loops tend to be

preferentially located in certain geo-

graphical areas—a northward loop,

for example, located over the Cordil-

leras—resulting in the development of

strong west-east contrasts of climate.

By the time the wave of European

emigrants reached the Great Plains in

the nineteenth century, conditions

there had changed from those that had

characterized the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries. Instead of the!

drought that had terminated corn ag-

riculture over a wide area, the Great

Plains had up to 30 percent more rain-

,

fall than in the modern era. North of

Texas, the plains were cooler than at

present in all seasons, but the Great

Basin, west of the Rockies, was warm-
er. The rainier, cooler climate on the

plains supported a "sea of grass,"

which, in turn, supported enormous

herds of bison. (These large animals,

more commonly known as buffalo,

once numbered in the multimillions.

They roamed over vast areas of North

America in huge herds and were

hunted by American Indians for their

meat and hides, which were used for

tents, blankets, and clothing. Never-

theless, the animals flourished until

the westward migration of the Euro-

pean emigrants, who hunted the bison

almost to extinction. By 1900 few of

the animals were left,)

The increased rainfall, in both sum-

mer and winter, of the nineteenth cen-

tury raises an obvious question: Why
didn't the return of precipitation fol-

lowing two centuries of drought re-

store to the Great Plains the rain-nour-

ished corn agriculture that had flour-

ished there seven centuries earlier? I

don't know the answer, but I suspect

that part of it may be the sluggish be-

havior of the weather during periods of

atmospheric instability and of block-
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ing. We know that such periods are

characterized in the Great Plains by

both weeks of intense drought and

weeks of heavy rain. The drought in-

creases the chance of widespread grass

fires; the heavy rains tend to make
corn farming hazardous. Photographs

from the last decades of the Little Ice

Age show far fewer trees, in general,

on the plains than during the period

from 1930 to 1960, despite measured
' rainfall quantities greatly in excess of
' that later period.

As the Europeans moved west, re-

settling the regions abandoned by the

Indian farmers of seven centuries ear-

' lier, leapfrogging to the West Coast

and pushing into the mountains, the
' climate once again started to change.

The Little Ice Age was ending.

Western climatic data of the 1850s

ii period show that Taos, New Mexico,

ii had about the same summer rainfall

|l then as Madison, Wisconsin, has now.

I I live in Madison and I know that if I

I didn't mow my lawn all summer long,

it would grow to be "stirrup high," as

the grasses of the West were often de-

scribed in the central high regions and

parklands of the Great Plains. If we
consider the carrying capacity of

grasslands for bison to be proportional

to that for cattle, we can then estimate

the impact of the 20 to 30 percent de-

crease of precipitation in the Great

Plains that occurred between the

1850s and the 1930-1960 period.

Using rough estimates of carrying

capacity as related to rainfall, we
might find that, with fifteen inches of

rainfall per year, a particular range

area in good condition would just sup-

port five animals. If the rainfall should

decrease to ten inches per year, a per-

centage change that occurred over

large areas in the late 1800s, the range

would be overstocked, for with that

rainfall, even range in good condition

could only support two to three ani-

mals in the same given area. The con-

dition of the range would thus deterio-

rate to an average carrying capacity of

one animal on an area that once held

five.

All other factors being constant,

such a diminution of carrying capacity

would have reduced the bison herds by

about three-quarters—but other fac-

tors weren't constant. Intense hunting

took place at the same time that the

herds were at serious risk because of

climatic change, and the combination

eliminated the bison as an important

food source in the Great Plains.

Farther east on the plains the exten-

sion of Chinook climates affected grain

farming. Wheat yield in Ellis County,

in central Kansas, dropped from about

fifteen bushels per acre in the 1870s to

about nine in the 1890s, while corn

yields dropped from about thirty bush-

els per acre to about twelve. If we
chose one year to mark the end of the

wetter era on the Great Plains, it

would probably be 1883.

Data show that our perception of

the western section of the Great Plains

as a sea of grass supporting enormous

herds of the grazing animals hunted by

horse-riding nomads was only a snap-

shot of a transient piece of American

history. So was the estimate of how
many acre-feet of water in the Colo-

rado basin could be divided up among
potential users.

These perceptions would be interest-

ing bits of lore except for the incorrect

but widely held theory that climate

does not change or changes so slowly

that humans can always adjust. The
study of western environmental his-

tory shows that the nature of the

American West is closely tied to its

varying climate. The facts are clear

that the western climate changes sig-

nificantly, sometimes rapidly, and

may stay changed long enough to

change the character of human cul-

tures.

Coupled with our myths about cli-

matic stability is our current image of

ourselves as technologically self-confi-

dent if not perhaps even invincible.

Whatever the contingency, whether it

be flood, drought, food shortage, or en-

vironmental pollution, our technologi-

cal genius will prevail.

But will cloud seeding really break a

drought due to the prevalence of ex-

tended, cloudless skies and dry Chi-

nook air? Can irrigation canals, dams,

and pump storage increase the normal

flow of the Colorado River for appor-

tionment? These are questions we
must face up to.

As the future population and use of

the American West push against the

carrying capacity of the land, climatic

variations will become more critical.

As world population increases, the role

of the West in food production likewise

will become more critical. One of the

few near certainties about the future is

that the climate will continue to vary,

as it has in the past, and the variations

will doubtless again alter the economic

base of the region.

Will we face the future armed with

facts or encumbered with quaint per-

ceptions and false theories? D
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon The evening moon shows up as a slender crescent in the west
after sunset about June 15. First-quarter follows on the 20th and full

moon on the 28th, when the moon is up from sundown until sunrise.

In early and late June, the moon rises after dark and remains in the

sky past dawn. Last-quarter is on June 5, new moon on the 12th. Phases
in July are: last-quarter on the 5th, new moon on the 12th, first-quarter

on the 20th, and full moon on the 27th. Perigee moon (nearest the earth)

occurs on June 8 and July 4 and 30; apogee (farthest from the earth)

on June 21 and July 18. Occultations by the moon include Aldebaran
(June 11 and July 9), Regulus (June 17 and July 15), Jupiter (June
18 and July 15), Saturn (June 19 and July 17), and Venus (July 9),

but most are unfavorable for North American viewing.

Stars and Planets From the 1 1th to the 1 5th, all the planets are evening
stars, above the horizon at sunset. More important for viewers, all five

bright planets (visible without a telescope) are favorably placed for

evening viewing in the first week of June. Venus is past its prime but
still bright and high enough to be easily seen low in the west after sun-

down. Mercury is right next to it on the 1st, still close on the 2nd and
3rd. By the 5th, Venus may be too low at sundown; Mercury holds its

position past midmonth, although it is fading rapidly.

The planets that gathered in Leo this winter, Jupiter, Mars, and Sat-

urn, are still there but are now well spread out in the southwest after

dark. The moon moves past them from June 17 to 19 and July 15 to

17. Mercury remains in Gemini in June; Venus retrogrades from
Gemini to Taurus; Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are in Leo; Uranus is in

Libra; Neptune in Ophiuchus; Pluto in Bootes. The sun moves from the

constellation Taurus into Gemini.

June 1: Mercury is quite close to Venus tonight.

June 1 1 : The daytime occultation of Aldebaran is above the horizon
along the West Coast.

June 14: Mercury, near the moon tonight, is at greatest easterly elon-

gation, well placed as an evening star.

June 15: Venus, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

June 17: The moon is quite close to Regulus tonight. Jupiter, Mars,
and Saturn are to its left.

June 18: The moon is between Jupiter and Regulus, to its right; Mars
and Saturn, to its left.

June 21: The sun is at the summer solstice at 12:47 a.m., EST.
June 25: Mars passes from right to left of Saturn.

June 27: Mercury begins retrograde (westerly) motion.

July 5: Earth is at aphelion, farthest from the sun, 152,100,000 ki-

lometers (94,500,000 miles) distant.

July 9: The daytime occultation of Venus occurs above the horizon
in North America.

July 11: Mercury, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

July 15: An early evening occultation of Jupiter occurs above the ho-
rizon in western North America.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map in front

of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the lower half of the
map with those you see in the sky. When you turn to face in other directions,

roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east, south, or west)
to the bottom, and match stars in the sky with those on the lower half of the
map. The map represents the evening sky at about 11 to 12 P.M. on June 1;

10 to II P.M. on June 15; 9 to 10 P.M. June 31; and 8 to 9 P.M. on July
15. Only planets and moon phases above the horizon at those times are shown.
All times are EST.
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Afterworlds in the Attic

No one really knows exactly how
many artifacts are in the anthropologi-

cal collections of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. But what-

ever the number, they fill to over-

flowing some fifty storage rooms,

vaults, and attics scattered throughout

the Museum's twenty-two buildings.

The physical objects, however, consti-

tute only a portion of the entire collec-

tion. In the past 1 1 1 years. Museum
ethnographers have assembled an-

other kind of collection that is, in a

sense, invisible. It has no catalog num-
bers, is not cross-referenced, and has

no monetary value. It cannot be dis-

played, photographed, or insured.

This collection is a vast body of

myths, songs, dreams, and visions gar-

nered from hundreds of living and ex-

tinct cultures from New Guinea to

Manhattan Island. Both in published

works and in reams of unpublished

notes stored in a fifth-floor vault, one

can find hundreds of creation myths,

descriptions of afterworlds, epic tales

of gods, humans, and demons, magical

formulas, dreams, songs, and chants.

Hidden among these books and papers

is a version of the creation of man from

the Hackensack Indians of Staten Is-

land, along with accounts of the dream
cults of the Oglala Sioux and shaman
chants of the Tsimshian. Here too one

can read the European-influenced ep-

ics of the San Carlos Apache, the love

poetry and death songs of the Ojibwa,

and dozens of myths of the Great

Flood and stories of the golden age

when animals spoke like people.

According to David Hurst Thomas,
chairman and curator of the Depart-

ment of Anthropology, no one has any

idea of just how much—or what

—

mythological material might be stored

in the Museum. "The Museum," he

says, "hasn't consciously compiled and

sorted the material. All I can tell you is

that there's a hell of a lot of it. But it's

the kind of thing that falls through the

cracks, if you know what I mean."

Thomas explains that the Museum
gathered most of its mythological ma-
terial before 1930. Today, with a few

exceptions. Museum ethnologists are

less interested in mythology, partially

because many of them are working in

"literate" societies, where myths are

written down. One of the exceptions is

Robert Carneiro, a curator specializ-

ing in the cultures of Amazonia. In a

visit to South America in 1 975, he col-

lected a dozen myths from the Kui-

kuru, a Carib-speaking people who live

in a single village in the upper Xingu

basin of central Brazil.

By far the most complete body of

myths collected by the Museum has

come from the Indian cultures of

North America. Between 1880 and

1930, assiduous myth collectors trav-

eled west with pen and paper to cap-

ture the Indian myth cycles before

they became hopelessly garbled by



^iierican Museum

Christian influences. While Franz

Boas was busy recording the entire

mythological system of the Kwakiutl

in the original Kwakwala, first for the

Museum and later for Columbia Uni-

versity, his contemporary Robert H.

Lowie was tramping across the West

from Alberta to Arizona, collecting

hundreds of myths (as well as arti-

facts) from the Hopi, Assiniboine,

Blackfoot, Cree, Shoshoni, and Ojib-

wa cultures. Pliny Earle Goddard, an-

other Museum curator, spent twenty

years studying the dancing societies of

the Sarsi, the dialects of the great

Athabascan family, and the ethnology

of the Southwest Indians in general.

Clark Wissler, who was chairman of

the Department of Anthropology,

built the Museum's collection of In-

dian material into one of the finest in

the world and also edited several num-
bers of the Anthropological Papers of
the American Museum of Natural

History, in which many of the myth
cycles were published.

Boas was one of the first anthropolo-

gists to recognize the scientific value of

myth. In the preface to his Kwakiutl

Culture as Reflected in Mythology

(1935), he wrote that through a peo-

ple's myths, "a picture of their way of

thinking and feeling will appear that

renders their ideas as free from the

bias of the European observer as pos-

sible."

Myth gathering, Boas realized early
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in his career, was not easy, as an entry

in one of his early journals attests:

October 12. I had a miserable day today.

The natives held a big potlatch again. I

was unable to get hold of anyone and had
to snatch at whatever I could get. Late at

night I did get something [a tale] for

which I had been searching
—"The Birth

of the Raven". ... It is especially curious

that myth cycles do not seem to be alike

among the different tribes speaking the

Apparently Boas had run out of
blank paper and had to use a piece

of American Museum stationery

for this drawing of the mythological

sea wolf with two killer whales

sporting behind its back.

same language, although I am not sun
how much of this may be due to my igno-

rance of the myths.

When Boas was not in the field, his

interpreter, George Hunt, agreed tc

collect and transcribe Kwakiutl myths,

for which Boas paid him 50c a page.

Morris K. Jesup, the first president of

the Museum, reimbursed Boas for

this worthwhile expense.

Lowie and Wissler faced a different

set of problems. Many of the myths

they recorded involved lesbianism, ne-

crophilia, bestiality, coprophagy

—

subjects that would have shocked z'

culture only recently emerged fron:

the Victorian Age. The Museum, fol-

lowing a standard practice, solved the

problem of publishing this material by

translating the sensitive passages into

classical Latin, which, presumably,

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,

CENTRAL PARK, <77TK ST. A Sra An.)

-^-



only an erudite and dedicated scholar

could decipher. The result was often

an odd mixture of languages:

"Lignum Mentulae Vice Fungens"

A hunter heard someone laughing. Prope

risores cum advenisset, duas mulieres

conspexit quae ridentes ligno pro mentula

utebantur. The woman caught sight of the

man and broke the piece of wood ita ut

utrius—que earum vulvae dimidium

haereret.

—Assiniboine, 1907

In other texts, Museum authors and

editors prepared a carefully censored

and circumspect translation for the be-

ginning of the paper and put the un-

doctored text at the end as a word-by-

word, unsyntactical translation next to

the original Indian text.

Since the 1930s, the Museum grad-

ually shifted its focus from myth col-

lecting and interpretation to other as-

pects of human culture. Myth, how-

ever, will continue to fascinate and at-

tract anthropologists. "I became inter-

ested," says Robert Carneiro, "in the

Kuikuru myths as narratives, almost

on a subscientific level." Gathering the

myths of the Kuikuru turned out to be

easy. Unlike some groups who delight

in lying to anthropologists (who, after

all, are an ideal target), the Kuikuru

are truthful and do not feel that myths

and beliefs are secret knowledge to be

guarded from outsiders. Carneiro was

able to find several older informants

who knew a great deal about myth, the

soul, and the afterworld and who were

happy to have an attentive audience.

Among the Kuikuru, the learning

and transmission of myths and beliefs

is a casual matter. "Now and then,"

says Carneiro, "someone will tell a

myth and those who want to listen will

gather around. But there is no con-

certed effort to teach the young the

mythology, and some adults don't

know the myths and aren't particu-

larly interested."

Carneiro feels the study of myth has

its limits. "I tend to be skeptical of ef-

forts to interpret myths. And to think

you can decipher the basic nature of

the human mind from myth—as in the

work of Levi-Strauss—strikes me as

going too far." Myths, Carneiro feels,

are in some respects much like mate-
rial objects and can be a means of elu-

cidating relationships between cul-

tures. "If we had," he explains, "a full

corpus of myths from every tribe in

Amazonia, we could reconstruct con-

tacts and influences."

Of the dozen or so myths Carneiro

collected, one is in press, and the rest he

hopes to publish together in the An-
thropological Papers of the American
Museum of Natural History.

The Museum's collection of myths

may turn out to be as valuable and ir-

replaceable as its physical collections.

Artifacts can survive the extinction of

a culture: pots, house foundations,

knives, stonework, and burials will last

for thousands of years. The myths of a

nonliterary culture, however, are per-

haps its most delicate artifact and are

the first to disappear in the face of

change or destruction. It was perhaps

with this thought in mind that Franz

Boas addressed the Kwakiutl in 1897

with the following words:

Friends, I am Mr. Boas who is speaking to

you. I am he whom you called Heiltsa-

qoalis. It is two winters since I have been

with you, but I have thought of you often.

... I am sorry to see how many of your

children . . . walk the ways of the white

man. The ways of the Indian were made
differently from the ways of the white

man at the beginning of the world, and it

is good that we remember the old

ways . . . your young men do not know the

history of your people ... it is not good

that these stories are forgotten. . . .

Douglas J. Preston
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Many Northwest Coast myths iinoh

the duality of the world. In this

illustration, a thunderhird.

a symbol of the upper world, rides

on the back of a killer whale,

symbolic of the lower world. The
growing influence of Europeans
on ?<iorihwest Coast peoples is

evident in the perspective

rendering of the bird's wings,

which would have been drawn full

front in precontact times.

i|

Objects of Bright Pride

The Membership Office is presenting

a special members" series. Native Amer-
icans of the Northwest Coast, on two

Wednesday evenings. June 18 and 25 at

7:30 P.M. in the .Auditorium. The first

program will feature Edward S. Curtis's

In the Land of the War Canoes, filmed

in 1914. with a Kwakwala-language

soundtrack added in 1973. Bill Holm,
who produced the soundtrack, will intro-

duce the film and answer questions from

the audience.

The second program. Objects of
Bright Pride: The Formation ofa Great

Collection, will be a lecture by Alan
Wardwell on the formation of the Muse-
um's collection of Northwest Coast art.

judged by many to be the largest and
finest in the world. The lecture will in-

clude slides of artifacts, and nineteenth-

century transparencies of the Northwest

Coast taken during expeditions there.

Wardwell is director of the Asia House
Gallery and curator of Objects ofBright
Pride, an e.xhibition of Northwest Coast

art from the .Vluseum collection now on

display at the Center for Inter-Ameri-

can Relations in New York. The pro-

grams are free to members, S3.00 each

for nonmembers.

Discovery Tours

in June 1980, twenty-five friends of

the Museum will join Kenneth .'\.

Chambers. lecturer in zoology at the

Museum, for a three-week Alaska

Wildlife Adventure. The trip will ex-

plore several different habitats in search

of wildlife. At Glacier Bay. where gla-

ciers meet the sea, tour members will ob-

serve hair seals and whales amidst newly

created icebergs. In Mount McKinley
National Park, tour participants will

search for mammals and birds in the

wildflower-covered tundra at the base of

the Alaska Range and Mount McKin-
ley. Tour members will fly across the

Bering Sea to the Pribilof Islands, where

more than a million fur seals and count-

less rare cliff-nesting birds can be found.

Write to Discovery Tours for more in-

formation about the Alaska Wildlife

Adventure and other 1980 and 1981

tours.

Shadow of Vishnu

Puppeteers, musicians, storytellers,

shadow puppet artists, and others from

India will present ten performances of

traditional puppet theater June 17-22.

The maharajah of Sawantwadi will in-

troduce and explain the troupe. The

puppets—some beautiful, some gro-

tesque—represent gods and demons, he-

roes and villains, and other mythical

characters featured in the ancient In-

dian epics. Write to the Department of

Education at the Museum for more in-

formation.

Imaginary Worlds
Twenty watercolors by artist Sonja

Eisenberg are currently on display at the

Hayden Planetarium. Eisenberg, who
has had showings in New York, Paris,

Amsterdam, and other cities, paints vi-

sions of imaginary worlds. The show, en-

titled New Horizons, will continue

through June 16.

Aztec Theater

The Touchstone Center, known for its

unusual theatrical productions based on

anthropology, will present My Music
Reaches to the Sky, a piece about an

Aztec myth. The free performance will

take place in the Education Hall on

Saturday. June 14. at 1:00 and 3:00 p.m.

Northwest Coast Film Series

On June 7 and 8. the Department of

Education is presenting films on the In-

dians of the Northwest Coast. On Satur-

day, June 7, four films exploring tradi-

tional Northwest Coast art and culture

will be shown in the Auditorium be-

tween 2:00 and 4:20 p.m. Included will

be anthropologist Franz Boas's 1930

film. The Kwakiutl of British Colum-

bia, made on his last trip to the Pacific

Northwest. On Sunday, June 8, between

2:00 and 4:00 p.m., two films will deal,

respectively, with Indian photographer

Edward S. Curtis and the mythology

of the totem pole. All films are free.
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"For one brief shining moment that was known as Camelot."

^(fe^The Romance of Camelot _*)^
PORCELAIN BELL COLLECTION

Twelve beautiful collector's bells in fine bone china, decorated with 24kt gold. .

.

a captivating adornment for any room in your home.

«

A Limited Edition.

Advance deadline: June 30, 1980.

G\MELOT . . . what visions the name alone

conjures up! Of chivalrous knights and
lovely ladies. Thrilling-adventures and gal-

lant quests. Of royal banners, magic svi'ords

and shields of honor. Of opulent feasts at

the Round Table. Of secret love potions. Of
King Arthur and his Guinevere, Lancelot

and Elaine, Sir Galahad, Merlin the magi-

cian, and the mysterious Lady of the Lake.

The legends of Camelot have been told

and retold over the years in works of art,

music and literature. But never so brilliant-

ly as in Alfred Lord Tennyson's romantic

poem. Idylls of the King. And now— a cen-

tury after it was written— this masterpiece

has inspired the creation of a new work in a

treasured collecting tradition: The Romance

of Camelot Porcelain Bell Collection.

To create the original works of art for

these collector's bells, Franklin Porcelain has

commissioned the eminent European artist

Giani Benvenuti. He is a master of design

—able to create within a small space an
extraordinary profusion of intricate detail.

And his colors have a jewel-like brilhance

that brings to mind the precious illuminated

manuscripts of medieval times.

Richly detailed . . . illuminated with
color . . . finely crafted in bone china

The works Benvenuti has created portray

the most enchanting moments from the

stories of Camelot. The Lady of the Lake
presenting the bejeweled sword Excalibur

to young Arthur . . . the vision of the Holy

Grail appearing to Sir Galahad at the Round
Table . . . Gareth gallantly fighting the blue

knight Morning Star . . . the mortally wound-
ed King Arthur sailing away from Camelot
on a barge attended by three queens . .

.

Twelve unforgettable episodes— twelve
magnificent porcelain bells.

The quality of detail achieved by the artist

is remarkable. The tiny ripples on the sur-

face of the lake. The battlements of a distant

tower. The intricate mesh of chain mail ar-

mor. The gold-work of a gown. The em-

broidery of a veil . . . Each work of art is both
precise and superbly executed. The colors

are clear and pure, and the translucence of

the white bone china is a lovely background
for the original Camelot designs. Then, to

add a special note of elegance, each porce-

lain bell is decorated with pure 24 karat gold.

Available for a limited time only

In the tradition of fine works in porcelain.

The Romance of Camelot will be available only
during a single year. Furthermore, the col-

lection is being offered only by subscription

and only from Franklin Porcelain. In addi-

tion, there is a further limit of one collection

per person. Thus, the total edition will be
forever limited to the exact number of indi-

viduals who place vahd subscriptions dur-

ing the year 1980. Thereafter, this collection

will never be made available again.

The Camelot bells will be sent at the rate

of one every other month, and the issue

price of $22.50 for each bell may be paid in

two monthly installments of just $11.25

each. A Certificate of Authenticity wUl ac-

company the collection.

To subscribe, please mail the applica-

tion below to Franklin Porcelain, Franklin

Center, Pennsylvania, by the advance dead-
line of June 30, 1980.

1 ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION r

The Romance of Camelot
PORCELAIN BELL COLLECTION

Must be postmarked by June 30, 1980.

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Enter my subscription for The Romance of

Camelot Porcelain Bell Collection, in fine

bone china decorated with 24kt gold.

I need send no money now. The 12 bone
china collector's bells are to be sent to me at

the rate of one every other month, and I

will be billed for each bell in two monthly
installments of $11.25* each, the first in-

stallment in advance of shipment.

Signature.

Mis.

Miss_

City_

. Zip-

Limit: One collection per person



Books in Review

The Birds and Beasts

Will Teach Thee!
by Faith McNulty

Mr. Peale's Museum, by Charles

Coleman Sellers. W. W. Norton and
Co., $14.95; 370 pp., illus. A Barra

Foundation book.

Recently a friend of mine visited the

Grand Canyon. He told me that he

had not been tremendously stirred by

the experience, but that the expression

on the face of his dog as it peered into

the abyss was worth the price of the

trip. Reading Mr. Peale's Museum I

was reminded again of how much of

our ability to marvel has been lost and

in what a short time. It is not quite a

hundred and eighty years since

Charles Willson Peale undertook this

country's first organized scientific ex-

pedition for the purpose of exhuming
"The Great American Incognitum'"

—

the bones of what proved to be a mas-

todon discovered in a marl pit on a farm

near Newburgh, New York. The event

caused national excitement. President

Jefferson offered the army's help to

get the bones out of the water-filled

pit, but improvisation and invention

came naturally to Peale. He devised

his own ingenious machinery—a wheel

turned by the leg power of eager volun-

teers brought up buckets of water and

drained the pit at the rate of 1 ,440 gal-

lons of water an hour. Peale later

wrote in his diary, "The Vice President

[Aaron Burr] and a considerable num-
ber of Ladies and Gentlemen came to

see the Bones .... The news of them
must have blew like wild fire, for up-

wards [of] 80 persons . . . came that

evening."

When Peale exhibited the mounted
skeleton in his museum in Philadel-

phia in 1801, the creature was hailed

as the "largest of terrestrial beings,"

and the ninth Wonder of the World.

The word "mammoth" burst into the

language as "atomic" has in our day.

A Philadelphia baker sold "mammoth
bread." In Washington a "mammoth
eater" consumed forty-two eggs in ten

minutes, and a Massachusetts commit-

tee sent President Jefferson a "mam-
moth" cheese that weighed 1,230

pounds. Visitors thronged Mr. Peale's

museum to view the giant bones ("ev-

ery evening illuminated by lamplight

until 10 o'clock") and must have shiv-

ered with wonder and excitement as

they read a handbill describing the

animal in life. According to Indian leg-

end, "the Pines crashed beneath their

feet; and the Lake shrunk when they

slaked their thirst .... Forests were

laid waste at a meal . . . .
" What an

animal! What a thrill to see it for the

first time! It is impossible not to envy

those spectators whose sense of the

marvelous was still virgin and intact.

The museum was the creation of

Charles Willson Peale, born in 1741,

nine years younger than George
Washington. Washington visited the

museum and contributed two Chinese

golden pheasants, which Peale pre-

served and mounted. "I was richly re-

paid in being able to preserve so much
beauty. Before this time I had thought

those birds . . . seen in Chinese paint-

ings were only works of fancy." Two
hundred years ago even a pheasant

was still a marvel.

When Peale began collecting for his

museum in 1784 he was in his forties,

a veteran of the Revolution, and an es-

tablished portrait painter, but painting

barely supported his growing family.

A commission to sketch a collection of

gigantic bones—the great scientific

mystery of their time—led to the

thought of a museum to display simi

lar objects and bring together exam
pies of everything—animal, vegetable,

and mineral—that makes up the natu-i

ral world. To house it, Peale added

rooms to his existing portrait gallery

and announced in the newspapers that

"Mr. Peale . . . will make a part of his

House a repository for Natural Curi-

osities." His appeal for donations of

specimens brought them by the

wagonload. A stable next door was

converted into a zoo where living

specimens—from cougars to rattle-

snakes—awaited immortality. The en-

terprise was a remarkable home indus-

try. Peale, helped by his sons and

daughters (of which there would even-

tually be ten), tirelessly collected, ex-

perimented with preservatives (DO
NOT TOUCH THE BIRDS. THEY
ARE COVERED WITH ARSNIC
POISON, read a sign), painted appro-

priate watercolor backgrounds, and

devised natural habitat effects of a

kind that are standard today but were

then a controversial innovation.

Charles Coleman Sellers's biogra-

phy of the museum (he has already

written Peale's) makes clear that the

enterprise was a labor of love, vision,

and idealism that absorbed Peale's

enormous energies and talents for the

latter half of his long life. There had

been nothing quite like Peale's mu-

seum in the world before. Contempo-

rary collections were starkly scientific

or else popular grab bags of curiosities.

Peale, implementing Rousseau's ideal

of teaching as a sublime ministry, de-

signed his museum to attract, delight,

and inform all comers. In an address

appealing to Philadelphians for finan-
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cial support, Peale described the object

of his labors thus:

To diffuse a i<nowiedge of the wonderful

jiiworks of creation, not only of this country

l:but of the whole world. Also to show

the progress of arts and science, from

the savage state to the civilized man ....

To form a school of useful knowledge,

I

to diffuse its usefulness to every class

in our country, to amuse and in the

lisame moment to instruct the adult of

each sex and age ... did I exert every

'inerve by increasing labors .... By day

Land by night, as long as I could keep

imy eyes open, did I labour to preserve

lanimals, common as well as those rarely

jimet with.

Peale's belief that persons of each

[class, sex, and age deserved equal ac-

icess to instruction was yet another of

ihis innovations. "The birds and beasts

(will teach thee!" was the promise Peale

iprinted on admission tickets that cost

ttwenty-five cents. That the teaching

might be accurate he adhered to strict

iLinnaean order. Of his natural history

displays, his bird collection was the

largest and most beautiful, and his

friend Alexander Wilson based his

American Ornithology on it, but there

jwere also mammals, insects, fishes,

(minerals, and artifacts from all

icorners of the globe. In its heyday the

imuseum more than fulfilled the

founder's early vision.

In his old age Peale painted a por-

trait showing himself lifting a red vel-

vet curtain to reveal an almost endless

gallery beyond. One hand raises the

curtain with a proud flourish while the

other beckons the viewer to enter. The
end of Peale's story gives poignancy to

that beckoning gesture. From the be-

ginning he envisioned his museum be-

coming a great national institute,

cherished and enhanced by those who
came after him. He believed that "in

some future day [the musuem] will be

the admiration of the world," and re-

peatedly begged politicians and city

fathers to take it over and ensure its

survival with public funds. President

Jefferson thought it would be uncon-

stitutional. The legislature thought it

too expensive. Peale's offer was never

accepted. After his death in 1827 at

Charles Willson Peale lifts a

curtain to reveal his newly
incorporated museum in this

self-portrait painted in 1822.

the age of eighty-six, the museum en-

dured for another fifteen or so years,

during which his many heirs struggled

to wring a living from it. When they

failed, P.T. Barnum gobbled up much
of the contents and lost them in

disastrous fires. What bits survive are

mainly at Harvard, doubly valuable as

mementos of an inspired lifework to

which much is still owed as forerunner

of the great natural history museums
of today. Ironically, as Peale's mu-
seum was being dispersed, politicians

were debating how best to use English

scientist James Smithson's bequest

"for the increase and diffusion of

knowledge among men." In 1869,

twenty-three years after the founding

of the Smithsonian Institution, the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory was chartered and would become

the foremost example of Peale's ideal.

Charles Coleman Sellers, Peale's

great-great-grandson, has written a

book that is clearly a labor of love,

filled with facts that would elsewhere

be mere footnotes to history. Gathered

together, they bring the reader a

haunting sense of Mr. Peale's times

—

an era when the natural world was still

inexhaustibly marvelous and number-
less "wonderful works of creation"

waited to be explored for the enjoy-

ment and enlightenment of all.

Faith McNulty is on the staff of The
New Yorker, in which her articles on

whooping cranes, whales, and other

animals have appeared. A collection

—The Wildlife Stories of Faith
McNulty

—

will be published in Octo-

ber bv Doubledav and Co.
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UNCROWDED
UNFORGETTABLE

HONDURAS
Come discover a peaceful Carib-

bean retreat that's off the beaten

tourist path. Honduras is a lush trop-

ical country with gentle people,

colorful customs, delectable local

cuisine, and a proud heritage just

waiting for the well-traveled adven-

turer. While Honduras also has bus-

tling modem cities, there are still

vast unspoiled regions where TV,

high-rise hotels and fast food restau-

rants are unheard of.

From the peaceful Bay Islands, to

the ancient Mayan Ruins at Copan,
to the sleepy little outlying villages,

you'll find Honduras a most
extraordinary and enchanting ad-

venture. Come explore the last

unspoiled retreat. Come explore

Honduras.

"The International Airlines of Honduras. " Serving all of Central America.

Tan Sahsa's El Camino Maya
Vacation, 9 days, $307 including

air fare. This adventure-filled vaca-

tion will take you from the bustling

cities of San Pedro Sula and Teguci-

galpa to the rolling mountainous
countryside. You'll have plenty of

time for browsing the marketplaces

and taking optional excursions to

ancient Mayan Ruins. Price in-

cludes round-trip air fare from Mi-
ami, hotels (per person double oc-

cupancy), taxes, transfers, some
meals and a variety of sight-seeing

tours.

For information on Honduras tour pack-

ages, call your travel agent or mail this

coupon.

Name

Address

City

State Zip.

For the Well-Traveled Adventurer

Mail to: HONDURAS TOURIST
BUREAU I -SSOW. 6th St., Suite 401,

Dept.NH , I^s Angeles. CA 90014 •

(213)485-0285



Pocket Gophers (p. 36)

Short, readable descriptions of all

kinds of pocket gophers can be found

on pages 244-53 of The Mammals of
Eastern United States, volume 2, by

W. J. Hamilton, Jr. (New York: Mac-
millan Publishing Co., 1963). "Florida

Pocket-Gopher Burrows and Their Ar-

thropod Inhabitants," by T. H. Hub-
bell and C. C. Goflf {Proceedings of
the Florida Academy of Sciences for

1939, vol. 4, August 1940, pp. 127-

66), gives background on the creatures

that share the pocket gopher's burrow.

"Goff's Pocket Gopher," by L. M.
Ehrhart, in Rare and Endangered
Biota of Florida, volume 1, edited by

J. N. Layne (Gainesville: University

Presses of Florida, 1978, pp. 1-52),

provides more recent data. Two spe-

cialized articles are "Mound Building

by Pocket Gophers (Geomyidae):
Their Impact on Soils and Vegetation

in North America," by H. W. Mielke

{Journal of Biogeography, vol. 4,

1977), and "Reproduction in the

Pocket Gopher in North-central Flor-

ida," by E. S. Wing {Journal ofMam-
malogy, vo\. 41, 1960, pp. 35-43).

Caterpillars (p. 42)

The original work referred to in

"Artful Diners" is described in two
scientific papers by B. Heinrich. "The
Effect of Leaf Geometry on the Feed-

ing Behaviour of the Caterpillar of

Manduca sexta (Sphingidae)," pub-

lished in Animal Behaviour (vol. 19,

1971, pp. 1 19-24), discusses behavior

that is nonspecific and equally adapted

to a variety of leaf shapes. "Foraging

Strategies of Caterpillars: Leaf Dam-
age and Possible Predator Avoidance

Strategies" {Oecologia, October 1979,

pp. 325-37) provides many pictures of

variously chewed leaves and concludes

that "some caterpillar foraging behav-

iors may have evolved under the se-

lective pressure of visually oriented

predators that use leaf damage as a

cue in their searching behavior." H.

B. Cott's Adaptive Coloration in Ani-

mals (London: Methuen and Co.,

1940) is a review of the literature on

adaptive coloration and behavior in all

kinds of animals, including caterpil-

lars. Defence in Animals (New York:

Longman, 1975), by M. Edmunds,
picks up where Cott leaves off. A sum-

mary of recent literature on the evo-

lution and effectiveness of color and

other antipredator defenses and pred-

ator-prey relationships, this book's

bibliography directs the reader to orig-

inal research papers, books, and review

articles. Animals and Their Colors, by

M. and P. Fogden (New York: Crown
Publishers, 1974), presents these sub-

jects for the lay reader and includes

a bibliography, a glossary, and color

photographs on almost every page. A.

J. Alexander describes her work on

heliconiid larvae in "A Study of the

Biology and Behavior of the Caterpil-

lars, Pupae and Emerging Butterflies

of the Subfamily Heliconiinae in Trin-

idad, West Indies" {Zoologica, April

28, 1961, pp. 1-24). Two Natural

History articles of interest are "Inves-

tigations into Mimicry," by L. P.

Brower and J. V. Z. Brower (April

1962, pp. 8-19), and "Mimicry: The
Deceptive Way of Life," by M. Roth-

schild (February 1 967, pp. 44-51).

Hail (p. 54)

Cloud Physics and Cloud Seeding,

by L. J. Battan (Westport: Greenwood
Press, 1979), originally published in

1962 as part of the Science Study Se-

ries, discusses hail, ice crystals, rain,

snow, clouds, cloud and hailstorm

modification, and simulated rainfall.

Also intended for the general reader.

Hailstorms of the United States, by

S. D. Flora (Norman: University of

Oklahoma Press, 1956), focuses more

on damage done by hail and on man's

efforts to predict storms. In "The
Paradox of Hail Suppression" {Sci-

ence, January 14, 1977, pp. 139-45)

D. Atlas, former director of the Na-
tional Hail Research Experiment, ex-

plains how cloud seeding can either in-

crease or decrease the amount of hail.

;

Hailstorms and Hailstone Growth, by

N. R. Gokhale (Albany: State Uni-

versity of New York Press, 1976), is

a comprehensive, technical account of

:

modern hail research. '

I

Wolves (p. 58) i

The Wolves of Mount McKinley, i

Fauna Series No. 5, by A. Murie
(Washington: U.S. Government Print-

ing Office, 1944), a readable account

of the biology and ecology of the Alas-

kan wolf, is the result of a two-year

field study of the relationship between

timber wolves and Dall sheep, with

notes on other animals. L. D. Mech's

The Wolf: The Ecology and Behavior

of an Endangered Species (Garden

City: Natural History Press, 1970) is

for the scientist and the general

reader. The author's rich field experi-

ences, combined with the established

data, make this an interesting, well-

documented volume. Of Wolves and

Men, by B. H. Lopez (New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1978), con-

centrates on the wolf in the folklore

and literature of different cultures.

Most of the May 1967 issue of Ameri-

can Zoologist is devoted to the ecology

and behavior of wolves. The issue in-

cludes "Numbers, Turnover, and So-

cial Structure of the Isle Royale Wolf

Population," by P. A. Jordan, P. C.

Shelton, and D. L. Allen (pp. 233-52).

Points raised in this article are ex-

plored further in "Continued Studies

of the Status, Socialization, and Rela-

tionships of Isle Royale Wolves,

1967-70," by M. L. Wolfe and D. L.

Allen {Journal of Mammalogy, vol.

54, no. 3, 1973, pp. 611-35). R. J.

Rutter and D. H. Pimlott's The World

of the Wolf{Nev/ York: J. B. Lippin-

cott Co., 1968), is a profusely illus-



trated introduction for children that

includes the authors' personal observa-

tions. Two Natural History articles

are "The Social Organization of

Wolves," by J. H. Woolpy (May 1968,

pp. 46-55), and "Why Some Deer Are

Safe From Wolves," by L. D. Mech
(January 1979, pp. 70-77). Write to

I the North American Wolf Society,

P.O. Box 118, Eatonville, WA 98328,

for a list of books, pamphlets, and gov-

ernment publications on wolves. This

society publishes a quarterly journal

and sells reprints of its articles.

^ Climate (p. 64)

For a more complete treatment of

climatic change and paleoclimatology,

see Climates ofHunger: Mankind and

the World's Changing Weather, by R.

Bryson and T. Murray (Madison: Uni-

versity of Wisconsin Press, 1979). E.

Le Roy Ladurie's Times of Feast,
' Times of Famine: A History of Cli-

mate Since the Year WOO, translated

by Barbara Bray (Garden City: Dou-

bleday and Co., 1971), is an outgrowth
' of the author's research into the

history of agriculture in Europe. Cli-

mates of the Past: An Introduction to

i Paleoclimatology, by M. Schwartz-
I bach (New York: AMS Press, 1977),

' first published in 1963, is a general

' text, while Descriptive Paleoclima-

tology, edited by A.E.M. Naun (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961), is

a more technical symposium. R. Car-

penter discusses the impact of climatic

change in Discontinuity in Greek Civ-

ilization (New York: W. W. Norton

and Co., 1968). "Climate of the Cen-

tral North American Grasslands," by

J. R. Borchert (Annals of the Asso-

ciation ofAmerican Geographers, vol.

40, 1950, pp. 1-39), and "A Pre-Co-

lumbian Urban Center on the Missis-

sippi," by M. L. Fowler {Scientific

American, August 1975, pp. 92-102),
are specialized articles.

Katharine D'Agosta
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TIRED OF BUYING JUNK?
GET A Carpet Cat®

The CARPET CAT is buili with care by people who
make nothing else, for people who believe

household appliances should last a lifetime. We also

ihink appliances should be noiseless, convenient,

pretty, efficieni and require no eleclricily.

If you feel the same way. you're going lo love a non-
eleclric CARPET CAT floor and carpel sweeper.
We believe il is ihe lightesl, strongest, most efficieni

and convenient appliance of iis type on earlh. In the

past 6 years, thousands of commercial users
worldwide (airlines, hotels, restaurants, etc.) have
confirmed our belief by demanding only our floor

sweepers. A CARPET CAT weighs under 3 pounds,
is only 9 inches wide and works as well on a bare
floor as il does on carpet. Ii picks up sugar, sand, pet

hairs, paper clips, ashes and much more. Who really

needs a vacuum cleaner?

Pick up I

WT-

Yes. it looks like an old-fashioned "carpet sweeper"
(except it is far smaller and aboui 'i ihe weigh!), but

there the similarity ends. The CARPET CAT is

patented and based on entirely new technology, lis

natural hog bristle brush will outlast synthetics by
about 3 to 1. It should last a lifetime if properly
cared for in ordinary household use. The CARPET
CAT'S baked enamel surface wipes clean wiih a

damp cloth. Horse hair corner brushes clean right

up to ihe wall, and the whole sweeper can be hung up Clean stair
in 2 inches of wall space. EVERY PART IS and easily.
REPLACEABLE AND CARRIED IN STOCK.

T find any Other sweeper thai can make ihc

ims. BUY IT. We arc sure vou can't, so we
10 try our CARPET CAT.

NO NOISE, NO HOSE,THE CARPET CAT: Only *24.95
ss350for NO ELECTRIC CORDS
p./hand

30-DAY MONEYBACK GUARANTEE
If vou decide ihe CARPET CAT is unsalisfaelor

FOR ANY REASON, simply relurn il 10 us wilhi

30 days and we will refund ihe enlire purchase prict

You can'l lose DORSAY, 142 MacAnhur Ave
Depl. 430, Garfield. N.J. 07026

DORSAY. 142 MacArlhur Ave., Depl. 430, Garfield. \,J. 1)7026T.'i

Charge my D MC D Visa : Exp. date
.

tf Signature

Address
,

City

Tel. (201) 546-5507
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Antiques

ARMOIRES (Huge Selection), Tables, Chairs, Brass

Beds etc Incredibly low prices! 1 1 AM-6 PM. 7 days

(212)691-6634

Art/ Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi 2nd

and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kactiinas; old and new rugs No
catalogue One-of-a-kind pieces; individually photo-

graphed Specify interests. Write for photos and data.

Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 9 14 1 3 (2 1 3) 789-2559

ENDANGERED SPECIES soft sculpture/toy patterns,

12 page catalogue. $1. Lorna, P O. Box 10388N, Ala-

meda, NM87114

Discover your own

PICASSO
Buy direct from jurv-st'lectt'd artists

through mail order pnnt club Details:

American Graphics Gallery

Box 541CA. New York. NY 10046

GINIJALA, Tongues of Fire, Mask, 10" X 12", Sri

Lanka, $32. request photo. McCoy Imports. Liberty,

NY 12754

HANDCARVED, wooden Guatemalan tribal rtnasks.

Primitive/grotesque. Approximately 6" X 12". $15

postpaid. Some 24" high and elaborately painted, $38

postpaid. Also, superb Barracuda machetes from El

Salvador with ornate hand-crafted leather sheaths,

$16 postpaid. Pan Imports, Box 235. Keene. NH
03431

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue. $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University,

Berkeley . CA 94710

NEEDLEPOINT WILDLIFE PORTRAITS. Complete 8" X
10" kit. $6.95 postpaid. Any two. $11.95. Choose:

Pronghorn Antelope, Bighorn Sheep, Mountain Goat,

Whitetail Deer Free brochure. Needlepoint Ideas, 41

Wingedfoot, Conroe, TX77304

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS' Color catalogue $2,00

(refundable with purchase) Bernardo, 2400 West-

heimer, g108W(NHMP), Houston, TX 77098

Book Publishers _^__
BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fiction, nonfiction and poetry Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication " Write: Dorrance & Company,

Dept. AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send lor fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report, Carlton Press, Dept. NHR, 84 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10011

Books

"BERRY RIPE MOON"—Book about nature and pre-

historic woodland Indians-Penobscot tribe of Wabnaki.

Illustrated & maps. $3.50 pp. Book Tide, Box 9,

Sedgwick ,
ME 04676

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print, Rare,

Catalogues $1.50. Search Service, Patricia Led-

lie— Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield. ME 04220 (207)

336-2969

ORNITHOLOGY, Entomology, Botany, Herpetology,

Geology, Ichthyology, Mollusca, Mathematics, Engi-

neering, Latin America. Catalogues available. Tolliver's

Books, 1634-KA Stearns Drive. Los Angeles, CA
90035

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE. Zoology. Botany. Ornithol-

ogy. Colorplate. etc Catalogues $1. Book Chest, 19

Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 1 1570

Publishers* Closeouts

SAVE UP TO 83% ON OVER 20,000 DIFFERENT

BOOKS, RECORDS AND CASSEHESw/ith

America's largest bargain book and record

source Enjoy stiop-at-|-iome convenience and
purchase high value, top quality editions—

bestsellers, books on art and antiques, cooking,

how-to and fitness, honne and garden, history,

science, nature, reference, military, children's

books—and much, much more. Send today for

the PUBLISHERS CENTRAL BUREAU catalog at

obsolutely no cost or obligation. For your FREE

catalog write to PUBLISHERS CENTRAL BUREAU,

DEPT. 060, 1 CHAMPION AVE., AVENEL, NEW
JERSEY 07001

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3.000 titles, all subiects! Free catalogue: Hamilton. 98-

55 Clapboard. Danbury. CT 06810

"TROPICA"—Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants. 7,000

color photos, 1120 pages. $115, Request circular.

Roehrs, Box 125. E. Rutherford, NJ 07073

Collectors' Items

COLLECTORS ITEMS. Life sized songbirds, eagles,

owls, ducks and more Hand carved and painted

wooden replicas. Send $1 00 for color catalogue Palos

Enterprises, NH, 1 1727 Will Cook Rd., Palos Park, IL

60464

JERRY OHLINGER'S Movie Material Store, Inc, Photos,

Posters, Free list. 120 W. 3rd St., NY, NY 10012 (212)

674-8474

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS: Colorful col-

lectibles. Samples, approvals $1. MilMed. Box 297NH,

Aurora. CO 80040

Correspondence

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship Asian

Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

LIFE SCIENCES—ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS! Employ-

ers .. . Strategies . . . Job Banks! Free "Jobsampler."

Jobsearch, Box 3069-NH2, Gaithersburg, MD 20760

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information— $2.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now Hiring! 68 Countries. All oc-

cupations. Big Pay. Free transportation. Tax benefits.

Latest Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld, Box

645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings—all occupations! Free details . . Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: School, college

openings; U.S.A. $5.95. Abroad $5.95. Placement

sources U.S.A. $4.95; abroad. $4.95. EISF, Box 662,

Newton, MA 02162

ENERGY SLIDE/CASSETTE PROGRAM Twenty
35mm slides plus descriptive cassette covering all as-

pects of energy crisis $25.00. E.S.C.P, 103 Gardiner

Road, Woods Hole, MA 02543

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75,000

jobs! Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportuni-

ties. Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box 4116-

NH, Hayward, CA 94540

AUSTRALIA . . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17,500

Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report! $2— Mon-

eyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission," Depart-

ment 894-06, National Press Building, Washington,

DC, 20045

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 countries!

Sampler; 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA 92629

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy

500,000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 2$ on dol-

lari Most complete information available— $2.00. Sur-

plus Disposal, Box 1 9107-RS. Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS-$19.30!-CARS-$13.50!— 650.000

Items!— Government Surplus— Directory Tells How,

Where To Buy— Your Area—$2—Guaranteed—
"Government Information Services." Box 99249-DC6,

San Francisco. California 94109

Gourmet Interests

CHERRY LIQUEUR. Delicious. Easy to make. Full direc-

tions $1 SASE. Box 4058, Albuquerque. New Mexico

87106

COOKING WITH ROSES booklet. Recipes, fact, folk-

lore $3. Freshpond Press. Box 1 10B. Centerport, NY

11721

DAVID'S CARROT CAKE RECIPE. Delicious and

healthy. T.S.O. $1.00 SASE. David, 1247 Roanoke,

San Marino, CA 91108

50 VEGETABLE RECIPES— Economical, flavorsome

vegetable dishes, $3.95. Sally Smith, 10 Elm St.,

Hillsdale, Ml 49242

Merchandise

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!! Sinus sufferers.

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpensive

and used by doctors worldwide. Informative booklet

explains all and is available by sending $1 .00 to Hydro

Med (NH), P.O. Box 91273, Los Angeles, 90009

WALKING STICKS. CANES, Free color brochure,

Marchele Co., Dept. NHF, 1 123 Broadway, New York,

NY 10010

Music
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FREE CATALOGUE! Harpsichords, harps, hammered

or Appalachian dulcimers, banjos, mandolins. Com-

pleted or kits HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Denver,

Colorado 80204



f Photo/Optical

~~ BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," publistied in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
~ Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Ivlansion St., West Coxsackie,

NY 12192(518) 731-2610

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS. PHOTOGRAPHERS. High-

est quality 35mm slides from ttie collection of the Cor-
~~

nell University Laboratory of Ornithology Birds, wild-

flowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue. Dept

44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road. Ithaca, NY 14850

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON,
Optolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired. Large

stock. Orders filled postpaid day received Birding. Box
: 5N. Amsterdam, NY 12010.

—
- OPTIC DISCOUNTS; Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand

Names—Free Catalogue. Thos. Ivlanetta, 61 Hoffman
Avenue. Elmont, NY 11003

i PHOTOS COPIED. 5X7 B&W print, $7.95. Original

returned, plus negative. Heritage. 2048 Kenton. Au-

rora, CO 80010

Post Cards

_ NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals. Beautiful & educational. $7.95 for

105, all different. (Not retailed to Illinois addresses.

,
Wholesale rates available all states ) Nature Press, 628
E. 20th St., Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

, .- FREEI Big Summer Catalogue! Over 5,400 country

> I

properties described, pictured! Land, Farms, Homes,
Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Selected

— best thruout the US Over 700 offices, 43 states All

Across America! Yours Free from the World's Largest!

Strout Realty, Inc , 60 E 42nd Street. Dept. 5390, New
_ , York, NY 10017

: FREE . . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

__ nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast. United Farm Agency, Inc , 612-U W 47th St.,

,
Kansas City, MO 641 12 Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-821-

2599; MO. Res. Ph. Toll-Free; 1-800-892-5785

"
, GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!

: Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment opportuni-

ties! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus nation-

_. wide listings—$2 00 Surplus Lands, Box 19107-RS.
Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

_^ tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. From $650 for two weeks Please
i write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

LUXURY LIVING in the Majestic San Juans. 3'/2 miles

from Telluride. Furnished Condos. Personalized Fishing

;_^ 1 ,- Trips, Unlimited Hiking. Contact Last Dollar Develop-
ment. Box 98, Telluride, CO 81435 (303) 728-3330

^

I Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain lake.

informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, family rates

American Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake, NY
12864

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chincahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch. Box F- 1 , Portal. AZ 85632

JAMAICAN ESTATE; Extensive tropical nursery.

$699.00 per person one week includes NY-JA airfare,

3 meals daily, open bar, beach, pool. High Hope, 150

Quaker Road, Pomona, NY 10970 (914) 354-6588

LITTLE ST SIMONS ISLAND. Georgia Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing on

this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with miles

of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of 10-15

guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists on
staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N. St Simons
Island. GA 31522

STUDY ANGLES ON YOUR SUNDECK!—Seaside villa

on Jamaica's North Coast. Boating, snorkeling, pool,

full-time cook-housekeeper. Dowling, 2 WSV, NYC
10012

WYOMING RANCH VACATION. The West's finest

family ranch, famous for over sixty years. Spectacular

scenery. Great food, fishing, riding, relaxing Dr

Oakleigh Thome, II, resident naturalist. Call collect or

write Valley Ranch, Southfork N, Cody. Wyoming
82414. (307) 587-4661

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA—Photography and natural

history expeditions through national parks and wilder-

ness areas of Kenya. Rwanda. Zaire and Zambia.
ObPolar Bears In the Arctic Reserve now for winter

whale watching in Baja and Hawaii Adventures Interna-

tional. 4421N Albert Street. Oakland, CA 94619

BACKPACK THE SISKIYOU HIGH COUNTRY of North-

ern California Photograph unique conifer forests. Fish,

Hike, Goldpan the wild and scenic Smith and Klamath
rivers. Trips for all abilities. Redwood forest day trips.

Running all seasons. Don Gillespie, Siskiyou Treks, P.O.

1362, Crescent City, California 95531 (707) 487-5202

BHUTAN— SRI LANKA yak trek—Leopard safari— 24
days. October 18—$5200 Capers, Box 5489, Bev-
erly Hills, 90210

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places Ideal lor railpass users. Free cata-

logue. Great Trips, Box 5199-N. New York, NY 10017

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members Regis-

ter with ERI to make your experience available to expe-
dition leaders. Archeology, Geology, Mountaineering,

Oceanography, Ornithology, Paleontology. Sailing.

Speleology, Zoology. Professors, institutions, expedi-

tions, others use our research services for locating per-

sonnel and informatijon on countries, permits, maps,
equipment discounts, funding and more Write; Expedi-

tion Research, Inc., Box 467N, Annapolis, MD 21404

EXPERIENCE UNIQUE AMAZON, from comfortable
"Explorer's Inn" (new Tambopata Wildlife Preserve,

Peru). 3-21 day programs, resident naturalists, reason-

ably priced Also; Cuzco, MaPicchu, Nazca lines, trek-

king, etc Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA
94704. (415)843-8294

FANTASTIC CATALOGUE lists hundreds of current

Travel Books and Guides, 300-1- US & Canadian city

and state maps for only $ 1 . 25 each , 1 30 European city

maps, Eurailpass & Britrail Pass details. International

Railroad Timetables, and many other unique and spe-

cially imported travel publications from America's lead-

ing supplier of travel publications to travelers, travel

agents and libraries. Send 25it for postage to Forsyth

Travel Library, P O Box 2975 Dept NH, Shawnee Mis-

sion, Kansas 66201

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC. Trekking expeditions in the

Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal. Free brochure.

Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06830 Toll free (800)
243-5330

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpacking,

bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-
propriate. Write Education Department, Chichuahuan
Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine, TX 79830

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT; Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track. Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara, California 93105

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations. Cheaper than staying home! TravLtips.

163-09B506 Depot, Flushing, NY 1 1358

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS See the

fabulous wildflowers of the Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist. Brad's Tours, 401 E. Mer-

cer #31D, Seattle, WA 98102

WHALE SAILS—Photograph, observe with research-

ers killer whales, other marine mammals of Pacific NW.
Lectures, sailing. P. Bloedel, P.O. Box 732, Friday Har-

bor, WA 98250 (206) 378-4036

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles; whales,

glaciers and fiords Arctic Tramp, Box 827, Valdez, AK
99686

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified IS $150 per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to; The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024.

Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline^-8th of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov. 8) Camera-
ready art IS required for display ads. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each. All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity Thank you!
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Pboto/Optics

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $265.00 Postpaid $159.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on high quality

optics that IS found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection ol telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc., plus valuable information on how to properly select

(hem. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

»VANCE
CAMERA

CORP.
1SW.46ST.(DEFT.N.H

(DEFT. A.) NYC 10036

(2121944-1410

CELESTRON-TELESCOPES
T RINCS (MOnNTS) FOR ALL
CAMERAS SI250

TELESCOPES—MOUNTS for all
CAMERAS

CELESTRON C90 niEPHOTO S245 00

CELESTRON COO SPOTTING SCOPE 295 00

T ADAPTER FOR COO S S 18 00

CELESTRON CS TELESCOPE 635.00

CELESTRON C8 nLESCOPE 795 00

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILARLE
CELESTRON WEDGE & TRIPOD 160 00
SPECIAL COATING C 5 65 00

SPECIAL COATING C 8 90.00

Bmocmus
iisBimi BnocuuBs
iUSIICIU [KSItH SPECIAL
7 ' 3S WIDE tJIClE SPOHTVIEW
! . « nsn rocos
7-SOIMSTHFOCOS
lO'SOINSTAFOCOS
4 . 30 TBEATIE CUSS 6 rino

BOWED
SPOTTIKC SCOPE IS <S ZOOM
WTIIPODiCASE
70 - 30 TELESCOPE i TBIPOD
8' 30 SBQCI PROOF W CU?
7 . SO WJTCT BEPELICKT W C«:

OIYHFDS
S3; OS on I sow I 8

79 OS oil I SOUII I 4

49 9S OmoSOHIIIi
49 9S iimOSOHHM
49 9S OH 7 SOHH I 8

49 9S OH 7 son 1 4

79 95 B'PTD WIIDEB

nhon
S8SD8 EH W SOHH 181
94 9S EH CASE
7S 00 EH HOTOI
8SD0 FN SOHH Fl 8

E 9S00 FMS0HHF14

767 00
775 00

S710 0«

A I SIX MODE EXPOSORE CONTROL
S0HMI8LEHS

FOIL LDII OF (mo TBIPODS

-WE CARRY THE FULL

440 SO SORIES CARRIER

CAHEBXS a XCCESSOHIES
lONlCX
C3SAOTOFOC0SWCASE i

CLOSE OP ATTACBHENT FOR C3S A

KOHICA TC W 40HH I 8 COHPACT
LOS

lOHlCA TC CASE
lORICAFS I W40HH I 8 AOTO
EXPOSURE a ADTO FOCDS

Great Pictures
Deserve Great
Developing and
Printing
why trust your precious film to

an ordinary lab? Send for full

information on professional

35mm services by mail.

R O. Box 13005A Orlando, Fl. 32809

BAUSCH S. LOMB^
i>\

~'— k^ • '^-

1 .

. ,(. 3_»Ji
SPORTS%^- When it comes to op-

tics, the Bausch & Lomb

OPTICS
name has had no peers

s;^ for over 100 years. Their
binoculars, riflescopes

mj^^ and telescopes remain

fm I the standard of excel-

11 lence against which
t K 1 all others are judged.

ill 1
i Invest in a Bausch &

III 1 Lomb, and you've made
|ii the buy of a lifetime.

OnlcM OR V^? NTrURlfLI^St*^
"

SLR
CAMERA

Special Safari Package
COn95 ^^ '^ Regular postage & handling
•jy*• $2-00 Air njsh service""'

S2-00 Alaska & Hawaii

• Provides easy access to equipment
• Can be tiung from a belt or shouider strap

• Hi-impact polypropeiene witb thick foam padding

provides solid protection against shock, rain, snow
and dusl Yet it weighs less than one pound.

• Modular units unscrew to vary the case length
• Accommodates most SLR's with almost any lens be-

tween 16 mm-300mm (up to 3'/>" Diameter) attached

to the camera. (Wlii not accommodate Nikon

Photomic metering or any auto winders).

Outside of Texas, for more infonnation
or to place order,

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-231-1753

Use Master Charge or Visa

Safari Camera Case. Inc.

P.O. Box 1 9972 H

Houston. TX 77024

715465-2232

dm

ehui

Ti^a

Danleys

^ERAHERA
Festival of the August Moon

Join a special tour to Asia's most

spectacular celebration honoring

the Sacred Tooth Relic of the Bud-

dha. A hundred elephants, dancers,

drummers, temple bells, the crack-

ing of whips, blazing torches that

light a myriad gems create the stun-

ning pageantry of the Kandy
Perahera.

you also tour the countryside to see

ancient cities in the interior, the hill

country, coastal villages, spice gar-

dens, tea estates and craft centers.

Extensions to the mountain valley

of Kashmir and to the temple cities

of South India are available.

For information please contact:

JOURNEYWORLD INT'L LTD.

527 MADISON AVENUE . NEW YORK, N Y 10022
TEL (212)752-8308

y

k



Come and journey with us into the

Lost Horizon

BHUTAN,
IHIMALAYAN KINGDOM

Individual & Group tours

guaranteed departures

Contact us or your travel agent

Bhutan Travel Service

133 E. 55th St., NY 10022- (212) 838-6382

Face-to-face

adventure

on Zambi<|

Photo *
Safaris!

ed by experts, explore more than 200 miles of

game-rich preserve, in South Luangwa, Kafue and

Lochinvar National Parks. On foot, stalk and photo-

graph wildlife and fowl in unspoiled habitats by day,

loin in bull sessions at night. Independent departures

all year round. Combine wilderness excitement with

Victoria Falls and other Zambian adventures.

See your travel agent or v^rite:

SEMJON LASS Assoc
7 Cherry St., Lexington, MA. 02173

(617)924-7168

walk the wilJs; encounffr

thf fxotic; «plorf th*^/-

time Thules of the earth

with S06EK, the preitii«r«

ir) adventure travel

please send your new full-color catalogue

a*l"enclosea d*|W is* class Ipostaje t handlinft)

name

raftiri5, trcKkmg.

c(im6in5, skiing.

sailing and diving

sataris and tours

for people of the

world

SOBEK
BOX 7007 NH

Iflnsels Camp.CA mil (209)736 4524

Wilderness
River Trips

Experience the grandeur and
excitement of a wilderness

river trip. Explore with us the

earth's last remaining wild

rivers. For a color catalog of

our river trips in Idaho,

California, Alaska, Oregon
and expeditions around the

world contact:

ECHO:
The Wilderness Co.
6505 NH Telegraph Avenue
Oaltland, California 94609

S (415) 658-5080 ^

NATURAL HISTORY &
CULTURAL EXPLORATIONS
Long time leaders of treks in the

Himalaya of Kashmir, Ladakh, Bhu-
tan & Nepal. We now offer diverse

outings to remqte regions of:

JAPAN CHINA
PERU NEW ZEALAND
MICRONESIA YUKON
ALASKA WESTERN U.S.

For a 28-page brochure, ^'^

. send $1 for postage to:

HIMALAYA, Dept. H, P.O.

Box 371, Oakland, CA ^
94604, (415)428-1616.

Nature
Photography
Expeditions
keenly inlcrcsicd in pholography -

in Alaska , , ihe Sea of Corlcz ,

Easi Africa - . India . . , Galapagos

. . . the Canyonlands. Leisurely focus

on photography as you explore C^?
these outstanding natural areas led by ^"^

Ernie Braun, Sieve Crouch, David Cavagnaro.

superb nature photographers.

Departures yearround on photography e.\pedil.

sofu

K
Nature Expeditions International
599 Colltgc Avt . Dl-pi NP . Palo Alto, CA 94306 .(4151328-6572^

EXPLORE THE

GALAPAGOS
THE BUCCANEER

'

'Largest Galapagos ship"

Complete cruises from $469
All outside Air conditioned Staterooms, Private

baths. Includes all meals aboard. Shore excursions

conducted by multi-lingual naturalist guides.

Also Visit MACHU PICCHU,

THE AMAZON, QUITO, LIMA, CUZCO,

IQUITOS on new low air fare

Write lor brochures, deckplarts. taritts, itinerary

GALAPAGOS. Inc.

Suite 1 109-C-2, 150 E. 2nd Ave., Miami, FL 33131

Unique desert treks and African
wildlife experiences custom'tnade

for very small groups.

Sahara Camel Expedition
Nov 25-Dec ;i, 1980 (19 days)

]an29-Fcbl6, 1981 (19days}

Nov24-Decl2, 1981(19days)

By camel and on foot across the Hoggar
Mountains of the Central Sahara with

Touareg nomads as guides.

Ancient Egypt
Oct25-Novl4. 1980 (21 days)

Nov 14-Dec 4, 1980 (2 1 days)

Oa24-Decl3. 1981 (21days)

Nov20-DeclO, 1981 (21 days)

Sailing the Nile, exploring the Western

Desert, camping by the Great Pyramids.

Exploring North Africa
Mar22-Aprli, 1980 (23 days)

Mar2l-Apr 12, 1981 (2idays)

Trekking and exploration in the High

Atlas of Morocco, North Africa's highest

peaks.

Discover Kenya
Nov28-Dec21, 1980 (24 days)

/ill J6-AufiS, ;98J (24 days)

Nov28-Dt:c2l, 1981 (24 days)

Hiking up Mt. Kenya, trekking on the

Ngurum Escarpment, then by Lunatic

Express train to the beaches of Mombasa.

Tanzania Wildlife Safari
Dec5-Dec22. 1980(l8days)

Feb l-Feh 18, 1981 (18days)

Dec5-Dec22. 1981 (18 days)

Superb wildlife experiences in the Serengeti,

Ngorongoro Crater; hike up Mt. Meru in

Arusha National Park, Optional 5-day

Kilimanjaro hike.

Kenya Wildlife Safari
Oct (-Oct 21, 1980 (21 days)

Feb 13-Feh 28. 1981 (16 days)

Oct6-Oct21, 1981 (16 days)

Classic wildlife safari: Samburu, Masai

Mara, Amboseli,Tsavo,LakeNal<uru and
much more.

100 expeditions and outings on 5

continents for hikers, wildlife enthu-

siasts and adventurers. Write for our
72-page color catalog and find out
why we are #1 in adventure travel.

(Please include $1 for postage)

»V*3ui\tam*D;aa/eli

1 398-A Solano Avenue
Albany, Ca. 94706
(415)527-8100

I
City State Zip |



NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS, 1980

Birds of Ecuador (Aug)
3 weeks, Andes to the Amazon

Ecuador Nature Expedi\i\on(Jui, Aug, Nov)
3 weeks. Andes, Amazon & Galapagos

Costa Rica Naturai l-iistory (Dec)
2 weeks, rainforests, mountains,

Pacific & Atlantic coasts

Galapagos Isiands (Jul. Nov)
1 week cruising tfiis extraordinary

arcfiipelago + Ecuador or Peru

Peru Naturai History (Aug)
Birding, Inca ruins, tropical ecology

Peru Jungie Expedition (Aug)
Manu National Park + Cuzco and
l^acfiu Piccliu, 2 weeks

Birds of Peru (Aug)
3 weeks, tropical rainforests to desert

Pacific coast + Inca ruins

• Expert Naturalist Guides • Small Groups

Write for free brochure:

SOUTH AIMERICAN
WILDERNESS ADVENTURES, Ine

1 760-N Solano Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
(415)524-5111

CR 6FL0H
PERU

World's Highest Trail Ride.

Come to the ANDES for adventure by Horse-

back and Raft. Visit MACHU PICCHU,
native markets, INCA FIESTA, Cuzco.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Darwin's Isles by 63' schooner. 15 day study

trip visiting Iguanas, Boobies, Finches.

t-v. Frigates, PENGUINS.
y/^ Giant TORTOISE Res

;r . QUITO, Otavalo S^....

^ aWCBfiFLOBTS
5982N Balboa Dr.,

Oakland. CA 9461 1 ^-.^
) 415-339-9095 „/

ADVENTURES ^
INTERNATIONAL

ZAIRE & RWANDA-with pygmy
tracl<ers see gorillas and

other wOdlife.

KENYA WALKING SAFARI-climb
Mt. Kenya and view wild

game on foot.

KENYA WILDLIFE-three weeks in

the best National Parks and

game reserves.

ZAMBIA—Luangwa Valley, Kafue Park,

Victoria Falls with superb

gameviewing.

Also South America. Arctic and whale watching trips. Write

for catalogue.

4421 Albert St., Oakland, CA 94619; (415)531-6564

World Discoverer
Cruising Expeditions

For travelers \A/ith

inquisitive minds
who have been to
all the usual places
in all the usual ways.

n ANTARCTICA Penguin Colonies. Whales.
Research Stations. Straits of Magellan,
Falkland Islands.

D AMAZON RIVER In-depth Expedition of
the "Mightiest Of Rivers"

D NEW GUINEA & MELANESIA Stone Age
Ceremonies, Rituals of New Hebrides. New
Guinea's Sepik River.

D NEW GUINEA & INDONESIA Sepik River.
West Irian (Asmat). Native customs of the
Secret Islands East of Bali.

D SINGAPORE TO SEYCHELLES Sumatra.
Burma, Andaman Islands. Sri Lanka. Maldive
and Seychelles.

D SEYCHELLES & RED SEA Seychelles
Wildlife and the Archeology of Sudan, Egypt
and Petra.

D ICELAND & GREENLAND Polar Bears.
Walrus. Exceptional Birdlife, Spitzbergen.
Fjords. Faroe, Scottish Isles.

NORTH & WEST AFRICA Morocco.
Mauritania, Cape Verde, Canaries, Senegal to
the Amazon Delta.

D I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE
. . . about Society Expeditions' unusual travel

programs to the remote corners of the
world,

. . . about the M / S World Discoverer — its

comforts and exploration technology,
. . . about the naturalists, anthropologists and

historians that accompany each expedition.

Society Expeditionsitionsl

Dept. NH-6
723 Broadway East.
Seattle, WA 98102

City / State / Zip f

A Treasure in Richmond, Virginia

AGECROFT HALL—a corner of Virginia that

is forever England. Originally built five cen-

turies ago in Britain, this magnificent Tudor

manor house crossed the Atlantic in 1926,

to be reconstructed in Richmond. Appro-

priately furnished, exquisitely landscaped,

with a formal sunken garden copied from

a very old one at Hampton Court Palace.

Agecrojt Hall
See the house and its formal gardens

when you visit Richmond. Open daily

Write for our new brochure

4305 SULGRAVE RD., RICHMOND. VA. 23221

TRANS AFRICA
SLOWLY

See ihe CENTRAL SAHARA—TfMBUCTOO—WEST
AFRICA—LAKE CHAD—NILE KINGDOMS—EQUA-
TORIAL JUNGLE—EAST AFRICAN COAST AND
GAME PARKS—LAKE MALAWI—KILIMANJARO
—VICTORIA FALLS—KALAHARI DESERT l.i name

but a few Many interesting tribes such as Bushmen. Tua-

reg. Masai, Pygmies and most of Africa's remotest tribal

areas are visited on our African Expeditions, using our new

lour wheel drive expedition vehicles throughout.

11 choi nths fr< I US. $730 to U.S. $4,150

All major expedition s include 2 weeks fool trek-

king/rive explorali 3n in areas naccessible to

vehicles.

U S. Agent. V. L. Thome. 1702 Uth Avenue South. No

301B. Seattle. Washington 981.34 Tel (206) 322 1618

Guerba Expeditions,
Stol<ehill Fan
Devi;es. Wilts SNIO SUB. UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: Int +44380 8.30286

Miscellan,eou.s

THICK N THIRSTY
TOWELING HAT

Thirsty terry cloth toweling is

shaped into a hat that beats

summer heat Use it to wipe
your perspiring brow or

douse it in water, wring it out

I

and wear it to keep you cxml

at tennis, golf, boating,

fishing, camping.Sizos:S(65i-

6'/J,M(7-7yj,LOT-75a/L(7y,-

7^J, XXL(7%-77J. Cokiis: Sailing Blue, Powder
Blue, White, Yellow. Toweling Hat $6.50 ppd.

OrderToday!MoneyBack Guarantee!

Please RUSH my #2002 Toweling Hat.

Size Color

D Send me your FREE color catalog of quality

outdoor apparel and equipment.

Dept. NNL, Fiftti & Union, Seattle, WA 98124

;r*yi

THE O/V£KC0MPLETE GUIDE TO

WATER WEED .n

ALGAE CONTROL
ON LAKES CrPONDSI

This full-color guide
bringf you what you
needr to know about
effective treatment
and control of undesir
able...unwanted water
weeds and algae on
your lake or pond.

Experts present corv
trol methods...every
important aspect a- t^m <mi
bout this critical subject. $(| *°

Brown Deer Co., Dept. nhcso

9600 N. Garden Dr., Mequon, Wl 53092

1979 EDITION



'JMarket Service for Members
"•Natural History magazine offers members and ofher readers a service of free information from advertisers

and the American Museum of Natural History. To obtain material, simply write on the adjoining postcard

he appropriate number from the following list. You may make up to six requests.

Natural History en6eavois to check the credit and reputation of its advertisers. It expects all of

ts advertisers to engage in good business practices. These include prompt replies to queries and

complaints and refunds when appropriate. If you have any difficulties with an advertiser in Natural

-iistory, please let us know so that we may try to help solve the problem and so that we may
efuse to accept future advertising from any firm that repeatedly fails to satisfy our members.

j

Please place a stamp on the postcard and allow up to six weeks for replies. For more immediate

jesponse, contact the advertiser directly. If the postcard is missing, send your request to Members'
:\/larket. Post Office Box 2723, Clinton, Iowa 52735.

1. ADVANCE CAMERA—We feature low

jrices on all telescopic and ptiotograptiic

equipment and accessories.

I2. ADVENTURES INTERNATIONAL—
A/ildlife and ptiotography safaris thiroughi Ken-

/a, Rwanda, Zaire and Zambia. Whale watchi-

ng expeditions to Baja and Hawaii.

Is. AGECROFT HALL— Tour this Tudor
manor house, built in 15th century England

and transported to Richmond, Virginia. Unique

listorlc experience. Free brochure.

4. AUSTRALIAN TOURIST COMMIS-
SION— If you're up for adventure, come Down
Jnder. With low airfares, Australia welcomes
/ou.

'5. BHUTAN TRAVEL SERVICE— Visit the

ong forbidden Himalayan Kingdom of the Thun-

der Dragon. Guaranteed departures. Sightsee-

ng, Treks, Yak Safari, Culture Tours, Survival

,
bourse.

6. BROWN DEER CO.— Free catalog fea-

tures water treatment products for lakes,

ponds, swimming pools, septic tanks, drains,

sewer pipes and RV holding tanks.

7. BUSHNELL SPORTS OPTICS CATA-
LOG— Full color, Illustrated 48-page catalog

providing descriptions and specifications on
binoculars and telescopes. Free.

8. CANNON A- 1 —Free color brochure avail-

able covering the Canon A-1 camera and other

fine Canon photo products

9. CORNELL LABORATORY OF ORNI-
THOLOGY— Your membership Invited. Mem-
bers receive The Living Bird, newsletters,

and Invitations to seminars and field trips.

10. DANLEY'S— Binoculars, telescopes, ac-

cessories. Leitz. Zeiss, B & L, Nikon, Optolyth,

Bushnell, Swift. Large stock, immediate de-

livery, generous discounts.

Ml. ECHO: THE WILDERNESS CO., INC.
—Echo has a solid reputation in the river com-
munity for consistently running high quality, per-

sonalized, socially rewarding trips,

12. ECUATORIANA AIRLINES— Enjoy the

best of South America with the airline of all

the Americas. Send for free brochures.

13. EDDIE BAUER— Full-color catalog of

top quality Eddie Bauer outdoor clothing and
equipment. Free,

14. FORMAT 35— Professional quality color

developing and printing by mall. Full Information

and mailing materials on request,

15. FREESTYLE— All the gear, fashions and
gadgets for action sports and freetlme activities

, , , gifts and special items for up-tempo people

Free,

16. GALAPAGOS, INC.— Expedition to Ga-
lapagos Islands retraces Darwin's voyage
Cruise on Buccaneer, largest ship in the Ga-
lapagos, Also visit Machu PIcchu, Amazon,
Ecuador, Peru.

17. GIL HEBARD OPTICS— Free catalog

lists and Illustrates selection of telescopes, bin-

oculars, etc
.
plus information on how to select

them.

18. GOVERNMENT OF INDIA TOURIST
OFFICE— India is the most foreign country

you can visit—we speak your language.

19. GUERBA EXPEDITIONS— African

overland trips, 1 to 8 months. Cape to Cairo,

Sahara-Trans Africa, 1 1 choices,

20. HASSELBLAD— Write for luxurious 24-

page Hasselblad catalog and 4-color booklet

providing a concise lesson In photography,

"The Eye, The Camera, The Image,"

21. HIMALAYA— Cultural and natural history

trekking in Nepal, Ladakh, China, Japan, Peru,

New Zealand, Micronesia, Alaska, Yukon and
Western US

22. HONDURAS—Combine Spanish Colonial

History and ancient Mayan Culture with the

natural beauty of snow white beaches. Free

folder

23. INCA FLOATS, INC.— Peru, Machu PIc-

chu, Exhilerating horseback and rafting ex-

peditions in the Andes, Galapagos Islands,

Study cruises on 63-ft, schooner, Ecuador ex-

plorations,

24. JOURNEYWORLD— Ancient civiliza-

tions, unforgettable sights. Tours for first-time

and repeat travelers to India, Nepal, Bhutan,

Burma, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Egypt

25. MASS MARKETING ASSOCIATION
— Free 16-page catalog #75264 featuring

unique and extremely well-priced items,

26. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL— 100 expeditions

and outings on five continents. Small groups.

See ad page 91. Send for 1981 schedule.

27. NATURE EXPEDITIONS INTERNA-
TIONAL— Combine adventure, discovery,

learning and vacation on nature, cultural and
photography expeditions worldwidel Expert

leadership, small groups

28. NIKON PHOTOGRAPHIC PROD-
UCTS— Discover legendary quality and space-

age technology in 35mm cameras, lenses, bin-

oculars, and accessories.

29. QUESTERS TOURS & TRAVEL, INC.
—Free Questers Directory of Worldwide Nature
Tours describes 27 tours to the Americas,

Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania and Australasia.
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nifp^r of Taste

An Original Old-fashioned

Yankee Clambake
Tradition is alive and
well in New England!

by Raymond Sokolov

The most exclusive and elaborate

event in the American culinary calen-

dar takes place on a tree-lined plot of

land near Dartmouth, Massachusetts,

in August. Last year, Wilfred Morri-

son, the proprietor of Davoll's General

Store in the nearby hamlet of Russells

Mills, was the chefde cuisine. He pre-

sided over a brigade of more than one

hundred sous-chefs, who had worked

for days to get this multicourse ex-

travaganza onto the plates of five

hundred lucky guests, who had signed

up in time to secure a seat at one of the

long wooden picnic tables across the

path from Morrison's alfresco kitchen.

Two thousand eager gourmets were

turned away.

Unlike most modern chefs, Morri-

son did not cook with gas on a massive

professional range. Indeed, he had no

range at all, but insisted on a tradi-

tional, one might even say aboriginal,

oven constructed, a I'improviste, from

rocks, wood, and canvas. No wire

whisks, copper pans, or Cuisinarts

were allowed on the premises, only the

canonical utensils sanctified by ninety

previous years' experience: long-han-

dled steel shovels.

The Allen's Neck Clambake began

as an outing for the Sunday school of

the local Quaker meeting in 1888.

Originally held on Horseneck Beach, it

moved slightly inland after 1903, but it

is still within smelling distance of the

Massachusetts shore in the state's big-

gest surviving agricultural region, just



to the east of the Rhode Island Hne.

Getting lost in the maze of winding

country roads running around farms is

inevitable the first time you visit the

area. The rational highway system of

modern America is only minutes
away, but just far enough to preserve

the area from creeping exurbia. And
because of this isolation from the so-

cioeconomic mainstream, the life of

the region has been spared the worst,

most deracinating shocks that have

shaken much of the rest of New Eng-

land. A community of dirt farmers and
gentry with a conservative outlook is

holding its own on the east branch of

the Westport River. And the Allen's

Neck Clambake is its high-water

mark, a historic ritual that transcends

its official purpose of raising funds for

the Friends Meeting House.

When working folk and local Brah-

mins sit down side by side over paper

plates filled with steaming clams and

ears of corn redolent of rockweed,

there is a spirit of oldtime, small-town

democracy in the salt air, the same
spirit that once animated town meet-

ings in New England. Perhaps the

mood is mainly symbolic, but at least

the symbolism is pure and unadulter-

ated by slickness, shortcuts, and Cham-
ber of Commerce hoopla. The genius

of this clambake is its unremitting,

stiff-necked fidelity to a method of

cooking and a menu that have not

changed since the dawn of the

lie, when settlers learned to cook the

corn and shellfish of their newfound

land in ad hoc ovens the Indians had

invented and perfected on the rock;

and sand of that same coast.

The New England clambake has as

much claim to the title of our national

feast as Thanksgiving, except thai i

Thanksgiving flourishes everywhere,

while the clambake has mostly faller

into neglect and been distorted b>

modern notions. Even some of the

clambake's most devoted adherent;

will succumb to the proddings of theii

sensual natures and embellish the bake

with lobsters. Others, hoping to sim-

plify the cumbersome, labor-intensive

4i
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)rocess of watching and controlling

he bake, conduct this chthonic cook-

:ry in a metal prison that started out

is a washtub.

At Allen's Neck, the bakemaster

las always held the line against lobster

ancification. And teams of willing

veed-rakers and rock-pilers have been

urning out early and late for more
han fourscore years. This combina-

ion of abundant manpower and a

nenu codified right down to the tripe

see recipe) has preserved the original

V'ankee clambake in as rugged and
pristine form as modern conditions

A'ill allow.

Today, it is true, the menfolk no

longer sail a catboat into Buzzard's
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Bay for fresh fish. And clams are no

longer dug locally. The fish (mack-

erel) comes already filleted from a

wholesaler. Clams arrive from Maine,

where they were dug commercially in

Machias Bay. But the corn is picked in

a local field the morning of the bake.

And the process of the clambake itself

is militantly unchanged.

On the eve of the bake last summer,
some twenty volunteers, men and boys,

waded into the east branch of the

Westport, collecting rockweed under

the watchful eye of Karl Erickson, a

retired schoolteacher with twenty

years' experience on the clambake
committee. He picked up a handful of

rockweed and pointed out the blisters

all over it. "They're full of water," he

explained. "When they're heated, that

water makes our bake into a natural

steam pressure cooker."

It was almost nightfall before the

pickup truck on the riverbank was full

of rockweed. Meanwhile, other volun-

teers had been gathering the rocks and
the hardwood for the fire.

By 7:15 a.m. the day of the bake, all

of the raw materials had been assem-

bled at the site, except for the corn,

still to be picked, and the clams, which

would soon be laboriously sorted and

washed in a boat filled with seawater

on the sand at Horseneck Beach.

At the site, a team of teen-agers

started building the huge fire. They
began with a concrete apron covered

with a platform of long green oak
stringers, on which were laid alternat-

ing levels of cut hardwood and stones.

One girl, hefting a granite rock as big

as her head and passing it on down the

line, said, "This is great. All these

years we've been coming here and we
never knew this was how it was done."

Eventually, she and her friends had

built an oblong rock and wood struc-

ture that stood five feet high and mea-

sured about twelve feet long and four

feet across. There was kindling on top

and gasoline-soaked paper under-

neath. At 8:45 the fire was lit and

roared away brightly. "Utopia," said

Karl Erickson, "is when it burns so

there's not a stick of wood left, just

charcoal and stones." By 9:00, all the

food was cut and trimmed,

and racked, ready to cook. J.T. Smith,

91 years old and a former bakemaster,

looked on approvingly.

By 10:45, the fire had burned down

to a pyramid of rocks. It was time for

the pullers. With their long-handled

shovels, they dragged the hot rocks off

the cement apron so that the charcoal

and ash could be cleaned away. No
wood smoke should defile the bake.:

Speed was crucial so that the rocks

wouldn't cool any more than abso-

lutely necessary. As soon as the ce-

ment was clean, back went the rocks.

On top of them came the rockweed.

The food was set out in layers on the

rockweed: the racks of clams first, the

delicate corn last. Then the whole siz-

zling pile was covered with a soaked

sheet and six layers of canvas; the

edges of these cloths, where they met

the ground, were caulked with rock-

weed. Clouds of vapor rose when the

sheet went on, but the extra canvas

shrouding and the rockweed sealed in

the steam. The last edge was tamped

down at 1 1:45. Twenty minutes later,

« iGuc
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steam pressure made the canvas billow

up taut as a sail in a good wind.

Now Ralph Macomber could rest

while the clambake baked. This burly

sawyer had supervised the trickiest

part of the ritual, the breaking down of

the fire and the piling up of the hot

stones. And at one o'clock, as 500 ea-

ger guests gathered round, it was his

job to reach down, pull up a corner of

the canvas, and gingerly extract a fin-

ger-burning clam. Out of the shell it

came, and into his mouth it went.

Macomber pronounced it done.

Off came the six canvases and the

sheet. Ravenous diners took their

places at the tables, and efficient

teams of servers moved about, distrib-

uting the mountain of food. On my
paper plate was a feast without equal.

The clams, especially, were remarka-

ble—fresh and tender and permeated

with the aroma of rockweed and

ocean. I was happy. Wilfred Morrison

was happy. Karl Erickson was happy.

Ralph Macomber was happy. We
stuffed ourselves with an abandon that

itself is part of the clambake tradition.

The late Skipper Howland, a chron-

icler of New England life and the

grandfather of my host at Allen's

Neck, wrote the classic description:

The first bowl of clams disappears with

surprising speed. Another relay appears,

reinforced with fish, corn, and potatoes

from the bake, and slices of brown bread

and helpings of onions from the center of

the table. But from this point on how can I

attempt to set down in words, which after

all are poor things, the disposal of ail these

gifts of God, which have been for the most

part cooked in the good earth, seasoned by

the salts thereof, uncontaminated by the

impurities of civilization, fresh as the

dawn; in such abundance that no one has

to bolt his first helping to ensure a second,

third, or even a fourth—except to say that,

when every soul here gathered has filled

himself or herself to comfortable capacity,

and those who smoke have ignited the butt

ends of Manila cheroots that have come
tied in bunches with buttercup-yellow rib-

bands in leaden chests from the Far East-

ern Isles, the day sinks softly and peace-

fully down toward its end in a pale blue

smoky haze of contentment; a contentment

that can come only from the know-how of

making the most of Nature's gifts and the

satisfaction arising from such knowledge,

which has been acquired, not from en-

dowed institutions of learning, but from
attendance at that greatest of all universi-

ties, the outdoor world.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood:

Clambake to Feed 500 Paying Guests

Pius 125 Workers

(From the Allen's Neck Friends Cook Book)

1

l'/2

A safe, smooth, convenient site

cord of dry hardwood in 4-foot

lengths

truckload of rockweed

tons of stones about the size of a

cantaloupe melon

All clambakes are not alike; they vary

in menu. Allen's Neck always has the

same menu:

22 bushels clams

200 pounds sausage

75 pounds fish fillets

150 pounds tripe

75 dozen sweet corn

3 bushels sweet potatoes

30 pans of dressing

100 pounds onions

20 large watermelons

85 homemade pies

50 pounds butter

Coffee

Milk

Special Requirements

A group of enthusiastic workers,

willing to work from Monday through

Thursday; without these people no

clambake of this size would succeed.

The clams must be culled and

washed in fresh seawater, in a boat at

Horseneck Beach.

The sweet corn must be fresh and

sweet—harvested the day of the clam-

bake. The rockweed must be fresh and

kept moist.

After all the food from the bake has

been consumed, it is hard to imagine

how 20 large watermelons and 85 pies

can disappear, but they do! No person

should ever leave an Allen's Neck

Clambake unless he or she is "full to

the gills."

Now the last, and most important,

ingredient of all is to ask our dear Lord,

for good weather.
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Rene Dubos, a microbiologist

whose experimental work led to the

discovery of important antibiotics,

is equally well known as a success-

ful popular author. Among the fif-

teen or so books he has written

are So Human an Animal, for

which he received a Pulitzer prize

in 1969, and his most recent. The
Wooing of Earth. Born in a small

village in France in 1901, Dubos
is a naturalized American citizen.

He joined the staff of the Rocke-

feller Institute (now Rockefeller

University) more than fifty years

ago. Dubos has received numerous
honorary degrees and other awards.

He has never lost the constructive

approach to problems he expressed

in his foreword to So Human an

Animal: "Man makes himself
through enlightened choices that

enhance his humanness."

Niles Eldredge began his study

of the trilobite fossils he writes

about in this issue partly by chance.

An American missionary who had

come to the American Museum of

Natural History to have a fossil

identified turned out to be a source

of thousands of Bolivian fossils.

Eldredge, who is investigating the

role that species play in macroev-

olution, describes the essence of his

research as trying to reconcile what

he was taught with what he "sees

in the rocks." He has found that

natural selection cannot explain

what he saw in the trilobite fossils

and suggests some alternatives in

his article. Eldredge is a curator

in the Department of Invertebrates

at the Museum.
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Original print collectors group,Ltd.^
120 East 56th Street, Dept. NH-22, New York, N.Y. 10022

D Please send me your free color catalogue, latest newsletter and other information.

You get to

browse through beautiful,

full-color brochures.

Name

AtJdress

(Please prin t legibly)

City State Zip
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"Achronicle
ofhuman
adaptation

and change...
stretching from our species'

origins some 10 million
years ago to the threshold
of the modern world."

—Publishers Weekly

An indisputably authoritative

world-wide .sune>- of archaeol-

ogi,- including the dramatic new
disco\eries and dating methods
that help pinpoint the origins and
development of civilization.

The Cambridge

Archaeology
Edited by ANDREW SHERRATT •

Text by over 50 outstanding
international scholars • Over -lOO

maps, drawings and photos.

Explorers Book Club Main
Selection • History Book
Club Alternate • Book-of-
the-Month Club Dividend •

Preferred Choice Bookplan
Selection

A Crown /Cambridge
University Press Book

$35.00. now at your bookstore, or send
check or money order to Crown Publish-
ers. One Park Ave, N,Y, N.Y 10016
Please add SI 50 postage and handling
charge. N.Y and N.J residents, add
sales tax
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Salmon have been central to the

interests of Anthony Netboy since

1952. That was the year he joined

the Bonneville Power Administra-

tion in Portland, Oregon, to report

on the problems of hydroelectric

development of the Columbia Riv-

er. He went on to write Salmon

of the Pacific Northwest: Fish v.

Dams, published in 1958. Other

books followed as he became

caught up in the story of the salm-

on's fight for survival. He has stud-

ied the fish in Europe, Asia, and

Alaska, and claims to have visited

every country that has, or has had,

salmon, except Russia, Korea, and

China. A native of Poland, Netboy
was a professor of English with the

Oregon State System of Higher Ed-

ucation until his retirement in

1971.

Born in Kabul, Ashraf Ghani un-

derstands the personal dilemmas

that current developments have

forced upon the educated segment

of Afghanistan's population. Basing

his account on the lives of people

he knows, he has sought to dra-

matize for Natural History readers

the perspective of a typical rural

schoolteacher. Ghani did fieldwork

in Afghanistan from 1973 to 1977,

earning a master's degree in po-

litical science from the American

University of Beirut. Since then he

has been working toward a Ph.D.

in anthropology from Columbia
University; he received his Master

of Philosophy this spring. Ghani's

present research concerns political

developments in Afghanistan from

1747 to 1978, the emergence of

capitalist agriculture in Europe and

the Middle East, and general an-

thropological theory. Hunting,

mountain climbing, and collecting

old books are among his diversions.



A report on the great American forest.

Lookwhathappens
when Mother Nature gets

a littlehelp.

These log

slices dramat-
ically show
the value of

modem, scien-

tific forest

management.
Both (shown
36% of actual

size) are from trees

ofabout the same
age. The smaller one grew
in an unmanaged, overcrowded stand where it had to

compete for sunlight and moisture. The other is from
a grove that was thinned to give the best trees room
to thrive.

This isjust one ofmany ways forest management
can help meet a predicted doubling ofdomestic demand
for wood and paper products in the next 50 years.

The forest industry has learned how to help
Mother Nature grow more trees, faster, by applsdng
scientific forest management techniques: encourag-
ing natural regrowth, planting superior seeds and
seedlings, fertilizing, protecting against disease and
insects, thinning, watching carefully until time to

harvest— then starting the cycle again.

Demand keeps rising.

Forest management like this is vital because
every year Americans need more homes, more paper
products, more packaging and containers, more fuel-

wood, more of the thousands of other essential prod-
ucts that only the forest can provide.

So far, the country's commercial forest has been
able to keep up with demand. {Commercial forest, as
defined by the U.S. Forest Service, is all forestland

—

whether owned by individuals, government or the

industry

—

that is

capable

of, and
poten-

tially

available

for, growing
repeated

crops oftrees

for harvest. It in-

cludes land in Na-
tional Forests but not

in National Parks or Wilderness areas.)

But trees aren't grown equally fast by all com-
mercial forest owners. Though industry has made
striking advances on its lands, productivity is lower
on privately owned lands and seriously lagging in

National Forests.

Productivity not upto potential.

Overall, the U.S. Forest Service estimates aver-

age productivity of all commercial forestland is only

61 percent of potential. And at the same time, actual

acreage in commercial forests keeps shrinking, as

land is withdrawn for homes, highways and other

needs of an expanding population.

So we as a nation still have a long way to go if

our wood and paper products are not to become scarce

and expensive.

If you'd like to be better informed on how impor-

tant it is to keep America's forests productive, write

American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150 for a free booklet, "The Great American
Forest."

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.
And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America's frenewable resource.



You
and the

Ecology
Movement

Prepared by

Luther P. Gerlach
Virginia Hine
Betty RadcliflFe

In June-July 1970 Natural History

ran a questionnaire on the ecology

movement, as it was then called; in

December 1970, we reported to our

readers on their responses.

Ten years later, with what is now
called environmentalism a good dec-

ade old, we are running another ques-

tionnaire, based closely on the first,

that we hope will tell us how the opin-

ions and actions of our readers have

changed. Perhaps it will even give us

some clues as to how the ecology/

environmental movement itself has

changed in ten years.

Luther P. Gerlach, the anthropolo-

gist who was principally responsible for

the first questionnaire, has revised his

earlier work for this second look. And
just as with the first questionnaire,

we'll report back to you in a later

issue on the response to this one. Ten
years ago you told us what you

thought. We'd like to know what you

think now.

To answer the questionnaire, follow

the instructions for each section. Mail

your answers to:

Natural History,

77 West 77th Street,

New York, New York 10024

Please answer the first thirteen

questions by putting in the answer box

on the following page the number that

best describes your attitude:

(1) Strongly agree

(2) Agree

(3) Uncertain

(4) Disagree

(5) Strongly disagree

1. I believe plants and animals exist

primarily for people's use and enjoy-

ment.

2. With advances in technology, I

think people will always be able to

draw the resources they need from

the environment.

3. I think environmental degradation,

social injustice, and economic inequal-

ity are part of the same basic problem

in our society.

4. I am concerned that using nuclear

sources for energy may seriously en-

danger human life on this planet.

5. I believe churches should be ac-

tively involved in the critical social

and environmental issues of our day.

6. I think owners of private property

should be free to use the plants and

other natural resources on it pretty

much as is now permitted by law and

convention.

7. I believe the profit motive in our

society (desire for individual economic

gain) is outdated and must change.

8. I feel that our environmental prob-

lems probably cannot be solved by ex-

isting American political and eco-

nomic institutions.

9. I think all American families, re-

gardless of social or economic position,

must limit the number of children to

two or, at most, three.

10. I believe our ecological problems

can be solved primarily by the ap-

plication of technology.

11. I think that we are indeed running

out of fossil-based fuels.

12. I believe that economic growth

is nearly always good for any com-

munity.

13. I believe that I have personal re-

sponsibility in the fight against pol-

lution.

Please answer questions 14 through

25 by putting in the answer box the

number of the statement that best de-

scribes your opinion.

14. How do you see yourself in re-

lation to the influential and powerful

groups in your community?

(1) I am part of them and have

a voice in decision making.

(2) 1 feel part of them although

1 do not make decisions.

(3) 1 am part of them but dislike

it.

(4) I am outside of them, but have

a voice in decision making.

(5) I am outside of them but not

opposed to them.

(6) I am outside of them and dislike

them.

(7) 1 am outside of them and ac-

tively oppose them.

15. At what level can we best solve

our major air-, water-, and land-pol-

lution and degradation problems?

(1) Increasingly manage thesi

problems as parts of comple;

systems on state, federal, anc

international levels.

(2) Increasingly rely on local gov.

ernments to implement and en

force strong measures.

(3) Increasingly rely on individual:

to do the right thing.

16. What do you consider to be ou:

main energy problem?

(1) Lack of a coherent, effectivf

national energy policy.

(2) Shortage and/or high prices.

(3) Social impacts of current de

velopment strategies.

(4) Dependence upon external, es

pecially OPEC, oil.

(5) Decision-making process toe

centralized.

(6) Ecological costs (impacts) o:

energy development.

17. Which of the following seems tc

you the most desirable approach tc

achievement of a better, more adap

tive energy and environmental future'.

(1) Interconnecting our energy

grids more tightly, for example

with Canada and Mexico, ir

hemispheric energy systems.

(2) Making a massive shift to fossil-

based synthetic fuels, solar elec-

tric power from solar-powei

towers, photovoltaic arrays, oi

satellites.

(3) Integrating conventional fossil-

fuel technologies and renew-

able-energy alternatives in both

centralized and decentralized,

large and small systems.

(4) Developing community level

conservation methods and local

energy resources.

(5) Increasing individual self-reli-

ance through the use of rooftop

solar collectors, using wood for

home heating, etc.

18. Which of the following methods

do you feel will most effectively re-

solve current conflicts over energy de-

velopment?

(1) Shifting to small-scale energy

technologies and decentralizing

decision making about energy

production and distribution.

(2) Improving and expanding citi-

zen participation in decision

making about nuclear- and fos-

sil-fuel development.

(3) Improving communication to

the public of scientific concepts

and technological facts about

nuclear and fossil-based fuels.

(4) Seeking compromise through

mediation or conciliation.



(5) .Lowering our expectations to

reduce consumption and to ac-

cept some environmental risk.

19. Which of the following do you

;onsider to be our most critical en-

v-ironmental problem?

(1) Water pollution.

(2) Air pollution.

(3) Nuclear and other hazardous

waste buildup and storage.

(4) Increased societal costs of pol-

lution control.

(5) Inadequate or unenforced reg-

ulatory legislation.

(6) Loss of land to highways, de-

velopment, urbanization, etc.

Please give your age group.20.

(]

I

(2

(3

(4

19 or

younger
20-24

25-29

30-39

(5) 40-49

(6) 50-59

(7) 60-69

(8) 70 and

older

sea 21. What is your sex?

(1) Female (2) Male

-2. How many children do you have?

(4) Three

(5) Four or more
None
One
Two

23. What is your level of education?

(1) Less than high school graduate.

(2) High school or equivalency di-

ploma.

(3) Business or technical school.

(4) Some college.

(5) Two-year college degree.

(6) Four-year college degree or

about to graduate.

(7) Some graduate professional

school.

(8) Graduate (M.A., M.S., Ph.D.)

or professional (J.D. or M.D.)

degree.

24. What is your annual family in-

come from all sources before taxes?

(1) Less than $5,000

(2) $5,000 to $7,499

(3) $7,500 to $9,999

(4) $10,000 to $14,999

(5) $15,000 to $19,999

(6) $20,000 to $24,999

(7) $25,000 to $34,999

(8) $35,000 to $49,999

(9) $50,000 to $99,999

(10) $100,000 and over

25. What is the nature of your present

work?

(1) Manufacturing or distribution

of products

(2) Construction, building trades,

or real estate

(3) Retail, merchandising, or sales

(4) Engineering or technical

(5) Government

(6) Health services and sciences

(7) Education

(8) Social service

(9) Law
(10) Military

(11) Farming, fisheries, lumbering,

mining

(12) Banking or finance

(13) Energy production or distribu-

tion

(14) Transportation

(15) Communications, arts, or en-

tertainment

(16) Other (see answer box)

26. Please enter your Zip code.

The next six items (27-32) describe

types of present, past, or ongoing ac-

tivist movements. Think about how
you feel about each type and place

in the answer box the number that

best describes the opinion you now
hold of them:

(1) I support them and am active

in them.

(2) I favor them generally but have

not been active.

(3) 1 do not have a position or am
uncertain how I feel.

(4) I agree with the goals but dis-

approve of some of the methods.

(5) I disapprove of these move-

ments but am against repressive

action against them.

(6) I disapprove and would like to

see these movements sup-

pressed.

27. Organizations or activist groups

in the environmental movement.

NATURAL
HISTORY 77 West 77th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024

Here are my answers to your questionnaire:

10 11 12 13 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
-26-ZIP CODE- 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 -34-

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
I

35
1 I

36
1 I

37
1

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
I

38
1

39 40 41 42 43

nnnnnnnnnnnnnn
25. Other:

34. Other or comments:

44. Organization and your role:

I completed the 1970 questionnaire: yes



28. Movements for equity and social

justice (for example, movements of

women, blacks, and American Indians;

American agriculture movement; ac-

tivism of seniors, handicapped, etc.)

29. Movements, including the antinu-

clear movement, protesting large-

scale, centralized energy development:

large coal-fired power plants, high-

voltage transmission lines, related coal

strip mining, and deep-water oil ports

and pipelines.

30. Movements promoting small-

scale, renewable, chiefly solar alter-

native-energy technologies.

31. Movements or campaigns to make
corporations more accountable for ac-

tions believed to place at risk the

health and welfare of workers and con-

sumers here and in other countries.

32. The various movements focusing

on change or self-actualization of the

individual either through personal ex-

perience, such as meditation, or

through interpersonal experiences,

such as self-help or sensitivity groups.

Answer the following questions by

placing the number(s) of your re-

sponse(s) in the answer box(es) as di-

rected.

33. Do you think that there is any

connection between all or many of the

various movements described above?

(Choose one.)

(1) They are all aspects of one sin-

gle wave of revolutionary

change.

(2) They may be related but are

still separate movements.

(3) There is some connection be-

tween some of them.

(4) I am uncertain what I think.

(5) There is no connection between

them.

34. Please enter the numbers of any

of the following actions that you have

personally taken primarily because of

your love of, or concern for, the en-

vironment (including concern about

depleting, or the environmental effects

of using, our fossil energy resources).

(1) Curtailed or greatly limited

use of disposables.

(2) Made a practice of separating

and recycling household gar-

bage.

(3) Modified home to conserve en-

ergy or to use renewable en-

ergy.

(4) Moved to a more energy-ef-

ficient or solar home, to higher

density housing, or closer to

work.

(5) Gave up or decided to forego

purchase of such items as

home air conditioner or

recreation vehicle.

(6) Have car pooled or used public

transport as much as possible.

(7) Bought smaller and/or more
gas efficient automobiles.

(8) Centered more recreational

activities on hiking, biking,

and the like, and less on the

use of motors.

(9) Canoed or backpacked in wil-

derness areas.

(10) Have been seeking self-suffi-

cient living in the country.

(11) Other and/or comment (See

answer box).

35. Write in the spaces provided the

numbers of any of these methods of

influencing decision makers that you

approve of.

(1) Writing letters to government

officials.

(2) Speaking at public hearings.

(3) Bringing suit against corpora-

tions, government agencies, or

individuals guilty of environ-

mental negligence.

(4) Boycotting companies that

don't seem environmentally or

socially responsible.

(5) Rallies, marches, demonstra-

tions.

(6) Nonviolent direct action, such

as sitting in front of bulldozers.

(7) Citizen takeovers of offices of

government agencies or indus-

tries to enforce demands.

(8) Destructive or violent action if

other means fail.

If you are active in the ecology

movement or in activist groups or

movements that you feel have a strong

environmental-concern focus, please

complete the questionnaire, placing in

the boxes for each question the num-

bers of as many responses as apply.

36. Which of the methods of influ-

encing decision makers listed in the

responses for item 35 have you en-

gaged in?

37. In which of the following ways

have you personally sought to influ-

ence people to become active in the

environmental movement or to interest

them in environmental problems?

(1) Personally calling or speaking

to individuals.

(2) Giving or helping sponsor talks

or programs, live or on radio

or television.

(3) Writing or helping to prepare

articles, letters to editors, hand-

out materials, or flyers.

38. If your participation in the mov
ment has involved any risks, write i

the spaces provided the numbers (

any of the following you have expi'

rienced.

(1) Expenditure of great time cj

money.

(2) Loss of friends.
[

(3) Threatening mail or phonl

calls.
'

(4) Pressure from employer.

(5) Serious family rift.

(6) Loss of job.

(7) Destruction of personal pro]

erty.

(8) Arrest or conviction.

(9) Bodily harm.

Now, for the final questions, ent(

in the answer box the number of tl'

one best response.

39. How many organizations coi

cerned with environmental problen

do you belong to?

(1) None (4) Three

(2) One (5) Four or more

(3) Two
40. How often do you usually tal

to other people involved in these o

ganizations (telephone conversation

formal meetings, organizational mee
ings, etc.)?

(1) Never

(2) Few times a year

(3) Once a month

(4) Once a week

(5) Twice a week !1

(6) Three or four times a week

(7) Daily

41. Of the five people you feel close;

to, how many are also involved in thes

organizations?
j.

(1) All five (4) Two i

(2) Four (5) One
(3) Three (6) None

42. Has your involvement with thes

organizations changed your idea

about yourself and made you act di

ferently?

(1) No
(2) Yes, I have changed in som,

ways.

(3) Yes, I have been radical!

changed.

(4) Undecided

43. How would you rate the approac

of the group in which you are mo;

active?

(1) Conservative (3) Activist

(2) Moderate (4) Radical

44. Please list the organizations activ

in environmental problems that yo

support or are active in and indicat

the type of position you have hel

in them. I



ART REAL ESTATE,
GOLD. AND YOLYOS?

There are still a few

investments left today

that are worth making.

And these three people

know them when they

see them. That's why they

all own Volvos.

They not only con-

sider Volvo a safe car to

be in; they also consider

it a safe place to put their

money Maybe that's be-

cause over the last two
years the dollar invested

in a Volvo has held its

value better than the dol-

lar in your pocket!

Of course if you're

shrewd enough to invest

in a Volvo, it's unlikely

you'll want to turn it over

quickly Because a Volvo
is made to last a long

time. (The life expectancy
of a Volvo is now up to

17.9 years in Sweden.)
And with the money

you might save by not
buying a new car every

few years, you can make
another investment as

worthwhile as your
Volvo. Like art, real

estate or gold.

A car you can believe in.
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Are you ready for an extraordinary adventure? Are you prepared for the

unending delights of luxurious resorts and ancient cities and romantic

music and brilliant splashes of color? If we're right about your answer,

then Mexico is right for you.

That perfect vacation caUed Mexico. So friendly. So affordable. So close.

And nothing like home.
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Postscript!

Building on
Shifting Sands

From Maine to Texas, islands close

to the mainland provide a coastal en-

vironment rich in estuaries, marsh-

lands, and vacation homes. In June

1970, in "Barrier Beaches of East-

ern America," Christopher Schuberth

wrote about the natural processes that

build up, change, and shape barrier

islands such as Miami Beach, Fire

Island, and Atlantic City. Waves
pound the beach, storms toss the sand

around, and the littoral current of wa-

ter along an island shore slowly moves,

if not mountains, at least beaches. On
Fire Island, near New York City, the

littoral current moves 600,000 cubic

yards of sand westward each year.

As Schuberth pointed out, building

on a barrier island is risky. The natural

rearrangement due to currents and

storms may not be kind to real estate

or human life. Nor does development

on the beaches secure them. If any-

thing, building on barrier islands just

makes things worse, particularly when
residents try to halt the shifting sands.

There are federal programs to pro-

tect barrier islands, but development

has been proceeding apace in recent

years, and one reason, it turns out,

is that the federal government, largely

inadvertently, has encouraged that de-

velopment. It sounds contradictory,

but through unconnected programs

not specifically related to barrier is-

lands, "over three fiscal years, the per-

mitting, granting, and licensing agen-

cies committed nearly one-half billion

dollars to barrier island development

projects."

That quotation is from a Draft En-

vironmental Statement prepared by

the Heritage Conservation and Rec-

reation Service in concert with several

other federal agencies. The largest

chunk of these funds came, ironically,

from the Environmental Protection

Agency in the form of waste-water

treatment. The Army Corps of En-

gineers invested heavily in beach res-

toration and protection, which indi-

rectly supported development. Home
and business mortgage insurance pro-

grams supported investments.

It may turn out that not only the

environment will suffer. The recent

growth of the barrier islands' popu-

lations has occurred during a long pe-

riod when storm activity has been un-

usually low. "Nearly 80 percent of

the people now living in island cities

and communities have never experi-

enced a hurricane," according to the

report. And on many islands the means
of escape from storms is not adequate.

"Even if they heed and take seriously

a hurricane warning," says the report

of the island residents, "it is doubtful

that more than a relatively minor per-

centage could escape before the storm

hits."

Albinisms

As Carl Witkop reported in "Al-

binism," October 1975, abnormal pig-

mentation, in one form or another,

affects all animals—and there are

many forms. In mice, at least 147

genes at 62 loci are involved in con-

trolling coat color.

In humans there are now thirteen

known forms of albinism (and a va-

riety of other pigment disorders that

come under the name of albinoidism).

Witkop has had a hand in discovering

two of these thirteen since his Natural

History article.

One form is called Autosomal Re-

cessively Inherited Ocular Albinism,

and its recognition is important in ge-

netic counseling. A more recent dis-

covery called simply Brown Albinism

was made by a research group in Ni-

geria, where many albinos suffer ter-

ribly from skin cancer because they

lack the protection that pigment af-

fords from the sun's rays. Witkop and

his colleagues found the new form of

albinism in the members of the Ibo

tribe they were studying. These
albinos had a light brown skin and

did not suffer increased rates of skin

cancer.

Getting

Along with

Seals

When Gerald Kooyman wrote h'

1 976 article, "Deep Divers of the An
arctic," he was spending a lot of h

time with seals. He and his coworker

would find the 1,000-pound Wedde
seals on the ice, attach recorders

them, and haul them by sled to

hut over an isolated hole in the ic

which usually tempted the seals

dive immediately. "Occasionally

wrote Kooyman, "a seal did not enti

the water for several hours and the

we were obliged to share our hut wil

the animals for the evening or tl

night—which reminded us of the jol

about where does a 500-pound goril

sleep."

Kooyman is still spending time wil

seals, but he has his hut to himse

now. He has turned to more ecoloj

cally, less physiologically orients

studies of how free-ranging seals div'

As expected, seals dive for shorter p^

riods of time when they are free ran;,

ing. In a forced dive, they spend

longer time under the ice because the

are looking for a new hole to surfaa

through, not wanting to return to tlj

"laboratory." Kooyman has yet to an::

lyze his data to produce any cle;

conclusions, but he did say the dept

and length of the dives were high;

variable. '

Although he has solved the hi

problem, his work is still not the san

as dealing with white mice. Researcl

ers must approach a seal, put a ba

over its head, and attach a recordi

to its skin with what are known <

hog rings, which pierce the skin. Koo;

man says the seals have tough an

insensitive skin, and attaching the r

corders causes little pain. But the sea

tend not to like the whole process vei

much. Which brings up the questic

of how do you handle an unhapp;

1,000-pound seal. Very carefully?

James Gorma



You know what my problem is? I love to dance, but I can't stand waiting in line.

m

Americans Storyteller
Shouldn't you trust your story to Kodak film?

1880 fmSa 1980

; Eastman Kodak Company, 1980



Nutritional Ambiguities
A diet suitable for one individual

may be dangerously deficient for another

by Rene Dubos

Many people of the Western world,

especially in the United States, are

intensely worried about their nutri-

tional state and the quality of their

food. This worry, however, is not

caused by malnutrition but by con-

stantly reading and hearing about the

dangers of bad diets and of food con-

taminated with additives and other

chemicals. Any departure from what
Westerners assume to be an ideal nat-

ural diet is publicized by the mass
media, thus contributing to the prev-

alent social neuroses about the general

state of the world.

The reality is that most people in

the developed and even semideveloped

parts of the world now have diets that

are better balanced and freer of toxic

contaminants than at almost any time

in the past, except perhaps during the

Old Stone Age. Food shortages oc-

curred frequently, even in Europe, as

recently as a century ago, vitamin and
other deficiencies affected many peo-

ple at the end of the winter, micro-

bial spoilage of food was difficult to

avoid, and contamination with toxic

substances often caused acute disease

and death. It took Upton Sinclair's

hair-raising stories in The Jungle, pub-

lished in 1906, to make Congress cre-

ate the Food and Drug Administra-

tion, which, among other functions,

oversees the safety and quality of food-

stuffs.

I do not claim that our food and
our nutritional state are now ideal,

but I believe that their most serious

shortcomings do not stem from a de-

terioration of our dietary regimen. If

some, and perhaps many, of us are

in a state of wa/nutrition, it is because

our dietary regimen is ill-adapted to

modern conditions. It would be sur-

prising if the nutritional regimens de-

signed for the old ways of life were

the right ones for the conditions pre-

vailing in today's wheel-borne, well-

heated, air-conditioned societies. We
know a great deal about the char-

acteristics of the various kinds of food

but very little about what would be

the ideal food intake for a particular

person in a particular physiological,

behavioral, or occupational situation.

Until recent times, nutritional sci-

ence has dealt chiefly with such gen-

eral problems as the chemical iden-

tification and synthesis of essential

growth factors; the determination of

the average requirements for each one

of these factors, according to age, sex,

and state of health; the metabolic role

and fate of each one of the foodstuffs

in the body. Under normal conditions,

this broad theoretical approach was
based on the belief that, within a given

age group and sex, all human beings

have essentially the same nutritional

requirements. Initially, for example,

the requirements for young male
adults were determined by tests on

healthy, vigorous American students

at an Ivy League college. But many
recent studies have revealed that every

person has a nutritional-metabolic pat-

tern that is characteristic, indeed as

unique as fingerprints. For this rea-

son, a diet that is suitable for one

person may be marginal, deficient,

and even dangerous for another.

Individual differences in nutritional

requirements can be considerable. A
recent study of nineteen healthy men
found an almost fivefold difference

in their daily requirements for calciui

(from 220 to 1,018 mg) and two-

seven-fold differences in their neei

for the various essential amino aci

that maintain nitrogen balance. Thai

differences are certainly due in pa
to genetic constitution, but exper!

ments in animals and observations i|

human beings leave no doubt that t

nutritional needs of an individual ci

undergo profound changes as a resu

of adaptation to a shortage or abui

dance of certain nutrients.

Some twenty years ago, a study w;

made in India of a large group

beggars who had long been on a di^

deficient in calories, iron, calciunj

phosphorus, vitamins A, B, C, an'

D, and proteins of animal origin. T.

their great surprise, the investigator

found that only 4 percent of thesi

beggars showed obvious signs of nt

tritional deficiency and that radiolog

ical examinations showed most d

them to have a normally calcified skel

eton. In the women of this group, Ic

nutritional intakes did not have '.

markedly deleterious effect on eithe;

pregnancy or lactation; the growt

rate of children was only slightly lowe

than normal. While these beggar

probably used items of food that e;

caped the attention of the investig£

tors, nevertheless chronic food shor

age appears to have created in ther

some form of physiological adaptatio

to low nutritional intake.

The ability to survive and even t

function well with an inadequate die

can probably be attributed in part t

people in underprivileged countrie

learning to eat certain items—incluc

ing insects—considered unacceptabl

in richer countries. Above and beyon
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these "social" adaptations, however,

undernourished or malnourished peo-

ple can also develop certain "biologi-

cal" adaptations that supplement the

food intake, such as the synthesis of

vitamins and amino acids by intestinal

microbes. Perhaps of greater impor-

tance are "metabolic" adaptations

that enable the body to "gear down"
its metabolic demands.

The existence of multiple forms of

nutritional adaptation certainly ac-

counts for the fact that persons differ

widely in their nutritional require-

ments, the result not only of genetic

differences but also, and even more,

of different cultural habits, ways of

life, and behavioral patterns. These

differences make a mockery of at-

tempts to define precisely an optimum
diet for the hypothetical average per-

son.

Many people believe that they can

function well only when provided with

three square meals a day, and certain

students of nutrition believe that this

formula constitutes the surest way to

a good nutritional state. But, in fact,

few are the societies in which the prac-

tice of three square meals a day is

considered essential for health.

In the economically humble French

environment from which I emerged,

the substantial meal was eaten at noon,

supper was a desultory affair, and as

to breakfast, it consisted of bread with

a cup of cocoa for children and coffee

for adults. Never did a glass of orange

juice or tomato juice reach my lips

until I had settled in the United States.

Yet here I am to tell the tale at the

age of seventy-nine. My sister and

brother, who are both in their late

seventies and living in Paris, are still

doing well on the same regimen, as

are my French nephews and nieces.

There are tribes in which people nibble

constantly and others whose members
partake of only one meal a day. At
Harvard University, I knew a famous
medical educator who ate only at din-

nertime, when he could make the meal

an elaborate social occasion.

In East Africa, the Kikuyu people

are healthy and can develop a good
physique on a vegetarian diet. In con-

trast, the Masai people, who live in

the same region, derive practically all

their nourishment from milk and from

the blood of their cattle, which they

bleed daily. Yet the Masai do as well

as the Kikuyu without much intake

of the plant fiber that is so much
on our minds today.

I could go on and on with examples

illustrating that social groups and in-

dividual persons have successfully

adapted themselves to very different

dietary regimens. I find it more useful,

however, to discuss at some length

a more drastic phenomenon of nutri-

tional adaptation, namely, adaptation

to extremely low food intake through-

out the life span.

During the 1940s, I participated in

the research activities of the Institute

of Nutrition for Central America and
Panama, situated in Guatemala City.

The average per capita food intake

in the villages of Guatemala was then,

and still is, extremely low and de-

ficient in protein. Many children and

young adults died of infection. But

those who survived to adulthood, al-

though of short stature and seemingly

frail, were capable of far greater phys-

ical efforts than those expected of vig-

orous Europeans and North Ameri-
cans—such as carrying heavy burdens

on their backs over long distances up
and down mountains. Physiological

studies showed that they could main-

tain themselves in caloric and nitrogen

balance on a diet that would have

meant starvation for most Europeans

and especially for North Americans.

Furthermore, these skinny people,

grossly undernourished according to

our standards, commonly lived to a

good old age.

Since Guatemalans raised in

wealthier surroundings and fed a rich

and abundant diet became as large

as people of Europe and North Amer-
ica and exhibited the high nutritional

requirements of these countries, we
can assume that the anatomical and
physiological characteristics of the

adult village Guatemalans were not

the consequence of genetic peculiar-

ities but rather of adaptation to low

food intake.

Before World War II, most adult

Japanese men and women were of

small size, and this is still true of

Japanese persons more than forty

years old. In contrast, the average size

of Japanese teen-agers and young
adults is now close to that of young
Caucasians in the prosperous parts of

the world. The phenomenal increase

of body size in Japan cannot be due

to genetic factors since it occurred

within one generation. One reason may
be the control of childhood disease;

another is certainly the profound
changes in the Japanese diet since the

end of the war. Between 1950 and

1975, for example, the per capita aver-

age consumption increased 15-fold

(not 15 percent) in the case of milk,

7.5-fold in the case of meat and eggs,

and 6-fold in the case of fat, while

the per capita consumption of rice

and potatoes decreased significantly. '

Thus it seems certain that the pre-

war Japanese people had adapted bio-

logically to a low intake of certain

nutritional elements (probably protein

and fat) by remaining small through-

out life. This biologically adaptive

state had such profound effects that

adult and old Japanese people who
grew up under such conditions do not

significantly increase in size even!

when they adopt today's much richer

and more abundant diet.

As already mentioned, by the be-i

ginning of the century American nu-

tritionists had worked out Recom-
mended Daily Allowances for the var-

ious essential nutrients, in particular,

proteins; these values were derived

from the requirements of vigorous

young adults, chiefly college students.

Almost unanimously, however, nutri-

tionists of other countries have long

considered the American Recom-
mended Daily Allowances far too

high. In the early 1970s, the com-

missions on nutrition of the World

Health Organization and of the Food

and Agricultural Organization scaled

down the protein requirements of a

healthy person by some 30 percent

—

thereby eliminating, by administrative

decision, the international "protein

gap" that had been postulated in ear-

lier decades.

Recent American research has been

interpreted to mean that the redefined

protein standards are in reality too

low because in one study a group of

U.S. university students developed

signs of deficiency two months after'

being fed the new recommended levels

of protein. The explanation of this

finding, however, is probably that

some twenty years ago most American

children were fed (and to a large ex-

tent most still are) diets much richer

and more abundant than those given, ;

European children, let alone children S

of underdeveloped countries. The nu-^

tritional requirements of adults are

probably largely determined by nu-

tritional conditioning during the early

years of life.

Average Americans, and now many

Europeans, feel that they need a daily

food intake containing more than

2,500 calories and 70 grams of protein,

preferably meat protein. In contrast,

whole populations of other ethnic '

groups seem well adapted to diets pro-^
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viding approximately 1,500 calories

and 40 grams of protein, or even less,

and often with hardly any meat. This

was the case in Japan before the war

and is still the case for most Gua-
temalan villagers. Moreover, the im-

mense majority of people in all ethnic

groups could almost certainly adapt

successfully to either one of these two

extreme types of dietary regimen or

to any in between. We need to learn

much more about the effects of nu-

tritional conditioning, especially dur-

ing early childhood, because several

of these effects might be essentially

irreversible and could therefore affect

the person during the whole life span.

The most obvious long-range effects

have to do with health. Good evidence

exists, for example, that babies

pressed to take more food become
habituated to an abundant diet and

tend to become obese, with all the

health risks associated with obesity

during adulthood and old age. The
postwar generation of richly fed Jap-

anese, both men and women, now tend

to have the same disease patterns that

are prevalent in North America and

Europe, where cardiovascular diseases

and various forms of cancer have be-

come the leading causes of death. In

all prosperous societies, people are be-

coming increasingly concerned about

the harmful components of their di-

ets—cholesterol, saturated fatty acids,

processed foods, contaminants such as

pesticides, and various forms of ad-

ditives. They would worry even more

if they realized that almost any article

of food—even the most natural food

—

is toxic if taken in excess. For example,

potatoes contain solanin, a substance

that would create toxic effects if ten

times the usual amount were eaten

at one sitting; cereal grains contain

phytic acid, which interferes with the

absorption of calcium and iron; and

certain plants of the cabbage family

produce goiter. Even vitamins can be

a cause of disease as in the case of

hypervitaminoses A and D.

While proving that many particular

food items, artificial or natural, are

dangerous if taken in large amounts

is fairly easy, establishing the dangers

of the typical rich American diet is

much more difficult. A very recent

study sponsored by the American So-

ciety for Clinical Nutrition examined

a number of suspected relationships

between diet and disease but found

only three that could be statistically

confirmed: between sucrose and den-

tal caries; between alcohol and cir-

rhosis of the liver; between salt and

hypertension. Convincing evidence

could not be obtained that high intakes

of cholesterol and fatty acids in-

creased the chance of dying from car-

diovascular disease.

Lack of statistical proof does not,

of course, rule out that high blood

levels of cholesterol and fatty acids

can be involved in disease causation.

The great differences of response

among the persons examined make it

difficult to establish statistically val-

id correlations. As mentioned earlier,

these differences may have their origin

not only in genetic constitution but

also in behavioral patterns.- One ex-

ample will suffice to illustrate how
a seemingly trivial aspect of behavior

can influence the digestion of lipids

and, consequently, their possible ef-

fects on disease. After a meal, ingested

lipids travel in the bloodstream for

a short time in the form of microscopic

particles called chylomicra. These par-

ticles are rapidly digested under nor-

mal conditions, but they persist much
longer in a person under stress even

when the stress is as mild as having

to give an anatomy lecture to medical

students. If lipids do contribute to the

formation of vascular lesions, adap-
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tation to certain stresses may thus def E
crease their ability to cause cardio!

vascular disease.

Nutritional science therefore in

volves much more than knowing the

requirements for essential growth fac

tors and the toxic effects of food ad

ditives. A time may come when a par

ticular patient's need for a particula

food will be evaluated not only b;

measuring growth rates but also b;

determining the food's effect on spe

cialized functions, such as the abilit;

to develop scar tissue; produce nev

cells in the liver, spleen, and bonij

marrow; and generate the proper kin('

of response to detoxify poisons o;

drugs. There is now some evidence

that the nutritional state can affec

even behavioral responses, as showi

by the brain's production of at leas

two neurotransmitters: serotonin

which depends on the tryptophan!

level in the bloodstream, and acetyl

choline, which depends on the cholim

level. Neither tryptophane nor cholint

can be manufactured by the body anc

must be supplied in the diet.

We have an immense amount o;

detailed knowledge about foodstuff;

but know very little about their effect!

on the body and even less about theii

effects on behavior and on the socia

aspects of life. Developing a largt

body size is obviously an advantagf

for certain activities but probably no'

for others. Voltaire was a midget com
pared with Washington but outlivec

him by seventeen years and was ai

least as influential on the course ot

history. The small prewar Japanese

could not play basketball with Ameri

cans; nevertheless, they were excelleni

soldiers and proved immensely suc-

cessful in the technological and eco

nomic world of the postwar period

The new generation of richly fed Jap

anese is much taller than the preced

ing one but we do not know that its

members will live longer or be hap-

pier. A good, abundant nutritional reg-

imen will keep us alive, make us grow

to a certain size, and protect us fron"

deficiency diseases, but beyond that

we really do not know much aboul

its effects on our bodies, our society

and the future of civilization.

To illustrate our ignorance, and alsc ijijilj

the possibility of adapting successful!)

to extremely different dietary regi-

mens, I shall mention the nutritional

habits of two famous physicians whon^

I knew well during my early years

at the Rockefeller Institute for Medi-

cal Research. One was Henry William

I



Welch, the architect of medical and

public health sciences in the United

States. The other was Oswald T.

Avery, who is famous for his studies

on infectious diseases and for having

first demonstrated that DNA is the

carrier of hereditary characteristics.

Welch and Avery were approximately

the same height, had received similar

college and medical educations, spent

most of their lives in academic medi-

cine, remained bachelors, smoked a

i great deal, took practically no physical

i
exercise, and never tired of talking.

But they differed competely in nu-

tritional behavior.

Welch had a Gargantuan appetite,

with a preference for rich, well-sea-

i soned foods. He was inordinately fond

of sweets and prone to end his meal

with several helpings of ice cream—in

a period when this meant real cream.

He loved wine and hard liquor and

seemed proud that his most violent

I form of exercise was taking off his

ishoes at night and putting them on

I in the morning. He early became

! obese, loved fun and the carnival as-

ipects of life, and remained intellec-

Itually active to the end of his life.

He died of cancer in his eighty-fifth

jiyear.

i Avery ate sparingly. Two slices of

toast, a few leaves of lettuce, and sev-

leral cups of coffee seemed to be his

(ideal meal. We used to say that he

) could be in nutritional balance only

Sby fixing atmospheric nitrogen. He
'never weighed more than ninety

pounds during the thirty years I knew
[him, yet he was constantly active, ei-

ither in laboratory work or participal-

iing in discussions. He suffered from

mild hyperthyroidism, and his disease

took a more active form during a pe-

riod of disappointments in his research

program. After surgery and a few

I months rest, he came back to the lab-

ioratory and resumed his activities. He
,died of cancer in his seventy-ninth

I

year.

!
As far as I know, no nutritional

^studies have been carried out on either

/Welch or Avery. One can take it for

I granted that genetic differences be-

tween them played a role in their con-

trasting attitudes toward food intake

and responses to it, but one can also

assume that their nutritional habits

and their metabolism were profoundly

influenced by other aspects of their

ways of life, and probably by their

early experiences. It takes more than
a knowledge of foodstuffs to create

a science of human nutrition. D
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Here's your opportunity to

receive a choice collection

of the latest annual reports

from leading corporations.

Use the handy coupon.
There's no obligation.

THE DUN &
BRADSTREET
CORPORATION
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation

provides products and services in four

groups: business information, publish-

itig, marketing services and broadcast-

ing. The company is the largest pro-

ducer and disseminator of business

information in the private sector.

Earnings per share in 1979 were a

record $3.19, up 26.6%, and more

than double those of four years ago.

Dividends were increased for the 28th

consecutive year.

/ETNA LIFE &
CASUALTY
/Etna Life & Casualty— largest inves-

tor-owned insurance organization in

U.S., also in business financing, real

estate development, technology enter-

prises. 1979 earnings reached new high

of $560 million or $6.93 per common
share, 21% return on shareholders'

equity Revenues rose 21% to $11.4 bil-

lion. Assets, shareholders' equity grew

to $30.2 billion and $35.56 per com-

mon share. Annual dividend per com-

mon share increased 18% to $2.12 with

May 15 payment. Annual dividend

194% greater than five years ago.

GAP
CORPORATION
GAP is expanding advanced technol-

ogy in its chemical, building materials

and reprographic businesses. Its spe-

cialty chemicals are gaining new ap-

plications in products as diverse as

shampoos and auto parts, wines and

adhesives. Its rcwfing, siding, insulation

and vinyl floorings are in demand for

remodeling and repair work as well as

in new construction. GAF's diazo

reprographic systems are moving into

fields long monopolized by silver-based

films and papers. 1979 sales were $1.2

billion.
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ARMCO INC.
We tutned in record sales and earnings

in 1979. Our annual report tells how
we did it, reports results, both current

and historical and describes our stra-

tegic plans for the future. We're a

diversified five billion dollar corpora-

tion, organized with seven lines ot

business: Oilfield Equipment and Pro-

duction, Fabricated Metal Products,

Industrial Products and Services,

Financial Services, Carbon Steel Prod-

ucts, Specialty Steel Products, Mining

and Raw Materials.

INTERNORTH
(Northern Natural Gas)

Record earnings and revenues high-

lighted 1979, Northern's fiftieth year.

Net income was a record $185.5 mil-

lion. Operating revenues totaled a

record $2.5 billion. Property, plant

and equipment, at cost, now exceeds

$3 billion. Earnings per share of $8.17

were our highest ever. Northern is an

energy-based company involved in

natural gas, liquefied fuels, petrochem-

icals, oil and gas exploration and coal

operations.

ASHLAND OIL
This year Ashland, the nation's largest

independent refiner and marketer,

published two annual reports. One for

today's investors. One for the new gen-

eration of investors. This colorful re-

port discusses facts from the 1979 An-
nual Report—explaining how private

investors make our progress possible.

Like these record fiscal 1979 results:

Revenues—$6.7 billion; net income

$526 million. Dividends increased

from annual rate of $1.33 in 1978 to a

current annual rate of $2.20. Both

annual reports will be sent.
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KOPPERS
COMPANY, INC.
Investment in Koppers over the past

five years produced an average total

return of 29% per year to shareholders.

The highly diversified industrial oper-

ations of the company are strategically

situated so that 75% of sales are in the

construction and capital spending seg-

ments of the economy and 25% in

intermediate industrial products. This

product mix gives Koppers a decided

edge in providing future growth and

ciintinued high returns to investors.
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THE MEAD
CORPORATION
1979 another record year: 17% increase

in net earnings to $141 million resulted

in'record 18.1% return on sharehold-

ers' equity. Fully diluted earnings per

share reached $5.19 from $2.72 in

'74— a compound growth rate of

14%—one of the most impressive in

the forest products industry. Dividends

have increased for seven consecutive

years to annual rate of $1.80 per share.

W.R. GRACE & CO.
Last year our Annual Report was

judged best among 2,000 other com-

panies. In 1979 it's even better with

net income up 30% to $223 million,

record sales of $5.3 billion up 18% and

a market price ahead 57%. But we're

no one-time champion. Over the dec-

ade of the seventies, our earnings have

risen at a compound rate of more than

31% per year. Shouldn't you look into

GRACE? Our 75,000 shareholders are

glad they did.

COMBUSTION
ENGINEERING
The Energy Systems Company...
Combustion Engineering is a diversi-

fied corporation which provides equip-

ment, products and services for oil and

gas exploration and production, petro-

leum and petrochemical processing,

environmental control, electric power

generation, synthetic fuels, and other

energy-related industrial applications.

C-E has annual sales approaching $3

billion, and a current annual dividend

rate of $2.60, which has been increased

eight times in the last five years.
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GREAT NORTHERN
NEKOOSA CORR
Great Northern Nekoosa, a major pulp

and paper company and the world's

largest producer of copier paper, has

large, efficient mills which produce

low cost business papers, container-

board, newsprint and groundwood
printing paper. GNN's assets include

nearly 7000 tons a day of pulp and

paper capacity, 2,800,000 acres of tim-

herland, millions of tons of coal

reserves, and an extensive hydroelec-

tric system. At just over 70%, GNN's
energy self-sufficiency is among the

highest in the paper industry
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Plain talk in this 32 page booklet cuts
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DOMINION BRIDGE
COMPANY, LIMITED
During the Seventies this diversified

international company achieved a

28% compounded annual growth rate

of net income, while multiplying

worldwide sales fivefold— to nearly $1

billion in 1979. During the decade its

net income rose 970% and- its growth

rate exceeded 490 of the Fortune 500.

Engaged principally in manufacturing

steel-based products, engineering and

construction activities. Dominion
Bridge is traded on the Toronto and

Montreal Stock Exchanges.
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This View of Life

Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes
Rather than an embarrassment, "throwbacks" are evolutionary

reminiscences with intriguing implications

by Stephen Jay Gould

Vanity license plates are just the

latest expression of an old conviction

that distinctive conveyances reflect

status or, at least, compel notice. We
can build our modern machines to or-

der, but nature has narrower limits.

Horses of unusual size or color com-
manded great favor, but Julius Caesar

ventured beyond the mere accentua-

tion of normality in choosing his fa-

vorite mount. The historian Suetonius

writes that Caesar

used to ride a remarkable horse, which
had feet that were almost human, the

hoofs being cleft like toes. It was born

in his own stables, and as the soothsayers

declared that it showed its owner would
be lord of the world, he reared it with

great care, and was the first to mount
it; it would allow no other rider.

Normal horses represent the limit

of evolutionary trends for the reduc-

tion of toes. Ancestral Hyracotherium
(popularly, but incorrectly, known as

Eohippus) had four toes in front and
three in back, while some earlier fore-

bear undoubtedly possessed the origi-

nal mammalian complement of five

on each foot. Modern horses retain

but a single toe, the third of an original

five. They also develop vestiges of the

old second and fourth toes as short

splints of bone, mounted high and in-

conspicuously above the hoof.

Abnormal horses with extra digits

have been admired and studied since

Caesar's time. O.C. Marsh, a founder

of vertebrate paleontology in America,
took a special interest in these ab-

errant animals and published a long

article on "Recent poiydactyle horses"

in the American Journal of Science

for April 1892. Marsh had two major
claims upon fame, one dubious—his

acrimonious battles with E.D. Cope
in collecting and describing vertebrate

fossils from the American West—and
one unambiguous—his success in de-

ciphering the evolution of horses, the

first adequate demonstration of de-

scent provided by the fossil record

of vertebrates, and an important sup-

port in Darwin's early battles.

Marsh was puzzled and fascinated

by these aberrant horses with extra

toes. In most cases, the additional toe

is merely a duplicate copy of the func-

tional third digit. But Marsh found

that a fair number of two- and three-

toed horses had barkened back to their

ancestors by developing either or both

of the side splints into functional (or

nearly functional) hoofed toes. (A
later, and particularly thorough, Ger-

man monograph of 1918 concluded

that about two-thirds of horses with

extra toes had simply duplicated the

functional third digit, while about one-

third had resuscitated an ancestral

feature by developing the vestigial

splints of their second or fourth toe

into complete, hoofed digits.)

These apparent reversions to pre-

vious evolutionary states are called

atavisms, after the Latin atavus: lit-

erally, great-great-great-grandfather;

more generally, simply ancestor. The
biological literature is studded with

examples of the genre, but they have

generally been treated anecdotally as

mere curiosities bearing no important

evolutionary message. If anything,

they are surrounded with the odor of

slight embarrassment, as if the pro-

gressive process of evolution did not

care to be reminded so palpably of

its previous imperfections. The syn-

onyms of European colleagues express

this feeling directly
—

"throwback" ir

England, pas-en-arriere ("backward

step") in France, and RUckschlag

("setback") in Germany. When
granted any general significance, ata-

visms have been treated as marks of

constraint, as indications that an or-

ganism's past lurks just below its

present surface and can hold back its

future advance.

I would suggest an opposite view

—

that atavisms teach an important les-

son about potential results of small

genetic changes, and that they sug-

gest an unconventional approach to

the problem of major transitions in

evolution. In the traditional view, ma-

jor transitions are a summation of the

small changes that adapt populations

ever more finely to their local envi-

ronments. Several evolutionists, my-

self included, have become dissatisfied

with this vision of smooth extrapo-

lation. Must one group always evolve

from another through an insensibly

graded series of intermediate forms?

Must evolution proceed gene by gene,

each tiny change producing a corre-'

spondingly small alteration of external;

appearance? The fossil record almost

never records smooth transitions, and

it is often difficult even to imagine

a function for all hypothetical inter-

mediates between ancestors and their

highly modified descendants.

One promising solution to this di-

lemma recognizes that certain kinds

of small genetic changes may havei
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This is Eduardo. He lives

with his mother; two sisters and

his grandparents in Central

/Wierica.Their home is a tile-

roofed hut with a dirt floor; no
sanitation and no running

water Eduardo suffers from

malnutrition and needs medi-

cal attention, but his family

can't afford a doctor

His world is one of poverty

and hunger But you can help

change that for a child like

Eduardo by becoming a

sponsor

Through Christian Chil-

dren's Fund, you can reach

out and help give a child what
he needs to live a healthier;

happier life.

When you become a spon-

sor; you're helping to give

some of the basic things a

child needs just to get through

a day— nourishing meals,

clothing, proper medical atten-

tion, a chance to go to school,

or whatever is needed most.

Your 50C a day goes a long

way toward helping alleviate

some ofthe most serious prob-

lems a child has to face in his

world. Without your help, he
might not have much hope.

When you send your regular
monthlypayment of $15, 80%
or more is used for the pro-

gram \A^ere the child you spon-
sor receives assistance, and is

pooled with funds from spon
sors helping other children in

that program. There, the

money is used forthe children's

individual and group needs.

We're proud of our effi-

ciency in child care services.

Our combined administrative

and fund-raising costs are

among the lowest of any non-

profit agency A full audit, as

reported by Peat, Marwick,

Mitchell & Co., is included in

our annual report and mailed

to sponsors and contributors

each fall.

Please reach out

and help the child

who needs you.

\bu needn't send
any money right

away Just mail

in the coupon.
Christian Chil-

dren's Fund will

send you a

child's photo-

graph and fam-

ily background
information. We'll

tell you how the

child will be helped

and e)qDlain how
you can write and
receive letters in re-

turn. It's a spe-

cial way

for a child to share his world

with you.

When you give $15 a month
for a child, you're sending

much more than money\bu're
sending love. Please mail in

the coupon todayThere's a
child waiting

for you.
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major, discontinuous effects upon
morphology. We can make no one-

to-one translation between extent of

genetic change and degree of alter-

ation in external form. Genes are not

attached to independent bits of the

body, each responsible for building

one small item. Genetic systems are

arranged hierarchically; controllers

and master switches often activate

large blocks of genes. Small changes

in the timing of action for these con-

trollers often translate into major and

discontinuous alterations of external

form. Most dramatic are the so-called

homeotic mutants causing spatial

shifts in the expression of blocks of

genes. In bithorax mutants of the fruit

fly Drosophila, for example, small

changes in any of five closely linked

genes cause posterior parts of the body

to appear in more forward positions

or anterior parts to develop farther

back. Changes are often discontinu-

ous, not graded. Halters, organs used

for maintaining balance during flight,

may be replaced by true wings. In

an even more striking and peculiar

mutation, called aristapedia, the tar-

sus of a leg, with all its structures,

appears on the head where an antenna

should form.

The current challenge to traditional

gradualistic accounts of evolutionary

transitions will take root only if genetic

systems contain extensive, hidden ca-

pacities for expressing small changes

as large effects. Atavisms provide the

most striking demonstration of this

principle that I know. If genetic sys-

tems were beanbags.of independent

items, each responsible for building

a single part of the body, then evo-

lutionary change could only occur

piece by piece. But genetic systems

are integrated products of an organ-

ism's history, and they retain exten-

sive, latent capacities that can often

be released by small changes. Horses

have never lost the genetic information

for producing side toes even though

their ancestors settled on a single toe

several million years ago. What else

might their genetic system maintain,

normally unexpressed, but able to

serve, if activated, as a possible focus

for major and rapid evolutionary

change? Atavisms reflect the enor-

mous, latent capacity of genetic sys-

tems, not primarily the constraints and

limitations imposed by an organism's

past.

My columns often suff"er from run-

away introductions, fueled by over-

enthusiasm for a latent generality in-

spired by a particular story. The pre-

ceding paragraphs were suggested by
a recent report of something that has

no right to exist if one of our most
venerable similes expresses literal

truth—hen's teeth. In Science for Feb-

ruary 29, 1980 (enough of a rarity

in itself), E.J. Kollar and C. Fisher

reported an ingenious technique for

coaxing chickens to reveal some sur-

prising genetic flexibility retained

from a distant past.

They took epithelial (outer) tissue

from the first and second gill arches

of a five-day-old chick embryo and

combined it with mesenchyme (inner

embryonic tissue) of sixteen- to eight-

een-day-old mouse embryos from the

region where first molar teeth form.

A fascinating evolutionary tale lies

hidden in this simple statement as

well. Jaws evolved from bones sup-

porting the anterior gills of ancestral

fishes. All vertebrate embryos still de-

velop the anterior gill arches first (as

ancestral embryos did) and then trans-

form them during development into

jaws (as ancestors did not in retaining

the forward gills throughout life).

Thus, if the embryonic tissues of

chickens still retain any capacity for

forming teeth, the epithelium of the

anterior gill arches is the place to look.

Kollar and Fisher took the com-

bined embryonic tissue of mouse and

chicken and grew it in what might

strike readers as a bizarre and unlikely

place—the anterior chambers of the

eyes of adult nude mice (but where

else in an animal's body can one find

an open space, filled with liquid that

is not circulating?). In ordinary teeth,

made by a single animal, the outer

enamel layer forms from epithelial tis-

sue and the underlying dentin and

bone from mesenchyme. But mesen-

chyme cannot form dentin (although

it can produce bone) unless it can

interact directly with epithelium des-

tined to form enamel. (In embryolog-

ical jargon, epithelium is a necessary

inducer, although only mesenchyme
can form dentin.)

When Kollar and Fisher grafted

mouse mesenchyme alone into the eyes

of their experimental animals, no

dentin developed, but only spongy

bone—the normal product of mesen-

chyme when deprived of contact with

enamel epithelium as an inducer. But

among fifty-five combined grafts of

mouse mesenchyme and chick epithe-

lium, ten produced dentin. Thus, chick

epithelium is still capable of inducing

mesenchyme (from another species in

another vertebrate class yet!) to forii

dentin. Archaeopteryx, the first birq

still possessed teeth, as did severa

fossils from the early history of birds?

But no fossil bird of the past sixt

million years has produced teeth

while the toothlessness of all moderl

birds ranks with wings and feather

as defining characters of the class

Nonetheless, although the system haj

not been used on its home groum

for perhaps a hundred million ger

erations, chick epithelium can still ir

duce the formation of dentin whe
combined with appropriate mesen

chyme (chick mesenchyme itself ha

probably lost the ability to fern

dentin, hence the toothlessness of hen

and the necessity for using mice).

Kollar and Fisher then found some

thing even more interesting. In fou

of their grafts, complete teeth hai

developed! Chick epithelium had no

only induced mouse mesenchyme t

form dentin; it had also been abl

to generate the enamel matrix pre

teins. (Dentin must be induced by epi

thelium, but this epithelium canno

differentiate into enamel unless it, ii

turn, can interact with the very dentil

it has induced. Since chick mesen

chyme cannot form dentin, chick epi

thelium never gets the chance to shovl

its persistent stuff in nature.)

One final point stunned me evei

more. Kollar and Fisher write of thei;

best tooth: "The entire tooth structun'

was well formed, with root develop

ment in proper relation to the crown

but the latter did not have the typica

first-molar morphology, since it lackei

the cusp pattern usually present ii

intraocular grafts of first-molar rudi

ments." In other words, the tooth look

normal, but it does not have the forn

of a mouse's molar. The odd forn

may, of course, simply result from thi

peculiar interaction of two systems no

meant to be joined in nature. But i

it possible that we are seeing, in part

the actual form of a latent bird'

tooth—the potential structure tha

chick epithelium has encoded for sixt;

million years but has not expressec

in the absence of dentin to induci

it?

Kollar and Fisher's work recalle(

another experiment from the opposit'

end of a chick, a famous story usuall;

misreported by evolutionary biologist

(once, 1 am embarrassed to say, b;

myself), as I discovered in trackin;

down the original source. In 1959, thi

French embryologist Armand Hamp'

reported some experiments on the de

it

1
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velopment of leg bones in chick em-

bryos. In ancestral reptiles, the tibia

and fibula (the bones between your

kneecap and ankle) are equal in

length; the ankle region below includes

a series of small bones. In Archaeop-

teryx, the first bird, tibia and fibula

are still equal in length, but the ankle

bones below have been reduced to two,

one articulating with the tibia, the

other with the fibula. In most modern

birds, however, the fibula has been

reduced to a splint. It never reaches

the ankle region, while the two ankle

bones are "engulfed" by the rapidly

growing tibia and fuse with it. Thus,

modern birds develop a single struc-

ture (the tibia with ankle bones fused

to it and the rudimentary fibula at

its side), articulating with bones of

the foot below.

Hampe reasoned that the fibula

might well maintain its capacity for

attaining full, ancestral length, but

that competition for material by the

rapidly growing tibia mght deprive it

of any opportunity to express this po-

tential. He therefore performed three

types of experiments, all directed to-

ward giving the fibula some relief

from its imperialistic and normally

victorious neighboring bone. In all

cases, the fibula attained its ancestral

length, equal to the tibia and reaching

the ankle region below. In the first,

Hampe simply grafted more embry-

onic tissue into the region of the grow-

ing leg bones. The tibia reached its

characteristic length, but the region

now had enough material "left over"

for the fibula. In the second, he altered

the direction of growth for tibia and

fibula so that the two bones did not

remain in intimate contact. In the

third, he inserted a mica plate between

the two bones; the developing tibia

could no longer "grab" material from

its less vigorous neighbor and the

fibula achieved its full length.

Thus, Hampe re-created an ances-

tral relationship between two bones

by a series of simple manipulations.

And this alteration engendered an

even more interesting consequence. In

normal chicks, the fibula begins its

growth in contact with one of the small

ankle bones below. But as the tibia

enlarges and predominates, this con-

tact breaks at about the fifth day of

development. The fibula then retreats

to form its splint, while the expanding

tibia engulfs both ankle bones to form

a single structure. In one case during

Hampe's manipulations, the two ankle

bones remained separate and did not

fuse with either tibia or fibula (while

both ankle bones fused with the tibia,

as usual, in the other leg of the same

embryo—an untreated control allowed

to develop normally). In this bird,

Hampe's simple manipulation not only

produced its intended result (expres-

sion of an ancestral relationship in leg

bones); it also evoked the ancestral

pattern of ankle bones as well.

Hampe was able to produce these

impressive atavisms by simple manip-

ulations that amount to minor, quan-

titative changes in timing of devel-

opment or placement of embryonic

tissue. Adding more tissue doesn't sim-

ply make a bigger part with the same

proportions; it leads to differential

growth of one bone (the fibula) and

a change in arrangement of the entire

ankle area (two ankle bones, articu-

lating separately to tibia and fibula

in some cases, rather than a single

tibia with ankle bones fused to it).

Developmental patterns of an or-

ganism's past persist in latent form.

Chicks no longer develop teeth be-

cause their own mesenchyme does not

form dentin, even though their epi-

thelium can still produce enamel and

induce dentin in other animals. Chicks

no longer develop separate ankle bones

because their fibula no longer keeps

pace with the tibia during growth, but

the ankle bones develop and retain

their identity when fibulas are coaxed

to reach their ancestral length. An
organism's past not only constrains its

future; it also provides as legacy an

enormous reservoir of potential for

rapid morphological change based

upon small genetic alteration.

Charles Darwin constructed his the-

ory as a two-stage process: variation

to supply raw material and natural

selection to impart direction. It is fre-

quently (and incorrectly) stated that

he said little about variation, embar-

rassed as he was by ignorance about

the mechanism of heredity. Many peo-

ple believe that he simply treated vari-

ation as a "black box," something to

be assumed, mentioned in passing, and

then forgotten. After all, if there is

always enough variation for natural

selection to use, why worry about its

nature and causes?

Yet Darwin was obsessed with vari-

ation. In his writings he devoted much
more attention to variation than to

natural selection, for he knew that no

satisfactory theory of major evolution-

ary change could be constructed until

the causes of variation and the em-

pirical rules of its form and amount

had been elucidated. His longest book

is devoted entirely to problems ol

variation—the two-volume Variatior,

ofAnimals and Plants Under Domes-

tication (1868). Darwin felt that ata

vism held the key to many mysteries

of variation, and he devoted an entire

chapter to it, closing (as I will) witl:

these words:

The fertilized germ of one of the highei

animals ... is perhaps the most wonderfu

object in nature. . . . On the doctrirK

of reversion [atavism] . . . the germ be-

comes a far more marvellous object, for

besides the visible changes which it un

dergoes, we must believe that it i

crowded with invisible characters . .

separated by hundreds or even thousands

of generations from the present time: anc

these characters, like those written or|

paper with invisible ink, lie ready to be

evolved whenever the organization is dis]

turbed by certain known or unknown con|

ditions.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology

geology, and the history of sciena

at Harvard University.
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Winners of Natural History's

80th-Anniversary

Photographic Competition

"You're kidding!" was the typical

response of the winners of our 1980

Photographic Competition, suggesting

that the many entrants (who submit-

ted up to five pictures each) did so

with little thought of succeeding. But

the mail that piled up in our office

was ample evidence that our contes-

tants were cautiously optimistic.

This year our judges were Will Hop-

kins, former art director of Look, who
is the art director of American Pho-

tographer and a consulting editorial

art director; Arthur Rothstein, director

of photography for Parade, the Sunday
newspaper magazine, who recently had

the distinction of serving as a juror

for the 1979 Pulitzer Prize in pho-

tography; and Marie Schumann, pic-

ture reporter for Life and also a free-

lance picture researcher.

Artistic design figured strongly in

the judges' selections; they bestowed

the Grand Prize on a beautifully com-
posed photograph of a yucca plant

in white sand. First Prize winners were

chosen for three major categories

—

The Human Family; Animals; and

Plants and Their Environment—and

Merit Awards were given for Photo-

micrography; A Sequence in Nature;

Urban Wildlife; and Humor in Na-

ture. Honorable Mentions were chosen

from among all the finalists. The
prizewinning photographs will also

be exhibited at the Museum this fall.

To all who participated, a well-de-

served "thank you" and hearty en-

couragement for next year's contest.

The deadline and rules for the 1981

competition, to be announced in a fu-

ture issue of Natural History, will

include one important new feature. In

place of a Merit Award for Urban
Wildlife there will be a special cat-

egory for photographs more than fifty

years old (you need not be the original

photographer). So start looking

through your family albums and attics

for previously unpublished, historical

pictures that fit the themes of our

contest categories. We look forward

to sharing your discoveries.

Vittorio Maestro



FIRST PRIZE
Animals

Frans Lanting

Snow geese and Canada geese feeding at California's

Tule Lake will take off at the slightest provocation.

Frans Lanting photographed the birds in the late afternoon of an

overcast winter day. He is an instructor in environmental studies

at the University ofCalifornia at Santa Cruz.





FIRST PRIZE
The Human Family

Irene Borger

The Louvre in Paris provided the

backdrop for this photograph, taken

in the summer of 1972 by Irene

Borger. A resident of Santa Monica,

California, Borger is a dance

anthropologist, interested in

understanding dance in its cultural

context. She also writes about

photography, but does only a limited

amount herself, as a hobby.





MERIT AWARD
A Sequence in Nature
Alex Kerstitch

Alex Kerstitch first suspected that the sea slug Roboastra tigris was

cannibalistic when he was diving in the Sea of Cortez. He had collected

three specimens in a jar, but when he opened the container, he found
only one oversized slug. To witness and record the event in nature, Kerstitch

spent more than 100 hours underwater in the Gulf of California, off

western Mexico. In this sequence, the smaller sea slug uses its sense

of smell to approach the larger individual, probably expecting to make
a meal of it. However, the larger sea slug turns on the smaller one,

expanding its mouth parts to seize it. The victim is quickly engulfed

and within thirty seconds has all but disappeared. One distended sea

slug remains, and digestion begins. Although cannibalistic, R. tigris appear

not to prey on other species of sea slugs, which they avoid. Alex Kerstitch

is a research associate in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary

Biology at the University of Arizona, Tucson, and teaches high school

art and science.



MERIT AWARD
Photomicrography

Suzanne Groet

Suzanne Groet, a botanist living in Upper Arlington, Ohio, has been

takingphotomicrographsfor nearly three years. This one shows

a resorcinol "melt crystal,"formed when a crystal melts and

recrystallizes on a slide. A Leitz Ortholux microscope provided X 32

magnification. Polarized light was used, and the color was modified

by a retardation filter.



Honorable Mention
Animals
Terry Shumaker

These Steller's sea lions were photographed by the light coming
into their cave near Florence, Oregon. At the time he took the picture,

Terry Shumaker was vacationing on the coast. He is a graphic artist

living in Medford, Oregon.

Honorable Mention
Animals

Dene De Nend

A view of Canada geese resting on an ice flow greeted Dene De
Nend when he pulled up his car one January evening to look over

the bank of Idaho's Lake Pend Oreille. De Nend, a free-lance graphic

artist who lives in Seattle, takes photographs professionally but is

a relative beginner at wildlife photography.



Honorable Mention
Animals

Milton Newman

Milton Newman now lives in California, but he was a New York

City resident when he visited this orangutan at the Bronx Zoo. The
photograph was taken indoors, with a flash, through the glass wall

that separated the photographer from his obliging model. For Newman,
a retired designer of display mechanisms, photography is a hobby.

Honorable Mention
Plants and Their Environment

Steve Rave

Steve Raye, a public relations account executive living in Glendale,

Wisconsin, takes photographs to illustrate agricultural magazine
articles he writesfor clients. In this case, business brought him to

a barley field in North Dakota's Red River Valley. To heighten

the sense of an approaching storm, Raye used a polarizing filter

to enhance the clouds.

i
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MERIT AWARD
Humor in Nature

Ralph W. Schreiber

Ralph W. Schreiber, curator of ornithology at the Los Angeles County

Museum of Natural History, was leading a tour to the Galapagos

Islands when he took this picture in Otavalo, Ecuador. Apparently,

this boy was waiting to take the pigs home after he (or his family)

had purchased them at the market. He held his comic book in

front of his face as his portrait was snapped.



Honorable Mention
The Human Family

Lawrence Spatz

In a village near Gijon, on Spain's northern coast, Lawrence Spatz

found these card players whiling away a Sunday afternoon at a

typical community bar. A clinical chemist, Spatz lives in Lanesboro,

Massachusetts. Photography has been a hobby of his for about twenty

years; he usually works in black and white.



MERIT AWARD
Urban Wildlife

Jeanne S. Barnes

An unused flower box in Manhattan provided an appropriate nesting

place for this pair of mourning doves. The male was perched on

the fire-escape railing, standing guard, when Jeanne S. Barnes held

her camera out over the edge of a rooftop. Barnes, a secretary in

New York City, had been studying 35mm photography for little

more than a year when she mailed in her prizewinning entry.

Honorable Mention
Photomicrography

Kent P. Wood

This photomicrograph of an insect wing (taken at X 40 magnification)

was produced by Kent P. Wood for the oral section of the test

to become a registered biological photographer. The illumination effect

was created with a "Rheinberg disc," which has a blue central stop

and a peripheral ring whose axes are red and green. Wood is a

medical photographer at the University of Arizona, Tucson.
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(ORABLE Mention
Is and Their Environment

llLLER VOGEL

leaf at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx reminded

:t-photographer R. Miller Vogel of an armored breastplate. Vogel,

free-lances, took up the camera about nine years ago and has

using it professionally for five or six years. Usually his work

Ives such projects as record-album covers and travel materials.

Honorable Mention
The Human Family

Tom Damon

For Tom Damon, a teacher of earth

science living in Colorado Springs,

Colorado, this 1959 photograph

evokes the time he was stationed at

an Air Force base in Morocco.

Nearby was the ancient town of
Moulay Idris, a holy placefor
Muslims where "infidels" were

allowed to visit but not to stay.

According to Damon, the townspeople

were reluctant to have their pictures

taken—they considered the camera
to be an "evil eye"—but the children

were not sofearful.

j« aquatic ecologist, Richard T. Bryant usually photographs
but this time his subject was an oyster mushroom on a

[n tree. An electronic flash, held above and to the right

hmeone else, provided the lighting. The picture was taken
tie Roaring Forks Motor Nature Trail in Tennessee's Great
iky Mountains National Park.

GRAND PRIZE

C. N. Slobodchikoff

The abstract shape created

by a yucca plant, its

shadow, and the contrasting

gypsum-white sand

fascinated C N.

Slobodchikoff. He snapped

his Grand Prize-winning

picture about five o'clock

on a June afternoon in the

White Sands (New Mexico)

National Monument.
Slobodchikoff, an associate

professor of biology at

Northern Arizona

University at Flagstaff,

took up photography as a

hobby some ten years ago.
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Trilobites have been extinct for so

long that the colors they had in life

can only be guessed at. This chart is

the guess of the author, based on hues

of modern marine invertebrates.

'uetralionB by Marione Shepatin



An Extravagance of Species
The diversity offossil trilobites poses a challenge

to traditional evolutionary theory

by Niles Eldredge

In the summer of 1972, a colleague

asked me to help with a routine iden-

tification of a fossil owned by LeGrand

Smith, an American missionary living

in Bolivia, who was passing through

New York en route to Czechoslovakia

with a load of fossils. The single speci-

men he brought us resembled nothing

so much as a rounded lump of hard-

ened clay, and we first pronounced it

"inorganic." But a thin ridge with

what looked like the lenses of the eye

of a trilobite (an extinct relative of

crabs and shrimp) finally convinced us

that there must be something organic

hidden inside.

A month of tedious, painstaking

preparation with a sharp needle even-

tually uncovered a fossil, although not

a trilobite. It was so odd that we
couldn't tell exactly what kind of fossil

it was. After some detective work in

the literature we finally established

that it was an exquisite, uncrushed

specimen of a rare proto-horseshoe

crab. Only three highly distorted and

totally flattened specimens even re-

motely like the Bolivian creature had

ever been seen before. The crushed

specimens came from Lower Devonian

slates of southern Germany. Because

of the excellent preservation of the

Bolivian material, anatomical details

of this group of early horseshoe crabs

were clarified for the first time, which

enabled us to reassess the early stages

of evolution of horseshoe crabs.

But the really appetizing part of the

encounter with Smith was his offhand

assertion that he had thousands of

Devonian fossils in his collection. His

collaborator. Dr. Leonardo Branisa,

then of the Bolivian Geological Sur-

vey, had amassed a still larger collec-

J..



GONDWANA
Scientists believe that about 380
million years ago. Africa. South
America, Antarctica, and Australia

were part of one unified landmass—
Gondwana— which later drifted

apart. The brown-shaded areas

were shallow seas overlying parts

of Gondwana: yellow indicates land;

and blue, open sea. The trilobites

discussed in the article inhabited

these shallow seas; their fossils

are now found in parts of South
America and the other continents

that were once under water.

tion and had recently sold several

thousand specimens to the Smithson-

ian Institution. No paleontologist

even remotely interested in the fossils

of a region could ignore or resist the

promise of an open pipeline into what
looked like enormous fossil wealth.

Smith, Branisa, and I joined forces,

and I soon found myself inundated

with Bolivian trilobites.

Nothing delights a paleontologist

more than confronting a rich collection

of well-preserved fossils, and the

Devonian rocks of the southern conti-

nents, the source of my trilobites, are

famous for their fossils. They have

been studied sporadically, mostly by

northerners, for more than 100 years

and until recently seemed fairly well

known. Famous collecting sites in Bo-

livia, Brazil, and South Africa have

long since been carefully picked over,

and descriptions of their fossils have

filled the pages of at least fifty articles

and monographs. But now that re-

moter areas, particularly of the South

American Andean Cordillera, are be-

ing frequented by fossil hunters, we
find that we have only scratched the

surface.

A flood of new fossils has easily dou-

bled the number of known species of

marine invertebrates. But beyond the

simple pleasure of filling a large gap in

our knowledge of the history of life,

this new fossil material has raised a

number of questions about the origin

and history of a vast territory of the

world and its inhabitants during a

forty-million-year period of time that

spans the Upper Silurian and Lower
Devonian periods, from about 410 to

370 million years ago.

The area involved is the more
southerly part of famed Gondwana,
the once-unified landmass that drifted

Joe Le Mpnnier i

apart to become South America, Af-

rica, Antarctica, India, and Australia.

And the animals involved are shelled

invertebrates—past denizens of shal-

low marine habitats. Dominant among
these invertebrates are the trilobites.

Trilobites, including the ones from
Bolivia that I studied, pose some fun-

damentally important evolutionary

puzzles, puzzles whose solutions de-

mand changes in evolutionary theory.

It would be tempting to offer a scien-

tific detective story of my work, with

patterns in the raw data suddenly

emerging to suggest a new theory. But

no scientist ever accumulates facts

blindly. There are always new ideas

emerging that influence the way we
look at new, and old, facts.

When I first became aware of the

Devonian trilobites of the Southern

Hemisphere, new ideas of the earth's

history, such as the notion of continen-

tal drift, were in the breeze. These

ideas were having their efi'ect in other

areas, particularly on explanations of

how animal and plant distributions

change through time (historical bio-

geography). And I was entranced with

a new and, in some respects, radically

diff"erent way of thinking about the

evolutionary process that questions the

role of natural selection in creating

new species.

Theoretical ferment on evolution in i

the Southern Hemisphere is not new.

:

The history of research in the ancient

geography and the fossil animals of the

southern continents has been tortuous

and filled with controversy. To begin

with, the notion that Africa and South

America were previously joined has

only recently gained widespread ac-

ceptance. For years, just a few solitary ;

voices supported this idea, including
.

those of the South African Alexander

du Toit and the American Kenneth i

Caster, both of whom were famiHar

with the similarity between the fossil

faunas of South America and southern

Africa. Others believed the continents

:

had always been far apart.

Depending on which view of geo-

graphical history is adopted (stable

;

continents always separated or Gond-

;

wana now fragmented), paleontolo-

gists naturally develop rather diff'erent

ideas about the history of distributions
,

of animals and plants. If the pattern to

be explained is the presence of similar
j

organisms on two forever widely sepa-

!

rated continents, our explanation in-

1

vokes long-distance dispersal over the j

barrier of the South Atlantic. For ma-

rine invertebrates, we must invoke cur-

rent patterns capable of wafting larvae

long distances. The invention of these i

current patterns sometimes stretches i

48



^n

he principles of oceanography beyond

indurance.

Dispersal need not be invoked if we

et the continents do the moving. In

his approach, major changes in the

listributions of organisms over the

;lobe are passive reflections of actual

ihanges in the physical geography it-

elf.

Thus we have two conflicting sets of

;xplanations for historical changes in

inimal and plant distributions; both

lave come into play in the analysis of

he history of the 380-million-year-old

"ossils from the Southern Hemisphere,

^ow there is a consensus that the simi-

ar fossil faunas scattered over the

iouthern continents reflect fragmenta-

ion of Gondwana rather than long-

ange larval dispersal.

What is the evolutionary history of

he Gondwana trilobites? Most,

oughly thirty of fifty genera, belong

the Calmoniidae, a single family

hat occurs nowhere else and whose

lumbers off"er an excellent chance to

ook for evolutionary patterns.

Apart from their dominance, the

;almoniid trilobites are a fascinating

ot. Derived from a garden variety,

un-of-the-mill simple form, the sixty

f)r so species known to date diversified

(into one of the more spectacular radi-

j'ltions of the entire 400-million-year

History of trilobites. A few retained the

iieneral ancestral simple form. But

Inost modified the old form, and some
became, even by trilobite standards,

iownright bizarre. I have calmoniids

vith spines added to the front, or to the

Hides and middle of the head, or

iround the margins of the tail. I have

)thers up to seven inches long—quite a

ength for a trilobite, most of which are

ess than one and a half inches long.

I

One group, which seems to be natu-

j'al (meaning that all its members are

iJosely related and form a single

iublineage of the family), invented a

:anique anatomical plan. The genera in

his group do not resemble any other

cind of trilobite particularly closely.

ifhey are immediately identifiable as

linique forms. Deltacephalaspis—the

'ong name simply means "triangular-

;haped head with spine"—is both typi-

cal of this group and highly unusual
for trilobites in general. The immense
k'pines sticking out from both sides of

:he head are particularly noteworthy.

|ro guess with any certainty about how
rilobites lived is difficult in itself, as

iheir appendages, used for food gath-

tring and locomotion, are almost never

^reserved. But I am totally at a loss to

explain strange structures like the pair

of enormous, hornlike spines on either

side of the head of Deltacephalaspis.

The spines could have been stabiliz-

ing structures used in swimming or in

righting the animal if it were ever

tipped over. (Think of the difficulty a

wingless insect has in getting back on

its feet after falling on its back.) But

with no clear living analogs, such spec-

ulation, however entertaining, is fruit-

less. For Deltacephalaspis and its rela-

tives (such as the spine-snouted

Schizostylus and Cryphaeoides), we
must be content with just describing

the array of different kinds, assuming

that there were functional reasons un-

derlying their evolutionary develop-

ment.

The evolutionary pattern of diversi-

fication in the other major calmoniid

group is more readily explained—at

least in general terms. Also evolu-

tionarily natural and coherent, this

group shows, if anything, an even

greater range of anatomical configura-

tions than the first. But the kinds of

anatomical modifications developed

by members of this group are rather

familiar. They are reminiscent of trilo-

bites in other families. Bouleia dagin-

courti, for instance, is similar to Pha-
cops, a trilobite that is also found in

Gondwana.
I stumbled on this similarity before

I became deeply involved with the Bo-

livian fossils. At the time, I was work-

ing on Phacops (see "A Trilobite Od-
yssey," Natural History, October
1972). Browsing through the trilobite

collections at the American Museum
of Natural History, I found a particu-
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larly beautiful specimen of Bouleia,

which was said to be closely related to

Phacops. The specimen was well

enough presented to show that its re-

semblance to Phacops was entirely su-

perficial. The only special similarities

between them were a large, bulbous

head and a small, rounded tail. Here,

apparently, was a case of evolutionary

convergence, in which remotely re-

lated organisms evolve somewhat simi-

lar structures, adapting to similar en-

vironmental demands.

In this second group of calmoniids

there are several examples of conver-

gence. Metacryphaeus, a calmoniid, is

very much like the dalmanitid trilo-

bites common in Devonian faunas else-

where in the world. Another case of

convergence is the similarity of

Schizostylus, with its long snout and

cheek spines, to the rare Probolops,

both calmoniids. The head of Probo-

lops is modified into exactly the same
form as Schizostylus. Since the two

are found in the same beds and
Probolops is extremely rare, it may
well have gained some advantage by

mimicking Schizostylus.

Such similarities offer some insight

into the evolutionary history of

the Gondwana trilobites. But we are

left to explain the most striking fact

about these fossils—their diversity.

What does all this variety suggest?

How and why did ancestral trilobites

evolve into so many kinds of descen-

dants, so anatomically varied?

Standard evolutionary theory fo-

cuses on anatomical change through

time by picturing natural selection as

the agent that preserves the best of the

designs available for coping with the

environment. This generation by gen-

eration process, working on small

amounts of variation, is thought to

change, slowly but inexorably, the ge-

netic and anatomical makeup of a pop-

ulation.

If this theory were correct, then I

should have found evidence of this

smooth progression in the vast num-
bers of Bolivian fossil trilobites I stud-

ied. I should have found species gradu-

ally changing through time, with

smoothly intermediate forms connect-

ing descendant species to their ances-

tors.

Instead I found most of the various

kinds, including some unique and ad-

vanced ones, present in the earliest-

known fossil beds. Species persisted

for long periods of time without

change. When they were replaced by

similar, related (presumably descen-

dant) species, I saw no gradual change

in the older species that would have al-

lowed me to predict the anatomical

features of its younger relative.

The story of anatomical change

through time that I read in the

Devonian trilobites of Gondwana is

similar to the picture emerging else-

where in the fossil record: long periods

of little or no change, followed by the

appearance of anatomically modified

descendants, usually with no smoothly

intergradational forms in evidence.

If the evidence conflicts with theo-

retical predictions, something must be

wrong with the theory. But for years

the apparent lack of progressive

change within fossil species has been

ignored or else the evidence

—

not the

theory—has been attacked. Attempts

to salvage evolutionary theory have

been made by claiming that the pat-

tern of stepwise change usually seen in

fossils reflects a poor, spotty fossil

record. Were the record sufficiently

complete, goes the claim, we would see

the expected pattern of gradational

change. But there are too many exam-

ples of this pattern of stepwise change

to ignore it any longer. It is time to

reexamine evolutionary theory itself

There is probably little wrong with

the notion of natural selection as a

means of modifying the genetics of a

species through time, although it is

difficult to put it to the test. But the

predicted gradual accumulation of

change within species is seldom (if

ever) encountered in our practical ex-

perience with the fossil record.

The problem appears to be this: fo-

cusing attention purely on anatomical



(and underlying genetic) change ig-

nores a fundamental feature of na-

ture—the existence of species. Species

are reproductive communities. They
are held together by a network of pa-

rental ancestry and descent and sepa-

rated from other, similar networks of

parentage. They are coherent entities

in space and—and this is the crucial

part—through time as well. Species

have origins, histories, and extinctions.

They may or may not give rise to one

or more descendant species during the

course of their own existence.

The internal cohesion of a species

predicts the sort of lack of anatomical

change during its history that we see so

often in the fossil record. And speci-

ation, the process of creating a new,

descendant reproductive community
from an ancestral one—in a way other

than that proposed by natural selec-

tion—must be a crucial step in the evo-

lutionary process.

There are three or four commonly
accepted, slightly different notions on
how speciation occurs. The most fa-

vored theory of speciation for active,

complex animals such as trilobites is

geographical, or allopatric, specia-

tion—what nineteenth-century biolo-

gists called vicariance. The basic idea

of this model is simple: the easiest way
to achieve reproductive independence

between an ancestral species and its

descendant is to segregate a segment

from the main part of the ancestral

species. Speciation occurs if enough
behavioral or anatomical differences

develop to guarantee that the two spe-

cies will not hybridize should they one

day come to inhabit the same area.

Other speciation theories hypoth-

esize ways in which a new reproductive

community—a fledgling species—can

bud off from its parent without being

isolated geographically as an initial

step. But none of the various theories

see natural selection changing a spe-

cies' adaptations enough to develop a

"new" species from an old one.

Rather, speciation is a largely acciden-

tal fragmentation of a once coherent

reproductive community.
During such events, behavioral,

anatomical, and genetic change
(sometimes quite rapid) may occur.

Such change must occur if we are to be

able to tell the daughter species from
the parent. And the process of natural

selection must account for part of such

change. But natural selection per se

does not work to create new species.

The pattern of change in so many ex-

amples in the fossil record is far more a

reflection of the origin and differential

survival (selective extinction) of spe-

cies than the inexorable accumulation

of minute changes within species

through the agency of natural selec-

tion.

The evolutionary pattern of the

calmoniid trilobites is decisive: an evo-

lutionary theory that maintains the

primacy of pure natural selection and
entertains no other mode of change is

incomplete. In fact, the Devonian tri-

lobites of Gondwana support, on sev-

eral levels, the importance of geo-

graphical differentiation and specia-

tion emphasized so long ago by

Darwin and some of his contempo-

raries. First, speciation is the key to

understanding the pattern of anatomi-

cal change actually seen in the fossil

record. Since geographical isolation is

the simplest way to bud off a descen-

dant from an ancestral species, we look

for adjacent regions harboring slightly

different, closely related races and
species. Within Bolivia itself, there is a

pattern of geographical variation from

north to south among many of the

calmoniid species.

On a grosser level, three major

subregions of the Devonian Gond-
wanan province can be recognized,

each with its characteristic assem-

blage of species related to, but usually

not the same as, those in the other

subregions. Patterns of relationship

among the species of calmoniids indi-

cate that the Andean subregion may
be more closely affiliated with south-

ern Africa than either is with the sta-

ble continental interior subregion of

South America. The Gondwanan map
shows a possible explanation for this

pattern: current patterns recon-

structed on the basis of principles of

physical oceanography indicate a more
complete connection between the An-
des and southern Africa than between

either of those areas and continental

South America.

Finally we return to the grand pat-

tern we took up at the outset: the entire

Gondwanan province is unique. It is an

area that was so isolated from the rest

of the world that it peopled its seas al-

most entirely with its own home-grown
products. There is no clearer picture of

the relation between geography and

evolution than the pattern of the ori-

gin, history, and demise of the

Devonian trilobites of ancient Gond-
wana. n



Those Salmon Keep Butting Those Dams
The Columbia River has become a virtual lake as dam after dam impedes its flow.

For the salmon that spawn in the river, the dams may be insurmountable obstacles

by Anthony Netboy

In April 1978, Herman J. McDevitt,

a member of the Pacific Fishery Man-
agement Council, requested that the

National Marine Fisheries Service re-

view the status of the rapidly declining

spring and summer chinook salmon

runs in his home state of Idaho. The

inquiry, under the Endangered Spe-

cies Act, was later widened to include

all salmon species in the streams above

the confluence of the Columbia and

Snake rivers. If after public hearings

it is found that one or more of the

upper river species are in danger of

extinction, the federal government,

along with the states involved, would

be required to develop protective reg-

ulations "necessary and advisable for

conservation of the species."

Endangered listing would automati-

cally prohibit the taking of the species

until stocks are built back—a process

that could take years. It would also

throw a monkey wrench into the op-

eration of upper river hydroprojects,

which have depleted the salmon stocks

by usurping the water flow needed

for the migration of these fish.

How did the Columbia, one of the

world's richest salmon rivers, come to

this pass?

The early explorers of this region

found a wilderness whose rivers

teemed with fishes, of which the salm-

on and steelhead trout (the Pacific

version of the Atlantic salmon) were

the largest and most numerous. The
Journals of Lewis and Clark describe

with considerable detail the scenery,

inhabitants, rivers, and especially the

wildlife they encountered in 1805 and

1806. In one day's sailing down the

Columbia they passed twenty-nine

lodges below the entrance of the Snake
River, its major tributary, where In-

dians were catching and drying salm-

on. Outside nearly every lodge hung

racks of drying fish. In some places

the Indians were making pemmican
(pounded, dried salmon) and packing

it in baskets made of grass and rushes

and lined with the dried skins of large

salmon. These 90- to 100-pound bas-

kets were not only the major item

in the Indians' winter supply of protein

food but also the chief article of com-

merce with distant tribes. At one vil-

lage Clark counted 107 such baskets

containing at least 10,000 pounds of

pemmican.
Lewis and Clark recorded more

than a hundred sites where the Indians

fished for salmon with a variety of

gear. Catches were ample, especially

at waterfalls, where salmon leaped up

from the churning water and Indians

with dip nets fished from treacherous

rocks. The fish runs continued from

April to October.

The salmon were the Indians' staff

of life. These torpedo-shaped fish re-

turned with astonishing regularity to

the same streams every year. "What
was more logical,"says anthropologist

Philip Drucker, "than to imagine that

they ascended the rivers to benefit

mankind, died, and returned to life?"

Thus arose the belief that salmon

were a race of supernatural beings who
dwelt in a great house under the sea.

They went about in human form, feasting

and dancing like people. When the time

came for the "run" the salmon people

dressed themselves in salmon flesh, that

is, assumed the form of fish to sacrifice

themselves. Once dead, the spirit of each

fish returned to the house beneath the

sea.

To show their gratitude, joy, and

relief, the Indians greeted the arrival

of the first fish in the spring with

prayers and incantations, for if the

fish did not appear in sufficient num-

bers, hunger was sure to follow. Vir-

tually every tribe that lived along the

rivers from Bristol Bay, Alaska, to

Monterey Bay, California, developed

Netting salmon at Celilo

Falls is a thing of the past.

Construction of The Dalles dam ten

miles downstream has flooded this

once turbulent and productive

stretch of the Columbia River.
^^cUta-^
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LIFE HISTORY OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER
SALMON AND STEELHEAD TROUT

Common name Chinook,

King

Blueback,

Sockeye, Red
Chum,
Dog

Silver,

Coho
Steelhead

Trout

Length of

freshwater life

few days-

2 yr

few days-

3yr
few days 1-2 yr 2yr

Length of

ocean life

1-5 yr i/:-4 yr '/2-4 yr Vi-Wi yr 2yr

Length at maturity 3 ft 15-33 in. 25 in. 24 in. 26-28 in.

Weight at maturity 22 lb 5-7 lb 8-9 lb 10 lb 6-8 lb

Spawning months Aug.-Sept. July-Sept. Sept.-Nov Sept.-Dec. Feb.-May

Female Fecundity

(Number of eggs)

5,000 4,000 3,000 3,500 3,000-

3,500

rituals and taboos in handling and eat-

ing the first arrivals, as a means of

propitiating them and their spirits.

The Indians apparently did not

know that salmon are anadromous.

Born in freshwater, where they remain

anywhere from a few weeks to two

or three years, salmon head for the

ocean when they weigh only a few

ounces. Biologists believe the salmon

follow routes inherited from their an-

cestors and imprinted in their chro-

mosomes. Their extensive ocean per-

egrinations may cover thousands of

miles, but when they feel the mating

urge, salmon head for their home riv-

ers where they will spawn—and die.

(Some steelheads survive and return

to the sea.)

After the Indians were relocated to

reservations in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, large-scale commercial fisheries

arose on the Columbia. The first can-

nery in the region—at Eagle Cliff on

the Washington side of the river—was

built in 1865 by Andrew Hapgood
and the Hume brothers, all from

Maine. That year they handpacked

4,000 cases of 48 one-pound cans of

salmon; the next year, 18,000 cases.

Competitors soon moved in to exploit

the "river of gold."

As demand for this inexpensive, nu-

tritious food developed in the United

States, Europe, and South America,

industry expanded to satisfy it—on

the Columbia, Sacramento, and Era-

ser rivers, in Puget Sound, and in

many Alaskan streams. By 1889 thir-

ty-nine canneries on the Columbia and

some of its tributaries were packing

630,000 cases a year.

In the heyday of the fishery an ar-

mada of fishing boats plied the Co-

lumbia from Astoria to Celilo Falls

and beyond. In 1889 twenty-six hun-

dred rowboats and sailboats fished for

salmon in an area of about 150 miles,

while purse seines, traps, setnets, dip

nets, and most efficient of all, huge
fish wheels caught additional thou-

sands of fish a day.

Fishing was unrestrained. When re-

liable gasoline motors came along, in

about 1912, many fishermen found

they could catch more fish in the

ocean beyond the treacherous Colum-
bia Bar than in the river. From 1875

to 1 920 annual catches averaged thirty

to forty million pounds. At first only

the hefty chinook, weighing from
twelve to fifty and even one hundred

pounds, were taken. When this species

began to decline in the 1890s, fish-

ermen hauled in the smaller species:

silvers, or coho, weighing on the aver-

age ten to twelve pounds; chum, or

dog salmon, eight to nine pounds; and
red, or sockeye, salmon, five to seven

pounds and regarded as the prime can-

ning fish because of its deep red color

and succulent flesh.

There were no minimum sizes to

which fishermen had to adhere. What
state regulations existed could not be

enforced because of insufficient

funds—only three wardens were avail-

able in the entire state of Oregon.

One is therefore not surprised to read

in the annual report for 1894 of the

Oregon Fish Protector:

It is only a matter of a few years under

present conditions when the chinook will

be as scarce as the beaver that once was

so plentiful in our streams. . . . For a third

of a century Oregon has drawn wealth

from her streams but now by reason of

her wastefulness and lack of intelligent

provision for the future, the source of

that wealth is disappearing and is threat-

ened with annihilation.

It took a long time for the states

of Oregon and Washington, which
jointly manage the Columbia River

fishery, to heed these prophetic words
and take steps to slow down the pace

of exploitation by outlawing the most
effective gear—fish wheels, weirs,

traps, and purse seines—reduce the

size of gill nets and mesh, and curtail

fishing seasons. Ultimately salmon
fishing was limited to gill netting in

the rivers, and trolling, a hook-and-

line technique, in the ocean. All fixed

gear was banned except for setnets,

which by treaty rights only Indians

may use on the Columbia.

By 1938, when 65-foot-high Bon-

neville Dam was completed, the fish-

ery had already been considerably re-

duced by overfishing and much of the

salmon's habitat in the vast watershed

had been impaired by the clear-cutting

of forests, by poor farming and grazing

practices that caused soil erosion and

siltation of streams, by logjams and

logging dams, and by forest fires. Most
harmful of all were the huge dams
for irrigation, which were built with-

out any consideration of the needs of

migrating fish, and unscreened irri-

gation canals, which lured hordes of

young fish to their death.

President Theodore Roosevelt in his

Autobiography hailed the projects

spawned by the passage of the Rec-

lamation Act of 1902 as among the

major achievements of his adminis-

tration but ignored the damage they

did to fish stocks. He said, "Many
of the dams required for these huge

tasks are higher than any previously

built anywhere in the world. They feed

main-line canals over 7,000 miles in

length."

In Development of the Water Re-

sources ofthe Columbia River, a com-

prehensive report published in 1947,

the Bureau of Reclamation admitted

"that much of the earlier development

of water resources for the essential

irrigation of lands in the Central

Snake Basin was undertaken without

full recognition of the significance of

the salmon runs, or of the means to

preserve them." As a result, "the vol-

ume of the runs has been reduced,"

a classic understatement. The report

contained a map showing the extensive

spawning areas already lost, including

1,100 linear miles in northern Wash-

ington and British Columbia block-

aded by Grand Coulee Dam. When
Grand Coulee became operational in

1942, it was the largest dam in the

world, and no feasible means had been

devised for getting salmon over a bar-

ii



Columbia River

System
OpentoCi^mmercial Fishing-

McNary

DAMS

1 -Bonneville 10-Wanapum

2-The Dalles 1
1 -Rocky Reacti

3-John Day 12- Wells

4-McNary 13-Ctiief Josepti

5- Ice Harbor 14-GrancJ Coulee

6- Lower Monumental 15-Hells Canyon

7- Little Goose 16-Oxbow

8- Lower Granite 17-Brownlee

9- Priest Rapids 18-Ben Franklin

(under construction



ricade 550 feet high, 4,173 feet long.

The completion of Bonneville Dam
in 1938 had marked a new era in

the history of the Columbia fishery.

When designs for this multipurpose

project were first published by the

Army Corps of Engineers, no provi-

sions had been made for fish passage.

When this "oversight" was brought

to the attention of the chief of the

Aglow with lights that emphasize

its engineering wizardry.

Grand Coulee Dam blocks the

Colianbia River in Washington,

diverting part of its flow
to irrigation projects.

Corps, he allegedly said, "We do not

intend to play nursemaid to the fish."

Protests by the fishing industry and

conservationists changed his mind,

and the 65-foot megalith was provided

with the most ingenious system of fish

ladders, locks, and bypasses ever de-

vised anywhere in the world. The fate

of the greater part of the Columbia's

anadromous fish runs depended upon

the success of this novel system.

Milo Bell, the fishery engineer who,

with the late Harlan Holmes of the

Bureau of Fisheries, designed the lad-

ders, wrote to me in 1970:

Little was known of the number of

fish that we might be expected to handle

at the dam and only limited knowledge

of the downstream migration that might

be expected. It was assumed that the

fingerlings would go over the spillway

if their migration coincided with the pe-

riod of high water that was in excess

of power needs and would be allowed

to spill; otherwise they would have to

pass through the turbine blades in the

power house. Passage through turbines

was almost completely an unknown sub-

ject.

The upstream-migrating adults

would be directed by means of pow-

erful jets of water into the curving

ladders, one on the Washington side

of the dam and another on Bradford

Island adjoining the powerhouse.

After the fish were in the reservoir

an attendant opened a gate and the

fish continued their voyage upstream.

"If you were a gambling man," said

Bell, "you could have found some odds

that the whole facility would not have

been completely fuhctional."



The ladders went into operation in

the spring of 1938 and the entire fish-

ing industry watched with trepidation.

But the canny fish found the entrances

with seemingly little hesitation or loss.

More than a million fish scaled the

ladders that year, of which 470,000

were salmonids. In 1939, 522,000 were

counted at the dam; in 1940, 740,000;

in 1941, 670,000; and in 1942,

625,000. The large return of adults

in 1942 was particularly gratifying be-

cause that year marked the end of

the four-year chinook and red salmon

cycle, indicating that the juveniles of

these species, which went downstream

in 1938 and 1939, over the spillway

or through the revolving blades of the

turbines, survived in respectable num-
bers, reached the ocean, and even-

tually returned as spawners. The Bon-

neville ladders were hailed in fishery

circles around the world as a miracle

of engineering and soon became a tour-

ist attraction.

Although a study by the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service in the late 1940s

showed that up to 15 percent of the

fingerlings and a smaller percentage

of the adults were killed at the dam,

the Corps of Engineers and the electric

power industry, especially the public

power agencies that had first call on

Bonneville generation, proclaimed,

"We can have fish and power, too!"

This slogan, although challenged more

and more as additional dams were con-

structed on the rivers, generally per-

suaded the people of the Pacific

Northwest to accept the almost com-

plete damming of the Columbia and

Snake rivers.

The Corps of Engineers pushed
hard to have Congress authorize main-

stem dams proposed in its famous
"308 Report," first published in the

1920s and subsequently expanded.

The Corps had surveyed every stream

in the United States portion of the

watershed that could feasibly be har-

nessed for power, navigation, irriga-

tion, and allied benefits. In a similar

study by the Bureau of Reclamation,

the focus was on irrigation possibili-

ties, the costs to be partly repaid by

power generation, as at Grand Coulee,

which has provided water to fructify

about 500,000 acres in Washington.

The alarmed fishing industry de-

manded a moratorium on dam con-

struction until more was known about

the effects of Bonneville on the fish

runs. The Fish and Wildlife Service's



report was suppressed by the Secre-

tary of the Interior, but its findings

leaked out. The Columbia Basin In-

teragency Committee (CBIAC), con-

sisting of the governors of all the basin

states, held a hearing at Walla Walla,

Washington, in June 1947, at which

many people testified pro or con. The
gist of the proponents' arguments for

a moratorium was given by Thomas
Sandoz, vice-president of the Colum-
bia River Packers Association, who
said, "Because one power dam is a

good thing is no argument six are bet-

ter." And a spokesman for the Fishery

and Cannery Workers' Union added,

"Since 75 percent of the salmon
spawning areas [an exaggeration] are

already lost, the lower Columbia River

should be shielded from additional en-

croachments. Why spend the taxpay-

ers' money for unwanted power, navi-

gation, and reclamation projects be-

fore a fish [enhancement] program

is fully developed?"

Speaking against the moratorium

was Ira N. Gabrielson, chief of the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, who
argued that the region needed the

dams' power and other benefits. Ga-

brielson and Sen. Warren Magnuson
of Washington, who sent a letter to

the hearing, felt that the success of

the Bonneville ladders augured well

for getting fish over additional high

dams. The CBIAC referred the issue

to its parent body, the Federal River

Basin Commission, which concluded

unanimously that it did not favor the

moratorium because "additional dams
would not result in major loss or ex-

tinction of fish life in the streams."

In the June 1947 issue of the Oregon

Business Review, Paul R. Needham,
director of research for the Oregon

Fish Commission, wrote:

Some of the plans of the dam builders,

if completed, will completely ruin for all

time some of the richest fishery resources

of the nation. The principal streams con-

cerned are the Sacramento in California,

the Rogue in Oregon, and the Columbia

with its principal tributaries in Wash-
ington, Oregon, and Idaho. A total of

some sixty-nine dam sites are now under

study in the Columbia Basin alone.

Among them is the McNary Dam [al-

ready authorized by Congress for con-

struction across the main Columbia above

Bonneville near the mouth of the Umatilla

River]. If this is built, it will be the

beginning of the end of steelhead and

salmon runs in the upper Columbia. An-

other main-river dam is proposed for con-



On their way upriver to spawn,

salmon must negotiate such natural

obstacles as waterfalls and such

man-made ones as the fish ladders

at Bonneville Dam. The combination

proves too much for some fish.

struction at The Dalles near Celilo Falls.

But the finishing touch will be the four-

dam plan now being recommended by

the Army Corps of Engineers for con-

struction on the Snake River to provide

slack-water navigation to Lewiston,

Idaho. All western fishery biologists with

whom I have talked agree that this plan,

if followed, will spell the doom of salmon
and steelhead migrations up the Snake
River as well as up its tributary, the Salm-

on River in Idaho.

Needham's statements were re-

markably prophetic.

In the next three decades the Corps
of Engineers' dams went up in fairly

rapid succession. On the Columbia:

McNary, 100 feet high; The Dalles,

88 feet; John Day, 132 feet. On the

Snake: Ice Harbor, 100 feet; Lower
Monumental, 93 feet; Little Goose,

100 feet; and Lower Granite, 82 feet.

All have Bonneville-type fish ladders.

The Corps also built Chief Joseph

Dam, below Grand Coulee, without

ladders, eliminating another consider-

able portion of the salmonid habitat.

During the Eisenhower administra-

tion the federal government tempo-

rarily withdrew its interest in the main

stems of the rivers and licensed public

utility districts in Washington to build

Wanapum, Priest Rapids, Rocky
Reach, and Wells dams, all supplied

with fish ladders. Idaho Power Com-
pany was permitted to construct a trio

of dams on the Middle Snake: Hells

Canyon, Oxbow, and Brownlee. Only

Brownlee had fish-passage facilities,

and when they failed, the entire Snake

River system above the dam was lost

to salmon and steelhead.

All the consequences of damming
a mighty river teeming with valuable

migratory fishes have occurred on the

Columbia. Nowhere in the world have

salmon had to cope with so many man-

made difficulties; yet with the help

of a tremendous hatchery program,

some of the runs continue to exist

in relatively respectable, if diminish-

ing, numbers. Fish that spawn in the

upper reach of the Columbia in Wash-

ington, such as the Okanogan River,

must hurdle nine dams with accumu-

lated elevations of over 800 feet in

a stretch of about 500 miles. At each

obstruction they must find the en-

trances to the ladders, adjust to con-

ditions in the reservoir, and still have

enough stamina to reach their des-

tinations and spawn. Fish heading for

Snake River tributaries, such as the

Salmon and Clearwater, must pass

eight dams with a total elevation of

almost 800 feet; losses are great

betwen dams as the fish die from ex-

haustion or from bubble disease gen-

erated by an excess of nitrogen gas

in the reservoirs.

However, by far the greatest mor-

talities are suffered by the tiny fin-

gerlings. The increasing demand for

power has made the Bonneville Power

Administration, which markets the

electricity generated at all federal

dams, and the public utility districts

in Washington reluctant to taper off

generation of energy in the spring dur-

ing fingerling migration by allowing

some of the water to flow through

spillways. When the fingerlings can

take this route instead of dashing

through the turbines, their chances

of survival are much greater. The
losses at some dams have been so enor-

mous in recent years—95 percent in

the drought year 1977 on the Snake
River—that extraordinary measures

had to be taken. In 1979 some five

million juveniles were collected at

Lower Granite and Little Goose dams
and transported by trucks (called fish

pullmans), barges, and even airplanes

for release below Bonneville. Survival

rate by this means is said to be more

than twice that of juveniles that go

through the turbines.

"Extensive effort has been made
to improve fish passage ever since Bon-

neville Dam was built," says William

E. Pitney, a biologist with the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife.

The resource management agencies of the

several states have struggled with many
problems. Improvements have been

made, but for each gain an almost un-

ending host of other problems has been

recognized. Once it had been determined

that adult fish could pass over high dams
it was quickly discovered that their young

were ineffective in finding their way
downstream through many miles of slack

water. This resulted largely from the wa-

ter being impounded at the time of year

the migrants should have been carried

by the freshets to the sea. Some of those

which do leave the reservoirs find only

the turbine systems as outlets and are

killed by pressure changes of spinning

blades.

Thanks to the dams, the Columbia

is now completely tamed from tide-

water to the headwaters in British Co-

lumbia, except for about fifty miles

of free-flowing water around the Han-

ford reservation, site of the greatest

concentration of nuclear plants and

nuclear-waste dumps in the world.

Even here the Corps of Engineers has

staked out its claim and despite in-

tense opposition is hoping to build Ben

Franklin Dam, for which it has already

received planning money from Con-

gress. The deep chasms and canyons,

the thundering cascades, the huge

rocks over which the river had beat

endlessly when spring torrents came
down from the mountains have all

been drowned out. Most of the birds

that used to feed and rest in the

sloughs and channels—Canada geese,

pelicans, many species of ducks, cor-

morants, eagles, condors, herons, and

cranes—have either vanished or are

seen in very small numbers. Deer and

elk populations are sparse. There has

not been a major flood since 1948.

Along the tidal portion of the river

there are towns and cities, factories,

mills, tank farms, aluminum smelters,

and other industrial establishments.



Around metropolitan Portland the

spoils of industry plague the Columbia

and foul fishermen's nets. East of Port-

land, the brooding cliffs and rimrocks

are unscarred, but the forests of Doug-

las fir and associated species have

been gashed by huge clearcuts.

Above Bonneville, one dam and its

reservoir succeeds another for 450

miles to the Canadian border, and the

scene is repeated on the Snake River

for several hundred miles. Spidery

transmission lines, taking energy from

the fifty-four major dams in the basin,

connect the steel towers that march

across the landscape in every direction

and bring electricity to cities and vil-

lages, factories, farms, and isolated

ranches, at rates that are a fraction

of those in the Midwest or the East.

Development of the hydroelectric

potential of the rivers has brought im-

mense boons to the Pacific Northwest:

low-cost power, a forty-foot navigation

channel to Idaho, water to fructify

millions of acres of semiarid land, and

elimination of floods on the once tur-

bulent Columbia. Offsetting these

gains has been the loss of much of

the salmon stocks.

Of the four species of salmon in

the Columbia, the once abundant

chum have totally disappeared, and

the equally numerous red salmon have

been reduced to token numbers. Coho
had almost vanished from the river

by 1960, then made a phenomenal

comeback thanks to a breakthrough

in salmon culture with the develop-

ment of pellet feed. Now, for reasons

biologists can't fathom, coho are again

in serious decline all along the Pacific

coast. Stocks of spring and summer
Chinook are at a nadir. Fall chinook

is the mainstay of the commercial fish-

ery and, along with coho, of the sport

fishery. Winter steelhead runs are in

fairly good shape; summer steelhead

runs are not. The upriver races have

experienced the most serious deterio-

ration because of the difficulties of

surmounting the many dams.

About half of all sport and com-

mercial catches are the products of

some fifty salmon hatcheries in Or-

egon, Washington, and Idaho. In the

1970s commercial landings, exclusive

of ocean catches, averaged nine to ten

million pounds a year, a quarter to

a third of what they were fifty years

earlier. The increase in ocean catches

has not been substantial enough to

make up the shortfall, and the canning

industry on the Columbia is mori-

bund—only 4,400 cases were packed

by the four plants still in operation

in 1978.

To retain as much of the anadro-

mous fish stocks as still survive has

been costly. More than $500 million

has been spent by the federal and

nonfederal power entities to construct

ladders and other fish-passage facili-

ties at the dams, and for salmon and

steelhead hatcheries, research facili-

ties, stream improvement programs,

screening of irrigation ditches, and

other works. This is by far the most

ambitious and costly fish-saving un-

dertaking anywhere in the world.

What of the future?

In 1979 two months were lopped

off the ocean-trolling season, gill net-

ting in the river was reduced to 55

days (compared with 272 days in

1938), the sport-fishing season was

curtailed by a month, and the bag

limit cut to two salmon a day from

three last year. Still, too many fish-

ermen were chasing too few fish, and

all user groups were unhappy. The
300 to 400 Indians, belonging to four

tribes that have a private fishing re-

serve on the Columbia by virtue of

the Walla Walla Treaty of 1855, ex-

acerbated the situation by filing one

suit after another in the federal district

court at Portland to curtail the white

men's fishing season. They fear it

would adversely affect their chances

of catching 50 percent of the har-

vestable salmon that enter the river,

as allowed by a court ruling.

In Oregon the retail price of salmon

has reached $6.00 a pound, higher

than the best cuts of beef. As part

of a many-pronged effort to produce

more fish, biologists say, "Give us

more money and we will provide more

salmon." On this assumption Congress

has funded the building of hatcheries

to make up the losses at the Snake

and Columbia river dams. If Congress

provides the funds, double the volume

of fingerlings will be released into the

streams, from 75 million to about 150

million annually. Whether these fish

will fare better than their predecessors

in getting past the dams is not certain.

There is, however, plenty of habitat

available to accommodate additional

adult populations. Terry Holubetz, di-

rector of the Pacific Fishery Manage-

ment Council, says that in Idaho alone

there are some 3,500 miles of streams

with clear, constant water and un-

damaged spawning areas.

Another approach to the problem

is to persuade the electric power agen-

cies to reduce generation at the dams

when fingerlings move seaward in or-

der to allow more of them to go over

the spillways. As more powerhouses

rise at these projects, however, the

fear is that inevitably there will be

so much capacity—to satisfy Gargan-

tuan demands for electricity—that at

times almost the entire flow of the

Columbia will be run through the pow-

erhouse at most projects, unless Con-

gress forces the utilities to reduce gen-

eration and allow more fingerlings to

pass over the spillways. This is a key

provision in the Northwest Energy Bill

now going through Congress—and it

is being fought bitterly.

Water rights are allocated by the

states for different uses but migratory

fishes have never been accorded such

rights. The Federal Power Commis-
sion, which licenses the dams, is sym-

pathetic to the need of curtailing gen-

eration to save the fingerlings, and

some progress has been made in per-

suading the Bonneville Power Admin-

istration and the public utility districts

to reduce generation, a move that

aided fingerling survival in 1977,

1978, and 1979. Fishery agencies are

also urging the Bureau of Reclamation

to reduce water withdrawals at some

of its projects for the benefit of salmon

migration and are opposing the Bu-

reau's plan for irrigating some 500,000

additional acres with Grand Coulee

reservoir water. They say that the re-

gion already has too much irrigation

for growing sugar beets, potatoes, and

dryland wheat, all of which are in

excess supply in the United States.

If these and other proposals to ease

the salmon crisis are not soon imple-

mented, one cannot help but conclude

that the upriver races face additional

losses and perhaps, in the not too dis-

tant future, will be reduced to token

populations. Should that happen,

there will be few salmon and steelhead

climbing the ladders at the dams, and

the stocks will be almost entirely con-

fined to the lower river, testimony to

the folly of believing the engineers

when they said, "We can have fish

and power, too!"

From platforms over the water,

Indians use the traditional dip

net method to scoop up salmon.

This fishing site is at the

Cascade Locks on the Oregon side,

upstream from Bonneville Dam.
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Editor's Note: The pictures

accompanying this article have been

independently selected by Natural

History as representative or suggestive

of the people and places described in

the text. Persons shown in the

photographs bear no relation to the

characters the author has created for

narrative purposes.
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Afghanistan's Sorrow and Pity
A rural schoolteacher, educated in the nation's

capital, is faced with a clash of loyalties

by Ashraf Ghani

Just as the thick dark of the night

was giving way to the pale Hght of

early dawn, the ringing of the alarm

clock shook Gulab out of his sleep.

He hastily got out of his cot and,

after making his ablutions, rushed to

the local mosque. With a sigh of relief,

he noted that other people were still

arriving. He was keenly aware that

some people were keeping a close rec-

ord of his attendance, as well as other

of his activities. As he mechanically

performed the rituals, his mind wan-

dered over the conflicting demands
that were ripping his life apart.

Like everybody else in the mosque
of Khost in southeastern Afghanistan,

Gulab was born in the vicinity of the

town. He was thirty or thirty-one years

old. As dates of birth were not re-

corded, he did not know his exact

age, but he knew the tribal lore well.

He remembered the times spent with

his father, memorizing the names of

his seven paternal ancestors as re-

quired by custom. His father had

made sure that Gulab and his three

brothers knew the names of the var-

neages and clans that jointly





thicker layer of green. But people had

to make a living, and nobody was con-

cerned about the changing nature of

the scenery or the erosion that de-

forestation would precipitate.

In those years, Khost was not a

particularly healthy place. It was in-

fested with malaria, and the people

preferred their cooler villages on the

upper hills to the damp and flat valley

in which the town was located. Few
people wanted to settle in Khost for

long. Yet, a government garrison had

been stationed in the town since the

mid-nineteenth century, and the gov-

ernor of Paktia Province spent the win-

ters in the town.

But it had not been Gulab's lot to

avoid Khost. He remembered his first

trip there well. One day when he was

about six years old, he and his brother

Sur Gul, who was a year younger,

were told to put on their fine clothes

and were taken to the town. In those

days there were no trucks or buses

linking the villages to the town, and

the boys were put on a donkey while

the older men walked. One of Gulab's

two sisters was married to a man
whose village was about two miles

from Khost, and the brothers were

at first told that they would be staying

there for some time. In fact, they were

to attend the school in Khost for the

next six years.

Gulab's father was not literate. He
had not allowed his eldest son to go

to school and, as it later turned out,

was not going to permit the youngest

one to enroll either, but his dealings

with the governmental machinery had
convinced him that it might be useful

to send his two middle sons to school.

So in 1956 Gulab and Sur Gul found

themselves in school.

The two boys were terrified by the

discipline. Whenever they felt the

need, teachers and headmasters used

the stripped branch of an almond tree

on the students. Most of the students

were much older than the two broth-

ers; some had spent two or three years

in the same grade without learning

to read or write. As the central gov-

In much of the Muslim world,

the home compound has separate

quarters for women, but this is

not typical in Paktia Province,

where women have more contact

with the outside.
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ernment held the headmaster account-

able for the number of enrollments

per year—public schooling was in the-

ory compulsory—those students un-

willing to attend the classes were

dragged there by the school's order-

lies. A generous bribe to the head-

master was the only way their parents

had to release them from their misery.

After their pleas for returning to

the carefree life of the village were

rejected, Gulab and Sur Gul accepted

the inevitable and passed their exams
regularly. Despite their acclimation,

they cherished their three-month sum-

mer vacations, which they spent in

their home village, sharing in the

schemes of their age-mates.

Graduation from the elementary

school brought about a longer period

of exile for the two brothers. Through
some connections in Kabul, a member
of their lineage learned that the gov-

ernment had established two special

high schools for students of the border

areas. Unlike other schools in the cap-

ital, in the special schools the language

of instruction was Pashtu. In addition

to room and board, students were

granted a monthly stipend. The rel-

ative persuaded Gulab's father to en-

roll Gulab in one of the high schools

and to send Sur Gul to a military

school, also located in Kabul.

This time, the trip was longer and

more strenuous. After tearful partings

from their mothers, who entrusted

each with a bundle containing clothes,

some home-baked cookies, and a cone

of refined cane sugar, a band of thirty

boys from villages surrounding Khost

headed toward Gardez, the provincial

capital. Steered by five elders from

different clans, the group took three

days to walk the one hundred or so

miles separating the two towns. They
spent the nights in mosques or

guesthouses of the various clans along

the way. It rained on the last day

of their trip, and when they reached

Gardez not only were they soaked but

the sugar in their sacks had melted,

permeating all their clothes with a

special smell. The owners of teahouses,

which also served as guesthouses, re-

fused to receive them at first until

one of the elders accompanying them
found a local friend who intervened

on their behalf.

Gardez was much larger than

Khost; its size and the number of sol-

diers pacing its streets awed the boys.

They listened with fear as some
shopkeepers described the methods of

torture that the governor administered

to those who dared defy his orders.

However, the sight of the trucks on

which they were to be taken to Kabul

overjoyed them. The trucks were

loaded with wood on which they had

to sit, but this was the first time most

of them were riding a vehicle, and

they were thrilled at the prospect and

pleased not to be walking. They sang

Pashtu martial and love poetry and

were amazed at the speed of their

journey. The trucks were making
about ten to fifteen miles an hour!



Roads are the transportation

backbone of Afghanistan, which

lacks railroads and navigable rivers.

Despite some upgrading of the

highway system, travel conditions

often remain as rugged as the land.

Covered with dust from the dirt

road, they reached Kabul after about

ten hours' travel. Henceforth. Gulab's

and Sur Gul's lives were to be in-

tertwined with the rapid tempo of po-

litical change in the capital. Nobody
had any inkling of what the future

held in store, of course, and when he

was taken to his room in the school

and shown his bed, all that a tired

Gulab desired was blissful sleep. The
night was quiet, but with dawn the

new adjustments began.

Life in school resembled that in a

military barracks, and there were

elaborate rules for what could and

what could not be done. The rest of

the city remained a great mystery to

Gulab and his fellow students. On holi-

days and Fridays they walked around

the town and even, at times, managed
to see a movie, but they never made
any real contact with the local people,

Gulab slowly mastered the Persian

language, but the opportunity to use

it was basically confined to the class-

room and his weekly rounds in the

markets of Kabul. Gulab spent six

years in the school, yet not once did

he have a meal in a house. The only

house he visited was that of the prin-

cipal, but not for social purposes. The

68

principal was building two new houses

for himself, and to avoid hiring labor,

he assigned teams of students to work

on the site.

In these years, Gulab's perception

of Afghanistan underwent radical

changes. Textbooks told him of an

indestructible country that had man-
aged to resist all attempts at annex-

ation and conquest for some three

thousand years. While he readily im-

bibed this part of the nationalist credo,

he was more ambivalent about the

portrayal of rural revolts. The text-

books painted an image of a progres-

sive central government whose designs

were destroyed by the bigotry of the

rural people. Not far from his school

was a monument, called the Minaret

of Knowledge and Ignorance, which



celebrated the victory of the reforming

government over the rebels of Khost

in 1924. But Gulab had heard a dif-

ferent story in Khost. The elders of

the village had told him that they

had been resisting a despotic govern-

ment's interference in their customs

and its demands for revenue. At home
Gulab himself had repeatedly sung

some of the antigovernment poetry of

the period. To say the least, he was
confused by the discordance of the

two versions.

During their three-month summer
vacations, Gulab and his brother went

back to their village near Khost.

Transportation now reached the town,

and the boys rode on the back of

trucks. They were becoming adoles-

cents, and there was talk of looking

for suitable matches for them. As the

last year of high school approached,

the boys' family arranged their en-

gagements to two girls from nearby

villages. Since they had never seen

the girls before, they spent long hours

wondering what they looked like. Cus-

tom allowed the future mothers-in-law

to arrange for the couples to meet
without the knowledge of their hus-



Men relax and confer in a teahouse

in Paktia Province. Pashtuns,

who make up more than half of

Afghanistan's population, include

tribes of sedentary agriculturists

and nomadic herdsmen.

bands, who played the role of stern

patriarchs. Gulab and Sur Gul were

finally permitted to see their future

wives in the presence of their mothers,

but nobody quite knew what to say,

and they just stole glances at each

other. By that time, vacation was over,

and the boys had to return to school.

Life in school was suddenly trans-

formed. A series of high school student

unrests and widespread political agi-

tation at Kabul University had

erupted following Gen. Mohammad
Daud's ouster as prime minister, a

post he had held for about a decade.

The movement had taken five years

to reach Gulab's school, which was

finally in the throes of overdue change.

Food in the school had always been

bad. It was common knowledge among
the students that part of the funds

assigned to their upkeep was diverted

to pay for the principal's new houses.

Nobody had dared to complain, taking

for granted that all government bu-

reaucrats were corrupt. On hearing

that the Ministry of Education had

considered similar complaints from

the students of Kabul University,

some of Gulab's classmates decided

to follow their example. They even

convinced a number of students, in-

cluding Gulab, to accompany them

to the university to see for themselves.

This was Gulab's first visit to the

university. He was amazed to see so

many extremely well-dressed girls and

boys and, at first, took them to be

part of the staff, only to learn they

were all students. A number had their

own cars and others used chauffeur-

driven governmental cars. When he

expressed his surprise at this wealth,

a friend commented that these stu-

dents came from a class other than

that to which people like Gulab and

himself belonged. Seeing the expres-

sion of bewilderment on Gulab's face,

the friend explained that the word

"class" expressed the difference in

wealth and social standing of different

segments of society.

Gulab knew that in his village there

were people called mala, which meant

Roland and Sabri

"filled with food." and those called

wigi, which meant "hungry." He knew

that the size of landholdings in Khost

were unequal. But a considerable part

of the land of one person, if not all

of it, would not be enough to pay

for one of the cars the students were

driving. A thought suddenly flashed

through his mind: If the sons displayed

so much wealth, how wealthy must

the fathers be!

The sight of the university made
such an impression on Gulab that he

could not absorb the advice he and

the other students were given on how

to voice their discontent. The idea of

bringing their complaints to the Min-

istry of Education, however, was cir-

culated among his fellow students, and

although most were frightened, they

all agreed that the situation was in-

tolerable. A few days later, some stu-

dents challenged the authority of the!

principal by refusing to eat their sup-

per. Infuriated, the principal reacted

by trying to beat one of them. Others

came to his rescue, and a melee broke

out between students and orderlies.

Some teachers intervened, and soon

a representative of the Ministry of

Education arrived at the scene of the

fight. After inquiries, which took al-

most a month, the school got a new

principal, the food improved, and

there was no more talk of working

on housing sites in the evening.

Soon it was time to prepare for the

entrance exam to the university. Only

by accident did the students, who were

familiar only with writing essay ex-

aminations by rote, learn that it was

to be of the multiple-choice type. A



accent. Not wishing to risk ridicule,

he grew reticent in class and would
not take part in discussions.

Life in the dormitory was different.

Gulab thought it funny that he was
becoming closer to his Persian-speak-

ing roommates than to the Pashtu-

speaking ones. These last two came
from major land-owning families, and
everybody was soon aware that they

had used forged documents on their

family income in order to qualify for

the subsidies provided by the univer-

sity. They carried sufficient cash to

go regularly to restaurants and movies.

When in a good mood, they even spoke

of their exploits with women and told

Gulab that they made regular visits

to prostitutes. Gulab, who had never

been told that one could have access

to a woman outside the bounds of

marriage, now realized there were

many things he did not know and

braced himself for future surprises.

Gulab's three Persian-speaking

roommates came from a background

similar to his own. One from the valley

of Darwaz, in the province of Badakh-
shan, told Gulab that his village was

right on the bank of the Oxus River,

which bordered the Soviet Union.

Gulab was amazed to learn that there

Lumber is loaded for local use.

Despite a harsh climate and terrain,

Afghanistan has some luxuriant

forests. Many have been depleted,

however, by large-scale timber

smuggling to neighboring Pakistan.

friend from the university volunteered

to explain what this meant and even

gave them a trial exam. When the

examiners came from the university,

they took only a couple of minutes

to explain the procedure before ad-

ministering the exam.

After some six months of anxious

waiting, Gulab learned that he had

been admitted to the School of Nat-

ural Sciences. He was granted a place

in the dormitory, where he was to

share a room with five other people,

none of whom was from the vicinity

of Khost. Two were Pashtu speakers,

but the other three spoke hardly a

word of it. Also, all professors lectured

in Persian. Gulab made a strong effort

to understand what was said in class,

but he was acutely aware that the

students from Kabul made fun of his



was a large town on the Soviet side

of the border and that it had an airport

where some fifteen to twenty planes

landed every day. Gulab had been to

the airport of Kabul only once, but

the description of the Soviet airport

convinced him that it was much larger

than the Kabul airport. And, he mar-

veled, the airport of the Soviet capital

must be even larger than that of a

provincial town.

He also learned that people in Ba-

dakhshan spoke several languages and

that Persian was not, in fact, his

friend's mother tongue. It was the

same with another of his roommates,

who came from a small village in the

province of Balkh, in northern Af-

ghanistan, and whose mother tongue

was Uzbecki. Only the third room-

mate, who came from Hazarajat in

central Afghanistan, was a native Per-

sian speaker, but even his accent was

not like that of Kabul. Although the

boys at first hesitated to trust each

other, they gradually found that they

had a lot in common. Other differ-

ences, however, came to the fore.

All were aware that there were stu-

dents who were members of various

political parties, and Gulab had even

heard some of them deliver speeches

on oppression and class struggle in

a corner of the campus where a forum
was regularly held. Toward the end

of the first semester, one of these boys,

who lived in the next room, ap-

proached Gulab and asked whether

he would be interested in reading some
of their literature. Gulab said he

would not mind, and the student gave

him three novels written in Pashtu

by Noor Mohammad Taraki, who was

to become president of Afghanistan

some ten years later, after the coup

of April 1978.

These books centered on the de-

scription of life in rural Afghanistan

and of migrant Afghan labor in British

colonial India. Religious dignitaries

were condemned as parasites, and the

consumption orientation of the rural

and urban upper classes was deplored.

But the books also had a positive mes-

sage. In each one, the chief character

was made to declare that if the work-

ing people united, they could put an

end to this condition of inequality and

abolish the whole stratification of so-

ciety.

Gulab was favorably impressed and

asked his contact for more material.

Meanwhile he discussed the books

with his three roommates. To Gulab's

surprise, one of the boys told him that

Kabul, Afghanistan s capital, is the

center of economic and cultural

activity. Above, a donkey caravan

passes through a bazaar. Right, the

Intercontinental Hotel overlooks

a modern quarter of the city.

although the author claimed to be a

socialist, he was in fact a Pashtun

chauvinist and that most of his fol-

lowers were Pashtuns. The second said

that he could not possibly agree with

an atheistic author, and that Islam,

although abused like any other reli-

gion, was capable of being generated

from within. True equality, he said,

had only existed during the reign of

the first four caliphs. The third one

disagreed with all of them, declaring

that the Soviet Union, which had in-

spired the author in advocating a

method of peaceful struggle, was no

longer revolutionary. He maintained

that the only revolutionary country in

the world was the People's Republic

of China; that the only true harbinger

of the future was the Maoist group

in Afghanistan. Taken aback, Gulab
did not know how to respond. When
his three friends realized that he had

not, in fact, joined the party of Taraki,

they each urged upon him their own
literature and implored him to meet

with their comrades, who would ex-

plain their course of conduct to him

in detail. Although Gulab agreed to

take a look at their material, he had

to prepare for his examinations and

did not get around to reading it until



the next year. But the discussion in

the room continued, and while Gulab

listened, each of the three boys stuck

to his position and attacked that of

the others.

One day, just before the beginning

of the summer vacation, Gulab's

brother Sur Gul, who was attending

the military academy and whom
Gulab now saw only occasionally,

came to his room in great excitement.

He had been granted a scholarship

to pursue his studies in the Soviet

Union and would be leaving in six

months. Training was provided by the

USSR, the only country offering mili-

tary aid to Afghanistan. The brothers

rushed to the bus station—by now
buses were running to Khost—and

told a relative who was a bus driver

to inform the family of Sur Gul's good

fortune. A week later Gulab and Sur

Gul left for home.

The family had changed during

their absence. Gulab's father and elder

brother were now involved in smug-

gling Pakistani cloth to different prov-

inces in Afghanistan and in taking

wood from Paktia Province into Pa-

kistan. The father was also negotiating

about becoming the agent of a com-

pany that imported spare parts for

trucks to be smuggled into Pakistan.

The family, with a group of friends,

had bought some camels for trans-

porting the goods across the border.

They had also invested in a minitruck,

and Gulab's youngest brother, who
had not been sent to school, was trans-

porting people and goods between

Khost and the surrounding villages.

The family members were wearing

better clothes and eating more meat
and rice than during Gulab's child-

hood.

Upon the boys' arrival, the topic

of conversation became Sur Gul's im-

pending departure and the respon-

sibilities of the family. Although ev-

erybody had heard that the Soviet

Union was an atheistic country, the

father and elder brother were not par-

ticularly worried by this and were

happy that Sur Gul had been granted

the scholarship. An officer who was

related to a business associate had told

Gulab's father that recipients of these

scholarships advanced very rapidly in

their careers and were bound to be

entrusted with important governmen-

tal posts. Obviously, all the family

would gain from his influence.

The discussion turned to the mar-





riage of the two boys. As Gulab was

older, he was expected to marry first.

The plans had been that Gulab's mar-

riage would take place in a year and

Sur Gul's in three years. But Sur Gul's

imminent departure changed the

whole picture. The family could not

meet the expense of two marriages

on such short notice and yet did not

know how to avoid hurting Gulab's

feelings and violating the custom.

Sensing the dilemma, Gulab came for-

ward and said there was no need for

him to marry at the moment; that

he would go and explain the problem

to his future in-laws. The father and

the elder brother agreed and advised

Gulab that when he paid his visit,

he should take a sheep and some spe-

cial presents. Without asking Sur Gul,

it was decided that his wedding would

take place in a month.

On the eve of the occasion, Gulab's

father, his four sons, and some of the

elders of the village drove to the

bride's village and gave her father the

last installment of the bride-price.

Half of the money had already been

given at the time of the engagement.

The total sum amounted to fifty thou-

sand afghanis—the price of one acre

of irrigated land—and the family

spent another ten thousand on the mar-

riage ceremony itself. The teen-age

bride was brought to Sur Gul's village,

and during his five years in the Soviet

Union, she stayed with his family.

Meanwhile, Gulab gained the con-

fidence of his future mother-in-law,

and several times she allowed him to

visit his fiancee alone. Gulab found

her quite pleasant and was fairly

happy with what fate had brought

him. He was so busy during all these

months that he completely forgot

about the literature that his room-

mates had given him. He saw the

books again as he was preparing his

bag just before leaving for Kabul.

The political climate of Kabul was

Because many rural areas lack

facilities, classes are often held

outdoors. Although compulsory,

primary education actually reaches

only a small fraction of the

population. Fewer girls than

boys attend classes, which usually

are segregated by sex. The national

literacy rate has been estimated
to be between 5 and 13 percent.

as intense as ever, and Gulab soon

found himself in the midst of con-

flicting demands. There were frequent

demonstrations, speeches every day in

the special corner of the campus, and

intense discussions in the dormitory

on the merits and shortcomings of var-

ious parties. Professors took sides more
or less openly and actively tried to

build a loyal following among the stu-

dents. There were allegations that

grades reflected the political beliefs

of the students more than their com-

petence. There were also rumors that

some of the professors took bribes,

and that most of the rich students

were passing without studying. There

was even talk that some members of

the faculty took advantage of female

students. Everybody was full of ac-

cusations, and Gulab did not know
whom to believe.

As he slowly read over the material

that he was given, one question in-

creasingly bothered him. What did all

this have to do with Afghanistan? He
read the Chinese attacks on the Soviet

Union and those of the latter on the

former. He read fragments of a piece

on how out of ten hours of work the

workers were given wages for only five,

but there were very few industrial

workers in the country. Even the lit-

erature of the Muslim group dealt with

Syria and Egypt. Gulab spent most

of the year considering the merits of

the pieces he was reading and pre-

paring for his exam.

From time to time, his father and

two brothers from the village would

visit him on their way to other prov-

inces in Afghanistan. The father even

spoke of buying some land in northern

Afghanistan. Gulab's involvement in

the family economy was minimal; he

was never asked his opinion and kept

his thoughts to himself. But even in

his own mind he did not know how
to react to the relative expansion of

his family's resources.

When Gulab returned for his va-

cation, plans for his wedding were un-

der way and he was married. By the

time he left, his wife was expecting

a baby. Gulab, of course, had no in-

come of his own, and all the expenses

of his wedding and the maintenance

of his wife were paid by the family.

He took advantage of every major holi-

day to visit home, but as the trip took

two days each way, he could not make
it as often as he wished.

By Gulab's third year of studies,

things at the university were in tur-

moil. Demands for establishing a stu-

dent council led to a full-scale student

strike, and the government stopped

supplying food to the dorms and asked

the students to leave. Although the

university was officially closed for

some time, committees of students and
faculty met regularly and became
even firmer in their demands. Stu-

dents raised funds from inside the

country, and even Afghan students

from abroad sent money to provide

food for the university. It was during

this strike that Gulab became known
as a sympathizer of Taraki, although

he had not officially joined his party.

One day he was taken to Taraki's

house, which was located only a couple

of miles from the campus. Taraki was

a plump man with a cleanshaven head.

In his humble manner, he told the

group that their demands were legiti-

mate and that history would prove

them right.

Gulab was becoming fairly active

in the strike when he received a mes-

sage that his father was seriously ill.

He reached home just in time to wit-

ness his father's last words, asking his

sons to remain united. With the death

of his father, the authority in the house

passed over to the elder brother. Since

harvesttime was approaching and the

family had been deprived of an active

member, the elder brother asked

Gulab to oversee the management of

the house. Gulab stayed the summer
until the university reopened. During

this time his wife gave birth, and he

was the father of a son.

Back for his final year at the uni-

versity, he continued his political ac-

tivity, which now included trying to

recruit others to his beliefs. He was

told by members of Taraki's party to

make use of his knowledge of local

conditions to attract the sympathies

of students from the region of Khost.

Although some joined, others were

quitting. The membership of the var-

ious groups was not stable, and there

was much crossing over. Gulab him-

self did not feel particularly bound

and still did not join Taraki's party

officially. There were more strikes,

more protests. All of the city was

gripped by the debates in parliament

on the question of languages. A pro-

posal for turning Pashtu into an of-

ficial language was being considered,

but for months the quorum was not

met. There was also pending a treaty

with Iran on the division of the waters

of the Helmand River, which had be-

come an issue in the whole country

and was portrayed as an act of national

r



treason by all the opposition parties.

Just as Gulab was preparing for his

final examinations in the university

came the coup of 1973.

Gen. Mohammad Daud, cousin and

brother-in-law of the king, and prime

minister from 1953 to 1962, overthrew

the monarchy and declared the Re-

public. A large number of the posts

in the cabinet were given to junior

officers, who according to rumors were

sympathetic to the parties on the Left.

Yet, open political life in the country

came to an end, although it continued

underground.

Gulab received his B.A. in chem-
istry and was assigned to teach high

school in the valley of Aryoub in

Paktia Province. Aryoub was not very

far from Khost, but as it was not on

the road between Kabul and Khost,

Gulab had never been there. As he

rode on the back of a truck toward

Aryoub, he was amazed by the beauty

of the forest that unrolled in front

of his eyes. Unlike the semibarren val-

leys that surrounded Khost, the moun-
tains were all densely covered with

trees. To his dismay, he learned that

even from here the wood was increas-

ingly taken to Pakistan. The only gov-

ernment-owned forest was located

near the border, and only there did

some reforestation take place.

Gulab did not expect the school

where he was to teach to be built

like the one in Kabul, but he was not

prepared for what he saw. The high

school, serving about six hundred stu-

dents, was an old mud house, and most

of the classes were held in the open

air. Whenever it rained, classes had

to be canceled. Next to the school

was an unfinished two-story concrete

structure; Gulab was told that this

was to be the new school, but that

contractors and government officials

had stolen from the allotted budget

leaving it uncompleted. The minister

of public works of the new regime

had come to the valley, but despite

the petition he was presented with by

the teachers, the only outcome of his

visit was a report in the national news-

papers stating that he had been sat-

isfied with the 95 percent completion

of the work.

Although all of Gulab's teaching

of chemistry was confined to illustra-

tions on the blackboard, he found the

students attentive. Only he and the

principal, who had a B.A. in literature,

were graduates of the university. The
other ten teachers had anywhere from

six years of schooling to specialized

training in teachers' institutes. Despite

the seeming geographical isolation of

the place, currents of ideas from the

rest of the country were very much
present. Students quickly started ask-

ing Gulab about the political move-

ments in Kabul, and he found out

that the teachers had very definite

commitments.
Whereas students and teachers were

divided along lines similar to those

found in Kabul, there were also move-

ments among the peasantry aimed at

the revitalization of Islam. A number
of theology students, trained in schools

in Pakistan, were coming back and

trying to teach the peasants what
"true" Islam was all about. Gulab also

heard of the emergence in a neigh-

boring valley of a soldier as a holy

figure; in six months the man had

a major following. When the more
orthodox mullahs challenged him to

a debate, his lack of knowledge of

Islamic sources was exposed and he

was forced to leave.

While in Aryoub, Gulab sent the

major part of his salary home. His

wife and child were not with him,

and he found his assignment cumber-

some. Two years went by. Finally,

through some friends and relatives,

he secured a contact in the Ministry

of Education and managed to be trans-

ferred to Khost.

The town had changed consider-

ably. There was a German-operated

hospital, as well as a center for re-

forestation. Shops built of concrete

were replacing the old mud structures,

and buses and taxis left almost every

hour for Kabul. Half of the road to

Kabul had been paved; this section

could be traversed in about two hours,

while the unpaved portion required

from four to five hours. Students and

teachers were politically active, and

the deputy-governor, who had had no

formal education himself, kept a wary

eye on their activities.

Gulab's elder brother had visited

Mecca and was now known as Haji.

He had expanded his operations and

had even bought a house in Khost

where all the male members of the

family stayed when they had to remain

in town. The youngest brother had

also married. Sur Gul was back in

Afghanistan and had a post in the

armored division in Kabul, but he did

not have a house of his own in the

city and his wife had to stay with

the rest of the family in the village.

Every other week he went to see her

and his daughter. Gulab too had a

daughter now. Although Sur Gul did

not share his thoughts with the other

members of the family, he confided

to Gulab that he had secretly joined

Taraki's party and that conditions in

the country were coming to a head-

on collision. Dissatisfaction with Daud
was growing because officers in the

regime were being fired, and the re-

gime was drawing closer to Iran.

When one day in April 1978 Gulab
heard on the radio that, as a result

of their demonstrations in Kabul,

Taraki and some other members of

the party were arrested, his thoughts

went to the safety of his brother. Two
days later, however, Daud was killed

while resisting a coup, and Taraki be-

came president, prime minister, and

chairman of the revolutionary council.

Two of Gulab's professors were ap-

pointed to the cabinet, as well as some
friends of Sur Gul from the armored

division. Gulab soon learned that Sur

Gul, having played an important role

in the coup, had been appointed garri-

son commander fulfilling the duties of

a general. Because Sur Gul was now

too busy to leave Kabul, he asked that

his wife and daughter be sent to join

him. He had been given an apartment

and could provide for them. When
Gulab took Sur Gul's family to Kabul,

he was asked to join Taraki's party and

was told that, if he wished, his transfer

to another ministry in Kabul could be

easily arranged. He answered that he

would join the party but preferred to

stay in Khost for a while.

Most of the people in the country

were stunned by the takeover by

Taraki's party and could not really

believe it. Many were happy that the

old regime had come to an end, and

people in Khost were pleased that

Taraki was giving his official speeches

in Pashtu. Neither the king nor Daud
had ever done so, although ethnically

they were Pashtuns.

But after some months, disturbing

news started to emanate from Kabul.

There were rumors of mass arrests

and torture of people whom Gulab

had gotten to know in his years at

the university. There were also rumors

that Russians were in charge and that,

in response to local armed resistance,

the government had dropped bombs

on villages in the province of

Jalalabad. Parties of people arrived

from Kabul and crossed the border

to Pakistan. Soon, a number of them

were crossing back into the Khost re-

gion, openly declaring that they were

going to fight the government. Re-
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ligious dignitaries asserted that reli-

gion was in danger, and landlords and

moneylenders said that the state was

going to confiscate all the belongings

of the wealthy. Everybody was taking

sides, and people seemed hesitant to

speak in front of Gulab.

Government officials said that they

were not afraid of any party and that

whoever opposed them was reaction-

ary and would be punished. They soon

showed that they were not talking

lightly. One day, people who came
from the Aryoub valley brought the

news that planes had bombed the

neighboring valley. One after the

other, reports of bombing came from

every corner of the country, including

almost every valley of Paktia Province.

Business came to a standstill, and few

dared go to Kabul.

In the midst of all this uncertainty,

Sur Gul sent his family back to the

village. He wrote that he could not

live with an ignorant rural wife and

was going to marry a member of the

party from Kabul. This news made
Haji and Gulab's youngest brother so

furious that they disowned Sur Gul.

Haji also announced that he was going

to join the opposition and cross the

border; the youngest brother said he

was going with him.

Gulab, by this time, was under con-

siderable pressure and did not know
what to make of the situation. On
the one hand he was witnessing con-

siderable suffering; on the other, the

radio was every day proclaiming the

glories of the revolution and its

achievements for the toiling people.

But then came another piece of news.

Taraki had been removed from office

and replaced by his deputy, Hafi-

zullah Amin. Some weeks later,

Taraki's death was announced. Then
came news of a huge attack by some
four hundred tanks on the town of

Gardez, a display of muscle by the

central government intended to intimi-

date the rebels. Khost, by that time,

was more or less isolated and few

dared move out of it. Gulab was still

teaching in the high school, but the

number of students was decreasing.

Whereas previously nobody had ever

asked him whether he prayed, now he

had to attend the local mosque and
pray with the congregation. The peo-

ple who showed concern were not

strangers; they were his in-laws and
kinsmen who told him openly that un-

less he sided with them, they could

not guarantee his safety.

Thus, all his life unrolled in front

of his eyes in the early chill of a De-

cember morning in the mosque of

Khost. Gulab realized that he had to

make a decision soon. He could join

his brother in the capital by becoming
a member of the bureaucracy and em-
bracing the ideology of the emerging

regime, but he would have to sacrifice

his ties to the community where he

was born. Or he could ally himself

with his other two brothers in rebelling

against the central government; in so

doing, he would affirm traditional

family ties at the risk of becoming
an emigre in Pakistan, severed from

his homeland. Neither route could

promise safety and security, for the

future was too uncertain.

Just as the prayer ended, a soldier

came running in, shouting that the

Russians had taken over the capital

and that President Amin had been

shot. There was sudden silence, then a

great flurry of noise and activity.

Gulab knew that there was no more
opportunity for postponement. All his

life he had been hesitant about making
clear-cut decisions; now he could no

longer delay. Either choice was going

to be painful.

The sounds in the mosque slowly

merged and there was a cry of Allah

u-Akbar—"God is great." Yet as he

looked out of the window, Gulab could

see the red flag of the regime unfurling

with the wind on top of the govern-

ment building.

Gulab is one of some thirty thousand

teachers in Afghanistan. In a country

where the majority of the people are

illiterate, teachers have a very im-

portant role to play in implementing

the social policies of the new regime.

Most of the membership of the leftist

parties also comes from the ranks

of the teachers. All are confronted

with more or less the same choice.

How they decide will have a signifi-

cant bearing on thefuture ofthe coun-

try.

ERRATUM: We regret that two lines

were dropped from page 85 of the May
book review by Peter Farb. The com-

plete sentence, which begins on page

84, should read: "Their travels began

in Mill Grove, Pennsylvania, where

Audubon had arrived in 1803, age

eighteen, the illegitimate son of a

French merchant-slave trader who
sent Jean Jacques to the United States

to escape conscription into the French

army."

NOBODY'S
EUROPE IS
ASGOODAS
AIR-nSIDIA'S.

Once again, Air-India's tours are

offering the best of London, Britain

and the Continent. And we mean
the best.

On our London Theatre Holidays,

you pick the shows you want to see.

IVIost other tours pick them for you.

Our hotels are centrally located.

And we offer the extras that

make a vacation special.

See your travel agent or send us
the coupon.

r n
Air-India

400 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me information on Air-India's

Europe 1980.

n London Holidays D Singles Tours

D London Apartments D Fly-Drive Tours

D Motorcoach Tours D Paris Nightlife

THEAIRLINETH/VrSDOTEREIVi:ANDBETTER
400 Park Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10022.

Toll-free numbers: Continental U.S. 800-223-7776;

N.Y State: 800-442-8115; in N.Y City: 212-751-6200
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS' Pueblo pottery: Hopi 2nd

and 3rd Ivlesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new rugs No
catalogue. One-of-a-kind pieces: individually photo-

graptied. Specify interests Write for photos and data.

Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

ENDANGERED SPECIES soft sculpture/toy patterns,

12 page catalogue, $1. Lorna, PC. Box 10388N, Ala-

meda, Nf^/I 87114

FAVORITE PHOTOS made into beautiful ink drawings

—Cottages— Landscape— Portrait Sample $2 Al-

bert, 4209 North 78th Ave, Brooklyn Park, tvIN 55443

HAND CARVED SANTOS, 10"—brown finish $25,00

($2,50 postage), Santa Fe Store, Inn at Loretfo, Santa

Fe, NM 87501

IROQUOIS "Broken Nose" False Face, 14", hand
carved $85 00, request photo, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED, Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2 Nervo Distributors, Dept, NH, 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

NEEDLEPOINT WILDLIFE. 8"X10"kit, Choose: Prong-

horn. Bighorn, Mountain Goat, Whitetail Deer, $6 95
postpaid. Two, $11.95. Brochure. Needlepoint Ideas,

41 Wingedfoot, Conroe, TX 77304

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report Carlton Press, Dept NHS. 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

BOOKFINDING. Librarians search worldwide titles or

subjects plus 150.000 indexed stock. PAB, 2918 At-

lantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

FRUSTRATED BY FERNS? Identify them the easy wayi

Send $6.95 for "Name That Fern" by Elliott Blaustein,

to Saffyre Publications, Box 7, Franklin Lakes, NJ
07417

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS Out-of-Print, Rare
Catalogues $1.50. Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie— Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

OUT-OF-PRINT. SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Ornithol-

ogy, Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1. Book Chest, 19

Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton, 98-

55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

SALE old Cage and Aviary books, 1883 to 1943, Send
$2 for list , Winnebago Shop , POB 4 1 , Taycheedah , Wl
53090

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation, Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672 (714)492-2976

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 1 1, West Ger-
many

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship, Asian
Exchange, Honokaa. Hawaii 96727

Employment Opportunities

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information— $2 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current
openings— all occupations! Free details , , Intermoun-

tain-4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Sampler: 5/$2,98, Free Brochure, Multinewspapers,

Box DE-207, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet interests

AUTHENTIC, easy, family recipe—Grandma Noble's
Brown Bread, $1,00 SASE, 10905 Mulhall, El Monte,
CA 91731

CHERRY LIQUEUR, Delicious, Easy to make. Full direc-

tions $1 SASE, Box 4058, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87106

FANTASTIC ALASKAN CLAM CHOWDER Traditional

family recipe $1,00 and SASE, P,0, Box 8251, Kenai,

AK 99611

HOMEMADE, Wine & beer Directions, equipment, in-

gredients Free price list. Gohbhmsco, Box 268,
Sparks, NV 89431

MISSISSIPPI MUD CAKE. Delicious Deep South Recipe.

$1 00 and SASE. 5 Tech Village. Ruston. LA 71270

SHOQ-FLY PIE PA. Dutch family recipe 200 years old.

$1 SASE Fritzinger. Box 19. Westport Point, IvIA

02791

6 OF MY GRANDMOTHER'S favorite recipes. $3.
Dept. NH2, Box 31746, Phoenix, AZ 85046

TASTY BREAD RECIPES including marble loaf & old I

time sour dough. 15 recipes $2. Bread Box, P.O. Box
1

30, Augusta, NJ 07822 i

Government Surplus aisedliyi

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy
500,000 items (including Jeeps) .

. low as 2it on dol-

lar! Most complete information available— $2.00. Sur-

plus Disposal, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

SURPLUS JEEPS— $19.30!—CARS— $13. 501—
650,000 Items!— Government Surplus— Directory

Tells How, Where To Buy— Your Area—$2—Guaran-
teed. "Government Information Services," Box 99249-
DC7 San Francisco California 94109



Merchandise Real Estate

SALE.Jine tools. Send $2 for 36

page catalog & $5 Gift Certificate

today! Sale ends Sept 1,1980.

The Fine Tool Shops inc.

20-28 Backus Ave.. Bid. 7

Danbury, CT 06810

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!! Sinus sufferers.

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpensive

and used by doctors worldwide. Informative booklet

explains all and is available by sending $1 00 to Hydro
Ivied (NH). P.O Box 91273, Los Angeles, 90009

WALKING STICKS, CANES, Free color brochure,
Marchele Co., Dept. NHG, 1 123 Broadway. New York,

NY 10010

Music

FREE CATALOGUE. Ivluslcal Instruments and kits-
Harpsichords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,

lutes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-
ver, CO 80204

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes. Free
catalogue Cassette Library Center, P.O. Box 5331H,
Baltimore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the Cor-
nell University Laboratory of Ornithology Birds, wild-

flowers, reptiles, amphibians Free catalogue Dept
44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY 14850

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOR PRINTING at it's

finest for the discriminating photographer. Send for our

price list South Coast Custom Color Lab, 201 1 State

St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 963-5996

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON,
Optolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired. Large
stock Orders filled postpaid day received. Birding, Box
5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

LOOK! Don't pay High Prices for color Film Developing
Wisconsin Film Service will accept this advertisement

or, any other company's advertisement 12 exposures
$1.99, 24 exposures $2.99, 36 exposures only $4 99
Save $$$$ on mall order direct. Ad must accompany
order. No Limit! Fast Service! Wisconsin Film Service,

Dept. AJM, LaCrosse. Wisconsin 54601

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars— Telescopes— Brand
Names—Free Catalogue Thos. Manetta, 61 Hoffman
Avenue, Elmont, NY 1 1003

PHOTOS COPIED. 5X7 B&W print, $7.95, Original

returned, plus negative. Heritage, 2048 Kenton, Au-
rora, CO 80010

PBDISTPaPg
Compact one-piece har-
ness carries can^era safely

and very comfortably on
chest. WoTlcs well w/case.
$9.95 plus tax postpaid
witti PLASCLAD^" Split rings.

necKsauep"
Box 1712,Oakland,CA94604

FREE! Big Summer Catalogue' Over 5,400 country
properties described, pictured! Land. Farms, Homes,
Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Selected

best thruout the US, Over 700 offices, 43 states All

Across America! Yours Free from the World's Largest!

Strout Realty, Inc
,
60 E, 42nd Street, Dept 5390, New

York, NY 10017

FREE , , 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency, Inc , 612-U W 47th St
,

Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph Toil-Free: 1-800-821-

2599, MO Res. Ph Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Homesltes, farming, vacationing, investment opportuni-

ties! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus nation-

wide listings—$2.00 Surplus Lands, Box 19107-RT,
Washington, DC 20036

Resorts

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chlricahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers'
retreat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ
85632

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing on
this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre Island with miles

of unspoiled ocean beaches Maximum of 10-15
guests Excellent food. Professional naturalists on
staff Little St Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St Simons
Island, GA 31522

MAINE: remote lodge, superb fly-fishing, hiking, moose
watching Excellent food, maximum 10 guests. Little

Lyford, Brownville, ME 04414

NEW MEXICO Guided tours— wildflowers, birds, pre-

historic dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver City,

NM 88061 (505)538-2538

VISIT US in Guatemala Jungle. Living on large crystal

clear lake Exotic birds, animals and ruins of ancient In-

dian civilizations Good food, clean water. Write: David

Kuhn, "El Gringo Perdldo", Flores, Peten, Guatemala

Tours/Trips

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-Paklstan by
Geeta Tours & Travels. 1245 Jarvis, Chicago, IL

60626(312) 262-4959

BHUTAN— SRI LANKA yak trek—Leopard safari— 24
days October 18—$5200, Capers, Box 5489, Bev-

erly Hills. 90210

CANOE WILD MAINE, Learn woods skills, natural his-

tory, and human history of North Maine Woods, Variety

of trips, families, Individuals, or organizations write for

brochure North Woods Ways, Box 34, Salisbury

Cove, Maine 04672

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places Ideal for railpass users Free cata-

logue Great Trips, Box 5199-N, New York, NY 10017

DISCOVER THE YUKON: "Gentle Adventure"! Dnft

with us on a 10 day raft or boat trip along 220 miles of

untouched river wilderness Contemplate the unforget-

table beauty of the Canadian North with a seasoned
naturalist Personally guided by John Lammers, Presi-

dent, Yukon Conservation Society, Maximum 6-8 per-

sons. Call for brochure: (212) 682-0480 (NYC) or

write: Yukon Wilderness Unlimited, Box 4126, White-

horse, Yukon, Canada (403) 633-5250

FANTASTIC CATALOGUE lists hundreds ot current

Travel Books and Guides, 3004- US & Canadian city

and state maps for only $ 1 25 each, 1 30 European city

maps, Eurailpass & Britrail Pass details. International

Railroad Timetables, and many other unique and spe-

cially imported travel publications from America's lead-

ing supplier of travel publications to travelers, travel

agents and libraries. Send 25(t for postage to Forsyth

Travel Library, P,0 Box 2975 Dept, NH, Shawnee Mis-

sion, Kansas 66201

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY in the North Cascades of

Washington Learn techniques while enjoying the out-

doors in this spectacular region Backpack, walking

pack trips and workshops. The Natural Image, P O
Box 45, Winthrop, WA 98862 (509) 996-2140

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals,
wlldflowers Small groups to Himalayas, Bhutan, Co-
lombia, Sierre Leone World Nature Tours, Box 693a,

Silver Spnng, MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, California 93105

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home! TravLtips,

163-09B507 Depot, Flushing, NY 1 1358

SOUTH AMERICAN WILDERNESS ADVENTURES.
Natural history, wildlife, anthropology, trekking and jun-

gle expeditions to remote areas of Peru, Ecuador, Bra-

zil, Costa Rica, Patagonia & Galapagos. Expert expedi-

tion leaders South American Wilderness Adventures,

Inc ,
1760-NF Solano Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-5111

UTAH MOUNTAIN LION CAMERA HUNTS with

Hounds Jan-Feb. Licensed Guide. Photo hunts only.

Puma Guide Service, 6521 So. 1460 W,, Murray, UT
84107

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles, whales,

glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp, Box 827, Valdez, AK
99686

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified IS $150-per inch. All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts. All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon Phases in July and the first half of August are: last-quarter

on July 5 and August 3, new moon on July 12 and August 10, first-

quarter on July 20, and full moon on July 27. The moon is an evening

object from about July 15 through full moon on the 27th and then

appears in the morning sky until early August. About August 13, it

reappears as an evening crescent. Perigee moon (nearest the earth)

is on July 4 and 30; apogee (farthest) is on July 18 and August 15.

Stars and Planets Venus, the spectacular evening star of the spring,

becomes equally prominent as a morning star this month. Up with

the dawn, it is bright and high in the east each morning until daylight

fades it. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are still putting on a fair show

in the evening sky. All three are low in the southwest at dusk, Jupiter

lowest and brightest, near the star Regulus. To the left and higher,

Saturn first and then Mars are about as bright as Regulus. The three

planets appear progressively lower each night through July. The sun

moves from the constellation Gemini into Cancer in July and into

Leo in early August.

July 5: Earth is at aphelion, farthest from the sun this year,

152,100,000 kilometers (94,500,000 miles) away.

July 6: Venus, now a bright morning star rising in the east before

dawn, ends its retrograde movement.

July 9: At dawn this morning, the waning crescent moon is between

Aldebaran, to its right, and Venus, to its left. Shortly after 1:30 p.m.,

EST (you must adjust for your time zone and for daylight-saving time),

the moon covers Venus.

July 11: Mercury, in inferior conjunction, becomes a morning star.

July 15: The young crescent moon is between Regulus and Jupiter

tonight. Jupiter, the brighter, to the moon's left, is occulted by the

moon at about 10:30 p.m., EST, while it is still above the horizon

on the West Coast.

July 16: Tonight the moon is between Jupiter (to its right) and Saturn

(to its left).

July 17: The moon has now moved between Saturn (to its right)

and Mars (to its left).

July 21: Venus is at greatest brilliancy as a morning star.

July 22: Mercury resumes its direct (easterly) motion.

July 27: A penumbral lunar eclipse (causing only a slight darkening

of the full moon) occurs before moonrise in North America.

July 28: The Delta Aquarid meteor shower (about 20 per hour)

is at maximum this morning. Look from 1:00 a.m. on.

August 6-7: Look for Venus and the moon on both mornings.

August 10: Today's solar eclipse is annular in a path crossing central

South America, partial through all South and Central America, south-

ern Florida, southern and southwestern United States, and Hawaii.

August 10-13: These are the best mornings (from 1:00 a.m. on each

day) for viewing the Perseid meteor shower, the most reliable, most

productive, and easiest to observe of the year.

August 12-15: The moon passes Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars again.

Look for it near the planets in the southwest early in the evening.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map

in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the lower

half of the map with those you see in the sky. When you turn to face in

other directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east,

south, or west) to the bottom, and match stars in the sky with those on

the lower half of the map. The map represents the evening sky from about

11 to 12 P.M. on July 1; 10 to 11 p.m. on July 15; 9 to 10 p.m. on July

31; and 8 to 9 p.m. on August 15. Only planets and moon phases above

the horizon at those times are shown and all times are EST.
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A Captive of Birds
by Michael Harwood

Bird student, by George Miksch
Sutton. University of Texas Press,

$15.95; 240 pp., illus.

I have to admit rm prejudiced in

favor of bird painters. From all the

available evidence, their craft is ex-

ceedingly difficult to master. Having

neither the temperament nor the talent

myself, I find what they do nothing

short of magic. So I am more than

mildly interested when one of them
writes about his adventures and what

he thinks about life, tells how he got

started and how he works.

There are not many bird artists,

however, who write prolifically and

well. To be sure, Alexander Wilson

was a poet who taught himself to draw
birds, Aububon overflowed with

words, and Roger Tory Peterson has

a pleasing narrative style. Such people

are few and far between. And George

Miksch Sutton is especially remark-

able— an academic ornithologist and

bird artist who writes lucid, literate

scientific papers and is at his best

a fine storyteller.

Bird Student is a summing-up of

the first thirty-seven years of a life

that has by now stretched eighty-two

years. It began in Bethany, Nebraska,

where George Sutton was born, the

first child of an itinerant college

teacher and his musician wife. Even-

tually, there were also three younger

sisters, one of whom died in childhood.

The family had a hard go of it fi-

nancially. Father couldn't always find

teaching work, so he was now and

then a substitute preacher and, for

a while, a worker in a rubber factory.

He had a romantic streak—wrote

drama, declaimed Shakespeare and

poetry—and he was public-spirited:

once he even ran for governor of Ne-

braska on the Prohibition ticket.

Mother gave piano lessons and con-

ducted choruses. The Suttons moved
to Minnesota, back to Nebraska, then

to Oregon, Illinois, Texas, and West
Virginia—all before George Sutton

was nineteen.

In keeping with that itinerary, his

education was helter-skelter, and he

began college classes without receiv-

ing a high-school degree. For objecting

to the wartime "militarization" of

Bethany College—everyone wearing

uniforms, lots of close-order drills—he

was dismissed in the autumn of 1918,

his senior year, and didn't finish his

degree work until 1923, By then he

was a professional ornithologist, work-

ing at the Carnegie Museum of Nat-

ural History in Pittsburgh, He had

already been on his first museum ex-

pedition to Labrador and had been

asked to provide the color plates for

Thomas D, Burleigh's Georgia Birds

and for Harold H. Bailey's Birds of

Florida. In 1923 he went to James

Bay and the following year to southern

Florida on two more collecting expe-

ditions for the Carnegie Museum.
At twenty-six, Sutton became Penn-

sylvania State Ornithologist and chief

of the Bureau of Research and In-

formation of the Pennsylvania Board

of Game Commissioners. (The salary

allowed him to carry out a long-stand-

ing plan: he bought his parents a per-

manent home.) The game commission-

ers loaned him to Carnegie Museum
for an expedition one summer, and

he went off to the east shore of Hudson



I Bay. While there, he decided to quit

1 his job in Pennsylvania and take his

1 Ph.D. in ornithology at Cornell Uni-

1 versity. Gathering material for the

I doctorate, he spent a year on South-

i ampton Island at the north end of

I Hudson Bay. He earned his degree

i in 1932 and remained at Cornell for

I many years as curator of the Louis

( Agassiz Fuertes Memorial Collection

lof Birds. The book ends in 1935, with

I Doc Sutton happily writing about the

; ambience of his life in the university.

!l (Sutton is now George Lynn Cross

!| Research Professor Emeritus of Zo-

I ology and curator of birds for the

'Stovall Museum of Science and His-

tory at the University of Oklahoma.)

So in a way this is a success story.

There isn't much brag in Sutton's

makeup, yet it does seem that from

the time he was quite young he was

a self-starter. For example, when he

decided at age sixteen to take his bird

painting seriously, he wrote to Louis

Agassiz Fuertes, then the country's

premier bird painter, and asked for

help. Fuertes invited him for a visit,

and to pay his way Sutton took a

job on a road gang. Characteristically,

he was quickly made a crew chief.

All his life others have been appoint-

ing or electing him the man in charge

of one thing or another.

But the success story is not the rea-

son for the book. Sutton wants to talk

about people and places, birds and
bird painting, and the setting of a

course for a lifetime's work in orni-

thology.

Many of his childhood memories
are about birds—the stuffed pintail

duck he proudly hauled around in a

little wagon, the dead birds he dis-

sected, his early sketches in hymnal
margins of the birds and bird frag-

ments he saw on the ladies' hats in

church, the pet Bantam rooster he

dropped in water to see if it could

swim, the climb up into a tower to

watch barn owls, the browsing after

birds in the family dictionary, the dead

northern harrier he wrapped in a

stocking cap and took to school so

that he could stow it in his desk and

surreptitiously stroke it once in a

while.

The possession of birds was vital

to him. The "Simon Pures" in the

amateur birding fraternity are going

to be offended by Sutton's innocent

enthusiasm in this regard. He recalls

a crucial boyhood incident: Two male

western tanagers were battling in mid-

air, they grappled and fell to the

ground close to him, and he tossed

his cap on them and picked them up,

one in each hand. Now the question

was, what should he do next?

I let the tanagers go—but not without

qualms of a sort I had never felt. I didn't

know what the birds were, and this ig-

norance hurt. Their lustrous black, white,

yellow, and scarlet plumage was the most

gorgeous I had ever held in my hands.

All that beauty, that exquisite beauty,

I wanted to keep, to have for reference,

to show people by way of making clear

how wonderful birds could be. Here was

an opportunity of a lifetime. But what
was I to do with them? How could I

preserve them? As they flew off, I felt

that I had not quite played fair with

an important part of myself.

Years later, on a collecting expe-

dition in Labrador, he shot a purple

"An eminently readable,
endlessly fascinating
journal."
—Peter Farb. Natural History

"By visiting the places
where Audubon lived and
worked the authors have
given us a bridge spanning
the century between his

time and ours."

—Roger Tory Peterson
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sandpiper, a species he hadn't seen

before.

As 1 flexed the stubby legs and stroked

the soft, thick plumage, a real thrill went

through me. In a very special sense of

the word, that most exciting of shorebirds

had become mine, really mine, at last.

That was not the thrill of a trophy

hunter. Sutton suffered great remorse

after he botched an attempt to kill

a polar bear with a shotgun—some-

thing he had tried on an impulse,

thinking to make his mark among the

Eskimos he was with. He tells us he

decided to relate the story here "in

hopes that other young men, eager

to prove their mettle or win renown,

will not make the same sad mistake."

So for Sutton that was an aberration.

The thrill of the bird in the hand
had to do with something else—the

physical and mystical experience of

knowing a bird, the possession of that

by which one is himself possessed.

The thrill Sutton felt must be con-

nected to his impulse to draw and

paint birds. Perhaps depicting some-

thing is another way of possessing it.

Unfortunately, Sutton doesn't say

what he thinks about that. The only

passage in which he touches on why
anyone would want to depict a scene

or a creature is brief and unsatisfac-

tory. His conclusion is that all art flows

from "the desire to tell, the need to

be on record, the will to communi-
cate," and that doesn't get at the

choice of subjects or the choice of

medium.
Bird Student is occasionally irritat-

ing because of such incompleteness.

Sutton tends to skip from anecdote

to anecdote to philosophy to narrative

to anecdote without joining them
where they need joining or developing

them into meaty units. This works well

for him when he is writing about some-

thing that has its own built-in coher-

ence, such as a long expedition. He
has a talent for the neat, quick de-

scription of an event. But when he

is covering ground between expedi-

tions and adventures, the book be-

comes choppy.

This stylistic weakness is aggra-

vated by his evident use of his auto-

biography to acknowledge his debt to

a number of friends by mentioning

their names. They appear in their al-

lotted paragraphs—perhaps alone,

perhaps not; the reader learns little

or nothing about them, and they are

never heard from again. Sutton also

critiques some of his artistic efforts,

a baffling exercise for the reader who
doesn't happen to have the particular

works at hand. Sutton would have ben-

efited—as Lord knows we all can

—

from some good editing. Furthermore,

readers familiar with earlier Sutton

books—and there have been a good

many—will be distracted by the fre-

quent juxtaposition of stories they al-

ready know and those that are un-

familiar.

But these cavils aside, the book has

much to offer, especially to those who
haven't read any Sutton yet. As he

shows, professional fieldwork can in-

volve enormous amounts of effort,

risk, and expense. A museum mounts

an expedition into some remote part

of the world for the sake of filling

a small but important gap in a col-

lection or to gather specimens for a

particular display. Often the weather

is contrary, vital equipment breaks or

is lost or the need for it has not been

anticipated, the birds aren't where

they were expected, and the expedi-

tion achieves only a small fraction of

its nominal goals. Nevertheless, a good

deal may be accomplished that wasn't

part of the plan—birds found, data

collected, and descriptions written up.

Ingenuity and adaptability are essen-

tial parts of a good field ornithologist's

makeup.
One also becomes used to working

under primitive conditions. A board

nailed to a tree root becomes a skin-

ning table. So does the top of a wooden

chest in a schooner's hold, where the

naturalist runs the risk of losing a

favorite scalpel in the ballast of stones.

And in the field, an ornithologist of

Sutton's stripe routinely takes chances

with his life because so many birds

nest in high places. Sutton was a good,

climber, but on one occasion early in

his career a rock pulled loose andj

dropped him off a cliff; he was lucky
j

to escape with a few broken bones. I

There are some good tales here. Andi

a picture of the man emerges—self-j

effacing, generous, at times plagued

i

by spiritual questions, not altogether':

sure of himself, but very determined!

and always caught and held by birds.
ij

Ornithology and bird painting for Doci!

Sutton seem to have been from thei

start not just a life's work but as cen-j

tral to his being as breathing.
|

Michael Harwood, who has writteni

several books on birds, is coauthor:,

with his wife, Mary Durant, of On'

the Road with John James Auduboni

(Dodd, Mead and Co.). j
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Sky Reporter

Telescope in Space
An orbiting observatory is the newest
apparatus at the service of astrophysicists

by Stephen P. Maran

Astronomers scanning the sky from

comfortable swivel chairs far removed
from their customary telescopes are

making revolutionary studies of stars

and gas in our own and other galaxies.

This seeming impossibility is made
feasible by means of a telescope

aboard an observatory spacecraft hov-

ering over the Atlantic Ocean about

22,000 miles above the surface of the

earth. This eighteen-inch telescope is

equipped with two spectographs—in-

struments for photographing a spec-

trum—hooked up to computer display

screens at two viewing centers, one

in Greenbelt, Maryland, and the other

outside Madrid, Spain. The spacecraft

is operated by ground controllers in

Greenbelt.

The NASA satellite carrying the

telescope is called the lUE, for In-

ternational Ultraviolet Explorer. It is

in synchronous orbit, which means
that it remains over the same region

of the globe at all times, making an

orbit once every twenty-four hours and

thus keeping up as the earth below

turns once on its axis.

The lUE has great operational flexi-

bility. Ground controllers do not de-

pend on occasional passes over far-

flung tracking stations to get data

from the IDE or to send it new com-
mands. Instead, since it hovers nearly

in place, the satellite is always in con-

tact with the Greenbelt facility. When
an observing astronomer requests that

lUE point at a particular place in

the sky, he or she waits until it does

so and then sees the view through

the satellite telescope on a computer

console and a large, wall-mounted dis-

play screen. The star of interest can

be readily identified and new com-
mands to adjust the pointing of the

telescope can be quickly sent if nec-

essary.

The telescope beams the star's im-

age into the entrance hole of a spec-

trograph. There, the light is spread

out into a spectrum and focused onto

an electronic image tube, which senses

the dim ultraviolet light on its front

end and produces an accurate dupli-

cate image in glowing blue at its back.

A television camera in the satellite

scans the blue picture, makes a time

exposure, and then produces an elec-

tronic signal that is telemetered to

earth, run through computers, dis-

played on the screens, and recorded

for posterity on magnetic tape. There

is more to the process than that, but

this should provide the general idea.

lUE is an astronomy milestone be-

cause it allows us to observe the ul-

traviolet light of much fainter and

more distant objects than was possible

with earlier satellites. Because ultra-

violet light is absorbed by the earth's

atmosphere, it must be observed from

space. Hot stars are bright in the ul-

traviolet, while cool stars generally are

dim in that part of the spectrum;

hence, lUE is ideal for locating and

studying hot objects in the cosmos.

In addition, the thin interstellar gas

can be investigated through its telltale

"signature," a pattern of dark lines

in the ultraviolet spectra of hot stars

located beyond the gas cloud that is

under study. The lines are caused by

the gas, the stars simply acting as

background lamps for the astrono-

mer's convenience.

The observer sees the spectrum dis-

played shortly after lUE finishes an

exposure and while the telescope is

still pointing where the picture was

taken. Thus, there is time to decide

whether the exposure was adequate

or needs to be repeated, and to see

whether there is anything unantici-

pated in the spectrum (as there often

is) that warrants a change in the ob-

serving directions. In other words,

working with lUE is like using an

ordinary mountaintop telescope, but

one that the astronomer cannot touch.

This flexibility is in marked contrast

to the limitations of earlier astronomy

satellites. Failure to make the right

estimates of exposure times or to

choose the right wavelengths for ob-

servation in the rigidly preplanned ob-

serving schedules sometimes resulted

in measurements that were not as use-

ful as they might have been.

The "International" in lUE ac-

knowledges that the satellite is a three-

way undertaking by NASA, the Eu-

ropean Space Agency, and the Science

Research Council of the United King-

dom. Albert Boggess, a pioneer space

astronomer at the Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland,

is in overall charge of the satellite.

For two eight-hour shifts a day, the

observatory is used by American as-

tronomers, who work in a basement

room at the Goddard Center. During

the other eight hours, the Europeans

have their turn at a corresponding fa-
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cility near Madrid. The setup at God-
dard is much like that at a conven-

tional observatory, with star catalogs,

sky atlases, and even a microwave

oven to warm up midnight snacks.

lUE's ability to discriminate hot ob-

jects from cool ones has led to several

important findings. One of the latest

is the discovery that two well-known

cepheid variable stars actually are bi-

nary systems. A cepheid is a yellow

giant star that pulsates, making its

brightness increase and decrease in

cyclic fashion. Cepheids are very

bright stars and have been intensively

studied.

Usually you can tell if a star is

a binary by looking for moving lines

in its spectrum that shift back and

forth gradually as the members of the

binary system go around their orbits.

The shifting is due to the Doppler

effect. If one of the two stars of a

binary is much brighter than the other,

you find only one set of lines in the

spectrum, since the light of the fainter

star is lost in the glare of the brighter

one. Nevertheless, you can still tell

you are dealing with a binary star

because the single set of lines does

shift back and forth.

In a cepheid's spectrum, only one

set of lines is found. These lines also

shift back and forth, but that is be-

cause the star is pulsating and the

Doppler effect makes them shift as

the star's surface pulses in and out.

That effect masks any possible shifts

due to orbital motion. However, as-

tronomers from the Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, D.C.,

found a way to identify binary systems

among cepheid variable stars. In two

of the half dozen cepheids that they

studied with the lUE, they found ex-

cess ultraviolet light beyond that ex-

pected from a yellow star. Further,

the ultraviolet spectra had the wrong

"slopes," meaning that the way in

which the ultraviolet brightness

changed with wavelength did not cor-

respond to the expected circumstance

for a yellow star.

In the case of the cepheid Eta Aqui-

lae, for example, the amount and slope

of the excess ultraviolet light corre-

spond to what we would receive from

an ordinary white star, such as Sirius

or Vega, if it were placed at the dis-

tance of the cepheid. One might argue

that excess ultraviolet radiation could

be produced by some unusual means
in a complex, pulsating star, so that

it is unnecessary to postulate the ex-

istence of a companion star. But there

is a fatal objection to this argument:
Eta Aquilae gets noticeably brighter

and fainter as it pulsates rhythmi-

cally once a week. No such changes

were found in the ultraviolet light;

hence a companion, nonvariable white

star must be present. Much smaller

than the cepheid, the white star is

lost in the visible spectrum where the

cepheid shines so brightly, but since

the white star is much hotter, it domi-

nates the ultraviolet radiation from

the system.

One of the most interesting discov-

eries made since lUE was launched

in January 1978 was the observation

of intense blue cores in globular clus-

ters. The latter are spherical aggre-

gations of hundreds of thousands to

millions of closely packed stars (see

"Stars by the Cluster," Natural His-

tory, October 1976). As observed with

ground-based telescopes, the star im-

ages seem to blend together at the

center of a globular cluster, so that

individual stars cannot be discerned.

Further, the cluster light is dominated

by the glow of numerous red giants.

Six globular clusters were examined

with lUE by a team of scientists led

by Andrea Dupree, a noted astrono-

mer at the Center for Astrophysics

in Cambridge, Massachusetts. To ap-

preciate what the team found, you

need to know what a spectrum looks

like. As shown on an lUE display

screen, a spectrum consists of one or

more long, straight, diagonal bands.

Positions along the length of a band

correspond to the wavelengths of ul-

traviolet light. The width of the band

at any point corresponds to the size

of the image of the target, measured

along a certain axis.

If the target is a single star with

a pointlike image, the spectral band

will be narrow and of uniform width,

but if the target is spatially extended,

the width will be greater. If a star

cluster were composed of identical

stars, its spectrum would be of uniform

width, since stars at every place along

the image axis would produce light

over the same range of the spectrum.

Dupree found, however, that the ul-

traviolet spectrum of a typical globu-

lar cluster, such as Ml 5 in Pegasus,

is a tapered band, narrower at the I

shorter-wavelength end than at the
j

longer-wavelength end. This implies
i

that the shorter ultraviolet wavelength

radiation is produced by a group of

hot stars that must be concentrated

in a small region. In the case of Ml 5,

the cluster as a whole is roughly ninety '
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light-years in diameter, but the hot

stars are located within a central zone

of only one light-year.

The observed short-wavelength ra-

diation can be most readily explained

as the product of about twenty lu-

minous blue stars. These are not young

blue giant stars of the type found in

Orion, for globular clusters are too

old to contain such objects. Rather,

they must be of a less familiar type,

called horizontal branch stars after

their position in a technical diagram

used for classifying stars.

The difficulty with this explanation

is that the theory of globular clusters

tells us that a given type of star should

not be concentrated more strongly at

the center of a cluster than other mem-
ber stars unless it is a very massive

type, and horizontal branch stars are

not exceptionally heavy. Dupree's way
out of this dilemma was to suggest

that the concentrated horizontal

branch stars are binary systems. Two
stars are heavier than one (with some
exceptions, of course), so the binaries

would be more strongly concentrated

at the cluster center than individual

horizontal branch stars.

One of the best examples of the

use of lUE to study the interstellar

gas is an investigation by two astrono-

mers from the University of Wisconsin

in Madison. They adopted bright blue

giant stars in the Large and Small Ma-
gellanic Clouds, two neighbor galaxies

of our own Milky Way, as background

lamps to study the gas of the Milky

Way at high altitudes above the ga-

lactic disk. The lUE spectra revealed

that there is indeed a thin gas up
there, where there are few if any stars,

and that the gas is very hot, perhaps

100,000°C. The gas, called the ga-

lactic corona by the Wisconsin astron-

omers, is not primordial, for it contains

atoms of carbon, oxygen, silicon, and

other elements that must have been

made by nuclear reactions within

stars. How did this gas get up there?

The best guess is that it comes from
the disk of the Milky Way, where
it was heated by supernovae explosions

and then rose upward like steam. This

theory remains to be proved, but the

observations are valid. Here again,

lUE struck pay dirt, or perhaps I

should say "hot stuff."

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff sci-

entist in the Laboratory for Astron-

omy and Solar Physics at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Maryland.



A Mummy's Travels
Working in the American Museum

of Natural History presents occasional

problems. One morning last month,

for example, the staff of Natural His-

tory was greeted by the suffocating

odor of mothballs. The cause was soon

revealed: the mummies in the mumm\
storage area, which is adjacent to

the offices of Natural History, had

just received a mothball change. And
since only a plasterboard wall that

reaches halfway to the ceiling sep-

arates the quick and the dead, the

fumes easily found their way over the

top and down again.

The mummy storage area houses

most of the human remains (aside

from bones) that have, through the

years, become part of the Museum's
collection. Stored in black tin boxes

are burials and mummy bundles from

the Americas, trophy heads wrapped

in exquisitely woven textiles, and

thirty-odd Egyptian mummy heads

loaned by the Metropolitan Museum
of Art some fifty years ago. Not ev-

erything is hidden away, however. In

the center of the storage area rest

several exhibit cases from the disman-

tled South American Hall.

By far the most striking sight in

these cases is Copper Man, a South

American copper miner killed about

A.D. 800 when the tunnel in which

he was working collapsed. It is not

hard to imagine how he got his name:

his skin is stained with dull green cop-

per oxides, except where oozing resins

have created the illusion of a shiny,

metallic surface. His body is remark-

ably well preserved, and unlike other

naturally mummified bodies, only

minimal shrinkage of skin occurred.

One can trace the details of his mus-

culature and facial features. His hair

is neatly braided, and he wears two

strips of coarse cloth as a loin covering.

The complete history of Copper
Man has recently been pieced together

by Junius B. Bird, curator emeritus

in the Department of Anthropology.

His research, published by Dumbar-
ton Oaks in a volume on pre-Colum-

bian metallurgy, covers not only the

anthropological significance of the

mummy but also its discovery and sub-

sequent transit through the fairs, mar-

ketplaces, and warehouses of Chile

and the United States.

Copper Man was unearthed in 1899

in an ancient, collapsed mine shaft

at a small mineral claim in the Ata-

cama Desert of northern Chile. Found
with him were four coiled baskets,

a rawhide bag, a stone hammer, and

a spadelike stone implement. He had

probably been removing copper ore

in a crawl space, hammering and pry-

ing out loose rock from cracks and

fissures, when the ceiling shifted, pin-

ning him. His arms are still extended

in a working position.

According to a letter found by Bird,

the discovery of the mummy pre-

cipitated an argument between the

American owner of the mine, William

Matthews, and the Frenchman who
was renting it, a M. Pidot. Pidot ar-

gued that because the body assayed

at slightly under one percent copper,

it was ore, and therefore belonged to

him. Matthews replied that Pidot had

only rented the mine, not the miners.

After a year of negotiation, they

finally arrived at a satisfactory finan-

cial arrangement and sold the mummy
for $1,000 to Edward Jackson, an

American entrepreneur living in An-

tofagasta, Chile. With characteristic

Yankee enterprise, Jackson set it up

in his house and charged a fee for

viewing it. Presumably business was

slow, because he soon entered into a

partnership with a fellow Anto-

fagastan, Perez de Arce, who was to

take Copper Man on tour to Valpa-

raiso and Santiago.

When a few months had passed and

no profits were forthcoming from de

Arce, Jackson decided the mummy
was more trouble than profit and made
arrangements to sell it. He soon found

out that, unfortunately, getting rid of

a mummy was not that easy.

Through the efforts of his brother,

Jackson sold the mummy to two busi-

nessmen, Srs. Torres and Tornero, for

$15,000—$5,000 cash and $10,000 to

be paid in three months. Torres and

Tornero brought Copper Man to the

United States, and after some trouble

with the Customs Service displayed

it at the Pan-American Exhibition in

Buffalo, New York, from May 1 to

November 2, 1 90 1 . To stir up interest,

they printed a pamphlet entitled: Hu-
man Petrification: The Only Speci-

men in Existence of a Perfectly Pre-

served Body From a Race Which Is

Now Entirely Extinct.

During the exhibition, excited spec-

tators swarmed into the Chilean build-

ing, sometimes climbing over the

railings and standing on the furniture

to look at the remarkable mummy.
At one point, the police temporarily

roped off the area after frantic crowds

smashed the mummy's glass case.

When the exhibition closed, Torres

and Tornero put Copper Man up for

sale at an enormous price—fully ex-

pecting to become rich men—but

there were no takers. They optimis-

tically prolonged their stay in the

United States, where they sank deeper

and deeper into debt. After a creditor

seized the mummy as security, Torres

and Tornero returned to Chile thanks

to the largess of the Chilean consul.

Because Jackson had never been

paid the $10,000 still owed him, the

mummy was legally his, but his efforts

to regain it were brushed aside by

the creditor. In desperation he gave

$500 in gold coin and power of at-

torney to an acquaintance, Raimundo

Docekal, who was going to the States
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and promised to get the mummy back.

After surviving a shipwreck in the

Strait of Magellan, Docekal arrived

in New York, made a deal with the

creditor, canceled the $10,000 debt,

sold the mummy, and disappeared.

In a letter to F.D. AUer, Esq., Jack-

son later wrote: "I looked for him
[Docekal] when I was in New York
but found it rather too big a place

to find him."

After discussing in detail his income

and expenses regarding Copper Man,
he continued: "I made only $200 on

it, and I came to the conclusion that

it is a sin to deal in dead men's bodies,

and shall not do so again.

"Mummies went up terribly in the

market after our find."

The mummy apparently bounced
around New York and was finally ac-

quired by the American Museum of

Natural History in 1905 through the

generosity of J. Pierpont Morgan.
How much Morgan and the Mu-

seum paid for the mummy is a mys-

tery. The owner had initially asked

for $100,000 but probably got only

a fraction of that amount. The proud

director of the Museum, Prof. Hermon
C. Bumpus, put Copper Man on dis-

play almost immediately.

In 1953, two scientists drilled out

cores from the body for study, and

discovered that the copper oxides had

only permeated the skin and were not

The hands of Copper Man, still

extended in a working position,

show the remarkable preservation

of the 1,200-year-old mummy. The
prehistoric South American copper

miner lost his little finger {and

little toe) to souvenir hunters at

the time of his discovery in 1899.

^
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present in the inner tissues. They also

confirmed that the mineral com-
pounds in the surrounding earth had

created a sterile environment for the

body, preventing bacterial decay.

Junius Bird theorizes that the blood

forced into the extremities of the min-

er's body when he was pinned by the

rock probably resulted in the mum-
my's lifelike preservation. If the skin

dried and hardened while distended,

the normal shrinkage that takes place

during mummification would not have

occurred. Bird notes that the Atacama
Desert is one of the world's driest re-

gions, an environment where a body

could have desiccated this rapidly.

Copper Man remained on display

until 1967, when his case was moved
into the mummy storage area.

There is some debate in the An-
thropology Department over whether

the Museum should exhibit Copper
Man again. Some curators feel it is

Discovery Tours

The Museum is offering members and

friends a chance to discover the wildlife

of East Africa on safari with Richard

G. Van Gelder, curator of mammals.
Participants will explore the major game
reserves of Kenya and Tanzania, includ-

ing Nairobi National Game Park,

Mount Kenya, Ngorongoro Crater, Ser-

engeti National Park, and Lake Man-
yara National Park. There will be a

brief mid-safari rest in the Seychelles.

The first East African safari, scheduled

for February of 1981, is booked; how-

ever, a second safari in late February

still has space available. For more in-

formation, write to Discovery Tours at

the Museum.

Tibetan Music
The Society of Myth and Tradition,

publishers of Parabola magazine, and

the Museum's Department of Education

are presenting an evening of Tibetan

music in the Auditorium on Wednesday,
July 2, at 7:00 p.m. Three musicians

will sing, chant, and play Tibetan music

on drums and trumpets, and Ernest

McClain, professor of music at Brooklyn

College; Huston Smith, professor of re-

ligion and philosophy at Syracuse; and
Lobsang Lhalungpa, translator of Ti-

betan texts, will discuss the music and

its relation to Tibetan Buddhism. The
program is free to all Museum visitors.

African-American Summer Festival

On Friday, July 18, and Saturday,

July 19, the Museum is planning a series

of events focusing on the culture, and

traditions of African-Americans, includ-

ing live music and dance performances.

improper to display human remains

for popular viewing. Bird, however,

disagrees. He feels that, as the Ameri-
cas' only prehistoric miner found with

his tools, the mummy would be an

important part of the planned hall of

South American peoples. "Mining,"

he says,

has always been a hazardous occupation.

This poor fellow was killed while working
with the most primitive of tools under

extremely difficult conditions. I feel that

if he had anything to say about it he

would prefer that people see him as he

is so they may better understand what
was involved in the making of tools, weap-

ons, ornaments, and other metal products

before Europeans came to the Americas.

But at least until the South Ameri-

can hall is built. Copper Man will

remain in the gloom of the storage

room, being disturbed only when it

is time for a change of mothballs.

Douglas J. Preston

Filmsfor Kids. Friday from 1 1 :00 a.m.

to 3:00 P.M., and Saturday from noon

noon until 4:00 p.m., a series of short

films for children will be shown in the

Auditorium. Highlights include The
Lion Game, Bushman children playing;

A Story, A Story, an animated African

tale about a spider; and Desert Caravan.

the life of a nomad boy of the Sahara.

Films for Adults. Running concur-

rently with Films for Kids will be a

series of films in the People Center.

Among them are / Shall Moulder Be-

fore I Shall Be Taken, about the Djukas

of Surinam, South America, who es-

caped from slavery; Bitter Melons, in

which an old blind Bushman celebrates

his hunting-gathering life in song; and

Men of Bronze, about the first black

regiment of World War One.

Bamiki Dance Group. On Friday at

1:00 P.M. at the 77th Street entrance,

young performers from Lincoln Square

Neighborhood Center's Bamiki dance

group wilt present The Bird with the

Most Beautiful Song, a program of Af-

rican mime and dance.

Ladji Camara African Dance and

Music Ensemble. On Saturday at 1 :00

P.M. at the 77th Street entrance, this

acclaimed ensemble will perform tra-

ditional African dances and songs.

No Maps on My Taps. On Saturday

at 2:00 p.m. in the Education Hall, this

1979 film about three old-time Harlem

tap dancers will be shown.

Tap Dance Demonstration. Eleanor

Harris, noted choreographer and dance

teacher, will demonstrate tap dancing

and invite audience participation on Sat-

urday at 3:00 p.m. in the Education Hall.

For more information, write to the

Museum's Department of Education.
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Discover the world of

ancient and modern
Egypt on an American
Museum 600 mile Nile

Cruise. Explore with

three lecturers the rich

natural and archeological sites of an area which has fascinated visi-

tors for centuries. A carefully planned itinerary (with a special two-day
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Trilobites (p. 46)

Details of the distribution of

calmoniids, including the influence of

plate tectonics, can be found in the

scientific report "Biogeography of

Silurian and Devonian Trilobites of

the Malvinokaffric Realm," by N.

Eldredge and A.R. Ormiston, in His-

torical Biogeography, Plate Tecton-

ics, and the Changing Environment,

edited by J. Gray and A. Boucot (Cor-

vallis: Oregon State University Press,

1979). A well-illustrated introductory

text on historical geology, Evolution

of the Earth, third edition, by R. H.

Dott, Jr., and R. L. Batten (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1980),

discusses continental drift and the ba-

fsl U
jidwelll

life on

V, Gre«
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sic features of evolutionary theories. ( I'momc,!

A multiauthored symposium, Vicari- \
uporani

ance Biogeography: Congruence of ' * of {

Earth History with Plant and Animal i Jiled ky I

Distributions, edited by G. J. Nelson il
<ew Yor

and D. E. Rosen (New York: Co-iW), ace

lumbia University Press, forthcom- j Mi and

ing), offers a balanced view of con-

temporary method and theory in bio-

geography. "A Trilobite Odyssey," an
\

earlier article by N. Eldredge andj

M.J. Eldredge, can be found in the(

December 1972 Natural History.
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Salmon (p. 52)

A. Netboy's latest book, Salmon:^ WHisic

The World's Most Harassed Fish

(London: Andre Deutsch, 1980), dis-S

cusses the most recent information on

the life histories and survival problems

of Atlantic and Pacific salmon. An
earlier book by Netboy, The Salmon.

Their Fight for Survival (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1974), also pro-

vides background to "Those Salmon]

Keep Butting Those Dams" and

should be available in most libraries.

Salmon Fishers of the Columbia, by,

C. L. Smith (Corvallis: Oregon State;

University Press, 1979), is an illus-

trated popular history of the salmon-l

canning industry. In Pacific Trailer

Life on the Northwest Fishing

Grounds (Anchorage: Alaska North
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.west Publishing Co., 1978), F. E.

Caldwell gives a firsthand description

)of life on a troller.

^Afghanistan (p. 64)

V. Gregorian's The Emergence of
KiModern Afghanistan: Politics of Re-

form and Modernization 1880-1946
(Stanford: Stanford University Press,

1969) is a modern history with special

ficmphasis on socioeconomic develop-

irnent and the policies that determine

tit. Afghanistan, by L. Dupree (Prince-

irton: Princeton University Press, 1973),

takes a more anthropological approach

and discusses the processes involved

(rin changing from a tribal society to

a. nation-state. The social, cultural,

economic, and political trends in con-

,temporary Afghan society are the sub-

ijects of Afghanistan in the 1970s,

edited by L. Dupree and L. Albert

i!(New York: Praeger Publishers,

1974), a collection of essays by Af-

ghans and Americans. Of particular

interest are Baqui Yousefzai's "Kabul
University Students: A Potential Po-

litical Force?" and William Sayres's

'Old Trails and New Paths in Edu-
;ation." R. Akhramovich, a leading

Soviet expert on Afghanistan, gives

the Soviet point of view in Concerning
the Recent Stages in Afghanistan's

Social History, published in Moscow
;n 1967. An anthropological analysis

M two ethnic groups in northern Af-

Ijhanistan along the Soviet border is

iDresented by M. N. Shabrani, a native

)f the area, in The Kirghiz and Wakhi

'^f Afghanistan (Seattle: University of

Washington Press, 1979). M. Slobin

writes of his two-year study of the

Relationship of music and ethnic iden-

liity in his Music in the Culture of
Northern Afghanistan (Tucson: Uni-
versity of Arizona Press, 1976). The
:thnographic and trading situation in

;entral Afghanistan is discussed in

"Nomad Expansion and Commerce in

Central Afghanistan," by K. Ferdi-

liiand (Folk, vol. 4, 1962, pp. 123-59).

Katharine D'Agosta
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MATH WITHOUT TEARS
Using non-technical language and
u light touch Roy Hartkopf gives
you a basic understanding of
many everyday applications of
mathematics. He takes the reader
from simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of
math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own home at min-
imum cost.
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Zip_
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outdoor apparel and equipment.

Dept. PNH, Fifths Union, Seattle, WA 98124 g



Stalking the Cultivated Gooseberry
It takes work to find a gooseberry

or even a gooseberry fancier

by Raymond Sokolov

I am going to turn over a new life and
I am going to be a very good girl and
be obedient to Isa Keith, here there is

plenty of gooseberries which makes my
teeth watter.

Marjorie Fleming (1803-181!)

Before her untimely death at the

age of eight, the precocious British

diarist Marjorie Fleming had already

acquired her nation's taste for the tart

and hairy fruit of Ribes grossularia.

For my own part, as a more or less

typical American, I did not even try

a gooseberry until, as a nominally ma-
ture 22-year-old Fulbright student, I

sat down to dinner at Wadham Col-

lege, Oxford, and having picked des-

ultorily at the main course, braised

ox heart, fell upon the dessert—goose-

berry compote—with a gusto that di-

minished after the first bite.

The once-green and translucent ber-

ries had lost their shimmer in the can-

ning process, but I could still make
out the delicate, longitudinal striping

on their skins. The actual flavor did

not then mightily attract me. Over
the years, however, 1 have put away
this childish phobia and ceased to be

a gooseberry fool. Now, back in the

United States, I have a new problem.

Fresh gooseberries are almost as rare

as the great auk.

Prepared gooseberry products are

easy enough to find in this country.

On a recent visit to a specialty store,

I turned up two kinds of gooseberry

preserves (one English, one from Or-

egon) and a jar of canned whole goose-

berries from Germany. But fresh

gooseberries seemed to be only a mid-

summer's dream until a hot tip from

a horticulturally alert friend sent me
out to the eastern tip of Long Island

and beyond, by ferry over Gardiner's

Bay, to Shelter Island.

Stalking the cultivated gooseberry

on that seagirt and historic summer
mecca was soft work, but I got there

just in time. Kathleen Brown, who
had been tending her opulent garden

on the island for seventeen years, was

just packing the last of her belongings

and preparing to move to a planned

retirement community in southern

California.

The berry patch was still in place,

however, on a small plot behind a

cheerful yellow ex-privy in the middle

of a sunlit lawn bordered by a mob
of lilies. Tangled branches with long

thorns and curly green leaves were

tied off in sections to make it easier

to pick fruit during the short season

that runs, on Shelter Island, from the

end of June until late July.

The stand of shrubbery wasn't par-

ticularly imposing but for years it pro-

vided Mrs. Brown with enough berries

for a cash crop. In 1977, her best

year, she picked twenty-seven quarts

and sold most of them at a local farm

stand. You couldn't call it a phenom-
enal output, but the outsider, knowing

how unlikely it is to find such a thing

at all, wondered why Mrs. Brown had

turned her green thumb in this un-

usual direction. Was it a case of an-

glophilia or a yearning for the exotic?

"I didn't know there was such a

thing as a gooseberry," she said. "A
friend gave me a bush. She had a

lot. I layered more every year. Goose-

berries are no trouble at all."

In the mild climate of her garden,

under her watchful eye, this may be

so, but the fact is that the gooseberry

has had a hard time of it in this coun-

try, even though, in the beginning of

British colonization, there was every

cultural reason for it to have prospered

on American soil.

Apparently, early settlers did try

to transplant European gooseberries,

but they failed. Ribes grossularia^

which had been cultivated in northern

Europe since as early as the sixteenth

century, did not adapt to our climate.

Imported shrubs succumbed to a fun-

gus known as gooseberry mildew,

which attacked the leaves, twigs, and

fruit of the plant, covering it with

its weblike mycelium in the spring.

All was not lost, however. In the

nineteenth century, a native wild

gooseberry turned up in New Hamp-
shire and Vermont. By 1846, Abel

Houghton, Jr., of Lynn, Massachu-

setts, had cultivated it, probably from

seed of the plant now called Ribes

hirtellum. Subsequent hybridization

with European strains led to viable

cultivars with commercially exploit-

able fruit, inferior in flavor to the Eu-

ropean gooseberries, which can be eat-

en out of hand, but still a delectable

berry for jams and cooked desserts

(see recipes).

High hopes for the American goose-

berry soured when it transpired that

it, nice its Ribes cousin, the black cur-

rant, played host to a virulent fun-

gus, Cronartium ribicola, which at-

tacks five-needle pines. In fact, the

so-called white-pine blister rust is such

a threat to the timber industry that

federal and state laws regulate ship

ment and cultivation of gooseberries

and black currants.

Clearly, the white pine has a far

more important role in American life

than the gooseberry. And in the con-

flict between the two plants, the goose-

berry has lost out. Production figures



A Matter of Taste

Hodge; Peter Arnold

for American gooseberries are hard

to come by, but the annual crop is

not large. In its statistical tables the

U.S. Department of Agriculture

lumps gooseberries together with

"miscellaneous fruits and berries."

The department did publish numbers

for frozen gooseberries until 1970,

when 540,000 pounds of the fruit were

processed, as compared with some 29

million pounds of blackberries and 202

million pounds of strawberries.

It would be unfair to lay the blame
for the meager gooseberry harvest en-

tirely at the door of the timber lobby.

Fruit growers would, I am sure, have

found a way to grow gooseberries safe-

ly and in quantity if there had been

a strong public demand for them. But

the high acidity of domestic goose-

berries has undoubtedly played a real

part in making them unpopular. A
sweet-toothed populace eager for con-

venience foods will opt for sweeter

fruits that can simply be popped into

the mouth.

And then there is the matter of

the name "gooseberry" itself. It makes
the fruit sound funny, especially the

way we Americans pronounce the

word. In England, they disguise the

poultry aspect of their gooseberries

with a pronunciation that sounds like

"guzbry." When you hear it you don't

think of a goose. This is etymologically

reasonable, since the term may very

well have nothing to do with geese

at all. No one knows for sure, but

it is not hard to see how "gooseberry"

may have evolved from the Dutch

kruisbezie, the German Krausbeere,

or the French groseille.

Even if gooseberry does have some

fanciful connection with geese, the do-

mestic species and hybrids still offer



an alternative to more familiar Berries

for anyone who wants to try a complex

and distinguished summer fruit. Some
farm stands and fancy fruiterers carry

them. And the home gardener can find

shrubs for sale at nurseries. I recently

saw a small plant for sale in Man-
hattan at $5.99.

The standard method of propaga-

tion is mound layering. After severe

pruning, so that the plant has been

cut back almost to the ground, heap

soil around the bases of the stems,

which will send out roots. Then set

out the rooted stems and let them
develop into new plants.

Mrs. Brown layered her goosfeberry

patch by cutting into long stems on

the bias, painting the cut with a com-

mercial rooting chemical and burying

the cut area underground. A brick

was placed over each buried piece to

hold it in place. She did this at the

end of the season and never cut her

plants back, thereby probably reduc-

ing her overall crop since the heavi-

est output normally occurs on wood
under three years old.

But Mrs. Brown has a green thumb.

She knew how to keep gooseberry

maintenance to a minimum. In early

May, she fed her patch with 5-10-

5 fertilizer. She sprayed the bushes

with Sevin, one tablespoon per gallon

of water, to hold down insect infes-

tation. Then, all she had to do was wait

and pick the berries before the

birds got to them.

You pick them when they're half green,

with a red blush. When they've turned

solid red and started to fall on the ground,

it's too late. In the beginning, I waited

until they were all red and picked them
very carefully. Then I learned that earlier

was better. I was so amazed that you

could take these green gooseberries and
cook them and then see them turn red.

Color will vary among varieties, but

the result is the same, plenty of fruit

for ten to twenty years, after two or

three years of waiting for the patch

to take hold. Gooseberries will not do

well in hot, dry climates. But these

are hardy plants, whose range extends

nearly to the Arctic Circle. Many peo-

ple leave them alone altogether. With
any luck. Mrs. Brown's patch will sur-

vive and continue to bear fruit, even

after she leaves for Chula Vista and
abandons her beloved gooseberries to

a new, possibly uninterested owner.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.
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Gooseberry Fool

(Traditional English recipe adapted

from Elizabeth David's Summer Cooking)

1 pound hard green gooseberries

10 tablespoons sugar, approximately

Vi cup heavy cream, whipped

1. Cook the gooseberries and sugar

in a double boiler until the berries

are quite soft. There is no need to

top and tail the gooseberries.

Push the gooseberry mixture

through a strainer or run through

a food mill. Chill.

Stir in the whipped cream. Add
more sugar if the fool is too acid-:

Serve very cold.

Yield: 3-4 servings

Mary Peacock and Amanda Stinchecum's

Illinois Gooseberry Fool

quart gooseberries

cups sugar

egg yolks

pinch salt

cups scalded milk

teaspoon vanilla

cup heavy cream, whipped

Cook the gooseberries until soft

with % cup sugar and Va cup water.

Mash a bit.

Beat the egg yolks lightly together.

Then gradually beat in the remain-

ing '/: cup sugar and continue beat-

ing until the the mixture lightens in

color and forms a ribbon.

3. Beat in the salt, then the scalded

milk in a slow stream.

4. Heat the egg mixture over boiling

water or over low to moderate heat

until it thickens. If some scram-

bling of the yolks occurs, pour the

mixture through a fine strainer.

5. Stir the vanilla into the egg mix-

ture. Cool. You will get a light,

pourable custard sauce.

6. Pour the custard sauce (creme an-

glaise) over the fruit mixture.

7. Top with whipped cream just be-

fore serving.

Yield: 4-6 servings

h.
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AMERICA'S MOSTPOPULAR SPORTSCAR
Ford Mustang's No. 1 And for good reason. It's not
just any small car.

Take a look at it. Sleek, stylishi, aerodynamic.
Get behiind the wtieel. Experience its impressive

ride and tiandling.

(0\\ EST 'ifl ESI
Take a look at its

\fcw/ MPG* WW HWY* economy. Mustang ^ ^— has the high mileage
and low sticker price you need today. .^

And just look at our standard features-rack
and pinion steering, modified MacPherson
front suspension, 2.3 liter overhead cam V,

engine, dual halogen headlamps, full

instrumentation, and more.

'Estimates for comparison. Your mileage may differ

depending on speed, distance and weather.
Hwy. mileage and Calif, estimates lower.

New 5-speed overdrive.

Get all the excitement of an optional 5-speed
overdrive, plus a v^/orld of other options -turbo,
V-8, Michelin TRX radial tires, forged aluminum
wheels . . . even a flip-up open air roof.

With all this going for you, it's no wonder
Mustang is America's most popular sports car.

FORQMiSTANG



exaphotocybernetic
Six-mode exposure control.System versatility

Newer electronics for wider applications.

5l IT.
'1.1

sharpness, the A-1 will give you the camera. Great for astrophotography,

speed that's correct. photomicrography close-ups.

^ Programmed automation: On i— ^=
Ol theA-1, this unique exposure

mode picks both aperture and speed
in ideal combinations depending

on the light. You don't have to set

anything.

I_# Stopped-Down automation:
""'

This mode lets you get auto-

matic exposure with any lens or

accessory you can mount on the

The incredible Canon A-1. It's

on the cutting edge of technology,

with state-of-the-art electronics and

computerized operation.

Yet, although the way we build

it is complex, the way you use it is

the ultimate in simplicity. If push-

button-easy fine photography is

what you're after, the A-1 can give it

to you six ways.

t Shutter-Priority automation:

' You pick the speed to freeze

or blur action or prevent camera
shake, the A-1 picks the perfect

aperture automatically.

^ Aperture-Priority automation:

Select the aperture you want

for a soft background or total overall

S
Flash automation : The A-1 has

the easiest electronic flash of

any camera of Its type. With special

Canon flash units, your aperture and

speed are set automatically. Just

mount the flash, turn It on and shoot

for perfect exposures every time.

13" For any type of photography

O that's not already covered,

there's manual.

There's more. Digital control

and viewfInder display. Versatile

control features. Accessories like a

rugged motor drive, compact motor-

ized film winder and Interchange-

able date/data back. Plus forty

Canon FD lenses for unsurpassed

Image quality and scope.

You won't find another camera

like It on the face of the earth. Be-

cause only Canon has the technol-

ogy to make it. Luckily you don't

have to go to the ends of the earth to

get an A-1. Only as far as your local

Canon dealer

Canon ^
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So advanced, its simple.
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SONY INTRODUCES
ACASSETTE DECK

FORPEOPLE
WHOWOULD ONLY

CONSIDER
REELTO-REEL

Until now the superiority of reel-to-reel tape

decks to cassette decks has gone unquestioned.

But Sony, renowned for its unique abiUty to per-

fect each link in the recording chain—micropnones,
motors, tape heads, even the tape itself—has just

CTeated the TC-K81. A cassette deck so advanced it

delivers the kind of crisp, clear, unwavering sound re-

production you would only expect from reel-to-reel.

HEADS WITHOUT HEADACHES.
Just as in the best open reels, at the heart

of the SonyTC-K81 cassette deck are three separate

heads. One to erase, one to record and one to play

back. This arrangement offers instantaneous "off-the-

tape monitoring." Which means you can compare the

quality of the recorded music to the quality of the

original—while you're recording.

In addition, each head can be optimized for its

own specific function.

Of course, fitting three heads into the tiny

cassette shell openings, accurately,

for years on end, is no small feat. Es-

pecially since the sUghtest alignment
error can cause significant high-

frequency loss. So to make sure you
hear all the sound you're supposed to, Sony has
created a major breakthrough in head design with a

unique independent suspension system.

This remarkable system allows incredible

precision and consistency in head alignment. And
-just as important, there's no longer the need for you
to realign the heads from one tape to the next as in

other cassette decks. Equally innovative is that only
Sony uses heads that are a combination of Sendust
and Ferrite. So you get the advantages of both, with
out the disadvantages of either.

TWO FUNCTIONS,TWO MOTORS.
Because tape-speed irregularities can affect

your music, the K8I has two separate motors.

One takes care of fast forward and rewind, while the

other, combined with what we call "Closed-Loop
Dual-Capstan Drive," moves the tape with absolute

uniformity past the heads. There's no pulling, pushing
or tugging.

This division of labor reduces the number
of mechanical parts needed in the drive mechanism
and virtually eliminates wow and flutter

THE LAST WORD IN FINE TUNING.
All tape is not created equal. So the K81 fea-

tures front-panel bias calibration controls. These allow

the K81 to be hand-tailored in order to get the ideal

high-frequency response out of each individual tape.

And to insure your recordings are made on
a background of silence, free of annoying tape hiss,

the K81 incorporates the Dolby* Noise Reduction
System. But Sony goes one better with

a foolproof record calibration device

that insures the Dolby System will

always work at its peak effectiveness.
" r"" Obviously we could fill pages on

the technological advancements in the K8I. Like

the two 16-segment, LED Peak Program Meters. Or
the special "Auto-Space Record Mute" which allows

you to blank out commercials and other interruptions.

But you don't have to understand all the cir-

cuitry to know what makes the K81 superior.

When it comes to high fidelity there's only one
thing you have to know. And that's Sony.

SONY.
High Fidelity

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS: Independent-suspension Ihree-head design with switchable tape-source monitoring/ Metal tape recording and playback/Sendust and Ferrite record
and play heads/Two-motor closed-loop dual-capstan tape drive/Microprocessor solenoid-logic transport with feather-touch controls/Bias and record level calibration with built-in test

tones/ 16-seoment LED Peak Program Meters/ Auto-space record muting/Auto-plav repeat capability/Optional remote control/Wow and flutter (WRMS) 0.04%/ Frequency response (metal)
30 Hz-18 kHz ± 3 dB/Signal-to-noise ratio (metal or FeCr, Dolby ofD 60dB.

© 1980 Sony Industries, a division of Sony Corp. of America. 9 West 57th Streeu New York. N.Y. 10019. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation.

BIAS CAL REC LEVEL CAL
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"I am something of a compulsive

writer, artist, and photographer,"

explains Paul A. Johnsgard, "lurch-

ing from one to another of these

activities like a drunken barfly, and

usually working on at least three

books simultaneously." True to his

word, Johnsgard, a professor of zo-

ology at the University of Ne-
braska, reports that he is at work
on a book on the shorebirds of the

world, another on the grouse and

ptarmigans of the world, and a third

on the hummingbirds of North
America. Fieldwork associated

with the production of these am-
bitious tomes will cover a goodly

chunk of time over the next several

years. Somehow, he also finds the

opportunity to contribute regularly

to Natural History.

The Academy of Natural Sciences

in Philadelphia, where Daniel Otte is

an associate curator of entomology,

has a huge collection of horned bee-

tles. Otte writes, "It occurred to me
that these animals have never been

measured as horned mammals have,

and that the existence of certain mor-

phological patterns would contribute

to the theory of horn evolution." When
not measuring the length of beetle

horns and pondering their evolution,

he pursues research on the behavior,

biogeography, and systematics of

North American grasshoppers and

Australian and Hawaiian crickets. A
native of South Africa, Otte also

serves as adjunct professor of biology

at the University of Pennsylvania and

is hard at work on a three-volume

handbook on North American grass-

hoppers.

Photographer Carol Beckwith first

went to Kenya in 1974. She bought

a 45-day ticket but stayed for eight

months. "I was drawn to the Maasai

visually and intrigued by their life

style," she says. "Here were a people

blending in with their environment,

who rejected the modern world be-

cause they found their traditional ways

superior to ours." Only much later

did Beckwith recognize that the

Maasai faced cultural extinction

through the modernization of the

Third World. Four years after her ini-|

tial trip, Beckwith returned to Kenya!

to work on her book on traditiona'

Maasai culture from which the article

in this issue was adapted. A graduate

of Goucher College in Maryland

Beckwith spent two summers at the

Skowhegan School of Painting and

Sculpture in Maine and did graduate

work at the School of the Museum o:'

Fine Arts in Boston. Her paintings and

photographs have been exhibited in sole

and group shows over the past decade
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A Maasai from a family of many
children, author Tepilit Ole Saitoti

combines within his person both the

traditional and modern worlds. He
tended cattle, sheep, and goats until

the age of eight, when his father sent

him to a government school. After

eight years of schooling, he became
a traditional warrior and proved him-

self brave in that role by killing a

lion that attacked his father's herd.

In 1967, Saitoti joined the Tanzania

National Park Service and soon be-

came a ranger and guide. Four years

later he was selected to star in Man
of the Serengeti, a National Geo-
graphic Society film. After obtaining

a language certificate at the Goethe

Institute in Munich, Saitoti flew to

Los Angeles to narrate the film. He
then toured the American university

circuit showing the film. In 1976, he

received an honors B.F.A. degree in

creative writing from Emerson Col-

lege in Boston, after which he con-

tinued his Western education at the

University of Michigan, where he

earned a master's degree in environ-

mental studies. Saitoti and Beckwith

met initially in Boston at an exhibition

of her African paintings.

As U.S. chairman of the Area on

Prevention of Water Pollution of the

U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Agreement on En-

vironmental Protection, biologist

Wayland R. Swain has made six trips

to the Soviet Union. These over-

seas visits have enabled Swain, a spe-

cialist in the ecosystems of the Great

Lakes, to examine at firsthand what

he estimates to be about 85 to 90

percent of the surface water in North

America and Russia. His interest in

freshwater bodies began in 1961 when
he was a graduate student at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota and "discovered"

large lakes in the literature of the

required reading. His 1979 visit to

Lake Baikal "fulfilled a nearly twenty-

year-old dream," he says.

Although he works at the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, the article

in this issue of Natural History was

written by Swain in his private ca-

pacity. No official support or endorse-

ment by the Environmental Protection

Agency or any other agency of the

federal government is intended or

should be inferred.

In 1969, William H. Whyte helpe

draft the "Plan for New York City

a design drawn up for the city's Pla

ning Commission. He thought then i

directly observing "just how the centi

city functioned or nonfunctioned

The next year, at Hunter College, I

conducted a course called "Expei

ence of the City." This led to tl

founding of the Street Life Project-

an attempt to observe the city sy
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Earthquakes in the central and

eastern United States are the pro-

fessional concern of research geo-

physicist Robert M. Hamilton. A
native of Texas who earned his

Ph.D. in California but now lives

in and likes the East, Hamilton is

chief of the Office of Earthquake

Studies of the U.S. Geological Sur-
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tematically through time-lapse pho-

tography and other kinds of film re-

search, note taking, and hours of ob-

servation. Just how city outdoor spaces

work or fail to work is described in

his book The Social Life of Small

Urban Spaces, from which this article

has been adapted. Mr. Whyte, a for-

mer editor of Fortune magazine, is

the author of The Organization Man
and The Last Landscape.
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This View of Life
.

The Piltdown Conspiracy
A famous priest apparently was involved in the most
spectacular scientific fraud of this century

by Stephen Jay Gould

Introduction and Background

Of Conspiracies

In his great aria "La calunnia," Don
Basilio, the music master of Rossini's

Barber of Seville, graphically de-

scribes how evil whispers grow, with

appropriate watering, into truly grand

and injurious calumnies. For the less

conniving among us, the same lesson

may be read with opposite intent: in

adversity, try to contain. The desire

to pin evil deeds upon a single soul

acting alone reflects this strategy; con-

spiracy theories have a terrible ten-

dency to ramify like Basilio's whispers

until the runaway solution to "who-

dunit" becomes "everybodydunit."

But conspiracies do occur. Even the

pros and pols now doubt that Lee Har-

vey Oswald acted alone; and every-

body did do it on the Orient Express.

The Piltdown case, surely the most

famous and spectacular fraud of tweh-

tieth-century science, has experienced

this tension ever since its expose in

1953. The semiofficial, contained ver-

sion holds that Charles Dawson, the

lawyer and amateur archeologist who
"found" the first specimens, devised

and executed the entire plot himself.

Since J.S. Weiner's elegant case vir-

tually precludes Dawson's innocence

(The Piltdown Forgery, Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1955), conspiracies be-

come the only reasonable refuge for

challengers. And proposals for cocon-

spirators abound, ranging from the

great anatomist Grafton Elliot Smith
to W.J. Sollas, professor of geology

at Oxford. I regard these claims as

farfetched and devoid of reasonable

evidence. But I do believe that a con-

spiracy existed at Piltdown and that,

for once, the most interesting hypoth-

esis is actually true. I believe that

a man who later became one of the

world's most famous theologians, a

cult figure for many years after his

death in 1955, knew what Dawson was

doing and probably helped in no small

way—the French Jesuit priest and pa-

leontologist Pierre Teilhard de Char-

din.

Teilhard and Piltdown

Teilhard, born in Auvergne (central

France) in 1881, belonged to an old,

conservative, and prosperous family.

Entering the Society of Jesus in 1902,

he studied on the English island of

Jersey from 1902 to 1905 and then

spent three years as a teacher of phys-

ics and chemistry at a Jesuit school

in Cairo. In 1908, he returned to finish

his theological training at the Jesuit

seminary of Ore Place in Hastings,

providentially located right next to

Piltdown on England's southeast coast.

Here he stayed for four years, and

here he was ordained a priest in 1912.

As a theological student, Teilhard was

talented enough, but lackadaisical.

His passion at Hastings was, as it al-

ways had been, natural history. He
scoured the countryside for butter-

flies, birds, and fossils. And, in 1909,

he met Charles Dawson at the focus

of their common interests—in a stone

quarry, hunting for fossils. The two

men became good friends and col-

leagues in pursuit of their interest.

Teilhard described Dawson to his par-

ents as "my correspondent in geol-

ogy."

Dawson claimed that he had recov-

ered the first fragment of Piltdown's

skull in 1908, after workmen at a grav-

el pit told him of a "coconut" (the

entire skull) they had unearthed and

smashed at the site. Dawson kept pok-

ing about, collecting a few more skull

pieces and some fragments of other

fossil mammals. He did not bring his

specimens to Arthur Smith Wood-
ward, keeper of paleontology at the

British Museum, until the middle of

1912. Thus, for three years before any

professional ever heard of the Pilt-

down material, Dawson and Teilhard

were companions in natural history

in the environs of Piltdown.

Smith Woodward was not a sfeCre-

tive man, but he knew the value of

what Dawson had brought and the

envy it might inspire. He clamped a

tight lid upon Dawson's information

prior to its publication. He wanted

none of Dawson's lay friends at the

site, and only one naturalist accom-

panied Dawson and Smith Woodward
in their first joint excavations at Pilt-

down—Teilhard de Chardin, whom
Dawson had described as "quite safe."

More specimens came to light during

1912, including the famous jaw with

its two molar teeth, artificially filed

to simulate human patterns of wear.

In December, Smith Woodward pub-

lished and the controversy began.

The skull fragments, although re-

markably thick, could not be distin-

guished from those of modern humans.

The jaw, on the other hand, except

for the wear of its teeth, loudly said

"chimpanzee" to many experts (in

fact, it once belonged to an orang-

utan). No one smelled fraud, but many

professionals felt that parts of two
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creatures had been mixed together at

the Piltdown site. Smith Woodward
stoutly defended the integrity of his

creature, arguing, with flawed logic,

that the crucial role of brain power

in our mastery of the earth today im-

plies a precocious role for large brains

in evolutionary history as well. A fully

vaulted skull still attached to an apish

jaw vindicated such a brain-centered

view of human evolution.

Teilhard left England late in 1912

to begin his graduate studies with

Marcellin Boule, the greatest physical

anthropologist of France. But in Au-

gust 1913, he was back in England

for a retreat at Ore Place. He also

spent several days prospecting with

Dawson and on August 30 made a

major discovery himself—a canine

tooth of the lower jaw, apish in ap-

pearance but worn in a human fashion.

Smith Woodward continued his series

of publications on the new material.

Teilhard de Chardin with skull uj Peking man.

but critics persisted in their belief that

Piltdown man represented two animals

improperly united.

The impasse broke in Smith Wood-
ward's favor in 1915. Dawson had

been prospecting at another site, two

miles from Piltdown, for several years.

He probably took Teilhard there in

1913; we know that he searched the

area several times with Smith
Woodward in 1914. Then, in January

1915, he wrote to Smith Woodward.
The second site, later called Piltdown

2, had yielded its reward: "I believe

we are in luck again. I have got a

fragment of the left side [it was ac-

tually the right] of a frontal bone with

a portion of the orbit and root of nose."

In July of the same year, he announced

the discovery of a lower molar; again,

apish in appearance but worn in a

human fashion. The bones of a human
and an ape might wash into the same
gravel pit once, but the second, iden-

tical association of vaulted skull and

apish jaw surely proved the integrity

of a single bearer, despite the apparent

anatomical incongruity. H.F. Osborn,

America's leading paleontologist and

critic of the first Piltdown find, an-

nounced a conversion in his usual

grandiloquent fashion. Even Teil-

hard's teacher Marcellin Boule, leader

of the doubters, grumbled that the

new finds had tipped the balance, al-

beit slightly, in Smith Woodward's fa-

vor. Dawson did not live to enjoy his

triumph, for he died in 1916. Smith

Woodward stoutly supported Piltdown

for the rest of his long life, devoting

his last book ( The Earliest Englishman,

1948) to its defense. He died, merci-

fully, before his bubble burst.

Meanwhile, Teilhard pursued his

calling with mounting fame, frustra-

tion, and exhilaration. He served with

distinction as a stretcher bearer in

World War I and then became pro-

fessor of geology at the Institut Cath-

olique of Paris. But his unorthodox

(although always pious) thinking soon

led him into irrevocable conflict with

ecclesiastical authority. Ordered to

abandon his teaching post and to leave

France, Teilhard departed for China

in 1926. There he remained for most

of his life, pursuing distinguished re-

search in geology and paleontology

and writing the philosophical treatises

on cosmic history and the reconcili-

ation of science with religion that later

made him so famous. (They all re-

mained unpublished, by ecclesiastical

fiat, until his death.) Teilhard died

in 1955, but his passing only marked

i
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the beginning of his meteoric rise to

fame. His treatises, long suppressed,

were published and quickly translated

into all major languages. The Phenom-
enon of Man became a best seller

throughout the world. Harvard's Wid-

ener Library now houses an entire tier

of books devoted to Teilhard's writing

and thinking. Two journals that were

established to discuss his ideas still

flourish.

Of the original trio—Dawson, Teil-

hard, and Smith Woodward—only

Teilhard was still living when Kenneth

Oakley, J.S. Weiner, and W.E. le Gros

Clark proved that the Piltdown bones

had been chemically stained to mimic

great age, the teeth artificially filed

to simulate human wear, the associ-

ated mammal remains all brought in

from elsewhere, and the flint "imple-

ments" recently carved. The critics

had been right all along, more right

than they had dared to imagine. The
skull bones did belong to a modern

human, the jaw to an orangutan. As
the shock of revelation gave way to

the fascination of whodunit, suspicion

quickly passed from two members of

the trio. Smith Woodward had been

too dedicated and too gullible; more-

over, he knew nothing of the site be-

fore Dawson brought him the original

bones in 1912. (I have no doubt what-

soever of Smith Woodward's total in-

nocence.) Teilhard was too famous and

too present for any but the most dis-

creet probing. He was dismissed as

a naVve, young student who, forty years

before, had been duped and used by

the crafty Dawson. Dawson acting

alone became the oflRcial theory; pro-

fessional science was embarrassed, but

absolved.

Doubts

I was just the right age for primal

fascination—twelve years old—and a

budding paleontologist when news of

the fraud appeared on page one of

the New York Times one morning at

breakfast. My interest has never

abated, and I have, over the years,

asked many senior paleontologists

about Piltdown. I have also remarked,

both with amusement and wonder,

that very few believed the official tale

of Dawson acting alone. I noted, in

particular, that several of the men I

most admire suspected Teilhard, not

so much on the basis of hard evidence

(for their suspicions rested on what I

regard as a weak point among the ar-

guments), but from an intuitive feeling

about this man whom they knew well.
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What with the threat of the

"Gas Line" eternally poised over

ourcollective heads, our national

preoccupation with fuel efficiency

is perfectly understandable.

The question must be

asked, however, does meeting

the demands of the gas pump
—not to mention the endless

stream of safety and anti-

pollution regulations—mean that

we are doomed to suffer a

generation of terminally boring

automobiles?

If one accepts as fact the

dismal cries of woe emanating

from the automotive community,

it would seem so.

Yet, if one drives the BMW
3201, it becomes apparent that

• this is not at all the case.

Indeed, while overcoming

these seemingly insurmount-

able obstacles, the BMW 320i

provides the sort of exhilarating

performance enthusiasts have

all but given up for lost.

THE THRILL OF
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT
THE SIN OF GAS GUZZLING .

Even before the words "gas

crisis" became a permanent
part of the language, small, prac-

© 1979 BMW ot North America, Inc .
The BMW trademark and logo a

tical family sedans were not well

known for their performance

capabilities.

A truth which makes the

3201 all the more remarkable.

Take a hair-raising curve and

the legendary BMW suspension

system—independent on all four

wheels—flexes with an uncanny

resiliency that makes one feel

as if the car were slotted into the

roadway.

Press the accelerator and

the four-cylinder, 1.8-titer, fuel-in-

jected, overhead cam engine

responds in a manner that can

only be descnbed as exhilarat-

ing, even by pre-pollution control

standards.

Yet, the 320i (with 5-speed

standard transmission) delivers

an impressive [251 EPA esti-

mated mpg, 36 estimated high-

way mileage and, based on these

figures, an estimated mpg
range of 13831 miles and a high-

way range of 551 miles.

(Naturally our fuel efficiency

figures are for comparison pur-

poses only. Your actual mileage

and range may vary, depend-

ing on speed, weather and trip

length. Your actual highway

mileage and highway range will

most likely be lower.)

AN INTERIOR ENGINEERED
FOR SERIOUS DRIVING .

Perhaps no more succinct

an expression of engineering in-

telligence exists than the intenor

of the BMW 320i-each facet

strategically planned to help pre-

vent driver fatigue.

Vital controls are within easy

reach. The tachometer, speed-

ometerand ancillary instruments

are well-marked, easy to read

and set in a control panel that

sweeps out to meet the driver

Its front seats are designed

to hold their occupants firmly

in place, and are so thoroughly

adjustable that it is all but

impossible not to find a comfort-

able seating position.

All in all, in a time of lowered

automotive expectations, amidst

increasing mediocnty, the engi-

neers at BMW have actually

improved the BMW.
If you'd care to judge for

yourself, phone your

nearest BMW dealer

to arrange a thorough

test drive.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
BMW, MUNICH, GERMANY.
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Pierre Teilhard de Chardin and Lucien Cuenot examine fossils from the Far East.
Fondation Teilhard de Chardin

loved, and respected, but who seemed
to hide passion, mystery, and good

humor behind a garb of piety. A.S.

Romer and Bryan Patterson, two of

America's leading vertebrate paleon-

tologists and my former colleagues at

Harvard, often voiced their suspicions

to me. Louis Leakey voiced them in

print, without naming the name, but

with no ambiguity for anyone in the

know (see his autobiography. By the

Evidence).

I finally decided to get off my butt

and probe a bit after I wrote a column
on Piltdown for other reasons {Natural

History, March 1979). I read all the

official documents and concluded that

nothing excluded Teilhard, although

nothing beyond his presence at Pilt-

down from the start particularly im-

plicated him either. I intended to drop

the subject or to pass it along to some-

one with a greater zeal for investi-

gative reporting. But at a conference

in France last September, I happened
to meet two of Teiihard's closest col-

leagues, the leading paleontologist J.

Piveteau and the great zoologist P.P.

Grasse. They greeted my suspicions

with a blustering "incroyable." Then
Pere Fran9ois Russo, Teiihard's friend

and fellow Jesuit, heard of my inquir-

ies and promised to send me a doc-

ument that would prove Teiihard's in-

nocence—a copy of the letter that

Teilhard had written to Kenneth Oak-
ley on November 28, 1953. I received

this letter in printed French transla-

tion (Teilhard wrote it in English) in

October 1979 and realized immedi-

ately that it contained an inconsis-

tency (a slip on Teiihard's part) most

easily resolved by the hypothesis of

Teiihard's complicity. When I visited

Oakley at Oxford in April 1980, he

showed me the original letter along

with several others that Teilhard had

written to him. We studied the doc-

uments and discussed Piltdown for the

better part of a day, and I left con-

vinced that Romer, Patterson, and
Leakey had been right. Oakley, who
had noted the inconsistency but in-

terpreted it differently, agreed with

me and stated as we parted: "I think

it's right that Teilhard was in it." (Let

me here express my deep appreciation

for Dr. Oakley's hospitality, his open-

ness, and his simple, seemingly inex-

haustible kindness and helpfulness. I

always feel so exhilarated when I dis-

cover—and it is not so rare as many
people imagine—that a great thinker

is also an exemplary human being.)

Since then, I have sharpened the basic

arguments and read through Teii-

hard's published work, finding a pat-

tern that seems hard to reconcile with

his innocence. My case is, to be sure,

circumstantial (as is the case against

Dawson or anyone else), but I believe

that the burden of proof must now
rest with those who would hold Father

Teilhard blameless.

The Case Against Teilhard

The Letters to Kenneth Oakley

The main virtue of truth, quite apart

from its ethical value (which I hold

to be considerable), is that it repre-

sents an infallible guide for keeping

your story straight. The problem with

prevarication is that, when the going

gets complex or the recollection misty,

it becomes very difficult to remember

all the details of your invented scheme.

Richard Nixon finally succumbed on

a minor matter, and Sir Walter Scott

spoke truly when he wrote the famous

couplet: "Oh, what a tangled web we

weave,/When first we practice to de-

ceive!"

Teilhard made just such a signifi-

cant slip on a minor point in his letter

to Oakley. Teilhard offered no spon-

i^a.
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Complete this simple questionnaire, and befriend a needy child through Save the Children. For only

fifty-two cents a day, your money, combined with that of other sponsors, can breathe new life into an

impoverished village . . . help hardworking people in their fight for dignity ... turn despair into hope for a

child who has known only disaster. Fifty-two cents may not buy much where you live. But for the poorest

of the poor where the need is so desperate, it can work miracles. n h s/o

My Name Is

Address

City -State Zip

Tell us how you want to help, by answering these questions:

1 . What kind of child would
you like to help?

D Boy n Girl No preference

2. What geographical area are you
interested in?
Urgent need exists in all the areas listed below, especially

overseas. If you have a strong preference for a particular

location, check the area of your choice. If not, won't you
please let us assign a child where the need is greatest?

Q Certainly. Choose a child for me in an area
of greatest need.

I strongly Z] Dominican Republic J Korea
prefer: Honduras J Lebanon

n Africa D Indian (U.S.) ^ Mediterranean

D Bangladesh n Indonesia 12 Mexico

n Chicano (U.S.) G Inner Cities (U.S.) 'Z Southern States (US)
n Colombia '12 Israel _ Sri Lanl<a (Ceylon)

3. Would you like a picture of your
sponsored child?
Shortly atter^we select a child for you, we can
send you a photograph and brief personal
history, if you desire.

D Yes D No

4. Would you like to exchange
correspondence?
If desired, correspondence can
build a meaningful one-to-one
relationship and provide a unique
educational experience for the
sponsored child. In areas where
illiteracy is high, a village

representative will keep you
informed of the progress your
child is making. Translations,

where necessary, are
supplied by Save the

Children.

QYes DNo

TMail to

David

5. Would you like information about
the child's community?
Several times a year you can receive detailed reports on
the activities and projects being undertaken in the com-
munity to benefit your sponsored child , These community
reports show how your money is being used most effec-

tively for permanent improvements to the child's

environment— for health care, education, food produc-

tion, nutrition, and community training. Would you like to

receive such information''

D Yes D No

6. How do you wish to send your
sponsorship contribution?
Enclosed is my check for $

n IVlonthly, $16 D Semi-annually, $96

D Quarterly. $48 D Annually, $1 92

7. Do you wish verification of

Save the Children credentials?
Save the Children is indeed proud of the handling of its

funds. Based on last year s audit, an exceptionally

large percentage (80.3%) of each'dollar spent

was used for program services and direct aid

children and their communities. Due to

volunteered labor and materials, your do-

nation provides your sponsored child

With benefits worth many times your total

gift Would you like to receive an in-

formative Annual Report (including

a summary financial statement)''

DYes DNo
(A complete audit statement is avail-

able upon request

)

S.Would you rather
make a contribution
than become a sponsor
of an individual child

at this time?

n Yes, enclosed is my
contribution of $

David L Guyer, President

Save the Children.

n Check here for general
information about our
unique programs for

aiding impoverished
children.

50 Wilton Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880
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taneous recollections about Piltdown

and responded only to Oakley's direct

inquiries for help in establishing the

forger's identity. He begins by con-

gratulating Oakley "most sincerely on
your solution of the Piltdown problem.

Anatomically speaking, 'Eoanthro-

pus' [Smith Woodward's name for the

Piltdown animal] was a kind of mon-
ster. . . . Therefore I am fundamen-
tally pleased by your conclusions, in

spite of the fact that, sentimentally

speaking, it spoils one of my brightest

and earliest paleontological memo-
ries."

Teilhard then stonewalls on the

question of fraud. He refuses to be-

lieve it at all, declaring that Smith
Woodward and Dawson (and, by im-

plication, himself) were not the kind

of men who could conceivably do such

a thing. Is it not possible, he asks,

that some collector discarded the ape

bones on a gravel pit that legitimately

contained a human skull, the product

of a recent interment. Could not the

iron staining have been natural, since

the local water "can stain (with iron)

at a remarkable speed." But Teilhard's

notion can explain neither the arti-

ficial filing of the teeth to simulate

human wear nor the crucial discovery

of a second combination of ape and

human at the Piltdown 2 site. In fact,

Teilhard admits: "The idea sounds

fantastic. But, in my opinion, no more

fantastic than to make Dawson the

perpetrator of a hoax."

Teilhard then goes on to discuss

Piltdown 2 and, in trying to exonerate

Dawson, makes his fatal error. He
writes:

He Dawson just brought me to the site

of Locality 2 and explained me Isic] that

he had found the isolated molar and the

small pieces of skull in the heaps of rubble

and pebbles raked at the surface of the

field.

But this cannot be. Teilhard did

visit the second site with Dawson in

1913, but they did not find anything.

Dawson "discovered" the skull bones

at Piltdown 2 in January 1915, and

the tooth not until July 1915. And
now, the key point: Teilhard was mus-

tered into the French army in De-

cember 1914 and was shipped imme-

diately to the front, where he remained

until the war ended. He could not

have seen the remains of Piltdown 2

with Dawson, unless they had man-

ufactured them together before he left

(Dawson died in 1916).

Oakley caught the inconsistency im-
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mediately when he received Teilhard's

letter in 1953, but he read it differ-

ently and for good reason. At that

time, Oakley and his colleagues were

just beginning their explorations into

whodunit. They rightly suspected

Dawson and had written to Teilhard

to gather evidence. Oakley read Teil-

hard's statement when he was simply

trying to establish the basic fact of

Dawson's guilt. In that context, he

assumed that Dawson had shown the

specimens to Teilhard in 1913, but

had withheld them from Smith Wood-
ward until 1915—more evidence for

Dawson's complicity.

Oakley wrote back immediately,

and Teilhard, realizing that he had

tripped, began to temporize. In his

second letter of January 29, 1954, he

tried to recoup:

Concerning the point of "history" you ask

me, my "souvenirs" are a little vague.

Yet, by elimination (and since Dawson

died during the First World War, if I

am correct) my visit with Dawson to the

second site (where the two small fragments

of skull and the isolated molar were sup-

posedly found in the rubble) must have

been in late July 1913 [it was probably

in early August].

Obviously troubled, he then penned

the following postscript.

When I visited the site no. 2 (in 1913?)

the two small fragments of skull and tooth

had already been found, I believe. Bui

your very question makes me doubtful!

Yes, I think definitely they had been al-

ready found; and that is the reason why
Dawson pointed to me the little heaps

of raked pebbles as the place of the "dis-

covery."

In a final letter to Mable Kenward,

daughter of the owner of Barkham
Manor, site of the first Piltdown find,

Teilhard drew back even further:

"Dawson showed me the field where

the second skull (fragments) were

found. But, as I wrote to Oakley, I

cannot remember whether it was after

or before the find" (March 2, 1954).

I can devise only four interpreta-

tions for Teilhard's slip.

1. I thought initially, when I had

only read the first letter, that one

might interpret Teilhard's statement

thus: Dawson took me to the site in

1913 and later stated in wartime cor-

respondence that he had found the

fragments in the rubble. But Teil-

hard's second letter states explicitly

that Dawson, in the flesh, had pointed

to the spot at Piltdown 2 where he

had found the specimens.

2. Oakley's original hypothesis:

Dawson showed the specimens to an

innocent Teilhard in 1913, but with-

held them from Smith Woodward un-

til 1915. But Dawson would not blow

his cover in such a crude way. For

Dawson took Smith Woodward to the

second site on several prospecting trips

in 1914, always finding nothing. Now
Teilhard and Smith Woodward were

also fairly close. Dawson had intro-

duced them in 1909 by sending to

London some important mammal spe-

cimens (having nothing to do with Pilt-

down) that Teilhard had collected.

Smith Woodward was delighted with

Teilhard's work and praised him lav-

Walking in the mud of the tropical jorcM almv^ ilic Suin River. Java.
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ishly in a publication. He accepted

Teilhard as the only other member
of their initial collecting trips at Pilt-

down. Moreover, Teilhard was a house

guest of the Smith Woodwards when
he visited London in September 1913,

following his discovery of the canine.

If Dawson had shown Teilhard the

Piltdown 2 finds in 1913, then led

Smith Woodward extensively astray

during several field trips in 1914, and

if an innocent Teilhard had told Smith

Woodward about the specimens (and

I can't imagine why he would have

held back), then Dawson would have

been exposed.

3. Teilhard never did hear about

the Piltdown 2 specimens from Daw-
son, but simply forgot forty years later

that he had never actually viewed the

fossils he had read about later. This

is the only alternative (to Teilhard's

complicity) that I view as at all plau-

sible. Were the letters not filled with

other damaging points, and the case

against Teilhard not supported on

other grounds, I would take this pos-

sibility more seriously.

4. Teilhard and Dawson planned

the Piltdown 2 discovery before Teil-

hard left England. Forty years later,

Teilhard misconstructed the exact

chronology, forgot that he could not

have seen the specimens when they

were officially "found," and slipped

in writing to Oakley.

Teilhard's letters to Oakley contain

other curious statements, each insig-

nificant (or subject to other interpre-

tations) by itself, but forming in their

ensemble a subtle attempt to direct

suspicion away from himself.

1. In his letter of November 28,

1953, Teilhard states that he first met
Dawson in 1911. In fact, they met
in May 1909, for Teilhard describes

the encounter in a vivid letter to his

parents. Moreover, this meeting was

an important event in Teilhard's ca-

reer, for Dawson befriended the young

priest and personally forged his path

to professional notice and respect by

sending some important specimens he

had collected to Smith Woodward.
When Smith Woodward described this

material before the Geological Society

of London in 1911, Dawson, in the

discussion following Smith Wood-
ward's talk, paid tribute to the "pa-

tient and skilled assistance" given to

him by Teilhard since 1909. I don't

regard this, in itself, as a particularly

damning point. A first meeting in 1911

would still be early enough for com-
plicity (Dawson "found" his first piece

of the Piltdown skull in 191 1, although

he states that a workman had given

him a fragment "several years be-

fore"), and I would never hold a mis-

take of two years against a man who
tried to remember the event forty

years later. Still, the later (and in-

correct) date, right upon the heels of

Dawson's first "find," certainly averts

suspicion from Teilhard.

2. Oakley wrote again in February

1954, probing further into Dawson's

first contact with the Piltdown ma-
terial, wondering in particular what

had happened in 1908. Teilhard sim-

ply replied (March 1, 1954): "In 1908

I did not know Dawson." True enough,

but they met just a few months later,

and Teilhard might have mentioned

it. A small point, to be sure.

3. In the same letter, Teilhard tries

further to avert suspicion by writing

of his years at Hastings: "You know,

at that time, I was a young student

in theology—not allowed to leave

much his cell of Ore Place (Has-

tings)." But this description of a

young, pious, and restricted man
stands in stark contrast with the pic-

ture that Teilhard painted of himself

at the time in a remarkable series

of letters to his parents (Lettres de

Hastings et de Paris 1908-1 9 1 2,

Paris: Aubier, 1965). These letters

speak little of theology, but they are

filled with charming and detailed ac-

counts of Teilhard's frequent wan-

derings all over southern England.

Eleven letters refer to excursions with

Dawson, and no other naturalist is

mentioned so frequently. If he spent

much time at Ore Place, he didn't

choose to write about it. On August

13, 1910, for example, he exclaims:

"I have travelled up and down the

coast, to the left and right of Hastings;

thanks to the cheap trains [les cheap-

trains as he writes in French] so com-

mon at this time of year, it is easy

to go far with minimal expense."

Perhaps I am now too blinded by

my own attraction to the hypothesis

of Teilhard's complicity. Perhaps all

these points are minor and unrelated,

testifying only to the faulty memory
of an aging man. But they do form

an undeniable pattern. Still, I would

not now come forward with my case

were it not for a second argument,

more circumstantial to be sure, but

somehow more compelling in its per-

sistent pattern of forty years—the rec-

'?

I
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An Art Book
ThatTookCenturies
To Create

It took the American Museum of

Natural History four years to arrange its

exceptional exhibition of more than 500
pieces of ancient gold from Colombia.
But those few years are a brief time
when compared with the decades arche-
ologists have spent digging (literally!)

and studying the gold artifacts from
tombs, caves, and buried sites. And all

that time is short when compared with
the many centuries prehistoric Indians
practiced their craftsmanship and artis-

try to create these treasures.
So when it became the United States

sponsor for this outstanding collection,

the American Museum faced a dilemma.
Could we do justice to all this effort and
scholarship and beauty? We think we
have. First, by dramatically displaying
Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of Co-
lombia in one of our largest halls. The
glowing reports from visitors tell us our
efforts have been worthwhile. If you
don't have a chance to see the show for
yourself in New York, we hope you will

see it in Chicago, San Francisco, or New
Orleans on its year and a half tour.

The second challenge for the Ameri-
can Museum was the creation of an
appropriate book to accompany the ex-

hibition. We decided against a tradi-

tional catalog; against a small, boring
volume with tiny black-and-white pic-

tures that could never do justice to these
fine objects. Instead, we decided to pre-
sent a select number of the finest pieces
of pre-Columbian gold in a large, stun-
ning format. And to represent the three
important elements that make a great
art book we chose outstanding profes-
sionals.

First, photographer Lee Boltin. One
of the greatest photographers of art ob-
jects, he also took the famous pictures
of the Tutankhamun show. We sent him
abroad to find and record great pieces
of pre-Columbian art.

Second, archeologist Warwick Bray,
from the University of London. One of
the world's foremost authorities on pre-
Columbian art. Bray is also a skilled

writer, able to present fascinating back-
ground in a succinct, readable essay in

the book. Dr. Bray organized the Colom-
bian gold exhibition in London.

Third, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Amer-
ica's leading publisher of fine art books.
In a co-publishing venture with the
American Museum, Abrams designed
the book, supervised the preparation of

30 large color plates, and monitored the
fine-quality printing.

The result is an unprecedented exhi-
bition book. It is bold and big—each
plate is 16 by 1 1

1/2 inches—bigger than
this magazine opened up. The paper is

heavier than most posters. In fact, many
persons have purchased two copies of
the book in order to have one set of

these fine art prints for framing.
And now for the happy ending. Be-

cause the Museum is a co-publisher, we
are able to offer this soft-bound art book

at a major savings from its normal retail

price of $12.50. We are pleased to offer

Gold of El Dorado to subscribers for only
$8.95—a 28% savings off its regular
price. This special offer is valid only
during the exhibition and only while our
limited supply lasts. We suggest that
you order one or more copies immedi-
ately. Of course, if you are not satisfied

after you have had an opportunity to

examine it in your home, simply return

the book and the Museum will refund
the purchase price.

Natural
History
Books

Gold of El Dorado Book
American Museum of Natural History
77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

YES, I want to purchase copy/copies of the Gold of El Dorado book.
I D enclose payment of/n authorize you to charge me $8.95 per copy (dIus
$1.00 for shipping and handling).

My name

My address.

City .State. -Zip.

For charge orders only:

Charge to: n Master Charge VISA
n American Express Diners Club

Interbank* (Master Charge Only) I

,

Account # i

^=^
(All digits) I

Expiration Date^

Signature
(required if using credit card)

(Make checks payable to American Museum of Natural History)

Order

book(s) @ $8.95 $

Shipping and handling $1.00
N.Y. Sales Tax (if

applicable)

TOTAL $



ord of Teilhard's letters and publi-

cations.

Piltdown in Teilhard's writing

I remember a jokebook I had as

a kid. The index listed "mule, sex

life," but the indicated page was blank

(ridiculous, in any case, for mules do

not abstain just because the odd ar-

rangement of their hybrid chromo-

somes debars them from bearing off-

spring). Teilhard's published record on

Piltdown is almost equally blank. In

1920, he wrote one short article in

French for a popular journal on Le

cas de I'homme de Piltdown. After

this, virtually all is silence. Piltdown

never again received as much as a

full sentence in all his published work

(except once in a footnote). Teilhard

mentioned Piltdown only when he

could scarcely avoid it—in compre-

hensive review articles that discuss all

outstanding human fossils. I can find

fewer than half a dozen references

in the twenty-three volumes of his

complete works. In each case, Pilt-

down appears either as an item listed

without comment in a footnote or as

a point (also without comment) on

a drawing of the human evolutionary

tree or as a partial phrase within a

sentence about Neanderthal man.*
Consider just how exceedingly cur-

ious this is. In his first letter to Oakley,

Teilhard described his work at Pilt-

down as "one of my brightest and

earliest paleontological memories."

Why, then, such silence? Was Teilhard

simply too diffident or saintly to toot

his own trumpet? Scarcely, since no

theme receives more voluminous at-

tention, in scores of later articles, than

his role in unearthing the legitimate

Peking man in China.

As I began my investigation into

this extraordinary silence, and trying

to be as charitable as I could, I con-

structed two possible exonerating rea-

sons for Teilhard's failure to discuss

the major event of his paleontological

youth. Kenneth Oakley then told me
of the 1920 article, the only analysis

of Piltdown that Teilhard ever pub-

lished. I found a copy in the ten-vol-

ume edition of Teilhard's oeuvre sci-

entifique, and realized that its content

invalidated the only exculpatory ar-

guments I could construct.

The first argument: Marcellin

Boule, Teilhard's revered teacher, was

a leading critic of Piltdown. He re-

garded it as a mixture of two creatures

(not as a fraud), although he softened

his opposition after he learned of the

subsequent discovery at Piltdown 2.

Perhaps Boule upbraided his young

student for gullibility, and Teilhard,

embarrassed to the quick, never spoke

of the infernal creature, or of his role

in discovering it, again.

The 1920 article invalidates such

a conjecture, for in this work, Teilhard

comes down squarely on the right side.

He mentions that his English com-

panions, convinced by finding the jaw

so close to the skull fragments, never

doubted the integrity of their fossil.

Teilhard then notes, with keen insight,

that experts who had not seen the

specimens in situ would be swayed

primarily by the formal anatomy of

the bones themselves, and that these

bones loudly proclaimed: human skull,

ape's jaw. Which emphasis, then, shall

prevail, geology or anatomy? Although

he had witnessed the geology, Teilhard

opted for anatomy:

In order to admit such a combination of

forms [a human skull and an ape's jaw in

the same creature], it is necessary that we
be forced to such a conclusion. Now this is

not the case here. . . . The reasonable atti-

tude is to grant primacy to the intrinsic

morphological probability over the extrin-

sic probability of geological conditions. . .

.

We must suppose that the Piltdown skull

and jaw belong to two different subjects.

Teilhard called it once, and he

called it right. He had no reason to

be embarrassed.

The second argument: Perhaps Teil-

hard had reveled in his role at Pilt-

down, cherished the memory, but sim-

ply found that the man he had helped

to unearth could offer no support for,

or even contact with, the concerns of

his later career. On a broad level, this

argument is implausible, if only be-

cause Teilhard wrote several general

reviews about human fossils; however

controversial or dubious, Piltdown

should have been discussed. Even the

leading doubters never failed to air

their suspicions. Boule wrote chapters

about Piltdown. Teilhard listed it with-

out comment a few times and only

when he had no choice.

In a more specific area, Teilhard's

silence about Piltdown becomes inex-

plicable to the point of perversity (un-

less guilt and knowledge of fraud en-

gendered it)—for Piltdown provided

the best available support that fossils

could provide for the most important

argument of Teilhard's cosmic and

mystical views about evolution, the

dominant theme of his career and the

source of his later fame. Teilhard

never availed himself of his own best

weapon, partly provided by his own
hand.

The conclusion that skull and jaw

belonged to different creatures did not

destroy the scientific value of Pilt-

down, provided that both animals le-

gitimately lay in the strata that sup-

posedly entombed them. For these

*Teilhard"s complete works are spread

over two editions—a thirteen-volume
edited compendium of his general articles

(Paris: Editions de Seuil), and a more ex-

tensive ten-volume facsimile reprint of his

professional publications (Olten: Walter-

Verlag). To my annoyance, 1 discovered

that the Paris edition has expurgated all

Piltdown references without so stating and
without even inserting ellipses. In trying

to spilf up Teilhard's record, they have

made him appear even more culpable by
accentuating the impression of guilty si-

lence. I therefore consulted likely originals

whenever I could find them. One expur-

gation is particularly infuriating in its

downright misrepresentation. A posthu-

mous volume of essays. Le Coeur de la

matiere ("The heart of matter," Seuil,

1976), reprints Teilhard's application for

the chair of paleontology at the College

de France in 1948 (ecclesiastical authority

did not permit him to accept). In this

autobiographical essay, Teilhard discusses

his role in human paleontology: "My first

stroke of good luck in this area of ancient

human paleontology came in 1923 when
1 was able to establish, with Emile Licent,

the existence, hitherto contested, of pa-

leolithic man in Northern China." If Teil-

hard had thus truly suppressed Piltdown

in presenting himself for review, what but

complicity could we infer? By sheer good
fortune, 1 found a copy of this unpublished,

mimeographed document in the reprint

collection of my late colleague A.S.

Romer. It reads: "My first stroke of good
luck in this area of ancient human pa-

leontology was to be included, when still

young, in the excavation of Eoanthropus

dawsoni in England. The second was, in

1923, to be able to establish, with Emile

Licent. ..." I doubt that half a dozen

copies of the unpublished original exist

in America, and I might easily have been

led from the published and doctored ver-

sion to an even stronger indication of Teil-

hard's complicity based on his silence. (It

has, of course, occurred to me that the

pattern of silence I detect in Teilhard's

writing might represent more his editor's

posthumous expurgation than Teilhard's

own preference. Yet the completely honest

ten-volume facsimile edition contains more
than enough material to establish the pat-

tern, and 1 have checked enough original

versions of potentially expurgated texts to

be confident that references to Piltdown

are fleeting and exceedingly sparse

throughout Teilhard's writing.)



One of these drivers had a
head-on collision and wallced away

without a scratch.
"I'm Dr. Arnold Arms, the man on the left. In 1975,

I drove one of the American cars equipped with

air bag restraint systems being tested in this country.

At 6 p.m. on October 7, 1 left my office to make a house
call and never made it. I had a head-on collision with

a city bus. I was travelling at about 25 miles an hour

"I recall very well what happened. The air bag
filled in front of the steering wheel and deflated right

away I could see I was alive. I could see that I had
no broken bones. To my surprise, I didn't even have
a headache or whiplash injury. I was able to walk away
from the crash."Arnold V. Arms, M.D., Kansas City, l\/IO

In 1979, 25 million auto accidents occurred in the

U.S. Millions of drivers and passengers were injured;

27000 of thiem died. Thie cost of hiospital and medical

treatment for auto injuries was astronomical. And withi

inflation continuing to spiral, these costs continue to

soar

Many deaths and injuries could be prevented if

people would use seat belts and shoulder harnesses,

which are standard equipment in all new cars. Unfortu-

nately, fewer than 20% of all automobile occupants use
their seat belts.

A federal standard requires that all full-size 1982-

model cars automatically protect front seat occupants
from serious injun/ in crashes up to 30 mph.

The auto industry has proven technology to meet
these new federal requirements. Safety belts that auto-

matically restrain you is one approach. The air bag
restraint system is another

Extensive testing has proven that air bags can
absorb the impact forces in head-on and front-angle

crashes, with a cushioning effect that dramatically

reduces serious injury. Research has shown that air

bag protection can reduce the frequency of head,

face, neck and torso injuries by as much as 40%. And
the cost is less than many car stereo systems.

Air bag protection is automatic. No initiative is

needed from the occupant. However, manual lap belts

will still be provided for those who desire additional

protection in other than front-angle crashes.

If there are fewer injuries, there will be less medi-
cal, hospital and legal expenses. And we will be better

able to keep the cost of your auto insurance at a rea-

sonable, affordable level.

Here's what we're doing to control costs:

Working through the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety to make cars more crash resistant and high-

ways safer

Lowering premiums for cars with air bag or auto-

matic seat belt restraint systems.

Asking for stricter enforcement of the 55 mph speed
limit.

Encouraging increased use of safety belts.

Here's what vou can do:
Use your seat belt regularly

Work in your community to make sure speed laws

are enforced.

Don't drink if you're going to drive.

Affordable insurance is our business—and yours.
This message is presented by the American Insurance Association, 85 John Street, New York, New York 10038.



Two time TV Emmy Award Winner Stan Hart: "The Kluge
Bag is the best. The only piece of luggage I ever use.

"

Pennsylvania cattleman Robert Johnson: "For quality,

convenience, organization, the Kluge Bag tops any set of

luggage I've ever used.

"

DRG Record Company President Hugh Fordin: "One
carry-on piece sure beats three or four check-in bags. I'm

delighted.

"

Here's the famous original you'll see on the Concorde,

the shuttle to Washington, the commuter out of

O'Hare. The Kluge Bag. The only combination over-

nighter and fortnighter in the world.

And the only bag that's as easy to carry to the last

airline gate with a complete wardrobe as it is with a

single change of clothing.

A "no waiter" you never check in. Never have to wait

for at the baggage counter.

Extra Comfort and Convenience
You'll use the Kluge Bag like a week-ender, too,

because it's just as easy to carry on and a whole lot

better Better because nothing gets wrinkled or

creased . . . because you have extra room for all the

reports and papers you need, the tennis things you
may or may not use, the sweater you'd like to be able

to knock around in at night, and to bring back anything

from reports to a new suit you pick up on your trip. (You

can prove it yourself at our risk!)

Beautifully Organized
The almost infinite flexibility is the result of an or-

ganization system designed by Peter Kluge, an inter-

national businessman, who travels constantly, from

Chicago to Dallas, New York, Los Angeles, to Europe

and the fi/liddle East, never sure if he'll be away two

days or two weeks, or of the clothing he'll need.

So, in one lightweight, compact, easy-to-carry

handle or shoulder bag you get (1) a garment bag that

holds two suits, (2) a pullman case, (3) a week-ender,

(4) a tote-tennis bag, (5) a toilel-accessones kit, (6) a
laundry-wet stuff bag... plus a full-size portfolio.

Compartmentalized for easy access to your shirts,

ties and belts; shoes and socks; underwear; suits,

slacks and jackets; sportswear, sweater, bathrobe;

business reports and papers. Anything and every-

thing you need.

One Vs. Two, Tliree or Four
You can't even begin to compare the ease and

convenience of the Kluge (rhymes with huge) Bag with

the bulky, heavy, loaded-down check-in luggage you
usually carry on trips of three, four or more days.

The Kluge Bag alone easily outcarries a garment

bag, a weekender or pullman plus a dispatch case. It

not only looks better, weighs less, it's also much easier

to carry and leaves your hands free to get your wallet

or ticket. The Kluge Bag comes with a specially de-

signed hook which allows you to hang it in the garment
compartment of the plane. Most important of all, only

the Kluge Bag is always ready when you are to get off

the plane.

Top Quality Construction
Simply, there's no other piece of luggage anything

like this. Beautifully made of top-quality cellulose

rayon, the material that's most often used in expen-
sive luggage today because it's as strong as it is

light, and will retain its beauty through years of use
and abuse, the Kluge Bag is available in natural

canvas color with rich brown piping and In striking

solid black diamond and brown trim.

Outside there are three sectional zippers, so you
can get to anything in a second, with security snap
locks and an over-all snap lock safety strap, plus

comfortable carrying handles and the adjustable

burden-bearing shoulder strap.

Inside, a fold-up rigid

bottom supports every-

thing you can carry in

the zippered main com-
partment. The fittings

and details are equally

impressive, like a tie

rack, a fitted compart-

ment for toiletries, a

zippered compartment
for valuables, pockets

for cards, notes, keys

and more. Plus a huge

Unique Shoulder
Carry System

volume portfolio. Everything you need to make pack-

ing and traveling for days or weeks easier and faster

than it's ever been before. Yet fully packed the Kluge ;

Bag is just 18" high by 23" long and 12" deep.

Only $49.95!
Most extraordinary of all, though, is the price. At ,

$90 and $100, which is the price you'd probably have
to spend in a fine retail store, the Kluge Bag would be l;

an excellent value. At $49.95 plus $3.60 shipping '

and handling, it's absolutely unbeatable.

A price that's possible because we're able to

commit for an entire manufacturing run, and to

eliminate salesmen, distributors and retailers and
their costs by selling direct.

No Risk Trial
Now we invite you to judge the Kluge Bag for

yourself—for 30 days without risk or obligation. You

must be convinced that it's the finest, most useful,

convenient and versatile piece of luggage on the mar-

ket today, a time and trouble saver, the perfect piece

for every trip, or return it to us for a complete refund.

No questions asked.

Call 800-228-5959
Nebraska Residents Call 800-642-8777
(In operation 24 hours, 7 days a week)

To order with any credit card, just call us at the toll

free number above. Or send your check to Dimen-
sions Unlimited, Inc. at the address below. Be sure to

specify natural or black. (Illinois residents are re- i

quired to include 5% sales tax.)

Of course we want you to try it on a trip during your

30-day trial. Don't worry about how you handle it.

Nothing will hurt it. And we'll take it back under any
circumstances anyway. So order your Kluge Bag
right now. Take the lug out of luggage, the wait out of

baggage.

The Kluge Bag is also available with rich belting

leather trim. The price is just $70.00 plus $3.60 ship-

ping and handling. To order with any credit card, just

call us at the toll-free number above. Or send your

check to Dimensions Unlimited, Inc. at the address I

below. Be sure to specify natural or black, regular or

deluxe.

r. , ,o
£//^Z./Mir^£f

Dept. 1 2-2578

733 Lee Street B, Des Plaines, IL 60016
© Dimensions Unlimited. Inc. 1980
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strata were older than any housing

Neanderthal man, Europe's major

claim to anthropological fame. Nean-
derthal, although now generally con-

sidered as a race of our species, was

a low-vaulted, beetle-browed fellow of

decidedly "primitive" cast. Piltdown,

despite the thickness of its skull bones,

looked more modern in its globular

vault. The assignment of the jaw to

a fossil ape further enhanced the

skull's advanced status. Humans of

modern aspect must have lived in Eng-

land even before Neanderthal man
evolved on the continent. Neander-

thal, therefore, cannot be an ancestral

form; it must represent a side branch

of the human tree. Human evolution

is not a ladder but a series of lineages

evolving along separate paths.

In the 1920 article, Teilhard pre-

sented the Piltdown skull, divorced

from its jaw, in just that light—as

proof that hominids evolved as a bun-

dle of lineages moving in similar di-

rections. He wrote:

Above all, it is henceforth proved that

even at this time [of Piltdown] a race

of men existed, already included in our
present human line, and very different

from those that would become Neander-
thal. . . . Thanks to the discovery of Mr.
Dawson, the human race appears to us

even more distinctly, in these ancient

times, as formed of strongly differentiated

bundles, already quite far from their point

of divergence. For anyone who has an idea

of paleontological realities, this light, ten-

uous as it appears, illuminates great

depths.

To what profundity, then, did Teil-

hard refer Piltdown as evidence? Teil-

hard believed that evolution moved
in an intrinsic direction representing

the increasing domination of spirit

over matter. Under the thrall of mat-

ter, lineages would diverge to become
more unlike, but all would move up-

ward in the same general direction.

With man, evolution reached its crux.

Spirit had begun its domination over

matter, adding a new layer of thought

—the noosphere—above the older bio-

sphere. Divergence would be
stemmed; indeed, convergence had al-

ready begun in the process of human
socialization. Convergence will con-

tinue as spirit prevails. When the last

vestiges of matter have been dis-

carded, spirit will involute upon itself

at a single point called Omega and
identified with God—the mystical

evolutionary apocalypse that secured

Teilhard's fame.

But convergence is a thing of the

future. Scientists seeking evidence for

such a scheme must look to the past

for twin signs of divergence accom-
panied by similar upward direction

—

in other words, for multiple, parallel

lineages within larger groups.

I have read all of Teilhard's papers

from the early 1920s. No theme re-

ceives more emphasis than the search

for multiple, parallel lineages. In an

article on fossil tarsiers, written in

1921, he argues that three separate

primate lineages extend back to the

dawn of the age of mammals, each

evolving in the same direction of larger

brains and smaller faces. In a review

published in 1922 of Marcellin Boule's

Les Hommes fossiles, Teilhard writes:

"Evolution is no more to be repre-

sented in a few simple strokes for us

than for other living things; but it

resolves itself into innumerable lines

which diverge at such length that they

appear parallel." In a general essay

on evolution, printed in 1921, he

speaks continually of oriented evolu-

tion in multiple, parallel lines within

mammals.
But where was Piltdown in this ex-

tended paean of praise for multiple,

parallel lineages? Piltdown provided

proof, the only available proof, of mul-

tiple, parallel lineages within human
evolution itself—for its skull belonged

to an advanced human older than

primitive Neanderthal. Piltdown was
the most sublime argument that Teil-

hard possessed, and he never breathed

it again after the 1920 article.

These two arguments have been ab-

stract. A third feature of the 1920

article is stunning in its directness.

For I believe that Teilhard fleetingly

tried to tell his colleagues, too subtly

perhaps, that Piltdown was a phony.

In discussing whether the Piltdown

remains represent one or two animals,

Teilhard laments that the direct and

infallible test cannot be applied. One
skull fragment contained a perfect

glenoid fossa, the point of articulation

for the upper jaw upon the lower. Yet
the corresponding point of the lower

jaw, the condyle, was missing on a

specimen otherwise beautifully pre-

served at its posterior end. Teilhard

writes: "Since the glenoid fossa exists

in perfect state on the temporal bone,

we could simply have tried to articu-

late the pieces, // the mandible had
preserved its condyle: we could have

learned, without possible doubt, if the

two fit together." I read this statement

in a drowsy state one morning at two

o'clock, but the next line—set off by

Teilhard as a paragraph in itself ter-

minated by an exclamation point

—

destroyed any immediate thought of

sleep: "As if on purpose [comme par
expres], the condyle is missing!"

"Comme par expres." I couldn't get

those words out of my mind for two

days. Yes, it could be a literary line,

a permissible metaphor for emphasis.

But I think that Teilhard was trying

to tell us something he didn't dare

reveal directly.

Other Arguments
1. Teilhard's embarrassment at

Oakley's disclosure. Kenneth Oakley
told me that, although he had not

implicated Teilhard in his thoughts,

one aspect of Teilhard's reaction had
always puzzled him. All other scien-

tists, including those who had cause

for the most profound embarrassment

(like the aged Sir Arthur Keith, who
had used Piltdown for forty years as

the bedrock of his thought), expressed

keen interest amidst their chagrin.

They all congratulated Oakley spon-

taneously and thanked him for resolv-

ing an issue that had always been puz-

zling, even though the solution hurt

so deeply. Teilhard said nothing. His

congratulations arrived only when
they could not be avoided-in the pre-

face to a letter responding to Oakley's

direct inquiries. When Teilhard visited

London, Oakley tried to discuss Pilt-

down, but Teilhard always changed

the subject. He took Teilhard to a

special exhibit at the British Museum
illustrating how the hoax had been

uncovered. Teilhard glumly walked

through as fast as he could, eyes

averted, saying nothing. (A.S. Romer
told me several years ago that he also

tried to conduct Teilhard through the

same exhibit, and with the same
strange reaction.) Finally, Teilhard's

secretary took Oakley aside and ex-

plained that Piltdown ws a sensitive

subject with Father Teilhard.

But why? If he had been gulled

by Dawson at the site, he had certainly

recouped his pride. Smith Woodward
had devoted his life to Dawson's con-

coction. Teilhard had written about

it but once, called it as correctly as

he could, and then shut up. Why be

so embarrassed? Unless, of course, the

embarrassment arose from guilt about

another aspect of his silence—his in-

ability to come clean while he watched

men he loved and respected make fools

of themselves, partly on his account.

Marcellin Boule, his beloved master,

for example, correctly called Smith



Woodward's Eoanlhropus "an artifi-

cial and composite being" in the first

edition o{ Les Hommesfossiles (1921).

The skull, he said, could belong to

"un bourgeois de Londres"\ the jaw-

belonged to an ape. But he pondered

the significance of Piltdown 2 and

changed his mind in the second edition

of 1923: "In the light of these new
facts, I cannot be as sure as I was

before. I recognize that the balance

has now tipped a bit in the direction

of Smith Woodward's hypothesis

—

and I am happy for this scientist whose

knowledge and character I esteem

equally." How did Teilhard feel as

he watched his beloved master, Boule,

falling into the abyss—when he con-

tained tools for extraction that he

could not use.

2. The elephant and the hippo. Bits

and pieces of other fossil mammals
were salted into the Piltdown gravels

in order to set a geologic matrix for

the human finds. All but two of these

items could have been collected in

England. But the hippo teeth, belong-

ing to a distinctive dwarfed species,

probably came from the Mediterra-

nean island of Malta. The elephant

tooth almost surely came from a dis-

tinctive spot at Ichkeul, Tunisia, for

it is highly radioactive as a result of

seepage from surrounding sediments

rich in uranium oxide. This elephant

species has been found in several other

areas, but nowhere else in such highly

radioactive sediments. Moreover, the

Ichkeul site was only discovered by

professionals in 1947; the doctored

specimen at Piltdown could not have

come from a cataloged museum col-

lection.

Teilhard taught physics and chem-
istry at a Jesuit school in Cairo from
1905 to 1908, just before coming to

Piltdown. His volume of Letters from
Egypt again records little about the-

ology and teaching, but much about
travel, natural history, and collecting.

He did not call at Tunisia or Malta
on his passage down, but I can find

no record of his passage back, and
the two areas are right on his route

from Cairo to France. In any case,

Teilhard's letters from Cairo abound
in tales of swapping and exchange with

other natural historians of several

North African nations. He was
plugged into an amateur network of

information and barter and might have

received the teeth from a colleague.

This argument formed the base of

evidence among my senior colleagues

who suspected Teilhard—A.S. Rom-
er, Bryan Patterson, and Louis Leakey
(Leakey also mentioned Teilhard's

knowledge of chemistry and the clever

staining of the Piltdown bones). Ac-
cording to hearsay, le Gros Clark him-

self, a member of the trio that exposed

the hoax, also suspected Teilhard on

this basis. I regard this argument as

suggestive, but not compelling. Daw-
son too was plugged into a network

of amateur exchange.

3. Teilhard's good luck at Piltdown.

Although records are frustratingly

vague, I believe that all the Piltdown

pieces were found by the original trio

—Dawson, Smith Woodward, and

Teilhard. (In the official version, a

workman may have given Dawson the

first piece in 1908.) Dawson, of course,

unearthed most of the material him-

self. Smith Woodward, so far as I

can tell, found only one cranial frag-

ment. Teilhard, who spent less time

at Piltdown than his two colleagues,

was blessed. He found a fragment of

the elephant tooth, a worked flint, and

the famous canine.

People who have never collected in

the field probably do not realize how
difficult and chancy the operation is

when fossils are sparse. There is no

magic to it, just hard work. A tooth

in a gravel pit is about as conspicuous

as the proverbial needle in a haystack.

The hoaxer worked hard on his Pilt-

down material. He filed the canine

and painted it to simulate age. Apes'

teeth are not easy to come by. If I

had but one precious item, I would

not stick it into a large gravel heap

and then hope that some innocent

companion would find it. It would

probably be lost forever, not trium-

phantly recovered. I doubt that I

would ever find it again myself, after

someone else had mucked about ex-

tensively in the pile.

Teilhard described his discovery in

the first letter to Oakley: "When I

found the canine, it was so inconspicu-

ous amidst the gravels which had been

spread on the ground for sifting that

it seems to me quite unlikely that the

tooth could have been planted. I can

even remember Sir Arthur congratu-

lating me on the sharpness of my eye-

sight." Smith Woodward's recollec-

tion (from his last book of 1948) is

more graphic:

We were excavating a rather deep and
hot trench in which Father Teilhard, in

black clothing, was especially energetic;

and, as we thought he seemed a little

exhausted, we suggested that he should
leave us to do the hard labor for a time
while he had comparative rest in searching
the rain-washed spread gravel. Very soon
he exclaimed that he had picked up the

missing canine tooth, but we were incredu- '

lous, and told him we had already seen

several bits of ironstone, which looked like

teeth, on the spot where he stood. He
insisted, however, that he was not de-

ceived, so we both left our digging to go
and verify his discovery. There could be
no doubt about it. and we all spent the

rest of that day until dusk crawling over

the gravel in the vain quest for more.

I also have some doubt about Teil-

hard's flint, for it is the only Piltdown

item indubitably found in situ. All

the other specimens either came from
gravel heaps that had been dug up
and spread upon the ground or cannot

be surely traced. Now in situ can sig-

nify one of two things (and the records

do not permit a distinction). It may
mean that the gravel bed lay exposed

in a ditch, cliff", or road cut—in which
case, anyone might have stuck the flint

in. But it may mean that Teilhard

dug into the layer from undisturbed, :

overlying ground—in which case, he i

could only have planted the flint him-

self.

Again, I regard this argument only

as suggestive, not as definitive. It is ,

the weakest point of all, hence its place i

at the botton of my list. Perhaps Teil-

hard was simply a particularly keen ,

observer.
j

Conclusions {

What shall we make of all this?

I can only imagine three conclusions.

First, perhaps Piltdown has simply de-

luded another gullible victim, this

time myself. Maybe I have just en-

countered an incredible string of co-

incidences. Could all the slips in the

letters have been innocent errors of

an aging man; the comme par expres

merely a literary device; the failure

to use his best argument a simple over-

sight; his conspicuous silence beyond

a few fleeting and unavoidable men-

tions only an aspect of a complex per-

sonality that no one has fathomed:

his profound embarrassment just an-

other facet of the same personality:

the elephant and hippo Dawson's prop-

erty . . . ? I just can't believe it. Co-

incidences recede into improbability

as more and more independent items

coagulate to form a pattern. The mark
of any good theory is that it makes

coordinated sense of a string of ob-

servations otherwise independent and

I

I
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inexplicable. Let us then assume that

Teilhard knew Piltdown was a hoax,

at least from 1920.

We are left with two possibilities.

Was Teilhard innocent in the field

at Piltdown? Did he tumble to the

hoax later (perhaps when he deci-

phered the inconsistencies in Piltdown

2)? Did he then maintain silence out

of loyalty to Dawson who had be-

friended him or because he didn't wish

to stir a hornet's nest when he was

not completely sure? But why. then,

did he try so hard to exonerate Dawson
in the letters to Oakley? For Dawson
had used him and played on his youth-

ful innocence as cruelly as he had

deceived Smith Woodward. And why
did he write a series of slips and half-

truths to Oakley that embody, as their

only pattern, an attempt to extract

himself alone? And why such intense

embarrassment and such conspicuous

silence if he had guessed right but

had been too unsure to say so?

Alan Ternes. editor of Natural His-

tory, made the interesting suggestion

that Teilhard. as a priest, might have

heard of the hoax through a confession

by Dawson that he could not subse-

quently reveal. I have not been able

to ascertain whether Dawson was

Catholic; I do not think that he was.

But I am told that priests may regard

statements of contrition by other bap-

tized Christians as privileged infor-

mation. This is the most sensible ver-

sion I have heard of the hypothesis

that Teilhard knew about the fraud

but did not participate in it. It would

explain his silence, his embarrassment,

even the "comme par expres." But,

in this case, why would Teilhard have

tried to construct such an elaborate

and farfetched theory of Dawson's in-

nocence in his first letter to Oakley.

Confession may have required silence.

but surely not sheltering by falsehood.

Any why the slips and half-truths for

his own exoneration in the subsequent

letters?

This leaves a third explanation

—

that Teilhard was an active cocon-

spirator with Dawson at Piltdown.

Only in this way can I make sense

of the pattern in Teilhard's letters to

Oakley, the 1920 article, the subse-

quent silence, the intense embarrass-

ment.

This conclusion raises two final is-

sues. First, to cycle back to my in-

troduction, conspiracies have a ten-

dency to spread. Once we admit Teil-

hard into the plot, should we not won-

der about others as well? in fact.

several knowledgeable people have

strong suspicions about some young

subordinates in the British Museum.
I have confined my work to Teilhard's

role: 1 think that others may have

participated.

Second, what about motive? How-
ever overwhelming, the evidence can-

not satisfy us without a reasonable

explanation for why Teilhard might

have done such a thing. Here I see

no great problem, although we must
recast Piltdown (at least from Teil-

hard's standpoint) as a joke that went

too far, not as a malicious attempt

to defraud.

Teilhard was not the dour ascetic

or transported mystic that his pub-

lications sometimes suggest. He was

a passionate man—a genuine hero in

war, a true adventurer in the field,

a man who loved life and people, who
strove to experience the world in all

its pleasures and pains. I assume that

Piltdown was merely a delicious joke

for him—at first. At Hastings, he was

an amateur natural historian, with no

expectation of a profesional career in

paleontology. He probably shared the

attitude toward professionals so com-

mon among his colleagues—there but

for the vagaries of life go I. Why
do they have the fame, the reputation,

and the cash? Why do they sit at

their desks and reap rewards while

we, with deeper knowledge born of

raw experience, amuse ourselves?

Why not play a joke to see how far

a gullible professional could be taken?

And what a wonderful joke for a

Frenchman, for England at the time

boasted no human fossils at all. while

France, with Neanderthal and Cro-

Magnon, stood proudly as the queen

of anthropology. What an irresistible

idea—to salt English soil with this

preposterous combination of a human
skull and an ape's jaw and see what

the pros could make of it.

But the joke quickly went sour.

Smith Woodward tumbled too fast

and too far. Teilhard was posted to

Paris to become, after all, a profes-

sional paleontologist. The war broke

out. and Teilhard had to leave just

as the last act to quell skepticism,

Piltdown 2, approached the stage.

Then Dawson died in 1916, the war

dragged on to 1918, and professional

English paleontology fell further and

further into the quagmire of accep-

tance. What could Teilhard say by

the war's end? Dawson could not cor-

roborate his story. The jobs and ca-

reers of other conspirators may have

been on the line. Any admission on
Teilhard's part would surely have
wrecked irrevocably the professional

career he had desired so greatly, dared

so little to hope for, and at whose
threshold he now stood with so much
promise. What could he say beyond
comme par expres.

Shall we then blame Teilhard or

shall we forgive him? We cannot sim-

ply laugh and forget. Piltdown ab-

sorbed the professional attention of

many fine scientists. It led millions

of people astray for forty years. It

cast a false light upon the basic proc-

esses of human evolution. Careers are

too short and time too precious to

view so much waste with equanimity.

But who among us would or could

have come clean in Teilhard's posi-

tion? Unfortunately, intent does not

always correlate with effect in our

complicated world—yet I believe that

we must judge a man primarily by

intent. If Teilhard had acted for mal-

ice or in hope of reward, I would have

no sympathy. But I cannot view his

participation as more than an intended

joke that unexpectedly turned to a

galling bitterness almost beyond be-

lief. I think that Teilhard suffered for

Piltdown throughout his life. I believe

that he must have cried inwardly as

he watched Smith Woodward and

even Boule himself make fools of

themselves—the very men who had

befriended and taught him. Could the

anguish of Piltdown have been on his

mind, when he made the following

pledge from the trenches during

World War I.

I have come, these days, to realize one

very elementary fact: that the best way

to win some sort of recognition for my
ideas would be for me myself to attain,

in the truest possible sense of the word,

to a "sanctity" that will be manifest to

others—not only because of the particular

force God would then give to whatever

good is in my aspirations and influence

—

but also because nothing can give me more

authority over men than for them to see

me as someone who speaks to them from

close to God. With God's help, I must

live my "vision" fully, logically, and with-

out deviation. There is nothing more in-

fectious than the example of a life gov-

erned by conviction and principle. And
now 1 feel sufficiently drawn to and suf-

ficiently equipped for, such a life.

Teilhard paid his debt and lived

a full life; may we all do so well.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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Where Have All the Curlews Gone?
One species seems to have gone extinct, although occasional
sightings of the Eskimo curlew keep hopes alive

by Paul A. Johnsgard

The morning of September 16,

1932, dawned gray and dismal, with

a northeaster in full progress along

the coast of Long Island. The night

before, Robert Cushman Murphy, the

noted authority on coastal and sea

birds, and his family had camped near

the lighthouse at the tip of Montauk
Point. Shortly after daylight four large

shorebirds headed in from the direc-

tion of the sea and dropped into the

vegetation of a hillock near Murphy's

tent. Stalking the birds. Murphy could

scarcely believe his eyes. They were

almost certainly Eskimo curlews, a

species believed by some to be extinct,

and had probably come from the coast

of Labrador, where a curlew had been

shot two weeks previously near the

Strait of Belle Isle. So far as is known,

that was the last Eskimo curlew ever

shot on the North American continent,

and Murphy's observation was to be

the last along the Atlantic coast for

nearly thirty years.

Those four remnant birds were fol-

lowing one of the most remarkable

migration patterns of all the North

American shorebirds. They were rep-

resentatives of a species once so abun-

dant that flocks on the Labrador coast

were reported to be a mile long and

nearly as wide. The calls of a distant

flock were said to sound like the wind

whistling through a ship's rigging or

the jingling of countless sleigh bells.

When the birds arrived from central

Canada in August, they gorged them-

selves on the abundant invertebrates

and crowberries of the Labrador coast

in preparation for the long overseas

flight to their wintering areas. If the

fall weather was favorable, the birds

remained in Newfoundland and Nova
Scotia until early September, when
they would leave for a nonstop flight

to the Lesser Antilles, some 2,000

miles to the south. After a brief lay-

over in the Lesser Antilles, the birds

continued south over eastern Brazil

and on to Argentina. The majority

arrived at their wintc quarters by

mid-September, concentrating in the

grassy pampas south of Buenos Aires.

However, fall storms on the Atlantic

coast often aff"ected this schedule and

itinerary, forcing the birds to hug the

North American shoreline. Large
flocks would build up along the At-

lantic coast, particularly in Massachu-

setts, on Long Island, and down
through the Middle Atlantic and
southern states. (Local hunters in New
England called the curlews "dough-

birds," apparently because they were

so fat and tender.) Under adverse

weather conditions, some flocks

sought refuge on Bermuda. Wester-

ly winds sometimes drove them far

out over the Atlantic, and on rare

occasions they would touch down in

the British Isles.

Such large assemblages of birds did

not go unnoticed by hunters, who ruth-

lessly slaughtered thousands in Lab-

rador every fall. The Hudson's Bay
Company's store at Cartwright was
a convenient place to sell the tasty

birds, which were marketed in all east-

ern cities, and it was not unusual for

twenty-five or thirty hunters to bring

in as many as 2,000 curlews in a single

day. Individual hunters often shot hun-

dreds, usually by stationing them-

selves between feeding areas and sim-

ply waiting for the birds to pass by.

The curlews' favored foraging areas

were muddy tidal flats where small

mollusks were abundant; these, to-

gether with crowberries, seem to have

been the bulk of their autumnal foods.

The birds were so intent on reaching

the tidal flats that they continued to

circle even when subjected to steady

gunfire.

Such slaughter could not go on in-

definitely. Between 1870 and 1880 the

birds began to diminish rapidly, and

by 1890 they had been practically

exterminated on the Labrador coast.

In that same year, however, a "cloud"

of these curlews was observed on the

Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of Saint

Lawrence, the last sighting of a large

flock anywhere. By 1900 the birds

were nearly gone. An ornithologist

who visited the Labrador coast in the

fall of that year saw only five birds

there and could find evidence for only

about twelve for the entire area. Eight

were seen in the fall of 1912 on the

Labrador coast, of which all but one

were shot.

Fall hunting was not the only hazard

for the birds. Those that survived the

long fall migration were also hunted

without restriction in the South
American wintering areas, although

the intensity of hunting there was not

nearly so great as in North America.

The Eskimo curlew's traditional

spring migration route was quite dif-

ferent from the fall pattern. By late

February or early March the birds

left their wintering areas and probably

undertook a nonstop flight to the Gulf

Coast of the United States. They ini-

tially concentrated in the coastal prai-

ries of Texas and Louisiana in early

or mid-March and gradually moved
northward through the southern Great

Plains. They began arriving in Okla-

homa in late March, and by early

April they were abundant in Kansas,

western Missouri, western Iowa, and

Nebraska, as well as Oklahoma. These

great spring flocks reminded the pio-

neers of passenger pigeons, and the

birds were often called "prairie pi-

geons." They foraged and migrated

in vast flocks; in flight these might

reach a half mile in length and a hun-

dred yards or more in width. When
feeding in fields they frequently cov-

ered areas of forty to fifty acres. The

largest flocks assembled during the

period of corn planting, when the birds

settled on newly plowed fields or

burned-off prairie searching for grass-

hopper eggs, young grasshoppers, and

other insects.

Market hunters from such cities as

Saint Louis, Kansas City, and Omaha
ravaged these flocks without mercy.

Wagons brought from Omaha were

literally filled with curlews. When
they were shot for sport, the birds

were simply dumped wholesale on the

prairie, their bodies forming heaps as

large as several tons of coal. Here,

too, the birds circled in masses so

dense that one "could scarcely throw



a brick or other missile into it without

striking a bird," according to Myron
Swenk, summarizing the species' de-

cline in the Smithsonian Institution's

Annual Report for 1915.

By mid-May, the birds were moving

out of Nebraska and into eastern

South Dakota and adjacent southwest-

ern Minnesota. Nebraska seems to

have been their last major spring stag-

ing area, for sighting records diminish

progressively from South Dakota
northward. There is no evidence of

the birds stopping in North Dakota
or in the Prairie Provinces of Canada.
Instead, they apparently left eastern

South Dakota in mid-May, made an

almost nonstop flight to the Northwest

Territories, and reached the vicinity

of Great Slave Lake in the latter part

of May.
Almost certainly the birds began to

spread out widely once they reached

the arctic tundra. There is no firm evi-

dence that they nested in Alaska, but

small curlews were seen in the late

1800s at Saint Michael and Cape Lis-

bourne in middle to late May, and very

probably bred near Point Barrow since

they were reported there between May
20 and July 6 of 1882, a period en-

compassing the nesting season.

The few actual records of nests in-

clude a clutch of three eggs hatching

at Point Lake, Mackenzie, found in

mid-June of 1822, and about thirty

clutches located near Fort Anderson

in northern Mackenzie by R. Mac-
Farlane in mid-June of 1 863 and 1 864.

The nests were well hidden in open

tundra, and the clutch, like that of

most shorebirds, consisted of four

eggs. The incubation period was prob-

ably about four weeks, like that of

other curlews, and hatching was re-

ported as early as July 12. Another

four weeks was probably needed for

the young birds to fledge. By the mid-

dle of August the birds were ready

to begin their fall migration. The ma-

jority of the birds, presumably the

adults, evidently flew eastward across

the northern part of Hudson Bay, thus

making a direct line for the Labrador

coast. A few early-arriving birds that

reached Labrador by the middle of

August were probably unsuccessful

breeders. There was apparently a sec-

ond migration route down the west

coast of Hudson Bay that reached the

Atlantic coast via Ontario and the

Great Lakes. A few birds also moved
southward through the Great Plains,

essentially retracing the spring migra-

tion route. As in the golden plover,

which has a similar migration route,

these may have been young birds. The

few fall records for Nebraska suggest

that Eskimo curlews passed through

the state in October. One bird shot

in Nebraska at that time had a total

of thirty-one grasshoppers in its stom-

ach, as well as numerous small berries.

By 1900, sightings of Eskimo
curlews had become so rare that they
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can almost be individually noted. In

Nebraska the last large flock (seventy

to seventy-five birds) was observed in

Merrick County in April 1900, while

other, smaller numbers were seen in

York County in 1904 or 1905, and

in Madison County in 1909 or 1910.

Among the last birds shot were seven

(out of a flock of eight) killed in April

1911 in Merrick County, Nebraska.

In September 1913 a single bird was

shot in Massachusetts. Finally, a lone

bird was killed on April 17, 1915,

near Norfolk, Nebraska, just a year

prior to the signing of the Migratory

Bird Treaty, designed to protect and
control the hunting of migrating birds.

So far as anyone knows, it was the

last curlew to be killed in Nebraska,

although a group of eight was reported

seen near Hastings on April 8, 1926.

In 1924 a small flock was seen near

Buenos Aires, Argentina, and one was

collected; the next year a single bird

was shot in the same location. In 1929

one was killed in Maine. A collector

for museums shot one bird in Labrador

in 1926, four in 1927, and one in

1932—the year Murphy saw the four

on Long Island. In 1945 two were

reportedly seen in late April on Gal-

veston Island, Texas, and another was

reported in mid-July 1956 on Folly

Island off the South Carolina coast,

a rather unlikely time and location.

In June 1946, however, there was an-

other sighting on the South Carolina

coastline, and in April 1950 a reliable

observer near Rockport, Texas, re-

ported seeing a single bird. In Sep-

tember 1964 a specimen was killed

on Barbados. Each new record raised

hopes for the species, together with

fears that the very last bird had just

been seen or killed.

The 1945 Galveston Island sighting

had been virtually forgotten by 1959,

when on March 22 two bird watchers

there saw a small, strange-looking

curlew feeding among a group of long-

billed curlews. After tentatively iden-

tifying it as an Eskimo curlew, they

returned with a professional ornitholo-

gist, G. H. Williams, who confirmed

their identification.

The bird was seen by numerous
other observers until April 12, and
during the following year a bird was
again observed in the same field. In

1961 perhaps the same bird was ob-

served and successfully photographed,

and in 1962 the exciting discovery

was made that at least three and pos-

sibly four curlews were present on Gal-

veston Island.

These Texas sightings added con-

siderably to the hopes that a breeding

population might still exist. Counter-

ing this optimism was the possibility

that at least some of the birds seen

may have been the Asian little curlew,

a very closely related form (some or-

nithologists suggest it is a different

race of the same species) that breeds

in eastern Siberia and normally win-

ters in Australia. But since many of

the recent sightings were from the At-

lantic rather than the Pacific coast,

and were mostly within the traditional

migratory corridors of the Eskimo cur-

lew, these suspicions do not appear

to have great merit. Nevertheless, the

early sightings of possible breeding

birds in western Alaska may indeed

have been of the Asian species rather

than of the Eskimo curlew.

There were few sightings in the pe-

riod between 1965 and the present.

In late August 1970, a single bird

was reported by two observers at

Plymouth Beach, Massachusetts. In

early August 1972, two birds were

observed closely on Martha's Vine-

yard, Massachusetts. In mid-August

1976, a pair of probable Eskimo
curlews were seen flying over an area

of coastal tundra along the west coast

of James Bay by two experienced or-

nithologists, one of whom had earlier

observed the species at Galveston Is-

land. Thus, as recently as four years

ago there was some evidence that this

species, believed by some to be extinct

by 1920, probably still existed. All

told, between 1932 and 1976 there

have been at least six sightings of the

Eskimo curlew on the coast of Texas,

seven from the Atlantic coast, and

one from James Bay.

Now, after a period of limited op-

timism, ornithologists are again in a

state of uncertainty and doubt as to

the existence of this elusive bird. In

spite of the ever increasing activities

of bird watchers, no sightings have



been reported from the Texas coast

in the last decade, and the present

status of this ill-fated bird is impos-

sible to judge. Most of the persons

who have summarized its sad story

have come to the conclusion that un-

controlled hunting, particularly spring

hunting in the Great Plains, was the

single most important factor in its de-

mise. Richard C. Banks of the U.S.

National Museum has recently re-

viewed the history of the species' de-

cline, and although he agrees that

hunter overkill was doubtless an im-

portant factor, he suggests it may not

have been the only one. Several cli-

matic factors, including an increase

in fall storms along the North Atlantic

coast and possibly lowered reproduc-

tive success on arctic nesting grounds

in the late 1880s during a period of

unusually cool summers, could also

have contributed to increased mortal-

ity and lowered reproductive rates.

These speculations are interesting but

inconclusive, and we are left in doubt

about what, if anything, can be done

to protect and preserve a species that

at best seems nearly mythical and at

worst may already be extinct.

There must have been a majesty

to the swirling flocks of Eskimo
curlews as they swept across the Great

Plains or down the Labrador coast.

In perpetuating their memory, one can

do no better than to quote an early

observer, Lucien M. Turner, who saw

a flock of several hundred birds flying

south along the Ungava coast of north-

ern Labrador in September 1884.

They flew in that peculiar manner which

distinguishes the curlews from all other

birds in flight, a sort of wedge shape,

the sides of which were constantly swaying

back and forth like a cloud of smoke

wafted by the lightest zephyr. The aerial

evolutions of the curlews when migrating

are, perhaps, one of the most wonderful

in the flight of birds. Long, dangling lines

either perpendicular or horizontal, the

lower parts of which whirl, rise, or twist

spirally, while the apex of the flock is

seemingly at rest. At other times the leader

plunges downward successively followed

by the remainder in most graceful un-

dulation, becoming a dense mass then sep-

arating into a thin sheet spread wide; again

re-forming into such a variety of positions

that no description would suffice.

The sight of these great shifting

clouds, combined with the distant

sound of avian sleigh bells tinkling

or wind whistling through a ship's rig-

gings, was a phenomenon that has van-

ished from the American scene. D
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Beetles Adorned
with Horns
// these insects were any larger, they would be fearsome

Text and paintings by Daniel Otte

!L

Charles Darwin once said that if

horned beetles were magnified to the

size of a horse or even a dog. they

would be the most imposing animals

in the world. Some small boys believe

that horned beetles are impressive

even at their present size. In my school

days in Zululand, South Africa, we

dug beetles from burrows under cow

dung in the summer, and the longer-

horned varieties were especially

prized, for they bestowed instant sta-

tus. Evening preparation hours at our

boarding school were made more in-

structive by testing the strength of bee-

tles tethered to ink bottles, workbooks,

and rulers; reputations were made and

lost in matches between beetles. In Af-

rica, where oxen are used for hauling

and plowing, horned beetles are living

toys and children use them to pull

miniature sleds and wagons.

Most horned varieties belong to the

Lamellicornia, a large group of beetles

that includes two families: the scarabs,

or chafers, and the stag beetles. Of
the more than 20.000 described scarab

species, most are hornless, but some
scarab species develop horns that

are hollow skeletal outgrowths of ei-

ther the head or thorax and so are

analogous to the bone and dermal out-

growths that give rise to horns in mam-
mals and reptiles. The stag beetle

family is much smaller in number of

species but includes proportionately

more horned varieties. Their horns are

technically not horns at all but enlarge-

ments of the jaws, and they are there-

fore more closely analogous to mam-

mal tusks or to enlarged bird beaks.

Beetle horns do not develop gradu-

ally, as in mammals, but are quickly

and fully formed during the last molt

to the adult stage. The final size of

the horns is believed to depend on

nutrition, with well-fed larvae giving

rise to larger-horned adults than larvae

that are poorly fed.

Early naturalists, most of them col-

lectors, often had little time or in-

clination to observe the behavior of

beetles in their natural habitats. Spec-

ulations on the use of horns were there-

fore based mainly upon examinations

of pinned museum specimens or, only

rarely, on observations of beetles in

captivity. Some early naturalists spec-

ulated that horns were sometimes used

in defense against predators, to dig

burrows and bulldoze excavated ma-

terial from rotting wood, as weapons

in fights between males, and occa-

sionally even to carry away a female.

Darwin thought that horns might on

occasion be used as ornaments to im-

press females, while other biologists

speculated that horns could be used

to lacerate stems or leaves and permit

the beetles to feed on plant saps. Still

another viewpoint, one held by Julian

Two male scarab beetles battle over a

favorable mating site. The victor is

the one that can lift his opponent in the

air and drop him to the ground.





Huxley, was that horns served no func-

tion and were merely byproducts of

increasing body size.

What conditions favor the evolution

of horns? Gilbert Arrow, the British

specialist on horned beetles, suggested

that enlarged jaws are more likely to

evolve in species that do not routinely

use the mandibles in feeding. He rea-

soned that only short-lived species that

feed on liquids or soft foods as adults

would be free, so to speak, to evolve

long mandibles. William Eberhard,

who has been studying beetles in the

field, has recently proposed that since

many beetles live in relatively enclosed

spaces, physical contests are more
likely to be decided by strength in

pushing matches than by speed or agil-

ity. Although the jaws were initially

used in feeding and excavating, they

could have been applied to biting op-

ponents and then subsequently be-

come enlarged.

The early stages in the development

of fighting horns in scarabs are more

difficult to envision. If evolutionary

biologists are correct, complex ana-

tomical features, such as horns, are

acquired gradually by a series of small

increments over hundreds of genera-

tions. Outgrowth horns might have be-

gun as small bumps on the exoskel-

eton. For a bump to increase in size

it must give its bearer some advantage

over other members of the population.

But could a small bump have been

used as a weapon? Intuition tells one

that the structure would have to reach
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A native of Japan, Allomyrina dichotomus sports

horns that resemble deer antlers.

some critical size before it could be-

come effective (just as an adjustable

wrench must be opened or closed to

a critical point to be effective on a

nut). One can surmise that outgrowth

horns of scarabs evolved to an effec-

tive size for fighting only indirectly

—

perhaps the projections, or ridges,

were initially used to move debris or

dung, and that in such situations even

the smallest changes in the exoskel-

eton could have made a difference

to the animals bearing them and so

could be modified by natural selection.

Once they reached a certain critical

size they could begin to act as weapons

and be improved by a new set of se-

lection pressures.

Among the horned beetles the mode
of breeding seems to influence how
similar the two sexes are to one an-

other. In promiscuous species, those

in which males mate with several fe-

males and take no part in assisting

the female in rearing offspring, body

size and horn differences between the

sexes are pronounced. In monogamous
species, in which the male mates with

and assists a single female, the two

sexes are often nearly identical in size

and appearance. The few differences

between monogamous mates are usu-

ally behavioral, associated with a well-

defined division of labor. In the stag

beetle Sinodendron cylindricum, for

example, the mandibles do not differ

in size or shape. The two sexes col-

laborate in preparing a burrow and

provisioning it with food for the young.

Ranzania splendens is a horned scarab that lives on foilage. Its horns can

be used to scoop opponents off tree perches.



As a rule the female digs the burrows
and prepares brood niches while the
male travels backward and forward,
sweeping and removing the accumu-
lating debris.

One commonly expressed notion is

that beetle horns are the product of
sexual selection, the force conceived
by Charles Darwin to account for the
striking structural and behavioral dif-

ferences between the sexes of many
species. As presently understood, sex-
ual selection is usually viewed as the
selective influence exerted by mem-
bers of the same sex or by members
of the opposite sex in the context of
reproduction. Males can exert a strong
selection pressure on their own sex
if inherited differences cause some to
win and others to lose in the com-
petition to reproduce. Females can in-

tensify this pressure by mating only
with males victorious in battle or by
favoring the most brightly colored or
largest males available to them.

Females in at least one species of
beetle seem to have a more than pass-
ing interest in the outcome of bat-
tles raging on their behalf. Darwin
described how females of the stag bee-
tle Lethrus cephalotes seemingly'force
males into combat and mate with the
victor. "The two sexes inhabit the
same burrow, and the male has larger
mandibles than the female. If. during
the breeding season, a strange male
attempts to enter the burrow, he is

attacked: the female does not remain
passive, but closes the mouth of the
burrow and encourages her mate by
continuously pushing him on from be-
hind; and the battle lasts until the
intruder is killed or runs away." Mat-
mg with winners may have certain
advantages. A female does not need
the ability to judge the quality of a
mate if males of higher quality tend
to win, which they do, nor does she
risk being deceived by male adver-
tisement or propaganda.

Darwin knew that beetles occasion-
ally used their horns in combat, but
he suggested that the more spectac-
ular varieties were perhaps ornamen-

The two tusks behind the long
snout and the spines on the hind
legs suggest that fighting occurs
among males of this species of

Mecopus. This beetle is native to

the Solomon Islands.
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tal and used principally to excite fe-

males. His judgment on the pinching

powers of beetles was based, so far

as we can tell, on his experiments with

Chiasognathus grantii, a huge-jawed

beetle from Chile. By placing his

thumb between its horns, Darwin dis-

covered that C grantii could not hurt

him. But C. grantii and its close rel-

atives happen to be unusual among
stag beetles in having exceptionally

narrow heads, a feature that makes
it difficult to exert much lateral pres-

sure. Had Darwin experimented with

a broad-headed species he might well

have ended up with a punctured

thumb and a different theory.

As the habits of more species are

studied, the uses of horns are becom-

ing clearer. Fighting has been seen

in many species and C grantii have

been seen tearing one another apart.

W. D. Hamilton, who has observed

fighting in C. grantii, believes this spe-

cies fights mainly in trees, where fe-

males may be attracted to sap flows

or flowers; males perhaps wait here

for females and fight among them-

selves to be the first to mate with

any female that arrives. During these

fights males try to lift one another

into the air, and battles are won by

the male who lifts his opponent and

drops him to the ground. Not sur-

prisingly, males with small horns lose

to larger males.

Larger males within a beetle species

have relatively larger horns than small

males, and comparisons among species

indicate that the largest horns, relative

to body size, are found in the largest

species—a relationship that is also

known to occur among some lineages

of deer. William Beebe saw this phe-

nomenon in some South American
beetles and called the larger-bodied,

big-horned types majors and the

smaller-bodied, smaller-horned indi-

viduals minors. When William
Eberhard measured a large number
of males of the scarab Podischnus

agenor he found that horns fall into

two distinct size classes. In species

of stag beetles in which we have mea-

sured large numbers of males, large

males and small males are revealed

to be the ends of a continuous size

distribution.

Why the larger individuals of a spe-

cies possess relatively larger horns

than smaller individuals is an unsolved

problem. One hypothesis relates to the

allocation of resources during devel-

opment. Males that are relatively en-

ergy starved during maturation might

be expected to avoid expenditures on

horn development if a certain minimal

horn or body size must be attained

for them to be efi"ective in fighting.

Such males might rely instead on high

dispersibility and increased longevity

to augment their chances of finding

and mating with females. But males

with access to abundant resources dur-

ing the larval stages might, after at-

taining the optimal body size, put all

available energy into horns and their

supportive structures. According to

this hypothesis horns are a luxury that

only males with access to large quan-

tities of food can afl"ord.

Male beetles employ diff'erent re-

productive strategies. If mating invest-

ment is the energy that a male must

expend to maximize the number of

matings he achieves, at least two ma-
jor evolutionary modes of investment

are apparent: a male can emphasize

the production of structures, such as

horns and muscles, that give him
strength and protect him from possible

injury; or he can increase the chances

of encountering unmated females by

emerging first to the adult stage or

by increasing his awareness of females

and his quickness in reaching them.

William Beebe observed how both

modes may exist within a species of

beetle. When he placed a small male

of Dynastes hercules into a chamber
with five large males and four females,

the small male showed far greater vi-

tality than any large one, mating with

all the females in turn and several

times in succession with two of them,

while the larger beetles mated with

only one or two. In combat the small

male could not win; although he

fought vigorously, he was invariably

carried ofl" the field held high in, the

air.

Fighting between insects is often

not harmful because the contestants

only exhibit behavioral displays that

do no damage. Geoff'rey Parker has

argued that it is important for animals

to know their relative strengths, and

that ritualized fighting is a way for

combatants to estimate their strength.

Small or weak males may break ofl"

an encounter with larger or stronger

males when the probability of a suc-

cessful combat is low. After the initial

bouts, large males may be encouraged

to continue the fight because the re-

sources can be gained with little extra

effort. If the combatants can gauge

their strengths in initial encounters,

weaker individuals should give up and

fights should not escalate.

In higher animals, strength seems
to be determined visually and can be

done at a distance—the contestants

evaluate one another on the basis of

body size and horn length, and fights

seem to occur only among closely

matched rivals. When animals merely

estimate the prowess of rivals, the sys-

tem is open to exploitation by bluffing.

When males actually grapple with one

another, the contestants can directly

determine one another's strength. But

when the assessment involves distance

signaling, all a male needs to do is

convince his rival that he is stronger,

which he can do by posturing and
through other forms of propaganda.

Sir Ronald Fisher believed that males

should, as a consequence, become less

and less deceived by propaganda and

be persuaded only by signals that in-

dicate a genuine prowess.

Propaganda seems to be more prev-

alent in species that advertise their

prowess through distance signaling

than in species that must prove their

ability. There is no evidence for the

existence of power advertisements or

propaganda in insects. They are prob-

ably forced to lead less deceitful lives

because of their visual and sensory

shortcomings. The assessment of

strength requires contact, so they are

more likely to determine real strength

than are mammalian contestants who
engage in much visual estimating. Be-

cause it is difficult for insects to signal

their strength at a distance, fights be-

tween grossly mismatched males
might be more common.
When horned beetles are observed

more carefully under both natural and

controlled conditions, we should learn

more about how horns are used and

which selection pressures directed

their evolution. It should be especially

interesting to know if countervailing

selection pressures will result in dif-

ferent modes of competition among
the members of a single population

and to discover which differences

within a species are due to genetic

factors and which attributable mainly

to developmental conditions. D

Having lifted his opponent, a longer-

horned male is in position to throw

the smaller-horned beetle to the

ground. This species of stag beetle,

Chiasognathus grantii, is the one

Darwin encountered in Chile.
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Warriors of Maasailand
Although a lion could run faster, we could run farther

by Tepilit Ole Saitoti

photographs by Carol Beckwith

When circumcised Maasai youths

enter warriorhood, at about sixteen

years of age, they let their hair grow

long and spend much time in grooming

it. Everything they wear must be new,

to symbolize a new life. They replace

their old attire with togas dyed with

red ocher. They also cover their bodies

from head to toe with the same red

ocher. Their parents give the warriors

new long spears, and their mothers

and girlfriends make all new beaded

ornaments for them.

The youths begin to experience a

freedom that they never had before

as mere boys. They can now socialize

with girls and have sex. They are free

to roam Maasailand without asking

their parents' permission. They have

more control over their destiny and

some degree of decision-making

power. They can shake hands with

other men as equals, instead of bend-

ing their heads in the respectful greet-

ing of a child. And they attain the

high degree of confidence that is

known and enjoyed only by Maasai

warriors after total manhood.

Young are the warriors, and we feed them

the best of our meat. Healthy, they will

protect our herds from enemies and fam-

ine. And they will stop ail the foes of

our people from encroaching upon us.

These words, sung by senior war-

riors to their younger comrades, ex-

press something of the significance

and the almost magical powers attrib-

uted to the title ilmoran ("warriors")

in Maasailand. Whenever there is

Resplendent in ostrich-feather

headdresses and special cloaks,

warriors perform the Enkipaata

dance, part of Eunoto, the

ceremony in which they

graduate to elderhood. During
the dance, the warriors mayfall

to their knees and wave their

headdresses in unison.



work requiring strength or courage

people will ask, "Are there no warriors

around today?" Warriors are needed

both for simple tasks—capturing a

cow to be slaughtered for a ceremony

and decorating it with bells, wrestling

with one to be branded—and for dan-

gerous ones—protecting the herd from

lions or subduing a crazy rhino charg-

ing through the kraal. Maasai warriors

in their prime seldom fall short in

the performance of their duties. When
praised, they will modestly answer.

"All we did is what Maasai warriors

are supposed to do."

I remember from my own experi-

ence as a warrior how self-confidence

takes over the whole being, along with

pride and a feeling of ease, as if you

yourself and all those around you were

thinking. "Everything will be all right

as long as the warriors are here." We
were supposed to be brave, brilliant,

great lovers, fearless, athletic, arro-

gant, wise, and above all, concerned

with the well-being of our comrades

and of the Maasai community as a

whole. We realized that we were to-

tally trusted by our community for

protection, and we tried to live up

to their expectations. If, for example,

a lion would roar near our kraal at

night, we would be so insulted at his

boldness. All we would wish for was

daybreak so that we might go in search

of him, hunt him, and teach him a

lesson: that we warriors, and not he,

reign supreme. We used to say that

until a lion could roast his meat, that

is, stop eating raw meat, he would

never be able to challenge us. And
we used to boast that although a lion

could run faster than we could, we
could run farther.

Maasai warriors are so fearless that

a German writer by the name of Karl

Peters observed, at the turn of the

century, "The only thing that would

make an impression on these wild sons

of the steppe was a bullet . . . and

then only when employed in emphatic

relation to their own bodies." Warriors

are reputed to be afraid of nothing

short of Almighty God; even foreign-

ers do not scare them. Often they do

not bother to distinguish persons

dressed in foreign clothes from each

other, be they white or black. They
sum up foreigners with the word
ilmeek, meaning "aliens," or iloridaa

enjekat, meaning "those who confine

their farts." This last term refers to

the nature of European clothes, which

1



do not allow the wind to blow away

any unwanted odors, as does the Maa-

sai toga.

Besides this most important quality

of bravery, Maasai warriors hav^

many other virtues. One of these is

the strong comradeship they feel for

each other. Maasai warriors share

practically everything, from food to

women. According to tradition, a war-

rior must never eat alone. This was

first made a law in order to ensure

that every warrior, even one from the

poorest family, would have enough to

eat. And even today, warriors roam

Maasailand always in groups, never

alone, for this reason. There are even

certain sections that forbid a warrior

to drink milk from his own cattle,

in an attempt to encourage sharing

rather than selfish monopoly.

Above: This warrior, his spear point-up by his side, has plaited

his hair and decorated himself with metal ornaments, colorful

beadwork, and disks made from crocodile eggshells. Girlfriends

fashion beadwork ornaments for the warriors. Left: Maasai
houses, arranged in a rough circle called an engang, are

made of woven tree branches patched with leaves and grass and
plastered with dung. Protection from the heat of the day is

provided by large acacia trees; the species shown here is

nicknamed "the shade tree."
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The physical appearance of the

Maasai warrior expresses all the qual-

ities that the Maasai, and even many
foreigners, consider desirable. This is

particularly true when the warriors are

seen in full war gear on their way
to a cattle raid or to retrieve stolen

cattle. Like finely crafted bronze stat-

ues, the warriors appear in full regalia

with headdresses of gleaming black

ostrich feathers or lions' manes, elabo-

rately patterned shields of buffalo

hides, and spears glistening in the sun.

They are both admirable and awe-
inspiring. Today, restricted by the ban
on hunting wild animals, the Maasai
find it harder and harder to obtain

buffalo hides for their shields and li-

ons' manes for their headdresses.

Their physical beauty and the deco-

ration of their bodies are important

to Maasai warriors in times of peace
as well. Anxious to attract girls, they

spend hours decorating themselves
with ocher and plaiting their hair.

They first grind the ocher, then mix
it with fat or water. After this mixture

is applied to the legs and while it

is still wet, decorative patterns are

drawn with the fingertips or a stick.

Warriors braid their hair into long

plaits, often twisting in strands of wool

to create greater length, and then dye
it red with a mixture of ocher and
fat. They adorn their earlobes, necks,

arms, waists, and ankles with the

beaded ornaments made by their fe-

male suitors.

The ever present spear of a Maasai
warrior is a most precious possession.

A traveler in Maasaiiand often sees

the lightning flash of a Maasai spear-

point gleaming in the distance before

the silhouetted body of a warrior ap-

pears. The warriors develop a wor-

shipful trust in their weapons, and cer-

tain braves will never flee from an

attack as long as their spears are still

in their hands, for fleeing would be

like betraying their weapons. The war-

rior anoints his spear with animal fat

and polishes it often to prevent rusting.

All day long, the spear is held in the

warrior's hand or thrust, point-up, into

the ground by his side. It would be

considered a serious insult to a Maasai
warrior if anyone were to insert his

spearpoint into the ground. At night

it is stored inside by his girlfriends.

Not used for fighting alone, the spears

are sometimes decorated to symbolize

peace. Pure black ostrich feathers are

attached to the tip of the spear with



Left: In jumping dances, Maasai men often compete for the

highest leap, but the rhythmic jumping always appears

effortless. The men, who participate in these dances throughout
their lives, stand in a circle and sing with a strong, breathy beat
while one or two of them jump in the center of the circle. They
accentuate the peak of their leaps by trembling their shoulders.

Below: During warriorhood, Maasai males periodically go off to

a feasting camp, called olpul, to gain strength, share wisdom
and lore, and prepare for lion hunts and cattle raids. When they

return, they play among themselves and with their girlfriends,

with whom they gather to sing and dance at the end of the day.

Bottom: In addition to styling their hair, warriors decorate their

legs, using their fingers or sticks to paint patterns in the wet

ocher or chalk with which they cover their legs.

a string of beads, forming a round

crown. A piece of black ebony may
be inserted into the spear shaft to in-

dicate a warrior's seniority, while a

section of pale wood indicates his ju-

nior status.

The activities of Maasai warriors

are many. Within their family com-

munities, they are very helpful, per-

forming such tasks as building thorn

fences to protect the herds, clearing

sand from wells, and watering cattle

during the harsh dry season. Warriors

tend the cattle only if they have no

younger brothers to help them. When
not working, the warriors group to-

gether to sing or play. A common
game involves throwing wild sisal

) stalks or the round yellow fruits known

as "Sodom apples" at each other and

fending off the blows with their
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Two o//Ae warriors' girlfriends put on their jewelry. The girl on
the right belongs to the Samburu tribe, a people closely related
to the Maasai in language, dress, and customs.
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As young Maasai girls dance
with the warriors, their beaded

necklaces flip up and down,
creating a dazzling show of

color, above. After Eunoto, a
man may marry. But the

ceremony also marks the end
of warrior comradeship. As

they march to the ceremonial
site, many warriors become
crazed with emotion and are
calmed by their mothers and
other warriors, above right.

Throughout Eunoto, warriors
gather in small groups to

decorate themselves, right.



shields. This game gives them much
practice in using their shields effec-

tively. Sometimes they chase their

beautiful girlfriends, teasing them
with branches, or get into mock fights

with them.

Another activity of the warrior is

called enkitoongiwong. This involves

a vigilant exploration of their sur-

roundings to obtain news and defend

against danger. On certain occasions

when warriors are happy, such as dur-

ing the rainy season, they hunt lions

as a demonstration of bravery and

courage. This formal lion hunt is

called alamaiyo.

Although the government has for-

bidden them, cattle raids and lion

hunts are still held, on a small scale,

by Maasai warriors. Maasailand is so

immense that it is hard for the gov-

ernment to patrol it properly. Before

it was forbidden by the colonial gov-

ernments in the early 1900s, cattle

raiding was a popular and useful war-

rior's occupation. A cattle people who
believe that all the cattle on earth

belong to them, the Maasai would go

on cattle raids to retrieve herds from

other tribes, which they believe must
have been taken from them long ago.

First, scouts would be sent out to find

large non-Maasai herds suitable for

raiding. They would return with cattle

dung as proof of their success, and

the necessary number of warriors,

sometimes as many as one thousand,

would be mobilized. In recent days,

cattle raiding is no longer a formal,

colorful public display, but is instead

pure theft. Those few diehard warriors

who still raid must be very discreet.

for if they were arrested by the gov-

ernment authorities they would be se-

verely punished.

Because of their sacred love of cat-

tle, however, the Maasai will always

be enemies of any outsider, African

or European, who keeps cattle. The
warriors are still a Maasai standing

army ready to defend their land and

cattle from enemy attack. Tall, hand-

some, and fearless, they will fight to

the end. It would be in proud pursuit

of cattle that all Maasai warriors

would wish to die if death must come.

The plains and rolling hills of their

broad land must have witnessed, many
a time, Maasai warriors in action.

Their weapons are treacherous—the

sharp sword with a double edge used

to hit and slash; the short club with

a round head used for beating or
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Warriors, with their girlfriends and mothers, participate in song and dance.



As they prepare to embark on the new life of elderhood,

warriors must part with their long hair. Mothers who have not

indulged in sexual relations with warriors of their sons'

generation have the honor of shaving their sons' hair, a highly

emotional and sad part o/Eunoto, above. With their shaved
heads freshly ochered, right, warriors come together to sing and

dance in a special enclosure made by forty-nine skin-covered
houses. Within this enclosure is the Osingira, or ritual house.

throwing at the enemy; the stick with

sharp points at each end, which is

hurled at the enemy; and, indeed, the

spear with its invisible thrust, the war-

rior's best friend. One looking at Maa-
sai dress can observe certain resem-

blances to the attire of the ancient

Romans, who once occupied North Af-

rica. The Maasai sword resembles the

short Roman fighting sword; the war-

riors' hairdo follows the shape of the

Roman helmet; and the toga and san-

dals are similar in style to those of

the Romans.
Warriors have various traditional

war formations for approaching the

enemy, depending on whether he is

positioned in open plain, forest, or

bush country. If the enemy is in open

country, for instance, they close in,

carrying enormous buffalo shields,

urioi
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and create a wall of warriors in an

eagle-wing formation. The bravest

warriors form a spearhead in the cen-

ter to split and penetrate to the heart

of the enemy line. Others will be po-

sitioned on the sidelines to give sup-

port to the spearhead. Behind the

spearhead there is the rear guard,

which comes to the rescue in case

the front is overpowered. (The last

major Maasai war was fought by the

Tanzanian Maasai against the Bantu

tribes around Lake Victoria during

World War I. The Maasai were aware

that the Germans and British rulers

of East Africa were preoccupied with

the war and were not in a position

to stop intertribal warfare. They were

most successful in their main purpose,

which was to gain cattle to build up

their decimated herds.)

While Maasai warriors are famous
for being unbeatable during battle,

they also know how to accept defeat.

They will always say, "The war will

be won by either side, ours or theirs,"

as the following song illustrates:

God, bird of prey.

Accompany me on the raid.

Because if I don't get killed,

I will kill, and you will always have

One of us to feed upon.

When the pressure from the gen-

eration below them becomes great

enough, warriors are forced to grad-

uate into elderhood to make room for

the new generation. The most impor-

tant ceremony involved in this tran-

sition is called Eunoto, literally,

"planting." In one of the most sen-

timental moments of the ceremony.

the mother of each warrior shaves off

her son's long plaited hair, softening

it with a mixture of milk and water.

Often the warriors will cry or go

into an emotional frenzy, shaking all

over and foaming at the mouth, des-

olate at the loss of the beautiful long

hair that has been a proud possession

during the highest period of their man-
hood. They hate the idea of their ap-

proaching elderhood, which marks the

coming of old age and the end of

warrior comradeship. "Now that you

are an elder drop your weapons and

use your head and wisdom instead."

"Master the art of the tongue and

wisdom of mind." "Family responsi-

bility rests on your shoulders." Such

words echo in the mind of the Maasai

as he embarks on the new life of

elderhood. D



The World's Greatest Lakes
Lake Baikal (shown here) and Lake Superior
have similar wonders, beauties . . . and problems

by Wayland R. Swain

It is difficult, if not impossible, to

describe anything associated with Si-

beria without using superlatives. Even
its name reflects its size. "Siberia"

was derived from the word Ciioup (Si-

bir'), which, in the language of the

ancient Buryats who dwelled in the

area, means "the sleeping giant."

Precise measurements of the sleep-

ing giant's domain vary, depending on
the inclusion or exclusion of certain

eastern provinces, but conservative es-

timates suggest this vast landmass is

in excess of four million square miles.

In the heart of this immense land-

scape, two-thirds of the way from the

Urals to the Pacific Ocean, lies the

oldest and largest body of fresh water
in the world, the earthquake-riven ba-

sin known as Baikal. Lake Baikal has

a special place in the hearts of Rus-
sians. Called variously Sacred Baikal,

the Sacred Sea, or the Glorious Sea,

it is thought of with a reverence that

outshines any such widespread feeling

about the Great Lakes in this country.

It was, in fact, our Great Lakes that

brought me to Russia.

I traveled, with ten other Great
Lakes scientists, aquatic toxicologists,

and administrative personnel to the

Soviet Union under the auspices of

the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Agreement
on Environmental Protection. We
went to attend a scientific symposium
and to compare Baikal, this "elder of

the tribe" among the world's freshwater

bodies, with our own North American
Great Lakes, particularly, the appar-
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Paolo Koch. Photo Researche

ent relationship with Lake Superior.

There were differences, to be sure,

but in many ways, they only empha-

sized the similarities.

In the Superior-Quetico Wilderness

bordering Lake Superior, spring wild-

flowers erupt through the thin soil

layer in June. A month later, the pro-

cess is repeated on the shores of Lake

Baikal. Lilacs blossom, migratory wa-

terfowl return, and gentle spring rains

fall. As I knelt on the shoreline to

take samples of the water, 20,000

miles vanished, and it was nearly im-

possible to separate Baikal from Su-

perior by outward appearances alone.

The shorelines of both lakes consist

of pebble-strewn beaches flanked by

craggy rock outcroppings and escarp-

ments that rise to impressive heights

and provide a springboard for numer-

ous rivulets and miniature waterfalls

which cascade into the basin. Ast

ishing in clarity, bone-chilling in ten^

perature, and of a hue and intensit_^

of blue to beguile poets, the water



in Baikal and Superior appear to have

been derived from the same source.

These lakes are of such proportions

that, like Siberia, they can only be

spoken of in superlatives. Superior,

the largest lake in the world by surface

area (31,820 square miles) is fed by

more than 200 tributary streams and

is drained by but a single outflow,

the Saint Mary's River. Baikal, the

world's largest lake by volume (5,500

cubic miles) is fed by 336 tributaries,

and also gives rise to a single outlet,

the mighty Angara River.

Nearly 400 miles in surface length,

Baikal has some 1,300 miles of

shoreline. Superior, while nearly the

same surface length, has 1,800 miles

of shore. But, while the volume of

Superior is taken to be 3,000 cubic

miles, Baikal holds 5,500 cubic miles

of water, almost enough to fill the

basins of all five of the North Ameri-

can Great Lakes (slightly more than

6,150 cubic miles). Superior's deepest

section is of the order of 1,330 feet,

and Baikal's maximum depth is now
given as 5,314 feet, more than three

times that of Superior. Freshwater

more than a mile deep is impressive,

and even more so when one considers

that an additional four miles of sedi-

ments have accumulated in the bottom

of the Baikal trench as a result of

its 20 to 30 million years of existence.

Superior is but a youth by comparison,

only about 10,000 years old.

The way the basins of the respective

bodies of water were created accounts,

in part, for both their diff"erences and

similarities. The rocky fault that holds

the waters of Baikal resulted from a

massive shifting of the earth's crust

in that region. A monumental series

of earthquakes is thought to have been

responsible for creating the great rift

that forms the present lake basin. Cur-

rent theory suggests the lake may well

be the forerunner of a new ocean that

will divide the northern and southern

portions of the Asian subcontinent into

two distinct landmasses.

It could be said that Baikal is still

in the process of creation, even after

millions of years. As recently as 1861,

a massive earthquake and a series of

aftershocks of catastrophic propor-

tions caused a seventy-square-mile

portion of the eastern shoreline to frac-

ture and sink, drowning some 1,300

inhabitants of the region, and creating

a new arm of the lake called Proval

Bay.

The sequence of events that created

Lake Superior was of an entirely dif-

ferent nature. Early events included

massive extrusions of molten igneous

rock from the very core of the earth.

Later, this rock was repeatedly

scoured by glaciers that carved out

the lake's basin.

The Herculean forces that created

these two bodies of water, while dif-

ferent in origin, have had similar long-

term effects on the quality of their

water. Because of the remarkably

dense and durable nature of the rock

that forms the vault containing each

of the lakes, both Baikal and Superior

have very small amounts of dissolved

or suspended salts and other minerals

in their waters. As a result the waters

of both these giants are remarkably

clear and transparent.

Nor do the similarities end with

rock and water. The biological his-

tories of the two lakes are also similar,

partly because of their other similar-

ities. Both lakes are big, cold, and

deep, and these qualities are reflected

in the kinds of life they support.

Before any large population centers

were established around them, the

lakes contained enormous populations

of indigenous fish. One of Superior's

early explorers, Pierre Radisson, said

of Chequamegon Bay: "In that bay

there is a channell where we take

stores of fishes, sturgeons of vast big-

ness, and Pychs [pike] seven feet

long."

It was in this area that early fish-

ermen caught huge quantities of Lake

Superior lake sturgeon (Acipenserful-

vescens). Because the fish's bony, ar-

mor-plated sides tore the fishermen's

nets, the fish were considered unde-

Logs from the shores of Lake Superior



USGS Landsat composite

photographs of Lake Superior, left,

and Lake Baikal, right,

shown to scale

sirable and were stacked, like cord-

wood, in great piles on the beach and

burned. Today, in Superior, this spe-

cies is virtually extinct.

In Baikal, overfishing for what was

once the most valuable food fish of

the lake, the Baikal sturgeon {A. baeri

baicalensis), reduced the population

so drastically that for a time, recovery

was not thought possible. For some

years, fishing for the Baikal sturgeon

has been strictly forbidden. Conse-

quently, the sturgeon population is

now steadily growing and one day may
again reach its original proportions.

Two specific characteristics of the

adult fish were responsible for its de-

cline in Baikal. The fish, which can

grow to a length of seven to ten feet

and weigh more than 500 pounds, not

only has delicious flesh but, in season.

also yields quantities of greatly valued

black caviar.

Both lakes have fishy oddities of

less dramatic proportions. Baikal is

noted for the Baikal omul, Coregonus

autumnalis migratorius. This sal-

monid fish, a member of the whitefish

and lake herring family, represents the

single most important species of mod-
ern commercial fishing on Baikal, ac-

counting for more than two-thirds of

the annual commercial catch. The
omul is about twelve inches in length

as an adult (between six and seven

years) and has a delicate flavor, some-

where between that of lake trout and

whitefish. It is said that no true Si-

berian dinner is complete without at

least one dish of omul.

This fish is also known for giving

a piercing cry when it is hauled from

the icy waters. Thus, when residents

of the area speak of someone who
is given to extensive whining or com-

plaining, they say, "He cries like an

omul."

Lake Superior has the siscowet

trout, or fat lake trout (known simply

as "fats" to local commercial fisher-

men). This deep-water species is

adapted for living in the intense cold

and pressure of the depths of Lake

Lake freighter on the southwest shore of Lake Baikal Paolo Koch. Photo Researt

Superior. As an adult, this fish weighs

fifteen to twenty pounds; 30 to 50

percent of its body weight is natural

oil. When hauled from 600 to 900

feet of water and laid on the deck

of a ship, the fish succumbs to its

own weight, and under the pressure

of gravity its tissues compress, forcing

out pools of oil.

Baikal has its own oily fish, the

golomyanka. Two subgroups of this

fish exist in Baikal and nowhere else.

They differ primarily in length, one

being approximately six inches long,

the other slightly more than eight

inches. The golomyanka bears live

young. Each female produces about

2,000 progeny each autumn, and a

large percentage of females do not

survive the process. When they die,

most sink to the bottom, but females

of the larger golomyanka species fre-

quently float to the surface and are

washed ashore in great masses. Its

large quantity of body oil, 35 percent

or more by weight, makes the fish

both transparent and buoyant. When
cast ashore by wind and wave, these

fragile creatures literally melt away
in the heat of the sun, leaving only

cartilaginous skeletal structures be-

hind them. Like Superior's siscowet

trout, Baikal's golomyanka are so

adapted to cold water that tempera-

tures above 45 degrees Farenheit are

fatal to them. This fish remains in

the dark, cold regions at depths of

700 to 1,600 feet during daylight

hours, and migrates to the surface at

night where it becomes the favorite

food of another unique and endemic

animal in the Baikal ecosystem, the

nerpa, or freshwater Baikal seals,

whose nearest relatives are to be found

some 2,000 miles to the north in the

Arctic Ocean. Known scientifically as

Phoca sibirica, the nerpa has an es-

timated population in excess of 25,000

individuals. Some controlled hunting

is still permitted, and the population

continues to grow slowly. Because they

are furtive creatures, the nerpas' exact

population densities could not be de-

termined until the advent of helicopter

surveys. However, the lake's extreme

transparency favors the census takers,

since there is apparently no depth to

which seals usually dive that cannot

be observed from an aerial platform

such as a helicopter.

The crustacean populations of Su-

perior and Baikal may also be singular

in the world. Superior supports a zoo-

plankton community that is consistent

with a deep, cold lake of high water



quality. Populations include such out-

standing representatives as an opos-

sum shrimp, Mysis relicta. Baikal, on

the other hand, supports a unique,

shrimplike amphipod found nowhere

else in the world. Until recently, it

was thought that Baikal also contained

a singular multisegmented worm, a

polychaete, that was unique. Not long

ago, however, this creature, known as

Manayunkia baicalensis, has been

found to have a close relative, M.
eriensis, in the Superior area and else-

where in the Great Lakes.

Baikal is not only much older than

Superior, but also has a greater num-
ber of species endemic to it alone.

More than two-thirds of the plant spe-

cies in the Baikal ecosystem fall into

this category. One regrettable simi-

larity between the lakes has more to

do with human activity than with the

lakes themselves. Since the late 1950s,

industrial development has threatened

to alter the ecology of both lakes. At

about that time, a new technique for

separating low-grade iron ore from its

surrounding rock matrix was put into

practice in a plant on the shores of

Lake Superior. This plant released

69,000 tons per day of crushed rock

flour into the Superior ecosystem. In

addition to its effects on lake life,

this material was later found to con-

tain asbestos fibers, which had po-

tentially serious health consequences

for the region's human residents.

During the same time period, in-

dustrialization came to the Baikal ba-

sin. In 1957, an industrial division of

the Soviet government suggested that

the vast timber resources of the taiga

and the pure water of the Baikal basin

should be put to productive use. Plan-

ning announced the following year

called for the development of two new
major industrial developments—a cel-

lulose factory on the Selenga River

and construction of a facility to man-

ufacture ultrapure cellulose cord for

use in the production of airplane tires.

This new plant was to be located at

Baikalsk on Baikal's southern shore.

Meanwhile, on Lake Superior, the

pulp and paper industries of both the

United States and Canada were man-

ufacturing large quantities of paper

and pulpwood products from the vast

stands of timber adjacent to the Lake

Superior basin. Similarly, industrial

development began along the Selenga

River, some seventy-five miles up-

stream from the Baikal basin. A num-
ber of factories came into existence,

contributing a substantial amount of

waste material to Baikal. Baikal and
Superior soon began to show the ef-

fects of this human activity.

On Baikal, as on Superior, com-
mercial fishing began to be threatened

by chemicals that were being liberated

into the aquatic environment, particu-

larly toxic phenols and their associated

byproducts, which have major effects

on taste and odors associated with the

flesh of fish. On Superior, commercial

fishermen began to cease taking white-

fish from areas where exposure to phe-

nolic wastes might taint their catches.

The phenolic residues from the Bai-

kalsk cellulose plant on Baikal's south-

ern shore also alTected the catch of

the omul. As soon as this was rec-

ognized, the Soviet government un-

dertook a series of tough legislative

measures that served to minimize the

extent of the problem. Even this may
not have been enough, however. The
effluent from the Baikalsk plant con-

sistently meets or exceeds the stand-

ards for water quality in the Soviet

Union, but these standards are well

below the ultrapure quality of the wa-

ters of Lake Baikal. Thus, it is cur-

rently reported that the cellulose plant

will either have developed a closed-

cycle system by 1985 or the plant

will no longer be permitted to operate.

Legislative and judicial steps have

also been undertaken to eliminate

waste eifluents entering Lake Supe-

rior from mining facilities. As a result

of an extended contest in the courts,

the mining company has now begun

to dispose of its waste products at

a land site. In addition, massive efforts

through the International Joint Com-

Fishing boats, Lake Superior Tom Slack; Tom Stack and Associates



mission, a treaty body established be-

tween the governments of the Unit-

ed States and Canada for the purpose

of promoting water quality in the

Great Lakes, have resulted in the iden-

tification of major problem areas re-

lated to water quality. Concerned sci-

entists anticipate that as a result of

the efforts of this body, effluent stand-

ards will be such that the problems

of phenolic and other toxic discharges

may soon be contained.

Regrettably, however, containment

alone may not be sufficient. New and

perhaps even more insidious threats,

consisting of the introduction of man-
made chemicals of recent origin, have

been identified for both the Superior

and Baikal ecosystems. First evidence

of the potential impact of these com-
pounds came from a study that was

done on Lake Superior's Isle Royale.

A rock-strewn conglomerate of island

masses and associated irregular shore

reefs. Isle Royale is seventeen miles

from the nearest shoreward margin

of Lake Superior at Thunder Cape,

Ontario, and more than thirty-two

miles from Thunder Bay, Ontario, the

nearest major population center. The
entire island structure, including its

associated reefs and islets, was estab-

lished as Isle Royale National Park

in April 1940. Since then efforts have

been made to retain the island's native

wilderness character. Siskiwit Lake,

a small, deep lake on Isle Royale, was

selected for study of background levels

of man-made toxic organic chemicals

because it was remote from inhabited

areas, and free from direct industrial

and/or cultural influences attribu-

Picnickers, Lake Baikal

Fishing boats, Lake Baikal

table to humans. Furthermore, the

areas surrounding Siskiwit Lake had
never been logged nor had mining op-

erations or the use of heavy equipment
ever been permitted in the near vi-

cinity. No internal combustion engines

have ever been allowed, and even the

air space above and adjacent to the

park is restricted, thus avoiding lo-

calized contamination from aircraft.

In short, a more isolated and remote

spot is difficult to imagine.

Samples of fish from Siskiwit Lake
were analyzed for man-made toxic

contaminants. The results indicated a

marked increase in toxic organic sub-

stances in Siskiwit Lake as compared
with levels in fish taken from Lake
Superior's surrounding water mass.

This surprising evidence led to the

conclusion that these substances had

to have been airborne in order to reach

this remote site. To test this hypoth-

esis, samples of fresh snowfall from

Siskiwit Lake were compared with

similar fresh snowfalls in the metro-

politan areas of Chicago, Illinois, and

Duluth, Minnesota/Superior, Wiscon-

sin. All samples were tested for poly-

chlorinated biphenyl compounds
(PCBs), ubiquitous, man-made toxic

substances, and the mean value for

PCBs in the snow from Siskiwit Lake
turned out to be five times higher

than similar values for the metropoli-

tan areas sampled. This study sug-

gested that long-range atmospheric

transport of toxic organic substances

was of major importance to the Lake

Superior ecosystem.

With the knowledge that Lake Bai-

kal is thousands of miles from any

major source of toxic organic com-

pounds of anthropogenic origin, re-

searchers analyzed samples of deep

sediments from the southern portion

of the Lake Baikal basin and con-

firmed the presence of phthalic acid

esters. Phthalate esters are used as

plasticizing, or softening, compounds

to make brittle plastics more pliable.

The presence of such pollutants in

such a remote ecosystem as Baikal

again suggests the potential for long-

range transport of products of our

present technological age.

Because of the diffuse nature of

these inputs, future control strategies

and measures for the protection of

both the Baikal and Superior ecosys-

tems may be far more difficult than

those required for previous actions.

But, that it will be worth the effort

to protect these two aquatic monarchs

is without question. D
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Street Life
What are the basic elements

for successful open spaces in cities?

Text and photographs by William H. Whyte

Ten years ago I formed a small

group of observers and began looking

at city streets and spaces in New York

and how people used them. I did it

because I thought it would be inter-

esting, but as with all such enterprises,

I had a proper research design and

many fine hypotheses. Most were

about overcrowding, which was then

very much on peoples' minds. Experi-

ments with mice were demonstrating

that very high population densities in-

duced neurotic behavior, and by in-

ference, so did cities. What about peo-

ple? How did they respond? How many
were too many? In what circum-

stances? With the help of some foun-

dation grants we set forth on our re-

search—and a succession of broken

hypotheses.

We started by looking at play-

grounds and such informal recreation

areas as city blocks. What soon struck

us was the lack of crowding in many

of these areas. A few were jammed,

but more were nearer empty than full,

often in neighborhoods that ranked

very high in density of people. Sheer

space, obviously, did not of itself at-

tract children. But many streets did.

One of the best play areas we came

across was a block on 101st Street

With broad steps that provide good

sitting space, sunshine, and an

excellent view of the busy

pedestrian traffic, the New York

Public Library attracts a lively,

social crowd.

in East Harlem. It had its problems,

but it worked. The street itself was

the play area. Adjoining stoops and

fire escapes provided prime viewing

across the street and were highly func-

tional for mothers and older people.

There were other factors at work, too,

and had we been more prescient, we

could have saved ourselves a lot of

time spent later looking at plazas. Al-

though we did not know it then, this

block had all the basic elements of

a successful urban space.

As our studies took us nearer the

center of the city, the imbalance in

space use was even more apparent.

Most of the crowding could be traced

to a series of choke points—subway

stations, in particular. Elsewhere, how-

ever, there was a surprising amount

of underused space. Office building

plazas were prime examples. Since

1961, New York City has been giving

incentive bonuses to builders who pro-

vide public plazas; for each square

foot of plaza, builders can add ten

square feet of commercial floor space

over and above the amount normally

permitted by zoning. So they did

—

without exception.

We found that some plazas did at-

tract people. The plaza of the Seagram

Building was one. On a good day, there

would be 150 people sitting, sunbath-

ing, picnicking, and "shmoozing"

—idly gossiping, talking "nothing

talk." But on most plazas, there

weren't many people. In the middle

of the lunch hour on a beautiful, sunny

day, the number of people sitting on

plazas averaged four per 1 ,000 square

feet of space, an extraordinarily low

figure for so dense a center. The city
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was being had. For the millions of

dollars of extra space it was handing

out to builders, it had every right to

demand much better plazas in return.

I put the matter to the people at

the City Planning Commission. They
agreed that tougher zoning was in or-

der. If we could find out why the

good plazas worked and the bad ones

didn't and come up with hard guide-

lines, we would have the basis of a

new code.

We set to work. We began studying

a cross section of plazas, small parks,

and street corners, and observing how
people used such spaces. We mounted
time-lapse cameras and recorded daily

patterns. We talked to people too, but

mostly, we watched them to see what

they did. What attracts people, it be-

came apparent, is other people. Many
spaces are being designed as though

the opposite were true, and that what

people like best are the places other

people stay away from. People often

talk along such lines. They speak of

getting away from it all, and use terms

like "escape," "oasis," "retreat."

What people do, however, reveals a

different priority.

This was brought home to us in

a study of street conversations. We
wondered how far away people move
from the main pedestrian flow when
they stop to have a conversation. We
were especially interested in finding

out how much of the normally unused

buffer space next to buildings was

used. So we set up time-lapse cameras

overlooking several key street corners

and plotted the location of all con-

versations lasting a minute or longer.

But the people didn't move out of

the flow. They stayed in it or moved
into it, and the great bulk of the con-

versations were held smack in the cen-

ter of the flow—the "100 percent lo-

cation," to use real-estate terminology.

The same gravitation characterized

"traveling conversations," those in

which two men move about, alternat-

ing the roles of straight man and prin-

cipal talker. There is a lot of apparent

motion, but if you plot the orbits, you

Although quite loud, the sound of
the waterfall in New York's Paley
Park is a pleasant noise that masks
conversation, thereby adding a

feeling ofprivacy to a small,

crowded area.

will find they usually revolve around

the 100 percent spot. To a large de-

gree, congestion is self-congestion.

Just why, we have never been able

to determine. That conversations

should originate within the main flow

is understandable. Where there are

the most people, the likelihood of a

meeting or a leave-taking is highest.

What is less explainable is people's

inclination to remain in the main flow,

blocking traffic, being jostled by it.

This does not seem to be a matter

of inertia, but of choice—instinctive,

perhaps, but by no means illogical.

In the center of the crowd you have

the maximum choice—to break off,

to continue—much as you have in the

center of a cocktail party, itself a mov-

ing conversation growing ever denser.

People like to sit in the mainstream.

At the Seagram plaza, the main pe-

destrian paths are on diagonals from

the building entrance to the corners

of the steps. These are natural junction

and transfer points, and there is usu-

ally a lot of activity at them. They
are also a favored place for sitting

and picnicking. Sometimes there will

be so many people that pedestrians

have to step carefully to negotiate the

steps. The pedestrians rarely com-
plain. While some will detour around

the blockage, most will thread their

way through it.

Standing patterns are similar. When
people stop to talk on a plaza, they

usually do so in the middle of the

traffic stream. They also show an in-

clination to station themselves near

objects, such as a flagpole or a pillar.

They like well-defined places such as

steps or the border of a pool. What
they rarely choose is the middle of

a large space. The preference for pil-

lars might be ascribed to some pri-

meval instinct: you have a full view

of all comers but your rear is covered.

But this doesn't explain the inclination

men have for lining up at the curb.

Typically, they face inward, toward

the sidewalk, with their backs exposed

to the dangers of the street.

Foot movements are consistent, too.

They seem to be a sort of silent lan-

guage. Often, in a group no one will

be saying anything. Men stand bound
in amiable silence, surveying the pass-

ing scene, then, slowly, rhythmically,

one of the men rocks up and down:

first on the ball of the foot, then back

on the heel. He stops. Another man
then starts the same movement. Some-
times there are reciprocal gestures.

One man makes a half-turn to the

right; after a rhythmic interval, an-

other responds with a half-turn to the

left. Some kind of communication
seems to be taking place here, but

I have never broken the code.

Whatever they may mean, people's

movements are one of the great spec-

tacles of a plaza. You do not see this

in architectural photographs, which

typically are empty of life and taken

from a perspective, often a misleading

one, that few people share. At eye

level you see movement and color

—people walking quickly, walking

slowly, skipping up steps, weaving

in and out on crossing patterns, ac-

celerating and retarding to match the

moves of others. There is a beauty

that is beguiling to watch, and the

players themselves seem aware of it.

With its brown-gray monochrome, the

Seagram plaza is the best setting for

them—especially in the rain, when an

umbrella or two spots color in the

right places, like Corot's red dots.

From city to city, behavior patterns

are much the same. The strongest

similarities are found among the

world's largest cities. People in them
tend to behave more like their coun-

terparts in other world cities than their

fellow countrymen in smaller cities.

For one thing, big-city people walk

faster and tend to self-congest more.

In a brief comparison study we made
in Tokyo, we found that the proclivity

to talk in the middle of doorways and

busy corners was just as strong as

in New York. Similarly, in Milan's

Galleria the conversational groupings

were remarkably like the patterns on

Seventh Avenue.

Next we turned to the physical char-

acteristics of plazas and how they

might explain why lots of people sat

on some plazas, but only a few on

others. I had hypothesized that sun

patterns were the critical factor. For

a while, our time-lapse studies bore

this out: where the sun was, the people

were; where it wasn't, they weren't.

Then the correlation vanished. As
June followed May and the weather

got warmer, people sat almost any-

where, sun or shade. Sun was impor-

tant to have, certainly; but it did not

explain the differences in popularity

of plazas.

Nor did the shape of plazas. Some
urban designers were sure that the

proportions of the spaces were critical,

and they were especially interested in

ruling out long, narrow spaces. But

our findings afforded no documenta-

tion. Some long, narrow spaces looked



"Undesirables" such as derelicts

and winos tend to appear in

empty areas that are unattractive

to other people because of lack

of sitting space or prohibitions

against loitering or eating.

terrible and were empty most of the

time, but so were some square spaces.

Two of the most successful places in

the city were long, narrow spaces.

Could the amount of space be the

key factor? A number of conserva-

tionists thought so; in their view, peo-

ple seek open spaces as a relief from

the overcrowding they normally ex-

perience. If we were to rank plazas

by the amount of open space provided,

there would likely be a rough cor-

relation between the size of the plazas

and the number of people using them.

There was not; if anything, there was

a reverse correlation.

We turned to the amount of sittable

space. Here we got closer. We went

on to check many other factors: en-

closures, pedestrian flows, nearness to

transit, and such. But as we piled up

all the data, overlay by overlay, one

major finding emerged: People tend

to sit most where there are places to

sit.

This may not be an intellectual

bombshell, but at the time it was not

at all obvious to a number of architects

and planners. They believed aesthetics

of design were what drew people to

come and sit. Some still do.

The key variable, however, is sitting

space, and the places that have it tend

to be good in other respects as well.

Sittable space means choice. It is all

the better, of course, if the space is

physically comfortable: benches with

backrests, for example, or well-con-

toured chairs. But more important is

that it be socially comfortable. That

is why ledges are so functional. They
give people lots of room to sort them-

selves out; all the more so if the ledges

are two backsides deep.

Steps are also great for sitting. They
give a fine view of the theater of the

street and provide an almost infinite

combination of groupings. Corners of

steps are especially popular. The right

angles are very good for groups and

at lunchtime are quickly preempted

for picnics. This should create conflict.

Since people generally take the short-

est cut, the corners of steps are also

precisely where the pedestrian traffic

is usually heaviest. Still it all seems

to work out. For all the coming and

going, the sitters seem quite comfort-

able. The walkers don't seem to mind
either and will carefully negotiate

their way through the sitters rather

than detour to the open areas. Some-
times the whole length of the steps

is blocked by sitters. This is a good

sign, the hallmark of an unusually suc-

cessful place.

Although benches can work well,

too often they do not. They are usually

too small; there are too few of them;

and they are spotted in isolation, one

from the other, like design objects.

Benches should be generously propor-

tioned and flexibly arranged. Fixed

individual seats are not good. The trou-

ble with them is that they are set

pieces. Social distance is a subtle mea-

sure, ever changing, and since the dis-

tances of fixed seats do not change,

they are rarely right for anybody.

Best of all is the movable chair.

It is a splendid invention and for more

reasons than comfort. Its movability

is the secret. A chair provides the

maximum amount of choice—in the

sun, out of it, up front, to the

back—and the possibility of choice

is more important than the exercise

of it. Watch people as they approach

a chair. They will probably move it;

there seems to be a deep impulse in

us to do so. The move may be only

a matter of a few inches and in many
cases is followed by a series of

countermoves, with the chair ending

up where it was in the first place.

But the moves have point; they are
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an assertion of one's free will and sat-

isfying to make.

Moves can also be a nice social rit-

ual. When taking a chair next to some
stranger, a person's moves say some-

thing to them. The message may be.

Sorry about the closeness, but I'm go-

ing to respect your privacy as you

will mine. A slight reciprocal move
by one of the others may follow.

Watching these exercises in civility

is one of the pleasures of a good place.

Like a place to sit, the other major
elements of a good urban space are

basic, and while it might seem a con-

tradiction in terms, they are natural

elements. Sun, light, trees, water—no-

where is nature more important than
in cities, where it is so marginal.

Sun is the prime example. True,

a space can work without it. Paley

Park in midtov/n Manhattan lost much
of its sun to a building across the

way; still it remains very popular. But

something of great value has been lost.

Watch how people make the most of

what sun there is and you realize how
primeval is our reaction to it.

We are losing sun to new construc-

tion at an alarming rate. The problem

is not only the bulk of the buildings

but also a design approach that vir-

tually ignores the sun. Few buildings

acknowledge their neighbors, nor are

they required to. Incentive zoning has

many bonuses for making buildings

bigger, none for having them provide

more sun. They could. The same build-

ings that block sun can also reflect

it. On streets with buildings of lime-

stone or other light-colored materials,

the light bounced from them may

A band of street musicians attracts

a crowd and provides a linkage

between people, encouraging

strangers to talk to each other

when under ordinary circumstances

they would not.

make the shady side of the street mea-

surably brighter. Such effects are in-

advertent. Architects do sun studies

for new buildings, more for defensive

than other reasons, and tend not to

fret over the consequences of shadows

on other buildings. Neither do they

consider the sun's positive benefits.

With certain small changes, such as

canting reflective panels on part of



A movable chair provides the

most choice in establishing

social distance. The impulse

to move the chair—even if

only a few inches and with the

chair ending up in its original

position— is irresistible.

a tower, the architect could bounce

some much needed light into dark

places—Paley Park, for example.

Water is an element that designers

are using rather well. Some plazas

and parks now provide waterfalls,

waterwalls, sluiceways, water tunnels,

meandering brooks, tranquil pools, or

fountains. The sound of water may
be its best feature; a waterwall is

loud—about 75 decibels—but it is a

"white" sound that masks street noises

and other people's conversations.

Another good thing about water is

the look and feel of it. I have always

thought the water at the Seagram
plaza is unusually liquid, and I think

it's because you know you can splash

your hands or stick your toes in it

if you are of a mind to. Not so in

some places. A guard will come up.

Forbidden. Pools of water are set be-

fore people and then posted with signs

telling them not to touch the water.

In Chicago's Grant Park, the grand

old Buckingham Fountain has been

put off limits with an electrified fence

around it.

Safety is the reason usually given

for such measures, but there are better

ways than electrocution to handle this

problem. At the Auditorium Forecourt

Fountain in Portland, Oregon, people

have been clambering up and down
its sluiceways and falls for some seven

years. While it looks dangerous—de-

signer Lawrence Halprin designed it

to look that way—there have been

no serious mishaps since the day it

opened. This splendid fountain is an

affirmation of trust in people and it

says much about the good city of Port-

land.

Trees are so obvious an amenity,

the wonder is we haven't planted far

more of them. In addition to their

many other virtues, trees make the

best of a sitting space. They provide

a satisfying enclosure; sitting under

one you can see all of the passing

scene, while feeling somewhat pro-

tected, cuddled—much as you do un-

der the awning of a sidewalk cafe.

Builders should be required to plant

many more trees and, where possible,

to plant them in groves. The over-

lapping foliage makes a fine canopy.

Arbors can do the same.

Another basic is food. People will

eat an astonishing amount of it out-

doors, and if you want to seed a place

with activity, food facilities will do

it. Even a pushcart can be a strong

draw. In New York you will see a

pushcart vendor and a knot of people

around him at almost every plaza or

set of steps with a lively social life.

Sometimes the police arrive with

trucks and haul the carts away, a piece

of street theater invariably greeted

with boos from the bystanders. Some
cities are much more puritanical; they

forbid not only the purveying but also

the eating of food outdoors.

They are robbing themselves of a

dynamic. Food has a strong shill ef-

fect. Out of proportion to their num-
bers, people who eat ice cream cones,

hot dogs, and lunch out of brown bags

attract other people. There has been

a notable increase in the use of plazas

where tables, chairs, and snack bars

have been set up. From the street it

sometimes looks as if a big party is

going on and the sight induces passers-

by to venture in.

Now we come to the key space for

a plaza. It is not the plaza; it is the

street. A good plaza starts at the street

corner. A busy corner has a brisk so-

cial life of its own, and there will

be considerable two-way traffic be-

tween plaza and corner. Another key

feature of a street is retailing—stores,

windows with displays and signs to

attract your attention, doorways and

people going in and out of them. Big



new office buildings have been elimi-

nating stores, replacing them with a

frontage of plate glass through which

you can behold bank officers sitting

at desks. One such stretch is dull

enough; block after block of them cre-

ates overpowering tedium.

The area where the street and the

plaza, or open space, meet is a key

to success or failure. Ideally, the tran-

sition should be such that it is hard

to tell where one ends and the other

begins. New York's Paley Park is the

best of examples. The sidewalk in

front is an integral part of the park.

1 Arborlike foliage extends over the

sidewalk. There are urns of flowers

at the curb and curved sitting ledges

on either side of the steps. In this

foyer you can usually find somebody
waiting for someone else—it is a con-

venient rendezvous point—people sit-

ting on the ledges, and in the middle

of the entrance, several people in con-

versation. Even passers-by who don't

go into Paley benefit. About half will

turn and look in. Of these, about half

will smile. I haven't calculated a smile

index, but this vicarious enjoyment

is extremely important—the sight of

the park, the knowledge that it is

there, becomes part of the image we
have of a much wider area. If one

had to make a cost-benefit study, I

think it would show that secondary

use provides as much, if not more,

benefit than the primary use.

If such places are so felicitous, why
are there not more of them? The rea-

son is the "undesirables." They are

not, themselves, much of a problem.

The problem is the measures taken

to combat them. Many businessmen

have an almost obsessive fear that if

a place is attractive, it might attract

undesirable people. So the area is

made unattractive. There is to be no

loitering, no eating, no sitting. Benches

are made too short to sleep on, and

spikes are put in ledges; most impor-

tant, many needed spaces are not pro-

vided at all, or the plans for them
scuttled.

Ironically, places designed with dis-

trust get what they were ostensibly

avoiding and it is in such places that

you will most likely find a wino. You
will find winos elsewhere, as well, but

they prefer the empty places. The best

way to handle the problem of unde-

sirables is to create an area attractive

to everyone else. The record is over-

whelmingly positive on this score.

With few exceptions, plazas and small

parks in most central business districts

are probably as safe a place as you

can find during the times that people
use them.

There is one more factor to considei".

I call it triangulation. By this I mean
that process by which some external

stimulus provides a linkage between
people and prompts strangers to talk

to each other. There are, say, two men
standing at a street corner. A third

man appears, hoists a sign, and begins

a loud harangue on the single tax.

This links the first two men. Casually,

they exchange comments on the scene

before them, in a tone of voice usually

reserved for close friends.

Musicians and entertainers also

draw people together. Rockefeller

Plaza and the First National Bank
of Chicago regularly schedule touring

school bands, rock groups, and the

like. The real show, however, is usually

the audience. Many people will be

looking as much at each other as at

what is on the stage.

Street performances are great

crowd gatherers, and they have the

virtue of unexpectedness. When peo-

ple form a crowd around an enter-

tainer—it happens very quickly, in 40

or 50 seconds-they look much like

children who have come upon a treat;

some will be smiling in simple delight.

These moments are true recreation al-

though rarely thought of as such, cer-

tainly not by the shopkeepers who try

so hard to outlaw them. But people

like them, and they are right.

I am not, heaven forfend, arguing

for places of maximum gregariousness

or social directors for plazas. Anomie
would be preferable. What I'm sug-

gesting, simply, is that we make places

friendlier.

I am, in sum, advocating busy

places. Too busy? Too crowded? I

think not. People have a nice sense

of the number that is right for a place,

and it is they who determine how many
is too many. Furthermore, they do not

seek to get away from it all. They
go to the lively places where there

are many people. And they go there

by choice, not to escape the city, but

to partake of it. D

Food facilities act as magnets to

draw crowds. The sight of other
people eating ice cream, hot

dogs, or ethnic foods gives the

street a party atmosphere that

induces passers-by to Join in.



Quakes along the Mississippi
In the central part of this river valley, an ancient split
in the earth's crust is the site ofcontinuing seismic activity

by Robert M. Hamilton

In the winter of 181 1-12, the cen-

tral Mississippi River valley was rav-

aged by a series of strong earthquakes.

Spectacular disruption of the land
took place over a vast area between
the confluence of the Ohio and Mis-
sissippi rivers on the north and Mem-
phis, Tennessee, on the south. Forests

were flattened, chasms opened so wide
that people felled trees to get across
them, and land sank and was flooded

to depths of several feet. Steep banks
collapsed along the Mississippi and
rapids formed in the river, which was
even seen to reverse its direction of
flow for awhile.

The first shock struck without warn-
ing at 2:00 a.m. on December 16,1811,
and was followed by hundreds of
strong tremors. Similar strong quakes
on January 23 and February 7 in 1812
were also followed by many after-

shocks.

The most severely aff"ected stretch

of the Mississippi River was thinly

populated at the time of the earth-

quakes. New Madrid, Missouri,
perched above a sweeping bend in the
river, was the main settlement in the
region. In 1810, about 3,165 people
lived in the area, which later became
New Madrid County. Only a few of
the settlers died, but hundreds of peo-
ple were traveling or transporting
goods on the river when the shocks
struck, and casualties on the water
may have been more numerous than
on the land, although no reliable es-

timates are known.
The earthquakes virtually destroyed

New Madrid. Most of the structures
were tumbled by the first tremors,
and the site of the town sank fifteen

feet. The awesome effects on the land
and the aftershocks, which continued
intermittently for more than a year,

so demoralized the inhabitants that
many abandoned the area.

We have scant reliable information
about the New Madrid earthquakes.
The shocks predate the late-nine-

teenth-century development of the



The Mississippi River during the
1811-1812 earthquakes as depicted

in a nineteenth-century book.
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Rift Structure in the New Madrid Area

Light blue areas indicate regions

where sand was ejected onto the

land surface during the 1811-12
earthquakes. Sand distribution is

part of the data showing the

location of those shocks. No
primary surface faulting was
associated with them. Circles

show epicenters of earthquakes

in the last few years. The
exact boundaries of the Rift

Zone are not known.

seismograph, the instrument for re-

cording earthquakes. Even without in-

strumental data, however, we can es-

timate the magnitude of the earth-

quakes on the Richter scale by
comparing the size of the areas af-

fected with those of modern earth-

quakes. Such a comparison indicates

that the three strongest quakes were

between 7 and 7.5 in magnitude.

Earthquakes of magnitude 6 or greater

in populated areas are usually destruc-

tive. For example, the earthquake that

caused severe damage at San Fer-

nando, California, in 1971 was of mag-
nitude 6.4,

Much of what we know about the

effects of the New Madrid earth-

quakes comes from fragmentary ac-

counts of inhabitants and travelers in

the area when the quakes struck and

of scientists and naturalists traveling

through the area before the effects

eroded away or were otherwise ob-

scured. Among the distinguished ob-

servers who visited the region were

John James Audubon, the famous or-

nithologist-naturalist, and Sir Charles

Lyell, the English geologist whose

work on the association of geologic

formations with fossils helped pave the

way for Darwin's theory of evolution.

The most lasting effects of the

earthquakes are the extensive low-

lands, or "sunken lands," of north-

eastern Arkansas, southeastern Mis-

souri, and northwestern Tennessee.

Reelfoot Lake, in Tennessee, was en-

larged and deepened by the quakes.

Consequently, many hardwood and cy-

press trees died and their stumps can

be seen in the lake today. Near Blythe-

ville, Arkansas, an area of more than

twenty-five square miles was covered

by about three feet of extruded sand

that came from deposits less than fifty

feet deep. Liquefied by shaking from

the earthquakes, the deposits were

then ejected through cracks in the clay

and silt of the river valley. The ground

tremors from the earthquakes were

described in vivid terms by those who
experienced them, with the sensations

being likened to the final cataclysm

as the ground heaved and ruptured.

The cause of the New Madrid earth-

quakes has been a major seismological

mystery. Most of the world's earth-

quakes take place where the large

plates of rock that constitute the

earth's outer shell separate, scrape

past each other, or collide. These
plates, which are a maximum of about

fifty miles thick, float on the hot, par-

tially molten interior of the earth in

much the same way that solidified

rock floats in a lava lake in the crater

of a volcano or that ice sheets float

on water. But the plates are vastly

greater in size and their rate of move-

ment is very slow (on the order of

a few inches a year). In contrast to

earthquakes in California and Alaska,

which are known to result from the

scraping and colliding of the Pacific

and the North American plates, the

New Madrid earthquakes took place

well within the North American plate,

where relatively little splitting of the

continent has taken place in geologi-

cally recent time.

Important clues have recently been

uncovered that suggest a solution to

the mystery of the New Madrid earth-

quakes. Teams of government and uni-

versity scientists have used new tech-

niques, as well as some that have been

employed in oil prospecting for more
than a decade, to compile a convincing

array of revealing data. The source

of the New Madrid earthquakes now
appears to be a deep break in the

North American plate, referred to as

a rift, that formed at least 500 million

years ago. This rift extends all the

way through the crust, to depths of

more than twenty-five miles. Occa-

sionally, the highly stressed continen-

tal rocks slip suddenly along this weak
zone, shaking the ground intensely in

an earthquake.

The importance of understanding

the cause of the New Madrid earth-

quakes lies in the realization that

sooner or later similarly strong earth-

quakes will strike again in the same

region. The geologic forces causing

earthquakes in the New Madrid area,

or anywhere for that matter, are as-

sociated with the forces that build

mountains and drive the plates. They

are consequently of a long-term na-

ture. The general characteristics of

seismicity persist for time intervals

measured in millions of years.

An appreciation of the potential

damage of earthquakes in the New
Madrid region can be gained by con-

sidering the area affected by the



.„.. 11-12 tremors, particularly in com-

'.^*'rison with other great United States
P

-''*arthquai<;es. Residents of Washing-

^''^fon, D.C., at a distance of 750 miles,
^^^ clearly felt the New Madrid earth-

^ quakes—doors and windows rattled,

chandeliers swung. In Boston, about

1,000 miles away, church bells rang

from the shocks. The earthquakes

were also distinctly experienced in

Charleston, South Carolina, where a

somewhat smaller but similarly widely

felt earthquake occurred in 1886.

The vast areas affected by these

eastern earthquakes contrast sharply

with the much smaller areas affected

by large western earthquakes. For ex-

ample, the 1906 San Francisco and

1964 Alaskan earthquakes, both

greater than magnitude 8 on the Rich-

ter scale, were felt no more than a

few hundred miles away. This differ-

ence in area affected is caused by

the more rapid dying out of seismic

waves in the West compared with the

East, presumably owing to differences

in crustal structure and the presence

of hotter rock at depth in the West.

The new information about the

cause of the New Madrid earthquakes

has been derived in the last five years,

largely as a result of intensified studies

aimed at evaluating the earthquake

threat in quake-prone areas of the

United States. Earthquake studies in

the New Madrid seismic region are

hampered by the nature of the geo-

logic setting. The area lies at the north-

ern end of a major geologic structure

known as the Mississippi Embayment.
The embayment is a downwarped
trough of hard Paleozoic rocks filled

with relatively soft rocks ranging in

age from about 100 million years to

Period woodcut ofNew Madrid quakes
state Historical Society of Mis:

recent times. These soft rocks, mostly

sandstone and clay, were deposited

while the embayment was sinking. Be-

cause the rocks are soft, the geologic

record of long-term fault movement
is not well preserved; therefore the

nature of faulting in the embayment
in relation to that in the surrounding

region is difficult to determine. The
soft sediments of the embayment ef-

fectively veil the deep earthquake-re-

lated geologic features and necessitate

the use of expensive, sophisticated

geophysical methods that can "see"

through the sediments to basement
rock.

A moderately dense network of six-

teen seismograph stations, operated in

the New Madrid region by Saint Louis

University, provided important new in-

formation. Seismograph stations are

used for determining the source lo-

cation, or focus, of earthquakes. The
point on the earth's surface above the

focus is called the epicenter. The more
stations there are in a seismic area,

the more accurately the epicenters can

be determined.

Before installation of the dense seis-

mograph network, the seismicity pat-

tern appeared diffuse, like the scatter

of holes from a shotgun blast. The
improved location accuracy of the

dense network brought a welcome sur-

prise: the diffuse pattern of epicenters

was resolved into a few linear zones

of seismicity. The linear nature of the

zones revealed the approximate loca-

tion of the earthquake-causing faults.

Other data gleaned from the seismo-

graph stations showed the direction

of slip on these faults.

Surveys of the magnetic and gravi-

tational fields in the New Madrid re-

gion by scientists of the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey and Purdue University

provided additional clues. The hard

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of the

Mississippi Embayment have had
many igneous rocks intruded into

them. The igneous rocks came from

great depths, were injected into the

sedimentary rocks as molten masses

of various shapes, and then cooled.

These intrusive masses, called plutons,

are denser and more magnetic than

the surrounding rock, which is mostly

limestone and dolomite, so they cause

strong anomalies in the gravity and

magnetic field. Where the plutons are

more deeply buried, the anomalies are

less sharply defined than anomalies

caused by plutons close to the surface.

The surveys revealed a band of rel-

atively weak anomalies cutting north-
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eastward across the seismic zone. It

is inferred that this band corresponds

to a downdropped block of the shallow

crust that slipped to a position about

a mile lower than its original position,

analogous to the way the keystone in

an arch would drop if the supporting

columns were moved apart.

The downdropped block delineated

by the magnetic and gravit\" data is

known in geologic terms as a rift. Such
a feature can form where molten rock

penetrates the lower crust, causing up-

lift and stretching of the upper crust.

Numerous faults are formed as a re-

sult, and blocks of the e.xtended crust

collapse to form the rift. The main
zone of seismicity in the New Madrid
region is coincident with the middle

of the rift, indicating that the weakest

part of the rift is along its axis.

The first information on the detailed

structure of the rocks in the seismic

region was provided by a technique

much used in the search for petro-

leum, but little used in earthquake

studies because of its cost. Known as

seismic-reflection profiling, the tech-

nique is basically very simple.

Seismic waves are generated at the

land surface either by e.x.plosions or.

more commonly these days, by vibrat-

ing pads mounted on trucks. The
waves propagate downward into the

crust, and as each layer of rock is

encountered, part of the wave energy

bounces back. Along the ground, a

line of instruments called geophones.

which sense ground vibrations, is de-

ployed from the trucks to a distance

of about a mile to detect the returning

energy and to record the precise time

of its arrival. The elapsed time be-

tween sending and receiving the wave

energy, together with information

about wave velocity through the rocks,

yields an estimate of the depth of each

reflecting layer. By combining data

from many vibration points, we can

construct a picture that shows the ap-

proximate configuration of rock strata

beneath the survey line. In effect,

what we have is a cross section of

the earth's crust that resembles a slice

of layer cake.

Thus, seismic-reflection profiling

makes it possible to map the configu-

ration of rock strata deep in the crust

and to delineate faults and folded

strata that may be associated with

earthquakes. In 1978 and 1979. ex-

tensive profiling, along about 170

miles of lines, was done in the New
Madrid region with impressive results.

A major fault zone, coincident with

the main zone of seismicity, was fo^^jjjj

below the soft sediments. This f^;uit
zone is probably the source of at lei'-^j

two of the three largest shocks thaiy

took place in 1811-12. Strata across F

the fault zone are arched and faulted, v

much as would be expected from con-

tinental rifting. Most of this defor-

mation occurred about 300 million

years ago. but there is clear evidence

of more recent faulting in the rift

structure.

In addition, a northeast-trending set

of faults was found that appears to

have moved substantially in geologi-

cally recent time. The youngest strata

seen are vertically off"set by about 250

feet. This fault movement, which cer-

tainly took place during the last 50

million years, the age of the youngest

beds seen to be disrupted, could have

occurred entirely within the last few

thousand years.

The zones of faulting found by seis-

mic-reflection profiling lie along the

rift axis, where the main seismic zone

also falls. Plutons. the intrusive masses

of molten rock, likewise are present

along the rift axis. Their presence in-

dicates that the faulting extends

through the crust and serves as a con-

duit for the molten rock.
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Piecing these fragments of infor-

mation together, we can reconstruct

a skeletal geologic history of the north-

ern Mississippi Embayment. Before

about 500 million years ago, geologic

forces caused uplift of a large area

of the Central Mississippi Valley. The

uplift probably resulted from up-

welling of magma from deep in the

earth's hot interior. It caused the crust

of the earth to stretch and break, and

large blocks of rock were dropped

down in a long zone to form a rift.

From 500 to about 300 million years

ago, the rift area was sinking, the sea

was encroaching, and thick sediments,

first of sand and clay and later of

limestone and dolomite, were depos-

ited. Sometime between 300 million

and 200 million years ago, the land

rose again, the sea withdrew, and

much of the accumulated sediment

eroded away. While the land was ris-

ing, igneous intrusive activity occurred

and plutons were emplaced in another

stage of rift activity.

As the episode of rifting subsided,

the land gradually sank, and by 100

million years ago the sea had once

again covered the region. Additional

episodes of igneous intrusive activity

took place in the embayment about

100 million years ago and possibly

again less than 50 million years ago.

After this last episode, substantial

fault movement occurred, probably as-

sociated with minor rifting.

The net result of all this geologic

activity is that the earth's crust in

the embayment is badly weakened.

The embayment is, therefore, a place

where the crust breaks repeatedly as

the stresses associated with movement

of the plates bring pressure to bear.

A natural question to ask is. When
will a strong earthquake again strike

the New Madrid region? The answer

is we don't know because earthquake

prediction is not yet reliable even in

the best-studied areas, such as Cali-

fornia, and relatively little work has

been undertaken toward prediction in

the New Madrid region. Nevertheless,

evidence indicates that, on the aver-

age, strong earthquakes strike the re-

gion about every 600 years. Of course,

several such shocks could strike in

a short time span, followed by a long

period of inactivity. In terms of plan-

ning, the best policy is to recognize

the inevitability of future, damaging

earthquakes in the New Madrid region

and to incorporate earthquake
resistance in the design and construc-

tion of important structures. D
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi 2nd
and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new rugs No
catalogue- One-of-a-kind pieces; individually photo-
graphed Specify interests Write for photos and data

Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

COLORFUL HAND PAINTED and carved Rassaya
mask, Sri Lanka, 12" X 14", $27. McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty. NY 12754

ENDANGERED SPECIES soft sculpture/toy patterns

12 page catalogue. $1. Lorna, P 0. Box 10388N, Ala-

meda, NM 87114

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-
logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

NATURAL OR PAINTED HAND CARVED Mexican
masks, 20", $28-$35, request photos. McCoy Imports,

Liberty, NY 12754

Back Numbers

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888-1980. Issues, Book
Publications, Collectors Items. Send Wants. Buxbaum
Geographies, Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING— manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited. Fiction, nonfiction and poetry. Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication." Write: Dorrance & Company,
Dept AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press. Dept. NHT, 84 Fifth Avenue,
Nev* York 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING Librarians search VKorldwide titles or

subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock PAB, 2918 At-

lantic. Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY. BIRD BOOKS Out-of-Print, Rare
Catalogues $1 50. Search Service, Patricia Ledlie—
Bookseller, Box 46, Bucklield, ME 04220 (207) 336-
2969

OUT-OF-PRINT Natural History Books Bought and
Sold. Catalogs-$1 00. J. Nadolny, Box 53. New Britain,

CT 06037

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
3,000 titles, all subiects' Free catalogue: Hamilton, 98-

55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

Collectors' Items

BIRDS—ANIMALS—FLOWERS on postage stamps
from many countries Set of 30 different: 50it. George
Ford, P Box 5203-M, Gulfport, FL 33737

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write To-
day! Free Details! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-
H19 California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, West Ger-
many

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship Asian
Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17,500
Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—
Moneyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission," De-
partment 894-C7, National Press Building, Washington,
D.C. 20045

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75,000
jobs! Big pay. Free transportation. Terrific opportuni-

ties. Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO, Box 41 16-

NH, Hayward, CA 94540

FREE DETAILS-OVERSEAS JOBS! 68 Countries, All

occupations. Paid fare. Tax benefits. Computerized re-

ports Jobworld, Box 645-NH, Union City. CA 94587

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information-$2 00 International Op-
portunities, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings-all occupations! Free details . . lntermountain-4Y,

3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler: 5/$2.98 Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,
Box DE-208, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

FAMILY FAVORITES! DESSERTS! Send $1 with SASE
to Mama's Kitchen, 140 Calais Court, Roswell, GA
30075

FANTASTIC ALASKAN CLAM CHOWDER. Traditional

family recipe $1.00 and SASE, PC Box 8251, Kenai,

AK 99611

GOURMET MEATLESS LASAGNE. Old family recipe.

$1.00, SASE. Russell, 160 20th Avenue, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94121

GOURMET RICE RECIPES, delicious, versatile, main
and side dishes $3.25. KVG, 4540 Gifford Rd. 17F,

Bloomington, IN 47401
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GRANOLA RECIPES. More than 10 varieties. $2 SASE.
Norris, Box 160, Port Edwards, Wl 54469

HOMEMADE. Wine & beer Directions, equipment, in-

gredients. Free price list. Gohbtimsco, Box 268,
Sparks, NV 89431

REAL TEXAS CHILI! Recipe plus seasoning, serving

hints. $2.00 postpaid. Bright Enterprises, Box 4759-

NH, Austin, TX 78765

SHAKER BAKERY. 6 authentic, naturally delicious, in-

geniously simple recipes of historic sect. $3.00 SASE.
Box 300, Germantown, MD 20767

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY " Buy
500,000 items (including Jeeps) . . low as 2(t on dol-

lar! Most complete information available— $2 00 Sur-

plus Disposal, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS—$19.30!—CARS— $13.501—650,000 Items!

—Government Surplus—Most Comprehensive Direc-

tory Available Tells How, Where To Buy— Your Area—
$2—Moneyback Guarantee— "Government Informa-

tion Services," Dept DC-8, Box 99249, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94109

Merchandise

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!! Sinus sufferers

Find natural relief. This drugless method is inexpensive

and used by doctors worldwide, informative booklet

explains all and is available by sending $1 .00 to Hydro
Med (NH), P.O. Box 91273, Los Angeles, 90009

IMPROVED WATERPROOF FIELD PAPER. Write or

draw outdoors in any weather, Unlined SK X 11 sam-
ples $3 (guaranteed!). Waterlog, Box 489F, Toledo,

OR 97391

WALKING STICKS, CANES, Free color brochure,
Marchele Co., Dept. NHH, 1 123 Broadway, New York,

NY 10010

Music

FREE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and kits-
Harpsichords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,

lutes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-
ver, CO 80204

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes Free

catalogue. Cassette Library Center, P.O. Box 5331H,
Baltimore, MD 21209

Photo /Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie,

NY 12192(518)731-2610

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the Cor-

nell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.

Dept. 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON, Opto-
lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired Large
stock. Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box
5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
Names—Free Catalogue. Thos. Manetta, 61 Hoffman
Ave., Elmont, NY 11003

PHOTOGRAPHY POSTERS; Brassai's portrait of Pi-

casso, Caponigro's "Stonehenge" . Catalog: $1 (re-

fundable) Positive Images, Box 1939NH2, Kingston,

NY 12401

Plants

BROMELIADS! IDEAL HOUSE PLANTS, from Private

Collections! Send $ 1 ,
plus SASE; Pat's Plants, 140 Ca-

lais Court, Roswell, GA 30075

Real Estate

"EXCLUSIVE" QUEBEC LAND for your Off-Season
Home Choice lot only 40 miles north of Montreal for ei-

ther year-round living or as a recreational summer and
winter retreat Excellent investment opportunity. Some
lots with river frontage For as low as $1,995 00
—money back guarantee This offer won't last Write

Laurentian Estates, Dept 106C, 286 Lawrence Ave-

nue West, Toronto, Ontano M5M 3A8 or call (416)
789-4536

FIVE ACRES— Thirty miles south of the Grand Can-
yon—Arizona. Elevation 6,000 ft. $22,500 By owners.

Box 1133, Phoenix, AZ 85001 (602) 279-0232

FREE . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast. United Farm Agency, Inc , 612-U W 47th St
,

Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph Toll-Free: 1-800-821-

2599: MO. Res. Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment opportuni-

ties! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus nation-

wide listings— $2.00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-RV,
Washington, DC 20036

NEW! FREE! Big Fall-Holiday Catalogue! Over 5,400
country properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,

Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Se-

lected best thruout the US Over 700 offices, 43 states

All Across America! Yours Free from the World's Larg-

est! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd St., Dept 5390,

New York, NY 10017

Resorts

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chincahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers'

retreat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ
85632

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing on

this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with miles

of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of 10-15

guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists on

staff. Little St. Simons Island. Box 1096-N. St. Simons
Island, GA 31522

MAINE: remote lodge, great walking, foliage, moose
watching Excellent food, maximum 10 guests Little

Lyford, Brownville, ME 04414

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE— Observe whales in

breeding lagoons at San Ignacio and Magdalena Bay.

Hawaiian Humpback Whale expedition: photograph
polar bears in Canadian arctic; Andes, Amazon and
Galapagos wildlife adventure in South America Kenya,

Zambia and Zaire safaris. Small groups conducted by

expert naturalists. Adventures International, 442 1-N Al-

bert, Oakland, CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-Pakistan by
Geeta Tours & Travels. 1245 Jarvis, Chicago, IL

60626 (312) 262-4959

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places Ideal for railpass users Free cata-

logue. Great Trips, Box 5199-N, New York, NY 10163

DISCOVER THE YUKON; "Gentle Adventure"! Drift

with us on a 10 day raft or boat trip along 220 miles of

untouched river wilderness. Contemplate the unforget-

table beauty of the Canadian North with a seasoned
naturalist. Personally guided by John Lammers. Presi-

dent, Yukon Conservation Society. Maximum 6-8 per-

sons Call for brochure: (212) 682-0480 (NYC) or

write: Yukon Wilderness Unlimited, Box 4126, White-

horse, Yukon, Canada (403) 633-5250

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC Trekking expeditions in the

Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal. Free brochure.

Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06830, Toll free (800)
243-5330

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hil(ing, backpacking,

bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-

propriate Wnte Education Department, Chihuahuan
Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine, TX 79830

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY field work and instruction in

the spectacular North Cascades. Backpack, walking

pack trips and workshops with professional guide/

photographers The Natural Image. P.O. Box 45, Win-

throp, WA 98862

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals, wild-

flowers. Small groups to Himalayas, Bhutan, Colombia,

Sierre Leone World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver

Spring, MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home! TravLtips,

163-09B508 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SUDAN, EGYPT, TANZANIA. Tribes/Wildlife. Departs

December 13— $5,500. Capers, Box 5489. Beverly

Hills, 90210

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles, whales,

glaciers and fiords, Arctic Tramp, Box 827, Valdez, AK
99686

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum Display

classified is $150-per inch All advertisements must

be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-

tral Park West at 79th St , New York, NY 10024.

Please include your personal address and telephone

number, issue preferred, and suggested heading

Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover

date (the January issue closes Nov 8). Camera-

ready art IS required for display ads A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation-

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated

words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity. Thank you'



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon The moon is a morning object in early August and Sep-

tember, rising after dark and setting in daylight. The evening crescent

appears just before the middle of each month, and from then until

the last week the moon is up at sundown, brightening the early

night. August phases are: last-quarter on the 3rd, new on the 10th,

first-quarter on the 18th, and full on the 25th. Last-quarter appears

again on the 1st of September, new moon on the 9th, first-quarter

on the 17th, and full (the harvest moon) on the 24th.

Stars and Planets Venus is a spectacular morning star in August
and September, rising about 3'/2 hours before the sun and visible

in the east until daylight. It is the only planet well placed for viewing

in these months. Mercury moves from Gemini through Cancer into

Leo in August and into Virgo in early September. Venus spends

time in five constellations. Starting from Taurus and with a brief

stay in Orion, Venus is in Gemini most of August and in Cancer
most of September but moves into Leo late in that month. Mars
is in Virgo; Jupiter and Saturn are in Leo in August but move
into Virgo in September; Uranus is in Libra; Neptune is in Ophiuchus;

and Pluto is in Bootes.

August 5: The star near the crescent moon at dawn this morning

is Aldebaran, in Taurus.

August 6-7: The moon will be close to Venus at dawn on these

days.

August 10: Today there is a partial solar eclipse in the southwestern

and southern United States, and in Central and South America.

It is an annular eclipse along the central line in central South America.

August 10-14: These are the mornings (from 1:00 a.m. on) to

look for the Perseid meteor shower, the most reliable and productive

(50 meteors per hour at maximum) of the year. The shower will

be best on the 12th, but a good shower (25 or more per hour)

should be visible on other mornings.

August 12-13: You may just be able to see Jupiter and Saturn

on these evenings if you can see the crescent moon in the west

after sundown.

August 15: Look for Mars, not very bright, near the moon tonight.

The planet is just north of Spica, the bright star of Virgo, passing

the star on the 17th.

August 24: Venus is at its maximum distance to the sun's right

(greatest westerly elongation), placing it in a most favorable position

as a morning star.

August 25: A penumbral lunar eclipse will produce a barely per-

ceptible dimming of the full moon early tonight.

August 26: Mercury, in superior conjunction, becomes an evening

star.

September 5: Be sure to see the very close conjunction of the

moon and Venus this morning (an occultation elsewhere).

September 13: Jupiter, in conjunction with the sun, becomes a

morning star. The moon is near Mars this evening.

Evening Star \{ap To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map
in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the

lower half of the map with those in the sky. When you face the other

directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east,

south, or west) to the bottom, and match the stars in the sky with those

on the lower half of the map. The map represents the sky at about 11-12

P.M. on August 1; 10-11 p.m. on August 15; 9-10 p.m. on August 31;

and 8-9 p.m. on September 15. It shows only planets and moon phases

above the horizon at those times, and all times are EST.
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Share ttieTtirills

01 Exploring f

outer space;

$15 Crating
Charge

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES®
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed

by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

® TM Registered U.S. Pot. Offit

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City

LIGHTWEIGHT
6-OZ. CHAMOIS
This lighter-weight version of our popular

9-oz. 100% cotton Chamois Cloth Shirt is

comfortable year 'round. So soft and fleecy

you can wear it next to your skin. Long
sleeves. Plain flap-protected pockets. Grows

softer, more com-
fortable with each
washing. Colors:

Camel or Light

Blue. Sizes: Men's
neck 14-17y2.

Lightweight

Chamois Cloth Shirt

$14.95

OrderToday! Money Back Guarantee!
Enclosed is my check or money order for $_
(Add sales tax where applicable.)

n #U58 Men's Ltwt. Chamois Cloth Shirt

Color Size

Name

Address

Cily

! Send me your FREE outdoor catalog.
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Galactic Go-around
The material in spiral galaxies

does not move in the manner astronomers expected

by Vera C. Rubin

When you look up at the sky on

a dark night in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, all of the stars you see with

the naked eye are members of our

galaxy, the Milky Way. These stars

are all gravitationally bound and ro-

tate about a common center. Most
have orbits that lie close to the same

plane that contains our sun. Looking

out through this plane we see pro-

jected on the sky the light from those

stars in the form of the luminous band

we call the Milky Way. (This band

is in fact only a part of the galaxy.)

The plane of the Milky Way is home
to many objects besides single stars.

In addition to our solar system with

its swarms of comets, it holds double

stars, clusters of stars, tenuous clouds

of atomic hydrogen, and dense clouds

of molecules containing hydrogen, ox-

ygen, carbon, and other elements, as

well as dust. In cocoonlike manner,

these dense clouds surround the birth-

places of stars. Also in the plane of

the Milky Way are planetary nebu-

lae—the outer envelopes of glowing

gas that have been shed by aging stars

as they mature—and remnants of su-

pernovae, gas shells, wisps, filaments,

neutron stars, and pulsars.

The supernovae are the objects that

complete and initiate the life cycles

in our galaxy. Having transformed all

of the hydrogen and helium in their

cores to heavier elements as their fuel,

these stars end their lives by exploding

and thereby returning to the inter-

stellar medium the elements heavier

than the hydrogen and helium from

The Andromeda galaxy, also

known as M31, is a spiral

galaxy like our own.

which they formed. New generations

of stars, their birth initiated by the

compression of the interstellar gases

into dense clumps by the shock waves

from the supernovae, restart the cos-

mic life cycle.

Our galaxy is, of course, not alone

in space. There are probably more gal-

axies in the universe than there are

stars in the Milky Way. If you live

in the Southern Hemisphere, two sat-

ellite galaxies of the Milky Way are

a familiar sight in the night sky. They

ire till

[loud!
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Sky Reporter

are the Large and Small Magellanic

Clouds (See Natural History, June/

July 1979), small irregular galaxies

gravitationally bound to ours and

probably in the process of disruption

or perhaps merger with us due to the

tidal pull from our greater mass. We
know these objects are galaxies be-

cause they have the usual galaxy pop-

ulation of stars, star clusters, hydrogen

gas, molecules, supernovae remnants,

and pulsars.

At distances greater than the Mag-

ellanic Clouds, our galactic neighbor-

hood is populated by about twenty

known galaxies. These are generally

small, globular, and of low mass. To-

gether with our galaxy and the Mag-
ellanic Clouds, they constitute an as-

semblage known as the Local Group.

One of our nearest neighbors, the An-

dromeda galaxy, or M31, and our own
galaxy contain most of the mass of

the Local Group, and most of the

smaller galaxies are clustered within

a few million light-years of one of

these two large galaxies.

Throughout the universe at large,

two main classes of galaxies have been

identified—spirals and ellipticals. The
spiral galaxies, like our galaxy and

Andromeda, have their light concen-

trated to a plane, and their prominent

spiral structure is delineated by a pop-

ulation of bright, young, hot massive

blue stars and gas. The elliptical gal-

axies, of either spheroidal or elliptical

outline, are devoid of any noticeable

structure or gas content. Elliptical gal-

axies occur in an enormous range of

sizes and luminosities, from giant el-

lipticals in cores of clusters of galaxies,

to dwarf ellipticals, often the com-

panions of larger galaxies.

Astronomers have recently estab-

lished that the morphology of a galaxy

is related to its environment. Giant

ellipticals are found preferentially in

regions of high mass density, such as

centers of rich clusters and groups,

while spiral galaxies preferentially in-

habit lower mass regions, such as the

outer parts of clusters, and are isolated

in the general field. The density of

our own Local Group of galaxies is

only slightly enhanced over the aver-

age density of galaxies.

What are the mutual motions of

galaxies in the Local Group? Although

we know very little at present, we do

know that M31 and our galaxy are

With a screwdriver
that turns as
easily as ours,
you'llturn out
projects easier
than ever.

That's because the

Garrett Wade extra-

torque screwdriver, with a

3" torque lever, adds an

extra element of power
against any screw.

It features a total of 11

bits — four Phillips, four

metric hex, three stan-

dard bits. Which saves

you the trouble of keep-

ing 10 extra screwdrivers

around.

The Garrett Wade
extra-torque screw-

driver. Just 6" long

(when closed), it

works in three
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ratchet or fixed.)
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WHICH EXERCISER PROVIDES
THE MOST IDEAL C.V. EXERCISE

Exercise Bike D
Treadmill D
Nordic Track fif

^ordicjrack
Jarless, Total-Body

Cardiovascular Exercise

Duplicates XC Skiing for the

best motion in fitness

Better ttian treadmills ... No body-
damaging, jarring motion. Doesn't neglect

tne arms and shoulders. NordicTrack is

smaller, lighter, more portable, doesn't
require motors and is very quiet.

Better than bikes . . . Stand-up position
provides far more uniform leg muscle load-

ing. Makes high heart rates easier to attain.

Arms and shoulders exercised just as effec-

tively as the legs. More muscle mass in-

volved. Adjustable arm and leg resistance.

For more info PSI,125L Columbia Ct.

Chaska MN 55318 612-448-6987

VANCE
AMERA

15W.46ST.(DEPT.NH1

NEW YORK. N.Y 10036

1212)944 1410

CELESTRON-TELESCOPES
TELESCOPES—Moinrrs for all

CAMERAS

CELESTRON C90 TELEFHQTO $195.00

CELESTRON C90 SPOniNG SCOPE 315.00

T ADAPTER FOR C90 S.S. 18.00

CELESTRON C5 TELESCOPE 649.95

CELESTRON C8 TELESCOPE 859.95

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
CELESTRON WEDGE & TRIPOD 160.00

SPECIAL COATING C 5 65.00

SPECIAL COATING C 8 90.00

T RINGS IMODNTSI FOR ALL CAMERAS
CELESTRON CATALOG S2 S12.50

FREE WITH ANY PURCHASE

CAMERAS a ACCESSORIES

approaching each other. The smaller

galaxies are presumed to be in orbit

around M31 or around us, moving
through circular orbits at great dis-

tances or, more likely, through elon-

gated elliptical orbits that take them
near our galaxy at their closest ap-

proach and to large distances at the

most remote part of their orbits. Ap-

parently, the density of matter within

the Local Group is sufficient to coun-

teract the expansion of the universe,

for there is no evidence that the Local

Group is expanding.

The Local Group is one of the out-

lying aggregates of the Virgo Super-

cluster, a flattened group of galaxies

centered on the Virgo cluster of gal-

axies at a distance of fifty million

light-years from us. Are Supercluster

members rotating about the Virgo

cluster? Possibly, but probably not.

Is the density here sufficient to slow

down the expansion of the universe?

Possibly. These are difficult questions

to answer observationally, and the evi-

dence is still being gathered. Real un-

derstanding of these gigantic struc-

tures of clusters of galaxies will be

fundamental to our understanding the

universe.

Beyond the Virgo Supercluster lies

the region that Edwin P. Hubble, the

American astronomer who studied and

classified numerous galaxies beyond

the Milky Way, called the Realm of

the Nebulae. This region has galaxies

in all directions as far as the telescope

eye can see—single, double, multiple,

clusters, and clusters of clusters. Some
galaxies contain as few as one million

stars, some as many as a million mil-

lion. But each one is a dynamical en-

tity held together by the mutual at-

traction of its stars until approached

by a more massive neighbor. When
that happens, some galaxies will orbit,

some collide, some tear out enormous

tails, some lose their outermost stars

to the larger galaxy, or—most cat-

astrophic—some will be devoured en-

tirely and form part of a new dynam-

ical entity.

In this garden of galaxies, the in-

ternal motions we understand best at

present are those of the normal spiral

galaxies such as the Milky Way and

M31. Our knowledge comes from the

study of the spectra of these stellar

systems. Although each galaxy is gi-

gantic by terrestrial measuring units,

all are so far away that they appear

tiny in the sky.

By means of a large telescope and

a spectrograph, the light from a galaxy

can be dispersed into its component
colors (like a rainbow), upon which

are superposed bright lines emitted

by the excited gas in the galaxy. Be-

cause of the systematic internal mo-
tions of the stars and gas, these lines

are displaced from their normal lab-

oratory position. Light from that part

of the galaxy that is rotating away
from us is shifted to the red region

of the spectrum and light from that

part of the galaxy that is turning to-

ward us moves toward the blue. From
detailed spectroscopic studies of spi-

rals of various types, a picture has

emerged that will fit a spiral galaxy

much like our own, one with a radius

of about 100,000 light-years, and a

mass of about several hundred billion

stars.

At the center of such a galaxy is

a massive nucleus, whose properties

are still somewhat elusive. It could

be a black hole, that is, a mass equiv-

alent to some ten million suns in a

region as small as a few miles across,

or it could be just a giant star cluster

of a million stars. Near the center

of the galaxy the stellar motions have

a circular component, but there are

also large-scale structures with mo-

tions inward or outward from the cen-

ter. Energetic phenomena we barely

understand are accelerating large

masses of material to high velocities,

as well as producing radio frequency

and X-ray emission.

Beyond a few thousand light-years

from the center, the stars and gas

settle down to an orderly rotation

about the center, with rotational ve-

locities near 300 miles per second. In

the solar system, most of the mass

is at the center, the sun; and the outer

planets therefore move more slowly

than the inner ones. In a normal spiral

galaxy such as the Milky Way, how-

ever, the outer stars orbit with speeds

just as great as those of stars near the

center. This observation, which came

as a surprise, has great implications

for the distribution of mass in spiral

galaxies and means that most of the

mass is not concentrated at the center.

In a spiral galaxy, there is significant

mass at large distances from the nu-

cleus.

To understand this interpretation,

it is necessary to start with the law

of gravitation. Newton was the first

to understand that the gravitational

pull between two objects decreases as

the square of the distance between

them. If two bodies increase their sep-

aration by a factor of two, their mutual



attraction goes down by a factor of

four. For planets orbiting a sun con-

taining almost all of the solar system

mass, this means that outer planets

feel a smaller gravitational accelera-

tion, and hence orbit with smaller ve-

locities. Mercury, with a solar distance

of 0.39 astronomical units, or AU (an

AU equals the distance from the sun

to the earth, 93,000,000 miles), moves

with a velocity of about thirty miles

per second; Pluto, 100 times farther

away with a distance of 39.5 AU,
moves with a velocity of about three

miles per second, only one-tenth that

of Mercury.

Astronomers had long expected that

in a galaxy, stars at great distances

from the nucleus would show low or-

bital velocities by analogy with the

solar system. Thus they were antici-

pating that most of the mass in a

galaxy would be in its nucleus. How-
ever, recent observations contradict

this expectation. High orbital veloc-

ities at large nuclear distances mean
that the mass is more uniformly dis-

tributed in a galaxy than in a solar

system. In fact, for some spiral gal-

axies, the velocities of stars actually

increase the closer they are to the

outer edge of the optical image.

This forces us to adopt a new model

for the distribution of mass in a spiral

galaxy, a model in which the total

quantity of matter increases rapidly

as the radius increases. Because the

mass continues to increase, even at

the edge of the optical galaxy, we
conclude that there must be signifi-

cant matter beyond the optical image.

It is this unseen mass that keeps the

i orbital velocities high.

What is the nature of this mass?

It cannot be highly luminous or we
would see it. It could consist of mil-

lions of very faint stars, each with
' a very low amount of matter, or cool

objects that are more planetlike than

starlike, or perhaps mini black holes.

While the unseen mass might be a

flattened disk like the optically visible

galaxy, it might, alternatively, envelop

the galaxy like a giant halo. How far

would such a halo extend? Astrono-

mers are only now attempting to probe

such questions using several tech-

niques—observations in the infrared

region of the spectrum where cool

stars would radiate and observations

of rotations in the bulges and halos

of distant galaxies. A third method
involves the detection of absorption

lines from hot gas clouds in the halo

of our own galaxy that are superim-

posed on the spectrum of stars in a

neighboring galaxy such as the Magel-

lanic Clouds.

These observations of the outer re-

gions of distant spirals have forced

us to reexamine our ideas of the struc-

ture of our galaxy. The conventional

model of our galaxy places the sun

25,000 light-years from the center, at

about two-thirds of the distance to

the edge. It also predicts that stars

located at greater distances from the

center than the sun will orbit with

slower velocities.

Prodded by the observations of

other galaxies, astronomers have now
detected young stars and dust well

beyond the solar orbit, whose veloc-

ities indicate no decrease in orbital

velocity (actually they show a slight

increase). Moreover, observations of

the hydrogen emission toward the out-

er edge of the galaxy and of the ve-

locities of the small satellite galaxies

at very large nuclear distances suggest

that these objects, too, have high or-

bital velocities in response to the ex-

tended mass of our galaxy. There is

now every reason to believe that our

galaxy has a radius of about 1 50,000

rather than 50,000 light-years and that

the sun is therefore not out in the

galactic suburbs.

We do not yet know how far our

galaxy extends. An upper limit to its

extent must be halfway to the An-

dromeda galaxy, one million light-

years, for if it extended farther, our

outer envelope would meet the outer

envelope of that galaxy. Theoretical

arguments show that two galaxies with

interacting envelopes will merge into

one composite object in a time as short

as the revolution of one galaxy around

the other—some hundreds of millions

of years. But the presence of so many
double galaxies in the universe makes
it unlikely that most galaxies have ha-

los extending to their nearest neigh-

bors.

A vast assortment of observational

equipment—optical, radio, infrared.

X-ray, gamma-ray, and ultraviolet tel-

escopes—is currently being used to

investigate galactic structure and dy-

namics. Progress is rapid in many di-

rections. But as in all good problems,

solutions to some parts just raise ad-

ditional questions to be answered.

Vera C. Rubin, an astronomer on the

staffof the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism at the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington, specializes in the

structure and motion of galaxies.
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Other Faces
by Herbert R. Harvey

Mexican Masks, by Donald Cordry.

University of Texas Press, $39.95; 280

pp.. illus.

A correlate of modernization in

Mexico has been a sharp decline in

the production of folk art. Some forms

of folk artistic expression have all but

disappeared in many localities where,

just a few years ago. they were promi-

nent and embedded in the current of

daily life. One example is the mask,

an important ceremonial accouter-

ment of indigenous Mexico for more

than three millenniums.

From 1931 until his death in 1978,

Donald Cordry, together with his wife.

Dorothy, conducted numerous ethno-

graphic investigations throughout

Mexico, paying special attention to

masks—their use and manufacture,

their meaning and significance in the

culturally conservative peasant and In-

dian communities. The results are pre-

sented in Mexican Masks, the only

comprehensive work on this colorful

and intriguing expression of Mexican
popular art.

This fine volume is beautifully il-

lustrated with more than two hundred

color and eighty-five black-and-white

photographs, twenty-eight line draw-

ings, and two maps. The majority of

photographs are from Cordry's own

Indian soldier mask. Dance of the Battle of the Fifth of May

collection, part of the documentation

he built up during forty years of field-

work. As Peter Furst points out in

his introduction to the volume, Cordry

possessed the skill of a professional

photographer, and his photographs of

villages, dances, mask makers, and

materials are as important a part of

the record as are the field notes and

the masks themselves. Without eth-

nographic context, the masks would

lose much of their significance. Dur-

ing field trips, the author systemat-

ically collected masks, often under the

auspices of such institutions as the

Museum of the American Indian and

Mexico's National Museum of An-

thropology, whose collections he

helped to build. At the same time

he formed his own private collection,

and drew on it extensively for his anal-

ysis. It is probably not an exaggeration

to say that Donald Cordry had a more

profound knowledge of Mexican
masks than any other person before

or during his time. A successful artist

and designer, he brought the sensi-

tivity of his vocation to bear on his

avocation.

But Mexican Masks is not merely

a book of pictures. Rather, it preserves

an important balance between descrip-

tive analysis and relevant illustration.

The text covers a broad range of sub-

ject matter, including the art and ico-

nography of masks, their making and

their use. Whenever possible, the au-

thor has tried to provide historical con-

text in his discussion. Interestingly,

very few masks of great age have sur-

vived. In part, this reflects the per-

ishable nature of the materials: paper,

wax. leather, even wood. Another rea-

son for the scarcity of old masks is

that age alone does not engender rev-

erence for a mask. The lore associated

with a particular mask tends not to

survive the immediate generations of

its maker and owner. Cordry noted

that when an old mask occasionally
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Devil mask, dance unknown

turned up, it often held little meaning
for the community or even for those

who had kept it in their possession.

Thus, many questions about specific

masks, such as the origin or intended

meaning of a motif or the implication

of spatial or temporal stylistic vari-

ation, often cannot be answered with

any degree of certainty. One of the

virtues of the book is that it raises

as many provocative questions as it

answers and presents a solid point of

departure for future research on

masks and masked dances.

From the earliest manifestations of

civilization in Mesoamerica, masks
have played an important role in na-

tive religion. There is considerable ar-

cheological evidence of their use, and
they are depicted in native pictorial

codices. Early colonial observers of

native culture also made occasional

reference to masks. Major pre-His-

panic deities, such as Tlaloc (Lord

of the Rain) and Quetzalcoatl-Ehecatl

(Lord of the Wind), were depicted

as masks. In religious ceremonies,

priests serving as masked dancers

would become one with the deities

whose masks they wore. This trans-

formation was an essential concept in

pre-Hispanic religion.

Although it has deep roots in an-

cient Mexico, modern mask use in rit-

ual performance is also the product

of Spanish and, to a lesser extent,

African influence. Some aspects of na-

tive religion were abhorrent to Spanish

missionaries—human sacrifice, for ex-

ample, and the depiction of Indian

deities, who were considered to be de-

mons. But the Spaniards did not sup-

press the use of masks. On the con-

trary, they introduced their own
masks, reflective of their religious con-

cepts and symbols, which sometimes

replaced but more often fused with

native ideas. New fa9ades in the guise

of Christian personages protected old

ideas. Cordry points out, for example,

that native deities had both good and

bad aspects but that Catholicism

tended to concentrate evil in a single

personage, the Devil. Indian societies

adapted to Spanish imagery by adding

horns to their demons. Today devil

masks are among the most common
and widespread types, but they still

often contain iconographic elements

common to native cultures. Tigers,

butterflies, serpents, frogs, lizards,

various birds, and other animal motifs

seem more closely linked to native

tradition than to external influence.

In general, mask usage today is

most prevalent in western Mexico,

from the Yaqui and Mayo commu-
nities in the northwest, south through

the states of Michoacan and Guerrero.

But masked dances are also somewhat
common in the states of Puebla, Tlax-

cala, Oaxaca, and Chiapas. Distribu-

tion seems correlated less with lin-

guistic-cultural groupings than with

geographical isolation. As the infra-

structure of rural roads has increased,

masked dances, along with the num-
ber of artisans skilled in the craft of

mask making, have diminished. Over

the decades, Cordry interviewed many
mask makers and personally observed

the decline in this craft.

Mask makers consist of three types

of artisans: the santero, who also

carves religious statuary; the profes-

sional mask maker; and the amateur.

To a trained eye, the product of san-

teros can often be distinguished, since

santeros generally possess more ade-

quate tool kits and greater technical

skill. Not surprisingly, there is a ten-

dency for craft production to pass

from generation to generation within

family lines. The book contains a use-

ful appendix of mask makers, includ-

ing linguistic and genealogical infor-

mation, as well as descriptions of tools

and mediums customarily used.

There are many and varied cere-

monies utilizing masked dancers in

traditional Mexican communities.

One of the more colorful and wide-

spread groups of masked dances, with

roots in sixteenth-century Spanish Ca-

tholicism, is that of the Moors (los

Moras) and Christians. Formerly per-

formed on horseback and often with

a large cast of participants, the dance

is less pretentious today and is usually

performed by a small group of danc-

ers. In this perennial, ritual struggle,

a group of dancers representing Chris-

tians battle their adversaries, the

Moors, until the latter capitulate or

are overcome. The dance symbolizes

the age-old struggle between Good and

Evil, with Good the invariable victor.



Another theme that gained promi-

nence in folk tradition is the Spanish

conquest of Mexico. In many of the

dances associated with this theme,

masked dancers represent such nota-

ble figures as Hernan Cortes, the con-

queror, and Montezuma, the ill-fated

Aztec emperor who lost his life and

kingdom in the conquest. Malinche,

Cortes's Indian interpreter and mis-

tress, is often portrayed as the betrayer

of her people. Such dances recount

the destruction of native civilization,

a sad event believed to have been re-

deemed, however, by the advent of

Christianity. Other events, such as the

Battle of the Fifth of May (1862),

have also lingered in folk memory and

find occasional expression in dances.

While many dances commemorate
identifiable postconquest historical

events and Christian personages, oth-

ers have been performed since antiq-

uity. This is particularly evident in

the rain-related group of dances with

its propitiation of the Lord of Rain.

In a land where drought is an ever

present threat to crops, rain-petition-

ing ceremonies are widespread and

their forms and particular modes of

expression are rich and varied. Masks
used in these ceremonies often contain

motifs such as serpents, whose sym-

bolic association with the rain god is

of unquestioned antiquity. One of the

most fascinating aspects of masks as

artistic expression is the variety and

manner in which old symbols are in-

terpreted and reinterpreted by mask
makers.

Considering the social and techno-

logical changes that have taken place

in Mexico over the past half century,

it would be surprising were they not

reflected in the mask tradition. As

society has become more secularized,

many communities have modified

their manner of religious expression.

But while some have abandoned their

old themes, others have improvised

new ones. In addition, regional dances

stimulated by government and tourist

interest are today more common than

in the past, so that the resilient Mexi-

can mask tradition seems to be ac-

commodating itself to a new forum.

Future investigators will have a dif-

1 ferent theater in which to observe the

I drama, but as it evolves, it may be

as rich as the one Cordry found.

Herbert R. Harvey is a professor in

J the Department of Anthropology at

ii the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Additional Readinj

Eskimo Curlew (p. 30)

An art book as well as a dependable

ornithological reference. The Shore-

birds of North America, edited by

G.D. Stout, with text by P. Matthies-

sen, paintings by R. V. Clem, and

species accounts by R. S. Palmer
(New York: Viking Press, 1967), in-

cludes information on, and a full-sized

color plate of, the Eskimo curlew. A
smaller reproduction of this painting

can be found in "What to Look For:

Eskimo and Little Curlews Com-
pared," by J. Farrand, Jr. This article,

along with "Sight Record of Eskimo
Curlew {Numenius borealis) on West
Coast of James Bay, Canada," by J.

A. Hagar and K. S. Anderson, and

"The Decline and Fall of the Eskimo
Curlew, or Why Did the Curlew Go
Extaille?" by R. C. Banks, was pub-

lished in American Birds (March
1977). Banks analyzes the decline of

the curlew from a new point of view,

suggesting that environmental
changes contributed more to the cur-

lew's disappearance than previously

thought. Two early accounts to which

Banks refers are Life Histories of
North American Shore Birds, by A.

C. Bent {U.S. National Museum Bul-

letin 146, 1929), which discusses

curlew distribution, biology, and be-

havior and contains quotes from lead-

ing ornithologists of the day, and The
Eskimo Curlew and Its Disappear-

ance, by M.H. Swenk {Annual Report

of the Smithsonian Institution for the

Year Ending June 30. 1915, pp. 325-

40). These reports vehemently claim

that overhunting caused the decline

of the curlew.

Horned Beetles (p. 34)

G.J. Arrow of the British Museum
(Natural History) devoted his life to

the study of beetles, especially horned

beetles. His Horned Beetles (The
Hague; W. Junk, 1951) is a thorough

study written for the layman and the

scientist. To compare horned beetle

behavior and survival with that of

other insects, see Sexual Selection

and Reproductive Competition in In-

sects, edited by M.S. Blum and N.A.
Blum (New York: Academic Press,

1979). Life on a Little-known Planet,

by H.E. Evans (New York: E.P. Dut-

ton, 1978), is a natural history of in-

sects. In "Horned Beetles," a recent

article in Scientific American (March
1980, pp. 166-82), W.E. Eberhard ex-

plains that beetles use their horns to

lift rivals of the same species rather

than to stab prey.

Lakes Baikal and Superior (p. 56)

M. Kozhov's Lake Baikal and Its

Life (The Hague: W. Junk, 1963),

the definitive work on the subject, in-

cludes many photographs, tables, and
references, briefly reviews the litera-

ture about Baikal, and reports on the

lake's flora, fauna, geography, and hy-

drology. Two photographic essays on

Baikal and the Siberian countryside

Chalcasoma atlas

are Ozero Baikal ("Lake Baikal"), by

G.L Kooka, R. Petera, and E. Var-

manyana (Moscow: Soviet Russia

Publishers, 1967), and Vremyena
Goda ("The Four Seasons"), edited

by S. Mikhalkov (Moscow: Planeta

Publishers, 1978). Lake Baikal has

been the subject of magazine articles

from time to time—see M.L Goldman's

"The Pollution of Lake Baikal" in the

June 19, 1971, issue of The New York-

er (pp. 58-66) and R. Chelminski's

"Baikal Survives as a Prize for the

Whole Planet" {Smithsonian, Novem-
ber 1975, pp. 44-51). "Report from

Lake Baikal," by S. White {New Sci-

entist, August 5, 1976, pp. 275-77),

is a status report on pollution in Lake

Baikal that includes a special discus-

sion of the Baikalsk cellulose mill.

Lake Baikal Endangered by Pollu-

tion, by P. Nijhoff {Environmental

Conservation, vol. 6, no. 2, 1979, pp.

111-15), provides an overview. Two
large picture books are Superior: The

Haunted Shore, photographs by B.

Litteljohn, text by W. Drew (Toronto:

Gage Publishing, 1975), and The

Eaces ofthe Great Lakes, photographs

by B.A. King, text by J. Ela (San

Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1977).

The latter illustrates the influence of

human activities—cities, industries,

fishing, shipping, and mining—on the

environment. The story of all the

Great Lakes has been told in The En-

during Great Lakes, a Natural His-

tory book edited by J. Rousmaniere

(New York: W.W. Norton, 1979).

Urban Plazas (p.62)

A standard reference for planners.

Death and Life of Great American

Cities, by J. Jacobs (New York: Ran-

dom House, 1961), was based on di-

rect observations of how people use

spaces. J. Jacobs previously con-

tributed a chapter on downtown areas

to Exploding Metropolis, first pub-

lished in 1958, by the Editors of For-

tune (Westport: Greenwood Press,

1976). In Personal Space: The Be-

havioral Basis of Design (Englewood

Cliff's: Prentice-Hall, 1969), R. Som-



mer discusses human spatial behavior

and presents a variety of design con-

cepts for special purposes. E. T. Hall

analyzes personal spaces (for example,

how close to others people of var-

ious cultures can stand without feeling

that they are invading another person's

privacy) in The Hidden Dimension

(New York: Doubleday and Co.,

1966). In Streets for People (New
York: Doubleday and Co., 1969), B.

Rudofsky speaks unfavorably of

American pedestrians. On the other

hand, he believes that Italian streets

(provide many pleasures. For a tour

of American cities, see A. Heckscher's

Open Spaces: The Life of American

Cities (New York: Harper and Row,

1978).

Mississippi Earthquakes (p. 70)

The New Madrid Earthquakes of
1811-1812, by J. Penick, Jr. (Colum-

bia: University of Missouri Press,

1976), a lively account drawn from

ii descriptions published at the time of

I the quakes, includes woodcuts, maps,

sketches, tables, and an eighteen-page

t

guide to further reading. Penick say

Ihat "all material relating to the earth

quakes that appeared in newspaper

I from 16 December 1811 through Jun

1812 is available on a microfiche can

;l attached to Otto W. Nuttli's article

'The Mississippi Valley Earthquake

of 1811 and 1812: Intensities, Ground

Motion and Magnitudes,' Bulletin oj

\ the Seismological Society of America
i63 (February 1973), 227-28." Con-

I tinents in Motion: The New Earth De-

, bate, by W. Sullivan (New York:

! McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1974), is an

introduction to continental drift and

i| plate tectonics. Each chapter has a long
' list of further references. Earthquakes

are among the topics discussed in

!, Earth, second edition, by F. Press and

R. Siever (San Francisco: W. H. Free-

man, 1978). Continents Adrift and
Continents Aground: Readings from
Scientific American (San Francisco:

W. H. Freeman and Co., 1976) con-

' tains articles by various authors.
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Doris Tischler

Dr. Wann Langston Jr., one of the
world's foremost paleontologists.

Scale = 1/50th, L= 12".

Every bronze comes with the
Hugh Rose Studio's guarantee that

it will repurchase your bronze within

the first year if you're not completely
satisfied. Price: $600.
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Polyester Dinosaurs
Tucked away in the lab\rinthine

complex of the American Museum of

Natural History's twenty-two build-

ings is a squat, cement-and-brick shed

identified simply as the Reproductions

Studio. Inside, two staff members and

numerous volunteers are busy casting

life-sized replicas of some of the mas-

sive dinosaur skeletons in the Muse-

um's collection. The skeletons were

ordered by various science and natural

history museums, which for between

$150 and $13,000 will have an exact

reproduction of one of the Museum's
superb saurjan fossils.

The interior of the studio is as re-

markable as the outside is dull. The
rib cage of a triceratops, huge enough

for two people to walk around in, rests

on plywood mounts near the entrance.

Its freshly cast head sits upside down
on a table, and its massive leg bones

are stacked like cordwood against the

wall. Nearby, technicians are assem-

bling a second triceratops that will

eventually be shipped to Saudi Arabia

for a multimillion-dollar science and

technology museum. Several other un-

finished dinosaur skeletons lie in un-

tidy heaps of gray polyester ribs and

sections of vertebrae. Other assorted

items in various stages of reproduction

include fifteen reconstructed heads of

prehistoric man, several tracodont

(duck-billed) dinosaur skulls, a mold-

in-process of the code of Hammurabi,
a pile of claw bones, leg bones, foot

bones, and rib cages of lycaenops (a

mammallike reptile), and several mon-
key masks from Indonesia.

Martin Cassidy and his assistant,

Jeanne Kelly, who operate the studio,

are at the top of their highly select

profession. Cassidy, with Kelly's help,

developed the complex techniques

needed to duplicate in plastic the enor-

mous skeletons, although Kelly had

not had any formal training in casting

before coming to the Museum six

years ago.

Cassidy began working in the Mu-
seum's Department of Vertebrate Pa-

leontology many years ago, making
molds and casts of such things as

teeth, small bones, and other fossils

for scientific study. "1 started experi-

menting," he says, "using both known
and new tooling methods." He spent

much of his free time fooling around

with molds, with the indulgence of

the department. As his techniques be-

came increasingly sophisticated, he

was able to cast larger and more com-

plicated skeletons, and oiher museums
began asking for material that was

previously un.ivailable. Finally, the di-

rector moved him out of Vertebrate

Paleoritology and gave him a studio

Peter Goldberg, AMNH

Working in the Hall of Late Dinosaurs. Jeanne Kelly prepares

section of the massive triceratops skeleton for casting.

a backhune

of his own in the Department of Ex-

hibition and Graphics. Shortly after

that the Natural History Museum in

Osaka, Japan, asked for a complete

Stegosaurus skeleton, Cassidy's first

big job.

In the field of mold making, which

is increasingly reliant on computer

technology and the assembly line,

Cassidy is a craftsman who knows how
to work with his hands. Each skeleton

is entirely handmade, and the complex

ones may take up to one and a half

years to finish. The most sophisticated

equipment in the studio is a pair of

rebuilt drills that Cassidy picked up

on Canal Street for $10. "We try as

much as possible," he says, "to modify

and adapt existing material and equip-

ment. We mine the Museum's dump
for its treasures—scrap metal, wood,

packing material. Sometimes just to

look at the dump gives us ideas."

The triceratops is their latest skel-

eton—and their most ambitious. It is

more than twenty-three feet long, and

its skull alone measures six by four

by six feet. The replica required 125

molds, more than 150 gallons of latex,

nearly 200 gallons of polyester resin,

and in excess of 2,000 hours of work.

Cassidy and Kelly began on the tri-

ceratops about two years ago; this

summer, they finished two of the four

reproductions on order. Their first step

was to completely overhaul the skel-

eton, which had been on display since

the 1920s. Because of its weight, all

work on the original took place in the

Hall of Late Dinosaurs where visitors

could watch the action. One side bene-

fit of working in public was that Cas-

sidy drew a steady pool of volunteers

from interested spectators, including

a Broadway actress, a retired man-

ufacturer of wedding rings, and a tal-

ented fourteen-year-old who could roll

out a perfectly symmetrical six-foot

clay cylinder.

The reproductions team disarticu-

lated parts of the skeleton, repaired

damaged areas, cleaned it, and re-

placed the old plaster reconstructions

with fiberglass. Once the triceratops

was in top-notch shape, they began

marking literally hundreds of refer-

ence points on the bones; this infor-

mation would later appear in the casts.
«)
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Cassidy also invented and built from

scrap wood a contraption he calls a

"rib locating and holding jig." The
jig, which looks a bit like a porcupine,

was built inside the original rib cage

and acts as a template for re-creating

the exact configuration of the ribs in

the duplicate. "That's always the big-

gest problem," says Cassidy. "We had

a hard time with the stegosaurus when
we tried operating from photos. The
way we've set it up now, anyone could

put that skeleton together."

In the next step of casting, they

carefully looked at the topology of

the bones to decide where each mold
should go. Each mold was poured in

latex and held in a stiff fiberglass

jacket, which reproduced every detail

in the original, including the nuts and

bolts used to hold the skeleton to-

gether. The completed molds were car-

ried back to the studio for casting.

A mixture of fiberglass and polyester

resin, dyed the approximate color of

the original, was used to re-create each

bone or grouping of bones. After sand-

ing, staining, and reassembling, the

first facsimile was ready for shipment

to its new home.

With the growing market for pa-

leontological reproductions, the studio

publishes yearly a price list of avail-

able casts. The triceratops "ready for

mounting" is a mere $13,200. One
can also purchase a stegosaurus

($10,450), a four-foot ankylosaurus

tail club ($220), a fossil ichthyosaur

with young inside ($522), a three-toed

merychippus ($1,650), assorted dino-

saur footprints ($192.50 and up), and

a restored head of Peking man
($137.50). If you don't find what you

want on the list, you can always ask.

"This is not a commercial operation,"

says Cassidy. "We offer a service to

museums around the world and sched-

ule our prices simply to recover all

costs relating to the studio's oper-

ation."

To date only museums have ordered

skeletons, but Cassidy will sell to any-

one willing to put up the money. He
would like to see some of New York's

downtown office buildings set up some
of his castings in their lobbies; they

would, after all, be cheaper than most

modern sculpture. "There is a lot of

interest in these forms as sculpture;

bones frequently are a primary met-

aphor for many artists," he says.

The success of the studio has, of

course, been accompanied by a pro-

liferation of molds, which are stored

in an adjoining shed. In this unheated

space, lit by a single, naked light bulb,

negative images of everything from

the Aztec Calendar Stone to a Ty-

rannosaurus rex jaw share space with

the Museum's snowplow and electric

carts. And every year the shelves get

more crowded.

A question that both Cassidy and

Kelly are often asked is what exactly

their job is called. "Paleontological

sculptor?" says Kelly. "Too much of

a tongue twister. It's hard to say what

it is, but I love it." After pausing

a few seconds, she adds, "It's what

I grew up to be."

Douglas J. Preston

^Chinese Puppeteers

Eleven puppeteers from the People's

Republic of China will be giving four

performances at the Museum on Septem-
ber 4 through 7 as part of a U.S. tour

under the sponsorship of the Asia So-

ciety's Performing Arts Program. This

troupe performs traditional plays that

have been passed down from father to

son for generations. The puppets fly

through the air, spin plates on their heads,

and pour their own cups of tea. The pup-

pets are on tour in the United States

for the first time, and this will be their

only appearance in New York. For ticket

information, write to the Membership Of-

fice of the Museum.

Course for Stargazers

The Hayden Planetarium offers a wide

range of courses on meteorology, astron-

omy, telescope making, flying, and ce-

lestial navigation. A free course catalog

and registration form can be obtained

by writing to the Hayden Planetarium.

Grasslands Giant

The African Elephant, a film by nat-

uralist Simon Trevor, will be shown at

the August members' program, Wednes-
day, August 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the Audi-

torium. The film features scenes of the

social behavior, feeding, rearing, mating,

and death of the elephant, but it also

includes footage of a cheetah stalking

its prey, a newborn wildebeest taking its

first steps, and flamingos flying over a

lake in the Great Rift Valley. The pro-

gram is free for members, $3.00 for non-

members.

Ravi Sliankar

Ravi Shankar, renowned sitarist and

composer, will give a lecture-demonstra-

tion in the Museum Auditorium on Wed-
nesday, September 10, at 7:00 p.m. Tick-

ets for the evening are $6 ($5 for mem-
bers) and may be obtained in advance

by sending a check to the Department

of Education at the Museum.

Egypt Dances
A special two-evening series on the

dance of Egypt will be presented by the

Education Department of the Museum
on Wednesday and Thursday, August 20

and 21. Magda Saleh, former prima bal-

lerina with the Cairo Ballet, will introduce

and narrate her film, Egypt Dances, for

the program on Wednesday evening. On
Thursday, Walter Terry will comment on

three dances that Saleh will perform. Se-

ries tickets for the two evenings can be

obtained by sending $10 ($8 for members)
to the Department of Education at the

Museum.

Museum Highlights Tours

For veteran museumgoers as well as

new visitors, the Museum offers free tours

of its most interesting halls and exhibits.

The Museum Highlights Tours leave on

a regular basis from the second floor In-

formation Desk. Check about specific

times on the day of your visit.

Discovery Tours

The Museum is offering an art and

archeology tour of the People's Republic

of China in October 1980. Twenty-four

participants will join Prof. C. Bruce

Hunter for an in-depth visit to archeo-

logical and historical sites in Peking,

Shanghai, Kwangchow, and other cities.

At present, this popular tour is filled,

but the Museum is planning similar tours

for the spring and fall of 1981. This is

just one of the many tours offered by

the Museum to its members and friends.

For information and itineraries, write to

Discovery Tours at the Museum.
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Hot Cajun Sausage
Boudin, a fiery, pale-colored food speciality, is an important part of Louisiana's Acadian culture

by Raymond Sokolov

Dudley Hebert stirred the big pot

with a short-handled canoe paddle,

gently prodding thirty-five pounds of

pork and pork innards, while they

cooked almost to the point of disinte-

gration. Standing in the improvised

kitchen at Arceneaux Park in Brous-

sard, Louisiana, some little children

and adults watched as he ground that

meat and mixed it with rice and lots of

red pepper. Then he showed them how
to stuff this "rice dressing" into sau-

sage casings. Mr. Hebert and his col-

laborator, Elmer Girouard, used a hol-

low, open-ended cow horn to do the

stuffing. The horn once belonged to

Mr. Girouard's grandfather, who had

always used it to stuff sausage on his

farm in southwestern Louisiana, when
he and his family slaughtered hogs in

the preserving cold of a winter day and

processed every shred of the animal,

from head to hock. Being Cajuns, they

spoke French, and called this gala pork

butchering event a boucherie. And the

loose sausage they made—a fiery, pale-

colored specialty with a strong taste of

liver and kidney—they called boudin

blanc. Traditional Cajun boudin blanc

can still be found in Cajun country.

Indeed, last February in Broussard, it

was impossible to avoid.

Broussard is somewhere in-between

being a drab, post-Depression farm

center and a suburb of bustling La-

fayette, ten miles to the north. This

year the Broussard Jaycees and Jaynes

sponsored the second annual Louisi-

ana Boudin Festival. Local boudin fac-

tories worked overtime to produce

thousands of pounds of sausages. He-

bert and Girouard did their demon-
stration. Several young men and wom-
en competed in the boudin-taUng

contest, slurping stupendous quanti-

ties of pork and rice stuffing out of

long, drooping casings.

I myself consumed an immoderate
number of boudins, warding off the

chill of an incessant winter drizzle

with their warming spices. I ate bou-

dins from all the booths, including a

seafood boudin, heterodox but deli-

cious. Somewhat bloated with all this

gorging, I began to see the justice of an

opinion expressed by John Norbert, a

professional boudiniste at one of the

booths. "The secret of a good boudin,"

he averred, "is seasoning plus more
meat than rice."

With these words fresh in mind, I

joined forces with boudin aficionado,

Barry Jean Ancelet, a young and im-

passioned Cajun folklorist at the Uni-

versity of Southwestern Louisiana in

Lafayette, who introduced me to the

higher arcana of boudin at a nearby

supermarket called Dud Breaux's. The
pork-rice ratio seemed just about ideal

as Ancelet, his family, and I worked

our way through a few pounds of sau-

sage hot from the pot at Dud Breaux's.

We threw the casings to the Ancelet

dog and launched into the vexed ques-

tion of Cajun culture.

The boudin is a spongy but natural

platform from which to rise to the

larger issue of Cajun identity and sur-

vival because boudin—ungainly, wildly

spiced, and messy to eat—has become
part of the stereotype of the Cajun in

our time.

"Cajun" itself is an emblem of cul-

tural misunderstanding, corrupted

from the French Acadien, the name
given to French settlers driven out of

Nova Scotia (then called Acadia) in

1753. As they made their way south,

an unfriendly Anglophone North
America dubbed them Cajuns. Arriv-

ing in southwestern Louisiana's mal-

aria-infested bayous and isolated low-

lands about 1765, they found a refuge

where they could carry on peacefully

as an ignored, French-speaking major-

ity. "They were the melting pot here,"

says Barry Ancelet. "They were the

mainstream society. All through the

nineteenth century, other groups came
in and adopted French, people with

names like Johnson, Segura, and

Schneider. The original Cajuns were

not immigrants to the United States.

They were here before there was a

United States. My grandmother ob-

jected when a nephew of hers married

'une americaine.'

"As late as the turn of the century.

Cajun culture was all there was around

here. Hell, everyone was eating

boudin. Then the Anglo-American
world began to press in. Oil was found

in Jennings, at the so-called Evange-

line field. (I really resent the whole

Evangeline business, having the rest of

the world learn about us through that

poem. Longfellow never met a Cajun.

And he wrote in English.) Oil brought

in a money economy and an English-

speaking population. Then the manda-

tory education act established a school

u
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system that forced our kids to learn

English. And World War I took a

whole generation of Cajuns away from

home, where they saw for the first time

that they were a minority. The mass

media finished the job of putting our

culture in danger, by providing slick

programming that was much better

than anything coming from here. Peo-

ple began to feel their culture was low

class, something to leave behind."

With all these external pressures on

them, it was no wonder that many

Cajuns fled into assimilation or as far

away as they could from the tradi-

tional life of the Cajun "coonass," a

local pejorative probably drawn from

the French slang term conasse, mean-

ing a stupid person or, as Vaughan
Burdin Baker puts it in the Junior

League of Lafayette's Cajun cook-

book. Talk About Good, "an ignorant

and superstitious individual speaking

ungrammatical and thickly accented

English, eating boudin and two-step-

ping to a cacophonous accordion."

Currently, Ancelet estimates that

there are about one million French-

speaking people in Louisiana, of whom
only one-third to one-half use French

primarily. This is a sharp decline from

the 100 percent of a few decades ago.

But there are counterforces at work.

Cajun music has undergone a serious

revival. French, albeit standard
French, is now promoted officially in

local schools. And the University of

Southwestern Louisiana fosters Cajun
traditions through the Center for Aca-

dian and Creole Folklore, which em-
ploys Barry Ancelet, who is militantly

at work trying to foment a literary and

cultural renaissance conducted in the

dialect of his forebears.

Food plays no small part in Ance-

let's plans. Cajun food is especially

threatened by outside influences. The
homogenizing forces of American ag-

riculture and corporate food produc-

tion compete with Cajun rural cuisine,

just as they do with every American

food tradition rooted in the folkways

of oldtime farm life. In a world of

supermarket meat departments, the

Cajun boucherie, once a focal point

of Cajun communal existence, now
happens only here and there, and just

rarely enough so that people turn out

for a staged hog slaughtering just as

they would for a special event.

Perhaps the Louisiana Boudin Festi-

val itself is a sign of incipient decline.

No figures exist for comparing boudin

consumption today with its consump-

tion fifty years ago. But it is safe to say

that boudin, more than any other fea-

ture of Cajun life, apart from the

French language, symbolizes the

French-speaking community of Louisi-

ana and its complicated, imperiled

identity. When you taste a boudin

A sausage-stuffing machine
with stringlike hog casing attached

to its nozzle; the casing is long

and part has already been filled

with boudin blanc.
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blanc, you know you have come into

contact with Cajun culture, unapolo-

getic and unlike anything else.

Well, not quite. Like Cajun French,

the Cajun boudin has firm roots in

France. The heavy amount of rice in

the stuffing reflects the overwhelming

traditional local commitment to rice as

a crop, and the powerful spice in the

Cajun boudin may bring tears to the

eyes of French visitors; but those same
visitors can undoubtedly lay claim to a

paler but older recipe for a recogniz-

ably similar boudin blanc.

Indeed, the roots of the boudin go

very deep, right to the bedrock of

European civilization. The etymology

of the word is not altogether certain,

but it probably derives from a Latin

word for sausage, botulus. The philos-

opher Seneca speaks, in a letter, of a

botularius, a "sausage seller." And
our word botulism is the name of a

lethal disease first demonstrably
caused by infected sausages.

The Larousse Gastronomique, with

its usual certitude, declares that the

boudin is a sausage consisting of a

hog's large intestine filled with hog's

blood. In English, we would call this

concoction (which Larousse fancifully

ascribes to the cuisine of ancient As-

syria) a blood pudding.

It takes no great leap of phonologi-

cal imagination to see the bond be-

tween pudding and boudin. They
sound somewhat alike, and they both

originally referred to sausages that

had to be cooked so that their stuffing

would solidify and become edible. Our
modern sense of pudding developed

because dessert puddings used to be

boiled in casinglike bags. In England,

the practice still continues.

In France (which somewhat later

received the word pouding as a loan

from England to describe molded des-

serts such as English plum pudding)

boudin retained its original sense of

blood sausage, but extended it to in-

clude a sausage of minced pork meat
mixed with egg and cream, then

Jacques Benjamin adds a .^tuupjul uj cayenne pepper to boudin stuffing.
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poached until the eggs firmed up the

stuffing. This is the most probable

ancestor of the Cajuns' boudin blanc.

But if Cajuns carry on this second-

ary tradition of white boudin, what

happened to the primary one, the

pseudo-Assyrian blood pudding still so

popular in modern France when grilled

and accompanied with sauteed apple

rings or mashed potatoes? Barry Ance-

let thought the Cajun version of this,

called boudin rouge, had died out

completely. But at least one enterpris-

ing food retailer, LeBouef 's of Brous-

sard, still produces Cajun blood pud-

ding on a daily basis in a sausage

factory tucked away behind a big con-

ventional American supermarket.

The LeBouef family opened shop

many years ago as a boudin and crack-

ling store. The current Mrs. LeBouefs
grandmother made the sausage at

home. Today, the LeBouefs have their

own abattoir a short drive from the

market, where they slaughter all kinds

of meat for their butcher department.

And so they are in a position to collect

fresh blood legally for boudin rouge.

Pork blood is too hard to keep free

from hairs, so they use veal blood; this

satisfies the meat inspector but isn't, in

theory, as tasty.

On a typical day at the boudin fac-

tory behind LeBouefs supermarket,

Jacques Benjamin, a French-speaking

black, finished up his day's work on

several hundred pounds of white

boudin and turned his attention to the

red. Wearing an orange apron, he

poured two gallons of blood and

cooked rice and seasonings, pork fat,

and a scoopful of cayenne into his

sausage-stufling machine. The little

room was filled with a haze of red

pepper. Tripping the motor switch, he

babied a casing as it filled and turned

dark purple. He knotted and twisted it

into a string of resilient sausages and

then started another casing. Eventu-

ally, he completed the batch and put it

in a pot of water to poach for a half

hour, testing for doneness by poking

through the skins with a toothpick. By

the time he was done, a crowd of

workmen and truck drivers were lined

up outside at the meat counter to buy

their lunch. Hot boudin blanc, hot

boudin rouge. Hot enough to make a

Frenchman cry. Hot enough to make a

Cajun weep for joy. (See recipe on

page 96.)

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.
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Cajun Boudin Bianc

2'/2 pounds boneless fresh pork, butt,

or shoulder

% pound pork liver

14 pound pork kidney

Salt

2 cups long-grain white rice

2 tablespoons butter

1 large onion, peeled and coarsely

chopped

2 bunches scallions, chopped

1 handful parsley

Black pepper

2 teaspoons cayenne pepper

3 yards small sausage casing, ap-

proximately (see note)

Cook pork, pork liver, and pork

kidney in lightly salted boiling

water to cover until meat falls

apart, about 2 hours. Reserve the

meats and the broth.

Meanwhile combine rice, butter,

2 teaspoons salt, and 4 cups of

water in a heavy saucepan. Bring

to a boil, stir once, cover, reduce

heat to low, and cook for 1 5 min-

utes. Empty rice into a bowl and

reserve.

Grind the reserved meats, onion,

scallions, and parsley together in

a meat grinder, using the coarse

blade, or grind coarsely in a pro-

cessor, using the metal blade.

Mix the ground meat mixture
with the rice, black pepper to

taste, salt to taste, and the cay-

enne pepper. Add the cayenne

gradually. The amount recom-

mended may be impractically

torrid for non-Cajuns, although it

is ethnographically correct.

Mix in enough of the reserved

broth to make the stuffing moist

but not soggy.

Rinse the casings to leach out the

salt they are preserved in. Cut
them into 20-inch lengths with a

scissors.

If you have a traditional metal

sausage-stuffing "horn" or an at-

tachment for a mixer or meat

grinder, any one of them will

work well for this recipe. Even a

large household funnel will suf-

fice. Work one end of the casing

over the tube. Then pull on the

rest of the casing in a series of

folds. It is not necessary to knot

the casing. Merely press the free

end of the casing and pull it an

inch or so off the tube. Then push

the stuffing through the tube into

the casing, which with some
assistance from you, will pull off

the tube as it fills. When the cas-

ing is filled (with an inch of free

space at either end), twist the

ends and set aside. Continue until

all stuffing is used up. Prick the

casings here and there to release

any trapped air. The filling is

dense enough so that only minor

amounts of filling, if any at all,

will leak out during the final cook-

ing.

Boudins blancs are usually

served steamed. In other words,

heat up a batch in barely simmer-

ing water and serve. Eat them by

holding the casing in your hands

and sucking the insides from the

casing. Discard erriptied casings.

Yield: About 8 servings

Note: For $10 postpaid, casings are

available from Standard Casings, 121

Spring St., New York, N.Y. 10012, in

100-yard hanks that keep almost in-

definitely under refrigeration. Papri-

kas Weiss, 1546 Second Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10028, will mail syringe-

like sausage horns for $35.00 postpaid.



Why we
take care of our

trees

If you were a farmer whose only crop had a 50 year growing cycle,

you'd take very good care of it, right? Well, we are that farmer Our crop

takes 50 years, on average, to reach maturity.

That's why we plant five seedlings for every tree we harvest, why

we feed them, prune them, thin them, protect them from insects,

disease and fire.

Thatfs why we continually explore new forest management techniques

that promise more trees per acre, and new manufacturing processes

that promise more wood and paper per tree.

Thafs why we increasingly use what once was wasted, either to make

products like yeast, chunk bark and particleboard, or to generate energy.

ffs a matter of self-interest, finally Only by managing our trees

prudently can we provide the jobs, products and profits we all need and

the forests we all love.

Boise Cascade Corporation

Wood and paper for today, trees for tomorrow.
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Buildyourown private library

forless than $20 a month!
Each volume bound in genuine

leather and fine fabric . . . the leather

embellished with 22 karat gold.

Imagine being able to glance up at

\our bookshelf, and see there your own
private library. With its proud expanse

of leather spines, bearing the titles of

the greatest books ever written.

Here, clearly, would be something of

permanence in a changing and
uncertain world. Something to treasure

now . . . and to pass along to future

generations in years to come.

A treasure, indeed, you might
think—but surely an expensive luxury.

Farfrom it.

For this is The Heirloom Library of

the World's Greatest Books. Fifty

enduring works of genius, selected by
a distinguished board of advisers. In

the handsome Collector's Edition,

crafted for posterity in bindings of

genuine leather and fine fabrics.

Ornamented with exclusive designs,

the spines embellished
with 22 karat gold.

Beautiful books, at a guaranteed low
price— yet you make no long-term
commitment

The Collector's Edition of the

Heirloom Library will be

issued at the convenient rate

of one great book per month, for just

$19.50 a volume—a price guaranteed

for the duration of your subscription.

However, you need make no long-term

commitment. You may cancel your
subscription at any time, on .30 days'

written notice.

The rare pleasures of owning this

personal library

As a subscriber, you would enjoy,

whenever you wish, the rich pleasure

of taking one of these books from your

shelf— with its fragrance of leather, its

satisfying weight in your hands. Then
savor a moment of anticipation as you
open the volume, to see your own
inscribed bookplate on the decorated

endpapers. And leaf through the

pages admiring the burnished
edges . . . the smooth, opaque

paper . . . the crisp, legible type . .

.

the wonderfully evocative

illustrations.

Above all, you would be able to

enter at will ... as one embarking onl
voyage of discovery . . . the world of

Hemingway or Melville, Shakespearel
or Dante, Dickens or Mark Twain. [

The greatest books ever written, in

bindings worthy of the incomparable
works they contain.

Mail your order by September 30th

By the time your library is complete,

even ordinary books may be selling fc

more than $19.50. For the costs of

materials, of printing and binding,

are rising almost daily. And thus it

may never again be possible to offer

subscriptions to the Collector's Editic

of the Heirloom Library at this

guaranteed low price. So, to be sure on

acquiring this remarkable private librar,

for no more than $19.50 a volume, mail I

tlw subscription form at right by
September 30, 1980.

'Sl^^l

In a time-honored collecting tradition . .

.

the greatest books of the greatest writers of

all time. Bound in genuine leather and fine fabrics.

Leather embellished with 22 karat gold.

%.

THE HEIRLOOM LIBRARY OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST B O O K S • Collectors Edition

Mb



Fifty beautiful volumes to enjoy and display in your home

Issued monthly at a price not much higher than you pay

for an ordinary book-just $19.50 a volume

Price guaranteed for the duration of your subscription

' To he sure of acquiring your library at this low price,

your subscription form must be postmarked by September 30, 1980

'Tile Franklin Library • Frankiin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 «> "



With this $25 rebate, Minolta's most eco-

nomical compact SLR is now even more econom-
ical. So it's an incredible value. Because it

has a remarkable combination of

features found in no other camera in

its class.

It's easy to get clear, sharp pic-

tures with the XG-1 because it's a
fully automatic 35mm camera that

sets itself electronically. It also gives

$25
REBATE

you manual over-ride, an LED shutter-speed dis-

play in the viewfinder, and an automatic shutter-

lock to prevent over-exposed pictures.

The XG-1 accepts more than 40

interchangeable Minolta lenses and
optional accessories like an auto
winder and electronic flash.

Talk to your Minolta dealer today
for details about the XG-I rebate from
Minolta. But hurry. This is a limited offer.

WAITTILYOU SEE
HOWGOODYOUCAN BE
WITHAMINOLTA XG-1.

*i

Rebate offer

good in all 50 states.

—

©1980 Minolta Corp.
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ForThose With

Impeccable Taste

...Halls

Christmas
Catalog FREE

Dedicated to those who have a flair for

choosing just the right gift for everyone

on their list — you'll find The Halls

Christmas Catalog offers an unusual,

exotic, and perfectly delightful selec-

tion of gift items. You'll find imports

from Europe and the Orient, fashions

and many items that are exclusively

ours. The Halls Christmas Catalog is

yours with our compliments.

A division of I

I

Hallmark Cards. Inc.

DEPI 0933. 505 Armour Rd
N KANSAS CITY, MO 641 16

Please send my copy of your free

Christmas Catalog to:

Carry Ten Times
a Wheelbarrow Load

with INCREDIBLE EASE!
These BIG, strong carts ace perfectly balanced on

two tiuge wheels — roll easily over lawns and gar-

bens - carry up to 400 lbs of load - huge volume

capacity means you make lower trips — you'll save

time and sleps.

It you are still struggling with a wheelbarrow or in-

adequate cart (with tiny wheels) send for FREE Can

Build-it-yourself kits, too.

GARDEN WAY RESEARCH Charlotte, Vermont 05445

CARTS c/o GARDEN WAY RESEARCH, Dept. A-564
Chartotte, Vermont D5445

Please send FREE CART CATAL OG.
(Please pnnt)

Address

City ...

.

.Zip.

Authors

"I became interested in the be-

havior of the pygmy chimpanzee,"

says Randall Susman, "as a result

of studies that showed their

anatomy to be different from that

of their close relative, the so-called

common chimpanzee. I wanted to

find a behavioral explanation for

the observed anatomical differ-

ences." Susman did his chimpanzee
fieldwork in Zaire. Other research

that engages his attention includes

the functional and comparative

anatomy of apes and humans, ex-

perimental studies of ape locomo-

tion, and the anatomy of fossil

humans. An assistant professor of

anatomy, Susman is a member of

the primatology research group in

the Department of Anatomical Sci-

ences at SUNY, Stony Brook, N.Y.
He received his Ph.D. in anthro-

pology from the University of Chi-

cago in 1976.

On a raft trip down the Colorado

River in 1969, Jim I. Mead met
Paul S. Martin of the University

of Arizona, who introduced him to

the study of fossils in the Grand
Canyon and their use in recon-

structing past environments. Mead
went on to excavate numerous
caves in the canyon, with a par-

ticular emphasis on fossil pack rat

middens. Analyses of these remains

have provided a much clearer pic-

ture of the Grand Canyon's faunal

and floral history than previously

existed. Mead, a Ph.D. candidate

in geosciences at the University of

Arizona, is now searching caves in

the Grand Canyon area for remains

of the extinct Harrington's moun-

tain goat. In his spare time, he col-

lects mammal and reptile skeletons

to add to his comparative osteo-

logical collection.



The wonders
and beauty of

all the Americas
are yours.
Come to our Andes. Come to our

Amazon. Come to our America.

We've found the most exciting ways
through our mysterious jungles,

soaring mountains and fabulous

cities. We know where nature is

perfectly preserved. And we can

show you the most relaxing beaches
and exciting nightlife. And hotels

and restaurants that are always

superb. All through Ecuador
And all through South America.

Call toll-free 800-327-1337

1-800-432-1372 in Florida only.

Let our Escapade Ecuatoriana tours show you our America:

1. Indian Culture Tours.
The trail to Machu-Picchu is only one of the

paths to Indian and jungle life you can explore.

2. The Living Amazon.
The mightiest river in South America reveals its

secrets of primitive culture and untamed nature.

3. Cities of South America.
Take your pick of the most exciting and beautiful

cities in all the Americas.

4. Galapagos. Islands of natural wonders.
Visit the enchanted islands v\/here the exotic

wildlife sparked Darwin's theories.

We can help you select just the right South American
Escapade Ecuatoriana tour For expert advice,
please see your Travel Agent.

Ecuatoriana Vacation Center nh-980

Suite 1760, One Biscayne Tower
Two Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, FLA 33131

Escapade Ecuatoriana tours sound like the perfect way
to see aLI of South America Tell me more

I I 1. Indian Culture Tours LJ 3. Cities of South America

I I 2. The Living Amazon LJ 4. Galapagos. Islands of

natural wonders

Address-

City

State _Zip_

IVIy Travel Agent is_

ECUATORIANA
the airline of ail t;heAmericas



Outdoor Sporting Specialties

FREE Fall Catalog

Fully illustrated. Features practical ap-

parel and footwear for men and women.
Camping, hunting, hiking and winter

sports equipment. Many items of our own
manufacture. All guaranteed to be 100%
satisfactory. Our 68th year of providing

dependable outdoor sporting specialties.

D PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG

Address-

City

L. L. Bean, Inc.

751 Casco St., Freeport, ME 04033

WESO Ceramic Tile Stove
The elegant, efficient alternative to metal

No metal stove can approach the ability of

European tiachelofens to capture, store and re-

lease heat from a brisk fire. The WESO com-
bines the heat-storage principles of these classic

tile stoves with modem combustion technology;

its breathtaking beauty conceals probably the

most efficient stove burning wood or coal you
can buy:

True kachelojen fieat mild yet penetrating, ttiat

no metal stove can match Safer to use, safe to

touch [-ieats by natural convection and radiant

warmth for more even temperatures floor to ceiling

B
Pull-out ash pan — No scraping no ash mess!
Holds a fire lo 12 hoursQ Automatic thermostat
Preheated air inflow You see the fire flickering

behind the from grille Q Top grille lifts for cooking
Choice of tile colors )n lust/ous or satin glaze.

Kachelofen.
Start planning for next winter now!
Send 5 1 for portfolio of brochures with tile colors

Ceramic Radiant Heat
2909 Peasant Dr.Lochmere, N.H. 03252 (603) 524-9663

"My maternal grandfather was
an importer and lived for a time

in China. The house I grew up in

was always filled with Asian objects

and that may account for my life-

time interest in Asia and the Near
East," says Walter A. Fairservis,

Jr. An archeologist and anthropolo-

gist, who teaches at Vassar College

and is concurrently a research as-

sociate at the American Museum
of Natural History, Fairservis made
his first field trip at the age of

16, when he ran away from school

to see Egypt and India. He joined

the American Museum initially as

a volunteer in 1941. Among the

many expeditions he has led for

the Museum since then were sev-

eral to Afghanistan and Pakistan,

and later to Egypt. Fairservis is

the scientific consultant for the Mu-
seum's new Gardner D. Stout Hall

of Asian Peoples. He has written

several books and many journal ar-

ticles on anthropology and Old
World archeology.

From the time he was a teen-

ager, Lee Boltin knew that he

wanted to be a photographer. He
developed his art in the Photog-

raphy Department of the American
Museum of Natural History, where

he stayed for twelve years. In 1955

he left the Museum to free-lance

as a photographer of art objects,

working in museums and with pri-

vate collections. His speciality has

been a passport that has taken him
around the world and given him

access to the treasures of museums
in at least fifteen different coun-

tries. Boltin has illustrated about

25 or 30 books and catalogs. Among
recently issued volumes using his

photographs are The Nelson A.

Rockefeller Collection, Master-

pieces of Primitive Art (1978) and

Gold of El Dorado (1979). Boltin's

photographs will also appear in an

as yet untitled book, based on the

late Nelson Rockefeller's private

collection of twentieth-century art.



Now-A Record ClubWith No Obligation!

ChooseAny
3or4 Record Set

For Only

FEUX MENDELSSOHN BABTHOLDY

5 SYMPHONIES
I ti\H ill

w
$2

MENDELSSOHN 5 Sym-
phonies (4 LPs) von Kara-
jan: Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra

LPs #78; Cassettes #79

>i lit iillillUW

BACH Mass in B Minor (3

LPs) Marshall. Baker.
Tear, Ramey. Marriner:
Academy of St. Martin-in-

the-Fields

LPs #81; Cassettes #91

No obligation to buy
any future offerings.

This remarkable $2.98 offer is brought to you by The
International Preview Society— a highly selective music
program that does not oblige you to buy at any time. These
multi-record/cassette selections— and many, many more
superb choices will continue to be offered in an exclusive

Preview magazine approximately every seven weeks. Each
issue highlights a Featured Selection . . . plus an impressive

variety of alternate selections (many available on cassettes).

And all are well below suggested retail!

You'll save even more through the Society's Half-Price

Bonus Plan. For every regular member purchase you make,
you may choose a Bonus—album or multi-record set—for

only half of the members' already-low club price. That
amounts to a savings of more than 55% off the suggested

retail price!

If you'd like to preview the Featured Selection, you need

do nothing. We'll send it automatically. But if you'd prefer an

alternate selection or none at all, just mail back the Preview

Notification card—enclosed with the magazine—by the

specified date. You'll have plenty of advance notice.

Audition Any Selection At Home For Ten Days . . . Free.

At no cost or obligation, you are invited to audition any

one of these multi-record albums ... as well as any future of-

ferings ... at home for ten days. Only then do you decide

whether or not to buy.

As Many As Four Records For LessThan The Price OfOne.

You may choose any one of these sets for just $2.98 plus a

small postage/handling charge. (Sales tax added for New
York residents.) Remember, each set contains either three or

four records (or 2 to 4 cassettes). That's a savings of as much
as $36.94. . . up to 92% off the suggested list price!

Send no money. We want you to judge for yourself before

you decide to buy. If you are not delighted after ten days,

return the set.

These are superior, silent-surfaced recordings by
Deutsche Grammophon and Philips. They come in a hand-

some storage case with an informative, illustrated brochure.

Every recording offered by the Society must meet the rigid

standards of The Carnegie Hall Selection Committee. Only
albums of the most exceptional musical interest, artistic ex-

cellence and technical quality are offered.

So do take advantage of this marvelous value and mail in

the coupon today. You'll also be reserving the privilege of

previewing other great international releases . . . which you
may add to your collection at impressive savings.

Also Available

On Cassette

BRAHMS Four Symphonies (4 LPs)
Claudia Abbado: Vienna Philharmonic.

Berlin Philharmonic . Dresden State and
London Symphony Orchestras

LPs #82; Cassettes #92

BEETHOVEN The Piano
Concertos (4 LPs) Claudio

Arrau. Bernard Haitink:
Concertgeboiiw Orchestra.

Amsterdam
LPs #83; Cassettes #93

TCHAIKOVSKY Sym-
phonies 4, 5 and 6 (4 LPs)

Mravinsky: Leningrad Phil-

harmonic. Sleeping Beauty

& Swan Lake, von Karajan:

Berlin Philharmonic
LPs #84; Cassettes #94

MOZART Don Giovanni
(4 LPs) Fischer-Dieskau.

Flagello. Nilsson. Schreier.

Arroyo. Talvela. Grist.

Mariotti. KarlBohm: Prague
National Theatre Orchestra

LPs #85; Cassettes #95

Free Home Audition Request

The International Preview Society

175 Community Drive, Great Neck, N. Y. 1 1025

YES! Please send me, for my free audition, the

multi-record or cassette set I have indicated by the

number below. I may return it after ten days and owe
nothing ... or keep it and pay only $2.98 plus a small

postage/handling charge (sales tax added for New
York residents). This is up to $36.94 off the suggested

retail price. I will also receive, approximately every

seven weeks, free preview privileges of the finest

classical recordings. I may cancel at any time.

Please print selection number here:

FREE BONUS
Return coupon within 10

days for valuable free
gift — TCHAIKOV-
SKY'S 1812 Overture.
Bernard Haitink: Con-
certgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam.

Address Apt. No.

State Zip

ted to the connecting 48 stales. Limit one membership per household.

City

Offer 1

Only new members eligible. NOTE; All applications are subject to review, and

reserve the right to reject any application.



Order Now!
GUMP'S

1980 Giff Book

For the holiday season: Gump's

80-page, full-color gift presentation of

500 items selected from the corners

of the world. Orientalia, jewelry jade,

china, silver, crystal, modern gifts,

fashions and objets d'art.

$1 a copy including 3 supplementary

books in 1981.

Gump's, Dept. 569, 250 Post,

San Francisco, CA 94108

Please send me ( ) 1980 holiday

Gift Books; $1 each, enclosed

Name

Street

State

-City..

-Zip_

VANCE
AMERA

15 W. 46 ST. IDEPT. NHI

NEWYORK.N.Y. 10036

121219441410

CELESTRON-TELESCOFES
TELESCOPES—MOBKTS for all
CAMERAS

CELESTRON C90 TEIEPBOTO S195.00

CELESTRON C90 SPOniNG SCOPE 315.00

T ADAPTER FOR C90SS 18.00

CELESTRON C5 TELESCOPE 649.95

CELESTRON C8 TELESCOPE 859.95

ALL ACCESSORIES AVA1LA8LE
CELESTRON WEDGE & TRIPOD
SPECIAL COATING C 5

SPECIAL COATING C 8

T RINGS IMOONTSI FOR ALL CAMERAS
CELESTRON CATALOG S2. SI2.50

FREE WITH ANY PDHCHASE

CAMERAS i ACCESSORIES

160.00

65.00

90.00

CAJION

Postscripts'

A Night in the Day
of a Pest-Control Researcher

Stephen C. Frantz's article "Rats

in the Granary" (February 1976) grew

out of his research in India where

he spent his nights in warehouses, let-

ting the lesser bandicoot rats he was

studying climb over his lap on their

way to the rice. Frantz has stuck with

rats, but he is now director of the

New York State Health Department's

Rodent Control Evaluation Labora-

tory in Troy, N.Y. The laboratory's

primary work is studying the genetic

resistance of rats to certain kinds of

rodenticides. Frantz has not entirely

abandoned nocturnal adventures, how-

ever. Last summer he began a study

of garbage.

The way garbage is handled is of

prime concern in any kind of pest con-

trol because garbage is such an im-

portant food source for pests. Frantz

wanted to find out when people put

out their garbage, how much they put

out, what they put it in, and how gar-

bage collectors handle it. He and his

coworkers began observing and inter-

viewing garbage collectors, going out

at night to observe people putting their

garbage out, and surreptitiously

weighing the garbage.

For this last task, a group of re-

searchers wearing white suits would

go out in an unmarked van between

midnight and 5:00 a.m., pull up in

front of a house or apartment building,

take all the garbage, weigh it in the

van, and then put it back. The group

was on occasion bothered by the police

and suffered the shouts and yells of

Stephen C. Frantz

a few outraged garbage owners, but

at least, says Frantz, "nobody shot

at us." The garbage study is still under

way, and one of the probable next

steps is a qualitative analysis of the

garbage, not how much, but what peo-

ple throw out.

Panhandling Bears

of the Smokies
Why do bears panhandle food from

tourists? Because the technique works.

In fact, bears, or at least black bears

in Great Smoky Mountains National

Park, have a success rate that puts

human panhandlers to shame. Michael

R. Pelton, who wrote "Black Bears

of the Smokies" with Gordon M. Burg-

hardt (January 1976), went on to di-

rect a three-year study of panhandling

bears and found that in 301 sessions,

involving 33 different bears and count-

less tourists, the bears never went

away empty-pawed.

Supervised by Pelton, the study was

carried out by Jane Tate, one of his

graduate students in the ecology pro-

gram of the University of Tennessee's

Department of Forestry, Wildlife and

Fisheries. For three summers (1976-

78) Tate observed, filmed, videotaped,

and photographed human-bear in-

teractions along a main road that runs

through the park. The picture that

emerged showed that there were elev-

en "professional" panhandling bears

seen in more than fifteen sessions and
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twenty-two occasional beggars that ap-

peared in less than fifteen sessions.

(A session sometimes involved more
than one bear.)

The bears were more aggressive

than human panhandlers. In 44 per-

cent of the sessions a bear exhibited

what the observers considered an ag-

gressive act—anything from a low

moan to a charge complete with biting

and scratching. But the bears did not

seem to have any serious damage in

mind. Of 624 acts of aggression (some

sessions included more than one act),

only 37 resulted in physical contact

between a bear and a person, and the

bear's bites and scratches broke the

skin in a third of those cases. There

were no serious injuries.

In some cases the bears showed as-

tonishing restraint. One bear being

pestered by two teen-age boys, crea-

tures known to test the limits of human
patience, grabbed one of the boys from

behind, held him in a classic "bear

hug" with its jaws around his neck

and then threw him to the ground.

When the observers ran to his side,

says Pelton, they found "there wasn't

a scratch on him."

The information gathered by Tate

was presented to the National Park

Service in a preliminary report de-

signed to provide information for edu-

cating tourists in their dealings with

bears. The humans, says Pelton, in-

variably provoke the bears' aggressive

actions. First of all, it is illegal to

feed the bears, an injunction that is

universally disregarded. Beyond that,

in 80 percent of the cases where bears

reacted aggressively, their reaction

was preceded by people petting them,

crowding them, or petting and crowd-

ing them at the same time. The tour-

ists, however, generally blamed the

incidents on the bears.

Pelton did not speculate on what

the bears' reactions might be if their

panhandling failed.

P.P.S.

In a May "Postscripts" item on elec-

tric currents in lampreys, Lionel F.

Jaffe was incorrectly described as be-

ing at Yale University. Jaffe is at Pur-

due University in Indiana. The two

other researchers involved in the lam-

prey work (who are from Yale) trav-

eled to Purdue to conduct experiments

in Jaffe's laboratory, using equipment

that he developed.

James Gorman
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This '^''''^^^ of Life

Vision with a Vengeance
Most efforts to place ourselves within or

outside of nature have been fruitless

by Stephen Jay Gould

When Linnaeus sought to classify

all of life in 1758, he called his great

work the Systema Naturae, the "Sys-

tem of Nature." Biologists of all sub-

sequent generations have flooded the

scientific literature with alternative,

but equally comprehensive, systems.

The content changes, but the passion

for building systems remains. Our
urge to make sense of the complexity

that surrounds us, to put it all to-

gether, overwhelms our natural cau-

tion before such a daunting task.

A curious irony infects this tradition

of building comprehensive systems in

biology. Biologists present their sys-

tems either as necessary truths of su-

perior logic or as ineluctable conclu-

sions drawn from unrivaled powers of

observation—in other words, as ob-

jective renderings of nature, here-

tofore unappreciated. In fact, these

systems share only one common prop-

erty—and it is neither objectivity nor

superior wisdom. They are, at base,

attempts to resolve a (perhaps the)

cardinal question of intellectual his-

tory: What is the role and status of

our own species. Homo sapiens, in

nature and the cosmos?

Systems follow one of two strategies

in their attempt to make sense of

"man's place in nature," to use T.H.

Huxley's phrase. I wrote about one

strategy—the picket fence—in my
column of February 1980. Such sys-

tems devise a pervasive order for the

rest of nature, but separate humans
alone with a brand of superiority.

Thus, Charles Lyell envisaged a world

ever churning and changing, but al-

ways remaining the same—replace-

ment without improvement. Only
man, a recent imposition of moral per-

fection upon a stable world, broke the

pattern of change without progress.

A.R. Wallace attributed all features

of organisms to the molding power

of natural selection—except for one

product of divine inspiration: the hu-

man brain.

The second strategy in pursuit of

the same goal takes an opposite tack.

a placement within nature that will

make some sense of our lives. This

strategy argues for no separation be-

tween man and nature at all. These

theories of continuity can proceed in

either direction, and I shall discuss

one recent example of each as rep-

resentatives of a long tradition of

flawed argument. The first view—

I

shall call it zoocentric—builds general

principles from the behavior of other

animals and then subsumes humans
completely into the rubric because we
are, after all and undeniably, animals

too. The second view—I shall call it

anthropocentric—tries to subsume na-

ture in us by viewing our peculiarities

as the goal of life from the start.

Evolutionary theory itself has an ap-

propriately zoocentric core. General

principles cannot arise from the be-

havior of a single species, yet all spe-

cies, if they have any validity, must

conform to the principles. The role

of this mild zoocentricity in breaking

down the sturdy picket fences that

existed before Darwin's time ranks as

one of the great events in the history

of human thought. But the zoocentric

view can be extended too far into a

caricature often called the "nothing

but" fallacy (humans are "nothing

but" animals).

The simplistic accounts of human
sociobiology now flooding popular lit-

erature embody this overextended ver-

sion of zoocentrism. Sociobiology is

not just any statement that biology,

genetics, and evolutionary theory have

something to do with human behavior.

Sociobiology is a specific theory about

the nature of genetic and evolutionary

input into human behavior. It rests

upon the view that natural selection

is a virtually omnipotent architect,

constructing organisms part by part

as best solutions to problems of life

in local environments. It fragments

organisms into "traits," explains their

existence as a set of best solutions,

and argues that each trait is a product

of natural selection operating "for"

the form or behavior in question. Ap-

plied to humans, it must view specific

behaviors (not just general potentials)

as adaptations built by natural selec-

tion and rooted in genetic determi-

nants, for natural selection is a theory

of genetic change. Thus, we are pre-

sented with unproved and unprovable

speculations about the adaptive and

genetic basis of specific human be-

haviors: why some (or all) people are

aggressive, xenophobic, religious, ac-

quisitive, homosexual, and so on.

Zoocentrism is the primary fallacy

of human sociobiology, for it rests on

the argument that if behaviors of

"lower" animals with simple nervous

systems arise as genetic products of

natural selection, then human behav-

ior should have a simifar basis.

Humans are animals too, aren't we?

Yes, but animals with a difference.

And that difference arises, in part,

as a result of enormous flexibility

based on the complexity of an over-

sized brain and the potentially cultural

and nongenetic basis of adaptive be-

haviors—aspects of human construc-

tion that debar any zoocentric extrapo-

lation from why some insects eat their

mates to murder in human families.

Ironically, the zoocentrism of hu-

man sociobiology is often an illusion

hiding a precisely opposite mode of

reasoning. I argued previously that

"objective" systems are often uncon-

scious masquerades that reflect our

own prejudices and hopes imposed

upon nature. Much of human socio-

biology trades upon the idea that if

distinctive human behaviors can be

found, albeit in rudimentary form,

among "lower" animals, then these

behaviors must be "natural" in

humans too, a product of biological

evolution. Sociobiologists are often

fooled by misleading external and su-

perficial similarity between behaviors

in humans and other animals. They

attach human names to what other

creatures do and speak of slavery in

ants, rape in mallard ducks, and adul-

tery in mountain bluebirds. Since

these "traits" now exist among





"lower" animals, they can be re-

derived for humans as natural, ge-

netic, and adaptive. But they never

did exist outside a human context.

If mallard males seem to force phys-

ically weaker females to copulate,

what possible relationship, beyond
meaningless superficial appearance,

can such an act have with human
rape? No one can argue that the two

behaviors are truly homologous—that

is, based on the same genes inherited

from a common ancestor. If the simi-

larity is meaningful, it can only be

analogous—that is, reflecting difl"er-

ent evolutionary origins but perform-

ing the same biological function. Yet

mallard behavior is part of the normal

repertoire and seems to have evident

utility in increasing the reproductive

fitness of males; while human rape

is a social pathology rooted in power
and powerlessness, not in sex and re-

production.

Is this not mere pedantic grousing?

Aren't the human terms a cute,

graphic, and acceptable shorthand for

what we all recognize as a more com-

plex reality? Not when a colleague

describes aggressive responses of male

mountain bluebirds toward other

males in the vicinity of its nest with

these words: "The term 'adultery' is

unblushingly employed . . . without

quotation marks, as I believe it reflects

a true analogy to the human concept

.... It may also be prophesied that

continued application of a similar evo-

lutionary approach will eventually

shed considerable light on various hu-

man foibles as well."

Such an old story. We hold a mirror

to nature and see ourselves and our

own prejudices in the glass. Historical

examples abound. Aristotle described

the large bee that leads the swarm
as a "king," and this misidentification

of the only sexual female around per-

sisted for nearly two thousand years,

at least to an Elizabethan madrigal

I sang last week with the lines: "I

do love thee as the spring/Or the bees

their careful king" (careful, that is,

in the old sense of caring, not the

modern meaning of cautious). Zoo-

centric systems fail primarily because

they never are what they claim to

be. The "objective" animal behavior,

under which they subsume human
acts, is an imposition of human pref-

erences from the start.

The more venerable, anthropocen-

tric systems at least have the virtue

of explicit self-recognition. They take

Protagoras seriously in his claim that

"man is the measure of all things,"

and falter only in the hubris of arguing

that evolution undertook its elaborate

labor of some Vh billion years only

to generate the little twig that we call

Homo sapiens. Anthropocentric sys-

tems have been out of vogue among
scientists, at least in England and
America, since Darwin's time, but one

version enjoyed some spectacular pop-

ularity a few years back—the system

of a man I discussed in quite a dif-

ferent context last month, the Jesuit

priest and distinguished paleontologist

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.

When Teilhard died in 1955, his

evolutionary speculations, long sup-

pressed by ecclesiastical authority,

saw light, and his best seller. The Phe-

nomenon ofMan, became a cult book
of the 1960s. Teilhard's florid and
mystical writing is often more difficult

to decipher than his role at Piltdown,

but I believe that the general line of

his argument can be simply expressed.

(A convinced Teilhardian might brand

me as a shallow, heartless scientist,

unable to appreciate the profundity

of Teilhard's vision. But difficult, con-

voluted writing may simply be fuzzy,

not deep. Teilhard's vision is rich in

scope and tradition—for it is an old

argument clothed in new terminol-

ogy—but the essence of his position

can still be stated with everyday
words.)

Teilhard believed that evolution

proceeds in a definite and irreversible

direction. To grasp the nature of that

movement, we do not look back to

the origin of life and its physical prop-

erties, but to the latest product—to

Homo sapiens itself. For life has been

moving in our direction from the start.

The advance of life records an ever

increasing domination of spirit over

matter. This ineluctable increase in

consciousness can be grasped by
studying two of its material products:

among lower animals, diffuse and sim-

ple nervous systems evolve into cen-

tralized organs (brains) with subsid-

iary parts; among higher animals,

brains increase in size and complexity

throughout evolution. In an autobio-

graphical essay, Teilhard wrote:

I never really paused for a moment to

question the idea that the progressive

spiritualization of matter—so clearly

demonstrated to me by paleontology

—

could be anything other, or anything less,

than an irreversible process. By its gravi-

tational nature, the universe, I saw, was

falling—falling forwards—in the direc-

tion of spirit as upon its stable form.

In other words, matter was not ultra-

materialized as I would at first have be-

lieved, but was instead metamorphosed
in psyche.

Human evolution is the culmination

of this psychic advance. In the an-

thropocentric vision, life only makes
sense in terms of its striving toward

man. We are inextricably part of na-

ture because nature has been yearning

toward us from the start. In a 1952

manuscript on human socialization,

Teilhard stated:

Human evolution is nothing else but the

natural continuation, at a collective level,

of the perennial and cumulative process

of "psychogenetic" arrangement of mat-

ter which we call life. . . . The whole

history of mankind has been nothing else

(and henceforth it will never be anything

else) but an explosive outburst of ever-

growing cerebration. . . . Life, if fully

understood, is not a freak in the uni-

verse—nor man a freak in life. On the

contrary, life physically culminates in

man, just as energy physically culminates

in life.

Since evolution follows a directed

path, the tree of life is not a randomly

ramifying network, but a bundle of

branches, tied by genealogy at their

base, diverging during their history,

yet always moving in the same basic

direction. The energy of matter com-

pels divergence; the force of increasing

consciousness imposes a common up-

ward advance. Related species should

form a set of multiple, parallel lin-

eages, each diverging and adapting

to a local environment, but each gain-

ing continually in its spirit/matter ra-

tio. Teilhard wrote in 1922 that "evo-

lution . . . resolves itself into innu-

merable lines which diverge at such

length that they appear parallel."

With the appearance of man, evo-

lution has reached a crux. Spirit has

accumulated far enough to reach self-

consciousness. Indeed, a new layer has

appeared in the earth's concentric

structure. Teilhard praised the great

Austrian geologist Eduard Suess for

introducing the term "biosphere" as

an addition to the traditional concen-

tric layers of lithosphere and atmo-

sphere. But consciousness, Teilhard

argued, has added yet another layer:

"the psychically reflexive human sur-

face ... the noosphere."

Teilhard describes the noosphere as

a physical reality, as a thin and fragile

layer, now spread throughout the earth

following the emergence of human an-

cestors from Africa and their subse-

quent migration to all continents. He



wrote in a 1952 manuscript: "Above

the old Biosphere there is spread now

a 'Noosphere.' As to the material re-

ality of this enormous event, there is

nobody who will disagree." In a post-

humous essay published four years

later, he described the noosphere as

"the marvelous sheet of humanized

and socialized matter, which, despite

its incredible thinness, has to be re-

garded positively as the most sharply

individualized and the most specifi-

cally distinct of all the planetary units

so far recognized."

The emergence of a noosphere, now
so thin and fragile, represents the turn-

ing point of universal evolution. Teil-

hard wrote in 1930:

The phenomenon of Man represents noth-

ing less than a general transformation

of the earth, by the establishment at its

surface of a new layer, the thinking layer,

more vibrant and more conductive, in

a sense, than all metal; more mobile than

all fluid; more expansive than all vapor.

. . . And what gives this metamorphosis

its full grandeur is that it was not pro-

duced as a secondary event or a fortuitous

accident—but in the form of a turning

point essentially foreordained, from the

beginning, by the nature of the general

evolution of our planet.

Evolution has now reached its

halfway point. Heretofore, despite the

progressive gain of spirit, matter has

dominated and evolutionary lineages,

although moving in the same general

direction, have constantly diverged.

But the noosphere marks the begin-

ning of the dominion of spirit over

matter. As spirit gains the upper hand,

convergence shall begin. The fragile

noosphere shall thicken. The direction

of a billion years shall be reversed,

and conscious lineages (within Homo
sapiens at least) will begin to converge

as spirit gains rapidly in its sway over

matter.

The beginnings of convergence may
already be discerned in the process

of human socialization. In terms of

vulgar mechanics, human cultural evo-

lution may be a process different from

Darwinian biological evolution, but

both participate in a higher unity as

sequential aspects of universal direc-

tion. Human socialization, Teilhard

writes, has engendered "a vast and

specific process of physico-psychical

convergency . . . whose sudden ap-

pearance and acceleration in the

course of the last century is perhaps

the most revolutionary event regis-

tered so far in human history ....

The human world is decidedly caught.
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CHINA '81

$1385*
Dius Applicable Airfare

ON JAPAN AIRLINES
Features include top tiotels, most

meals, sightseeing, Peking Duck Din-

ner, a General Tours' American Tour

Manager and much, much more.

General Tours <#
operating quality tours to China since

1977 and world wide tours for over

30 years.
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For your full color China brochure

call your travel agent or General Tours

at (800) 223-9707 in New York call

921-2626.

'Based on double occupancy for a 17 day tour.

Tours of longer duration available at a tiigber

cost

BLOCK FRONT CHEST
Circa 1760

An Authentic Henry Ford Museum Reproductic

Here's mv Sl.OO for your catalog of classic repro.
ducllons. S5.00 certificate Included— use on Isl

purchase.

ADDRESS .

CITY

STATE ZIP

BUILD YOURSELF
AN HEIRLOOM

The Bartley furniture you build today can
be a family treasure for a hundred years.

You assemble it from a hand-crafted.
Bartley Collection Kit in solid cherry or
mahogany with solid brass hardware.
Our catalog shows 27 authentic 18th
century reproductions you can build, and
will to your grandchildren someday.

'^^^BartlejrCollectiori^Ltd:

747 Oakwood Avenue, Dept. 1-9,

Lake Forest, IL 60045

today and forever, in an irresistibly

tightening vortex of unification."

The rush to convergence must con-

centrate and accelerate until all spirit,

freer and freer of encumbering matter,

amalgamates at a single point that

Teilhard called Omega, identified

with God, and, so far as I can tell,

viewed as a reality, not a metaphor

or symbol. He describes this apothe-

osis, graphically if not with perfect

clarity, in The Phenomenon of Man:

Convergent movement will attain such

intensity and such quality that mankind,

taken as a whole, will be obliged . . .

to reflect upon itself at a single point

... to abandon its organo-planetary foot-

hold so as to pivot itself on the tran-

scendent center of its increasing concen-

tration. This will be the end and the

fulfillment of the spirit of the earth.

The end of the world: the wholesale

internal introversion upon itself of the

noosphere, which has simultaneously

reached the uttermost limit of its com-

plexity and centrality.

The end of the world: the overthrow

of equilibrium, detaching the mind, ful-

filled at last, from its material matrix,

so that it will henceforth rest with all

its weight on God-Omega.

And so, evolution labored for bil-

lions of years, produced perhaps a hun-

dred million species of plants, bugs,

and worms along the way, all to

achieve, through the agency of one

species endowed with consciousness,

the union of its spiritual content with

God in splendid concentration at the

point Omega. All previous life existed

for us and for what we could become.

Like the floating fetus that embodies

the promise of futurity at the close

of 2001: A Space Odyssey, we (or

rather our thickening spirit layer, soar-

ing upward) are the heirs and the pur-

pose of all previous life. This is the

anthropocentric vision with a ven-

geance.

What can one say to such a scheme?

Would it be too literal and mean spir-

ited to argue that it seems to fail at

its only points of testable contact with

the fossil record? Few paleontologists

can discern any general, much less

inevitable, trend to increasing brain-

iness in the history of life. Most animal

species are insects, mites, copepods,

nematodes, mollusks, and their cous-

ins, and I, at least, can see no pervasive

trend among them toward the domi-

nation of matter by spirit. And the

evolutionary tree does look more to

me like a complexly wandering and

ramifying bush than a bundle of par-

allel twigs growing upward in a defi-

nite direction. Of course, I realize that

Teilhard used the term evolution in j
a metaphysical sense to identify the |
laws of cosmic progress, not in our

usual sense to specify the mechanics

of organic change (which Teilhard rec-

ognized and studied, but called trans-

formisme). Teilhard's technical works

in paleontology are sound and solid,

but they deal with transformisme and

exist in a world of discourse quite
ijjj

separate from his anthropocentric vi- I

sion of cosmic evolution.

Perhaps the problem with all these

visions—zoocentric as well as anthro-

pocentric—is our penchant for build-

ing comprehensive and all-encompass-

ing systems in the first place. Maybe
they just don't work. Maybe they must

be defeated by the inherent complex-

ity and ambiguity of our place in na-

ture. How can we erect a picket

fence—and secure one type of vi-

sion—when humans are so inextrica-

bly bound in nature. But how can we
opt for complete continuity, either by

working up from other animals (zoo-

centric) or down from humans (an-

thropocentric)—and thus secure the

other type of vision—when humans
are so special, for better or for worse.

We are but a tiny twig on a tree that

includes at least a million species of

animals, but our one great evolution-

ary invention, consciousness—a nat-

ural product of evolution integrated

with a bodily frame of no special

merit—has transformed the surface

of our planet. Gaze upon the land

from an airplane window. Has any

other species of animal ever left so

many visible signs of its relentless

presence?

We live in an essential and unre-

solvable tension between our unity

with nature and our dangerous unique-

ness. Systems that attempt to place

and make sense of us by focusing ex-

clusively either on the uniqueness or

the unity are doomed to failure. But

we must not stop asking and questing

because the answers are complex and

ambiguous. We can do no better than

to follow Linnaeus's advice, embodied

in his description of Homo sapiens

within his system. He described other

species by the numbers of their fingers

and toes, their size and their color.

For us, in place of anatomy, he simply

wrote the Socratic injunction: Know
thyself.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.
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and other examples of the money-making collectibles market.

With The Encyclopedia of Collectibles,
you can discover the difference
between a fal<e and a find.

If you have your own sad stories of collectibles that

got away—the discarded comic-book collection

(now worth thousands)...that "ugly" Belleek

urn that you finally gave to rummage—you
know the problem. How can you know
what has value?

Trust TIIVIE-LIFE BOOKS.
Learn from experienced collectors. See
prized collections. Read what to look for

with TIME-LIFE BOOKS'S Encyclopedia of
Collectibles. Lush color photographs and
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An original collection of art for your home . . . in fine porcelain and pure 24 karat gold.

The Royal Dutch Horticultural Society presents

]\}e plou/erB ol^jHolla^d

(^papd Saueer (^lleetiop

Twelve elegant cups and saucers of fine porcelain, hand-decorated with 24 karat gold —
portraying the best-loved flowers of The Netherlands.

HOWN i\PPROXIMATELY ACTUAL Sl2E



Issued in limited edition.

Advance subscription deadline:

September 30, 1980.

Holland has long been celebrated as "the

land of flowers." For, in the spring, the

fields become a patchwork quilt of vivid

colors, dazzling with brilliant blossoms.

Jewel-like begonias in radiant pink . . .

cheerful daffodils of sunny gold . . .

anemones in velvet red . . . tulips clad in

royal purple . . . and countless others.

Flowers cherished by cottage gardener

and connoisseur alike. And flowers which,

through the centuries, have been immor-

talized in many remarkable works of art.

In this tradition of outstanding floral art.

The Royal Dutch Horticultural Society has

authorized Franklin Porcelain of Amster-

dam to create a unique collection. The

Flowers of Holland Cup and Saucer Col-

lection. Twelve collector's cups and sau-

cers in fine porcelain, each portraying one

of Holland's best-known and best-loved

flowers. The cups and saucers have been

designed exclusively for this collection by

the internationally renowned artist in

porcelain, Ronald Van Ruyckevelt.

Jewels of nature faithfully re-created

The Flowers of hlolland Cup and Saucer

Collection will be crafted in fine porcelain,

whose exceptional whiteness is ideally

suited to bring out the dazzling beauty of

each flower And in creating this collection.

Van Ruyckevelt has taken infinite care to

retain all the lively freshness of the flow-

ers themselves. His meticulously accurate

works of art— at once brilliant and subtle,

striking and completely natural—capture

these beautiful jewels of nature, using as

many as 16 separate ceramic colors.

Here is the flamboyant speckled head-

dress of the tiger lily; the vibrant, bursting

blossoms of the cyclamen; the stately iris;

the dainty star shaped florets of the hya-

cinth; the slender, graceful freesia. Even the

smallest details are faithfully captured—
the specks at the throat of the gladiolus . .

.

the delicate stamens of the crocus . . . the

tiny checkered patterns on the petals of the

fritillary. For a perfect finishing touch, each

cup and saucer is hand-decorated with

borders of 24 karat gold. And each will be

provided with its own special display

stand.

Works of art to display and enjoy

in your home

The result is a sheer joy for the collector.

Twelve exquisite works of art in fine porce-

lain. To display with pleasure in a china

cabinet, a breakfront— or as an elegant

addition to your dining table. For as well as

being a pleasure just to look at, these grace-

ful cups and saucers will bring distinction

to that special luncheon, tea or dinner This

is a collection created for a lifetime of en-

joyment . . . and one which is likely to be

passed along as an heirloom to future

generations.

The Flowers of hlolland Cup and Saucer

Collection is an official issue of The Royal

Dutch Horticultural Society. The Society

has assigned responsibility for its crafting

and distribution to Franklin Porcelain of

Amsterdam. In the United States, it is avail-

able, by special arrangement with the So-

ciety, exclusively from Franklin Porcelain.

The collection will be produced only

once and, as is traditional for fine porcelain

issues, it will be withdrawn after a limited

period of time.

Each cup and saucer will be crafted, of

fine Japanese porcelain, solely for sub-

scribers. Individual cups and saucers will

not be sold separately. And there is a further

limit of one collection per subscriber.

Thus, the total edition will be forever

restricted to the exact number of subscrip-

tions entered during the limited offering

period. For, after the final closing date of

December 31, 1981 — these collector's

cups and saucers will never be available

again, anywhere in the world.

The collection will be accompanied by a

Certificate of Authenticity signed by the

President of the Society and attesting to the

limits of edition. And each subscriber will

also receive a specially written commen-
tary, describing each of the flowers por-

trayed in the collection.

Your application must be postmarked
by the advance subscription deadline

of September 30, 1980.

The Flowers of hlolland Cup and Saucer

Collection will be issued on a convenient

subscription plan, at the rate of one cup

and saucer every other month beginning in

November. The original issue price of just

$25 per cup and saucer— payable in two

equal monthly installments of $12.50 each
— is guaranteed for the entire collection.

But please note that, in order for your

subscription to be accepted, it is important

that the attached application be post-

marked by the advance subscription dead-

line of September 30, 1980.

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE FLOWERS OF HOLLAND
CUPAND SAUCER COLLECTION

Must be postmarl<ecl by September 30, 1980.

Limit: One collection per subscriber.

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

I wish to enter my subscription for The Flow-

ers of hlolland Cup and Saucer Collection,

consisting of twelve fine porcelain cups and

saucers, hand-decorated in 24 karat gold, at

the price of $25.* each. With each cup and

saucer, I will also receive a specially de-

signed display stand.

I need send no money now. The twelve

cups and saucers are to be sent to me at the

rate of one cup and saucer every other

month. I will be billed for each cup and

saucer in two equal monthly installments of

$12.50*, with the first installment due in ad-

vance of shipment. -plus my state sales lax and

SI SO <of shipping and handling.

Signature.

Mr
Mrs.
Ms

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Address_

City

State, Zip_
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ICELANDIC WOOL
CATALOG & SWATCH
Landau offers the world's

largest selection of men's,

women's and children's

Icelandic woolen pro-

ducts. Exquisite jackets,

ponchos, coats, hand

knit sweaters, mittens,

scarves, hats and more.

Experience the natural,

undyed colors, durability,

water repellency and in-

credible warmth without

weight unique to Icelandic wool. Every catalog

carries a wool swatch so you can examine first-

hand what makes this superb wool an invest-

ment in luxury for years to come. Use the

coupon or call TOLL FREE 800-257-9445;
N.J. Residents 800-792-8333. .

.

Call Toll Free Or Send For Your

FREE CATALOG
And Free Icelandic Wool Swatch.

LAMDAU-DepL riH-09

P.O. Box 671, 114 Nassau Si

Princeton. MJ 08540

Rease rush my free full color Landau Icelandic wool

catalog and free wool swatch.

City/State/Zip.

Visit Shops in Princeton. MJ/Manchester. VT
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The Food Connection
New crops and increased production

allow populations to soar

by Peter Farb and George Armelagos

The modern cultural adaptation

that emerged first in Britain, then in

Western Europe and North America,

is now spreading rapidly around the

globe—and even penetrating into the

lands of remote pastoralists, horticul-

turists, and hunter-gatherers. Often re-

garded as synonymous with the In-

dustrial Revolution—which began al-

most exactly two hundred years ago

with James Watt's improved version

of the steam engine—modernization

entails much more than the replace-

ment of human muscle by energy from

machines. It involves developments in

the structure of the family, the di-

vision of labor, the growth of pop-

ulation, and the environment, as well

as diet.

The Industrial Revolution could not

have taken place without the agricul-

tural revolution that preceded it and

that was based on an increase in pro-

duction due both to new crops from

the Americas and to new methods of

farming. Yields of food were increased

substantially by such simple tech-

niques as the rotation of crops—a se-

quence from year to year, for example,

of barley, clover, wheat, and turnips,

instead of leaving the field fallow

when its fertility had been depleted.

The selective breeding of cattle also

greatly increased the yields of meat

and milk. In such ways, what had

been an inefficient system of agricul-

ture was eventually replaced by large-

Material adapted from Consuming Passions: The
Anthropology of Ealing, published by Houghton
Mifflin © 1980 by the Estate of Peter Farb.

scale mechanized farming that took

on the character of modern industry.

Oliver Goldsmith in his poem The De-
serted Village—published in 1770,

five years before Watt's improved

steam engine first came into use—de-

scribed how the mechanization of ag-

riculture had already forced many
farmers to abandon their small hold-

ings and migrate to the cities. This

considerable portion of the British

population provided the labor for an

industrialization that would otherwise

have been impossible.

One phenomenon of modernization

has been an increasingly rapid rise

in population. In 1750 the total pop-

ulation of the world was probably

about 750 million, by 1830 it had in-

creased to a billion, by 1930 it was

two billion, and by 1975 four billion.

In other words, the human species

needed millions of years to reach a

population of a billion, but thereafter

the second billion was added in only

a hundred years, the third in thirty

years, and the fourth in a mere fifteen

years. This growth was long attributed

to a drop in the death rate that

stemmed from advances in medicine,

but some demographers now question

whether medicine had much of an ef-

fect. Tuberculosis, for example, was

the largest single cause of death in

Britain in the last century, yet in the

fifty years previous to 1882—when

the tubercle baccillus was first iden-

tified by Robert Koch—deaths caused

by it had already declined by about

half. Pneumonia, influenza, infectious

bronchitis, and other diseases also be-



gan significant declines early in the

nineteenth century, years before im-

munization and potent new drugs

could have had any effect.

If not medical advances, then what

can explain the change in the response

to infection by people living in modern

societies? The answer seems to be the

profound effect of improved nutrition

on the body's response to microorgan-

isms. The decline in the death rate

that occurred in Europe and in North

America during the last century is

being witnessed today in developing

nations, and has the same probable

cause. Well-nourished people have a

much lower rate of infection and, even

if infected, are much more likely to

recover as compared to poorly nour-

ished people. Before the widespread

use of the measles vaccine, practically

every child in every country caught

measles, but three hundred times more

deaths occurred in the poorer coun-

tries than in the richer ones. The rea-

son was not that the virus was some-

how more potent in poor countries or

that these lacked medical services, but

that in poorly nourished countries the

virus attacked children who, because

of chronic malnutrition, were less able

to resist it.

Along with an improved agriculture

came the introduction into Europe of

new crops from the Americas, notably

white potatoes into northern Europe

and maize into southern Europe. In

both Spain and Italy, where the cul-

tivation of maize was widespread, pop-

ulations soared—nearly doubling in

Spain and increasing from eleven to

A PRICELESS VACATION IS

DINING IN THE BEST PLACES.
In Portugal you can dine The things you can afford in

elegantly at extraordinary places Portugal add up to a priceless

like the Queluz Palace for very

ordinary prices. Less than ^10

for lunch, with wine, for the

best. Surprised?

vacation. Uncover more wonder-

ful Portuguese surprises.

See your travel agent or send

this coupon. Today.

! National Tourist Office. 548 5th Ave. MY.C, NY. 10036

I in Los Angeles and Chicago.



New Guinea
CRUISING EXPEDITIONS
Explore New Guinea and the
neighboring islands of Melanesia
and Indonesia. Discover theStone
Age ways of civilizations w/hose
culture of ceremony and ghostly
ritual, as in the past, continues to
dominate tribal life today.
Penetrate the mysterious interior
of New Guinea, cruising the Sepik
River aboard the MS World
Discoverer. Built in 1974. the
World Discoverer was designed as
an expedition cruise vessr '

'''-

the intended purpose of c
inquisitive travelers, in customar
cruise comfort, to the remote art;

usually unaccessable corners of
the world.

j

23 and 45 day itineraries are i

accompanied by noted natura " '

anthropologist and at* ""' *-'-"•

Write for our 1 6 pa

I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE.
. . , about Society Expeditions' unusual travel
programs to the remote corners of the world,
, . . about the MS World Discoverer — its

comforts and exploration technology.
, . . about the naturalist, anthropologist and
historians that accompany each expedition.
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Exercise Bike D
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Nordic Track ^

Jarless, Total-Body
Cardiovascular Exercise

Duplicates XC Skiing for the

best motion in fitness

Better than treadmills . . . No body-
damaging, jarring motion. Doesn't neglect
the arms and shoulders. NordicTrack is

smaller, lighter, more portable, doesn't
require motors and is very quiet.

Better than bikes . . . Stand-up position
provides far more uniform leg muscle load-
ing. Makes high heart rates easier to attain.
Arms and shoulders exercised just as effec-

tively as the legs. More muscle mass in-

volved. Adjustable arm and leg resistance.

For more info PSI,125L Columbia Ct.

Chaska MN 55318 512-448-6987

eighteen million in Italy between the

beginning and the end of the eight-

eenth century. The potato was not ac-

cepted so readily in Europe, even

though it had been cultivated in the

Andean highlands of Peru for about

2,500 years. It was at first regarded

with suspicion, in part because it was
grown from a tuber rather than from

seeds, as were all other edible plants

in Europe up to that time. But by

the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, the potato had become a common
food for peasants, who found in it

the perfect crop for small parcels of

arable land. Just one acre planted to

potatoes could feed a family of five

or six, plus a cow or pig, for most

of a year. The plant could grow in

a wide variety of soils, and it required

no tools other than a spade and a

hoe. It matured within three or four

months, as compared to the well over

half a year required for grain crops,

and it had the advantage of a high

nutritional value.

The most dramatic effect of the

potato's introduction into Europe was

seen in Ireland. By the middle of the

eighteenth century, most of the Irish

population was subsisting almost ex-

clusively on potatoes, and Ireland's

perennially recurring famines ap-

peared at last to be ended. Potatoes

do not have aphrodisiac powers, as

was once believed, but they did con-

tribute to the sudden increase in the

Irish population, making large fam-

ilies possible because they provided

a maximum of sustenance with a mini-

mum of labor. The population of Ire-

land grew from just above three mil-

lion in 1754 to more than eight million

in 1845. Then a blight struck, bringing

about the Great Potato Famine that

was to last four years.

An increase in population as a result

of new foods rather than of indus-

trialization and medical advances also

took place in China. The sweet potato,

long grown by South American In-

dians, was early imported as a crop

into China and was established by

1594, when it provided sustenance at

a time when the native grains were

succumbing to drought. An eight-

eenth-century agricultural commen-
tary extolled sweet potatoes as a ver-

satile crop that could be boiled,

ground, or fermented; could be fed

to animals, as well as to humans; and

could grow in sandy, mountainous, and

salty soils where grains did not survive.

By that century, other New World
crops were being widely grown: maize

was allowing people from the crowded
Yangtze region to migrate inland and
farm drier lands; the white potato

made it possible to bring into pro-

duction lands that were too impov-

erished even for growing maize; and

peanuts could be grown in the pre-

viously useless soils along rivers and

streams. The new crops allowed a Chi-

nese population that had reached the

limits of its previous resources to begin

a new spurt in growth. The numbers
expanded from about 1 50 million peo-

ple in the early 1700s to about 450

million only a century and a half later.

The worldwide growth in population

over the past several centuries is simi-

lar to what occurred in China, and

can be assumed to have occurred for

similar reasons. As soon as food re-

sources could be moved from conti-

nent to continent because of the in-

vention of long-distance transporta-

tion, a surge in population took place,

one that had little to do with indus-

trialization, shorter work hours, or ad-

vances in the practice of medicine.

People in modern societies usually

assume that their own kind of mecha-

nized agriculture is the most efficient

known. But if the question is asked

whether mechanized producers are

really extracting from the soil a

greater number of calories of food in

proportion to the calories of energy

they expend, the answer is no. In fact,

they are very inefficient in this regard

when compared with other adapta-

tions—as is shown by a simple equa-

tion developed by anthropologist Mar-

vin Harris that makes it possible to

analyze the efficiency of any system

for providing food energy:

mXtXr
That is, a society's annual produc-

tion of food energy, E (as expressed

in thousands of calories, or kilocal-

ories), divided by the number of food

producers {m), times the hours each

works at food production during the

year (t), times the calories expended

per producer each hour in doing the

work (r) equals e, that society's tech-

no-environmental efficiency (in other

words, the calories produced for each

calorie of energy expended). Obvi-

ously, e must be greater than one be-

cause no society can survive for very

long unless it produces more energy

than it expends; actually, the value

of e must be substantially higher than

one to provide for such nonproducing

activities as toolmaking, ceremonials,



and recreation, among other things,

and also to support the young, the

elderly, the sick, and other nonpro-

ducers in the society. The larger e

becomes, therefore, the greater is the

society's techno-environmental effi-

ciency in producing food energy above

the amount it expends.

In a hunting-gathering society, such

as the San, or Bushmen, of the Kal-

ahari Desert, the equation is applied

by Marvin Harris (using data col-

lected by Richard Lee) as follows: A
camp of twenty adults {pi), each work-

ing 805 hours a year (i) and expending

150 calories per hour (r), to produce

23,000,000 kilocalories annually (£"),

has an efficiency of 9.5 (e)—which

means that the San are producing be-

tween nine and ten calories for each

calorie of energy expended.

This low efficiency does not allow

much of a margin of safety and is

insufficient to provide food for full-

time specialists such as woodcarvers

or priests. But the San cannot increase

their efficiency because the average

expenditure per producer of 1 50 calo-

ries an hour cannot be raised sub-

stantially; the human body simply can-

not withstand long periods of being

overheated or out of breath (which

is why the average value for r of 150

remains the same in all of the ad-

aptations to be discussed here). For

each adult in the camp to work more

than 805 hours a year (an average

of a mere two hours or so a day)

would not solve the problem because

the San can neither transport nor store

a surplus, and any increased effort

would quickly deplete the food re-

sources around the camp. They might

try to enlarge the population of their

camp to increase the number of pro-

ducers, but the food supply in the

Kalahari Desert is insufficient to sup-

port dense populations that lack the

knowledge and tools to build irrigation

dams. So long as the San follow their

traditional ways, they obviously can

do almost nothing to increase their

techno-environmental efficiency.

Nor would it be possible for the

San to switch to horticulture, given

both the harsh environment and their

limited technology for overcoming it.

Even if they could, Marvin Harris has

shown, using energy data from a hor-

ticultural village in Gambia, West Af-

rica, how little would be gained. In-

stead of the 20 food producers in the

San camp, this Gambian village had

334, as well as a better climate for

plant growth and a more complex

technology. Yet the application of the

equation shows an efficiency only

slightly above that of the San. For

an annual production of 460,000,000

kilocalories, 334 persons, each work-

ing 820 hours annually and expending

150 calories an hour, produce a little

over 1 1 calories for each calorie of

expended energy.

The main advantage of horticulture

over hunting-gathering is not its much
greater efficiency but rather that peo-

ple can live together in larger and

more permanent settlements. The
denser population of a sedentary vil-

lage allows for protection against en-

emies and gives greater opportunity

for cultural interaction.

Detailed energy data do not exist

for pastoral peoples, but their effi-

ciency is believed to be no greater

than for hunter-gatherers and horti-

culturists. It may indeed be less, since

to allow domesticated animals to eat

plant foods and then to eat the animal

or its milk and blood takes the process

of production through an extra step,

with a loss of calories along the way.

This assumption seems supported by

the few studies that have been made.

For one tribe of southern Tunisia that

herds sheep and goats and also prac-

tices a little horticulture, anthropolo-

gist William Bedoian has calculated

a techno-environmental efficiency of

about six; for some Indians in the An-

des of South America who are almost

exclusively pastoralists, R. Brooke

Thomas has determined the figure to

be a little more than two.

Figures on efficiency under other

adaptations do not increase by much
until the complex level of irrigation

agriculture is reached. This adaptation

can feed more people on less land

than any other, including mechanized

agriculture. Over the millenniums, it

has developed most notably in eastern

Asia because of particular conditions

prevailing there: many people to pro-

vide the labor for building and main-

taining irrigation works, abundant

water, and a shortage of arable land.

As the irrigation system develops and

production is intensified, more and

more people are fed from the same
amount of land—although at the price

of increasing the amount of labor per

unit of land, which means that the

land must be worked ever more in-

tensively by more people. Given this

cycle, no one can become richer by

working harder because the payments

allocated to labor must be divided

among a larger and larger force. And
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since such systems can develop only

in the presence of an autocratic gov-

ernment, any economic growth that

occurs is inevitably siphoned off by

the bureaucratic elite that exists out-

side of the energy system.

A detailed study of labor inputs and

food yields for an irrigation village

in Yunnan Province, China, before the

fall of the Nationalist government
shows a greatly increased techno-en-

vironmental efficiency over hunting-

gathering, horticulture, and pastoral-

ism. Four hundred eighteen persons,

each working 1,129 hours annually,

produced 3,788,000,000 kilocalories,

resulting in between 53 and 54 calories

produced for each calorie of energy

expended. A higher efficiency, it

should be noted, does not produce an

increase in leisure, as is often sup-

posed. Rather, each producer must
work harder—in fact, some 35 percent

more labor was performed by each

of these Chinese than by each of the

San.

Of the nearly four billion kilocal-

ories produced annually by this Chi-

nese village, the villagers were esti-

mated to need no more than a sixth

of that amount. What happened, then,

to the more than three billion kilo-

calories they produced each year over

what they consumed? The surplus was

used to feed the scores of millions

in Chinese towns and cities who did

not participate directly in food pro-

duction, was sent to market and ex-

changed for manufactured goods, or

was taken away in the form of taxes

levied by the local, provincial, and

national governments and in the form

of rent payments to large landowners.

Modern societies are too complex

to be analyzed by the equation em-

ployed here, but a few generalizations

can be made. Once again, it is a mis-

take to suppose that modern societies

allow people to work less hard for

their daily bread. Out of the 1,129

hours worked by one Chinese irriga-

tion farmer in a year, only 122 were

needed to grow enough food to sustain

that farmer. A blue-collar worker in

the United States, on the other hand,

spends 180 hours earning enough
money to purchase a year's supply

of food. Notwithstanding Western no-

tions of the Chinese peasants' inces-

sant labor, it is plain that they actually

need to work less by a third than North

Americans or Europeans to keep

themselves supplied with food. More-

over, although a mechanized farmer

in the American Midwest need put

in an annual total of only nine hours

of work for each acre to achieve an

astounding 6,000 calories for each cal-

orie of effort, that figure ignores the

enormous amounts of human labor

that go into manufacturing and trans-

porting the trucks, tractors, combines,

fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, fence wire,

and everything else used by the farm-

er, not to mention transporting the

food itself. For every person who ac-

tually works on a Midwestern farm,

the labor of at least two others off

the farm is needed to supply equip-

ment and services directly to the farm-

er—aside from the very many more
whose labors contribute indirectly to

the final product. Altogether, a total

of 2,790 calories of energy must be

expended to produce and deliver to

a consumer in the United States just

one can of corn providing a total of

270 calories. The production of meat
entails an even greater deficit: an ex-

penditure of 22,000 calories is needed

to produce the somewhat less than

four ounces of beefsteak that also pro-

vides 270 calories.

In short, present-day agriculture is

much less efficient than traditional

irrigation methods that have been used

by Asians, among others, in this cen-

tury and by Mayas, Mesopotamians,

Egyptians, and Chinese in antiquity.

The primary advantage of mechanized

agriculture is that it requires the par-

ticipation of fewer farmers, but for

that, the price paid in machines, fossil

fuels, and other expenditures of energy

is enormous. A severe price is also

paid in human labor. Once the ex-

pensive machines have been manufac-

tured and deployed on the farms, they

are economically efficient only if op-

erated throughout the daylight hours,

and indeed farmers in the United

States often labor for sixteen hours

a day. The boast of industrialized so-

cieties that they have decreased the

workload is valid only in comparison

with the exploitation of labor that ex-

isted in the early decades of the In-

dustrial Revolution. If the prevailing

forty-hour work week of North Amer-

ica and Europe were proposed to the

San, whoever did so would be con-

sidered to be exploitive, inhuman, or

plain mad.

Peter Farb, recently deceased, was an

anthropologist and the author of
Man's Rise to Civilization and Hu-
mankind. George Armelagos is a pro-

fessor of anthropology at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts.
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Acrobatic Pygmy Chimpanzees
The behavior of this smallest of the great apes may help

in interpreting the fossil record of human evolution

by Randall Susman

photographs by Noel Badrian

Lofinda, one of our guides, whis-

pered softly and motioned toward the

high canopy of the trees. I tried to

find the pygmy chimpanzee but saw

only a mosaic of green leaves, broken

by beams of bright sunlight. With his

finger frozen on the point where the

animal was, Lofinda turned to me and

again whispered, "Edja." Frustrated,

I moved close to him, put my chin

on his shoulder, sighted along his ex-

tended arm to the tip of his index

finger, and finally spotted a dark sil-

houette perched on the end of a bough

some eighty feet from the ground. At
that moment the animal detected us,

and as I focused my binoculars, he

quickly moved closer to the center

of the tree. There he grabbed another

branch with one hand and swung along

it to the trunk where he hesitated and

looked down toward us. He was a mag-
nificent animal, with a lustrous black

coat. His pink lips contrasted with the

coal black skin of his face, his nose

was strikingly gorillalike, and his brow
was an unbroken, heavy shelf across

his forehead. The black hair on his

face formed sideburns; the hair on

his head was parted at the midline.

He seemed to stare momentarily into

my binoculars; then he scrambled to

Perched high in the canopy, a

robust adult male pygmy chimpanzee
is unaware that he is being observed.

The name "pygmy" is clearly a

misnomer since large males

often weigh more than 100 pounds.

the trunk of the tree, paused, and slid

down, fireman style, for thirty or forty

feet. With a crash he dropped the

last six or so feet to the ground and

was off into the forest.

Weary, but exhilarated by my first

contact with a wild pygmy chimpan-

zee, I sat down to rest. It had been

three hours since our party had left

camp to search for pygmy chimpan-

zees. We had arrived at our study

site earlier that morning following a

fourteen-day journey from Kinshasa,

the capital of Zaire. After seven years

of studying apes in the laboratory, I

was thrilled to see these animals under

natural conditions. Four years earlier,

my colleague Noel Badrian and his

wife, Alison, had conducted a six-

month study of the pygmy chimpanzee

(Pan paniscus) in this area. The first

primatologists to observe pygmy chim-

panzees in the wild, they had gathered

some ninety hours of observations on

social behavior, feeding, and other as-

pects of pygmy chimpanzee ecology.

Unfortunately, their study was cut

short for lack of funds. I returned

to the Lomako Forest with Noel to

gather data on locomotor behavior and

add to the Badrians' earlier work.

Noel, Alison, and I hoped that our

studies would prove that careful ob-

servations of pygmy chimpanzee be-

havior could be carried out in the field

and that our efforts would develop into

a long-term project on the behavior and

ecology of pygmy chimpanzees.

These animals, which we had come
so far to observe, first captured the

attention of anthropologists some fifty

years ago, when the study of great

ape behavior began to come into its

From its vantage point high in a tree,

a young male pygmy chimpanzee
looks down at the photographer.

Such males will often approach an
observer, attracting attention to

themselves while other chimpanzees

in the group slip away.



own. Although captive pygmy chim-

panzees were observed in the mid-

1920s by Robert Yerkes and others,

the animal was not recognized as a

distinct species until Ernst Schwarz's

work in 1929. Harold Coolidge pub-

lished the first detailed paper on the

biology of the pygmy chimpanzee in

1933. Using museum records of lo-

calities from which specimens were

collected, Coolidge mapped out the

range of the pygmy chimpanzee, as

he called the animal. He noted that

the pygmy chimpanzee was found on

the left bank of the Zaire (formerly

Congo) River, while the common
chimpanzee occurred on the right

bank to the north. Coolidge further

reported the eastern extent of the

range as the Lomami River, and

roughly defined the southern bound-

ary by a line connecting Lukolela in

the west and Mondombe in the east.

Although a number of different dis-

tribution maps for the pygmy chim-

panzee have been published since

Coolidge's, information collected dur-

ing the past few years shows that his

map provides the most accurate as-

sessment of the species' range.

From the start, anthropologists and

primatologists were intrigued by de-

scriptions of a dwarf, or pygmy, chim-

panzee. (No one now believes that the

creature is a true pygmy version of

the common chimpanzee, but the

name is still in popular usage.) The

Dutch anatomist Louis Bolk had pub-

lished his "fetalization theory" of hu-

man evolution in 1925, and Raymond

Dart had almost simultaneously re-

ported on the finding of an ancient,

small, apelike hominid from South Af-

rica

—

Australopithecus africanus.

Bolk proposed that the human body

form was the result of hormonally reg-

ulated "retardation" of growth proc-

esses. At maturity, humans have not

moved as far from their juvenile or

fetal stages as have adult apes. In

fact, juvenile humans, monkeys, and

apes are morphologically quite simi-

lar. Monkeys and apes, however, dis-

play accelerated adolescent growth

Because of their small size, black

mangabey monkeys can leap farther

than can pygmy chimpanzees. The

quieter chimpanzees are often found

by locating the raucous monkeys

with whom they frequently feed.
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that, among other things, results in

adults that are morphologically more
distinct from their younger counter-

parts than is the case with humans.

Schwarz observed that adult pyg-

my chimpanzees also appeared to re-

tain "youthful characters" to a great

extent, while maintaining a close simi-

larity to common chimpanzees. To add

to this. Dart's description of a fossil

"humanoid" skull that revealed sim-

ilarities with chimpanzees and goril-

las sparked a longstanding controversy

that would only be resolved when
much more information on the mor-

phology ofextant apes and humans (and

fossil evidence) became available.

Schwarz suggested that the pygmy
chimpanzee might be an important

element in the debate over whether

Australopithecus represented a

"dwarfed gorilla." Schwarz, Coolidge,

and other workers placed the pygmy
chimpanzee squarely in the context

provided by Bolk and Dart. Anthro-

pologists were immediately excited by

all the implications relating to the very

existence of a pygmy chimpanzee and

many new thoughts and hypotheses

quickly appeared. Few anatomical

studies were actually conducted on the

morphology of the animal, however,

and no fieldwork was undertaken for

the next thirty years. The remote, re-

stricted range of the pygmy chimpan-

zee in the rain forest of Zaire no doubt

accounted for the latter fact.

In recent years, discoveries of fossil

apes and ancient humans have rekin-

dled interest in the evolutionary bi-

ology of the pygmy chimpanzee. First,

similarities in overall size and dental

and facial proportions of Ramapithe-

cus (possibly the earliest bona fide

member of the hominid line) and the

pygmy chimpanzee engaged the at-

tention of primate paleontologists, who
took a strong interest in the morphol-

ogy and behavior of the pygmy chim-

panzee. Second, new finds of two- to

three-million-year-old hominids in

eastern Africa, as well as those found

earlier in South Africa, revealed size

differentials in early humans that re-

called the differences between the

pygmy chimpanzee and the common
chimpanzee. Most important, how-

ever, was the lingering notion that the

pygmy chimpanzee, smallest of the

great apes, was less specialized adap-

tively than chimpanzees, gorillas, or

orangutans, and that for this reason

it might provide the best living anal-

ogy with the behavioral patterns of

our earliest apelike human ancestor.

As Coolidge had stated some thirty

years earlier, less specialized meant,

to most people, that an animal more
closely resembled an ancestral state

than did a more specialized form.

Coolidge further noted that "the pa-

niscus, a true paedomorphic species

which shows definitely juvenile

characteristics in an adult state, is the

most important of the chimpanzees

in a study of the phylogeny and rela-

tionships of this higher order of anthro-

poid apes. It may approach more
closely to the common ancestry of

chimpanzees and man than does any

living chimpanzee. . .
." Specifically,

the questions that were formulated in

the late 1960s were (1) What is the

place of the pygmy chimpanzee in

the phylogeny of the African apes and

humans? and (2) How can investiga-

tions incorporating behavioral and

anatomical data on Pan paniscus aid

in reconstructing the behavior of early

human ancestors?



In the early 1970s extensive studies

of the teeth and skulls of pygmy chim-

panzees and preliminary investiga-

tions of their skeletons were carried

out. Attempts to collect data on the

behavior of free-ranging pygmy chim-

panzees were also made and more for-

mal studies of captive behavior were

begun. From the information that was

gathered, two poles of opinion

emerged on the question of the phy-

logenetic affinities of the pygmy chim-

panzee and its place in the family

tree of African apes and humans.

Some scientists suggest that the

pygmy chimpanzee closely represents

the prototype from which humans and

the African great apes have evolved.

They suggest that the pygmy chim-

panzee's smaller size and relatively

small cranial, facial, and dental di-

mensions make it a better model of

the prehominid ancestor than either

the common chimpanzee or the go-

rilla. To underscore such similarities

to humans these scientists further sug-

gest—largely from observations of

captive animals— that pygmy
chimpanzees walk bipedally more of-

ten than common chimpanzees do and

engage in more complex and variable

sexual and copulatory interactions

than other chimpanzees. Proponents

of this school also emphasize the size

similarities of early hominids and

pygmy chimpanzees and the "gener-

alized" hominoid morphology of the

latter.

Other scientists, however, have

pointed out that the similarities of the

pygmy chimpanzee and early homi-

nids such as Australopithecus or Ra-

mapithecus are revealed only in a cer-

tain few morphological traits, many

of which can be attributed to the over-

all effect of small size. In other words,

these similarities in size may mask

many important underlying adaptive

differences. These workers feel that

pygmy and common chimpanzees are

equally good working models for the

common ancestor of humans and Afri-

can apes, and that acceptance of the

pygmy chimpanzee as the prototype

is not warranted by our limited knowl-

edge of the species. Nevertheless, both

schools agree that the pygmy chim-

panzee is a highly significant, still un-

tapped reservoir of information for in-

terpreting the fossil record of human
evolution.

The desire to make functional or

behavioral inferences about the fossil

record sparked my own interest in Pan

paniscus. When similarities and dif-

ferences are found between living

forms, anatomists attempt to link

these to similarities and differences

in their behavior. In this way an ex-

planation—or the "why"—of morphol-

ogy is developed. Such observations

can be applied to fossils (if the fossils

are similar enough to the correspond-

ing bones of living animals), and we

can then postulate or reconstruct the

behavior of extinct species. On a prac-

tical level this is difficult. Often the

best we can do is suggest how a par-

ticular part of the body may have

functioned—for example, the knee or

the hip. But such analysis and infer-

ence often prove significant because

an individual bone may be the key

to understanding whether an animal

habitually walked upright or on all

fours; whether it climbed trees or lived

primarily on the ground.

Earlier studies of pygmy chimpan-

zee morphology, including one of my
own, have revealed subtle but distinct

differences between pygmy and com-

mon chimpanzees, many of which are

independent of simple size differences.

These include the length of the shoul-

der blade, the shape of the finger

bones, and the long lengths of the

upper and lower limbs in the pygmy
chimpanzee relative to its body

weight. Statistical analyses suggest

that there are significant differences

among pygmy and common chimpan-

zees and other apes that are revealed

in the hand and shoulder. These dif-

ferences seem to correspond to the

relative amounts of suspensory activi-

ties (hanging, climbing, and arm
swinging) that occur in each species.

The data on pygmy chimpanzees

were interesting and suggested, among

other things, that pygmy chimpanzees

are more arboreal than common chim-

panzees. But we were at a loss to

confirm this interpretation of our ana-

tomical observations. Noel and I de-

signed a brief field study to try to

determine how pygmy chimpanzees

moved about in their native habitat

so that we could verify or deny the

hypotheses developed in the labora-

These pygmy chimpanzees, a male

(right) and a female, groomed each

other for an hour, alternating as

groomer and groomed every few

minutes. Chimpanzees often engage

in this activity after feeding.



tory about pygmy chimpanzee loco-

motion. We intended to eventually

combine the behavioral and morpho-

logical observations and hoped the

combination would help us infer the

locomotor characteristics of selected

fossil apes and humans, and especially,

shed light on the critical question of

how hominid bipedalism originally

evolved.

The initial observations that Lofin-

da and I made were only the first

of many sightings that our party made
during the next four weeks. We logged

nearly twelve hours of detailed ob-

servations on locomotion and feeding

alone—more than anyone had previ-

ously collected. Most of the time we

encountered small groups of five to

eight animals feeding high in the

crowns of fruit trees. Groups consisted

of a large male (weighing 100 pounds

or more), one or two smaller males,

and two or three females—one or two

of which might be carrying an infant.

When we approached, the group mem-
bers frequently spotted or heard us.

Sometimes they continued to feed; at

other times they hurriedly descended

the trees and fled on the ground. In

both situations a male would interpose

himself between us and the group,

attracting our attention with a noisy,

bough-drumming, bipedal display

(standing on his hind limbs, waving

his arms, and vocalizing) or just mov-

ing toward us to build a nest or feed.

Often, while the prominent male had

our attention, the rest of the group

would quietly move off. This behavior

of the males recalled the sentry and

display behavior of patas monkey

males.

Patas monkeys live on African sa-

vannas and are notable for their be-

havior when threatened with danger.

The males make noise and motions

to attract attention while the females

and the young slip off quietly. The

males then run off at high speed in

another direction. Neither gorillas nor

common chimpanzees show such or-

ganized deception.

From footprints, plant remains, and

direct observations made by Lofinda

and his son Ikwa, we learned that

pygmy chimpanzees spend a large part

of the day on the ground. Much of

their diet consists of fruit, but pygmy

chimpanzees regularly eat a number

of canes and herbs that are found on

the forest floor. In addition, Noel and

Alison had earlier observed and re-

ported insect and small mammal re-

mains in pygmy chimpanzee feces.



Pygmy chimpanzees are basically

quadrupedal knuckle walkers when on

the ground, but they engage in other

mixes of walking as well. Ikwa ob-

served a large male pygmy chimpan-

zee walking bipedally on the ground.

When he spotted the guide, the star-

tled animal dropped the canes he was

carrying, stomped, defecated, and
then turned and fled on all fours.

In the trees, pygmy chimpanzees

are highly skilled acrobats, and adults

are reported to be more agile and dar-

ing than adult common chimpanzees.

Large and small animals of both sexes,

as well as pygmy chimpanzee mothers

with infants, arm swing, leap, and dive

in the high canopy. Juveniles engage

in acrobatic play and are also adept

arboreal bipeds. We observed several

instances of bipedal walking along

large boughs at heights of 100 feet

and more, usually when animals were

carrying objects or when they engaged

us with behavioral displays. The rel-

ative frequency of bipedal locomo-

tion—it occurred in 10 percent of our

observations—was comparable to that

reported for gibbons by C.R. Carpen-

ter and later workers. In one instance,

Noel observed an adult male at the

end of a long bough. He displayed

at Noel and Ikwa, then apparently

not quite finished feeding, he walked

bipedally for a distance of fifteen feet

or so carrying bunches of fruits in

each hand.

We were able to render our findings

in a quantitative way so that they

could eventually be compared with

similar observations on common chim-

panzees and other apes. We kept a

record of the number of times we ob-

served pygmy chimpanzees in motion

in the trees (arboreal locomotor bouts)

and of what kinds of behavior were

observed in each instance. The most

frequent behavior was walking along

a bough on all fours, grasping with

feet and hands. This behavior oc-

curred in more than 20 percent of

the observations (a total of 41 times).

Other common behaviors were scram-

bling along any part of the tree, using

all fours (seen in about 20 percent

of the observations), and leaping or

diving from a bough (also seen in

about 20 percent of the observations).

Swinging from a bough with both arms
occurred in more than 15 percent of

the observations. Other behaviors

were less common.
Comparisons of pygmy and com-

mon chimpanzees, even on the basis

of the limited data we have at present.

are provocative. Descriptions of chim-

panzee locomotion by a number of

researchers, including Jane Goodall,

Vernon and Frances Reynolds, and
Adrian Kortlandt, indicate that adult

chimpanzees (which are heavier than

pygmy chimpanzees by 10 to 15 per-

cent) are cautious climbers and arm
swingers in the trees. Although young
common chimpanzees actively chase

and play in the trees, adults engage

in dynamic displays mainly when they

are excited. Like pygmy chimpanzees,

common chimpanzees travel from one

feeding spot to another on the ground,

but when in the trees, and this is a

critical qualifier, pygmy chimpanzees

appear to be far more acrobatic.

Our conclusion that pygmy chim-

panzees are better than common chim-

panzees at leaping, diving, arm swing-

ing, and walking upright in trees rests

on our quantitative assessment of the

frequency and context of the various

modes of pygmy chimpanzee locomo-

tion. And it confirms our initial studies

of pygmy chimpanzee and common
chimpanzee anatomy, in particular the

structure of the shoulder blade, arm,

and hand, which suggest that the

pygmy chimpanzee is more arboreal

than its relative. But these are not

definitive conclusions, and our studies

are continuing. We need more ana-

tomical and field studies of both ani-

mals to nail down the dilferences we
believe we see.

If our findings are confirmed, we
will have a series of living apes, closely

related to, but differing in locomotor

behavior from, the human lineage,

that can be used to explain the mor-

phology of fossil apes and humans.

As to how good a model the pygmy
chimpanzee is for the common an-

cestor of humans and apes, I believe

that it cannot be taken as the best

model to the exclusion of the common
chimpanzee.

Although the pygmy chimpanzee

appears at first glance to be the ideal

candidate for modeling the ancestral

human condition, close inspection of

selected elements of pygmy chimpan-

zee anatomy and recent discoveries

of early human fossils cast doubt on

how ideal it is. Recent fossil evidence,

from various sites in Africa (Hadar

in Ethiopia, and Laetoli in Tanzania),

of hominids as old as 3.75 million years

indicates that early human ancestors

showed a much greater anatomical dif-

ference between the sexes than do

pygmy chimpanzees. The common
chimpanzee, other apes, and modern

humans all exhibit greater differences

between the sexes in body shape and

size than do pygmy chimpanzees.

Thus, it may be that the similarity

of the sexes in the pygmy chimpanzee
is not an indication of its similarity

to a generalized primate ancestor but

a more recent adaptation.

Problems always arise in trying to

read back from a living creature to

an extinct one. An animal that lives

today may have changed less than

some other animal in terms of a com-
mon ancestor, but all have changed.

And some aspects of each species have

changed more than others. Chimpan-
zees or pygmy chimpanzees may be

closer than human beings are to our

common ancestor—that is, they may
have changed less since divergence.

But some aspects of the apes are re-

cent and highly specialized adapta-

tions. For example, both chimpanzees

(pygmy and common) and gorillas en-

gage in knuckle walking, an adapta-

tion to a mixed life in the trees and

on the ground that allows the apes

to have long grasping fingers and still

walk comfortably on all fours. No
other apes exhibit this behavior, and

there is no evidence of it occurring

in any of the fossil primates we know.

To begin to do what we want to

do—read into the fossil record behav-

ioral interpretations bolstered by evi-

dence gained from our investigations

(behavioral and anatomical) of living

apes—we need to learn more about

the anatomy of humans and of apes

other than the pygmy chimpanzee,

and to avoid the pitfalls of compari-

sons. We have to determine which

traits are conservative (common to all

apes and humans) and which are de-

rived (peculiar to a subgroup of apes,

African apes, for instance, and

humans).

Such distinctions are absolutely

necessary in reaching conclusions

about the special affinities of humans

with any one ape species. And such

distinctions are also a necessary pre-

lude to using living apes to deduce

the behavior of our fossil ancestors. D

Pygmy chimpanzees sometimes walk

bipedally in the trees, usually when

carrying objects or displaying. This

adult male, on a horizontal bough

eighty feet high, is holding fruit

from the boongola tree in each hand.
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In Search of Ancient Pack Rats
The discovery offossil pack rat middens
has uncovered a 30,000-year-old environmental record

by Jim I. Mead

On a very hot day in March, a field

party from the Univeristy of Arizona

set out to survey the lower part of

the Grand Canyon for late Pleistocene

fossil sites. Spring was already in full

swing at the lower elevations Brit-

tlebush blanketed the talus slopes with

orange-yellow bouquets and the rich

purple flowers of beavertail prickly

pear cactus dotted the rocky land-

scape. I headed off alone up an un-

named canyon. My plan was to sys-

tematically examine the limestone

cliffs of the Mauv Formation in search

of fossils that would provide a record

of life in the Grand Canyon during

the last Ice Age. By midafternoon I

had located evidence that promised to

answer many questions about the

Grand Canyon's past.

The last great advance of the con-

tinental ice sheets that covered all of

Canada and part of the northern

United States occurred approximately

22,000 to 14,000 years ago. This period

is technically known as the Late Wis-

consin Glacial, or more commonly, the

last Ice Age. About 14,000 years ago

the ice sheets began an oscillatory re-

treat. As these dominating masses

shrank from the scoured and denuded

land, plants and animals all over North

America altered their existing ranges

in response to the new environmental

conditions. For thousands of years, en-

vironments had remained relatively

stable because of the presence of the

huge ice fields. But with the warming
trend of the late glacial periods, plants

and animals had to adapt. The hope

of our party was to discover fossil de-

posits that would help piece together

the fate of Ice Age plant and animal

communities that are no longer found

within the Grand Canyon.

I was searching for the cemented

organic residues of pack rat dwellings.

There are at present eight species of

this medium-sized rodent in the United

States. All pack rats have a habit of

collecting seeds, leaves, flowers, twigs,

bones, and other small objects from

within their 300-foot foraging range.

Forming an excellent sample of the

local biotic community, these items are

used for food and for constructing the

dwelling in which the pack rat lives.

Periodic cleaning by the pack rat pro-

duces a pile, or midden, of discarded

material. Repeated trampling and uri-

nation compact the midden into a hard,

cemented waste accumulation. When
the wastes are deposited on a more

or less horizontal surface, the deposit

can be as evenly bedded as a layer

cake. If it is located in a protected

and dry rock crevice or cave, the

midden will be preserved as long as

the shelter exists.

Most of the morning was spent pok-

Herbaceous and thorny desert

plants such as brittlebush, left, have

been common at lower elevations of
the Grand Canyon for about 7,000

years. The desert pack rat, right, can

tolerate the canyon's hot, dry

summers and cool winters.
Tom McHugh. Photo ResearcHl
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ing my head in and among the nu-

merous shelters and rock crevices of

the cliff. Occasionally, a large vertical

crack would require me to chimney-

up the crevice to make absolutely sure

that there were no hidden cave en-

trances or fossils. While hiking along

a narrow talus slope 500 feet above

the canyon bottom, I spotted the horns

of a bighorn sheep barely showing

above a dense bush some twenty feet

away. Had I surprised this wary canyon

dweller? Bighorn sheep are known to

live in many regions of the Grand Can-

yon. Their trails are common in areas

I have surveyed. As I crept up to the

protruding horns, I found that what

used to be a magnificent ram was now
a mummified, curled-up carcass. I had

no way of knowing how long the sheep

had been dead, but because of the

Grand Canyon's arid climate, organic

remains in a crevice or cave, beyond

the drip-line of seasonal rainstorms,

will be preserved almost indefinitely.

By noon I had surveyed a fair dis-

tance up the canyon. During lunch I

saw what appeared to be a small hole

at the cliff base of a side canyon. Was
it really a cave entrance or just another

tempting shadow? Something told me
to check it out, if nothing else, just

to be consistent about my survey. The
ever present echoing call of a canyon

wren kept me company as I made my
way into the steep-walled side canyon.

The two turkey vultures that I had

seen early in the morning were now
flying directly above me; the sight al-

most made me wonder what I was get-

ting myself into.

Peering with my flashlight between

the fallen limestone blocks, I could

see that this was no mere boulder pile,

but a cave entrance. 1 wormed in a

little farther to get a better view, my
eyes straining to adjust to the darkness.

Then I caught it—the overpowering,

pungent, yet somewhat sweet smell of

fossil rodent urine—pack rats! I never

thought that such a musty odor would

get me so excited. I quickly squirmed

into the cave and peered around the

small room. Pack rat middens were

Lupines, desert poppies, and
Mexican poppies (not true poppies)

blossom in an arid field near the

Grand Canyon. During the last Ice

Age, a juniper woodland community
probably covered the area.

lying all about the room. But how old

were these middens? Pack rat middens
that are still being formed are common
throughout the Grand Canyon. With
my chisel and geologist's hammer, I

broke off a chunk of a rock-hard mid-

den and closely examined the protrud-

ing contents. There were hundreds of

seeds and twigs of juniper and single-

leaf ash. Feather fragments and bones

of the California condor, along with

a camel tooth, were indicative of a

biotic community long since gone from

the area.

With permits from Grand Canyon
National Park headquarters, I returned

many times to study the middens in

detail. The cave, now named Vulture

Cave, was mapped to locate the

middens and each was examined in

cross section to determine individual

stratigraphic complexities. Each indi-

vidual layer was sampled and pack-

aged for transport to the Laboratory

of Paleoenvironmental Studies in Tuc-

son.

In the lab, individual layers were

placed in water to dissolve the cement-

ing urine. After a few days, the urine-

saturated water was poured through

a fine strainer. Repeated washings

disaggregated all the midden compo-
nents, which were then oven dried.

Handpicking segregated the fossils

(bones, seeds, leaves, and a host of

obscure items). The final task of iden-

tifying all the fossils was done by using

plant and animal comparative collec-

tions located on the University of Ar-

izona campus. Many of the fossils were

so well preserved that they could be

recognized as belonging to living spe-



i
cies. About five to ten grams of plant

material were sampled from each

midden layer and radiocarbon dated.

This provided a precise age of when
each midden layer and its fossils had

been deposited in the cave. The anal-

yses and radiocarbon dates of some
twenty middens from Vulture Cave re-

vealed a fascinating glimpse into the

past.

The Grand Canyon's present plant

and animal communities are a guide

to understanding the changes that oc-

curred during and since the Ice Age.

Today, the area around Vulture Cave

(2,120 feet above sea level) and most

of the lower elevations of the western

reaches of the canyon are dominated

by herbaceous and thorny shrubs com-
mon to the Mohave Desert: creosote

bush, brittlebush, sandpaper bush.

cat's-claw acacia, and numerous cactus

species. Animals that live in this plant

community can tolerate the hot, dry

summer months and the relatively cool

winters. The desert and white-throated

pack rat, bighorn sheep, desert tortoise,

chuckwalla, collared lizard, desert

spiny lizard, and side-blotched lizard

are common. These desert species grad-

ually drop out at higher elevations and

are replaced by woodland forms at ap-

proximately 4,500 feet. Utah juniper,

shadscale, Utah agave, and bear grass,

to name a few, become the dominant

plants. The Mexican and Stephen's

pack rats are present, along with the

western fence lizard, which is tolerant

of the cool temperatures of the wood-

lands. The canyon rims at 6,000 feet

are dominated by pifion-juniper wood-

lands. The bushy-tailed pack rat.

Turkey vultures moved into the

Grand Canyon 6,000 to 7,000 years

ago. Two of the birds circled over

the author as he traversed a steep-

walled canyon and led him to name
the cave he discovered. Vulture Cave.

mountain lion, mule deer, mountain

kingsnake, Abert's squirrel, black bear,

porcupine, and Merriam's shrew in-

habit these cooler woodland and pine

forest regions. Bighorn sheep are also

present, but in fewer numbers than

at the lower elevations of the canyon.

The fossil pack rat middens from

Vulture Cave provide a detailed en-

vironmental record from 23,000 to

1 1 ,000 years ago. They indicate that

prior to the last Ice Age maximum,
the slopes around Vulture Cave sup-

ported a juniper-single-leaf ash wood-

land, along with certain characteristic

desert species. The closest woodland

today is some 2,800 feet higher and

seven miles farther north. The animals

from this early glacial period are not

well known except for the desert tor-

toise, collared lizard, and the desert

shrew, the same taxa that are present

in the lower Grand Canyon today.

The full glacial period was a time

of slight change in the Grand Canyon.

The juniper woodland community,
reaching the beaches of the Colorado

River, contained blackbrush and shad-

scale as codominants, while single-leaf

ash seems to have been more restricted.

The animals living within that more

or less xeric woodland included the

marmot, which at present does not in-

habit Arizona, and the Mexican, or

longtail, vole, presumably the species

that is now restricted to the canyon

rim forests. The desert element was

represented by the side-blotched lizard

and sandpaper bush.

In the western Grand Canyon the

last glacial period (approximately

18,000 to 10,000 years ago) saw a re-

turn to the early glacial community

with single-leaf ash again codominat-

ing with juniper in the woodland. Late

glacial age animals are well repre-

sented in Vulture Cave's midden fauna.

The desert fauna included the desert

tortoise and chuckwalla; woodland ani-

mals included the porcupine, marmot,

and vole. Mule deer, bighorn sheep,

pronghorn, and a now extinct camel

browsed the vegetation near Vulture

Cave, while the California condor



soared through the canyons searching

for large carcasses. And large carcasses

there were. Besides the already men-

tioned large herbivores, a nearby fossil

deposit, Rampart Cave, contains evi-

dence that the extinct Shasta ground

sloth and Harrington's mountain goat

also roamed the lower Grand Canyon.

The same arid environment and the

protective caves that preserved the

pack rat middens also have mummified

the dung of some of these extinct

herbivores. Rampart Cave is one of

seven caves in western North America

that contain the dried dung of the

Shasta ground sloth. Being made of

organic material, fossil dung can be

radiocarbon dated. Paul S. Martin

dated numerous dung balls that he

found on the surface of the Rampart

Cave deposit (see "Sloth Droppings,"

Natural History, August-September

1975). He discovered that the sloth

last voided in Rampart Cave 11,000

years ago. Richard M. Hansen of Colo-

rado State University recently exam-

ined plant fragments from the Rampart

Cave sloth dung. He found that the

sloths browsed on globe mallow. Mor-

mon tea, cat's-claw acacia, and mes-

quite. Analyses of pack rat middens

from Vulture and Rampart caves in-

dicate that globe mallow and Mormon
tea were probably common constitu-

ents of the local community for at least

30,000 years. All plants eaten by the

Shasta ground sloth still grow in the

area of the cave today. Based upon

its diet, the Shasta ground sloth could

live in the Grand Canyon today. Martin

believes that Paleoindians hunted the

sloth to extinction 11,000 years ago.

Precisely when the Ice Age came
to an end in the Grand Canyon is not

certain. Based upon the Vulture Cave

record and a few other nearby pack

rat middens, some woodland plants and

animals began to disappear from the

lower elevations of the western canyons

about 14,000 years ago. At this same

time, desert species, most of which

were already there, began to increase

in abundance. Other pack rat middens

located near Vulture Cave indicate

that the last plant vestige of the Ice

Age woodland was the juniper, which

persisted near the cave until about

8,500 years ago. The end of the Ice

Age was apparently not catastroph-

ically abrupt, but more or less a grad-

ual change or a series of minor, abrupt

changes in the environment over a pe-

riod of some two to four thousand

years. The Vulture Cave record is

largely absent for the period between

The entrance room to Vulture Cave

is located 2,120 feet above sea

level. Fossilized pack rat middens

were found lying all about the floor

of the cave. Analysis of the urine-

cemented middens revealed them to

be up to 30,000 years old. Among
the items identified in the middens

were seeds and twigs offormer
woodlands, feathers and bones of

the California condor, and a camel's

tooth. The environmental history of
the Grand Canyon is now more
complete because of these finds.

10,000 and 2,000 years ago. The mid-

dle Holocene, less than 7,000 years

ago, was certainly a time of desert

vegetation, as it is today. The woodland

taxa typical of the glacial period had

retreated to the higher portions of the

Colorado Plateau bordering the Grand
Canyon. A ring-tailed cat den and a

pack rat midden, both located in Vul-

ture Cave, preserved a detailed record

Wendler, fpg



of the local fauna and flora of the

late Holocene. The local desert com-

munity contained at least eight species

of lizards, including the banded gecko,

chuckwalla, and the poisonous Gila

monster. At least ten different snakes

inhabited the local desert including the

milk snake and rattlesnake. Turkey vul-

tures had moved into the canyon.

That hot sunny day's hike in the

Grand Canyon was a success. I had

discovered a dry cave that had pre-

served a detailed record of the animals

and plants that inhabited the western

Grand Canyon reaching back in time

30,000 years. Since that inspiring find,

I have traveled many times to the

Grand Canyon. Each time while I

stand on the rim overlooking the can-

yon, I try to visualize what it looked

like when woodland reached clear

down to the Colorado River and con-

dors soared below the rim. On my last

trip to the canyon, I watched a white-

throated pack rat run from a cactus

to its den, and wondered what treasures

of the present biotic community it was

packing away in its sheltered den to

be preserved for some future paleo-

ecologist.
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The anthropologist behind the Museum's
newest and largest exhibition

gazes upon half of humanity

By Walter A. Fairservis, Jr.

Photographs by Lee Boltin
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Asia
Mother of Civilization

Asia is the unrivaled continent of superlatives: it has

the largest land area, the greatest number of people, the

highest mountains, the first civilization, the first writing,

the first alphabets, the earliest agriculture, the first

cities, the first codified law, the oldest continuous

monarchy, and the oldest ethical faiths in the world.

Some would call Asia the Mother of Civilization.

A new, permanent Hall of Asian Peoples, opening in

October at the American Museum of Natural History,

was designed to display some of the material evidence

for Asia's cultural priorities. At the same time, the hall

will emphasize who the Asians are and promote better

understanding of the traditional cultures of Asian

peoples from Turkey to Japan, from the arctic rim of

Siberia to Cape Comorin at the southern tip of the

Indian subcontinent. These traditional cultures have been

enormously attractive to the West from the days of

Alexander the Great to the present-day tourist seeking

old splendors under modern veneers.

The West has been drawn to Asia not only by its

wealth, rich crafts, spices, and other material exotica,

but also by its particular ways of viewing the world

—

most of them so different from Western beliefs that they

raise many questions. For example, why do the Indians

arrange society in castes? Why did traditional China

emphasize the past as the model for the future, whereas

ancient Judaism stressed the present as preparation for

the future? Why does Zoroastrianism conceive of the

world as a struggle between good and evil, insisting that

fire, earth, and water be left unpolluted by man? Why do

Tibetans have both polygamy and polyandry? What is

ancestor worship and what are the five basic Confucian

relationships?

No single museum hall can answer all these questions,

but it can present an overall Asian self-view. The basic

Asian view of life is the underlying focus of the hall.

Within that fundamental theme, smaller motifs run from

section to section. These are Asian ideologies, social

organization, authority, economics, technologies,

pertinent languages, and aesthetic styles. But before

Asian outlooks can be appreciated, the geography of the

continent must be understood.

What is Asia? Most importantly, it is a landmass so

vast that it makes Europe seem a mere promontory. The
distance from Aden on the southeastern corner of the

Prehistoric figurine from Baluchistan

Arabian Peninsula to the Bering Strait in the north is

6,500 miles, more than 4,000 miles separate Cape

Comorin from the Polovstrov peninsula on the Arctic

Ocean, and from Baghdad to Peking it is 3,800 miles as

the crow flies.

Asia fronts on three oceans and more than twice that

number of seas, but despite this vast coastline, most

Asians are landlocked and land oriented. Neither the

Japanese, Chinese, nor Indians were seafarers. Not until

late in Chinese and Japanese history did sea travel

become important. It was the Koreans who braved the

seas of China and Japan to transport merchandise and

monks between the two countries. Similarly, Indonesians

and Malays were often the sailors who brought Indians

and Indian produce to Southeast Asia. Only the Arabs of

western Asia made seafaring a critical part of their

activity. Arab dhows reached Canton and traded as early

as the eighth century a.d., and the ancestors of the Arabs

carried the trade of Rome to India. A Roman seaport

has been found at Arikamedu near Pondicherry on the

Bay of Bengal.

Asia lends itself to isolation not only by reason of its

great size but also because of the particular way it is

divided by mountains and deserts. Mountains dominate

Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan. The Caucasus has

always been a land of isolated, fiercely independent

people who fought through the centuries to preserve their

way of life in spite of efforts at conquest.

Land routes were the avenues of communication that

counted for the Asians. The Chinese looked beyond their

Great Wall to Turkestan via Dzungaria; the Indians

looked to the Khyber and Gomel passes, on the border

between modern Afghanistan and Pakistan; and the

Persians to the northern roads from Turkestan to the

Caucasus and the passes of the Zagros Mountains. But

their own borders have had special meaning for Asian

peoples. These lines were very important not simply as

markers of territories but also because the people within

the borders had ultrastrong feelings about their own

lands. Chinese traveling abroad, for example, took a risk,

for the Chinese want to be born and buried in the

homeland of their ancestors. China, Korea, Burma,

Thailand, Tibet, and Japan have all followed policies of

isolation at one time or another, not only to keep foreign

influences out but also as their peoples' expression of an

inner devotion to the homelands on which their happiness

seemed to depend.
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The Near
East

In many ways, Westerners find the people of the Near
East more difficult to understand than those of any other

culture area of Asia. There are two good historical

reasons for this: Islam and the Turks. From the early

sixteenth century until 1918, the Turks ruled much of

southeastern Europe. Most of that time their empire

controlled the whole North African coast and many
islands of the Mediterranean. No one familiar with the

history of Europe, particularly in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, can deny the enormous influence

the Turks had on that part of the world. Their control of

the eastern Mediterranean made trade with India and
other eastern lands difficult, if not impossible. Expansion

into Central Europe brought Hungary under Turkish

control, and Vienna itself was beseiged. The most

important seige took place in 1683 and is symbolized to

this day by the crescent-shaped rolls found in all

Viennese coffee shops. It took the combined powers of

Poland and the Hapsburg monarchy to drive the Turks
back, a victory that in European eyes represented the

triumph not only of the Christian West but of the forces

of good over those of evil.

The fact that polygamy was practiced in the Turkish

Empire, that there were harems, despotic rulers, and an

exotic aura to things "oriental," whether they were

spices, bronze hanging lamps, exquisite rugs, belly

dancers, or bedizened camels, emphasized the differences

between East and West.

n

Islam, the dominant faith of the modern Near East, is

not only a religion; it is a way of life. The Word of God,
as conveyed to men by the Prophet Muhammad and
written down in the Holy Koran, is not altogether a

doctrinal statement. It stipulates what the individual

should be from birth to death, not directly in terms of

the ideal, but as a practical statement rooted in the

experience of living in the Near East. The remarkable

thing about the Koran is that its practice leads

eventually to that ideal.

For millions of people, Islam is simple to follow, and

the promise of salvation it extends to those who follow it

goes far beyond elaborations and rites. But to Europeans,

the idea of the oneness of God, Islam's basic theme,

subverts the Christian principle of the Trinity, for it

denies the divinity of Christ although almost

paradoxically accepting the role of Jesus as a prophet.

Furthermore, the Koran does not oppose polygamy and

indicates that a Muslim, that is, one who has submitted

to God, has a duty to oppose non-Muslims.

To the West, the Koran was far from a holy book; it

was a statement of paganism.

D

Nearly 80 percent of Near Eastern people are involved

in agriculture, so that populations concentrate heavily

where agricultural activity results in large production.

Thus cities such as Cairo, Damascus, Medina, Baghdad,

and Shiraz are not only famed centers of religion,

learning, and commerce but also viable centers in the

areas of richest agricultural production. Such cities

attract the products of pastoralists and here the hair,

hides, meat, and rugs of pastoral enterprise are

exchanged for manufactured objects and agricultural

goods.

The characteristic city of the Near East is likely to

depend for its wealth on commerce. Except for oil, the

Near East generally lacks natural resources, and its oil

has only recently been exploited. On the other hand, its

geographical location between Inner Asia, Africa, and

Europe gave the Near East a great advantage as a

middleman. The local merchant class, dealing in

products indigenous to the Near East or from regions far

beyond, included wealthy patrons of a cosmopolitan

culture that extended much farther than the confines of

their own cities.

Connected, of course, with commerce are the

splendors of Near Eastern craftsmanship. Through the

Bronze bull head from Persia (ca. 1500-1300 B.C





generations, families have generally carried on urban

crafts. Characteristically, the shop is a retail outlet, a

factory, and a place of residence. The crafts usually

segregate along given streets or areas; thus streets of

copper wares, rugs, basketwork, ceramics, jewelry, and

cloth are an integral part of the typical Near Eastern

city.

Near Eastern cities have specific architectural

features that characterize them almost everywhere. The
Islamic city usually centers on the mosque. It is not

unusual to have a great central mosque and smaller ones

spread throughout the city. Associated with the mosques

are the religious schools. Near the great mosques are the

central bazaars, or markets, which include storehouses

and shops separated according to merchandise.

Beyond the bazaar are residential quarters divided by

ethnic or religious affinity. Thus there may be separate

quarters for Coptic Christians, Jews, Armenians, and

Assyrians. Many of these quarters are walled, and within

their confines people carry on the basic traditions of

their own way of life. Outside the residential zone and

the city walls are the vast cemeteries; many are

concentrated around the tombs of saints or holy men and

act as statements of mortality.

D

Government in the past depended on the power of

individuals or royal houses to impose their will on the

countryside. It is not surprising therefore that the

citadel, a fortification usually on a natural elevation, was

A silver Armenian flabellum, or fan, with bells

often the symbol of government. Near the citadel, even

perhaps surrounding it, was the royal city, which
included the monarch's palace, the residences of the

court, and the barracks for a military bodyguard.

Rulership in the Near East has been closely affiliated

with religion. This was no less true in King David's day
in ancient Israel than in the traditional Islamic country.

At the heart of government is the ulama, a council of

wise men representing various backgrounds, all of whom
are trained in religion and can give advice on

government. In some sense the council represents a link

between the people and the leaders.

The Koran places great emphasis on the behavior of

the individual. Everyone, whatever his or her secular

status, is equal before Allah. Thus the judgment of the

council is as much a comment on the individual as it is

an interpretation of the Koran. It is not society that is

responsible for the individual's actions, as Western man
might argue; it is the individual himself. Accordingly,

self-will, freedom of choice, and personal responsibility

are as much a part of the Muslim's world view as they

are for Christians or Jews.

D

The largest percentage of the population of the Near
East lives in the villages. Basically these villagers are

peasants. Much of the village land, however, is not

owned by the villagers but by the government or by

landlords. High rentals and taxes and the vagaries of the

seasons, which traditional technology could not deal

with, have made village farming difficult. The villager is

rooted to the land. Movement to escape difficulties is

possible for the nomad but almost impossible for a

villager. In consequence, villagers are exploitable, and

more than any other group have been the most poorly

off, as they have been throughout Asia as a whole. For

this reason land reform has been one of the major

developments for the revolutionary governments that

have emerged since World War II.

The typical village is a group of mud-walled, generally

flat-roofed houses, some two-stories high, irregularly

placed about one another, and set within a walled

compound into which animals can be driven in the

evening. Groves of trees—date palms in the south;

almond, walnut, pistachio, and poplar trees in the

north—are part of the village landscape, providing both

shade and fruit. The house usually consists of a kitchen,

two sleeping rooms (or one divided sleeping room); a

central social, or reception, room; storage rooms; ovens;

mangers; perhaps a tower for pigeons; and sometimes a

well in the courtyard.

The village is set in the midst of the fields. Because

inheritance practices dictate that a man will bequeath

some share of land to all his sons, the land becomes

fractionalized; often a man may work one large field near

the house and three or more much smaller ones scattered

throughout the village holdings. A village mosque and

perhaps a small schoolroom are the public buildings. The

village well provides both water and a place for the

exchange of gossip. Villages were once self-sufficient,

especially when village potters, weavers, and smiths

provided the necessities. Today, of course, manufactured

goods produced by national industries, the use of money

as the medium of exchange, and the pressure to grow
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market crops have greatly reduced village

self-sufficiency.

D

Pastoral nomads are widely found in the Near East.

They fall into two broad economic groups: desert Arabs

who move seasonally across the Syro-Arabian desert,

and mountain pastoralists who seasonally ascend and

descend the mountain slopes, particularly those of the

Zagros Mountains in Iran. The desert group emphasizes

camels and some horses; the mountain group emphasizes

sheep, goats, and cattle. Both groups place great

importance on the abilities and prowess of the individual.

Chiefs and sheiks retain their authority when they are

successful as arbitrators, warriors, and possessors of

economic wealth. Egalitarianism is particularly

important, for the focus on the individual requires a role

for those deserving a say in affairs. Chiefs thus spend a

considerable period of time in consultation with the

representatives of the men of the group.

In social organization the characteristic family is

dominated by the oldest male, and it is through his line

that inheritance passes. Among the Arabs, all married

sons ideally live near the father, and through time a

lineage develops relating each generation to a founding

ancestor. These ancestral relationships also relate lineage

to lineage, resulting in a collection of people who speak

the same language, acknowledge the same ancestors, and

seasonally follow the same pastoral routes. This large

grouping, in turn, acknowledges a dominant lineage, that

of the tribal chief.

The residential units of the desert Arabs are the camps

in which the famous black tents are found. Made of goat

and camel hair, the tents are divided into two parts—the

one on the left for women, that on the right for men.

Although women do the cooking, the men take pride in

the preparation of coffee for which they have a special

brazier and traditional implements. The sharing of coffee

with strangers is a mark of hospitality.

The sexual division of labor is quite clear. Women do

the domestic tasks; men take care of the herds. Raiding

for camels and horses was standard practice among the

Bedouin of Arabia; it was a means of regulating herd

size and provided an opportunity for amassing wealth,

which the normal growth of the herds did not permit.

Seasonal movement is fairly strictly prescribed by

adherence to traditional routes and pastures in both

mountain and desert pastoralism.

D

Many books have been written on the subject of the

origins of the religions of the Near East—Judaism,



Zoroastrianism, Christianity, and Islam. One thing is

clear, no particular way of life was the genesis of these

faiths. Quite the contrary, it was the mixture of many
cultures that provided the setting for the birth of the

ideas leading to monotheism and the relationship of man
to a single God. The early civilizations of the Near East

are marked ideologically by a pantheon of deities, all of

whom, in one way or another, share the powers of nature.

They created the world and all that is in it. Then man
himself was created to work for the gods who disdain the

daily activities of seeking subsistence.

D

The most important development in the Near East

after the division of the Roman Empire and its gradual

demise was the appearance of Islam. The Prophet

Muhammad (a.d. 5707-632), founder of the Muslim
religion, was born in Mecca, in western Arabia. At the

age of six, he lost his mother but, continued to live,

apparently as a shepherd, close to his birthplace. Later in

his youth it is thought that he worked on caravans

traveling south to Yemen or north to Syria. He married a

widow, Khadija, fifteen years his senior and active in the

trade of which he was now a part. Apparently, even as a

boy Muhammad had dreams of events difficult to

interpret. He seems to have been a thoughtful,

introspective person given to quiet contemplation of his

world. It was a quarrelsome, warlike world, basically

pagan and caught in the failings of the wornout empires

of Sassanian Persia and Byzantium Rome.
It is certain that Muhammad found in the mountains

surrounding Mecca the solitude necessary to give his

thoughts focus. Just as Zoroaster perceived his vision of

Man and God in the solitude of the desert, as Moses
talked with God on Mount Sinai, and as Jesus saw the

whole earth from the mountaintop in the wilderness, so

Muhammad on the mountain Hira had a vision of the

Archangel Gabriel and heard the Word of God. Filled at

first with self-doubt and fearful of dreams of self-deceit,

he remained silent while he wrestled with his convictions.

At last he realized the reality of what had happened to

him and began to preach of the oneness of God and his

universality.

He preached of a final day of judgment; of man's

individual responsibility for his own conduct under God.

He required of all those who submitted to the God of

Islam that they follow the teaching of the Koran by

professing the Faith, the revelations of God that

Muhammad affirmed as God's prophet. Fundamental to

this teaching were five basic moral and ritual duties: to

observe the Faith; to pray daily (there are five traditional

times for this—sunset, night, dawn, noon, and

midafternoon); to give alms out of mercy and charity; to

fast during the daytime of the month of Ramadan, the

month when the Koran was revealed; and to make a

pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) once in one's lifetime.

Mecca was a center of paganism in those days. Even
the Kaaba, the Muslim holy of holies, was a pagan

shrine. Because so many pilgrims came to this pagan
center, its merchants prospered. Muhammad's antipagan

preaching enraged the commercial rulers of the city, and
they made every effort to stop him and his increasing

number of followers. In the year 622 Muhammad and his

followers fled to the city of Medina, a handsome place

set in the midst of a date palm oasis. Muslims count

their era from this hegira, or migration, from Mecca.
The years that followed were years of further

preaching and of military campaigns that culminated in

a return to Mecca in 630, which, as the place where the

Word of God was heard, became a holy city. Now the

band of converts grew and became a brotherhood to

which Muhammad preached the laws governing the

relationships between men and women under God. By
the time he died in a.d. 632, much of the Arabian

Peninsula had been converted to Islam. The government

was no longer secular, and Islamic and political leaders

had to submit to the authority of religious law. In fact,

the head of the Islamic state was the Caliph, or defender

of the Faith. To this day Koranic law influences

government among the Muslim nations of the Near East.

After Muhammad's death a division occurred in the

leadership between those who thought that caliphate

succession should be selective and not hereditary, the

Sunni, and those who felt that it should be hereditary.

The latter picked Muhammad's nephew and son-in-law

AH and took the name of Shi'a, or partisan of AH. AH
was murdered by the Sunni; later his sons Hasan and

Husain were also killed. All's tomb at Najaf and

Husain's at Karbala, both in Iraq, are among the holiest

shrines for the Shi'ites. Shiism took hold in Iraq and,

most notably, in Iran. The concept of the Imam,
presumed to be a blood descendant of the line of AH,

assumes various forms in Shiism. Some believe that the

Imam is divinely appointed and has succeeded

Muhammad himself. Others believe in a second coming

of a Mahdi (guided one).

Arab unity gave the Muslims a military capability,

which, coupled with ever increasing numbers of converts

from other regions, made possible the rapid conquest of

kingdoms to the east and west. Their western expansion

came to an end at the Battle of Tours in France in 732,

one hundred years after Muhammad's death. After

conquering Sind in the east and the southern Punjab in

India, the Muslims seem to have run out of steam. All of

the Near East except western Anatolia and Armenia was

under Muslim rule.

n

The history of the various countries of the Near East

is one of invasion, particularly by the Turks and

Mongols; of efforts to throw off the rule of the various

dynasties; of periods of great cultural flowering; but never

of a unity like that of the early years following the death of

the Prophet.

Historically there seems to have always been an

interplay between the pastoral nomadic discovery of self-

identity and the sedentary farmers' need to integrate the

old with the new. Whereas the farmer may respond by

multiplying the complexity of his world view, the

pastoralist seems determined to simplify it. The Bedouin

Arabs' use of Islam to account for bad or good luck

—

and all things beyond their control—demonstrates an

adaptability far beyond that of the sophisticated men of

Cairo, Beirut, Riyadh, or Damascus, who grasp eagerly

at Western ways by day and struggle for a reason to be

at night.
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India

For the West the story of the Indo-Pakistan

subcontinent is dominated by the history of Enghshmen
who Hved there over a span of more than three hundred

years. Although the modern states of India, Pakistan,

and Sri Lanka are justifiably proud of their political and

cultural independence, for the Westerner it is Great

Britain and her institutions that dominate and provide a

temporal bridge to an understanding of those countries.

All three states grew out of the colonial experience,

which saw Englishmen come as traders and stay as

rulers. During their stay, they brought the people of

South Asia into the modern world. It is no small thing

that English is the lingua franca of South Asia or that

there are more than 800 words of Indian origin in use in

the English language. The European experience in South

Asia was by no means one-sided, however, for while

English invention and organization brought to an end the

feudal and ancient character of life in the subcontinent,

Indian philosophy and crafts opened opportunities for

new horizons to Europeans and changed the Western

world view.

D

Indians have a compelling sense of place within a

larger structure. The energizing aspect of this awareness

is bound up in the word dharma. Essentially dharma
refers to doing what has to be done in one's life, not as

drudgery or a labor of love, but as something necessary

and right. Dharma was a major factor in Gandhi's

peaceful resistance, which was critical in ending British

rule in India. Gandhi considered violence not only

demeaning in itself, since it endangered the order of life,

but also un-Indian because it forced Indians to be what

they were not intended to be—people who won their way

by means of physical power. In his view, such victories

could only lead to more violence. Much concerned with

the relationship between morality and truth, Gandhi

concluded that they were one and the same. If one acts

morally, that is, with the sense of dharma, one's actions

are truthful and enduring. What is morally obvious does

not need the shedding of blood to make it so. In fact,

bloodshed would only obscure the truth of India's natural

right to be free. A free India was envisioned as made up
of many parts, a building constructed of all kinds of

materials but where each had an important place, the

whole bound together by universal love. One cannot

imagine the Mahatma's agony when in 1947 the British

left India at last, and Muslims and Hindus slaughtered

one another in one of the worst bloodbaths in history.

Bronze lamp from Nagpur, India, in the shape
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In the sixth century before Christ, a king of Sakya, an

Indo-Aryan kingdom in the foothills of the Himalaya,

tried to protect his son and heir from the ugliness of the

world. He created great pleasure gardens and surrounded

the young prince with all that was desirable, all that

could provide material happiness. Nevertheless, the

prince saw human suffering in various forms, renounced

the throne, and wandered over the face of India as an

ascetic. After many years he realized that enlightenment

would come, not through wandering, but through a

struggle within himself. He took up that struggle, and

sitting under a bodhi tree, he pondered the

circumstances of life and death and the mortality of all

living things caught in an eternal cycle of birth, death,

and rebirth.

We know that prince as the Buddha, the Enlightened

One. His answer to life's riddles—known as the Four

Noble Truths—was simple: suffering exists, suffering is

caused by desire, suffering can be overcome by the

elimination of desire, desire can be eliminated by

following the Noble Eightfold Path—a formula of

moderation and clear thought, a statement of the role of

reason in human affairs. The Buddha preached the

application of his truths to all who would listen. After

the Buddha's death at the age of eighty, Buddhism took

many forms, but at heart it addresses itself to the human
condition and a concern for all life.

D

Hinduism, which steadily grew as the most important

faith in India from a century or two before the time of

Christ, also contains balanced views as to the

responsibility of the individual for his own actions. The
theme common to both Buddhism and Hinduism is the

concept of rebirths. All living things are part of a

perpetual cycle of existence, and nothing is lost no

matter what form it takes. A basic reality in Hinduism is

that man is not only responsible for his own actions but

must fulfill the purposes of life whatever his

circumstances in any particular rebirth.

There are four goals of man: the pursuit of pleasure, or

kama; the seeking of material gain, or artha; the

restraint necessary to do one's duty in life correctly, or

dharma; and the eventual renunciation of the other three

in order to be free from worldliness through a religious

objective, or moksha. Of these goals, dharma is the most

important since its emphasis on duty, justice, and

rightness affects the pursuit of the other three.

D

The Bhagavad Gita is for many the supreme statement
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of Indian ideas concerning the place of man within the

cosmos. A Hindu classic, it addresses itself to moksha,

the fourth end of man. At heart it emphasizes the

individual's personal relationship to divinity, the

consequence of which is to bring that divinity into one's

own actions. This enables one to fulfill one's obligations

to society in the fullest possible way. The idea that those

obligations may involve self-sacrifice is critical; indeed

the point of fulfilling one's duty is not to obtain secular

advantage or other material gain but to act for the good

of society.

The Bhagavad Gita is concerned with the sayings of

Lord Krishna, one of the most popular gods in India.

Anyone studying Hinduism is immediately struck by the

multiplicity of deities. Historically, much of that

multiplicity was apparently caused by amalgams between

the pantheistic Vedic tradition and the local beliefs of

tribal India. However, the classical grouping of these

gods has three main themes: creation (Brahma),

destruction (Siva), and preservation (Vishnu).

Paradoxically, each of these powers also contains its

opposite. That is, Siva's destruction is also an act of

preservation; similarly, Vishnu's preservation involves an

act of destruction; and the implication of Brahma's

creation is, of course, non-creation. Evidence for these

divine paradoxes is found in Hindu mythology. Siva, for

example, has consorts who are benign in appearance but

also have savage demonic aspects. Vishnu is as capable

of bringing fire and flood as of playing the flute for

shepherdesses to dance to in some wooded glade.

Vishnu's varied selves, or avatars, include Rama and

Krishna among many others and are statements of his

multifaceted character.

All of Hinduism's gods and goddesses require rites,

festivals, and other devotional acts. This is in keeping

with the idea of sublimating individual identity to the

larger divine. The celebrated yoga (bhakti yoga), in

which an essential element is meditation on "oneness,"

brings the individual into a direct relationship with

"divinity." Esoteric Hinduism considers the individual

self to be mere illusion in the context of the ultimate

oneness, or universal self. To a very real extent every

deity in the great tradition of Hinduism is like a key on a

great cosmic organ; each produces a particular sound, a

resonance if you will, that is a special sonant in the

ultimate music of the spheres. The myths and legends

gathered around these deities are the basis of narrative

embellishments that are familiar to every villager

throughout India.

D
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By far the largest number of Indians live in villages

and the Indian village embodies the India of both dream

and reality. Villagers till the soil of their forefathers,

hoping for the monsoon rains to come in the terribly hot

spring and hoping they will abate at crucial times in the

humid summer. The village is dominated by a work ethic

in which social recognition is gained through labor and

the ability to fulfill one's role in the larger village

society. Villages vary in plan and economic emphasis

from one region to another. The Bengalis in the east and

Carved wooden frieze features Indian goddess Gaja Lakshmi

being annointed by elephants
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the Tamils in the south are rice growers; the Punjabi of

the northwest grow wheat. All tr>' to raise garden crops

of chilis, tomatoes, and other vegetables. Practically all

village farms use bullocks for plowing and hauling.

Cattle are respected for their divine derivation, and meat

eating is a rarity, partly because meat animals are

difficult to raise and partly because meat eating is

generally regarded as an impure practice.

D

Marriage in India has traditionally been arranged by a

go-between who tries to obtain advantages for her

employer. As in so much of Asia, marriage involves an

economic and social exchange of value for both families.

This often means that affairs of the heart are

subordinate to the requirements of material

considerations.

The position of Indian women is related to inheritance,

which tends to go from father to deserving son, and to

the customary authority of males in most village affairs.

But in fact, the typical Indian village farming family is a

work unit in which men and women labor side by side at

harvest and seeding time or complement one another's

work at other times of the year. Familial decisions tend

to be based on discussion between parents, as they are in

the West, and are determined by the practicalities of

daily life. In terms of their position, Hindu village

women tend to be far less bound by custom than their

counterparts in either traditional China or the Near East.

Older customs, such as child marriage and the isolation

of widows, which made a second marriage impossible

even though the girl might have been pledged to a boy in

pre-adolescent years, have gradually been vanishing from

the Indian scene.

Indian society is divided into jatis, or castes. The jatis

can be regarded as functioning parts of the larger

organism of Indian society. Each locale, whether village

or city, has its own arrangement of jatis. A person is

born into a jati and can never leave it.

In terms of religion, eating habits grade tht jati

according to levels of purity, with the purest being the

Brahmans, who are exclusively vegetarian, and the lowest

being those who eat meat or handle carrion. The origins of

jati are not clear. What is apparent is that the number of

jatis has multiplied greatly in the last three hundred years,

mainly in response to changes brought about by contact

with the West and by widened communications with the

larger India.

D

Much of Indian history is recounted in terms of north

India where the foreigner continually set foot. South

India, however, was never completely conquered until

the British came with their ships. Village life began there

about a thousand years before Christ and expanded into

a civilized life as fine cities and towns developed,

primarily for trade and royal administration. The Tamil

poetic anthologies describe active princes, princesses,

merchants, bards, soldiers, musicians, and all the

specialized activities common to urban civilization.

The Muslim conquest of northern India, which began
with the Arab conquest of Sind in the eighth century and

reached its climax with the Mugul empire beginning in

the sixteenth century, struck a powerful blow at native

Indian traditions. But with a tenacity that still marks

India today, much of the tradition survived. Nonetheless,

the Muslim-Hindu confrontation has never been

peaceful. The anti-Hindu policies of many Muslim
governments left a split between different peoples that

continues to divide India and the Muslim state of

Pakistan. Yet this was not always true. For the Muslim
rulers in India had to accept the idea that to rule

successfully one had to rule with justice—not simply

justice for Muslims but justice for all. Some rulers made
valiant efforts to do just that. The most notable was the

great Mugul ruler Akbar, a contemporary of Elizabeth I

of England and a deeply religious man who listened to

followers of many faiths, including Christianity. His

policy of tolerance led to greater harmony than had

generally been found before in the Muslim state. Akbar

demonstrated that given understanding and legal rights,

Hindu and Muslim could get along harmoniously.

The Muguls left other, material monuments, as well,

the Taj Mahal being the most famous. Based on Persian

design, it is significant, however, that the Taj has become

one of India's best-known symbols. It is as if the Mugul
emperor Jahan had built the Taj Mahal not so much as a

tomb for his beloved but rather to provide something

beautiful in homage to the Hindustan over which he

reigned. That same sense of mission is felt in the history

of British India, for looking at the accomplishments of

the British Empire in India, one finds that many British

officials, realizing that British control could not last

forever, wanted to leave an India that would be a

monument to their justice and understanding.

Painted wooden statue of Rudra, an eai
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China

To be Chinese is not simply a matter of birth or

location, but an acknowledgement that one is part of a

stream of consciousness that originated in an idyllic,

remote past, has flowed through many vicissitudes down
to the present, and will continue to flow in the future. To
be Chinese is to be privileged, not because the rest of the

world is barbarous, although many Chinese have

espoused that idea, but because China is so enduring as

to challenge mortality itself.

The outsider gets an initial impression of China as a

series of vivid contrasts: the brown green countryside

with drably dressed working people counterposed against

the brilliant colors of street processions and the interior

walls of temples or halls, an enormous mass of humanity

contrasted with the solitary figure of a sage in a Taoist

painting amidst flourishing trees and pristine, cloud-

suggesting mountains, the calm quiet of an old man's

bearded face radiating the wisdom of a special maturity,

and the singsong wail of the actor in the Peking Opera or

the "clack-clack" of a street vendor's wooden cymbals in

the early morning. The smells of China are the heavy

odors of night soil, fish, and jasmine contrasted with the

ephemeral aromas of fine tea, dark timber, and
sandalwood.

Above all, there is the endless land. Land is China's

measure of value, for what produces food feeds the

populace and what is not productive causes famine.

There is no escape from that equation in a country with

the world's largest population. Those who would

understand China must start with the Chinese farmer,

his family, and his land. The social cohesiveness of the

large family was both an economic and an ideological

virtue and caused the Chinese to congregate wherever

soil and water allowed them to subsist, rather than to fan

out in small households across the landscape. Even in

Confucius's day, when the population was much less than

a twentieth of what it is now, northeast China was
crowded with large families that remained for centuries

in one or two places.

With a technology of hand tools and plows and carts

drawn by animals or humans, every member of the

family had a role. Men and boys broke the soil; women
and girls did the seeding and harvesting. In general,

every effort was made to keep the large, extended family

together.

Directly related to the intimacy of humans and the

land was the traditional contempt the Chinese have had

for the soldier and the merchant. Neither of these

occupations results in foodstuff" or the permanence of the

family. In the classical Confucian view, the merchant is

a nonproducer seeking his own profit. The soldier has

uses, but if he is killed far from home, he cannot observe

filial piety. Nothing represents China's contemporary

Westernization more dramatically than the rise of

standing armies and the creation of a military elite.

D

The Chinese sage Confucius lived at a time of great

trouble for China, from about 551 to about 479 b.c. It

was the latter part of the period often referred to as the

"classic age" because of the number of writings

important to the Chinese tradition that were composed or

compiled by famous men of the time. Confucius appears

to have been a thoughtful, observant youth who was

increasingly troubled by the civil wars and other

problems brought on because the central authority was

no longer strong enough to control the warring barons.

Basic to Confucius's thinking was the idea that the peace

and prosperity of the early part of the classic age had

been brought about by ideal rulers who modeled their

authority on the natural harmonies of the world. In other

words, to bring order out of disorder the people of China

had to look back to the time when there had been order.

Confucius obtained the books of rites and rituals used by

the early rulers and brought them to the aristocracy. He
insisted that the ancient rites be observed to the letter.

More than this, since a ruler was expected to keep the

ideals of the past before him, he must accordingly

behave morally toward his subjects. His greatest

obligation to the people was to gain their confidence. To
do this he necessarily had to keep their needs steadily in

mind, just as a father must always keep his family in

mind if it is to flourish.

This familial relationship is basic to the Confucian

ideal. The family in any individual's life must have a

central place. When familial relationships are extended

into society and sustained by the same qualities that

make them vital within the family unit, the society will

be harmonious and the state to which that society

belongs will be free from disorder. The Confucian system

therefore contains five basic relationships. Three are

familial: father to son, husband to wife, and older to

younger brother. One relationship is social, friend to

friend. The final one relates to the state, ruler to subject.

These relationships depend ultimately on mutual respect,

but it is a respect that can only come from the

self-cultivation of virtue. For those who would rule, the

emphasis had to be on education.

An essential ingredient of the familial relationships is

filial piety. This refers to the respect of children not only

for their living parents but for their ancestors as well.

Nineteenth-century porcelain watchlions from north Chi
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The traditional Chinese concept of self can be depicted

as a familial chain stretching between the remote past

and the near future. The individual is one link on the

chain. He owes his being to the past and is thus

responsible for assuring a future for his family line. Since

the Chinese family is patrilineal, it traces its descent

through the male line. Thus sons must marry and

produce male offspring so the family name and property

will be perpetuated. The most unfilial thing a son can do

is fail to produce sons, for that endangers the

perpetuation of the family name and thus denies respect

for the ancestors. The ideal Chinese household,

according to the Confucian ethic, is one in which many
sons and their wives and children live under the same

roof.

In point of fact, there was great difficulty in keeping

married sons together because they could not all inherit

the family land. If the land were divided equally among
inheriting sons, each share would become progressively

smaller through succeeding generations. A common
practice was to award the property to the oldest son or

sometimes to the most able one. This son then became
responsible for the others. However, the other sons,

desiring land of their own, probably moved away to

establish homes of their own. Wherever those sons went,

they nevertheless continued to observe filial piety for the

founding ancestor of the family through ceremonies and

virtuous acts designed to honor the family generally, and

they raised their children within the familial tradition.

From this practice of perpetuating the family name even

when living far from their place of birth came that

important element of Chinese life—ancestor worship.

Oxblood porcelain vases of the Ch'ing dynasty (1644-191 2j

"Ancestor woship" does not literally mean the worship

of an ancestor as though he were a god. Rather, it is a

ritualized way of honoring one's predecessors, involving

incense burning, prayer, and offerings before an altar

containing wooden tablets on which the ancestral names
are written. The altar was either in an individual's home
or, in communities where numerous related families

resided, it might be in a separate building, known as the

ancestor hall, that housed the family records and

ancestral tablets. These halls are architecturally splendid

community buildings that may contain images of Taoist

or Buddhist deities or saints. Here the affairs of the

community might be discussed by the village elders. The
rich colors—gold on red, gold on black lacquer, soft

blues, pinks, and vivid greens—coupled with the lavish

use of ideographs and traditional designs, make ancestor

halls a striking relief from the rather drab buildings of

the typical Chinese village.

D

Buddhism was well established in China by the fourth

century a.d. but early on encountered both Chinese

ethnocentrism and the deep-seated Chinese belief in the

relativity of present life to what was and is. The esoteric

aspects of Buddhism as practiced in India, however, did

not take hold among the people of China, for ideas of

reincarnation and Nirvana were not consistent with the

linearities of the Chinese ancestor cult. What did take

hold was the form of Buddhism known as Pure Land.

This conceives of an infinite number of Buddha worlds,

one of which is ruled over by the Buddha Amitabha.

This is a paradisiacal world often depicted in Buddhist

painting as a place of glorious palaces and splendid

gardens where the blessed exist in peace and happiness.

According to simple practice one could attain that

blessed land by invoking Amitabha by merely uttering

his name. The temples and monasteries of Chinese

Buddhism were filled with the iconographies of the Pure

Land and meditation upon that land was customary.

This manifestation of popular attitudes toward religion

marks the story of China after the classic age. Buddhist,

Taoist, and Confucian beliefs became all mixed up with

Chinese local beliefs in ghosts, spirits, and mythical

creations. Dragon lore originates in the observance of the

vitalism in nature that is central to Taoist belief, and

soon there are dragon kings, boats, deities, and a dragon

of the sky that chases the sun and moon at the New Year.

To face the realities of this world the Chinese enlisted

a host of supernatural helpers. For although man is

indeed the link between heaven and earth, past and

future, there is no question that the factors of fortune

and misfortune are the chance elements in an otherwise

logical world. The famous I-Ching, or Book of Changes,

acknowledged for thousands of years as one of the most

important books on man's place in the cosmos, deals

directly with the factor of chance. The I-Ching, in effect,

not only measures chance but by so doing sets forth

predictabilities far more meaningful than the law of

averages of the West, for they relate to wisdom itself. No
wonder that popular Chinese religion uses the hexagrams

of the I-Ching almost as frequently as gold-on-red

characters for good fortune and happiness.

Ho-tei, the Chinese god of good fortune (nineteenth centu
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Japan

Japan is the end of Asia, beyond it lies the vast Pacific

Ocean. Situated on the eastern fringe of that great

continent, Japan through its culture expresses both its

rich debt to the great traditions of China and India,

which historically have influenced it, and its own
indigenous mastery of cultural self and of what it has

received. Japan was one of the last regions in Asia to

receive civilization. Its culture is peopled with historical

ghosts that roam the landscape—for example, winged

creatures with human faces like the tengu; little devils

like the oni; and lonely shades of the mountains. The
country has had a powerful military tradition and a

monarchy that has endured to the present. It has a rich

literature with a great tradition of poetry.

The people of Japan were often thought by others to

be less the originators of ideas than their instruments.

The Industrial Revolution found ready acceptance in

Japan, the most industrialized Asian nation. That

development is a tribute to native genius. Modern Japan

presents a picture of slick and efficient enterprise.

D

Japan is a beautiful country, consisting of four

mountain-crowned islands surrounded by ocean and sea

and extending over fifteen degrees latitude. Its crescent

shape links it with Korea and eastern Siberia, yet it

touches neither. Subject to earthquakes and tidal waves,

Japan is no quiet, sea-girt paradise, but a land of great

contrasts: high mountains and stony beaches; volcanoes

and sandy littorals; rock promontories in the sea and
mossy stones in clear streams; pristine green forests and
untold miles of rice paddies. By day Japan feeds the eye

and provokes the mind; by night there are elements of

darkness and light that motivate the sensitive to

remember the past.

D

Consciousness of the past is an element of the

Japanese spirit. Unlike the West, where conceptions of

earlier times are dominated by great figures such as

Pericles, Alexander, Charlemagne, Elizabeth I, and

Napoleon, the Japanese tend to think of the past in terms

of events and of dynastic families. They have their own
pantheon of great men—warriors, rulers, priests, artists,

and thinkers—but almost all of these individuals are

regarded as products of a time rather than creators of it.

In this sense, history for the Japanese has a kind of logic

that emphasizes durability through time rather than

uncertainty and the vagaries of direction caused by

individual personalities. Like the earthquake-prone

countryside, Japanese history sways with the movements
of events but remains paradoxically stable. There were
no foreign rulers, no Mongol or Manchu dynasties. But

there has been repeated struggle between local rule and
centralized government; opposition between parties of

secular and of sacred authority. There are conservative

champions of tradition and progressive proponents of

newer ways of doing and thinking. Yet one senses in

Japanese history evolutionary rather than revolutionary

qualities.

About A.D. 1 200 some four hundred years of Japanese

feudalism began. Ostensibly receiving their authority

from the emperor, the local shoguns, or military

governors, operated fairly much on their own volition.

This warrior society, which was the dominant force of

medieval Japan, can be summarized by the term samurai

(one who serves). The samurai were characterized by

courage, military ability, intense loyalty to leaders, and a

personal pride that often amounted to arrogance. As
provincial warriors they presented a great contrast to the

courtiers of the imperial court in Kyoto. The wars,

intrigues, and successions involving the samurai are the

basis of some of the most popular stories known to the

Japanese. Like the cowboy stories of the American West,

many modern Japanese concepts of history are samurai

centered.

Despite the emphasis on combat during the long

period of military domination, many shoguns and their

provincial governors {daimyo) were patrons of the arts.

Painting, like that of the world-famous fourteenth-

century landscape painter, Sesshu, and architecture, such

as that of the Gold and the Silver Pavilions, are

outstanding. The No theater, the tea ceremony, and even

landscape gardening gained great prominence. Whereas

in the previous Fujiwara court there had been an

increasingly rigid aesthetic etiquette, the feudal age was

looser and permitted innovation.

The tension between local self-rule and central

authority had a paradoxical quality in that no matter

what individual convictions were held, everyone

acknowledged the divine roots of the imperial line. The

natural tendency of the Japanese was toward unification,

not separatism. This played a role in the success of a

series of powerful leaders in eventually reunifying and

Ivory carving of Kwan-Yin. the Japanese godde

of mercy and protectress offish and fishernu
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ruling Japan. Of these leaders, the best known were the

Tokugawa, a family that controlled Japan from 1603 to

1867. An active class system placed the samurai at the

top, followed by farmers and artisans, with merchants at

the bottom. Fearing a growing European presence and

the challenge of Christianity to Japanese values, all but a

few Europeans and Chinese were excluded. This policy

of exclusion effectively isolated Japan from the West for

more than two hundred years. But those were years of

considerable development: cities and towns grew,

agriculture expanded, and money became the means of

exchange.

The cultural innovations of the feudal period

flourished as never before. Puppet theatre, Kabuki, and

haiku poems illustrated with woodblock printing

appeared. Costumes marking rank and occupation and a

preoccupation with ornamentation and fanciful

calligraphy made even the simplest shop in the market a

firm statement of form and color amidst a tasteful riot of

decorated street signs, lanterns, parasols, and door posts.

This was the Japan of the floating world, of pleasure

quarters, of the geisha, of the love suicides. It was a

world where Confucian ideals were introduced into

government to insure purpose and longevity.

n

The fall of the Tokugawa was presaged by two oddly

contradictory factors. Under the Tokugawa the samurai

had nobody to fight. While they had high social status

and rights possessed by no other social class, they tended

to be impecunious followers of lords whose success

depended not on arms but on farmers or merchants.

Samurai poverty motivated the arts of Zen Buddhism,

the tea cult, and the miniature austerities of flower

arrangement and landscape gardening. For these arts are

not expensive. Rocks, sand, flowers, crudely made tea

cups, lonely meditation, and the linking of poetic lines

are available to even the poorest person. Refined taste,

sensitivity, and the search for a richness beyond the

material are all that one needs.

The other factor was the success of the merchant
group, the lowest within the class structure. The growing

cities and towns, the tight controls of Tokugawa
administration, and the fundamental social and political

order of the day were ideal for the role of the merchant.

The exchange of goods and services by merchants was

necessary if the townspeople were to enjoy the foodstuffs,

cloth, metal, ceramic, paper, and wood necessary to city

life. The raw materials of the craftsman, the finished

products of the artisan, and the markets necessary for

their distribution could not be the responsibility of

samurai. They were untrained in such matters and

considered them socially demeaning. The merchant class

grew in wealth while remaining low in social standing;

the samurai grew poorer while remaining high in social

status. Samurai often found themselves in debt to the

merchants and there was acute discomfort in the

situation. Unable to handle the growing needs of its

people, the Tokugawa shogunate sought reactionary

answers, including excessive taxation of the peasantry

and military ways to control local recalcitrance.

A Japanese mandala, or meditative religious painting, dating back to 1491
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JAPAN THE SECOND TIME AROUND
"The first time Jim and I were in

Japan we spent three days there.

It wasn't nearly enough time.

We promised ourselves we would
come back. I'm so glad we kept

our promise.
"We started planning our trip months

before we were in Japan. Lool<ing

back now, every minute we spent

planning rewarded us in hours of

enjoyment,

"Even though we never met them,

Jim and I feel we have many friends

at the Japan National Tourist Organi-

zation. They not only sent us guides,

timetables and maps, they went out of

their way to answer special questions.

For example, Jim just finished reading

Shogun and wanted to see something

connected with the samurai warrior

era. JNTO told us we could visit

the house of a samurai in Matsue

and Hagi. JNTO even helped us

arrange a visit with a Japanese family

through their Home Visit Program.

"We chose Japan Air Lines

because we wanted our vacation to

begin as soon as possible. On JAL,

we felt we were in Japan from the

moment we were welcomed aboard

with the traditional bow. Their gra-

cious, thoughtful service was a pre-

cursor of our whole vacation. JAL also

opened a world of special information

to us—lightweight travel handbooks

and a Jet-Age language cassette in

traveller's Japanese that Jim mastered

very quickly And when we told JAL
of our interests in ceramics and

gardens, they quickly recommended
a tour that highlighted both.

"Our trip has given us a wealth of

memories: the tame deer we fed

in Nara, the ikebana flower arranging

class I took, the village of pottery

craftsmen we visited where we both

had turns at the potter's wheel.

"Jim and I are back home and plan-

ning for another trip to Japan!'

Japan. It's even better the second
time around.
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Japan National
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New York, New York 10111
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Nevertheless, discontent continued to grow until, with

the coming of Commodore Perry in 1854, the Tokugawa
system began to fall apart. It ended in 1867 and was

replaced by the centralization of a new imperial system

and the restoration of the emperor to central authority.

Brought out of the secluded court at Kyoto, the then

emperor, Meiji, moved the imperial seat to Edo, now
known as Tokyo.

The two recalcitrants of feudal Tokugawa times, the

samurai and the merchant class, brought Japan into the

modern world, and in the name of the emperor, made
Japan a world power. But in the end their ambitions

nearly destroyed the country in World War II.

D

Shinto is the ancient native religion of Japan. The
term Shinto means the "Way of the Spirit, or Kami."

Kami can be conceived of as a benign and elevated spirit

in a world of spirits. It is at once personality within

things and a quality counter to the destructive, or bad

luck, elements in life. Although the Japanese are

conscious of a dualism in nature, it is never as sharp as

the Yin-Yang of Chinese Taoism. The Japanese myth of

creation emphasizes not so much how the world was

created as that it was created in order to make Japan

possible.

Shinto offers believers a means of relating to the

elevated qualities of life. For an artist, it can be the

glimpse of a pattern in nature; for the peasant, the

well-being induced by rewarded work. Kami can be as

specific as the particular shape of a teapot or as general

as the good fortune of being born Japanese.

Shinto's relationship to the emperor made possible the

state Shinto prevalent in Japan from the Meiji period up

to the end of World War II. When the Mongols attacked

Japan in the thirteenth century, typhoons drove them
away. The Japanese believe these great rescuing winds

were sent by the gods. Gods are manifested in Shinto as

animistic personalities encompassing the divinity of

Japan's kami origins. The winds were called kamikaze,

"spirit wind," a term later applied to Japanese pilots who
flew suicide missions in World War II secure in the

knowledge of the divinity of their role. Up to that war,

Japan had never been conquered and it seemingly had a

mission related to its divine origins. After World War II

state Shinto was abolished, but Shinto today is

unquestionably still the national faith of Japan. It is a

religion to live by, for its purpose is to promote the best

in nature. Almost by definition the kami of Shinto is

what gives good things their goodness, and what defines

the finer qualities of life.

D

Another element in Japanese identity is knowing one's

place. In Tokugawa times, class divisions were rigidly

imposed. One could not marry out of one's class. Whole
patterns of behavior were specified for each class—the

depth of bow, the way one looked or did not look, and
the language of honorific forms, which differed from

class to class. This had the effect of creating a social and
economic system in which everyone had a place, a

manner, and a daily role with specific goals to fulfill.

The Tokugawa social system was a caste system with

emphasis on role playing and the maintenance of a

characteristic Japanese sense of order. However, there

were individuals outside the caste system. Like the

untouchables of India, they could do menial tasks and

were for all intents and purposes treated as slaves.

D

The Japanese family has been a Confucian family

ruled by the father and with descent through the male

line. All property remains with the oldest son. This has

caused even greater difficulties in Japan than in China

because of the extremely limited availability of land.

With the growth of population during the Tokugawa
period, drift to the cities and towns took place. This

required shifts in class status. Brothers or sons of farmers

could not be farmers in cities. Thus numerous people

attached themselves to merchants and to whatever

industries or service units were available. The Tokugawa
attempted to force the peasantry to stay on the land but,

in the face of population pressures, they were only

partially successful. Although filial piety was respected,

the Japanese rarely developed the ancestral depth and

ritual of the Chinese.

Women in Japan have had little or no authority, even

within the family. Subservience to the authority of the

oldest male has been the rule. Formality exists between

husband and wife, and social activity takes place

primarily between males. This has often made the geisha

the only woman to whom men could speak openly.

Contrary to popular belief, the geisha is not a prostitute,

but a cultivated individual trained to entertain with wit,

_ song, and dance. Her role is to provide the otherwise

lacking female companionship.

Children, of course, made the family more cohesive.

They were raised to fulfill the role already laid out for

them: the strict spartan upbringing necessary for

samurai, the daily tasks of the farmer, the apprenticeship

of the artisan. Grandparents, with their ties to past ways

of doing things, gave children a sense of tradition that

reinforced the work ethic and above all established the

manners and customs of social relationships. Probably no

Asian nation, or indeed any nation of the world, had as

formal a prescribed manner of social behavior as the

Japanese. But with Westernization, the class divisions and,

along with them, the strict behavioral patterns broke

down. Yet even in the face of change, the Japanese sense

of social position remains strong and respect is still

displayed to the elderly and those in authority.

Coda

All cultures have their reason for being. What cultures

do, what form they take, and how they survive is the

result of how well they function for those who have

created them. It then follows that the myriad cultures of

traditional Asia are at best the effective responses of

particular societies to the circumstances in which they

have found themselves. These circumstances include not

only adaptation to given ecological situations but also the

cumulative responses to traditional histories in which

cultural adaptation to indigenously motivated change, as

well as integration with outside alien influences, has

taken place.



We Can't Work Miracles

Overnight.

But if you'll give

a little time...

In the countries where Foster

Parents Plan works, the average per

capita income is only $384 per year.

The infant mortality rate is 9.8 per-

cent, almost seven times that of

the U.S. Life expectancy averages
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64 percent are illiterate. There is

only one doctor for 13,000 people.

It's the children who suffer most.

Mere survival is often a struggle.

Without help most will be trapped by

illiteracy and poverty. These are the

facts of life. Cruel facts but
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YOU CAN DO SOMETHING!

With your help a needy child and

his family can have a better life.
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After Mangala's father died, Manjjala, her

(wo sisters and her mother moved in with

relatives. Ten people are now crowded into a

10x18 foot house. No electricity. No furniture.

They must carry water from a community

tap, a tap that is turned on only two hours

a day. Mangala's mother works in a factory,

but she cannot earn enough to provide even

the basic necessities. Mangala now has a

Foster Parent. Others are still waiting.
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make this a better world.
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in the life of a needy family overseas.
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offering a needy child a better life.
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^ THEY'LL HAVE A BETTER LIFE... BECAUSE OF YOU ^
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from our staff workers, fact sheets on the country, information about
the problems faced by your child and his family, and a complete
annual progress report. Plus letters from your child.

I want to help a child from D Africa, n Asia, D Caribbean,

C Central America, [j South America.
L: emergency waiting list. Please choose for me.
PLEASE BEGIN HELPING MY FOSTER CHILD AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE. Send me my child's photograph, case history, and
complete Foster Parent Information Kit. Enclosed is a check
for $ I prefer to contribute [j$]9 a month, n$57
quarterly, D $114 semi-annually, D $228 annually.

D I would like to know more about the child before I decide.

Please send me a photograph and case history. I will become
a Foster Parent or return the material within 10 days,

D Please send additional information about Foster Parents Plan.

D I want to help, I prefer to make a contribution of $

State J^ip

Please mail to;

Reinhart B. Gutmann, Executive Director

FOSTER PARENTS PLAN
157 Plan Way, Warwick. RI 02887

al, nonprofit,

u: work hard to

will be pleased
nd to send vou

NHCCgnA



The Gardner D. Stout

Hall ofAsian Peoples
In the new Gardner D. Stout Hall

of Asian Peoples, a gilded eighteenth-

century Buddha sits peacefully in the

Japanese section. His serene aspect

is in marked contrast to the noisy

activity all about him as electricians,

painters, artists, preparators, and oth-

ers work furiously to complete the

hall by its scheduled opening date,

October 17. This hall, one of the larg-

est and most ambitious in the Mu-
seum's history, is the culmination of

14 years of planning and construction

and 1 1 1 years of collecting.

The Hall of Asian Peoples was a

natural outgrowth of the Museum's
extensive collection of Asian ethno-

graphic material, most of which was

assembled from 1870 to 1920, the

golden age of Museum expeditions.

The Jesup North Pacific Expedition

(1897-1903) was probably the most

important in the Museum's history

and certainly the most significant for

the new hall. It was organized and

financed by Morris K. Jesup, a

founder of the Museum, to investigate

"the theory that America was origi-

nally peopled by migratory tribes from

the Asiatic continent." The expedition

traversed Siberia, Manchuria, and
China, enduring the -50 °F tempera-

tures of the Siberian winter, the Boxer

Rebellion, and the Russo-Japanese

War. One of the expedition's leaders

was Berthold Laufer, a great believer

in the value of a culture's material

objects. He would often walk into

workshops and stores and buy every-

thing in sight, including items that

were not originally meant to be sold.

He even bought out entire drugstores

and assembled a representative selec-

tion of foods. The Jesup expedition

acquired the contents of thirty-five

shops and a collection of Siberian eth-

nographic objects that remains the

finest in the world. When a Soviet

delegation recently toured the unfin-

ished hall, they were astonished at

the range and quality of the objects

in the Siberian section. "We have

things," says Walter Fairservis, Jr.,

research associate in the Department
of Anthropology and scientific con-

sultant for the new hall, "that even

they don't have."

Other Museum expeditions exca-

vated paleolithic sites in the Gobi Des-

ert and other sites in Mongolia, and
explored India (bringing back, among
other things, much of the portable

contents of three Indian villages), Af-

ghanistan, Japan, Tibet, Iran, Korea,

and China. The Museum also ac-

quired other large Asian collections,

including the Whitney collection of

Tibetan religious objects and the

Drummond collection of Chinese and
Japanese jade and ivory carvings.

Because the Museum did not have

a large Asian hall, most of the objects

went directly into the storerooms of

the Anthropology Department.
Fairservis recalls the excitement of

"rediscovering the collection" as cu-

rator of the new hall. For example,

tucked away in a vault under the eaves

of the Museum, he found several boxes

of extremely rare movable metal type

from Korea that predates the Guten-

berg Bible by 100 years. And in the

Siberian collection, he found a nine-

teenth-century pictographic love letter

written on birchbark.

Fairservis, however, found that the

quality and the great number of arti-

facts were as frustrating as they were

rewarding. "There was a lot of stuff

upstairs that I just hated to leave out.

Less than 5 percent of the collection

is actually on display. We have, for

example, about 4,000 beautiful Chi-

nese and Indian shadow puppets and

room to display maybe a dozen at

the most.

"Space was our biggest problem.

How do you present all of China in

its vastness in something like eighty

running feet? We even left out whole

cultures. I'm sometimes awed by our

audacity."

"The point of the hall," Fairservis

continued, "is not simply to show

beautiful objects as an art museum
would, but to tell a cultural story.

This is an anthropology hall, and our

approach has been holistic. We want

to give visitors an understanding of

Asia—its cultures, value systems, cy-

cles of life, social organizations. We



were very careful to get the input

of Asian nationals, both as consultants

and as artists."

To reflect the diversity of Asia, the

Hall of Asian Peoples was designed

to wind through numerous corridors,

alcoves, and rooms. Visitors with a

knowledge of Asian geography, how-

ever, will have no trouble finding their

way since a journey through the hall

follows the two major routes through

Asia. One route starts in the ancient

city of Samarkand and moves through

the Near East, India, Southeast Asia,

China, and Japan; the other begins

in Siberia and traverses Central Asia

and Buddhist High Asia.

"You can actually trace your jour-

ney on a map of Asia," says Alex

Williams, the hall's designer. He ex-

plained that each of the eight principal

regions of Asia is set apart by a par-

ticular color scheme and traditional

architectural styles, and in most sec-

tions visitors will hear the traditional

music of the area. A separate section

illustrates prehistoric Eurasia and the

rise of civilization.

One day last summer we toured the

Hall of Asian Peoples to see how
things were coming along. Picking our

way through ladders, stacks of lumber,

coils of wire, and sheets of Plexiglas,

we suddenly came across a view of

seventeenth-century Samarkand, at

the crossroads of Asia. The painted

scene depicts the overflowing bazaars

of the central plaza, shimmering in

the heat and surrounded by domed
palaces. Kneeling on plywood scaff"old-

ing above the diorama. Museum artist

Frederica Leser was painting a tra-

ditional Islamic pattern on an arch-

way. From her Michaelangelic perch,

she talked about her work.

"These elaborate designs," she said,

tracing with her finger the complex

of intersecting lines and motifs, "could

drive one to distraction. It took me
quite some time to find authentic Is-

lamic patterns and figure out how to

adapt and transfer them to these

arches.

"The previous project I worked on

involved painting the reptiles in the

Hall of Reptiles and Amphibians. As

you can imagine, this was quite a

change. All of us working on the new

hall have had to be versatile."

From Samarkand we moved on to

the next section of the hall, which

features Islam. Here we ran into Mat-

thew Kalmenoff, an artist who has

been with the Museum for thirty-five

years, working on a huge painting of

the city of Mecca. The scene shows

thousands of pilgrims streaming into

the holy city at dawn; in the back-

ground a crescent moon rises. Kalm-

enoff" has painted, among others, many

of the backgrounds in the Hall of

North American Forests. He de-

scribed his technique: "A background

must have a feeling of depth and

space. I break the painting up into

a progression of color planes extending

to the horizon. This gives the feeling

of looking off" into the distance."

Kalmenofl" then showed us one of

his completed paintings, the back-

ground for an exquisite nineteenth-

century Chinese wedding chair inlaid

with kingfisher feathers. "You don't

want the background to compete with

that chair," he said. "You can see

—look closely—how I have broken the

colors into dots to give a sense of

light—a Monet feeling. I work close-

ly with the electricians, who have to

follow my color scheme when doing

the lighting."

Kalmenoff has painted many of the

backgrounds and scenes in the hall,

including Samarkand, Jerusalem after

a thunderstorm, the Great Wall of

China, the palace of the Dalai Lama
reflected in a mountain lake, Jericho

in about 6500 B.C., Troy and the Dar-

danelles, and the hanging gardens of

Babylon.

"But my happiest painting," he

says, "is Samarkand. Those rich, rich

colors. You don't get any schooling

for this kind of work. Most of the

backgrounds are curved surfaces, and

the color values and linear perspective
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Enter
the world
of Questers

nature
tours.

When you travel with Questers, you have the

advantage of our knowledge of the travel

world. And our experience of the natural

world. We are travel professionals And our

only tour program is Worldwide Nature Tours

You get reliable arrangements and expertly

planned itineraries

Under the leadership of an accompany-

ing naturalist, we search out the plants and

animals, birds and flowers, rain forests,

mountains, and tundra, seashores, lakes,

and swamps of the regions we visit. At the

same time, we explore the more usual attrac-

tions in touring—the cities, archaeological

sites, and people

Where can you go with Questers? Vir-

tually anywhere in the world The current Di-

rectory of Worldwide Nature Tours describes

32 tours varying from 9 to 30 days Following

IS a representative listing:

Worldwide Nature Tours
1981 Departures (Partial Listing)

The Americas
Everglades; 11 days. Mar 26 & Nov, 5 •

Hawaii: 15 days, Feb, 15, Apr 12, July 12. Oct

11 & Dec 20 • Alaska: 17 days, June 6 & 20,

July 4, 11 & 25 & Aug 8 • Newfoundland: 16

days, June 14 • Baja California: 11 days, Apr

17 & Qct 16 • Costa Rica & Panama: 16 days,

Feb. 14, Nov 21 & Dec 19 • The Amazon: 16

days, Jan 19, May 11, July 6, Aug 10, Oct 12

& Nov 16 • Peru: 23 days, Apr 4, July 18 &
Nov 7 • Ecuador & Galapagos: 15 days, Feb

5 & 26, Apr 9, July 2, Aug 13 & Oct 15 •

Trinidad & Tobago: 11 days. Mar 9 & Nov 9,

Europe
Iceland: 16 days, June 12, July 3 & Aug 7 •

Islands & Highlands of Scotland: 23 days,

May 29, July 10 & Aug 21 • Spain: 18 days,

Apr. 17 & Sept, 4

Asia and Africa

Indonesia: 24 days, July 14 & Sept 8 • The

Himalayas: 25 days, Mar 19 & Oct 8 • India:

21 days, Jan 31 & Oct 31 • Sri Lanka: 18 days,

Feb. 19 & Nov 19 • Kenya: 23 days, Feb 5,

July 23 & Oct, 22,

Oceania and Australasia

Australia & New Zealand: 30 days, Jan 31 &
Sept 19 • New Zealand & the Milford Track:

22 days, Feb 20 & Nov 13

For a complimentary copy of the

newest Directory at Worldwide Nature Tours

outlining the entire program, write to Ques-

ters or see your Travel Agent. If you are

interested in a specific tour, request the

Detailed Itinerary. Exploratory expeditions

and special tours are announced from time

to time in our newsletter Nature Tour Notes,

sent tree to all on our mailing list.

QUESTERS
Questers Tours &. Travel, Inc.

Dept. NH980, 257 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-3120

change with the curvature. To make
the paintings, especially their archi-

tectural details, look natural, is very

difficult."

During our tour, we were struck

by some of the more unusual aspects

of the hall. Alex Williams departed

from traditional Museum design in

several respects, especially in the use

of innovative lighting and modern
painting styles. Williams commis-
sioned Frank Mullins, the late artist

who did covers for Sports Illustrated,

to paint abstract and semiabstract

backgrounds for several sections of the

hall.

Most Museum-goers will find their

first visit to the hall somewhat over-

whelming. But it is hard to imagine

how a Hall of Asian Peoples could

accurately reflect its subject and not

be overwhelming. Says Fairservis: "It

would be wrong to give visitors the

feeling that they had somehow 'seen'

all of Asia, and it would be arrogant

to say the hall 'encompasses' Asia.

I believe, however, that the hall does

give a fair statement of Asian values."

We asked Fairservis what he hoped

to accomplish with the hall, what his

goal was.

"The key to the whole hall," he

replied, "lies in what it does to inform.

There is in the West a real ignorance

of Asia. If we look at our Asian foreign

policy over the last forty years, we
see a history of ignorance and inertia.

We won't admit there are concepts

The Museum is planning a number
of events in conjunction with the open-

ing of the Gardner D. Stout Hall of

Asian Peoples. Listed below are some
of the special Asian programs planned

for the fall. Look for more information

on future programs in the "At the Amer-
ican Museum" column of Natural His-

tory.

Fujian Hand Puppets from the People's

Republic of China

On tour for the first time in North
America, a troupe of eleven puppeteers

from the province of Fujian, China, will

present four performances of the tra-

ditional Fujian hand-puppet theater.

The troupe performs plays based on

classical Chinese literature, and its

members manipulate the foot-tall pup-

pets with surprising agility. The pup-

pets, carved in wood and dressed in

richly brocaded costumes, smoke pipes,

drink tea, fly through the air, and even

spin plates on their heads. The Fujian

puppets, presented through the Asia So-

ciety's Performing Arts Program, will

be in the Museum Auditorium on

Thursday and Friday, September 4 and

5, at 7:30 p.m., and Saturday and Sun-

day, September 6 and 7, at 2:00 P.M.

Tickets may be purchased at the door,

for $12.50 ($7.50 for members). Call

873-1327 for ticket availability.

Civilizations of Asia

Walter Fairservis, Jr., scientific con-

sultant and curator for the Gardner D.

Stout Hall of Asian Peoples, will give

an evening lecture series entitled Asian

Civilizations. In four slide-illustrated

lectures, Fairservis will survey the major

traditional cultures of Asia, from China

to the Near East, focusing on religion,

family life, language, and history. Asian

Civilizations, which begins October 23,

will run for four Thursday evenings,

from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. Series tickets

are $20. For other offerings in the

Evening Lecture Series, refer to the "At

the American Museum" column in this

issue.

Ravi Shankar

The well-known Indian sitarist and
composer Ravi Shankar will give a lec-

ture-demonstration of Indian music on

Wednesday, September 10, at 7:00 p.m.

in the Auditorium. He will play and
discuss his music, and answer questions

from the audience. Tickets are $6 ($5

for members) and may be purchased

at the Auditorium door. Call 873-7507

for ticket availability.

Films on Asia

On four weekends in October and

November, a series of free films on

Asia will be shown in the Auditorium

from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. Each weekend
will feature a different culture; October

18 and 19, India; October 25 and 26,

Japan; November 8 and 9, the Hima-
layas; and November 15 and 16, China.

Films include John Nathan's Farm
Song, about the life of a rural Japanese

family; a 1935 film by C.S. Cutting,

Beyond the Forbidden Frontier, the ear-

liest footage of life in Tibet; and three

1980 films on life in the People's Re-

public of China. For a complete sched-

ule of films, write to the Education

Department.

Theater of the Deaf
In December, the Education Depart-

ment and the Touchstone Center will

present The National Theater of the

Deaf. Four deaf actors and one hearing

actor will present a theater piece based

on the life of Issa, the Japanese haiku

poet. This free program is especially

suited for young people. Look for more

details in the December issue o{ Natural

History.



and suppositions about the world other

than our own. I feel a certain basic

anger."

In the afterword to a book Fairservis

is writing about Asia (excerpted in

this issue), we find a passage that

seems particularly appropriate to the

new hall:

Perhaps we of the West in the end will

see and learn there were other ways of

Ufe not so long ago—indeed some still

struggle to survive—and that these other

ways were and are as valid as our own.

Perhaps then in the perspective of Asian

accomplishment we might find presup-

positions other than our own materialistic

ones and realize other courses to human
happiness.

Douglas J. Preston

Asian Arts

The People Center will offer seven

weekends of programs on Asia, starting

October 18 and 19. The free programs,

which run continuously from 1:00 to

4:30 P.M., will feature the traditional

arts, crafts, music, and dance of India,

Japan, China, Buddhist High Asia, Ko-

rea, and the Near East.

Margaret Mead Film Festival

The 1980 Margaret Mead Film Fes-

tival is also featuring several programs

on Asia, including films and commen-
tary on Iran and premieres of several

films on China. Look for details in the

"At the American Museum" column
of this issue. For a program of films

write to the Department of Education.

Gallery Talks

Museum visitors are invited to attend

several free one-hour gallery talks on

the Hall of Asian Peoples. Participants

will tour the hall with Museum instruc-

tors and learn about the great civiliza-

tions of Asia. Introducing the Gardner

D. Stout Hall of Asian Peoples will

be given on November 6 and 18 and

December 4 and 16; The World of Is-

lam on December 9; and Asian Textiles

on December 30. All gallery talks start

at the first floor Information Desk at

2:00 P.M.

Holy Land Before Christ

Claireve Grandjouan, professor of

classics at Hunter College, will give a

slide-illustrated lecture entitled The
Holy Land before Christ in the Audi-

torium on Wednesday, December 3, at

7:00 P.M. Grandjouan will discuss how
recent archeological finds shed new
light on the history of the Holy Land.

Tickets are $4.00 ($3.00 for members)
and are available through the Education

Department.
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WebstcrsNewCollegiate Dictionary.

Itswhere thewords live.
America's best-selling dictionary doesn't just define words. It brings them

alive. Over 150,000 of them, old and new. Full of quotations, usage examples
and illustrations, it gives you a new kinship with "clone," lets you cut through
the mystery of "laser." It's a whole new meaning for "dictionary." Just $11.95.

A great gift. Merriam-Webster Dictionaries, Springfield, MA 01101.

FROM MERRIAM-WEBSTER®

THEYOU
INUNUSUAL.
You. In the cave of Robinson Crusoe on

Tobago. You, in a charming fishing village at

lies des Saintes. You. In a spectacular drive-

in volcano on St. Lucia. You. 180 miles up the

Orinoco River, on your way to the jungle

paradise of Canaima. It's all you - aboard

our most unusual ship, the Stella Oceanis,

as she makes one in a series of 14-day Lee-

ward to the Orinoco Cruises out of San Juan

this winter. The Stella Oceanis has all the

comforts of a larger ship, but is intimate

enough (room for 280 guests) to follow a

yachtlike itinerary For details, see your

travel agent or send this ad for our brochure

or call us collect at (212) 397-6400.

Sun Line Cruises, One Rockefeller Plaza,

N.Y, N.Y 10020. Room 315 Greek registry
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City _ State. .Zip.

My travel agent is_
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Seated Cupid
An exact reproduction of a museum
quality piece—now in a private collection.

This finely sculptured cupid is cast in heavy

stone-like material and finished in a realistic

antiqued patina. Certainly a treasure to place

among a group of favored

books. 7'x12V2"x8".

A great gift idea from

Clymers!

Your satisfaction

is guaranteed.

^21.95.
Add S2.00 post

ins..hdlng.

Master Charge.

Visa or

American

Express
accepted.

Credit card order

call Toll Free

1-800-258-1791.

Enclosed is my
check for

Please rush my cupid

(#2316) with free

48-page Gift Catalog.

D Please send catalog only.

I enclose 50e to cover postage and handling.

City_ -State Zip_
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170 ClymersWay Nashua. New Hampshire 0306:

Linking ritual to reality

HOGANS
With its connecting narrative of

the Navajo myth of creation, this

handsome volume juxtaposes

ritual prayers and chants with

photographs of contemporary
hogans— literally, "place homes"
— to portray the spirit and imag-

ination of the Navajo people.

House poems from Nava|0 ritual

translated and arranged by

DAVID P. McALLESTER
Photographs of Navajo
houses by
SUSAN W. McALLESTER
$16.95

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
Dislributcci bv ( olumbia Universilv Press

Address tor orders:

13fi South BfOddwav. Irvington,

New York 1053 3
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Plants of Prey
by Stephen K-M. Tim

Carnivorous Plants, by Adrian
Slack. The MIT Press, $19.95; 240

pp., illus.

Lush greenery in botanic garden

conservatories always seems to evoke

the same inquiry: Where are the man-
eaters? Fertile minds once wrote of

hand-picked maidens being sacrificed

to fanciful plant life in the jungles

of way-beyond. These vivid tales live

on and continue to coax the imagi-

nation of modern man. However, there

is little excuse for ignorance about

carnivorous plants these days. Illus-

trated articles in popular magazines

and highly refined cinematography

have enabled our appreciation of these

plants, which derive nutriment from

the breakdown of insect bodies, to

transcend the sensational.

The past decade has seen a phe-

nomenal surge in the popularity of

carnivorous plants. The Carnivorous

Plant Newsletter, born out of the

dearth of reliable information about

growth requirements and availability,

came into being in the United States

in 1972. Its goal was the dissemination

of interesting yet scientifically correct

information. It was only logical that

books would follow and this was pre-

cisely the case. These appeared from

a number of countries, including Ja-

pan, the United States, and Australia.

Carnivorous Plants, which made its

debut in Great Britain in 1979, has

now been made available through the

MIT Press. The author is landscape

architect and plantsman Adrian Slack,

who has been captivated by these

plants since childhood, but a number
of American specialists assisted in the

book's compilation.

The volume covers the world's gen-

era of carnivorous flowering plants,

emphasizing the most distinctive and

better-known species. Descriptions

have been kept as nontechnical as pos-

sible and a brief glossary clarifies un-

avoidable terminology. Since the traps

of these plants are among the most

specialized structures in the plant

world, descriptions dwell on these to

a large extent. Coverage bears upon

the action of the trapping procedure

and follows the system adopted by

F.E. Lloyd in his book. The Carnivo-

rous Plants (1942). Plants with pas-

sive traps are distinguished from those

with active traps, which display some

movement in the entrapment process.

The avoidance of description by fam-

ily makes the book less clinical. The

author has not neglected the deco-

rative aspect of these plants; the abun-

dant and colorful flowers of the but-

terworts are a surprise when compared

with those of the pitcher plants, whose

bizarre flowers and complex pollinat-

ing mechanism seem suited to such

unique plants.

The pitcher-type trap, a highly

modified leaf, figures most promi-

nently in the passive forms. Through

a series of drawings. Slack presents

a hypothesis for the origin of the fun-

nel-shaped, pitcher-type structure.

Such a trap is an ideal reservoir for

water, and some species have evolved

a variety of overarching hoods, or

flaps, which serve to attract prey or

act as an umbrella, preventing rain-

water from diluting the fluid in the

digesting chamber or washing out the

prey. Elaborate mechanisms to lure

insects into the "recesses of unlikely

return" have appeared in different
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The Phone Ranger
The cordless phone that

works like a regular

phone up to 300 feet

from your house. Use it i

your own back yard
with our
compliments. Keep
it if you wish, for

ONLY $119.95!

I live on five acres. And I l^eep four horses
in my back yard. Used to be, if I got a call

while I was down at the corral, one of the
kids would yell out the kitchen window and
I'd do the hundred-yard dash to the nearest
house phone.
No more. With The Phone Ranger I can

groom Laird, my Palomino gelding, with one
hand and call my broker with the other.

Take or make calls up to
300 feet away.

Maybe you don't keep horses. But if

you've got a pool, patio, garden, workshop,
tennis court or garage—and you'd like the
phone to come to you instead of you going
to it—this is the answer.
Try The Phone Ranger for 1 5 days. Send it

back if you want. If you decide to keep it, the
best news is the price!

Unhs that look Uke toys
sell for up to $495.00!

There's a unit called "ROVAPRO" that

looks like my son's toy walkie-talkie—not
like a real phone at all—and it goes for a cool
$495.00.
Then there's "MURAPHONE." It's

$1 49.95. But ifs even more like a toy walkie-
talkie. You have to push a button to talk and
release to listen—with all that "Roger, over
to you" stuff in between. Not like a real

phone at all.

The Phone Ranger looks like a real

phone, rings like a real phone, dials out like

a real phone . . . has a range of 300 feet . .

.

and it's only $1

1

9.95 plus $5.95 shipping
and handling. If you'd prefer a range of a full

750 feet, order the deluxe version for only
$1 89.95 plus $5.95 shipping and handling.

Doubles as an extra
I extensH>n phone

When you're not using it outside, use it as
i an extra extension phone without paying
: monthly charges to the phone company.

I Works so simply.

Plug base unit into phone jack and into

AC house current. Then plug The Phone
Ranger into base unit to charge battery.

Now unplug The Phone Ranger and you're
ready to use it to take or make calls up to

300 feet away (750 feet if you choose the

deluxe version). Red indicator light tells you
when ifs time to recharge.

If you don't have a phone jacK the phone
company will install one for a nominal one-
time charge. If you have an old-fashioned, 4-

prong jack. The Phone Ranger comes with
an adaptor you can use. Even if you live in an
area with rotary dialing, the pushbutton
system on your Phone Ranger will work.
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Drosera binata

ways. Insects, enticed to explore the

open rim by a "bait" of nectar secreted

by strategically positioned glands, of-

ten plummet into the watery depths.

The tropical pitcher plant. Nepen-

thes, for instance, has loose, waxy

secretions, just below the inside rim

of the pitchers, that clog the footpads

of normally sure-footed ants. Little

wonder these traps are often filled

with the empty bodies of these insects.

Further action in the pitchers fol-

lows one or a combination of two proc-

esses. In the case of the sun pitcher,

Heliamphora, and the cobra lily, Dar-

lingtonia, bacterial action within the

watery medium is solely responsible

for the breakdown of the soft parts

of the insect. In contrast, in the trum-

pet pitcher, Sarracenia; the tropical

pitcher plant. Nepenthes; and the

West Australian pitcher plant, Cepha-

lotus, the fluid first becomes acidified,

enabling a protein-digesting enzyme,

similar to that found in the human
stomach, to act on the prey's softer

tissues. The nutritive fractions are

then assimilated through the walls of

the pitchers.

Three other genera are covered in

the passive section. Of these, Genlisea,

the least well known, is not widely

cultivated at present. This is surpris-

ing, considering the wide distribution

of the species. The other two, Byblis

and Drosophyllum, are both equipped

with abundant, shimmering mucilagi-

nous glands on their narrow, tapering

leaves. The sticky fluid will smother

struggling insects and digestive en-

zymes do the rest. Drosophyllum, the

Portuguese sundew, is atypical among
the carnivorous plants; it inhabits dry,

often alkaline rocky outcrops in Spain,

Portugal, and Morocco, whereas al-

most all other carnivorous plants are

confined to acidic environments in

freshwater bogs or other wet to moist

situations.

Slack was unconventional in not de-

scribing the species with active traps

first. Whatever the reason, if indeed

any was contemplated, his approach

does force the reader to get away from

the common association of carnivory

in plants with movement, particularly

that encountered in the popular Venus

flytrap.

In an overall survey of the plants

in the active section, only two families

are found, the Lentibulariaceae (blad-

derworts and butterworts) and the

Droseraceae (sundews). Yet, so varied

are the members in each family that

one might be tempted, at first glance,

to consider them unrelated. Although

they are in the same family the but-

terwort, Pinguicula, and the blad-

derwort, Utricularia, diff"er greatly in

form. Minute, sticky glands cover the

rosette of broad leaves in Pinguicula

and smother very tiny insects. A slight

inrolling of the leaf margins justifies

the placement of Pinguicula among
the active traps. In contrast, Utric-

ularia is endowed with numerous,

highly complex, and sophisticated

traps in the form of tiny submerged

bladders. Each bladder is under neg-

ative pressure internally until a small

insect, usually a water flea or nem-

atode, stimulates the sensitive trigger

Sarracenia leucophylla

hairs around the periphery of its in-

wardly opening door. This causes the

one-way door to suddenly swing open,

and the resultant inrush of water

sweeps in and traps the unsuspecting

prey. Digestion in both the butterworts

and bladderworts is by enzymes.

In the sundew family, equally strik-

ing distinctions among the members
are obvious. The well-known Venus

flytrap, Dionaea, with its two-lobed

trap and spinous outgrowths that in-

terlock when the trap is sprung, needs

little introduction. It remains one of

the most spectacular of carnivorous

plants that "perform" at the macro-

scopic level. In contrast, the sundew,

Drosera, has numerous, sticky, gland-

tipped tentacles covering mainly the

leaves; these tentacles and most of

the leaf itself curve over the prey,

making full contact with it. Glands,

in both cases, secrete enzymes. The
characteristics of Drosophyllum, a

member of this family covered earlier

in the passive section, further empha-

size the variety within this one family.

Two other genera, Aldrovanda and

Polypompholyx, are also included

among the active members.

A striking feature of the book is

the black-and-white and full-color pho-

tographs, the product of the highly

skilled artist Jane Gate. The dramatic

portraits complement the text in a

thoroughly meaningful way. I was es-

pecially impressed with one black-and-

white photograph of Sarracenia mi-

nor; the two hooded traps, with a pair

of ants feeding on bands of nectar

around the open lips, illustrate an un-

usual food chain—the impending de-

mise of the ants, themselves drinking

in the nectar, and the resultant en-

richment of the plants. My only criti-

cism here concerns the lack of habitat

studies; the environs of carnivorous

plants are often as specialized as the

diverse plants they spawn.

The culture of these plants is con-

fined to a separate section. Tempera-

ture, light, and humidity requirements

are clearly outlined and growing me-

dia for each species are recommended.

Propagation is also covered in depth.

May I offer a few points of clari-

fication here. When artificial light is

used for growing, the daylight tube

alone provides an insufficient spectral

range and should be combined with,

at least, a warm white tube. Slack

does advocate combining the daylight

tube with one of the fluorescent plant-

growth lights as an alternative. Sec-

ondly, I would like to underscore the
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author's reservations about precluding

ventilation in greenhouses in warm cli-

mates so as to maintain a high hu-

midity. In such cases, ventilation and

the use of fans to encourage air cir-

culation are essential to reduce the

incidence of plant disease. Finally the

fumigant BHC, recommended for

plant pests on Drosera, is banned in

the United States and an alternative

insecticide must be used.

Unfortunately, of the many errors

scattered throughout this quality pub-

lication, a number were not picked

up in the book's listing of errata; these

•inge from spelling errors to taxo-

amic misrepresentation. As an ex-

mple of the latter, the use of single

luotation marks with Drosera 'Ban-

ister' indicates a registered cultivar

ame. However, this is an acknowl-

Iged temporary name until the plant

t is said to be a new species) is validly

i escribed. Until then, double quota-

tion marks should have been used,

hence: Drosera "Bannister." Lastly,

a small point: There was a tendency

toward anthropomorphism in descrip-

tions involving the capture of prey but

I must admit that this is my own per-

sonal aversion, particularly where car-

nivorous plants are concerned.

In our present world, specialized

specialists are becoming the order of

the day. Once there were gardeners;

now there are specialist gardeners. In

the study of the carnivorous plants

there are already many "one genus"

specialists, so a book that covers the

subject widely—and attractively—is

a most refreshing and welcome ref-

erence tool that will fill many gaps

in the available literature.

Today the future of many carnivo-

rous plants is in jeopardy; their num-
bers diminish as their often fragile

habitats are plowed under and devel-

oped. Commercial exploitation of wild

species and, sadly, the removal of

these plants by unthinking hobbyists

are equally to blame. Perhaps the in-

fluence of books, such as this one by

Adrian Slack, which not only informs

so invitingly but also stresses reserve

where collecting is concerned, will en-

courage conservation through educa-

tion.

Stephen K-M. Tim is taxonomist at

the Brooklyn Botanic Garden where,

in 1974, he assembled a collection

of carnivorous plants for display. He
lectured in botany at Rhodes Uni-

versity in South Africa before coming
to the United States.
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The 1980 Margaret Mead
Film Festival
When films . . . are functioning at their

best, the people in them seem bearers

of the immeasurable wealth and effort

of human experience.

David MacDougall, Principles

of Visual Anthropology

The late Margaret Mead's concept

for the first Margaret Mead Film Fes-

tival in 1977 was to bring the rich

variety of human experience to a gen-

eral audience through one of her fa-

vorite anthropological tools—the cam-

era. Faithful to Mead's ideal, the 1980

Margaret Mead Film Festival will

again enable interested people to meet

filmmakers and anthropologists and

take part in discussions of their work.

This year the festival honors the

filmmaking team of David and Judith

MacDougall. Graduates of the UCLA
Film School, the MacDougalls have

made nearly a dozen films in Africa,

Australia, and the United States. They

will show and discuss four of their

recent films on Wednesday and Thurs-

day evening, October 1 and 2.

In 1973/74 the MacDougalls spent

fourteen months with the Turkana of

East Africa: eleven months getting to

know them and three months filming.

They often spent twelve hours or more

per day with their subjects, their cam-

era always in filming position. David

MacDougall says, "I lived looking

through the viewfinder. But because

the camera ran noiselessly, my sub-

jects soon gave up trying to decide

when I was filming." The Turkana

finally resumed the normal course of

their lives, allowing the filmmakers

to record intimate scenes "without em-

barrassment or pretense on the part

of the subjects."

The MacDougalls plan a trilogy of

films from the 35,000 feet of film

they shot in Africa. The second and

latest in the series is Lorang's Way,
which will be shown on Wednesday
evening, October 1. Through conver-

sations with Lorang and glimpses of

him with friends and family, the Mac-
Dougalls show us a dignified, com-

plex man who views his society as

vulnerable and whose traditional role

has been reshaped by that realization.

Under the Men's Tree, a second, much
shorter film that the MacDougalls

made on an earlier trip to Africa, will

also be shown. This film records an

interesting case of "reverse ethnology"

as a group of Jie cattle herders in

Uganda discuss the industrialized

world's great status symbol, the auto-

mobile. Laughing among themselves,

they go over the qualities of cars and

the relative worth of cars and men.

In 1975, David was appointed di-

rector of the film unit of the Aus-

tralian Institute of Aboriginal Affairs,

Workers in a commune from North China Commune (premiere October 4. Auditorium)



Hortense and Christina Miller appear in Quilts in Women's Lives (October 5, Gallery 3)
Debra Heimerdinger

Signs or Sentences?

Herbert Terrace, who raised the famed
chimpanzee Nim Chimpsky and tried to

teach him sign language, will give a free

slide lecture entitled The Grammatical
Capacity of Apes on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium.

This program is presented in cooperation

with The New York Academy of Sci-

Evening Lecture Series

For those interested in anthropology,

natural history, geology, and botany, the

"Adult Evening Lecture Series" is an

excellent opportunity to broaden your

knowledge. Series topics this fall include

Asian Civilizations, taught by Walter

Fairservis, Jr., scientific consultant for

the Museum's new Gardner D. Stout Hall

of Asian Peoples; Archeology Today,

taught by David Hurst Thomas, chairman
of the Department of Anthropology; and

numerous other subjects, from sociobiol-

ogy and animal behavior to wildlife draw-

ing and mineral identification. Write to

the Department of Education for a course

brochure.

Courses for Stargazers

The Hayden Planetarium is offering

a large selection of courses in astronomy,

navigation, and aviation for both adults

and children. The Planetarium is also

planning Cosmos, a special twelve-week

course based on the television series writ-

ten and presented by Carl Sagan. Cosmos
will be taught by Lloyd Motz, professor

of astronomy at Columbia University, and

will explore numerous scientific topics

from a humanistic perspective. The
course will take up such subjects as the

theory of relativity and the creation and

evolution of the universe. A catalog and

application may be obtained by writing

to the Hayden Planetarium.

The End of the World
The Planetarium All-Stars Show

opens Monday, September 8, at the Hay-

den Planetarium. This live sky show pre-

sents the current sky, its constellations,

the motions of its planets, and other as-

tronomical events. On September 25, The

End of the World opens. Sometime in

the future the world must end. How it

will end—whether by the death of the

sun, collision with a comet or asteroid,

the coming of a new ice age, or nuclear

Armageddon—is open to debate. The

End of the World takes a dramatic look

at present-day theories.

Workshops for Young People

The Education Department has again

prepared a series of Workshops for
Young People. The courses are designed

to give hands-on experience with science

to children in grades 4 through 7. Five

workshops—covering topics in anthropol-

ogy, natural history, and animal behav-

ior—will be offered. Contact the Edu-

cation Department for a course brochure

and application.

Discovery Tours

The Museum is offering a tour of the

Galapagos Islands and the highlands of

Ecuador in June 1981. John Bull, a Mu-
seum ornithologist, and Charles Cole, a

Museum herpetologist, will lecture on the

diverse and unusual species of birds and
reptiles found in these areas. For further

information about the 1981 Museum
travel program, write to Discovery Tours.



and Judith, film assistant. Two films

that resulted from the MacDougalls'

work with the aborigines of Aurukun,

Queensland, are The House Opening

and Familiar Places. These films,

which will be shown on Thursday, Oc-

tober 2, look at different aspects of

the aborigines' adaptation to, and con-

flict with, European ways.

In addition to presenting their views

on filmmaking and various theories

of ethnographic film, the MacDou-
galls will discuss working together as

a husband-wife filmmaking team.

Series tickets for the two evenings

with David and Judith MacDougall

are $10 ($8 for Museum members)

and may be purchased in advance

from the Education Department.

On the weekend of October 4 and

5, the free films and discussions will

cover an eclectic range of topics

—

from Chinese communes to the black

experience. Many anthropologists and

filmmakers, including Jean Rouch,

Ray Birdwhistell, Alan Lomax, and

Catherine Bateson, will be on hand

to introduce and discuss the films.

One of the festival's major programs

will premiere four films on the Peo-

ple's Republic of China. Shortly after

the United States and China normal-

ized diplomatic relations, an Ameri-

can film crew was given permission

for further detail
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to interview and film in areas pre-

viously closed to the West. On Sun-

day, October 5, these three filmmak-

ers. Sue Yung Li, Shirley Sun, and
Peter Wang, will screen and discuss

their films, Suzhou and Beijing.

Suzhou, set in the traditional envi-

ronment of canals, gardens, and
silkworm farms, explores the city, its

people, and their values. Beijing looks

at the former imperial capital, and

through interviews and scenes of daily

life, shows how the political, social,

economic, and cultural changes of this

century have influenced the lives of

the people. The filmmakers inter-

viewed, among others, Pu Jieh, the

brother of the last emperor of China,

who reminisces about his youth in

the imperial court and compares it

with his present role as a represen-

tative in the People's Congress.

On Saturday, October 4, North

China Commune and North China

Factory, made under the aegis of the

National Film Board of Canada, will

be introduced by the filmmakers,

Tony lanzelo and Boyce Richardson.

Another major program. Perspec-

tives on Iran, features two Iranian

films never before shown in the United

States. Anthropologist Catherine
Bateson, Margaret Mead's daughter;

William Beeman, an anthropologist

who lived in Iran throughout the re-

cent revolution; and Bahman Magh-
soudlou, an Iranian filmmaker, will

discuss these films and what they can

teach us about Iranian culture.

Although this year's festival in-

cludes a number of classic ethno-

graphic films, its emphasis is on new
films. One film that caused a sensation

in Australia when it was released last

year was The Last Tasmanian. The
Tasmanian aborigines, who had lived

in the same area for at least 23,000

years, were wiped out in less than

75 years by disease and genocide. The

film traces the fifteen-year search of

anthropologist Rhys Jones, who
pieced together a picture of the last

Tasmanians—their culture, technol-

ogy, artifacts, and swift extinction.

Other programs making up the

1980 Film Festival are Recent Land-

marks, Film for Research and Teach-

ing, Dance-Drama in Java and Thai-

land, Soviet Ballet, Latin American
Faith and Ritual, Dogon Funeral

Ceremony, and Black Experience.

Programs will be distributed at the

Museum's entrances before and dur-

ing the festival.

Douglas J. Preston



EVENING LECTURE SERIES
American
Museum of

Natural
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Beginning October, 1980

ASIAN CIVILIZATIONS— 4 Thursdays starting October 23,

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Fee: $20.00

Dr. Walter A. Fairservis, Jr., Professor of Antfiropology at

Vassar College and Research Associate in the Museum's
Department of Anthropology, uses color slides to survey

several major cultures of Asia, from China and Indo-

Pakistan to the Near East. Religious systems, family life

and history are examined in the context of intercultural

influences. This series coincides with the opening of the

Museum's Gardner D. Stout Hall of Asian Peoples,

for which Dr. Fairservis was scientific advisor.

ARCHAEOLOGY TODAY—4 Mondays starting October 20,

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Fee: $20.00

Archaeology has undergone a technological and a

theoretical revolution in the past decade. In illustrated

lectures. Dr. David Hurst Thomas, Associate Curator and
Chairman of the Museum's Department of Anthropology,

explores several of these breakthroughs. "Classic " and
contemporary expeditions are used to provide a broad

overview of the questions asked by archaeologists and
how they provide answers.

-6 Tuesdays starting October 21

,

SOCIOBIOLOGY
7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $35.00

Dr. Ethel Tobach, Museum Curator of Animal Behavior,

examines arguments for and against the theory of socio-

biology as an explanation for the human condition. Using
some of the Museum's exhibits as well as live animal

demonstrations. Dr. Tobach will explore the implications

of these controversial questions.

WILD FLOWERS OF THE NORTH— 6 Thursdays
starting October 23, 7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $30.00

Helmut Schiller, Lecturer in Botany at the Museum,
explores with slides the world of wild flowers of northern

mountains, coniferous forests, and wetlands, from Alaska

and the Pacific Northwest to New England.

EXPLORING AMERICAN WILDERNESS AREAS—
6 Thursdays starting October 23, 7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $30.00

Much of the remaining scenic grandeur and wildlife of the

United States and Canada is restricted to federally pre-

served areas such as National Parks, Monuments and
Wildlife Refuges. Using rich color slides, Kenneth A.

Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the Museum, introduces

some of the most beautiful of these regions.

CENTRAL PARK: NEW YORK'S REMARKABLE BACK
YARD— 4 Mondays starting October 20, 7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $20.00

Author Elizabeth Barlow, Administrator of Central Park,

takes you on a slide tour of Central Park's history and
natural history.

GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK-
October 21 , 7:00-8:30 p.m.

Fee: $20.00

This slide-illustrated series

explores the geological history

of New York. Sidney Horenstein,

a staff member in the Museum's
Department of Invertebrates,

discusses New York's Foundation

Rocks, Ice Age New York,

Landscapes and Ecology,

and Building Stones—
New York's other

Geology.

-4 Tuesdays starting

Register Now
To Department of Education
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

I enclose a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope togetherwitti a check (or money order),

payable to thie American Museum of Nat-

ural History, for S

Advance Registration is requested but

registration will be accepted on the open-
ing night if the course is not filled. No
single admission tickets will be sold.

NOTE: Participating and Donor members
may take a 10% discount on open enroll-

ment courses. Associate Members are not

eligible tor the discount. For further mem-
bership information, contact the Member-
ship Secretary, 873-1327.

please print

Course

Name Last Fi St

Streel Address

City State Zip

Phone Hon
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GALAPAGOS ISLANDS CRUISE
June 13 to 25, 1981

Share the educational holiday of a lifetime with

American Museum scholars and 65 compatible

travelers aboard the comfortable M.V. Bucca-
neer. Enjoy superb climate and sandy beaches,
while exploring volcanic landscapes, home to

exotic and tame birds and reptiles. For further

information write to DISCOVERY TOURS,
American Museum of Natural Histofy, Central

Park West at 79 St., NY NY ^24jor call

'(212)873-1440.

Whole Wheel of
Very Sharp

Cheddar Vi Price

untilNov. 25, 1980

As part of a marketing test in co-

operation with the largest cheese

organization of its kind in North
America, we have agreed to ship

from our maturing vaults to the ad-

dress of any Natural History Maga-
zine reader responding to this

notice before Midnight Nov. 25, an

entire 2-lb. wheel of virgin uncut

(very) sharp farm Cheddar, regu-

larly $15.00, for the sum of $7.50

plus $2 for transport & handling.

There is no further monetary re-

quirement. Should you wish to

return any remaining portion of

your Cheddar wheel after tasting

(no matter how small this re-

maining portion may be) you may
do so without question to the

address below and receive a full re-

fund. Your request for a half-price

Cheddar wheel must be made be-

fore Midnight Nov. 25, or it will

not be accepted and your uncashed

check will be returned. There is a

limit of one (1) wheel per address,

but if your request is postmarked
before Nov. 10, you may request

a second wheel by enclosing an

additional $7.50 plus $2 for trans-

port & handling. Send to: Cheese-

lovers International, Dept. 569-6,

1200 Shames Drive, Westbury,

New York 11590. Or you may
charge it to your VISA or Master

Charge card by phoning 800-228-

2021. (In Nebraska, phone 800-

645-3197.) The call is toll-free and
our phones are open 24hours a day.

(C5205II

Far-out

Erupting

Volcanoes
How a discovery about lo, one

of Jupiter's moons, was made

by Stephen P. Maran

Of all the fantastic phenomena ob-

served by the immensely successful

Voyager mission to the planet Jupiter,

none excites the imagination more
than the discovery of erupting vol-

canoes on the Jovian moon lo (see

"By Jove," Natural History, May
1980). Indeed, this finding so in-

trigued various magazine editors that

last January, the same Voyager pho-

tograph of a volcanic eruption was

run on the covers of Smithsonian, Na-
tional Geographic, and Scientific

American.

Although there is evidence of past

volcanic processes on our moon and

on the planet Mercury, and giant vol-

canic mountains have been photo-

graphed on Mars and have been in-

ferred, by means of cloud-penetrating

radar, to exist on Venus, volcanism

is most likely dead on all of those

objects. Even if this judgment is found

to be premature—like the opinions of

those Washington State residents who

thought Mount St. Helens was per-

manently dormant—the fact remains

that, before the Voyager mission,

erupting volcanoes had been seen only

on the earth. Before Voyager, we also

had no direct evidence of the processes

at work in the interiors of celestial

bodies beyond our moon. Now the

Voyager photos and instrumental

readings tell us about the tiny world

of lo, suggesting the presence there

of deep deposits of molten material,

perhaps sulfur and its compounds, or



Sky Reportei

earthlike magma impregnated with an

unusual amount of sulfur.

The official report of the discovery

of lo's eruptions, a three-paragraph

paper in Science magazine, was signed

simply "L.A. Morabito, S.P. Synnott,

P.N. Kupferman, and Stewart A. Col-

lins." With the exception of Collins,

the authors were not members of the

NASA imaging team, the scientific

group selected for research with the

Voyager cameras. They were, instead,

members of the support staff at the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in

Pasadena, assigned to the extensive

preparatory work of the space mission.

Thousands of engineers and scientists

like them make up the behind-the-

scenes staff of the space program, peo-

ple who do the lion's share of work

needed to ensure that all will go well

at the moment of truth when the

spacecraft encounters another world.

Linda Morabito, who spotted the

first eruption on lo while working as

an engineer with the Voyager Navi-

gation Team, is credited with devel-

oping computer programs to analyze

star positions and keep track of the

spacecraft trajectory. Steve Synnott,

of the same team, helped develop ways

to process images and analyze orbits.

Stewart "Andy" Collins is a supervisor

in the photo-science group, the tech-

nical staff for optical and photo-

graphic matters. And Peter Kupfer-

man, also a member of the latter

group, was its liaison representative
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Patagonia
Teeming birdlife, penguins, sea elephan,
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Naturalist lecturer/guide. Small groups
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BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List S265.00 Postpaid $159.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on high quality

optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection oi telescopes, binoc-
ulars etC-, plus valuable information on how to properly select
them. Write for it today,

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SO., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
I'alntc non-technical language and
a light touch Roy Hartkopf gives

you a basic understanding of
many everyday applications of
mathematics. He takes the reader
from simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of
math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own home at min-
imum cost.
Order Now:$9.95plus 95« hdlg

EMERSON BOOKS. INC.
Depl 140-F Buchanan, NY

1051

1

10 Day Money Back Guarantee

Ttie Fireback, for that one special fire-

place in your home. Elegance and utility

are combined in our unique line of

firebacks and other household items. For

our complete catalogue send 500 (re-

fundable with purchase) to:

Dept, NH. 450 Meetinghouse Rd,, Ambler, PA 19002

to the Navigation Team. He computed
the exposure times for the Voyager

photographs and helped calibrate the

cameras. With the exception of Col-

lins, the four authors could hardly

have anticipated that one day they

would publish their own major dis-

covery made with Voyager.

Any two eyewitnesses to history,

like any two witnesses to an automo-

bile accident or a bank robbery, will

tell slightly different stories. The fol-

lowing account, based primarily on

Kupferman's recollections as told to

me many months after the fact, is

a subjective impression of how events

unfolded and how the discovery of

lo's eruptions was confirmed.

Like the mariners of old, the Voy-

ager navigators use the positions of

stars as seen from their "ship," in

this case a spacecraft, to determine

where they are and how fast they are

going. These stars—in the instance of

Voyager—are 8th or 9th magnitude

in brightness, too faint to be seen with

the naked eye but observable with the

spacecraft cameras. Photographs
properly exposed to gain information

about Jupiter and its moons are re-

ferred to as "science frames." Pictures

taken with the same cameras but using

longer exposures in order to feature

background stars beyond the planet

are called "navigation frames."

A one-second exposure shows the

8th magnitude stars quite well but

leaves the fainter 9th magnitude stars

rather weakly imaged. However, long-

er exposures cause the star images

to trail into short arcs because the

spacecraft moves during the interval

of the exposure. Blurring is absent

in the beautiful science frames of Ju-

piter and its moons sent back by Voy-

ager because those objects are so

bright that the exposure times are gen-

erally less than one second.

Navigation frames were generally

taken at large distances from the Ju-

piter moons system as Voyager 1 ap-

proached its March 5, 1979, rendez-

vous with the giant planet and, later,

as it proceeded toward Saturn. Prime

flyby time—when the spacecraft was

nearest Jupiter and its moons and

when the moons thus appeared largest

through the camera lenses—was de-

voted to science frames. Thus, the sci-

ence team generally ignored the navi-

gation frames, which were presumed

to be overexposed and to contain only

small and therefore not sharply re-

solved images of the moons.

On the morning of Friday, March

Lifelike Bird Carvings
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]oin a special tour to Asia's most
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A report on the great American forest.

Good forest management
meanssrowing more trees.

Hot sharing shortages.

It's no accident that the

most productive forests in

America are those owned
and managed by the forest

industry.

Although they make up
only 14% ofthe commercial
forestland, they provide
29% of the annual timber
harvest.

This is because the in-

dustry has learned that it's

not only possible to grow
more trees faster, but also

imperative.

It's a race against time:

Every year Americans need
more lumber and plywood to

build homes. More furniture

to make them liveable. More
paper and pulp to print the

books and periodicals that

educate, enlighten and
entertain. More packaging and containers for thou-

sands ofessentials, from milk to machinery.

The sobering fact is that within 50 years U.S. de-

mand for wood and paper products is expected to

double.

Yet not all the nation's commercial forests are

working equally hard to get ready.

What is a commercial forest?

Commercial forest, as defined by the U.S. Forest

Service, is all forestland— whether owned by individ-

uals, government or the forest industry— that is cap-

able of, and potentially available for, growing repeated

Who owns America's commercial forests?

Commercial forest acreage owned by the forest indus-

try, government, and non-industrial private owners.

Industry

14%

Private
58%

And how much do they produce?

Annual harvest from commercial forests owned by the

forest industry, government, and non-industrial pri-

vate owners. ..rUT ». „
Government

23%
Industry
29%

Source: U.S. Forest Service

crops of trees for harvest. It

includes land in National
Forests but not in National
Parks orWilderness areas.

On all commercial for-

estland, tree growth per acre

averages only 61% of poten-

tial, which is not good
enough. The greatest room
for improvement, however,

is in National Forests,
where trees now grow at

only 48% ofpotential.

Yet as the industry has

shown, the growth cycle can

be speeded by applying such

techniques as: encouraging
natural regrowth, planting

superior seeds and seed-

lings, fertilizing, thinning
and protecting trees from
disease, insects and fire.

How soon canwe start growing more trees?

Since we clearly have the know-how to grow more

and higher-quality trees, how soon can this nation get

on with the job of increasing productivity on all com-

mercial forestlands?

The first step is to understand the problem. If

you'd like to leam more about the importance ofAmer-

ica's forests and the challenges they face, send for a

free booklet, "The Great American Forest." Write
American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150.

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.

And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America's frenewable resource.



Experiencing
the Power
of the Mind
As modern researchers explore

the workings of the human brain,

one intriguing question continues

to arise. We seldom use morethan
10% of the brain's tremendous
capacity—what about the other

90%?

Are there ways to tap this unused
reservoir, to activate the latent

intelligence of the human mind?
Science and fiction alike testify to

the efforts of many who, through

experimentation or imagination,

have sought to realize the mind's

vast inner potential. AUTO-
BIOGRAPHY OF A YOGI is the

fascinating account of one who
succeeded.

Paramahansa Yogananda's lucid,

and often entertaining, ex-
planations of the subtle yet

definite science of Yoga have

established AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF A YOGI as a classic in its field; it

is required reading in courses at

over 100 universities.

"There has been nothing before,

written in English or in any other

European language, like this

presentation of Yoga."
—Review of Religions, published by

Columbia University Press

Available at your local bookstore or

from the publisher.

, Self-Realization Fellowship
0',' 3880 San Rafael Ave., DeptONH-N
~ Los Angeles, California 90065

Please send AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
YOGI. Enclosed is $2.S0 plus $1.35 for

postage & handling.

(Calif, addresses add 6% tax.)
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9, Morabito was examining the elec-

tronically displayed image of a navi-

gation frame of lo and two stars. To
"bring up" the weakly exposed image
of the fainter star, she used a contrast-

enhancement feature at her computer
console. On the enhanced photograph,

she discovered a thin crescent just out-

side the limb of lo. lo itself was a

crescent moon in this frame, taken

at a distance of 2,800,000 miles as

Voyager 1 looked back while proceed-

ing toward Saturn. We now know that

the small, thin crescent was a cloud

of erupted solid particles and gas, seen

from the side. No such ghostly arc

had been observed before.

Kupferman got a message that

morning to go see Morabito. Exhaust-

ed from helping the science team day

and night during the Jupiter flyby and
its immediate aftermath, he at first

ignored the message. Later in the day,

while a press conference on flyby re-

sults was under way, he headed for

Morabito's office where she pointed

out the arc on her screen. It showed
on only one photograph. Was it real

or an optical effect? Perhaps scattered

light in the Voyager instrument or

glare or some strange multiple reflec-

tion? If another Jovian moon were lo-

cated behind lo as seen from Voyager,

it too would have had a crescent ap-

pearance. Was this the explanation

of the crescent? In fact, if lo itself

had a moon, the subordinate moon
also would have had an illuminated

crescent shape in the reflected light

of the sun. Morabito and Synnott

checked on the other known Jovian

moons but soon found that there was

no chance that any of them had been

in the background when the lo pho-

tograph was made.

Another remarkable feature on the

screen, ignored at the time but later

to attract much attention, was a bright

spot on the dark part of lo, just inside

(but not within) the solar-illuminated

crescent of the moon itself.

After looking at Morabito's photo-

graph, Kupferman got Collins, the

photo-science supervisor, on the phone

and told him with some urgency,

"There's something you ought to see

on one of the navigation frames."

When Collins arrived, he took one look

and said, "I bet you that's a volcanic

eruption." The possibility may have

been discussed earlier, and indeed a

trio of scientists from the University

of California, Santa Barbara, and the

NASA-Ames Research Center actu-

ally had predicted active volcanism

For the ninth year, we repeat our unusually
interesting outdoor program led by a capable
mountaineer:

Himalayan
Trek in Nepal

FEBRUARYAND NOVEMBER. 1981

These expeditions combine a trek on foot in
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provided: and the expedition ends with five

days in Northern India, visiting Delhi. Agra

and Jaipur.

Detailed brochures of this expedition and a

copy of our newsletter which lists all our
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on lo. But no one seriously expected

to see an eruption in progress. Ter-

restrial volcanoes do not produce

plumes two hundred miles high, as

we now observe on lo.

We also now know that the tem-

porarily ignored bright spot within lo's

crescent was a second eruption ema-

nating from a volcano on the dark

part of lo. The plume extended up

so high that it caught the rays of the

sun like a high cloud overhead just

after sunset. At the time, however,

the navigators were concentrating on

determining whether a volcanic erup-

tion could truly account for Morabito's

arc off the limb of lo. The fact re-

mained that they had only one pho-

tograph of it. Based on the position

of the arc off the limb, and assuming

that it was right at the limb rather

than well beyond it along the line of

sight, Morabito and Kupferman es-

timated the location of the spot on

lo beneath the arc. Would this location

correspond to any interesting surface

feature noted in the properly exposed

science frames?

Kupferman had previously worked

at a solar observatory and still had

the program for his pocket computer

that was used to relate sunspot po-

sitions on an observatory TV screen

to solar latitudes and longitudes. This

program was adapted to the problem

at hand, and by the end of the day,

the calculation was done. In another

room at JPL, a cartographer was still

at work, airbrushing details onto a new
Mercator projection map of lo, based

on the close-encounter science frames.

The artist stepped back from her

drawing board and the excited pair

checked their computed coordinates

against the map. One end of the arc

was right over a heart-shaped surface

feature on the map. Scientists earlier

had speculated that this feature might

be a volcano. Now the navigators knew

that it must be even more than that

—

it was an active volcano.

At this point, although still depend-

ent on the single navigation frame,

the discovery seemed solid enough to

report. Most of the science team had

left town for a long weekend at home
with their families in college towns

around the country. The leaders of

the team were reached by phone over

the weekend and one member, Joseph

Veverka of Cornell University, pre-

pared to reexamine all of the science

frames of lo with enhanced contrast.

By Monday morning, several of the

scientists had gathered at the lab with

Veverka when Kupferman strolled in

at about nine o'clock. He remembers

that as he entered he heard "cheers

and amazed cries." Looking across at

a TV screen, he saw a beautiful vol-

canic plume on one of the enhanced

science frames. The navigators' dis-

covery had been confirmed.

In all, eight erupting volcanoes were

found on lo by Voyager 1 . When Voy-

ager 2 came by lo eighteen weeks

later, seven were still erupting. Some
physicists now speculate that the erup-

tions are of such magnitude that the

physical cause, assumed by the three

scientists previously referred to who
had predicted the volcanism, namely,

tides raised inside lo by the powerful

gravity of Jupiter, is insufficient to

account for them. Instead, the physi-

cists hypothesize that powerful elec-

trical forces are at work, enhancing

the heating of lo's interior and gen-

erating the molten stuff. Other Voy-

ager findings show that some of the

gas erupted from lo becomes elec-

trified and streams down lines of mag-
netic force onto the polar regions of

Jupiter, where it causes brilliant au-

roras.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff sci-

entist in the Laboratory for Astron-

omy and Solar Physics at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Maryland.
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FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Cntenon Manufacturing Co.

620 Oakmod Ave.. W. Hartford, Conn. 06110

® TM Registered U.S. Pat. Offii

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City.
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Additional Reading

Pygmy Chimpanzees (p. 32)

D. Freeman's The Great Apes (New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1979), a

large, colorful summary of recent field

studies for the nonspecialist, contains

a short, illustrated account of pygmy
chimpanzees. The Apes, by V. Rey-

nolds (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1967),

is a somewhat technical account of

the history of research on living apes.

J. MacKinnon's The Ape Within Us
(New York: Holt, Rinehardt and Win-
ston, 1978), a comprehensive account

of the natural history and evolution

of the living apes, serves as the basis

for prediction about humankind.
"Pygmy Chimpanzees" by A. and N.

Badrian (Oryx, vol. 5, no. 13, pp.

463-68), reports the results of a six-

month behavioral study of these ani-

mals, conducted intermittently during

1974-75 in an equatorial rain forest

in Zaire, and urges establishment of

a chimpanzee reserve in Lomako For-

est. "A Pilot Study on the Ecology

of Pygmy Chimpanzees," by T. Kane,

in The Great Apes, edited by D.A.

Hamburg and E.R. McGown (Menlo

Park: The Benjamin-Cummings Pub-

lishing Co., 1979), is an extensive

study of the pygmy chimpanzee in

its natural habitat.

Pack Rat Fossils (p. 40)

T.R. Van Devender's "Holocene

Woodlands in the Southwestern Des-

erts" {Science, October 14, 1977, pp.

189-92), an account of twenty-nine

radiocarbon-dated pack rat middens,

documents the existence of woodland

Asia (p. 46)

Both the Koran and the Torah are

important source material for further

reading in Islam and Judaism. The
Koran, the holy book of Islam and

the true word of God as revealed by

the Prophet Mohammed, is the ul-

timate legal and religious authority

for Muslims. A.J. Arberry's Koran In-

terpreted (New York: Macmillan Pub-

lishing Company, 1964) is a modern
translation of the Koran known for

its literary qualities and respected by

Muslims for its accurate rendition of

Koranic style. The Torah, or strictly

speaking the Pentateuch, comprises

the first five books of the Bible

—

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy.

Sources ofIndian Tradition (1958),

Sources of Japanese Tradition\

(1958), and Sources of Chinese Tra-\

dition (1960), were published by Co-!

lumbia University Press, New York

For readers interested in learning more

about India, China, and Japan, thesei

two-volume works, edited by W. T.

DeBary, offer excerpts from literary,!

political, and sociological works from

classic times to the present.

East Esia: Tradition and Trans

formation by J.K. Fairbanks, E.O.

Reischauer, and A.M. Craig, (Boston

Houghton Mifflin, 1977), provides an

introduction to the history and civil-

izations of China, Japan, Vietnam, and

Korea. The first half of the book traces

the origin and development of East

Asia's society and civilizations; the

second half discusses the impact oi
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[communities in the southwestern

[United States 10,000 years ago and

hypothesizes that climate was affected

by melting continental glaciers. In

"Development of Vegetation and Cli-

mate in the Southwestern United

States" {Science, May 18, 1979, pp.

701-10), T.R. Van Devender and

W.G. Spaulding analyze pack rat

middens, describe vegetational

changes, and draw some conclusions

about United States desert climates

during the past 22,000 years. More
theories about climate in the past can

be found in Pleistocene Extinctions:

The Search for a Cause, edited by

P.S. Martin and H.E. Wright, Jr.

(New Haven: Yale University Press,

1968).

Katharine D'Agosta

Western culture and technology.

j
A description of people who live

by ancient traditions but have had
to adapt to modern civilization can

be found in D. Cole's Nomads of the

Nomads: The Al Murrah Bedouin of
theEmpty Quarter{KvVmgion Heights:

AHM Publishing Corp., 1975).

The Malays: A Cultural History,

by R. Winstedt (Boston: Routledge

and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1961), gives

information on the history, art, and

culture of India and of the Far East,

and will be of particular interest to

students of Islam.

An illustrated work by R.A. Stein,

Tibetan Civilizations, translated by
I.E. Driver (Stanford: Stanford Univer-

sity Press, 1972) is an introduction to

Tibet, its people, religion, and culture.

Do You Read
Small Ads Like This?
As part of an advertising test we

will send a pair of genuine dia-

mond stud earrings to every

reader of Natural History who
reads and responds to this printed

notice before Midnight,
November 25, for the sum of $5

plus $1 shipping, handling and

insurance. There is no further

obligation. (Each diamond of the

pair is a genuine .25 pt 10-facet

round diamond and will be

accompanied by our Certificate

of Authenticity to that effect.)

This advertising test is being

placed simultaneously in other

publications. If you see it in more

than one publication, please let us

know, as this information is

helpful to us. Should you wish to

return your earrings you may do

so to the address below and

receive a full refund. There is a

limit of (1) pair of diamond ear-

rings per address, but if your re-

quest is made before November

14, you may request a second pair

by enclosing an additional $5 plus

$1 shipping, handling and in-

surance. No request will be

accepted past the dates noted

above; your uncashed check will

be returned if postmarked later

than those dates. Please enclose

this original notice with your

request (photocopies will not be

accepted). Send to: abernathy &

(LosTHER, LTD.. Diamond Earring

Advertising Test, Dept. 569-8,

Box 1310, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

ARCHEOLOGY TOUR TO MEXICO Jan.i2to3o,i98i

TO MAYA MESOAMERICA jan. 31 to Feb. 22, 1981

Discover the ancient civilizations and archeology of pre-Columbian Cen-
tral America with the American Museum's C. Bruce Hunter. Sites in the

Mexican tour include Cuicuiico, El Tajin, Jalapa, Cholula, Teotlhuacan,
Tula, Oaxaca, Mitia, Monte Alban, Cuernavaca, Xochicaico and Taxco.
The Maya tour visits Palenque, Edzna, Chichen Itza, Uxmal,Kabah,Sayil,
XIapak, Labna, Coba, Tulum, Tikal, Copan and Quirigua. Tours include

colonial towns, museums and the finest accommodations, and are lim-

ited to 18 participants. C. Bruce Hunter Is Lecturer in Archeology at the

American Museum, and author of A Guide to Ancient Mexican Ruins and
A Guide to Ancient Maya Ruins. For further information write to DISCOV-
ERY TOURS, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at

79 St., NY NY 1 0024, or call (21 2) 873-1 440.



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon Watch for the harvest moon from September 23 to 25,

and the hunter's moon on about the same dates in October. At

both times the full, or nearly full, moon appears to fill the eastern

sky with brilliance from sundown for three nights in succession. Moon
phases in September are: last-quarter on the 1st, new moon on the

9th, first-quarter on the 17th, full on the 24th and last-quarter again

on the 30th. The October new moon is on the 8th, first-quarter

on the 16th, full moon on the 23rd, and last-quarter on the 30th.

Stars and Planets The bright planets are just about evenly divided

between the evening and morning sky: two evening stars (Mercury

and Mars), one morning star (Venus), and two planets (Jupiter and

Saturn) shifting from the evening to the morning sky. But only one,

Venus, can be readily seen. It puts on a very good show as a morning

star, rising between 2:30 and 3:30 a.m. daylight time, high and brilliant

in the southeast at dawn, and fading in late twilight.

During September, the sun moves about mid-month from the con-

stellation Leo into Virgo and remains there until the end of October.

Mercury keeps pace with the sun through the same constellations,

while Venus moves out of Gemini in early September, spends most

of the month in Cancer, and moves into Leo for late September

and October. Mars moves from Virgo into Libra in mid-September;

Jupiter from Leo into Virgo; Saturn is in Virgo; Uranus in Libra;

Neptune in Ophiucus; and Pluto in Bootes.

September 1: The star near the moon this morning is Aldebaran,

in Taurus.

September 5: Venus stands just below the "nether" tip of the

moon at dawn this morning. Watch from moonrise (about 3:00 a.m.

daylight time) on to see the moon approach and pass the planet.

September 13: Jupiter is in conjunction with the sun and becomes

a morning star. You may still be able to see Mars as an evening

star to the right and below the crescent moon tonight.

September 22: An auspicious day! The sun arrives on the equatorial

plane today, at the point in the constellation Virgo known as the

autumnal equinox. That marks the end of summer and the beginning

of autumn in the Northern Hemisphere. The date of the "effective"

equinox, however, when day and night are equal (and the sun spends

half its time above the horizon and half below) is September 26.

September 24: Look for exceptionally strong tides tonight, as perigee

occurs just 1 5 hours after the harvest full moon.

September 28-29: The star close to the moon tonight and tomorrow

morning from moonrise (about 10:00 p.m. daylight time) on is Alde-

baran.

October 4-5: It will be worth getting up early on both mornings

to see Venus, Regulus, and the moon in the east. Venus passes the

star during the day on the 4th, and the crescent moon passes both

star and Venus before they rise on the 5th.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map
in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the

lower half of the map with those in the sky. When you turn to face

in other directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point

(east, south, or west) to the bottom, and match the stars in the sky with

those on the lower half of the map. The map represents the sky at about

11 to 12 P.M. on September 1; 10 to 11 p.m. on September 15; 9 to 10

P.M. on September 30; and 8 to 9 p.m. on October 15. It shows only

planets and moon phases above the horizon at those times.
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi

2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new
rugs. No catalogue One-of-a-kInd pieces; individually

photographed. Specify interests. Write for photos and
data. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (213)

789-2559

AUTHENTIC KACHINA DOLL, approximately 10", hand
carved, $100.00, request photo, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

CHERISHED OLD PHOTOGRAPHS made into beautiful

ink drawings Sample S2. Albert, 4209 North 78th

Avenue, Brooklyn Park. MN 55443

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2 Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University.

Berkeley, CA 94710

MARKETING YOUR CRAFTS? Informative how and
where to sell guide. Send $1 SASE to Bertram, Box
178547. San Diego, CA 92117

ORIGINAL HANDCRAFTED STONEWARE; Ideal

Gifts— Lanterns with candleholders. Hanging Planters,

Owls—Reasonable— Free Catalogue—Pine Ridge
Pottery, Box 182, Canaan, NY 12029

PAPER MACHE CLOWNS, handcrafted and signed

by famous artists. Color brochure 50e Mexart Imports.

P.O Box 650298. Miami. FL 33165

PHOTOGRAPHS—SIGNED LIMITED EDITIONS Ker-

tesz. Levitt others B&W $90 to $900. Free brochure.

Photographs For The Collector, Box 432H,
Chappaqua, NY 10514

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS! Illustrated catalogue

$2.00 (refundable with purchase). Bernardo, 2400
Westheimer, »108W(9), Houston. TX 77098

Back Numbers

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888-1980, Issues, Book
Publications, Collectors Items. Send Wants. Buxbaum
Geographies, Box 465-NH, Wilmington. DE 19899

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vrted. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHU, 84 Fifth Avenue.
New York 10011

BOOKFINDING Librarians search worldwide titles or

subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock. PAB, 2918
Atlantic. Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print, Rare.

Catalogues $1 50. Search Service. Patricia Ledlie—
Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207) 336-

2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton.

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente.
CA 92672 (714) 492-2976

Collectors' Items

BALTIC AMBER Beads & Jewelry of the finest grades
from Germany, museum quality insect inclusion stones,

identified. Brochure available. Aiku Amtier Center.

Dept NH-980. 760 Market St.. San Francisco. CA
94102

BIRDS—ANIMALS—FLOWERS on postage stamps
from many countries. Set of 30 different. 50(1;. George
Ford, P.O. Box 5203-M. Gulfport, FL 33737

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write To-

day! Free Details! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-

H20 Cafifornia, Yucaipa, CA 92399

TASTY TEXAS RECIPES using inexpensive hamburger
meat. $1.50. Recipes, Box 471, Irving, TX 75060

Government Surplus

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag. Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, West
Gemiany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship. Asian

Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 75.000
jobs! Big pay Free transportation. Terrific oppor-
tunities. Latest employer listings $2. AUSTCO. Box
4116-NH. Hayward, CA 94540

FREE DETAILS-OVERSEAS JOBS! 68 Countries. All

occupations. Paid fare. Tax benefits. Computerized
reports. Jobworld, Box 645-NH, Union City, CA
94587.

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information-$2.00. International Op-
portunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings—an occupations! Free details . . . Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler; 5/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-207, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

BEEF JERKY. Healthy, Delicious. Simple 6 hour recipe.

$2. Jerky, 7440 Portola Road, Atascadero, CA 93422

CHOCOLATE LOVERS! For 15 Fantastic Chocolate

dessert recipes, send $3.00 and SASE to Box 924,

Wayne, Ml 48184

EASY QUICHE RECIPES with a Texas flair. $1.50.

Quiche, Box 471, Irving, TX 75060

FOUR SHRUB BEVERAGE RECIPES easOy prepared

from fruit juices, sugar with spirituous liquors $2 SASE.
KODRAU, Box 6194, West Palm Beach, FL 33405

GRANDMOTHER'S BEST CAKES. Authentic Southern

Recipes. Applesauce and Pound. SASE $2.00 Box
120372, Nashville. TN 37212

GRANDMOTHER'S GERMAN CHOCOLATE CAKE
Recipe. Divinely Decadent. $1.00 SASE, Loie Hans-

com. Box 448, Rockland. ME 04841

HOMEMADE. Wine & beer Directions, equipment, in-

gredients. Free price list. Gohbhmsco. Box 268,

Sparks, NV 89431

NAVAJO TACOS made with Fry Bread. Complete
instructions $1.00 SASE. P.O. Box 56441, Houston,

TX 77027

OUR HOLIDAY BREADS make welcome gifts. Recipes

$2.00 SASE, Broken Hearth. 1813 Haring Road. Me-
tairie. LA 70001

PORTUGUESE FOOD. Delicious three favorite recipes.

$2 00 SASE 3456 Claremont Avenue. Modesto. CA
95350

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy
500.000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 2ii; on
dollar! Most complete information available—$2.00.
Surplus Disposal, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC
20036

JEEPS— $19.30! —CARS— $13.50! — 650,000
Items!—Government Surplus—Most Comprehensive
Directory Available Tells How, Where To Buy—Your
Area— $2—Moneyback Guarantee— "Government
Information Services," Dept. DC-9, Box 99249, San
Francisco, CA 94109

Merchandise

SEEING STONE—You can learn mysterious Native

American heafing ritual for your own well being. Send
$3.95 for your stone. Jicks, P.O. Box 7000-55, Palos

Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274

TIRED OF CUTTING YOURSELF? Now enjoy incredibly

safer smoother shaves! Patented 2 double-edged

blades system. $2.00 postpaid. A.R. Brothers, 3215
Avenue H, Dept. 6, Brooklyn, NY 11210

WALKING STICKS, CANES, Free color brochure, Mar-

chele Co., Dept. NHI, 1123 Broadway, New York,

NY 10010

Miscellaneous

SAVE 70»/o WEEKLY ON GROCERIES! Free Infor-

mation! Send Self Addressed Stamped Envelope. Cal-

ydon. Box 434-NH, 535 Cordova Rd., Santa Fe,
i
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Music

FREE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and kits—
Harpsicliords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,

lutes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-

ver, CO 80204

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes.

Free catalogue. Cassette Library Center, P.O. Box
533 1H, Baltimore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923. Alignment perfomied on our U.S.

Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know
Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine.

Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

PBDISTPaP^

$9.95 plus tax postpaid
witti PlASCLAD^ spilt rings.

neGHsmiep"'
Box1712,Oakland,CA94«04

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.

Dept. 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOR PRINTING at it's

finest for the discriminating photographer Send for

our price list. South Coast Custom Color Lab, 2011
State St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 963-5996

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON, Op-
tolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired. Large

stock. Orders filled postpaid day received. Birding,

Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
Names—Free Catalogue. Thos. Manetta, 61 Hoffman
Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate

FREE! Big Fall—Holiday Catalogue! Over 5,400 coun-

try properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,
Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Se-

lected best thruout the U.S. Over 700 offices, 43
states All Across America! Yours Free from the

World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd Street,

Dept. 5390, New York, NY 10017

"EXCLUSIVE" OUEBEC LAND for your Off-Season

Home. Choice lot only 40 miles north of Montreal

for either year-round living or as a recreational summer
and winter retreat. Excellent investment opportunity.

Some lots with river frontage. For as low as
$1,995,00—money back guarantee. This offer won't

last. Write Laurentian Estates, Dept. 106C, 286 Law-
rence Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario M5M 3A8 or

call (416) 789-4536

FREE . . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast
to coast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO. Res. Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7 50 /ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-

tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings—$2.00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-

RW, Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working cocoa plan-

tation. Swimming, snorkeling, fishing from your front

door. Bird watcher's tropical paradise. Brochure,

Charles A. Turpin, Chariotteville, Tobago, West Indies

SIESTA KEY: Elegant penthouse right above white,

sandy Crescent Beach. Kingsize, twins, 2 daybeds;

2500 sq. ft. $750/week. Box 15500, Sarasota, FL
33579 (813) 349-5384

Resorts

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chiricahua Mountains Area—
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' retreat-

Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ 85632

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of 10-

15 guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists on
staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St. Simons
Island, GA 31522

MAINE: remote lodge, outstanding hiking. Gulf Hagus
Gorge, foliage, moose watching, excellent food,

sauna, maximum 10 guests. Little Lytord, Brownville,

ME 04414

VIRGIN ISLANDS, Friendly apartment hotel on Water
Island from $28/two. Limestone Reef Terraces, R.D.

4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-6309

Tours/Trips

ACCOMPANY ARCHAEOLOGISTS AND CURATORS
from one of America's leading research museums
on special tours of Egypt, India, Mexico, Southern

France, the American Southwest, China, Spain and
Morocco. Informal seminars enroute, fine accomo-
dations, interesting company and sufficient time for

independent exploring. An extraordinary opportunity

for thoughtful travelers. Eariy February to late October
departures. For details, write: Museum Tours, Uni-

versity Museum, Dept. L, University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, PA 19104

ADVENTUROUS NEPAL-INDIA-CEYLON-PAKISTAN
by Geeta Tours & Travels, 1245 Jarvis, Chicago,

IL 60626 (312) 262-4959

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places. Ideal for railpass users. Free cata-

log. Great Trips, Box 5199-N, New York, NY 10163

EXPERIENCE EGYPT—Dec 19, Jan. 3 Sixteen-day

credit tour plus 11 -day optional extension to Israel.

West Coast, NY departures. Howard Travel, 578
Grand Avenue, Oakland, CA 94610

FOTO TOURS to world's most photogenic destinations

with professional photographer Lis! Dennis, author of

"How to Take Better Travel Photos." 1981 des-

tinations; India, Egypt, China, and Tahiti. International

Travel Bureau, Box NHM, 380 Madison Avenue, NYC
10017

FREE COLOR PEKING MAP—with "The Official Guide-

book of China". Authorized by the Chinese. Everything

to see and do. Complete, accurate, indispensible!

$10.95 (includes shipping). Sino, Dept. 611, 745 5th

Avenue, NYC 10151

FABULOUS PERU (Ecuador, Galapagos). Also: Gua-
temala, Honduras, Mexico. 10-30 day group and in-

dividual programs, for sophisticated travelers. Forum
Travel International, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California

94704 (415) 843-8294

MAYA ADVENTURE: Two week exploration of ancient
Maya wonders in northern Guatemala and southeast-
ern Mexico. Tikal, Palenque, Yaxchilan and many rarely

visited sites included. Three day float on the Pasion
and Usumacinta rivers. Small groups, professional

leadership, comfortable accommodations, April 1981.
Land cost: $875 00 Write: High Country Passage,
P.O. Box 1100-NH, Hamilton, Montana 59840 (406)
363-1820

MEXICAN & CENTRAL EXPEDITIONS by Wayne Huss-
ing, 11120 Raphe! Road, Upper Falls, MD 21156
(301) 592-7247—White water Rafting— Volcanic
Climbs—Backpacking— Jungle Exploration—Over-
land Drives, Oct-July

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico. Rafting, hiking, backpacking,
bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-
propriate. Write Education Department, Chihuahuan
Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine, TX 79830

NATURE AND WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY Workshops
throughout Eastern America. Concentrated study in

varied natural environments. Director: John Hall, na-

tionally recognized photographer. Information: SCPA,
1841 Cheshire Bridge Rd., Atlanta, GA 30324

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Part<s, plus the Milford Track. Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, California 93105

SUDAN, EGYPT, TANZANIA. Tribes/Wildlife. Departs
December 13— $5,500. Capers, Box 5489, Beveriy

Hills, 90210

WILDERNESS ALASKA. Cruise among eagles, whales,

glaciers and fiords. Arctic Tramp, Box 827, Valdez,

AK 99686

WINTER-SPRING SAILING SCHOOL. Seamanship and
Navigation courses aboard 50' ketch 'Palisander' —
Special Ocean Passages to Bermuda, Virgins, Ba-
hamas, Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, Gwynn, VA
23066 (804) 725-2816

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word. 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified IS $150 per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or
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A Matter of Taste

A Squirrel in Every Pot
A dish that emerged from the cabins of pioneer
America has undergone a drastic change

by Raymond Sokolov

When Dr. Creed Haskins and sev-

eral of his friends returned from a

day's hunting in the woods of Bruns-

wick County, Virginia, in 1828 or

thereabouts, they found their loyal

black retainer Uncle Jimmy Matthews

stirring a stew he had concocted in

their absence. They ate it, hesitantly

at first, then smacked their lips and

called for more. By then, it did not

dampen their appetites to learn that

Matthews's thick and flavorful ragout

was made from nothing more than

butter, onions, stale bread, seasoning,

and a passel of squirrels the slave had

shot that morning.

This, at any rate, is the legend of

the origin of Brunswick stew, the most

famous dish to emerge from the camp-

fires and cabins of pioneer America.

Brunswick stew is still prepared in

big caldrons at church suppers, vol-

unteer firehouse fund-raisers, and all

manner of communal celebrations

throughout the Southeast. But it is

virtually never cooked according to

the original recipe. Dr. Haskins began

the eroding of his servant's invention

when he added some brandy or Ma-
deira to "give the stew a flavor." Then,

probably about the turn of the century,

well-meaning cooks domesticated

Matthews's squirrel pot-au-feu still

further by throwing in vegetables.

In his classic statement on the sub-

ject, made in 1907, Meade Haskins,

a descendant of Uncle Jimmy's mas-

ter, fulminated against this fanci-

fication: "Vegetables are not in the

original Brunswick stew. Those who
prefer vegetables add them after the

stew is done, in their plates."

This Haskins also set down the pure

and authentic recipe he had received

from his father, Dr. A.B. Haskins:

Parboil squirrels until they are stiff

(half done), cut small pieces of bacon

(middling), one for each squirrel; one

small onion to each squirrel (if large,

one to two squirrels), chopped up. Put

in bacon and onions first to boil, while

the squirrels are being cut up for the

pot. Boil the above till half done, then

put in butter to taste; then stale loaf

bread, crumbled up. Cook then till it

bubbles, then add pepper and salt to taste.

Cook this until it bubbles and bubbles

burst off. Time for stew to cook is four

hours with steady heat.

Although this text is not as clear

as one might like, it off"ers adequate

proof of what Brunswick stew once

was, before modern innovators turned

it into a veritable succotash of corn

Large kettles hold burgoo, a stewlike mixture of meat and vegetables.

and tomatoes and beans and what not

(see recipe below). But vegetables are

hardly the principal infraction against

authenticity currently practiced in

Brunswick County and almost every-

where else. Modern Brunswick-stew

makers have not only added vegeta-

bles; they have eliminated the squirrel.

Now I am not here to claim that

a Brunswick stew made with squirrel

is superior in any way to Brunswick

stew made with chicken. And I cer-

tainly have no wish to join battle with

those who may have had the oppor-

tunity to become fans of variant rec-

ipes based on opossum, muskrat, or

raccoon. I would merely like to have

the chance to taste the original dish.

But I doubt I will, unless some hunter

favors me with a brace of squirrels.

They would have to be wild, woodland

squirrels, of course, not urban squirrels

that have fed on garbage.

This requirement, which I insist on

to preserve my health, did not concern

pioneer Virginians, who enjoyed a pris-

tine, rural life style and woods abound-

ing in fat, nut-fed squirrels. Today,

however, most of us live in town and

our only regular access to traditional

game meats is through commercial

butchers and restaurants. The law for-

bids the sale of uninspected game ani-

1

mals that have been shot in the wild,
i

The venison we eat in a restaurant;

has been produced, like beef or lamb,

.

on a ranch, and lacks the special taster
;,^

ji

of wild meat. And since no one, so

far as I know, has started raising squir-

rels commercially, that means that

even in Brunswick County, Virginia,

you will not find traditional Brunswick

stew, except perhaps in the home of

some backwoodsman with an eccentric!

passion for gastronomic folklore.

"I couldn't put squirrel in my Bruns-

wick stew even if I wanted to," sayi

Larry of Larry's Lunch, the only res-

taurant in Lawrenceville, Virginia, thi

Brunswick County seat. He doesn'

even list the dish on his menu, bu'

if you ask him, he will sell you

thick farrago of chicken (cooked unti!

it has fallen apart), lima beans, to
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A crowd of Kentucky picnickers feast on burgoo and barbecued mutton.

matoes, and potatoes that turns out

to be a peppery, sinus-clearing soup

of a high order. Larry claims this is

a definite improvement over the squir-

rel-based Brunswick stew he used to

eat in his younger days on the farm.

Maybe so, but I wouldn't mind see-

ing for myself if truly authentic Bruns-

wick stew is worth reviving. I apolo-

gize to those who find the notion of

eating cute little furry squirrels posi-

tively repugnant. And I suspect that

this sentimental revulsion is part of

the reason that Americans from one

end of Appalachia to the other have

eliminated squirrel from their hunter's

stews. The same thing has occurred

in the case of burgoo, which is a

stewlike potpourri of meat and veg-

etables invariably supplied at political

rallies and other outdoor gatherings

in Kentucky, as well as southern In-

diana and Illinois. Some people think

that burgoo began during the Civil

War, when a soldier with a speech

impediment created a stew from
blackbirds in a 500-gallon copper cal-

dron normally used for making gun-

powder. The soldier meant to call his

creation "bird stew," but he actually

said "burgoo."

Others have looked for a French

etymology. But "burgoo" was un-

doubtedly in use as early as 1740 to

describe a porridge eaten by British

sailors. The nautical English novelist

Frederick Marryat has a sailor in his

book Peter Simple (1834) say: "Mark
my words, you burgoo-eating . . . trow-

sers-scrubbing son of a bitch!"

It is not hard to imagine how the

British fleet hit upon burgoo as a name
for oatmeal. Some sailors on shore

leave in a Levantine port must have

made contact with the wheat pilaf

called burghul (or bulgur) and trans-

ferred the name, with a slightly dis-

torted pronunciation, to their oatmeal.

This Turkish burghul became Peter

Simple's burgoo. And in America, the

exotic and faintly pejorative word
quite probably attached itself to a sim-

ilarly mushy mess of pottage con-

cocted ad libitum from available veg-

etables and meats, one of which was,

in Daniel Boone's Kentucky, squirrel.

The modern history of Kentucky
burgoo begins with a certain James
T. Looney, a retired railroad engineer.

At his mother's bidding, Looney gave

up the perils of railroading for a gro-

cer's career in Lexington and then

turned his hand to burgoo. For forty

years he catered burgoo to crowds as

large as 10,000. Looney was Ken-
tucky's "burgoo king" and so re-

nowned in the Bluegrass State that

a thoroughbred colt was named after

him. Burgoo King, the horse, won the

Kentucky Derby in 1932.

Success did not spoil Jim Looney.

All his long life, he upheld the highest

standards of burgoo cookery. He took

the meats out of his giant kettles (one

of them said to have been used for

making saltpeter during the Revolu-

tionary War) midway through the 24-

hour cooking process and chopped

them up before returning them to the

kettles. "You find no strings in my
burgoo," he said.

You would find no squirrel either,

according to his recipe for burgoo for

5,000 people recently printed in the

Louisville Courier-Journal:

800 pounds beef, 200 pounds fowl,

168 gallons canned tomatoes, 350

pounds cabbage, 6 bushels onions, 85

gallons tomato puree, 24 gallons car-

rots, 36 gallons canned corn, 1,800

pounds potatoes, 2 pounds red pepper,

Vi pound black pepper, 20 pounds salt,

8 ounces Angostura bitters, 1 pint

Worcestershire sauce, Vi pound curry

powder, 3 quarts tomato catsup, and

2 quarts sherry.

Today, fiery hot burgoo is available

at simple restaurants in Louisville and

throughout the Ohio River Valley to

the west, always without squirrel or

other sylvan beasties. Perhaps this



makes no difference. Modern, lunch

counter burgoo is a fine thing, al-

though it owes most of its character

to its red pepper. I cannot help think-

ing, however, that a little gaminess

would restore this country dish to a

vanished glory.

I came to this conviction in Ow-
ensboro, Kentucky, a middling me-

tropolis west of Louisville on the Ohio.

Owensboro is the barbecue mutton

capital of the world. Every May, car-

loads of ewes are cooked over pits

of hickory at the Owensboro Inter-

national Barbecue Festival. During

the average summer, local Catholic

parishes run through 800,000 pounds

of mutton at fund-raising barbecues,

where exclusively male chefs cook the

meat over an open flame for eighteen

hours or so. No one knows why the

people of Owensboro have chosen mut-

ton as their meat of preference over

equally traditional beef, pork, venison,

bear, elk, and buifalo. The proprietor

of Hardman's on East 4th Street, one

of sixteen barbecue places in a town

of 50,000, says: "Mutton stands up

to flame better. It has a hard skin.

Lamb falls apart."

Mutton also tastes different from

lamb. It has a feisty tang to it, a

high, almost gamy flavor that can hold

its own even against the heady
amounts of red pepper commonly
added to burgoo. As I sat in the

Hardman's dining room, a tiny area

with a few tables next to a cold-storage

locker containing two dressed ewes,

I ate a bowl of superbly muttony

burgoo and speculated that when the

venison and buffalo became scarce at

the end of the last century, Owensboro
barbecue chefs, who were even then

attracting trainloads of hungry tourists

each spring and summer, turned to

mutton as the best commercially avail-

able substitute for game meats at their

famous cookouts.

Once they had established mutton

as the main meat for barbecue, it was

the natural thing to use some of it

for burgoo. Mutton could give burgoo

the same oomph that squirrel and

opossum had formerly provided. There

is no proving this, but if you want

to taste a very reasonable facsimile

of an authentic American hunter's

stew without bagging a squirrel, stop

over in Owensboro some time for mut-

ton burgoo.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.
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Cissy's Burgoo

(Courtesy of the Louisville Courier-Journal)

2 pounds pork shank

2 pounds veal shank

2 pounds beef shank

2 pounds breast of lamb
1 4-pound hen

8 quarts water

IVi pounds Irish potatoes

l'/2 pounds onions

1 bunch carrots, scraped and

chopped

2 green peppers, seeded and

chopped

2 cups chopped cabbage

1 quart tomato puree

2 cups whole corn, canned or fresh

2 pods red pepper

2 cups diced okra

2 cups lima beans

1 cup diced celery

Salt, Cayenne, Tabasco, A-1

Sauce, Worcestershire to taste

Chopped parsley

Put all the meat into cold water

and bring slowly to a boil. Simmer
until meat falls from the bones. Re-

move and chop up meat, discarding

bones. Pare and dice potatoes and on-

ions. Return meat to stock and add

all vegetables (except parsley). Allow

to simmer until thick. Burgoo should

be very thick but still soupy. Season

as you go along, but not too much,

until it is almost done. Stir frequently

with a long-handled wooden spoon dur-

ing the early stages and almost con-

stantly after it thickens. Add chopped

parsley at the end.

This is made in a four-gallon kettle

and cooked approximately ten hours.

The time can be broken up by cooking

the meat the first day and adding the

vegetables the second day.

Yield: 60 servings

Brunswick Stew— 1975

(A synthesis of several traditional recipes, as compiled by

Gay Neale in Brunswick County, Virginia, 1720-1975.)

1 3-pound chicken

2 pieces of celery

I small onion

Add a quart of water and simmer
until meat is tender. Cool. Discard

celery. Remove meat from bones and

shred into small pieces. Then add:

'/4 stick butter

1 cup chopped onion

I quart butterbeans (canned or

frozen are good; fresh is better)

1 quart corn (whole kernel canned

or frozen or fresh)

quarts tomatoes

medium potatoes, diced

Continue cooking over mediun
heat, adding water if necessary anc

stirring occasionally until separate,

identity of ingredients is no longe!

apparent—at least five hours. Seasoij

with salt, red pepper, and more blaclj

pepper than seems sensible—at leasi

2 teaspoons. Thicken with bread|

crumbs, crackers, or biscuit crumbs!

[

Yield: 4-6 servings
j
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Since 1966, Gordon C. Haber has

been conducting an intensive field

study of wolves and grizzly bears and

their ungulate prey—moose, mountain

sheep, and caribou—in the Denali

(Mount McKinley) region of Alaska.

With more than 10,000 hours of ob-

servations under his belt, he is plan-

ning to continue the study. Haber re-

ceived his Ph.D. in zoology from the

University of British Columbia, and

formerly taught biology at Anchorage
Community College. He does consult-

ing work on ecological matters and

is also the owner and operator of a

wilderness lodge and guide service in

the Brooks Range of northwest

Alaska.

Since Erbaba, the site of their ar-

cheological excavations, is in an

opium-producing region of Turkey,

Jacques Bordaz and Louise Alpers

Bordaz have observed the many uses

to which local villagers put the opium

poppy plant and the effects of gov-

ernment regulation on opium poppy

cultivation. The authors' archeological

research concerns the development of

animal and plant domestication and

sedentism. In addition, they study tra-

ditional crafts and life styles in con-

temporary Turkey for the light they

may shed on archeological interpre-

tation. In 1971 they produced a short

film. Stone Knapping in Modern Tur-

key. Jacques Bordaz is an associate

professor of anthropology at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania; Louise Alpers

Bordaz is an assistant professor in Co-

lumbia University's Department of

Art History and Archaeology.
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James H. Shaw has done fieldwork

on wood ducks in Connecticut, red

wolves in Texas, coyotes in Oklahoma,

and giant anteaters in Brazil. An as-

sociate professor of wildlife ecology

at Oklahoma State University, Shaw
wrote about his work on red wolves

in the December 1977 issue of Nat-

ural History ("The Wolf That Lost

Its Genes"). He reports, "Tracy Car-

ter and I met at the American Society

of Mammalogists meeting in 1975,

and I visited her while she was a Peace

Corps volunteer in Brazil. We became
interested in anteaters and developed

field studies together. Our relationship

is not exclusively professional, how-

ever, as we were married on December
28, 1977."

Tracy S. Carter received her Ph.D.

in zoology from Michigan State Uni-

versity. In addition to serving as a

Peace Corps volunteer in Brazil, she

was an expedition leader on a project

that studied the burrow characteristics

and food habits of armadillos. Carter

and Shaw plan to do research on the

carnivores of the Brazilian National

Park, Serra da Canastra.



Phillip E. Playford first became in-

terested in stromatolites when he vis-

ited Hamelin Pool, Western Australia,

as a member of an oil exploration

team, and found these strange algal

structures growing there. He has since

carried out extensive research on these

"living fossils," as well as on dead
stromatolites in ancient reefs. Play-

ford, who holds a B.Sc. in geology

from the University of Western Aus-

tralia and a Ph.D. from Stanford Uni-

versity, which he attended as a Ful-

bright scholar, is currently deputy di-

rector of the Geological Survey of

Western Australia. In 1978 he toured

the United States and Canada as dis-

tinguished lecturer of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists.

In 1969 Margaret B. Blackman's

dissertation adviser handed her a pho-

tograph of the interior of a Haida
Indian chief's house on America's

Northwest coast, with the comment:
"Why don't you see what you can

do with this." After a search that led

from the Queen Charlotte Islands

through the photo archives of North
America to London, Blackman com-
pleted her doctoral dissertation on re-

cent Haida cultural history as seen

through early photographs. She is now
associate professor of anthropology at

the State University of New York Col-

lege at Brockport. Summer finds her

in British Columbia, working on var-

ious field and archival research

projects.
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Hopeful Monsters
Teratology, the study of deformed births, helps explain normal growth.

by Stephen Jay Gould

My grandfather, who taught me to

play poker and watched the Friday

night fights with me every week, once

took me to one of the crudest, yet

most fascinating spectacles of decades

now thankfully past—the rows of mal-

formed people forced (by an absence

of other opportunities) to display

themselves to a gawking public at the

Ringling Brothers sideshow.

The genteel and legitimate coun-

terpart to such public cruelty is the

vast scientific literature on deformed

births—a subject dignified with its

own formal name as teratology, lit-

erally, the study of monsters. Al-

though scientists are as subject as all

people to the mixture of awe, horror,

and curiosity that draws people to side-

shows, teratology has an important ra-

tionale beyond primal fascination.

The laws of normal growth are best

formulated and understood when the

causes of their exceptions can be es-

tablished. The experimental method
itself, a touchstone of scientific pro-

cedure, rests upon the notion that in-

duced and controlled departures from

the ordinary can lay bare the laws

of order. Congenitally malformed bod-

ies are nature's experiments, uncon-

trolled by intentional human art to

be sure, but sources of insight none-

theless.

The early teratologists sought to un-

derstand malformations by classifying

them. In the decades before Darwin,

French medical anatomists developed

three categories: missing parts {mon-
stres par defaut), extra parts {mon-
stres par exces), and normal parts in

the wrong places. The folklore of mon-

Fly with antennapedia mutant
Barbara Wakjmoto

sters had long recognized the last cat-

egory in tales of anthropophagi, man-
eaters with eyes in their shoulders and

a mouth on their breast. Shakespeare

alluded both to them and to some
related colleagues in Othello when he

spoke of "The Anthropophagi and

men whose heads/Do grow beneath

their shoulders."

But a classification is no more than

a set of convenient pigeonholes until

the causes of ordering can be speci-

fied. And here nineteenth-century ter-

atology got becalmed in its own ig-

norance of heredity. The establish-

ment of genetics in our century revived

a waning interest in teratology, as

early Mendelians discovered the mu-
tational basis of several common de-

formities.

Geneticists had particular success

with one common category in the old

classification—normal parts in the

wrong places. They studied their fa-

vorite animal, the fruit fly, Drosophila

melanogaster, and found a variety of

bizarre transpositions. In the first of

two famous examples, the halteres (or-

gans of balance) are transformed into

wings, restoring to the aberrant fly

its ancestral complement of four (nor-

mal flies, as members of the order

Diptera, have two wings). In the sec-

ond, legs or parts of legs replace a

variety of structures in the head

—

antennae and parts of the mouth in

particular. Mutations of this sort are

called homeotic.

Not all misplacements of parts rep-

resent homeosis, and this restriction

is a key to the evolutionary message

I shall draw further on. William Bate-

son, who later invented the term ge-
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netics, defined as "homeotic" only

those parts that replace an organ hav-

ing the same developmental or evo-

lutionary origin (the word comes from

a Greek root for "similar"). Thus, hal-

teres are the evolutionary descendants

of wings, while insect antennae,

mouthparts, and legs all differentiate

from similar precursors in the embry-

onic segments, and all presumably
evolved from an ancestor with a pair

of simple and similar appendages on

each adult body segment. We might

refer to homeosis if a human devel-

oped a second pair of arms where his

legs should be, but an extra pair of

arms on the chest would not qualify.

Homeotic mutants are found on all

four pairs of chromosomes in D. mel-

anogaster. A recent review by W.J.

Ouweneel {Advances in Genetics, vol.

18, 1976) includes a list that runs

to three full pages. But the two most

famous, best studied, and elaborate

sets of homeotic mutations both reside

on the right arm of the third chro-

mosome.
The first set, called the bithorax

complex and abbreviated BX-C, reg-

ulates the normal development and

differentiation of the fly's posterior

body segments. The larval fly is al-

ready divided into a series of seg-

ments, initially quite similar, that will

differentiate into specialized adult

structures. The first five larval seg-

ments build the adult head (the first

forms anterior parts of the head; the

second, the eyes and antennae; and

the third through fifth, the various

parts of the mouth). The next three

segments, T,, Tj, and T3, form the

thorax. Each will bear a pair of legs

in the adult, building the normal insect

complement of six. The single pair

of wings will differentiate in Tj.

The next eight segments (A;

through As) form the adult's abdomen,
while the final, or caudal, segment

(Ag and A,o) will build the adult's

posterior end. If all the genes of BX-
C are deleted from the third chro-

mosome, all larval segments behind

the second thoracic (T2) fail to dif-

ferentiate along their normal route and

seem to become second thoracic seg-

ments themselves. Thus, the presence

of normal BX-C genes appears to be

a precondition for the ordinary de-

velopment of all segments behind the

second thoracic. If the adult survived,

it would be a wonder to behold, with

(presumably) a pair of legs on each

of its numerous posterior segments.

But this deletion is, in geneticist's jar-

gon, "lethal," and the fly dies while

still a larva. We know that the pos-

terior segments of such aberrant flies

are slated to develop as second tho-

racics because incipient differenti-

ation within the larval segments serves

as a sure guide to their later fate.

{Drosophila geneticists, after seventy

years of practice, have developed a

remarkable bag of tricks for recog-

nizing [or inducing] mutations, com-

bining them, and fostering larger

changes in the structure of chromo-

somes. Flies with small missing parts

[deletions] of various chromosomes
arise now and again, and these are

avidly sought and propagated for their

evident value in assessing the causes

of normal development by charting

malformations that arise when genes

are missing.)

The bithorax complex consists of

at least eight genes, all located in se-

quence right next to each other (see

review in Nature, 1978, p. 565, by

E.B. Lewis). Edward B. Lewis, the

distinguished geneticist from the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology who has

spent twenty years probing the com-
plexities of BX-C, believes that these

eight genes arose as repetitions of a

single ancestral gene and then evolved

in different directions. (I must defer

the fascinating subject of gene du-

plication and its evolutionary signifi-

cance to a later column.) Just as the

entire deletion of BX-C produces the

striking homeotic effect of converting

all posterior segments to second tho-

racics, several mutations in the eight

genes produce homeotic results as

well. The most famous mutation,

called bithorax and commandeered as

a name for the entire complex, con-

verts the third thoracic segment into

a second thoracic. Thus, the adult fly

develops with two second thoracics

and two pairs of wings, instead of one

pair and a pair of halteres behind.

(It is misleading to state that halteres

"turn into" wings. Rather, the entire

segment normally destined to be a

third thoracic, and to produce
halteres, develops as a second thoracic

and builds wings.) In another muta-

tion, called bithoraxoid, the first ab-

dominal segment develops as a third

thoracic, builds a pair of legs, and

yields a fly with more than the usual

insect number of six.

Lewis has proposed an interesting

hypothesis for the normal action of

BX-C genes. He believes that they

are initially repressed (turned off) in

the larval fly. As the fly develops,

BX-C genes are progressively dere-

pressed (turned on). The BX-C genes

act as regulators—that is, they do not

build parts of the body themselves

but are responsible for turning on the

structural genes that do code for build-

ing blocks. Adult form reflects the

amount of BX-C gene-product in an

embryonic segment; the more BX-C,
the more posterior in appearance the

segment. Lewis then argues that BX-
C genes are derepressed in sequence,

from the anterior point of their action

(the third thoracic segment) to the

back end of the animal. When a BX-
C gene turns on, its product accu-

mulates in a given segment and, si-

multaneously, in all segments poster-

ior to it. BX-C first turns on in the

third thoracic, and its product accu-

mulates in all segments from the third

thoracic to the posterior end. The next

BX-C gene turns on in the next pos-

terior segment, the first abdominal,

and its product accumulates in all seg-

ments from the first abdominal to the

posterior end. The next gene turns on

in the second abdominal, and so forth.

Thus, a gradient of BX-C product

forms, with lowest concentration in

the second thoracic and increasing

amounts in a posterior direction. The
more gene product, the more posterior

in appearance the form of a resultant

segment.

This hypothesis is consistent with

the known homeotic effects of BX-
C mutations. If BX-C is deleted en-

tirely, it supplies no gene product, and

all segments behind the second tho-

racic differentiate as second thoracics.

In a mutation with opposite effect,

all the BX-C genes are turned on at

once and in all segments of their ac-

tion; all segments affected by it then

differentiate as eighth abdominals.

The second outstanding set of ho-

meotics is also named for its most

famous mutation—the antennapedia

complex, or ANT-C. The fine struc-

ture of this complex has recently been

elucidated in a series of remarkable

experiments by Thomas C. Kaufman,

Ricki Lewis, Barbara Wakimoto, and

Tulle Hazelrigg in Kaufman's labo-

ratory at the University of Indiana.

(I thank Dr. Kaufman for introducing

me to the literature of homeosis and

for patient and lucid explanations of

his own work.) The BX-C genes reg-

ulate the morphology of segmentation

from the third thoracic to the posterior

end; ANT-C also affects the third tho-

racic, but then regulates development

in the five segments anterior to it (the
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Other two thoracics and the three that

produce parts of the mouth). If the

entire complex is deleted, then all

three thoracic segments begin to dif-

ferentiate as first thoracics (while the

abdominals, regulated by BX-C, de-

velop normally). Apparently, the

genes of ANT-C normally turn on in

the second thoracic segment and trig-

ger the proper development of the sec-

ond and third thoracics.

Kaufman and his colleagues have

found that ANT-C consists of at least

seven genes, not all with known ho-

meotic effects, lying right next to each

other on the right arm of the third

chromosome in D. melanogaster. The
genes are not named for their normal

effects (which, after all, just yield an

ordinary fly bearing nothing special

for recognition) but for their rare ho-

meotic mutations. The first, the an-

tennapedia gene, regulates differen-

tiation of the second thoracic segment,

and normally turns on there to ac-

complish its appointed function. A se-

ries of mutations has been detected

at this locus, all with homeotic effects

consistent with this interpretation of

its normal function.

One dominant mutation, antenna-

pedia itself, has the bizarre effect (as

its name implies) of producing a leg

where an antenna ought to be. This

wayward appendage is not any old

leg, but clearly a second thoracic. The
antennapedia mutation apparently

works by turning on in the wrong

place—the antennal segment—rather

than in the second thoracic segment.

Another dominant mutation, called

extra sex combs, leads to the appear-

ance of sex combs on all three pairs

of legs, not only on the first as in

normal flies. This morphology is not

simply the result of a gene that makes
sex combs (contrary to popular belief,

very few genes simply "make" indi-

vidual parts without series of complex

and coordinated effects). It is a ho-

meotic mutation. AH three thoracic

segments differentiate as first thorac-

ics, and the fly has, literally, three

pairs of first legs with their attendant

sex combs. (The entire deletion of

ANT-C also causes the three thoracics

to differentiate as first thoracics, but

this deletion is lethal and the fly dies

in its larval stage. Flies with the extra

sex comb mutation do live to become
adults.) The extra sex comb mutation

probably operates by suppressing the

normal action of its gene. Since nor-

mal action causes the second thoracic

segment to differentiate properly, sup-

pression induces all three thoracics to

develop as first thoracics.

The second gene of ANT-C is

named for its prominent mutation, re-

duced sex comb. This homeotic mu-
tation, contrary to the effect of its

neighbor extra sex comb, causes the

first thoracic segment to differentiate

as a second thoracic. Only first tho-

racic legs bear sex combs in D. mel-

anogaster. The next three genes do

not have known homeotic effects, and

their inclusion within ANT-C is some-

thing of a puzzle. One deletes a num-
ber of embryonic segments in its most

prominent mutation, another inter-

feres with normal development of the

maxilla and mandible of the mouth,

while the third produces a curiously

wrinkled embryo.

The sixth gene of ANT-C is named
for the other famous homeotic mutant

of this complex—proboscipedia, dis-

covered in 1933 by two of the cen-

tury's most famous geneticists, Calvin

Bridges and Theodosius Dobzhansky.

Six mutations have been detected at

this locus; most, like proboscipedia it-

self, produce legs where parts of the

mouth should develop. The seventh

and last (known) gene of ANT-C lacks

homeotic effects in its mutant form

and produces severe constrictions at

segment boundaries in the larva. It

is lethal.

Homeosis is not a peculiarity of fruit

flies, but seems to be a general phe-

nomenon, at least in arthropods. A
set of mutations analogous (or even

homologous) with the bithorax home-

otics of Drosophila occurs in the silk

moth Bombyx (order Lepidoptera;

flies belong to the order Diptera). Two
species of Tribolium, the flour beetle

(order Coleoptera), exhibit mutations

with effects that mimic the ANT-C
homeotics of Drosophila. One set, in

Tribolium castaneum, acts like an-

tennapedia and produces a graded se-

ries of partial replacements of anten-

nae by legs, ranging from tarsal claws

on the eleventh antennal segment to

the virtual replacement of an entire

antenna with a foreleg. Another, in

T. confusum, acts like proboscipedia

and substitutes legs of the first tho-

racic segment for mouth , structures

known as labial palps. In the cock-

roach Blatella germanica, a homeotic

mutant produces rudimentary wings

on the first thoracic segment. No mod-

ern insect normally bears wings on

its first thoracic segment, but the ear-

liest winged fossil insects did!

Homeosis is easiest to demonstrate

^V
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in arthropods with their characteristic

body plan of discrete segments with

different and definite fates in normal

development, but common embryolog-

ical and evolutionary origins. Yet anal-

ogous phenomena have been noted

again and again in other animals and

plants with repeated parts. In fact,

Bateson's first example after defining

the term invoked vertebrae in the hu-

man backbone. All mammals (except

sloths, but including giraffes) have

seven cervical, or neck, vertebrae

(they are awfully large in giraffes).

These are followed by dorsal, or rib-

bearing, vertebrae. Bateson cites nu-

merous cases of humans with ribs on

the seventh, and even a few' with ribs

on the sixth, cervical vertebra.

Homeotic mutants are gripping in

their weirdness, but what do they

teach us about evolution? We must
avoid, I believe, the tempting but pain-

fully naVve idea that they represent

the long-sought "hopeful monsters"

that might validate extreme saltation-

ist views of major evolutionary tran-

sitions in single steps (a notion that

I, despite my predilections for rapid

change, regard as a fantasy born of

insufficient appreciation for organisms

as complex and integrated entities).

First of all, most homeotic mutations

produce hopeless creatures. The legs

that extend from antennal sockets or

surround mouths in afflicted flies are

useless appendages without proper

neural and muscular hookups. Even

if they did work, what could they ac-

complish in such odd positions? Sec-

ondly, the viable homeotics mimicking

ancestral forms are not really fore-

bears reborn. A bithorax fly bears the

ancestral complement of four wings,

but it attains this state by growing

two second thoraxes, not by recovering

an ancient pattern.

I believe that the lessons of home-

osis lie first in embryology and then

cycle back to evolution. As Tom Kauf-

man pointed out to me, they dem-

onstrate in a dramatic way how few

genes are responsible for regulating

the basic order of developing parts

in a fruit fly's body. Together, the

ANT-C and BX-C complexes of D.

melanogaster specify the normal de-

velopment of all the mouth, thoracic,

and abdominal segments—only the

two anterior segments are not subject

to their control. Each complex con-

tains only a handful of genes and each

handful may have evolved from a sin-

gle ancestral gene that repeated itself

several times. When these genes mu-

tate or are deleted, peculiar homeotic

effects arise that usually throw de-

velopment awry and lead to death.

Most importantly perhaps, these ho-

meotic complexes display the hierar-

chical way in which genetic programs

regulate the immense complexity of

embryonic development, recognized

since Aristotle's time as biology's

greatest mystery. The homeotic genes

do not build the different structures

of each body segment themselves. This

is the task of so-called structural genes

that direct the assembly of proteins.

The homeotics are switches or reg-

ulators; they produce some signal (of

utterly unknown nature) that turns on

whole blocks of structural genes.

Yet, at a higher level, some master

regulator must be responsible for turn-

ing on the homeotics at the right time

and in the right place, for we know
that many homeotic mutations are

mistakes in placement and timing (in

antennapedia, a gene that regulates

normal development in the second tho-

racic segment turns on in the antennal

segment instead). Perhaps this master

regulator is no more than a gradient

of some substance running from the

front to the back end of a larval fly;

perhaps the homeotic regulators can

"read" this gradient and turn on in

the right place by assessing its con-

centration. In any case, we have three

hierarchical levels of control: the

structural genes that build different

parts in each segment, the homeotic

regulators that switch on the blocks

of structural genes, and the higher

regulators that turn on the homeotic

regulators in the right place and at

the right time.

If embryology is a hierarchical sys-

tem with surprisingly few master

switches at high levels, then we might

draw an evolutionary message after

all. If genetic programs were beanbags

of independent genes, each responsible

for building a single part of the body,

then evolution would have to proceed

bit by bit, and any major change would

have to occur slowly and sequentially

as thousands of parts achieved their

independent modifications. But ge-jj

netic programs are hierarchies with

master switches, and small genetic

changes that happen to affect the

switches might engender cascading ef-

fects throughout the body. Homeotic

mutants teach us that small genetic

changes can affect the switches and

produce remarkable changes in an

adult fly. Major evolutionary transi-

tions may be instigated (although not
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finished all at once as hopeful monster

enthusiasts argue) by small genetic

changes that translate into fundamen-

tally altered bodies. If classical Dar-

winian gradualism is now under attack

in evolutionary circles, the hierarchi-

cal structure of genetic programs

forms a powerful argument for the

critics.

In this context, we consider the hy-

pothetical major steps in insect evo-

lution and recognize that homeotic

mutants may help to illuminate them.

Insects, with their relatively few, dif-

ferentiated segments, probably
evolved from an ancestor with more
numerous and less differentiated seg-

ments. Initially, these less differen-

tiated segments each bore a pair of

legs (the antennae and mouthparts of

modern insects are modified legs). In-

sects evolved by suppressing legs on

the posterior segments and modifying

them to antennae and mouthparts on

the anterior segments. The major ho-

meotic complexes of Drosophila seem
to regulate just these changes—and

with a minimum of genetic informa-

tion. BX-C controls the posterior ap-

pendages with their suppressed legs,

and its deletion causes these segments

to begin a differentiation as second

thoracics with incipient legs. The ma-

jor mutants of ANT-C replace struc-

tures that were once legs with legs.

The nature of homeotic changes is

not capricious, but follows evolution-

ary channels.

Even the bizarre homeotics may not

be devoid of evolutionary information.

When Bridges and Dobzhansky de-

scribed proboscipedia in 1933, they

noted that a large set of coordinated

changes—quite apart from the spec-

tacular appearance of legs— all

brought the mouthparts closer to the

standard form of biting insects from

which the flies presumably evolved.

(Dobzhansky, who died just a few

years ago, was the greatest evolution-

ary geneticist of our times. Fancy,

quantitative lab work often wins all

the kudos while field naturalists, with

their detailed and specific knowledge,

are unfairly dismissed as stamp col-

lectors. Dobzhansky's life proves how
contemptible this prejudice is. Geneti-

cists had been describing homeotic

mutants for years, but none had the

knowledge to recognize the subtle

morphological effects that require a

trained taxonomist's eye to compre-

hend. Dobzhansky, the finest geneti-

cist of them all, was a trained tax-

onomist and field biologist who began

his work by specializing on the sys-

tematics of the Coccinellidae, or lady

beetles. There is no substitute for de-

tailed knowledge of natural history

and taxonomy.)

If anyone has wondered whether ho-

meotic mutants must find their sig-

nificance only in highfalutin realms

of evolutionary speculation, I close

with an arresting fact. A homeotic

mutation has been found in the biting

mosquito Aedes albopictus. Yes, you

guessed it. This mutation converts part

of the biting apparatus into a pair

of legs! The six stylets that actually

pierce our skin are unaffected, but

the labella, the structures that sur-

round the stylets and contain tactile

and chemosensory hairs, are converted

to legs with tarsal claws at their tips.

These mosquitos cannot pierce skin,

both because they lack the tactile and

chemosensory hairs that locate the

right spot and because the stylets get

entrapped in the misplaced legs.

What a wonderful and joyous idea

in a world inundated with bad news

—

an ouchless mosquito with an extra

pair of legs. Oh, don't raise your hopes.

They won't replace the normal ones.

First of all, they die because they can-

not feed (although they can be ar-

tificially maintained on blood-soaked

cotton balls). Even if they learned to

feed by lapping instead of piercing,

they would be no match for the normal

kind because they have longer larval

lives, increased pupal mortality, and

a significant decrease in adult lon-

gevity. Still, these are the curious facts

that nurture hope in parlous times—in

this case, and with only a little poetic

license, an enormous advantage (if

only for another long-suffering crea-

ture) of putting a foot in one's mouth.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.

My article, "Dr. Down's Syndrome,"
published in the April 1980 issue, was

an expansion of part of a chapter on nine-

teenth-century anthropometry that I

wrote in 1978, and will appear in my
forthcoming book. The Mismeasure of
Man. Dr. Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban of

Rhode Island College, who wrote an ex-

cellent and far more extensive article on

Down's Syndrome in 1979—"Down's
Syndrome (Mongolism), the Scientific

History of a Genetic Disorder"—has

asked me to add this citation of her manu-
script to the acknowledgement of her help

already published in my original article.

S.J.G.
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Fatness, Puberty, and Fertility
Stored fat appears to regulate

reproductive ability in the human female

by Rose E. Frisch

Charles Darwin observed, more
than a hundred years ago, that "hard

living retards the period at which ani-

mals conceive" and, conversely, that

"the more vigorous and better-nour-

ished individuals of a species would

be ready to breed in the spring before

the others." He also noted that do-

mestic animals, which have regular,

plentiful food without working to get

it, are more fertile than the corre-

sponding wild animals, and that an

individual animal's fertility is affected

by variations in the amount of food.

Darwin's common-sense description of

the relationship between nutrition,

"hard living," and fertility also applies

to human beings, as an examination

of historical trends and current find-

ings will show.

A.M. Carr-Saunders, in his classic

book The Population Problem, gives

many examples from hunting and fish-

ing societies to show that poor living

conditions limit human fecundity, or

reproductive ability, and better condi-

tions enhance it. Recognizing the gen-

eral principle for all species, he states:

Fecundity has been spoken of as if it

was fixed at a certain strength for each

species. As a matter of fact, it varies

within fairly wide limits—increasing with

better conditions. In this fact lies the

explanation of the increase of species un-

der favorable conditions which has often

been observed, although when conditions

are less favorable, there is little or no

evidence of starvation among such spe-

cies.

When food supplies are inadequate,

women and men, like other animals,

are less fertile. When food intake is

very low, reproduction stops. The in-

dividual does not reproduce the spe-

cies at any cost.

Differences in the natural fertility

of human populations have long been

recognized. These have usually been

attributed to differences in length of

birth intervals or variation in general

health and food intake, without ex-

planation of how this regulation is

achieved. In recent years, scientists

have sought to specify the biological

mechanisms involved. My own re-

search has been concerned with the

discovery, with Janet W. McArthur,
that the onset and maintenance of reg-

ular menstrual cycles in women are

dependent on the attainment and

maintenance of a minimum weight for

height, apparently representing a criti-

cal level of fat storage. A particular

body composition—a certain ratio of

fat to lean or of fat to body weight

—

proves to be an important determinant

of fecundity in the human female.

We found that a woman who loses

about 10 to 15 percent of her body

weight—thereby losing about a third

of her body fat—becomes amenor-

rheic, that is, her menstrual cycles

cease. An excess of body fat also af-

fects menstrual function, since other

studies have shown that very obese

women also become amenorrheic or

have irregular cycles. Too little fat

or too much fat, therefore, is asso-

ciated with a disruption of female re-

productive ability. My research, which

has been concerned with the effects

of excessive thinness, suggests that a

minimum level of stored, easily mo-

bilized energy, such as fat, is necessary

for ovulation and menstrual cycles and

for a successful pregnancy and lac-

tation (nursing). Chronic or acute un-

dernutrition and the energy drain of

hard physical exercise can directly af-

fect female fertility far more than has

been realized. Male fertility also is

affected by undernutrition, but in a

pattern different from that for women.

Quantitative interest in the body

in relation to nutrition, growth, and

reproductive ability in both sexes first

became strong in the nineteenth cen-

tury, probably inspired by the pioneer

work of the Belgian mathematician

Adolphe Quetelet. In the earlier Mal-

thusian view, human reproductive

power was an irrepressible force, ful-

filling itself regardless of circum-

stance, to be cut down by the positive

check of increased mortality or held

in check by the moral restraint of

late marriage. In contrast, the medical

and biological literature of 1850 to

1880 assumed that reproductive abil-

ity in both sexes is directly related

to the state of vigor or decrepitude

of the reproducing individuals. British

medical texts up to about 1885 em-
phasized that constitutional conditions

are more important, and more prev-

alent, causes of sterility than diseases

of the organs. Doctors realized that

sterility may serve a protective func-

tion: if a woman deficient in repro-

ductive energy did get pregnant, there

would be a high risk of miscarriage

or of sickly children or of the death

of the mother.

The degree of pinguidity, or fatness,

was known to be important in relation

to sterility. "She's too thin" to get

pregnant or to menstruate regularly

was a common observation, especially

in association with tuberculosis or

chlorosis, a virulent anemia common
among working women. The prescrip-

tion was to "recover her flesh" by

puddings and roast meats, good wine,

and fresh air and sun. "She's too fat

to get pregnant" was also observed;

in such cases, a light diet and exercise

were prescribed. Alcoholism too was

already correctly perceived as a cause

of sterility.

Undernutrition and hard work were

recognized as being related to the high

incidence of menstrual disorders.

About a quarter of the women working

in mills apparently suffered from ei-

ther retarded or suppressed menses,

and about half of all married women
between the ages of 20 and 45 were

reported to have "diseases of the uter-

us," including amenorrhea. The main

causes of amenorrhea, according to

doctors, were those that "impair the

constitutional tone and impoverish the

blood": poor diet, disease (particularly

tuberculosis and chlorosis), unsuitable

employment, and cold and damp. Doc-

tors noted that working-class women
were underweight and amenorrheic

because of poverty; upper-class women
because of their desire to be fash-

ionably thin. Stress ("violent fits of

passion") was also implicated as a

cause of amenorrhea.

Perhaps owing to their awareness

of the life cycles of domestic animals,

many nineteenth-century doctors re-
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO HELP
PROTECT YOUR CHILD'S LIFE

CHILD RESTRAINT SYSTEMS IN CARS CAN LOWER THE RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY

The facts aren't pretty. Each

year, more small children are

killed in automobile accidents

than in drownings, fires, or falls.

And that's only part of the story.

About 46,000 children under the

age of five are injured in auto

accidents every year. Experts

estimate that the vast majority

of these fatalities could have

been prevented and most inju-

ries reduced if Child Restraint

Systems had been used. The
tragedy is that less than 10% of

all children in cars are properly

restrained in child seats.

An unrestrained child is

vulnerable in an auto acci-

dent. During its first few years,

an infant is proportioned differ-

ently than an adult. That means

small children are top-heavy—

usually until the age of five.

If children aren't restrained

during an accident, or even a

sudden stop, they may tend to

pitch forward, headfirst. Even
in a minor collision a small child

can be thrown against the car's

interior, and serious injuries can

occur.

Holding a child in your
arms is not a substitute for

a Child Restraint System.
Some people think that by hold-

ing a child in a car they are pro-

tecting him or her. But safety

experts disagree. In an accident,

a child in a parent's arms can

be crushed between the car's

interior and the unrestrained

parent. Even if the parent is

wearing a seat belt, in a 30 mph
collision a 10-pound child can

exert a 300-pound force against

the parent's grip. Chances are

that even a strong adult won't be

able to hold on to a child in such

a situation.

Child Restraint Systems
are an effective way to pro-

tect a child in a car.

General Motors makes two

types of Child Restraint Sys-

tems: The Infant Love Seat, for

infants up to 20 pounds; and The

Child Love Seat, for children 20

to 40 pounds and up to 40 inches

in height. They are available

through any GM car or truck

dealership and leading depart-

ment and specialty stores. These

have been designed by our safety

engineers in consultation with

pediatricians and medical ex-

perts. We believe they represent

a significant development in child

safety systems.

Ours aren't the only systems

available.The important thing is

to have a restraint system for

your child and to use it correctly.

Here's what to look for

when you buy a Child Re-

straint System: 1) For a child

restraint, the seat should have

a label certifying that it meets

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standard #213. 2) An infant

restraint should indicate on the

label or in the literature that it

has been dynamically tested. 3)

Make sure that the seat is appro-

priately designed for your child's

size and development. 4) For

convenience and safety, the seat

should attach easily but securely

to your car, hold your child snugly,

and be the one you're willing to

use correctly. 5) It's a big help

if the seat is easy to clean.

At General Motors, we're

very concerned about safety.

And we believe that every child

has the right to the protection

afforded by properly designed

child seats and infant carriers.

That's why we support efforts

to enact reasonable mandatory

child restraint laws.

Please make sure that when
you have a child in the car, he

or she is adequately protected.

If you have a Child Restraint

System, always use it. If you

don't have child restraints, read

your Owner's Manual and learn

how the seat belts your car does

have can be used to protect

your child. And always remem-

ber to wear seat belts yourself.

Because no matter how careful

you may be, accidents can, and

do, happen.

This advertisement is part ofour

continuing effort to give custom-

ers useful information about their

cars and trucks and the company
that builds them.

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people
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Parallels may be drawn bet^'een the hen's

fertile career and human reproduction,

including the effects of improved r

one factor behind the differences betwe

1865 and 1923 data.

alized that, in addition to the direct

effects of nutrition and hard living

on reproductive success, there is an

optimal reproductive stage related to

physical growth and the coordinated

growth of the genital organs. J. Mat-
thews Duncan, speaking before the

Royal College of Physicians about a

century ago, observed that if a female,

human or cattle, is bred too young,

"it is at the expense of the completion

of normal growth" and may result in

both inferior offspring and the death

of the mother.

Duncan had studied the fertility of

Scottish women in order to find the

age of reproduction of least risk to

the mother. He observed that the fer-

tility of women gradually increases

with age to a climax and then gradu-

ally wanes, similar to "the fertile ca-

reer of the domestic hen." As in the

hen, reproductive errors are more fre-

quent at the beginning and end of

the fertility curve, and underfeeding

and overfeeding will diminish fertility.

The reproductive career of the mid-

nineteenth-century British female be-

gan with menarche, the onset of men-
strual cycles, at about 15 to 16 years

of age. Age of menarche differed by

social class: girls of the upper socio-

economic classes matured before the

poorer girls. Today, the average age

of menarche of British girls is about

13 years of age, while for girls in

the United States the average age is

12.6 to 12.8. (It should be emphasized

that any "average age" reflects a great

deal of natural variation, and that even

under optimal conditions, there are

differences in individual rates of

growth attributable to normal, genetic

variation.) It was observed that fol-

lowing menarche there was a period

of relative infertility, now termed ado-

lescent sterility, or adolescent subfe-

cundity. This period lasted until the

completion of physical growth at

about age 22, when the first stage

of nubility, the "fitness for procre-

ation," as Duncan described it, was

attained. Then came the rise to the

age of peak nubility, or "best fitness

for procreation," at age 25 to 29. This

was the age of full physical vigor when
a woman had the best chance of sur-

viving her first birth. The risk of ma-
ternal mortality and of infant mor-

tality or congenital deformities, high

at menarche, decreased up to the age

of peak nubility and then increased

as the mother became older.

The fertility curve descended grad-

ually to the cessation of childbearing

at about 40 years of age, and then

to the cessation of menses, the meno-

pause, at about age 47. The pre-

menopausal "turning-off period is

analogous to the postmenarcheal
"turning-on" period of adolescent sub-

fecundity. In the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, these periods were of about equal

length, six years. Nowadays, the pe-

riod of adolescent subfecundity aver-

ages only three or four years, while

the period of premenopausal subfe-

cundity has increased to seven or eight

years. Both types of reduced repro-

ductive ability are characterized by

the absence of ovulation or other dis-

turbances of the normal cycle.

The average age of menopause in

about 1850 was approximately 47

years, earlier than that of present-day,

well-nourished women, for whom it
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averages about 50 to 51. The extent

of this secular, or long-term, change

in the age of menopause—about three

years—is comparable to the change

in the age of menarche in the last

one hundred years.

In the nineteenth century, lactation

was understood to regulate the birth

interval in the human female, as in

other mammals, by retarding the birth

of the next offspring. The length of

the birth interval determines the ul-

timate size of the family and the

health of the mother and child. A
hundred years ago, the average birth

interval of about two years was con-

sidered biologically natural. It was al-

ready known, however, that the birth

interval lengthened as the mother be-

came older and that women "low in

fecundity" bred at greater intervals at

all ages, beginning with the first birth.

The historical curve for reproduc-

tive ability, or procreative power as

it was termed in the nineteenth cen-

tury, is more speculative for males

than for females, but the time of be-

ginning and the peak are reasonably

well estimated from the data on the

times of fastest growth in height and
completion of growth, in relation to

the female ages. Peak fecundity in

British males in the mid-nineteenth

century occurred at about 31 to 33

years of age, compared to age 25 to

29 for females. Genarche, the male
equivalent of menarche, most prob-

ably occurred at about age 17 to 18.

Most men of the British lower social

classes did not complete height growth

until age 23 to 25. Even upper-class

men were relatively late, 21 to 23 years

old, compared to the present age of

completion, 18 to 20, for well-nour-

ished males in Western countries.

Most British women did not complete

their growth in height until age 20

to 21, compared to age 16 to 18 today.

Height data from Norway corrobo-

rate the class differences in growth

and maturation found in mid-nine-

teenth-century Britain. In addition,

the data show the direct effect of an

increase in food supply (for example,

the introduction of the potato) in val-

leys in Norway on the height of army
recruits and on the age of male and
female sexual maturation. The better

the food supply, the earlier the mat-

uration.

The age, height, and weight for

army recruits were much discussed

and carefully chosen in relation to age

of adult physical maturation. The Brit-

ish army doctors who passed on re-

cruits were told that too young an

age of recruiting and not enough men
at the "acme of virility"—35 years

—

led to catastrophe. Poorly fed recruits,

the ones most likely to join the army
to collect a bounty, were a bad risk

since they were physiologically youn-

ger than their chronological age.

These men were slow to complete their

growth, so their "limb power" and

heart volume were immature. On long

marches these were the men who fell

by the wayside or had to be hospi-

talized. Recruits should be at least

20 to 21 years old—then they will

be bone and muscle, "not almost gris-

tle," as Lord Henry Hardinge com-
plained of recruits under 19 years old

arriving in the Crimea.

Although historical data do not exist

on the direct effects of nutrition on

The trend toward a longer and more fertile reproductive career

The Hutterites, who do not practice

contraception, exemplify the increased

fertility of modern, well-nourished

Age (years)

male reproduction, we know from
modern studies that severe undernu-

trition results in loss of libido, a de-

crease in prostate fluid, a decrease

in sperm mobility and longevity, and

eventually, the cessation of sperm pro-

duction, in that order. Undernutrition

also delays the onset of sexual mat-

uration in boys, as in girls.

Recently, scientific studies have be-

gun to provide an understanding of

the biological mechanisms involved in

the direct effects of nutrition on fer-

tility. The idea that relative fatness

is important for female reproductive

ability grew out of the earliest results

of my research with Roger Revelle

on menarche and adolescent growth.

We found that the events of the ado-

lescent growth spurt in boys and girls,

and particularly menarche in girls,

were each closely related to a critical

average body weight. This finding was

unexpected for human beings al-

though it was well known that for

other mammals, including primates,

sexual maturity (defined by vaginal

opening or, more precisely, first

estrus) is more closely related to body

weight than to chronological age.

Our study of the growth patterns

of girls in the United States showed

that the average weight at menarche,

about 103 pounds, did not differ sig-

nificantly for early- and late-maturing

girls, whereas the late-maturing girls

were on average taller than those who
matured earlier. These results con-

firmed the many reports in the lit-

erature that early maturers have more

weight for height than do late

maturers.

Even before taking the next step

—

exploring the meaning of the critical

weight for an individual girl—the idea

that menarche is associated with a

critical weight for a population ex-

plained many observations associated

with early or late menarche. Obser-

vations of earlier menarche are as-

sociated with attaining the critical

weight more quickly. The most im- (

portant example is the secular, or long- i

term, trend to an earlier age of men-

arche in the United States and Europe

of about three or four months per dec-

ade in the last one hundred years.

The average age of menarche of

United States girls is now 12.6 to 12.8

years. In contrast, a hundred years

ago the average age of menarche was

about 15.5 to 16. (The medical defi-

nition of precocious puberty has

changed accordingly: in 1850 to 1870,

precocious puberty was defined as 1

1



One of these helmets came off the field

and off the market
when the rules of the game changed.

Not the football rules, but the rules of the legal

system under which manufacturers can be sued for dam-
ages. In recent years, courts have been inclined to hold

a product manufacturer or distributor liable for injuries

even when the company had met safety standards

or when the injured person was negligent in using the

product.

As a result, judgments, settlements and legal

costs in liability cases have increased dramatically

Businesses are faced with uncertainty in trying to gauge
the extent of their exposure to lawsuit. When these

factors outweigh the benefits of making a product, that

product will leave the marketplace.

That's what happened to the manufacturer of the

helmet on the right. He stopped production of helmets
until, as he says, the legal climate changes in the

United States. It has happened also to some makers
of vaccines, plastic products and machines. Right now,

the chemical and pharmaceutical industries are deeply
concerned about the potential financial impact of recent

court decisions.

As a major group of property and casualty insur-

ance companies, we, too, are concerned about this

problem. Our companies provide insurance designed
to protect business from financial loss resulting from a

lawsuit. This protection normally encourages business

to remain in the marketplace. It enables manufacturers

to develop new products, to provide more jobs and
generally to contribute to our economy

But the trend in legal judgments threatens all that

stability As lawsuit settlements and awards become
higher, insurance companies tend to be more cautious

in writing insurance coverage. And they must charge
more for it. That in turn causes manufacturers and sell-

ers to raise their prices to cover the increased cost of

insurance protection. Which means that consumers pay
more for what they buy

It's frustrating, but not hopeless. Steps can be taken

to prevent injuries and to control the rise of liability costs.

And that would benefit everyone.

Here's what we're doing:
Helping to develop standards for safer products.

Advising manufacturers on safety procedures and
loss prevention programs.
Supporting legislation to reduce the enormous legal

costs of administering the product liability system.

Supporting legislation to make the standards of legal

liability more definite, more predictable and more
equitable.

Here's what you can do:
Seek quality products. Check to see that they meet
safety standards where appropriate.

Use all products as they are meant to be used. Read
and follow warning labels and instructions for product

usage.

Get involved! Become aware of proposals to improve

fairness in the legal liability system.

Affordable insurance is our business—and yours.
This message is presented by the American Insurance Association, 85 John street, New York, New York 10038.



and 12 years of age; at present, it

is defined as ages 8 and 9.) The aver-

age weight at which menarche was

attained in a population, however, was
the same a hundred years ago as today.

Our explanation of the secular trend,

supported by historical data, is that

children now are bigger sooner. There-

fore girls (considered as a group) more
quickly reach 101 to 103 pounds, the

average weight at menarche in the

United States and many European
populations (such as the English,

Dutch, and Finnish). According to this

hypothesis, the secular trend should

end when the weight of children at

any given age level (for example, all

12-year-olds) does not differ in suc-

cessive years owing to the attainment

of maximum nutrition and child care.

This may now have happened: the

average age of menarche of girls in

this country is the same today as about

thirty years ago for well-nourished

girls.

Conversely, a late menarche is as-

sociated with body weight increase

that is slower prenatally, postnatally,

or both, so that the average critical

weight is reached at a later age. For

example, malnutrition delays men-
arche; twins have a later menarche
than do singletons of the same pop-

ulation because they grow more slow-

ly; and high altitude delays menarche
by slowing the rate of weight growth

both in utero and after birth. Some
of the latest recorded average ages

of menarche in the world, 17 and 18

years, are of high-altitude, poorly

nourished populations.

The weight dependency of men-
arche in human beings, as in animals,

operates as a compensatory mecha-
nism for both environmental and ge-

netic variation. The result is a reduc-

tion in the variability of body size

at sexual maturation. Like that of

many other animals, human body size

at sexual maturation is close to adult

size: weight and height at menarche
are 85 percent and 96 percent of adult

weight and height, respectively. The
regulation of female body size has ob-

vious selective advantages for the spe-

cies since birth weight is correlated

with the prepregnancy weight of the

mother, and infant survival is corre-

lated with birth weight.

In order to understand how critical

weight at menarche operates for the

individual girl, it is necessary to see

how, during the slow, long-term mat-

uration of the reproductive system, the

growing body changes not only in size

and shape but also in the proportions

of the tissues. A fundamental aspect

of "growing up" is the change in the

relative weight of water, protein, bone,

and fat in the body. These adjustments

accelerate during the adolescent
growth spurt.

Research by others suggested that

in mammals changes in metabolic rate

and stored fat may be related to sexual

maturation. My colleagues and I

therefore analyzed the components of

body weight—water, lean body mass
(which includes the skeleton), and
fat—for individual girls. Estimation

of body composition showed that the

greatest change, by weight, in both

early- and late-maturing girls, during

the adolescent growth spurt up to

menarche, is a 120 percent increase

in body fat, from about eleven pounds

to twenty-four pounds. Lean body
weight, in contrast, increases only

about 44 percent. The ratio of lean

body weight to fat thus changes from

5:1 at initiation of the spurt to 3:1

at menarche.

Water becomes a lower percentage

of the body weight as fat becomes

a larger percentage since fat contains

little water. At menarche, girls aver-

age about 55 percent water and about

24 percent fat. At the attainment of

mature height and weight, at 16 to

1 8 years of age, an average well-nour-

ished young woman in the United

States (height 65 inches, weight 125

pounds) is about 52 percent water and

28 percent fat. The completion of

height and weight growth coincides

with the end of the period of ado-

lescent subfecundity, when the ovary,

uterus, and oviducts have also com-
pleted their growth. An average

United States male is considerably

leaner at the completion of growth

(at about 1 8 to 20 years of age), being

about 61 percent water and about 14

percent fat.

Reproduction requires energy. A
pregnancy requires a total of about

50,000 extra calories, and lactation

about 1,000 extra calories a day. In

prehistoric times, successful lactation

was an absolute necessity for the sur-

vival of the infant. The main function

of the thirty-five pounds of fat stored

on average by both early- and late-

maturing girls by age 18 may be to

provide easily mobilized energy for

reproduction. The 144,000 calories

stored at the time of mature repro-

ductive ability would be sufficient for

a pregnancy and about three months'

lactation. The human brain, it should
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and only Zeiss guarantees its binocu-
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Sound like a high-risk commit-
ment? It isn't at all. It's 134 years of

optical leadership, 200 superbly engi-

neered parts, 1800 operations and
grueling inspections to insure the high-

est level of optical and mechanical per-

formance, resistance to climate

variations, and complete freedonn from
internal reflections, ghost images and
other disturbing image^eteriorating

pfoblerns under all lighting conditions.

And a meticulous choice of materials.

With this background and fail-safe pro-

cedure, the odds are in our favor that

the workmanship and materials will

last as iQfip as what they make.
And utet they make is a pair of

binoculars thabwill always transmit

more light than any other; focus with

incomparable precision; reveal more at

dusk and dawn with more color true-

ness; and offer unparalleled edge-to-

edge image quality and resolution.

Until others are made like ours,

Zeiss will continue as the only binocu-

lars guaranteed for life.
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be noted, grows most rapidly during

the last trimester of pregnancy and

the first months after birth.

The research on the changes in rel-

ative fatness in normal, well-nourished

females provided standards to assess

weight changes in girls and young

women undernourished by injudicious

dieting and in patients with the psy-

chogenic disease anorexia nervosa.

Our investigation showed that a mini-

mum weight for height, representing

about 17 percent fat of body weight,

was necessary for menarche, and that

a heavier minimum weight for height,

representing about 22 percent fat of

body weight, was necessary for the

maintenance or restoration of regular

ovulatory cycles.

We found that the weights at which

menstrual cycles cease or resume in

young women age 16 and older are

about 10 percent heavier than the

minimal weights for the same heights

observed at menarche. For example,

a young girl 63 inches tall should

weigh at least 91 pounds before men-

strual cycles would be expected to

start. In comparison, a 20-year-old

amenorrheic woman of the same
height will normally have to weigh

at least 102 pounds before menstrual

cycles can be expected to resume. The

heavier postmenarcheal weight re-

flects the 10 additional pounds of fat

added during the period of adolescent

subfecundity. (At present, our stan-

dards apply only to United States and

European females, since different pop-

ulations have different critical weights

at menarche, and researchers do not

as yet know whether the different criti-

cal weights represent the same critical

body composition.)

It is important to note that other

factors, such as emotional stress, af-

fect the onset and maintenance of

menstrual cycles in human beings.

Therefore, menstrual cycles may cease

without weight loss and may not re-

sume in some women even though the

minimum required weight is attained.

High energy outputs, in addition to

low nutritional intake, interact with

fatness to aff"ect female menstrual pe-

riodicity. Women ballet dancers and

athletes who train intensively have a

high incidence of amenorrhea. In run-

ners, the incidence is directly related

to weekly training mileage. When in-

tensive training begins at an early

premenarcheal age, menarche may be

delayed until as late as age 19 or

20. Studies of dancers show that men-

arche may occur after an injury that

I
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SUPERW
Dorit be fooled by the price.

This LCD Dual Alarm Chronograph
is probably the best as well as most
useful watch on the market today.

This watch is in a class by itself. With every conceiv-

able convenience ... unmatched feather-light com-

fort ... and rugged dependability with matching,

trim-slim styling.

And it's priced so low, it makes sense to own as an

every-day watch you can wear without worrying or

as an extra watch you use only for running or when
you're working around the house or for its wake-up

alarm and second timekeeping zone when you're

traveling.*

What's amazing is that it gives you TWO of every-

thing other watches selling for ten times as much
boast of when they have just one. And it includes

additional conveniences, like a count-down timer;

so, no other watch, at any price, does as much or

does it better! And this watch is guaranteed for ONE
full year.

WORLD CLASS ACCURACY: First and foremost it's

guaranteed to be accurate to within seconds a

month, three-minutes-a-year You can be certain the

big, easy-to-read display with the hour, minutes and

running seconds is right on time— to the second.

Your watch also gives you the day and date at a

glance, with no button to push, adjusting automati-

cally for the number of days in any month (including

leap year) . Then, so you can see easily in the dark or

when it's dim, there's a built-in night light.

3-YEAR BATTERY: And this is one watch you won't

have to worry about for a long, long time. The battery

is warranted to last for a full three years.

TWO-TIMING: What is more, you get a second

timekeeping zone. A convenience you'll really ap-

preciate when you travel or when you're doing busi-

ness with a firm in a far-away city Plus a two-note

chime you can set to go off on the hour to keep the

time from passing you by.

24-HOUR ALARMS AND PERSONAL REMINDER
SYSTEM: The alarm can be set in an instant for any

minute of any hour. The precision of a digital alarm is

simply unbeatable. If you want, you can leave this

alarm set for the same time every day because

there's a SECOND alarm as well. With two alarms

you'll be able to schedule your day and stick to your

schedule more easily and surely than ever before.

30-MINUTES AND COUNTING: In addition, in-

spired by the Space Center, you also get a 1 2 hour to

"Even in a drawer, it will keep perfect time. Ready
when you want or need it without your touching or

adjusting a thing.

one minute count-down timer. Really, a third alarm,
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requires the suspension of training for

a month or two.

Hormonal changes observed in

women amenorrheic because of exces-

sive thinness correlate with the

changes in weight and body compo-
sition. A return to a prepubertal pat-

tern of hormone secretion is found

with the reversion to a prepubertal

body composition of lean to fat. The
close association between the hor-

monal secretory pattern and changes

in body composition suggests that

there is some signal from the central

nervous system to the hypothalamus,

a part of the brain that controls the

eventual release of gonadal hormones.

From an evolutionary view the eco-

nomical and reasonable hypothesis is

that physical ability to reproduce suc-

cessfully and hypothalamic control of

reproduction are synchronized by the

central nervous system. Both the ab-

solute and relative amounts of fat are

important since the lean body mass

and the fat obviously must be in a

particular absolute range, as well as

a relative range, that is, the individual

must be big enough to reproduce. It

has recently been found that trans-

formation of androgens to estrogen

takes place in human breast and ab-

dominal fat, suggesting that adipose

tissue may be a significant extrago-

nadal source of estrogen. Body weight,

hence fatness, also influences the di-

rection of estrogen metabolism to the

most potent or least potent forms. The
high percentage of fat in the mature

human female thus may directly in-

fluence reproductive ability.

Food intake and ovulation also may
be related in a particularly interesting

way, as is evident in the phenomenon
of "flushing" found in sheep. Flushing

is the increase in the rate of twinning

resulting from short-term (for exam-

ple, a week) high-caloric feeding by

the ewe before mating. The well-nour-

ished human female, fortunately, does

not normally superovulate in response

to a high caloric intake. However,

some women may be sensitive to a

food intake signal. When nutrition was

severely restricted during World Wars
I and II, a decrease occurred in the

rate of human dizygotic twinning (non-

identical twins from two fertilized

eggs). There was no change, however,

in the rate of monozygotic twinning

(identical twins from one fertilized

egg). The rate of dizygotic twinning

returned to normal after food supplies

returned to peacetime levels.

We still have much to learn about

the mechanisms involved, both for the

individual and for populations. As we
have seen, the British historical data

on nutrition, growth, age of menarche,

birthrate by age of the mother, in-

cidence of sterility, birth interval, and
age of menopause, show that slow

growth to maturity of women and men
due to hard work and disease is cor-

related with a reproductive span that

is shorter and less efficient than that

of a well-nourished population. But

why is a late menarche in a population

usually associated with an earlier men-
opause, with long lactation intervals,

and with higher pregnancy wastage?

Are there exceptions in some envi-

ronments to these associated events?

How much is reversible after growth

is completed?

One endocrinological explanation

for these interactions is suggested by
experiments in which my colleagues

and I fed animals high-fat and low-

fat diets that substituted fat isoca-

lorically for carbohydrates. The ani-

mals on a high-fat diet reached sexual

maturation significantly earlier and

were relatively fatter than the animals

on a low-fat diet. The well-nourished

human female, particularly on a diet

with a high percentage of calories

from fat, may have higher estrogen

levels, which result in a higher re-

productive efficiency than is found in

females with less adiposity.

Whatever the mechanisms, the fact

that undernourished human beings

and animals are less fecund than well-

nourished populations can be regarded

as an adaptation to reduced food sup-

plies and of ecological advantage. Re-

duction of fertility as a result of un-

dernutrition and hard living is a less

wasteful mechanism than the regu-

lation of overpopulation by mortality.

Of course, in the case of humans, there

are also social customs—such as a late

age of marriage or a taboo on inter-

course during lactation—which aff"ect

the rate of pregnancy in a particular

society.

The Bush people of the Kalahari

Desert today demonstrate the type of

reproductive pattern found in nine-

teenth-century Britain. The Bush peo-

ple are not starved, but their caloric

and protein intake fluctuates season-

ally and averages significantly less

than that of well-nourished people of

developed countries. Sociologist

Nancy Howell has found that a Bush

woman has an average of less than

five living births in her whole repro-

ductive span. A well-nourished United



States woman who does not use con-

traceptives, such as a Hutterite, aver-

ages eleven to twelve children, begin-

ning at a later age of marriage.

Former explanations of the rela-

tively small size of the Bush family

have included venereal disease and

abortion. Strong support for the al-

ternative explanation of a lower level

of reproductive ability is found in the

changes that take place when Bush

women move to trading posts. There,

women eat a higher calorie diet; they

also no longer expend so much energy

in food gathering. Among these mi-

grants, the age of menarche is be-

coming earlier and the birth interval

is shortening; natural fertility there-

fore is increasing.

If subfecundity was the main reason

for the relatively low observed fertility

among British working-class couples

in the nineteenth century, a reasonable

question is. Who at that time was using

the many (inefficient) methods of con-

traception devised during human his-

tory? The data suggest that contra-

ception would have been used by

females (and males) who were well

nourished, hence fully fertile, and

whose reproductive ability exceeded

their desire for offspring. This would

be a small percentage of the popu-

lation: the relatively well-fed aristoc-

racy, especially those who used wet

nurses; the wet nurses themselves,

since pregnancy would affect their

ability to nurse; and prostitutes, whose

aspirations of fertility were zero.

Undernutrition may have been one

of the reasons for the relatively low

fertility observed in nineteenth-cen-

tury Britain. Undernutrition, instead

of widespread use of folk contracep-

tion, may also explain the completed

family size of six to seven children

found in many developing countries

today. If so, the nutrition programs

necessary for a vigorous, productive

society should be closely integrated

with family planning programs for the

well-being of the mother, the child,

and the society. The research on the

direct pathway from nutrition to fer-

tility implies that when couples are

well fed, and their potential fertility

is high, there is interest in, and re-

ceptivity to, the idea of efficient

means of contraception.

Rose E. Frisch is a lecturer in the

Department of Population Sciences

and the Centerfor Population Studies

of the Harvard School of Public

Health, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Moas and the Maori
Unraveling the evolution and extinction

of a large, flightless bird

by Joel Cracraft

On a wintry day in early February

1844, a large crowd assembled at the

Royal Institution in London to hear

a lecture about some old bird bones

recently arrived from New Zealand.

As was the custom, the gentlemen were

at their attentive best on the main floor,

the ladies were in their proper Vic-

torian place high up in the gallery,

and the physicist Michael Faraday was

prepared to serve tea at the conclusion

of the festivities.

That the famous of London's sci-

entific and literary society (Dickens

and Carlyle were often in attendance

at such functions) would spare the time

to learn the latest about bird bones

may seem curious, but the lecturer was

none other than Prof. Richard Owen,

England's premier anatomist and pa-

leontologist. And these were not or-

dinary bird bones he was to talk

about—they were the relics of giant

flightless birds that were thought to

be, as Owen's wife was to characterize

them in her diary, the "only remaining

types of a large creation as proper to

an early state of the globe."

The intellectual community's keen

interest in these birds had its origins

five years earlier. In 1839 Owen had

stunned his fellow scientists by describ-

ing a fragmentary scrap of limb bone,

brought to him by a sailor just returned

from New Zealand, as having come
from a previously unknown form larger

than an ostrich. When Owen submitted

his paper to the Zoological Society of

London, the publication committee

protested strongly. After all, how could

one reconstruct a giant flightless bird

from such a small scrap? And how
could such a large bird have escaped

the eyes of several generations of New
Zealanders? The bone was not fossil-

ized, so if Owen was correct, the living

bird surely would have been observed

by someone. Finally, however, at Ow-
en's insistence—and at some risk to

his reputation—the paper was pub-

lished, and copies were distributed

across New Zealand. Four years later

more bones arrived from naturalists in

New Zealand, and Owen had the proof

he needed. Over the next forty years,

he and others described dozens of spe-

cies representing forms the size of a

turkey to those standing taller than

an ostrich.

How did these birds, called moas

from the Polynesian word for fowl,

come to occupy New Zealand? What
factors facilitated their evolution,

which resulted in remarkable taxo-

nomic and morphological diversity?

And why did they become extinct?

These and other questions have puzzled

scientists for more than a century, but

only within the last decade have bi-

ologists and anthropologists begun to

Mua and kiwis

28
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furnish some satisfactory answers

Moas belong to a group of birds •

known as ratites; included in this

group are the rheas of South America,

the ostriches of Africa, the extinct ele-

phant birds of Madagascar, the emus

and cassowaries of Australia and New
Guinea, and the kiwis of New Zealand.

Except for the kiwis, all these birds

are large, flightless, and look much

alike. Many experts, even as recently

as fifteen years ago, considered them

to be unrelated to one another. These

workers hypothesized that each species

had its own distinct ancestor, which

flew to these far-flung southern

landmasses and independently evolved

large body size and flightlessness. Not

unexpectedly, this hypothesis had spe-

cial appeal to a scientific community

that, at the time, accepted the notion

of stable continents and ocean basins.

Then, in the 1960s and 1970s, or-

nithologists began to reinvestigate the

comparative morphology, behavior,

and biochemistry of these birds. All

the available evidence provided by

these studies supports a hypothesis of

common ancestry for the ratites and

a close relationship between them and

the tinamous of South America, a fam-

ily of grouselike birds capable of flight.

Moreover, on the basis of morphologi-

cal data, biologists have postulated that

rheas and the ostriches are each other's

closest relatives and that they, in turn,

are related to the emus and cassowar-

ies. These four families, furthermore,

appear to share an ancestry with the

elephant birds, and finally, all five can

be related to the kiwis and moas.

This hypothesis of relationships has

some important implications, two of

which seem to answer the question

about the origin of the moas. For ex-

ample, the hypothesis implies that rat-

ites evolved large body size and became

flightless only once, near the beginning

of their ancestry. The second impli-

cation is that ancestral ratites were

rather widespread over a united South-

ern Hemisphere landmass. When the

continents began to break up and drift

apart in the middle to late Cretaceous

(about 80 to 130 million years ago),

progenitors of the modern families

were isolated.

In the Cretaceous, a continental

mass, which later became New Zea-

land, lay connected to the Ross Ice

Shelf region of West Antarctica. Topo-

logically and geologically distinct from

East Antarctica, West Antarctica was

apparently united intermittently not

only to the New Zealand continental
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block but also to the southern Andean
portion of South America. It can be

postulated that at some time in the

late Cretaceous an early ratite ancestor

was distributed over a common New
Zealand-West Antarctica-southern

South America landmass. With the

northward drift of New Zealand, be-

ginning about eighty million years ago,

that ancestor became isolated. A sub-

sequent evolutionary event within the

New Zealand continental fragment

produced the lineages leading to moas

on the one hand and kiwis on the other.

Moa bones are known from natural

deposits 600 to 33,000 years old and

from sites associated with human ac-

tivity, all of which are less than 1,000

years old. These remains are now clas-

sified into six genera and about thirteen

to fifteen species. The genera are char-

acterized by differences in body pro-

portions and in the shape of the head

and bill, suggesting that the species

of each genus had a distinct method
of obtaining food. Within each genus,

however, the species are differentiated

from one another primarily on the basis

of size. This twofold aspect of evo-

lutionary divergence—by shape among
genera and by size within each ge-

nus—has produced a remarkable ra-

diation in morphological diversity. As
an example, the genus Dinornis con-

tains four medium (five to six feet tall)

to very tall (nine to ten feet) species,

all of which have broad, flattened

skulls and bills and extremely thin legs

for birds their size. The genera
Euryapteryx and Pachyornis, on the

other hand, have two species each

—

one small (three to four feet) and one

medium to large (five to seven
feet)—and are robust, heavy-boned

birds with deep, strong skulls and
beaks. The remaining genera,
Megalapteryx, Anomalopteryx, and
Emeus, consist generally of smaller

species (four to five feet tall) with rel-

atively weak bills of varying shape.

(Another interesting morphological

characteristic of moas is that they are

the only group of birds known to have

lost all the bones of their wings.)

How can this pattern of species and

morphological diversity be explained?

The answer to this question probably

has two components, one relating to

paleogeographic and paleoclimatic

changes that took place during the Ter-

tiary and Pleistocene and the other to

the ecological interactions that occur

among species faced with exploiting

similar and restricted resources. As is

frequently the case in paleontological
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reconstructions, both components can

be inferred to have been important in

moa evolution, but constructing rig-

orous tests of these hypotheses may
prove impossible.

Biologists have established that new
species can arise when populations of

previously existing species are frag-

mented in some manner by climatic

or geographic barriers. Once in iso-

lation, these fragmented populations

diverge, either rapidly or slowly, to be-

come distinct species. One key to a

rapid proliferation of species within a

restricted geographic area—called an

evolutionary radiation—is the occur-

rence of cycles of population fragmen-

tation, divergence in isolation and re-

union of these newly evolved species,

followed by another cycle of fragmen-

tation and isolation. In this way an

original species gives rise to two or

more new species in isolation; then

when barriers are eliminated, some of

these species may come to occupy the

same area. If new barriers arise, the

population of each new species is frag-

mented and additional species evolve.

Diversity can thereby increase rapidly.

We can hypothesize that this model
of species evolution provides an ex-

planation for the taxonomic diversity

of moas. Throughout the Cretaceous,

and especially during the Cenozoic, the

New Zealand landmass was constantly

changing in surface area and topo-

graphic features. As the New Zealand

continental plateau drifted slowly

northward, islands of various sizes and

shapes emerged, became united to

form large land areas, and were divided

once again by rising sea levels. There

are at present only two major islands,

North Island and South Island, but

a series of islands existed for varying

periods of time in the early and middle

Cenozoic. And in the Pleistocene, the

cyclical changes in sea levels, which

were correlated with the waxing and

waning of the polar icecaps, repeatedly

separated and then joined North Island

and South Island. This then is the

paleogeographic setting that undoubt-

edly influenced moa evolution. Given

the frequency of geographic isolating

events that took place during the last

forty or fifty million years, it is not

surprising to see high species diversity

in a group of birds. What makes the

radiation of moas interesting, however,

is that it involved taxa of large body

size and took place on a relatively small

landmass. Within birds, the only com-

parable situation is that of the now

extinct elephant birds of Madagascar,
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where seven species apparently evolved

in isolation. In contrast, the classic ex-

amples of island evolutionary radi-

ations, such as the Galapagos finches

and the Hawaiian honeycreepers, in-

volved species of small body size.

It will be recalled that when moas
first arrived on New Zealand they were

already flightless and probably of fairly

large body size. Subsequent geograph-

ic events facilitating evolutionary di-

versification contributed to modify this

basic body plan. This raises the ques-

tion. How did numerous species of gen-

erally similar body plan coexist in an

environment in which the diversity of

food resources for large flightless birds

appears rather limited? Living ratites,

except the kiwis, are omnivorous, and

so too probably were the moas. New
Zealand did not have an especially high

plant species diversity and the small

vertebrate fauna available as food for

ratites was dapauperate.

Some current ecological research

suggests that if two closely related spe-

cies come to share overlapping distri-

butions, and if food resources are

limited, then either one of the species

will go extinct or the two species will

diverge in those aspects of their mor-

phology, behavior, and ecology that are

related to resource utilization. If di-

vergence occurs, the species will be

able to coexist. In those situations in

which many similar species coexist, the

problem of dividing up the available

resources becomes more acute, and we
would predict marked divergence to

evolve, presumably to reduce inter-

specific competitive pressures.

This ecological theory may explain

the divergence in body size and bill

shape exhibited by the moas. Differ-

ences among genera reflect variation

in bill shape and body proportions,

whereas differences among species of

the same genus primarily reflect vari-

ation in size. The species in any one

location, therefore, apparently mani-

fested a broad range of morphological

and, presumably, ecological diversity.

Because the stomach contents of some
individual moas have been preserved,

we know that they fed on leaves, twigs,

and fruits.

The striking diversity in bill shape

suggests there was a corresponding va-

riety of feeding methods. Compare, for

example, the large species Pachyornis

elephantopus—even its name charac-

terizes this ponderous six-foot bird

—

with the slightly smaller Euryapteryx
geranoides. Both were roughly similar

in size and occurred together over
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much of South Island. P. elephantopus

possessed a high, rounded cranium

with a long, narrow, pointed bill. Its

jaw apparatus was heavily constructed,

and the large jaw muscle scars indicate

a species capable of crushing or tearing

highly resistant foods. On the other

hand, E. geranoides had a broad, flat-

tened cranium with a short, broad bill

rounded at the tip. Although the skull

presents an impression of strength, the

relatively small jaw muscle scars in-

dicate a more limited ability to crush

and tear food. Another species in the

same deposits. Emeus crassus, was the

same size as Euryapteryx geranoides

but had a jaw mechanism as weak as

that found in some much smaller spe-

cies. This example could be applied

to the species assemblage known to

occur at any given location.

These observations suggest that the

species of moas may have avoided com-

petition for the available food resources

because they browsed at different

heights in the vegetation and possessed

contrasting abilities to harvest foods.

The millions of years of geographic

isolation and differentiation, accompa-

nied by the evolution of differences

in size and shape, resulted in the pres-

ence of approximately fifteen species

in geologically recent times. Why then

did the moas go extinct, apparently

all within the last thousand years?

The answer to the question of moa
extinction is complex and has been de-

bated for more than a century by ar-

cheologists, biologists, and geologists.

The difficulty is that the historical

record—whether of natural or archeo-

logical deposits— is woefully inad-

equate. Nevertheless, as more sites are

discovered and aged by radiocarbon-

dating techniques, our picture of moa
history is steadily improving.

The Maori people arrived on New
Zealand from eastern Polynesia about

a thousand years ago. Archeological

evidence reveals that both North and

South islands were widely settled by

700 years b.p. Bruce McFadgen, a New
Zealand anthropologist, estimates the

total population of the colonizers at

between 500 and 1,000 individuals, but

by the fifteenth century those numbers

had grown to somewhere between

10,000 and 100,000.

The first human inhabitants found

themselves in a wild and pristine land.

A lush forest of mixed podocarp-

broadleaf trees covered the subtropical

areas of North Island and the west

coast of South Island, and an equally

dense southern beech forest was dis-

tributed widely in mountainous and
temperate lowland locales, especially

on South Island. These forests made
penetration and agricultural exploita-

tion of the island interior extremely

difficult and nearly all coastal settle-

ments practiced clearance by fire.

McFadgen estimates that after 300 to

500 years of occupation perhaps as

much as one-third of the forests had
been burned.

The lands and waters of New Zea-

land offered the Maori colonizers a

diversity and abundance of food

sources. The ocean and coastal waters

had fish, shellfish, and large numbers

of the New Zealand fur seal. The for-

ests yielded many kinds of edible

plants. There were no native land

mammals other than bats, but there

were giant birds. One can almost imag-

ine what the first sight of moas must

have meant to these colonizers at the

end of a journey that had taken them
over 1,500 miles of open ocean. And
they rapidly took advantage of this

readily available food source. Moas
were harvested in great numbers. Their

bones were broken, probably for the

marrow, certainly for their use in mak-

ing tools, such as fish hooks, and for

decorative ornaments. Moa nests were

also exploited as a food source, as egg-

shells are abundant at some sites.

From the frequency of moa bones

associated with dated Maori sites, the

evidence is fairly clear that large num-

bers of moas were killed in a short

period of time. Hunting of moas was

apparently a regional phenomenon, de-

pending upon the local abundance of

the birds and other foods. Along the

coast, for example, food was gathered

primarily from the ocean, and moas
were rarely used as a food source.

Hunting pressure was more severe on

South Island, and this probably re-

flected the vast differences in climate

encountered over the whole of New
Zealand. On North Island, as moas
and other animals became scarce from

overhunting, the Maori shifted from

a predominately hunter-gatherer econ-

omy to one based on agriculture of

the East Polynesian sweet potato and

other cultigens. The climate over much
of South Island, on the other hand,

was too cool to effectively grow many
of these plants. Thus, southern Maori

populations were forced to rely more
on hunting.

Did hunting pressure alone result in

the extinction of the moas? This is

difficult to say. Certainly, hunting was

crucial in many ways. Bones of young

birds are frequently found at Maori

sites, and the removal of eggs and

young would have affected future pop-

ulation numbers much more severely

than if the killing had been restricted

to adult birds (which may have bred

before they were killed). Evidence for

a strong effect of hunting is also pre-

sented by the large array of other ex-

Excavation of moa bones at Te Aute Swamp,
New Zealand,

Well ngton New Zealand
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Sir Richard Owen with moa bones, 1846
Bettmann Arcilive

tinct species of birds that are com-
monly found at Maori sites. These
included a giant goose, a flightless

duck, an eagle, rails, and a crow; one

could also add to this list many of

the species that are now very rare on

the islands. There can be little question

that hunting had an impact on virtually

the entire avifauna.

But hunting cannot be the only cause

of moa extinction. Surely the firing

of the forests, with its consequent de-

struction of thousands of square miles

of habitat, had a devastating efTect

because most of the species of moas
were distributed primarily in the low-

lands. Apparently, only a few of the

smaller species commonly occupied the

mountainous regions. A reasonable as-

sumption is that the restriction of moa
populations to small tracts of relict for-

est greatly increased their chances of

random extinction.

The species of Dinornis, Emeus, and

Pachyornis were the first to be

exterminated, probably within several

hundred years after human coloniza-

tion. Euryapteryx was still commonly
found between 600 and 800 years b.p.,

but was extinct by 300 to 400 years

B.p. There is no verified record of sur-

vival of any moas after this latter date,

but some authorities believe that a

small species of Anomalopteryx or

Megalapteryx may have survived in

the remote wilderness of the Southern

Alps until the eighteenth or nineteenth

centuries.

Joel Cracraft is an associate professor

ofanatomy at the University ofIllinois

Medical Center.
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The Balancing Act of Moose and Wolves
Stability in a prey population can move from one level of equilibrium

to another. But if excessive human exploitation is added
to predation pressures, the prey may not recover

by Gordon C. Haber

The moose ranks as one of the most

biologically successful of the large

northern mammals, having colonized

a wide diversity of habitats across both

hemispheres and persisting over most

of these regions despite sustained ex-

ploitation by humans, wolves, and

bears. In 1966 I began a long-term

wildlife study in Alaska's Denali

(Mount McKinley) National Park, in

part to learn more about moose be-

havior and population dynamics in a

typical subarctic ecosystem. (The In-

dians called Mount McKinley, Denali,

"The Great One," and the name De-

nali is still used commonly.) While

my emphasis in this research has been

directed more at the wolf packs that

inhabit the region, the role of the

moose as a primary year-round food

source for most of the Denali wolves

mandates that these two species—and

others—be observed as a single in-

teracting unit. Moose are complex,

highly tuned creatures largely because

of predation pressures, but these same

pressures also create a potential for

much trickier behavior at the pop-

ulation and system levels than has

been recognized until recently.

Like most of Denali's large mam-
mals, moose produce their young in

May, the beginning of this region's

"biological year." By about the middle

of the month, most surviving calves

from the previous spring suddenly find

their heretofore protective mothers to

be extremely aggressive toward them,

to the point where the bewildered

yearlings must either strike off on their

own promptly or be dashed to death

by violent attack. Only the yearlings

with mothers not pregnant are per-

With the velvet rubbed from his

fully grown antlers, this bull moose

appears ready for the rutting period.

Beginning in early September,

intense sexual activity among adult

moose in the Denali region of Alaska

lasts about six weeks.



mitted to remain with them. Most of

the new calves are born during May.

Willow thickets throughout the pre-

ferred calving regions yield cows with

single calves or twins. My surveys in-

dicate that birth rates generally range

from 70 to 125 calves per 100 mature

cows.

Wolves and grizzly bears combined

normally take a heavy toll of calves

during the first month or two following

birth, even though a cow moose in

good condition defends her young with

a ferocity seen in few other northern

mammals. Young calves are also sub-

ject to heavy nonpredator losses, for

example, due to wind chill, drown-

ings during river crossings, and other

accidents. Nonetheless, since the an-

nual loss of older moose does not nor-

mally exceed about 1 5 percent of their

spring total, only a relative few of

the calves that are born need survive

for the population to remain stable.

It is almost as if the rest are "pro-

grammed" to be eaten, insuring suf-

ficient energy transfer into higher tro-

phic levels to support the system's ma-

jor predators and scavengers.

Apparently more than maternal de-

fense is necessary to guarantee that

even a small percentage of calves

survives early predation. One of the

most important antipredator responses

that moose have evolved is the syn-

chronization of births each spring. The
short, four- to five-day span during

which most calves are born amounts

to a "pulse" that may saturate the

predators, at least temporarily. During

the actual birth process, and some-

times for a few hours afterward, a

cow cannot fully defend her one or

two calves or herself; with dozens of

moose births occurring in close se-

quence, it is unlikely that wolves and

bears could kill and consume as many
victims as might be possible were

births staggered over a longer time

interval.

For moose calves that overcome the

many early obstacles to survival, still

other problems await. The most im-

portant of these is shared by all living

organisms at arctic and subarctic lati-

tudes: a need to produce biomass rap-

idly, prior to another winter only three

to four months away. Intense solar

radiation and long day-length (peaking

to about twenty-two hours on June

21) provide major energetic compen-

sation for the brevity of summer, but

still one senses an almost urgent race

by creatures large and small to de-

velop and prepare. Soon after the De-
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During the early rut, one bull

approaches another, above, with

typical rolling and swaying

head motions. When fighting

ensues, right, the violent battle

often lasts for an hour or more

nali tundra fully greens in the first

or second week of June, calves are

already quite mobile, and nearly

weaned, they and their mothers
browse lush willow shoots, aspen

leaves, and other vegetation for long

hours throughout the range. Growth

is spectacular. At birth a calf weighs

about 30 pounds, a few weeks later

perhaps 60 to 70 pounds, and by the

end of August approximately 150 to

200 pounds. This compares with late

August adult weights on the order of

800 pounds for cows and 1 ,000 pounds

for bulls.

Major changes become evident

among the adults as well. Individuals

of both sexes begin to develop a dark,

shiny coat of guard hairs, replacing

their now ragged winter pelage, and

body fat reserves are replenished. Per-

haps most dramatic is the reappear-

ance in bulls of antlers, which are

shed usually by December or January.

Six to eight inches of new antler

growth can be seen in some bulls by

late April, and two to three feet in

most mature bulls by July or early

August. Antlers are a form of bone,

nourished during growth by a char-

acteristic soft covering of skin and

blood vessels known as "velvet."



Dark, crisp nights return to Denali

by early August. Before the end of

tiie month the hills have been dusted

with one or two light snowfalls and

the tundra has started to redden slight-

ly. Fall begins in an almost subtle

way, but by the end of the first or

second week of September, colors ex-

plode to a spectacular peak every-

where and the tundra seems ablaze.

Coinciding closely with this dramatic

seasonal change is an equally dramatic

change in moose behavior. This marks
the onset of the rut, a period of about

a month and a half during which al-

most every adult in the population

becomes involved in intense sexual and

breeding activity. To me this is the

most interesting phase of the moose
population's annual cycle; the willow

thickets and spruce patches come alive

with action as moose begin to appear

in substantially larger numbers than

at any other time of the year. By late

August many bulls have partially

rubbed the velvet from their fully

grown antlers; virtually all will be in

handsome, polished form a week or

two later.

Bulls can now be seen moving about

everywhere, challenging each other at

first by thrashing their antlers in wil-

low brush, then more and more fre-

quently during light sparring matches.

Soon adults of both sexes begin con-

gregating in the same areas, bulls pur-

suing the cows. Many of the cows

are drawn by assorted vocal and ol-

factory enticements offered by the

bulls. Rutting behavior itself is im-

portant in this regard: a mature bull

thoroughly paws up an area of ground.

urinates and ejaculates repeatedly

over the spot, and then paws it up
again, often continuing this behavior

for an hour or more. On numerous
occasions I have watched an adult cow
a half mile or more away come running

and squealing to the resultant wallow

as if half crazed, then roll excitedly

in it over and over again.

Within a week or two many bulls

have assembled harems through such

behavior, and by the end of September
it is not uncommon to see ten to twenty

cows with a single large bull. Often
two or more groups form almost ad-

jacent to each other; there are several

locations in Denali where each fall

as many as fifty to a hundred moose
gather in an area of less than five

square miles. It is a busy time for

the largest, dominant bulls, for they
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constantly shepherd their cows and

must meet continuing challenges from

bulls without cows. While aggression

at this time seems to build to higher

levels of intensity among the bulls,

there are also frequent hoof-lashing

battles between cows, suggesting that

many of them compete for a bull's

attention even after secured within a

harem.

When a cowless bull approaches a

harem he may remain near the pe-

riphery for a few hours or a day or

two, but then comes the inevitable

confrontation. A typical threat se-

quence by the bull in possession usu-

ally suffices if he is the larger of the

two: he thrashes his antlers in brush,

then begins walking steadily toward

the intruder while rocking his head

and antlers slowly and rhythmically

in a side-to-side arc, issuing low cough-

ing grunts, and flicking his tongue

back and forth over his lips. If this

does not convey his message adequate-

ly, the bull in possession may bolt

for the other bull in lightninglike, ten-

to fifteen-foot leaps. This action usu-

ally convinces the intruder to try his

luck with another harem. In cases

where the challenging bull is about

the same size or larger, a violent battle

often follows the threat displays. This

is an awesome spectacle, with the two

huge beasts repeatedly crashing into

each other, often for an hour or more.

Commonly, such battles end with both

bulls flattened in total exhaustion

am.idst hundreds of square yards of

torn-up ground and uprooted brush

and small trees.

The intense rutting competition

helps insure that prime bulls do most

of the breeding; however, the high en-

ergy costs render many of them more

vulnerable to predators and other mor-

tality agents. During the rut practi-

cally every mature bull is drenched

in sweat from the almost constant ac-

tivity; and since bulls spend relatively

little time eating, their substantially

depleted body fat reserves cannot be

fully rebuilt before winter. This may

lead to heavier adult bull (versus cow)

losses during the ensuing winter, but

the difference is evident even before

the rutting period ends. Some bulls

are killed outright in the thunderous

battles over harems. More commonly,

wolves and grizzly bears deal the final

blow. My observations indicate that

these predators learn the best locations

for moose rutting activities and hence



encounter weakened bulls more often

than would be expected on the basis

of chance alone—similar to what oc-

curs during the spring calving period.

(Moose in the Denali region focus

their calving and rutting activities in

different areas, but in each case these

appear to have remained traditional

for many decades.) If a wolf pack

or a bear arrives just after two bulls

have fought to exhaustion, a double

kill becomes very likely. I observed

this result in five instances during my
fall moose surveys.

The tundra turns brown by late Sep-

tember, and shortly afterward the first

snowfalls have crept down the moun-

tainsides to the valley floors. Mating

activity reaches a peak at about this

time, then during the next few weeks

social calm begins to return as in-

dividuals disperse from the rutting

groups. Now the task is basic and

straightforward for all sex and age

classes: survive five to six months of

severe cold, deep snows, fewer oppor-

tunities to find adequate browse

(which itself is of lower nutritive value

than in the summer), and continued

pressure from wolves.

The physical condition of virtually

every moose in the population dete-

A bull moose, left, checks a

cow's sexual receptivity by

smelling her. Five cows, below,

flock around the large bull, which

has collected them as part of
his harem during the rut.

riorates during the winter, but the

slide is much steeper and the odds

of surviving until spring are much low-

er for some, especially for individuals

already at a disadvantage because of

age, injury, lower fat reserves, or other

debilitating factors. Surprisingly

though, any calf that has managed
to stay alive through the fall appar-

ently enjoys good odds of surviving

its first winter. The sex and age data

I secured in my annual population sur-

veys indicate that about 60 to 90

percent of the calves that die between

birth and sixteen months of age die

within the first four months, and most

of these deaths occur during the first

month and a half. In short, calves

still alive when winter begins have al-

ready successfully endured much test-

ing, and no doubt most were born in

good condition to the strongest and

most experienced mothers.

As winter progresses and the snow

deepens, developing one or more
crusts, moose are forced to expend

larger amounts of energy in search

of forage that is increasingly difficult

to find. Wolves begin to enjoy better

hunting success, killing 8 to 9 percent

of the moose they encounter in a very

severe (deep snow) winter, compared

to only about 2 to 3 percent in a

mild winter and 5 to 6 percent in

an average winter. Moose deaths from

nonpredatory factors also increase; in

certain years wolves feed heavily on

these winter kills, which reduces the

number of live animals they kill. Win-

ter can also exert residual impacts on

the moose population, for example,

through greater nutritional stress in

pregnant females. Spring birth rates

in Denali are approximately halved

after a severe winter.

One of the major ways in which

moose minimize such impacts is to

migrate. Moose migrations in Denali

rarely exceed fifteen miles or an ele-

vation change of 1,000 feet, but when

a deep-snow winter hits (as in 1970/

7 1 , which was a record for this region),

this degree of shifting is sufficient to

remove the population from ranges

where norma! movements and forag-

ing activities can become extremely

difficult. The timing and extent of

each winter's migration appears to be

keyed to average snow depths on the

summer ranges. If there is less than

one and a half to two feet of snow

on these ranges, little or no migration

occurs. As depths begin to exceed this

threshold, about one-third to one-half

of the population moves, and by the



time the average reaches three to four

feet, essentially all have left for the

winter ranges.

Moose that have migrated are nor-

mally able to return to the summer
ranges by late April or early May.
prior to calving two to three weeks

later. Many of the pregnant cows bear

their calves in ver\- specific and tra-

ditional areas within the summer
ranges: one cow that I could identify

produced her calves within 100 yards

of the same location for at least three

years during my study. Not surpris-

ingly, wolves traditionally produce

their young in these same areas, using

nurserv dens at least several decades

old.

The lingering deep snow of a severe

winter may prevent most moose from
returning to the usual calving areas

before mid to late May. leading to

an important change by the wolves

too. This happened in spring 1971.

and the result for the moose was a

form of compensatory relief from pre-

dation. I obsen-ed the wolves closely

while they scouted the major calving

areas in late .A.pril and early May
1971, cleaning out established dens

and hunting near each for several

days, but there were few contacts with

moose. The pack finally departed on

May 10 and ended up committing it-

self to a den in another area, closer

to an active caribou migration route.

Over the ne.xt two weeks most of the

moose were able to return to their

usual calving areas, where cows pro-

duced young at about half the rate

seen in other years (the low birth rate

was predictable because of the impact

of the preceding record winter on preg-

A coy.\ above, nurses her win calves

at the edge of a pond. Weighing

about 30 pounds at birth in the

spring, the calves gro^' rapidly.

By the end ofAugust they will

weigh between 150 to 200 pounds.

nant cows). Yet there was actually

a higher spring to fall rate of calf

survival than in summers following

winters of average or even mild se-

verity. The higher summer 1971 sur-

vival rate could be attributed in part

to the likelihood that the severe winter

prevented many weak, inexperienced

cows from bearing calves. But the wolf

denning shift also had much to do

with this by, in effect, exposing moose
calves to far less wolf hunting than

in other summers. .Apparently, the lin-

gering deep snow and delayed moose
return influenced grizzly bears in

some similar manner for I noted less

hunting in the calving area by this

predator as well.

Perhaps the most significant obser-

vation to be made about moose in

Denali relates to the long-term status

of the population. For the past fifteen

years and probably for at least forty

to fifty, the total number of moose
has remained relatively stable despite

substantial predation by wolves and

bears and much variation in levels of

winter severity. The best moose habi-

tat and highest concentrations of

moose are found within the 600-

square-mile territory of one wolf pack

in particular, and predictably, moose

"-V

are used heavily by this pack on a

year-round basis. Mountain sheep and

to a lesser extent caribou are sup-

plementary- food items. Moose distri-

bution is patchy (nonrandom) and

moose migrate seasonally from one

portion of the territory to another, yet

based on population surveys under-

taken by myself and National Park

Service biologists, the territory-wide

density (number of moose per 600

square miles) has fluctuated from only

about 0.7 to 1.4 moose per square

mile. It might be tempting to relate

this stability to habitat factors, given

the slow rate of successional change

seen here (typical of subarctic eco-

systems) and the virtual absence of

fire disruption. Nevertheless, we know

that this population enjoys a high re-

productive rate and that in general

the individuals are in excellent phys-

ical condition, contrary to what is ob-

sen'ed for most ungulate species that
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reach the maximum carrying capacity

of their habitats and are directly

limited by food supply. Furthermore,

despite some predictable localized

overbrowsing, the Denali population

does not appear to be suffering any

widespread shortage of food vegeta-

tion.

I recognized from the outset that

it would be simplistic to assume that

only one or a few factors were re-

sponsible for the observed population

stability, although it seemed likely

that predation played a central role.

To examine this question in detail,

my colleagues at the University of

British Columbia and I decided to use

a systems approach, in which we con-

sidered several hundred interacting

predator, prey, habitat, and environ-

mental variables jointly. This meant
we would need some sophisticated

bookkeeping, hence we began by or-

ganizing the many bits and pieces of

field data into a computer simulation

model. We were then able to integrate

all of the variables into only two basic

components of system change: moose

net production (births minus nonpred-

ator losses) and losses due to preda-

tion, and to consider these as a func-

tion of prey (moose) density. Next we
translated the results of this analysis

into a simple graphical model, known
as a recruitment curve, which showed

variations in the moose population's

net annual increment (the difference

between the production and loss com-

ponents) over a wide range of moose

densities.

This indicated that increments are

positive at moderate moose densities

(net production exceeds predation

losses), but that they decrease to neg-

ative values at both high and low den-

sities. At densities where a positive/

negative change occurs the increment

is equal to zero, and hence there is

Followed by her calves, a cow

chases a yearling from the area.

Until the spring calving season,

female moose are protective toward

their young of the previous year,

but now their attention must

focus on the newborn offspring.

a potential equilibrium. We identified

three possible equilibria: one within

the range of densities observed in De-

nali over recent years, another at a

much lower density, and a third be-

tween these two but closer to the lower

one. Both the upper and middle equi-

libria appear to be generated in about

the same way. Moose net production

drops sharply at each of these den-

sities, but predation losses do not de-

cline in a corresponding way; thus pre-
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Earsbctck and^aifs brisfiing, a
cow charges through a tundra pond
toward the photographer. Sensing

a threat to her calf, the enraged

!<',;;<' rimther can be very dangerous.
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dation exerts a much greater impact,

and in each case a point is reached

where it completely removes and then

exceeds the equivalence of annual net

production. The downturn in net pro-

duction at high density is probably

due to greater resource competition,

leading to fewer births and more non-

predator deaths. At the middle equi-

librium this results from a sharp drop

in births due to the much smaller adult

population (that is, fewer cows). The

lowest of the three equilibria appears

to exist because of a learning-related

phenomenon referred to as "switch-

ing." In a multi-prey system a predator

such as the wolf searches much less

for a particular prey type when it be-

comes so scarce that it is difficult

to find. This allows the prey to begin

an increase, whereupon the predator

is again able to hunt it to advantage,

until depressing it to the switching-

off point once more, and so forth.

Under natural circumstances a sub-

arctic moose population subjected to

wolf predation could be expected to

fluctuate about the upper equilibrium

for a long period, probably for decades

at least. As random events pushed the

population below this equilibrium into

the density range where increments

are positive, it would simply increase

again. On the other hand, if pushed

somewhat above the equilibrium (for

example, by immigration), the neg-

ative increments corresponding to this

density range would produce a pop-

ulation decrease. In other words, the

population is anything but delicately

balanced at a stable size. It fluctuates

considerably, but the important point

is that it can absorb much stress and

still continue to fluctuate about the

same density.

I observed a dramatic illustration

of this resilience during my fieldwork

in Denali. Within a period of only

six years the region experienced a vir-

tually complete spectrum of winter

variability, based on the existing fifty

years of weather data—the most se-

vere winter ever recorded (1970/71),

a second severe winter (1971/72), one

A spike bull and a cow browse

amidst the colorful foliage

of mid-September. The bull may
be a yearling of the female, which

tolerates his presence because she

did not bear calves in the spring.

of the mildest (1969/70), and several

average winters. Winter conditions

can exert a variety of direct and in-

direct impacts on moose birth and

death rates, thereby influencing total

numbers, yet there has been no major

shift in the equilibrium density about

which this population fluctuates. Per-

haps most impressive of all, my sur-

veys in fall 1970 and 1971—before
and after the very severe winter of

1970/71—indicated there had been

a net decrease of only 8 to 10 percent

in the number of moose present.

Suppose, however, that the popu-

lation is subjected to a series of im-

pacts even greater than what has been

observed to date, so that it eventually

decreases to a density just below the

middle equilibrium. Since the com-

bination of lower net production and

proportionately heavier predation be-

low this threshold results in negative

net annual increments, the population

begins a rapid decline that continues

even after the initial disturbing agent

is removed. With no human interven-

tion (predator control, for example),

the decline would deepen until finally

abated at a very low equilibrium by
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predator switching. Even in a multi-

prey system it might then take twenty

to thirty years for the wolves to emi-

grate or starve to the point where re-

covery could begin.

This sequence could be triggered

by emigration, heavy mortality, and/

or reduced natality associated with a

natural disturbance, such as a major

flood or fire, or perhaps a winter much
harsher than 1970/71. Most ecosys-

tems, however, have been resilient to

all but the uncommonly severe natural

disturbances; were this not the case,

the subarctic mountains and tundra

would have plunged into biological dis-

array and scarcity centuries ago.

A more likely trigger in today's

North is excessive moose hunting by
humans, an impact that we were able

to simulate easily in our model. The
mechanisms revealed to us in this anal-

ysis turned out to be much more subtle

than I had expected. Hunting removes

a portion of each year's net increment

from the moose population, but most

important we found that this leads

to two equilibrium changes: the upper

equilibrium shifts to a lower density

and the middle equilibrium shifts to

a higher density. As a result, the

moose population begins to fluctuate

over a lower range of densities and
within narrower constraints. More-
over, since increments are negative be-

low the middle equilibrium and this

now occurs at a higher density, the

odds of an irreversible decline are in-

creased. This means that the same
above-average winter that earlier

caused only a minor decrease in num-
bers now could easily lead to a major

decline, although it is important to

emphasize that such a decline would

be expected only when the population

is subjected to excessive hunting, spe-

cifically an annual rate greater than

6 to 7 percent, according to our anal-

ysis. Furthermore, to sustain this har-

vest the population would first have

to be reduced to 60 to 70 percent

of its upper equilibrium density, to

the level corresponding to maximum
net production (at the upper equilib-

rium net production is lower and just

equals the predation loss).

The foregoing multiple equilibria

pattern is not unique to moose-wolf

systems. Ecologists have found that

a wide variety of natural systems are

capable of "flipping" abruptly be-

tween different stability regions

—

some regularly, others only when heav-

ily stressed. This phenomenon appears

to extend to many physical, socioeco-

nomic, and human behavior systems

as well, and to better describe it, math-

ematicians have even developed a new

language, referred to as catastrophe

theory.

The multiple equilibria/catastrophe

theory viewpoint suggests that moose

and wolves interact much the same

way as, for example, do the parts of

a suspension bridge. A wolf pack, its

prey, habitat, and assorted environ-

mental factors jointly compose a sys-

tem; the interconnected beams, sup-

ports, and cables of a bridge also com-

pose a system. Normally the bridge

is in a horizontal position, at an upper

equilibrium, but add weight in the

center and it begins to sag a little.

Add a bit more weight and the bridge

sags a little more, in a manner roughly

proportionate to the additional weight.

Then remove all the weights and it

returns to its previous position. Now
add the same weight increments again,

but this time many more of them.

A threshold will be reached—analo-

gous to the moose population's middle

equilibrium—beyond which the addi-

tion of just a bit more weight results

in a proportionately much greater sys-



tern change: the bridge suddenly buck-

les to a completely different position,

analogous to the moose population's

lower equilibrium. No longer is it pos-

sible to restore the bridge to its orig-

inal position by simply removing

the weights. Originally, neither the

moose-wolf system nor the bridge was

so delicately balanced that it could

sustain no additional stress at all. The

moose population continued to fluc-

tuate about the same equilibrium even

though subjected to the extra "load"

of variable winters and some hunting

by humans (that is, 6 to 7 percent).

Likewise the bridge was resilient to

extra stress, flexing somewhat under

each additional bit of load, yet still

maintaining about the same position.

But once a critical threshold was ex-

ceeded, both systems shifted cata-

strophically to another stability region

centered on a completely different

equilibrium.

The apparent functional similarity

that the multiple equilibria/catastro-

phe viewpoint reveals for a wide va-

riety of systems suggests that they

can be understood more easily than

we have assumed. In other words, we

may not need to reinvent the wheel

each time we seek to determine why
nature behaves as observed. The same
conceptual framework might suffice

whether the system we are attempting

to understand comprises moose and

wolves, mice and owls, or cables,

beams, and supports. On the other

hand, their characteristic discontinu-

ities and abrupt changes require that

much caution be exercised when and

where we choose to exploit these sys-

tems. Moose can be harvested from

a moose-wolf system at an annual rate

of about 6 to 7 percent, but if the

rate is increased by only a few per-

centage points, moose numbers may
suddenly begin a decline to such low

levels that the sustainable yield de-

creases to almost nothing and con-

troversial predator-control measures

are then demanded. Caution is also

needed in harvesting other ungulates

inhabiting the region. If the wolves

utilize a second prey species, such as

sheep, as an important food supple-

ment and this population is overhar-

vested to an unusually low level, there

will almost certainly be more preda-

tion on the moose, leading to an equi-

librium shift similar to what was

described earlier and hence less

resilience to both natural and human
disturbances.

Nor does the potential for trickery

end even here. An imbalanced adult

sex ratio appears to be characteristic

of most subarctic moose populations

under natural conditions. Within the

Denali wolf pack territories that I

monitored, the ratio ranged from

about 35 to 75 adult bull moose per

100 adult cows. In areas where ex-

ploitation is permitted and takes the

form of bull-only harvests, ratios as

low as 5 to 10 bulls per 100 cows

have been recorded. Various studies

have shown that such abnormally low

ratios do not necessarily lead to re-

duced pregnancy rates. However, we
know very little about the possibility

of other impacts on recruitment. For

example, with so few bulls it probably

takes longer for the same number of

cows to be inseminated during the fall

rut, which could mean less of a birth

pulse in the spring. If births are stag-

gered over a longer time interval, there

could well be less predator saturation

and, consequently, higher mortality of

young calves. Moreover, later births

as a result of delayed breeding might

mean that many calves enter their first

winter at a survival disadvantage, be-

cause of less opportunity to develop

physically beforehand. A difference

of even a week or two could be critical

in this regard, given the rapid rate

at which early growth normally occurs

and its close synchronization with the

short interval of high productivity in

browse vegetation each summer.

Moose are an important resource

to human users throughout the North,

especially in Alaska, but over the past

ten to fifteen years subsistence and

sport-hunting demands have increased

to the point where serious population

declines have occurred in at least sev-

eral large regions. When this happens,

both the resource and its users lose

in a variety of ways. From a strictly

biological viewpoint clearly some ex-

ploitation is acceptable. The challenge

that remains is to apply our growing

knowledge about moose behavior and

interactions at the system level to help

insure that exploitation does not ex-

ceed critical limits.

Calves may wander some distance

from their mothers at times. In the

Denali region, 60 to 90 percent

of the calves that die between

birth and sixteen months of age

perish within the first four months.
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The Versatile

Opium Poppy
Nonnarcotic byproducts of this cash crop are traditionally

important resources for Turkish villagers

Text and photographs by

Jacques Bordaz and Louise Alpers Bordaz

* Jt* » *

Opium and opium derivatives have

been valued since antiquity for their

therapeutic properties. Unfortunately,

these same substances are a major

threat to the individual and society

because they can induce highly de-

structive psychic and physical depen-

dencies. During the past ten years,

our archeological fieldwork in an

opium-producing region of south-cen-

tral Turkey exposed us directly to an

intricate problem that has occupied

both international agencies and indi-

vidual states throughout the twentieth

century; that is, insuring an adequate

supply of opium for medicinal pur-

poses while preventing the illicit pro-

duction cf, and trade in, opiates that

ultimately lead to drug abuse. Our

life during the excavation seasons in

Golka§i village on Lake Beyjehir also

introduced us, unexpectedly, to the

generally unknown but economically

important utilization of the poppy

plant for many purposes other than

the extraction of opium.

Until 1971, our observations of

opium poppy exploitation in Golka§i

had only been minimal. The object

of our archeological research was the

site of Erbaba, an early sixth mil-

lennium B.C. Neolithic settlement, and

our supplemental investigations into

the traditional subsistence patterns of

the present-day farmers had concen-

trated on the food plants excavated

there—wheat, barley, lentils, and

peas. But with the total ban on opium

poppy cultivation imposed by the

Turkish government on June 29, 1971,

we were made acutely aware of this

crop by the villagers whose lives we

shared during the summer. During

these past years, we have witnessed

the disruption created by the ban and

the impact of its repeal in 1974, and

have explored the many facets of the

controversial poppy.

To the village cultivator, the injunc-

tion against the annual planting of

the opium poppy represented the loss

of a profitable cash crop. Worldwide

pharmaceutical needs had long pro-

vided a reliable market for Turkish

opium. Furthermore, since the poppy's

sowing and harvesting seasons gener-

ally precede those of grains, the Gbl-

kaji farmer had been free to grow

these foodstuffs central to the local

diet.

A member of the diverse and deco-

rative Papaveraceae family, the opium

poppy, which probably originated in

the Mediterranean or Southwest Asia,

is classified botanically as Papaver

somniferum Linnaeus. In Turkish this

plant is ha^ha^ (pronounced "hash-

hash"), not to be confused with ha^i^

("hashish"), a preparation based on

hemp. Cannabis sativa Linnaeus. The

common red poppy, sometimes re-

ferred to as the Flanders or American

Legion poppy, is also a species of the

Papaver genus {P. rhoeas) but does

not produce opium. Opium, afyon in

Turkish, is a juice secreted by the

maturing P. somniferum L. Although

concentrated in the capsule, or seed-

pod, of the plant, this liquid also oc-

curs to a lesser degree within the stalks

and the leaves.

Prior to the 1971 ban, the villagers

of Gblkaji had harvested their opium

according to a technique widespread

in traditional cultures and already

documented in the writings of Greek

and Roman naturalists. This proce-

dure involved incising the capsule in

order to free the trapped secretion.

In cold temperate climates, like that

of south-central Turkey, the opium

poppy is generally planted in the au-
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cotics. Recognizing the dangers of an
illicit traffic in this commodity, the

Turkish government had gradually re-

duced the number of opium-producing

provinces, from forty-two out of sixty-

seven in 1940 to seven by 1970. The
total moratorium in 1971 represented

an even more drastic action, one

strongly encouraged by the United

States. Nevertheless, after several

years of successful enforcement, the

ban was repealed on July 1, 1974.

The decision to reinstate cultivation

of the opium poppy permitted Turkey

to participate once more in the lu-

crative international pharmaceutical

market, which had expanded as a re-

sult of increasing world health care

and was suffering a shortage of opiates

during the ban. Despite attempts in

the past thirty years to synthesize
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An opium poppy plant, above, bears

buds alongside the maturing seed

capsules, from which the flower

petals have already fallen. When
mature, the dry capsules are

collected and split, right.

tumn. In GoIka§i, situated at a height

of 3,600 feet within a broad basin

of the western Taurus Mountains, the

spring flowering takes place by late

May or early June. The multicolored

fields are in bloom for only four to

five days, and some two weeks later

the plants have ripened sufficiently

for the ancient lancing process. In this

method, practiced until the ban, sev-

eral disconnected horizontal incisions

were made around the circumference

of the capsule. The juice from the

capsule proper, in conjunction with

that drawn upward by capillary action

from the stem and leaves, oozed out

onto the surface along the slits and
was left to dry for approximately eight

to fourteen hours. This raw opium was

then scraped off and, when sufficiently

coagulated, formed into balls or cakes

destined for the Turkish Soil Products

Office. The poppy plant, its continued

life assured by the cautious, discon-

tinuous incision of the capsule, re-

mained in the field until full mat-

uration.

Although efficient, the incision

method involved security risks, since

the raw opium collected in the harvest

was a potentially harmful drug and
also the source of other derivative nar-



equivalent drugs, modern medicine

still relies almost exclusively on nat-

ural products of the opium poppy for

the treatment of certain widespread

problems. Codeine, a highly effective

cough suppressant and analgesic, is

one of the most common medications.

Present in opium in small amounts,

this alkaloid is today primarily ex-

tracted in a secondary process from

the main opium alkaloid, morphine.

Of the morphine employed by the

pharmaceutical industry, more than

90 percent is at present transformed

into codeine. The use of morphine

proper, a potent pain killer and sed-

ative, has been curtailed in recent

years because it is intensely habit

forming, and heroin, a morphine de-

rivative, has actually been outlawed

in most countries because of its even

more dangerous addictive properties.

Raw opium, now completely sup-

planted as a therapeutic drug, was

used extensively before methods of ex-

tracting its alkaloids were developed

during the nineteenth century. Endur-

ing quasi-medical uses of opium,

documented as early as classical times,

are now held responsible for the long

history of abuse by eating, infusions,

and smoking that marked opium as

the object of the earliest international

campaigns for drug control—by the

Shanghai Opium Commission in 1909

and The Hague Convention in 1912.

In the autumn of 1974, the Golkasi

cultivators and their compatriots in

the seven authorized provinces planted

the opium poppy once again in prep-

aration for the 1975 crop. Harvests

from this time on, however, were to

differ in an important way from the

ancient practices previously em-
ployed. The Turkish government, in

cooperation with the United Nations

Division of Narcotic Drugs, had re-

solved to eliminate collection by in-

cision and introduce in its place the

"poppy straw" process. Developed in

1926 by the Hungarian Janos von Ka-

bay and adopted thereafter in Eastern

Europe, this method bypasses the

opium stage entirely and derives mor-

phine directly from the dried plant.

Forbidden to lance the capsules, the

farmers allow the poppy to mature

fully in the field. Harvesting now con-

sists of snapping off whole dry cap-

sules near the top of the stems and

removing the seeds before selling the

capsules to the Turkish Soil Products

Office. Seed collection is restricted

to longitudinal splitting designed to

provide proof that no horizontal scor-

ing for the purpose of opium retrieval

has taken place. Since alkaloid ex-

traction from dried capsules is a com-

plex industrial procedure, the poppy

straw process itself constitutes a sys-

tem of control. Supplementary secu-

rity measures were also instituted in

1974, including compulsory licensing,

limitation of crop size per cultivator,

and extensive surveillance by law en-

forcement agencies.

The Golka§i villagers readily ac-

cepted these new techniques and re-

strictions. Eliminating opium produc-

tion did not affect them adversely

since the use of opium in folk remedies

had disappeared with the proliferation

of well-stocked modern pharmacies in

the region. Nor had they indulged in

opium for pleasure. In Gblka§i, as else-

where in Turkey, strict mores against

opium consumption for other than

therapeutic reasons have long char-

acterized the rural society. Further-

more, the poppy straw method was

immediately recognized as a far less

tedious and time-consuming alterna-

tive to the lancing practice.

One unexpected advantage of the

poppy straw process did not become

apparent until the first harvest in

1975. Since the seed yield from un-

incised capsules is markedly greater,

the cultivators profited additionally

from the increase in this resource. Al-

though we had in previous years often

enjoyed the delicate, nutty taste of

the seeds—freshly removed from their

capsules or mixed with boiled wheat

in a celebration of the new harvest

—we were then uninformed of the

important role they play in the village
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economy. Not until the ban did we
begin to learn of the extensive ex-

ploitation of the opium poppy for

nonnarcotic purposes based on the

stalks as well as the seeds. Deprived

of a major crop during a period of

escalating inflation, the farmers at

that time had spoken repeatedly of

the difficulties they experienced in ob-

taining adequate substitutes for some

of these poppy products, products that

again became available with the re-

newed cultivation.

The seeds (also referred to as

ha^ha^) appear frequently in the local

cuisine, especially in those dishes

eaten during the long autumn and win-

ter months. For example, dry-roasted

and then ground in a mortar, they

serve as a topping for boiled whole

wheat kernels or embellish certain

leavened village breads and biscuits

cooked over an open fire. Borek, un-

sweetened filled pastries of almost in-

finite variety encountered throughout

Turkey, acquire a distinctive charac-

ter in poppy-growing districts such as

Golka|i. The ground seeds are either

kneaded into the dough or, in com-

bination with such ingredients as white

cheese, cured meats, and herbs, con-

stitute part of the stuffing. The dessert

baklava, well known in its more stan-

dard versions, benefits similarly from

this resource where available. As a

highly prized flavoring agent, the

seeds of the opium poppy have become
associated with treasured regional spe-

cialties. In the tradition of village hos-

pitality, these delicacies—such as the

sweet prepared from poppy seeds and

pekmez (grape molasses)—are often

prepared for the honored guest.

If poppy seeds in cooking represent

a source of domestic pride, the oil

extracted from them is a commodity
of real monetary significance. After

setting aside a relatively small amount
of the yield for kitchen use and the

next planting, the Golka§i farmers

bring the remaining seeds to a small

mill in the nearby town of Bey§ehir,

where the heavy, sweet, nutty oil is

extracted. According to the present

governmental policy, each licensed

family may be authorized to cultivate

up to 2.5 decares (0.6 acres). With

a maximum average crop of about

550 pounds of seeds per field, the

poppy oil obtained is some 220 pounds.

This quantity is usually sufficient to

meet or at least markedly supplement

a family's yearly need for cooking oil,

a very expensive and sometimes un-

available market product. After all

their oil has been extracted, the

pressed seeds are not discarded but

formed into cakes of protein-rich cat-

tle feed.

High in polyunsaturated fatty acids

and slow to turn rancid, unrefined

poppy seed oil is used by the villagers

primarily in meat and vegetable

dishes. Its pronounced but pleasant

taste is not considered suitable for the

The edible, oil-rich seeds,

below, are removed through a

longitudinal cut; and the empty
capsules, right, are sold to

government agents, who ship the

harvest to pharmaceutical factories.

many regional salads, which, we have

been told, include a spring salad of

fresh poppy leaves picked before the

flowering of the plant. Poppy seed oil

was once exploited for far more di-

verse purposes. In rural areas, it served

as a nontoxic oil for lighting, and in-

dustrially, it provided a base for var-

nish, paint, perfumes, soap, and me-

dicinal emulsions. Given the limitation

of opium poppy cultivation in Turkey

during the past forty years and the

recent decline in world demand, which

resulted in a 50 percent reduction in

land under cultivation in 1978-79,

such subsidiary uses have vastly de-

creased.

With the poppy straw method, the

capsules—emptied of their seeds—are

delivered by the farmers to provisional

government purchasing centers. The
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yearly price, calculated generously in

order to encourage strict observance

of the law, is nevertheless commen-
surate with other crops so as not to

attract new cultivators. To date, the

capsules have necessarily been
shipped outside of Turkey for the final

processing into morphine and codeine.

However, an alkaloid factory in Bol-

vadin, some 80 miles to the northwest

of Bey§ehir, has been designed to meet

all domestic as well as export require-

ments and should be operating by the

end of 1980.

The use of the opium poppy plant

is not restricted to the products of

the capsule and its seeds. The dry

stalks, headless after the capsule col-

lection, are uprooted and transported

back to the village where they serve

as animal litter and, more important,

fuel. The opium-growing regions of

Turkey, concentrated on the Anatolian

plateau, are generally very poor in tim-

ber. A pollen core extracted at the

southern end of Lake Bey5ehir by pa-

leobotanist Willem van Zeist of the

University of Groningen, the Neth-

erlands, reveals that the deforestation

of this area was already under way
by at least 4500 b.c. An effect of

land clearance by early agriculturists,

the present-day treeless landscape is

the end result of continuous and rel-

atively dense habitation of the

Bey§ehir basin over some eight mil-

lenniums. The Golka§i farmers have

begun to reverse the denuded condi-

tions by planting poplar and fruit trees

in their gardens, but these are rarely

employed as firewood. For fuel, the

villagers must depend on dung cakes.

costly coal and bottled gas, or the

poppy stalks. The clean-burning
stalks, a highly valued final bounty

of the opium poppy harvest, help meet
another essential domestic need.

Our long-range, if initially uninten-

tional, investigations into opium poppy
cultivation end at present on an aus-

picious note. The United Nations
Commission on Narcotic Drugs has,

in its yearly reviews since the 1975

harvest, cited the current success of

the Turkish program in preventing il-

licit opium production while contrib-

uting to the world's medicinal needs.

Furthermore, implementation of the

poppy straw process, by reducing the

labor input and amplifying the seed

yield, represents a rare perpetuation

and even enhancement of ancient

lifeways by modern technology. D



Australia's

Stromatolite

Stronghold
An uncommon blue-green algal structure,

once widely distributed, thrives in water

unfavorable to most marine herbivores

Text and photographs by Phillip E. Playford
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Twenty-five years ago, a party of

oil company geologists discovered that

a shallow embayment on the western

coast of Australia was home to algal

stromatolites, living examples of the

oldest megascopic life forms known

from the fossil record. Organosedi-

mentary structures built by blue-

green algae, or cyanobacteria, stro-

matolites were widely distributed dur-

ing the Precambrian period, more than

600 million years ago, and are indeed

the most common fossils found in

strata of that period. Recorded in

rocks up to 3.5 billion years old, in

the Pilbara region of Western Aus-

tralia, stromatolites reached the acme
of their development during the late

Precambrian. They began to decline

markedly early in the succeeding Pa-

leozoic era, at the time of the first

great expansion of marine animal life,

and this decline has continued to the

present, so that algal stromatolites are

now uncommon in the world's oceans.

Their principal remaining strong-

hold is Hamelin Pool, which forms

the southeastern arm of Shark Bay,

500 miles north of Perth in Western

Australia. The algal stromatolites

growing there are the most diverse

and abundant known from modern

seas. Geologists and biologists have

studied Hamelin Pool and its stro-

matolites to determine the conditions

that make this area favorable to the

formation of these structures and, as

a corollary, to understand why
stromatolite-building blue-green algae

have declined worldwide.

Hamelin Pool is a hypersaline basin,

landlocked to the south, west, and east,

and partly barred to the north by a

shallow sand and sea grass bank known

as the Faure Sill. The sill is cut by

a number of prominent tidal-exchange

channels up to fifteen feet deep, but

water depth over most of the sill is

less than three feet. Hamelin Pool it-

self consists of a central basin area

up to thirty feet deep, surrounded by

a shallow-water shelf and wide
intertidal-supratidal flats. High evap-

oration (annual average about eighty-

five inches) and low precipitation (an-

nual average about eight inches) in

this area combine with the restricted

inflow of oceanic water across the shal-

low sill to produce salinities up to

twice that of normal seawater.

Living stromatolites and the asso-

ciated sheets of flat algal mats from

which they develop cover extensive

areas of the intertidal zone and shal-

low-water shelf, reaching depths of at

least ten feet. Older, dead stromato-

lites, in varying stages of disintegra-

tion, commonly occur on the shore-

ward side of the living intertidal forms

and extend to about three feet above

sea level. Emergence of these older

stromatolites was probably the result

of periodic uplift during the past two

to three thousand years.

The stromatolites are constructed

of sedimentary material, such as shells

and lime sand, that has been trapped

and bound by matted filaments of

blue-green algae. The sediment in, and

immediately under, the living algal

mats is soft, but a few centimeters

below the surface it hardens progres-

sively as a result of the precipitation

of calcium-carbonate cement, so that

most of the stromatolites are rigid

structures.

A wide range of shapes and sizes

is represented among these stromato-

lites, from large club-shaped and cy-

lindrical forms to small branching col-

umns. Undulating and columnar shapes

are the most common. Three main
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Above: These living club-shaped

stromatolites, photographed at

low tide, were constructed by

pustular algae, a common type in

the intertidal region. Another

type of algal mat—colloform—
built the club-shaped, conical,

and cylindrical stromatolites,

left, which are growing in

three-foot-deep water at the

southern end of Hamelin Pool.



types of algal mat. each composed

of a different assemblage of algal spe-

cies, construct the stromatolites, and

the mat types show a zonation that

passes from the upper intertidal region

where the algal mat is mainly pustular,

through the lower intertidal where it

is mainly smooth, to the subtidal

where it is mainly colloform.

The stromatolite-building algae oc-

cur only on the outer layer of a

stromatolite; below the surface they

decompose and are therefore not pre-

served. Nevertheless, some internal

characteristics of a stromatolite, such

as the presence or lack of lamination

and the size and shape of any

fenestrae, or internal holes, are gov-

erned by the type of algal mat that

built it. Its gross, external shape, how-

ever, is mainly controlled by environ-

mental factors, including the prevail-

ing wave and wind directions and the

nature of the substrate on which it

has grown.

Many living stromatolites are elon-

gate and perpendicular to the shore,

parallel to the direction of wave trans-

lation, and some ancient elongate

stromatolites may also have been wave

controlled. Other Hamelin Pool stro-

matolites are elongate parallel to the

prevailing southerly winds, which are

especially strong and persistent in this

area.

Because they generally require a

hard foundation on which to grow,

the stromatolites are commonly best

developed around rocky headlands.

Some prominent stromatolite reefs in

Hamelin Pool grew on Pleistocene sub-

merged beach ridges, and prominent

lines of stromatolites within these reefs

are controlled by strongly indurated

beds in the underlying beach deposits.

Observations utilizing markers and

photographs taken over the past

twenty-five years show that the

Hamelin Pool stromatolites are ex-

tremely slow growing. Most seem to

be essentially static, with algal-mat

growth approximately balanced by

erosion, mainly during storms. The
maximum net growth rate of

stromatolites that have been marked

for the past eight years amounted to

less than half a millimeter per year.

The slowness of growth suggests that

many individual stromatolites must be

hundreds of years old.

At one locality, a 1 ,000-foot-long

wagon track cuts through stroma-

tolites on the west side of Hamelin

Pool. From about 1915 to 1935 camel-

drawn wagons were used to load wool

Stromatolite Distribution at hHamelin Pool
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stromatolites, at right, is

perpendicular to the shore

(parallel to the direction of
wave translation).

and sandalwood directly onto lighters

anchored just beyond the belt of

stromatolites. More than forty years

have passed since the wagons were

last used, but there has been little

regrowth of stromatolites over the

track, and even single sets of wheel

marks that deviate from the main

track are still clearly visible. This il-

lustrates the extremely slow growth

rates of the stromatolites and their

vulnerability to damage by humans.

Fortunately, there has been rela-

tively little human disturbance of the

Hamelin Pool environment. The per-

manent population in the vicinity

amounts to fewer than twenty persons

on neighboring sheep ranches. The
closest town is Denham (population

350), a small fishing and tourist center

fifty miles away. The belt of intertidal

stromatolites has been declared a na-

ture reserve, and a proposal for ex-

tending this reserve over the whole

of Hamelin Pool and 130 feet inland

is now under consideration.

What is the reason for this unique

occurrence of abundant and varied

algal stromatolites in Hamelin Pool?

The explanation is tied to the unusual

hypersaline conditions prevailing

there, which have resulted in a major



reduction in the diversity of marine

life and a paucity of animals that graze

on blue-green algae. Of particular rel-

evance is the virtual absence in

Hamelin Pool of marine gastropods

(snails), which graze on algae; else-

where in Shark Bay, these animals

are abundant. Several fish species oc-

cur in Hamelin Pool, some in relatively

large numbers, and a single species

of bivalve is very abundant, but the

total fauna includes only a small frac-

tion of that found in waters of more

normal salinity on the other side of

the Faure Sill. Although some of the

fish in Hamelin Pool graze on blue-

green algal mats, the rate at which

these few species consume algae is

insufficient to prevent stromatolite

growth.

An understanding of why algal stro-

matolites are present in Hamelin Pool

helps piece together an explanation

for their decline worldwide. Blue-

green algae are a remarkable group

of organisms that are able to survive

a wide range of ecological conditions;

many can tolerate periodic desiccation

and extreme ranges of temperature

and salinity. Their wide ecological tol-

erance has enabled these organisms

to persist, apparently without major

evolutionary change, through at least

3.5 billion years of the earth's history.

Stromatolite-building blue-green al-

gae, however, have steadily declined

in abundance since the early Paleo-

zoic. No doubt a number of factors

are responsible for this decline, but

the main one is believed to be the

proliferation of marine animals that

graze on algae. As marine herbivores

evolved and extended their habitats,

stromatolites were progressively elimi-

nated from most of their former eco-

logical range. They were able to flour-

ish only in environments that remained

unfavorable to marine animal life. The
best example of such an environment

today is Hamelin Pool, where the re-

stricted nature of the marine fauna

is analogous to the low diversity of

animal life in the world's oceans dur-

ing the late Precambrian and early

Paleozoic eras.

The history of the stromatolites' de-

cline is thus an important ecological

example of the progressive suppression

of a biological group, forced to the

extreme limits of its ecological range

by the evolution and adaptive expan-

sion of animals that utilize it as a

food source. D
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Giant Anteaters
Getting too close to this toothless creature could result in a fatal embrace

by James H. Shaw and Tracy S. Carter

Somewhere in Brazil's interior, a

nineteenth-century naturalist named
Gardner chased a large, lumbering

creature that looked like no other he

had ever seen. Easily overtaking his

quarry, Gardner seized the animal by

its prominent snout and, to his sur-

prise, found himself fighting for his

life. The creature, which he thought

harmless, rose on its hind legs and

with stout forelimbs clasped the nat-

uralist around the middle. Just as its

sharp claws began their work on hu-

man flesh, Gardner's native compan-
ion struck the animal over the head

with a club.

Gardner had heard that this strange

beast subsisted entirely upon ants and

termites, and its diet, together with

its shaggy appearance, plantigrade

hind feet, and curved claws, led to

the animal's popular name "ant bear."

Today it is better known as the giant

anteater, Myrmecophaga tridactyla.

Unrelated to true bears, giant

anteaters are members of the order

traditionally known as Edentata, a

group that includes sloths, anteaters,

and armadillos, all of which are re-

stricted to the New World. Although

edentata means "without teeth," only

the anteaters are completely toothless,

while all other edentates have sim-

plified teeth and lack teeth at the front

of the mouth. Gardner felt perfectly

safe in grabbing the anteater by the

snout because he knew it couldn't bite

him.

By feeding for only about thirty

seconds at a time and seldom
varying their foraging routes,

giant anteaters exert minimal
predation pressure on a given

ant or termite nest. This pattern

assures the anteaters a steady

supply offood.

One characteristic shared by all

anteaters, armadillos, and sloths is an

extra set of articulations of the lumbar
vertebrae. Known as xenarthra, these

articulations provide additional sup-

port for the lower vertebral column,

permitting many of these species to

assume sturdy bipedal stances. Many
zoologists believe that this order of

mammals merits the more accurate

and consistent name of Xenarthra.

Some of the earliest-known fossil

xenarthrans were North American,

but it was in the Tertiary (sixty-five

million to two million years ago) en-

vironments of South America that the

group achieved its main evolutionary

success. One branch gave rise to the

armadillos, of which there are about

twenty living species, including the

familiar nine-banded armadillo, the

only xenarthran occurring in the

United States. A second branch de-

veloped into five contemporary sloth

species and four species of modern

anteaters.

Geographically isolated throughout

the Tertiary, South America reunited

with North America about two million

years ago, and a faunal exchange be-

gan. Some of the invaders from North

America proved to be such formidable

competitors that many South Ameri-

can species were driven to extinction.

But the xenarthrans persisted, and

some, such as the giant ground sloth,

became well established in North

America.

Xenarthrans are still a major mam-
malian group among South America's

native fauna. In some places they are

ecologically dominant, achieving

greater biomass (the weight of living

material) per unit area than any other

group of mammals. Researchers at

Barro Colorado Island, a tropical for-

est habitat in Panama, found that the

biomass of sloths and anteaters ex-

ceeded that of any other native

mammals. Thousands of miles to the

southeast in the high-altitude Brazil-
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ian grassland of Serra da Canastra,

a new 200,000-acre national park in

Brazil's eastern highlands, we learned

that anteaters and armadillos were the

dominant animals. At the invitation

of Brazil's federal conservation

agency, we did field studies on the

giant anteaters in the park and were

fortunate enough to see eighteen giant

anteaters there in a single day.

Canastra's terrain made it possible to

spot anteaters at distances of more

than a mile. We made a series of

counts and estimated the anteater pop-

ulation at between three and five per

square mile, not bad for a large pred-

ator.

Giant anteaters average about six

feet in length, stand two feet high,

and weigh an average of seventy

pounds. Their skull is longer than a

grizzly bear's, yet scarcely wider than

a jackrabbit's. Characteristic mark-

ings include long, coarse hair along

the back and tail, distinctive, hori-

zontal black bands on the forefeet,

and a dark lateral stripe. This stripe

tapers like a banner, leading to the

popular Brazilian name tamandua
bandeira, or literally, "flagged
anteater." Markings differ consider-

ably between giant anteaters, often

making it possible to distinguish be-

tween individuals. We named one

anteater in our study area Wing be-

cause its lateral stripe resembled the

outstretched wing of a bird.

Giant anteaters are tiny at birth.

We weighed two newborns that tipped

the scales at less than three pounds.

By the end of their first year, anteaters

weigh between twenty-eight and
thirty-three pounds, apparently reach-

ing full weight (seventy pounds) by
the end of their second year.

Although the species still ranges

from Central America to southern

Brazil, it is officially recognized as

endangered. The principal reason for

its decline is deliberate killing by peo-

ple, who regard the giant anteater as,

at best, worthless or, at worst, dan-

gerous. The meat is sometimes con-

sumed, but the giant anteater has little

commercial value. A low reproductive

rate, no more than one young per year,

makes it difficult for anteater pop-

ulations to tolerate this relatively new
form of mortality. The high population

density in Canastra appears to be a

rare exception brought on by the

area's remoteness and, more recently,

by protection within the national park.

Some authorities believe that a similar

pattern of killing brought about the

extinction of the anteater's largest rel-

ative, the giant ground sloth. Evidence

from both North and South America
shows that prehistoric humans killed

giant sloths, and some paleontologists

have concluded that this overkill

brought about the species' extinction.

Its low reproductive rate, poorly de-

Riding on its mother's back,

a baby giant anteater aligns its

lateral stripe with hers,

so that the two animals appear
to be one. The mother carries the

cub in this fashion for several

months, affording it a measure

of protection from predators.

veloped senses, and generally unwary
nature make the giant anteater vul-

nerable. Because of its poor vision and

none-too-keen hearing, the animal is

forced to rely mainly upon its sense

of smell. With the wind in our favor,

we have frequently made observations

from within ten feet of foraging

anteaters in open grassland. This lack

of wariness makes the anteater an easy

mark for any sort of firearm or even

a hefty rock. Riflemen often kill them,

apparently for target practice. While

conducting a field study in Canastra,

mammalogist Bryan Glass discovered

a giant anteater skull with a bullet

hole punched neatly through the brain

case. The animals make tempting tar-

gets, even in relatively protected areas.

Throughout South America the gi-

ant anteater is believed dangerous to

Tom Slack; Tom Stack and Associa



humans. Brazilians even have a term

for Gardner's traumatic experience,

,
the abraqo da tamandua, or "embrace

of the anteater," a sometimes fatal

experience for those who get too close.

One bizarre claim is that a giant

anteater can suffocate a person by

placing its snout over the victim's

mouth and nose. Since the snout's di-

ameter is only an inch or so at the

tip, such a feat would require con-

siderable cooperation by the victim.

Years ago, a wounded giant anteater

was said to have killed a small boy

in Ecuador. The youngster was ac-

companying some men on a hunt.

When his father wounded a giant

anteater, the boy tried to dispatch it

with his machete. The anteater em-
braced and fatally clawed him.

How dangerous is the giant ant-

eater? Surely Gardner's story and the

Ecuadorean incident demonstrate that

the animal is capable of injuring and
even killing people. But to gain per-

spective on this question, we need to

consider the species' life history, par-

ticularly how it deals with danger in

its natural environment. For the past

two million years, the giant anteater

has shared its domain with big cats,

notably the jaguar and the puma. Mar-
supial predators, including a saber-

toothed version the size of a modern
leopard, posed a danger to anteaters

prior to the big cats' arrival. Since

the anteater is unwary, slow running,

and can barely climb trees, how has

it coped with predators? The answer

seems to lie in a rapid and effective

defensive reaction in which the animal

uses its sharp claws and strong fore-

legs. Dogs foolish enough to attack

giant anteaters are usually disembow-
eled. South American Indians com-
monly state that giant anteaters even
kill jaguars. While this last claim is

difficult to document, the defensive

reactions of giant anteaters have prob-

ably taught big predators to rely on

An anteater plucks termites from a
mound with its twenty-inch-long

tongue. Contrary to popular belief,

the anteaters' tongues are not

sticky and they do not capture

their insect prey by using that

appendage as flypaper. The bites of
ants can drive an anteater away.

.*:
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safer prey. The large claws on the

giant anteater's forefeet may serve

more for defense than for tearing into

termite and ant nests, their presumed

primary function. We have yet to see

a giant anteater breaking into an insect

nest and believe that most of their

feeding is relatively passive.

The giant anteater responds to sud-

den attack from a human in essentially

the same way it meets an attack from

any other predator. Its actions are

purely defensive and, as far as we
know, can only be elicited by direct

contact. In all our hours of closeup

observations, we never felt the slight-

est bit threatened. Whenever an

anteater detected us, it would invari-

ably move away as fast as its clumsy

gait could carry it, but the animal

is poorly designed for hasty retreat.

Its slow running motion has been com-

pared to that of a rocking horse. When
running or walking, the animal pro-

tects its claws by tucking them under,

turning them inward, and striding on

the outer edges of its forefeet. This

awkward arrangement results in a

clumsy running gait, accentuated by

the long, coarse hair flopping along

its back. After running a few dozen

yards, frightened anteaters often stop

and begin feeding on the nearest ant

nest, apparently forgetting that pos-

sible danger still lurks nearby.

The giant anteater's defense against

predators poses a problem. A species

endowed with formidable weapons

needs a way to resolve conflict among
individual members without inflicting

serious injury. One way is ritualiza-

tion, in which intent is expressed while

physical combat is restrained. We
once witnessed such a ritual when one

giant anteater wandered into an area

in which a second anteater was for-

aging. After catching the scent of the

wanderer, the forager immediately ran

toward it and the ritual began. The
two circled one another with tails

raised high and pushed at each other's

shoulders with their forepaws. Serious

The size and shape of lateral

stripes vary greatly among
giant anteaters, making it

possible for researchers to

recognize the individual animals

they are studying in the field.

The heavy coat of hair probably

helps the anteater save body heat.

n McHugh. Photo Researchers

injury was avoided since the deadly

claws were kept carefully tucked.

After a few minutes of circling and

pushing, the combatants seemed to

settle their dispute and each moved
slowly away in the direction from
which it had come.

Another question that has long puz-

zled naturalists is. How can an animal

the size of a giant anteater sustain

itself on a diet of ants and termites?

Only recently have key pieces of the

puzzle begun to fit together. Part of

the answer lies in the foraging pattern.

Giant anteaters feed only half a

minute or less on each ant nest, after

which the biting and stinging of the

insects apparently drive them away.

Furthermore, anteaters tend to move
in a constant direction between insect

nests, seldom altering their foraging

routes by more than a few degrees.

This way they reduce the chances of

raiding the same nest within their

feeding ranges twice. The limited

feeding time and movement pattern

represent an efficient means of crop-

ping prey and assure the anteaters a

steady food supply.

There are a couple of persistent

myths about the way in which ant-

eaters feed. The first is that the beast

captures insects with its "sticky"

tongue. Although moist and equipped

with tiny villi, the twenty-inch-long

tongue is not sticky. Another related

myth is that the giant anteater uses

its tongue flypaper fashion to entrap

entire columns of ants. After spending

dozens of hours watching anteaters

feed on thousands of insect nests, we
have yet to see one lying comfortably

beside a trail, tongue extended, col-

lecting marching ants. A good idea,

perhaps, but the anteaters haven't

learned the trick.

Another part of the energetic puzzle

was recently solved by Brian McNab
of the University of Florida. McNab
measured metabolism in the giant

anteater and discovered that its basal

metabolism was only about one-third

that expected for a mammal of its

size. Low metabolic rate means low

energy demand and may represent a

further adaptation to an unusually spe-

cialized diet. This low metabolism

may also explain why the giant ant-

eater, a tropical species, has developed

such a heavy, dense, coat of hair. A
mammal with so low a rate of me-
tabolism may actually need that hair

to retain body heat, even in the tropics.

When sleeping, the anteater folds its

bushy tail over its body to conserve

body heat. This sleeping position also

serves to camouflage the sleeping ani-

mal by breaking up any telltale out-

line.

Camouflage is also used by anteater

cubs. A female anteater carries her

single cub on her back for several

months. The cub is hard to see because

it clings where its mother's hair is

densest. It seems to align its own ex-

posed lateral stripe with its mother's,

making the two appear to be one ani-

mal.

Other than females with young, gi-

ant anteaters are generally solitary

creatures. When two adults are seen

together there is no way of knowing
whether or not they are a mated pair.

The sexes can only be distinguished

by close inspection. This similarity be-

tween sexes gave rise to a local belief

near Canastra that all giant anteaters

are females and procreate by mating
with lesser anteaters (Tamandua te-

tradactyla).

Recently we used radio telemetry

to study movements of giant anteaters

but only after we overcame problems

posed by the species' peculiar
anatomy. Neck collars, the usual

means of attaching transmitters to

wild mammals, were inappropriate in

this case. So we fashioned various

kinds of shoulder harnesses with which

to secure transmitters and found that

they generally worked well. When a

couple of the more determined ani-

mals learned to wriggle out of their

harnesses, we recaptured them and,

taking advantage of their long, coarse

hair, actually braided transmitters

onto them. The radio tracking showed

quite clearly that home ranges over-

lapped in both sexes, indicating that

the species is not territorial. However,

territoriality among mammals is not

so simple a proposition as it was once

thought to be. Perhaps under diff"erent

combinations of population densities

and food supplies, giant anteaters

might behave diiferently and maintain

exclusive home ranges.

The outlook for the giant anteater

is still good. While obviously vulner-

able, it is widely distributed in dif-

ferent habitat types on a continent

blessed with abundant ants and ter-

mites. The Brazilian government has

granted the species protection, and

new national parks such as Canastra

will assure preservation of natural

habitat. Perhaps people will become

more tolerant of the anteater as they

learn that it poses no real danger if

unmolested. D
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Posing the American Indian
Early photographers often clothed

reality in their own stereotypes

by Margaret B. Blackman

Several summers ago I returned to

the Haida Indian reserve in northern

British Columbia, where I had con-

ducted anthropological research, and

I recall being both startled and

amused when a native bearing a Nikon

camera turned to snap my photograph.

(Coincidentally, I was giving a lecture

on historic photographs of Haida vil-

lages taken during the last one hun-

dred years.) Like many native subjects

who have faced the cameras of an-

thropologists, I never saw the final

product. Perhaps, fittingly, it is now

part of a photo collection depicting

anthropologists who have studied this

Indian community. Today, cameras,

photographs, and photo albums are

as much a part of Native American

culture as they are of the larger Amer-

ican community.

In the past, however, it was the

white man who communicated the

popular image of the Indian through

paintings, drawings, and most impor-

tant—in terms of their historical

value—still photographs. In every pic-

ture we find two kinds of enlightening

statements, one about the artist or au-

thor and his conception of the subject

material and a second about the cul-

ture captured in the picture. These

The earliest documented
photograph of an American
Indian is this 1847 daguerrotype,

by Thomas M. Easterly, of Keokuk,
leader of the combined Sauk
and Fox tribes.

statements might be labeled "stereo-

type" and "reality," respectively. In

recent years, the public has become

more sensitive to the existence of ster-

eotypes; the documentary value of the

visual record, however, is just begin-

ning to be realized.

There is a wealth of photographs

of American Indian life and culture.

The American Museum of Natural

History houses a comprehensive col-

lection, and regional museums such

as the British Columbia Provincial

Museum have substantial holdings re-

specting local native cultures. Prob-

ably the largest collection belongs to

the Smithsonian Institution, whose

National Anthropological Archives

has cataloged more than 30,000 black-

and-white prints of American Indians.

Photography began with the inven-

tion of the daguerrotype in 1839, but

slow exposure times (eight to thirty

minutes) made recording anything

that lived and breathed more than a

little difficult. Nevertheless, with

headrests and patience on the part

of the subject, portraiture with the

daguerrotype was possible. The ear-

liest documented photograph of an

American Indian is an 1847 daguer-

rotype of Keokuk, leader of the com-

bined Sauk and Fox tribes after the

War of 1812. Several years earlier

both George Catlin and Charles Bird

King had recorded Keokuk's likeness

on canvas. King, a portrait painter,

became famous for his renderings of

Indian visitors to the nation's capital.

By the late 1850s, however, the cam-

era had supplanted portraiture, and

Indian delegations had their images

recorded in photography studios.

Occasionally, a photographer ac-

companied a treaty party from Wash-
ington, D.C., to the West, but doc-

umentary field photography did not

become established until after Ma-
thew Brady used his camera to register

the travails of the Civil War. By the

1870s photographs of Native Ameri-

cans in their home settings were no

longer the exception, although pho-

tography was still a cumbersome proc-

ess. William Henry Jackson, official

photographer on the 1870 Hayden Ex-

pedition, carried with him a staggering

array of equipment and supplies, in-

cluding three cameras, two tripods,

a dark tent, many pounds of chemi-

cals, and four hundred glass negatives.

Jackson and other photographers of

his time relied upon the wet-plate pro-

cess, a procedure that required coating

the glass-plate negative with a light-

sensitive emulsion, then exposing and

developing the negative while the

emulsion was still wet. It took Jackson

half an hour to make and process a

negative. Exposure times with the wet

plates were still fairly slow— ten to

fifteen seconds—and American In-

dian life recorded by the wet-plate

process was a still life.

In 1871 the British Journal of Pho-

tography reported the invention of gel-

atin-coated glass-plate negatives that

did not require exposure and devel-

oping while still wet. But these early

"dry plates" were even less light sen-

sitive and thus slower than contem-

porary wet-plate negatives. By 1880,

however, when the dry plate was

officially sanctioned by the Photog-

raphers' Association of America, ex-

posure times had been reduced to one-

1 Anthropological Archives



"A warrior and his bride" were

among the Ute Indians posed by

John K. Millers, photographer on

Major Powell's 1873 Colorado
River Expedition. Such pictures were

often made for public consumption.

sixth to one-twelfth that of the wet

plates. Two years later the dry plate

was firmly entrenched in American
photography. Nevertheless, some time

probably went by before Indians in

well-traveled areas of the country be-

came familiar with the faster process.

In 1885, for example, a Tlingit Indian

boarded an Alaska Steamship Com-
pany steamer docked at Sitka and,

seeing a photographer taking pictures

on deck, requested to be photo-

graphed. An observer reported, "The
Indian stiffened himself into his most

rigid attitude and when the process

was over could hardly be made to

stir from his pose."

While photographers often accom-

panied early ethnographic expeditions

to Indian settlements, their motives

were usually not strictly ethnographic.

John K. Hillers, who served as pho-

tographer for John Wesley Powell's

1873 Colorado River Expedition, pro-

vides a good example. A number of

Hillers's photographs of Ute and Pai-

ute Indians were used by Powell to

illustrate some of his publications on

Great Basin Indians. Many, however,

were taken with a stereo camera and

mounted on cards for viewing through

parlor stereoscopes, evidence that en-

tertainment value governed the selec-

tion of subject matter. The bare-

breasted "Wu-nav-ai gathering seeds"

certainly was not viewed by Victorian

gentlemen for its documentation of

Great Basin seed gathering. Hillers's

stereo images, marketed with a U.S.

Department of the Interior label on

the backs of the cards, proved most

lucrative, netting $4,100 in the first

six months of their sale in 1874.

Even Franz Boas, the father of

American anthropology and meticu-

lous chronicler of Northwest Coast In-

dian cultures, saw photography of Na-
tive Americans in commercial, as

much as ethnographic terms. In the

winter of 1895/96 Boas hired CO.
Hastings, a photographer from Vic-

toria, to accompany him to Fort Ru-
pert and assist in recording Kwakiutl

Indian technology and portions of the

1 National Anthropological Archives

elaborate winter ceremonies then in

progress. Together, Boas and Hastings

returned with 140 photographs, which

the anthropologist hoped to be able

to sell to Scribners or some other mag-
azine. The Scribners photo essay never

came to fruition, but many of the pho-

tographs illustrated Boas's The Social

Organization and Secret Societies of
the Kwakiutl Indians, published in

1897 as a U.S. National Museum Re-

port, and these, and others, are in

the photo archives of the Smithsonian

Institution and the American Museum
of Natural History.

With expedition photographers and

even, I suspect, with Boas, there was

a strong motivation to photograph

what would sell to the public; and

the more exotic, the more salable. As
far as many early photographers were

concerned, the costume made the In-

dian. Researcher Joanna Scherer (to

whom goes credit for previously pre-

senting and analyzing many of the
^

photographs republished here) has de-

scribed how the Plains Indian stereo-

type was imposed upon the non-Plains

Ute and Southern Paiute when Hillers

photographed many wearing buck-

skins and feather headdresses, cos-

tumes that had been ordered by Major

Powell. Frontier studio photographers

routinely kept a stock of Indian cos-

tumes with which to attire local native

subjects. The result was that several

natives were often photographed in

the same outfit or one native might

be photographed in two or more dif-

ferent outfits.

Edward Sheriff Curtis, the most fa-

mous photographer of Indian subject



material, costumed his subjects with

much greater attention to ethno-

graphic accuracy. Over a period of

nearly thirty years, Curtis visited more
than eighty different Indian groups,

collecting ethnographic material for

his The North American Indian, pub-

lished in twenty volumes between
1907 and 1930. His volumes were il-

lustrated with some 700 photographs

culled from the more than 40,000 he

took in his travels. Curtis had a ro-

manticized view of the American In-

dian, but one that was tempered with

the ethnographer's concern for accu-

racy. Writing of his photographic

work, Curtis said, "These pictures

were to be transcriptions for future

generations that they might behold

the Indian as nearly lifelike as possible

as he moved about before he ever

saw a paleface or knew there was any-

thing human or in nature other than

what he himself had seen."

To effect a precontact image of

some of his subjects, Curtis carried

with him a wardrobe of museum props.

In 1971 while doing research on his-

toric photographs of Haida culture for

my doctoral dissertation, I discovered

that Curtis's props did not stop with

garments and ceremonial parapherna-

lia. I was baffled that older Haida

recognized all the Haida women Cur-

tis had photographed but could iden-

tify none of the men in his photo-

graphs. Finally, an older man recog-

nized the face of Alfred Adams in

one portrait, but noted that, in contrast

to the Curtis image of him, Adams
had always worn his hair short in the

style of the early twentieth century.

Later I learned that all the North-

west Coast males in Curtis's photo-

graphs were bewigged. The short hair-

cuts of the native men would never

have served to present the view of

the native that Curtis tried to recon-

struct before his camera.

Curtis's hauntingly beautiful pho-

tographs do evoke a mood, and his

much admired images sparked imi-

tation of the genre. One such imitator

was B.W. Leeson, a British Columbia

Field photography once involved

the transport of glass negatives

and other heavy equipment. On the

1870 Hayden Expedition, William

Henry Jackson photographed

his "assistants."
Smithsonian Institution National Anthropological Archives



Lone Bear's face paint was

apparently added after his picture

was taken by William Soule.

The boy wears an Osage costume,

but since he also posed as a Kiowa,

his tribal identity is uncertain.

photographer, who wrote of his suc-

cesses in photographing Indians for

Cameracraft magazine in 1914. Lee-

son, like Curtis, knew artistic license

was quite possible with the camera,

that the photographer could depict the

subject as he wished. In Leeson's case,

however, the result was often a con-

trived sentimentality. Leeson was es-

pecially fond of "The Passing of the

Indian," a photograph he made and

marketed; he revealed the secret of

its success to Cameracraft readers:

I have always appreciated the difference

between a record photograph and a pho-

tographic picture and have made many

attempts at the latter; the picture, "The

Passing of the Indian" being one of my
latest and most successful efforts. The

figure is that of the last remaining mem-
ber of the Klaskeno tribe who lives with

his wife here at Quatsino. I explained

to him just what I wished to do, show

him as the last of his tribe, asking him

to look "sick turn turn" and he responded

quite well.

The power of the pictorial was rec-

ognized by Indians themselves, who

were not only subjects for photographs

but often customers as well. Leeson

catered to their tastes.

It is the liking of the younger Indians,

particularly the girls, to fix up and be

photographed. Asked to pose [for tra-

ditional shots] they will rub on white

paint, blacken their eyebrows and squeeze

themselves into tight corsets, looking

about as impossible, from a pictorial point

of view as they can. I pose them inside

some ranch enclosure with a strong front

light, and then, with a little manipulation

of the negatives, I make them look like

beautiful blondes. They will each want

one print.

Not all Native Americans were

lured into seeking the photographer's

services in order to look like whites;

by the turn of the century, many rec-

ognized the cultural and personal his-

torical value of the visual record.

What else could explain the hiring

of a photographer to record a family

funeral, a wedding, a family gathered

on the front porch of its home, the

village band, and other mundane, non-

exotic scenes? Such photographs were

not studio-marketed curiosities; they

were commissioned by Indians for In-



dian use. One elderly Haida woman
I know, the legatee of nearly one hun-

dred early-twentieth-century images,

realizing their larger historical value,

lent them to the Smithsonian for copy-

ing. They speak to the realities of na-

tive life as it actually was when Cur-

tis was busy trying to recapture it

as it had been some two hundred years

before.

For the anthropologist and historian

of American Indian cultures, photo-

graphs of Native Americans are im-

portant if for no other reason than

photography evolved at a time when
these cultures were undergoing rapid,

intensive change. Unwittingly per-

haps, photographers documented
many changes that few anthropolo-

gists of the time were interested in,

concerned as they were with recon-

structing the past. Two examples from

the Northwest Coast hint at the uses

to which photographic documents can

be put and the kinds of problems they

shed light on.

The Haida village of Kasaan in

southeastern Alaska was frequented

during the 1880s and 1890s by U.S.

revenue cutters, fisheries boats, and

steamships of the Alaska Steamship

Company on their cannery-tending

junkets. Navy personnel, fisheries

officers, and other government offi-

cials, as well as tourists aboard these

ships had a hand in making Kasaan

the most photographed Haida village.

Although no one, except perhaps the

earliest photographer of the village

(Albert Niblack, in 1885), set out to

systematically record the entire vil-

lage, there are more than seventy pho-

tographs, taken between 1885 and

1902, when the village was abandoned,

recording every house, every totem

pole, and virtually every deletion and

addition to the facade of the settle-

ment. We know largely, if not exclu-

sively, from the photographs how Ka-

saan's people were affected by the

introduction of Christian mortuary

customs, how they adapted white

styles of architecture to their native

dwellings, what innovations they made
in the carving of totem poles, when
they quit raising totem poles, and a

number of other particular cultural

changes. And for those interested in

how abandoned villages in the North-

west Coast rain forest deteriorate, and

the rapidity with which such deterio-

ration takes place, there are numerous

photographs of Kasaan taken at in-

tervals after its abandonment.

Some sixty miles to the south of

Kasaan, in the village of Masset in

the Queen Charlotte Islands, stood

what was reputed to be the largest

Haida house ever constructed, that of

Chief Wiha. Perhaps because of the

personage of its owner, its size, and
its central location in the village, Nei-

wans—"the Monster House"—was
one of the most photographed Haida
dwellings. It was first featured promi-

nently in George M. Dawson's 1878

photographs of Masset, and appeared

in various photographs over the years.

In 1897 E.P. Allen of the Field Mu-
seum in Chicago recorded an aban-

doned and weathered Neiwans, its side

planks and windows missing. In 1919,

Harlan Smith of the National Mu-
seums of Canada photographed Nei-

wans's successor, a modest cottage less

J.K. Millers pictured Kaiar, a

Paiute woman, modeling a garment,

below, that if anything, is

too elaborate for traditional

summer wear. The calico dress,

at left, is more likely her own.



Normative items arranged in a

native space are evident in Richard
Maynard's 1884 view o/Neiwans, the

house of a Haida Indian chief.

Such photographs document an

era of intense cultural change.

than a third the dimensions of the

former great house. An anthropologist

who worked at Masset in the mid-

1960s gave me a color slide of a two-

story house that replaced the cottage

in the 1930s, and more recently I pho-

tographed the modern one-story dwell-

ing that stands on the site today.

The most revealing and intriguing

view of Wiha's house comes from the

American Museum's photograph col-

lection. Taken originally as a stereo

view by Richard Maynard in the

spring of 1884, it depicts about two-

thirds of the interior of Neiwans and

is one of only a handful of photographs

of Northwest Coast native house in-

teriors from the last century. As a

visual document, the Maynard photo

says much about this Haida house-

hold's exposure to, and acceptance of.

the wave of changes that had con-

fronted it by the 1880s. The careful

investigator can pick out a coffee pot,

an accordion, a child's potty stool,

newspaper photographs, and as many
as thirty other items of nonnative ori-

gin shown in the photo, but he or

she might have a hard time identifying

anything distinctively native about the

house's contents. The native artifacts

consist primarily of cedar bark sleep-

ing mats and storage boxes.

Yet all the material items are ar-

ranged within a native space; the or-

ganization of this household and the

distribution of its nowhere-to-be-seen

personnel was Haida, not Canadian.

One can detect the importance of the

upper level as reflected in the bed-

chambers; the attention given the rear

portion of the house, with the chiefs

chamber and the several chairs and

tables where Wiha or his successor

may have entertained visiting digni-

taries; the housepit as an area for so-

cial interaction, food preparation, and

eating. We know, too, from other pho-

tographs of Masset that members of

Wiha's house continued to occupy a

native style of dwelling while others

around them opted to build white-style

houses.

The photographs of Wiha's house
also prove instructive with respect to

Haida architecture. It is possible to

learn from the photographs and from
archeological data at the house site

some of the actual dimensions of the

structure and several of its associated

totem poles, features that disappeared

about 1904 when the house and poles

were razed. A lower housepit retaining

wall, measuring forty-six inches in

height, is preserved intact beneath the

present house that sits on the site.

Using this single dimension, it is pos-

sible through photogrammetry (a sci-

ence for determining true distances

from measurements made on photo-

graphs) to obtain measurements for

all the house parts shown in the pho-

tographs. Applying the method on a

larger scale, plans and elevation draw-

ings of the entire village could be re-

constructed to scale and might help

an anthropologist inspect settlement

patterns in great detail or might form

the basis for actual reconstruction of

portions of the village at some future

date. Large-scale photogrammetric re-

construction of village sites has al-

ready been applied in at least one

southwestern Pueblo Indian settle-

ment.

The visual record of Native Ameri-

can cultures from the last one hundred

years or so has much to offer to people

of diverse interests. For the cultural

anthropologist, such as myself, it re-

veals something of day-to-day life dur-

ing a period of time that was not of

much interest to an earlier generation

of anthropologists, who looked to more

remote periods of cultural history. For

the archeologist, photographs of vil-

lages and housing complement and

augment the artifacts excavated at vil-

lage sites. And for the native descend-

ants of those photographed, the im-

ages are a personal history of a bygone

era. The visual record has much to

communicate about stereotypes of

American Indians, the way they

really lived, and the contact and, some-

times, conflict between opposing ways

of life.

To Sky Striking the Earth, who

sat for William Dinwiddle at the

Smithsonian in 1897, a feather

duster may have seemed the best

available substitute for a

traditional Chippewa headdress.

Smithsonian InslituI I Anthropological Archi'
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A New Supernova
An unfamiliar exploding star provides insights into these objects

by Stephen P. Maran

Stellar explosions, or supernovae,

are relatively rare in any one galaxy.

Studies of spiral galaxies indicate that

they occur typically at rates of one

to ten per century in large galactic

systems such as our own. The last

authenticated supernova seen in the

Milky Way was Kepler's star of a.d.

1604. (Another may have occurred

later in the seventeenth century but

was somehow missed by all or almost

all observers.)

Supernovae discovered by amateur
astronomers are especially rare. But

last year, an amateur astronomer
alerted professionals to a supernova

in a faraway galaxy. Monitoring the

event with satellite and ground-based

telescopes, the professionals gleaned

new facts about the progress of the

explosion, the previous state of the

disrupted star, and the distant galaxy

itself.

The amateur was Gus E. Johnson

of Swanton, Maryland, a member of

the American Association of Variable

Star Observers. That group, AAVSO
for short, encourages its lay members
to study pulsating stars and to search

for exploding ones. It was to AAVSO
headquarters in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, that Johnson made his re-

port. The report came in on April 19,

1979, the night after he had made
a visual "tour" of northern galaxies,

inspecting one after the other with

an eight-inch telescope.

Midway through his April 18 tour,

Johnson turned the small telescope to-

ward Ml 00, a striking spiral galaxy

seen nearly face-on from the earth,

in the constellation Coma Berenices.

An unfamiliar star of the eleventh

magnitude, fairly bright by telescopic

standards, stood out against the gal-

axy. Either it was a foreground star,

relatively near the earth, which John-

son had not noticed before, or it was
in the distant galaxy and hence must
be immensely bright. In the latter

case, the object would have to be a

supernova, for such exploding stars

outshine all other stars until their

erupting matter has thinned out as

it continues rushing into space.

A check with the Hubble Atlas of
Galaxies showed that the object was
not a foreground star, and specto-

grams taken with professional tele-

scopes soon confirmed that it was a

supernova of Type II, meaning the

explosion of a massive supergiant star.

Subsequent calculation indicates that

Johnson's star, the fourth supernova

found in Ml 00 since 1901, was about

6.3 billion times brighter than the sun,

although visible only with a telescope.

The estimate of the brightness is

at best approximate because astrono-

mers' measurements of the distance

of the Ml 00 galaxy are in conflict,

ranging from 37 million to 78 million

light-years. (One light-year, the dis-

tance traveled by light moving at

186,000 miles per second during the

course of a year, is about 5.8 trillion

miles.) In any case, the brightness of

the Johnson supernova surely ex-

ceeded three billion suns, with the

larger above estimate the best guess

at present.

Since supernovae have been lacking

in the Milky Way recently, astrono-

mers have perforce focused on other

galaxies to study them. By scanning

many galaxies, one can find several

supernovae per year, even though the

explosions are rare within any one gal-

axy. Two computerized telescopes

have been developed to search the gal-

axies, but they have not been very

successful and most supernovae are

still discovered on patrol photographs

made with simpler telescopes. The
problem with patrol photography,

however, is that unless the film is de-

veloped and carefully examined im-

mediately (which doesn't always hap-

pen), a supernova will have faded sub-

stantially by the time it is noticed

on the photographs and astronomers

will miss the chance to observe the

rapidly changing early stages of the

explosion.

By contrast, a visual search such

as Johnson's has the advantage of let-

ting the viewer know at once that a

supernova may have been found. The
disadvantage is contained in the word

"may": most visual supernova sight-

ings turn out to be false alarms. Fur-

ther, using only the eye and telescope,

even careful searches are limited to

relatively bright and nearby objects

and hence miss the many fainter, more
distant supernovae that are found by

time-exposure telescopic photography.

According to the AAVSO, Johnson

may be only the second person to vi-

sually discover a supernova in the

twentieth century.

Immediately after the discovery was

announced, astronomers began study-

ing the new star, which was brighter

than usual for an extragalactic super-

nova. The most extensive efforts were

made by a team of twenty-three Eu-

ropean researchers led by Nino Pan-

agia, a supernova expert at the Radio

Astronomy Institute in Bologna, Italy.

Using ground-based telescopes, the

team measured the velocity of the hot

gas erupting from the supernova. It

was found to be about 6,200 miles

per second at first and slower later

on. As the gas expanded, the super-

nova began to fade. Each night the

star became about 4'/2 percent less

bright. Radio telescopes in West Ger-

many and New Mexico, also searching

for the supernova, have found no sig-

nals from it yet but may detect it

eventually when the expanding gas

cloud is sufficiently thin and large.

Two satellites looking for X-rays have

also had no reported success so far.

The most interesting findings have

come from a series of observations

that Panagia made with an ultraviolet

observatory satellite, the lUE (see

"Telescope in Space," Natural His-

tory, July 1980). With the satellite

equipment, he photographed the

changing ultraviolet spectrum of the

supernova and found three principal

features, each corresponding to a dif-

ferent property of either the star or

of its parent galaxy. Ml 00.

The first feature was the continuum,

that is, the general glow of ultraviolet

light at all wavelengths. Analysis

shows that this radiation comes from

the outermost layer of the expanding

gas that is still opaque. (Above the

layer, light travels freely through the
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thinner gas; in the denser region below,

light is strongly absorbed.) A layer

of this sort, which resembles a surface

when seen by an external observer,

is called a photosphere, or sphere of

light. That opaque layer is the same

region that produces the visible light

of the supernova seen from the ground.

Over a period of six weeks in April

and May, the Europeans found that

the photosphere cooled from about

11,000°C to about 7,000°C as it ex-

panded. As the gas thinned, light es-

caped from deeper layers, where ma-

terial ejected from the explosion at

lower speeds was located. (The fastest

stuff, of course, must be farthest out.)

This circumstance probably accounts

for the gradual slowing of the expan-

sion, which as mentioned above, was

found with ground-based telescopes.

Gravity had a slight retarding effect,

but the observed "slowing" may be

mostly an illusion caused by the grad-

ual uncovering of slower-moving gas

that was present all along, while the

faster-moving gas thinned and faded

away first.

The second feature found by the

lUE satellite was the absorption

lines, that is, dark, narrow bands

where the continuum light is reduced

due to absorption by atoms along the

line of sight to the supernova. In the

July 1980 Sky Reporter column in

Natural History, I told how such lines

have revealed the presence of a "ga-

lactic corona" of thin, hot gas around

the Milky Way. Thanks to its great

brightness, the Ml 00 supernova func-

tioned effectively as a background

lamp against which Panagia detected

the absorptions of the Milky Way's

corona and also a second set of similar

absorption lines produced in Ml 00 it-

self. (The two sets were readily dis-

tinguished as all the lines in the second

set had red shifts corresponding to

the 1,000 miles per second motion of

the Ml 00 galaxy away from the earth.

This motion is caused by the expansion

of the universe.)

The existence of the second set of

absorption lines indicates that the

Ml 00 galaxy also has a corona. Co-
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ronas may be a characteristic feature

of many galaxies; one that is too dim
in visible light to be seen on telescopic

photos but that can be detected by

ultraviolet spectroscopy.

The third and most interesting fea-

ture Panagia found was a set of broad

emission lines. These are bright bands

in the spectrum, at wavelengths where

electrically excited atoms emit their

characteristic radiations. Emission

lines were also noted in the visible-

light spectrum of the supernova, but

the ultraviolet emissions differed fun-

damentally from them.

Interpretation in terms of the Dop-

pler effect showed that the visible-

light emission lines are produced by

atoms in a gas erupting with speeds

as high as 6,200 miles per second,

while the ultraviolet lines came from

material expanding at the much lower

(although still impressive) speed of

about 2,500 miles per second. Further,

the visible-light lines showed a defi-

ciency of red-shifted light, correspond-

ing to gas expanding from the super-

nova in the direction away from the

earth, while the ultraviolet lines had

no such deficiency. This difference

was the main clue enabling Panagia

to explain the different origins of the

matter producing the visible and ul-

traviolet emission lines, respectively.

Panagia's explanation is as follows:

the visible-light lines come from a re-

gion that, although expanding, is still

relatively small. Small enough, in par-

ticular, so that the matter in this re-

gion on the far side of the central

exploding star (and hence expanding

directly away from the earth) is hid-

den by the star itself. This region is

probably located just above the pho-

tosphere already mentioned. Since the

rear hemisphere of the region is hid-

den by the star, it does not contribute

light to the emission lines observed

from the earth. Thus, there is not

much red-shifted light in the visible

emission lines.

On the other hand, the source of

the ultraviolet emission lines is as-

cribed to a layer that is much larger

in size than the photosphere. Since

this layer is so big, only a negligible

part of its rear hemisphere is hidden

by the central star. Thus, the larger

layer yields essentially equal amounts

of red- and blue-shifted emissions.

(Motion away from the observer pro-

duces red shifts; motion toward the

observer causes blue shifts.) However,

since the ultraviolet emissions indicate

a smaller expansion velocity than the

visible emissions, the slower-expand-

ing layer, remarkably, is bigger than

the fast-expanding layer.

If there had been only one stellar

explosion, the fastest-moving gas

would have traveled the farthest and
would be on the outside, a situation

exactly contrary to the above conclu-

sion. There is no independent evidence

for two explosions, however, and in-

deed no supernova has ever been seen

to explode twice. This seeming di-

lemma can be reconciled with known
properties of stars, even if we accept,

that there was only one explosion and
it produced the more rapidly moving
inner zone. The outer zone, the one

that emits the ultraviolet lines, must

consist of gas that left the star long

before the explosion. If, as is generally

thought, the previous state of a Type
II supernova is a red supergiant star,

the source of this outer zone material

can be identified.

Red supergiants are notable for

their steady streams of cool gas, which

flow outward in the form of so-called

stellar winds. The outer zone of the

Ml 00 supernova, expanding now at

2,500 miles per second, probably con-

sists of gas carried outward in such

a wind before the star exploded. The
current expansion is proceeding at

roughly 100 times the estimated wind

speed, however, an important discrep-

ancy that must be confronted. The

most likely suggestion is that a burst

of X-rays from the initial moment of

the supernova explosion was absorbed

in the wind material. This great pulse

of energy compressed, heated, and ac-

celerated the gas, producing the rap-

idly expanding zone that now shines

brightly as a source of ultraviolet emis-

sions.

This theory by Panagia remains to

be proved. In particular, calculation

indicates that the wind before the ex-

plosion must have carried off mass

at a much greater rate than is com-

monly observed in red supergiants.

Nevertheless, it does seem likely that

the supernova has illuminated and ex-

cited material that left the same star

in an earlier phase of its life. Future

analysis may yield insight into the na-

ture of the events that transpired as

a massive star burned brightly and

inexorably toward an explosive fate.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff sci-

entist in the Laboratory for Astron-

omy and Solar Physics at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Maryland.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon Evening moonlight doesn't show up until late in the

second week this month, when the early crescent moon appears. The
moon is new on October 8, first-quarter on the 16th, full on the

23rd, and last-quarter on the 30th. It will be new again on November
7 and first-quarter on the 15th. Apogee moon (farthest from the

earth) is on October 9 and November 5; perigee (nearest the earth)

on October 23. The full moon of October 23 is the hunter's moon.

Since perigee occurs close to the date of the full moon, watch for

exceptionally strong tides on October 23 and 24.

Stars and Planets During October, Jupiter joins Venus to become

prominent in the morning sky. Venus isn't as bright and rises later

compared to its performance last month. Jupiter, on the other hand,

is steadily improving, rising earlier and appearing higher at dawn.

The moon will guide you to Jupiter on the 7th, but after mid-month

the planet stands high enough at daybreak to be seen easily. Jupiter

rises later and appears lower than Venus all month, but the distance

between them diminishes, and Venus catches and passes Jupiter at

the end of October. By then, Saturn comes into view in the morning,

lower than Venus and Jupiter and much dimmer.

During October, the sun moves through the stars of Virgo, passing

into Libra on the 30th; Mercury moves out of Virgo into Libra

early in the month, Venus moves from Leo into Virgo at the end

of the month. Mars spends early October in Libra, about a week

in Scorpius at mid-month, and the end of the month in Ophiucus.

Jupiter and Saturn are in Virgo, Uranus is in Libra, Neptune in

Ophiucus, and Pluto in Bootes.

October 4-5: Be sure to look for Venus, Regulus, and the waning

crescent moon on both mornings, high in the east at dawn. Venus

passes very close to Regulus at 11:00 a.m., EST, on the 4th, and

the moon passes both between midnight and 1:00 a.m. on the 5th.

October 7: Jupiter is near the crescent moon early this morning.

October 12: Mars is well below the crescent moon until it sets.

October 21: Tonight (from 1:00 a.m. on) is best for hunting the

Orionid meteors, about 25 per hour, but swift and often bright.

October 24: Mars and Antares (the bright red star of Scorpius)

are in conjunction. Both are low in the southwest at dusk.

October 26: Communities on daylight time set clocks back one

hour early this morning.

October 30-3 1 : Be sure to look for Venus (the brighter) and Jupiter

on both mornings, in the east at dawn. Venus passes Jupiter at about

3:00 P.M., EST, on the 30th. Saturn is below the two.

November 1-4: Try to watch the eastern dawn sky each morning

these days, to see Venus move between Jupiter and Saturn, and

the crescent moon pass Regulus, Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus in turn.

November 1 1 : Mercury resumes its direct (easterly) motion as

a morning star.

November 15-16: This is the night (from 1:00 a.m. on) for the

Leonid meteors, the swiftest, brightest, and most famous of all meteors.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map
in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the

lower half of the map with those in the sky. When you face the other

directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east,

south, or west) to the bottom, and match the stars in the sky with those

on the lower half of the map. The map represents the evening sky at

about 11 to 12 P.M. on October 1; 10 to 11 P.M. on October 15; 9 to

10 P.M. on October 31; and 8 to 9 pm on November 15. It shows only

planets and moon phases above the horizon at those times.
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At the AnipHcan Miispnm

Little Finger Nail's Ledger Book
On display in the Hall of Plains

Indians at the American Museum of

Natural History is a ledger book cov-

ered with faded bloodstains. It has

been pierced by a bullet that tore

through its cover and shredded some
of its pages. Inside are scenes of battle

and courtship drawn by Little Finger

Nail, a young Northern Cheyenne
warrior, during the last months of his

life.

This ledger was one of two given

to the Museum in 1912 by the estate

of Joseph Cuyler Hardie. Hardie's

brother Francis, a cavalry officer dur-

ing the Indian wars, had taken the

bullet-pierced ledger from the body

of Little Finger Nail following a bat-

tle. He sent the two ledgers to his

brother with the following letter:

Post of San Antonio, Texas

Sept. 21, 1889

Only the canvas covered book has any

special history, the book with the bullet

hole in it. It was, or rather the pictures

were, drawn by a Northern Cheyenne
Indian while in confinement at Fort Rob-

inson, Nebraska during the winter of '78,

'79. I was then Post Adjutant. I endeav-

ored to get the book but its owner and

maker refused to part with it for any

price. So I gave the matter up. It purports

to depict the deeds of several of the

Northern Cheyennes during their famous
march from the Indian Territory to Wy-
oming Territory. The outbreak of the

Cheyennes is well known, and [as] a con-

f v;//.;_n''

'm"

sequence of the outbreak, I got the book
in this manner. Four troops . . . com-
manded by Captain Wessells, who by the

way was severely wounded, surrounded

the hostiles and charged upon them kill-

ing all the bucks and unfortunately in

the melee, some women and children, but

previous to the charge I saw an Indian

with the book pressed down between his

naked skin and a strap around his waist;

another strap went between the middle

of the book and around his shoulder. I
|

turned to Private Laselle of H troop who i'

was near me and said, "I want that book

if we come out all right." Several others

of the enlisted men heard me also. When
the fight was over, and as the dead In-

dians were being pulled out of the rifle ['

pit, they drew out finally my Indian with

the book, apparently dead; the book was

injured to the extent of a carbine ball I

through it and was more or less covered i

with fresh blood. This fight took place
'

near Bluff Station, Wyoming Territory,
;

January 22, 1879. This fight was the clos-
;

ing one of a series of fights with the

Indians, and they perished to a man.

In haste,

Frank [Francis H. Hardie]

Ledger-book Indian art was not un-

common during the closing years of

the Indian Wars. It supplanted to

some degree earlier warrior art, which

detailed the exploits of the warrior

and his friends in paintings on the

flesh side of buffalo hides and tepee

covers. Ledger books, convenient and
\

portable, could be carried into battle

and were not likely to be destroyed

by soldiers who often burned villages

after surprise attacks.

Some warriors painted their own

scenes, but more often a warrior would

To prove his courage, a Cheyenne

warrior runs past a line offiring
troops, a feat usually attempted

if he had had a prophetic dream of
invincibility. This drawing, probably

made by a friend of the warrior,

may depict one of several battles

fought outside of Dodge City.

I
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ask an artist in the tribe to outline

the figures in paint, which the warrior

would then color in. He would recount

to the artist various incidents in his

life, including details of specific bat-

tles—descriptions of horses, the num-
ber of troops, even the brands on cap-

tured horses and cattle. Early warrior

art used paints made from ash mixed
with buifalo blood (for black), or from

different iron-bearing clays mixed
with the gluey residue of hide scrap-

ings (for colors). Pencils, crayons, ink,

and watercolors obtained from traders

quickly replaced the traditional paints.

The story of Little Finger Nail's

ledger begins with the Northern Chey-

enne's disastrous defeat at their camp
on Crazy Woman's Fork on the Pow-

der River. Gen. Ranald Mackenzie
and his soldiers drove the survivors,

including two great chiefs, Dull Knife

(Morning Star) and Little Wolf, deep

into the Bighorn Mountains. Suifering

from frostbite and starvation after a

bad winter in the mountains, the Chey-

enne voluntarily surrendered at Fort

Robinson in April, 1877.

They were at Fort Robinson for only

a short time when the U.S. govern-

ment, acting under the terms of a

treaty the Cheyenne had signed in

1868 with General Sheridan, ordered

the band moved south to Indian Ter-

ritory. Outraged, Dull Knife and the

other chiefs claimed that Sheridan

must have lied to them about the terms

of the treaty. Finally, under extreme

pressure and with the promise that

they could return if they didn't like

the South, the Cheyenne acquiesced.

In August 1877, Dull Knife, Little

Wolf, and their people arrived at the

Darlington Agency, near Fort Reno,

Indian Territory. Almost immediately,

two-thirds of the tribe came down with

malaria and other diseases. The water

was bad and rations were scarce and
foul. (Even Mackenzie protested to

Washington, referring to the terrible

conditions on the reservation as "star-

vation" and a "great wrong.") The
Cheyenne told agent John D. Miles:

We are sickly and dying here, and no

one will speak our names when we are

gone. We will go north at all hazards,

and if we die in battle our names will

be remembered and cherished by all our

people.

At dawn on September 9, 1878,

many of the Cheyenne, led by Dull

Knife and Little Wolf, left the res-

ervation and headed north. Thus be-

gan the famous Cheyenne march from
Indian Territory to Wyoming Terri-

65 Main St., Lynchburg, TN 37352
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Enter
the world
of Questers
nature
tours.

When you travel with Questers, you have the

advantage of our knowledge of the travel

world. And our experience of the natural

world. We are travel professionals. And our

only tour program is Worldwide Nature Tours,

You get reliable arrangements and expertly

planned itineraries.

Under the leadership of an accompany-
ing naturalist, we search out the plants and
animals, birds and flowers, rain forests,

mountains, and tundra, , seashores, lakes,

and swamps of the regions we visit. At the

same time, we explore the more usual attrac-

tions in touring—the cities, archaeological

sites, and people.

Where can you go with Questers? Vir-

tually anywhere in the world The current Di-

rectory of Worldwide Nature Tours describes

32 tours varying from 9 to 30 days. Following

is a representative listing:

Worldwide Nature Tours
1981 Departures (Partial Listing)

The Americas
Everglades: 11 days. Mar 26 & Nov 5 •

Hawaii; 15 days, Feb 15, Apr 12, July 12, Oct
11 & Dec 20 • Alaska: 17 days. June 6 & 20,

July 4, 11 & 25 & Aug 8 • Newfoundland: 16

days, June 14 • Baja Califomia: 11 days, Apr
1 7 & Oct 1 6 • Costa Rica & Panama: 1 6 days,

Feb, 14, Nov 21 & Dec, 19 • The Amazon: 16

days, Jan 19, May 11, July 6, Aug, 10, Oct 12

& Nov 16 • Peru: 23 days, Apr 4, July 18 &
Nov 7 • Ecuador & Galapagos: 15 days, Feb
5 & 26, Apr 9, July 2, Aug 13 & Oct, 15 •

Trinidad & Tobago: 11 days. Mar 9 & Nov 9

Europe
Iceland: 16 days, June 12, July 3 & Aug, 7 •

Islands & Highlands of Scotland: 23 days.

May 29, July 10 & Aug 21 • Spain: 18 days,

Apr 17 & Sept 4,

Asia and Africa

Indonesia: 24 days, July 14 & Sept. 8 • The
Himalayas: 25 days. Mar 19 & Oct 8 • India:

21 days, Jan, 31 & Oct, 31 • Sri Lanka: 18 days,

Feb, 19 & Nov 19 • Kenya: 23 days, Feb, 5,

July 23 & Oct 22,

Oceania and Australasia

Australia & New Zealand: 30 days, Jan 31 &
Sept 19 . New Zealand & the Milford Track:

22 days, Feb, 20 & Nov 13

For a complimentary copy of the

newest Directory of Worldwide Nature Tours

outlining (/le entire program, write to Ques-
ters or see your Travel Agent. If you are

interested in a specific tour, request ttie

Detailed Itinerary. Exploratory expeditions

and special tours are announced from time

to time in our newsletter Nature Tour Notes,

sent free to all on our mailing list.

QUESTERS
Questers Tours & Travel, Inc.

Dept. NH1080, 257 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-3120

tory—and also the events that Little

Finger Nail recorded in his ledger.

Little Wolf, who had been fighting

white men since 1856, warned his peo-

ple, especially the young warriors such

as Little Finger Nail, that they were

not to fire at soldiers unless fired upon,

and on no account were they to kill

settlers or cowboys.

As they moved north, the Cheyenne
were attacked again and again by sol-

diers. They fought them off when they

could and retreated when they were

outnumbered.

As they neared Dodge City, on the

open Kansas prairie, they were again

attacked, this time by soldiers and

cowboys. Although the Cheyenne re-

pulsed their attackers, Little Finger

Nail and the other young warriors

were angry and vengeful. Tired of re-

straint and in need of horses and food,

they no longer listened to Little Wolf.

The next day, some of them raided

a cow camp, killed four whites, and

captured some horses and mules. They
continued to raid settlements north

of Dodge City, especially along Sappa
and Beaver creeks, where buffalo

hunters and soldiers had massacred

Film Festival

On Saturday and Sunday, October
4 and 5, the 1980 Margaret Mead Film

Festival will feature ethnographic films

and discussions with filmmakers and an-

thropologists. Special programs in this

year's festival include premieres of four

films on the People's Republic of China
and films and discussions on Iran. Week-
end programs are free, and film sched-

ules may be picked up at Museum
entrances. (See "At the American
Museum" in last month's Natural His-

tory for details.)

Witches, Goblins, and Ghosts

To mark Halloween, storytellers

Laura Simms, Jackie Torrence, and oth-

ers will spin tales of ghosts, demons,

and a host of supernatural beings from

around the world—from Asia and Af-

rica to the deep South. The program,

which is free to members, $3.00 for

nonmembers, will be presented in the

Education Hall on Sunday, October 26,

at 11:00 A.M., 1:30 P.M. and 3:30 P.M.

Classical Indian Dance
Indrani and her daughter Sukanya

will perform classical Indian dances in

the Auditorium on Wednesday, October

29, at 7:00 P.M. The free program in-

Cheyenne women and children thre(ji

years before. In retaliation for thosijl

killings, Little Finger Nail and hi;'

friends shot exactly as many whitt,

men as the whites had killed Indiai

men. And in one raid, they captured

more than 200 horses.
\

Little Finger Nail recorded manj
of these events in his ledger book
Some scenes depict the raids and thj'

frequent encounters with troops: wi

see drawings of a warrior gallopinl

through a hail of bullets, a young mai
on a spotted horse counting coup or

a fallen settler, a camp of buffalo hunt

ers, a smiling warrior galloping ofj

with stolen U.S. Cavalry horses, anq

a major battle with entrenched sol|

diets (possibly one of several neai

Dodge City). We know that most o|

the warriors are young because thei!

clothing is unadorned and their shirtj

are of white manufacture. Scattered

among the battles and raids are scenef-

of love and courtship.

The second ledger, drawn by an ure

known Indian, probably records th(;

same raids, and even includes ihl

name glyphs of the warriors involved

Our only clue to who created this sed,

eludes selections from two of the major]

traditions, Bharata Natyam and Orissi. 1

Asia Live

Live programs and lecture-demon-

strations of dance, music, and crafts

of Asia will be presented in the People

Center on weekends in October and No-

vember. On October 18 and 19. India

is the featured country, and on October

25 and 26 and November 1 and 2, Ja-

pan.

Asia on Film

On October 18 and 19, four films

on India will be shown in the Audi-

torium from 2:00 to 4:00 P.M., including

Kishan and the Magic Chariot, about

a boy and his schoolmaster, and From
the Ocean to the Sky, about adventurers

who journey up the Ganges by jet boat.

On October 25 and 26, Full Moon
Lunch and Farm Song, two John Na-

than films that look at two different

sides of traditional Japan, will be

screened. All films are free.

Books on Asia

An exhibit of books, some quite rare,

used to research and design the new

Gardner D. Stout Hall of Asian Peoples,
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ond ledger is the frequent repetition

of a name glyph that looks like a

humpbacked buffalo, and we know

that one of the young Cheyenne was

called Bull Hump.
After crossing the South Platte

River on October 4, 1878, Little Wolf
and Dull Knife disagreed on where

to proceed. Dull Knife wanted to go

to the Red Cloud Agency where he

thought the Sioux were. Little Finger

Nail and part of the band joined him,

while Little Wolf headed north.

On October 23, Dull Knife's band

was surprised by soldiers during a

blinding snowstorm and taken to Fort

Robinson. Along the way, they took

apart their best rifles and pistols and

hid the pieces among the clothes of

the women and children.

At Fort Robinson the Cheyenne had

a lot of free time and were given the

run of the camp. Here Little Finger

Nail drew many, if not all, of the

scenes in his ledger; the other ledger

was probably also created at this time.

All went well until the soldiers dis-

covered that Bull Hump was missing.

The Cheyenne were immediately con-

fined to their barracks, and remained

pill be on display in the Library Gallery

beginning in mid-October.

The Planets

The Planets, an exhibit of the gold-

and silver-wire designs of Raoul
Lametz, opens at the Hayden Planetar-

ium on October 1. This artist has in-

corporated astrological symbolism and

scientific data in his renderings of the

various planets of the solar system.

Discovery Tours

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of the

Museum, and six other Museum and
guest lecturers will lead a cruise of the

waterways of western Europe in late

June 1981. Major land excursions will

explore Barcelona, Granada, Seville,

Lisbon, Santiago de Compostela, La Ro-
chelle, Brest, Mont St. Michel, and
Rouen. This is the sixth Museum cruise

aboard the m.t.s. Orpheus, arranged
with Swan Hellenic Travel of London.
Other cruises have visited the Black
Sea, the Adriatic, the Mediterranean
and North Africa, and Egypt and Israel.

Nicholson, with Swan, has created a

new itinerary that will visit archeologi-

cal sites, zoological sanctuaries, and oth-

er places of interest. For information on
the 1981 Museum travel program, write

to Discovery Tours at the Museum.

ARCHEOLOGY TOUR TO MEXICO Jan.i2to30,i98i

TO MAYA MESOAMERICA Jan. 31 to Feb. 22, i98i

Discover the ancient civilizations and archeology of pre-Columbian Cen-
tral America with the American Museum's C. Bruce Hunter. Sites in the

Mexican tour include Cuicuiico, El Tajin, Jalapa, Cholula, Teotihuacan,
Tula, Oaxaca, Mitia, Monte Alban, Cuernavaca, Xochicaico and Taxco.
The Maya tour visits Palenque, Edzna, Chichen Itza, Uxmal, Kabah.Sayil,

XIapak, Labna, Coba, Tuium, Tikal, Copan and Quirigua. Tours include

colonial towns, museums and the finest accommodations, and are lim-

ited to 18 participants. C. Bruce Hunter is Lecturer in Archeology at the

American Museum, and author of A Guide to Ancient Mexican Ruins and
A Guide to Ancient Maya Ruins. For further information write to DISCOV-
ERY TOURS, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at

79 St., NY NY 10024, or call (212) 873-1440.
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for the eighth year, we invite you to witness

North America's greatest wildlife spectacle

The,Seals,
on the Icepack

MARCH 1 TO 6. AND 5 TO 10. 1981

Each year, thousands of seals end their mi-

gration in Canada's Gulf of St. Lawrence and

congregate on the icepack, turning it into a

huge natural nursery as the females give

birth to their faabies-

We are the only company in the world with

the experience, knowledge and audacity to

offer these unique, thrilling and exhilarating

tours.

Detailed brochures of the tours and a copy
of our newsletter which lists all our fasci-

nating travel programs, available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORX. NY 1M14
TELEPHONE 12121 691 Ti2<i

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W-S2
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York. N.Y. 10001

Send color

negative.

photo or slide. 32fo»j2.98

Money BacK Guarantee Ada 405 posiag

FULL on $198
colorZU^:^!

JIIHI'^HlHlIKlW Depl-iONHEImsford. N.Y. 10523

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
rhnical language and

J light touch Roy Hartkopf gives

you a basic iinderstaading of

many eyeryday applications of

mathematics. He takes the reader
from simple counting to trlgo-

nometi? and calculus, emptia-
sizlng the practical aspects of

math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the covifort

of youT own home at min-
imum cost.
Order Now;J9. 9.5 plus &5« hdlg.

EMERSON BOOKS. INC.
Depl 194-F Buchanan, N Y

I05II
10 Day iloney Back Guarantee

prisoners even after Bull Hump re-

turned a few days later. Meanwhile,
Capt. Henry Wessells, the command-
ing officer, received orders that the

Cheyenne were to be sent south im-

mediately. When Dull Knife heard
this, he said:

All we ask is to be allowed to live,

and to live in peace. I seek no war with

anyone. An old man. my fighting days

are done. We bowed to the will of the

Great Father and went far into the south

where he told us to go. There we found

a Cheyenne cannot live. ... To stay there

meant all of us would die. . . . We thought

it better to die fighting to regain our

old homes than to perish of sickness. Then
our march was begun. You know the rest.

Tell the Great Father that Dull Knife

and his people ask only to end their days

here in the north where they were born.

Tell him we want no more war. . . . Tell

him if he tries to send us back we will

butcher each other with our own knives.

I have spoken.

Wessells relayed Dull Knife's mes-

sage to Washington and received the

following reply from General Sher-

idan: "Unless they are sent back to

where they came from, the whole res-

ervation system will receive a shock

which will endanger its stability."

When Dull Knife was told of Sher-

idan's response, he said: "Great

Grandfather sends us death in that

letter. You will have to kill us and

take our bodies back down that trail.

We will not go."

Wessells responded by cutting off

all food, fuel, and water to the Indians

locked in the barracks. A few days

later, on January 8. 1879, the Chey-

enne covered the windows of the bar-

racks with blankets, ripped up the

floorboards to make clubs, and assem-

bled twelve rifles and three pistols
t

from the pieces they had previously
|

hidden. Thinking something might be.

up, Wessells increased the guard and
had a blacksmith wrap chains across

the locked doors. During the evening

of January 9, the Cheyenne put on
their war clothes and painted their

faces. Little Finger Nail strapped his

ledger around his waist and secured

it with a second strap that passed

through the middle of the book and
around his shoulder.

|

At 9:45 P.M., Little Finger Nail and
another young leader smashed twoj

windows and started shooting, killing!

the sentries at the southwest and west-!

ern ends of the barracks. Within sec-i

onds, the other warriors opened fire

on the guards. Men, women, and chil-

dren began pouring through the bro-

ken windows. As the Cheyenne fled

across the snow-covered prairie in the

bright moonlight, the soldiers piled'

out of their quarters and fired away
at the fleeing figures, killing about

half, including some of the slower-

women and children. Wessells sent the

cavalry in pursuit of the rest.

Little Finger Nail and a small band

This drawing in Little Finger Nail's

ledger book shows a warrior

attacking a soldier. Damage,
at right, was caused by a bullet. \

»



YOUR FAMILY WILL NEVER RUN OUT OF FUN
— or amazement at Nature's energy-saving tricks!

Here's a boardgame thai really teaches energy con-
sciousness. Fast paced, fun to play Finest full-color

artwork, mind stimulating facts. All ages will love it'

Just $15.95. Activity Book $1 00 SASE for catalog

Soft-Aware
Box 80-NH Marlborough, NH 03455

BOOKS
[

From The American
Museum of Natural History

il NATURALIST'S COLOR GUIDE
ii FRANK B.SMITHE
( Part I: Pocket-sized binder with 86

ii measured color swatches for pre-

i:
cise description and identification of

: birds and other animals. $9.00.

} Part II: Supplement explains how the
i; colors and their measurements were
derived. $5.00.

: Both Parts I & II together $12.00.

Part III available soon.

» CURASSOWS AND
RELATED BIRDS
JEAN DELACOUR &
DEAN AMAOON
Curassows, guans, and chachalacas

I
ar 'opical gamebirds described in

; .'.ut<horitative work, with thirty

paintings and many drawings,

i.icpf , and photographs.

CIpth $20.00.

COSTUMES OF THE EAST
WALTER A. FAIRSERVIS, JR.

The clothing of the peoples of Asia.

Beautiful color photographs and de-

tailed drawings and maps illustrate

the costumes and their functions.

Paper $5.95, cloth $15.00.

Museum members may take a 10%
discount. Send check or money
order to:

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
BOOK ORDERS, DEPARTMENT N
77 WEST 77TH STREET. NEW YORK, NY 10024

of people made it across the White
River and headed southwest into a

series of bluffs behind the camp, then
veered northwest. They had no horses,

little food, and scant clothing. During
the days that followed, the Cheyenne
tried to shake the soldiers from their

trail, with no success.

Finally, thirteen days after the es-

cape and only thirty-five miles from
Fort Robinson, they realized that es-

cape was hopeless and decided to dig

in to meet the soldiers in battle. Un-
characteristically, they chose a poor
defensive position—a dry streambed
at the edge of the bluffs. The soldiers

had a clear line of fire, and the Chey-
enne did little to conceal their pres-

ence, although they did pile up frozen

sod and try to chip out rifle pits in

the earth.

The pursuing soldiers, Frank Hardie
among them, quickly discovered the

hide-out. As Hardie mentions in his

letter, he was close enough to pick

out Little Finger Nail before the bat-

tle. The cavalry charged to the edge
of the washout again and again, firing

into the scattered shrubbery, the rifle

pits, and the crude breastworks that

hid the Cheyenne. For an hour, the

vastly outnumbered Indians—thirty-

one men, women, and children—fought

with the few guns and ammunition
they had. When all was silent, Wes-
sells and the troops moved up the edge
of the washout and gazed at the bodies

scattered about. Suddenly, a warrior

raised his gun and fired at the captain,

hitting him in the head. The soldiers

immediately resumed the attack. Af-
ter firing at the bodies in the hollow
for about fifteen minutes, they again

paused, but within moments three

bloody warriors leaped up and armed
with only two knives, charged the sol-

diers. The soldiers promptly shot them
down.

Once more the nervous soldiers

crept to the edge of the washout. Only
a few women and children were alive;

most were badly wounded.
When the soldiers had hauled the

last of the bodies from the washout,
Hardie untied the ledger book from
Little Finger Nail's body. He carried

it with him for ten years until 1889,

when he sent it east to his brother.

The Museum, which received the led-

ger in 1912, put it on display in the

Hall of Plains Indians in 1934. It re-

mains there today, a Cheyenne war-

rior's account of the last days of his

people.

Douglas J. Preston

Nature & Cultural
Expeditions

In 1981,

irldw

> Nep:il • India

Baja California • Australia • Galapagos
New Zealand • Kenya • Sea of Cone;
Hawaii • Canyonlands • Bhutan
Polynesia • Tanzania & Kilimanjaro
Peru 4 Easier Island • Scotland

an A Guatemala
tMe; 1 Country

& Others Worldwide!

£\pen leadership, small groups, oulslanding phologrophy.

Nature Expeditions International
\^S99 College A.... D.p.N • Palo Altc, CA 94306 • (-.15) 494.6572Jf

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print Fiction, nonflctlon.
All authors, *ub|ects. Name the booK—we'll
find Itl (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,
please. Write: Dept. 70

BOOKS-ON-FILE P.O. BOX 195
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

Get IntoA Fun Hobby

!

This set is a great introduction to the
satisfying world of carving . . . with only
a small investment. These 5 fine German
carver's tools will make just about any
kind ot cut you could want. Comfortable,
6" hardwood handles. Special knife alloy
steel takes a razor edge.

A very thoughtful gift!

5 PIECE CARVING SET . . . ONLY $24.95
Backed by our 30 day money back guarantee.

^^t»-^ You Can Order Tools By Phone:

Call TOLL-FREE 800-321-6840
Ohio Residents Call: (216) 831-6191

Yes Ric Leichtung, please send me:

_ 5 pc. Carving Set(s) @ $24.95

Shipping, Handling and Insurance .?1:Z5_

Ohio Residents Add 5y27o Tax

TOTAL
n Check Enclosed D VISA MasterCharge

Card #

Good Thru

D Enclosed is $1.00. Please send me
your full color 1981 Catalog of Fine
Tools PLUS all catalogs and new tool

bulletins FOR THE NEXT TWO
YEARS! (FREE with your tool order.)

LEICHTUNG, INC.
. 4944 Commerce Parkway #980 NH
\Cleveland, OH 44128 • Phone 216-831-6191
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Art/Crafts

A FISHERMAN'S PRAYER— Charming, Traditional,

ready for framing. Signed by the artist. Linda Babcock.
A treasure for any fisherman. 16"X20"- $9.95
Lindmark Studios, 1223 Sixth St. N.E., Minneapolis,

MN 55413

AlvlERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; HopI
2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new
rugs. No catalogue. One-of-a-kind pieces; individually

photographed. Specify interests. Write for photos and
data. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (213)
789-2559

AUDUBON BIRDS— 4 beautiful museum copies. Pic-

ture size 10"X 12". Suitable for framing. Excellent Xmas
gifts. Guaranteed. Send $10 (check or M.O.). A.

Goldhor, 1849 West Citrus Way, Phoenix, AZ 85015

AUDUBON, REMINGTON . . . FREE Fully Illustrated

Catalogues of rare and important American 19th cen-

tury prints by J.J. Audubon, Frederic Remington, Wins-

low Homer, McKenney & Hall. All original. Write: Karen
Andresen Ltd., 8163 Seasons Road, Kent. OH 44240
(216) 678-0032

AUTHENTIC MUSEUM REPRODUCTIONS. Record 10"

Tyrannosaurus Rex tooth, $10. Saber Tooth Cat,

$200. Catalogue $1.00. Valley Anatomical Prepara-

tions, 20614 Skouras Drive, Canoga Park, CA 91306

BEAUTIFUL INDIAN AFGHAN: For easy crocheting

instructions, send $1.50 SASE to Box 1855, Green-
ville, TX 75401

IROQUOIS "Spoonmouth" False Face, authentic,

approx. 14", request photo, $85.00, McCoy Imports,

Liberty, NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-
logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

ORIGINAL HANDCRAFTED STONEWARE: Ideal Gifts

—Lanterns with candleholders. Hanging Planters,

Owls— Reasonable— Free Catalogue— Pine Ridge
Pottery, Box 182, Canaan, NY 12029

PAPER MACHE CLOWNS, handcrafted and signed

by famous artists. Color brochure 50it. Mexart Imports,

P.O. Box 650298, Miami, FL 33165

PATTERNS— Animals, birds, butterflies, etc. for china,

fabric, wood, glass. Catalogue/Sample $1. "Little

Owl", 28 Tyler, Selbyville, DE 19975

PHOTOGRAPHS—SIGNED LIMITED EDITIONS Ker-

tesz, Levitt others. B&W $90 to $900. Free brochure.

Photographs For The Collector, Box 432H,
Chappaqua, NY 10514

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS! Illustrated catalogue
$2.00 (refundable with purchase). Bernardo, 2400
Westheimer, #108W(10), Houston, TX 77098

ScaXis6Certificates for

ment? arCb other^wiar&5
Callocvrite fSc fcee bcocKuce.

AMES is ROLLINSON, INC.

^215 Parti avg5o.,t}ept.Y-5n-V.C.iooo3 > miOOi

Back Numbers

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888 - 1980, Issues,

Book Publications, Collectors' Items. Send Wants.
Buxbaum Geographies, Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE
19899

Books

BIRD BOOKS—NATURAL HISTORY Scarce, out-of-

print. Catalogue $1.00, We also buy, Lutra Books,
19, Vine Ores Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4N 2B3

BIRDS OF NEPAL with reference to Kashmir and
Sikkim by Fleming. Second edition. Field guide covering

1,000 birds with 741 species. Data on page facing

illustration. 150 color plates. $1500. Mrs. Sally Beieler,

1028 Crestwood, Wenatchee, WA 98801

BOOKFINDING. Librarians search worldwide titles or

subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock. PAB, 2918
Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

MAMMOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY, Ornithology, Ocean-
ography, Geology, Paleontology, Conchology, Botany,

Herpetology, Anthropology, Physical Sciences & Tech-
nology, Meso-America, Mexico, Periodicals, New and
Out of Print. Catalogues Free. Tolliver's Books, 1634-

AH Stearns Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90035

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print, Rare.

Catalogues $1.50. Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie— Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton,

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHV, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

Collectors' Items

BIRDS—ANIMALS—FLOWERS on postage stamps
from many countries. Set of 30 different: 50it. George
Ford, P.O. Box 5203-M, Gulfport, FL 33737

THE TRICENTENNIAL: copy of patriotic march (buried

in official time capsule until July 2076), $3.00. Bird-

song, Box 87, Monsey, NY 10952

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, West
Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship. Asian

Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

EXPLORE MICROSCOPIC WORLD— algae,
protozoans, blood cells, etc. New Science Course
for all ages. How to purchase and use a microscope
with free brochure. Pride Limited, Box 591N,
Woodbury, NJ 08096

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades! Re-,
search catalogue—306 pages— 10,278 titles. Rush
$1.00 (Refundable!) Research, Box 25097H, Los An-
geles, 90025 (213) 477-8226

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA
, . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17,500

Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—
Moneyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission," De-
partment 894-C8, National Press Building, Washington,
DC. 20045

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Wildlife Preservation Trust In-

ternational. Applicants send resume to Gerald Durrell,

WPTI, 34th and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information-$2.00. International Op-
portunities, Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— all occupations! Free details . . Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries
including England! Sampler: 5/$2.98. Free Brochure.;
Multinewspapers, Box DE-200, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

AUTHENTIC WEST INDIAN FRUIT CAKE. Family Rec-
ipe $1,00. Sage, P.O. Box 191 Midwood Station

Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212) 332-3074

I*

BEEF JERKY. Healthy, Delicious. Simple 6 hour recipe.

$2. Jerky, 7440 Portola Road, Atascadero, CA 93423

COLCANNON, DUBLIN CODDLE and other traditional

Irish recipes, with lore. Irish cook's collection. $3
2643 Old Leiand Road, Greenville, MS 38701

EXOTIC WEST INDIAN BANANA-PEANUT BREAD,
Family Recipe $1.00. Sage, P.O. Box 191 Midwood
Station, Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212) 332-3074

FIVE ORIGINAL EGGPLANT RECIPES. Delicious bu'

simple to make. Send $2. SASE to R. Marleen, Bo>
3061, Springhill, FL 33526

FOUR SHRUB BEVERAGE RECIPES easily prepareqi

from fruit juices, sugar with spirituous liquors. $2 SASE
KODRAU, Box 6194, West Palm Beach, FL 33405

GOURMET'S DELIGHT— delicious sugarless fruitcakej

$1.00 and SASE to P.O. Box 8915, Aspen, CC
81611 ,

HEALTHFUL TWINKIES make you feel good! OldJ

country recipes—Tabouli. Hummus, Yummus! Recipe

poster: $1.00 SASE. 36 Gaspeepoint Drive, Warwick
Rl 02888

HOMEMADE. Wine & beer. Directions, equipment, in-

gredients. Free price list. Gohbhmsco, Box 268
Sparks, NV 89431

INCREDIBLE. LUXURIOUS. The ultimate cheesecakd
recipe plus 8 sensational variations, $2.00. P.O. Bo>i

220, Holmdel, NJ 07733

LOW-CHOLESTEROL CHEESECAKE. Superb flavori

Plain, cocoa, almond. $1 each, 3/$2.00 SASE. 603C
Kings Highway Towers, Maple Shade, NJ 08052

Government Surplus

GET CASH GRANTS-from Government. (Never re^

pay). Also, cash loans available. All ages eligible;

Complete information, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds
NH, 1629 K St., #502, Washington, D.C. 20006.

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Bu^

500,000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 2ii; oij

dollar! Most complete information available-$2.00. Sur'

plus Disposal, Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS—$ 19.30!—CARS—$ 1 3.50! —650,000 Items'

—Government Surplus—Most Comprehensive Direc;

tory Available Tells How, Where To Buy—You
Area—$2— Moneyback Guarantee— "Governmen
Information Services," Dept. DC-10, Box 99249, Sa^

Francisco, CA 94109

Miscellaneous

SAVE 70% WEEKLY ON GROCERIES! Free Infor

mation! Send Self Addressed Stamped Envelope, Cal

ydon, Box 434-NH, 535 Cordova Rd., Santa Fe

NM 87501

SPRAY AWAY, a tested natural aromatic herba

deodorant/ disinfectant/ humectant. Best aromal

therapy in saunas, hot tubs. No chemicals, 100°/j

safe. Free brochure describes many uses in hom^j

and industry. 4 oz. $3 50. Spray Away, 40 Wes'i

Franklin Road, Meridian, Idaho 83642
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WALKING STICKS, CANES, FREE color brochure

Marchele Co., Dept. NHJ, 1 123 Broadway, New Yorkj

NY 10010



Music

FREE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and l<its—

Harpsictiords, Hammered and Appalacliian dulcimers,

lutes, guitars, etc, HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-

ver, CO 80204

HARPSICHORD RECORD for cfiildren all ages by Hilda

Jonas. Ivlusic and nature related poems. Send $6.50:

Sanjo-Music, P.O. Box 16422, San Francisco, CA
94116

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes.

Free catalogue. Cassette Library Center, P.O Box
5331H, Baltimore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US
Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know
Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine.

Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, Higti-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue

Slides, 159SapsuckerWoodsRoad, Ithaca, NY 14850

HUGE DISCOUNTS Nationally Advertised Brands Bin-

oculars, Spotting Scopes. Orders shipped prepaid.

Free price list. Sandan Associates, Box 986, Delray

Beach, FL 33444

PHOTOGRAPHY POSTERS, Portraits, nudes, land-

scapes . . . Illustrated catalogue; $1. Positive Images,

Box 1939NH3, Kingston, NY 12401

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars— Telescopes—Brand
Names—Free Catalogue. Thos. Manetta, 61 Hoffman
Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate

"EXCLUSIVE" OUEBEC LAND for your Off-Season
Home. Choice lot only 40 miles north of Montreal

for either year-round living or as a recreational summer
and winter retreat. Excellent investment opportunity

Some lots with river frontage. For as low as $ 1 ,995.00

—money back guarantee. This offer won't last Write

Laurentian Estates, Dept. 106C, 286 Lawrence Ave-
nue West, Toronto, Ontario M5M 3A8 or call (416)
789-4536

FREE . . , 296-PAGE CATALOGUE, Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast
to coast. United Farm Agency, Inc, 612-U W, 47th

St,, Kansas City, MO 64112, Ph, Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO, Res, Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . , FROM $7,50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings— $2,00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-
RX, Washington, DC 20036

Resorts

FAR OFF THE BEATEN TRACK: Very small, very

special hotel tucked into a 30-acre plantation on the

island of Bequia, St, Vincent Grenadines, W,l, 12
rooms, pool, tennis, snorkeling, beautiful beach. Write

or call: Spring On Bequia, Box 19251, Minneapolis,

MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chiricahua Mountains Area

—

plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers'

retreat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ
85632

LITTLE ST, SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia. Enjoy birding,

hiking, photography, beachcombing or just relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches. Maximum of 10-

15 guests. Excellent food. Professional naturalists on
staff. Little St. Simons Island, Box 1096-N, St, Simons
Island, GA 31522.

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours— wildflowers, birds, pre-

historic dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver City,

NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

VIRGIN ISLANDS, Friendly apartment hotel on Water
Island from $28/two. Limestone Reef Terraces, RD.
4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-6309

Subscriptions

Subscriptions 20^
Save 20°o off tlie best deal you can find for

new subscriptions or renewals. Fill out and

send publisher's introductory offer or renewal

notice along with check or money order for

20°D less than their price to SLIXX,
22199 Shelbume Road, Cleveland. OH 44122.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES—Observe whales in Baja Lagoons and
off Maui, Hawaii Photograph Polar Bears & Beluga

Whales in Canadian Arctic. Wildlife adventures to

South America, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia
& Zaire. Expeditions to New Zealand, Australia and
the Himalayas 1981 trip preview available. Adventures
International, 4421N Albert, Oakland, CA 94619

AFRICAN EXPERIENCE: KENYA/TANZANIA 1981.

Fully escorted. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley,

CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

BIRD TOURS—VENEZUELA AND SURINAME. Expe-
rienced leaders, careful planning. Thomas Enterprises,

29D Yokun Avenue, Lenox, MA 01240

BORNEO, NEW GUINEA, Tribes/Wildlife—BOLIVIA,

Llama trek/Jungle; from $4,000; Capers, Box 5489,
Beverly Hills 90210

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yourself travelers! Let

our unique publications guide you through unusually

fascinating places. Ideal for railpass users. Free cata-

logue. Great Trips, Box 5199-H, New York, NY 10017

FOTO TOURS to world's most photogenic destinations

with professional photographer Lis! Dennis, author of

"How to Take Better Travel Photos". 1981 des-

tinations: India, Egypt, China, and Tahiti. International

Travel Bureau, Box NHM, 380 Madison Avenue, NYC
10017

GALAPAGOS AND INCA PERU A natural wilderness/

wildlife tour. The trip of a lifetime! Three departures

for two weeks February, March and July 1981. Cost
$2698 US per person For information and brochures

contact Wings of the World, Inc. Travel, 653 Mt.

Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada (416) 482-

1223

GALAPAGOS/MAINLAND ECUADOR /PERU Travel-

Study. January 1981. Our 7th annual trip. One/two
weeks in Galapagos. Ecuador, Peru optional. Eco-
nomical. University credit available. Details: Dr. R.

Lainhart, Biology Dept., Towson State University, Tow-
son, MD 21204 (301) 321-2443 or 922-3116

GOING TO CHINA? "The Official Guidebook of

China". Authorized edition. 70 cities and regions. "Ev-

erything you need to know": accommodations, sites

plus Free Peking Map. Indispensible! $10.95 (includes

shipping), Sino, Dept, 632, 745 5th Avenue, NYC
10151

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC. Trekking expeditions in

the Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal. Free

brochure. Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll

free (800) 243-5330

LEGENDARY CULTURES, FASCINATING NATURE:
Peru (Ecuador, Galapagos, Amazon), Mayaland (Gua-

temala, Yucatan, Honduras). Custom trips, reasonably

priced. Expert leadership. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant,

Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track. Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, California 93105

MAYA ADVENTURE: Two week exploration of ancient
Maya wonders in northern Guatemala and southeast-
ern Mexico Tikal, Palenque. Yaxchilan and many rarely

visited sites included. Three day float on the Pasion
and Usumacinta rivers. Small groups, professional

leadership, comfortable accommodations. April 1981.
Land cost: $875.00 Write: High Country Passage,
P.O. Box 1100-NH, Hamilton, Montana 59840 (406)
363-1820

MEXICAN & CENTRAL EXPEDITIONS by Wayne Huss-
ing, 11120 Raphe! Road. Upper Falls, MD 21156
(301) 592-7247— White water Rafting— Volcanic
Climbs— Backpacking— Jungle Exploration—Over-
land Drives, Oct-July

NYC AREA—Weekend Backpacking and Canoeing
Trips. Sprout, 212 W. 79th, Suite 2E, NYC, NY 10024
(212) 874-7348

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpacking,
bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-
propriate. Write Education Department, Chihuahuan
Desert Research Institute. Box 1334, Alpine. TX 79830

UNIQUE AMAZON: EXPLORER'S INN, a different world
. . . Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 843-8294

WINTER EXPEDITIONS: Observe whale behavior in

Baja, collect unusual plants in Chile, excavate a me-
dieval town in West Africa, study Carnival in Brazil.

Field research expeditions open to public participation.

No previous experience necessary. Contact University

Research Expeditions Program (NH), University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, California 94720 (415) 642-6586

X-C ski wilderness British Columbia, bird watch Mexico,

outdoor Alaska, Hawaii, Washington. Brad's Tours,

401 E. Mercer #310, Seattle, WA 98102

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum Display

classified is $150-per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-
cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St . New York. NY 10024
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov 8) Camera-
ready art IS required for display ads. A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity. Thank you!
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More than 30 natural

history, trekking and
jungle expeditions to

Peru, Gsiapasot,

Ecuador, Costa Rica,

Brazil, Falkland ts.,

and Patagonia.

EXPERT LEADERS
i^ERy SMALL GROUPS

Wnte for free

14-page iifustraied catalog

SOUTH AMERICAN
Wa.O£HN£SS ADVENTURES, !MC.
1760-MCS«l<KK)A«.B»«i<«t»y,CA»47B7 .

(415) 524-6111

T/CICt£ THE IVORIES!
PATENTED SYSTEM!

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $265.00 Postpaid $159.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on high quality

optics that is found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection oi telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc.. plus valuable information on how to properly select

them Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

For the eighth year we offer intrepid travel-

ers the world's most challenging and reward-

ing tourist experience

Greenland
Dog-sledging
Expeditions
MARCH 28 TO APRIL 14. 1981

'

Two weeks are spent on Greenland's breath-

taking West Coast under the expert guid

ance of a leading Arctic explorer Travel is

by helicopterand husky-drawn sledges

Detailed brochures of this expedition and a

copy of our newsletter which lists all our

tascir^ting travel programs available from

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, NV 10O14

TELEPHONE (212) 691 7429

Additional Reading

Moose (p. 38)

D. Allen's Wolves ofMinong: Their

Vital Role in a Wild Community (Bos-

ton: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1979), a

semitechnical treatment of the classic

Isle Royale moose-wolf study, in-

cludes information about moose be-

havior and ecology. A classic in the

field, E. O. Wilson's Sociobiology:

The New Synthesis (Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 1975) treats

animal behavior from one sociobio-

logical perspective. Discussion of the

multiple equilibria/catastrophe the-

ory and a review of new ideas and

applications of systems ecology can

be found in Adaptive Environmental

Assessment and Management, edited

by C. S. Holling (New York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1978). E. C. Zeeman
introduces catastrophe theory in an

article in the April 1976 issue of Sci-

entific American, pp. 65-83, and

presents the subject more thoroughly

in Catastrophe Theory: Selected Pa-

pers (1972-1977) (Reading: Addison-

Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1977).

Opium Poppy (p. 52)

Although most available literature

on the opium poppy deals mainly with

social aspects of the plant as a source

of opium and opium derivatives, the

United Nations Division of Narcotic

Drugs (Vienna International Center,

P. O. Box 500, A- 1400, Vienna, Aus-

tria) publishes material on nonnarcotic

uses of the poppy, which they will

furnish to people who write for it.

The June 1950 issue of their Bulletin

on Narcotics (vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 13-25)

contains a detailed description of the

cultivation of the plant in Turkey as

practiced before the 1971-74 ban. "A
Survey on the Factors Preventing

Opium Use by Poppy Growing Peas-

ants in Turkey," by Alaeddin Akcasu
(vol. 28, no. 2, 1976, pp. 13-17), ex-

plores the phenomenon of opium
avoidance in rural Turkey. The Di-

vision's pamphlet, The United Nations

and Drug Abuse Control {\91 6), sum-

marizes the development of the in-

ternational drug control system.

Stromatolites (p. 58)

Stromatolites ("Developments in

Sedimentology 20"), edited by M. R.

Walter (New York: Elsevier Scientific

Publishing Co., 1976), is a collection

of articles explaining the present and
past distributions of stromatolites and
their morphogenesis, with a complete

bibliography. This book includes

"Modern Algal Stromatolites at

Hamelin Pool, a Hypersaline Barred

Basin in Shark Bay, Western Austra-

lia," by P. E. Playford and A. E. Cock-

bain and "Stromatolite Morphogen-
esis in Shark Bay, Western Australia,"

by P. Hoffman.

Anteaters (p. 62)

Two of G. Durrell's books describ

his encounters with giant and pygm
anteaters. Three Tickets to Adventun
(New York: The Viking Press, 1955)

a record of the author's animal-col

lecting trip to British Guiana (Guy-

ana) in 1955, includes photographs o:

anteaters. One chapter of Th
Drunken Forest (New York: Penguiri

Books, 1958) describes the adventures

of Durrell and his wife in rearing a

baby giant anteater. For a scientific

account of anteaters, see "Prey In

fluences on Movements of Neotropical

Anteaters," by G.G. Montgomery and

Y.D. Lubin in Proceedings of the 1975

Predator Symposium, edited by R.L,

Phillips and C. Jonkel (Missoula: Uni-

versity of Montana, 1977). G. Mont-

gomery is currently editing a com-

prehensive book on the biology of the

Xenarthra to be published by the

Smithsonian Institution Press.

Indian Photos (p. 68)

R.B. Hassrick's The George Catlin

Book of American Indians (New
York: Watson-Guptill Publications

1977) contains reproductions of nearly

half of Catlin's American Indian

paintings. J. Ewers analyzes Catlin's

work and that of others in "George

Catlin, Painter of Indians" (Smith-

sonian Annual Report for 1955, pp
483-528). J. Scherer discusses pho-

tography of American Indians in In-

dians: The Great Photographs Thai

Reveal North American Indian Life

1847-1929. from the Unique Collec-

tion of the Smithsonian Institutiori

(New York: Crown Publishers, Inc

1974) and in "You Can't Believe Youi

Eyes: Inaccuracies in Photographs of

North American Indians" (Studies in

the Anthropology of Visual Commu
nication. Fall 1975, pp. 67-79).

Katharine D'Agosta



DISCOVER SPAIN, P0
^MD FRANCE
with the
American Museum of Natural History

GAL

ENGLAND

IJUNE 23 TO JULY 8, 1981

Discover with Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of

the Museum, and six other scientists, all experts in their

fields, the rich cultural heritage, beautiful shores and

countryside of Western Europe.

Enjoy the grandeur of the Sierra Nevada, superb Moorish

palaces and gardens of Granada and Seville, Barcelona's

art and architecture, the famous monasteries and

monuments of Lisbon, vine-clad hillsides surrounding

Oporto, the pilgrim shrine of Santiago de Compostela, the

Huguenot tradition of La Rochelle. Visit splendid parish

|closes in the rich Brittany countryside, awesome Mont
jSt. Michel, famous medieval Rouen as the goal on a scenic

cruise up the Seine. Explore coasts and valleys, fields and

highlands profuse with shore and land birds, fertile with

blossoming flowers.

Experience the educational holiday of a lifetime with

compatible members and friends of the Museum. Travel

aboard the intimate and comfortable m.t.s. Orpheus and

iiifsee the superb scenery from a vantage point that most

visitors can never have. ^ -» ^

Bres,

La Coruna

Lisbon 5»

Vigo;i

Oporto V

Santander

SPAIN

Seville

Huelva

, '.Cadiz Motril

Operated for the Museum by W.F. & R.K. Swan.
The Orpheus is registered in Greece.

Discovery Tours

Telephone: 212-873-1440

Central Park West at 79th St.

NewYork.N.Y. 10024

Please send an itinerary for the Discovery Tour of

Spain, Portugal and France to:

Name

Address

City State Zip



Soviet Intervention
by David E. Powell

The Destruction of Nature in the
Soviet Union, by Boris Komarov.
M.E. Sharpe, Inc.. $15.00; 160 pp.

This is an extraordinary book. Its

author, identified only as "a ministry

official who continues to live in the

Soviet Union," demonstrates a

breadth of knowledge so vast, a sense

of moral outrage so profound, and a

gift for language so acute as to make
The Destruction of Nature in the So-

viet Union a landmark in our under-

standing of environmental problems

in the USSR.
Readers of Natural History are

doubtless aware of the damage already

done to Lake Baikal in Siberia, and

some may even know about the threat-

ened extinction of certain species of

animals found only in the most remote

corners of that country. But few read-

ers are likely to be informed about

the extent of environmental degrada-

tion in the USSR, and fewer still have

had access to information about the

political, economic, and ideological

factors that have given rise to this

tragic state of affairs.

To be sure, there are now a fair

number of English-language books

and articles devoted to environmental

problems in the USSR: studies by

Keith Bush, Cynthia Enloe, Marshall

Goldman, Donald Kelley, John Kra-

mer, Philip Pryde, and Fred Singleton.

Until the publication of this book,

however, no Soviet author had put

together a comprehensive study of air

and water pollution, land depletion,

and the destruction of wilderness and

wildlife in that nation. We are in debt

to Mr. Komarov (a pseudonym, of

course, since this is a samizdat work).

He has been well served by his trans-

lator, who is faithful to the style and

tone of the original—somewhat ram-

bling, often witty, and always impas-

sioned. Marshall Goldman has added

a brief, but useful, introduction.

While Western specialists on the

USSR will be uneasy because only

some of what Komarov says is docu-

mented, his general argument has the

clear ring of authenticity. It is also

consistent with what I (and others)

have learned from Soviet scholars,

journals, and other Soviet sources.

Komarov devotes two chapters to

environmental disruption in Siberia.

One chapter focuses on the Baikal epi-

sode, describing the "moral," as well

as the ecological, harm associated with

the construction of two huge pulp and

paper combines on the lake's shores.

The author speaks eloquently about

"the deadly peril that is accumulating

gradually and silently, like an ava-

lanche, in the depths of Baikal." Pu-

rification equipment, belatedly in-

stalled after expressions of outrage

were heard from Soviet scientists and

concerned citizens abroad, works poor-

ly and has only slowed the pace at

which damage is occurring. In Kom-
arov's words, "it merely transformed

wholesale pollution into pollution of

Baikal in installments."

He is appropriately critical of prom-

inent scientists who were willing to

go along with this shortsighted pol-

icy, men who rationalized their de-

cisions in the most crude and cavalier

manner. Consider, for example, A. P.

Vinogradov, the vice-president of the

USSR Academy of Sciences, who
summarily rejected a report by a panel

of experts recommending that the

project be abandoned. "You mention

that the Baikal combines will prove

fatal to the lake," he declared. "But

how can this be? The government de-

cides to build, and you say 'impos-

sible. . .
.' Take your report and do

some more work on it." The argument

of a second academician was even

more primitive. "Why are we going

on so about this Baikal?" he asked.

"Pollute it if we have to. Now we
have nuclear energy, and if later we
have to, we can easily make Baikal

again." (It should be noted that the

damage to Baikal did not end with

the construction of the two plants. The
Baikal-Amur mainline being con-

structed in Siberia has already added

to the lake's distress and will do even

more harm in the future. According

to Komarov, "Gasoline, diesel fuel,

grease, and other petroleum products

from every settlement's workshops, ga-

rages, and railroad car depots gather

iiBer

sfe

ociety.

ten

drop by drop, trickle by trickle, streaml

by stream into a constant, black pe-

troleum tributary of Baikal.")

Other parts of Siberia have also sus-

tained environmental damage on a*

scale that can only be termed "Si-

berian." For many kilometers aroundj

villages, Komarov reports, "there i;

neither a tree nor even a bit of natura

landscape—only littered, swamp
wasteland where heaps of ash, slag,

bottles, other rubbish, and the hulki

of cars and trucks abound." Further-

more, because so much energy is use

to heat modern apartments in this ho\

zen land, the air above many settlej '^\

ments has been "gravely affected," i™

and nearby territories suffer ever-

greater harm. "Ten months of smoky
atmosphere, filthy snow, and dirty

meltwater kill all the moss and liche:

in the surrounding area. . . . Deprived in't

of its covering . . . the permafrost!

quickly turns into swamp." i

Other chapters offer no morej

grounds for optimism. In the chapter!

that deals with air pollution, for exi

ample, readers will learn about th^

Soviet city that has had to set up
a special brigade of workers to cleaii

away, every three months, the dirt;

and soot that accumulate on rooftop^

throughout the city. (If this step were

not taken, the roofs would collapse.);

In addition, the air over the Siberian!

city of Bratsk regularly contains levels

of carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide,

and other gases far above those con-

sidered safe. As a result, "the taigallvoodK

around Bratsk, to say nothing of the iverial

green areas within the town limits,

is rapidly withering. One hundred per-

cent of the seedlings are dying."

A chapter on water pollution fo-

cuses on PCBs, petrochemical wastes,

DDT, heavy metals (such as mercury,

cadmium, and lead), and other sub- Iffof,

stances familiar to American environ-

mentalists. Komarov notes that the]

Sea of Azov, once "famed for its fan

tastic catches of sturgeon, carp and

perch," has become "a latrine ... for

the industrial south of Russia and the

Ukraine." He compares the damage

to Azov with that to Lake Erie inl
[{(j

the United States. "Here, at Azov,
\^\^^^
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we have caught up with America. And
gone ahead, since Erie was never the

nation's marine larder, as was Azov."

jSome rivers, he also notes, "have been

turned into sewers."

Komarov's account of the wanton

destruction of wildlife in the USSR
is especially depressing. As readers

of the Soviet press know, the country's

nature preserves, where wildlife is sup-

posedly protected and hunting strictly

forbidden, are regularly violated by

Communist Party, government, and

Tiilitary officials
—

"the very pillars of

iociety," as Komarov contemptuously

;alls them. There is a chilling descrip-

tion of a hunt in the Kyzyl-Agach

Preserve in Azerbaijan organized by

Marshal Chuikov and his fellow of-

ficers. "Early in the morning the mar-

shal, his adjutants, and the entourage

.drove onto the preserve in a whole

column of all-terrain vehicles." After

shooting hundreds of ducks, geese, and
I other birds, Chuikov transferred to a

i helicopter: ".
. . circling over the reed

ii banks and spotting a herd of wild boar,

he began shooting at them with his

I
automatic rifle."

i
Even more grotesque is the training

, technique developed by military of-

: ficers stationed in the Baikal area.

: For many years, they have given their

men practice in the use of ground-

to-ground, heat-seeking missiles by
having them fire at wild boar and

deer on the run. "Startled by the sound

jf a shot, the animals dash across

vooded hills, and the accurate rockets

wertake them wherever they go."

The Destruction of Nature in the

Soviet Union is obviously the product

)f careful research; it combines the

'irtues of "insider" reporting, serious

eflection, and vigorous scientific anal-

ysis. At the same time, it is a cri

ie coeur, a passionate statement of

)rotest by a man who loves his coun-

ry, who is deeply moved by its natural

)eauty and proud of its abundant re-

ources but horrified at what the gov-

;rnment has done in the name of

progress," "military security" and

'the national interest."

He expresses particular anger at the

lishonesty of official propaganda.

which blandly denies the possibility

of any serious threat to the environ-

ment in a "socialist" state. "To create

the illusion that existing economic and

ideological means are sufficient to

deal with the problems of ecological

disaster, or that the current course

of the economy can steer the country

away from the reefs and shoals toward

which other countries are drifting,"

he writes, "is the gravest sin of Soviet

propaganda. A sin unforgivable in its

consciousness and premeditation."

One can only be saddened by all

this, for the Soviet leadership has

wasted a golden opportunity to pre-

serve and enhance nature's gifts. The
USSR is less advanced economically

than the West and thus can profit

from our mistakes. The Soviet political

elite claims to be guided by the lofty

ideals of "socialist humanism." The
State owns all the land and the means

of production, and the Communist
Party can impose its will on all in-

dividuals and organizations through-

out the country. In view of these cir-

cumstances, we might have expected

the USSR to be safe from the dep-

redations of "robber-baron" industri-

alists and other despoilers of nature.

However, as the Soviet experience

demonstrates, centralized decision

making and the capacity to mobilize

the energies of the entire population

have not always led to socially de-

sirable ends. Socialist industrialists, no

less than their capitalist counterparts,

have shown themselves capable of de-

spoliation on a massive scale. Indeed,

centrally determined priorities, allo-

cations, incentives, rewards, and pun-

ishments have been harnessed to an

almost pathological fixation on pro-

duction, at the expense of all else.

Today, ecological concerns remain a

"luxury" that the Soviet leaders—like

their counterparts almost everywhere

in the "civilized" world—simply can-

not understand.

David E. Powell is a research fellow

at the Russian Research Center and
a lecturer on government, both at Har-

vard University.

An intelligent

society, ruled by

love, in harmony
with nature...

The wolf pack is an extended
family with responsible leader-

ship, social order, loyalty, love,

nurturing. At last human
beings are beginning to

explore and understand its

secrets. Michael W. Fox, veter-

inarian author of Between Ani-

mals and Men and other

acclaimed books, offers a pro-

vocative meditation on wolves

and what they can teach us

about our own survival.,

He shows how the

domesticated dog is,

in its social relation-

ships, like an im-

mature wolf. Is

civilized man,
by analogy,

less mature
than his prim-

itive ancestors''

Yes, answers Fox, and explams
how the wolf can lead us back

to the sense of wholeness and

oneness with nature that we
have lost.

"Uncanny in its insights-

eye communication, control of

aggressive impulses, social

climbers, the 'executive per-

sonalityf . . .A provocative and
rather awesome tribute to our

animal brothers."

—Publishers Weekly

THE SOIIL OF
THE WOLF
Michael W. Fox

130 lUus. $12.95

At bookstores or from

Little, Brown



A Matter of Tastt

Fleece Afoot
Herds of sheep grow fat on the cool

green grasses above timberline

by Raymond Sokolov

Way back up in the hills, high above

the Colorado River, high above the

tourists in rafts and kayaks, but less

than fifty road miles from Doc Holi-

day's Bar in Glenwood Springs, with

its Old West trappings and mean-
mouthed barmaid, you get to the top

of an anonymous mountain in the

White River National Forest and turn

left through the aspens and Engel-

mann spruces onto a dirt track they

call the Bar H-L Road. You'd better

go in with a four-wheel drive, because

when it rains, the gradually descend-

ing trail, marked with U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture Forest Service

mileposts, can turn to quagmire. On
a dry day in early July, maybe ten

miles after the turn and just as you

are getting used to the bumping ride

and the lush, fabulously expansive

meadows, spattered with flowers and
empty against the big sky, you hear

the noise, as loud as a city of untuned

bells or a jungle of monkeys.

Five thousand sheep are on the

march up to their summer pasture

where the grass stays cool and green.

They are heading along an official

stock driveway, through cattle-grazing

country to higher pasture where only

sheep can survive, for a two-month

session of nomadic fattening. Ewes
and lambs bleat as they walk—moth-

ers trying to find their babies, babies

separated from their mothers calling

out, and eventually, since each animal

has its own special bleat, they locate

each other, bounding through the

flock and then, always moving, the

lambs "mother up" joyfully on the

ewes' teats. The flock trudges on,

guided by instinct but also shooed for-

ward by shepherds on horseback and

little dogs that keep the sheep from
straying oflF into the woods. The herd-

ers whistle and hoot and head off the

ragged edges of this woolly white mob.
The flock flows over the tan road like

a huge, low cloud.

Idyllic? Why of course it is. Theoc-

ritus coined the word idyll for his

bucolic poems, which for the first time

in Western literature described just

such a scene. All pastoral poetry

hymns the life of the shepherd (Latin

pastor). And this procession of lonely

men and gregarious animals (Latin

^/•ex="herd") from low pasture to

high, this transhumance, is older than

literature, older even than settled ag-

riculture and the sedentary life we
call civilization. But even the ancient

tradition of the pastoral contained a

darker strain, epitomized by the fam-

ous Latin tomb inscription that crops

up in pastoral paintings by Guercino,

Poussin, and Reynolds: Et in Arcadia

ego, "Even I [death] am in Arcadia,"

the mountainous traditional haunt of

Greek shepherds in the Peloponnesus.

And even in late twentieth-century

Colorado, mortality lurks behind the

peaceful and picturesque surface of

the annual sheep drive. Nobody knows

this better than Gus Halandras, whose

survival as a sheepman is threatened

by forces far more complex than the

natural risks that menaced the pas-

toral livelihood of his Greek ancestors

Thyrsis and Corydon in Arcadia.

On the surface, Halandras and his

five thousand sheep are doing fine.

He and his wife, Christine, both of

them children of Greek immigrants,

live in a big house in Meeker, Colo-

rado, and raise fat sheep on open

rangeland. But like all other American

sheep producers, the Halandrases oj

erate in what might be called a hostil

environment. The statistics are elq

quent.

In 1979, the national sheep floe

numbered 12.5 million animals,

mere fifth its peak size of 56 millio

in 1942 and only a quarter what th

flock was at the time of the first U.S

sheep census in 1867, when the huma
population was under 40 million. Las

year's lamb slaughter yielded only 29

million pounds or 1.6 pounds per pei

son. Compare this to an annual bee

gorge of 120 pounds per capita an

you have to conclude that lamb ii

relatively speaking, an endangere

species.

Ironically, in the eleven wester

states where 60 percent of America
sheep are raised, mostly on open rangt

virtually no lamb is consumed. Th
South is also a desert for lamb. Twc

thirds of American lamb is shippe

to the Northeast, half of that to th

New York City metropolitan markei

where people of Mediterranean an^

Jewish background persist in buckin

the national trend toward an all-bee

meat diet. Gus Halandras says tha

90 percent of his lamb goes East.

No one, however, can say for sur

why Americans don't all love lam

with the fervor of Greeks and Jews

Halandras speculates that a whol

generation of GIs were subjected t

bad Australian mutton during Worl

War II and afterward wouldn't touc

so much as a lamb chop. Then ther

is the fact that beef cattle were cor

venient machines for gobbling up th

postwar grain surplus and turning i

into cheap, easy to prepare meat, whil

most sheep continued to eat plai



**At Gulf, we're working on a way
to light lights, cook meals,
and heat houses
with the energy stored in water."

"You probably remember from

grade-school science that water is

two parts hydrogen and one part

oxygen," says Dr. John Norman.
"Here at General Atomic Com-

pany, a subsidiary 50% owned by
GulfOil, a project is underway to

"There are 326 mil-

lion cubic miles of

water on earth, and
hydrogen in every

drop-a natural

energy resource that

won't run out.'

extract hydrogen from water for use

as a friel: for heating, cooking, or

anything that now uses petroleum

or natural gas.

"The extraction process is called

thermochemical water-splitting.

We know it works because we've

done it. But it takes high

temperatures — about 1600° F — so

it's rather expensive.

"It may be the turn of the cen-

tury before it becomes commercial.

But it's an attractive idea. Hydro-

gen from a gallon ofwater has about

half as much energy as there is in a

gallon of gasoline.

"Hydrogen can be made into a

liquid or gaseous fuel. It can be

transmitted long distances more

cheaply than electricity. And when
hydrogen bums, it's converted back

into water. Very tidy."

At Gulf, our first priority is to

get all the oil and natural gas we can

out of resources right here in Amer-
ica. But we're working on a lot of

other ideas, too. Thermochemical
water-splitting is one ofthem. We
are also working on underground

coal gasification, solar research,

liquefied coal and other synthetic

friels, geothermal energy, and

other alternative energy sources.

Basically the business we are in

is energy for tomorrow.

Gulf people:
energy for tomorrow*

Gulf Oil Corporation



grass. Not only that; Americans who
did indulge in Iamb limited their con-

sumption to the most expensive cuts,

the chops and the leg. As a result,

lamb has an expensive image, al-

though these days the average price

"across the carcass" is running about

$2.50 per pound, as compared with

S2.33 for beef.

To help educate the American con-

sumer about efficient use of the whole

lamb in cooking, Christine Halandras

recently compiled a booklet of recipes

for the American Sheep Producers

Council (see recipes below). She is

a skillful advocate of lamb consump-

tion from tripe to head and has even

taken to preparing Rocky Mountain
oysters (lamb testicles) in an ingenious

if improbable modern manner. Oysters

are normally very hard work to clean,

but as delicate as sweetbreads when
breaded and fried. Mrs. Halandras

drops them in her garbage disposal,

which miraculously removes the te-

nacious mucous coating and leaves a

perfectly white and unharmed oyster.

On the trail, she cooks more con-

ventionally, but with a practical bril-

liance that made me think of pioneer

women improvising meals out of their

Conestoga wagons. In fact, the home
economics of cooking for thirteen peo-

ple in a modern sheep camp are not

too different from pioneer conditions.

For five days on the trail, the Hal-

andras family, their two herders, and

their guests all live in two tents and

two metal-clad, homemade vehicles

called sheep camps. Jim Atencio and

Tomas Magafio, the herders, normally

live by themselves in the camps, which

look like gypsy wagons with stovepipes

coming out of the roofs. Years ago,

the ancestors of today's camps had
long-spoked wooden wheels and were

pulled by horses. In our time, pickup

trucks do the hauling and the camps
roll on inflated rubber tires. Other-

wise, inside the camps, history stands

still.

Ingeniously fitted out with wood
bunks and a slide-out tabletop, as well

as cupboards and stowage compart-

ments, the Halandras camps reminded
me of ships' cabins. The kitchen area,

near the doorway, centers on a cast-

iron wood stove, fired by fallen timber

picked up along the way. On its sur-

face and in its little oven, Christine

Halandras managed to turn out im-

peccable pancakes, hot biscuits, and

eggs with chopped venison. One day,

she made a lamb stew from "rough

cuts" that Gus Halandras sliced off

the partly butchered yearling lamb he

had slaughtered just before they left.

The meat kept remarkably well in an

unrefrigerated screened box. Year-old

lamb is technically mutton, but this

meat was tender and very flavorful,

not muttony. The stew simmered dur-

ing the midday break and then had

to be hauled inside the camp to the

place where we were going to spend

the night. To keep the stew from spill-

ing, Mrs. Halandras put the pot in

a big metal washbasin. Barely a drop

splashed out along the way.

On another night, we ate wheat ta-

cos rolled out that afternoon by the

Mexican herder, Tomas, and filled

with venison chili. And at every meal,

there was something produced in

Christine Halandras's canning kitchen

back in Meeker, where she puts up
two thousand jars of spicy pickles and

peach jam and tomatoes in a good

year. At breakfast, for instance, she

brought out some cherry syrup, a

sweet-and-sour concoction she makes
from the juice left in the large con-

tainers of pitted cherries she buys

from a ladies aid society.

The whole family collaborated on

these meals, feeding the stove, chop-

ping, and peeling. Gus Halandras
turned out to be a mean egg fryer,

and his smoked mutton, sliced for an

afternoon snack, was as sophisticated

a use of a normally maligned meat
as you could imagine.

All this cooking takes place in the-

middle of the day, while the sheep

are grazing, waxing fat and not ex-

erting themselves in the full sun. The
herders rouse them at 5:00 a.m., while

it is still cool, nudging the flock from

behind to get the animals moving in

the right direction, herding them along

the road for a couple of miles or so,

then resting them until 4:00 p.m., when
they move them on for a similar dis-

tance and then stop them for the night.

The pace is slow and orderly, to save

the sheep's energy and prevent injury

or loss. And all the way along the

Bar H-L Road—which follows the mi-

grational path of earlier nomads, the

Ute Indians—other flocks belonging

to other ranchers are ambling, in a

federally controlled order of march,

up to their grazing allotments on For-

est Service lands.

This system was set up by the Taylor

Grazing Act of 1934, which estab-

lished firm official control of grazing

on public lands. The Forest Service

now regulates which sheep go where

and when, in order to eliminate tramp-

ling of pastures still wet from spring

runoff and to prevent the overgrazing

that once exacerbated the traditional

enmity between cattle and sheep pro-

ducers all over the West.

Plenty of grassland is required in

rough country above eight thousand

feet to pasture sheep adequately. In

the old days, free-ranging herds left

wastelands behind them and earned

the name "hoofed locusts" from cattle-

men who retaliated by shooting whole

flocks or driving them off cliffs. Under

the modern system, which he finds

overregulated and costly, Gus Halan-

dras pays $2,700 for grazing rights

on twenty thousand acres of USDA
forestlands in the summer. In the win-

ter, he uses sixty to seventy thousand

acres of desert controlled by the De-

partment of the Interior's Bureau of

Land Management. Halandras has

been driving sheep to these pastures

for thirty years, and before him, his

father had the same allotments. Un-

derstandably, he feels possessive about

the vast meadows and resentful when
bureaucrats regiment his drive.
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photograph by Adelaide De Meni

Federal regulation is a rich topic

of embittered discussion at the

Halandras camp during the leisurely

middays of the drive. Not only do

the authorities control grazing, they

, also hinder Halandras's ability to im-

i port experienced herders. At the mo-
ment he has the men he needs. Jim

I

is a U.S. citizen and Tomas has a

J green card that permits him to come
in legally from Mexico to work most

of the year in complete isolation, thou-

r sands of miles from his wife and chil-

:dren in the state of Michoacan. Few
Americans are willing to endure a

i shepherd's solitude and fewer have the

; training necessary to supervise sheep.

' And the immigration laws are a road-

. block in the way of sheep producers

who want to import experienced shep-

herds on a permanent basis.

From Halandras's point of view, an

even more galling threat to his kind

of traditional mountain grazing comes
from environmentalists who, at their

most radical, want to keep sheep out

of public lands altogether, protecting

the fragile alpine ecology from ev-

erything human except perhaps a con-

trolled form of tourism. "What could

be more sensible, environmentally,

then open range grazing?" he asks,

while loading four orphan "bum"
lambs, which have to be bottle-fed,

into his overloaded pickup. "It takes

no grain, no supplementals. We pro-

duce prime meat with grass feed. Is

this country so affluent it can abandon

a renewable resource and keep it just

for recreation?"

Later, after a bath in a stream, Hal-

andras fulminates some more against

meddling wildlife preservationists who
don't share his hatred of the coyote.

Like other sheep producers, Halan-

dras would like to use poison to control

the coyotes, which, according to him,

kill 10 to 15 percent of his lambs.

But since 1972, when President Nixon
ordered a ban on predator poisons on

public lands, sheepmen have had to

depend on traps, guns, and guard dogs.

Last year, Jim Atencio did manage
to trap or shoot sixty-three coyotes,

but the Halandras flock still lost 250

to 300 lambs, "maybe more." Assum-

ing that those figures are accurate,

the loss from predation (figuring each

lost lamb as a lost market potential

of $70) ran Halandras from fifteen

to twenty thousand dollars.

Environmentalists hotly dispute the

standard figures that sheep producers

give for their predator losses. And
since most of the data available from

official sources comes from possibly

self-serving questionnaires solicited

from sheep producers, it is hard to

prove that the apparent rise in coyote-

caused lamb deaths since the poison

ban is a real one. Furthermore, the

figures can be read in two ways.

Even if the percentage of predator

kills has doubled since the 1950s, the

rise could be explained simply as an

arithmetical result of the decline in

absolute numbers of sheep on open

range pastures. If, for instance, the

number of kills remained constant

over time, the percentage loss would

rise inevitably as the sheep population

fell for a host of unrelated reasons,

ranging from producers going into

other lines of work to adverse market



pressures. Obviously, coyotes do kill

lambs, but the coyote controversy will

never be resolved until a very thorough

and disinterested study is made of

coyote populations and the cause of

lamb deaths on the range. Meanwhile,

sheepmen seem to be fighting a losing

battle against both Cam's latrans and

environmentally minded lawmakers.

The political weakness of sheep pro-

ducers is, however, easily explained

by their small numbers, distance from

Washington, and lack of economic sig-

nificance. And underneath all of these

factors lies the fundamental stigma

that sheep and sheepmen bear, both

out West and in all America's folklore.

As Halandras puts it, "No American

child ever plays shepherds and Indi-

ans."

Gus Halandras hopes his own chil-

dren will get out of the sheep business.

"I want them to get an education,"

he says, "and train for a profession."

Regas Halandras, fifteen, plans to be-

come a lawyer. He and his younger

brother are both accomplished herd-

ers, but if they sell their father's sheep

and go to work in offices, their chil-

dren will never know about the splen-

didly familial, outdoor, gypsy way of

life on the range.

Perhaps open range grazing is an

anachronism and a threat to the pris-

tine quality of the western mountains.

But it is still a vigorous tradition, lo-

cally symbolized by the initials that

generations of herders have carved on

aspens at campgrounds along the Bar

H-L Road and nationally represented

by meltingly tender domestic lamb
raised on grass and thin air.

Unfortunately, through some Gresh-

am's law of meat marketing, beef

seems to have driven lamb virtually

out of circulation. Lamb production

rose slightly this year, but the basic

picture is still dim. Regas Halandras

knows that. His family may eat ground

lamb, but MacDonald's doesn't serve

it. And he must have learned another

lesson about the low status of sheep-

herding when he went up to the edge

of the family grazing allotments, at

glorious Meadow Lake, and found the

access road blocked with a- log and

posted with a sign forbidding auto-

mobile traflfic. The ranger who put

up the sign must have meant to keep

tourist vehicles out. He apparently for-

got that the sheep camps were coming.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.

Lamb Liver in Salsa

Oil

I '/: pounds lamb liver, cut in

narrow strips

Flour

1 large onion, peeled and chopped
1 clove garlic, peeled and chopped

V/i cups tomato sauce

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

1 teaspoon dried oregano

Salt

Pepper

1 lemon, sliced thinly (optional)

1. Heat oil in a skillet. Meanwhile,

dredge liver strips in flour. Shake
off excess flour and brown in hot

oil. Remove strips with a spatula

as soon as they brown and drain

on paper toweling.

2. Add all remaining ingredients to

the drippings in the skillet, along

with 2 cups waters. Bring to a

boil, reduce heat, and simmer 15

minutes.

3. Return liver strips to skillet and

cook at a slow simmer. Test the

liver after a few minutes and re-

move it to a serving platter as

soon as it has absorbed the sauce's

flavor. Do not overcook. Use ex-

cess sauce with spaghetti served

on the side or at another meal.

Yield: 4-6 servings

Lamb Avgolemono

2 pounds lamb, stewing meat or

shoulder, cut in chunks

2 tablespoons olive oil or butter

1 large onion, chopped
5-6 celery ribs cut in 2-inch sections

1 teaspoon salt

Pepper

3 large eggs

1 tablespoon cornstarch

Juice of 2 lemons

1. Brown meat, a few pieces at a

time, in very hot oil, in a heavy

pot. Reserve.

2. Reduce heat and brown onion

and celery lightly in the same
oil. Return browned lamb to pot,

add salt, pepper, and 3 cups

water. Bring to a boil, reduce heat

and simmer, covered, for Vh
hours or until meat is tender.

3. To make sauce, remove 2 cups

hot cooking liquid and reserve.

Then, beat eggs in a bowl until

frothy. Add cornstarch and beat

until thoroughly incorporated.

Add lemon juice gradually, beat-

ing as you add it. Pour in reserved

cooking liquid in a slow stream,

beating constantly.

4. Pour finished sauce over meat,

which should still be hot. You can

heat this gently, or keep it on the

stove over low heat until ready

to serve, but do not boil. The best

thing is to serve it immediately.

Yield: 4-6 servings
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Tricky things, envelopes. They're so much a part of our Mves we
tend to forget what they come from.

Last year, some two million trees were harvested to produce the

112 billion envelopes you and we used to package our communications.

Which means our essential need for envelopes could conflict

with our emotional attachment to trees.

Boise Cascade is a leading manufacturer of envelopes

and manager of trees, so we're acutely aware of this conflict and

our obligation to reconcile it.

That's why we plant five seedlings for every tree we harvest,

why we explore new techniques that promise more trees per acre, more
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Where do you go from up?

In the cose of the 1981 Volkswagen
Rabbit Diesel, we went under the hood.

We made the engine larger, and
added enough extra horsepower to zip

you from to 50 in 1 1.4 brief seconds.

And that was just for starters.

On the outside, we gave the Rabbit Diesel a hand-

some new grille.

More visible directional signals in front.

And more visible taillights in back
Inside, there's a whole new interior.

With a sleek new instrument panel;

plusher, more comfortable seats; and an

improved heating and air conditioning

system that can get you up or down to 68°

faster than ever.

Altogether, we made close to 1,000

changes, refinements and improve-
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merits in

sel for 1981.
But for all of those, the most impressive thing

about it is the one thing we didn't change.
And that's its fuel economy.
The Rabbit Diesel still gets better mileage than every

other car in the country.

In fact, the four-speed Rabbit Diesel gets even better
mileage than it did last year.

For the four-speed, EPA estimated S2]mpg, 56 mpg high-
way estimate. (Use "estimated mpg" for comparison to
other cars. Mpg varies with speed, trip length and weather
Actual highway mpg will probably be less.)

If you're thinking about a diesel, you really should look at
this one.

There isn't another diesel on the road that comes close to it.

But then, we started with a big advantage when we built the
1981 Rabbit Diesel.

We started with the 1980.
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Authors

"The curiosity of our summer school

students was the beginning of our in-

terest in bogs. No feature of the Irish

landscape prompted more questions,"

according to coauthors Sharon Bohn
Gmelch and George Gmelch. The
Gmelches, who both received their

Ph.D.'s from the University of Cali-

fornia at Santa Barbara in 1975, had

previously done fieldwork with Irish

tinkers. George Gmelch recently stud-

ied the return migration and readjust-

ment of Irish emigrants, having car-

ried out a similar study of indigenes

in Newfoundland. The Gmelches have

now turned their attention to Britain,

where they are looking at the migra-

tion patterns and living needs of gyp-

sies and tinkers. Sharon Bohn Gmelch
is visiting assistant professor at Union

College, Schenectady, New York, and

adjunct assistant professor of anthro-

pology at the State University of New
York at Albany, where George
Gmelch is assistant professor of an-

thropology.

J. David Henry became interested

in the red fox the first time he saw

one, in the Canadian boreal forest of

northern Saskatchewan. He had gone

there in 1971 to work on a black bear

management program in Prince Albert

National Park. Switching his attention

to the foxes in the park, he found

that, with much patience, he could

observe them in their habitat. His ob-

servations developed into a doctoral

research project on the adaptive strat-

egies of the red fox. An environmental

consultant and instructor of ecology

at Saskatchewan Indian College of the

University of Regina, Henry has also

worked as a lumberjack. When city-

bound, he watches cats hunt their prey

in back alleys and vacant lots.

"I dreamed for years," explains ar-

chitectural historian Jean-Louis Bour-

geois, "of doing research as far re-

moved as possible—in all senses

—

from the World Trade Center in New
York." He was attracted to wind

scoops and other desert structures

after seeing their sculpturelike forms

in pictures. With photographer Carol-

lee Pelos, he documented rural Mus-
lim shrines in Afghanistan, leaving the

area not long before the Russian in-

tervention. The two also explored ar-

chitecture and local village life in the

Great Indian Desert, and are currently

off to the Sahara to gather more ma-

terial for their planned book on desert

architecture. Bourgeois is a graduate

of Harvard University, where he stud-

ied literature and architectural his-

tory.

As a student at the University of

Bologna in Italy, Cesare Emiliani

found marine deposits dating back to

the ice ages readily accessible, for Bo-

logna long ago was a coastal city.

Intrigued by the local material, Emil-

iani studied geology in Bologna and

subsequently took an advanced degree

in the subject at the University of

Chicago. For almost a quarter of a

century he has taught marine geology,

with an emphasis on the history of

the ice ages, at the University of Mi-

ami in Florida. His current research

is centered on isotope paleoclimatol-

ogy. Emiliani has written many papers

on ancient temperatures and climates

based on his work with deep-sea cores.
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The Human Strategy

Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief
As Punjabi villagers say, "You never really know who a man
is until you know who his grandfather and his ancestors were"

by Richard Kurin

I was full of confidence when

—

equipped with a scholarly proposal,

blessings from my advisers, and gen-

erous research grants— I set out to

study village social structure in the

Punjab province of Pakistan. But after

looking for an appropriate fieldwork

site for several weeks without success,

I began to think that my research

project would never get off the ground.

Daily I would seek out villages aboard

my puttering motor scooter, traversing

the dusty dirt roads, footpaths, and

irrigation ditches that crisscross the

Punjab. But I couldn't seem to find

a village amenable to study. The major

problem was that the villagers I did

approach were baffled by my pres-

ence. They could not understand why
anyone would travel ten thousand

miles from home to a foreign country

in order to live in a poor village, in-

terview illiterate peasants, and then

write a book about it. Life, they were

sure, was to be lived, not written about.

Besides, they thought, what of any

importance could they possibly tell

me? Committed as 1 was to ethno-

graphic research, I readily understood

their viewpoint. I was a babu log—
literally, a noble; figuratively, a clerk;

and simply, a person of the city. I

rode a motor scooter, wore tight-fitting

clothing, and spoke Urdu, a language

associated with the urban literary

elite. Obviously, I did not belong, and

the villagers simply did not see me
fitting into their society.

The Punjab, a region about the size

of Colorado, straddles the northern

border of India and Pakistan. Parti-

tioned between the two countries in

1947, the Punjab now consists of a

western province, inhabited by Mus-
lims, and an eastern one, populated

in the main by Sikhs and Hindus.

As its name implies

—

punj meaning
"five" and ah meaning "rivers"—the

region is endowed with plentiful re-

sources to support widespread agri-

culture and a large rural population.

The Punjab has traditionally supplied

grains, produce, and dairy products

to the peoples of neighboring and con-

siderably more arid states, earning it

a reputation as the breadbasket of

southern Asia.

Given this predilection for agricul-

ture, Punjabis like to emphasize that

they are earthy people, having values

they see as consonant with rural life.

These values include an appreciation

of, and trust in, nature; simplicity and

directness of expression; an awareness

of the basic drives and desires that

motivate men (namely, zan, zar, za-

min—"women, wealth, land"); a con-

cern with honor and shame as abiding

principles of social organization; and

for Muslims, a deep faith in Allah

and the teachings of his prophet

Mohammad.
Besides being known for its fertile

soils, life-giving rivers, and superlative

agriculturists, the Punjab is also per-

ceived as a zone of transitional culture,

a region that has experienced repeated

invasions of peoples from western and

central Asia into the Indian subcon-

tinent. Over the last four thousand

years, numerous groups, among them
Scythians, Parthians, Huns, Greeks,

Moguls, Persians, Afghans, and Turks,

have entered the subcontinent through

the Punjab in search of bountiful land,

riches, or power. Although Punjabis

—notably Rajputs, Sikhs, and Jats

—

have a reputation for courage and for-

titude on the battlefield, their pri-

mary, self-professed strength has been

their ability to incorporate new, ex-

ogenous elements into their society

with a minimum of conflict. Punjabis

are proud that theirs is a multieth-

nic society in which diverse groups

have been largely unified by a com-

mon language and by common cus-

toms and traditions.

Given this background, I had not

expected much difficulty in locating

a village in which to settle and conduct

my research. As an anthropologist, I

viewed myself as an "earthy" social

scientist who, being concerned with

basics, would have a good deal in com-

mon with rural Punjabis. True, I might

be looked on as an invader of a sort;

but I was benevolent, and sensing this,

villagers were sure to incorporate me
into their society with even greater

ease than was the case for the would-

be conquering armies that had pre-

ceded me. Indeed, they would wel-

come me with open arms.

I was wrong. The villagers whom
I approached attributed my desire to

live with them either to neurotic de-
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exhibit original work by artists who
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Each print we offer is signed and
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Accompanied by a certificate of authen-

ticity and a full money-back guarantee.
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investment value.

(Works by the artists we offer tend

to appreciate, sometimes as much as
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iSpeak Spcinish
like a diplomat!

What sort of people need to learn a

foreign language as quickly and effec-

tively as possible? Foreign Service per-

sonnel, tfiat's who. Members of

America's diplomatic corps are assign-

ed to U.S. embassies abroad, where
they must be able to converse fluently

in every situation.

Now you can learn to speak Spanish
just as these diplomatic personnel do-
with the Foreign Service Insti-

tute's Programmatic Spanish Course.
The U.S. Department of State has

spent tens of thousands of dollars de-

veloping this course. It's by far the

most effective way to learn Spanish at

your own convenience and at your own
pace.
The Programmatic Spanish Course

consists of a series of tape cassettes
and an accompanying textbook. You
simply follow the spoken and written

instructions, listening and repeating.

By the end of the course, you'll find

yourself learning and speaking entirely

in Spanish!

This course turns your cassette
player into a "teaching machine." With
its unique "programmatic" learning

method, you set your own pace-
testing yourself, correcting errors, rein-

forcing accurate responses.
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The FSI's Programmatic Spanish
Course comes in two volumes. You
may order one or both courses:

7^ Volume I, Basic.

(11 cassettes, 16 hours), instructor's

manual and 464-page text, $115

1^ Volume II, Intermediate.
(8 cassettes, IIV2 hours), instruc-

tor's manual and 614 page text, $98
(New York residents add sales tax.)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in

handsome library binders.

TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THIS AD and
mail with your name and address, and a

check or money order. Or, charge to

your credit card (American Express,
VISA, Master Charge, Diners Club) by
enclosing card number, expiration

date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's

Spanish course is unconditionally
guaranteed. Try it for three weeks. If

you're not convinced it's the fastest,

easiest, most painless way to learn

Spanish, return it and we'll refund
every penny you paid! Order today!
Many other FSI language courses

also available. Write us.

Audio-Forum
Dept.812
145 East 49th St.

New York, N.Y. 10017
(212)753-1783

If you're serious about heating with wood or coal:

Why settle for any stove that offers any
less than these 10 important features?

1. Hand-set and bonded
tiles arc saferthan blistering

metal, radiate gentle heat

far longer

O, Tempered glass fire-

door window lets you view
the flames without reduc-

ing combustion efficiency.

O. Suspended burning

basket lets you bum both
wood and coal.

/. Easily removable ash
pan pulls out for dumping,

O. Ash catcher mo
when ashpan door is oper>ed.

^. Topgrillellftsforcook-

ing.

4. Lever-activated shak-

ing grate separates coals

from ashes, increasing

burning efficiency.

3. Wrought-iron style

front grille swings open
at a touch.

10. Heats both bye
tlon and radiant warmth —
you're barely aware of a heat

9. Liquid-expansion ther-

mostat is more precise and

Beneath its splendid good f looks, the airtightWESO Ceramic TDe
Stove b a true marvel of modem combustion technology. Produc-
ing a mfld yet penetrating heat no metal stove can match, the WESO will

warm you night and morning, and all through the day. Its lasting beauty
win grace the most tastefully decorated home.

Send $1 for literature portfolio showing all 5 tile col-
ors PLUS news about two new coalbumlng stoves.

Ceramic IRadiant Heat
290B Pleasant Drtve. Lochmere, N.H. 03252 • 603/524-9663

lusions or nefarious ulterior motives.

Perhaps, so the arguments went, I was

really after women, land, or wealth.

On the day I had decided would

be my last in search of a village, I

was driving along a road when I saw

a farmer running through a rice field

and waving me down. I stopped and

he climbed on the scooter. Figuring

I had nothing to lose, I began to explain

why I wanted to live in a village. To
my surprise and delight, he was very

receptive, and after sharing a pome-

granate milkshake at a roadside shop,

he invited me to his home. His name
was Allah Ditta, which means "God
given," and I took this as a sign that

I had indeed found my village.

"My" village turned out to be a

settlement of about fifteen hundred

people, mostly of the Nunari qaum,

or "tribe." The Nunaris engage pri-

marily in agriculture (wheat, rice,

sugar cane, and cotton), and most fam-

ilies own small plots of land. Members
of the Bhatti tribe constitute the larg-

est minority in the village. Although

traditionally a warrior tribe, the Bhat-

tis serve in the main as the village

artisans and craftsmen.

On my first day in the village I

tried explaining in great detail the pur-

poses of my study to the village elders

and clan leaders. Despite my efforts,

most of the elders were perplexed

about why I wanted to live in their

village. As a guest, I was entitled to

the hospitality traditionally bestowed

by Muslim peoples of Asia, and during

the first evening I was assigned a

place to stay. But I was an enigma,

for guests leave, and I wanted to re-

main. I was also perceived as being

strange, for I was both a non-Muslim

and a non-Punjabi, a type of person

not heretofore encountered by most

of the villagers. Although I tried to

temper my behavior, there was little

I could say or do to dissuade my hosts

from the view that I embodied the

antithesis of Punjabi values. While I

was able to converse in their language,

Jatki, a dialect of western Punjabi,

I was only able to do so with the

ability of a four-year-old. This achieve-

ment fell far short of speaking the

t'et', or "genuine form," of the vil-

lagers. Their idiom is rich with the

terminology of agricultural operations

and rural life. It is unpretentious, un-

inflected, and direct, and villagers

hold high opinions of those who are

good with words, who can speak to

a point and be convincing. Needless

to say, my infantile babble realized



Rolex owners have grown accustomed

to prices that begin at $500. And if you're

considering a Rolex with any gold in it, you

can figure to spend $2000 or more.

To justify touching the stratosphere,

Rolex delivers an irresistable mixture of

legend and quality. With solidness approach-

ing the Rock of Gibraltar, certified Swiss

chronometer accuracy, and a reputation for

durability, this prestigious name has con-

tinued to maintain a position of high esteem.

And as if quality alone weren't enough,

it also bestows upon its possessor that sure

distinction usually reserved only for Rolls

Royce automobiles—visual confirmation that

its owner has arrived.

Why everybody's
switching to quartz.

Even Rolex^".
Quartz crystals are far

and away the most accu-

rate timekeeping element

the world has ever known.
That's why the finest

movements depend on
quartz vibrations (32,768
per second). And why
even Rolex, an acknow-
ledged pioneer in mechan-
ical "mainspring" watches,

is now turning to the more
reliable quartz precision.

How reliable? The
watch pictured below
guarantees ± 5 second-a-

month accuracy—exceed-

ing the highly regarded
Swiss Chronometer stan-

dards. Its Swiss made movement utilizes the

most advanced solid state technologies. And
the most proven quality assurance known to

man: Swiss pride.

Because of its up-to-the-minute electronic

circuitry, this same timepiece should never

need cleaning, oiling or repair work. Just a

battery change every 18 months or so (and

A water-tight screw-down setting stem-
usually found only on ttie most costly
watches— Is )ust one reason why Realtime
guarantees underwater protection down
to 165 feet. And why you'd expect this

prestigious looking timekeeper to cost
a lot more than It does.

any jeweler can do the job).

But in case you haven't noticed, this

extraordinary timekeeper isn't a Rolex.

It's a Realtime.

Not just a copy. A commitment.
While its design is an unmistakable

tribute to the prestigious Rolex look, this

Realtime introduces some pleasing innova-

tions (the case, for example, is thinner and
more compact than the Rolex).

But for the most part. Realtime's skilled

casemakers were committed to faithfully

reproducing the original design—detail for

detail. From the stylized gold bezel to the

supple link bracelet to the magnifying date

window on the crystal.

These same demand-
ing standards are reflected

in Realtime's superb con-

struction. To prevent tar-

nishing or scratches, both

case and bracelet are ma-
chined from solid stainless

steel (please don't confuse

this with less expensive

"silvertone" finishes). The
classic analog hands and
dial are coated with tritium

for easy visibility, even at

night. And the setting stem,

similar to the Rolex,

features a screw-down
locking mechanism—the

same water-tight design

found in submarine hatches.

Add to that a tightly

sealed case and crystal,

and it's no wonder Real-

time guarantees water protection to 5 atmos-
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understandable.
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—

where handwork, still considered an art, is

also (by European standards) a bargain.

And instead of inflating the price by
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the links, bezel and hands. By tlie way, those

rich 5 microns of real gold are enough to

preserve the lustrous look, even after years

of rugged wear.

So how much did Realtime's cost-cutting

measures save you?
Remarkably, the watch you're looking at

sells for only $149.

And it can be yours with the ease of a

tree phone call. But to avoid disappointment,

please order early; our supply is really quite

limited (initial production run is only 500
units). You must be solidly convinced that

your new Realtime is an excellent invest-

ment. If not, return it within 2 weeks of

receipt for a prompt, courteous refund.

Watch comes complete with battery in place,

one year warranty, convenient service by
mail, gift box and full instructions.

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE.

Order product #247. Credit card

holders may call our toll free number
anytime. Or send a check for $149 plus

$2,50 delivery. Add $8.94 sales tax in

California. Please mention this magazine.
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In California 800 622-0733
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none of these characteristics and
evoked no such respect.

Similarly, even though I wore in-

digenous dress, I was inept at tying

my lungi, or pant cloth. The fact that

my lungi occasionally fell off and re-

vealed what was underneath gave my
neighbors reason to believe that I in-

deed had no shame and could not con-

trol the passions of my nafs, or "li-

bidinous nature."

This image of a doltish, shameless

infidel barely capable of caring for

himself lasted for the first week of

my residence in the village. My in-

ability to distinguish among the five

varieties of rice and four varieties of

lentil grown in the village illustrated

that I knew or cared little about nature

and agricultural enterprise. This dis-

play of ignorance only served to con-

firm the general consensus that the

mysterious morsels I ate from tin cans

labeled "Chef Boy-ar-Dee" were not

really food at all. Additionally, I did

not oil and henna my hair, shave my
armpits, or perform ablutions, thereby

convincing some commentators that

I was a member of a species of sub-

human beings, possessing little in the

form of either common or moral sense.

That the villagers did not quite grant

me the status of a person was reflected

by their not according me a proper

name. In the Punjab, a person's name
is equated with honor and respect and

is symbolized by his turban. A man
who does not have a name, or whose

name is not recognized by his neigh-

bors, is unworthy of respect. For such

a man, his turban is said to be either

nonexistent or to lie in the dust at

the feet of others. To be given a name
is to have one's head crowned by a

turban, an acknowledgment that one

leads a responsible and respectable

life. Although I repeatedly introduced

myself as "Rashid Karim," a fairly

decent Pakistani rendering of Richard

Kurin, just about all the villagers in-

sisted on calling me Angrez ("English-

man"), thus denying me full person-

hood and implicitly refusing to grant

me the right to wear a turban.

As I began to pick up the vernac-

ular, to question villagers about their

clan and kinship structure and trace

out relationships between different

families, my image began to change.

My drawings of kinship diagrams and

preliminary census mappings were

looked upon not only with wonder but

also suspicion. My neighbors now be-

gan to think there might be a method

to my madness. And so there was.



Now I had become a spy. Of course

it took a week for people to figure

out whom I was supposedly spying

for. Located as they were at a cross-

roads of Asia, at a nexus of conflicting

geopolitical interests, they had many
possibilities to consider. There was a

good deal of disagreement on the issue,

with the vast majority maintaining

that I was either an American, Rus-

sian, or Indian spy. A small, but none-

theless vocal, minority held steadfastly

to the belief that I was a Chinese

spy. I thought it all rather humorous

until one day a group confronted me
in the main square in front of the

nine-by-nine-foot mud hut that I had

rented. The leader spoke up and ac-

cused me of spying. The remainder

of the group grumhledjahsus! jahsus!

("spy! spy!"), and I realized that this

ad hoc committee of inquiry had the

potential of becoming a mob.

To be sure, the villagers had good

reason to be suspicious. For one, the

times were tense in Pakistan—a na-

tional political crisis gripped the coun-

try and the populace had been anxious

for months over the uncertainty of

elections and effective governmental

functions. Second, keenly aware of

their history, some of the villagers did

not have to go too far to imagine that

I was at the vanguard of some invading

group that had designs upon their

land. Such intrigues, with far greater

sophistication, had been played out

before by nations seeking to expand

their power into the Punjab. That I

possessed a gold seal letter (which no

one save myself could read) from the

University of Chicago to the effect

that I was pursuing legitimate studies

was not enough to convince the crowd

that I was indeed an innocent scholar.

I repeatedly denied the charge, but

to no avail. The shouts of jahsus! jah-

sus! prevailed. Confronted with this

I had no choice.

"Okay," I said. "I admit it. I am
a spy!"

The crowd quieted for my long-

awaited confession.

"I am a spy and am here to study

this village, so that when my country

attacks you we will be prepared. You
see, we will not bomb Lahore or Ka-

rachi or Islamabad. Why should we
waste our bombs on millions of people,

on factories, dams, airports, and har-

bors? No, it is far more advantageous

to bomb this strategic small village

replete with its mud huts, livestock,

Persian wheels, and one light bulb.

And when we bomb this village, it
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is imperative that we know how Allah

Ditta is related to Abdullah, and who
owns the land near the well, and what
your marriage customs are."

Silence hung over the crowd, and
then one by one the assemblage began
to disperse. My sarcasm had worked.

The spy charges were defused. But

I was no hero in light of my per-

formance, and so I was once again

relegated to the status of a nonperson

without an identity in the village.

I remained in limbo for the next

week, and although I continued my
attempts to collect information about

village life, I had my doubts as to

whether I would ever be accepted by
the villagers. And then, through no

effort of my own, there was a break-

through, this time due to another Al-

lah Ditta, a relative of the village

headman and one of my leading ac-

cusers during my spying days.

I was sitting on my woven string

bed on my porch when Allah Ditta

approached, leading his son by the

neck. "Oh, Angrezl" he yelled, "this

worthless son of mine is doing poorly

in school. He is supposed to be learn-

ing English, but he is failing. He has

a good mind, but he's lazy. And his

teacher is no help, being more intent

upon drinking tea and singing film

songs than upon teaching English. Oh
son of an Englishman, do you know
English?"

"Yes, I know English," I replied,

"after all, I am an Angrez."

"Teach him," Allah Ditta blurted

out, without any sense of making a

tactful request.

And so, I spent the next hour with

the boy, reviewing his lessons and cor-

recting his pronunciation and gram-

mar. As I did so, villagers stopped

to watch and listen, and by the end

of the hour, nearly one hundred people

had gathered around, engrossed by

this tutoring session. They were stu-

pefied. I was an effective teacher, and

I actually seemed to know English.

The boy responded well, and the crowd

reached a new consensus. I had a

brain. And in recognition of this

achievement I was given a name

—

"Ustad Rashid," or Richard the

Teacher.

Achieving the status of a teacher

was only the beginning of my success.

The next morning 1 awoke to find

the village sugar vendor at my door.

He had a headache and wanted to

know if 1 could cure him.

"Why do you think I can help you?"

I asked.
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Bhai Khan answered, "Because you
are a ustad, you have a great deal

of knowledge."

The logic was certainly compelling.

If I could teach English, I should be

able to cure a headache. I gave him
two aspirins.

An hour later, my fame had spread.

Bhai Khan had been cured, and he

did not hesitate to let others know
that it was the ustad who had been

responsible. By the next day, and in

fact for the remainder of my stay,

I was to see an average of twenty-

five to thirty patients a day. I was

asked to cure everything from coughs

and colds to typhoid, elephantiasis,

and impotency. Upon establishing a

flourishing and free medical practice,

I received another title, hakim, or

"physician." I was not yet an anthro-

pologist, but I was on my way.

A few days later I took on yet an-

other role. One of my research in-

terests involved tracing out patterns

of land ownership and inheritance.

While working on the problem of fig-

uring out who owned what, I was ap-

proached by the village watchman. He
claimed he had been swindled in a

land deal and requested my help. As
the accused was not another villager,

I agreed to present the watchman's

case to the local authorities.

Somehow, my efforts managed to

achieve results. The plaintiffs griev-

ance was redressed, and I was given

yet another title in the village

—

wakil,

or "lawyer." And in the weeks that

followed, I was steadily called upon
to read, translate, and advise upon
various court orders that affected the

lives of the villagers.

My roles as teacher, doctor, and

lawyer not only provided me with an

identity but also facilitated my inte-

gration into the economic structure

of the community. As my imputed

skills offered my neighbors services

not readily available in the village,

I was drawn into exchange relation-

ships known as seipi. Seipi refers to

the barter system of goods and services

among village farmers, craftsmen, art-

isans, and other specialists. Every

morning Roshan the milkman would

deliver fresh milk to my hut. Every

other day Hajam Ali the barber would

stop by and give me a shave. My
next-door neighbor, Nura the cobbler,

would repair my sandals when re-

quired. Ghulam the horse-cart driver

would transport me to town when my
motor scooter was in disrepair. The

parents of my students would send



Some insist coal is

good.Some insist coal

is bad.

We insist it's not tliat

black orwhite.

Those who insist that coal is good point

out that we have over 200 billion tons of

^economically recoverable coal inthis

country - enough to last us for at

least three centunes at current

consumption rates.

And, they further point out, that

And to the fact that coal contains ash

and sulfur which, if not removed, can pollute

the air when burned.

Still, we believe that these days the ad-

vantages of coal outweigh its disadvantages,

Because these days we have extremely

tough environmental laws.

Laws that require the restoration of

mined lands and the protection of air and

water resources. Laws that ensure that

coal mine areas are properly restored and

that newly constructed or converted power

plants remove sulfur and particulates from

their stack gases.

Of course, environmental controls are

expensive. But because of the current high

represents

"domestic energy resources, coal curreni

supplies less than 20% of all our energy

production.

It's true, that with greater usage, coal

could give us as much as one-half of the

new energy we'll need between now and the

year 2000 - enough to help loosen the

dangerous ties that bind us to expensive

and insecure foreign oil.

But those who insist that coal is bad

point to abandoned mines which scar the

landscape and allow acid water to seep

into streams.

price of foreign oil, the cost of using

is still less than half the cost of

using oil.

And when we consider that coal

can also be converted into transporta-

tion fuels such as gasoline and diesel

fuel - reducing even more our depen-

dence on foreign oil - it seems obvious

that we ought to reassess our old

prejudices against this most abundant

of all fossil fuels.

At least Atlantic Richfield thinks so.

There are no easyanswers.

ARCO ^>
Atlantic Richfield Company
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Julie Andrews and Rex Harrison: In

My Fair Lady, they captivated audi-

ences with "I Could Have Danced
All Night" and '•I've Grown Accus
lomcd To Her Face."

,,

Ethel Merman: With a dynamism 4
few performers can match, she

sang "Doin' What Comes
Natur'llv" in Annie Get Your Gun
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me sweets and sometimes delicious

meals. In return, none of my neighbors

asked for direct payment for the spe-

cific actions performed. Rather, as

they told me, they would call upon

me when they had need of my services.

And they did. Nura needed cough

syrup for his children, the milkman's

brother needed a job contact in the

city, students wanted to continue their

lessons, and so on. Through seipi re-

lations, various neighbors gave goods

and services to me, and I to them.

Even so, I knew that by Punjabi

standards I could never be truly ac-

cepted into village life because I was

not a member of either the Nunari

or Bhatti tribe. As the villagers would

say, "You never really know who a

man is until you know who his grand-

father and his ancestors were." And

to know a person's grandfather or an-

cestors properly, you had to be a mem-

ber of the same or a closely allied

tribe.

The Nunari tribe is composed of

a number of groups. The nucleus con-

sists of four clans—Naul, Vadel, Sad-

dan, and More—each named for one

of four brothers thought to have origi-

nally founded the tribe. Clan mem-

bers are said to be related by blood

ties, also called pag da sak, or "ties

of the turban." In sharing the turban,

members of each clan share the same

blood, the same honor, and the same

name. Other clans, unrelated by ties

of blood to these four, have become

attached to this nucleus through a his-

tory of marital relations or of con-

tinuous political and economic inter-

dependence. Marital relations, called

gag da sak, or "ties of the skirt,"

are conceived of as relations in which

alienable turbans (skirts) in the form

of women are exchanged with other,

non-turban-sharing groups. Similarly,

ties of political and economic domi-

nation and subordination are thought

of as relations in which the turban

of the client is given to that of the

patron. A major part of my research

work was concerned with reconstruct-

ing how the four brothers formed the

Nunari tribe, how additional clans be-

came associated with it, and how clan

and tribal identity were defined by

nomenclature, codes of honor, and the

symbols of sharing and exchanging

turbans.

To approach these issues I set out

to reconstruct the genealogical rela-

tionships within the tribe and between

the various clans. I elicited geneal-

ogies from many of the villagers and
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questioned older informants about the

history of the Nunari tribe. Most knew
only bits and pieces of this history,

and after several months of interviews

and research, I was directed to the

tribal genealogists. These people, usu-

ally not Nunaris themselves, perform

the service of memorizing and then

orally relating the history of the tribe

and the relationships among its mem-
bers. The genealogist in the village

was an aged and arthritic man named
Hedayat, who in his later years was

engaged in teaching the Nunari ge-

nealogy to his son, who would then

carry out the traditional and heredi-

tary duties of his position.

The villagers claimed that Hedayat
knew every generation of the Nunari
from the present to the founding

brothers and even beyond. So I invited

Hedayat to my hut and explained my
purpose.

"Do you know Allah Ditta son of

Rohm?" I asked.

"Yes, of course," he replied.

"Who was Rohm's father?" I con-

tinued.

"Shahadat Mohammad," he an-

swered.

"And his father?"

"Hamid."
"And his?"

"Chigatah," he snapped without

hesitation.

I was now quite excited, for no one

else in the village had been able to

recall an ancestor of this generation.

My estimate was that Chigatah had
been born sometime between 1850 and

1870. But Hedayat went on.

"Chigatah's father was Kamal. And
Kamal's father was Nanak. And Na-
nak's father was Sikhu. And before

him was Dargai, and before him Maiy.

And before him was Siddiq. And Sid-

diq's father was Nur. And Nur's As-

mat. And Asmat was of Channa. And
Channa of Nau. And Nau of Bhatta.

And Bhatta was the son of Koduk."
Hedayat had now recounted sixteen

generations of lineal ascendants re-

lated through the turban. Koduk was
probably born in the sixteenth century.

But still Hedayat continued.

"Sigun was the father of Koduk.
And Man the father of Sigun. And
before Man was his father Maneswar.
And Maneswar's father was the

founder of the clan, Naul."

This then was a line of the Naul
clan of the Nunari tribe, ascending

twenty-one generations from the pres-

ent descendants (Allah Ditta's sons)

to the founder, one of four brothers

who lived perhaps in the fifteenth cen-

tury. I asked Hedayat to recite ge-

nealogies of the other Nunari clans,

and he did, with some blanks here

and there, ending with Vadel, More,
and Saddan, the other three brothers

who formed the tribal nucleus. I then

asked the obvious question, "Hedayat,
who was the father of these four broth-

ers? Who is the founding ancestor of

the Nunari tribe?"

"The father of these brothers was
not a Muslim. He was an Indian rajput

[chief]. The tribe actually begins with

the conversion of the four brothers,"

Hedayat explained.

"Well then," I replied, "who was
this Indian chief?"

He was a famous and noble chief

who fought against the Moguls. His

name was Raja Kurin, who lived in

a massive fort in Kurinnagar, about

twenty-seven miles from Delhi."

"What!" I asked, both startled and
unsure of what I had heard.

"Raja Kurin is the father of the

brothers who make up
—

"

"But his name! It's the same as

mine," I stammered. "Hedayat, my
name is Richard Kurin. What a co-

incidence! Here I am living with your

tribe thousands of miles from my
home and it turns out that I have

the same name as the founder of the

tribe! Do you think I might be related

to Raja Kurin and the Nunaris?"

Hedayat looked at me, but only for

an instant. Redoing his turban, he

tilted his head skyward, smiled, and
asked, "What is the name of your

father?"

I had come a long way. I now had
a name that could be recognized and
respected, and as I answered Hedayat,

I knew that I had finally and irre-

vocably fit into "my" village. Whether
by fortuitous circumstance or by care-

ful manipulation, my neighbors had
found a way to take an invading city

person intent on studying their life

and transform him into one of their

own, a full person entitled to wear

a turban for participating in, and being

identified with, that life. As has gone

on for centuries in the region, once

again the new and exogenous had been

recast into something Punjabi.

Epilogue: There is no positive evidence

linking the Nunaris to a historical

Raja Kurin, although there are several

famous personages identified by that

name (also transcribed as Karan and

Kurran). Estimated from the geneal-

ogy recited by Hedayat, the founding

of the tribe by the four brothers ap-

pears to have occurred sometime be-

tween 440 and 640 years ago, depend-

ing on the interval assumed for each

generation. On that basis, the most

likely candidate for Nunari progenitor

(actual or imputed) is Raja Karan,

ruler of Anhilvara (Gujerat), who was
defeated by the Khilji Ala-ud-Din in

1297 and again in 1307. Although this

is slightly earlier than suggested by

the genealogical data, such geneal-

ogies are often telescoped or otherwise

unreliable.

Nevertheless, several aspects of

Hedayat's account make this associ-

ation doubtful. First, Hedayat clearly

identifies Raja Kurin's conquerors as

Moguls, whereas the Gujerati Raja

Karan was defeated by the Khiljis.

Second, Hedayat places the Nunari
ancestor's kingdom only twenty-seven

miles from Delhi. The Gujerati Raja

Karan ruled several kingdoms, none

closer than several hundred miles to

Delhi.

Other circumstances, however, of-

fer support for this identification of

the Nunari ancestor. According to

Hedayat, Raja Kurin's father was

named Kam Deo. Although the his-

torical figure was the son of Serung

Deo, the use of "Deo," a popular title

for the rajas of the Vaghela and So-

lonki dynasties, does seem to place

the Nunari founder in the context of

medieval Gujerat. Furthermore, Hed-

ayat clearly identifies the saint (pir)

said to have initiated the conversion

of the Nunaris to Islam. This saint,

Mukhdum-i-Jehaniyan, was a contem-

porary of the historical Raja Karan.

Also of interest, but as yet unex-

plained, is that several other groups

living in Nunari settlement areas spe-

cifically claim to be descended from

Raja Karan of Gujerat, who is said

to have migrated northward into the

Punjab after his defeat. Controverting

this theory, the available evidence in-

dicates that Raja Karan fled, not to-

ward the Punjab, but rather southward

to the Deccan, and that his patriline

ended with him. It is his daughter

Deval Devi who is remembered: she

is the celebrated heroine of "Ashiqa,"

a famous Urdu poem written by Amir
Khusrau in 1316. She was married

to Khizr Khan, the son of Karan's

conqueror; nothing is known of her

progeny.

Richard Kurin teaches community de-

velopment at Southern Illinois Uni-

versity at Carbondale.
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Oh Sex,

Where Is

Thy Sting?
Insect romance can be

a deadly serious affair

by Milton Love

You might expect male insects or

spiders to view life as just one sa-

lacious experience after another. After

all, many are sort of simpletons, ready

to mate anytime, anywhere, seemingly

with anything. (Your mother was

right, you know, they are After Only

One Thing.) If, in his exuberance, a

male mates at the wrong time—for

example, with a female carrying im-

mature eggs—he usually loses little.

Sperm is cheap to produce, and its

loss will not significantly hinder future

reproductive possibilities.

However, pitfalls and traumas line

the primrose path of lust for our in-

trepid Lotharios.

A female must be careful about

when and with whom she copulates.

For instance, if her eggs are already

fertilized, further mating serves no

purpose, and her time is better spent

in feeding, avoiding predators, and so

forth. Moreover, since they expend a

great deal of energy in producing eggs

and perhaps caring for young, females

must exercise some discretion in

choosing mates.

Thus, an overeager male faced with

a more reticent, pragmatic female may

find sex to be a tension-filled, and pos-

sibly terminal, experience.

Female rejection of male advances

is rarely subtle. After her eggs are

fertilized, the female ground beetle,

Pterostichus lucublandus, will not

mate again. An unreceptive female

runs away when a male attempts to

mate with her. If the male continues

his advances, the female discharges

a liquid from the tip of her abdomen.

The male immediately stops and tries

to wipe the substance off his feet and

antennae, but within ten seconds, like
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a Keystone Cop falling off a motor-

cycle, the beetle keels over in a coma.

He remains comatose for one to three

hours, thereby allowing the female

enough time to leave the area and

safely deposit her eggs (which the

male might otherwise eat).

If a female does not choose to mate,

she may so indicate by attacking and

sometimes killing the male, a behavior

particularly common in spiders.

Hence, male spiders are usually quite

tentative in early courtship behavior.

Many will first pluck at the webs of

females to see how they respond. A
fast-charging female is not a positive

sign. In purse-web spiders, females live

in silken tubes. The male seeks out

a female tube and taps rapidly with

palps and legs. If the female is not

receptive, she will violently tug back.

Lack of movement signals receptivity,

and the male tears open the tube and

enters.

Male spiders have a particular prob-

lem, as the transfer of sperm involves

taking sperm packets and inserting

them into receptacles on the underside

of the female. This necessitates com-

ing close to her jaws and, unless the

female is willing or incapacitated, this

is hazardous duty indeed.

Predictably, a number of behavioral

patterns have evolved to deal with this

problem. Male jumping spiders, Euo-
phrys frontalis, seem to mesmerize

their would-be mates. When he sights

a female, the male snaps his front

legs up and down and vibrates his

white-fringed front palps, all the while

slowly advancing. Females become
quiescent through this behavior, and

mating occurs soon after. The male
crab spider, Xysticus cristalus, suc-

ceeds by seizing his mate by her front

legs, wrestling her to the ground, and

wrapping her in silk. He then crawls

under her and deposits the sperm.

Pisaura mirabilis, a wolf spider, is

more subtle. He offers the female a

wrapped fly, holding it aloft. As she

advances, he leans farther and farther

backward, so that eventually she is

raised upward adjacent to him. As
she grabs and eats the present, he

slides underneath her.

The evolution of male self-preser-

vation is brought to an aesthetically

delightful turn among balloon flies

(family Empididae). In the most
primitive species, males are occasion-

ally captured and eaten by females

during early courtship. In somewhat
more advanced species, the male cap-

tures an insect, seeks out a potential

mate, and presents it to her. While

the distracted female feeds on the gift,

the male mates in relative safety.

A further refinement has evolved

in some species. Although males cap-

ture prey, they do not actively seek

out females. Rather, a large number
of males swarm together, and females

make the selection. The prey now
seems to serve as an attractant for

females.

More complicated behavior is seen

in those species where the males at-

tach threads or sticky patches to the

gift prey. Originally, these helped to

capture and subdue the struggling in-

sect. In their more advanced stage,

however, the wrappings have taken

on a meaning all their own. Here the

prey is no longer the prime female

attractant and the male probably eats

the prey himself. As we look at this

species sequence, the prey becomes

noblesse
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smaller and smaller; in some species

only a tiny, inedible fly is attached

to the "balloon," and neither sex eats

it. Now the gossamer, ornate balloon

is what attracts the females. In its

last stages, there is no prey at all

involved in courtship, and the male
presents the female with only an iri-

descent balloon as a token of his af-

fection.

Some males do not have a defense

against female predation, and in this

respect, sex between praying mantids

is unique. Upon recognizing a female,

the male first stops, then slowly ap-

proaches. When sufficiently close, he

jumps on her back and attempts to

mate. Usually, the female reaches

back and begins eating the male's

head. Intriguingly, what we might con-

sider antisocial behavior does not sig-

nal an end to copulation. Rather, the

nervous system of the male mantid

is such that head removal triggers off"

forceful copulating movements. Even
if an approaching male is captured

by a female and his head removed
before he reaches her back, he will

walk about in a circular path, even-

tually stopping next to her body. The
headless individual then climbs up
onto the female's back and mating

commences. Although I personally

would shrink from such heroics, we
must surely acknowledge this mani-

festation of sheer determination.

Male insects face other problems

unrelated to female behavior. For in-

stance, male fireflies of the genus

Photinus search at night for females,

which flash a species-specific pattern.

Unfortunately for these nocturnal

males, female fireflies of the genus

Photuris have evolved to mimic sig-

nals of female Photinus. When the

male flies within reach of his putative

mate, the impostor reaches out, grabs,

and devours him.

Gryllus integer, a field cricket, has

other difficulties. Males spend warm
nights rubbing forewings together try-

ing to attract females. However, the

tachinid fly Euphasiopteryx ochracea

is also attracted to the calling males.

If a female fly finds the cricket, she

will plant larvae on it. The larvae bur-

row into the cricket's body, and it

dies soon after. Some male Gryllus

seem to reduce their chances of para-

sitism while still enjoying the oppor-

tunity to mate. These are noncalling

males that wait in ambush near a call-

ing male and attempt to copulate with

an arriving female before the crooner

has an opportunity. In one species of

katydids, calling males try to outwit

noncallers by lowering the intensity

of their call once the answering click

of a female is heard, thus reducing

the possibility of a noncaller locating

the mating site.

Earlier, we discussed the prey-prof-

fering balloon flies. Merely giving a

prey gift, however, may not be enough

to insure mating in some insects, for

instance the scorpion-fly, Bittachus

apicalis.

A comedy of errors begins with a

male capturing a prey arthropod.

After tasting it to ascertain its pal-

atability, the male releases a female-

attracting pheromone. When the at-

tracted female comes near, she lowers

her wings, a signal to the male to

present the gift. If the gift is accept-

able, mating occurs. (Ever the roman-

tic, a male will usually try to regain

the prey to use again after mating.)

However, capturing prey items is

time and energy consuming, and hunt-

ers run the risk of being captured by

predators such as spiders. Using be-

havior reminiscent of the play Char-

ley's Aunt, many or perhaps most

males will try to wrest away an already

captured prey from other males by

the insect version of transvestism.

Males bent on pirating will approach

gift-bearing males and lower their

wings in a manner possibly identical

to that of females. One study showed
that in 67 percent of these deceptions,

the gift-bearing male did indeed prof-

fer the gift to the transvestite. After

about two minutes the duped male

realizes something is amiss and tries

to regain the prize. The transvestite

successfully retains the prey about 33

percent of the time. One assumes the

gulled male then stalks off for a long,

cold shower.

Perhaps the unkindest cut of all be-

falls the male of the damselfly species

Calopteryx maculata. Females of this

species store sperm and may mate

more than once. To protect their pa-

rental investment, males guard fe-

males against attempted takeovers. If

a male successfully takes a female

away, he removes the sperm already

stored, using a hair-lined, horn part

of the penis. After removing most or

all of his rival's sperm, he transfers

his own.

Needless to say, damselfly paternity

suits are beastly affairs.

Milton Love is a research associate

in the Department of Biology at Oc-

cidental College, Los Angeles.



A report on the great American forest.

r Lookwhathappens
when Mother Haturegets

a little help.

These log

slices dramat-

ically show
the value of

modem, scien-

tific forest

management.
Both (shown
36% of actual

size) are from trees

of about the same
age. The smaller one grew
in an unmanaged, overcrowded stand where it had to

compete for sunlight and moisture. The other is from

a grove that was thinned to give the best trees room
to thrive.

This isjust one ofmany ways forest management
can help meet a predicted doubling ofdomestic demand
for wood and paper products in the next 50 years.

The forest industry has learned how to help
Mother Nature grow more trees, faster, by applying

scientific forest management techniques: encourag-

ing natural regrowth, planting superior seeds and
seedlings, fertilizing, protecting against disease and
insects, thinning, watching carefully until time to

harvest— then starting the cycle again.

Demand keeps rising.

Forest management like this is vital because
every year Americans need more homes, more paper
products, more packaging and containers, more fuel-

wood, more of the thousands of other essential prod-

ucts that only the forest can provide.

So far, the country's commercial forest has been
able to keep up with demand. (Commercial forest, as

defined by the U.S. Forest Service, is all forestland

—

whether owned by individuals, government or the

industry

—

that is

capable

of, and
poten-

tially

available

for, growing
repeated

crops oftrees

for harvest. It in-

cludes land in Na-
tional Forests but not

in National Parks or Wilderness areas.)

But trees aren't grown equally fast by all com-

mercial forest owners. Though industry has made
striking advances on its lands, productivity is lower

on privately owned lands and seriously lagging in

National Forests.

Productivity not up to potential.

Overall, the U.S. Forest Service estimates aver-

age productivity of all commercial forestland is only

61 percent of potential. And at the same time, actual

acreage in commercial forests keeps shrinking, as

land is withdrawn for homes, highways and other

needs of an expanding population.

So we as a nation still have a long way to go if

our wood and paper products are not to become scarce

and expensive.

If you'd like to be better informed on how impor-

tant it is to keep America's forests productive, write

American Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873, Springfield,

VA 22150 for a free booklet, "The Great American
Forest."

The great American forest. Trees for tomorrow.

And tomorrow. And all the tomorrows after that.

Trees. America's frenewable resource.



Terrible Questions

Provoke Great Responses
A preliminary report on the responses to Natural
History '5 questionnaire, "You and the Ecology Movement"

by Luther P. Gerlach and Betty Radcliffe

"This is a terrible questionnaire,"

protested one respondent to our 1980

"You and the Ecology Movement"
questionnaire, "but the issues are so

important that I had to answer." And
along with the almost 4,000 others

who have thus far responded, she did,

indeed, give us her answers and was

also part of the 32 percent who added

comments in the space provided on

the form. Many sent in news clippings

or articles to help make their points.

Some criticized the questionnaire for

reflecting a bias they presumed to be

Natural History's, while others

praised it as one more example of

the good work the magazine is doing,

for example, in raising environmental

awareness. Natural History invited

the authors to prepare the question-

naire and the follow-up reports. As
authors, we claim complete respon-

sibility. Luther Gerlach, the senior au-

thor, professor of anthropology at the

University of Minnesota, collaborated

with his research assistants in prepar-

ing the questionnaire—with Virginia

Hine on the 1970 version and with

Betty Radcliffe on the current one.

We have just finished coding the

responses, and they are now being key-

punched in preparation for computer

analysis. To insure a timely final re-

port, we will not be processing any

further returns. We appreciate the co-

operation of all who took the time

to respond, especially those who listed

the organizations that they support

and those who added their comments.
These will help us greatly in improving

the questionnaire should it ever be

republished or widely distributed

again.

A common complaint of respon-

dents was that even though we asked

some good questions and really

grabbed them with the issues, we did

not provide enough choices for their

answers. Many disliked having to se-

lect the best single response from three

to seven options, for example, in ques-

tion 17, which asked, "Which of the

following seems to you the most de-

sirable approach to achievement of

a better, more adaptive energy and

environmental future?" They pointed

out that in resource and ecology is-

sues—which are, indeed, survival is-

sues—the situation is often not black

or white but rather, many shades of

gray, and they preferred to indicate

this shading rather than take a polar

position. Some felt that the options

we gave them ranged nicely along the

complexity of the issues, but asked

why we didn't allow them to rank these

options in order of importance. Others

indicated that the proper answer to

the resource and ecology problems we
described was somehow way off our

drawing board, deeply rooted some-

where else—that it lay, for example,

in overpopulation, in the nature of our

capitalistic system, in the way we have

put a stranglehold on our capitalistic

system, or in the growth of radical

action on the left, action that some
believed the questionnaire somehow
encouraged.

What at first count seems to be

a surprisingly large number of people

felt that the ecology movement itself

was one of our problems, along with

a general drift to the left and away
from the market economy. To one of

the many who found great fault with

the action of environmentalists, the

only hope lay in the way "these antis"

will be reduced in number as they

drive their small and "unsafe" foreign

cars. Is this just a bit of tongue in

cheek? We begin to suspect, from the

way these points are made time and

again and from the additional news

clippings sent, that there is a kind

of rage here, a rage against environ-

mentalists and those who block energy

and economic development. On the

other hand, others express a kind of

despair that our way of life is de-

stroying our environment and our wild-

life. While a number of respondents

criticized ecological organizations and

a number stoutly defended their

choice of personal efforts not linked

to organizational membership or sup-

port, nearly two-thirds listed organi-

zations in which they were active,

some as many as thirty! It appears

that, as individuals or through groups.

Natural History readers are active in

environmental concerns.

Many of the objections to our ques-

tionnaire are ones we ourselves would

hold as anthropologists. Question-

naires are, after all, narrow instru-

ments designed to produce large num-
bers of relatively easily analyzable re-

sponses to specific and narrowly

defined questions with a limited range

of answers from which to choose. Un-

like some of our respondents, we do

not view questionnaires as "quizzes"

with right or wrong answers, as ve-

hicles for educating people about a

particular issue, or as instruments for

self-analysis. Also, we are not inter-

ested in identifying respondents; we
separated envelopes that would iden-

tify them and blacked out addresses

stamped on the form itself. A sig-

nificant advantage in the use of a ques-

tionnaire is protection of anonymity.

The main research tools of anthro-

pologists are not questionnaires but

in-depth interviews and observations

in the field or "real life" situations.

This gives us the shades of gray and

the great variety of responses that so

many respondents called for. During

an interview, people can elaborate in

detail, and in the process, they help

us rework and expand our questions.

On many of the responses to the ques-

tionnaire, we sensed the desire of peo-

ple to be part of an interactive process;

to get feedback from their feedback.

During field research, observation of

actual events enriches our understand-

ing of the context of peoples' actions
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An Art Book
ThatTookCenturies
To Create

It took the American Museum of

Natural History four years to arrange its

exceptional exhibition of more than 500
pieces of ancient gold from Colombia.
But those few years are a brief time
when compared with the decades arche-

oiogists have spent digging (literally!)

and studying the gold artifacts from
tombs, caves, and burled sites. And all

that time is short when compared with

the many centuries prehistoric Indians

practiced their craftsmanship and artis-

try to create these treasures.

So when It became the United States
sponsor for this outstanding collection,

the American Museum faced a dilemma.
Could we do justice to all this effort and
scholarship and beauty? We think we
have. First, by dramatically displaying

Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of Co-
lombia in one of our largest halls. The
glowing reports from visitors tell us our
efforts have been worthwhile. If you
don't have a chance to see the show for

yourself In New York, we hope you will

see it In Chicago, San Francisco, or New
Orleans on its year and a half tour.

The second challenge for the Ameri-
can Museum was the creation of an
appropriate book to accompany the ex-

hibition. We decided against a tradi-

tional catalog; against a small, boring
volume with tiny black-and-white pic-

tures that could never do justice to these
fine objects. Instead, we decided to pre-

sent a select number of the finest pieces
of pre-Columbian gold In a large, stun-

ning format. And to represent the three
important elements that make a great
art book we chose outstanding profes-

sionals.

First, photographer Lee Boltin. One
of the greatest photographers of art ob-

jects, he also took the famous pictures

of the Tutankhamun show. We sent him
abroad to find and record great pieces
of pre-Columbian art.

Second, archeologist Warwick Bray,

from the University of London. One of

the world's foremost authorities on pre-

Columbian art. Bray is also a skilled

writer, able to present fascinating back-

ground in a succinct, readable essay In

the book. Dr. Bray organized the Colom-
bian gold exhibition in London.

Third, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Amer-
ica's leading publisher of fine art books.
In a co-publlshing venture with the
American Museum, Abrams designed
the book, supervised the preparation of

30 large color plates, and monitored the
fine-quality printing.

The result Is an unprecedented exhi-

bition book. It is bold and big—each
plate Is 16 by IIV2 Inches—bigger than
this magazine opened up. The paper is

heavier than most posters. In fact, many
persons have purchased two copies of

the book in order to have one set of

these fine art prints for framing.
And now for the happy ending. Be-

cause the Museum Is a co-publisher, we
are able to offer this soft-bound art book

at a major savings from Its normal retail

price of $12.50. We are pleased to offer

Gold of El Dorado to subscribers for only

$6.25— a 50% savings off its regular

price. This special offer is valid only

during the exhibition and only while our
limited supply lasts. We suggest that

you order one or more copies immedi-
ately. Of course, if you are not satisfied

after you have had an opportunity to

examine it in your home, simply return

the book and the Museum will refund
the purchase price.

Natural
History
Books

Gold of El Dorado Book
American Museum of Natural History
77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

YES, I want to purchase. .copy/copies of the Gold of El Dorado book.
I n enclose payment of/Q authorize you to charge me $6.25 per copy (plus
$1.00 for shipping and handling).

My name

My address.

City -Zip.

For charge orders only:

Charge to: n Master Charge VISA
American Express Diners Club

Interbank* (Master Charge Only) I

j

Account # j

^^^

(All digits) '

Expiration Date TOTAL

Signature
(required if using credit card)

(Make checks payable to American Museum of Natural History)

book(s) @ $6.25$

Shipping and handling $1.00
N.Y. Sales Tax (if

applicable)
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' Because his career was cut

short by failing eyesight, few

people know that the master

of limericks and Nonsense
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birij portraiture; lndee(d, for

sheer beauty, subtlety, and ana-
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Now available in a single-

volume American edition for
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stunning collection of 90 illustra

tions, including 40 in full color,
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Now that the secret's out,
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prising gift of the season.
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and ideas. We certainly miss this when

we work with questionnaires—both in

designing them and in analyzing the

results—and often feel as frustrated

as some of our respondents. We rec-

ognize, however, that questionnaires

are a useful instrument, and the will-

ingness of the many respondents to

fill them in showed that they feel the

same way.

The 1970 questionnaire was based

on field research on the ecology move-

ment, and the rather substantial modi-

fication in 1980 was based on research

on energy-conflict cases. While it nar-

rowed the range of possible responses,

the questionnaire did provoke many

comments in the space we provided

to elicit such open-ended additions.

We could not possibly have conducted

personal interviews with so many
across so broad an area in so short

a time.

One of the most controversial ques-

tions was number 17, in which we

tried to evaluate the degree to which

respondents held positions on what we

considered to be an important national

debate: the scale of energy technology

and development and the level at

which decision making about it should

occur. Apparently it is not such a big

debate after all. Some respondents

were troubled with the way we lumped

technologies instead of allowing them

to choose a specific technology. Per-

haps this is why many wondered, quite

rightly, why we did not refer to nuclear

technology, either fission or fusion, as

an energy option. We do regret in-

advertently omitting the word "nu-

clear" in choice 3 of question 17. Nu-

clear energy advocates were especially

unhappy; fifty-eight wrote to point out

this omission.

The absence of an opportunity in

question 19 to choose overpopulation

as the most critical ecological problem

was perhaps the next most controver-

sial item. Thirty people made a major

point of this.

At least a fifth of the respondents

commented in some detail on what

they are doing to show their environ-

mental concern. The majority fell into

three groups, which we decided to

code. People told how they were con-

serving energy and other resources,

how they were working to preserve

the environment and protect wild ani-

mals, and how they have made food-

use changes, either "eating lower on

the food chain" or growing more of

their own food. Most of the actions

reported are basic and rather ordinary,
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but their sum total could be important.

If, for example, this questionnaire re-

sponse reflects the number of people

who are stretching the life of their

older cars, it is no wonder the auto

industry is in trouble! Perhaps most

interesting, they reported not only how

they are making do with less, but also

how they are becoming increasingly

satisfied with this more frugal life

style.

We look forward to seeing the com-

puter results of this questionnaire: to

see how they diff"er from 1970, to see

with what attitudes about ecology the

respondents begin the 1980s, and to

analyze what this may portend. Our
report on this will appear in a forth-

coming issue. In the meantime, we

wish to share with you a sampling

of the interesting and provocative

comments we received.

The Questionnaire

Thank you for the opportunity, but it's

painful to mutilate any issue of Natural

History. Why could this not have been

an insert or a blank page?

The theme of your questionnaire is to

link a radical political philosophy with

conservation—an unfortunate union and

uncalled for.

As with most questionnaires, there is

much that falls "between the two stools."

I really enjoy your magazine and am
returning your questionnaire, but I do

feel that the choices and wording of the

questions and the narrow answers inhibit

the expression of the true feelings of those

of us who must work and live in the

real world.

I am under the impression ambivalence

or dichotomy in thought seems to catch

up with you at times! Good luck!

Very poor exercise. Obviously prepared

by social scientists or technically unin-

formed since questions 15-19 all miss

the most important points and thereby

force bias toward improper conclusions.

I feel many of your listed answers (like

14-25)... are technologically oriented

without the human element.

This questionnaire is biased against

atomic energy; and pro-pinko, moron riot-

ers, Jane Fonda types, etc.

IVhat Was Left Out

I am shocked that a responsible or-

ganization would distribute a question-

naire like this with only one answering

choice related to overpopulation.

An Ecology Quiz that doesn't mention

population? How can this be? What is

the sense in "educating" people via a
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quiz and leaving out the bedrock, basic

reason why we are having an environ-

mental movement and an ecological crisis

in the first place.

I must protest the exclusion of the nu-

clear energy option from your list of en-

ergy alternatives in question 17. Among
the presently viable methods of central-

ized energy production, nuclear fission

is by far the least damaging to the en-

vironment.

Deregulation and market forces will

solve energy problems.

I do these things [question 34 choices]

but, I must admit, not primarily for en-

vironmental concern reasons.

I believe many persons who tradition-

ally have been concerned about getting

value for their money as a side benefit

tend to protect the environment.

Does not adequately account for people

who actively engage in ecological mea-
sures without organization membership.

Actions Taken or Considered

I do not harass beneficial insects.

1 hold large tracts of undeveloped land

(at great expense).

I've turned down my thermostat. 1 wear

synthetic furs.

It seems as if very few people are really

interested in conserving. I even use my
dental floss over and over again!

1 am greatly in favor of modifying our

home to make it more energy efficient,

but I can't convince my parents.

Deny comfort and save? Okay. But
where I live when the energy crunch first

came, 1 and so many others saved elec-

tricity that the utility petitioned for a

rate increase because so many less KWH
had been sold, they needed more money.

Got the increase too. So I'm stuck with

my economies and paying more for them.

Do you think I'm lying awake thinking

of new ways to cut down?

Your questionnaire inspires me to ac-

tually join the Ecology Center in our

town—doing instead of talking.

1 would appreciate knowing ways to

become more involved.

Unfortunately, I am too poor to have

much to cut back on.

1970 and Now
I was in favor of the ecology movement

at first, but it has reached a point where

our economy is being stifled by the move-

ment. We are being reduced to a second-

rate country by overly zealous opponents

of coal and nuclear power, most of whom
know nothing about either. Man is part

of nature and has the right to improve

his lot (within reason)! Be reasonable,

not hysterical.

Ten years ago, I was marching and
actively protesting. Now I'm older and
don't think marching helps.

All of my environmental activities be-

gan in 1952 and ended in about 1970.

By then I became convinced that mankind
will not see the year 2000, no matter

what we do now. It's too late, friends.

You should have listened earlier.

On Activism

Our hope is through action by existing

organizations—church, state, political

—

not in creation of divisive splinter groups!

Too many individuals involved in en-

vironmental groups have very little tech-

nical knowledge about the various sub-

jects they protest. This ignorance creates

resentment among individuals who are

knowledgeable in the technology involved

with energy development and the envi-

ronment.

Environmentalists are ruining America
with their "no-spray" programs.

Let's be careful not to tear the fabric

of our society in the name of ecology.

Are you trying to promote anarchy?!?!?!

We are a nation of LAWS. If you

don't agree, please leave.

1 find organizations to be as political

and full of hot air as the opposition.

1 would become an activist if my im-

mediate environment was threatened by

energy companies.

Eco-Philosophy

1 would like to state that this industrial

society is doomed. The future is hopeless.

What constantly amazes me is the amount
of optimism. Do people have children be-

cause of optimism, or do they just need

pets?

The poor nations won't wait for solar

power.

Homo sapiens is a brilliant but doomed
flash-in-the-pan.

Our problem is not really a shortage

of energy sources. It is a shortage of

faith in our ability to find alternate

sources.

We have been given the stewardship

of plants, animals—the environment. We
must not use immoral techniques of "use

and enjoyment." The central problem

therefore is to determine what is a re-

lationship of morality with the environ-

ment God has given us for our use and

enjoyment.

This questionnaire overlooks the fact

that all our problems are caused by the

same basic attitude: personal unwilling-

ness to subordinate personal rights to the

general welfare. D
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This View of Life

Chance Riches
Perhaps our world really is only

the result of randomness

by Stephen Jay Gould

^

In literature, the idea of randomness

is often coupled with chaos, lawless-

ness, or disorder to conjure up a vision

of ultimate terror. In the Essay on

Man, Alexander Pope evokes the im-

age of an entire universe falling apart

if its lawful order should ever be

broken.

Let earth unbalanc'd from her orbit fly,

Planets and suns run lawless thro' the

sky;

Let ruling angels from their spheres be

hurl'd.

Being on being wreck'd, and world on
world;

Heav'n's whole foundations to their center

nod.

And nature tremble to the throne of God.

Pope's facile and hopeful solution

simply banished the very idea of

chance by a decree of faith:

All nature is but art unknown to thee;

All chance, direction which thou canst

not see;

All discord, harmony not understood;

All partial evil, universal good.

Chance also got Darwin into trouble

more than 100 years later when he

granted it an important place in his

evolutionary theory. Many critics, im-

pelled by a knee-jerk negativism to-

ward randomness, made no attempt

to understand the strictly limited role

that Darwin had awarded it. They ar-

gued: Darwin must be wrong; nature

is so harmonious, animals are so well

designed. This order cannot be the

work of chance.

Darwin would not have disagreed.

He constructed his theory in two parts,

letting chance prevail in the first but

strictly excluding it from the second

for the conventional reason that

chance could not, in his opinion, yield

the order so prevalent in our world.

In Darwin's theory, populations must
first develop a large amount of heri-

table variation to provide raw material

for the later, directing action of nat-

ural selection. Darwin viewed this pool

of variation as random with respect

to the direction of adaptive change

—

that is, if a species would be better

off" at smaller size, variation tends to

arise with equal frequency at sizes

both larger and smaller than the cur-

rent average. The raw material for

evolutionary change—and the raw ma-
terial only—arises by a process of ran-

dom mutation.

Natural selection then enters for the

second part, and it acts as a conven-

tional, deterministic, predictable di-

recting force. Natural selection fash-

ions the raw material of variation by
preserving and fostering individuals

that vary in adaptive directions. In

our hypothetical population, small

members will, on average, rear more
successful offspring. Slowly, but in-

exorably, the average size of individ-

uals in the population will decline.

Darwin expressed himself with ad-

mirable clarity, yet critics have been

misunderstanding this fundamental

point for more than a century, from

the Rev. Adam Sedgwick (Darwin's

geological mentor, not a dogmatic and

antiscientific theologian) to Arthur

Koestler. The litany is ever the same:

Darwin must be wrong; order cannot

arise from chance. Again, Darwin
never said that it could. Chance only

produces raw material; natural selec-

tion directs evolutionary change.

Evolutionary theory is now stirring

from the strict Darwinism that has

prevailed during the past thirty years

or so. While critics have not seriously

challenged Darwin's mechanism on its

primary turf of explaining adaptation,

they have rallied around a claim for

pluralism. Must all evolutionary

change be viewed as adaptation and

ascribed to natural selection? Ran-
domness has become a central focus

for the critics because Darwin's strict

dichotomy seems to be breaking. Ran-
domness may not act only in gener-

ating variation; it may be an impor-

tant agent of evolutionary change as

well. The specter of chance is now
truly intruding where Darwin's critics

had falsely detected it before. Given

both the surpassingly poor reputation

of randomness in general (including

the fear that it often generates), and

the specific Darwinian tradition of

limiting its role to the production of

raw material only, this development

in evolutionary theory is both exciting

and, to many, disturbing.

I should enter some disclaimers, if

only to reduce disturbance. Random-
ness is making its bid as an agent

of evolutionary change, but it is not

threatening natural selection in the

realm of adaptation. The beauty and

aerodynamic efficiency of a bird's
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What the chemical industry is doing to help

clean up the air you breathe
Today, almost all of our industry's

plants meet or exceed Environmen-
tal Protection Agency clean air

requirements. But we're not stop-

ping there. Here are some of the

ways we're helping America
breathe easier:

1. Committing
billions to clean up

The chemical industry is investing

more than any other U.S. manufac-

turing industry in fighting pollution,

according to theU . S . Census Bureau

.

Since 1976, we've doubled our invest-

ment in air pollution control equip-

ment. By the end of 1979, this

commitment exceeded $2.6 billion.

We are also investing millions of dol-

lars in environmental research. The
expenditures for one research pro-

gram alone are expected to exceed $9

million by the end of 1980.

2. Upgrading
plants and processes

New plant construction includes so-

phisticated equipment and technol-
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-> Clean, treated gas

Contaminated gas

flows through sieves

which carry contami-

nants down to heat

transfer system.
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Heat transfer agent
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The chemical industry uses equip-

ment ranging from simple wet scrub-

bers to highly sophisticated
molecular sieves to remove solids,

vapors and odors.

Pressurized air recycles

purified sieves.

ogy. Older, existing plants are being

refitted with additional equipment to

improve emission control and meet
environmental requirements. We're

also finding ways to recycle emissions

to create usefiil raw materials.

3. r&apping particulates more
effectively

A scrubber at one company helps trap

more than 1,300 tons of particulate

sulfur each year. Electrostatic precipi-

tators help reduce fly ash emissions by

nearly 100 percent. "Baghouses,"

which operate like household vacuum
cleaners, also help keep dusts and

solid particles from contaminating

the air.

4. Capturing vapors with new
technology

Research is helping us find new and

better ways to control gaseous wastes.

For example: a highly specialized mo-
lecular sieve recovers waste sulfur di-

oxide from the vent gas ofsulfuric acid

plants for recycling into the acid-

making process. Special incinerators

help control odorous gases. We've

created compounds which can trap

specific kinds of pollutant molecules.

5. Getting more employees
involved

We have more than 10,000 employees

whose sole job is to operate, maintain

and monitor pollution control equip-

ment. And we add to this number

each year. At one facility, employee

programs encouraged ideas which

helped eliminate 75,000 tons of air

pollutants each year.

^cn a booklet that tells more about what

we're doing to protect the environment,

write: Chemical Manufacturers Associa-

tion, Dept. GL-11, P.O. Box 363,

Beltsville, Md. 20705.

America's Chemical Industry
The memher companies of the Chemical Manufacturers Association
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wing, the grace and good design of

a fish's fins are not lucky accidents.

Also, I use the specific meaning that

"random" has long maintained in evo-

lutionary theory: to describe changes

that arise with no determined orien-

tation. I do not use it as a general

metaphor for chaos, disorder, or in-

comprehensibility (more on this later).

Evolution operates at three major

levels: populations change as the fre-

quency of certain genes increases or

decreases among their members; new

species arise by the splitting of des-

cendant populations from their ances-

tors; and evolutionary trends occur be-

cause some species are more success-

ful than others in branching and per-

sisting. Randomness is challenging the

determinism of natural selection as

a cause of evolutionary change at all

three levels.

The genetic structure of populations.

When natural selection operates in its

usual way, genetic variation is re-

duced: the fit arise, in part, by the

elimination of the unfit. The total

amount of genetic variation in a pop-

ulation should represent a balance be-

tween the addition of new variation

by mutation and the removal of unfit

variants by natural selection. Since

we have stores of data on rates of

mutation and selection, we may pre-

dict the upper limit of variation that

a population can maintain //"selection

acts upon all genes.

Techniques for measuring the

amount of genetic variation in natural

populations have only been available

for the past fifteen years. Their first

and primary result came as a surprise

to many geneticists: most populations

maintain too much variation for the

usual claim that all genes are scru-

tinized by natural selection.

To be sure, natural selection does

not always eliminate. In some cases,

it may act to increase or maintain

genetic variation. The most common
mode of maintenance is called "het-

erozygote advantage." Suppose that

a gene exists in two forms, a dominant

A and a recessive a. In sexual species,

each individual has two copies of the

gene, one from each of its parents.

Now suppose that the mixture, or so-

called heterozygote Aa, has a selective

advantage over either pure form, the

double dominant AA, or the double

recessive aa. In this case, selection

will preserve both A and a by favoring

the heterozygote Aa individuals.

But even these modes of preserva-
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tion have their limits, and many ge-

neticists feel that populations still

maintain too much variation for se-

lective control. If they are right (and

the issue remains under intense de-

bate), then we must face the possi-

bility that many genes remain in pop-

ulations because selection cannot

"see" them, and therefore cannot ei-

ther mark them for elimination or re-

move other variants by favoring them.

In other words, many genes may be

neutral. They may be invisible to nat-

ural selection and their increase or

decrease may be a result of chance

alone.

Since "change of gene frequencies

in populations" is the "official" defi-

nition of evolution, randomness has

transgressed Darwin's border and as-

serted itself as an agent of evolution-

ary change. (This process of random

increase or decrease of frequency is

called "genetic drift." Contemporary

Darwinism has always recognized

drift, but has proclaimed it an infre-

quent and unimportant process,

mostly confined to tiny populations

with little chance of evolutionary per-

sistence. The newer theory of neutral-

ism suggests that many, if not most,

genes in large populations are main-

tained by random factors.)

The origin of species. Species are de-

fined as populations that are repro-

ductively isolated from all others.

Placed in contact with other popu-

lations, a true species will maintain

itself as a separate evolutionary entity

and will not amalgamate with another

population by hybridization. The key

question for the origin of new species

then becomes. How does reproductive

isolation evolve?

In the traditional view, an ancestral

population is split by a geographical

barrier (continents may drift apart,

mountain ranges rise, or rivers alter

their course, for example). The two

descendant populations then evolve by

natural selection to fit the local en-

vironments of their separated places.

In due time the populations become

so different that they will no longer

be able to interbreed, should they re-

establish contact. Reproductive isola-

tion is a byproduct of adaptive ev-

olution by natural selection.

During the past decade, the exclu-

sivity of this mode has been challenged

by a variety of new proposals advo-

cating an interesting twist or reversal

of perspective. They all argue that

reproductive isolation can arise rap-
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idly as a result of historical accidents

with no selective significance at all.

In this case, reproductive isolation

comes first. By establishing new and

discrete units, it provides an oppor-

tunity for selection to work. The ul-

timate success of such a species may
depend upon a later development of

selected traits, but the act of speci-

ation itself may be a random event.

Chromosomal speciation, the most

popular of these models, deserves (and

will soon receive) a column in itself,

but for now, merely a sketch and an

example. Taxonomists have discov-

ered that many groups of closely re-

lated species do not differ much in

form, behavior, or even general ge-

netic composition. But they do display

outstanding differences in the number

and form of chromosomes, and these

differences produce the reproductive

isolation that maintains them as dis-

tinct species. An obvious, and old, hy-

pothesis would suggest that each new

species arises when a major chromo-

somal change occurs by accident and

manages to establish a new population.

But this hypothesis suffers an ob-

vious difficulty: the major change

arises in a single individual. With

whom shall it breed? The hybrid off-

spring of this mutant and a normal

member of the population will almost

surely be at a strong selective dis-

advantage. The mutation will there-

fore be swiftly eliminated.

Recent work on the structure of pop-

ulations indicates that some reason-

ably common forms of social organ-

ization might facilitate the origin of

new species by rapid and accidental

chromosomal change. If populations

are "panmictic," that is, if each fe-

male has an equal chance of breeding

with each available male, then the

chromosomal mutant cannot spread.

But suppose that populations are sub-

divided into small groups of kin that

breed exclusively with each other for

several generations. Suppose also that

these kin groups are harems, with a

dominant male maintaining several fe-

males, and with brother-sister mating

among the offspring.

If a chromosomal mutation arises

in the dominant male, all his children

will carry both the mutant (from their

single father) and the normal form

(from their various mothers). They

will probably be at a strong selective

disadvantage relative to normal off-

spring in other harems. But this may
not matter, especially if they have lim-

ited contact with other groups. The
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offspring may die at a higher rate,

but we only require that a few survive

to mate with their similarly afflicted

siblings.

One-fourth of these second genera-

tion offspring will be "pure" and con-

tain two copies of the chromosomal

mutation. If they can recognize and

mate preferentially with each other

in the next generation, all offspring

will be pure mutants and members
of a new species already (if they con-

tinue to mate with each other and

if any hybrid offspring with normal

forms suffer a strong selective pen-

alty). The new chromosome is selec-

tively neutral; it provides neither ad-

vantages or disadvantages in itself. By
establishing itself rapidly and acci-

dentally in a small group, it permits

the origin of a new species, again by

chance. The new species may require

substantial adaptive retooling for its

subsequent survival, but this is a dif-

ferent, and later, matter.

My colleague Guy Bush, of the Uni-

versity of Texas, tells me that horses

provide, circumstantially at least, a

strong case for chromosomal specia-

tion. They all maintain the harem
structure of kin breeding. Their eight

living species (two horses, two asses,

and four zebras) all look and act pretty

much alike, despite some outstanding

differences in external color and pat-

tern. But their chromosome numbers

differ greatly and surprisingly, from

thirty-two in one of the zebras to sixty-

six in that paradigm of the unpro-

nounceable, Przewalski's wild horse.

Major patterns of rise and fall in

the history of life. Many readers

might be willing to accept chance at

the smaller levels. A bit of slop for

some "invisible" genes within popu-

lations, an accidental species here and

there. But surely conventional reasons

rule the grand ebb and flow of major

groups in the history of life. Trilobites

must not be as good as the "advanced"

arthropods, shrimps, and their allies

that now populate our seas. The hordes

of brachiopods from times past must

have been pushed out by other crea-

tures, clams in particular, that look

like them but work better. Dinosaurs

must have been bad at something that

mammals can do. At this level, natural

selection must reign and life must im-

prove.

The key to recognizing the essential

fallacy of this argument lies in the

facts of mass extinction. If groups

slowly replaced other groups, some
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gaining in species over millions of

years while others lost just as steadily,

a scenario of selective control might
seem irresistible. But most groups dis-

appeared during the episodes of mass
extinction that have punctuated the

history of life. This fact is not news.

It has been acknowledged for decades

but explained away with an assump-
tion that differential mortality at ex-

tinctions must have a selective basis.

The groups that roared (or even
squeaked) through a holocaust must
have survived for a reason. They were

the tough guys, the good competitors.

But some recent data on the extent

of mass extinctions must call this com-
forting explanation into question.

The granddaddy of all extinctions

occurred about 225 million years ago

at the end of the Permian period. (We
don't know why, although the coales-

cence of all continents at about the

same time must have set the basic

stage.) By wiping out many groups,

permanently debilitating others, and
allowing some to pass through rela-

tively unscathed, this great dying set

the fundamental pattern of life's di-

versity ever since. But how profound

was the Permian extinction? An old

and familiar figure states that half

the families of marine organisms (52.0

percent to be exact) perished at that

time. But families are taxonomic ab-

stractions. What does 52 percent of

families mean for species, nature's real

units? (Inconsistent taxonomic prac-

tices and an inadequate fossil record

prevent the counting of species direct-

ly. Families, as bigger units, are harder

to miss.)

We can be sure that a removal of

half the families requires the death

of a much greater percentage of spe-

cies. A family is not gone until all

its species die, and many families con-

tain tens or hundreds of species. The
extinction of most individual species

does not wipe out a family, just as,

for example, the random excision of

a single entry in a telephone directory

rarely removes the name entirely

—

you'd have to bump off a lot of Smiths.

How many species must die before

50 percent of families are gone?

David M. Raup of Chicago's Field

Museum has recently considered this

question {Science, vol. 206, 1979, page

217). The problem is not so easy as

it might appear to be. If all families

contained about the same number of

species, then a simple formula would

suffice. But variation is enormous.

Many families contain only a single



species. In this case, removal of the

species also wipes out the family.

Phone books contain their Zzyzzyman-

skis as well as their Wongs. Other

families contain more than 100 spe-

cies. We must know the empirical dis-

tribution of species per family before

we can make a proper estimate. And
we cannot construct an empirical dis-

tribution for Permian families because

we cannot count the species directly.

Raup therefore made tabulations

for a group that we do know well,

the echinoids, or sea urchins. Echi-

noids include 894 species distributed

into 222 genera and 40 families. How
many species must, on average, be

removed at random in order to elimi-

nate 52 percent of the families? Raup
considered this question both empiri-

cally and theoretically and came up

with the astounding figure of 96 per-

cent. If the rest of life maintains a

distribution of species within families

similar to the echinoids—and we have

no evidence for major differences in

the pattern—then the Permian deba-

cle might have wiped out all but 4

percent of species.

Since estimates of living species in

the late Permian range from 45,000

to 240,000, a removal of 96 percent

would leave but 1,800 to 9,600 species

as guardians of life's continuation.

Moreover, as Raup argues, we have

no strong evidence, despite intensive

and specific search for it, of selectivity

in the Permian extinctions. The de-

bacle did not seem to favor any par-

ticular kind of animal—bigger crea-

tures, inhabitants of shallow water,

more complex forms, for example.

I am not entirely persuaded by the

96 percent figure. Echinoids may not

be a good model for all of life. More
important, Raup is assuming that the

52 percent figure is not artificially

inflated by biases in the fossil record.

We know, for example, that late Per-

mian marine sediments are relatively

rare and we may be missing some
families that lived then simply because

we have so few places left to look

for them. Nonetheless, even the most

conservative figures indicate a re-

moval of 80 to 85 percent of all spe-

cies.

I think that we must therefore face

an unpleasant fact. If anywhere near

96 percent of all species died, leaving

as few as two thousand forms to prop-

agate all of later life, then some groups

probably died and others survived for

no particular reason at all. There are

few defenses against a catastrophe of
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such magnitude, and survivors may
simply be among the lucky 4 percent.

Since the Permian extinction set the

basic pattern of life's subsequent di-

versity (no new phyla and few classes

have originated since then), our cur-

rent panoply of major designs may
not represent a set of best adaptations

but a group of fortunate survivors.

If we must admit randomness as

an important agent of evolutionary

change at all levels, what shall we
make of it? Shall we surrender to de-

spair and proclaim the history of life

both chaotic and unknowable? Such
a solution might embody Pope's equa-

tion of chance with disorder, but it

would represent a great misunder-

standing of the meaning of random-

ness, for two reasons.

First, chance may represent a good

description of events at one level but

not imply that the events are truly

uncaused. Take the classic random
event, a coin flip or the throw of a

die. I imagine that each flip has a

determinable outcome if we could (as

we cannot) specify all the multifarious

factors that enter into it—height

above ground, force of the flip, initial

side up, angle of first contact with

the ground, for example. But the fac-

tors are too numerous and not under

our control; an equal chance for each

possible outcome is the best prediction

we can make in the long run.

Perhaps the Permian extinction

worked like a set of dice with few

winning outcomes. Each species be-

came extinct for a conventional local

reason—this pond dried up, that es-

tuary became too salty or suff"ered

an invasion of a particularly efficient

predator. But the reasons are so nu-

merous and so beyond our ken that

an equal chance for the removal of

each species becomes a good predic-

tion for the overall outcome.

Only in this way could many of

the inventors of probability theory

stomach their own creation, for they

were conventional believers in deter-

ministic causation and convinced the-

ists unwilling to debar purpose from

the world. Charles Bell, author of a

famous work on the human hand as

a reflection of God's wisdom through

its intricate design, wrote in 1833:

We say, in common parlance, that the

dice being shaken together, it is a matter

of chance what faces they will turn up;

but if we could accurately observe their

position in the box before the shaking,

the direction of the force applied, its

quantity, the number of turns of the box.

and the curve in which the motion was
made, the manner of stopping the motion

and the line in which the dice were thrown
out, the faces turned up would be a matter

of certain prediction.

This explanation may be comfort-

ing, but I think we must face a second

possibility. Perhaps randomness is not

merely an adequate description for

complex causes that we cannot spe-

cify. Perhaps the world really works

this way, and many happenings are

uncaused in any conventional sense

of the word. Perhaps our gut feeling

that it cannot be so reflects only our

hopes and prejudices, our desperate

striving to malce sense of a complex

and confusing world, and not the ways

of nature.

What solace, then, can we have if

solace we need. An answer, I believe,

lies in rejecting another traditional be-

lief. Pope's false equation of chance

with a host of fearful cognates: dis-

order, chaos, lawlessness, unpredict-

ability, and destruction. For contrary

to popular belief, random means none

of these. It may not, in the case of

Bell's dice, imply a lack of causation.

And even if it does in many cases,

the result of a random process is not

necessarily unpredictable disorder.

Random processes can yield highly

predictable order. We have an elabo-

rate theory for predicting the results

of coin flipping, the archetypical ran-

dom process. Suppose we flip six coins

at once, over and over again. We can

predict how many times the most com-

mon result of three heads and three

tails will occur, and how many times

the rare event of all heads or all tails

will arise (one in sixty-four for each

or one in thirty-two for either).

Admittedly, this is predictability of

a difl"erent order. It works only for

repeated trials in the long run. We
can assign a probability to each in-

dividual flip, but we cannot determine

a specific outcome. Nonetheless, the

end result is ordered and predictable.

Does not this kind of randomness offer

sufficient comfort against the threat

of chaos? Does it not even make for

a more intriguing world? After all,

it is this kind of chance that gives

our own lives, and the course of human
history, so much richness and interest.

Call it by its older names of fortune

or free will, if you like. Shall we deny

a similar richness to the rest of nature?

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.



Personal privacy.

Everyone wants it. Everyone believes in it. And with so much personal
information being stored in computers and other files, it's been of continuing

concern to us at IBM.
So, a number of years ago we began to examine how personal

information was being handled in our own house.

Actually, our record was pretty good. But it wasn't perfect.

We discovered that we were collecting some information about people
which didn't really relate to their jobs. And we concluded that one excellent

way to protect people was to collect less information about them.
So, we purged our files of non-essential

data. And we stopped askingjob applicants

things such as age, where a spouse worked,
credit references, etc.

We ask only what we need to know to

run IBM, and only people who need to

know it can see it. Information that's stored in computers is further

protected by electronic safeguards built into the system.

What we've done so far isn't the answer for everyone.

But it begins to deal with the question.yW%M^

Afew years ago, The Harvard Business

Reviewpublished an examination ofthe
program to safeguardpersonalprivacy
inside IBM. Ifyou d like a copy, write to:

John Rankine
Privacy, IBM, Box47l
Armonk, New York 10504



The Classic Car Museum presents

The world's
great elassle ears
silver miniatures

The complete collection of officially recognized international classics

— each portrayed in brilliant micro-detail

You can acquire these superb

sterling silver miniatures —
at just $9.50 each

— by entering your subscription now.

At first glance, your eye is attracted by the

captivating glow of silver. Fascinated, you

look closer . . . and the lines of an automobile

begin to take shape. Then, you place the

silver miniature under a magnifying glass —
and there, in remarkably clear and precise

detail, is one of the world's great classic cars!

This is the excitement that awaits you in

every issue of The Official Classic Cars Silver

Miniature Collection, as you discover the in-

triguing world of the minted miniature. A
world that combines the beauty of solid ster-

ling silver with the fascination of meticulous

detail in the tiniest area . . . and the precision

of a perfectly formed yet minute work of

craftsmanship.

Issued by The Classic Car Museum and

produced by The Franklin Mint, this ex-

traordinary new collection will consist of 63

such carefully crafted miniatures. Each will

portray — with complete accuracy ami

authenticity -one of the world's greatest,

most beautiful and most distinctive luxury

automobiles. And, to assure its rarity, the

collection is being made available solely by

direct subscription, and only for a limited

period of time.

The finest and most luxurious cars ever built

The classic car has been officially defined by

The Classic Car Club of America as a "fine

and distinctive American or foreign car built

between 1925 and 1948." Yet out of the

thousands of cars that have been produced

over the years.only 63 marques qualify as true

classics. And each of these marques will be

represented in this collection by one notably

distinguished model. Among them will be;

The 1928 Isolla Fraschini Landaulct Cab-

riolet. Italy's most coveted luxury car - and a

favorite of wealthy European families.

Shown actual size

The 1927 Bugatti Royale. often called the

"thoroughbred " of the motoring world. A
perfect combination of craftsmanship, out-

standing design and mechanical excellence.

The 1929 SSK Mercedes Benz. A real eye-

stopper because of its elegant styling - and

distinguished for its performance.

Tlie 1939 V-12 Packard. Originally owned by

the famous actor Errol Flynn, it features a

leather top, horse-hide upholstery, fur floor-

ing, hydraulic brakes and concealed aerial.

And such equally famous marques as the

Lincoln, Bentley, Auburn, La Salle, Mar-

mon. Peerless, Stutz, Chrysler, Renault, Tal-

bot, Mercer - every one of the 63 officially

recognized international classics.

Flawlessly crafted works in miniature

Each superb sterling silver miniature will

recapture, with astonishing accuracy and

exacting detail, the special features that set

one historic car apart from all others. You will

actually be able to see and identify every one

of the spokes on the wheels of the 1934

Duesenberg. The ornate hood ornament on

the 1926 Rolls-Royce Phantom I. The wind-

shield wipers on the 1938 Lincoln Coupe.

Even the different car emblems can be clear-

ly seen!

So that the design of each car can be fully

appreciated, moreover, the silver miniatures

will be minted in an unusual oblong shape.

This will allow every car to be displayed in

tno different ways: from the front and from

the side.

To assure complete accuracy. The Franklin

Mint obtained permission from the owners of

the cars represented to examine these great

cars at first hand. Thus, each silver miniature

is a totally authentic portrayal of one of the

great classic cars.

Special magnifier included

To enable subscribers to study each silver

miniature in close-up detail, a special mag-

nifying glass will be sent at no additional

charge with the first shipment. This precision

magnifier is mounted on a stand for easy and

effective use. And it's fully collapsible as

well, so it can be safely stored in its own

protective cover when not in use.

Furthermore, each subscriber will receive

a handsome collector's case, custom-

designed to house and protect all the silver

miniatures. This finely crafted case provides

a convenient and attractive means for dis-

playing the collection - and enjoying each

individual miniature.

A miniature treasure in silver . .

.

at a guaranteed price

You will be able to build the complete collec-

tion of silver miniatures conveniently - and

at surprisingly low cost. Each month, begin-

ning in January, you will receive one new

miniature for your collection. The price for

each sterling silver miniature is just $9.50.

And this favorable price will be guaranteed to

you for the entire subscription period - a

most significant guarantee in these days of

constantly fiuctuating prices.

By authority of The Classic Car Museum,

The Official Classic Cars Silver Miniatures will

be issued in limited edition and by direct sub-

scription only. The number of complete sets

to be issued will be permanently limited to

the exact number of subscriptions entered by

the end of 1980.

Subscription deadline: December 31, 1980

Whether you are an admirer of beauty in

silver. . .a person who is intrigued by intri-

cately detailed works of art in minia-

ture ... or a devoted car buff, this collection



twill provide great pleasure and satisfaction

ifor you and your entire family, throughout

the years to come.
To acquire The Official Classic Cars Silver

Miniature Collection, you must mail the appli-

cation at right by December 31, 1980. No
payment is required at this time - but be sure

to act by December 31st at the very latest.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The Official Classic Cars
SUver Miniature Collection

1938 Cadillac Convertible silver miniature illus-

trated above is approximately five times actual

.size to show fine detail.

The Classic Car Museum
c/o The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The

Official Classic Cars Silver Miniature Col-

lection consisting of 63 finely detailed

sterling silver miniatures, to be issued

to me at the rate of one per month, at the

guaranteed issue price of $9.50* per min-

iature. I will be billed foreachofmy silver

miniatures prior to shipment. A special

magnifier will be included with my first

shipment, and I will also receive a custom-

designed collector's case.

*Pliis my stale sales tax and 50' per

shipment for postage and handling.

The Franklin Mint is the world's largest priv

Must be postmarked by December 31, 1980.

Limit: One collection per person.

Signature _

Mr.

Mrs.

Ms._

City.

State, Zip _

; U,S Mint or any other



Ireland's

Bountiful Bogs
Long a source offuel and building materials,

Ireland's bogs are also an archeological treasure house

by Sharon Bohn Gmelch and George Gmelch

You stand looking out over a gently

undulating sea of reeds, sedges, moss,

and heather dotted by small islands

of water. In spring this "sea" shim-

mers in green and gold; in summer,
white cotton sedge flutters over its

surface; in autumn it is mantled in

russet and red. You move and the

ground quivers underfoot. Only the

scraw, the upper crust of fibrous turf

and living vegetation, prevents you

from sinking. Bog is 96 percent water;

whole milk contains more solids.

Bogs cover three million acres, or

roughly one-seventh, of Ireland's land

surface. Found in almost every county,

they are especially common along the

western seaboard and in the broad

plains of the midlands. Ireland's great-

est natural resource, the bog is a

source of fuel, building materials, and



other products. But as a reminder of

Ireland's poverty-stricken past, when
the bog was nothing yet everything,

it is also the country's most verbally

abused feature. A "bog trotter" is a

country bumpkin. To be a "sod" is

to be thick and ignorant.

Since prehistoric times, turf from

the bog has been cut for fuel in treeless

parts of Ireland—in upland areas and

along the windswept western coast.

In other areas it was not commonly
used until the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries when the British sys-

tematically cut down Ireland's remain-

ing native forests: in the sixteenth cen-

tury, to make military operations

against elusive Irish "rebels" easier

and to clear the land for farming and

colonization by English and Scottish

planters loyal to the British Crown;

in the seventeenth century, for profit.

The new landlords sold timber for use

in the housing, shipbuilding, iron-

smelting, and leather industries. Irish

lumber also went to Welsh coal mines

for pit props and to the Spanish and

French wine trade for barrel staves.

By 1700 the forests had been replaced

by grass and weeds, and the land was

used for rearing sheep and cattle. Turf

became vital for domestic heating and

cooking all over the country. It also

became important in early industry.

In the eighteenth century linen bleach-

ers and brick makers used huge quan-

tities of turf as fuel.

The basic methods of hand cutting,

or winning, turf from the bog have

changed little over the centuries. As
soon as the crops are planted and dry

weather begins, usually in April or

early May, neighbors and family

groups enter the bog to begin work.

Traditionally, when almost all the land

was held in common, the work was

cooperative—neighbors gathered vol-

untarily to work one day for each of

their number in turn. Today, each

family has its own turf bank, or cutting

face, but two or three families often

pool their labor. Some manage to cut

a year's supply of turf in two long

days of work, but most people spend

a week at this task.

Before any turf can be dug, the

bog or section of bog has to be drained

by digging channels to the nearest

stream or brook. Then the cutting face

can be opened. First the surface scraw,

or parings, of coarse grass, heather,

and moss is removed. Typically, a

broad spade and sharp knife are used
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A good turf digger prides himself

on keeping the cutting face

vertical and breaking the turf

sods off cleanly at the bottom.

The sods, which can weigh fifteen

pounds when freshly cut, are

fibrous near the top of the

bank and progressively

denser and more coallike

toward the bottom. The
map shows Ireland's bogs

at their maximum extent.

Blanket bog

Raised bog and fen

Other poorly

drained soils

Better drained soils

to peel back and cut the scraw. In

some areas the scraw is burned to

make its removal easier, but this prac-

tice is risky since fires can easily burn

out of control. Permits are required

in areas bordering government for-

estry projects.

Turf diggers now cut the prepared

turf bank vertically from the top, using

a method known as underfooting and

a specialized spade called a slane

{sledn in Irish Gaelic). Most slanes

have a triangular wing set at right

angles to the bottom of the narrow

blade so that a complete sod can be

detached with each stroke. While the

exact shape and style of slane vary

from one part of the country to the

next—there are at least twenty re-

gional styles—the one uniform char-

acteristic is its light weight. Since a

single water-saturated turf sod can

weigh up to fifteen pounds when cut,

slanes are made as light as possible.

In some deep, lowland bogs, turf dig-

gers use a different method, called

breasting, in which they face the bank
and cut horizontally into its side.

Most of the work is done in silence.

Digging is hard, and no one wants

to waste energy on talk. An experi-

enced slanesman works with rapid pre-

cision, slicing the turf into uniform

sods and rhythmically pitching them
out of the bank. Great importance

is attached to "keeping a straight

face," that is, keeping the cutting bank
vertical, and a poor digger is referred

to as a clod cutter. Pride is also taken

in ringing, or cleanly breaking, the

turf sods off at the bottom. This is

hardest to do when cutting the first

layers of turf, which are looser and
more fibrous. As the lower levels of

the bog are reached, the turf becomes
progressively darker, denser, and hot-

ter burning. Freshly cut turf has the

appearance and consistency of black

butter. Ideally, a season's supply

should contain both quick-firing top

turf and coallike bottom turf.

Under favorable conditions, expe-

rienced slanesmen can cut a ton of

turf in a single day. The freshly cut

sods are caught by a barrow-man, who
spreads them in a single layer on the

surface of the bog immediately next

to the cut or takes them by barrow

or, more commonly today, by tractor

and sledge to a special area, or spread

field. There they lie for two weeks

to dry in the wind and sun. The second

stage of the drying process begins

when the sods are propped against

one another in footings, small pyra-

mids designed to catch the wind. This

work is traditionally done by women
and children. A few weeks later, the

sods are reversed, or turnfooted. Dur-

ing June and July they are further

turned and stacked into larger piles,

called rickles and clamps, for more
drying. By August the turf has dried

to about 30 percent water content and
acquired a watertight skin. It is now
ready to be collected, transported

home, and stacked for a final time.

Once, the custom was to stack the

winter's supply of turf against the ga-

ble end of the house to help insulate

the home and shelter the turf from
the rain. A well-built stack, however,

is designed with the outside row of

sods tilted downward so the water runs

off; this repels the rain while allowing

the wind to enter.

In some parts of the country, low-

lying bogs too wet to cut with a slane

are won by molding or kneading the

turf into balls. Alternatively, the wet
turf is spread on the surface of the

bog, marked with grooves, and later

cut with a spade and dried through

the usual process. No matter how it

is done, hand winning turf is time-

consuming, hard work. For every ton

burned, more than seven must be cut

and spread to dry and shrink. Nev-
ertheless, measured against today's

fuel prices and energy needs, the

clean-burning turf is an inexpensive

fuel for country and city dweller alike.

A pole, or perch (an old English land

measure roughly seventeen feet long

by ten feet wide), of bog in the Dublin

Mountains can be leased for less than

£10 a year. Thus, a family can cut

its entire year's fuel supply for about

twenty-four dollars.

With its sweet-smelling turf fire

burning continuously day and night,

the open hearth was at the heart of

traditional Irish country life. Meals
were prepared in cooking pots sus-

pended from a wooden or iron fire-

place crane. Clothes dried and people

and ailing animals warmed themselves

in front of the fire. Before the de-

velopment of chimney flues, open turf

fires were especially effective in heat-

ing homes. Turf smoke was no doubt

a problem, despite the draft-regulating

mechanism of the double doors found

in most traditional homes, but the low

furniture kept heads below the smoke.

Moreover, the smoke and heat helped

keep the thatch and roof timbers dry

in a notoriously wet climate, which

is one reason the ceilings of traditional

Irish homes are open to the rafters.

Wooden or stone seats were built next

to the hearth, the fireside seat being

the place of honor. Stories were told

around the turf fire, and omens of

the future were glimpsed in the way
ashes fell and cooled. Once the fire

went out, the soul supposedly went

out of the people of the house.

The importance of turf as a fuel

has increased with the industrial ex-

ploitation of the bog. In 1934, the



Turf Development Board was formed
and began cutting turf with large,

combinelike machinery, primarily in

the raised bogs of the midlands. Dur-

ing World War II, all coal was di-

verted to industry, and the entire coun-

try depended on turf for fuel. Huge
piles were dumped in Phoenix Park

for Dubliners to use, and the country's

trains ran on turf. In 1946, a semistate

body, Bord na Mona (Irish Turf
Board), was organized to meet Ire-

land's energy needs. Although it is

a commercial enterprise, the Bord re-

ceives capital loans from the govern-

ment and is obliged to take national

energy needs into account. Today, it

controls 1 70,000 acres of bog, employs
more than : .500 people, and produces

more than five million tons of fuel

annually. Turf-fired power stations

supply about a quarter of Ireland's

electricity.

Bord na Mona has developed a

highly mechanized system to harvest

turf. Ninety percent is harvested in

the form of milled peat. First, drainage

ditches, four to five feet deep, are

dug the length of the bog at intervals

of forty-five feet. To let the water

run off naturally, the bog is left for

several years. When harvesting time

arrives, eleven such parallel fields are

worked as a single production unit.

To shorten the drying time, a milling

machine with a large, spiked drum
slowly scrapes the surface of the bog

to a depth of a half inch, leaving a

layer of powdered turf. When this has

dried it is then turned over by a ma-
chine known as a spoon harrow. In

good weather, the turf may dry in

less than a day, compared with many
weeks for hand-cut sods.

When the turf is dry enough, a twin-

bladed ridging machine scrapes it into

a ridge in the center of each field.

Each ridge is lifted by a mechanical

harvester and carried by conveyor belt

to the ridge in the adjoining field until

all have been stockpiled in the central

field. The stockpile is then covered

with sheets of plastic. When turf is

needed during the winter, the covering

is removed, a temporary railway track

is laid alongside the pile, and the turf

is loaded for transport to the power

station or briquette factory.

The entire milled-peat process takes

three days, although rain at any time

will cause a delay. In a typical season,

mid-April to late September, twelve

crops of turf can be won. Each cycle
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Left: After drying in a single layer

for two weeks, turf sods are stacked,

traditionally by women and children,

in small pyramids, called footings,

designed to catch the windforfurther
drying. Below: Dug up by turf cutters

in 1969, this wooden block wheel, circa

400 B.C., is the oldest direct evidence

for wheeled vehicles in Ireland.
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yields about six tons per acre. After

the Soviet Union, Ireland is the

world's largest producer of turf and
such turf products as peat moss and
turf briquettes. Owing to the great

difference in land area, however, the

gap in production between the two

countries is large. It is said that more
dried turf is blown off Soviet trains

on their way to distribution centers

than Ireland produces annually.

But the bog is more than a source

of fuel. For centuries it has provided

building materials and shelter. Until

the turn of the century, Ireland's land-

less poor built houses of turf sods,

much like those of the American prai-

rie. The census of 1841, just before

the Great Famine reduced Ireland's

population by nearly a third, estimated

that 40 percent of the country's 8.5

million people were living in one-room

turf-and-mud cabins. During the fam-

ine itself, people seriously ill with in-

fectious diseases, such as typhoid and

diphtheria, were isolated in hastily

erected, cone-shaped fever huts built

of turf, with entrances "scarcely large

enough for a dog to crawl through."

Sweat houses, heated with turf fires

and sealed with turf doors, were once

commonly relied upon for cures. Usu-

ally, they were corbelled stone struc-

tures, but sometimes they were made
entirely of turf sods or excavated into

the side of a turf bank. Bog water

was also believed to have medicinal

properties.

Starting in the sixteenth century

and lingering into the nineteenth,

milch cows were taken to pasture on

mountain bog each summer. Some

family members, usually youths, went

with the cattle and lived on the bog

in temporary booley huts (from buaile,

or "milking place") made of turf sods

and boughs and roofed with long strips

of closely grazed scraw, which had

been peeled off the bog, rolled onto

a stick, and carried like a carpet to

the hut site. Some huts were circular

in shape; others were square or rec-

tangular. The latter had two opposite-

facing doors through which the cows

apparently passed one by one to be

milked inside, a feature still found

in many stone farmhouses in the west

of Ireland. The booleys were often

built in clusters, forming a temporary

village where the inhabitants milked

cows and sheep, cut turf, and made
butter, which they stored in the bog.

Seasonal nomadism greatly increased



Left: This hair ball, found in a

bog in County Limerick, was
probably used in sporting events

by the early Irish. Below: In the

past, land was held in common and
work in the bogs was cooperative.

Today, although each family has a

separate cutting face, several

families, and generations, may share

the work—and the relaxation.

the capacity of small Irish farms.

Fields near the house could be used
for crops or hay from May until Oc-
tober, when the cattle were away on
summer pasture. At the end of the

summer, the booley houses could be
dismantled and used for fuel and
building materials.

Surprisingly, the bog is also a source

of wood. Preserved tree limbs and
trunks, the remains of the forests that

once covered the country, are abun-
dant in Irish bogs; the most common
species are pine, oak, and yew. From
the mid-seventeenth century, rich and
poor alike were dependent on bog
wood for furniture, roofing timbers,

flooring, wainscoting, carts, boats, and
all manner of domestic and farm
equipment.

To locate the wood. Irishmen
walked out on the bog in the early

morning before the sun had dried the

land. Wherever the dew or frost was
thin or absent, the ground was probed
with a bog augur, a long iron rod.

Once the size and soundness of the

timber had been determined, a trench

was dug and the ebony-colored, iron-

impregnated wood was laboriously

raised with ropes and chains. Today
Bord na Mona views bog wood as a

major problem and spends the entire

winter removing it from the bog so

that the machinery will not be dam-
aged when work begins in the summer.
The wood must be dragged away or

chewed up in situ by a machine known
as a stump miller.

In the past, pine found in the bog
was especially valuable. Resinous pine
splints could be used in place of can-

dles and torches. Pine wood was also
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made into rope. Straight-grained

pieces were cut into long strips and

hammered into stringlike shreds that

were then twisted together to form

long strands. When the strands were

sufficiently long, they were twisted to-

gether to form strong yet supple two-

and three-ply rope. Bog-deal rope was

used to cord wooden beds and chair

seats, to lash roofing timbers, to tie

down thatch roofs in windy areas, to

secure hay and corn stacks, to make
burden ropes, halters, tethers, traces,

and straps for back baskets.

In addition to preserving wood, the

bog is Ireland's most important source

of archeological remains—a store-

house of tools, weapons, ornaments,

and ceremonial objects. The finds in-

clude stone axheads and querns, flint

arrowheads and microliths, brass

dishes, wooden bowls, pottery, bronze

sword blades and leather-covered

shields, boats, plank roadways, house

remains, and ancient field boundaries.

Bord na Mona employees are in-

structed to watch for artifacts in the

bog and are given a bonus when they

make a find. In 1977 an eleventh-

century bishop's crosier, said to be

on a par with the Cross of Cong and
the Shrine of Saint Patrick's Bell

(masterpieces of twelfth-century Irish

metalwork and design), was spotted

glinting in the sun in Lemonaghan
bog by a Bord na Mona worker. Ear-

lier this year, a monastic find of great

significance was made. Hidden in a

bronze bowl beneath the bog at

Derrynaflan, County Tipperary, were

a richly decorated chalice, paten,

paten stand, and wine strainer. Ac-

cording to Brendan O'Riordain of the

National Museum of Ireland, the

pieces date to the eighth or early ninth

century. The Derrynaflan Paten, now
at the British Museum to be cleaned,

matches, in the richness and sophis-

tication of its ornamentation and de-

sign, the Ardagh Chalice, an example

of Early Christian metalwork that is

one of Ireland's most important na-

tional treasures.

The most interesting finds, however,

are undoubtedly the bog people

—

bodies found in remarkable states of

preservation. The earliest well-docu-

mented discovery of a bog person any-

where in the world comes from Ire-

land. In 1781, in a small bog on Drum-
keragh Mountain, County Down, the

body of a very small woman, assumed
to have been Danish, was found lying

on a layer of gravel under a thick

bed of turf. The body, its head facing

the east and its feet turned toward

the west, was still clothed in the gar-

ments worn at death: a skirt made
of skin, a finely woven and decorated

cape, a veil of light fabric, and a

woolen blanket. Since that first find,

at least twenty more bodies have been

recovered. In all cases it was the acid

in the water, combined with low tem-

peratures and the absence of oxygen,

rather than any preservative in the

turf itself, that tanned the skin and

organs and so preserved them for cen-

turies.

Less spectacular perhaps, but equal-

ly curious, are the numerous wood,

cloth, and skin containers filled with

"bog butter." As much as 100 pounds

has been found in a single cache.

There are many references from the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

to the Irish practice of burying butter

in the bog to store and ripen it, thereby

strengthening its flavor. Some folk-

lorists, however, believe the practice

predates the introduction of Christian-

ity to Ireland in the fifth century and

has a less utilitarian origin. According

to E.E. Evans, past professor of ge-

ography at Queen's University, Bel-

fast, butter was originally buried to

appease the powers of evil and assure

an abundant flow of milk from the

cows in the pastures. Surviving folk-

tales and stories are full of the magical

properties of butter. In the west of

Ireland lumps of butter were thrown

into the lakes and springs through

which the cattle were driven in order

to restore the animals to health. In

the last century, farmers took it to

fairs and sold it as grease for cart



wheels. When found today, the butter,

which has the consistency and smell

of ripe, crumbly cheese, is supposed

to be sent to the National Museum
in Dublin, along with other archeo-

logical finds.

Bogs are also the repository of other

information about Ireland's past

—

pollen, seeds, and insects. From these,

botanists, geographers, and zoologists

have been able to construct a chron-

ological sequence of Ireland's land-

scapes and fauna. This sequence has

helped explain the origin of the bogs.

According to geographers such as

A.R. Orme of the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles, Ireland has two

main types of bog—the raised bogs

of the central lowlands, which make
up one-third of the country's bogland,

and the blanket bogs of the western

seaboard and uplands. Bogs began de-

veloping in Ireland's vast central plain

about 10,000 years ago, after an im-

provement in climate resulted in the

retreat of glacial ice. The landscape

left behind was strewn with glacial

debris. The hollows among the debris

had impermeable floors of silt and

clay and were filled with meltwater.

On high ground, a subarctic tundra

vegetation of lichens, dwarf birch, and

willow grew, followed by forests of

pine, yew, and oak. Aquatic and marsh

plants grew along the lake margins,

trapping inflowing muds. Slowly a

layer of poorly decayed marsh plants

built up to the level of the water table.

The surface was colonized by sedges

and grasses. In some areas trees also

invaded the surface, creating in time

a layer of wood-peat in the bog. But

more often the water table simply rose

as the marshes themselves obstructed

drainage. Layers of decaying plant de-

bris accumulated, forcing the marsh

up and beyond the lake margins. Sur-

face plants found it more and more
difficult to reach down and extract

nutrients from the soil beneath the

growing bog. Beginning about 7,000

years ago, they were eventually re-

placed by sphagnum moss, which

could thrive on nothing more than sur-

face rainwater. As the growth of

sphagnum moss caused the entire bog

surface and water table to rise into

a dome of spongy vegetation, a raised

bog was born. Today, raised bogs

range in area from a few acres to

many square miles and average
twenty-five feet in depth.

In the uplands and along the west-
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^^ Left: This amber necklace, dated to

. %• 800 B.C., is among the tools,

i3H|> weapons, and other artifacts

^ preserved in the bogs. Right: On the

raised bogs of the midlands, more
than five million tons offuel are

harvested mechanically each year.

Turffrom these areas will be gone in

forty years; the land will probably be

reforested or used for grazing.



ern seaboard, bogs developed much
more recently, roughly 2,500 to 4,500

years ago. In many areas they grew

on a previously wooded landscape that

was disrupted by Neolithic and Bronze

Age farmers. Bog can be seen over-

lying the stumps of trees and covering

field walls, graves, and even home-
stead foundations. According to some
scientists, human activity played the

leading role in the development of

bogs. After the forests were cleared,

the land was cultivated to the point

of exhaustion, and a hard layer of

impermeable iron and clay minerals

gradually accumulated. Above this

layer, drainage was impeded and
marsh plants began to invade the

abandoned and now waterlogged
farms. Blanket bog then grew in much
the same way as the raised bog of

the central lowlands, except that black

bog rush replaced sphagnum moss as

the dominant plant in the upper levels

of the bog.

Other scientists ascribe greater im-

portance to the role of climate, es-

pecially the wetter conditions of about

2,500 years ago. Today blanket bogs

average six to eight feet in depth and
are best developed in areas with more
than 250 days and 50 inches of rain

a year. After heavy rains, bog lying

on steep slopes can become unstable.

Bog flows, engulfing sheep, farmlands,

and roads, have occurred in several

parts of the country.

What role will the bog play in the

landscape and culture of Ireland in

the future? The remaining life of the

raised bogs now being worked by Bord
na Mona is estimated at forty years.

When all the turf is gone the reclaimed

land under the cut away bog will be
added to the nation's resources. In

scale and potential it ranks with Hol-

land's polders and the reclamation of

England's fenlands. The two most
likely future uses of this land v/ill be

for reforestation and as grassland for

cattle and sheep. The first bog to be
cut by the Bord has already been
planted in Sitka spruce and Contorta
pine and now supports a thriving

young forest. Vast areas of mountain
bog, however, will remain to be cut

by hand in the traditional way for

generations to come. Parts of the bog
have already been designated as

wildlands and will be preserved intact

for the future—a reminder of, and
storehouse of information about, Ire-

land's past. n
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HIGH MILEAGE THROUGH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

ENGINEERING TEAMS FROM
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Top engineers drawn from the world-
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built in America to take on the world.
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American drivers ... with other
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highly efficient new power teams,

the use of special weight-efficient

steel, refined aerodynamics and
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pound valve hemispherical head
(CVH) engine focuses the incoming

combustion charge for power effi-

ciency. Result: high mileage plus

power for freeway driving.

And Escort has a new manual
transmission with fuel-efficient

fourth gear overdrive standard.

FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE AND
FOUR-WHEEL INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION

Escort has front-wheel drive . . .
four-

wheel fully independent suspension

. . , rack-and-pinion steering . . . stabi-

lizer bar and new all-season steel-

belted radials. And Escort makes
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fast-cooling air-conditioning system.
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Escort Liftgate.
.
.4 doors and wagon room when you need it

DRIVE A WORLD CAR
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.

.
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Rack-and-pinion steering.
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toured for comfort.
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All-season steel-belted radials.
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AM radio. (May be deleted for credit.)
Electro-drive cooling fan.
Pin slider disc brakes.
Self-adjusting clutch.
Front-wheel bearings need no
periodic adjustment.
Hideaway luggage compartment.
Fold-down rear seat for extra cargo.
Rectangular Halogen headlights.
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fingertip control lever And more.
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Fox Hunting
Whatever the type of prey, the red fox has a way of

hunting it. But mostly, this canid hunts like a cat

by J. David Henry

The fox stopped suddenly, thirty

yards in front of me. Turning broad-

side on the deer run, it lifted its head

and perked its ears. Then it slowly

stalked off the trail, testing each foot-

hold, careful not to break a twig or

rustle a dry leaf. With its eyes fixed

on small movements in the grass, the

fox froze, then slowly coiled into a

deep crouch. It waited, adjusted its

feet, then lunged and catapulted over

a low shrub. While in the air, it beat

its plumelike tail several times to the

left to turn its body slightly in

that direction. It landed as gracefully

as it had launched itself, its forepaws

touching down where the grass had

been moving moments before. It had

tried to pin a mouse to the ground,

but the prey had escaped into a bur-

row, one of many escape hatches that

punctuate a mouse's home range.

After a brief search, the fox returned

to the deer run and continued along

it, searching for other prey.

What I had just witnessed was by

now a familiar sight to me. Every day

for a month, I had been observing

red foxes from dawn to dusk as they

eked out their living in the northern

forest. I was ten pounds lighter now

and finally fit enough to keep up with

these lithe carnivores. This autumn

was my sixth year of studying free-

ranging foxes, and during this time

I had seen them hunt more than four

hundred times. The locale for my
study was Prince Albert National

Park, a 1,500-square-mile wildlife

sanctuary located in the boreal forest

of northern Saskatchewan. The park,

one of Canada's largest, preserves a

northern landscape, an area that

The long, thin canine tooth

protruding from the mouth of this

scratching red fox is an example of

a catlilce feature. By pressing its

canines into the prey, the fox can

easily disable its intended meal.



blends sphagnum muskegs with

chapellike aspen and spruce forests

and serpentine jack pine eskers. One-

third of this area is water—large oval

lakes interconnected by a maze of me-

andering creeks and rivers. The forest

that grows in this area is part of the

taiga—the northern coniferous forest

that stretches across the continent

from Newfoundland to Alaska. The

red foxes found within the park have

been protected from hunting and trap-

ping for more than fifty years and

as a result have lost their shyness of

humans. I found that with the right

combination of physical endurance

and assiduous patience, I could follow

and observe these flame-colored pred-

ators as they raised their pups and

made a living.

My research on red foxes is only

one of numerous field studies on free-

ranging carnivores completed during

the past decade. Wolves, lions, hyenas,

cougars, coyotes, and lynx have been

studied, to mention only a few. When

these studies are compared, certain

interesting patterns emerge. An un-

derstanding of these patterns clarifies

many aspects of the hunting behavior

of the red fox.

The studies show that wild cats

(felids) and dogs (canids) use dis-
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Similar to cats, the red fox has

a glistening layer of connective

tissue on the innermost sheath

of its eyeballs. This tissue

layer, or tapetum lucidum, reflects

light back out of the eye.
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tinctly different hunting strategies:

felids are generally built for stealth

and bursts of speed; canids for

endurance and moderate speed. Felids

stalk close and make surprise attacks.

Canids approach prey openly, outdis-

tance it during a long run, and finally

pull it down. Consequently, the hunt-

ing adaptations of felids are different

from those of canids. Cats have

evolved soft foot pads for stalking,

^^ffS^^^t^WT'-

a fine sense of balance for a motionless

posture during the stalk, and hooked

retractile claws and great coordination

in the forelimbs for capturing prey.

In order to make their killing bite

effective, cats have evolved short muz-

zles, strong jaw muscles, and

daggerlike canines. Dogs possess dif-

ferent morphological specifications.

They have evolved adaptations for

speed and endurance that help them

in cursorial hunting. In addition, cer-

tain canids show highly developed so-

cial behaviors that allow packs of these

hunters to overpower and kill large

animals. Predation by members of the

dog family generally is not based on

stealth but on the detection, testing,

and running down of weak or vulner-

able animals. Dog packs also dispatch

their prey in a manner different from

cats. They kill by repeated biting,

mainly at the prey's hind end. When
the prey is weakened from these

wounds, the pack eviscerates the ani-

mal and commences feeding.

There are interesting exceptions to

these general evolutionary patterns.

For example, the cheetah is a cat that

hunts in a doglike manner. On the

African savanna it approaches prey

openly, pursues it in a fast run, and

finally knocks it over. As a result,

the cheetah shows both structural and

behavioral convergent evolution with

canids: it has evolved an elongated,

doglike muzzle; long legs and a deep

chest; blunt claws and thick, hard foot

pads—all adaptations for speed and

capturing prey on the run.

The lion is another exception since

it practices communal hunting.

George Schaller, who studied lions on

the Serengeti for four years, calls it

"the most sociable cat." In this aspect

it resembles the wolf and African

hunting dog. The adaptive value of

communal hunting seems to be the

same for all three predators, namely,

more efficient searching for prey, plus

the abilities to capture large prey and

defend the carcass against other pred-

ators that may try to steal it.

The lion and the cheetah show that

ecological selection pressures can

cause a species to deviate from the

hunting strategies typically shown by

its taxonomic family and evolve hunt-

ing strategies similar to another taxo-

nomic group. When I began studying

the red fox, I wondered where in these

patterns the fox would fit. Basically,

I set out to find out what kind of

predator the red fox is.

A highly successful species, the red



ongoing evolutionary contest between

predator and prey, both contestants

are constantly evolving new adapta-

tions to thwart the interests of the

other side. In essence, predators and

prey run an "arms race," with the

prey developing new and improved

mechanisms of defense and the pred-

ators in turn acquiring techniques to

overcome these defenses. Over eons

of time, this competition has led to

the evolution of graceful, skilled pred-

ators and equally graceful, alert prey.

In the boreal forest the fox hunts

animals that use four distinct sets of

antipredator defenses. Consequently,

the fox must use a different hunting

strategy to capture insects, small bur-

Engaged in play, two pups become
entangled while their mother

remains alert and on guard.

Pups, like kittens, hiss and spit

at each other and at anything

that approaches the den area.

fox (Vulpes vulpes) is distributed

throughout much of North America,

Europe, Asia, and Africa, and has

been introduced into Australia. Its

food habits have been recorded in

many locales. These studies consis-

tently show that the red fox is not

only a predator but also an oppor-

tunistic omnivore. It takes whatever

food is most readily available, whether

it be bird eggs, garbage, carrion, in-

sects, or berries, but it usually relies

on a few animal species as its real

staples. Lagomorphs (rabbits and

hares) and small rodents are generally

the main items in the fox's diet.

The fox is not a miniature version

of the wolf. Wolves are usually social

pack hunters, while the red fox is a

solitary predator. It hunts alone be-

cause of two intertwining conditions.

First, the prey it catches are only large

enough to feed one. Second, the best

way to hunt these small prey is to

stalk and use a surprise attack. Con-

sequently, as the fox evolved into a

specialized predator of small prey, it

became progressively more solitary

and like the smaller cats in its hunting

behavior.

The fox's prey are not without their

own defenses, which include alert vi-

sion, sensitive hearing, quick escape

behaviors, camouflage coloration,

stings, quills, and fetid sprays. In the



rowing mammals, birds and tree squir-

rels, and snowshoe hares.

In a typical hunt for ground insects

(crickets, grasshoppers, and beetles),

and occasionally moths and flies, the

fox travels along until it detects the

prey in nearby grasses or on the forest

floor, then casually walks over, bites

down, and eats the insect. Usually it

is as simple as that. Sometimes, how-

ever, the insect hops or flies away
and the fox must search for it by

poking its muzzle into shrubs or

stamping one of its forefeet on the

forest floor where it suspects the insect

might be. After prodding the insect

to move, the fox tries to locate it from

small movements or rustling sounds.

Interestingly, foxes were never ob-

served using a foot-stamping action

to crush an insect nor have I observed

them using it in any other kind of

hunt. Because these insects rarely

show efl'ective escape behaviors, the

red fox exhibits a casual demeanor
while hunting them. The fox's other

prey off"er more challenging contests.

The second strategy in the fox's

hunting repertoire is used to capture

voles, mice, ground squirrels, pocket

gophers, and chipmunks—in short,

any small mammal that escapes pre-

dation by fleeing into a burrow or

under an object such as a rock or

log. In the boreal forest, foxes usually

hunt such prey while traveling along

game trails, rabbit paths, hiking trails,

or the edge of roadsides. The foxes

hunt from these pathways apparently

for two reasons. First, if the trail is

wide enough to let in sunlight, dense

vegetation grows adjacent to it and
small mammals are frequently abun-
dant. Second, foxes appear to use trails

for quietness. The fox must approach
the prey without being detected. If

the fox makes a sound, such as crack-

ing a dry twig, the prey will either

crouch motionlessly, making detection

difficult, or flee down a burrow or

under a log.

The hunt begins with the fox walk-

ing down a trail. When it suspects

a prey is adjacent to the path, the

fox turns perpendicular to the trail,

lifts its head and neck high, and stares

intently. This elevated head posture

is so characteristic of small burrowing

mammal hunts that I termed it "head
and neck in mousing position." A fox

showing this head posture is almost

always hunting.

If the fox cannot locate the prey,

it may use a number of search tactics.

For example, it may lower its head
and sniff, trying to locate the prey

from its scent. Or the fox may lift

its head and rotate it, cocking it first

one way and then another. These small

head movements place the fox's ears

at slightly diff'erent distances arid an-

gles from the sound. Henrik Oster-

holm, a Scandinavian biologist, has

shown that captive red foxes can lo-

cate a small rustling sound within one

degree of its true location.

Alternatively, the fox may stalk to

get closer to the prey. When stalking,

the fox lowers its head and crouches

down slightly. It moves slowly, care-

fully putting a forefoot down lightly

on a spot and occasionally bringing

it back up and choosing again. It tries

to make as little noise as possible.

To further reduce noise, the fox puts

its hindfeet exactly where its forefeet

had been.

After stalking for several yards, the

fox assumes head in mousing position,

and when it has located the prey, it

crouches deeply and then lunges,

arcing through the air. At the end

of the lunge, the fox tries to pin the

prey to the ground. Then it may dis-

patch the prey with several quick bites

to the body or carry it off" to a safe

area where it plays with the prey like

a cat with a mouse.

The fox's lunges are normally short

(two to six feet), but they can be im-

pressively long. I have observed red



foxes catapult fifteen feet through the

air from a standing start and capture

the prey. By way of comparison, the

coyote, which is a third or more larger

than the fox, has been observed to

perform hunting lunges that are only

eight feet or less in length Foxes also

show a preference for huntmg the

downhill side of trails They may do

this because by lunging downhill more

area is placed within their reach After

observing several impressive downhill

lunges, I made careful measurements

and found that these foxes were air-

borne for a distance of up to twenty-

five feet. Several adaptations, includ-

ing proportionately long legs and a

relatively light body weight, allow it

to lunge these distances The slender,

long-legged silhouette of the red fox

is a reflection of the adaptations that

help to increase its hunting effective-

ness.

When hunting birds and tree squir-

rels, red foxes rarely lunge; instead

they stalk close to the prey and then

charge in a crouched, dashing run.

While I have observed more than a

hundred instances of foxes hunting

birds and squirrels, the foxes were

;#•

rarely successful. In spring when these

prey species are raising their young,

they may be more vulnerable to fox

predation, but on a year-round basis,

birds and squirrels usually do not form

a staple item in the fox's diet.

Foxes do not search for these arbo-

real prey but rather hunt them when-

ever they encounter them on ihe

ground. When it spots a bird or squir-

rel, a fox immediately crouches so low

that its belly almost touches the

ground. Its neck is held horizontal,

ears alert, and it remains motionless

while staring intensely at its quarry.

Then the fox "slink runs" at the prey.



starting with a stalking pace, changing

into a trot, and finally into a gallop.

The fox maintains its low crouched

posture throughout this charge. The
last part of the slink run is a hori-

zontal-thrust jump. It ends with the

fox trying to catch the prey with a

bite. The forepaw stab that foxes use

to capture small burrowing mammals
is not used to capture birds or squir-

rels.

A fox will sometimes hunt tree

squirrels by stalking them in a curious

talking a small burrowing mammal,
\e red fox, left, tries to make
y little noise as possible.

puts its feet down slowly so

y not to break a twig or rustle

bit of dry grass. If the fox
as trouble pinpointing the

)cation of the prey, it can

elect the presence of its quarry

hrough scent or sound. The rodent,

nally captured, bottom left, is

hared by two siblings, below.

stop-and-start manner. When stalking

a squirrel in this way, the fox carefully

watches the squirrel and tries to syn-

chronize its movements with the

prey's. Each time the squirrel faces

away from the fox and begins to for-

age, the fox takes several quick steps

in a deeply crouched posture, but

freezes the instant the squirrel stops

moving. The net effect is that the fox

can mask its movements by synchro-

nizing them to the movements of the

squirrel. The fox appears tense and
catlike when performing this synchro-

nized stalking.

There is an interesting comparison

between this type of stalking and the

way a red fox stalks small burrowing

mammals. The emphasis is different

in each case. When stalking the small

burrowing mammals, the fox puts its

feet down slowly and is careful riot

to make any noise, but it moves its

head about freely, alternately search-

ing for a quiet route and then looking

at the place where it suspects the prey

is. On the other hand, during bird

and squirrel hunts the fox may make
little rustling sounds as its feet move
across the ground, but it is always

in a deeply crouched posture and its

head and eyes are fixed on the prey
as though tied to it by some invisible

cord. These two stalking techniques
appear designed to exploit different

weaknesses in the antipredator de-

fenses of different prey. In small mam-
mal hunts the fox's stalking minimizes
auditory cues that might alert the

prey. During bird and squirrel hunts,

stalking minimizes visual cues, while

small noises are masked by the syn-

chronization of the fox's movements
with those of the prey.

Red foxes hunt rabbits and hares

by stalking, followed by a "hell bent
for leather" pursuit. This is the fourth

hunting strategy that red foxes of the

boreal forest show. In a typical hunt
of a snowshoe hare, the fox crouches
low to the ground and stalks slowly

toward the prey while staring intently

at it. Detecting the fox, the hare sud-

denly bolts and flees through thick

cover while the fox follows in a bound-
ing gallop. When it gets close to the

hare, the fox attempts to bite it in

the leg or rump. Frequently, at this

point the hare will suddenly change
direction. By zigzagging, it tries to
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increase the distance between it and

the fox. These actions may be repeated

and the chase may cover a consid-

erable amount of ground: the fox

comes close; the hare zigzags and runs

off in a new direction. Finally the hare

either escapes into a briar patch dense

enough so that the fox cannot follow

or the predator gets a bite-hold on

the prey. If the latter happens, the

fox quickly pulls the hare off its feet

and both collapse to the ground. The
fox then quickly stands on its quarry,

pins it to the ground with one or both

forepaws, and bites it in the neck or

head. Foxes are able to dispatch hares

and rabbits quickly, perhaps because

of the prey's slender neck and fenes-

trated skull.

There can be little doubt that the

red fox is a bona fide member of the

family Canidae. It shows all the di-

agnostic anatomical features that

place it firmly in this taxonomic group.

Evidence from the fossil record also

confirms that the red fox is a canid.

Yet many aspects of its hunting be-

havior are so catlike that I was struck

by the possibility of convergent evo-

lution between foxes and cats. Con-

sequently, I conducted a search for

features shared by red foxes and var-

ious small cats. This produced inter-

esting results and has led to a new
hypothesis concerning fox evolution.

Foxes and cats share numerous con-

vergent features. For example, many
fox species have long, catlike vibrissae

on both the muzzle and the carpal

(wrist) joints. These vibrissae are pro-

portionately longer in these foxes than

in other canid species. Field obser-

vations suggest that these whiskers

function as tactile organs so that the

muzzle vibrissae might help to guide

the fox's capture and killing bites and

the carpal vibrissae might assist the

fox during stalking.

Foxes also exhibit proportionately

long, thin canine teeth that resemble

the long, daggerlike canine teeth com-
monly observed in cats. Many pred-

ators, once they have a small prey

in their jaws, shake their head vig-

R.odents, rabbits, and hares are

he staples of the red fox's diet

n Prince Albert National Park,

mt foxes also eat a wide variety

)/ other items, including birds,

merries, insects, and carrion.

orously in order to immobilize and

kill the prey. But red foxes and cats

do not often show this behavior. In-

stead, they press their long canine

teeth into the prey and keep exerting

pressure until they damage the prey's

central nervous system.

Red foxes also have catlike paws.

For example, red foxes can flex and

partially retract their front claws so

that they are in fact semiretractile.

Furthermore, the toe and foot pads

of the fox are small and the rest of

the foot is soft and covered with hair.

I believe that these features not only

reduce heat loss during winter but also

function as adaptations for stalking

by making the fox's feet more touch

sensitive.

Convergent evolution between the

fox and cat, however, is most striking

in the anatomy of their eyes. Both

animals exhibit a vertical-slit pupil

and a highly developed tapetum luci-

dum. The tapetum lucidum is a glis-

tening layer of connective tissue that

has evolved on the innermost sheath

of the eyeball. It reflects light back

out of the eye and causes the eyes

of foxes and cats to occasionally glow

a luminous dull green even though

no strong light is shining into them.

This glistening membrane acts like a

mirror behind the retina so that light

passes over the retina twice instead

of once. Using analogous photographic

terms, the tapetum lucidum and ver-

tical-slit pupil represent the evolution

of a light-multiplying device with a

shutter that can stop way down to

accommodate bright sunlight.

Foxes also show many catlike fea-

tures in their behaviors. For example,

red foxes and gray foxes show a lateral

threat display. A fox threatening with

this display stands broadside, arches

its back, erects its fur, and then

charges broadside at the opponent in

a stiff-legged gait. In addition, many
of the fox's vocalizations are catlike.

Like kittens, fox pups hiss and spit

at each other and at disturbances.

Adult red foxes exhibit a variety of

high-pitched social calls that range

from a short mewing cry to a loud,

high-pitched alarm scream.

However, it is during hunting that

the actions of a red fox most strongly

resemble those of cats. For example,
when hunting birds and squirrels, the

fox—like a cat—stalks with its belly

almost touching the ground or slink

runs from cover to cover, crouching

and waiting for its chance to ambush
the prey.

What explanation is there for this

convergent evolution between foxes

and cats? Before a theory is offered,

I must briefly examine the evolution-

ary history of these carnivores. Most
paleontologists agree that canid and
felid carnivores evolved from a com-
mon ancestral group, the miacids, ap-

proximately forty million years ago.

These miacids were small weasellike

or civetlike carnivores. They had an

elongated body, a long tail, short

limbs, and frequently, semiretractile

claws. They were probably forest

dwellers that preyed on insects and

other small animals. Using this infor-

mation, a theory can be advanced to

explain the convergent evolution ob-

served between foxes and cats. I sug-

gest that foxes of the genus Vulpes

differentiated early from the rest of

Canidae and retained certain of their

miacidlike characteristics, for exam-
ple, a long tail, small foot pads, semi-

retractile claws, and long vibrissae.

While the rest of the Canidae family

evolved in a different direction, the

foxes went on to show convergent evo-

lution with Felidae and developed cat-

like hunting equipment in their mor-

phologies and catlike hunting strate-

gies in their behavioral repertoires.

This convergent evolution is expressed

to varying degrees among fox species

and may be most strongly expressed

in the red fox.

What ecological selection pressures

would cause foxes to evolve in this

way? As many food habit studies show,

foxes in general and the red fox in

particular hunt many of the same
kinds of prey as small cats. To escape

both fox and cat predation, their prey

probably use similar antipredator de-

vices. To capture their prey, foxes and

cats have evolved a number of con-

vergent features. Both have a well-

developed tapetum lucidum and ver-

tical-slit pupil for good nocturnal

vision; long vibrissae; long, thin ca-

nines and the lack of head shaking

for an effective killing bite; a fine

sense of balance; soft, hair-covered

feet; and quick reactions—all of which

facilitate stalking and a surprise at-

tack.

Consequently, the red fox, and per-

haps other fox species, are as much
exceptions to the canid taxonomic

lineage as the cheetah and lion are

to felid lineage. The red fox is a mem-
ber of the Canidae, but because it

hunts the same prey as small cats,

the red fox has evolved to become
a very catlike canid. D



Welcoming the Wind
Distinctive architectural forms tap

desert winds for power and comfort

by Jean-Louis Bourgeois

From zephyr to tempest, the wind

has many moods. Most architecture

shelters us from it. But in some regions

of the world, intriguing forms of tra-

ditional architecture welcome the

wind.

The wind blows hard in western Af-

ghanistan. Sweeping south from the

Kyzyl-Kum steppes of inner Asia, a

torrid gale known locally as the "wind

of 120 days" and "the wind that kills

cows" occurs almost daily from June

through September. Often reaching

100 miles an hour, this wind blows

hardest in Seistan, a dry, hot region

that extends across Afghanistan's

southwestern border into Iran.

Seistanis turned their local mete-

orological scourge into a benefit. They

were the first people to channel the

wind's wild energy into work. During

the ninth century, or before, Seistanis

invented the windmill. They were per-

haps inspired by horizontal, wind-

driven prayer wheels, which whirled

in Tibet and Mongolia at least as late

as one hundred years ago. The sails

of the initial Seistani mills almost cer-

tainly rotated horizontally like the

millstone, thus bypassing the need for

a gear to translate vertical into hori-

zontal torque.

Not until the late twelfth century

did windmills—with the familiar, ver-

tically rotating sails—appear in Eu-

The wind catcher is a simple but

effective device that admits

a refreshing breeze indoors.

Its design and orientation are

tailored to local meteorological

conditions. In Tatta, a large town in

the Sind region of southern

Pakistan, wind catchers (shown here

from the back}, rise from roofs

to swallow a southwest wind.

Blowing from the sea, the cool wind,

dried by its travel over the

intervening desert, brings relief

during the hot months of April

through June.
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Above: In regions that lack a prevailing summer wind.

many buildings are cooled by wind towers, which range

from simple to grand. This one, in southeastern Iran,

bristles with scaffolding poles, left in place to facilitate

repair. The tall slots accept light breezes from any
direction. At night, if the air is still, the tower acts as a

ventilator. Air warmed in its mud-brick shaftways escapes

upward, drawing cooler night air into the building

through doorways and windows. Right: Horizontal

windmills, such as these in western Afghanistan, recall

the earliest windmills, invented more than one thousand
years ago in the nearby region of Seistan. Risingfrom the

domed mud-brick roof of the lower story, a mill's shaft

bears sails of matted grass. The upper story is open at the

back and on half of the side that faces the wind. The
closed half of the front shields the returning sails. When
the wind is fierce, additional mats are placed in the wind
slot to keep the sails' speed down so that the millstones

will not burn and blacken the flour.
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rope. And not until the late sixteenth

century did they reach La Mancha,

in central Spain. Probably because

their whirling sails were new and

strange to Cervantes, windmills out-

raged the gallant Don Quixote.

Early windmills prompted not only

comical pique but also admiration and

even wonder. Of Seistan, "the land

of wind and sand," a tenth-century

chronicler writes, "there is no place

on earth where people make more use

of the wind." A thirteenth-century

commentator even compares the Seis-

tanis' power over the wind to that

of the early wind-master Solomon, the

first person in legend to travel—with

his entire court—on a flying carpet.

Today, working horizontal windmills

have almost disappeared, superseded

by diesel-powered mills.

In the late nineteenth century, a

local ruler in central Iran tried to im-

port the horizontal windmill. At con-

siderable expense, he built a huge mill

to raise water. But the mill never

pumped a quart—local winds were far

too light to turn its sails. This mis-

match of regional wind and vernacular

wind device is rare if not unique. The
rule is an exquisite pairing, best shown
in traditional structures using the

wind, not for energy, but to cool.

The strength of a region's wind gov-

erns the form and size of openings

both to receive the wind and to vent

it. In and near Seistan a powerful

wind blows from a single direction,

and the area's wind scoops are small

and, facing into the wind, look north-

west. Small ventilators are needed

only over kitchens. Upper Egypt's pre-

vailing summer wind is mild, so ven-

tilators—which help draw the breeze

through a building—yawn at least as

large as the quite large wind catchers.

In fact, in the latter region, free-stand-

ing porches actually face away from
the wind, their back walls pierced by

relatively small openings. The flow of

air over and around the porch creates

The typical rooftop wind catcher in

Hyderabad, in southern Pakistan,

is elegantly constructed of two

supporting planes and a third,

deflecting plane, set at an
angle and anchored by a post. A

trapdoor can be adjusted to

reduce or cut off the flow

of air to the rooms below.

Albert Moldvay, Editorial Photo Services

a low-pressure area within that pulls

air through the openings. The reverse

orientation would not allow sufficient

venting to prevent the air inside from

going stale.

In Iran's central plateau and along

the Persian Gulf, torrid temperatures

and light breezes have inspired ther-

mal ingenuity. Wind towers—tall to

reduce the admission of dust—are

topped by slender openings up to thir-

ty-five feet high. The giant slots, con-

nected to individual passages within

the tower's shaft, function alternately

as intake and outlet. Facing all four

quarters, they can harvest the slight-

est, most fickle breeze. After sundown,

should the wind die, the heat stored

in the tower's mud bricks warms the

air, which—being less dense than the

cooler surrounding night air—rises.

This creates a draft that pulls a re-

freshing night breeze through door-

ways and windows.

In southern Pakistan, in a portion

of the Sind region's flat desert, a

southwest wind blows from April

through June. Dry, steady, and cool,

it is a blessing, arriving with the area's

most brutal heat, when the daily maxi-

mum temperature averages 105 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The wind is mod-

erate, so wind openings are large and

ventilators infrequent. In a typical vil-

lage hundreds of wind catchers reach

high into the sky like giant periscopes,

to clear the "wind shadows" of neigh-

boring rooflines. They all turn their

backs to the winter wind, which blows

from the opposite quarter and is not

needed indoors in cool weather.

Like that of most indigenous ar-

chitecture, the history of lower Sind's

wind catchers is obscure. Local tra-

dition states only that their use is "very

old." Their first written Western no-

tice seems to have been by an English

traveler who, visiting the city of Hy-
derabad in 1815, observed that wind

catchers occurred on every house

"from the governor's palace to the

lowest hovel."

Southwest of Hyderabad, the large

town of Tatta boasts wind catchers

on the great majority of its houses.

Most consist of just three flat planes

and an anchoring post. But there are

interesting variants. Sometimes, wind

catchers do not rise from the roof but

are incorporated into a building's high-

est story. Many are double or quad-

ruple, the east-west axis two or four

times the north-south axis. "In a few

cases, the ratio can be as much as

seven to one. Below this type extends

a long, narrow "wind room" whose
entire ceiling is a wind catcher.

An elegant, twenty-year-old house
in Tatta boasts a wind room twenty-

eight feet long. On its lee wall, four

windows and two doors can be opened
in any combination to regulate the

flow of air into two bedrooms and
through them out to an open court

and its wide colonnade. In the col-

onnade's four walls are twenty-one

doors with transoms. Eleven wind
catchers and two ventilators cool the

entire house. Kitchen and toilets

—

and their odors—are to the lee of all

bedrooms.

All wind catchers have a metal

grate to prevent entry into the house

via the roof. Except for the very large

ones above wind rooms, all also have

trap doors. Propping these at different

angles governs the amount of air ad-

mitted. In winter they are shut. In

multistoried houses, a shaft conveys

the breeze to rooms on lower floors.

Wind-catcher technology runs the

gamut from traditional to industrial.

In many wind catchers, a base of sun-

dried mud brick supports a deflecting

plane of wood, the whole sheathed

with a layer of mud mixed with dung
and straw. More modern ones have

a base of kiln-dried bricks, a plaster

sheath, and a deflecting plane of cor-

rugated steel supported by a wooden
frame. The most modern ones are en-

tirely concrete.

Another type of traditional air con-

ditioning is used from northern India

through Iran. A suitable local bush

is woven into a loose, thick mat or

packed into a frame, placed outside

a window or door, and continuously

or repeatedly drenched with water. A
breeze evaporating the water can

easily cool a room 15 degrees. In In-

dian cities, a special electric fan may
replace the breeze. The entire appli-

ance, a clever wedding of traditional

and modern technology, is called a

"desert cooler."

Architecture to catch a cooling wind

is very old. Ancient Egyptian houses

featured triangular wind devices. At
least 1,200 years ago wind scoops

caught the sea breeze on buildings

in Peru. As rising fuel costs make
industrial air conditioning prohibitive-

ly expensive, age-old ingenuity may
come to the rescue. Meteorologically

appropriate areas of the world would

do well to adopt specific wind devices

—ecologically sound forms of air con-

ditioning at once cheap, efficient, and

often beautiful. D





No Fuel Like an Old Fuel
Plains pioneers were quick to learn the virtues of "buffalo wood"

by Roger L. Welsch

John Janovy's popular book, Keith County Journal,
based on his observations as a field biologist in one of

the sandhills counties in western Nebraska, opens with

an essay on termites. This strikes plainsmen as peculiar,

because termites eat wood, and there are no trees to

speak of in Keith County. Still, termites have lived there

for millenniums despite the lack of trees. Termites persist

because they are adaptable, and in the case of Keith
County, termites have come to live in and eat cow chips.

Before that it was buffalo chips, and before that God
only knows.

The Plains pioneers of the late nineteenth century found
a land so sparsely populated with trees that guidebooks
for various overland trails could instruct travelers to go
westward "to the tree." My children have pointed to

Colorado's mountains and asked me, "Which one is Pikes

Peak, Dad?" but no child on the trails of the Great
American Desert had to ask, "Which tree. Dad?" One
great Cottonwood that grew on the banks of Nebraska's
Platte River gave its name to a town that clustered to

its shade—Lone Tree. Eventually, that tree was hacked
to pieces by travelers who, after two weeks' journey,

apparently recognized that if their children were ever

to grow up remembering what wood looked like, some
had better be taken along. As novelist Wright Morris
later wrote in his Works of Love, it appeared that forests,

strictly speaking, were not going to be a part of the

Nebraska landscape.

When white settlers first came to Indiana, the region

was heavily forested—perhaps by as much as 60 percent

—

primarily with hardwoods such as oak, walnut, and hick-

ory. Farther west, Illinois was roughly 40 to 50 percent

forested; Iowa 1 8 percent. In the Plains state of Nebraska,

trees covered only 3 percent of some 77,000 square miles.

Forestation was concentrated along the eastern border,

in the Missouri River valley. Some oak and walnut grew
along eastern Plains streams, and pockets of cedar lay

hidden in low, wet swales. On the islands of the Platte

River, cottonwood, ash, and cedar found shelter from
the annual, ravaging grass fires. But other than that,

there were very few trees.

What trees there were, were grabbed up by the earliest

settlers, who understandably wanted to build houses as

God had meant houses to be built—of logs. But two

or three houses per thousand square miles and the trees

suitable for construction were used up. Younger trees

were cut for railroad ties or for fuel. My guess is that

by 1880 Nebraska was closer to 1 percent forested than

3 percent.

So the folk architects of the region turned for con-

struction materials to sod, baled hay, skins, and used

railroad ties. The houses could not be built of newly

felled wood because there was none, nor of stone because

there was none of that either, nor of brick because there



was nothing with which to fire it. Even where there

were log buildings on the Plains, there were no chimneys.

Generations of women had cooked over open wood fires

in brick and stone fireplaces and ovens. Now there was
not only no more cod or cabbage or potatoes but there

was also no fireplace. To be sure, the cast-iron cookstove

was to the open fireplace what a microwave is to a

cookstove, but the change, even if for the better, was
disconcerting.

Even more traumatic was the change in the fuel used

for cooking. Those same German, Norwegian, and Czech
women who had for centuries scolded their men and
children about wearing field shoes into the house, thus

tracking bits of manure into the sanctified living quarters,

were now reminding those husbands and children not

to bother coming in unless they brought with them a

good load of manure. Brought that manure into the kitch-

en, mind you. Like the termites, people had to adapt.

All manner of fuels were used throughout the last

quarter of the nineteenth century and the first quarter

of the twentieth on the northern Plains. I have collected

recipes, for example, that specify the number of corn

cobs to be added at intervals during the cooking process

in a cast-iron stove. In "Little Old Sod Shanty on the

Claim," the homesteading bachelor sings:

When I left my Eastern home, a bachelor so gay.

To try to win my way to wealth and fame,

I little thought that I'd come down to burning

twisted hay

In my little old sod shanty on the claim.

Especially designed stoves compacted grass into drums
to be fed slowly into the firebox flame. Children were

put to work making "cats"—braids of grass tied in an
overhand knot. When asked about the health of his wife,

one settler replied that what with her carrying in cats

and him carrying out ashes, he had not had much of

a chance to inquire after her health. Sunflowers were
grown for their woody stalks; people even tried to use

sod as an uncured peat since it was, after all, primarily

grass roots and humus. The remarkable eff"ectiveness of

sod, baled hay, log, and railroad-tie houses fortunately

mitigated any extreme requirements for heating fuels,

but the problem remained critical when it came to cooking
fuels.

Earlier travelers on the Oregon and Mormon Trails

had also had to deal with the problem. In the song "Cross-

ing the Plains," an obvious veteran laments:

There's not a log to make a seat along the river Platte,

So when you eat, you've got to stand or sit down square

and flat;

It's fun to cook with buff"alo wood, take some that's newly

born.

If I knew once what I know now, I'd a gone around the

Horn!

The ladies have the hardest time, that emigrate by land.

In the late 1890s, cow chips were dutifully

collected by the sons of George Dew. a pioneer

rancher in Cherry County, Nebraska.

For when they cook with buffalo wood, they often burn
a hand

And then they jaw their husbands round, get mad and
spill the tea,

Wish to the Lord they'd be taken down with a turn of

the di-a-ree.

And the Mormons sang, in "Whoa, Ha, Buck and Jerry

Boy!":

There's a pretty little girl in the outfit ahead.

Whoa, Ha, Buck and Jerry Boy!

I wish she was by my side instead, i

Whoa, Ha, Buck and Jerry Boy!
'

Look at her now with a pout on her lips

As daintily with her finger tips

She picks for the fire some buffalo chips.

Whoa, Ha, Buck and Jerry Boy!

The process was simple enough. Bess Jacobsen wrote

to me in a personal letter her memories of gathering

cow chips on the Plains:

I wish I had a dollar for every C.C. I "forked" into a wagon,

unloaded, and stacked. . . . We started out with a wagon, old
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tub, and a couple of yards of rope, and a pitchfork. We would

drive out on the range where the cattle had grazed. After

the chips dried on the hot sand for a few days they were

like dry wood. We would tie one end of the rope to the tub

and the other end around our waist, fork up the chips, throw

them in the tub, when full, empty them into the wagon until

we had gathered a good load.

Take them home, stack them igloo fashion until the stack

was almost as high as the house. That way they stayed dry

all winter, as we used them from the bottom of the stack.

Altho they burned very fast and it took a lot of them, they

sure gave off a lot of heat. They didn't have an unpleasant

odor, just about like burning grass, which they were.

The qualities of buffalo chips had been discovered

in the mid-nineteenth century. The chips burn evenly,

hotly, and cleanly, with little smoke and no odor. But

it was the idea of the thing. Mari Sandoz evoked the

times in her novel Old Jules:

Different as these Kinkaiders were, they were united by two

common bonds. They all wanted a railroad; still held meetings,

consumed enormous amounts of chewing tobacco and time,

and went home optimistic. The other was as most bonds are:

a common need. Fuel. With no tree closer than the Niobrara
River or the brush of the Snake, little money, and wretched
roads over twenty to forty miles of sun-drenched or snow-glazed
hills to the nearest railroad, wood and coal were out of the

question. Cow chips were the solution. Most of the settlers

had lost all the qualms that curse the fastidious long before
they reached the hills. Barehanded they took up the battle,

braving rattlesnakes, which upon acquaintance failed to live

up to their reputation for aggressiveness. City women encased
their still-white hands in huge gloves and, with a repugnance
no extremity could completely erase, endured the first few
weeks somehow. The music teacher wore gloves to the last.

It was also Sandoz who later noted that before long

it was only the most fastidious woman who bothered
to dust of!" her hands between stoking the stove and
mixing the biscuit dough. Little wonder. Charlie O'KieflTe,

in his Western Story, wrote as follows "for the edification

of housewives who may never have cooked with buffalo

chips":

Stoke the stove, get out the flour sack, stoke the stove,

wash your hands, mix the biscuit dough, stoke the stove, wash
your hands, cut out the biscuits with the top of a baking powder
can, stoke the stove, wash your hands, put the can of biscuits

in the oven, keep on stoking the stove, until the biscuits are

done.

Gathering cow chips or buffalo chips quickly became
a way of life. Children gathered chips on their way to

school and on the way home. The ardent suitor courted,

not with a box of candy or a bouquet of posies, but
with a bushel basket of chips, a sure key to the practical

maiden's heart. It was reported that Nebraska girls could

be identified by their overdeveloped right toes, which
resulted from their hooking chips and turning them over

to see if they were "done."

An old-timer told me that late one fall, when there

was still not sufficient fuel gathered for the cruel Nebraska
winter, he and his brother were confronted by their anxious

father. The father thought that to increase the supply

of chips perhaps the boys should gather some that were

not fully "cured." "Boys," he asked, "are you getting

them 'close' enough?" "Dad," the elder brother responded,

"some of them are so close they're still warm."
Sylvia Grider, a Texas folklorist, has told me that

the formula in that state is "fiat and white, not round

and brown."

Family and community contests were invented to en-

courage the understandably reluctant children at their

task. In Enders, Nebraska, I was told by one homesteader's

child that in his family, the child who brought in the

biggest cow chip during the annual fall cow-chip harvest

would get a silver dollar. After a dismal sequence of

failures, he determined to win the contest by thinking

well ahead. During the summer he gathered a formidable

quantity of very fresh cow pies and fashioned a single

gargantuan cow flop that would have put Paul Bunyan's

Babe to shame. He rolled the seasoned cartwheel proudly

home that fall, fully expecting to take the prize, only

to find that the unappreciative family not only disqualified

him from that year's contest but never trusted his entries

from that point on and to this day will not buy life

insurance from him.

As was the case with the multitude of miserable burdens

inflicted on settlers of the northern Plains, chips too be-

came the nucleus for a storm of esoteric jokes. I am
not at all sure whether the survivors managed to laugh

Nebraska State Historical Society
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or the laughers managed to survive, but the close as-

sociation is undeniable.

Euphemisms for the fuel were meant less to disguise

the true meaning than to point quite explicitly to the

repugnance of the situation. Chips were called cow wood
(as in bois de vache, corrupted to "bushwa"), Hereford

lump, Nebraska oak, Kansas coal, platters, and flop. Some
observed that this was a wonderful land indeed where

the cows cut the wood and the output of the family

Bossie was measured less in gallons of milk or percentage

of butterfat and increasingly in cords. Cooking with ma-
nure was said to eliminate the need for pepper. The
Nebraska Federal Writers Project files contain a story

from Grant Tibbies, who homesteaded south of North
Platte, Nebraska, in 1888:

Once I'd been three days in the canyons after fuel and my
grub was gettin' low. I built a fire by moonlight out of cowchips

and was sittin' there eatin' my supper when I dropped a piece

of biscuit. I didn't want to waste it so I carefully picked it

up and popped it into my mouth. Lordy, how I sputtered and

spit. In the moonlight old cowchips is about the same color

as biscuit.

A canon of esthetics developed, as in this account

by James J. Lynch of Cherry County, in the archives

of the Nebraska State Historical Society:

The heavier the grass was where the load was dropped, the

better the chip was for burning, and especially the seasons

had much to do toward their value for burning: those in the

fall where the cattle had access to eat the abundance of plums

that grew along the creeks in those days, had much to do

with their value. When you found a chip that was about half

plum pits you had a very much desired burning article. Those

A champion cow-chip thrower poses by a wagonload

of what early settlers gathered for fuel.

A Great Plains community that celebrates its

pioneer heritage is Beaver, Oklahoma, home of
the annual World Championship Cow Chip Throw.

chips burnt just like coal and generated a very hot fiire and

lasted far longer than the ordinary chip.

Just as the song "Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane"
could be adapted to Plains conditions by being changed

to "Little Old Sod Shanty on the Claim," where there

was no water the song "The Old Oaken Bucket" could

be made appropriate to the new geography with heart-

felt—if marginally literary—revisions:

A Ballad on Nebraska Fuel

How dear to the eyes in the land of Nebraska,

Where coal can't be bought and wood isn't found.

Where ozone is fresh as it is in Alaska,

Are the big piles of cowchips that lie on the ground

—

The fire-kindling cowchips, the hash-cooking cowchips,

The corn-saving cowchips that's scattered around.

How ardent we seize it, with eyes that are glowing.

And say to ourselves that it cooks very well

And then when we're waiting and punching and blowing.

How rich are the fumes that arise to the smell!

The needful old cowchips, the odorous cowchips.

The hash-cooking cowchips so rich to the smell.

When we think of old woodland with hills that are "yaller,"

Where folks must be taught to toddle around,

We turn with disgust from its "aguery" pallor right back

Where both climate and cowchips are found

—

The soggy old cowchips, the rich-scented cowchips.

The hash-cooking cowchips that out here are found.

When crops are a failure and stock is a-dyin'.

And corn for our fuel cannot then be found;

When hauling our water, we're freezing and crying,

How welcome the cowchips that out here are found

—

The genuine cowchips, the bonafide cowchips.

The pure-blooded cowchips that out here are found.

In this glorious country with water below us:

Where ozone in short takes the top off the ground;

Where hail storms benumb us and blizzards o'ercome us,

Are the soul-cheering cowchips that lie on the ground

—

The time-honored cowchips, the homesteader's cowchips.

The fume-giving cowchips that lie on the ground.

(From the files of the Nebraska State Historical Society.

Originally published in the September 13, 1934, Hooker

County Tribune with the notation that this "melodious blank

verse was found recently in the family Bible of the Hugh
Elliot home northeast of Thedford and then thought to be

a half century old. It bore the initials R. W. L.")

Prescott Webb devotes not a single line of his classic

The Great Plains to cow chips. James Olson's History

ofNebraska gives them a scant short paragraph. Frederick

Jackson Turner writes of barbed wire and windmills but

ignores the cow chip. It is, to be sure, a sensitive subject

for a serious scholar, and yet without an appropriate

consideration of the humble cow chip, one can understand

neither the history nor the folklore of the Plains frontier.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch is associate professor of

English and anthropology at the University of Nebraska

at Lincoln.
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Ice Sheets

and Ice Melts
Sea level rises and falls as enormous blankets offrozen water

wax and wane, changing the face of the land

by Cesare Emiliani

There are floods and floods. Some,

like the great floods of the Huang-
ho (Yellow) River in China that killed

almost a million people in 1882 and

almost four million in 1931, are pro-

duced by unusually rapid snow melt-

ing or heavy rains. Others are pro-

duced by a sudden rise of sea level

(by so-called tidal waves, which have

nothing to do with tides), by subma-
rine earthquakes, or by storms such

as hurricanes. Examples of the latter

are the Galveston flood of September

8, 1900. which killed 5.000 people,

and the floods of August 1960 that

hit Bangladesh and killed 10,000 peo-

ple. Still other floods are the result

of the collapse of natural or artificial

dams or of landslides that end up in

a lake, causing its water to overflow.

A spectacular example of the col-

lapse of a natural dam was that of

the ice tongue that dammed the fossil

Lake Missoula during the last Ice Age
about 14,000 years ago. The sudden

draining of the lake resulted in the

formation of the "channeled scab-

lands" in southeastern Washington
state, a landscape similar to that ob-

served on Mars, which, apparently,

was also produced by giant floods. An
example of a landslide ending up in

a lake is the one that filled up Lake
Vajont, an artificial lake in northern

Italy, on the night of October 9, 1963.

Water flowing over the dam inundated

the villages below and killed 1,800

people.

All these floods, destructive as they

proved to be, were local. Although
different giant floods, occurring at dif-

ferent times and in different places,

may have been woven into the legend

of a universal flood (for example, the

deluge described in the Old Testa-

ment), a truly universal flood, affect-

ing all coastal areas of the world at

the same time can be produced in only

two ways: by raising the floor of the

ocean or by melting the ice on the land.

There have been times during the

geologic past when large portions of

the continents were covered with shal-

low seas. Geologists recognize two pe-

riods when flooding of the continents

by the sea was particularly wide-

spread: one during the late Ordovi-

cian, about 450 million years ago; the

other during the late Cretaceous,

about 80 million years ago. The late

Ordovician marine invasion (or trans-

gression, as geologists call it) was the

largest flood of all. In the United

States, only present-day Minnesota

and Wisconsin, western Montana and

northern Idaho, and small areas in

Colorado and the Southwest, re-

mained above water. All the rest was

flooded. In late Cretaceous time,

much of the West and the southern

states were below water. These great

transgressions resulted from global

changes in the topography of the deep-

ocean floor, most likely from the de-

velopment of global submarine ridge

systems. The system that broke up

the supercontinent of Pangaea 180

million years ago is still active today.

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is part of it.

Submarine ridge systems take tens

of millions of years to develop. Heated
by the decay of radioactive elements

and isotopes, rocks in the interior of

the earth expand and overturn like

a slow-boiling mass of porridge. A sin-

gle overturn may take 200 million

years. When hot rocks are brought

up close to the earth's surface, heat

does not escape continuously. Rather,

the crust slowly swells up and then

cracks, permitting seawater to pen-

etrate it. As the water penetrates, heat

is rapidly removed and the crust set-

tles back until sufficient 'heat accu-

mulates to start the process again.

The slow rise and more rapid sinking

of the sea floor along the mid-ocean

ridge system result in the sea slowly

advancing onto the land and more rap-

idly withdrawing. Geologists studying

marine deposits on land are familiar

with these "sedimentary cycles." The
sea may take several million years to

advance on land and only a couple

of million years, or less, to withdraw.

Because vast areas of the continents

are low lying, the sea can advance

deep within a continent.

While marine transgressions and re-

gressions produced by topographic

changes on the ocean floor are very

slow processes, much more rapid glo-

bal movements of the sea can be pro-

duced by the waxing and waning of

ice on land. During much of its geo-

logic history, our planet has been free

of ice. Only four major epochs of gla-

ciations have occurred during the past

billion years: in the late Precambrian

period (about 600 million years ago);

in the late Ordovician (about 450 mil-

lion years ago); during the Carbon-

iferous and the Permian periods (from

300 to 250 million years ago); and

during the late Cenozoic era (from

15 million years ago to the present).

The present ice epoch is still in prog-

ress, as shown by the huge ice sheets

in Antarctica and Greenland.

Glaciation occurs when continental

masses are at or near the poles. In

Permian times, for instance. South Af-

rica was located right on top of the

South Pole and was surrounded by

South America, Madagascar, India,

Australia, and Antarctica. This great

continental mass, called Pangaea, ac-

cumulated a huge ice sheet that grew

and shrank in size many times during

its 50 million years of existence. The

repeated waxing and waning caused

the sea to advance and retreat many
times over low-lying continental areas,

including much of the American in-
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During the last glacial maximum,
some 20.000 years ago, sea level

was about 300 feet lower than at

present and a sheet of ice almost

two miles thick covered vast areas

of the North American continent.

terior, which then had an equatorial

position. Vast marshes formed in the

interior where poor water circulation

led to the preservation of decaying

vegetable matter. With time, the lay-

ers of decaying matter became coal

that now constitutes our largest energy

resource.

As Africa and the other continental

masses slowly drifted to their present

positions at lower latitudes, Antarctica

drifted to the South Pole. The present

ice sheet began forming on Antarctica

about 40 million years ago, but did

not reach the shores of that continent

until about 16 million years ago. There

it has been sitting like a giant ice

cube, chilling the entire ocean and

keeping the temperature of the abyssal

and deep water close to freezing. The
abyssal fauna had to adapt to this

new condition; those animals that

couldn't, are not alive today. Mean-
while, the northern continents kept

drifting northward until, today, they

are jammed against each other around

the North Pole.

About 4 million years ago, the Cen-

tral American isthmus rose from the

sea and blocked the exchange of water

between the Pacific and Atlantic

oceans. The result was a dramatic de-

crease in the amount of warm Atlantic

water entering the Arctic and the ap-

pearance of ice in the surrounding

lands. An ice sheet developed over

Greenland at that time and has ap-

parently been maintained there since.

This further cooled the high northern

latitudes and ice began appearing over

both Canada and Scandinavia.

Ice forms under specific conditions

of temperature, landscape morphology,

and precipitation. A glacier is like

a slow river: ice accumulates where
snow falls and flows to areas where
snow may not fall at all. The ice front

is maintained when there is an equi-

librium between the rate of ice flow

and the rate of ice melting. This equi-

librium is dictated by many different

parameters, including the preces-

sional, or wobbling, motions of the

earth's axis that cause the seasonal

The Laurentide Ice Sheet

amount of solar radiation falling at

high latitudes to change with time.

The result is a periodic advance and

retreat of the ice. Ice retreated from

Canada and Scandinavia between
14,000 and 6,000 years ago but in both

areas small glaciers and icecaps have

re-formed during the last 5,000 years.

The water to form ice on land can

only come from the sea. The formation

of ice on land, therefore, lowers sea

level, and when it melts, sea level rises.

If all the ice now present on earth

were to melt, sea level would rise about

200 feet, enough to flood the Mis-

sissippi Valley all the way up to Mem-
phis. During the last glacial maxi-

mum, about 20,000 years ago, sea level

was about 300 feet below the present,

and vast areas of the continental shelves

of the world were dry land. The Bering

Strait was also dry, permitting humans
to walk from Siberia to Alaska and

populate the New World.

The story of the advances and re-

treats of ice on the northern continents

since the Central American isthmus

was formed has been revealed by the

study of deep-sea sediments. The
shells of tiny animals and plants living

in the surface water of the ocean ac-

cumulate in these sediments. If con-

ditions were to change (if, for instance,

temperature were to decrease because

of an ice advance on the continents),

the type of shells accumulating on the

ocean floor and the isotopic compo-
sition of their carbonate material

would also change. The study of these

changes has shown that there have

been about thirty periods of ice ad-

vance and retreat during the past three

million years, roughly one every

100,000 years.

The process of ice growth is very

slow, taking most of the 100,000 years'

time from glaciation to glaciation.

This is so because the growing ice

cools the ocean, and the cooler, denser

water sinks and is replaced by warmer
water. The process of deglaciation, on

the other hand, is very rapid: because

ice meltwater has low salinity and den-

sity, it floats and can be rapidly heated

by the sun. The melting of ice on

a global scale, as during a period of

deglaciation, is the most rapid way
we know of to produce a global trans-

gression, or a universal flood. The last

one followed the last deglaciation and

peaked between 12,000 and 11,000

years ago.

The amount of ice covering the

North American continent during the

last glacial maximum 20,000 years

ago was truly phenomenal. Consisting

of the huge Laurentide sheet to the

east and the smaller Cordilleran sheet

to the west, the total ice sheet was

larger than that covering Antarctica



today. Needless to say, environmental

conditions on the continent then were

vastly different from those of today.

By analogy with contemporary Green-

land and Antarctica, the thickness of

the Laurentide ice sheet must have

been some two miles. The greatest

thickness was over Hudson Bay, but

the ice was almost as thick as far

south as the northern shores of the

Great Lakes. Growth of the ice sheet

through snowfall must have been very

vigorous because of its relative prox-

imity to the warm waters of the Gulf

of Mexico and the western North At-

lantic. Melting along the southern

margin must have been equally vig-

orous in order to maintain equilibrium.

Most of the Laurentide ice sheet

drained down the Mississippi Valley,

with the Missouri, Mississippi, and

Ohio rivers contributing to the lower

Mississippi Valley vast amounts of the

muddy water that emerged from un-

der the ice sheet.

Because of its high density from

the heavy load of fine sediment par-

ticles abraded by the ice from the

bedrock, the ice meltwater was ca-

pable of carrying pebbles as large as

a fist all the way down the Mississippi

Valley to Louisiana. Transport of

these coarse materials was enhanced

by the drop in sea level, which caused

the rivers to cut into their own beds

and resulted in a steeper downriver

gradient. Sediment transport must

have been particularly great in the

late spring and summer, following the

seasonal melting of winter snow and

ice, and flooding must have been com-

mon.

The fine sediment left on flood

plains was picked up by the wind and

strewn over vast portions of the mid-

continent, forming the deposit known
as loess. Windstorms were probably

common during the glacial maximum
because of the steep temperature gra-

dient between the ice sheet to the

north and the warm seawater to the

south and southeast. In the west, great

lakes draining adjacent mountain gla-

ciers were formed. These lakes, cov-

ering large areas of Utah, Nevada,

southern Oregon, and eastern Califor-

nia, are now dry. Only the Great Salt

Lake in northwest Utah remains, a

small remnant of the much larger

Lake Bonneville of glacial times.

A mass of ice the size of even a

small glacier acts like a viscous fluid.

Molasses, for example, will pile up
on a table top as long as you keep

pouring it. But once you stop, the
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to make in the middle of the table

rapidly flattens as the molasses flows

out and drips to the floor. The Lau-

rentide ice, and the Cordilleran and
Scandinavian ice sheets as well, be-

haved in a similar way after the last

glacial maximum. What apparently

happened is that the surface seawater

in the northern North Atlantic froze,

resembling the Arctic of today, and
in the process substantially reduced

the supply of moisture to the ice. The
ice began thinning out and melting

along its leading edge, but its surface

remained large because the ice kept

flowing outward. Twelve thousand

years ago about 70 percent of the

water locked up in the ice sheets had
returned to the ocean, raising sea level

approximately 200 feet, from about

300 to about 100 feet below the pres-

ent level. The ice front, however, still

lingered in southern Wisconsin.

After the ice thinned, it began to

retreat, producing a rise in tempera-

ture. With the warming, the pack ice

on the northern oceanic areas disap-

peared and the supply of moisture was

increased. The residual ice sheets were

by that time not only very thin but

also topographically depressed. In

fact, the great mass of ice that had
previously existed over the northern

continents had depressed the surface

of the land by many hundreds of feet

through its own weight. Renewed pre-

cipitation from the oceans tended to

wash away the residual ice rather than

rebuild it to its original dimensions

of thickness and area. In the North

American midcontinent, this glacial

meltdown produced giant floods down
the Mississippi Valley and into the

Gulf of Mexico. Waning ice, however,

lingered in both Canada and Scan-

dinavia until about 7,000 years ago,

after which the last residue disap-

peared and the surface of the ocean

rose to its present level.

The 300-foot rise of sea level that

occurred between 17,000 and 7,000

years ago brought about an encroach-

ment of water on previously dry areas

of the continental shelves of the world.

Mastodons once roamed the shelf off"

eastern North America as far out as

125 miles. It is a safe guess that hu-

mans, too, inhabited the now drowned
shelves of the world. As seawater be-

gan rising, humans and animals had

to retreat. On steep shorelines, like

those around the Mediterranean, dis-

placement inland was minimal. But

where the shelves are broad and the

slope is gentle, as off" the east coast

of North America and around the Gulf

of Mexico, displacement inland was
widespread.

The ice did not melt at a uniform

pace. Scientists from the universities

of Rhode Island, Miami, and Cam-
bridge, England, noticed that the fossil

shells of marine protozoans in certain

sediment layers in deep-sea cores from

the Gulf of Mexico were greatly de-

pleted in the heavy oxygen- 18 isotope.

This indicated that the surface sea-

water where the shells grew was also

depleted. That could only have hap-

pened if huge floods of ice meltwater

had suddenly invaded the Gulf of

Mexico. Using radiocarbon dating, sci-

entists at the University of Miami
were able to establish that this event

took place about 11,600 years ago.

How big was the flood? The isotopic

data, together with hydrological and

oceanographic considerations, indi-

cate that it was very large indeed.

Considering that the volume of the

Laurentide ice sheet at its maximum
was equivalent to about 900 cubic

miles of water, that three-fourths of

it drained into the ocean from the

Mississippi Valley during deglaci-

ation, and that deglaciation took about

10,000 years, it is possible to calculate

that the average yearly discharge of

ice meltwater was about 400 cubic

miles. To this amount we must add

whatever additional precipitation

dropped on the Laurentide icecap and

the Mississippi Valley below during

each year. If we assume that it was

essentially the same as today, 135 cu-

bic miles of water must be added,

bringing the total Mississippi dis-

charge during deglaciation to about

500 cubic miles, or almost four times

the modern rate.

This was the average yearly dis-

charge between 17,000 and 7,000

years ago. We know, from direct ob-

servation, that during a so-called fifty-

year flood (a flood so large that it

occurs only once in fifty years) the

Mississippi can discharge as much as

three times its total yearly average,

or about 400 cubic miles of water.

Applying the same ratio to the period

of deglaciation, we estimate that a

giant flood may have carried as much
as 1,600 cubic miles of water, bringing

the yearly total for a flood year to

2,000 cubic miles of water. World-

wide, the corresponding rise of sea

level would still be very small (about

one inch per year) but if the Cor-

dilleran and Scandinavian ice sheets
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were melting at comparable rates, sea

level rise could have easily been twice

as much. On the gently sloping shelves

of the world, the sea would have been

seen to advance inland 300 feet in

a single year or, more appropriately,

in a single summer when the snow
and ice of winter melt.

At the peak of the last glaciation,

Florida was a dry, windswept plateau

with such steppelike vegetation as

grasses and bushes. Since sea level

was 300 feet below the present, one

could have walked from Miami over

Biscayne Bay to Miami Beach or Key
Biscayne, and from there offshore for

a mile or two. Then there was a rather

steep, rocky slope, and about 300 feet

down, a stormy sea would have been

seen pounding dead coral reefs. Flor-

ida is built largely of porous limestone

rock. Because sea level was lower, the

water table was also lower, and little

water would have been seen on the

surface of the peninsula. Rain was
immediately absorbed by the ground
and found its way to the deep-water

table through cracks and fissures,

some of which were enlarged to be-

come broad caverns.

In west-central Florida, southeast of

Sarasota, there is a circular pond with

a diameter of about 260 feet, called

Little Salt Spring, that its few visitors

thought was a small, tranquil lake.

In 1959, an amateur underwater ar-

cheologist discovered that the center

of the pond had no bottom. Instead,

there was a circular opening, some
65 feet across, that gave entrance to

a huge underwater chamber. Subse-

quent explorations showed that the

chamber was almost 200 feet deep,

was shaped like an inverted funnel,

and had a broad circular ledge about

seventy-five feet below the opening.

These explorations (by Carl Clausen,

a prominent underwater archeologist

associated with the University of Mi-
ami) eventually focused attention on

Little Salt Spring.

At the beginning of deglaciation,

17,000 years ago, when sea level stood

about 300 feet below the present. Lit-

tle Salt Spring was a dry cavity about

150 miles from the coast. As ice

melted, sea level rose and the water

table rose too. When the bottom of

the cavern became flooded. Little Salt

Spring became an attractive watering

hole for nomadic Indian tribes. Twelve
thousand years ago, the water level

was just below the ledge in the cavern.

Underwater excavations indicate

that the ancient Indians used Little
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Salt Spring not only as a source of

fresh water, still a rare commodity
on the dry limestone plateau, but also

as a natural trap for corralling game.

A picket fence made of two-foot-long

wooden stakes surrounds the opening

to the cavern. The stakes may have

been used to support branches and
thus hide the opening. Game was
chased down the steep slope of the

basin into the dark water below. There
was no possibility of escape. The In-

dians, lowering themselves from the

edge of the cave opening with ropes,

would swing onto the ledge and from
there capture the helpless animals.

The ledge has yielded bones of an

extinct ground sloth, a rabbit, a wood
ibis, an extinct bison, and a young
mastodon. A giant tortoise shell sur-

rounded by pieces of charcoal was
found upside down. An artificially

pointed wooden stake, still in place,

had been driven through the animal's

heart. The tortoise was then cooked

on the spot. Only a few square feet

of the ledge have been excavated so

far. for the extremely dangerous work
must be carried out under artificial

light in about seventy-five feet of

water.

The giant floods of about 12,000

years ago down the Mississippi Valley

caused the water table to rise and

chased humans off the ledge. Within

2,000 years the water level had risen

to the opening at the bottom of the

pond. Indians continued to live on the

floor of the basin, to build fires and

eat deer. Water continued to rise, and
in another 1,500 years it reached the

present margins of the pond. Because

the water table was high, water was
abundant on the Florida peninsula and

Little Salt Spring was abandoned.

Within 500 years, however, or about

8,000 years ago, the water level at

Little Salt Spring began falling again

and the Indians came back. The basin

was once again the site of intense hu-

man activity.

The new wave of Indians lived in

a village next to the slough, a swampy
area adjacent to the pond, and buried

their dead—often with branches of

aromatic plants and objects and tools

of wood, shell, and bone—in the soft

muck of the slough and the basin.

There are at least 1,000 burial sites

at Little Salt Spring.

About 5,200 years ago, the water

level begin to rise again, flooding the

basin once more. The oxygen-poor en-

vironment of the muck in the bottom

I of the basin and the slough proved
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an excellent preservative of the wood-

en tools. Hence, Little Salt Spring,

once believed to be an insignificant

pond among the thousands that dot

the Florida plain, has turned out to

be a major North American archeo-

logical find. Its story is intimately re-

lated to deglaciation on the northern

continents and the accompanying sea-

level change. We hope radiocarbon

dating of the sediment covering the

cavern ledge will help us pinpoint the

rapidity of the rise of sea level that

accompanied the great floods down
the Mississippi Valley.

Along Bayshore Drive in Miami
there is a 125,000-year-old rocky cliff

in which the sea long ago carved deep

notches. These notches are several feet

above the highway. If we take into

account the long-lasting sinking of the

Florida Peninsula, it turns out that

when the notches were formed, sea

level was eighteen feet higher than

it is today. The most likely explanation

for the higher sea level is that some

of the ice covering West Antarctica

must have melted.

Scientists have estimated that if the

ice of West Antarctica, a system of

mountain ranges covered with thick

glaciers, were to melt today, enough

water would be provided to raise sea

level about twenty feet. The last time

the ice of Antarctica melted, 125,000

years ago, the low-lying coastal areas

of the world, including all of south

Florida, were flooded. At that time

the world was at the peak of an in-

terglacial age, the time between gla-

ciations when world temperature is

highest. Today, conditions are exactly

the same: isotopic analysis of deep-

sea cores shows that world tempera-

ture has risen as high as it was 125,000

years ago. But so far. West Antarctica

has not melted.

Will it melt before renewed gla-

ciation lowers sea level once more?

To answer this question, scientists are

now conducting a series of elaborate

field observations in and around West
Antarctica. The results to date have

been rather contradictory. Some say

that the West Antarctic ice sheet is

unstable and in the process of col-

lapsing; others say that this is not so.

Whatever the case, the history of de-

glaciation of the Laurentide ice sheet

and, in particular, its apparent col-

lapse 11,600 years ago, as shown by

the giant floods down the Mississippi

Valley, may provide us with a glimpse

of what could happen if the West Ant-

arctic sheet goes. D
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The Rainmakers, by Clark C. Spence.
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181 pp., illus.

When the merciless sun boils down
for weeks on end on the western states

that early maps called the Great

American Desert; when the corn

leaves curl and sicken and even the

willows and cottonwoods droop, then

farmers and cattlemen scan the sky

and anxiously watch the quote board

for commodity futures on the Chicago

Board of Trade.

Because the desire for rain is primi-

tive and elemental, people, according

to their nature and culture, pray, ring

church bells, swear, grasp at folkloric

theories about precipitation, and ex-

tend a credulous welcome to a class

of entrepreneurs known as rainmakers.

For years Clark C. Spence, a professor

of history at the University of Illinois,

has made it his scholarly avocation

to collect material relating to this bi-

zarre but neglected area of human
gullibility. His sources are scattered

newspaper and other ephemeral re-

ports, manuscript collections in his-

torical societies, the National Ar-

chives, and the U.S. Weather Bureau,

and his book is the first full-length

treatment of the subject.

The period covered takes notice of

some ideas that have come down from

antiquity, but extends for the most

part from the early years of the nine-

teenth century down to the time of

World War II, when lack of conclusive

evidence discouraged the belief in the

possibility of forced precipitation. Yet
for a century and a half, mystics, spir-

itualists, flat-earth believers, Bible-

text searchers who found in Leviticus

26:4 that they would receive "rain in

due season," and outright opportunists

all eagerly sought for some method

of extracting at will the elusive mois-

ture of the earth's atmosphere. Often

they were men with magnetic person-

alities and an intuitive grasp of pop-

ular psychology, skilled in generating

spectacular publicity.

A few individuals in good scientific

repute advanced theories and claimed

successes, men of the caliber of James
Pollard Espy (1785-1860), an early

meteorologist, and Joseph Henry
(1797-1878), physicist and first sec-

retary and director of the Smithsonian

Institution, who instituted a system

of weather prediction and made origi-

nal contributions to the knowledge of

climatology. Even the granger rail-

roads, with an eye on freight traffic,

offered farmers and townsmen suffer-

ing from the "drought mentality" fi-

nancial support and solutions of their

own; but they offered above all, hope.

The majority of rain "professors" were

simply smooth-tongued swindlers,

members of the "plug hat" fraternity

with a well-honed knowledge of the

law of contracts, who employed tech-

niques of persuasion that had been

successful in peddling trees, and nurs-

ery stock, patent gates, lightning rods,

vanity books, upright pianos, and

medical nostrums.

Professor Spence classifies the rain-;

makers on the basis of their specu-

lative theories and their motivation.

The confidence men were interested

in money; the scientists wished to

place the study of climatology upon

a firmer foundation. Common to all

was the belief that artificial means
might be invoked to compel the at-

mosphere surrounding the earth to

give up its content of moisture at a

time and place chosen by the farmers

of the Great Plains or the hydraulic

miners of California. Various hypo-

theses for coaxing rain from reluctant

clouds included the possibility of con-

trolling the upward convection of

warm, moist air; of jarring showers

out of the sky by setting off explosions;

of sowing rain clouds with a combi-

Dyrenforth Rainmaking Expedition, Scientific American, January 2, 1892
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nation of chemicals, among them liq-

uid ammonia, brine, carbon dioxide,

salt, sulfuric acid, and other exotic

substances. Since the popular tech-

nical wonder of the nineteenth cen-

tury was electricity, many inventors

and theorists attempted to influence

the aquiferous cloud cover by taking

electricity out of the atmosphere—or

putting it in.

Among the empirical notions that

surfaced in the shadowy world of "plu-

viculture," as David Starr Jordan, nat-

uralist, university president, and a

skeptic, termed it, was the self-serving

belief that plowing and new settle-

ments would increase the rainfall and
that steel rails and telegraph wires

would also help. In years when rainfall

was above normal, optimists declared

that the climate was undergoing a per-

manent change in the direction of

heavier precipitation. Down into the

twentieth century it was held that rain

follows battles, although it was an

/

awkward fact that military campaigns
are usually launched in good weather

and that it was bound to rain some-

time. So artillery fire produced rain:

post hoc, ergo propter hoc.

Spence discusses in detail many per-

suasive rainmakers who emerged from
obscurity and through studying alma-

nacs and watching the barometer
learned how to "make hay" in a dry

year. The author conscientiously gives

each his due. Two may be mentioned

as specimens of the type: Allen Dor-

man, a Missourian who manufactured

a laxative, produced artificial dia-

monds, published his own poetry, and

claimed fifteen rainmaking successes

for his Continental Rain-Making Com-
pany; and Charles M. Hatfield, self-

styled "professor" and former sewing

machine salesman, who made a good

living out of his secret chemical
method and a run of good luck until

the drought-stricken thirties washed

out the market for his services.

Somewhat higher on the social, or

at least the economic, scale were Ar-

thur Brisbane, an important editor and
thinker in the William Randolph
Hearst publishing empire, who rec-

ommended in 1910 that the U.S. gov-

ernment scatter liquid air or perhaps

finely powdered lime in the atmos-

phere, and Charles W. Post, the mul-

timillionaire cereal manufacturer
(Postum, Post Toasties, and Grape
Nuts). Post had interviewed many
Civil War veterans; he believed in the

concussion method and fought several

"rain battles" in 1911 and 1912 on

the Staked Plains of Texas and at

Battle Creek, Michigan. Post had no

interest in advancing scientific knowl-

edge. He just wanted to prove he could

impose his will upon the clouds. The
cannonading at Battle Creek was fol-

lowed by a real gully washer. But as

the Weather Bureau pointed out, it

rained that same day from the Great

Lakes to the Pacific Ocean.

One important topic Spence does

not develop is the remarkable absence

of any consideration of the conse-

quences of artificial rains. The efTects

upon vegetation, animal life, and soil

erosion are simply ignored. To make
this point compelling: How about mos-

quitos? The effects upon fish popu-

lations? And there is a legal thicket

in here somewhere. The power to cre-

ate rain would presumably include the

power to withhold or divert it or to

cause water to fall upon those who
did not want it, such as spectators

at athletic events, horse races, or ag-

ricultural fairs.

During the years the author has ex-

amined, the U.S. Weather Bureau

held consistently that the scientific ba-

sis was lacking, that all rainmaking

experiments were "entirely futile."

Today, cloud seeding is being reap-

praised by the Department of the In-

terior as part of an enterprise known

as Project Skywater. Questions remain

touching upon the immensity of the

cloud cover sheathing our planet and

the eff'ects of rainmaking on biotic

communities. Spence has given us a

pioneer work, as much about human
credulity as climatology. A sequel

would be welcome, bringing the story

of artificial precipitation down to the

decade of the 80s, including—along

with the techniques—the legal prob-

lems and the environmental impact.

Gerald Carson, author and social his-

torian, is a frequent contributor to

Natural History magazine.
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Dietary Fiber and
Animal Fat
Dijferences in nutrition may explain

regional patterns in some cancer

by Charles D. Gerson

When we think of medical illness in

the developing nations, we think of a

long list of exotic and not so exotic

diseases. In Europe and America, we
are generally thought to be protected

from many of the diseases on such a

list by our improved sanitation, medi-

cal care, and nutrition. Recent reports

in the medical literature suggest the

opposite—that certain ailments are

protected against in Africa and the

East but are inadvertently fostered in

the West. The main factors at work

appear to be nutritional, and one of the

anatomical systems most affected is

the gastrointestinal tract.

The following story, which illus-

trates the above paradox, began in

eastern Africa, specifically in Uganda.

In the early 1960s, several British phy-

sicians noted that carcinoma of the

colon, or cancer of the large intestine,

was distinctly unusual in the Ugandan
population. Most notable among those

making this observation were Denis

Burkitt, a surgeon interested in the

incidence and epidemiology of disease

in Africa, and Hugh Trowell, who
served for many years as a consultant

physician at Maherere University in

Kampala, the Ugandan capital.

In addition, Burkitt and Trowell no-

ticed that a number of other conditions

that were commonplace in England

were seldom seen in Uganda. These

included diverticulosis of the colon,

hemorrhoids, appendicitis, hiatal her-

nia (a weakness in the diaphragm mus-

cle that separates the esophagus from

the stomach), varicose veins, and a

constipated bowel pattern. In contrast,

in Great Britain and the United

States, a gastroenterologist has daily

contact with sufferers of these disor-

ders, and in the United States, carci-

noma of the colon is the most com-

monly occurring carcinoma, affecting

some 100,000 persons annually.

Many millions of dollars are being

spent treating patients with intestinal

problems and millions more on cancer

research. Burkitt and Trowell realized

that Uganda presented an opportunity

to deal with preventive measures, al-

ways cheaper by far. They were im-

pressed with the effect of geography

on disease patterns and felt there must

be protective environmental factors at

work in Africa. Burkitt was particu-

larly enthusiastic about this idea and

his focus was on what Africans are

doing that Westerners are not.

There are several dietary differ-

ences between the two regions that are

obvious to anyone who has ever lived

in Africa. The diet there contains

much more unprocessed and unrefined

fiber, mostly in the form of vegetables.

Accompanying this is an increased fre-

quency of daily bowel movements as-

sociated with relative softening of the

stool. Although not all gastroenterolo-

gists agree, many of the Western dis-

eases mentioned above, including di-

verticulosis of the colon, hemorrhoids,

varicosities, and hiatal hernia, could

possibly be aggravated by increased

pressure within the colon and abdo-

men, the kind of pressure that may
build up in people who are consti-

pated. On this basis, Burkitt formu-

lated the hypothesis that a high fiber

diet protected Ugandans from these

illnesses by preventing constipation

and its associated problems.

This was a provocative idea al-

though subsequent research indicates

that it was oversimplified and incom-

plete. However, like all provocative

ideas, it served its main purpose by
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stimulating epidemiological and bio-

chemical research, mainly in England

and the United States. The goal has

been to identify the protective ele-

ments in societies with a low disease

incidence and the injurious elements

where the same diseases are common.
Whereas Burkitt highlighted the role

of fiber as a possible protector, others

have emphasized another nutritional

difference, namely, that Westerners

consume much more animal fat and

protein than people in other cultures.

In certain illnesses, fiber may be pro-

tective; in others, animal fat and pro-

tein may be injurious. Over the past

decade, research has enabled us to

better understand how diet and gastro-

intestinal disease interrelate.

Before discussing the eflfects of food

fiber on intestinal function, we should

understand what scientists and nutri-

tionists mean when they talk about

fiber. It is that part of vegetables,

fruit, and cereals that resists digestion

in the stomach and small intestine and

is therefore unavailable as a nutrient

source. From the small intestine, fiber

enters the large intestine, or colon,

where it is either metabolized by bac-

teria or excreted in the stool.

Most of the fiber of plant cells is

found within the cell wall as cellulose,

hemicellulose, pectin, and lignin. Part

of fiber resides within the cell in the

form of mucilages and gums, some of

which are natural and some derived

from food additives. Most of the sub-

stances in the cell wall are polysaccha-

rides, or complex sugars. The main
structure of the cell wall fiber is in the

form of five-carbon sugars known as

pentoses. These sugars have the ability

to hold large amounts of water. Within

the large intestine, this ability is trans-

lated into the creation of a bulk laxa-

tive effect and explains many of the

attributes of fiber.

The gums and mucilages within the

cell, plus the pectin of the cell wall,

appear to have different structures

and different effects. They consist not

only of pentoses but also of hexoses, or

six-carbon sugars. The presence of

hexoses seems to mitigate against the

water-holding ability of this part of

dietary fiber. However, the gums, mu-
cilages, and pectin, when given in pure

form to humans, have their own par-

ticular action. They bind to other

foods eaten with them and slow down
the exit of food from the stomach to

the small intestine. They also bind the

bile salts, which are normally secreted

by the liver to aid in the absorption of

fat, including cholesterol. While these

binding effects are not related to the

controversy surrounding fiber and
lower intestinal disease, there is some
experimental evidence suggesting that

they may be related to improved con-

trol of diabetes and a lowering of blood

cholesterol levels.

A number of researchers have been

studying the effect of food fiber on the

colon. Most of this work has been done

using bran, the best and easiest source

of food fiber available. However, the

societies with high fiber intake gener-

ally do not get their fiber from bran or

wheat but from vegetables and fruit.

In addition, bran appears to have a

more dramatic effect on colonic func-

tion than other sources of fiber. Never-

theless, some generalizations can be

made on the basis of the experiments

that have been done with bran.

There are several ways of evaluating

how dietary fiber with its bulk laxative

effect may influence intestinal activ-
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ily. The total amount of feces passed in

twenty-four hours (the fecal volume)

and the duration of time it takes for a

nonabsorbed substance to pass from

mouth to anus (the transit time) are

two important measures. There is no

doubt that both values are markedly

different between Africans and the

British or Americans.

In Africa, daily fecal volume is

higher and transit time is lower. Lower
transit time means a more rapid pas-

sage. There is generally an inverse re-

lationship between fecal volume and

transit time: the more rapid the transit

time, the larger the fecal volume.

Since the average African daily fiber

intake exceeds three ounces and the

average Western intake is less than

one ounce, fiber is most likely responsi-

ble for the different measurements.

This is where experiments with bran

are applicable.

Bran was administered, usually in

amounts of somewhat less than one

ounce per day, to volunteer normal

individuals in England by several gas-

trointestinal research units to see its

effect. As expected, persons who ate

the supplemental bran had a signifi-

cant increase in their fecal volume and

decrease in its transit time. In one

study, concentrated fiber from cab-

bage, carrot, and apple caused similar

but less marked changes. In another

experiment, eating bran resulted in a

reduction of internal pressure within

the large intestine. This information

supported the concept that fiber can

alter colonic function. But the more

interesting question is how fiber re-

lates to colonic disease.

While the idea that fiber intake may
be related to hemorrhoids, appendici-

tis, varicose veins, and hiatal hernia is

interesting, it is not based on firm

data. The concept that colon cancer

may also be related to fiber is quite

controversial and will be discussed

later. The colonic disease that appears

to be most clearly associated with fi-

ber, or rather with a fiber deficient

diet, is diverticulosis. A diverticulum

of the colon is a small pouch, or

pocket, that protrudes from the intesti-

nal canal into the wall of the colon. In

diverticulosis, a series of these pouches

exists. The pouches alone cause no

problem but they can become in-

flamed, a condition known as diver-

ticulitis, and they can also occasionally

cause a hemorrhage.

Fifty years ago diverticulosis was

rarely diagnosed in Europe and the

United States. Today it is a very com-

mon condition. Over 40 percent of

people over the age of fifty and 60

percent of people over the age of sev-

enty have diverticulosis. The tendency

to develop these pouches increases

with age. It also tends to occur in those

with a constipated bowel pattern and

increased pressure within the colonic

canal. Presumably the pressure pushes

the colonic wall outward in certain

susceptible locations causing the for-

mation of the pouches.

Since diverticulosis is a relatively

modern disease associated with consti-

pation and increased intracolonic pres-

sure and since fiber intake appears to

have been on the decline during the

present century, it seems reasonable to

surmise that a fiber-depleted diet may
be at least one of the causes of diver-

ticulosis. There is some experimental

data that suggest this to be true. The
incidence of diverticulosis in a group

of British vegetarians with a daily diet

of about one and a half ounces of fiber

was compared with that in a group of

normal age-matched controls who ate

less than an ounce of fiber daily. All

subjects were over forty-five years old.

The vegetarians had a much lower

overall percentage of diverticulosis

—

12 percent compared to 33 percent.

Eating bran has also been shown to

shorten intestinal transit time and re-

duce intracolonic pressure in patients

with diverticulosis.

The cause of this disease used to be

misunderstood, and the former medi-

cal custom was to treat patients with

diverticulosis with a low fiber diet.

The first person to see the way to a

more rational approach was a British

surgeon named Painter. He advocated

the therapeutic use of bran in order to

prevent painful attacks and forestall

progression of the disease. He did this

before all the current knowledge was

available and should be credited with

bucking the traditional approach.

Painter found that a large majority

of his patients responded to a dietary

treatment of about a half ounce of

bran a day. While there was often an

adjustment period when abdominal

distension and gas were common, most

patients had relief of abdominal pain

and constipation. Now that we under-

stand what bran does to colonic pres-

sure and function. Painter's approach

has gained general acceptance by

other physicians.

Of all the diseases that originally

attracted Burkitt's attention in

Uganda, carcinoma of the colon is the

most important. Because it is the most



frequently diagnosed cancer in the

United States, learning its cause com-

mands a high priority. The infre-

quency of its diagnosis in East Africa

led to questions about its worldwide

distribution that have involved epide-

miologists, biochemists, and bacteri-

ologists.

One way to evaluate geographical

influences on disease is to compare

various possible causative factors with

disease frequency in diff'erent popula-

tions. Carcinoma of the colon occurs

with much lower frequency among the

peoples of Africa, Asia, and South

America than among the peoples of

Canada, the United States, Great Brit-

ain, and northern Europe, with eastern

Europeans somewhere in between.

While fiber intake in African countries

clearly exceeds that in Great Britain

and the United States, there are many
inconsistencies in the relationship be-

tween fiber intake and colon cancer in

other countries so that the worldwide

correlation is insignificant.

Studies of the relationship between

chronic constipation and colon cancer

also show no significant association

and cast further doubt on the hypoth-

esis that fiber ingestion protects

against colon carcinoma. There is no

experimental evidence in animal stud-

ies with carcinogens that fiber is pro-

tective. Detailed reports about colon

cancer among Japanese also fail to

establish dietary fiber as a possible

preventive agent. In Japan, the disease

has a very low incidence, but this rises

markedly among Japanese who mi-

grate to Hawaii, both among Issei

(first generation) and more so among
Nisei (subsequent generation) Japa-

nese. This rise occurs without any sig-

nificant decrease in fiber intake or

increase in intestinal transit time.

All of this information suggests that

a search be made for a causative com-
ponent in the Western diet for colon

cancer, and there is abundant evidence

implicating animal fat as the culprit.

In Africa, in addition to high fiber

intake, the diet contains a relative pau-

city of animal fat and protein. In con-

trast. Western consumption of animal

meat is substantial. The number of

hamburgers consumed by Americans
is fast approaching infinity. If one ex-

amines the correlation between colon

cancer and animal fat and protein in-

gestion on an international basis, it is

highly significant. An increase in beef

consumption paralleled the increase in

colon carcinoma among the Japanese

in Hawaii.

Two English bacteriologists have

provided bacteriological and bio-

chemical evidence that has broadened

our understanding of what eating ani-

mal fat may do to the large intestine.

They collected a series of stool speci-

mens from Uganda, India, Japan, the

United States, and Great Britain and

measured them for bacteria, choles-

terol (derived from animal fat), and

bile salts (secreted by the liver when
fat is eaten). A number of differences

were apparent between the countries

with high and those with low colon

cancer rates.

The stools of high-risk populations

had higher anaerobic bacterial counts,

more cholesterol, and more bile salts.

The anaerobic bacteria are particu-

larly adept at metabolizing cholesterol

and bile salts and, accordingly, their

metabolites were also present. Subse-

quent studies show that the bacteria in

high risk populations have a number of

other abilities, some of which could

conceivably be applied to precarcino-

gens, converting them to carcinogens.

Whether cholesterol or bile salts or

their metabolites can act as a carcino-

gen or cocarcinogen is entirely specu-

lative at this time.

However, additional evidence sug-

gesting the animal fat-colon cancer

connection has come from an epidemi-

ologist and a biochemist working in

New York City. They compared cho-

lesterol and bile salt excretion among
Japanese and Americans and con-

firmed the British findings. They have

also compared excretory patterns in

normal Americans, Americans with

colon- cancer, and Americans with co-

lonic polyps, considered to be a prema-

lignant condition. Patients with cancer

and those with polyps had cholesterol,

bile salts, and their metabolites

present in much higher amounts than

did the controls.

Our understanding of disease causa-

tion progresses slowly and unevenly.

We sometimes have to fill in one part

of a puzzle while leaving certain voids

elsewhere. The story presented here is

not complete, but it provides an exam-

ple of what can result from applying a

sound research approach to epidemi-

ological observations. Clearly, the im-

proved nutrition of the Western world

has some hazards and requires this

type of critical evaluation.

Charles D. Gerson, a gastroenterol-

ogist engaged in practice and research

at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York

City, has worked in West Africa.
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Additional Reading

Bogs (p. 48)

The Bog People: Iron-Age Man Pre-

served (Ithaca: Cornell University

Press, 1975), by P.V. Glob, translated

from the Danish by R. Bruce-Mitford,

brings together information about

many of the bodies found in bogs

throughout northwestern Europe and

contains many photographs of them.

Glob concludes that many of the bog
people may have been sacrificed as

offerings to the gods or immolated

for the good of the community; others

were accident or murder victims.

Written by botanists P.D. Moore and
D.J. Bellamy, Peatlands (London:

Elek Scientific Books, 1974) surveys

the research being done throughout

the world into aspects of mire and

peat production. It discusses the ecol-

ogy and hydrology of peat systems

and the use of peat as an energy

source, and includes an extensive bib-

liography. A classic in the field of

Irish studies and a thorough review

of Irish geography, T.W. Freeman's

Ireland, A General and Regional Ge-

ography (4th ed. New York: Barnes

& Noble, 1972), includes information

on the different types of Irish bogs.

Irish Heritage (Dundalk: Dundalgan
Press, 1942), written and illustrated

by historian-geographer E.E. Evans,

devotes a comprehensive, profusely il-

lustrated chapter to bogs. A useful

summation of the area's ecology, re-

plete with many photographs, maps,

and diagrams, F.F. Darling's Natural
History in the Highlands and Islands

(London: Collins, 1967), contains a

chapter on the formation and ecologi-

cal cycles of bogs.

Red Fox (p. 60)

The Wild Canids: Their System-
atics, Behavioral Ecology, and Evo-
lution (New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhoid, 1975), edited by M.W. Fox
with a foreword by K. Lorenz, is a

thorough, illustrated, and indexed re-

view of canid biology. Discussions of

the red fox's behavioral ecology in

Britain and America, its status in the

United States, and its genetics and
physiology are among the volume's

several interesting articles on red

foxes. M. Bekoff and M.C. Wells's

"The Social Ecology of Coyotes" {Sci-

entific American, April 1980, pp.

130-48) covers the way coyotes, a

canid species closely related to the

fox, interact with one another and with

their environment. This ecological

overview explores how the coyote's so-

cial organization is a reflection of food

resources and the specific behavioral

adaptations coyotes seem to make to

different food supplies. How coyotes

locate and kill prey, the effects of

coyote predation, and how the species

has adapted to pressures exerted by

the environment are also discussed.

"Comparisons of Canid and Felid So-

cial Systems from an Evolutionary

Perspective" by D.G. Kleiman and
J.F. Eisenberg {Animal Behaviour,

vol. 21, 1973, pp. 637-59), is an in-

depth comparison of these two car-

nivore families. D.W. Macdonald's

Vulpina (London: Collins, 1977), is

an entertaining, accurate children's

book about red foxes.

Wind Architecture (p. 70)

Science and Civilisation in China,

volume 4, part II (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1965), by J.

Needham with the research assistance

of Wang Ling, reviews in detail the

origin of the windmill. In his archi-

tectural and socioeconomic study Ar-

chitecture for the Poor (Chicago: Chi-

cago University Press, 1973), Egyp-

tian architect H. Fathy describes his

approach to extensive reconstruction

of housing for the Egyptian rural poor,

using materials easily available, such

as mud brick, sand, and straw. Fathy

discusses forms of Egyptian architec-

ture designed to benefit from climate,

including wind catches and screens.

"Bastakia Wind-Tower House" {Ar-

chitectural Review, July 1975, pp.

51-53), is a report by P. Jackson and

A. Coles on how industrialization

threatens Bastakia, the old merchant
quarter of Dubai, an area rich in tra-

ditional wind architecture. M.N.
Bahadori analyzes the sophisticated

Iranian wind tower in "Passive Cool-

ing Systems in Iranian Architecture"

{Scientific American, February 1978,

pp. 144-54). Charts detail how dif-

ferent cooling systems use the natural

environment to take advantage of

Iran's wide range of temperatures.

Drawing on examples of indigenous

architecture, J.M. Fitch, in American
Building, The Environmental Forces

That Shape It (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1972), calls for a synthesis

between advanced environmentalist

theory and everyday architectural de-

sign and urges a link between modern
architecture and climate.

Ice Sheets (p. 82)

For general background on the ice

ages, readers should consult J. Imbrie

and K.P. Imbrie's Ice Ages (Short

Hills: Enslow Publishers, 1977), an ex-

planation of the discovery and origin

of the ice ages that includes an ex-

tensive discussion of temperature

changes. R.F. Flint's classic Glacial

Geology and the Pleistocene Epoch
(New York: John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., 1947) is a summary of the Pleis-

tocene epoch meant for both geologists

and the general reader interested in

prehistory. Flint began Glacial and
Pleistocene Geology (New York: John

Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1957) as a re-

vision of his 1947 text, but it evolved

into a different book with more up-

to-date treatment of some subjects,

such as sea-floor stratigraphy and fro-

zen-ground phenomena. C. Emiliani's

"Climatic Record in Sediments," an

article in the marine sediments section

of the Mc-Graw Hill Encyclopedia

of Science and Technology (vol. 8,

New York: Mc-Graw Hill, Inc., 1971),

analyzes the temperature record of

certain undisturbed Caribbean and

Pacific deep-sea cores. In "The Great

Flood" {Sea Frontiers, September-
October 1976, pp. 258-79), he writes

about oxygen isotope analysis of sedi-

ments as a method of discovering past

temperature oscillations, and about

the world's largest ice sheet, much of

which drained through the Mississippi

Valley into the Gulf of Mexico.

Rita M. Campon
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Treat yourself to a travel adventure

1981 Discovery Tours
DISCOVER
with Museum scholars

the world's most unusual

animals in tlieir spectacular envi-

ronments, the exotic cultures of

faraway peoples, the archeology

and art of ancient civilizations

DISCOVER
yourself on a relaxing holiday where

first-class accommodations,

meticulous travel arrangements,

exciting itineraries, expert lec-

tures are combined into a unique

vacation.

For further information mail us the

attached insert card.

American
Museum of

Natural

I,g2ygji History

DiscoveryTours
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Art/Crafts

A FISHERMAN'S PRAYER—Charming, Traditional,

ready for framing. Signed by tfie artist, Linda Babcock.
A treasure for any fisherman. 16"X20". $9.95
Lindmark Studios, 1223 Sixth St. N.E,. Ivlinneapolis,

IvIN 55413

AfvlERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi

2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new
rugs. No catalogue. One-of-a-kind pieces; individually

photographed. Most priced $100 /up Write for photos
and data, specifying interests. Box 5896, Stierman

Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

HANDMADE HARDWOOD SPOONS. Tulip Poplar $7.

Black Walnut $9. postage paid. Jim Lahiotes, Renich,

WV 24966

LITHUANIAN STRAW CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS.
Easy directions, $2,00 and SASE to Poderski, 48B
Salem, Woburn, MA 01801

IROQUOIS GAJESA (Cornhusk) mask, $38.00, re-

quest photo and price list, McCoy Imports, Liberty,

NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

OUR NATIONAL PARKS IN FULL COLOR. Free il-

lustrated brochure of large lithographs splendid for

framing. Write Photo Classics, Box 11, Dickerson,

MD 20753

PAPER MACHE CLOWNS, handcrafted and signed

by famous artists. Color brochure 50(1. Mexart Imports,

P.O. Box 650298, Miami, FL 33165

m^'
^^li Pre-Columbian Rubbings

^ of Ancient Temple Ruins

^"^^i^ overlooking the Caribbe
one of many splendid ruDomg

,^. _^^^ Complete catalog $2. (deductit
SjL^a^r witti order)
l-IVT BERNARDO

2400Westheimer108W(NH11)
Houston. TX 77098

RUBBER STAMPS of your favorite animals. Send
$1.25 for catalogue. Nature Impressions, 1007N
Leneve Place, El Cerrito, CA 94530

SPECTACULAR BLACK STARS suitable for mounting.

5 carat stone $12.00, 15 carat $22.00. Gift boxed,
postpaid. Orient Express Trading Company, Box
530185, Miami, FL 33153

Scn)W56 Certificates for
^ippvic\a.iion5,Xijet\xc-
mentsanb other^wor&s

dllorwritc foe free bcocHur^'.
j

AMES Is ROLLINSON, INC.

^215 Parte awA>.,Pgpe.Y.6riy.C.10OO3-> -173-7000^

Back Numbers

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888 - 1980, Issues,

Book Publications, Collectors' Items. Send Wants.
Buxbaum Geographies, Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE
19899

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press. Dept. NHW. 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

Books

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print, Rare.

Catalogues $1.50. Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

NATURE, FISHING BOOKS. Out-of-Print. Search Ser-

vice. Catalogues $1 .00. Bookstack, 1 12 W. Lexington,

Elkhart, IN 46516

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Ornithol-

ogy, Colorplate, etc. Catalogue $1. Book Chest, 19
Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton,

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

SELLING A PERSONAL LIBRARY of anthropology and
natural history. Many rare and out-of-print books.
Write for list. Mark Cherry, 104 Bunker St., Madison,
FL 32340

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,
CA 92672 (714) 492-2976

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, West
Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship. Asian
Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades! Re-
search catalogue— 306 pages— 10,278 titles. Rush
$1.00 (Refundable!) Research, Box 25097H, Los An-
geles, 90025 (213) 477-8226

EXPLORE MICROSCOPIC WORLD— algae,
protozoans, blood cells, etc. New Science Course
for all ages. How to purchase and use a microscope
with free brochure. Pride Limited, Box 59 1H,

Woodbury, NJ 08096

THINGS of Science. Kit each month, experiments.

Age 10 and older. $16 a year. Things of Science,

Box 130N, Newton, PA 18940

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17,500
Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—
Moneyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission," De-
partment 894-C9, National Press Building, Washington,
DC. 20045

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . . . Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries

including England! Sampler: 5/$2.98. Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box DE-20A, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gifts

BOOKFINDING. Librarians search worldwide titles or

subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock. PAB, 2918
Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

HANDMADE GLYCERINE NORTH COUNTRY SOAP,
wrapped in quilting calico. Wooden crates hold 3
large soaps. $6.50. Dealers Inquire. 7888N Cty 6,

Mapleplain, MN 55359

HOLIDAY GIFTS offering beauty and value as time

passes. Wildlife scratchboard limited editions by Gregg
Murray. Send $1.00 requesting brochure. 1984 64th
Avenue N., St. Petersburg, FL 33702

REAL BUTTERFLY BROACH PIN— colorful, beautiful,

exotic butterflies. Truly different unique gift. Each
$4.00. American Butterflyer, 3609 Glen Ave. Bal-

timore, MD 21215

SHELLS OF FLORIDA—Unique hand-tinted note
cards. Six different designs. Set of 6 - $10.50; 12
- $18.00. N. Phillips. P.O. Box 1069, Belle Glade,
Florida 33430

THE FINEST GIFT of all is the Coat of Arms in your
family name! Write: Athol Heraldry, Box 9N, Athol

MA 01331

Gourmet Interests

CHEESECAKE RECIPE. The most delicious you ever
tasted. $1.00 SASE. 3108 Main, Apt. 3, Buffalo,

NY 14214

DELICIOUS CHEESECAKE RECIPE $1. and SASE.
Laurel. 107-01 121 St., Jamaica, NY 11419

ENGLISH TRIFLE recipe by genuine "Upstairs-Down-
stairs" cook. Century-old mincemeat recipe. $1.50
each, both $2.50 SASE. R.B.A., 2757 Highland, Ev-
anston, IL 60201

EXOTIC WEST INDIAN BANANA-PEANUT BREAD.
Family Recipe $1.00. Sage, P.O. Box 191 Midwood
Station, Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212) 332-3074

EXPERIENCE HOMEMADE STICKY CINNAMON
BUNS. 4 recipes $2.00 SASE. Jam, 5025 Akron
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124

GENUINE LOUISIANA RED BEANS AND RICE Recipe
with Lagniappe. Everybody's favorite. $2.00 SASE.
Robert, 1410 S. 3rd St., Monroe, LA 71202

GIFT BREADS! 4 - Gift recipes for during the holidays,

$1. SASE, Gift Breads, Box 2639, Boca Raton, FL
33432

GIVE DATE COOKIES for Christmas gifts. Six mouth-
watering recipes. $3 SASE. Miller, Rt. 8, Box 389,
Pine Bluff, AR 71602

GROW MUSHROOMS ANYWHERE. Perfect environ-

ment; inexpensive materials. Plans. $2.50, SASE.
Mushrooms, P.O. Box 27905, Tucson, AZ 85725

LOW-CHOLESTEROL CHEESECAKE. Superb flavor.

Plain, cocoa, almond. $1 each, 3/$2.00 SASE. 603C
Kings Highway Towers, Maple Shade, NJ 08052

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound prepaid.

5 pound Minimum shipment. E.L. Floura, Blackduck,
MN 56630

TERRIFICALLY DIFFERENT HORS D'OEUVRES. Ten
original recipes only $3.00. SASE, Kay Carroll, Box
139, Locust Valley, NY 11560

TRADITIONAL WEST INDIAN FRUIT CAKE. Family

recipe $1.00. Sage, P.O. Box 191 Midwood Station,

Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212) 332-3074

TREASURED FAMILY CHRISTMAS RECIPES. Orders
received before Christmas get bonus of Gingerbread
Christmas Stocking Cookie Dough Recipe. Send $2.
Mannes, 859 North, Peekskill, NY 10566

"WILD RICE FOR ALL SEASONS" COOKBOOK. The
unique and authoritative guide to delicious dining. 154
pages, illustrated, $6.95 postpaid. With one pound
wild rice $16.95. Minnehaha, 406 WCCO Radio Build-

ing, Minneapolis, MN 55402

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy
500,000 items (including Jeeps) ... low as 2« on

dollar! Most complete information available-$2.00. Sur-

plus Disposal, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

SURPLUS JEEPS— $19.30! — CARS— $13.50!
—650,000 Items!—Government Surplus—Most Com-
prehensive Directory Available Tells How, Where To
Buy— Your Area—$2— Moneyback Guarantee—
"Government Information Services," Dept. DC-11,
Box 99249, San Francisco, CA 94109

Mercfiandise ^__
UNIQUE, PRACTICAL SEWING PATTERNS. Waterbed
sheets— customize yours for 50% retail. Duffle

bags—any size. Fabric wallets. Visor organizer. 18

animals, applique/embroider. Brochure 25$. Dewey
Design, NH, Box 2824, Lincoln, NB 68502



FREE, EMBROIDERED CARDINAL PATCH. Two color,

colorfast yarn, self-sticking, non-staining adhesive. At-

tach to clothing over and over again. Enclose $1.00

for shipping and Retail/Wholesale catalogue of 150

Nature and Science items. Museum Products, 3175
Gold Star Highway, Mystic, CT 06355

WALKING STICKS, CANES, Free color brochure.

Marchele Co., Dept. NHK, 1 123 Broadway, New York,

NY 10010

Music

FREE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and kits-

Harpsichords, Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,

lutes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-

ver, CO 80204

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.

Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know
Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine.

Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology. Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.

Slides, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY 14850

\ HUGE DISCOUNTS Nationally Advertised Brands. Bin-

; oculars, Spotting Scopes. Orders shipped prepaid.

• Free price list, Sandan Associates, Box 986, Delray

Beach, FL 33444

IT'S ONLY NATURAL. South Cost Custom Color Lab-

oratory produces the finest quality photographic print-

ing possible from your color slides and negatives.

Handprinted 8X10 to 20X24 color prints. Call or

write for complete information. South Coast Custom
Color Laboratory, 201 1 State Street, Santa Barbara,

CA 93101 (805) 963-5996

WILD-HEERBRUGG M5 Microscope with camera
lucida, double iris diaphragm, and measuring reticle.

(212) 898-1195

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals. Beautiful & educational. $8.35 for

105, all different. (Not retailed to Illinois addresses.

Wholesale rates available all states.) Nature Press,

628 E. 20th St., Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

FREE! Big Fall— Holiday Catalogue! Over 5,400 coun-

try properties described, pictured! Land, Farms,

Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Se-

lected best thruout the U.S. Over 700 offices, 43
states All Across America! Yours Free from the

World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd Street,

Dept. 5390, New York, NY 10017

FREE . . . 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast

to coast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO. Res. Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-

tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings— $2.00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-

RY, Washington, DC 20036

Recordings

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes.

Free catalogue. Cassette Library Center, P.O. Box
5331H, Baltimore, MD 21209

SOUNDS OF THE DEEP. A rare collector series of

over twenty actual recordings of marine biological

vocalisms from around the world. Only cassette of

its kind available. $9.95. G. White, Box 19322, San
Diego, CA 92119

Resorts

MAINE: Remote fly-in XC ski lodge. Outstanding

backcountry touring, beginner to expert. Warm com-
fortable cabins, excellent food, sauna, maximum 10

guests. Little Lyford, Brownville, ME 04414

ST. JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS. Two-bedroom
beachfront house for rent. Attractively furnished spec-

tacular view. From $400/wk in season, $325 out.

Write: Seascape, Box 331, Medina, OH 44256

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES with WHALES and WILDLIFE. Observe
whales in Baja lagoons and off Maui, Hawaii. Wildlife

adventures in Tanzania, Kenya, Zambia and Zaire.

Also Andes, Amazon, Galapagos, Nepal, India, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand and Alaska. 1981 trip preview

available. Adventures International, 4421-N Albert,

Oakland, CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS SUBCONTINENT, Select Seasonal

Tours: Grand India-Nepal Highlight, January Republic

Parade. Geeta Tours, 1245 Jarvis, Chicago, IL 60626

AFRICAN EXPERIENCE: KENYA/TANZANIA 1981.

Fully escorted. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley,

CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

BORNEO, NEW GUINEA, Tribes/Wildlife—BOLIVIA,

Llama trek/Jungle; from $4,000; Capers, Box 5489,

Beverly Hills 90210

EGYPT 1981: March 4-14. Join small, hardy group

interested in Natural Sciences (emphasizing Birds) and

major sites of ancient and modern Egypt. Tour planned

and led by leading American Ornithologist, Dr. Kenneth

Horner. Accompanying lecturer Cairo University grad-

uate in Egyptology. Explore 3 diverse ecosystems:

Mediterranean littoral, Nile valley, Red Sea coast. Wit-

ness Eurasian bird migration across Sahara ( 1 50 spe-

cies), 115 species native birds and over 100 species

wintering. Moderately priced. Departs JFK. Schedule

coincides with university Spring breaks. For Details

write: "Egypt"—Beach Travel Service, Inc., Box 240,

Virginia Beach, VA 23458

FOTO TOURS to world's most photogenic destinations

with professional photographer LisI Dennis, author of

"How to Take Better Travel Photos". 1981 des-

tinations: India, Egypt, China, and Tahiti. International

Travel Bureau, Box NHM, 380 Madison Avenue, NYC
10017

FREE COLOR PEKING MAP— with the "Official

Guidebook of China." Authorized by the Chinese.

Everything to see and do. Complete, accurate,

indispensible! $10.95 (includes shipping). Sino, Dept.

613, 745 5th Avenue, NYC 10151

FREE! Map/Birdlist—Chiricahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' retreat-

Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ 85632

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC. Trekking expeditions in

the Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal. Exotic

cultures /spectacular mountain scenery. Box 481-NH,

Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll free (800) 243-5330

LEG WALLET— For Men and Women. "Safe/Secure"

Place for Cash, Credit Cards, Jewelry. Wear awake
or asleep. (Beige or Black) $8.00 (2 for $13.00)

Falcon, Inc., Box 331, Hialeah, FL 33011

LEGENDARY CULTURES, FASCINATING NATURE:
Peru (Ecuador, Galapagos, Amazon), Mayaland (Gua-

temala, Yucatan, Honduras). Custom trips, reasonably

priced. Expert leadership. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant,

Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

MEXICAN & CENTRAL EXPEDITIONS by Wayne Huss-

ing, 11120 Raphe! Road, Upper Falls, MD 21156

(301) 592-7247—White water Rafting— Volcanic

Climbs—Backpacking—Jungle Exploration—Over-

land Drives, Oct-July

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico. Rafting, hiking, backpacking,

bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-

propriate. Write Education Department, Chihuahuan

Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine, TX 79830

Nature Exped
Sea-Going Expeditions
to wilderness islands

and seacoasts.

California/Baja California

Pacific Sea Fail 'foufs
530 Broadway Suite 1224N

San Diego, CA 92101 (714)226-8224

itions \
I

(i Tours
^^

te 1224N
714) 226-8224

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, wildflowers,

mammals. Small groups to Central, South America,

Galapagos, China, Western America, Britain, Kenya,

New Guinea, Australia, and more. Write for brochure.

World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD
20901

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track. Pacific Exploration Com-
pany, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, California 93105

SAFARI TO INDIA/NEPAL, October, 1981. See tiger,

leopard, rhino, elephant, and 1000's of birds with

ornithologist-naturalist. Dr. Ralph Schreiber. Plus stops

in Hong Kong and Bangkok. Anderson Travel, 10780
Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230

SCOTLAND'S WEST COAST AND ISLANDS. Guided

and archaeological cruises aboard 62 ft motor sailor.

$1,000 per 10 day cruise or $150 per week for

self-catering cottages. West Loch Yachts, Ardpatrick,

Tarbert, Argyll, Scotland

TRAVELEARN, SUMMER 1981. Cultural-natural his-

torical tours to Africa, Hawaii, China, and Greece

led by specialists in the fields of study encompassed
within each program. Office of International Studies,

Kean College of NJ, Morris Avenue, Union, NJ
07083—Phone (201) 527-2461

WHALE STUDY CRUISES. Experienced naturalists lead

Gray Whale cruise to Laguna San Ignacio, home of

friendly whales, Feb 18-25, and a Blue Whale cruise

in Gulf of California, March 21-28. Learn while you

explore! Biological Journeys, 1876A Ocean Drive,

Areata, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

WINTER EXPEDITIONS: Observe whale behavior in

Baja, collect unusual plants in Chile, excavate a me-

dieval town in West Africa, study Carnival in Brazil.

Field research expeditions open to public participation.

No previous experience necessary. Contact University

Research Expeditions Program (NH), University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, California 94720 (415) 642-6586

X-C ski wilderness British Columbia, bird watch Mexico,

outdoor Alaska, Hawaii, Washington. Brad's Tours,

401 E. Mercer #31D, Seattle, WA 98102

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1.75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display

classified is $150-per inch. All advertisements must

be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Cen-

tral Park West at 79th St , New York. NY 10024,

Please include your personal address and telephone

number, issue preferred, and suggested heading.

Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover

date (the January issue closes Nov, 8), Camera-
ready art is required for display ads, A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated

words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each. All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity. Thank you!
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon A waning crescent in the morning sky during the first

week, the moon becomes new on November 7, and the early crescent

should appear in the evening sky by the 10th. First-quarter moon
is on November 15, full moon on the 22nd and last-quarter on the

29th. The moon is new again on December 7, and first-quarter is

on the 14th. Apogee moon (farthest from the earth) is on November
5 and December 2, perigee (nearest the earth) on November 20.

Stars and Planets The evening sky is almost devoid of bright planets

this month. The morning sky is something else again. Venus, Jupiter,

and Saturn are putting on quite a show, and Mercury joins them
late in the month during an exceptionally good morning elongation.

Look for the planets in the east at dawn on any morning. If you
watch them regularly, you will see their continually changing re-

lationships with the nearby bright stars Arcturus and Spica and with
the crescent moon during the first week of November and December.
The sun is among the stars of Libra for most of November. It

passes briefly through Scorpius and into Ophiucus before the end
of the month. Mercury starts the month in Libra, moves backward
(retrograde) into Virgo briefly at mid-month, and then back into

Libra where it remains into December. Venus spends all but the

last few days of November in Virgo, moving into Libra before De-
cember. Mars moves from Ophiucus into Sagittarius, Jupiter and
Saturn are in Virgo, Uranus is in Libra, Neptune in Ophiucus, and
Pluto in Bootes.

November 1 : The star exceptionally close to the moon this morning
is Regulus, in Leo. Observers in states along the Canadian border
and in Alaska and Canada can see the moon cover Regulus (an
occultation) from about 4:30 to 6:00 a.m., EST.
November 1-3: Watch the eastern sky each morning at dawn to

see brilliant Venus move between Jupiter (the higher) and Saturn.

November 3: The Taurid meteor shower (about fifteen per hour)

is at maximum.
November 3-4: Be sure to see the late crescent moon pass Jupiter,

Saturn, and Venus in the dawn sky. The view on the morning of

the 4th will be exceptional.

November 1 1 : Mercury ends its retrograde movement and begins
to shift east through the stars again.

November 16-17: The famous Leonid meteor shower reaches maxi-
mum.
November 19: Mercury is at its greatest distance to the sun's

right, a very favorable elongation. Look for it any morning for another
week, in the east after dawn, halfway between Venus and the horizon.

Saturn and Jupiter (the brighter) are close together above Venus,
and the star to Venus's right is Spica.

November 22: The full moon passes exceptionally close to Aldebaran,
the bright star of Taurus, at about 5:00 p.m., EST, and separates

slowly to the left of Aldebaran after they rise.

December 13-14: The Geminid meteor shower produces up to

fifty per hour after midnight.

Evening Star Map To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map
in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the
lower half of the map with those in the sky. When you face in the other
directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east,

south, or west) to the bottom, and match the stars in the sky with those
on the lower half of the map. The map represents the evening sky at

about 11 to 12 P.M. on November 1; 10 to 11 P.M. on November 15;

9 to 10 P.M. on November 30; and 8 to 9 p.m. on December 15. It

shows only planets and moon phases above the horizon at those times.
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ATTESTIOS GARDESERS!

PARK OFFERS VOL :

• OVER 3.000 \ ARIETIES OF
FLOWERS & VEGETABLES

• 113 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
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The Gamma Ray
Mystery
A possible source of this intense

radiation has been identified

by Stephen P. Maran

On about 100 occasions since mid-

1967, space instruments have detected

strong bursts of gamma rays. The sen-

sitive apparatus currently available re-

veals that the bursts arrive near the

earth about once every three weeks.

Until last year, we had no definite

information on where the radiation

originates, but astronomers have now
finally found one source of the mys-

terious bursts.

The pinpointing of a gamma ray

burst was made possible when an ex-

ceptionally intense and rapid burst was

recorded by nine different satellites

and interplanetary space probes of the

United States, the Soviet Union, and

the Federal Republic of Germany.
This event occurred on March 5, 1979.

Gamma rays are a very energetic

form of light, with wavelengths shorter

than X-rays. They are invisible to the

naked eye. Indeed, cosmic gamma
rays must be observed from high-al-

titude balloons or from space since

they cannot penetrate all of the earth's

atmosphere to reach the ground.

There is a general background of

gamma rays that arrive at the earth

from all directions at a steady rate,

and there also are several known lo-

calized, nonbursting sources of the

rays, such as the Crab Nebula. How-
ever, when a gamma ray burst occurs

in a bright flash that often lasts only

a few seconds, it briefly outshines all

the other incoming gamma rays from

the rest of the universe as seen from

the earth.

Although not recognized at the

time, the first known gamma ray burst

was recorded by the U.S. satellites

Vela 4A and Vela 4B on July 2, 1967.

These and other satellites of the Vela

series circle the earth in huge orbits,

about 150,000 miles in diameter.

From their distant vantage points, the

Velas—each of which bears an array

of sensors to measure gamma rays and
other forms of radiation—can detect

nuclear weapons blasts occurring

above ground on the earth. Sup-

posedly, they could even detect a nu-

clear bomb set off" on the far side

of the moon, although this capability

has fortunately never had to be put

to the test. Intended to monitor in-

ternational compliance with the Lim-

ited Test Ban Treaty of 1963, the sat-

ellites provided unexpected dividends

through the discovery and subsequent

observations of the celestial gamma
ray bursts.

In 1972, Ray Klebesadel, a physi-

cist at the Los Alamos Scientific Lab-

oratory in New Mexico, realized that

some of the nonnuclear radiation re-

corded by Vela gamma ray detectors

on July 2, 1967, and on later occasions

was of a celestial nature. Ever since,

astronomers have tried to locate the

sources of the gamma ray bursts, and

astrophysicists have speculated about

the processes that generate them.
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Progress was frustratingly slow,

with an occasional bad lead, despite

the enormous strengths of the bursts.

According to a fairly conservative es-

timate made a few years ago, a typical

gamma ray burst involves the release

of as much energy in a few seconds

as the earth receives from the sun

during 20 million years. Luckily, the

burst sources are much farther away
than the sun.

The above estimate was based on

the widely held assumption that the

bursts come from within our own
Milky Way galaxy. The more distant

the source of an observed burst, of

course, the greater the true energy

of the burst at its point of release.

Despite the assumption, however, no

star or nebula in the Milky Way has

been identified as a source of gamma
ray bursts.

The basic problem in locating the

bursts is this: We have, for practical

purposes, two kinds of gamma ray de-

tectors—omnidirectional (or nearly

so) receivers and gamma ray tele-

scopes. The omnidirectional receivers

(such as the instruments aboard the

Velas) respond—as their name im-

plies—about equally well to gamma
rays from any direction in space. Thus,

they record nearly all the bursts bright

enough to trigger their detectors. But
by the same token, these receivers

have no directional discrimination and
hence cannot tell where the bursts

For the photographer, astronomer, naturalist,

educator, or casual observer — Celestron has es-

tablished a new standard in superb telescopes and
telephoto lenses at affordable prices (from $295).

All feature large observatory mirror/lens type
optics folded into a compact, lightweight, portable

telescope or telephoto lens. Close-up detail borders
on the fabulous from celestial objects light years
away, to ships, planes, flowers, wildlife or people.

Here is truly an instrument that allows you to observe
or photograph the world around you. Celestron
also has a full line of binoculars of astronomical
quality.

Send S2.00 for 32-page full color
catalog on how to select and use
a Celestron telescope or telephoto lens.

Celestron International

2835 Columbia St., Box 3578-NH
Torrance, Calif. 90503, U.S.A.

Telephone: (213) 328-9560

(Dealer Inquiries Invited.)
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come from. Gamma ray telescopes do
have directional discrimination, but

they miss bursts that come from places

where the telescopes are not looking.

Since we do not know where the bursts

come from or even when they will

occur, the telescopes are not especially

useful for studying them.

To locate the burst sources, astrono-

mers have had to resort to analyzing

the times at which each satellite re-

cords a given burst with an omnidi-

rectional receiver. Since the satellites

are at different locations, a burst trav-

eling from its sources at the speed

of light arrives at the various space-

craft at different times. Whichever
satellite is closest to the source re-

ceives the burst first.

Given a few satellites, the general

direction of a gamma ray burst source,

defining a localized patch of the sky,

can be determined. But it often turns

out that two different sky patches are

identified by this procedure; one is

as likely to contain the source of a

particular burst as is the other. Until

the March 5, 1979, burst, the eighty-

seventh observed since 1967, no sky

area found in this manner was suf-

(or further details clip and send c
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ficiently small to warrant definitive

observations with a large optical tele-

scope, and no specific star or nebula

was recognized as a gamma ray burst

source.

By 1979, however, an "interplan-

etary gamma ray burst network" had

been established, consisting of ten sat-

ellites and space probes. Of these, five

were in orbit around the earth, one

in orbit around Venus, and four were

located in interplanetary space. The
two network craft that were farthest

apart were so widely separated that

a ray of light would take more than

ten minutes to travel from one vehicle

to the other. The scientists responsible

for operating the network included

physicists at Los Alamos and at space

research laboratories in Toulouse,

Moscow, and Munich and at the God-
dard Space Flight Center in Green-

belt, Maryland, and the University of

Maryland in College Park.

In the interval since Klebesadel's

discovery, theorists, who at first had

proposed very disparate origins for the

gamma ray bursts, had almost come
to agree that the bursts must originate

from neutron stars in the Milky Way;
that is, from the tiny, extremely dense,

and probably highly magnetized col-

lapsed cores of ancient exploded

stars—supernovae.

The most famous neutron star is

the pulsar in the Crab Nebula, one

of only two of the more than three

hundred known neutron stars that can

be detected in visible light (as opposed

to radio waves or X-rays). The pur-

ported gamma ray burst-producing

neutron stars are presumably likewise

invisible and old enough so that (un-

like the Crab pulsar) their surrounding

nebulae, produced in the supernovae

explosions, would have dissipated into

space long ago. Further, not all neu-

tron stars need be radio pulsars or

X-ray sources. Thus, even if satellites

had measured accurate positions for

the gamma ray burst sources, astrono-

mers would not have been very sur-

prised if they found nothing at those

locations.

It was thus with considerable in-

terest that I learned last year that

the strong burst of last March 5 had

come from the direction of the Large

Magellanic Cloud, a satellite galaxy

of the Milky Way, about 150,000

light-years from the earth. If the

March 5 burst (which as observed

from the earth was a factor of ten

stronger than any previously measured

burst) had truly come from that gal-



axy, then it must have been produced

by an event at least 100,000 times

more energetic than the previously

mentioned estimate of a typical

gamma ray burst. For a fraction of

a second, the burst must have been

as powerful as a quasar.

I first learned this news in a phone

conversation with Thomas Cline, a

physicist colleague at the Goddard
Space Flight Center who is a leader

of the interplanetary network scien-

tists. Remarkable as the report was,

even more exciting information was

yet to come. After a more detailed

analysis of the data from the many
satellites was completed, the search

area was narrowed to a small box on

the Large Magellanic Cloud. The box

was occupied by a little remarked su-

pernova remnant in that galaxy,

known as N49.
Neutron stars form in supernova ex-

plosions and gamma ray bursts are

thought to come from neutron stars.

Thus you might expect astronomers

to be pleased by the identification of

the March 5, 1979, gamma ray burst

with a supernova remnant that, we
might reasonably infer, contains a neu-

tron star. However, several different

teams of scientists, including some ex-

perts on gamma ray bursts, have writ-

ten papers challenging the discovery.

The dissenting scientists insist that

the burst must have come, not from

the Large Magellanic Cloud, but from

a neutron star somewhere in the fore-

ground, that is, near us in the Milky
Way. They argue that it is only co-

incidence that the March 5 burst came
from the direction of N49. And they

point out that if so powerful a burst

came from a star in the Large Mag-
ellanic Cloud, many such bursts

should come from stars in our own
much larger galaxy, and would appear
even stronger to us. Yet, as measured
from the earth, the March 5 burst

was the most intense ever recorded.

As a final point, they claim that a

burst as energetic as the one in ques-

tion must have been (if it came from
150,000 light-years away) simply can-

not be generated.

Nevertheless, at least one theory has

been proposed that apparently can ex-

plain the great energy of the gamma
ray burst from the Large Magellanic

Cloud. The radiation, it is asserted,

came from the mutual annihilation of

electrons and positrons, tiny particles

of matter and antimatter, respectively.

The spectrum of the gamma ray burst

seems to support this theory. This

technical debate seems to me, how-
ever, to turn on sophisticated concepts

of physics while avoiding the real is-

sue, which is. Do we accept the sci-

entific method or merely pay it lip

service?

For cogent astrophysical reasons,

the prediction was made that neutron

stars would prove to be the sources

of the gamma ray bursts. Now we
have found that a specific burst can

be traced in the direction of a super-

nova remnant, the likely home of a

neutron star. In my view the evidence

compels us to consider this prediction

at least provisionally confirmed even
if we cannot explain the findings. It

may make more sense to discard some
speculations and calculations than to

quarrel with the combined observa-

tions of nine separate satellites. Facts,

often surprising, are surely more re-

liable than the products of scientists'

imaginations.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff sci-

entist in the Laboratory for Astron-

omy and Solar Physics at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Maryland.
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Fossil Surgery

Like the rest of us, scientists at

the American Museum of Natural

History and elsewhere are fallible. Oc-

casionally their mistakes go beyond

the dense pages of an abstruse sci-

entific journal and end up on display.

A year ago, curators at Pittsburgh's

Carnegie Museum removed the head

of their Brontosaurus skeleton, which

after a long debate they had concluded

belonged to another animal, and re-

placed it with a more delicate skull.

The Brontosaurus in the American
Museum, now subject to capital ver-

dict, will also lose its head as soon

as preparators can fix up a good copy

of the new Carnegie skull.

Brontosaurus lost its head, but

Elasmosaurus, a huge, long-necked

marine reptile, suffered a worse fate.

The first paleontologist to describe it

placed its head on its tail, prompt-

ing a rival colleague to comment dryly

that the new creature should have

been named Streptosaurus ("twisted

reptile").

The American Museum's bronto-

saurus had formed the basis for bron-

tosaurus reconstructions elsewhere, in-

cluding the Carnegie Museum's.
Similarly, the first complete mam-
moth skeleton, which was mounted in

Saint Petersburg, Russia, more than

200 years ago, was the granddaddy

of subsequent reconstructions for

nearly 150 years. For some unaccount-

able reason, the original skeleton was

mounted with the tusks reversed, so

they curved outward and backward,

in flagrant contradiction to the ar-

rangement we observe in elephants to-

day. One hundred and fifty years later,

Charles R. Knight, an American Mu-
seum artist, spotted the twisted tusks

in a photograph and set the Russians

straight.

Visitors to the Museum can observe

the overactive imagination of several

early Museum scientists in the fossil

jaw of a great white shark, Carchar-

odon megalodon. This creature
cruised the early Miocene seas, feed-

ing on bony fishes and warmblooded
marine mammals. The largest shark

that ever lived, it looked almost ex-

actly like the dreaded great white of

today, only bigger.

With a length of forty-three feet

and a weight of possibly nine tons,

this particular fellow needed no help

from Museum scientists to look im-

pressive. Nevertheless, the paleontolo-

gists who reconstructed its jaw in 1909

made it nearly twice the size it should

have been. They picked the biggest

teeth they could find in the Museum's
collection, even though a shark's teeth

diminish greatly in size toward the

back of the jaw. On top of that, they

built plaster jawbones that were over-

sized even in proportion to the big

teeth. The result was a maw of truly

chimerical dimensions, six feet high

and nine feet across. After completing

their work, the six proud paleontolo-

gists stood inside the gaping jaw for

a formal picture. Awed by their own
creation, they estimated the creature

must have been eighty feet long.

For some time the Museum has

known the jaw is inaccurate. Now,

Poison-Dart Frogs and Other Friends

Scientists from the Museum's Depart-

ment of Herpetology will show live

snakes, frogs, toads, lizards, and turtles

on Amphibian and Reptile Day, Sunday,

November 23, from noon to 4:00 P.M.

in Gallery 3. They will also bring out

mounted and preserved specimens from

the collection and talk about the Mu-
seum's fieldwork and research in herpe-

tology. Amphibian and Reptile Day is

free for members, $3.00 for nonmembers.

Tibet and Cliina

On the weekend of November 8 and

9, from 2:00 to 4:00 P.M. in the Audi-

torium, three films on the Himalayas will

be shown. Included is C.S. Cutting's 1935

film Beyond the Forbidden Frontier, the

first footage of life in Tibet. On No-
vember 15 and 16, three 1980 films on

the People's Republic of China will look

at life in three cities: X'ian, Suzhou, and

Beijing (Peking). The films are free.

Asia Live

The People Center is presenting week-

end programs that include dance, music,

crafts, and traditional cooking from var-

ious regions of Asia: on November 1 and

John Maisey, a new curator in the

Department of Vertebrate Paleontol-

ogy, wants to do something about it.

"The public," he says, "isn't going

to like it, but the jaw will have to

come down by a third at least. How
could such an inaccurate reconstruc-

tion have been made if scientists were

using live Carcharodon jaws for com-
parison? They let their enthusiasm run

away with them."

Maisey, an expert on sharks, con-

tinued: "The fossil Carcharodon was

a first-rate predator. Its descendant,

the great white shark, is even warm-
blooded, which is essential for an ac-

tive predator."

He turned over a palm-sized fossil

tooth in his hand. "Its teeth were su-

premely adapted to biting and cutting.

Scientists performed an experiment in

which they shoved an aluminum-and-

steel rod down a dead herring and

fed it to an eight-foot bull shark. From
the tooth dents in the rod they cal-

culated its biting force at 40,000

2, Japan; November 8 and 9, the Hi-

malayas; November 15 and 16, and 22

and 23, China; November 29 and 30,

the Near East. All programs are free

and run from 1:00 to 4:30 P.M.

Mount St. Helens

The Exhibit of the Month is a film

that shows some of the recent eruptions

of Mount St. Helens and other volcanoes.

The film, which runs continuously in the

Roosevelt Rotunda, discusses volcanoes

and their causes.

Time and the River

An exhibition on the geology of the

Grand Canyon and Bryce and Zion can-

yons is on display in Gallery 77. Profiles

of the Past: The Geology of Three South-

west Canyons explores the geologic his-

tory of the Southwest as revealed by the

canyons' rock walls. It includes photo-

graphs of the canyons, rock samples, geo-

logic maps, and fossils.

Dance and Music from the East

Two programs of Asian dance and mu-

sic will be presented in the Auditorium.

On Sunday, November 2 at 2:00 p.m.,

Japanese dancer Saeko Ichinohe and her



pounds per square inch. And Carchar-

odon, remember, was five times bigger

than the bull sharlc.

"These sharks probably went
through 10,000 teeth in a lifetime and

swallowed many of their own teeth

while feeding. They were always teeth-

ing, which I imagine made them aw-

fully cross."

Various people have posed for pic-

tures inside the fossil jaw, including

the staff of the present-day Vertebrate

Paleontology Department. As public-

ity for the movie Jaws, Peter Benchley

was filmed sitting inside the jaw with

a lamp, table, and chair. Unfortu-

nately, if the jaw is remodeled, it may
no longer accommodate human beings.

Just as Brontosaurus was recently

decapitated by the heartless progress

of science, so, too, may Carcharodon

suffer radical orthodontic alterations.

Undoubtedly, as new discoveries are

made, other reconstructed skeletons

in the Museum's collections will un-

dergo drastic surgery.

company will perform modern dances in-

spired by Japanese dance tradition. On
Wednesday, November 5, at 7:00 P.M.,

the Chinese Music Ensemble of New
York will present an evening of traditional

Chinese music and some modern Chinese

compositions. Beginning two hours before

each performance, free tickets will be

distributed on a first-come, first-served

basis at the first floor Information Desk.

Prizewinners

The winning photographs of the 1980

Natural History Photographic Competi-

tion are on display in the Center Gallery.

Scrutinizing Crowds
The November Members' program will

be a lecture by William H. Whyte on

his ten-year study of urban spaces.

Whyte, author of The Social Life of Ur-

ban Spaces and "Street Life" {Natural

History, August 1980), will use slides

and film to illustrate how people use New
York's streets, plazas, and parks. This

program is free for members, $3.50 for

non-members, and will be presented in

the Auditorium on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 12, at 7:30 P.M.

Douglas J. Preston
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The Independence Fair
Midwestern county fairs are a tribute to the

traditions of American rural life

by Raymond Sokolov

"As American as apple pie," we
say, meaning that this apparently sim-

ple dessert is a symbol of the nation.

But there is nothing at all simple about

either the country or the pie. Needless

to say, America has changed radically

since early settlers brought their rec-

ipes for apple pie with them from Eu-

rope. And like all immigrants to these

shores, apple pie took on a new nature

in the New World. It became our pre-

eminent national dish because in the

isolated, primitive farmhouses of co-

lonial America, apple pie was much
more than a dessert. Ideally suited

to the rugged climate and the low

technology of the farms where most

settlers lived, the apple pie was a basic

means of survival: appetizer, entree,

and dessert at winter meal after winter

meal in the dawn of the Republic.

On the Ulster County, New York,

farm he worked after the Revolution,

Michel Guillaume Jean de Crevecoeur

harvested 100 apple trees for his own
use, something he would not have done

in his native France, and felt obliged

to explain when he wrote about his

life in a series of letters aimed at

an urban European audience:

Perhaps you may want to know what

it is we want to do with so many apples.

. In the fall of the year we dry great

\ quantities, and this is one of the rural

occupations which most amply reward us.

Our method is this: we gather the best

kind. The neighboring women are invited

to spend the evening at our house. A
basket of apples is given to each of them,

which they peel, quarter, and core. . . .

The quantity I have thus peeled is com-
monly twenty bushels, which gives me
about three of dried ones.

Next day a great stage is erected either

llotographs by Adelaide de Menil

in our grass plots or anywhere else where

cattle can't come. Strong crotches are

planted in the ground. Poles are hori-

zontally fixed on these, and boards laid

close together. . . . When the scaffold is

thus erected, the apples are thinly spread

over it. They are soon covered with all

the bees and wasps and sucking flies of

the neighborhood. This accelerates the

operation of drying. Now and then they

are turned. At night they are covered

with blankets. If it is likely to rain, they

are gathered and brought into the house.

This is repeated until they are perfectly

dry.

Processed in this way, Crevecoeur's

apples would last through the win-

ter—a staple food source that required

only an overnight soaking in warm
water to be ready for the oven. Apples

were at the very center of this pioneer

farmer's diet. He wrote: "My wife's

and my supper half of the year consists

of apple-pie and milk."

Today, two centuries later in our

history, no farmer sustains his family

on apple pie suppers all winter long.

And even if he did, a farmer is no

longer typical of American life, for

there are too few of them. But farmers

are still the guardians of symbolic val-

ues and practices sacred to the nation's

sense of itself. They are uniquely

equipped to continue and preserve our

traditions, particularly our food cus-

toms, in pristine form because almost

without exception, American food cus-

toms arose in farmhouses as adapta-

tions to rural conditions. And so, to

check on the health of our edible tra-

ditions, one goes to the heartland.

Since Crevecoeur's day, the geograph-

ical center of American farm life has

moved westward, and the best place

to observe the ritual of apple pie at

its zenith is at a Midwestern county

fair with a serious apple pie contest.

Practically the first thing I saw after

arriving at the Buchanan County Fair

in eastern Iowa was a black bull gal-

loping free as you please in a ram-

paging circle that ran from the cattle

stalls to the livestock judging arena,

around to the midway, past the

4-H exhibit hall, and then back to

the pickup that had brought him, not

fully broken, from the farm. He made
several snorting circuits, once or twice

dragging a man who grabbed his trail-

ing halter, but causing no harm to

him or anyone else except to the Band
Boosters, who had to repitch one cor-

ner of their tent, which the bull had

grazed, before they could resume sell-

ing bandburgers (sloppy Joes) and

homemade apple pie and ice cream

to raise money for the Independence

High School band.

Independence, Iowa, is the seat of

Buchanan County and the site of its

annual fair, a showpiece of old-fash-

ioned agricultural vigor held in the

baking heat of late July when the hay

is mostly in and the corn and soybeans

are not yet ready to harvest. Similar

fairs are staged all over the country

during this relatively slow time for

farmers, each one an individual ex-

pression of the quality of rural life

in a single county.

The Buchanan fair is no more typi-

cal of the status quo of American ag-

ricultural life than any other. Indeed,

the town of Independence, although

small, with fewer than 6,000 inhabi-

tants, has a definite urban feel to it,

stemming partly from its proximity

to industrial Waterloo, twenty-three

miles to the west, and partly from



A rampaging bull is captured before he causes too much damage.

its past as a milling center and the

Midwest's harness-racing capital. To-

day, however, the beautiful brick

Wapsipinicon Mill stands empty, a

casualty of gigantism in the grain

trade, and all that remains of the Rush

Park racetrack is the show barn, re-

stored and converted into a restaurant.

Yet from my room at the Rush Park

Motel, which is still within the city

limits, I could see fields and smell

the unmistakable smell of hogs.

Independence is, above all else, the

center of a region that, while prac-

ticing modern agriculture with its

overwhelming emphasis on machines,

has managed to hold on to at least

some of its human, cultural traditions.

People still have the upper hand in

Buchanan County. You can see it at

the fairgrounds, which gives space to

the collection of the county historical

society—antique farm tools, an old-

time kitchen, and an early blacksmith

shop—but does not, as so many fairs

do, have displays of hulking tractors

and other modern machinery hauled

in by salesmen from John Deere and

Massey-Ferguson.

During fair week at Independence

you can learn something about tra-

ditional farm life—and the vanishing

species of farm families who still live

it—by driving just a short way out

of town on the perfectly perpendicular

network of crushed limestone roads

that link the spacious fields of corn

and soybeans springing up in some
of the world's richest topsoil. In this

immense grid of unparalleled fecun-

dity, a road that cuts across the others

on a diagonal is a landmark. And it

is shortly after you have turned off

at such an oblique intersection that

you arrive at the Priebe family's farm.

Meeting the Priebes takes a minute

or two, since the whole clan, assembled

for dinner, includes Clifford and
Wilma Priebe; their married daughter

Bonnie, her husband Mike O'Brien,

and their little daughter, Marie; 21-

year-old Stan Priebe, who will some
day take over the farm's several hun-

dred acres; teen-age live wire Cindy;

and two children of grade-school age,

Celia and Dale.

When the assembled Priebes sit

down to dinner (they would call it

supper; "dinner" means lunch in the

Corn Belt), they eat almost no food

they do not produce themselves. The
day I visited, the extremely tasty pork

roast came from one of their many
hogs; this one had been butchered at

a local abattoir called a "locker." The
sweet corn on the cob was picked fresh

and although not quite ripe enough

to satisfy the Priebes' refined expec-

tations, it still surpassed most corn

that finds its way to Manhattan re-

tailers. The cabbage for Wilma
Priebe's tart slaw came from her large

kitchen garden. And there were
mashed potatoes and fruit jello and

a pitcher of creamy raw milk coaxed

by hand from the family milch cow.

Dessert was, of course, apple pie, with

a crust flaky from lard and a tart

filling of early Harvester apples

picked from a nearby tree and made
elegant with cream (see recipe below).

As a menu, the meal was mundane,
except for the sheer number of veg-

etable side dishes. But the freshness

of the ingredients and the skill of the

cook raised it to a high level. At the

Priebes' table, one finds mainline

American cookery at its best, the food

of the farmhouse, splendid there, close

to the soil. But when exported in cans

or in the recipe files of Midwestern

dieticians to institutional dining rooms

or to the pages of women's magazines.

Three young men display carefully groomed sheep for judging.



Wilma Priebe and her daughters preparing their prizewinning apple pies.

this perilously simple cuisine almost

invariably becomes second-rate and in-

sipid.

No doubt Wilma Priebe could make
a first-class apple pie from supermar-

ket apples in a city apartment kitchen,

but the right context can be important

for a cook, and it goes a long way
toward enhancing the taste of food.

Certainly it would be hard to imagine

a better context for appreciating pork

roast and apple pie with a lard crust

than a farmhouse where hogs get loose

during supper and little Dale runs out

to shoo them back to their pen.

The Priebes, without intending it,

are big on context. Unlike many suc-

cessful Midwestern farmers, they have

not eliminated livestock and confined

their operation to profitable, relatively

undemanding grains. Pork and beef

and broiler chickens all prosper on

their land. There is a bull called Del-

bert, a pet mule, and a goat whose

milk is used to feed the pet raccoon.

The pet raccoon is not as tame as

Cindy Priebe would like it to be, but

she hasn't had the time to work with

it properly because, she says, she's

been too busy with 4-H work. Her
club has been emphasizing sewing.

The club also puts her in touch with

neighbor girls she might not otherwise

see too often since she attends a pa-

rochial high school in town. Through
4-H camp counseling and other state-

wide events, she has acquired con-

tacts throughout Iowa, while her

brother Stan visited a big farm in

Mount Upton, New York, on a 4-H
exchange.

On a national scale, 4-H (for head,

heart, hands, health) has five million

schoolchildren as members; only 25

percent of them, however, live on

working farms. Administered under

the Department of Agriculture's Co-

operative Extension program, 4-H is

no longer a supplementary education

service reserved for farm kids. There

is even a 4-H program in New York
County, New York (Manhattan).

With the dramatic exodus from farms

after World War II, 4-H has moved
into nonrural areas because that is

where the children are. But in a rural

county such as Buchanan, 4-H still

functions in the old way and reaches

its culmination at the annual fair.

All the livestock shown at the Bu-

chanan County fair is exhibited by

4-H members. Parents may help with

the elaborate grooming of the animals,

but their children have spent hours

and hours working with the cattle and

sheep and hogs, feeding them to pro-

duce a prize shape and training them
to behave properly for the judges.

A 4-H sponsored garden contest was

won in 1980 by Sandy Oliphant, who
managed to cultivate staked tomatoes,

purple beans (they turn green when



cooked, but their purple color makes
them easy to locate for picking), Con-

cord grapes, black raspberries, zuc-

chini, purple kohlrabi, cabbage, broc-

coli, cauliflower, acorn squash, pump-
kin, bell peppers, cucumbers, and a

patch of carrots left unthinned to show
children with thumbs less green why
thinning is necessary for producing big

carrots.

There are 4-H sponsored competi-

tions in almost every imaginable area

from house plants to geology to pho-

tography, including a "self-deter-

mined" class for the recognition of

unclassified achievement. The 1980

self-determined winner was a scrap-

book compiled over several years by
Rachelle Reid, who adopted wild bur-

ros from the federal government and

recorded the experience in progres-

sively more sophisticated essays writ-

ten as she and the burros grew older.

In the area of prepared foods, the

Buchanan County 4-H conducted

judgings in seventeen categories of

canned fruit, eleven categories of pick-

les and relishes, and thirty-three cat-

egories of baked goods, ranging from
white bread to rhubarb cake. Indeed,

the only food event at the fair not

sponsored by 4-H is the pie contest,

which is run by the Buchanan County
Porkettes. Wives of pork producers,

the Porkettes volunteer their time to

promote the use of pork products.

They give food demonstrations with

pork in supermarkets. They work with

pigskin. And at the fair, under the

aegis of Lady Loinette, the nattily

skirted and jacketed sow that is their

symbol, they superintended the baking

of thirty-nine pies. According to of-

ficial contest rules, every crust had

to contain lard, and the contest was

judged with meticulous expertise by
two home economists and crowned by

an auction in the fair's livestock show

ring. Local bankers and seed mer-

chants bid hot and heavy, spending

$60 and more to get a pie and some
good PR in the bargain.

Virtue was rewarded. Wilma Priebe

won the blue ribbon in the adult di-

vision. Her daughter Cindy took the

junior division championship. Their

crusts flaked; their fillings fulfilled ev-

ery criterion of excellence. In one

county in Iowa, at least, people are

keeping the American heritage in ap-

ple pie order.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.
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Wilma Priebe's Grand Champion Apple Pie

Buchanan County Fair, Independence, Iowa, 1980

Crust

3 cups flour

1 teaspoon salt

1 cup (8 ounces) lard

1 tablespoon vinegar

5 tablespoons water (or milk for

golden crust)

1 egg

1. Mix flour, salt, and lard together

in a bowl, cutting in the lard with

a pastry blender until you produce

a crumbly texture like that of un-

cooked oatmeal.

2. In another bowl, mix vinegar, water

(or milk), and egg with a rotary

beater. Then blend into the flour-

lard mixture a little at a time.

Blend well.

3. Divide dough into four equal

pieces, enough for two double-

crusted, 9-inch pies. This dough
rolls easily and will take a lot of

handling and still make a flaky

crust. Refrigerate or freeze until

needed.

Filling

V/i cups peeled, cored, and sliced tart

cooking apples

1 cup sugar

2 tablespoons flour

1 teaspoon vanilla

/^ cup half-and-half

1. Combine all ingredients in a bowl

and mix together thoroughly. This

is enough filling for one 9-inch pie.

Final Assembly and Baking
1. Preheat oven to 450 degrees

2. Roll out one of the balls of dough

into a circle about one-eighth inch

thick. Dust the work surface lightly

with flour before you start. Use
more flour as necessary to prevent

sticking. When you have a circle

of dough large enough to fill and

slightly overlap the edge of a 9-

inch pie pan, transfer the crust to

the ungreased pie pan. Trim off"

excess. Crimp along the edge with

tines of a fork or your finger, press-

ing dough to the flange of the pan.

3. Place apple filling in the pie pan,

spreading it evenly over the dough.

4. Roll out another ball of dough as

above. Moisten the edge of the bot-

tom crust with a small amount of

water. Place the top crust over the

pie. Press around the edges. Slash

through the crust in a few places

or make a small hole in the center.

5. Bake 10 minutes. Then reduce oven

temperature to 350 degrees and

bake another 30 to 40 minutes, un-

til crust is nicely browned and the

apples feel tender when probed

with a trussing needle through the

top crust. Cool on a rack.

Yield: One 9-inch double-crusted .pie,

plus dough for a second double-

crusted pie
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"This computer center happens
to be on the Hottis Hedberg^ says

Gulf Research Geophysicist John
McDonald. "It's the only research

vessel in the industry diat has
complete data processing right on
board. And that makes all die

difference.

"The typical oil exploration

ship is equipped only to record raw
data from whatever equipment it

has on board to detect oil deposits

under the ocean floor. Usually they

"On-board computers help you learn a lot more,
a lot faster."

have seismic sounding gear, occa-

sionally magnetometers and gravity

meters. The raw data gets sent to an
onshore computer center for

analysis, and by the time analysis is

complete, the ship could be a

thousand miles away.

"By contrast, the Hedberg has a

full complement of recording

equipment, including hydrocarbon
'sniffers,' and with computers right

on board, we can make a prelimi-

nary analysis immediately. If it

looks good, we go back for a second
look at that location.

"It could take five or six years

between the time you find an oil

deposit and the time you actually

start drilling for oil, so any time we
save in exploration puts the coun-

try that much closer to a new sup-

ply of petroleum.

"It's a real challenge, trying to

find that invisible spot under the

seabed that's likely to produce oil.

But the Hedberg is one of the best

ways there is of finding it."

Gulf people:
energy for tomorrow.

Gulf Oil Corporation



why the Olympus OM-10 should be
your first quality automatic SLR.

1. Ease of operation. It's this

simple: No 35mm Single Lens

Reflex camera is easier to use

than the fully automatic Olympus
OM-10. The genius of Chief De-

signer Maitani has created a cam-

era so easy, so automatic, that

you'll see superb results the very

first time you use it.

2. Great pictures, automati-

cally. You'll take brilliant 35mm
photographs with the OM-10 . .

.

automatically. Because the

OM-lO's state-of-the-art elec-

tronics set the correct exposure

for you, nothing is left to chance.

And you're left free to simply

focus and shoot.

3. Off-the-film metering. OTF
sounds deeply technical but it

means simply this: The OM-10
measures the light during the ex-

posure off the film Itself. And it

continues to measure and adjust

exposure even after you press the

shutter release. Olympus made
the world's first 35mm SLR that

keeps working-automatically-

when you need it most.

4. Room to grow. When you want

the creativity that comes with full

exposure control, your OM-10 is

ready. With the manual adapter

you can select any combination

of shutter speed and aperture-to

get the exact effect desired.

5. The right price. The fully au-

tomatic OM-10 offers features

unavailable on many of the high-

est-priced SLR's. . .features you

wouldn't expect at any price.

6. The right size and weight.

Bulky, heavy cameras have

caused many people to decide

against stepping up to an SLR.

These problems don't exist with

the OM-10, a camera that's part

of the world's first compact
35mm SLR system. Olympus
started the move to smaller,

lighter, simpler cameras.

7. Flash exposure Indicator.

More valuable technical innova-

tion. A light inside the OM-lO's
viewrfinder tells you if you've

taken a correctly exposed photo

with your Olympus flash. That's a

feature just not found on most
cameras.

8. More room to grow. Unlike

many SLR's, the OM-10 gives you

a choice of 33 quality Olympus
lenses. These lenses are the

same lenses designed for the

most expensive Olympus
cameras.

9. The OM System. The lenses

mentioned above are just a part

of the remarkable OM System . .

.

the world's largest array of com-
pact accessories made to fit a

35mm SLR. From flashes to car-

rying cases, lenses to auto

-

winders, more than 300 accesso-

ries in the OM System are ready

for your OM-10.

10. interchangeablity. If you do
decide to move up to an OM-1 or

OM-2, you'll be able to take along

virtually every accessory-and all

the lenses-you've bought for your

OM-10.

11. Failsafe electronic opera-

tion. A comprehensive group of

safety devices linked to a pair of

high-capacity electronic brains

make the prospect of spoiled

photos and wasted film unlikely.

More than a dozen of these safety

devices work automatically

toward one goal: Helping you take

terrific photographs.

12. The best reason of all. Be-

cause it's an Olympus. Designed

from a clean sheet of paper to be

a breakthrough in camera engi-

neering, to be an integral part of

the Olympus tradition of excel-

lence bydesign...a tradition we
invite you to share. For complete

information on the OM-10, see

your dealer. Or write Olympus,

Woodbury, NY 11797.

OLYMPUS
Excellence by design.
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Jack M. Kugelmass learned of the

mostly poor and elderly Jews who live

and worship in New York City's for-

bidding South Bronx from Yoav Levy,

the photographer on the story. The
two are currently putting together a

book on this subject. Researching the

article out in the streets was a change

of pace for Kugelmass, who had re-

cently received his Ph.D. from the

New School for Social Research. His

anthropology dissertation on the Jews

of prewar Poland was based on pub-

lished memoirs found in libraries. Ku-
gelmass conducts seminars on the eth-

nography of East European Jewry at

the Max Weinreich Center for Ad-
vanced Jewish Studies at the VIVO
Institute in New York City. An avid

cyclist, he has been studying urban

bicycle messengers—as a participant-

observer.

An enthusiastic birder and overall

student of natural history, John
Kricher first became interested in the

nature of weeds while doing research

on the diversity of bird species in a

recently abandoned field. He subse-

quently received his Ph.D. from Rut-

gers University and is currently as-

sociate professor of biology at

Wheaton College in Norton, Massa-

chusetts. His present research topics

include an analysis of range expansion

of several passerine bird species in

New England and studies of ecosys-

tem perturbation in relation to chemi-

cal compounds. Kricher lives with his

wife and a pet collared peccary, which

impresses him "both with its intel-

ligence and its ability to thrive in the

New England winter."
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They were an un-

yielding lot, the folks

who settled Amana,

Iowa. They never

could take to

compromise.

Today, our new
Radarange Plus'^"

microwave convec-

tion oven is proof

nothing's changed.

We could have

compromised. By
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browning element.

But we didn't.

Instead, we de-
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kind of oven. One
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part convection. The

microwave part cooks
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circulates hot air
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browning and crisping
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chicken that looks like
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And no matter

what you cook,
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The ecology and evolutionary bi-

ology of plethodontid salamanders in

North and Central America has been

a strong interest of James F. Lynch.

A research biologist at the Smithso-

nian Institution, Lynch has also pur-

sued fieldwork on the community ecol-

ogy of ants and the island ecology

of birds that inhabit patches of forest

in eastern North America.

A spare-time jazz singer, James
Hanken recently received his Ph.D.

in zoology from the University of Cal-

ifornia at Berkeley. He is now on his

way to Dalhousie University in Hali-

fax, Nova Scotia, where he will serve

as a Killam Postdoctoral Fellow, and

continue his research on miniaturiza-

tion in vertebrates, particularly sala-

manders. Hanken is also a semipro-

fessional photographer, having had his

work published in several books and

magazines and winning a first prize

in the Natural History photographic

competition of 1979.

David B. Wake is a professor of

zoology and director of the Museum
of Vertebrate Zoology at the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley. His work

has emphasized the evolution of adap-

tive morphology. He has studied sala-

manders since his first year in grad-

uate school, an interest that developed
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Nutrition and Brain Development
Malnutrition early in life can cause developmental abnormalities

within the brain, but these negative effects can often be reversed

by proper nutrition and exposure to an enriched environment

bv Mvron Winick

During the late 1950s and early

1960s there was a great deal of con-

cern about the possibility that mal-

nutrition during very early life might

result in permanently retarded mental

development. Studies from South Af-

rica. Mexico, Chile, and other places

suggested that children hospitalized

during infancy for malnutrition had

reduced I.Q. scores and poor academ-

ic performance when they reached

school age. In a world in which 300

million children were estimated to

have suffered significant malnutrition

in infancy, this presented a potential

problem of enormous magnitude.

At the same time, other studies

clearly showed that early malnutrition

profoundly retarded physical growth

and markedly curtailed the expected

increase in head circumference.

Hence the implications were that the

body was not reaching expected height

and that the brain was not reaching

expected size.

Experiments quickly undertaken in

animals confirmed the observations in

human populations and extended them
by showing that animals undernour-

ished during the nursing period had

reduced brain sizes, a reduced amount
of brain myelin content (the covering

sheath of nerve fibers), and a reduced

number of brain cells. In addition,

the number and complexity of neu-

ronal connections were reduced. Most
of these changes were found to be

permanent unless rehabilitation began
very early in life.

These same experimental animals

were shown to exhibit abnormal be-

havior: they were unable to run a maze

properly or to extinguish a learned

reflex, and again, this behavior per-

sisted into adult life even if the ani-

mals were rehabilitated after their

early exposure to malnutrition. Thus

a single exposure to severe food re-

striction during the neonatal period

not only impaired brain growth and

function but also induced permanent

changes in brain structure and in the

animals' behavior.

These studies raised obvious ques-

tions about human malnutrition, es-

pecially as seen in Third World coun-

tries. Does malnutrition retard growth

and alter the structure of the human
brain? What is the critical time during

which malnutrition must occur in or-

der to cause such changes? Do struc-

tural and biochemical changes in-

duced by malnutrition lead in some
way to the developmental changes that

have been described in children?

Before studies could be undertaken

to examine the effects of early mal-

nutrition on the human brain, the nor-

mal pattern of cellular growth had

to be determined. To do this the brains

of children who died in accidents, from

accidental poisonings, or from other

catastrophic events were examined.

By analyzing these brains for DNA
content and dividing by the known

amount of DNA in any human diploid

cell (6.0 millionths of a gram), the

number of cells in the human brain

at any given time was determined.

The data indicated that the number
of human brain cells reached their

maximum by about eighteen months

of age. Moreover, like the findings

in experimental animals, there were

three distinct periods of cellular

growth in the human brain. The ear-

liest period, occurring before birth,

was characterized by a rapid prolif-

eration of cells with little or no in-

crease in their size. The second period,

from birth to eighteen months, was

characterized by a progressive de-

crease in cell proliferation and a con-

comitant increase in cell size. The
third period, from eighteen months

until beyond three years, was char-

acterized by cell enlargement only,

with no further increase in cell num-
ber. Additional studies indicated that

the increased number of cells during

the first period could be divided into

an early increase in the number of

neurons, peaking at about twenty-six

weeks of gestation, and a later increase

in the number of glia, or supporting

cells, peaking around birth.

Thus human brain growth could be

characterized by a progression of cel-

lular events. First the neurons them-

selves rapidly divide and increase their

number, then the glial cells reach max-

imum rates of cell division, and finally

cells begin to enlarge as myelin is de-

posited and as branches grow and ar-

borize, building the ultimate network

of axonal and dendritic connections

that characterizes the mature brain.

It was obvious from these studies

that if one wanted to study the effect

of malnutrition on the cellular devel-

opment of the human brain, the time

when malnutrition occurred was crit-

ical. The earlier the malnutrition, the

greater the potential for interfering

with cell division and ultimately re-

ducing the number of brain cells. In
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the late 1960s and early 1970s a series

of studies in Chile established those

facts. Brains of children who died of

severe malnutrition during the first

year of life (infantile marasmus) were

examined. The data clearly showed
that the number of cells in the brains

of these children was reduced from

the norm. This reduction was noted

in all of the brain regions examined
and was of a similar magnitude to

the reduction noted in the brains of

animals severely malnourished during

the neonatal period. In addition, again

paralleling the findings in animals, the

deposition of myelin and the extent

of dendritic arborizations were found

to be reduced.

Without question, early malnutri-

tion as it occurred in the Third World
was producing cellular and structural

changes in the human brain. By cor-

relating the actual brain changes with

the head circumferences of those chil-

dren who died of malnutrition it could

be shown that the head circumference

was an accurate reflection of the ac-

tual brain weight and the number of

brain cells. Accordingly, the more se-

vere the cellular damage, the smaller

the head circumference.

With millions of children surviving

early malnutrition but left with two

of its major results—short stature and

reduced head circumference—these

data again raised the question of the

adequacy of brain development in a

large segment of the world's children.

In addition, these findings, coupled

with previous findings that similarly

malnourished children who survived

showed permanent developmental ab-

normalities and that the severity of

these abnormalities also correlated

with the degree of reduction in head

circumference, raised the question of

a direct association between the struc-

tural changes and the functional out-

come.

In the early 1970s several studies

began to suggest that this view of the

effects of early malnutrition was prob-

ably an oversimplification. Animal

psychologists noted that behavioral

abnormalities identical to those exhib-

ited by animals malnourished early

in life occurred in animals that were

not malnourished but were reared in

isolation. Moreover, if the animals

were stimulated in a variety of ways,

the expected behavioral changes in-

duced by neonatal malnutrition did

not occur. The psychologists postu-

lated that there was an interaction

between malnutrition and environ-
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mental deprivation that accounted for

the behavioral abnormalities and, fur-

ther, that early malnutrition may exert

its effects on behavior by "functionally

isolating" the animal from its envi-

ronment, thereby preventing the nor-

mal stimuli necessary for proper de-

velopment from reaching the animal

at the proper time.

Several observations in human pop-

ulations suggest that this hypothesis

might be correct. First, malnourished

children from Third World countries

(the populations that had been pri-

marily investigated) invariably grew

up in deprived environments. Second,

such children were apathetic and often

much less demanding than better-

nourished children. Hence they were

deprived of even the little attention

that was available. Third, and perhaps

most important, children who were as

malnourished as the investigated

Third World children, but who came
from more enriched environments, did

not show the expected deficits in I.Q.

or school achievement.

One study examined United States

children with cystic fibrosis, a serious

medical condition that is invariably

associated with severe early malnu-

trition. By age five these children had

normal I.Q.'s and achievements. An-

other study investigated children with

pyloric stenosis, a condition that also

results in severe early malnutrition.

Again, their I.Q.'s and achievements

were normal. Consequently, the data

suggested that although malnutrition

early in life could directly retard brain

growth and alter brain structure, it

did not in itself affect mental devel-

opment. Only when malnutrition was

coupled with a deprived environment

were the behavioral effects mani-

fested. These observations raised a

crucial question. Could malnourished

children growing up in an environment

of poverty and deprivation develop

normally if they were subsequently ex-

posed to an enriched environment?

In an attempt to answer this ques-

tion, a study was made of a group

of Korean orphans severely malnour-

ished in the first year of life but sub-

sequently adopted by middle-class

United States families before the age

of three. By the time these children

reached school age their average I.Q.

scores were 102 and they were achiev-

ing at the average level for American

children. Although they had not quite

reached the levels of similarly adopted

Korean children who were well nour-

ished during infancy—whose average
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I.Q. was 112—they had shown an
enormous amount of recovery. All pre-

vious studies on malnourished popu-
lations of children, reared in the im-

poverished environments from which
they came, showed I.Q. scores in the

sixties or low seventies.

A second study, employing the same
populations of Korean orphans, but

this time examining children who were
adopted after the age of three, dem-
onstrated that I.Q. and achievement

dropped in both the previously mal-

nourished and previously well-nour-

ished group, and that the children who
had been malnourished in early in-

fancy had I.Q.'s and achievement
scores below the United States norms.

However, even with adoption after

three, these children did significantly

better than one would expect had they

been returned to their previous en-

vironment. Hence the anticipated be-

havioral effects of early malnutrition

occurring in a deprived environment

seemingly were either prevented or re-

versed if the child was subsequently

reared in an "enriched" environment.

As might be expected, these studies

raised questions about children grow-

ing up in deprived environments in

the United States. Was the same in-

teraction between poor nutrition and

environmental deprivation retarding

development in certain segments of

our own population? Two groups of

children were compared. Both groups

had been put in foster care but the

children in one group had remained

in a single foster home until they were

studied, whereas those in the second

group had lived in several different

foster homes during the study period.

The assumption was that a single fos-

ter home would provide a more stable

environment than multiple foster

homes. The results bore this out, dem-
onstrating an average I.Q. score four-

teen points lower in the group reared

in multiple foster homes.

In carrying out further analysis of

the data on foster home children, yet

another correlation was noted. A
strong relationship was found in the

multiple foster home group between

I.Q. and height. The smaller the child,

the lower the I.Q. This correlation

did not, however, hold among the sin-

gle foster home children. Since severe

early malnutrition invariably results

in short stature and since the only

children whose I.Q. and school per-

formance were reduced were those

short children reared in the multiple

foster home environment, an interac-



tion between early malnutrition and

a deprived environment again seems

probable.

In sum, the data so far available

suggest that malnutrition early in life

exerts two somewhat different effects

on the brain. The first is retardation

in the rate of cell division and cur-

tailment of myelination and dendritic

arborization, resulting in cellular,

structural, and biochemical abnormal-

ities within the brain. These changes

will occur regardless of the child's en-

vironment. The second is a series of

behavioral changes that occur as a

consequence of the interaction of mal-

nutrition with environmental depriva-

tion. Early malnutrition alone will not

produce these changes and enriching

the environment even after the inter-

action has taken place may prevent

the changes from occurring.

Some final questions currently un-

der study are whether any chemical

events in the brain can be altered by

this interaction of nutrition and en-

vironment and if such alterations do

take place, can they explain abnormal

behavior. Recent studies in rats have

demonstrated that early malnutrition

reduces the concentration of n-acetyl

neuraminic acid (NANA), one of

many chemical substances secreted by
the neurons that may affect the trans-

mission of nerve impulses, in the den-

dritic tips. Environmental stimulation

increases the concentration of NANA.
In addition, injection of NANA into

malnourished animals increases its

concentration at the synapses of the

dendrites and prevents the expected

behavioral abnormalities. Consequent-

ly, it is possible that both early mal-

nutrition and environmental depriva-

tion work through a single final bio-

chemical pathway and that by alter-

ing that pathway behavior can be

modified.

In the past thirty years we have

come full circle. Whereas initially we
believed that early malnutrition invari-

ably led to structural and chemical

changes in the brain that, in turn,

left permanent behavioral scars, the

current data suggest that the behav-

ioral changes are caused by a different

mechanism and, much more important

from a practical standpoint, that the

changes are potentially reversible.

Myron Winick is the director of the

Institute of Human Nutrition and a

professor of nutrition and of pedi-

atrics at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons at Columbia University.
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Science and Jewish Immigration
Dubious research became the basis for
excluding millions of eastern and southern Europeans

by Stephen Jay Gould

In April, 1925, C.B. Davenport, one

of America's leading geneticists, wrote

to Madison Grant, author of The Pass-

ing of the Great Race, and the most

notorious American racist of the gen-

teel Yankee tradition: "Our ancestors

drove Baptists from Massachusetts

Bay into Rhode Island, but we have

no place to drive the Jews to." If

America had become too full to pro-

vide places of insulated storage for

undesirables, then they must be kept

out. Davenport had written Grant to

discuss a pressing political problem

of the day: the establishment of quotas

for immigration to America.

Jews presented a potential problem

to ardent restrictionists. After 1890,

the character of American immigra-

tion had changed markedly. The con-

genial Englishmen, Germans, and

Scandinavians, who predominated be-

fore, had been replaced by hordes of

poorer, darker, and more unfamiliar

people from southern and eastern Eu-

rope. The catalog of national stereo-

types proclaimed that all these peo-

ple—primarily Italians, Greeks,

Turks, and Slavs—were innately de-

ficient in both intelligence and mo-

rality. Arguments for exclusion could

be grounded in the eugenic preser-

vation of a threatened American stock.

But Jews presented a dilemma. The
same racist catalog attributed a num-
ber of undesirable traits to them, in-

cluding avarice and inability to as-

similate, but it did not accuse them
of stupidity. If innate dullness was

to be the "official" scientific rationale

for excluding immigrants from eastern

and southern Europe, how could the

Jews be kept out?

The most attractive possibility lay

in claiming that the old catalog had

been too generous and that, contrary

to its popular stereotype, Jews were

stupid after all. Several "scientific"

studies conducted between 1910 and

1930, the heyday of the great immi-

gration debate, reached this devoutly

desired conclusion. As examples of dis-

torting facts to match expectations or

of blindness to obvious alternatives,

they are without parallel. This essay

is the story of two famous studies,

from different nations and with dif-

ferent impact.

H.H. Goddard w{is the director of

research at the Vineland Institute for

Feeble-minded Girls and Boys in New
Jersey. He viewed himself as a tax-

onomist of mental deficiency. He con-

centrated upon "defectives of high

grade" who posed special problems

because their status just below the

borderline of normality rendered their

identification more difficult. He in-

vented the term "moron" (from a

Greek word for "foolish") to describe

people in this category. He believed

at the time, although he changed his

mind in 1928, that most morons should

be confined to institutions for life, kept

happy with tasks apportioned to their

ability, and above all, prevented from

breeding.

Goddard's general method for iden-

tifying morons was simplicity itself.

Once you had enough familiarity with

the beast, you simply looked at one,

asked a few questions, and drew your

evident conclusions. If they were dead,

you asked questions of the living who
knew them. If they were dead, or even

fictitious, you just looked. Goddard
once attacked the poet Edwin Mark-
ham for suggesting that "The Man
with the Hoe," inspired by Millet's

famous painting of a peasant, "came

to his condition as the result of social

conditions which held him down and

made him like the clods that he turned

over." Couldn't Markham see that

Millet's man was mentally deficient?

"The painting is a perfect picture of

an imbecile," Goddard remarked.

Goddard thought he had a pretty good

eye himself, but the main task of iden-

tifying morons must be given to

women because nature had endowed

the fair sex with superior intuition:

After a person has had considerable ex-

perience in this work, he almost gets a

sense of what a feeble-minded person is

so that he can tell one afar off. The

people who are best at this work, and

who I believe should do this work, are

women. Women seem to have closer ob-

servation than men.

In 1912, Goddard was invited by

the U.S. Public Health Service to try

his skill at identifying morons among
arriving immigrants on Ellis Island.

Perhaps they could be screened out

and sent back, thus reducing the

"menace of the feeble-minded." But

this time, Goddard brought a new
method to supplement his identifica-

tions by sight—the Binet tests of in-

telligence, later to become (at the

hands of Lewis M. Terman of Stanford

University), the Stanford-Binet scale,

or the conventional measure of IQ.

Binet had just died in France and

would never witness the distortion of

a device for identifying children who
needed special help in school into an

instrument for labeling people with

a permanent stamp of inferiority.

Goddard was so encouraged by the

success of his preliminary trials that

he raised some money and sent two

of his women back to Ellis Island in

1913 for a more thorough study. In

.
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two and a half months, they tested

four major groups; thirty-five Jews,

twenty-two Hungarians, fifty Italians,

and forty-five Russians. The Binet

tests produced an astounding result:

83 percent of the Jews, 87 percent

of the Russians, 80 percent of the

Hungarians, and 79 percent of the

Italians were feeble-minded—that is,

below mental age twelve (the upper

limit of moronity by Goddard's defi-

nition). Goddard himself was a bit

embarrassed by his own exaggerated

success. Weren't his results too good

to be true? Could anyone be made
to believe that four-fifths of any nation

were morons? Goddard played with

the numbers a bit, and got his figures

down to 40 or 50 percent, but he was

still perturbed.

The Jewish sample attracted his

greatest interest for two reasons. First,

it might resolve the dilemma of the

supposedly intelligent Jew and provide

a rationale for keeping this undesir-

able group out. Second, Goddard felt

that he could not be accused of bias

for the Jewish sample. The other

groups had been tested via interpret-

ers, but he had a Yiddish-speaking

psychologist for the Jews.

In retrospect, Goddard's conclu-

sions were far more absurd than even

he allowed himself to suspect in anx-

ious moments. It became clear, a few

years later, that Goddard had con-

structed a particularly harsh version

of the Binet tests. His scores stood

well below the rankings of all other

revisions. Fully half the people who
scored in the low, but normal, range

of the Stanford-Binet scale tested as

morons on Goddard's scales.

But the greater absurdity arose

from Goddard's extraordinary insen-

sitivity to environmental effects, both

long-term and immediate, upon test

scores. In his view, the Binet tests

measured innate intelligence by defi-

nition, since they required no reading

or writing and made no explicit ref-

erence to particular aspects of specific

cultures. Caught in this vicious circle

of argument, Goddard became blind

to the primary reality that surrounded

his women on Ellis Island. The re-

doubtable Ms. Kite approaches a

group of frightened men and
women—mostly illiterate, few with

any knowledge of English, all just off

the boat after a grueling journey in

steerage—plucks them from the line

and asks them to name as many ob-

jects as they can, in their own lan-

guage, within three minutes. Could

their poor performance reflect fear,

befuddlement, or physical weakness

rather than stupidity? Goddard con-

sidered the possibility but rejected it:

What shall we say of the fact that only

45 percent can give sixty words in three

minutes, when normal children of 11

years sometimes give 200 words in that

time! It is hard to find an explanation

except lack of intelligence. . . . How could

a person live even 15 years in any en-

vironment without learning hundreds of

names of which he could certainly think

of 60 in three minutes.

Could their failure to identify the

date, or even the year, be attributed

to anything other than moronity?

Must we again conclude that the Eu-

ropean peasant of the type that immi-

grates to America pays no attention to

the passage of time? That the drudgery

of life is so severe that he cares not

whether it is January or July, whether

it is 1912 or 1906? Is it possible that

the person may be of considerable in-

telligence and yet, because of the pe-

culiarity of his environment, not have ac-

quired this ordinary bit of knowledge,

even though the calendar is not in general

use on the continent, or is somewhat com-

plicated as in Russia? If so what an en-

vironment it must have been!

Goddard wrestled with the issue of

this moronic flood. On the one hand,

he could see some benefits:

They do a great deal of work that no

one else will do. . . . There is an immense
amount of drudgery to be done, an im-

mense amount of work for which we do

not wish to pay enough to secure more
intelligent workers. . . . May it be that

possibly the moron has his place.

But he feared genetic deterioration

even more and eventually rejoiced in

the tightening of standards that his

program had encouraged. In 1917, he

reported with pleasure that deporta-

tions for mental deficiency had in-

creased by 350 percent in 1913 and

570 percent in 1914 over the average

for five preceding years. Morons could

be identified at ports of entry and

shipped back, but such an inefficient

and expensive procedure could never

be instituted as general policy. Would
it not be better simply to restrict im-

migration from nations teeming with

morons? Goddard suggested that his

conclusions "furnish important consid-

erations for future actions both sci-

entific and social as well as legisla-

tive." Within ten years, restriction

based upon national quotas had be-

come a reality.

Meanwhile, in England, Karl Pear-
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son had also decided to study the ap-

parent anomaly of Jewish intelligence.

Pearson, who had been christened Carl

but changed the spelling to proclaim

his Marxist allegiance, was an ardent

socialist—proving once again that

politics is a peculiarly unpredictable

business, and that adherents to a phi-

losophy preaching regard for mankind

in general need not extend their af-

fection to individual humans in de-

spised groups.

Pearson's study was as ridiculous

as Goddard's, but we cannot attribute

its errors (as we might, being unrea-

sonably charitable, in Goddard's case)

to mathematical naivete, for Pearson

virtually invented the science of sta-

tistics. Pearson, the first Galton Pro-

fessor of Eugenics at University Col-

lege, London, founded the Annals of
Eugenics in 1925. He chose to begin

its first issue with his study of Jewish

immigration, apparently regarding it

as a model of sober science and ra-

tional social planning. He stated his

purpose forthrightly in the opening

lines:

The purport of this memoir is to discuss

whether it is desirable in an already

crowded country like Great Britain to

permit indiscriminate immigration, or, if

the conclusion be that it is not, on what
grounds discrimination should be based.

If a group generally regarded as

intellectually able could be ranked as

inferior, then the basic argument for

restriction would be greatly enhanced,

for who would then defend the groups

that everyone considered as stupid?

Pearson, however, loudly decried any

attempt to attribute motive or prior

prejudice to his study. One can only

recall Shakespeare's line, "The lady

doth protest too much, methinks,"

when Pearson proclaimed his objec-

tivity so stridently:

There is only one solution to a problem
of this kind, and it lies in the cold light

of statistical inquiry. . . . We have no axes

to grind, we have no governing body to

propitiate by well advertised discoveries;

we are paid by nobody to reach results

of a given bias. We have no electors,

no subscribers to encounter in the market
place. We firmly believe that we have

no political, no religious and no social

prejudices. . . . We rejoice in numbers and
figures for their own sake and, subject

to human fallibility, collect our data—as

all scientists must do—to find out the

truth that is in them.

Pearson had invented a statistic so

commonly used today that many peo-

ple probably think it has been avail-

able since the dawn of mathematics

—

the correlation coefficient. This sta-

tistic measures the degree of relation-

ship between two features of a set

of objects: height versus weight or

head circumference versus leg length

in a group of humans, for example.

Correlation coefficients can range as

high as 1.0 (taller people are invari-

ably heavier to the same degree) or

as low as 0.0 for no correlation (an

increase in height provides no infor-

mation about weight—a taller person

may weigh more, the same, or less,

and no prediction can be made from
the increase in height alone). Corre-

lation coefficients can also be negative

if increase in one variable leads to

decrease in the other (if taller people

generally weigh less, for example).

Pearson's study of Jewish immigration

involved the measurement of corre-

lations between a large and motley

array of physical and mental char-

acters for children of Jewish immi-

grants living in London.

Pearson measured everything he

imagined might be important in as-

sessing "worthiness." He established

four categories for cleanliness of hair:

very clean and tidy, clean on the
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whole, dirty and untidy, and matted

or verminous. He assessed both inner

and outer clothing on a similar scale:

clean, a little dirty, dirty, and filthy.

He then computed correlation coef-

ficients between all measures and was

generally disappointed by the low val-

ues obtained. He could not under-

stand, for example, why cleanliness

of body and hair correlated only .2615

in boys and .2119 in girls, and mused:

We should naturally have supposed that

cleanliness of body and tidiness of hair

would be products of maternal environ-

ment and so highly correlated. It is sin-

gular that they are not. There may be

mothers who consider chiefly externals,

and so press for tidiness of hair, but it

is hard to imagine that those who em-

phasize cleanliness of body overlook

cleanliness of hair.

Pearson concluded his study of

physical measures by proclaiming

Jewish children inferior to the native

stock in height, weight, susceptibility

to disease, nutrition, visual acuity, and

cleanliness:

Jewish alien children are not superior to

the native Gentile. Indeed, taken all

round we should not be exaggerating if

we asserted that they were inferior in

the great bulk of the categories dealt

with.

The only possible justification for

admitting them lay in a potentially

superior intelligence to overbalance

their physical shortcomings.

Pearson therefore studied intelli-

gence by the same type of short and

subjective scale that had character-

ized his measures of physical traits.

For intelligence, he relied upon teach-

ers' judgments rated from A to G.

Computing the raw averages, he found

that Jewish children were not superior

to native Gentiles. Jewish boys ranked

a bit higher, but the girls scored no-

tably lower than their English class-

mates. Pearson concluded, with a

striking analogy conjuring up all man-

ner of images in retrospect:

Taken on the average, and regarding both

sexes, this alien Jewish population is

somewhat inferior physically and men-

tally to the native population. . . . We
know and admit that some of the children

of these alien Jews from the academic

standpoint have done brilliantly; whether

they have the staying power of the native

race is another question. No breeder of

cattle, however, would purchase an entire

herd because he anticipated finding one

or two fine specimens included in it; still

less would he do it, if his byres and pas-

tures were already full.

But Pearson realized that he was

missing one crucial argument. He had
already admitted that Jews lived in

relative poverty. Suppose intelligence

is more a product of environment than

inborn worth? Might not the average

scores of Jews reflect their disadvan-

taged lives? Would they not be su-

perior after all if they lived as well

as the native English? Pearson rec-

ognized that he had to demonstrate

the innateness of intelligence to carry

his argument for restricted immigra-

tion based on irremediable mediocrity.

He turned again to his correlation

coefficients. If low intelligence cor-

related with measures of misery (dis-

ease, squalor, and low income, for ex-

ample), then an environmental basis

might be claimed. But if few or no

correlations could be found, then in-

telligence is not affected by environ-

ment and must be innate. Pearson

computed his correlation coefficients

and, as with the physical measures,

found very few high values. But this

time he was pleased. The correlations

produced little beyond the discovery

that intelligent children sleep less and

tend to breathe more through their

nose! He concluded triumphantly:

There does not exist in the present ma-

terial any correlation of the slightest con-

sequence between the intelligence of the

child and its physique, its health, its par-

ents' care or the economic and sanitary

conditions of its home. . . . Intelligence as

distinct from mere knowledge stands out

as a congenital character. Let us admit

finally that the mind of man is for the

most part a congenital product, and the

factors which determine it are racial and

familial. . . . Our material provides no evi-

dence that a lessening of the aliens' pov-

erty, an improvement in their food, or

an advance in their cleanliness will sub-

stantially alter their average grade of in-

telligence. ... It is proper to judge the

immigrant by what he is as he arrives,

and reject or accept him then.

But conclusions based upon nega-

tive evidence are always suspect. Pear-

son's failure to record correlations be-

tween "intelligence" and environment

might suggest the true absence of any

relationship. But it might also simply

mean that his measures were as lousy

as the hair in his category 4. Maybe

a teacher's assessment doesn't record

anything accurately, and its failure

to correlate with measures of envi-

ronment only demonstrates its inad-

equacy as an index of intelligence.

After all, Pearson had already ad-

mitted that correlations between phys-



ical measures had been disappoint-

ingly small. He was too good a

statistician to ignore this possibility.

So he faced it and dismissed it with

one of the worst arguments I have

ever read.

Pearson gave three reasons for stick-

ing to his claim that intelligence is

innate. The first two were irrelevant:

teachers' assessments correlate with

Binet test scores, and high correlations

between siblings and between parents

and children also prove the innateness

of intelligence. But Pearson had not

given Binet tests to the Jewish children

and had not measured their parents'

intelligence in any way. These two

claims relied upon other studies and

could not be transferred to the present

case. Pearson appreciated this weak-

ness and therefore advanced a third

argument based upon internal evi-

dence: intelligence (teachers' assess-

ment) failed to correlate with envi-

ronment but it did correlate with other

"independent" measures of mental

worth.

But what were these other indepen-

dent measures: believe it or not, Pear-

son chose "conscientiousness" (also

based on teachers' assessments and

scored as keen, medium, and dull),

and rank in class. How else does a

teacher assess "intelligence" if not (in

large part) by conscientiousness and

rank in class? Pearson's three mea-
sures—intelligence, conscientiousness,

and rank in class—were redundant as-

sessments of the same thing: the teach-

ers' opinion of their students' worth.

But we cannot tell whether these opin-

ions record inborn capacities, environ-

mental advantages, or teachers' prej-

udices. I doubt that Pearson took his

own argument seriously and was doing

more than putting on a brave face

by this point. In any case, he con-

cluded with an appeal to bar all but

the most intelligent of foreign Jews:

For men with no special ability—above

all for such men as religion, social habits,

or language keep as a caste apart, there

should be no place. They will not be ab-

sorbed by, and at the same time
strengthen the existing population; they

will develop into a parasitic race.

Goddard's and Pearson's studies

shared the property of internal con-

tradictions and evident prejudice suf-

ficient enough to dismiss all claims.

But they differed in one important

respect: social impact. Britain did not

enact laws to restrict immigration by
racial or national origin. But in Amer-

ica, Goddard and his colleagues won.

Goddard's work on Ellis Island had

already encouraged immigration of-

ficials to reject people for supposed

moronity. Five years later, the Army
tested 1.75 million World War I re-

cruits with a set of examinations that

Goddard helped write and that were

composed by a committee meeting at

his Vineland Training School. The tab-

ulations did not identify Jews per se

but calculated "innate intelligence"

by national averages. These absurd

tests, which measured linguistic and

cultural familiarity with American
ways (a story for another month),

ranked recent immigrants from south-

ern and eastern Europe well below

the English, Germans, and Scandina-

vians who had arrived long before.

The average soldier of most southern

and eastern European nations scored

as a moron on the Army tests. Since

most Jewish immigrants arrived from

eastern European nations, quotas

based on country of origin eliminated

Jews as surely as collegiate quotas

based on geographical distribution

once barred them from elite campuses.

When quotas were set for the Im-

migration Restriction Act of 1924,

they were cynically calculated at 2

percent of people from each nation

present in America at the census of

1890, not at the most recent count

of 1920. Since few southern and east-

ern Europeans had arrived by 1890,

these quotas effectively reduced the

influx of Slavs, Italians, and Jews to

a trickle. Restriction was in the air

and would have occurred anyway. But

the peculiar character and intent of

the 1924 quotas were largely a result

of propaganda issued by Goddard and

his eugenical colleagues.

What effect did the quotas have

in retrospect? Allan Chase, author of

The Legacy of Maithus, the finest

book on the history of scientific racism

in America, has estimated that the

quotas barred up to six million south-

ern, central, and eastern Europeans

between 1924 and the outbreak of

World War II (assuming that immi-

gration had continued at its pre- 1924

rate). We know what happened to

many who wanted to leave but had

no place to go. The pathways to de-

struction are often indirect, but ideas

can be agents as surely as guns and

bombs.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.
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The Tourist as Pilgrim i X

Christmas in Jerusalem
Experiencing the sacred in the Holy Land is, in itself, a miracle

by Colin Turnbull

It is remarkable that such a vital

and far-reaching institution as tourism

should have escaped the same degree

of attention that social scientists give

to institutions of lesser consequence.

Here is an institution, virtually ig-

nored, that carries millions of human
beings backward and forward across

the world every year, crisscrossing cul-

tural, linguistic, political, economic,

and religious lines with systematic

abandon (systematic at least so far

as group tours and professionally ar-

ranged tours are concerned).

Significantly, serious attention is at

last being given to another long-ne-

glected institution, the pilgrimage.

Anthropologists, attracted by the ex-

otic and seemingly disinterested in

what is right under their noses, may
find, however, that the pilgrimage is

not as exotic as they think; they may
find it alive and well but in the guise

of "tourism." Many tourists are en-

gaged in a quest just as much as are

pilgrims although, largely because of

what they have been told by the tourist

industry, they may state their goals

as escape, relaxation, and pleasure.

The quest of the tourist is, I believe,

often a quest for the sacred, and with

this in mind, a colleague and I decided

to take a year away from academia

and travel around the world, letting

circumstances decide whether we were

pilgrims or tourists, whether our quest

was sacred or secular, and by observ-

ing ourselves and our fellow tour-

ist/pilgrims, begin to come to grips

with the many far-reaching effects,

often unintended and unexpected, that

both institutions have on society.

In taking turns to say where in the

world we would like to visit, my col-

league and I found there was a great

deal of agreement between us. Our
respective choices were in several in-

stances related directly to religious be-

havior in cultures where neither of

us had worked as anthropologists. It

became clear that while personal plea-

sure and satisfaction were our stated

objectives, fulfillment of some kind

was an essential part of the goal. At

this stage our plans began to look more

and more like a research project, and

the comparison between pilgrimage

and tourism was inescapable.

Although we felt the concept was

worth developing into a full-scale re-

search proposal this in no way altered

our fundamental position. We clari-

fied certain ideas, but we were also

compelled to present plans of action

with a detail we knew could never

be foreseen. In any case, the foun-

dation to which we submitted the pro-

posal simply could not accept that one

of the qualifications we gave for ven-

turing into an area such as Polynesia

was that neither of us knew anything

about the region except that it is sup-

posed to have idyllic beaches, a

friendly and hospitable population,

and magnificent cuisine. Yet plainly,

if we were to test tourist perceptions

by participant observation, we had to

be as uninformed about our destina-

tion as most tourists and to have simi-

lar hedonistic objectives. It is hardly

surprising that the project was not

funded, but by the time we were no-

tified of this detail we were into our

fifth month in the field. And by then

we had already reverted to our original

plan of passing one year pleasurably

without any academic or foundation

guidelines to hamper us.

It was a geographical coincidence

that Israel was the first stopover on

our itinerary, but one that immedi-

ately brought us into contact with

many of the very real dangers inherent

in tourism—some inescapably rooted

in the brief duration of the sojourn

of most tourists. (In the Mediterra-

nean area Americans in particular are

estimated to spend an average of no

more than 2.6 days in any one coun-

try.) The prime danger of course lies

not only in the superficial impressions

that tourists get of people and places

nor even in the possible, some would

say probable, falsity of their under-

standing of what they see. It lies more

in the intensity with which they re-

ceive these impressions, whose essen-

tial novelty, however true or false,

makes them so vivid that they quickly

assume the reality of truth in the mind

of the tourist. This "truth," and for

tourists, of course, it is true, they prop-

agate with enthusiasm on their return

home: to fellow classmates, at church

meetings, at club or business dinners.

But are tourists always wrong, are

their impressions always so superfi-

cial?

Christian tourists in Israel might

well be forgiven for getting, very

quickly, the distinct impression that

not much has changed in two thousand

years and that "Hotel Full" signs are

being put up for their exclusive bene-

fit. For Israel is a country at war,

and although much of the atmosphere

of hostility that pervades the country,

and much of the discomfiting omni-

presence of heavily armed soldiers is

obviously due to this factor rather than

to any anti-Christian sentiment, the

hostile impression is likely to have a
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We've also got to realize that our eco-
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to be linked with excessive

energy use. And with waste

Without question, we

mustfind more oil

cost billions. But the money is available.

Even so, the most forceful domestic

program won't be enough to meet the

comingdemand.

Nobody uses as much oil as America,

Oil provides half of our energy needs.

And half of that goes into transportation.

Smaller cars help,So do mileage

standards. And we're getting there. But

we still have a long way to go.

Right now, there's no economical

And we must learn to use
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Scientists say there are billions

of barrels of oil still undiscovered in the
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to find it.

Exploration and development will

substitute for oil

as a transportation fuel. So we

continue to use it. But coal, nuclear
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energy needs,And they are much

more plentiful.

Energy is the issue of our time,The

action we take now will decide our future.
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There are no easy answers.
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more lasting effect than the rational-

ization. Similarly, the Israelis might

be forgiven for thinking that Chris-

tians, to judge by much tourist be-

havior, are still a bunch of trouble-

makers, consciously and unconsciously

disrupting the process of efficient gov-

ernment at a time when there is dis-

ruption enough. Evidence to support

both attitudes is easily found once the

attitude has been formed, and a real

and enduring animosity can arise all

too readily.

For the purposes of this trip I cer-

tainly did not consider myself a Chris-

tian pilgrim, and I thought I was

equally detached from any interest in

my cultural and religious history when
stretched that far from pagan Scot-

land. So it was with some surprise

that I observed how all this changed.

I found that in a country such as

Israel, plainly not a place for the care-

free holiday of conventional tourism,

tourists are almost instantly compelled

to adopt attitudes and opinions

whether they want to or not. I began

adopting both political and religious

stances (or perhaps I was discovering

political and religious identities) that

were never held previously at a con-

scious level, even before I boarded

the plane at Charles de Gaulle airport.

All of a sudden, for the first time

in my life, it came to me that I was

a Gentile. It was plain that a miracle

had occurred—an agnostic had un-

wittingly been made to feel like a

Christian! That is the power of op-

position, and since tourists are, except

in exclusively touristic resorts, always

a minority in opposition to others, they

are constantly being forced to assume

an identity, being made to feel more

American or whatever, white or black,

tall or short, rich or poor, depending

upon the nature of the opposition be-

tween them and the people whose

country they are visiting. The very

real danger, not insignificant in terms

of international relationships, is that

this inherent opposition often mani-

fests itself in hostility, however imagi-

nary or ill-founded.

Having discovered, much to my sur-

prise, that after a long period of ne-

glect I was still a Christian, I began

to feel more like a pilgrim. This trans-

formation was completed on my ar-

rival in Jerusalem late that night. The
cab ride from Tel Aviv was strangely

exciting since it was almost pitch dark.

Nonetheless, I filled in the darkness

with recollections recalled from the

sepia-toned photographs in the Bible

of my childhood: deserts, hilly barren

land, dusty mud-walled buildings and

villages, donkeys, and shadowy figures

wearing long, flowing robes. Had it

been daylight, my imagery would not

have been far different. Soon there

was a glow in the sky, lots of stars

in the east, and we were suddenly

under the walls of the old city of Je-

rusalem, following them past the Da-

mascus Gate to Herod's Gate, where
,

we turned off into a little side street
|

and pulled up at the Holy Land Hotel,
j

In the light of the street lamps, Je-

rusalem was as sepia-toned as those

photographs, people wore the same

long robes, and I was reminded of

the life-sized Nativity scenes that fill

our churches and department store

windows every Christmas. The Christ-

mas feeling was completed when the

hotel, despite our reservations, said

they were full. However, they sug-

gested, not exactly a stable, but a hum-
ble adjoining annex where we did in-

deed find shelter.

The Christmas spirit was quickly

dampened the next day. Setting off

early with the enthusiasm of a pilgrim,

and with my rediscovered identity as

a Christian, I found that within the

walls of the old city the stores were

as colorful and bright with tinsel as

any New York department store—and

just as full of junk being sold at lu-

dicrous prices to Christmas shoppers

(tourists) who seemed consumed by

a compulsion to buy something or ev-

erything. I began to feel less Christian.

Both the Christian and the Christ-

mas spirit were further dispelled in

the one place I thought might possibly

revive them—the tomb of the Holy

Sepulcher—partly because of the be-

havior of my fellow tourists, who
seemed to manifest a blatant lack of

respect for the sacred by their flagrant

use of cameras, despite signs prohib-

iting them. I found the flash gun par-

ticularly offensive, illuminating as it

sometimes did people at prayer, in-

vading their privacy and despoiling

their sanctity. Other tourists pushed

and shoved in a very un-Christian way,

using shoulders and elbows to force

a way through the narrow entrance

to the sepulcher itself. Occasionally

a minor fight broke out, accompanied

by swearing and gestures that were

anything but sacred.

The clerics in charge, far from re-

storing an air of sanctity, dispelled

any illusion of holiness by themselves

setting the pattern for aggressive be-

havior. One brown-robed, heavily
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,
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designed, operated and monitored

—

are one of the best ways to dispose of

many kinds of solid wastes.

3. Continuing industry
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We were finding ways to manage solid

wastes long before the nation recog-

nized the need for better waste-

disposal methods. In fact, we already

had much of the required waste-

disposal technology and remedial
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developed—when Congress passed

the Resource Conservation and Re-

covery Act of 1976, which sets forth

strict waste-disposal guidelines.
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waste-disposal methods.
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exchanges
Sometimes one chemical company's

wastes can become another com-
pany's raw material. Fluoride wastes

from a phosphoric acid plant, for

example, can be used by a company
producing aluminum. So the chemi-

cal industry has encouraged the de-

velopment of waste-exchange orga-

nizations, which develop and
distribute lists of available wastes.

Fur a booklet that tells more about what

we're doing to protect the environment,

urite to: Chemical Manufacturers Associa-

tion, Dept. HL-12, Box 363, Beltsville,

MD 20705.
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cowled, Rasputinlike figure imperi-

ously swept the common tourists back
from the sepulcher entrance each time

a group of higher paying, candle-bear-

ing tourists (called pilgrims) came into

view, led by yet another Rasputin.

This generated hostility between non-

candle-bearers and candle-bearers, as

well as between the various clerics,

as there seemed to be an endless suc-

cession of rival sects competing for

time and space, and of choirs filling

the air with competing sounds, adding

to the general commotion.

Looking for my colleague I found

him a few yards away at the rear

of the shrine, down on his hands and

knees, half hidden inside a hole in

the wall. As I watched, his right hand

came out and groped blindly for some
money in his pocket, but his other

arm remained inside, stretched as if

held. Once he had transferred the

money back inside the hole, however,

his left arm was released and my
friend stood up, looking very embar-

rassed (he was an atheist); in his left

hand he held a microscopic wooden
cross, wet where it had been sprinkled

with allegedly holy water by the monk
who had that concession and crouched

concealed inside the little cavern, wait-

ing for his prey.

The lovely and historic streets of

Old Jerusalem, crying out to be re-

spected and loved, suddenly became
unwholesome, distasteful, and alien to

me, beautiful only when empty of tour-

ists and pilgrims, clerics and commer-
cialism. It was the same almost ev-

erywhere, from Bethlehem to Naza-
reth, down on the shores of Galilee

and up on the summit of Mount Tabor,

The tourist industry, which attracts

the money that helps preserve the

monuments that attract the tourists,

is paving the way for the destruction

of the very source of its attraction.

Tourists seeking the sacred, to touch

and be touched by it, desecrate it by

their very eagerness and haste, just

as the competing sects desecrate the

sacred by their very competition and

commercialization.

But then I realized that I had

slipped from my role of being a tourist;

I was being too academic and was

consequently missing the whole point.

Despite their own, not inconsiderable

skepticism about the authenticity of

either the sites or the stories told about

them, many tourists suspend that skep-

ticism just long enough to allow them-

selves to be touched, "Oh well, I might

as well do it just for fun , , , here, hold

my bag, dear," said one lady with

a strong Midwestern accent as she

stepped forward to kneel down and
kiss the star above the site of the

Nativity, in Bethlehem. She arose,

blushing with embarrassment because

she had stayed down on her knees

a shade longer than required "for the

fun of it," But behind the blush she

was radiant, her spectacles were posi-

tively foggy, and she walked off with-

out a word, forgetting her friend and

her bag,

I saw tourists breaking their own
sacred rules of touristic hygiene and

drinking water from Jacob's Well, al-

lowing some priest to sell them a piece

of the true cross, standing in quiet

contemplation of the stark country-

side, and walking at Qumran and Ma-
sada, where man attacked man with

intellectual and religious bigotry so

long ago, or frolicking in a garish sea-

side resort suitably located near the

ancient site of Sodom and Gomorrah.

Even there, the shadow of Masada
touches the frolic, and the experience

of being totally unable to sink in the

bright blue, salty water of the Dead
Sea turns out to be a miracle rather

than "just fun, dear,"

There are ugly tourists to be sure.

Some will remember only the incon-

veniences, the stopping and searching

at every checkpoint, and they will find

the Holy Land very unholy as, in a

way, I did. But then I too was touched,

not so much by the shrines or by the

magnificent countryside that com-

mands such a fierce attachment from

all who live there, but by the glow

on the face of that woman who kissed

a probably phony slab of rock and

by the countless others like her, who
did something "just for the fun of

it" and were touched because they

were not really tourists at all. They

were true pilgrims who brought the

sacred with them, unknown to them
because it was locked so deep within

their being, I suspect that the quest

of many a tourist, the "fun" they are

really looking for, is the unlocking of

that inner part of themselves. And
whether it is Christmas or not, at war

or at peace, and almost in spite of

itself, the Holy Land still has the

power to work that miracle,

Colin Turnbull, formerly associate

curator of African ethnology at the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, is visiting professor of anthro-

pology at George Washington Uni-

versity.
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The Miracle
of Intervale Avenue
Aging Jews cling to their synagogue

amid the decay of the South Bronx

by Jack M. Kugelmass

photographs by Yoav Levy

^ \ ff M *!

The two men, one sipping sweet kosher wine, the other

taking his regular Sabbath shot of Scotch, both nibbling

on an assortment of honey, sponge, and marble cake,

were engaged in the usual conversation that accompanies

the kiddush—the benediction over wine that follows the

Saturday morning services.

Mr. Abraham: I'm telling you, Moishe, if they put

a cop in the building, it's more trouble than it's worth.

We had a cop in our old shul [synagogue] before it

closed. He used to make long-distance phone calls, put

the heat up until it was 90 degrees, put the air conditioning

on, and sleep on the benches using talesim [prayer shawls]

for a cover.

Mr. Sacks: Mr. Abraham, I got nothing to worry

about. They aren't going to put a cop in here. And if

they do, he can't put the heat up to 90 degrees because

I don't have a boiler. If he wants air conditioning, he'll

have to open the windows. And if he wants to sleep

on these hard benches, I wouldn't deny him the talesim

for a pillow.

The question of increased police protection for the

building was the main topic of conversation on this par-

ticular Sabbath because, two days earlier, several youths

had been arrested on charges of breaking and entering.

They did not take much since there was little to take.

Mr. Sacks's prayer shawl and prayer book were the only

things missing, and these were now in police custody

being held as evidence. Most of the damage resulted

from petty vandalism. Some old and tattered Hebrew

books had been swept off the shelves and scattered on

the floor, kosher wine had been sprinkled on the carpet,

and the cloth hangings separating the men's section from

the women's section had been torn down.

The shul—the Intervale Jewish Center—stands in the

heart of the South Bronx, a part of New York City

inhabited predominantly by Puerto Ricans, interspersed

with pockets of black residents. Crime, arson, and urban

decay have been so widespread in this area that the

41st Precinct, in which the shul is located, was nicknamed

"Fort Apache" by the police. Like all local institutions,

the shul is subjected to repeated vandalism from ma-

rauding groups of youths, although it is so denuded of



A weekly concern of the small congregation is to achieve a minyan, or quorum of ten men.

artifacts that there is scarcely anything left to steal. The
silver ornaments that decorated the Torah scrolls dis-

appeared years ago, and a large, discolored patch indicates

the space on the wall from which vandals removed the

bronze memorial plaque listing the names of deceased

members of the congregation. The roof, too, has suffered

from numerous attempts to penetrate the building. Pe-

riodic downpours have left the building with a musty

odor, rotting wood floors, peeling paint, and falling plaster.

The Torahs, hidden from view inside the Holy Ark, are

covered with plastic garbage bags to protect them from

the rain.

Some of the decay is a consequence of the shul's de-

clining membership and the diminishing finances of the

few remaining congregants. Built in 1923, when the south

and central Bronx contained more than a quarter-million

Jews, the shul could then barely house the hundreds

of White Russian-Jewish immigrants who competed for

seats. Nearby, rows of stores catered to the culinary

needs of observant Jews. Today, the once plain but solid

rows of middle-class houses and apartment buildings are

pockmarked by vacant, rubble-strewn lots. Dug into the

ground like an exposed bunker, the shul seems to shrink

from its neighbors: an abandoned six-story apartment

building on one side; a garbage-strewn lot on the other.

Inside, a half dozen stairs lead down from the entrance

to a main hall large enough to seat five hundred people.

The dozen or so congregants who still attend services

are scattered throughout this room. Some sit alone, others

in small groups. A few roam about the hall, checking

for needed repairs, while others busy themselves at the

rear of the shul, preparing the food and wine for the kiddush.

On one side of the main hall the windows are boarded

over with plywood. Two velvet Torah covers, white and

purple, hang beside a large, red cloth tacked onto one

of the sheets of plywood. The Torah scrolls they once

contained were donated to a synagogue in Israel. These

empty covers are not the only reminders of the decline

of the Jewish community in the neighborhood. Covering

the lectern for reading the Torah are several layers of

white, orange, and red velvet, each with its own gold

embroidery indicating the name of the congregation to

which it once belonged. These hand-me-downs from other

synagogues give the shul the quality of a survivor whose

task it is to bear witness to the fate of a much larger

collective. Like the artifacts, the congregants found their

way to the Intervale Jewish Center after other neigh-

borhood synagogues closed. They remember their syn-

agogues when they were filled to capacity and were the

cornerstones of a vibrant neighborhood.

In the face of this decay, Mr. Sacks's defiantly hu-

morous remarks about having a policeman in the building

reveal a justified optimism in the shul's future. Although

the shul suffers from financial problems and the constant

threat of vandalism, neither poses an insurmountable risk.

Over the years, the most serious question the shul has

faced is whether or not it can assemble the minyan—the

ten adult Jewish males who constitute a quorum for ritual

purposes. Despite the age and frailty of the congregants

and the neighborhood's reputation, the minyan has, with



Roguishly covering his face like a wanted man, Dave Lentin allows a photographer in his home.

few exceptions, continued week after week, year after

year. As Mr. Sacks explained to me during our first

conversation, "When one person leaves or dies, someone
else seems to come along to take his place. This is the

miracle of Intervale Avenue."

I quickly learned that I, too, was part of the miracle.

As an adult Jewish male who visited the shul on a regular

basis, I became a member of the minyan. Presumably,

when my study ended, someone else would come to take

my place. Nor was I the only outsider to visit the shul.

Besides the occasional calls by reporters there are those

who have established a more enduring relationship with

the congregation. One man, who commutes from Long
Island to manage a local department store, attends the

Sabbath minyan regularly, while another, a store owner,

drops by from time to time. In addition, two groups

of Jewish volunteers maintain contact with the shul, pro-

viding "care packages," outings, and other assistance to

the congregants and the score of other Jews who live

in the area. One of these organizations even arranged

to have CBS News visit the shul and broadcast the ac-

tivities the group had sponsored. Some members of the

congregation relish the glamour of media exposure and
enjoy having photographs to send to children and grand-

children. Almost all are receptive to outside publicity,

hopeful that it will help preserve the minyan and the

building in which it is housed.

The congregants, mainly elderly, are a motley group.

Most are Ashkenazic Jews who emigrated from Eastern

Europe in their youth. A few are black Jews, who consider

themselves descendants of the union of Solomon and the

Queen of Sheba. Aside from their concern for the shul

and their need for religious expression, little holds them
together. Most live scattered throughout the neighbor-

hood, far from each other. Their closest ties are to friends

and family who live elsewhere in the metropolitan area.

Also intense are their ties to deceased spouses, parents,

and sometimes siblings. Memories are one important rea-

son they remain in the area; another is the shul and
the pride taken in maintaining the minyan. In the words

of one member, "When the shul goes, I go." Then, too,

there is the relative comfort derived from living an ac-

customed life in a familiar neighborhood. When I asked

one 86-year-old woman why she had never considered

moving to Miami, she exclaimed; "Miami? It's not safe

there. It's worse than New York!" Another woman re-

sponded with equal alarm at the thought of moving to

a better neighborhood: "And now where could I go. To
a neighborhood where I'll be a stranger, a strange woman
ringing the bell, an old woman. They hate old people."

For such elderly people, independence and self-esteem

are closely related. These are not people who have been

abandoned by their children. On the contrary, they have

chosen to live independently, among their peers. One
82-year-old woman, who acts as secretary for the shul,

explained why she would not move into her daughter's

suburban home, despite repeated invitations to do so:

I like to be like a guest. I'll never forget a few years ago,

unexpectedly visiting my daughter. I didn't tell her I was

coming. But when my grandson saw me coming, he didn't



Elsie Mirojfs seamstress shop gives her contact with the street life she enjoys

run toward me. He ran upstairs to tell his sisters, "Guess
who's coming. Granma's coming!" You see, if I lived there,

I wouldn't hear all this, would I?

What is most striking about these people is their ability

to lead active lives in an area where few New Yorkers

care to venture, let alone live. Their determination is

all the more remarkable considering their advanced age

and physical vulnerability. The neighborhood, like their

age, sets the framework within which they live, but it

does not determine, in a deeper sense, the quality of

their lives. For most of them, the decay of the South
Bronx is an adversary much like death. It is inevitable.

One cannot flee from it, yet some form of resistance

is necessary. When an aged person succumbs to decay,

he is at death's threshold. These people are very much
alive.

Dave Lentin tells me that he is a wanted man. He
shies away from television cameras and resents the in-

trusion of his space by reporters. Dave is a killer. As
caretaker of the shul, it is his responsibility to poison

the rats and dispose of their bodies. Dave hates rats.

He also hates to kill.

Dave is sixty-nine years old. His boyish grin and verbal

antics are a mask, suggesting the trickster nature of his

character. "People think I'm nuts," he says, "but that's

just to fool them. Like a cat plays with a mouse. The
cat acts like he's playing. When he's ready, he pounces."

Dave's antics provide a humorous counterpoint to the

seriousness of the other men. He typically responds to

a Yiddish greeting with a Spanish one. Or he pretends

not to know the difference between Yiddish and Spanish,

rabbi and priest, Jew and non-Jew. He loves to mimic
the other men. When he engages in the customary hand-

shaking after performing part of the Sabbath ritual, he

carries it to an extreme by pumping each and every

hand in the shul. He often replaces the traditional Hebrew
benedictions with homonymous English words or phrases.

No one seems to mind.

Dave's trade is sign painting. His labor is everywhere

in evidence, both outside and inside the shul. Some of

his signs are multicolored paintings. Others are simple,

graffitilike words or phrases in Hebrew or English. Typical

of his work are the two hand-lettered signs on the inside

of the twin doors that close the main room from the

entrance hallway: am yisroel khay ("Let the people of

Israel live!") and "Thank you—Come Again." Dave
often talks about his ideas for covering up the broken

plaster and the peeling paint. One is to paint the ceiling

with a Biblical scene of Adam and Eve, "maybe with,

maybe without fig leaves. I haven't decided yet."

Dave also works as a caretaker at a local senior citizens'

center, where his lettering decorates the cover of the

minutes book. He invariably sneaks a Hebrew word in

with the Spanish, explaining to the Spanish-speaking mem-
bers of the center that the letter E? ("shin") is not a

letter at all, but a picture of three men in a boat. In

exchange for his work, Dave receives a small salary.

He also accumulates Spanish benedictions, which he dis-

penses like weapons of self-defense to disarm and charm.

Despite his preoccupation with Hebrew lettering, Dave's



As surrogate mother to Betty {second Jrom left), Mrs. Miroff (right) has earned her neighbors' respect.

knowledge of Hebrew is not very extensive. His own
religious training did not begin until his mother died

twelve years ago. Dave was initially unable to cope with

the loss. Eventually, he pulled himself together, partly

through the help of a local rabbi who taught him how
to recite the kaddish, the Jewish prayer for the dead.

Dave learned the words in a few days by repeating them
over and over again. He continues to repeat the words

whenever he can. When he sees a dead animal or tree,

he says kaddish. As Dave explains: "Trees are part of

God's universe. Look at their branches. They point up-

ward to God, not down. Down there are rats. I won't

say kaddish for them. They belong to the devil. Let

him say kaddish for them!"

Although it is customary to say kaddish for one year

following the death of a loved one, Dave continues to

recite the prayer at Sabbath services each week. He
pays scant attention to the rest of the service, roaming

about the shul and joking with the people. But when
it is time to say kaddish, he races to the front of the

hall and recites the prayer, as he says, "from the heart."

This is one of the few activities Dave performs with

a completely straight face; the one time he joins the

congregation as an active member, contributing to the

service and deriving satisfaction from it.

In a congregation this small, a person's presence is

itself a contribution. Still, Dave is tolerated not simply

because he is needed for the minyan. He also represents

something. The other men encourage him to say kaddish,

as if his prayer stood for the mourning of the congregation

as a whole. In a sense, Dave is an archetypal kaddish,

the male child whose prayer protects his parents in the

other world. His prayer has ceased being the prayer of

one son for a deceased mother. It is the prayer of all

children for all parents. Some members of the congre-

gation have survived their own children. Others are un-

certain of their children's religious devotion. For all of

them, Dave is a kaddish. He is the caretaker of the

shul in this world, the caretaker of the congregants in

the next world.

Almost all the congregants have exercised some amount
of choice in remaining in the neighborhood. Dave, who
does not consider the neighborhood particularly danger-

ous, is one of the few who probably has no other option.

Moishe Sacks, who does consider the neighborhood dan-

gerous, has many other options. He is politically astute

and has many contacts among city and private Jewish

agencies. His children are accomplished professionally

and could help him settle elsewhere. Moreover, he is

employed as a baker and could be considered relatively

well-to-do.

Nevertheless, Mr. Sacks, like the others, is tied to

the area. Although he tried to settle in Israel seven years

ago, he kept his apartment in the South Bronx in case

he returned. And he did return because he could not

find a suitable job in Israel, although he even offered

to pay a baker to let him work. In the South Bronx,

he works a sixteen-hour shift each weekday, and his labor

and organizational skills keep both a bakery and a shul

afloat.



The synagogue reflects the poverty of the small congregation and the ravages of vandalism.

Sacks is a defiant man, who refuses to retire although

he is well into his seventies and has a serious heart

condition. And he resists closing the shul despite repeated

vandalism. The police have suggested that the congre-

gation find safer quarters in which to pray, but Sacks

adamantly refuses to abandon the building: "If we give

in to vandalism and go elsewhere, we won't be any safer.

If they chase us out, no one is safe anywhere."

Nevertheless, vandalism and the deteriorating neigh-

borhood have been getting the better of the shul. Mem-
bership has declined, and functionaries, both religious

and secular, have left. Because of the age of the con-

gregation, weddings and bar mitzvahs are no longer cele-

brated. Benefactors are few. Sacks has taken on a variety

of roles in order to provide a full range of services to

the congregants. He actively solicits and welcomes new

members, takes an interest in their welfare, and lends

a hand to those who need help. Although he lacks formal

religious training, he has become the unofficial rabbi

of the shul. He is the acting president as well as the

caterer and the social director. Even the operating budget

of the shul comes from his own pocket. The minyan
survives because of the combined efforts of many people.

The shul survives because of Mr. Sacks. The congregants

know this and are extremely respectful toward him. He
is equally respectful toward them. He enjoys the positive

impact he has on other people. "I'll admit it quite frankly,"

he says in explanation of why he stays. "Here I'm a

big fish in a small pond. It's better than being a big

fish in the ocean."

As capable as Sacks is in presiding over a congregation

of diverse people whose roots in the shul are not very

deep, he is equally adept at gaining the confidence of

people from outside the shul. The bakery is a neighborhood

institution where those who are hungry and without money
can eat. Sacks makes certain that leftovers are saved

and distributed to derelicts and others who are down
on their luck. In this way he can rely upon a network

of friends and neighbors for protection. He maintains

good relations with members of the police department;

some off-duty officers regularly escort him to work for

the midnight shift. Even local youths consider him to

be a confidant and an intermediary with the police.

The Jews in the South Bronx do not live in a ghetto

within a ghetto. They are dispersed throughout the neigh-

borhood. They tend to be the only Jewish person in their

building or on their block. They are sociable human beings.

They understand people, and they have learned how to

live apart from their families and other close friends.

These people are not survivors merely by accident. Mem-
bers of the congregation know how to establish bonds

of obligation within the neighborhood. One woman collects

all the leftover food from her senior citizens' center and

distributes it on her block. Others use charm or friendliness

as a way of reducing the dangerous effects of anonymity.

They greet and expect at least a grudging "good day"

from passers-by, and they talk to everyone, old or young.

But few are as resourceful as Elsie Miroff in establishing

her position in the neighborhood.

Mrs. Miroff is eighty-two years old. She suffers from



The principal organizer of the synagogue is Moishe Sacks, who is a baker by profession.

a failing voice, shortness of breath, and hypertension.

The trip to shul is an effort for her. She is not always

well enough to walk the dozen or more blocks, and she

fears for her safety the moment she leaves the narrow

confines of her immediate neighborhood. Despite her

frailty, she takes charge of bringing wine for kiddush

and coffee for Sunday brunch. Like Mr. Sacks, Mrs.

Miroff commands a good deal of respect from the other

congregants.

Mrs. Miroff guards her independence fiercely. She
maintains a seamstress shop in a dimly lit, narrow store-

front next door to her apartment. The small room is

cluttered with clothing that people have brought to be

repaired. Most of the clothes are never claimed by their

owners. Mrs. Miroff sits at her sewing machine in the

front of the shop and occasionally looks out the small

window through a metal grate that a neighbor fashioned

for her. Her shop gives her an important point of contact

with her neighbors. It is well heated in winter and cool

in the summer. People on the street are welcome to

drop by to talk and to warm up or cool off as the case

may be. In addition, Mrs. Miroff has some half dozen

chairs stashed away, which she lends to various men
who sit outside the shop, a choice location because it

is next door to an illicit numbers parlor.

Without her shop, Mrs. Miroff would feel trapped in

her apartment, shut off from the street life that she

enjoys so much. Rent is cheap, and her Social Security

checks cover the cost of the apartment and the shop.

She could not afford to maintain both anywhere else

in the city. Mrs. Miroff sees herself as a giver, not a

taker. It is an important source of pride:

This is it. From what I make, I got enough for wine for

kiddush, for a donation. This is it. Give a few dollars to

who I want to give. This is not a luxury life, but it's a

life. And not to take by anybody anything. Is that the best?

You agree with me?

How could I argue otherwise?

There is another reason Mrs. Miroff prefers to remain

in the neighborhood. She is very attached to her present

apartment, where she has lived for forty-two years. She
raised her family in it, worked as a seamstress in it.

And her husband died in it. Her memories are so closely

connected to the apartment that she is unwilling to part

with it. She also feels comfortable there. Despite the

decline of the South Bronx over the past fifteen years,

it is home. Still, her sense of security is not a passive

outgrowth of long-term residence, but a direct result of

an active pursuit on her part.

Betty is a constant visitor to Mrs. Miroffs shop. Betty

is black. She is forty years old and retarded. The re-

lationship between Mrs. Miroff and Betty goes back sev-

enteen years, when Betty's family first moved into the

building and Mrs. Miroffs husband died. The two women
have been close companions ever since. Just over a year

ago, Betty's mother abandoned her and left her in Mrs.

Miroffs care. The neighbors refer to Mrs. Miroff as

the "white nigger" because of her role as Betty's surrogate

mother.



Betty needs guidance and companionship. Beyond the

confines of her immediate home neighborhood, Mrs.

Miroff needs a protector. Betty accompanies Mrs. Miroff

to shul and sits with her during the services, patiently

waiting for the kiddush cake or Sunday brunch. In a

way, Betty fits in among the congregants. Her hand-

me-down clothes from Mrs. MiroflTs shop are no different

from the clothes worn by other members of the con-

gregation. The decay of her body, most visible in her

toothless mouth and obesity, makes her all the more
indistinguishable from many elderly Jews.

Mrs. Miroff refers to Betty as "mine bodyguard," and

the members of the shul accept Betty as her appendage.

Although Betty could not really protect Mrs. Miroff in

the event of an assault, Mrs. Miroff feels safer walking

beside her. Being seen next to "a black face," as she

puts it, lends her respectability in the neighborhood. And
her feeling of security appears to be justified. By looking

after Betty she has gained the respect and admiration

of her neighbors.

For Mr. Sacks and Mrs. Miroff, and for many others

who participate in the services, the shul is a focal point

of their lives. For some congregants, it is the only reason

they remain in the neighborhood. Each action on behalf

of the shul is meaningful and gives status and self-esteem

to the person who performs it. From serving the food

to reading the Torah, each task seems important.

The shul is a source of pride, a concrete symbol of

defiance and perseverance that closely resembles the peo-

ple it serves as a house of worship. It is an aging, decaying

structure whose "looks," if they ever existed, have long

since disappeared. Its shabby, drab exterior resembles

the tattered clothes of the congregants and the plastic

shopping bags they carry at their sides. And yet, the

shul is still standing and in regular use. It has outlived

every other shul in the area, most of which were wealthier

and more beautiful. Above all, it continues to get, week
after week, the minyan of ten men. As long as the minyan
is intact, its individual components are secure.

Although the benedictions over the Torah and the

kaddish cannot be recited without the minyan, most of

the rest of the service remains the same. Still, the minyan
is of vital concern. On the rare occasion when a tenth

man is unavailable, the minyan is considered complete

with only nine, since (according to Mr. Sacks) God stands

in for the tenth man. The cantor, however, opposes ac-

cepting nine men as a properly constituted minyan. One
Sabbath, during kiddush, I asked Sacks how there could

be this disagreement.

"You see," he explained,

when God told Abraham that he would destroy Sodom unless

fifty righteous people could be found there, Abraham asked

God whether he would do it if there were only forty-five

righteous people. God said he would not. Abraham got braver

and asked whether he would do it if there were forty righteous

people. God said no. Thirty? No. Finally Abraham asked

whether ten righteous men would save Sodom. Again, God
replied that he would not destroy Sodom if ten righteous

men could be found. At that point Abraham knew that he

could not ask for anything more, and he walked away.

"So," I replied, "that explains why ten are needed

for the minyan. What about nine? How do you arrive

at the figure nine?"

"Well," Sacks responded,

we don't know exactly. But Rashi, the great commentator.

says that at the time of the flood there were only eight righteous

people—Noah, his wife, their three sons, and their wives.

There were eight righteous people, and God destroyed the

world. So we know that eight righteous people are not enough

to save the world. But nine we don't know. So if we don't

know, we can hope that nine is enough.

As long as the minyan exists, some semblance of the

world that Mr. Sacks and other members of the shul

knew and loved survives. By keeping the shul alive, they

are indeed staving off the destruction of a world.



The Sabbath is not always strictly observed at the

Intervale Jewish Center. Sometimes repairs must be made
or extra nails hammered into place to buttress the shul

against vandals. One Sabbath, Moishe Sacks and Sam
Davis stood outside and examined the metal-covered door

of an unused entrance that had been partially damaged
the day before. I stood there too, contemplating the mo-
tives for the damage and listening to the conversation

between the two men.

"Mr. Davis, did you bring your hammer?"

"Sure I did. When a soldier goes to war, he brings
his gun. My hammer is my gun. This is a war!"

Mr. Sacks liked the metaphor. He thought for a mo-
ment, smiled, and then commented: "You're right. This
is a war. Your hammer is your gun, and my [prayer]

books are my gun. And his . . . [he pointed to me and
hesitated, because I did not have my tape recorder with
me that day] whatever he has, that's his gun."

I too was pleased with the metaphor. I smiled and
decided to remember the conversation. D

Dave Lentin letters one of his signs: "Shalom



Dan Budnik, Woodfn Camp and Associates
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Needs of Weeds
Prodigious propagators and able opportunists,

weeds prepare the way for longer-lived plants

by John C. Kricher

America is often referred to as the

"land of opportunity." Waves of hu-

man immigrants from many countries

have come seeking a prosperous life

in the New World. Homo sapiens,

however, is far from the only species

to succeed in colonizing America.

Dandelions, crabgrass, Queen Anne's

lace, lamb's-quarters, sheep sorrel,

and even bluegrass are but a small

sample of a large constellation of alien

plant species that have been assimi-

lated into the ecology of North Amer-

ica. Having successfully invaded an

area in which they did not evolve,

these immigrant species, commonly

referred to as weeds, share their North

American habitats with such native

weed species as common ragweed, as-

ters, and goldenrod. Weeds may be

the scourge of gardens and the cause

of allergies, but their role as colonizers

is vital to the health of ecosystems.

An examination of the needs of weeds

and their awesome array of adapta-

tions provides a substantial lesson in

the workings of ecology and evolution.

Weeds are plants whose populations

grow wholly or predominantly in areas

that have been markedly disturbed.

Lawns, roadsides, gardens, gaps that

appear in a tropical forest after a blow-

down, and recently abandoned agri-

cultural fields are ideal habitats. The

key words in the above definition are

"markedly disturbed." Mature forests

pose no threat to ragweed sufferers

since ragweed, like other weeds, can-

not grow in deep forest shade. A newly

disturbed area, however, flooded with

sunlight and devoid of competitors,

provides optimum conditions for any

organisms that can, first, find the area

(that is, disperse well) and, second,

grow and reproduce with vigor. Whole

ecological communities are reshuffled

and the intense game of ecological

competition begins again in these tem-

porary ecological vacuums, which of-

fer opportunities for invasion by en-

terprising species. Weeds are the

champion biological opportunists.

In a field that has been plowed un-

der, abandoned, and allowed to remain

fallow, a sequence of events occurs

that is known collectively as ecological

succession. Following a disturbance,

such as plowing, different plant com-

munities occupy an area in a char-

acteristic sequence. In time, the rate

of succession slows down until most

species present are self-replicating,

and whatever constitutes the normal

type of ecosystem for that particular

geographical area is reestablished. In

the Northeast, a forest will eventually

develop. Weeds are always the ini-

tiators of this process, the first colo-

nizers. Why, in a bare, plowed field,

don't oaks, maples, and hickories sim-

ply populate the area immediately?

Such an event never happens. Trees,

which will be the major species at

the cessation of the succession, only

begin growing fifteen to twenty years

after the field is abandoned. Prior to

the appearance of trees, the field is

the exclusive realm of herbaceous and

woody weed species—the ragweeds,

dandelions, fleabanes, asters, golden-

rods, poison ivy, and grasses.

A comparison of a white oak tree

with a common dandelion will make

clear why trees cannot be the first

colonizers. To colonize an area, a spe-

cies must first insure that its

propagules arrive there. Good dis-

persal powers are essential. Since wind

is more pronounced in open areas, spe-

cies that exploit wind for dispersal
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Dandelions in seed
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Black-eyed Susans

are at an advantage in finding such

sites. Acorns, the seeds of oak trees,

are relatively heavy and must be trans-

ported by animals such as blue jays

and gray squirrels. An acorn could

not reach a disturbed site easily. By
contrast, dandelion seeds, like seeds

of virtually all weed species, are wind

dispersed. The tiny seeds weigh almost

nothing, and helped by their delicate

"parachutes," they drift like dust

specks. People often aid in dandelion

dispersal by blowing the flower heads

for amusement. Milkweed and thistle

are other well-known examples of

wind-dispersed weeds.

Weed seeds not only travel easily;

they are also plentiful. Weeds, many
of which are annuals, devote huge
amounts of energy to reproduction.

Ecologists Sandra Jo Newell and El-

liot Tramer of the University of Toledo

found, for example, that common
lamb's-quarters, an abundant annual.

produces an average of 4,820 seeds

per plant. Some individual plants pro-

duce as many as 50,000 seeds. Mea-
sured in terms of weight, the average

common lamb's-quarters plant devotes

fully 25 percent of its energy toward

reproduction. To appreciate the mag-
nitude of this effort, we need only

compare these figures with those ob-

tained by Newell and Tramer for cut-

leaved toothwort, a common forest

wildflower. An inhabitant of stable

woodlands rather than disturbed

fields, the toothwort produces an aver-

age of 24 seeds per plant. The highest

seed count for a given plant is 42;

the overall reproductive effort by

weight is only one percent.

Unlike trees, weeds are adapted to

reproduce prodigiously rather than to

persist for long periods. One indication

of this is the large numbers of annual

and biennial species that have evolved.

I studied weeds in two fields in New

Jersey: one was only two years post-

abandonment; the other had been un-

used for thirty years. The two-year-

old field consisted entirely of

herbaceous species, of which fully 47

percent were either annuals or bien-

nials. The thirty-year-old field, in con-

trast, consisted largely of perennial

grasses, shrubs, and trees. Of the her-

baceous species in the thirty-year-old

field, only 21 percent were annuals

or biennials. The more persistent,

rather than the rapidly reproducing,

species were coming to dominate the

ecosystem as it aged.

Each weed seed is a miniature time

bomb, able to remain dormant almost

indefinitely but set to explode into

germination when the time is right.

Many cases have been documented
of the successful germination of weed
seeds found in anthropological sites

hundreds of years old (see "Long-lived

Seeds," Natural History, February

1979). The seeds wait, in a state of

suspended animation, for the inevi-

table fire, hurricane, or ax that will

destroy the forest and provide the sort

of environment in which they thrive.

Only then will they quickly germinate

and live out their short lives making

more seeds. Acorns, in contrast to

weed seeds, lack longevity. Most will

be eaten or succumb to fungal rot

within a year or two after falling from

the parent tree.

An understanding of the herculean

reproductive powers of weeds forces

us to redirect the previous question

about why oaks, maples, and hickories

do not populate disturbed areas im-

mediately. Indeed, considering the re-

productive abilities of weeds, we must

ask. Why do tree species ever appear

at all? The answer to this question

is found in the adage "You can't have

it all ways." In maximizing their ge-

netic energies toward high dispersal

and reproductive powers, weeds have

little energy left to cope with potential

competitors. As a further complica-

tion, weeds must also devote much
of their energies to maintaining them-

selves in physically rigorous environ-

ments. Disturbed areas are often

windy, sunbaked, and subject to in-

tense erosion. Weeds are adapted for

pioneering, not for persisting.

Aster pilosus is a pioneering plant

found in many abandoned fields and

along roadsides. David L. Peterson

and Fakhri A. Bazzaz of the Univer-

sity of Illinois studied the life cycle

of this common aster and learned that

the plant makes "choices" relative to



how it reproduces. An aster germi-

nated in spring may flower late in

the summer and set seed. Or it may,

in response to competition for nutri-

ents with other plants such as ragweed,

not flower but assume a prostrate dan-

delionlike rosette form and pass the

winter hugging the ground. The ro-

sette is not dormant and actively pho-

tosynthesizes during the cold months.

The following spring, if nutrients are

sufficient, the aster will "bolt" and

grow rapidly, flowering and setting

seed early. Finally, in favorable en-

vironments, asters frequently also

spread by reproducing vegetatively.

The reproductive characteristics of

the aster are clearly directed toward

opportunism. As succession proceeds

in an area, asters cannot compete with

other plants for prolonged time pe-

riods. They must seize their moment,
reproduce, and then perish.

Fakhri Bazzaz also studied common
ragweed and learned of the physio-

logical adaptations that enable it to

cope with life in open fields. Ragweed
can photosynthesize rapidly, adding

as much as 14 grams dry weight per

meter squared per day during favor-

able periods. The species manages this

through a genetic ability to tolerate,

and indeed to thrive on, very high

light intensities that would inhibit pho-

tosynthesis in most other plants. In

addition, ragweed photosynthesizes

over a very wide range of temperatures

and under high concentrations of car-

bon dioxide, conditions characteristic

of open areas. Finally, ragweed dem-
onstrates a phenomenal ability to re-

cover rapidly from drought. In a word,

ragweed is physiologically tough. It

has, however, apparently paid an evo-

lutionary price for its skills. Once it

has become established in a field, its

prevalence begins to decline rapidly.

A first-year field may contain a dense

stand of ragweed plants, each in excess

of three feet tall. The second summer,
however, the ragweed plants are

stunted and may be only about six

inches tall; all are destined to dis-

appear entirely by the third summer.

Catherine Keever studied a similar

stunting phenomenon with horseweed

on abandoned fields in North Caro-

lina. She learned that the stunting is

caused both by the competitive effect

of other species, such as the asters,

and by the decomposition products of

horseweed's own roots—horseweed ac-

tually poisons itself! Evidence indi-

cates a similar situation for ragweed.

These observations have one prac-
Apple tree m abandoned, weed-dominated orchard
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tical application: spraying tall rag-

weed clumps with herbicide is prob-

ably not a good idea. Doing so only

"sets back" the succession by rees-

tablishing the disturbed condition and

insures that a new and vigorous crop

of ragweed will invade the following

year. Leaving the ragweed alone, on

the other hand, will, within a year,

lead to its probable disappearance

through self-destruction and loss to

competing species.

The significance of the ragweed ex-

ample lies in its emphasis upon rag-

weed's range of adaptations, which al-

lows it to exploit environments that

would be insurmountably severe for

most species. By merely being there,

ragweed dramatically alters the eco-

system, reducing its physical severity.

Ragweed stands provide shade, retard

wind flow over the ground surface,

and produce organic material, which,

in the form of roots, helps stabilize

the soil and, in the form of decay

products, enriches the soil organically.

Other species, unable to invade ini-

tially because of the physical rigor-

ousness of the environment, may now
become established. Thus perennial

grasses, with their more extensive root

systems and greater shade tolerance,

can now thrive, and they do so at

the expense of the pioneering ragweed.

Whatever evolutionary talents rag-

weed has developed for colonization

do not extend to persistence. Once
environmental severity has been re-

duced, ragweed is unable to compete
with other, less physically tolerant spe-

cies for the limited space aff'orded in

the field.

Nothing illustrates the evolutionary

trade-off" of adaptability to a rigorous

environment at the cost of competitive

ability better than work done on sev-

eral weed species by Sheila C A Cook
and coworkers at the University of

Queen Anne's lace
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Liverpool. Cook and her team of re-

searchers studied two grass species

and one herb that grow in North Wales

on soils heavily contaminated from a

zinc/lead mine. The grasses, Agrostis

tenuis and Anthoxanthum odoratum,

and the herb, Plantago lanceolata

(English plantain), also grow abun-

dantly on noncontaminated soils.

Plants from contaminated and non-

contaminated areas were grown to-

gether in noncontaminated soil to test

the effects of competition. (Of course,

a Plantago from a noncontaminated

area could not grow in contaminated

soil since it lacked the genetic ability

to deal with the presence of the heavy

metals.) In all cases, plants from non-

contaminated soils easily outcompeted

those from the zinc/lead soils. A Plan-

tago from the area around the mine

could not coexist with one from a non-

contaminated area. In adapting to the

extremely rigorous zinc/lead soil en-

Sylvia Johnson. Woodfin Camp and Associates

vironment, the plant populations that

succeeded had sacrificed some of their

competitive abilities. They were really

fugitive races existing only by virtue

of their tolerance for an environment

lethal to virtually all other species.

A similar situation exists in northern

California as a result of the peculiar

nature of the soil there. Soils derived

from rocks high in magnesium iron

silicate are termed serpentine soils.

With poor supplies of essential nu-

trients and high concentrations of such

potentially lethal heavy metals as

nickel and chromium, the patchily dis-

tributed serpentine soils present colo-

nizing plant species with severe en-

vironments. Nonetheless, serpentine

races of weeds such as Plantago erec-

ta, a common plantain species, occur

regularly. When grown together with

nonserpentine races of the same spe-

cies in nonserpentine soil, serpentine

races simply cannot compete. Appar-
Robert P. Ca



Field of butterfly weeds and other wildflowers

ently, the genetic reorganization re-

quired to produce a phenotype capable

of living and reproducing in a harsh

environment results in a dramatic

change in the total pattern of devel-

opment. Characteristics such as shade

tolerance are no longer selected for

since most disturbed environments are

sunny and probably poorly vegetated.

Indeed, the grasses that evolved tol-

erance to the zinc/lead mine soils were

shorter than the plants from uncon-

taminated soils, which would put the

tolerant plants at a disadvantage if

they invaded uncontaminated areas.

They would be overtopped and shaded

out by their nontolerant relatives.

Some researchers believe that the

genetic reorganization of developmen-

tal patterns required for adaptation

to severe environments is of sufficient

complexity to result in speciation. The

zinc/lead mine soil grasses have

evolved flowering times different from

those of the nontolerant races. Also,

the tolerant races are much more self-

fertile than nontolerant populations.

Both of these characteristics suggest

the rapid evolution of reproductive iso-

lation between tolerant and nontoler-

ant populations.

For all their abilities to colonize

harsh environments, weeds lack the

competitive strengths to persist. Oaks,

of course, lack the weeds' abilities to

survive in extreme situations. Should

an acorn actually sprout in a parched,

sunny field it could indeed be "out-

competed" by the ragweed. However,

when an acorn finds its way into a

more moderate environment, its de-

velopmental pattern maximizes its

chances of a long life. The oak tree

devotes the lion's share of its energy

to strengthening itself through the

manufacture of extensive roots and

branches, a thick, strong trunk, and

myriads of leaves. Energy is used not

merely to build but also to repair tis-

sue. Chemicals such as tannins are

produced, and these byproducts of the

oak's biochemistry aid in discouraging

insect attacks on its leaves. In ad-

dition, although the oak devotes far

less of its energy toward reproduction

than does lamb's-quarters, it has many

more years to keep trying. Acorns may

be heavy and short-lived, but only two

need be successful for the population

of oaks to remain unchanged.

Darwin, in the Origin of Species,

recognized that more than one "strat-

egy" exists for evolutionary success.

Weeds and trees are good examples

of ecological opposites. The weed puts



most of its efforts into reproduction

and dispersal. Each seed has a poor

survival chance, so survival depends

on large numbers being dispersed. The
tree puts much of its energy into its

own growth and competitive ability.

Reproduction is moderate but contin-

ues over a long life span. Each acorn

has more energy to begin with than

does any weed seed and each acorn

consequently has a better chance of

survival.

The life history characteristics of

weed species largely account for the

abundant representation of European

weed species in North America. Ecol-

ogists now characterize as "fugitive

species" those weeds that succeed by

skipping from place to place, taking

advantage of temporary ecological dis-

turbance. Considering the abilities

weeds possess for dispersal and col-

onization, we can understand why ag-

gressive European species have suc-

ceeded in American fields. Con-
versely, a lack of these abilities acts

as a barrier to range expansion. Eu-

ropean plants characteristic of undis-

turbed ecosystems, such as a forest,

are still mostly in Europe. They lack

the adaptations for nomadism found

in the weeds. In addition, even if a

European forest species could invade

North America, it would face enor-

mous competition from well-adapted

native species. An undisturbed, eco-

logically balanced forest is a more dif-

ficult system to penetrate than, for

instance, a recently burned area. For-

ests are saturated with species, where-

as fields, burns, or hurricane blow-

downs offer opportunities for the

fugitives.

To illustrate this point, I calculated

the percentage of introduced, or alien,

species present in the 2-year-old field,

the 30-year-old field, and a 200+-year-

old oak-hickory forest I studied in

New Jersey. In the 2-year-old field,

51 percent of the plant species were

alien as opposed to 13 percent in the

30-year-old field and only 6 percent

in the forest.

The presence of an abundant weed

flora, native and introduced, provides

ample evidence for the assertion that

forested ecosystems in North America
have been subjected to frequent dis-

turbances throughout history. The
great hurricane of September 21,

1938, destroyed millions of square

miles of New England's forests but

was a real vitamin shot for weeds.

It is important to realize that as weeds

invade a newly disturbed area, they

perform a vital function relative to

the welfare of the trees that will suc-

ceed them. Weeds are the stabilizers,

the ecological Red Cross that moves
in and prevents further damage while

simultaneously aiding in the recovery

process. Throughout the northern and

western United States, for example,

there is a plant called fireweed (Epi-

lobium angustifolium). Fireweed's

name is descriptive since its wind-

blown seeds move in following a forest

fire, and the plant then prospers until

shaded out by aspens and, eventually,

spruces. Its root system aids greatly

in minimizing erosion on the burned

area as well as adding valuable organic

matter to the damaged soil.

An even more dramatic example is

the role of the pin cherry {Prunus

pennsylvanica) in the recovery of

northern hardwood forests following

disturbance. Although not herba-

ceous, the pin cherry is really a woody

C Postmus, Root

weed since it requires bright sun and

open space, grows rapidly, disperses

well, and is easily outcompeted by
shade-tolerant tree species. P.L.

Marks of Cornell University and F.H.

Bormann of Yale University studied

the pin cherry as it grew in an ex-

perimental area in the Hubbard-Brook
Forest in New Hampshire. Following

clear-cutting, the soil experienced very

heavy mineral loss as a result of ero-

sion. The pin cherry was robust enough

to populate the disturbed site, and

within five years all mineral levels in

the soil had significantly increased.

The tree had stabilized and aided the

recovery of the area's depleted soils,

thereby insuring the future reoccupa-

tion of the site by hardwood forest.

Weeds are magnificent organisms.

They testify to the ability of life to

cope with all environments. Weeds,

in the most literal sense, "make hay

while the sun shines." D

Wind-dispersed fireweed seeds

Grasses, milkweed, and young pines
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Salamander Invasion of the Tropics
No longer restricted to aquatic habitats, lungless salamanders

dispersed southward and achieved their greatest diversity

by James Hanken, James F. Lynch, and David B. Wake

What is evolutionary success? Per-

haps the most obvious example is an

adaptive radiation: the divergence of

members of a single lineage into a

number of different ecological niches

or adaptive roles. This divergence can

involve changes of morphology, physi-

ology, ecology, and behavior. By in-

vestigating adaptive radiations, we can

learn the causes and limitations of evo-

lutionary change.

In many ways, salamanders might

seem unlikely subjects for the study

of adaptive radiation. As is typical

of most amphibians, salamanders must

maintain a moist skin and are fre-

quently restricted to aquatic sites in

or near ponds, streams, and seepages

or under moist logs or leaf litter in

humid forests. Because salamanders

are ectothermic (cold-blooded), their

energetic needs are slight—usually

only a fraction of those of birds and

mammals. They can feed infrequently

and remain inactive for long periods;

this, plus their usually small size,

makes them inconspicuous. For these

reasons, some biologists have dis-

missed them as rare and of little eco-

logical significance.

Despite their apparent low profile,

in many habitats salamanders are the

most abundant vertebrates. For exam-
ple, salamanders in a New Hampshire
forest were found to exceed birds and

mammals in both numbers and bio-

One ofmany lungless salamanders

of Central America is Bolitoglossa

mexicana, native to Belize. Geologic

events that fragmented populations

helped to create a diversity of
salamander species in this region.

Raymond A Mendez

mass. Further, salamanders display a

variety of body shapes and sizes, rang-

ing from inch-long species to an Asian

genus whose members attain lengths

of five feet. Some salamanders are

fully aquatic, others are partly so, and

many are fully terrestrial. Most spe-

cies have well-developed legs and feet,

but some groups have tiny limbs, and

others lack hind limbs entirely. Some
salamanders are subterranean, while

others spend their entire lives far

above the ground in the canopy of

tropical forests.

The approximately 325 species of

living salamanders are divided among
nine families. However, more than 200

species belong to one family, the Pleth-

odontidae, or lungless salamanders,

and about 150 of these, or nearly half

of all salamanders, are members of

one subgroup, the tribe Bolitoglossini,

or, literally translated from Greek, the

"mushroom-tongued" salamanders.

Salamanders as a group arose in the

Northern Hemisphere, and virtually

all living nonbolitoglossine salaman-

ders are confined to the north tem-

perate portions of Asia, Europe, and

North America. In contrast, all but

about a dozen bolitoglossines live at

tropical latitudes in Middle and South

America. How can we account for this

successful invasion of the tropics?

The earliest lungless salamanders

were descendants of stream-dwelling

salamanders of the ancient Appala-

chian highlands of eastern North
America. The most primitive living

lungless salamanders are still found

in stream habitats in the Appalachians

where they maintain a 100-million-

year-old life history pattern. Semi-

aquatic adults mate and deposit eggs

at streamside. Carnivorous aquatic

larvae that emerge from these eggs

later metamorphose into terrestrially

adapted adults that leave the water.

This reproductive pattern, although

typical of many other amphibians,

constrains ecological and evolutionary

diversification. Most important is the

restriction of such amphibians to areas

where aquatic breeding habitat is at

least periodically available. Depend-

ence on aquatic breeding sites also

limits the ability of amphibians to dis-

perse through areas without free sur-

face water.

Exceptions to this life history pat-

tern are rare in most salamander fam-

ilies. One alternative is demonstrated

by a few species of the European genus

Salamandra, in which females do not

deposit eggs, but instead retain them
in the oviduct where development pro-

ceeds. Young emerge either as well-

developed aquatic larvae or fully met-

amorphosed terrestrial salamanders.

Many lungless salamanders, includ-

ing all bolitoglossines, have evolved

a different means of eliminating the

restrictive aquatic larval stage. These

salamanders retain the primitive pat-

tern of laying eggs, but the eggs are

deposited in moist, protected terres-

trial sites where the female broods

them for a long period (up to eight

months in some species). At hatching,

a fully functional salamander
emerges, having achieved complete in-

dependence from aquatic habitats.

With this fully terrestrial reproduc-

tive mode, ancestral lungless salaman-

ders dispersed across the humid tem-

perate forests that covered most of

North America during late Mesozoic

and early Cenozoic times, ultimately

extending west to the Pacific coast

and south into the New World tropics.

Subsequent episodes of mountain

building and climatic change caused

much of the temperate forest to dis-

appear from the western half of North
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America in favor of more arid habi-

tats, eliminating lungless salamanders

from virtually all of the mid-conti-

nental region and northern Mexico.

Today, isolated survivors of these

events give us some idea of the enor-

mous and nearly continuous distribu-

tion that lungless salamanders must

have enjoyed in the past. Relict spe-

cies still may be found in pockets of

favorable humid habitat in New Mex-
ico, Oklahoma, Texas, and Arkansas,

while in California's Mojave Desert,

several distinctive species have re-

cently been discovered leading pre-

carious lives around tiny springs and

seepages in otherwise uninhabitable

mountains. Most startling is the

present distribution of the genus Hy-
dromantes, one of the two genera of

nontropical bolitoglossines. The west-

ern North American ancestors of Hy-
dromantes dispersed into Asia via the

Bering land bridge across the northern

Pacific Ocean and extended their

range to the west and south until they

reached the Mediterranean region. To-

day, we find two of the five species

of Hydromantes inhabiting caves and

crevices in limestone areas of northern

Italy, southern France, and the island

of Sardinia, while the remaining three

species are restricted to the mountains

of central and northern California.

A great expanse of inhospitable arid

country at present separates the lung-

less salamanders of temperate North
America from those of the tropics.

The northernmost members of the

tropical assemblage include several

generalized species of the genera

Pseudoeurycea and Chiropterotriton

that live at high elevations in Mexico's

northern mountains. In morphology

and ecology, these animals resemble

the presumed ancestors of all tropical

salamanders. These ancestral forms

continued their southward invasion via

mountainous dispersal routes, leaving

descendants throughout all of Middle

America and much of South America

as far as Bolivia.

The adaptive radiation of salaman-

ders in the tropics has produced more

than 150 known species assigned to

nine distinct genera. As many as six-

teen species may inhabit a single tropi-

cal mountain. Salamanders in the trop-

ics are perhaps most abundant in

mountainous areas, but they also are

well represented at intermediate and

low elevations, with the proportion of

lowland species increasing southward.

J<^



In southern Mexico and Guatemala

more than 40 percent of the species

are found, at least in part, below 5,000

feet and 14 percent occur below 1,500

feet. Farther south in Costa Rica, Pan-

ama, and northwestern South Amer-

ica, more than 85 percent of the spe-

cies occur below 5,000 feet, and fully

a third of the species live below 1,500

feet.

This information will help dispel the

belief that tropical salamanders are

restricted to high, mountainous areas

with climates and habitats similar to

cool, temperate forests. Salamanders

are both diverse and locally common
in the lowland forest where they thrive

in conditions that are, by anyone's

standards, truly tropical. Tempera-

tures are characteristically high and

rainfall may be highly seasonal, limit-

ing activity by salamanders to only

a portion of the year.

Although ecologists argue over the

causes and effects of tropical diversity,

a given tropical habitat will generally

have more predators, parasites, and

competitors than a corresponding tem-

perate habitat. By conducting field

studies we have attempted to under-

stand how tropical salamanders have

not only managed to invade tropical

communities but to flourish in them.

One important aspect concerns com-
munity structure. In North America,

coexistence of similar species is

achieved by a number of mechanisms.

For example, in salamander-rich areas

of the Appalachians, the species in

a local community are about equally

divided between aquatic and terres-

trial forms. In species with aquatic

Distribution of
lungless salamanders

In ten milliseconds the salamander

Bolitoglossa adspersa, above left,

found in Colombia, can fire its

tongue a third the length of its body,

capture an insect, and return the

prey to its mouth. The long tongue

makes it largely unnecessary for

bolitoglossine salamanders to pursue

prey. The photomicrograph, above,

shows an artificially colored

specimen of the smallest, tailed

tetrapod species, Thorius pennatulus.

Behind the large eye characteristic of
small tropical salamanders is the

otic capsule (dark red}, the structure

that controls balance and hearing.



photographs by James Hanken

These two salamanders, Hydromantes
platycephalus/row Sonora Pass,

California, right, and H. italicus

frot}i Liguria, Italy, below, belong

to a genus with a remarkably disjunct

distribution. The North American
ancestors of Hydromantes dispersed

into Asia, eventually reaching the

Mediterranean. Mountain-building
processes and climatic changes

eliminated the habitat of the

lungless salamanders so that only

five species of Hydromantes are

found today. Relict populations of
two of the present species persist in

caves and rock crevices in northern

Italy, southern France, and Sardinia.

The other three species survive

in the mountains of central and
northern California.
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reproduction, larval development may
occur in springs, streams, or ponds,

and breeding seasons may differ from
species to species. Thus, both spatial

and temporal overlap of larvae and,

presumably, larval competition are re-

duced. Species that occur in the same
habitat at the same time frequently

differ in body size, and this is cor-

related with differences in the kinds

and size of animal prey taken. All

of these mechanisms may reduce com-
petition between coexisting species.

Tropical salamander communities

are different. As we have noted, all

tropical salamanders are fully terres-

trial, so separation along an aquatic-

terrestrial gradient is not possible. In-

stead, two types of vertical segregation

are especially important.

First, each tropical species has a

narrow, precisely defined altitudinal

distribution that frequently matches

the complex, yet regular, elevational

zonation of tropical plant communi-
ties. In this way, species present on

the same mountain may actually never

occur together because of nonoverlap-

ping elevational distributions. Al-

though altitudinal layering also occurs

in temperate regions, it is never as

pronounced as in tropical habitats.

At any given elevation and habitat,

further sorting is achieved by different

species living at different heights

above or below the forest floor. Some
burrow, others confine their activity

to the ground surface, while many lit-

erally take to the trees where epiphytic

plants, especially bromeliads, are fa-

vored retreats. Lacking a functional

root system, bromeliads attach them-



selves to the trunks and limbs of trees

and obtain necessary moisture and nu-

trients from the atmosphere. Like sala-

manders, bromeliads thrive in areas

with excessive humidity, particularly

the cool, fogbound cloud forest that

cloaks the slopes of many tropical

mountains. There, a diverse commu-

nity of salamanders and other small

animals has evolved in the aerial

swamp created by the upward-di-

rected, tightly overlapping leaves of

bromeliads. The association between

salamanders and bromeliads is hardly

casual. Some salamander species oc-

cur nowhere else, and local densities

can be great—as many as thirty-four

salamanders have been found inside

a single bromeliad in a Mexican cloud

forest. We have found salamanders

in bromeliads as high in trees as we

have been able to search, and exami-

nation of recently felled trees (an all-

too-common sight in the tropics) has

revealed salamanders at least 100 feet

above the ground.

Distinctive habits and habitat pref-

erences of salamanders are often as-

sociated with morphological special-

ization, and several species, or even

whole genera, are highly modified to

survive in tropical environments. Ar-

boreal montane species usually have

small, flattened bodies that allow them

to squeeze between tightly overlap-

ping bromeliad leaves. Such species

also possess a moderately prehensile

tail and partially webbed hands and

feet that adhere readily to wet leaf

surfaces, providing great climbing

ability. Burrowing forms have tiny

limbs and extremely elongate bodies

The evolution of a terrestrial

life style preadapted bolitoglossine

salamanders for survival in

rugged tropical areas where

free-standing water is scarce.
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and tails that almost make them ver-

tebrate worms. Members of the genera

Thorius and Parvimolge are true min-

iatures. Living among leaf litter and

bark on the forest floor, some adults

may be only one inch in total length.

This brings them very near the mini-

mum size limit for vertebrates, and

they possess various skeletal and sen-

sory modifications to accommodate
their reduced size.

The most specialized of all tropical

salamanders live in the wet lowland

forest. During the day most species

conceal themselves in bark crevices,

leaf axils, or other relatively inacces-

sible sites. Emerging only at night,

they cling to a tree trunk, plant stem,

or leaf surface in wait of prey. (This

behavior explains why even experi-

enced field biologists have tended to

overlook lowland tropical salaman-

ders.) Ground-dwelling salamanders

are scarce in the lowland tropics; al-

most all lowland species are either

arboreal or subterranean. Arboreal

lowland salamanders are even more
highly specialized than their relatives

in the montane cloud forest. A fully

prehensile tail and extensive webbing,

which in eff"ect turns the hands and

feet into suction cups, allow a sala-

mander to suspend itself, even upside

down, from stems and leaves.

During the evolution of tropical sal-

amanders, a premium has been placed

on adaptations that reduce activity

and make the most of available en-

ergy. A prime example involves prey

capture. Most nontropical lungless sal-

amanders ingest insects, millipedes,

and snails by partially flipping out

a sticky tongue, then retrieving it with

the prey item attached. Simulta-

neously, the salamander may lunge

forward and seize its victim in its jaws,

especially when the prey is large. Be-

cause the front of the tongue is an-

chored to the lower jaw, the back of

the tongue is flipped out at the prey.

This resembles the movement of a

clenched fist resting palm up on a

table top as the fingers are first

quickly outstretched and then re-

Extensive webbing on the feet

of this specialized species,

Bolitoglossa mexicana, creates

a suction cup effect, enabling

the salamander to suspend
itselffrom stems and leaves.

Raymond A. Mendez

clenched. The anterior attachment of

the tongue means that prey can be

attacked only at close range.

In contrast to this primitive pattern,

the tropical salamanders have evolved

a highly protrusible tongue that can

be fired accurately for long distances

at astonishingly high speeds. Careful

laboratory measurements have shown
that in the genus Bolitoglossa the

tongue can be extended to about a

third of a salamander's body length

and returned to the mouth with a cap-

tured prey in as few as ten millisec-

onds. The evolution of this efficient

prey-capturing system has required a

complete reorganization of the mus-

culature and skeleton of the tongue

to allow the mushroom-shaped tongue,

now no longer attached in front, to

be catapulted from the mouth. As an

additional refinement, bolitoglossines

have developed the ability to control

the direction of tongue projection.

Thus, the salamander need not di-

rectly face or actively pursue its prey.

A highly modified tongue structure

means that a salamander can instead

wait for prey to approach within its

increased firing range.

Regional species diversity of tropi-

cal salamanders is greatest in areas

that are geologically most active. To
fully understand the regional patterns

of adaptation and diversity in sala-

manders, we must consider geologic

factors as well as behavior and mor-

phology. Throughout much of Middle
and South America large-scale tec-

tonic processes, ranging from massive

volcanic activity to lateral slippage of

continental plates, have created new
habitat, destroyed previously habit-

able areas, erected barriers to

dispersal, and fragmented once con-

tinuous salamander distributions.

A particularly good example of the

connection between geologic events

and biotic diversity and distribution

is seen in the genus Chiropterotriton.

Eight species of this group are found

in wet montane forests of Guatemala
and adjacent Mexico and Honduras.

Morphological, genetic, and ecological

evidence agree that these species are

more closely related to one another

than to any other salamanders, insofar

as they share a common ancestor.

Each species is confined to its own
mountain range or cluster of ranges,

and no two species occur together.

For tens of millions of years, this part

of northern Central America has iDeen

the scene of violent geologic activity.

The region straddles the juncture of

three major crustal plates, and mas-
sive fault scarps crisscross a landscape

dotted with some of the most spec-

tacular volcanoes on earth. Originally

continuous upland areas, some of

which date from the early Cenozoic
period, have been repeatedly frag-

mented by lateral faults, and large

upland sections have been moved hun-

dreds of miles from their original lo-

cations. Any ancestral Chiropterotri-

ton species that inhabited the
continuous upland habitat would have
been fragmented into numerous sub-

populations, each separated by
impassible lowland barriers. Some of

these isolated populations doubtless

went extinct, but others continued to

evolve independently, so that now each

is sufficiently differentiated to qualify

as a distinct species.

Why have salamanders experienced

such a major adaptive radiation in

the tropics? We can suggest the fol-

lowing explanations: (1) The prior evo-

lution of a fully terrestrial life history

preadapted bolitoglossine salamanders

for life in the tropics, particularly in

rugged, mountainous areas where free

surface water is scarce, (2) limited

activity, slow metabolism, and a sim-

ple, yet efficient, feeding mechanism
allow salamanders to make slight en-

ergetic demands on an environment

and invade and occupy otherwise

closed tropical communities, (3) mor-

phological specializations, including a

diversity of locomotor patterns, (4) the

availability of distinctly tropical mi-

crohabitats, especially arboreal bro-

meliads, enables more species to be

packed into a given habitat, (5) re-

striction of species distributions to the

narrow elevational zones of climate

and vegetation characteristic of tropi-

cal environments increases local di-

versity, and (6) the extraordinarily

high intensity of geologic activity in

Middle America and northern South

America has promoted the formation

of new species, thereby increasing re-

gional diversity.

Tropical salamanders provide an un-

usually favorable opportunity to study

patterns of evolution. Our eff"ort has

spanned more than a decade, and has

at various times included the collabo-

ration of anatomists, physiologists,

taxonomists, ecologists, biochemists,

and geneticists. It is sad to note that

thoughtless devastation of fragile trop-

ical habitats by humans threatens to

obliterate many of the most interesting

pages of this story before they can

be read. D
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The Comet Syndrome
Human reactions to encounters of the cometary kind

range from hysteria to frivolity

by Michael Oppenheimer and Leonie Haimson

Comets have always been news, usu-

ally of the bad variety. Throughout

history their spectacular arrival has

provoked astonishment, consternation,

and frequently, a sense of foreboding

among observers. With Halley's comet

due to reappear in 1985 and a space

mission to a comet planned for the

1980s, it is worthwhile to recollect

former attitudes toward comets.

Traditionally, people believed that

comets presaged death in the form

of wars, epidemics, or natural disas-

ters. Aristotle pointed out that a comet
appeared at the time of an earthquake

and a subsequent tidal wave that swal-

lowed the cities of Helice and Bura

in the Peloponnesus, and in Biblical

times it was commonly thought that

the arrival of a comet accompanied

the destruction of Sodom and Gomor-
rah.

Seneca wrote that "when one of

these fiery bodies . . . appears . . .

[men] know not whether to wonder

or to tremble; for many spread fear

on all sides, drawing from the phe-

nomenon most grave prognostics."

Most often, comets were interpreted

as predicting the imminent demise of

a prominent leader. Shakespeare ech-

oed this belief in Julius Caesar:

"When beggars die, there are no com-
ets seen; The heavens themselves blaze

forth the deaths of princes." Among
the rulers whose deaths are known
to have been marked by comets were

Attila, the Roman emperor Valerian,

and Julius Caesar himself.

Every plague and pestilence in the

Middle Ages was supposedly con-

nected with the materialization of a

comet, and even if one did not show
up when something untoward oc-

curred (as with the death of Char-

lemagne), chroniclers noted their ap-

pearance nevertheless. When the year

1000 approached, the date itself con-

vinced many that the end of the world

was impending, and the sight of a

genuine comet only exacerbated the

general terror.

In the non-Western world, comets

were also perceived as potential

threats. In Japan, each time a comet
appeared the reigning emperor sum-

moned monks to his court to perform

an exorcism rite and, for reasons that

are obscure to us, he would prohibit

the slaughtering of animals until the

comet passed out of view. One em-

peror abdicated when confronted with

the sight of a comet.

Several comets observed by the Az-

tecs in the late fifteenth century led

them to believe that the end of the

world and the return of their god Quet-

zalcoatl were imminent. To their pro-

found regret, this encouraged them

A French engraving, facing page,

shows different kinds of comets that

reminded the seventeenth-century

artist of other objects. The fanciful

version of a comet, below, adorned

the title page of a late-sixteenth-

century manuscript.

T
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One panel of the Bayeux Tapestry, a

medieval embroidery that depicts the

Norman Conquest, shows a comet
moving toward King Harold II of
England. In 1910, when Halley's

comet was due to reappear, the

Chinese issued posters of that

panel to assure the public that the

comet had passed by before with

no ill effects.

to accept Cortes and his men with

a mixture of resignation and awe when
the invaders arrived in 1519.

One of most intense and widespread

of comet scares arose in 1528. A
French surgeon reported that a comet
materializing in the skies that year

"was so horrible and so frightful and

produced such great terror in the vul-

gar that some died of fear and others

fell sick." Various observers thought

the comet looked like the "figure of

a bent arm, holding in its hand a great

sword, as if about to strike." This ac-

count is reminiscent of a reference

in the Bible that some have taken

to be a description of an ancient

comet: "And David lifted up his eyes,

and saw the angel of the Lord stand

between the Earth and the Heaven,

having a drawn sword in his hand
stretched out over Jerusalem" (I

Chron. 21:16).

By the seventeenth century, how-

ever, the belief that comets were nec-

essarily evil omens was slowly begin-

ning to be questioned by both sci-

entists and the clergy. (Much later.

Napoleon, whose own birth was
marked by a comet, took the opposite

view. While invading Russia, he an-

nounced that the comet of 1811 pre-

saged his success against the enemy.)

But even though most learned men
were coming into agreement that com-

ets were not harbingers of disaster,

the general public continued to ex-

perience terror when they approached.

As astronomy began to supplant as-

trology and the populace became con-

vinced that a comet was simply a ce-

lestial object that moved past us, a

new fear replaced the old one—that

a comet would hit the earth. In 1758,

John Wesley used the return of Hal-

ley's comet to preach the necessity

of being right with God. "Were it

to fix upon the earth . . . when it is

some one thousand times hotter than

a red-hot cannon ball, who does not

see what must be the immediate con-

sequence?" he asked.

In 1773, everyone in Paris began

to talk about an upcoming lecture by
the mathematician and astronomer Jo-

seph-Jerome Le Frangais de Lalande,

entitled "Reflections on Those Comets
Which Can Approach the Earth." The
rumor spread that on May 20 a comet
would destroy the earth, although

Lalande publicly denied it. According

to a contemporary French professor,

"places in Paradise were sold at a

very high rate," and people begged

the Archbishop of Paris to pray to

God to alter the comet's course.

The situation was repeated in 1828.

Certain calculations published that

year by the German astronomer Hein-

rich Wilhelm Matthaus Olbers (dis-

coverer of two asteroids and five com-

ets and originator of a method of

determining the orbits of comets) pur-

ported to show that Biela's comet, due

to return in four years, would come
extremely close to the earth. A great

alarm arose once again. People feared

they would be destroyed by a violent

T
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terrestrial shock or drowned in a uni-

versal deluge. The hysteria did not

subside until Tract on Comets was

published by Dominique Francois

Arago, a French astronomer noted for

his observations. It demonstrated con-

clusively that Biela's comet would

come no nearer the earth than fifty

million miles.

In the same book, Arago disputed

various, commonly held misconcep-

tions about comets. First of all, he

argued against the prevailing theory

that comets affected the weather, a

belief that supposedly accounted for

the superiority of wines made in the

years during which comets passed by.

One vintage year, for example, was

noted for producing the "comet wine"

of 1811. Comets were believed to

cause higher temperatures and thus

higher sugar content in the grapes

from which wines were made. Arago
showed, however, that the average

temperature of comet years was no

higher than normal. Even so, wine

catalogs until the end of the nineteenth

century continued to refer to the

"comet wine" of 1811.

Arago also took issue in his treatise

with the Atmospheric Causes of Epi-

demic Diseases, a popular work writ-

ten in 1829, which claimed that "ever

since the Christian era, the most un-

healthy periods are precisely those in

which some great comet has ap-

peared." It further contended that

such occurrences as earthquakes, fogs,

and volcanic eruptions were linked

with the effects of comets. Arago's

protestations, however, provided only

temporary comfort, and comets con-

tinued to be regarded with awe and

terror down to the twentieth century.

Despite their generally baneful

aura, comets have undeniably bene-

fited one select group—their discov-

erers. Traditionally, comets are named
for their discoverers; that small mea-

sure of immortality is often the great-

est incentive for their search. Many
astronomers throughout history have

enhanced their reputations by being

the first to sight a comet. Charles

Messier, the eighteenth-century

French astronomer known for his cata-

log of nebulae and star clusters, comes
to mind. He discovered at least fifteen

comets during his lifetime and thereby

won recognition from King Louis XV
who called him the "comet ferret."

Not all comets, however, are dis-

covered by professional astronomers

or dedicated comet hunters. Ordinary

people have sometimes been first, of-

ten by accident. In 1861 an Australian

sheep farmer discovered a comet. In

1910, a group of miners and railway

workers spotted a new comet while

walking home early one morning after

their shift. More recently, in 1961,

a comet was simultaneously discov-

ered by a professional astronomer, a

pilot, and an airline stewardess. And

Epatant! The comet of 1812 as it

might have been viewed from the

Pont Neuf in Paris.
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Surprise meeting between a

bird and a real comet in the year

1664, from a contemporary

German engraving.

not all astronomers have eagerly

sought the fame that comet discovery

tends to bring with it. Maria Mitchell,

a young astronomer who lived on Nan-

tucket Island, noticed a comet one

night in 1847. At first she resisted

her father's counsel to report the sight-

ing to the director of the Harvard

Observatory, but after much argu-

ment, she was persuaded to allow the

sighting to be reported. She had, in

fact, detected a new comet for which

she eventually received the medal the

King of Denmark awards annually to

the discoverer of an important comet.

Her reputation greatly enhanced,

Mitchell subsequently became the

first and until 1943 the only woman
elected to the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences in Boston. In 1865,

she accepted a position at Vassar,

where she had the use of the third

largest telescope in the country, and

she soon became celebrated for her

brilliance as a teacher and a scientist.

(For more on Maria Mitchell see

"Women Astronomers" in the May
1979 Natural History.)

In recent years, the Japanese have

dominated the discovery of comets.

In 1959, Kaoru Ikeya, a young lathe

operator who earned $28 a month,

determined to redeem his family name
from the disgrace of a father fallen

into bankruptcy and alcoholism. For

two years Ikeya ceaselessly worked

on a telescope, grinding his own lens,

and then for sixteen more months, he

scanned the night sky. (This was a

man whose personnel records listed

him as lacking ambition and initia-

tive.) Finally, on January 2, 1963,

when he was nineteen, Ikeya's dili-

gence was rewarded. He sighted a new

comet, became a hero in Japan, and
even played himself in a film based

on his life. His hometown so appre-

ciated his accomplishments that it

converted an abandoned water tower,

at public expense, to an observation

dome for his personal use. Eventually,

Ikeya discovered two more comets.

Ironically, Halley's comet—the

most famous comet of all—which has

been reappearing since antiquity, is

not named for the individual who
sighted it first (no one knows who
that was). Halley's is the brightest

comet that returns periodically into

our view at relatively short intervals,

approximately every seventy-five

years. Throughout history it has been

associated with a variety of pivotal

events. Extrapolation indicates that in

A.D. 66 it appeared while Jerusalem

was under siege by the Romans, and

one century later, it preceded by only

a few months the Norman Conquest

of England. In fact, in one of its panels

the renowned Bayeux Tapestry, which

chronicles the Norman Conquest, de-

picts a comet moving toward King

Harold II of England. Then in 1456

when the Turks were attacking Bel-

grade, the comet again appeared,

frightening both armies and causing

Pope Calixtus III to call for special

prayers so that the Christians might

be spared disaster.

The periodicity of comets, however,

was not established until the late sev-

enteenth century. Newton observed

the movements of a comet in 1680;

two years later he studied another

comet and attempted to describe its

orbit mathematically. Edmond Hal-

ley, a young and gifted astronomer,

visited Newton in 1684, and found

that he had completed work on a the-

ory of gravitation that, if valid, dem-

onstrated that bodies mutually at-

tracted would tend to move in ellip-

tical, parabolic, or hyperbolic orbits.

Halley convinced Newton to publish

his results, and because the Royal So-

ciety of London lacked sufficient

funds, Halley himself financed the

printing of the work known as

Principia.

For the next twenty years, Halley's

energies were employed elsewhere,

primarily in the study of navigation.

Not until he was appointed to a chair

at Oxford in 1704 did he return to

the study of cometary movements. Ap-

plying the theories set out in Principia,

he began to compute the orbit of the

comet observed in 1682, and some

twenty-four others. After long and



careful work, Halley was surprised to

discover that some of the orbits were

elliptical; theoretically, therefore,

comets with those orbits would return.

More specifically, the orbit of the

1682 comet closely resembled the

orbits of the comets of 1531 and 1607.

When Halley referred to historical

records, he found that various comets

in earlier times could have been sight-

ings of this same object as well and

he estimated its period at seventy-six

years. Finally, Halley extrapolated

that this comet would reappear at

Christmastime in 1758. Unfortu-

nately, he died sixteen years before

the comet was due to reappear. His

reputation at his death was greatly

enhanced by his work but not abso-

lutely assured.

When the year 1758 rolled around,

all the astronomers in Europe were

eagerly, almost obsessively, scanning

the skies. (According to Voltaire, no

astronomer slept that year.) All the

prominent comet hunters, including

Messier, were involved in the search,

yet the first to spot the comet—and

to provide a significant confirmation

of the general validity of Newton's

theory of gravitation—was an ama-
teur, a German farmer named
Palitzch, who found the comet on

Christmas night using a homemade
seven-foot telescope. Halley was ac-

claimed when from that time on, by

common consent, the comet was
named for him.

When Halley's comet next returned

in 1835, Mennonites in America, re-

portedly believing it foreshadowed the

end of the world, allowed their crops

to die on the vine. Many others were

similarly fearful. A woman who lived

in upstate New York and was twelve

years old at the time remembered that

"people were scared as wild
geese. . . . We took out our sleds for

a moonlight coast downhill. But we
came right in. The snow was red as

blood from the comet's glare—we
didn't dare even to step on it."

Halley's comet approached the

earth again in 1910, but this time

the planet was due to pass through

or very near the comet's tail. This

had occurred with another comet in

1861, without any apparent ill effects,

a fact with which the experts at-

tempted to reassure the public. Yet
as the year began, astronomers at Yer-

kes Observatory in Wisconsin made
a possibly disturbing discovery. From
spectral analyses, they determined

that there was poisonous cyanogen gas

in the comet's tail. According to a

contemporary article in the New York
Times, one of the scientists was "of

the opinion that the cyanogen gas

would impregnate the atmosphere and

possibly snuff out all life on the

planet." Most other astronomers dis-

agreed, but a widespread feeling of

foreboding remained, and when the

comet was first sighted by eye in Cu-
ra9ao on April 20, there were reports

of alarm all over the world. From
Rome to Mexico, people suffered

great anxiety. In Chicago, a prema-

ture scare was set off on April 23,

even before the comet came over the

United States, when sudden darkness

caused by weather conditions de-

scended on the city for two hours.

The phenomenon was gratuitously at-

tributed to Halley's comet and some
people became hysterical.

Nevertheless, as the comet came
into view over the United States, feel-

ings of excitement and exhilaration

began to grow. The sales of telescopes

increased sharply, and wholesale deal-

ers reported that their supplies were

exhausted. More telescopes were re-

putedly sold in the three months be-

fore the comet's arrival than in the

entire period following the Civil War.

According to the Times, the purchas-

ers were drawn from all "classes," and

they usually bought expensive instru-

ments, "first-class telescopes that sell

from $50 to $250. Many of the buyers

set up their telescopes on the roofs

of their apartments or houses, and on

April 23 one of them received an un-

A mid-nineteenth century French

newspaper cartoon of what
would happen if a comet collided

with the earth.



anticipated bonus when, observing at

night, he spotted a burglar trying to

break into his brother's apartment.

Along with telescope sales, rumors
also flourished as the comet ap-

proached. One was that when the tail

passed through the earth's atmos-

phere, all the nitrogen would be con-

verted to nitrous oxide, or laughing

gas, and the world's inhabitants would
cavort, transported, until they died.

Another was that the comet might

strike the earth's North Pole, displac-

ing all electrical currents, and elec-

trocuting everyone. Even some rep-

utable scientists claimed that recent

torrential rains in Europe were some-
how related to cometary influence.

Astronomers, several of whom had

certainly contributed unnecessarily to

the widespread panic, were outraged

that they were being blamed for with-

holding the full story. Thousands of

accusatory letters about the comet

flooded the Harvard Observatory. One
professor complained that the letter

writers "seem to think we are respon-

sible for it."

Consternation spread all over the

world. In Johannesburg, some enter-

prising men bricked up a room, in-

stalled cylinders of oxygen, and ad-

vertised in the local newspaper for

"others who would share the ex-

penses. . . . Numbers strictly limited."

The wife of a prominent South African

mine owner took up residence in a

special chamber constructed at the

bottom of one of her husband's mines.

Chinese authorities issued posters of

the Bayeux Tapestry to allay the gen-

eral fear by showing that the comet

had passed by before without harmful

effects. In the American South,

churches were packed and the fields

were practically empty of hands.

Many people sealed the doors and win-

dows of their homes to keep from be-

ing poisoned and there were numerous
stories of suicides and sudden break-

downs. "Comet pills" to counteract

possible harmful eff"ects were sold in

the streets of Haiti, and according to

one report, even in the United States.

Mexicans gathered around crucifixes

erected in the hills or sought refuge

in caves and canyons.

Other, more sophisticated places

had their own characteristic ways of

celebrating the approach of the comet.

The French seem not to have taken

the whole aff"air as seriously as they

had in previous eras. In Paris, special

"comet suppers" were held at all the

big cafes and restaurants. For days

preceding the event, hawkers on the

street offered postcards illustrating

the presumed "end of the world,"

while "brooches and other pieces of

jewelry representing the comet and

its tail are sold in great numbers."

In New York, excitement built

steadily. A new drink, "the comet

cocktail," was invented at the Plaza

Hotel and immediately became pop-

ular. The ingredients were kept secret,

but its imbibers found that "it started

with a fiery taste," followed "by a

soothing sensation to the palate, and

a general feeling of mental buoyancy."

As in Paris, fashionable New Yorkers

arranged private parties on the roofs

of all the large hotels. At one par-

ticular gathering, a late-night dinner

on top of the Gotham Hotel, the guests

arrived in their motorcar togs and were

supplied with small silver telescopes

as favors.

Despite some urban festivities, cer-

tain ancient superstitions did persist.

In Bermuda, for example, according

to the Times, at the moment of the

accession of King George V, "a sudden

flaring up at the end of the comet's

tail" was observed, leading many to

expect a calamitous war would break

out at some time during George's

reign. (Five years later, when World
War I was raging, a comet seen by

the British on the Western Front was

thought by them to herald tremendous

casualties for their side, and seemed

to them to be an "ally of the Central

Powers.")

When the earth finally did pass

through the comet's tail on May 18,

1910, a few auroralike flashes of light

were observed, but that was all. There

were no signs of cyanogen or laughing

gas or electrical irregularities. At its

height, however, the comet presented

a spectacular appearance, displaying

a tail that covered about one-tenth

of the arc of the night sky. The New
York Times concluded that on balance

the experience was probably benefi-

cial: "Superstition has received an-

other blow, general interest in astron-

omy has been excited, and everybody

has learned at least a little something

about the heavenly bodies and their

motions." But perhaps the most ap-

propriate headline was the final one

on May 26, "Pope NOT Impressed

with Halley's Comet. Remarks On
Viewing It That It Does Not Seem
to Justify Commotion It Has Caused."

Comparatively few comets in his-

tory have been observable without a

telescope. Of the approximately three

hundred comets discovered in the

nineteenth century, only thirteen were
visible to the naked eye. Even fewer

have been observable in daylight.

Comet Ikeya Seki of the fall of 1965

(discovered by the same Ikeya already

mentioned) was the only comet since

the 1910 appearance of Halley's that

was bright enough. Unfortunately, it

was not widely seen in the northeast

United States because of adverse

weather conditions and because it ap-

peared very early in morning.

The anticlimax provided by Comet
Kohoutek is assuredly well remem-
bered. Headlines appearing in various

magazines in late 1973 and early 1974

chronicle the story. "Bright Comet
May Light the Skies of Christmas"

in April. "Bright Comet Next Winter"

in May. "Comet of the Century" and

"Get Set For the Sky Spectacular of

the Century" in November. And, fi-

nally, "Flop of the Century?" and

"Kohoutek the Tiny" in January. The
cause of the dashed hopes was that

Comet Kohoutek was relatively bright

only while at a great distance from

the earth, when it blew off volatile

material as it approached the sun for

the first time and heated up. After

that mantle had dissipated, the com-

et's brightness returned to more aver-

age levels and the initial predictions

of a spectacular sight proved prema-

ture.

Halley's comet, which will return

in 1985, may also be a disappointment.

Because of its position and that of

the earth and sun, the comet will ap-

pear relatively faint to us when it

should be at its brightest, after it

passes the sun. But other comets will

doubtless appear and may perhaps be

seen trailing across the sky even by

those not interested in astronomy or

telescopes. If such a visitor from space

should come by, be forewarned. Even

now the sight of a comet may induce

a sense of awe and perhaps bring a

subtle twinge of fear to those who
witness it.

Double trouble in mid-1 550s

Constantinople. A comet passed over

the city and parts of the Hagia

Sophia mosque crumbled in an

earthquake. To the artist who
decorated this German-language

broadside, there may have been a

connection.
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Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES®
Picl(ing a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook Is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
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helpful guide.
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protection. Bauer Goose DovKn is quilted in

long-wearing nylon taffeta. Slash pockets

are handwarmer lined with flannel. Colors:

Red, Beige, Scotch Mist Green, Navy.

Sizes: Men's 36-48 even. Downiight'''^

Canadian Vest $39.50 postpaid.

OrderToday! Money Back Guarantee!
Here is my cfieck ormoney order for $
(Add sales tax wtiere applicable.)
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CRITERION tVlANUFACTURING CO.. Dept NH98
620 OakvBood Avenue.. W, Hartford, Conn. 06110

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Dept. ANH,Fif1fi& Union. Seattle, WA 98124

Museum Menagerie
One tends to think of the American ample, or a ferret riding an elevator.

Museum of Natural History as a re-

pository of bones, skins, fossils, and

other relics of life. One would be star-

tled to see a chimpanzee pedaling a

kiddie car through the halls, for ex-

The Museum, it turns out, has al-

ways been home to many eccentric

living animals. As dusk gathers over

the Museum, bats swoop down from

the eaves and fly about looking for

tela

Alice Gray holding Blondie



insects. In the Museum's rooftop

greenhouse, cockroaches with num-
bers taped to their backs creep out

of their hiding places. Hoping for a

tasty mouse, a nine-inch toad from

Surinam begins its nightly perambu-
lations in the Department of Herpe-

tology. Some Museum animals, such

as the bats, are wild, while others are

either participants in scientific re-

search or the pets of staff members.

One of the most celebrated "pet"

collections belongs to Museum ento-

mologist Alice Gray. Gray and her

menagerie, which includes scorpions,

tarantulas, centipedes, cockroaches,

and millipedes, have made television

appearances on "To Tell the Truth,"

"What's My Line?" and the "Mike
Douglas Show."

Scattered about in Gray's large and

cluttered office are mayonnaise jars,

glass cages, and plastic boxes crawling

with exotic creatures. One of her fa-

vorites is the four-inch Madagascar
hissing cockroach, the sight of which

would make any apartment dweller

grateful for his relatively tiny roaches.

When disturbed, the Madagascar
roach issues a loud, evil-sounding hiss

by drawing air through spiracules in

its chitinous shell. (Incidentally, it also

uses these spiracules when molting;

by sucking air through them, it bursts

its skin down the back.) Cockroach
enthusiasts are delighted to find nu-

merous other species in Gray's col-

lection, including Oriental, German,
American, Australian, and green Cu-
ban roaches, "giant" roaches and lob-

ster roaches in cages along one wall.

The grande dame of Gray's taran-

tula collection is Blondie, who was
raised from infancy in the Museum
and is tame enough to be picked up
and handled. Gray has other taran-

tulas, but most are too "frisky" to

tolerate handling. Years ago, one of

the tarantulas escaped from its cage.

After several weeks, Gray received a

|rom The American Museum
of Natural History

COSTUMES OF THE EAST, by Walter A. Fairservis, Jr., shows the great

variety of exotic, romantic garments worn by the peoples of Asia, from the

Middle East to China, from Lapland to Japan. Cultural and geographic

aspects of the clothing are discussed, and beautiful color plates

and black and white drawings show the rich detail of the costumes.

Anthropologists, clothes designers, and devotees of Oriental art will

appreciate the value of this book both as a reference and for sheer

pleasure. Cloth $15.00, paper $5.95

ANCIENT MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA, by Gordon F. Ekholm, analyzes

the art and architecture of precolumbian Middle America. Superb
color and black and white photographs by Lee Boltin picture items from

the Museum's Hall of Mexico and Central America. Archeologists and

sculptors will find this book beautiful as well as informative. Paper $5.00

BUTTERFLIES OF THE AMERICAN TROPICS, by William Phillips Comstock,

is the definitive work on the genus Anaea. With 30 full-size color plates

and hundreds of detailed drawings, this authoritative publication is

a must for collectors of extraordinary books as well as for collectors of

Lepidoptera. Cloth $25.00

CURASSOWS AND RELATED BIRDS, by Jean Delacour and Dean Amadon,
explains and illustrates the habits and biology of curassows, guans, and

chachalacas, a fascinating group of gamebirds from tropical America.

This large volume has 30 magnificent color plates of paintings by

Albert Earl Gilbert, George Miksch Sutton, and David Reid-Henry, as well

as many drawings, photographs, and maps. Ornithologists and

lovers of fine bird paintings will delight in this work based on several field

trips and extensive research. Cloth $20.00

NATURALIST'S COLOR GUIDE, by Frank B. Smithe, is important to all

naturalists, especially ornithologists, whether amateur or professional.

Part I, a pocket-size binder with 86 swatches of named, measured colors,

is essential for precise identification and description of birds and
other animals. Part II, a paperbound supplement, discusses each color,

how it was named and measured, and the work of various color

specialists, such as Robert Ridgway. Part I $9 00, Part II $5.00, both

parts together $12.00 . Part III available soon.

Museum members may take a 1 0% discount. Send orders to:

ENCLOSED IS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $ PLEASE SEND:

COSTUMES MEXICO BUTTERFLIES CURASSOWS

COLOR GUIDE: PART I PART II BOTH PARTS

NAME_

ADDRESS.

CITY



iVIore Birds in

Your Yard

Thistle Seed Feeder

attracts finches,

chickadees, nuthatches.

Send $10.50 PPD.

Write for FREE
Catalog today.

(Bird ^ree
5 Swallow Lane.
Dept 84
St Paul. MN 551 10

In the spring and tail of 1981 we repeal our

popular program for travelers who enjoy

outdoor things:

Naturalist's Tour of
the Scottish Highlands

MAY AND SEPTEMBER, 1981

We stay at small country inns and, by spe-

cial permission, on the island of Rhum in

the Inner Hebrides. We hike across moors,

through forests and in unspoiled mountains
among alpine flowers, sample local dishes
and whiskey, meet Highland people and
listen to the sound of bagpipes.

Detailed brochures of this tour and a copy
of our newslatter which lists all our fasci-

nating travel programs, available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10014

TELEPHONE (212) 691 7429

This is a complete recording, delivered by Louis

Zoul, of Edward Fitzgerald's 5th version, and is

the cumulative effort of three men o1 genius.

It is followed hy a few comments and compari-

sons, and also Pedro Calderon de la Barca's The

Dream Called Lite and Life Is a Dream,

Lastly, begmning with Hamlet's soliloquy, there

Is some of Shakespear's best.

Among the kudos we've received, this came from

aprofessor In Ethiopla:"lt is beyond compare!" A

Brooklyn lady wrote:"lplay it over and over. It is

my treasure." While from Canada a gentleman re-

quested:"Becausethe record is such a beauty,

send another one."

A super/oll.e de/.Ver, „l luper/odV. poefr,

$10.00

Now there is also available a companion book. It

is hand bound and printed on high bulk long lite

archive book paper. Estimated duration 500 yrs.

$15.00

rius Applicable Sales Tax
(o.ily for N.Y. Sill- rt.idrni,)

Available Only By Mail

PUBLIC OPINION

Box N -4044 Long Island CKy,

New York 11104

call from someone who had found the

spider wandering around Central Park

some four blocks north of the Mu-
seum. "I recognized it," Gray ex-

plains, "by the balding pattern of hair

on its abdomen."
Gray's collection was augmented

last summer by two praying mantises:

one found in a ladies' restroom on

the forty-fifth floor of the Empire

State Building; the other discovered

on a window ledge on the thirty-eighth

floor of a Wall Street office building.

Apparently, Gray explains, the hap-

less insects were caught in updrafts

of air from the hot city streets.

A different collection of fauna in-

habits the Herpetology Department.

All the animals there are part of re-

search projects, except for the poi-

sonous marine toad, which in the

words of one assistant is "our public

relations toad." Charles J. Cole, an

associate curator, keeps a colony of

female whiptail lizards. The study of

these lizards, which reproduce entirely

without males, is providing valuable

information about parthenogenesis

(reproduction by the development of

an unfertilized egg), adaptation, and

ecology.

Next door, curator Charles W. My-
ers's office is crowded with South

American poison-dart frogs. He is

Ownership Statement

Statement of ownership, management, and circu-

lation (required by 39 U.S.C. 3685) of Natural
History, published twelve times a year at the

American Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79lh Street, New York, N.Y. 10024,

for October 1, 1980. General business offices of

the publisher are located at Central Park West
at 79lh Street. New York, N.Y. 10024. Publisher,

David D. Ryus; editor, Alan P. Ternes, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024.

Owner is the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York,

N.Y. 10024. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and

other security holders owning or holding one
percent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities: None. The purpose, func-

tion, and non-profit status of this organization and
the exempt status for federal income tax purposes

have not changed during preceding 12 months
(Section 132.122, Postal Service Manual). The
average number of copies of each issue during

the preceding 12 months are: A. Total number
of copies printed: 508,337; B. Paid circulation:

1 . Sales through dealers and carriers, street ven-

dors, and counter sales: 11,710; 2. Mail subscrip-

tions: 457,726; C. Total paid circulation 469,436.

D. Free distribution by mail, carrier, or other

means: 17,094. E. Total distribution: 486,530. F.

1. OITice use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after

printing: 8,708. 2. Returns from news agents:

13,099. G. Total: 508,337. The actual number of

copies of single issue published nearest to filing

date arc: A. Total number of copies printed:

495,1 14. B. Paid circulation: 1. Sales through deal-

ers and carriers, street vendors, and counter sales:

11,309. 2. Mail subscriptions: 461,844. C. Total

paid circulation: 473,153. D. Free distribution by

mail, carrier, or other means: 5,017. E. Total dis-

tribution: 478,170. F. 1. Oftice use, leftover, un-

accounted, spoiled after printing: 4,693. 2. Returns

from news agents: 12,251. G. Total 495,114. 1

certify that the statements made by me above

are correct and complete.
David D. Ryus, Publisher

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts

of all types: iiction, non-flction. poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.

Send for free, illustrated 40-paEe brochure W-82
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York, N.Y. 10001

A Treasures
From The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of t(/linerals. Display

iw f -"^^itiii^^r Stands, Books and^ *^"'' 'C?*'C Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 601 10 Long Island City, NY 11106

Naturai History

NieehiNeat
Siip your Natural History issues

into permanent files for ready

reference Green ieather-IJke face

embossed in gold to look like fine

books. It holds one year's sub-

scription Also for Smithsonian,

blue. 1 year Audubon, green, 1

year; Scientilic American, red, 1

year, National Wildlite. blue, holds

3 years. Specify title and quantity.

Postpaid

$5.20 ea. $4.63 ea., 3 or more.

Send check or Master Charge or

VISA number with exp date,

signature to

Highsmith
Box 25 NAT Ft. Atkinson Wl 53538
Catalog of files free with order

cy? Tasteqflqdia

Nepal-Sri Lanka-Bhutan

Burma-Thailand

Joumeyivorld offers you the

architectural splendours and

unforgettable sights of some of the

world's most creative civilisations.

You will see the Taj Mahal,

Kathmandu in the Himalayas, the

stupendous rock carved temples of

Ajanta & Ellora, Bhutan a fairy tale

Buddhist kingdom, colorful Kandy

in Sri Lanka, the glory of Pagan

and Mandalay, the elephant camps

and tribal villages of Chieng Mai.

The programs include com-

prehensive sightseeing, deluxe hotels

and all meals'.

For brochures write to:

JOURNEYWORLD INTl LTD.

155 EAST 55th STREET

NEW YORK, NY. 10022

TEL; (212) 752-8308
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working on a collaborative study of

the highly toxic, biomedically impor-

tant alkaloids secreted by these bril-

liantly colored frogs.

For a number of years, the Mam-
malogy Department was the home of

a family of ferrets. Two of these small,

weasellike animals, a male and an

albino female, were given to the tan-

nery to be reduced to study skins and

skeletons. Instead of turning them into

skins and bones, the tannery techni-

cian adopted them as pets. Peppy and

Peppina had several litters before they

died, and the last of their offspring,

Jeb, was a Museum favorite. He had

the run of the place and even learned

to ride the elevators. One day, how-

ever, he met with misfortune and fell

down the elevator shaft. Telling of

the accident, a technician in the de-

partment sadly shakes his head. "No
more ferrets," he says.

Of all the animals that have in-

habited the Museum, none was more
beloved than Meshi, a chimpanzee.

Henry C. Raven, a staff anatomist,

found Meshi in the French Cameroons

['Expedition to New Guinea

In 1953, acclaimed Museum ornithol-

ogist Thomas Gilliard embarked on an

expedition up New Guinea's Sepik

River to visit regions previously unex-

plored by scientists. For the December
Members' Program, Mary LeCroy, an-

other Museum ornithologist, will show

Gilliard's film of the expedition and talk

about his work in New Guinea. LeCroy,

who is an expert on New Guinea birds

of paradise, will present the Sepik River

Expedition on Wednesday, December
17, at 7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium. Mem-
bers are admitted free; $3.50 for non-

members.

African Music and Dance
Dinizulu and His African Dancers,

Drummers, and Singers will present two

narrated concerts in the Auditorium on

Sunday, December 14, at 1:00 and 3:00

P.M. The program will include such

dances as the Egungun, a secret-society

dance of Nigeria, and the Bamaya, a

Ghanaian dance of gaiety and dignity.

Other highlights of the afternoon will

be singing and solo performances on

the thumb piano and drums. The con-

certs are free.

Man and Nature

Four films on the subject "Man and

Nature" will be shown in the Audi-

torium on December 6 and 7, from 2:00

to 3:15 P.M. The films, which are free,

include Beluga Baby, about a whale

in 1929 and brought the orphaned ani-

mal back to New York. Raised in

the Raven home as another child (one

of the first times such an experiment

had been tried), Meshi was a frequent

visitor to the Museum. Her favorite

pastime was riding a kiddie car back
and forth along the Museum's fifth-

floor corridors. She often lunched with

the president of the Museum, Henry
Fairfield Osborn. On these occasions,

Meshi would ride her kiddie car to

the elevator, descend to the second

floor, and pedal into the staff" dining

room, where she would eat with a

spoon while seated in a high chair.

When, like most pet chimpanzees,

she became morose and violent in the

later years of her life, Meshi was given

to a zoo in Chicago. When she died,

her body was shipped back to New
York where Museum preparators

mounted it. Today, visitors to the Mu-
seum can see her in the Hall of Pri-

mates, sitting on a log, with a con-

templative, philosophical look in her

glass eyes.

Douglas J. Preston

born in captivity; Osprey, about the re-

turn of this bird to the Scottish High-

lands; and Mysterious Castles of Clay,

about the African termite and its monu-
mental nests.

Theater of tlie Deaf
Four deaf actors and one hearing ac-

tor will present a theater piece based

on the life of the Japanese poet Issa.

This free program, given at 2:30 p.m.

in the Auditorium on December 27, 28,

29, and 30, is especially suited for chil-

dren. The National Theater of the Deaf
is presented in association with the

Touchstone Center.

Holy Land Before Christ

Claireve Grandjouan, professor of

classics at Hunter College, will give a

slide lecture. The Holy Land Before

Christ, in the Auditorium on Wednes-
day, December 3, at 7:00 p.m. She will

discuss the most recent archeological

finds in the Near East and how they

shed light on the region's ancient civil-

izations. Tickets are $5. Call (212) 873-

7507 for ticket availability.

Courses for Stargazers

The American Museum-Hayden
Planetarium is offering a winter semes-

ter of courses in astronomy, aviation,

navigation, and astronomy for young
people. Course catalogs and preregis-

tration forms may be obtained by writ-

ing to the Planetarium.

SUPpPfeG.'
This I

Picture is an
Aztec Radiant Heater.

A perfectly beautiful way
to cut your heating bill.

Turn your thermostats down 10- this winter and save
up to 25% of your heating bill, then use energy effi-

cient Aztec Heaters for personal warmth near you for

just pennies a day Patented Aztec Heaters warm you
the way the sun does, gently, without noise or air

movement, saving energy by heating you. not the air

around you Aztecs are sate to touch, safe to leave on.
The perlect gift for an older person who needs more
personal warmth Cold bathroom'? Try an Aztec! Why
heat a whole house to warm one room or one per-
son'? 500 watt picture heaters like the Clowns above
can provide supplemental warmth for a 12x12 room or
the corner of a larger room for 2 5 cents an hour
{national average); yet cost just $99.95 batti heaters.

$76.95 your personal portable $84 95 desk tieaters,

$52 95 110V UL 30 day full money back guarantee.
Visa Master Charge To order Aztec Heaters or free
brochures, call toll free 800-545-8306 or write to
Aztech International, Ltd.. Dept NH 2417 Aztec Rd.
N E,, Albuquerque, N M 87107 (505

1
684-1818

Joseph L. Sax

Mountains
Without
Handrails
Reflections on the National Parks

Sax proposes a novel scheme tor the

protection and management of America's

national parks, giving perspective to the

longstanding and hitter battles over use of

our national parklands: hikers vs. cyclists;

ski resort developers vs. wilderness

advocates; "industrial tourism" vs.

recreational "elitism."

$10.00/paper $5.95

The University of Michigan Press

Dept. M P.O. Box 1104

Ann Arbor, MI 48106
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South Bronx Miracle (p. 26)

B. MyerhofiPs Number Our Days
(New York: E.P. Dutton, 1979) is an

anthropologist's personal account of

her studies of elderly Jews in a senior

citizens' center in California. An ex-

cerpt from the book appeared in the

March 1979 issue of Natural History,

pp. 76-85. Myerhoff collaborated

with A. Simic on an anthology entitled

Life's Career—Aging (Beverly Hills:

Sage Publications, 1978), an explo-

ration of aging in several ethnic

groups. A classic in the field of ger-

ontology, Middle Age and Aging,

edited by B.L. Neugarten (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1968),

is a collection of articles written in

a sociopsychological framework, in-

cluding A.M. Rose's "The Subculture

of Aging" and G.F. Stribe's "Are the

Aged a Minority Group?" M. Clark's

"The Anthropology of Aging: A New
Area for Studies of Culture and Per-

sonality" [The Gerontologist, vol. 7,

1967, pp. 55-64) proposes that the

study of the elderly as a subculture

is a valid anthropological inquiry. In

Culture and Aging (Springfield:

Charles C. Thomas, Inc., 1967), M.
Clark and B. Anderson consider which

personality types deal successfully

with growing old.

Weeds (p. 36)

W.C. Muenscher's illustrated text

Weeds (New York: Macmillan, 1960)

identifies these plants and provides

information about their control.

Weeds of Lawn and Garden, by J.M.

Fogg, Jr. (Philadelphia: University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1943), illustrated

by L. Hagerty, is a standard handbook

of weeds for eastern temperate Amer-
ica; L.J. Crockett's Wildly Successful

Plants (New York: Macmillan, 1977),

illustrated by J. Bradley, is a hand-

book of North American weeds with

an extensive bibliography. Written

and illustrated by A.O. Dowden, Wild
Green Things in the City (New York:

T.Y. Crowell Publishers, 1972) intro-

duces the characteristics of common
urban plants during various months

of the year. A textbook of plant syn-

ecology, R. Daubenmire's Plant Com-
munities (New York: Harper and
Row, 1968) provides an excellent gen-

eral treatment of succession. F.H. Bor-

mann and G.E. Likens's Pattern and
Process in a Forested Ecosystem
(New York; Springer-Verlag, 1979)

describes a research team's work on

regeneration after disturbance in the

Hubbard-Brook Forest in New Hamp-
shire. Plant Strategies and Vegetation

Processes, by J. P. Grime (New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1979), discusses

the evolutionary characteristics and

life history strategies of plants. In

"The Population Biology of Dande-

lions" {American Scientist, Novem-
ber-December 1971, pp. 684-94),

O.T. Solbrig explains how these com-

mon, successful weeds are adapted as

a group to taking advantage of en-

vironmental disturbance. R.H. Witt-

aker's Communities and Ecosystems

(New York: Macmillan, 1975) is a

general, illustrated text that includes

a large bibliography. For a review of

the literature on weeds, see H.G. Ba-

ker's "The Evolution of Weeds" in

Annual Review of Ecology and Sys-

tematics (vol. 5, 1974, pp. 1-24).

Tropical Salamanders (p. 46)

Much of the literature on tropical

salamanders is technical. The
Grzimek Animal Life Encyclopedia

(volume 5), however, has a large, read-

able section on tropical salamanders.

For a comprehensive, illustrated re-

view of the subject, readers should

consult D. Wake and J. Lynch's "The
Distribution, Ecology, and Evolution-

ary History of Plethodontid Salaman-

ders in Tropical America" {Science

Bulletin, Natural History Museum of

Los Angeles County, 25: 1-65, No-
vember 19, 1976). "Genetic Differ-

entiation, Albumin Evolution, and

Their Biogeographic Implications in

Plethodontid Salamanders of Califor-

nia and Southern Europe" {Evolution,

vol. 32, 1978, pp. 529-39), by D.B.

Wake, L.R. Maxson, and G.Z. Wurst,

presents data concerning genetic dif-

ferentiation among the five species of

Hydromantes. A two-article series by

R.E. Lombard and D.B. Wake entitled

"Tongue Evolution in the Lungless

Salamander, Family Plethodontidae"

explores in detail how the salamander

tongue works. The first article, "In-

troduction, Theory, and a General

Model of Dynamics" {Journal ofMor-
phology, vol. 148, 1976, pp. 265-86),

includes many diagrams and a pho-

tograph showing a retracted Hydrch

mantes tongue; the second, "Function

and Evolutionary Diversity" appeared

in volume 153, 1977, pp. 39-80. Both

articles include helpful bibliographies.

Comets (p. 54)

Illustrated with many photographs,

P.L. Brown's Comets, Meteorites and

Men (New York: Taplinger Publishing

Co., 1974) is a thorough introduction

to the physical nature of comets that

explains many aspects of comets and

meteorites, including their different

components, what their motions reveal

about different theories of the solar

system, and the scientific controver-

sies that exist about them. Another

illustrated introduction to comets, P.
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Moore's Comets (New York: Charles

talScribner's Sons, 1976), discusses the

Tllbasic structure of a comet and its re-

lation to the solar system and gives

accounts of some successful comet

hunters and their finds. Among the

comets discussed in this book are

IBiela's and Halley's comets and the

disappointing Comet Kohoutek. R.S.

'Richardson's Getting Acquainted with

Comets (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1967) is an illustrated, easy to un-

derstand text with instructions on

comet watching for beginners. For a

Idiscussion of the origin and formation

of comets and their tails, see R.A.

Lyttleton's The Comets and Their

Origin (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1953). "When Halley's

Comet Bemused the World," by J.

Klein {The New York Times Sunday
Magazine, May 8, 1960), is about the

comet's 1910 appearance and T. Mor-

ris's "The Boy Who Redeemed His

Father's Name" {Reader's Digest,

January 1966) tells the story of comet

finder Ikeya. "A Sad Tale of Two
Comets" {Astronomy, February 1980)

describes the NASA mission that will

explore Halley's comet and Tempel

2. A good source of scientific literature

on the subject is the large, two-volume

work published by NASA entitled The

Study of Comets (Washington, D.C.:

Scientific and Technical Information

Office, NASA, 1976), edited by B.

Donn, M. Mumma, W. Jackson, et

al. This collection of papers is from

lAU Colloquium No. 25, held at the

Goddard Space Flight Center, Green-

belt, Maryland. Among the papers

that appear in this comprehensive

work is M. Oppenheimer's "Gas Phase

Chemistry in Comets" (vol. 1, pp.

753-63).

Rita Campon

"

Jack Daniel Distillery. Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc.,

Route 1, Lynctiburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon Evening skies are dark and moonless for the first week

in December (and again in January) because the waning crescent

will be in the morning sky. New moon occurs on December 7. The

first evening view of the young crescent moon should be possible

on about the 1 0th. First-quarter is on the 14th, full moon on the

21st, and last-quarter on the 29th. The new moon will appear again

on January 6th and first-quarter will be on the 13th. Apogee moon
(farthest from the earth) is on December 2 and 30 and perigee

moon (nearest the earth) is on December 18 and January 14.

Stars and Planets Every planet but Mars is a morning star for

most of December and all but Mars and Mercury continue in the

morning sky through January. Planets, as you might expect, are thus

poorly represented in the evening sky. The morning planets fortunately

more than make up for the deficiency. Jupiter and Saturn rise near

one another about midnight; Venus about an hour before dawn. Best

dates are December 1 to 4 and 28 to 31 when the waning moon
is passing the planets. The sun moves out of the constellation Ophiucus

and into Sagittarius after mid-December. Mercury leaves Libra, passes

through Scorpius and Ophiucus, and joins the sun in Sagittarius

in late December, moving ahead of it into Capricornus in January.

Venus follows the same path through Libra, Scorpius, and Ophiucus,

but stays behind the sun, leaving Ophiucus and entering Sagittarius

in early January. Mars is in Sagittarius for most of December, Jupiter

and Saturn are in Virgo, Uranus is in Libra, Neptune is in Ophiucus,

and Pluto is in Bootes.

December 1: From moonrise (about midnight this morning) until

dawn, the moon is very close to Jupiter and Saturn (Jupiter is the

brighter of the two). Venus, brighter still, rises below them and

to their left before dawn.

December 4-5: The waning moon is near Venus on these two

mornings. Jupiter and Saturn are well above them to their right.

December 8: Earliest sunset of the year (north of the Equator).

December 9: The setting moon may help you find Mars tonight,

in the west below the moon about an hour past sunset.

December 13-14: Look for the Geminid meteors on either morning,

a reliable and productive (50 per hour) shower.

December 21: The sun arrives at the winter solstice and winter

begins in the Northern Hemisphere at 11:56 a.m., EST. This is the

shortest day of the year north of the Equator.

December 22: The Ursid meteor shower is at maximum (about

15 per hour).

December 28-29: Jupiter and Saturn are much closer to each

other than earlier in the month. The moon passes them again tonight.

December 31: Mercury aligns with the sun in superior conjunction

(beyond the sun), entering the evening sky.

January 1: Earth is nearest the sun (perihelion), about 147,093,000

kilometers (91,400,000 miles) from it.

January 6: The latest sunrise of the year occurs north of the Equator.

January 14: Jupiter and Saturn are in conjunction.

Evening Star Map: To identify stars in the northern sky, hold the map
in front of you with north at the bottom and match the stars on the

lower half of the map with those in the sky. When you face the other

directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding compass point (east,

south, or west) to the bottom, and match the stars in the sky with those

on the lower half of the map. The map represents the sky at about 1

1

to 12 P.M. on December 1; 10 to 11 P.M. on December 15; 9 to 10 P.M.

on December 31; and 8 to 9 p.m. on January 15. It shows only planets

and moon phases above the horizon at those times.
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"Gives you everything

that counts....a guide all

tree lovers will want."—Michael McCloskey.
Executive Director, Sierra Club

THE
COMPUTE
TREES
OF
NORIH
AMERICA
is the quickest, easiest, surest

guide of its kind.

Examine

this superb

field guide

and natural

history free

for 15 days!

identifies nearly 800 species

over 2,000 labeled illustrations

n illustrated summer and winter keys

n over 650 range maps

This encyclopedic reference by
Dr. Thomas S. Elias provides easy
access and fascinating information.

Species text and illustrations are

coordinated. Trees can be found by
common or scientific names. You can
find, at a glance, relationships of fam-
ilies, genera, species. A natural history

as well, this modern classic offers a
wealth of information on ranges, habi-

tat, growth stages, forestry and much
more. An Outdoor Life /Nature Book
from Van Nostrand Reinhold.

960 pages.

Includes drawings from 1905 and 1922 edi-

tions of Sargent's Manua/ of the Trees ol

Norlli America— and new Illustrations by

noted botanical artist Ruth Brunstetter. Or.

Ellas Is assistant director of the Carey Ar-

boretum of the New York Botanical Garden.

2HB VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
Mail Order Service

7625 Empire Drive, Florence. KY 41042

Please send me The Complete Trees ol North America lor

15-day Iree examination. I will remil $19 95 plus sales lax

and small handling delivery cost or return ttie book with-

out obligation (Otter good in U S A only Subjecl to

credit department approval Price subiect to change. Pay-

ment must accompany order with PC box address.)

Name

G SAVE! Remit with order—we pay shipping/handling

Same return-refund guaranteed Add local sales tax,

23862-2 N7911

Books in Review

A Gathering

of Birds
by Robert Arbib

A Field Guide to the Birds, by
Roger Tory Peterson (fourth edition).

Houghton Mifflin Company, soft-

cover $9.95; hard-cover $15.00;

limited signed edition $90.00; 384 pp.,

illus.

The news has already reached the

farthest corners of the continent, and

armies of birders, kitchen window
watchers, and librarians are already

rushing to snap up the long-awaited,

"completely revised and enlarged"

edition of Peterson's original launch-

ing pad to fame and fortune, his east-

ern guide. It is thus uncertain in the

mind of this reviewer whether to treat

its arrival as a historic event or to

review it as an addition to the ever-

more-crowded shelf of field guides.

As an event, it signals the first rev-

olutionary revision of the field guide

that started it all in 1934, and which,

after one minor and one major re-

vision, has sold almost two million

copies. But more than that—as has

so often been said (every time the

author wins another prestigious medal

or honorary degree)—it is the book

that did more to popularize natural

history and father the conservation

movement than any other, including

i

even Rachel Carson's Silent Spring.

As advertised, this edition is almost

completely new and represents a quan-

tum leap forward from its most recent

predecessor, and here some specifics

are in order. Several immediate im-

provements should be noted at once:

the color plates, at last, now face the

text for the species shown—no more

searching for text and corresponding

illustration on widely separated pages.

For the first time there are excellent

range maps—390 of them—the work

of Virginia Marie Peterson (princi-

pally) and her husband, Roger. Not
postage-stamp maps either, but six to

a page, legible maps with state and

province boundaries shown. The color

scheme is borrowed, perhaps, from the

Robbins-Bruun-Zim-Singer field

guide: pink for breeding range, blue

for winter range, purple for overlap,

with many marginal notes, such as

(for rose-breasted grosbeak) "winters

casually to n. U.S. at feeders," or

(whip-poor-will) "recent decline in

many areas."

Another cried-for improvement is

the updating of the bird list itself,

with literally scores of species added

to the text and shown in color plates.

I counted an additional 137 species

or forms in this present edition; most



This photo is of the Maya Crystal Skull and is an ex-

ample of the subjects that you can read about. Popular

Archaeology is a magazine on world-wide archaeology

that is written in an easy-to-read style and is well illu-

strated. You will receive articles on the pyramids of

Egypt, American archaeology, Roman and Greek ar-

chaeology, human evolution, the scientific methods

used in archaeology and notices on opportunities to do

field work. We are now featuring a continuing column

entitled "The Unexplained." Edited by professional

archaeologists, you can read into "The Mystery and

Excitement of the Search and Excavation" and discover

factual material about the history of our civilization.

Subscription is $9.75 for one year, $15.00 for two

years and $20.00 for three years, all of which i

guaranteed. Each r

good-reading back i:

ubscriptic nclude free

POPULAR
ARCHAEOLOGY
P.O. BOX 4211 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22204

Let Them Grow With a Questar

Childi

thing;

Only

and
tensi

;n with intense curiosity about the nature of

will learn to master many tools, and the tele-

that prime tool of science, should be the first,

the finest telescope, combining mechanical

optical perfection, can become a true ex-

on of the mind and hand. Such an instrument

is the Questar, and its lovely versatility adds an

extra dimension to many fields: astronomy, terres-

trial studies, or perhaps simply to the pure

enjoyment of wildlife What else could you buy a

child that would enchant, amuse and continue to

serve for a lifetime?

Send for our booklet in co/or on the portable,

photovisual Questar. $2, please, to cover mailing

on this continent. Airmail to S.A., $3.50; Europe

and N. Africa, $4; elsewhere, $4.50.

QUESTAR
Box GY, New Hope, Pa. 18938 (215) 852-5277

are the result of knowledge gained

by amateurs in the explosive growth

of birding in eastern North America.

The list of ocean wanderers—vagrants

from the West, from Europe, and from

the tropics—is truly remarkable and

there are new color plates for each.

Included are the many escapees

—

parrots and waterfowl especially

—

that have been found, some thriving,

in the wild. Newcomers to birding who

couldn't understand why common
birds like the cattle egret or house

finch were nowhere in the third edition

will find them here.

Of all the features of the book, the

color plates will undoubtedly draw the

most comment. This edition has 136

full pages in color, as against the pre-

vious edition's 42. To get an idea of

the simply prodigious labor that went

into them, my tabulation showed 803

individual birds full figure, standing

or sitting; 528 flying; 210 heads or

heads and necks; 37 miniature birds;

34 drawings; 25 silhouettes; 7 chicks,

6 tails; 2 wings; and 14 separate feet.

A grand total of 1,666 separate and

distinct portraits, absolutely un-

guaranteed, but I'm not going through

that again! Virtually every pose is

here: mostly side views, but also those

of birds flying, from above and below.

The only views that are missing are

the ones I have most need of in a

field guide—the north end going

south. The paintings themselves seem

vastly superior to those in earlier edi-

tions.

As for the accompanying text, page

layouts have imposed maximum brev-

ity. Especially brief are the para-

graphs on range, but the maps replace

the words splendidly. We must not

forget that this is a pocket field guide;

it cannot illustrate every possible

plumage of every species. Its system

depends on key field marks as cues

in an elimination process, and in most

cases it will narrow the choices to

one. In a few instances the guide sug-

gests alternates for later, at-home de-

cisions, but inevitably you will encoun-

ter puzzles that neither this nor any

field guide can solve. You may be

surprised to find that this edition, with

so much added, is no larger than its

predecessor. This is a feat I don't un-

derstand.

Negatives? The soft-cover edition

and the dust jacket of the hard-cover

are a hateful billboard, with a line

across the bottom that screams

"COMPLETELY NEW!" Fifteen

years from now, when my copy is

Cruising expeditions to the

SeycheUfis

Singapore to
Seychelles —
Sumatra. Burma.
Andaman Is., Sri Lanka
Maldive Is. Study the unique
plants, animals, and marine life

of the "Garden of Eden"
islands. Informative lectures

/

guidance by exper
naturalists.

Seychelles /Red
Sea — Djibouti.

Sudan, Egypt.
Petra, Suez Can;
Cairo. Fine accommodation/
cuisine on our MS V\/ORLD
DISCOVERER — the world's
most sophisticated expedition

cruise ship. From $4100.
Departs April. Write for details

Society H\peditions)
723 Broadw,
Seattle. WA
98102 USA

City / State / Zip NH-12

Crulslr>g expedltlone also to: D Amazon
D Antarctica D New Guinea D Indoneala

n Seychelles D Red Sea D Iceland / Greenland

Better Than Jogging

Revolutionary new CV exerciser

duplicates XC skiing

for the best motion in fitness.

More muscles exercised
Arms, legs and shoulders uniformly share

the workload. Keeps more muscles in tone.

Makes high heart rates very easy to attain.

Involves more of the body's CV system.

Completely jarless, stand-up exercise

No joint or back problems as in running

or jogging. Provides more uniform leg

muscle loading than exercise bikes.

A highly effective proven product
Used In homes, companies and Institu-

tions such as Xerox Corp., YMCA, Penn

State U., and the U.S. Army. Nordic-

Track employs no motors. Arm and leg

resistances are adjustable. Portable, folds

for convenience.

For more Info: PSl 612-448-6987
125 L Columbia Ct., Chaska, MN. 55318



Enter
the world
of Questers

nature
tours.

When you travel with Questers, you have the

advantage of our knowledge of the travel world

And our experience of the natural world We are

travel professionals And our only lour program is

Worldwide Nature Tours

Under the leadership of an accompanying

naturalisl, we search out the plants and animals,

birds and flowers rain forests, mountains, and

tundra, seashores, lakes, and swamps of the

regions we explore At the same time, we include

the more usual attractions in touring—the cities,

archaeological sites, and people.

The current Directory of Worldwide Nature

Tours describes 29 tours varying from 9 to 36 days

and going to virtually every part of the world In

eluded are The Amazon, Peru, Patagonia, Galapa

gos, Hawaii, Alaska, Death Valley Everglades

Ladakh, Sri Lanka, Iceland, Scotland, Greece

Australia, and New Zealand Tour parties are small

the pace leisurely, and itineraries unusual

Call or write Oueslers or see your Travel

Agent today tor your tree copy of the Directory of

Worldwide Nature Tours

QUESTERS
Questers Tours & Travel, Inc.

Dept. NH1280, 257 Park Avenue South

New York, N.Y. 10010 • (212) 673-3120

The beauty of the beast.

BIQFOOT
KENNETH WYLIE

"Whether you believe
'Bigfoot' exists or you
don't, Wylie's unprej-
udiced and multi-disci-
plined approach to this
subject is as intriguing
as the tales themselves,
and his forthright analy •

sis is right on target."
—Richard G. Van Gelder,

American Museum of Natural History

8 pages of photos

THE VIKING PRESS Dept. ATE-NH
625 Madison Ave., New York. NY 10022

Send copies of BIGFOOT fti

$14.95 and I enclose $ total. (Add I

sales tax where applicable plus $1.00 per
|

<
I
copy for shipping.)

Name

Addr

Icity.

' Address-

I

City_ -Zip-

dogeared and ragged, it will still shout

"COMPLETELY NEW!" at me, even

though it will lack the twenty-five new

additions to the regional bird list that

will probably have been added since

1980.

Of course, most of the attention will

be focused inside the covers. Already

we have heard from a few of the hy-

percritical "experts," ready with mag-

nifying glass to pounce on any sus-

pected error. Isn't this bill too thin,

those legs too long, the breast here

too bright, the wings there too short?

I'll leave this nitpicking to others. I

did find some colors that particularly

bothered me. In the copies I have

seen, some plates have trouble with

their blues: the American coot has

a strong blue cast, those enormous

(why so big?) kingfishers are solid

blue, but the blue grosbeak is decid-

edly purple, and the robin-bluebird

plate seems washed out. The answer

may be in the printing of sixteen pages

of color plates on each sheet: balanc-

ing colors accurately so that all are

correct is difficult and may be im-

possible. Suffice it to say there are

no illustrations that might cause con-

fusion between species—save perhaps

the Empidonax flycatchers, which are

better separated by voice and habitat

anyway. The new Peterson guide was

not designed to solve those really dif-

ficult identification problems: all the

immature gulls, cryptic flycatchers,

problem raptors, juvenile pelagics, and

uncommon hybrids. We need special,

detailed field guides for those.

There may be people who will

closely examine the maps and find

fault with minor details. And for some

species all the state and provincial

boundaries should probably not have

been included. They pin the map
maker down to specifics where knowl-

edge is still vague. But these are fine

maps and having them all together

in one section will make future re-

visions simpler.

So, finally, the time has come to

retire your third edition to the shelf

for good. This new Peterson was worth

waiting for, and it's all you'll need

in your kit bag for some years to come.

Don't walk—run to your nearest book-

seller!

Robert Arbib writes for the National

Audubon Society and also edits their

bimonthly magazine, American Birds.

His book, The Lord's Woods, won

the John Burroughs medal as the out-

standing nature book of 1972.

^BOOK HUNTING?-.
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfictlon.

All auttiors, tubjects. Name the booit—we'll

find Itl (Title alone Is sufficient.) inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 70

BOOKS-ON-FILE P.O. BOX 195
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

nSH T-SHIRTS
LargemouUi Bass. Smallmoulh Bass. Rainbow Trout.

Brook Trout, Callish. Muskie Noflhern Pike,

Cr^ppie, Blue Gill Tarpon, Shark PErcti Atlantic

Salmon. Red Salmon. Barracuda, Bluelish. Flying

Fish. Blowfish, Japanese Sea Horse, others

BrMhure '1,00

'7D0 ea 4/'25in Specif/ S. M. L. X-L

STREAMERS • P BOX 6946 N
PROVIDENCE. R I 0294D

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
a light touch Roy Hartkopf glvi

you a basic understanding i

many everyday applications
mathematics. He taites the reader
from simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects oi

math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own home at Tnin^
imum cost.
Order Now:$9.95p!us 95c hdlg.

EMERSON BOOKS. INC.
Dept 333F Buchanan. NY,

I05II
10 Day Money Back Guarantee

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOIM

Mfg. List $265.00 Postpaid $159,50

This is an example o! the deep discount prices on high quality

optics thai is found in our FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection ol telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc., plus valuable information on how to properly select

them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

Thirty miles north of Tahiti is the most
beautiful and also the only completely un-

spciied coral island of French Po^yn

resort of the Tahitian

royal family. This gerr

TCriAROA
who,' h thed

wned by Mr. Marlon Brando,

nof a :ologis

J forhas created a bird sanctuary,

atoll research, and a traditional Tahitian

village with accommodations for discrimi-

nating guests who are willing to forego

luxurious amenities in order to enjoy un-

rivaled quiet and tranquility.

Having stayed on Tetiaroa and relaxed there

as nowhere else, and been welcomed by its

manager, the lovely Tanta, and her family

and staff, we highly recommend a visit to

this unique, private paradise

Detailed brochures of our ten-day indepen-

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10014

TELEPHONE <212) 691 7429
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NEWSWEEK THE NEWSWEEK BUILDING, LIVINGSTON, N.J. 07039

QAVF Send Newsweek for Save even more

uAfc 26 weeks at $16.25 Q 52 weeks just $32.50
nALr (Just 62Vi' an issue. 50% off (Just 62V2< an issue 50% off

the $1 .25 newsstand price.) ttie $1 .25 newsstand price.)

Name

Address _

City State Zip

a PAYMENT ENCLOSED O BILL ME LATER

D CHECK HERE IF THIS IS YOUR RENEWAL (Attach label)

GOOD ONLY IN THE 50 STATES OF THE U.S.A.
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi

2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques; Kachinas; old and new
rugs. No catalogue- One-of-a-kind pieces; individually

photographed. Most priced $100/up Write for photos

and data, specifying interests. Box 5896, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

FOR CHRISTMAS: Iroquois Guardian Size False Face,
5", $17.00, request photo, McCoy Imports, Liberty,

NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept. NH, 650 University,

Berkeley, CA 94710

OUR NATIONAL PARKS IN FULL COLOR. Free il-

lustrated brochure of large lithographs splendid for

framing. Write Photo Classics, Box 11, DIckerson,

MP 20753

WILDLIFE NOTE CARDS by award winning photog-

rapher Keith Axelson. For elegant correspondence,

frameable. 5 "4 X 7% inches, top folded with envelope.

Black-on-black printing, nch paper stock Postpaid

assorted set of one dozen $10 Keith Axelson, P.O.

Box 5862/NH, Santa Monica, CA 90405

Back Numbers

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888 - 1980, Issues,

Book Publications, Collectors Items. Send Wants. Bux-
aum Geographies, Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vrted. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Cartton Press, Dept NHX, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

Books

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, detailed

guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,

$3 95, SAV Travel, Box 571-NH, Hicksville, NY 1 1802

BOOKFINDING Librarians search woridwide titles or

subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock PAB, 2918
Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-1943

FREE MAGAZINE featuring 500 books Health, nu-

trition, organic gardening, environment, energy. Pro-

voker Press, St. Catherines-568, Ontario L2R 7C9

FREE WESTERN BOOK CATALOGUE. All books dis-

counted BW Books, Desk 15, Box 30345, Lincoln,

NE 68503

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Ornithol-

ogy, Colorplate, etc. Catalogue $1 Book Chest, 19

Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton,

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

SUPER-SAVINGS— Paul Villiard's— "Moths and How
to Rear Them. " One of the finest Introductory books
ever pubSshed—$ 1 Dr. Barry Persky, 1 03- 1 8 Avenue
M, Brooklyn, NY 11236

WILDLIFE, BIRD REPTILE BOOKS, selected worldwide

publications. Large descriptive catalogue 50(t Zoo
Books, Box 3, Hollywood, FL 33020

Collectors' Items

100 MOUNTED BUTTERFLIES, rare and very rare;

500 moths; 125 insects; from S.E. Asia in hand-

carved teak chests. May be viewed Dec. 15-20 by

appointment only. R P. Richey, c/o American Express,

P.O. Box 49, Singapore

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through International

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-

Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, West
Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship. Asian

Exchange, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727

Education

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades! Re-

search catalogue— 306 pages— 10,278 titles. Rush
$1.00 (Refundable!) Research. Box 25097H, Los An-

geles, 90025 (213) 477-8226

EDUCATIONAL GIFTS; Elementary mathematics fun

newspapers, games Free samples. Joyner Publica-

tions. Box 6002. Raleigh. NC 27628

NONRESIDENTIAL UNIVERSITY DEGREES
Bachelors, Masters. Doctorates, for the accom-

plished Individual. State-authorized, inexpensive,

efficient. Richard L Crews. M.D-. President

COLUfVIBIA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
150 Shoreline. Suite 8412 • Mill Valley. CA 94941

Cdll Toll Free USA: 800-227-1617. est.480
California Onl^: 800-772-3545. exi. 480

TOMORROWS SCIENTISTS need creative tools to-

day. Free catalogue. Resources for the Gifted, Dept.

C-20, 3421 N. 44th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85018

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 17.500

Jobs! Paid Transportation! New Report! $2—
Moneyback Guarantee! "Australia Commission," De-

partment 894-C10, National Press Building, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20045

JOBS OVERSEAS . . . (Including Alaska Gas Pipeline).

Free Details. Global Employment, Box 808-NH, Na-

tional City, CA 92050

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Woridwide Direc-

tory and complete Information— $3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER'
Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Current open-

ings—all occupations! Free details Intermountain-

4Y. 3506 Birch. Cheyenne. WY 82001

TEACHERS - ADMINISTRATORS; School, college job

openings: USA. $5 95; Abroad. $5 95 Placement,

sources USA. $4.95; Abroad. $4 95 EISF. Box 662.

Newton. Massachusetts 02181

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries

including Ireland! Sampler: 5/$2 98 Free Brochure

Multlnewspapers, Box DE-20B, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

AUTHENTIC PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH RECIPES; Fast-

nachts, Shoofly, Apeas, Apple Tart, Potpie, etc. $3 00

to Seiig, Box 162-NH, Pennsauken, NJ 08110

CHEESECAKE: German family recipe. Foolproof, Sent »ii>^'

$1 .00 and SASE. Goetsch. 1004 Griffin, Grand Havetfe«p
Ml 49417 ,> Jit

-

CREAMY, MOUTHWATERING strawberry cheesecaki <

and moist, savory lemon bars. Two easy, elegan

dessert recipes. $1. SAE, P.O. Box 1641, Portland, tiiC

OR 97207

ENGLAND'S PLUM PUDDING recipe. Very old. $;

and SASE to Millie, Box 6263, Pine, AZ 85544

SCATa

HOLIDAY COOKIES—8 authentic family recipes $2.0(i

SASE— Cookies, 204 Wight Avenue, Hunt Valley. MD. iSCfi •*

21093 I
SJ'a^

ni»5

HOLIDAY FRUIT PIES; Three elegant easy dellclou: g-iSMi

pies. $1.50toSBI.Box 16141. I^inneapolis.MN 55416 rja 'i.

HOMEMADE. Wine & beer Directions, equipment, in

gredients. Free price list Gohbhmsco. Box 268'

Sparks. NV 89431

LEFTOVER RICE? Make nutritious Rice Pizza in min

utes. $1.00 SASE Mama Lena. Box 6647. Chicago-

IL 60680

MEATLESS FEAST! Appetizer to dessert. $2.50 tc i-t},{

Recipes, 1224-21st Avenue North, St. Petersburg;

FL 33704

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound prepaid, u^f R

5 pound Minimum shipment. E.L. Floura. Blackduck

MN 56630

QUICKLY SIMPLE HOLIDAY RECIPES. Variety 6 pacl-

$2.00. SASE to DeRose. 1311 W. Ardmore. Chicago

IL 60660

SPECIAL HOLIDAY TREATS! Send $2 with SASL
for 6 family favorites to P.O. Box 813, El Cajon

CA 92022

12-1- 1! Around the world in 12 meatless main-

dish recipes; plus a surprise! Send $2.50 SASE to

Gleltsman. 1103 Canyon Road. Santa Fe NM 87501

Government Surplus

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" Buy *^m'

500.000 items (including Jeeps) .low as 2<s. or te.a

dollar! Most complete information available-$2.00. Sur-

plus Disposal. Box 19107-RZ. Washington. DC 20036 i^DS

JdTime

SURPLUS JEEPS— $19 30! — CARS— $13.50! nm
—650.000 Items!— Government Surplus—Most Com-' is* H

prehenslve Directory Available Tells How. Where Tc

Buy— Your Area—$2— Moneyback Guarantee—
"Government Information Services." Dept. DC-12,

Box 99249. San Francisco. CA 94109

Merchandise

HAVE YOUR NAME(S) written in ancient Egyptian icatf

hieroglyphic style, on parchtex Send check for $3.25 te
to; C. Banks. Box 309. Hollis. NY 11423 lirosi

tesi

"I LIKE IT WILD® ..." Wilderness /wildlife posters, —
T-shirts, notecards. Send stamped envelope: Wilder- iE

ness Dreams®. Box 4455-N. Shawnee Mission, KSjjcirss

66204

QUILTS HAND QUILTED. Kings- $275, $295
Queen— $270 (all ppd) Lorenz, Hackessin, DE 19707ffi'

(302) 239-7892

RAW PLACER GOLD, man's ultimate possession,

unique conversation piece, five grain vial $15.75 ppd.

Gold, Box 203, Vista, CA 92083

UNIQUE SEED CATALOGUE, a practical guide to 100

varieties; Herbs, Medicinals, Useful Plants $1 ,00. Cata-

logue plus 4 seed pkts. Balm, Camomille, Peppermint

Pennyroyal $3 00, Naturalist, P Box 435-N1 York-

town Heights, NY 10598

fEB(

Ifei

m
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VALKING STICKS. CANES, Free color brochure,

/larchele Co.. Dept. NHL, 1 123 Broadway, New York.

;Y 10010

Fmj iflusic

REE CATALOGUE. Musical instruments and kits—

'f-
farpsichords. Hammered and Appalachian dulcimers,

' Jtes, guitars, etc. HDC, 4419 West Colfax, NH, Den-
er. CO 80204

/lUSICAL INSECTS OF THE WORLD . . . Elegant
iQSter features 8 "Hitherto Unheralded Entomological

Venders. " each with its unique "song" printed be-

, leath Send $4 50 to , , . Chris Kluge. Box 746. Upper
/lontclair. NJ 07043

&^

ORIGINAL RECORDING! "Heritage" by Pete & Paul

iarkett. Send $7.00 to Heritage-Barkett. 1122 N.E.

:18th, Portland, OR 97213

Old Time Radio

3LD TME RADIO PROGRAIylS on cassette tapes,

-ree catalogue. Cassette Library Center, P.O. Box
533 1H, Baltimore. MD 21209

DLDTII^E RADIO PROGRAMS on quality tapes. Free
Catalogue Carl N. Froelich. Route One. New Freedom,
=A 17349

I Photo/Optical

I

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US
Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know
Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine.
Mirakel Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. West

I-

Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

BIRDERS. NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS High-

est quality 35mm slides from the collection of the— Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology, Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free . catalogue
Slides. 1 59 Sapsucker Woods Road. Ithaca. NY 14850

HUGE DISCOUNTS Nationally Advertised Brands, Bin-_ oculars, Spotting Scopes. Orders shipped prepaid
Free price list. Sandan Associates. Box 986. Delray

t'jF. Beach. FL 33444
«ill

Real Estate

FREE! Big Fall— Holiday Catalogue! Over 5,400 coun-
try properties described, pictured! Land. Farms,
Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys! Se-
lected best thruout the U.S. Over 700 offices, 43
states All Across America! Yours Free from the
World's Largest! Strout Realty, Inc., 60 E. 42nd Street,

Dept, 5390. New York, NY 10017

FREE 296-PAGE CATALOGUE. Describes and
pictures over 2,700 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast
to coast. United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W, 47th
St.. Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO. Res. Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7,50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities! "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-
tionwide listings— $2,00. Surplus Lands, Box 19107-
RZ. Washington. DC 20036

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3.50/ACRE!—New Buyer's
Guide shows how!— Vacation!— Investment!— $2
Moneyback guarantee! "Surplus Lands Bureau" 894-
E12 National Press Building, Washington, DC 20045

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN, Placencia Personalized va-

cation maximum 8; snorkle largest reef in hemisphere;

visit unfrequented Mayan Ruins; experience other cul-

tures while enioying private seaside cabins, interesting

cuisine. Write 3526 Old Onslow Road, Greensboro,
NC 27407

FAR OFF THE BEATEN TRACK: Very small, very

special hotel tucked into a 30-acre plantation on the

island of Bequia. St, Vincent Grenadines. W,l, 12

rooms, pool, tennis, snorkeling, beautiful beach. Write

or call: Spring On Bequia. Box 19251. Minneapolis.

MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

FREE! Map/Birdlist— Chiricahua Mountains Area-
plus illustrated brochure of our nature lovers' re-

treat—Cave Creek Ranch, Box F-1, Portal, AZ 85632

MAINE: Remote fly-in XC ski lodge. Outstanding back-
country touring, beginner to expert Warm comfortable
cabins, excellent food, sauna, maximum 10 guests.

Little Lyford. Brownville, ME 04414

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES with WHALES and WILDLIFE Observe
whales in Baja lagoons and off Maui, Hawaii. Wildlife

adventurese in Tanzania. Kenya. Zambia and Zaire.

Also Andes. Amazon. Galapagos. Nepal, India, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and Alaska. 1981 trip preview
available. Adventures International. 4421-N Albert.

Oakland, CA 94619

ADVENTUROUS SUBCONTINENT, Select Seasonal
Tours: Grand India-Nepal Highlight. January Republic

Parade Geeta Tours. 1245 Jarvis. Chicago. IL 60626

ANALYZE CARNIVAL TRADITIONS in Brazil, explore

marine environments in the South Pacific, excavate
a medieval town in West Africa, observe whale be-

havior in Baja. map ancient Egyptian tombs, collect

unusual plants in Peru, You can help University scholars

on field expeditions winter, spnng. or summer. No
previous experience necessary Contact University Re-
search Expeditions Program (NH). University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415) 642-6586

ARCTIC CANADA Musk oxen, caribou, nesting per-

egrines and gyrfalcons! Archaeology June 27-July

6, 1981, Contact Cloud Ridge Naturalists. Ward. CO
80481

GALAPAGOS: For the best Galapagos experience,

hike and sail the Islands with our small groups.

Peru—Machu Picchu options and horseback expe-
ditions. Inca Floats, 5982 N, Balboa, Oakland, CA
94611 (415) 339-9095

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC. Trekking expeditions in

the Everest and Annapurna areas of Nepal. Free
brochure. Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06830, Toll

free (800) 243-5330

GALAPAGOS^
AND INCA PERU

'A natural wildlife tour. The trip*

of a lifetime! Two departures for two*'

/weeks. February and Augusti 981. Cost5
$2698 US per person. For information
and brochures contact Wings of the
World, Inc. Travel. 653 ML Pleasant T

Road. Toronto. Canada^
(416)482-1223^

MEXICAN & CENTRAL EXPEDITIONS by Wayne Hus-
sing, 11120 Raphe! Road, Upper Falls. MD 21156
(301) 592-7247—White water Rafting— Volcanic
Climbs— Backpacking— Jungle Exploration— Over-
land Dnves. Oct-July

NATURALIST GUIDED FIELD SEMINARS and tours.

West Texas and Mexico. Rafting, hiking, backpacking,
bus. University or Continuing Education credit as ap-
propriate Write Education Department. Chihuahuan
Desert Research Institute, Box 1334, Alpine, TX 79830

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Ba|a California. Mexico
Whale-watching! Photography! Birding! Wilderness! In-

credibly individualized escorted environmental explo-
rations—$1485, Baia's Frontier Tours. 4365-H New
Jersey. San Diego. CA 92116 (714) 299-1360

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, wildflowers, mam-
mals Small groups to Central, South America, Ga-
lapagos, China, Western America, Britain, Kenya, New
Guinea, Australia, and more. Write for brochure. World
Nature Tours. Box 693a, Silver Spring. MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUT: Escorted nature tours

featuring excursions in New Zealand's scenic National

Parks, plus the Milford Track Pacific Exploration Com-
pany. Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara. California 93105

PERU: FOLKLORE /MUSIC/ARCHAEOLOGY. An un-

usual trip, fully escorted Forum Travel. 2437 Durant.

Berkeley. CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

SAIL THE FLORIDA KEYS Explore, fish, photograph,
and study this unique environment The classic 40-

Chesapeake Bay Skipjack Sea Breeze II will take

you there, from Elliott Key to Dry Tortugas. Write:

Sea Breeze II, 2717 S.W. 31 Ct . Miami, FL 33133

VACATIONS IN NATURAL HISTORY for the single

traveler. Blue Sky Adventures. Dept NHM. Oak Ridge.

NJ 07438

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS to Cascades
and Olympics with professional naturalist Brad's
Tours, 401 E, Mercer #31D, Seattle, WA 98102

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1,75 per word, 16 word ($28) minimum. Display

classified is $150-per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St . New York. NY 10024
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover

date (the January issue closes Nov. 8) Camera-
ready art is required for display ads, A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words: abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired. Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity Thank you!



helped to stigmatize moonshining,

making people aware that untaxed li-

quor is a drain on the commonweal
and a peril to health. The antimoon-

shine literature explains that unscru-

pulous still operators contaminate

their whiskey with toxic lead salts

from car radiators used as cheapjack

condensers instead of the conventional

copper tubing.

To make matters worse, by the end

of the sixties, courts were handing out

moonshining convictions routinely and

Treasury men found they could un-

cover many stills simply by monitoring

suspiciously large sales of sugar. In-

deed, sugar had become so basic to

moonshining that the zoom in world

sugar prices, which sent sweet tooths

everywhere into a panic, had a lethal

effect on marginal moonshiners. Old-

timers who had kept working at their

stills for lack of another vocation could

no longer compete with cheap, legal

whiskey. The high cost of sugar had

priced them out of the market. These

grizzled, folkloric bootleggers did not,

by and large, return to moonshining,

and few younger men moved in to

replace them.

One retired moonshiner, Arthur

("Bad Eye") Williams remembers
when he handled 500 cases of illegal

whiskey in a week, fetching it from

country stills and running it into Rich-

mond, Virginia, where bootleggers like

him used to congregate at an all-night

restaurant in the Central Market and

swap stories about fast chases with

revenuers. His last arrest was in 1967,

and after five years in federal prison,

he finally went straight. Williams, half

of his face disfigured from a booby

trap that went off when he tried to

steal a cache of moonshine as a boy,

now finds the whiskey business too

well policed, too risky. He hopes to

make use of his special skills in a

new, legit venture, a gasohol distillery.

Not every moonshiner in America

has retired into nostalgia and law-abid-

ing capitalism. Nearly everyone I have

talked to in the southeastern mountain

area claims to have a source for white

lightning, usually a backwoods prac-

titioner operating on a small scale.

In most cases, however, these anach-

ronistic mini-distilleries play as insig-

nificant a part in the overall picture

of American liquor production as, say,

the homespun wool turned out by in-

dividual hobbyists around the country

does in the total output of yarn in

the United States. But in a handful

of rural counties, "homemade" liquor

is big business, highly organized and

on an industrial scale.

Franklin County, Virginia, just east

of the Blue Ridge, is by far the leading

center of untaxed whiskey production

in the land. Not long ago, the cru-

sading Franklin News-Post estab-

lished this fact in a carefully doc-

umented front-page story headlined:

"FRANKLIN NO. 1 MOONSHINE
COUNTY. No other area even close."

The paper's editor-publisher, Kermit

W. Salyer, who has been battling local

moonshine interests for years, printed

official statistics showing that during

a two-year period in the late seventies,

authorities seized 165 stills in the

county with a mash capacity of

125,000 gallons. One still, destroyed

by lawmen in 1972 at a site disguised

as a cemetery, had a mammoth ^



/n ya/zMflo 1980. Treasury agents blew up a still in Franklin County, Virginia.



16,000-gallon capacity. Since it typi-

cally takes only five days to complete

a "run" of a single batch of mash,

that one site could have produced

about 1.2 million gallons a year. With
so much at stake, it is no wonder that

the still owners do what they can to

protect their investment.

Salyer contends that the whiskey

interests in Franklin County have tried

to put him out of business by setting

up a rival newspaper, which siphons

off advertising and circulation that

might otherwise go to the News-Post.

Salyer has, nevertheless, managed to

keep his paper afloat and to spread

the word about his county's dirty little

secret. Because of his statistical ex-

pose, published in late 1979, the U.S.

Treasury Department and the Virginia

Department of Alcoholic Beverage

Control staged a raid on stills in Frank-

lin County in January 1980. The na-

tional media were invited to bear wit-

ness. Salyer, in an editorial, dismissed

the raid as a publicity stunt and called

for more money to be spent on routine

enforcement. He had a point.

Certainly, it did not require national

television coverage and a feature in

the New York Times to reveal what

had been common knowledge. Local

authorities do not try to conceal or

deny the prevalence of moonshining.

The casual visitor to the county ad-

ministrator's office cannot fail to no-

tice that the painting on the wall be-

hind the receptionist's desk is titled

Franklin County Steamer. It is an

attractive picture of a classic still.

When I passed through Franklin

County recently, no raids were in prog-

ress and I was unable to taste any

of the locally celebrated, homemade
fruit brandies. But I was invited to

try samples of local white lightning

by W. Q. Overton, the sheriff, who
presides over Franklin County's grim

stone jail. There, in a locked closet,

which serves as the county's evidence

vault, were secreted three nondescript

bottles of homegrown hooch. Two of

them contained whiskey that was pow-

erfully alcoholic, clear as water, rea-

sonably smooth tasting, almost as re-

fined as commercial vodka. The third

was more classic and had the sour

taste that aficionados of moonshine

prefer. This sourness is caused by a

complex of chemicals that "puke" out

of the still at the beginning of a run.

At legal distilleries, these "sour

heads" are drawn off and thrown
away. Moonshiners, however, intent on

maximizing production, often leave

them in. The resultant taste is roughly

similar to the characteristic flavor of

tequila or those French and Italian

spirits distilled from the dregs of wine

making, which are known as marc and

grappa, respectively. I mean this com-
parison only as a rough approximation.

It would take a serious chemical anal-

ysis of these quite different drinks to

establish which of the dozens of pos-

sible chemicals lay behind the special

taste of each one, but there is defi-

nitely a family resemblance. And that

has social as well as technical impor-

tance. The French, the Italians, and

the Mexicans have continued to drink

vigorous alcoholic beverages derived

from a rural tradition of home dis-

tillation. Only in America have we
shunned our ancestral liquor, aban-

doning it almost completely to crimi-

nal producers and a shrinking clientele

at the fringes of mainstream American
life.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.

Mint Julep

1 tablespoon sugar

1 tablespoon chopped mint leaves

Shaved or crushed ice

2 ounces bourbon

1 small bunch fresh mint

2 drinking straws, cut short

1. Put sugar and crushed mint in a

mixing bowl. Crush to a paste with

the back of a wooden spoon.

2. Add a tablespoon of water to the

mint-sugar paste and stir to pro-

duce a green syrup.

3. Fill a metal cup half full of shaved

or crushed ice. (Special julep cups

are sold for this purpose, but any

silver cup will do. In fact, an or-

dinary tall glass will suffice, but

will not, of course, frost in the same
dramatic fashion as silver.)

4. Pour the green syrup and the bour-

bon over the ice. Slip in the sprig

of mint so that it rises above the

ice slightly. Insert the straws.

5. Place the cup on a tray without

touching it, to avoid leaving fin-

germarks. Frost in the refrigerator.

This will take thirty minutes to an

hour.

Yield: 1 julep The first U.S. Government bonded warehouse



ORLD CAR
ORD ESCORT

is 4

room of a compact (based on EPA
Volume Index).

30i 44

ENGINEERING TEAMS FROM
AMERICA AND OVERSEAS JOIN FORCES
TO CREATE A NEW CAR WITH BETTER
IDEAS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Applicable only to sedans without power
steering or A/C- For comparison. Your mile-

age may differ depending on speed, dis-

tance, weather. Actual hwy mileage and
Calif, ratings lower. Excludes diesels.

ONE OF THE MOST POWER-EFFICIENT
ENGINES AVAILABLE IN AMERICA

Escort's new-design compound
valve hemispherical head (CVH)

Top engineers drawn from the
worldwide resources of Ford Motor
Company teamed up to create
Escort. They pooled their exper-

lise. . .compared, tested, evalu-

ated, experimented—to come up
with better ideas.

The result: a high-mileage car

'built in America to take on the
world. Escort will be made in

America for American
y rivers.. .with other models built

land sold overseas.

HIGH MILEAGE THROUGH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Escort has higher gas mileage rat-

ings than subcompacts such as
VW Rabbit, Honda Accord, Toyota
Corolla hatchback—yet Escort has
more room— in fact. Escort has the

engine gives you high mileage plus

power for freeway driving.

FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE AND
FOUR-WHEEL INDEPENDENT

SUSPENSION

Escort comes with front-wheel

drive... four-wheel fully independ-

ent suspension., rack-and-pinion

steering... stabilizer bar. ..new all-

season steel-belted radials, and

;>

other road-control features.

DRIVE A WORLD CAR

Whether you buy or lease, see your

Ford Dealer now to order your
Escort . . . 3-door Hatchback, 4-door

Liftgate...or even a Squire wagon
option. And remember to ask about
Ford's Extended Service Plan.

Escort Liftgate . . , 4-doors and
wagon room when you need It.

BUILTTO
TAKE DIM
THEWORLD
FORD ESCORT
FORD DIVISION



exaphotocybernetic
The Possibilities are EndlessV

:. ix
Six-mode exposure control. The Canon A-1 is one of the

System versatility Newer electronics world's most advanced automatic
for wider applications.

exposure modes to achieve the re-

sults you want:

SLR cameras.Combining the finest in $ Shutter- Priority: You select the

optical and mechanical engineering / shutter speed, to freeze the ac-

with the most sophisticated elec- tion and prevent camera shake or

tronics, it's technology applied to give create an intentional blur. The A-1

you the ultimate in creative control. At automatically selects the appropri-

the touch of a button. ate lens opening.

Depending on your subject, you ^ Aperture-Priority: Control the

SJopped-Down: 30

can choose from six independent tm. area in focus by selecting the

lens opening for the effect you want.

The A-1 matches with the right

speed.

31 Programmed: When you need

^ On to shoot fast, just focus. The
A-1 will select both speed and aper-

, ^ ture for great results.

«-^t/ Stopped-Down: For extreme

close-up or specialized pho-

There are over forty fine Canon
lenses ranging from Fish Eye to

Super Telephoto, plus accessories
tography, a bellows, a microscope or to meet every need. If you can't
almost anything can be attached to

the A-1 . It's still automatic.

1^ Flash: Totally automatic flash

—I photography of course, with a

photograph your subject with a

Canon A-1 , it probably can't be

photographed.

From the sophistication of its

wide variety of Canon Speedlites to LED viewfinder display to a rugged-
choosefrom.

tVlanual: Yes. For those times
I when you absolutely want to

do it all yourself. To experiment. To

explore the possibilities.

ness that allows up to five-frame-

per-second motor drive, the Canon
A-1 represents an incredible tech-

nology. At a price thaf makes
owning one a definite possibility.

'S,, 0.
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